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on campus by its students.

The Delta Herald
Mississippi Delta Junior College

Committee outlines homecoming 77-78
u^mopnnninir Events In Planmne with stiiHpnt naI'ti/<:r^ot;». -Homecoming Events In Planning

The initial meeting of the Homecom-

ing Committee took place and outlines

for events are taking shape.

The meeting, held Sept. 3, got off to a

good start with various campus groups

represented by their members and the

faculty. Dean Robert Warnock presided

over the meeting which was attended by

Mrs. Jean Abrams of the' Art
Department; Miss Laney Wooten, Mrs.

Yvonne Bennett, and Mrs. Sandra Moore

of the English Department; Mrs. Sidney

Hines and Mrs. Alma Richardson of the

girls dorm; Counselors Phil Dixon and

Joe Carley; SGA Pres. Larry Burrell and

Vice-Pres. Donna Palmer; Phi Theta

Kappa member David Gibson; and SGA
member Roy Collins.

The first meeting centered mainly

around ideas for a theme and publicity,

with student participation a major topic
of discussion. Emphasis was placed on
the need for student involvement in all
events, whether the floats and parade,
game, or the school spirit.

As Dean Warnock said, "The success
of homecoming depends upon the
students, faculty. an<f alumni. We all

need t^^mV- together to make this a
great homecoming.

'

"We all must agree, it is we. the
students and college members who make
a homecoming. If we can all start with a
little of the enthusiasm and spirit shown
at the first meeting, if we can all give a
little of ourselves and work together, we
can built this into the best homecoming
this campus has seen yet," said Ches
Pearman, PubHcations representative at
the meeting.

SEPTEMBER ACTIVITIES
CALENDAR

WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 14 - 8:25 AM
Election Phi Theta Kappa Officers

THURSDAY, SEPT. 15 - 6:30 PM
Pep Rally

SATURDAY. SEPT. 17 - 7:30 PM
Football Game. Co-Lin, Here

THURSDAY. SEPT. 22 - 6:30 PM
Pep Rally

FRIDAY. SEPT. 23
2nd Edition Delta Herald

SATURDAY. Sept. 24 - 7:30 PM
Football Game. Itawamba. Here

THURSDAY. SEPT. 29 (all day)
Bloodmobile, Union Bldg.

Modeling squad chosen

Emelia Harris, Jo Anne Colotta, Usa Richards, Dee Dee Cage, and Karen Johnson

Moorhead, Mississippi

Pep squad

forms
A 40-member Pep Squad is the newest

organization on Mississippi Delta Junior
campus.

It is under the direction of Dean
Robert Warnock.
The first meeting of the Pep Squad

was held Wed. Aug. 31. 1977. in the
student union.

"This group will be performing this
year; they will be a back up or
supporting team for the cheerleaders.
They will perform in rallys and travel to
games with the cheerleaders," said
Warnock.
Warnock said that at the present time

there are no squad leaders." but there
will be squads and squad leaders."

They will have no special uniform just
casual wear but all of it will be just alike.

The team will be furnished stick
pom pom, also." said Warnock.

Dorm construction

to begin Sept. 20

The contract for the addition to the
Stennis Penrod Women's Dormitory has
been awarded to Ilalloman and Gray
Company. Construction is expected to

begin by September 20.

The low bid of $238,360 was awarded
to the Grenada based company in a

special meeting with the M.D.J.C. Board
of Trustees Aug. 26 according to

M.D.J.C. Vice President Sam Stafford.

Six companies had placed bids for the
contract.

The accepted bid is expected to be
approved by the State Building
Commission in a meeting Sept. 8.

The new wing will be built between
the current east and west wings.
The new addition will consist of the 18

rooms. Each room will house four girls.

The wing should be ready for

occupancy by the fall semester of 1978.

Vice Pres. Stafford said, "We are very
pleased with the bid and are anxious to

get started."

He also said that plans were in the
'talking stage" to make additions to the

^ men's dorm.

Vo-Tech videotapes

Training Program

The Mississippi Delta will soon be

adding another industry to its growing
number of manufacturers, and MDJC
will again play a vital role in this

industry's establishment on the local

scene.

Mr. Steve Fuquay and Mr. Charles

Callaway of the local vo-tech staff

recently traveled to Topeka, Kansas,

where they videotaped a film for the

Hydra-Tool Company which will open a

local branch in Greenwood soon.

This film will be used by MDJC in

training new employees of the company.
Hydra Too) is the latest of many

companies to utilize the specialized

teaching skills of the Vo-tech staff in

setting up start up training programs for

their employees.
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MrR. Barbara Powell has been
appointed head of the nursing science

department. Mrs. Powell succeeds Mrs.

Beverly Kidson who resigned to accept a

poKition at the University of Southern

Mississippi. Commenting on the new
responHibilities, Mrs. Powell said, "I am
looking forward to a busy, exciting year

in the nursing department as we begin a

self-study of our curriculum. We have
ten faculty members who are highly

motivated and well qualified to teach

men and women to become Registered
Nursea.

Cheerleaders Paula RaUiff, LIbby Pugh and Mariee WUIIams (I to r) prepare Blow Pop signs for the Trojan
football game. The cheerleaders, In an effort to boost Trojan spirit, placed these signs In the players lockers.

News in brief

Mrs, Rebecca Shuttleworth has been
appointed head of the Language Arts
department. She succeeds Mrs. Thelma
Hughes who resigned from her adminis-
tration responsibilities to continue
teaching fulltime here. Commenting on
her new duties, Mrs. Shuttleworth said,
*i think that the department is dynamic
and all of the department members are
dedicated to their subject and students,
rhe thing that impressed me the most
since I have become head of the
department is the attitude of coopera-
tion of the faculty members. We have
some very interesting plans for this year
such as keeping the bulletin board up to
date, a new Library orientation project
working with the librarians, and
formation of u Humanist club. We also
plan to take the students to dramas,
musicals, festivals or just general
programs connected with English that
are going on in the area.

Deltettes Selected

The Mississippi Delta Junior College

Deltettes were selected by audition on

Aug. 23 and 24.

A group of six freshmen and
sophomore girls, the Deltettes is a

precision drill and dance team.

The Deltettes for the 1977 - 78 year

are Vicki Washington and Tammie Sims,

co-captains; Anna Warren, Donna
Coleman. Debra Pernell, and Teresa

Ecord.

The first performance of the year was
during halftime activities on Trojan
Field Sept. 2. This was the Trojan's first

game of the year.

Under the direction of Mrs. Betty

Aden, the Deltettes will perform at all

M.D.J.C. football games.

"T.J.'s" Auditioned

First auditions were held Sept. 24 for
the 1977-78 "T.J.'s" singing group. No
definite selections had been announced
at press time.
Mr. Joe Abrams, director, has invited

any student wishing to tryout for the
group — either in singing or playing an
instrument - to stop by the Fine Arts
Building anytime.

Various studios in the Fine Arts
Building are the setting for the
auditions.

The "T.J.V. under the direction of
Mr. Abrams. perform popular music and
some religious selections. The group

sings and plays various instruments.
The group will be performing for high

schools, civic clubs, art festivals and
other organizations throughout the year.
The "T.J.'s" will give a show the day of

Homecoming activities on the M.D.J.C.
campus Oct. 15. They are also planning
to appear at the state Phi Theta Kappa
Convention at Delta State University.

Lancers And Scottish Guard
Named

The Lancers and Scottish Guard of
Mississippi Delta Junior College have
been selected.

Both groups do basic drill routines
with the M.D.J.C. band.
The first performance of the year by

the groups was at the first Trojan
football game held on Sept. 2.

The Lancers, a group of girls
performing with flags, had seven to
appear in the first performance.
Kathy Allen is captain of the Lancers.

Other members are Kay Holmes. Lisa
Richards, Jo Ann Colotta. Margret
McClee. and Debrah Lee. alternate.
The Scottish Guard performs with

rifles.

The girls for this year are Marcia Acy
captain; Merry Glenn Purrell. "Becky
Horton. and Cindy Griffen.
Both groups wUl be in various

Christmas parades and the M.D.J.C.
Homecoming parade.
Mr. Joe Abrams is director for both

groups.

Editorial

Welcome everybody!

We at The Delta Herald would like to

extend our warmest greetings to each
and everyone of you.
We hope that your study will be happy

and rewarding.

As your newspaper staff, and we do
mean your newspaper staff, we strive to

inform you. the people. We will try to

give equal time to everyone, and if we
miss one of your important events,

please help us by getting the information

to us. (We'd prefer to have advance
notice of events, rather than follow-ups

of course.)

We hope that you will find our efforts

educational and entertaining.
College is one of the most importan[

times of your life. Our experience ha
been that people here will do their be-,

to make it one of the best times of our
lives, also.

But as with anything that you
endeavor to do, you'll only get out of it

what you put into it, so get out and get
involved!

Don't let the good times of college life

pass you by!

—Williams

editor . . . .janice williams

photographer gwen horis

asst. photographer
. . . .robin rushing

editorial assts ches pearman. darlene alien

reporters
. . . .anne williams, robin rushing, jeanette

knighten. dale Jenkins, jimmy lawrence

cartoonists
. . . .dale Jenkins, obed kline
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John and Gladys Martin look over some circnit equipment ased In their Radio and
Television Coarse, under the supervision of Mr. Steve Fuqua> (left).

T.V. repair? family affair!
by Robin Rushing

John and Gladys Martin, freshmen
from Belzoni, seem to believe in

"togetherness."

They are so "together" in their

thinking that they have become a unique
couple here on the MDJC campus.
Both are enrolled in the Radio and

Television Repair course taught by Mr.
Steve Fuquay.

"This is the first time that we have
had a husband-wife team to enroll in this

class," said Mr. Fuquay.
The Martins have a definite purpose in

mind by taking Radio and Television.

Their immediate goal is to open a repair

shop in Belzoni.

"This field of radio and television is a

wide open field, especially for women,"
explains Mr. Fuquay. "I think the
Martins* working together is an

excellent idea."

Gladys says that she has no
reservations about being the only
woman in her class, just as her husband
feels no difference about having his wife
in class with him.

"I feel that we have an advantage over
the other students in the class because
we can work and study together." says

Gladys. John often reads the study
material to me while I do my
housework."

Befor'; coming to MDJC, Gladys was
in the Air Force, and John was in the

army.

This being their first attempt at

college, the Martins are both optimistic

about school.

"We like the Radio and Television

course and Mr. Fuquay, and we are

looking forward to a good year."

lanaaannEangnHrn «nnnn|{iry)nir

To: All clubs, organizations, and individual student*

From: Faculty-Student Homecoming Committee

Subject; Competition for the Homecoming exhibits as part of the
Homecoming Parade

This year our theme will be "A Galaxy of Heroes. Trojan Wars to
Star Wars"

I. Clubs and Organizations will compete for first and second place
awards of $50 and $25.

11- Individual students will .compete for first and second place
awards of $50 and $25.

III. Criteria for competition will li:
1. The entry must relate to the theme, using some hero.
2. Originality, creativcness, and color scheme will be
considered.

3. All entries must be mobile, using manpower only to move
your exhibit; motors may be used on the exhibit, but they

must be pulled or carried by manpower during the parade.

IV. Interested groups shoulc contact Mr. Billy Williams. SGA
Pres. Larry Burrell, or Dean Robert Warnock for information
about getting supplies for the exhibits.

V. Please fill out and return the following entry blank to Mr. Billy
Wilhams in the Vo-Tech Center:

and°$25/'''^
to enter the competition for Homecoming ($50

Name:

Organization or Individual

MDJC Broadens

Offerings
Mississippi Delta Junior College has

added to both its curriculum and its

faculty for the 1977-78 session. These
additions provide a wider selection of
studies at MDJC for all interested
students.

One new vocational program and
three new courses have been added in
the vocational-technical division this
session. The new program is Diesel
Mechanics, and it is being taught by Mr.
A.B. Couch of Greenville. Mr. Couch was
the Diesel Mechanics program instructor
in the college's extension center in
Greenville. Mr. Couch holds a bachelor of
science degree from Southwest Loui-
siana University.

The three new courses added to the
vo-tech department are in the Farm
Management Technology program. They
are Agriculture Safety. Agriculture
Machines, and Seed Production. The
new instructor in Farm Management
who will be working with Mr. George
Dowell is Mr. James C. Langley,
formerly of Hollandale. Mr. Langley
received his B.S. in Agriculture from
Mississippi State University in 1977.

A new course called Introduction to

Home Economics has been added to the
Home Economics curriculum.

Three new faculty members have
joined the Associate Degree Nursing
staff this year. They are replacements
for staff members who resigned. The
new members are Mrs. Sylvia Doolittle.

Mrs. Sheila Kany. and Mrs. Sue Ann
Bishop.

Mrs. Doolittle earned her A.S. in

Nursing Science from MDJC in 1969.

She graduated from Mis.sissippi College

with a B.S. in Nursing Science in 1977.

Mrs. Kany is a graduate of the
University of Mississippi School of

Nursing. Also a graduate of the
University of Mississippi, Mrs. Bishop
completed her Master of Science degree
in 1974.

New faculty members have been
added and other changes have been
made in the administrative area for this

session, also. Mr. Curt Guenther, a

native of Morgan City. Miss., is the

director of the newly created public

relations department. Mr. Guenther
received a B.S. in political science from
Mississippi State University and a M.S.

degree in journalism from the Univer
sity of Mississippi. He was recently

employed by the "Daily World News" in

Opelousas, Louisiana, before joining

MDJC.

There are three new department
heads this session. They include Mrs.

Rebecca Shuttleworth, language arts;

Mrs. Barbara Powell, nursing science,

and Dr. Ray Whelan, vocational-

technical instructional program. Mrs.

Shuttleworth and Mrs. Powell have been
members of the MDJC staff for several

years.

Dr. Whelan, who has just joined the

staff here, will also serve as assistant

vocational-technical director. Dr. Whe-
lan is a native of Indianola. He received

his doctorate in education from the

University of Buffalo in New York State.

He was principal of Indianola High

School, Greenwood High School, and

Cleveland High School. Dr. Whelan was

superintendent of Greenwood City

Schools. As department head. Dr.

Whelan is in charge of all on-campus

instruction in vo-tech education.

From the

President's Pocket

by Larry Burrell

The beginning of school brings new
faces, new bodies, and new problems.

Really just renewed problems such as
littering, speeding, and breaking line.

These can all be solved within ourselves
if we are self conscious about where we
dispose of trash, how heavy our foot may
get on the gas pedal, and how long those
people who are behind us in line are
going to have to wait because we broke
in front of them. Please realize that
these are your problems, and do your
part to clear these little things up.
There have not been any really serious

incidents this year. MDJC has kicked off
a good year, with the football team
practicing hard for their first game. The
cheerleaders and the band have also
been working hard.

Dean Robert Warnock has formed a
pep squad for girls to support the team.

All organizations should have their
student government representatives
elected by Sept. 14.

I hope that this year keeps going as
smoothly as it has been going. If I can do
anything to help anyone, please feel free
to lay it on me. I'll shoot at the top and
kick it around and see if your problem or
idea can be worked out.

Communications is the basis of
everything, so feel free to speak to me
anytime, 'cause that's what I'm here for.

I^arry Burrell

S.G.A. President

Old gym falls

One of the most noticeable changes on
the Mississippi Delta Junior College

campus this year is the current

demolition of the old gymnasium.
The destruction of the gymnasium,

begun at the first of the summer, is

being done by Bush Company of

Sunflower, Mississippi, according to Sam
Stafford, vice president.

"Built in 1936 at a cost of $63,000. the

gym had developed an unsound
foundation and several cracks in the

walls," he said.

"It originally housed a boys and a girls

dressing room, one office, a basketball

court, and spectator bleachers." he said.

After completion of the new MDJC
Coliseum, the gym was used for some
vocational-technical courses.

"However, in view of the deteriorating

condition of the building, its use was
fully terminated last spring," the vice

president said.

"When the demolition of the gym is

completed, the grounds will be used for

campus beautifacation. Jack Harris,

superintendent of building and grounds,

will be in charge of planting flowers and

shrubs in the area," Vice Pres. Stafford

said.
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Trojans to sharpen veer against Coahoma
' by DaJe JenJdns

The M.D.J.C. Trojans opened meir

1977 football season with a low blow

Sept. 3, after a 7 - 0 loss to the East

Central Junior College Warriors of Deca-

tur.

Even though the Trojans lost to the

Warriors las year, the Trojan OFFENSE
LOOKED TOTALLY DIFFERENT.
M.D.J.C. used the veer offense for the

first time. This offense is one that very

few junior colleges use because of its

complexity. In addition to the new
offense, the Trojan defense was made up

of almost entirely new players. The

squad is made up of eight freshmen and

three sophomores.

But an inexperienced defense and an

untested offense were not the only

problems that faced the Trojans. They
had lost recently one of their back-up

runningbacks, James Cobbs, leaving

them little time to find a replacement.

An Mike Peay, the other back-up runner

has an injured hand.

The Trojans hope that their main

runningbacks, Dennis Cardoso and Greg
Townsend, would not get hurt in early

practice but Townsend hurt his back in

practice and played in the East Central

game without relief. Cardoso received

injuries in the second half of the contest

and was replaced by the already injured

Peay for the majority of the remaining

half.

The pre-game problems were only

built up by those encountered in the

game by the Trojans.

The Trojans began the game by
driving to the Warrior five before

stalling and missing on a 30-yard field

goal attempt by Jerome Goldberg.

The Warrior scored the only touch-

down of the game with 6:13 remaining in

the first quarter on the 22-yard connec-

tion from Ricky Harrison to runningback

Robert Hardey, with Harrison adding the

PAT. The touchdown topped off a

13-pIay drive of 80 yards for the

Warriors.

But the Trojans tightened their belts

and took the kickoff following the East

Central score and traveled from their 32

to the Warrior 13 before giving the ball

up on downs.

M.D.J.C. came close to scoring on

three occasions in the second half of the

game. Interceptions stopped two of the

drives, with one in the end zone and the

other at the Warrior 11.

Interceptions stopped two of the drives

with one in the end zone and the other at

the Warrior 11.

Interceptions were not the only thorns

40-Gicg Townsend-R.B.

W- HMiry Lockett-T.End.

77-Jeff Joae«-R.T.

in the sides of the Trojans, for they wer^

plagued with penalties.

An a penalty was to end the Trojauj

plight with only 2:50 remaining in tiij

contest. M.D.J.C. had an apparen;
touchdown, after quarterback Ji^

Hughes connected with Dennis Cardo;

on a 31 -yard pass. But it was called bact

to the 26 by a clipping call.

The contest was a defensive battle
afi

the way but it was marred by numerouj
sloppy plays.

The Warriors picked up 15 first dowm
for the night while the Trojans got on].

II. But M.D.J.C. proved that they coulij

run the complex veer offense by leading

in total offensive yard gainage of 216 t(

the Warriors 191. The Trojans picked up

136 yards on the ground and 80 in thf

air.

air. Quarterback Jim Hghes hit seven d

his 15 passes with only two intercs;

tions.

The Trojan defense was led by t»

sophomores, linebacker Gary Henderst
and end Alvin Evans. Henderson

le

with 18 total tackles, of which nine wo
individual and nine were assists. Evai
followed with 14 tackles, of which nit

were individual and five were assist

Overall the Trojan defense showed tli

lack of constancy against Hast Centra
for they showed only spurts of aggre<
sion in the second half of the contes
Hoping to have the injured healed u

and the defense constant, the Trojan

travel to Clarksdale to battle the Coi

homa Junior College Tigers on Sept. I(

The Tigers are planning to seek reveng
against M.D.J.C. for beating them Ik

year 28-3. Game time is set for 1:3

p.m. Saturday.

54.JenMiie Goldb«ffg-C«a.

TS-Chocfc Hewto-L.T.
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Signing petitions for homecoming court elections are [I to r ] JInnle Blackledge,
Janice Williams, Marlee Williams and Mar> Simmons.

Homecoming Court

Elections Set
Election of the Trojan Homecoming

Court for 1977-78 has been set for Sept.
29 at a time to be posted.
Nominees for the court will be

determined by petitions signed by 20
students. Petitions may be picked up at
the Information Desk Sept. 20. Petitions
must be filed with Dean Robert Warnock
no later than Sept. 28 at 12 noon.
The Homecoming Court will oe

composed of a queen from the
sophomore class, and two maids from the
sophomore class, and two maids from the
freshman class.

In order to qualify as nominees for the

v'OUi I, sopnomore gu-is must have earned

15 semester hours and 30 quality points

during the preceding semester. Candi-

dates must have 2.0 academic average.

First year freshmen whose academic

and conduct records are acceptable are

eligible to become candidates for

ireshman maid.

Election is by popular vote of all

college students on the Moorhead
campus.

The sophomore nominee who receives

the most votes for maid will be declared

queen. She will be presented in a sffecial

Momecoming Assembly.

S.G.A. Names
Committees
In the first S.G.A. meeting held for

the 77-'78 school year, standing
committees were named by Pres. Larry
Burrell and approved by the Executive
Council. They are as follows:

•Union Program Council: Ed Leggetl.
Alberta Smith. Anna Warren. Sam
Batson. Meg Hughes.
•Food Committee: Larry Burrell.

Gary Henderson. Vicky Washington,
Louanna Randal. Elaine Matthews.

•Elections Commissioner: Ray Collins.

•Student Judicial Council: Doug
Schultz, Ann Fulcher. Connie Milchel.
Kevin Patton.

Other Executive Council officers are
Donna Palmer, vice president; Toni
Williams, secretary.

"Rumpelstiltskin
9$

To Be Presented

How would you like to visit a big castle

or journey into magical places?

Delta area elementary school children

can do just that with the MDJC
Children's Theater.

The Children's Theater, a group of 20
to 30 students, presents children's plays

to elementary-age students up to the
fourth grade.

The production for this year will be

"Rumpelstiltskin." It will be presented

Oct. 4 in the Yeates Fine Arts Building

at 11 a.m. for local students.

Everyone is invited to attend.

The group meets on Tuesdays for a

two hour period. During this time they

travel to neighboring elementary schools

within a 30 mile radius to present the

play.

"Ten to fifteen performances a

semester will be presented to approxi

mately 5,000 children," said Mrs. Dianne
Saucier director of Children's Theater.

Mrs. Saucier added. "The children we
performed for arc usu;illy culturally

deprived. Ninety-five percent of them
have never seen a live production."

MDJC is the only junior college in the

state to have such an organization, Mrs.

Saucier said.

ACTIV ITIES CALENDAR

FRIDAY. SEPT. 24 7:30 P.M.
Football Game. Itawamba. Here

THliRSDAY, SEPT. 29 (ALL DAY)
Hloodmohile, Union BIdg.

6:30 P.M.. Pep Rally

SATURDAY. OCT. 1 7:30 P.M.
Football Game. Hinds, Away

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 5

T.J.'s

THURSDAY. OCT. 6-6:30 P.M.
Pop Rally

SATURDAY. OCT. 8-7:30 P.M.
Football Game, Northwest. Away

U.S. Rep. David Bowcn will eondud a

series of campus interviews here on Del.

7 in Ihe llorlon Science Building.

News in Brief
Color (iuard Chosen

The members of the 1977-78 Color

Guard are Martha Young. Tommic Fayc
Dean. Cherly Hall. Shirley Occ, and

Debra Hdwards.

Blood to be Collected

The American Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be on campus September 29. 1977
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The Bloodmobile
Drive will be conducted in the Vandivcr
Student Union.

703 Students Receive Financial Aid
Seven hundred and three students are

currently receiving some form of special
financial aid here at MDJC.

Of those receiving aid, 644 are getting
the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant (BEOG). BEOG is a student aid
program designed to provide a founda-
tion gift aid to students who demon-
strate financial need.
One hundred and sixty-five students

«-e on work-study. Work-study scholar-
ships are federally sponsored, and they
offer school and summer employment for
the student. Work-study students are
paid J2 per hour with no deductions for

income tax or social security.

Other special local scholarships have

been awarded as follows:

. . .Moorhead Rotary Club Scholar-

ships have gone to Marv Glenn Purnell,

Michael Turner, Pameia Coffey, and

Lauren Herring. This award in the

amount of $50 to $200 is made available

from the Miss Mississippi Delta Junior

College Scholarship Pageant.

. . .Diane Tuminello has been awarded

the Herman Thigpin Scholarship of $300.

This fund was established last year to

honor Herman Thigpin, academic dean

emeritus and biology instructor at

MDJC. The award is offered annually to

a second-year .student majoring in

science.

. . .Two people received the Belzoni

Lions Club Scholarship of $200. They
are Audrey Beckwith and Dale Lloyd.

This award is given annually to

Humphreys county residents attending

MDJC.
. . .Patricia Bianca is the recipient of

the Herman Moore Memorial Scholar-

ship. This award is made in memory of

me laie Herman Moore of Indianola for

his leadership in the field of business

administrat-

. . .The Julian Allen Scholarship (value

$100) given in memory of Mr. Julian

Alien, Sr. of Indianola for his service in

the field of building construction, has

been awarded to Bruce Jenkins.

. . .The Eudora (Ark.) Lions Club

presented a $100 award to William

Richardson.

. . .Susan Bailey received the Optimist

Club of Greenwood award.

. . .Debbie Young is the recipient of

the award given by the Greenville

Shriners Club.

There are 13 students currently on

music scholarships, 33 on band scholar-

ships, and one of piano scholarship.

f
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What IS an Athlete?

Ha^e Vou /V^Ac^y Z'A^f^ S/^rryy f^r^er. S^uff

What is an athlete? We all have our

different opinions, but most of us will

agree that an athlete is a person who

aspires to the athletic ideals of physical

strength, skill, and sportsmanlike

competition. Many people are players.

They play the games — football,

baseball, basketball, many sports, and

have a good time playing them, but they

are not athletes.

A true athlete aspires to ideals on and

off the field. You can quite frequently

find players hanging around bars or pool

halls, a drink in hand and cigarette in

mouth, talking about how they do this or

that, seemingly with a great deal of

knowledge on any subject they choose to

discuss, or, that you are unfortunate

enough to mention. They can often be

heard yelling out wisdoms like "That

ain't nothin' man-I drank a whole case!!!"

"Hey baby come "erl" (usually reserved

for players of a more important status.)

You will never see athletes doing

these things though. They may drink

together from victory and a feeling of

companionship or spirit of ^Ifciiaraderie.

but you will rarely see them drunk and

you will never hear them brag or boast

about drunkenness. Nor will they mar
their athletes' ideals by idle boasts,

bragging about anything and every-

thing, or by making distasteful or

insinuating remarks.

A true athlete doesn't need any of

(I.ese props to prove his worth to his

.-aches, teammates, or to himself.

What of winning and losing? Piayers

often win games and athletes often lo.-^.

.

But players only beat other players,

never athletes, and athletes only lose to

better athletes, never to players.

It is very hard at times, often

impossible, to distinguish between
players and athletes. I can think of no

team that is made up entirely of athletes.

At M.D.J.C. we are fortunate enough
to have some very fine athletes who are

recognized and coached well enough to

give us a good team. And no athlete, or

even player, but especially team, who
has practiced as hard as they do in

addition to their regular studies
deserves to play to half-filled stands and
half hearted chtci s as was the situation

at a recent game. And they still won!
These athletes, even those at least

concerned enouj!h to be players, but
most of all. this team, our team, the

M.D.J.C. Trojans, deserve our attend-
ance and support at the games.
Anyone who has missed a school

football game, who has missed that sense
of participation, has left out an
important part of school life, but more
unfortunately has foregone that feeling

of victory that is inevitable when we all

do participate and give our encourage-
ment and support.

—Pearman

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor:

We ride Bus Hi from R<Mh4 FftW to

M.D.J.C. AND WOULD LIKE TO PROTEST
THE CONDITIONS OF OUR BUS. Our
bus has lots of bad points: there is no
lire extinguisher, no safety flares or

markers, no spare tire, and no heaters.

Quite a few of the screws arc missing

from the metal parts on the interior of

the bus and the sharp corners excxposcd

have damaged clothes and bodies. The
tires are below safety standards. The
engine knocks terribly and goes dead

Ck'raldinc Johnson
Delilah Jones
Cynthia Fiaragan

Archie Lee

Becky Merchant
Kalhy Yelverton

Mr. Calvin Lewis

Ray Charles Ferguson

when the bus slows down past 10 m.p.h.
Our bus when pu! in tor repairs, comes
back unfixed.

Also, we think the head of the buses.
Mr. Harris, has awarderi one person on
our bus special privilcdgcs. We now have
lo go 4 or 5 miles out of our way and off

our route (o pick up one girl--at her
house, no less! This makes us have to

leave even earlier than normal. 'I his girl

says she has no car. but if the rest of us
must get lo the bus stop as best \vc can
WHY IS SHE SO PRIVILEDGED??

Rosie Roscoe

Mildred Carter

F.arline Stewart

Patricia A. Bryant

Linda Stigler

Sammic Thornton
Dan Ross

H;»ndv Welch

editor
. . . .janicc williams

photographer gwen horis

asst. photographer robin rushing

editorial assts ches pearman, darlene alien

reporters
. . . .anne williams. robin rushing, jeanette

knighten, dale jenkins. jimmy lawrence

cartoonists dale jenkins. obed kline

Un-enthusiasm -its highest
'T don't care" Un-erthusiasm at its

highest. How many times do we say it a

day?

Most of us should have it tattooed on

our foreheads as our official motto.

Most of you reading this article right

now will not care enough about what it

says to finish it.

It's not the thing now to show
enthusiasm to care about something

anything enough to show our true

feelings or voice our gut-felt opinion

about it.

Everyday we hear people complain

about activities curfew, police antics in

town, parking problems, this newspaper
(the list is endless) many things that

might be changed if enough people who
care enough and are enthusiastic enough
would try. But it's so much easier, so

much lebs time consuming to say "I don't

care" and then go on complaining!

It doesn't matter who started this

un-enthusiasm, this cool' indifferent "I

don't care" attitude. It does matter
greatly who stops it. It must be the "I".

Each person who lespects himself and
the people with whom he lives and works
must say "I care". I care enough about
myself my problems and my faults to do
something about them. I will show-

enthusiasm for my work whether it's for

my teacher, coach, student, or school.

Then, \Nhen enough do care, the "\

becomes "we", and working togethe

there is no problem or fault on tlii

campus or in this school we cannot soh

or corrtM't. But first, "we" must car,

enough to do something.

As for "we" of the paper, we work lot

you. the reader, and we want to give yoi

the kind of paper that you want to read

We welcome suggestions, commenli
criticism. Ail we ask is that you do givi

your opinions to us. It's all right if yo;

slip 'em under our door in an unmarked
envelope or yell 'em out in Hebrew fron

the top of Miss Wooten'? desk but let

hear them.

We want to try to recognize some o

the people who do care and sho«

enthusiasm for our school. It is our hopt

that by putting a light on some of th*

good people and their work, whether b;

name or description, that a little of it wii

shine on us all.

Then maybe "I don't care" won't bt

our motto. Or our epitaph.

P.S. Oh, yes. Don't you people, student

leachers, jocks, or officials feel left outi

you "don't care" or show ai

enthusiasm. We are ^oing to try our hi

to give you a spot in the paper also,

forewarned.

—C. Pearman

Enrollment Increases for '77-78
Mississippi Delta Junior College's fall

enrollment for 1977-78 has increased
over that of last year, according to
figures released by Travis Thornton,
dean of student affairs.

Although the figures were not
complete at the time of publication. Dean
Thornton hopes to provide a more
conclusive enrollment outline soon.
The fuHtime student enrollment has

inc-eased •this year. Dean Thornton
expms the enrollment of fulltime
siud>-nts to reach approximately 1250
duririg this semester. Last year's
enrollment was 1012.
Dean Thornton said that the figures

show that the academic enrollment has
increased fo^ 77-'78 and that the
technical enrollment has decreased from
ihat oi last year. Enrollment in the
academic areas at this time has
mcreased from 490 students last vear to
542 this year. The number of students
enrolled in technical programs this year
has dropped to 486 students. Last
years enrollment was 522. Dean
Thornton expects the enrollment in both
areas to inorease hv publication of the

"Delta Herald's" next issue.

Vocational enrollment has increase^

shaprly this year, Thornton pointed out

Figures show an increase from 168|

students last year to this year^
enrollment of 196. And also according t<

the report, there is a growth in th«

number of part-time and out-of-statel

students. There are 21 part-time]
students and 17 out-of-state student5.
The number is not final. Dean Thorntor
said.

Occupancy in the MDJC dormitories
for 1977-78 is 395 students. A breakdown
shows that there are 199 females living

on campus, and 196 on-campus male

students.

The grand total of enrollment at

MDJC has increased from 1209 student;
to 1269 students as of this time. But the

figures do not include the enrollment
LPN's. night academic, night vocational
nor all special classes. The "Delt-^

Herald " will publish the final enrollmeni
figures as soon as they are madf
available to Dean Thornton and th<=

Herald staff.
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Bloody Heat" Beats Briton
bv Dale Jenkins

If you were to travel to England and

take notice of the climate and the

attitudes of the people, you as a

Southerner would find a BIG difference

from that climate and those people that

vou had grown up with. And a similar

reaction would be in order for an

Englishman who comes to Mississippi.

Two weeks ago -- for those of you that

did not notice it - - MDJC had such a

visitor. Englishman Gary Gapell came to

the campus for a day to visit with his

friend. Bud Browning. MDJC sopho-

more.

And Gary, who has been in the

eastern United States since early sum-

mer said that what captured his attention

when he came to Mississippi in Septem-

ber was the overall friendliness of the

people and the "bloody" humidity.

According to Gary, people here will

develop a friendship right on the street.

Guess the

mystery personality

Beginning with this issue. The Herald

staff will feature a mystery faculty

member. Clues will be furnished about

the local instructor or administrative

staff member. Readers of "The Herald"

are asked to guess the mystery person's

identity and report it to the Publications

Office upstairs in the Union. The first

reader to successfully identify the mys-
tery personality will get his picture in the

next issue of "The Herald".

Here is the first set of clues:

This person is very modest and
understanding, full of life and his

caroling laughter can be heard above the

rest. This person will nag, fuss and just

come short of applying heat to the seat

with the board of persuasion. This

person is at home in any situation and if

you have a problem he'll try to help, but
be prepared to hear the truth because
that's what you're going to get. This
person shares himself with his students
and you might even find him upset
because one of his students got a bad
deal. With pen in hand, spectacles down
on his nose this person can be found in

the halls of the copperlone building.
He's far from outdated in fact this

person has a few tricks up his sleeve that
he hasn't even begun to use. The voice
of our mystery person is not unlike that
of a newsperson. When you first look at
this person you might think that he is

conceited, but all of that changes when
he turns on that winning smile.

This person is

tall and fashionably clad
sweet and kind, she's superbad

the walk is slow and stately
But you better bet he's no Johnny-

come-lately

He's cool, he's calm
He's got a whole lot of charm

Fair is his complexion
Straight ahead is his direction

This person has school spirit
from Trojan Field

to Holden Caulfield

"In the cities, they are as cold as the
lip of uii itcberg," said Gary.
Commtniing on the hot." damp Delta.

Gary noted: -Over in England it's
always raining, but down here it's so
humid you can't stand it."

But Gary said that he could stay here
forever if it weren't for the humidity.
" I'd stay out in the sun all the time."
Gary said.

Gary is one of 24 students from
England who traveled to the U.S. this
summer, Gary was m a summer camp in
Pennsylvania working as a counselor
when he and Bud met. The were both
counselors in the sports program.

Hailing from Wiltshire, which is lo-

cated between the cities of Bristol and
London. Gary attends Loughborgh Uni-
versity where he is studying for his
degree in physical education.

Because of his major. British Univer-
sity North America Clubs chose him to
come to the U.S. for work-study this

summer.

The Clubs are paying the travel

expense to and fromt he U.S. but the

group members are paying their own
travel expenses within this country. Gary
earned $175 per week in the summer
camp counselorship. They have also

given him a 30-day unlimited travel bus
pass.

Following his June 21 arrival in

Pennsylvania. Gary went immediately to

work, and in his words; "It was bloddy
hard work with those little buggers."

Since camp ended Aug. 23. Gary has
loured the cities of Washington. D.C.
New York, Atlanta, and now Moorhead,
Moorhcad?
Gary says that ho is ama/ed at the

cleanliness of the cities, but dismayed by
the coldness of the residents. "Their
reserve surpasses that of any of my
fellow countrymen, and we're supposed
to be noted for that." said Gary.

Another detail ot American life which

has impressed Gary is the si/c of our

physical education facilities. "Over in

BSU lists activities

The M.D.J.C. Baptist Student Union

kicKed off the fall semester with a

welcome back social Aug. 23. 1977 with

about 100 students attending. There are

about 60 students that attend the B.S.U.

service each day from 12:05 to 12:25.

The Baptist Union is open to all campus

students, all denomination, 8:00 a.m.

through 10:00 p.m.

"The B.S.U. is a place to help young

people to go deeper in Christ, to reach

the unsaved, a place where Christian

young people can meet together to have

fellowship, share and rap together."

said Rev. Cornell Daughtry, director.

One of the main emphasis of the

B S.U. each year is to raise money for

summer Missions. In the last three years

there have been six students to serve the

summer Missions from M.D.J.C. Baptist

Student Union "This year wc are

hoping for seven students to apply for

appomtment." said Rev. Daughtry.

Othci B.S.U. plans include the annual

Fall and Spring Banquet Nov. 10 and

Feb. 16. "The B.S.U. will be carrying

out many other activities this year. They

have their own football, basketball and

Softball team. We encourage all students

to stop by the B.S.U. and attend

noonday services." said Rev. Daughtry.

Mothers visit nursing lab

Sophomore nursing science students

got some practical experience in class

recently when five expectant mothers

visited their lab in Horton Science

Center.

The students and the mot..jrs saw a

film on maternity care, and the mothers

were given literature on prenatal care.

The students were then allowed to

listen to the unborn baby's heartbeat

and to observe other precedures in

administering prenatal care.

The mothers were recruited for this

experience with the consent of their

physicians.

"This visit was a part of the total class

experience in preparing the students for

clinical work in the various hospitals in

the Mississippi Delta." said Miss

Nyleene Sheppeard, ADN intructor who
supervised the clinical experience.

England, we haven't money to spend on
such things as those."

Gary will visit briefly in Ohio before
going on to New York for his return
home to England on Sept. 23.

"1 was so busy at camp that I couldn't
think about home, but as I travel about
this hit country. 1 am beginning to get
homesick lor nic family." Gary said.

Gary hopes to come back to the U.S.
next summer to work again with a

children's camp.
"It really has helped me to develop

mesclf and it's a great place to visit, but
as they say: 1 wouldn't mind living there
but I still had rather be in England."

From the

President's

pocket

No gripes, no suggestions, not even an

aitcmpl to complain about the system.

1 ho school must be doing a good job of

pleasing everyone this year.

One little item 1 must mention - -

outside at both doors of the Union,

people are congregating around the

entrances and arc using bad language. I

wish those people who are doing this

would please suppress their mouths and

please be more considerate of others

passing through.

The SGA executive council had its first

meeting and appointed various commit-

tees to help out around the campus. If

one of these committees asks for your

help, please lend a hand.

Ramblin'
BY JANICE WILLIAMS

I would like to congratulate the

football boys and the coaches on their

20 8 victory aga nst the Coahoma Tigers.

That's showing them that the Trojans

don't horse around.

Work on the 1977-78 RETROSPECT
has begun. They are currently working

on the layout of the student and faculty

directory and are also in the process of

selecting a cover design. I'm sure this

will be one of the best Retrospects yet.

I would like to encourage everyone to

join our newly formed Pep Squad and

attend all pep rallies. Let our team know
that we're proud of them and we're

behind them 100%.

M.D.J.C. will play its first basketball

game Monday. Nov. 7. The game will be

with Southwest Junior College in

Summit.
Plans for Homecoming are in full

bloom, ijomecoming week is Oct. 9-15.

Have you noticed our latest newest

edition to th« paper, Mystery Persona-

lity, Put on your thinking caps and see if

you can figure it out. The answer to each

mystery will be in this column in the

next issue. Get set, ready, go!!!!!!!!

JOIN THE

HOMECOMING

PARADE!
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Trojans tame the Coahoma Tigers;

Co- Lin wolves latest victims of veer
Clarksdale — Mississippi Delta Junior

College marked the opening of North

Division play with a 20-8 win over the

Coahoma Junior College Tigers on Sept.

10.

Although the Tigers scored one

touchdown, the MDJC defense turned in

an excellent performance by stone

walling the Tigers to only one first down
in the game.

But the Trojans had a hard time

starting their offense in the first half and

they got going late in the first

quarter. Following a Tiger punt, the

Trojans began an offensive drive at their

40 yard-line and scored in 10 plays.

Quarterback Jim Hughes had two
passes of 16 and 13 yards to split-end

Quinton Williams during that drive. The
touchdown play was started by tailback

Dennis Cardoso, who carried the ball

from the Coahoma two to the goal line

where he was hit and fumbled. Alertly

Williams fell on the ball for the score.

Chuck Kelly's PAT effort was good
putting MDJC in the lead with 7-0 at

13:51 left in the first half.

The only points that Coahoma got in

the first half came from Trojan punter
Jerry Smith fumbling the snap from
center and having to fall on the ball in

the end zone giving up a safety. But
MDJC still led 7-2 at the half.

After blowing four scoring chances in
the third quarter, the Trojans succeeded
in the start of the fourth quarter to
score.

The defense tipped off the scoring
drive after noseguard Ernest Cousins

Vo-Tech Sponsors
New Programs
MDJC will sponsor itseiKhthExecutive

Housekeepers Workshop Irom Oct. 24
through Oct. 28.

The workshop will be conducted in the
Continuing Education Center in Green-
ville.

"We have received national recogni-
tion for our efforts in cooperation with
the National Executive Housekeeping
Association in our state and surrounding
states as they have strived to meet their
certification staudarcis, said Charles
Callaway, assistant vo-tech director. I

Participants from several states are
expected for the eighth workshop. Mr.
Callaway said.

MDJC has offered more of these
workshops than has any other institution
m Mississippi, said Mr. Callaway.

Othtr projects

Start-up training programs for local
industries continue to be emphasized by
the Vo-tech division.

MDJC is currently conducting a cycle
of programs for Hydra-Tool in Green-
wood. The first program was started
Sept. 19. and the last program will be
completed Oct. 12.

Two hundred and seven people were
trained by MDJC for ASEMCO
Company, located in Anguilla; and 80
people were trained for Irvin Industries
jn Greenwood. ASEMCO makes wire
furnaces for General Motors, and Irvin
Industries makes seat belts for various
auto industries.

The Vo-tech staff has just completed
an mtensive pre-employment training
program in Greenville for new em-
ployees at Cooper Steel.

rattled the ball from Tiger quarterback

Thaddeus Edwards and Trojan Alvin

Evans pounced on it at the Coahoma

four. Dennis Cardoso cashed in the

touchdown with a four-yard run up the

middle, but Kelly's PAT was blocked and

MDJC led 13-2.

With just 13:36 left in the game,

Trojan cornerback Robert Shaw inter-

cepted an Edwards pass at the Coahoma
33 and hustled in for the touchdown.

Chuck Kelly ended MDJC's scoring with

his PAT. The Trojans led 20-2.

But the Tigers refused to give in. and

with 7:42 left in the game quarterback

Edwards connected with tight-end

Gordon Smith on an 89-yard scoring

bullet. Coahoma failed on their two point

conversion and the Trojans captured

their first win of the season with a 20-8

score.

Both the Trojan and Tiger offenses

failed to give 100 percent efforts.

Coahoma was able to gain only 126 yards
in the game, 119 on seven pass

connections in 24 tries and seven in 21

rushes. The Trojans intercepted five

Tiger passes with Robert Shaw leading

with two and safeties Mike Peay,

Dennis Cardoso and Glen Taylor with
one each.

The Coahoma defense troubled the

Trojans, but MDJC came through with

269 for the game. 201 out of 55 rushes
and 68 from passes. Fullback Greg
Townsend led the Trojan offense with 78
yards on 13 carries. And quarterbacks
Jim Hughes and Stan Smith suffered six

interceptions in the game.

Trojans 28-Co-lin 0

The Mississippi Delta Junior College

Trojans illustrated on Sept. 17 just how
sharp their veer offense can be by
cutting the Copiah-Lincoln College

Wolves of Wesson 28-0.

Trojans hachetman Dennis Cardoso
and Raymond Manuel led the offensive

attack with both picking up 174 yards
on 28 carries along with three touch
downs. Cardoso gained 131 yards on 21

carries and one touchdown while Manuel
gained 41 yards on seven carries and two
touchdowns.

MDJC scored their first touchdown of

the contest with 3:14 left in the first

quarter after a seven play. 52-yard drive.

During the drive a 27-yard completion
from quarterback Tim Huges to tight

end James Turnagc paved the way for

the score. Fullback Dennis Cardoso
capped off the drive by scoring on a

one-yard run over right guard. Chuck
Kelly made the PAT good with his kick

and the Trojans led 7-0.

Again the Trojans struck with 4:38
remaining in the first half, marching 61
yards on three plays. Most of the

yardage was packed in by Cardoso
gaining 54 yards on two carries. The
bulk of that yardage came from a 49-yard
trounce over right guard, but
unfortunately that scamper aggravated
an old neck injury. Raymond Manuel
stepped in to score off a seven-yard
sweep around right end. Kelly again

0:a

^
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Union Movie Schedule
Dean of Student Affairs Robert Warnock
has announced the schedule of movies to
be shown on the MDJC campus this
semester. The movies to be shiwn are
top-billed movies, many of which star
many top-name celebrities.

The schedule is as follows-
Sepl. 27- BILLY JACK, starring Tom

McLaghiin.

Oct. 11 -Psycho, starring Anthony
Ferkms and Vera Miles.

jj^'^lglS-ANNE OF A THOUSAND

Oct. 25-PLAir MISTY FOR ME.

Waltl"^
^^^^^od and Jessica

Nov. 8-BLA2ING SADDLES, starring
Clevon Little and Gene Wilder
Nov. 21-GUNS OF NAVARONE

fn^Tn ^ ^ K^^"*'-
-^"^honv Ouinn!and David Nivcn.

Dec. 6-ABBY

Dec. 6- MY FAIR LADY
Jan. lO-TEXAS CHAIN SAW

MASSACRE
Jan. 24-THE CANDIDATE, starring

Robert Redford.

made the PAT good and MDJC led l<i

at the half.

With 5:10 left in the third quarter.
Trojans scored again when they drove 4:

yards in nine plays during which Manut
captured his second touchdown on
10-yard sweep around right end. Kelly'|

PAT kick was good and theTrojans wet,
leading 21-0.

MDJC picked up its tinal touchdow,
with 2:25 remaining in the game afie,

defensive end Judge Thomas intercepted
a Wolf pass from quarterback Stev(

Newman at the eight and stumbled in fo,

the score. Kelly's kick was agaij
accurate for his fourth PAT of th(

contest to give the Trojans a 28-0 win.
The Trojans manhandled the game b\

outgaining Co-Lin 295-97in total offense
MDJCpicked up 231 yards in rushing; 61

yards in passing. Trojans Quarterbaci
Tim Hughes completed six of his nine
passing attempts.

In defense the Trojans were led bv

Ends Alvin Evans and John Ramey
Evans marked up 14 tackles, eight of

which were individuals, while Ramev
aced 10 total tackles-seven individuals
and a fumble recovery.
The win upped MDJC's record to 2-1

and 1-0 in the North Division play.
The Trojans will host the Itawamba

Junior College Indians of Fulton in a

North Division duel between the two
Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in Moorhead.

Jazz Ensemble-
concert singers

to perform
The MDJC Concert Singers will

present a program during Homecoming
week on October 12 in the Fine Arti
Auditorium at 3:00 P.M., said Mr. Joe
Abrams, Fine Arts Chairman.

Also during Homecoming week, on

October 13th, The Jazz Ensemble, will

be performing in Vandiver Student
Union at 12:15. "Popular music in the

Jazz style will be presented by the

group", and Mr. Abrams. added the

Chorus will also present a Christmas
Concert on December 8, time and place
will be announced later in the semester.
The member of the groups are as

follows: Chorus. Anthony Harper,
Tenor; Larry HarvUle. Bass; Larrv
Burrell. Bass; Ricky Johnson, Bass; Joy
Jenkins, Soprano; Linda Alien, Alto;
Anna Marie Shurden. Alto; Nancy
Peeples. Soprano; Barbara Stevens,
Alto; Coby Bisplinghoff, Alto; Kathy
Smyhe. Soprano; Mary Hood. Soprano;
GregSartin. Tenor; Joe Deloach, Tenor:
Lynne Pritchard. Soprano; Celia
Hodges. Alto; Mildred Hutchins. Alto;
Chuck Pittman. Tenor; Kim Faircloth,
Soprano; Paula Simon. Alto; Jazz
Ensemble Ricky Johnson, Piano;
Anthony Harper. Trumpet; Paul Good
wm. Trumpet; Louis Mason. Trumpet;
David Jones. Trombone; Earl WillUms,
Trone; David Browning. Trombone;
Melinda Bridgers. Saxophone; Chuek
Pittman, Saxophone; Pau'.a Simon.
Flute.

Both of the above groups plan
perform in various high schools and for 2

few civic organizations during this
semester. The director for both groups is

Mr. Ron James.
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1977 HOMECOMING COURT
HOMECOMING

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR

Homecoming activities here will begin
Vednesday, Oct. 12 with an assembly to

rown this year's homecoming queen.
All classes will be dismissed at 10:15

..m. {Q period) in order for students to

ttend this assembly which will be held
n the MDJC Coliseum.
Then at 12 noon on Wednesday the

'IDJC Chorus will perform in the Yeates
'ine Arts Auditorium.
On Thursday, Oct. 13. the Jazz Band

'ill perform in the Union at 12 noon. The
ext day. Friday, Oct. 14, the "T.J.'s"
n\\ perform in the Union, again at 12
oon.

Saturday, Oct. 15 is the big day of the
977 MDJC Homecoming. At 12 noon the
loUry Club will honor the Alumnus of
fie Year in the Private Dining Room of
he Union. At 2 p.m. there will be a
omecoming parade consisting of 15

Ramblin'

Mrs. Madge HaU cor-

rectly guessed Mrs.
Melba Halbrook as
Mystery Person # 1.

There has been a well-founded com-
laint from freshmen and many transfer
tudents that there need to be more
igns placed on buUdings for identifica-
on purposes.

We need a monotony breaker for the

entries, originating at the Moorhead
Elementary School and ending on the
MDJC campus.

Scheduled from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the

Union is the very popular Parchman
Prison Band. A barbeque supper will be

served at 5 p.m.. and at 5:30 there will be

a meeting of all MDJC Alumni in the

Private Dining room.

At 7:30 p.m. the Trojans will take on

Holmes Junior College at the Trojan

Field and at this time the 1977

homecoming court will be presented.

After the football game there will be a

dance in the National Guard Armory for

students.

With all these activities scheduled,

MDJC's 1977 Homecoming offers some-

thing for everyone. A great time is

expected to be had by all who
participate.

By Janice Williams

monotony breaker. It's beginning to be a

little montonous.

Mid-semester reports go out Oct. 25.

The Mystery Personality for the last

issue was Mrs. Melba Halbrook. We
have a new one this time. Let's hear

from all you riddlers out there.

Congratulations to Mrs. Madge Hall

for being the first to guess correctly who
the mystery person was.

We welcome letters to the Editor. You

must sign the letter, and we reserve the

right to delete libelous material.

Take a moment out of your day to

thank the one who makes it all possible

GOD.

Enjoy the fail Neason especlaily HOMECOMING.

SCULPTURE
ON DISPLAY

Mrs. Mildred Pepper, whose an studio

is located in Belzoni, will have a

collection of her sculptures on exhibit :n

the MDJC Art Gallery through Oct. 28.

A well known artist in the area, Mrs.

Pepper took up sculpture eight years

ago. She studied under Leon Koury, well

known artist and sculptor from

Greenville. Mrs. Pepper began art

lessons in elementary school and says

that she has continued to study at every

opportunity.

Mrs. Pepper says that she finds

sculture very satisfying and most

challenging. She has executed works of

sculpture in plaster, bronze, concrete,

aluminum and copper.

She has presented several one-man

shows across the state including six

libraries, three galleries, and several

civic centers.

Mrs. Pepper was on th- ^ampus for a

gallery talk on Oct. 3 from 10 a.m. until 2

p.m.
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Don'l blame Ihem for deserting their room!!

The air-condil!oner's '^han^inR loose"
Kccpinfj cool?????

'

Photos Bj Rushing and Horis Trash vs Man" (oaii v> man

CJIAa '^'^''^^^'"dv'oomorthejimk.yard???

EditoriaL Problems in the dorm create chan<tThe fiiHs ,n the Stennis-Penrod dorm -nhabitants so 'De-.r i.ll .
W III t#l WUiC UIIClUOve encountered manv nn.^»*i:».. i...... u_ .

Steve that orivilepe^v AmH _ . .
-•WWThe fiirls in the Stennis-Penrod dorm

have encountered many unsettling
problems. ^

First off there's the noise after hours.
It this large a number of people is
expected to live together at such close
quarters, the rights of others must be
respected. Not everyone stays up until
all hours ot the night and not everyone
cnioys hearing the pitter-patter of bie
teel m the night, and not everyone has aNew Year's celebration all through the
year {bells and horns included) in thewee hours of the night.

While we're on the subject of respect-
ing the rights of others what about the
ong-winded prima donna who talks to
the six-million-dollar man for two hours
a day/ The telephones are placed in thedorm for the convenience of all its

'"habitants, so "'Dear, tell Steve that
he II have to go back to Farrah. because
someone else might want to use the tele-
phone. If you nmsl talk over the ailoled
t>me you might consider gening atelephone installed in your room. This is
really a messed-up problem.
And speaking of messed-up things,

about some of the rooms in thedorm. Every Wednesday we supposedly
f>ave room cheek. Apparently somerooms aren-t checked or the checker^
b -ded by the junk in the roon Aalong the halls doors are left open and
>^ou can t tell if the rooms are Lend

'

tor humans or wild beasts. There's
paper, food, rollers, shoes and

'
ho^nows what else all over the place Ifother girls must keep their rLms inorder why are these few given spec.aT

privileges? And it can't be said. '

I didn't
see 11. because these doors of the dirty
rooms are the ones most frequently left
open. Its a wonder that something
doesn t crawl out of the mess and bite

Speaking of biting. I believe that the
crickets, roaches, and spiders are having
a war to see which one gets to take over

L^T . k'"^- to be
'"sects 2. humans O. The man came tospray but ,t seems as if he sprayed out
insects instead of insecticid'e. because
there are twice as many bugs now. Howwould you like to open your bureaudrawer to find that the crickets havegrown fat and round from eating holes inyour favorite sweater? Or how about
sticking your foot in your shoe only to
d-seover two seconds too late that' the

roaches have made their home there or
even worse how would you like to wake
up and find spiders in bed with you' Not
everyone likes little creepy things, but
evidently some of the girls think they're
just what their roommates have always
wanted, why else would they put cricketsm the shower and beds, or let spiders
loose in the rooms?

What happened to all that peaceful
dorm living we've heard so much about?
I beheve that some strong measures
Should be taken immediately. " r or else
we must all suffer the consequences If
we lei our dorms lapse this time, next
will be the cafeteria, then the classes
and we'll be a chaotic bundle of
bug-mfestedlittle people.

Janice WUliams
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A closer look at new Vo-tech wing

Top to Bottom 1 Leon Shaplev, Howard Clowcr, Mark Tankcslv in Cotton Gin

Management classroom of the New Vo-Tech wing.

Ir. George Dowell, farm management instructor, and students arrange specimen

egonias in the new second floor greenhouse. Students are: |l to r) John Bodie, Jim

ocke, Steve Skeleton, Br>an Roberson, Frank Wilbom.

1

buildlDK "B" new student lounse and

four new classrooms are all part of

1800,000 addition now in full use

I

- 1
1\

hi

'Bumpsy" gets a coke from vendor In new lounge area.

Dee Bunch, [left] Ralph Kelley-in Industrial Electronics class. Da^ld Shaeffer, Bernard Barid, EzeU Johnson, David Thorton In Industrial Electronics

in new Vo-Tech wing.
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MDJC to Duel Northwest in Division Battle;

Trojans Blunder to Hinds after Crushing Itawamba
MDJC VS NORTHWEST

The Mississippi Delta Junior College

Trojans will travel to Senatobia for their

next action as they play the Rangers of

Northwest Junior College on Oct. 8.

Both the Rangers and the Trojans are

tied along with Northwest Junior College

for the position of top-dog in the

Mississippi Junior College North Divi-

sion of play.

MDJC will be coming back from its

loss to Hinds Junior Cllcge that dropped

the Trojans overall record to 3-2. And
Northwest will be going into the contest

after a tie game of 7-7 with Gulf Coast

Junior College on Oct. 1.

Northeast. Northwest, and MDJC are

all tied 2-0 in North Division action. The
Trojans hope to correct their mistakes of

the Hinds game and bump the Rangers

off the hill to gain a lead position in the

North cDivision race.

Game time is 7:30 p.m. on the turf of

Northwest at Senatobia.

HINDS 32 MDJC 2S
Raymond —Errors in the last four

minutes of the contest lead to the defeat
of the Mississippi Delta Junior College
Trojans as they lost to the Eagles of
Hinds Junior College to an upset of
32-29 on October 1.

In the last four minutes the Eagles
converted two touchdowns off of a Trojan
punt snap that was foul and a funbled
punt return also by the bewildered
Trojans.

The Eagles put the first points on the
board after a 28-yard field goal by Henry
Harrison, which was set-up when the
Trojans fumbled on their own 30 on the
kickoff.

But MDJC came back with a touch-
down as they traveled 77 yards in II
plays with tailback Raymond Manuel
scoring on a two-yard break around right
end. Chuck Kelly added the PAT with
6:12 remaining in the quarter as the
Trojans led 7-3.

The Eagles shortened the lead in the
early part of the second quarter as Mike
Harris booted a 50-vard field goal
making the score 7-6.

But the Trojans again drove upfield 65
yards in five plays with Dennis Cardoso
packing in the touchdown on a 26-yard

run over left tackle. Manuel made the

two-point conversion with his run placing

the Trojan ead with the score of

15-16.

The Trojan defen.scs made the last two

touchdowns of the contest for MDJC in

the second quarter on pass interceptions.

Linebacker for MDJC in the second

quarter on pass interceptions. Line-

backer Gary Henderson snacthed the

first score on a 57-yard run while safety

Mike Peay followed with a 30-yard one.

Kelly made both PATs good and MDJC
led at the half 29-6.

Hinds came back punching in the

second quarter and with 1:18 left in the

third quarter Eagle quarterback Harrison

delivered a 32-yard bullet to wingback
Earl Johnson to score and Johnson also

made good the two-point conversion on a

run around left end.

And the Eagles did not stop with this,

as they marched 76 yards in eight plays

as halfback Sylvestor Michael picked up
the touchdown on a three-yard run over
right tackle. Harrison failed to make the

two-point conversion.

Hunds picked up its next touchdown
with 3:50 left in the game when
linebacker Rich Chapmen recovered a

Trojan punt snap in the endzone. The
PAT kick was no good and MDJC still

led slimly 29-26.

The Eagles were not to be stopped as
they came across with their final touch-
down of the contest 50 seconds later
following a fumble recovery at the one
yard line of the Trojans. Henry Harrison
picked up the score on the first play
pushing the Eagles ahead 32-29.

But the time had run out for the
Trojans and they took the kickoff and
marched from their 20 to the Eagles 24
only to have the clock run out on them.

MDJC 21 ITAWAMiA 3
The Mississippi Delta Junior College

Trojans capitalized on three second-half
blunders by the Indians of Itawamba
Junior College markihg-up a 21-3 victory
Sept. 24 to remain tied for top-dog in
Junior College North Divisien play.
The first half of the contest was

scoreless for both teams until Itawamba
rambled on the rain-soakecj turf to the
Trojans' 12 where 'Micky Hill booted a
30-yard field goal with 18 seconds left in

Trojan Roundballers Told
M.D.J.C. will play its first basketball

game Monday. Nov. 7. The game will be
with Southwest Junior College in
Summit, Miss, and contrary to his usual
pre-season mood, the Head Coach seems
to be quite optimistic this year.

Although practice will not begin until
early October. Coach John Vickers, head
basketball coach, says his players seem
to be a very good group of men. After
winning the 1976 state championship,
Vickers says the morale of his players is
high.

"As long as you have a winning team
the spirit of the players is always going
to be high," he said.

"I have five returning players, three
of whom were starters last year. I am
also pleased with the freshmen recruits
and I thmk our team is really shaping

Sophmore members of this year's
team are

: Doug Shultz. St. Gabriel
La.; Charles Cole. Indianola; Eddie

Lewis. Anguilla; Willous Miller. Clarks-
dale; Chuck Edwards. Clarksdale;
Tommy Abraham. Clarksdale: Dwane
Ward. Sunshine. La.; and Thomas
Ballcntine. Indianapolis, Ind.

Freshmen players are: Babe Ruth
Hudson, HoUandale; Hazie Lee Ivy,
Clarksdale; Roger Lawrence, Clarksdale'
Vcrnen Holland. Indianola; Tarrie
Biakeley. Sunflower; and Andrew
Moore. Greenwood.
Coach Vickers said many of these

players have excellent basketball back-
grounds and will be fine plavers this
year.

"Shultz and Hudson were "All Stars"
in 1976. and Col^ was an "All-Region 7"
player last year. Edwards was out most
valuable player last year, and Blakelev
turned down several other scholarships
to come play for M.D.J.C."

'Overall I think this team will be as
good as any. and we plan to try to take
the state championship again this year

"
he concluded.

the half, giving the Indians a 3-0 lead at

halftime.

MDJC collected their first score with

3:42 remaining in the third quarter on a

38-yard pass from quarterback Tim
Hughes to flanker Pat Peay. Hughes'
pass ended the 48-yard drive that

started after defensive end Alin Evans
popped Itawamba quarterback Chris

Holt for a eight-yard loss as the Indians

attempted to pick-up a first down on a

fourth and one play at the Trojan 45.

Trojan defensive end John Ramey set

up MDJC's next score when he pounced
on a fumble fusing a three-play 43-yard
drive. And with 10:23 left in the fourth

quarter tailback Dennis Cardoso romped
around left end 26-yards to score. Chuck
Kelly kicked the PAT and put MDJC
ahead 14-3.

The Trojans' final score of the game
came after a fumble recovery by middle
guard Robert Smith at the Indians'

three-yard line. Tailback Raymond
Manuel trumped the distance on a drive
up the middle. Again Chuck Kelly booted
the PAT with 4:29 remaining in the
game. Thus ended the scoring for the
Trojans as they marched off the turf
with a 21-3 victory.

MDJC was offensively captained by
tailbacks Cardoso and Manuel with
Cardoso pocketting 42 yards on nine
carries while Manuel was the leader of
the game with 50 yards in 16 trips.

Quarterback Hughes bullseyed three-of
seven passes for 55 yards and a
touchdown piloting the Trojans in the
air. In total offense the Itawamba
Indians were outgained by the Trojan
191-157 in yardage.
But MDJC defense proved to be the

Trojan horse of the contest as they
totally massacred the Indians. Defensive
end Alvin Evans led the horde with 22
tackles of which 14 were solos, while
linebacker Gary Henderson had a great
night with 16 tackles followed by middle
guard Robert Smith who tucked in 11
tackles. The Trojan defense has refused
to allow a touchdown in their last eight
quarters of action.

From The

President'sPocket
Larry Burrell

First off I would like to congratulate
the football team on the fine playing they
have been doing this year. The fine
support that the cheerleaders, the band,
and the whole student body is giving this
year is unbeUevable. After I witnessed
the fans come out in the rain to watchMDJC come out victorious against
Itawamba I knew then that MDJC had
really proved to have the spirit and pride
that makes a school great.
The food committee met for the first

time Mo iday. Sept. 26. to settle the
complaints everyone has been making
The committee talked with Mr. EUiott
Palmer, cafeteria manager, about ways
to improve the food and the service of
the cafeteria. This year, although the
meal tickets did not go up in price, the
food and labor did. Those increases mean
that the cafeteria is on a real tight
budget and can't afford a lot of expensive
foods, but wiU try to please the students
the best It knows how. If you would like
to make a comment about the food or the
service. conUct Gary Henderson. Vikki
Washington. Louanne Randle. Elaine
Mitchell or myself.

Mystery Teachei
This person is friendly and jolly, an(j

seemingly well-educated. His methods
are sometimes a bit unorthodox, but al]

in all he gets the job done. The person's
hair is brownish-blonde and has a sort of

wavy-curly style. This person's physique
is not unlike that of St. Nick.

This person would like his students to

believe that he has a devil-may-care-

attitude, but look closer and you'll find a

very sensitive and warmhearted individ

ual underneath.

This person's walk reminds you of a

timid Mr. Woodman before a class full of

sweathogs. This person's dress is very

conservative and refined. If this person
were to be described by a translating

good buddy, with ears on I'm sure he

would be named "Speedy", — if anything
can be determined by his hasty advance
to Ye Olde Morrisons. This person goes

to great lengths to impress the "good
tasting tuna" makers. This person
travels around the world and back every
week.

Prim and proper I'm not
May the Queen go to rot

But let not the Renaissance be forgot

I care not for sweet perfume
But I envy Voltaire and Hume

Flash your face at the door
or you can't come back no more
no matter if it's first down or 10 and

goal to go

News Briefs
Eailisb Chib

The first meeting of the lewlj

organized English Club was held Sept
21, in Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth's
classroom. Along with the faculty then
were 51 students present.

In this meeting Language Arti

projects for the semester were a&
nounced as follows: Participation ii

MDJC Homecoming; "The Robber
Bridegroom" Delta State University
Oct. 20; (play) "The Ponder Hearf
University of Miss. Nov. 10; Co-Sponsor
ship of two Campus Movies. "Anne of a

Thousand Days." Oct. 18. and "My Fair

Lady", Dec. 6; Co-Sponsorship with
Faculty council of a special Lyceum
program this semester; development of

a Christmas Celebration — Dickens
style.

Meeting date for the new club has
been set for the second Wednesday of

each month.
Members were asked to think of a

name for the club by the next meeting
day.

The club is open to all students on
campus. There are no requirements.

Physical Uhmf Clab
In the first meeting of the Physical

Science Club, Sept. 14, officers for

1977-78 were selected.
John Boss, an exchange student frorr.

Australia, has been elected president
Tommy Minyard has been selected
vice-president. Tommy is a sophomore
majoring in engineering. He plans to

finish his schooling at Mississippi State.
Lynn Blessitt fills the office of

secretary-reporter. She is a graduate of

Indianola Academy. A cfiemistry major,
Lynn will probably be going to Delta
State after this year at MDJC.
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VEIWPOINT
i

It seems that blue has become the

popular color around the campus these

davs. blue skin that, is. All of us have
experienced that feeling more than once
so far. and we are all wondering why
the heat has not been turned on.

Hoping to find the answer. I

interviewed Vice President Sam Stafford

to ask what the problem was.

When I walked into the Administration

Building, it was just as cool as it is in

many of the other buildings on campus.
"The heating systems will be turned

on when we believe thai it is necessary".

Mr. Stafford said. "No one can predict

what the weather is going to do."

But Mr. Stafford, in giving the reasons

why the heating had not been turned on

explained that there are many factors

involved.

"The budget for electricity in the

73-74 session was only $32,000." Mr.

Stafford said." and it is $126,000 for this
year.

And we have to include electricity in
our total utilities budget (which is only
$181,000) ... As vou can sec electricity
lakes a big slice out of it", he pointed
out.

^

The electric bill for September {the
First full month of school)was $21,554.61.
A budeei of $10,500 was allotted to
each month in the session this year .

and this month's bill will probably be
even higher if it goes as September
did", said Vice President Stafford.

Mr. Stafford explained that the school
does not intend for any of its students or
faculty to suffer due to the cold and that
the best heat will be on when it becomes
necessary.

Some Mississippi school officials have
already said that they will not have
school in January if the winter is like

Where's the HEAT?

f ^J^"^^ Mississippi iunior coUege newspaper printed on campus by its students."

The Delta Herald
Volume 4 Number 4 _^^Vlississippi Delta^unior College Moorhead, Mississippi

Exam Schedule Changed
MDJC students will be pleased to know
that the fall semester exam schedule has
been changed. Exams will begin on
Tuesday, Dec. 13, and will end at 12 noon
on Friday, Dec. 16.

The MDJC catalog had originally

published exam dates as Wednesday,
Dec. 14 through Monday, Dec. 19.

However, due to the energy shortage, it

was decided that exams would be held all

in one week, rather than being split up.

"We considered having to run buses
an extra day. as well as heating the
buildings and keeping the dormitories
open, and wo decided that it would .save

a lot of energy if we could change the
schedule to its present form." said Dean
of Instruction Harmon Boggs. "The new
schedule is easier for students, too.

Christmas holidays will begin at 12 noon
on Friday, and they are free to return

home then."

Humanites Society Formed

The organizational meeting of the
Humanities Society was held Oct. 5 in
the Library Conference Room.
The Society, which is a cultural

enrichment program, will present
various Lyceum programs, at least one a
semester, throughout the year.
The meeting was chaired by Dean

Harmon Boggs. Dean of Instruction.
Department heads attending the meet-
mg, and representing the departments
associated with the society were Mrs
Rebecca Shuttleworth. Language Arts-

Mr. Robert Latham, Social Science; Mr.
Dwight Spencer. Science; and Mr. Joe
Abrams. Fine Arts. Others attending
the meethg were Dean of Student
Affairs Travis Thornton and Director of

Student Activities Robert Warnock.

Each department vill appoint one
faculty member and one student to serve
on the committee to secure the Lyceum
Programs.

The Language Arts Department is in

the process of obtaining the first guest.

Phi Theta Kappa to Host
'77 State Convention

Members of Zeta Zeta, the local
chapter of Phi Theta Kappa (national
junior college scholarship fraternity) will
host the 1977 state convention of the
organization on the campus of Delta
aUte University, Nov. 6. 7.

Theme of the convention, which is
expected to attract at least 100 junior
i:ollege representatives, is "Man Alive.
L-an He Survive?"
In the opening assembly scheduled for

?
P-m Dr. J.T. Hall will extend the

ormal welcome on behalf of MDJC.
.

special entertainment for the conven-
tion will be rendered by "The
Renaissance- of DSU and "The T. J.'s" of

MDJC.
Plans for workshop sessions and other

activities are being developed, according

to Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings, local

chapter sponsor.

David Gibson, local PTK president,

will serve as State Vice President.

In the next meeting of Phi Theta
Kappa here (Oct. 26). members will be

getting ready for convention by stuffing

bags with .souvenirs which they are

collecting for the visiting delegates.

Other local PTK officers are Emelia

Harris, vice president; Joanne Colotta,

secretary: and Kim Goslin, reporter.

Daylight Savings Time

FoS^'^^,^ '^^^ 'fOUR CLOCKS SUNDAY MORNING, OCT. 30,•OR DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME.

that of last year. Many others predict
that they \oo will be forced to intonipi
school if they run short of fuel this

winter.

Mr. Stafford said that MDJC will

prtKced as planned with the session ihis

year. "Bui if we run short on our budget
or the gas companies are unable to

provide the necessary fuel. we will have a

longer vacation during the holidays.

But what can the average student do
to avoid this waste of energy and
money? Mr. Stafford explained that

everyone should be concerned about this

waste.

"If we can not meet the rising cost of

fuel, we w ill have to cut costs from other
areas in the school and that will mean
thai there will be a cut in the luimber of
services that wc can offer the students.

"

Mr. Stafford said.

"Wc want to be able to provide as

Anne Fulcher

nuuiN services to the student as wo
^ii".'" he added.

In order to keep the present services
and possibly get a few more. Stafford
said that the students and taailtv should
cooperate in conserving " energy

"Students can wear a warm sweater or
coat during these cold months, and the
taeully and dorm students can conserve
by setting room themostats at a
amitortahle setting. Too. thev can turn
on their lights when not in use "

said
Mr. Staltord.

Mavbe MO.K" will seem like Ice
Slalion Zebra for a while, but just think.
MD.IC students will priibabl\ be
partying in Mav while others arc
sweating il out in class. If you want to be
free in later months, try to conserve
what \ou can. because Mr. Stafford will

be cliecknig on cverybod\ . |-\en liiniselt'.

B> Dale Jenkins

B.S.U. in Brief
There is much excitement among the

H.S.U. kids about for the annual fall

HaiU|Uet scheduled for Nov. 10. This is a
semi formal occasion that will feature
entertainmenl and inspiration as well as
delici.nis food. Tickets for the ban<iuet
will cost $1.00. AUvv Nov. 1 they will be
on sale at the H.S.l'. renter.
On the weekend of ()<(, M Hi. ten

students from the local H.S.U. Chapel
attended the Stale Baptist Student
Convention at Mississippi University for

Women at Columbus, Miss. More than
HOO students from every campus of
Mississippi were in attendance for this

convention.

Sophomore to Compete
For Miss Rodeo Mississippi

An MDJC sophomore will he
competing for the title of Miss Rodeo
Mississippi at the Professional Cowboys
Association Rodeo, Oct. 27. 28. and 29 at
Carthage. Miss.

Ann Fulcher, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Fulcher of fireenville. will

be competing for the queen's crown.
Ann is one of 10 girls selected to

participate in the contest. The winner
will represent Mississippi at the
National Finals Rodeo in Oklahoma in

December.
"For three days we will be judged on

the handling of our horses. We will also

be judged on a speech we will present at

llie stale," said .Ann.

Ann. who has been competing for 10
y«'ars and has won numercus awards,
will be (om[)eting in I he girls' barrel race
nding "Lil Go Far Bar" her registered
quarter horse.

"I'm looking forward (o being in the
same arena with such name riders as
Larry Mahan and Walt Garri.son." said
Ann.

Some of the events scheduled are
bareback broncs. steer wrest hng, girls
barrel race and bull riding.

Tickets for the rodeo are available.

For further information contact Ann.

The recently organized Engllfib Club has a new name and a new set of officers. In its

second meeting of the year |Oct. 12], the group named Itself '*The Spectators.'* Gary
Henderson [second on left, seated) has been elected president. Other officers are: [left

to right) Frank Davis, vice president; Lesa Read, secretary; Rita Mooney, treasurer.

Sponsors are: (left to right] Mrs. Sa-idra Moore, Miss Laney Wooten, Mrs. Melba
HaJbrook, Mrs. Yvonne Bennett, Mrs. Betty Watson, Mrs. Maxlne Lavers^ Mrs.
Thelma Hughes, fMrs, Rebecca Shuttleworth is not pictured). Approximately 145 club

members attended '*The Robber Bridegroom*' production at DSU Thursday. At least

75 paying customers saw **Anne of A Thoasand Days" co-sponsored by the group in

the Union Tuesday.
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Law - Bending

Eases In

Lately, the Police in Moorhead seem

to be easing up on slight infractions of

the law. This seems to be having a very

good effect, as I'm sure most reasonable

citizens would much rather have a tipsy

driver only a few blocks from home,

instead of on the highway with a long

drive ahead. (I assume that most citizens

of Moorhead realize that if a person is

going to drink, he is going to drink no

matter whaf, and if he can't drink in

Moorhead. where? Greenwood? Green-

ville? Farther away?)

I for one am glad to sec these laws

being bent just a little. People make the

laws, and if the laws can't be a little

wrong, isn't it almost saying the people

who make them can't be, are almost

perfect?

On any account, the law is not the law,

but an outrage if the men who are

entrusted to use it do not apply it equally

to all but only to "all thev ain't afraid

of." This would be an absurd abstraction

of "blind justice." If the police did not p
atrol and keep order in the rough section

of town, but only hung around the pool

hall hoping to catch an opon beer can

and give a fifty dullur tine, that would
really be one-sided. (Or is this still the

case?)

As I said though, things seem to be
going smoothly (or maybe 1 just think

thai because there have been no com-
plaints) - - so as long as the police can be
al least decent enough to meet us
halfway, can't we do the same (and meet
Ihcm halfway)?

The result of this good sense and
understanding will most certainly result

in a sense of law and justice being
served . . instead of law in spite of

j"'*'^*^- - Pcarman

From The

President's

Pockst
By Larry Burrell

Energy: tired of hearing about it I bet.

But. here it comes again.

Our bill for the use of electricity was
way out of proportion last month and is

running the budget way up in the red.

Several schools have had to close in

recent years because of energy
shortages.

I know it would not be the most
pleasurable thing going to school a
month longer because the school had to
shut down in the winter.

So, we have to do our part in helping
with the crisis and watch energy-using
gadgets.

Use only lights that are necessary and
keep the others turned off.

When leaving on the weekend, turn
your air conditioner or heater off. and
turn them down at night when going to
bed. These little things can turn into
money saved if everybody would be
aware of the situation at hand.

Please do your part and help conserve
energy.

4
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HOMECOMING PARADE WINNERS

1st- Modeling Squad-$75
2nd- English Club-SSO
3rd- VICA Club-$35
4th- Art Club-$25

Ramblin
By Janice WUIiams

Dean Travis Thorton
correctly gussed Mr.
Charlie Joiner as

Mystery Person #2.

The Mystery Personality for the last
issue was Mr. Charlie Joiner. Congratu-
lations to Dean Travis Th-rton for being
the first one to guess correctly who the
mystery person was. Come on students,
are you going to Irt the teachers get
away with all the mysteries? I know that
you are just as good at guessing as they
are — now is the time to prove it. We
have a brand new Mystery Personality
this time. People wishing to guess the
Mystery Personality may either come by
the Publications Office, upstairs in the
union and see Miss Wooten. or you may
see me anywhere on campus.

I would like to personally thank Dean
Robert McClellan and the others who
were involved in getting speedy and
vital health care for the two girls who
were ill in the dorm. Things could have
been a lot different had thev not acted as
promptly as they did. I'm sure I speak
ior the girls when I say that Dean
McClellan deserves a big round of
applause.

The Trojans play their first basketball
game Monday night. Nov. 7. at 7-30
Their opponent will be Summit. Let's all
give them a big turnout so we can get
our roundball season off with a bang
The weather change has certainly put

an end to those skimpy summer fashions
and many summer activities, but have
heart. It's time to settle back to warm
coats, hot cocoa drinks and enjoyment of
the crisp, peaceful feeling that only
winter can bring.

Mystery Teacher
This person is friendly is witty, shy,

quiet, very well-spoken and at ail times
very amusing. This person is very gentle
in the handling of all of his students. He
refuses to cast them in a preformed
mold. He accepts them on their own
personal merit. He appears to be a very
introverted person. On the contrary, he
is very extroverted in that he reaches
out to every one around him to spread
good cheer. He has a way with words.
This person is small in stature and has a
sweet kind face and a voice designed to
put you at ease. His smile reminds you of
a little child when he gets caught
preparing a surprise for mother's birth-
day.

Use plenty of eye contact,
add a startling statement or fact,
a little body language and it's in the sack.

His dress is simple and neat
for the best dressed he doesn't compete;
But his student-teacher rapport can't

be beat.

Bring your visual aid,

some gestures and you'll be cooling it in
the shade.

Don't forget the facial expression,
never the half-hearted confession.
Don't let it put you in a depression.

Junior Colleges

Praised t
f

There is continuing discussion as

whether the two years at a junior colle^^vi

prepares you for your last two years V 1

college as well as similar study offer^.»i

by a senior college. m
Junior college students can h^le

encouraged by a comment in a recenlto

issue of the University of Mississipp il

newsletter "Precept". V]

"A survey conducted over a twc-yeaj '

period indicates that junior colleg^^o

transfers are among the highesi**

achievers at Ole Miss. The report

includes those who graduated
special distinction, distinction and/or**^

membership in Phi Kappa Phi honorary"*^

as well as men and women receiving?**'

recognition at Honors Day programs,"'^

says "Precept". '

This should be an enlightening fact for'**

those attending MDJC, who possiblv*!

have friends attending senior colleges,^*

and who have pondered the argumeniJT.*
And the fact that this was readihlj^

admitted by such a distinguished collegi

is in itself a reassuring fact.

I feel that people should attend a*

junior college first, because in a way it***!

prepares them for their years at a senior

college pretty mufh in the way that high!"^

school is designed to prepare you for,*^^

college as a whole.

At a junior college you can get the feeF^
of college lite without experiencing manj
of the pressures that may h^^^^^

encountered at a senior college.
y^.

That's not to say that a junior collegejuJ
is easy; On the contrary, it just provides
a more relaxed atmosphere in which to

adjust to college life.

Some might argue that possibly a

va

ro

student from a junior college might ncit|k

be able to cope in a senior college after

all that relaxation.

I hope that the above survey will help
j

to dispell] any further myths to this

effect.

By Janice Williams
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Bowen Visits MDJC Campus
David Bowen. the 2nd Congressional

)istrict representative, came to Missis-

jppi Delta Junior College. Oct. 7. as part

{ his program of keeping in touch with

Ujhe people of his district. He spoke to

g^.ver 300 students and others.

o[ During his visit, Bowen covered many

tropics that ranged from the ERA
mendment lo the Panama Canal treaty.

h^Jefore the question and answer session,

n,*owen told of the work and responsibi-

jp
ity that he faces in his position in

v'ashington.

As part of his message to the students

t,
Jowen explained that one needs money

o run a political campaign, but that

,JJ

compromise is the oil that makes the

(l^vheels of government turn" and he

Q^)elieves that people from the South have

^,
nore ability to compromise that

' 'overnment officials from other sections

^5!f the country.

Also Bowen told of the differences he

las found in Congress as a practicing

l^-epresentative in government and the

.heory of government that he taught as a
^ )rofessor at Mississippi College and
!^ Vlilsaps College. Bowen said, ".

. .

There has been a few times that I

wanted to look back to the book. .
.". "but

government in Washington is run

Sometimes quite different."

" But Bowen said that he spent the

'^majority of his time doing what he called

^ 'case work", which is made up of

running errands for constituents in his

district. Bowen said that he receives

around "75 to 100 letters a day" most of

^ which are from constituents needing a

Mittle help. Using his position in

Washington, Bowen said, that he "cuts a

Mittle red tape" for them. Usually the
^ letters ask for help in getting things such

as passports or grant applications to be
hurried, aiding some one who is in
trouble overseas, or securing on
appointment for someone. Bowen said.

In his response to the questions of
MDJC students. Bowen touched on the
subject of ihe Panama Canal treaty.
Bowen said that he was strongly against
it because of the "unstability ' of the
Panamanian government with the grow-
ing influence of such Communist
countries as Cuba. Serving on a Congres-
sional committee that is studying the
treaty. Bowen stated that there is "a
slim chance" that the treaty will be rati
fied by Congress, because there are not
enough votes in Congress for ratification.
He also said that vote on the treaty will

be put off until after the Senate elections
in 1978 and then maybe even further in

the future.

Bowen also touched on the topic of the
ERA Amendment.
The Representative is in favor of the

U.S. sale of arms to foreign nations
which Bowen said, "should be curbed
slightly by the U.S.. but there is always
someone else to sell them the arms such
as . . . Germany. France."
Bowen seemed to bring the govern-

ment to the people in his visit to MDJC
as he gained the interest of many
students with his talk.

After his visit to MDJC. Representa-
tive Bowen traveled to Mississippi

Valley State University in Itta Bena and
then closed out his visit home with an
attendance at the homecoming of Delta
State University in Cleveland, the

hometown of his parents.

Bowen told local reporters that he will

run for reelection to his current seat in

the U.S. House of Representatives.

Album Reviews

New Releases Heard
' In the interest of music lovers and
^ especially contemporary music lovers

here at MDJC. this column is an attempt

to review and familiarize you with some
new album releases, as well as old

releases, and hopefully in the future to

give an overall profile of some of today's

outstanding artists and groups.

It seems to this writer that there are

fewer and fewer albums being released

that can be deemed "good". However,
there are those worth mentioning right

now. and perhaps actually reviewing
later. It should be known also that this

column is open to suggestions and that

we are willing to listen to and review any
album that you readers want.
Some brief criticisms of some of the

latest LPs: ONE OF THE BOYS-ROGER
DALTREY. This is Daitrey's third solo

album, but it is not his best. "Ride a
Rock Horse", his second solo album,
was a hard act to follow, but Daltrey
does give it a good try. Some of the
better cuts from "One of the Boys" are
"Say It Ain't So Joe" and "Avenging
Annie". It is a fair album, but don't buy
it expecting to hear The Who.
JT-JAMES TAYLOR. You rhythm and

blues fans will love this album. Said to
be his best since "Gorilla". "JT" range
in tone from Otis Blackwell's "Handy
man", to the typically-Taylor "looking
For Love on Broadway", to "Traffic
Jam", an a cappela number that is

already receiving too much air play.

WORKS- EMERSON. LAKE. AND
PALMER. Despite the terrible reviews
several critics have given this album. I

find it vitally refreshing. A double album
consisting of three solo sides and one
group performance side. "Works" is a
masterpiece. Public appeal has focused
"lamly on Greg Uke's "Und Your Love

To Me Tonight", "C'est la Vie", and
'

' Hallowed Be Thy Name" . Looking

closer, a listener will find Carl Palmer

playing a bit of Bach, and Keith

Emerson playing concertos that Leonard

Bernlein would be jealous of. A fine

album. "Works", along with ELP. may
weil be regarded as classical in years to

come.

LITTLE QUEEN-HEART. After the

success of Heart's first LP, "Dreamboat

Annie". America sat back as if Heart

was just another "well-they-luckcd up"

band. But Heart is back with what

appears lo be an even more successful

album. "Little Queen ". Ann and Nancy

Wilson shed their feminine image and rock

out on such cuts as "Kick It Out".

"Barracuda", and the title cut. "Linle

Queen". The Wilson sisters and their

band can dream on. but "Little Queen"

is a stark reality of success.

SUPERMAN-BARBRA STREISAND.

This LP is much better than Streisand's

last endeavor. "A Star Is Born". It does

not. however. measure up to

her previous attempts at rock music.

Streisand is definitely a pop. not a rock,

musician, but she is nevertheless a very

capable vocalist. Arrangements on

"Superman" are well excuted. and it is

likely that Streisand will again gain favor

of the critics with this album.

IV RATTUS NORVEGICUS-THE
STRANGLERS. Wanting to please

everyone, I feel obligated to mention this

album. Ten days after its release. IV

Rattus Norvegicus hit the number four

position in the English Top Ten. The

music is very simply defined as punk

rock. Being unable to find anything good
to say about punk rock and its followers,

the evaluation of this album is left to the

Rrp. David Bowca Ikft] with ounpott and area JournaUats on hla recent visit to
MDJC.

Laforge Speaks On Job

Responsibilities
Again the government was brought

home to the people by Congressman
David Rowen, as his Legislative
Assistant. Bill Laforge. visited the
campus of Mississippi Delta Junior
College on Oct. 12. During a seminar
hold in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Laforge explained in brief the duties of

Bowen and his staff as they represent
the 2nd Congressional District in

Washington.

Hailing from Cleveland. Miss.. Asst.
Laforge graduated from Delta Slate
University with degrees in History and
Philosophy, and later earned his Law
degree from the University of Missis

sippi. To full fill his position in

Washington, Laforge now resides in

Arlington. Va., only fifteen minutes from
the Capital.

Laforge explained that he is only one
of the 10,000 staff employees in the

governmental arena of Washington, but

he said that these staff members were
the "right and left arms" of the peoples

representatives. And Laforge also said

thai the staff assistants were the

"gophers" that dug through the
mountains of paper work in order for the

Congressmen lo better represent the

affairs of their electors.

In working for Rep. Bowen, Laforge

said that his job consisted of three major

areas. Approximately 55 to 60% of his

time, Laforge said, consists of doing

constituent case work, which is handling

problems that deal with the residents of

the 2nd Congressional District in gaining

assistance with Federal grants or

projects, and just getting some of the
bureacracy of the government eased a

little. Of the consituent cast' work.
Laforge said, ".

. .this work is the rTuts

and holts of Congress."

The remaining tasks of being a staff

member for n Congressman. Laforge
said, involve the actual legislative

function, where the areas of legislation

are monitored for the representative in

order that he may make the best

possible decision for his area of

representation. This process involves

research recovering data for presenta

tion though pouring over many books
and other records.

Such legislation thai Laforge is

involved in at present is the National

Knergy Act, which Laforge commented
on by saying. "The Knergy bill in

Congress is probably the largest piece of

legislation to he dealt with. .

."

Having only been associated with the

Bowen staff for a little over a year,

Laforge is im[)ress('d with the workload

of Congress. And like many other people

after the Nixon affiar, Laforge was a bit

ski'ptical when he first went to

Washington. Hut Laforge said his mind
was soon changed.

"I found a large group of hard working

individuals . . . lhat were really working

hard for the people," Laforge said.

After speaking to a larger-than-

expected student turnout, Laforge

answered questions that touched on such

topics as educational quotas and the

influence lhat staff members have over

the Congressman's vote.

reader. By Robin Rushing
DelU Herald st*ff members Dale JenUiM

BowenS Legislative Assistant.

Anne WUIlams talk with Bill Laforge,
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Bulldogs Spoil Homecoming
by Dale Jenkins

Mississippi Delta Junior College's

homecoming was spoiled after the

Holmes Junior College Bulldogs chalked

ur their first conference win of the

season Oct. 15 by zapping the Trojans

10-0.

During the first half, neither the

Trojans nor the Bulldogs were able to

put points on the board, but the Trojans
klutzed two opportunies to score. MDJC
missed their first chance when the

offense moved from the Trojan 33 to the
nine yard-line of the Bulldogs only to

have the sharpshooter kicker, Chuck
Kelly miss his 26-yard field goal
attempt.

MDJC snuffed their second chance
when they marched from the 50-yard line

to the 19 yard-line of Holmes. Trojan
tailback, Raymond Manuel, picked up
the needed turf for the first down after a
dive over the middle, only to have it

called back on a holding penalty.

The Bulldogs showed the Trojans in

the third quarter that they had a mean
bile. as linebacker Carl Pepper
rcc*>vercd a MDJC fumble at the 26
yard-line of the Trojans. But the
Bulldogs brought blood after tight end
Brock Angle made a one-handed catch of
a 22-yard pass at the MDJC one.
Fullback Larry McGee picked up the
louchtown on a one-yard step up the
middle. Jamie Kellv made the PAT and
Holmes led 7-0 with 10:19 left in
the quarter.

With 2:23 remaining in the

half, Jamie Kelly scored the last

points of the game when he booted a

38-yard field goal. Neither team could

scored after that, and the Bulldogs

trotted off with MDJC's homecoming
victory.

MDJC did win the statistical battle by
outgaining Holmes 250-173 in total

offense. The Bulldogs picked up only

seven first downs to 12 for the Trojans.

And MDJC had a sizeable njargin in

rushing yardage of 231 to thie 107 of

Holmes, but the Bulldogs led in passing
66 to 19

Fullbick Dennis Cardoso led the

Trojans rushing attack with 128 yards on

20 carries while Larry McGee led

Holmes with 82 yards on 21 carries.

End Alvin Evans and John Ramey led

the Trojan defense. Evans marked up 13

tackle and five assists while Ramey
captured nine tackles and four assists.

Linebacker Gary Henderson and Dink
.Strain followed with nine tackles and
three assists each.

The Trojans will travel to Scooba to

play the Lions of East Mississippi
Juniord College Oct. 22. And the Trojans
will have to tighten their belts and their

Shoe strings if their are going to play
football as precisly as they were doing
at the beginning of this season.The Lions
on the other hand, will be ready to seek
revenge on MDJC for 13-0 loss that the
Trojans gave them last year. Gametime
is 7:30 p.m. at the home of the Lions in

Scooba.

Rangers Defeat Trojans

in Close Battle
Senatobia - The Rangers of

Northwest Junior College edged the
Mississippi Delta Junior CollegeTro-
jans. 7 6, Oct. 8 and appeared to be ready
to repeat as North Division Junior
College football champions.

In winning. Northwest is tied for first
place in the division with Northeast
Junior College both of whom have a 3-0
record. MDJC was dropped in the
division to third place with a 2-1 record
The Rangers tipped off the scoring in

the first quarter following a third down
punt at the Trojans 39. And in one play
Northwest hit paydirt when quarterback
Bob Hickerson hit split end Artie Smith
on a (^onrhHown nass over the middle.
Ihe PAl was made good by Sammie
Knight and with only 14 secondsremammg in the first quarter, the
Rangers led 7 0.

The Trojans, like the Rangers, capita-

lized off a punting situation as line
backer Dink Strain blocked a punt at the
Northwest 28. MDJC recovered and
scored in four plays with tailback Dennis
Cardoso picking up the touchdown on a
two-yard dive over left guard. But what
may have proved the lifesaver for the
Trojans, the PAT, was no good when the
snap from center was too high for the
holder.

With all the scoring taking place in the
first half, neither team could motivate a
strong offensive drive in the latter part
of the game. The Trojans lacked greatly
m the passing department as they
completed only two-of-13 attempts for
minus SIX yards and three interceptions
The Northwest Rangers led in first

downs with 11-7 and 266-156 in total
offense against MDJC. The Trojans
picked up 162 yards rushing, with
Oennis Cardoso leading the disappointed
Trojans with 63 yards on 17 carries.

VICA Officers Named
The Vocational Industrial Clubs of

America better know as the V.I C A
club held a meeting Oct. 12 in the Fine
Arts Auditorium, for the election of

I P 7'- J-^-' r ''^ President,
Lester Miles: Vice President, Horace
Cox; Secretary. Darlene Allen: Trea

^ >K ^r,^'"*''"'^ Advisor.
Keith Phelps; Parliamentarian. Tabb
Touchstone: Reporter. Howard Clower.
T^e \ .I.C.A. Club which is a service

orgrnization for Vocational and Indust-
rial students has many things planned
for the year.

Smitii Head A.A.C.Hey Gang! What's New? You mean
you don 1 know whafs new? Well the
Afro-American Club is back at it again.The club met last Sept. 28 in the
recreation room upstairs in the Student

1976-197, officers for this year. The
offK-ers are as follows: president.
Alberta Smith; vice-president. Denni
btevens: secretary, Jean Blakely

IS

assistant secretary, Demetric Lavton-
treasurer. Micheal Williams; sergeant"
at-arms, Tyree Blakely and Harvest
Johnson; reporter Mary L. Richards.

who would like to join. If you would like
to join the Afro-American Club, meeting
days are every Wednesday of the week-Mary L. Richards, reporter

1977 HOMECOMmC COURT
Francis Melinda Bridgers» sophomore from Belzoni, [center] is the 1977 Homecom
Queen. Melinda was escorted by Jim Hughes of Qarksdale. Other court members
[left to right] Vikki Washington of Drew, escorted by Jerome Goldberg; Pamela Gfof Greenville, escorted by SUn Smith of Memphis, Debbie Williams of MoJZ
escorted by Greg WUIiams of Greenville; and Christy Glover of Clarksdale, escortJMike Peay of Clarksdale.

^

Kline gets it Together
By Janice Williams

What do you call a person who draws
cartoons, writes songs, plays the
harmonica, sings, writes stories, and
preaches? You might call that individual
a well-rounded person or you might call
him very talented, but in this instance
we'll call this person Obed Kline.
Obed is a third year student at MDJC,

from Shaw, majoring in Commercial Art,
but art is the least of his talents.
Obed. a tall rather thin, lonely

harmonica-playing stroller, has become a
familiar figure on campus.
Obed and his brother Charles are

very close and both are quiet. In fact as
Obed puts it they are somewhat of what
you might call bookworms. He and his
brother became interested in comic
books several years ago and they began
to wonder what it could be like to draw
their favorite comic book heroes. "Then
one day we were just toying around with
some crayons and pencils and the results
came out very good." Obed said, "So I
decided to create my own characters.
People like my art and it gave me a
special feeling. At last there was
something that I could do. I started
drawing in 1968, it wasn't untU 1974 that
my art really began to take shape."
"As for my writing songs," Obed

commented. "I have always been an avid
music fan and one day I just decided to
Sit down and try my hand at writing
some songs." ^

"I took the songs that I had wrote and
began to hum and play my harmonica to
them. I was determined to be a singer. I
still am not Elvis or anyone important,
but X keep on trying. I've joined my
church choir, and I plan to join the
musical groups on campus. I know that it
will take a lot of hard work and long
hours but I believe that one dav I might
even sing at Carnegie Hall. But untU that
day comes. I'll just try to perfect my
other interests - one of which is writing
stones," said Obed.

Bullseye
For those who are interested in

archery there are some new targets on
the archery range for you to use. The
targets are designed for compound bow
shooting.

"The targets will be used by the
archery classes, anyone else wishing to
practice for bow hunting season or just
for personal enjoyment." said Mrs. Bettv
Aden, archery instructor.
Regulation faces will be painted on the

targets at a later date.

I have always enjoyed reading novt

and feature writing, and since I do:

believe in the word "can't" I picked;

my pen and proceeded to conquer
tl

obstacle too. In the beginning I was ve

repetitious of others and this worried a

a lot, but now I believe that I hji

created my own style. I value this vc

highly because a writer without his m
individual style is like a man without

country," Obed remarked. Now I wri

short stories and feature items to shi*

with my friends.

"I have always been a regular churt

goer, and one day while attendii

services I felt a sweet warm leeling coc

over me. I went to my Pastor and aft*

much bible study and prayer, I feel tha!

have been called to the ministry.

"I began to take a good look at myse
one day and I began to seek the be
possible way to combine my hobbies i

the most useful way. Finally it camel
me — what better way to bring it a

together than by serving the Lot.

Seeing as he is the one who made it i

happen why not repay him by using n
talents in his service. I know that Go
has a plan for my life. God is the givers
all talent — work with him and nothing;
.impossible," Obed concluded.

Obed Kline
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Vandals Strike

Drink Machines
Dr. Pepper machines in the Stennis-

Penrod Women's Dormitory have been

the victim of malicious treatment

approximately eight times during this

school year.

David Moak, a Dr. Pepper distributor

who has been supplying MDJC with Dr.

Pepper, RC. 7 Up. Frosty Rootbeer, and

various types of crackers and potato

chips for five y ears, said, "The machines

have had hot salt water poured down the

money slot in hopes of releasing the coin

return. Most of the time the person will

receive money and or drinks."

When a machine is salted it costs me
$150 to have the machine fixed." said

Moak. "The vandalism got so bad in the

Edwards Stonestreet Men's Dormitory
that the drink and snack machines have
been removed. It was costing too much
to have them repaired," said Moak.
"There is $30,000 worth of equipment

in drink and snack machines owned by

the Dr. Pepper Co. on campus. A
percentage of the money taken in the

machines goes to the Student Activities

fund. Every time a student tears up a

machine he is hurting himself," said

Moak. "The only course of action that I

know to stop this is to remove all

machines."

Editoriil

Action Should Be

Taken On Vandalism

A quarter is deposited into the Dr.

Pepper machine. The button is pushed to

receive a drink, but to no avail. Once
again vandals have caused this person

and countless others to lose money and
not receive a drink.

The Dr. Pepper machines in the

Stennis-Penrod Women's Dormitory
have been illegally tampered with at

least eight times since the beginning of

the school year. The students who mess
these machines up are hurting them-
selves as much as they annoy anyone
else.

A percentage of the money taken in by
these machines goes to the student
activity fund to pay for movies, dances,
and other events. The less money that is

taken in, the less money that goes to the
S.A. fund.

What can be done to stop these foolish

people?

The machines could be removed, such
as already been done in the Edwards-
Stonestreet Men's Dormitory. Someone
poured hot salt water down the money
slot of the machine trying to hit the
jackpot one too many times. Now men's
dormitory residents must get in their
cars and go to Mr. Quik or do without
when they want^ drink or snack late at
night.

Why aren't these vandals caught?
Who wants to sit in the lounge and play
James Bond all day?
When the machines are removed from

the dorm, approximately 180 girls living
in the dorm will fuss. Especially the
nandfuU who caused the machine to be
taken out. -Anne Williams

Bobby Barr, a nine-time sUte archery chanplon from Indlanola, waa at MDJC recently

to give an archery demuostratlon to Interested §todenta. Barr gave tJpa on archery

form and equipment, and answered questions from students.

Mystery Teacher

This person has a warm sunny smile

and a refreshing personality. This

person is very energetic and full of life.

This person's dress is varied, sometimes

jazzy and sometimes conservative, but

always in good Uste. She makes you

want to learn. She gives you that extra

drive to get up and go. Her voice is very

vibrant and alive; it's full of warmth and

good cheer. This person has a great

student-teacher rapport. Her hair is cut

in a very becoming style, and the color is

a very effective two-tone. Her class is

like a pep rally, in that everytime she

speaks, her students rally right back.

She's one of those teachers that make

you want to come to class at 8:25 on

Monday morning. She pushes and pulls

until you do your very best. This person

is very open-minded and is always

looking for a way to make her classes

more enjoyable to her students. This

person is always available to her

students no matter what the problem,

class or other, she's right there to be

your big sister. This teacher's methods

are considerate, and she lets the

students take part in the teaching

process, rather than standing in front of

them for a solid hour, without their

saying a word. On the contrary, when

she gets started the students are so

eager to contribute that the teacher

can't get a word in edgewise.

Still waters run deep.

No one goes to sleep.

Higher order is the goal,

Pour the cereal in the bowl.

Give them as much as they can hold.

Operant is the condition.

Classical is the position.

Sigmund is my name.

Sanity is my game,

Freud is my claim to fame.

Pavlov rang the bell.

But the dog couldn't tell.

To where the stimulus fell.

Ramblin'
By Janice Williams

No one was able to guess our last

Mystery teacher, so we'll run it again at

a later date with more clues.

Scrap pictures are on sale in the

Publications office — 8x10 are 50c and
5x7 are 15c.

I would like to extend my best wishes
to Mrs. Sidney Hines on her approaching
marriage.

Lately there seems to be an increased

number of missing items in the girls

dorm. I would like to encourage all girls

to keep all valuables and other personal

items in a safe place so that they won't
be misplaced.

Work on the 1977 78 RKTKOSPECT is

coming along smoothly. They are in the

process of taking casual shots, so look

out for our roving photographer.

Everyone is complaining about the

heat, but I believe that we should be

praising those behind this move, because

it shows good forthought and sound

conservation sense. Viewing the situa-

tion realistically, it will all work out for

the best . I'm sure everyone would rather

endure a little cold now, rather than

interrupt our school term later. So
button up and look on the bright side of

things.

VICA To Host

Turkey Shoot
The VICA Club will host a Turkey

Shoot Wednesday, Nov. 16, at the

Moorhead National Guard Armory.
The Turkey Shoot, which will be held

from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., is open lo

everyone.

Chances to match your skill against a

target will cost fifty cents.

Turkeys will be awarded to persons

placing in the following categories:

Men's rifle-lst, 2nd, 3rd; Women's
rifle 1st, 2nd, 3rd; Men's archery 1st,

2nd. 3rd; and Women's archery 1st, 2nd.

Everyone is urged to come out and

compete for a turkey.

Proceeds from the meet will be used to

help finance VICA civic projects.

Fines for ID's
The loaning of student ID's will result

in a fine to the student to whom the ID
belongs, according to Dean of Students

Robert McClellan. This ruling has now
become a policy of MDJC.

"It has been brought to the attention

of the school recently that some students

have been loaning their student ID's to

non-students and to other students,"

said Dean McClellan.

"A student was recently fined $25 for

loaning his ID to a non-student. The fine

is equivalent to one-half the price the

student would pay in one semester for

admission to ballgames, dances, and

movies sponsored by the Student

Activities Committee," Dean McClellan

said. "The student was also put on

probation."

"Student ID's as well as meal tickets

are nontransferable to anyone. Any
student caught loaning his ID will be

fined," said Dean McClellan.
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Fighting Apathy-

Through Participation

Although there is a certain amount of

apathy being exhibited in various areas

on the MDJC campus, there are two
groups of people here that are fighting

apathy through participation.

Student and teacher participation this

year seems to be greater than in any
other year in recent memory, and most
of this participation is directly propor-

tional to the membership in the English
Club and VICA. Not only are these two
clubs the largest at MDJC, but they are

also seemingly the most active. The
English Club, (now known as the
Spectator Club), recently held a meeting
complete with hot chocolate, (with

marshmallows!), cookies, and cake. This
meeting was perhaps the liveliest this

campus has seen in a while. Not only
were there nearly 60 students present,
but the entire MDJC English Depart-
ment was there, also.

VICA recently held a student election
campaign that would have made Jimmy
Carter proud. Everywhere in the
Vocational-Technical Building there
were signs and slogans promoting
students who were running for offices.

VICA has 240 student members. During
the next year they will be sponsoring
VICA Olympics on a local level, and if

this year's club follows suit, MDJC will
quite possibly have a national winner.
These clubs are successes because of one
main factor ~ participation.

These students and faculty members
are fighting apathy, and having a good
time doing it.

—Rushing

"^JSi^iiSrHf^X^ ^^^^^^ ^rr^£

MDJC Security Helps

Some of us probably don't think about
the security force at Mississippi Delta
Junior College until we get a ticket or a
good talking to.

But the main reason that we aren't
shaking in our shoes thinking about such
things is that the MDJC security is more
concerned with the welfare of the
student than with trying to burn them
with a fine.

Dean of Students Robert McCIellan
who is in charge of the campus security
force, explained that campus security on
each college campus has the same
functions as any civil or state law officer
as provided by state law.
The security officers at MDJC are Mr.

W.D. Mooney. Cheif of Security. Mr
John Shaffer. Mr. H.G. Horn. Mr. J.D.
Smith and Mr. Waymon McCoy.
Dean McCleilan pointed out" that all

five men are invested with the power of
full enforcement of the law and school
policy.

"Education, service and enforcement"
added McClcllan."are the policies of the
security department."

"Student co operation with security
"

Dean McCleilan said, "is very goc^
among students here."

McCleilan said that this year the main
problem on campus is litter and "there is
a ten dollar fine if you are caught in the
act," said McCleilan.

201 Years Ago Today -

jNothino really interesting

ftooh place.

Viewpoint -

What the World
There has been much controversy

recently about the effect that violence on
television and in the movies will have on
society in the long run.

I strongly believe that a lot of this

uproar is misguided.

First of all, many of the so-called

"blood-curdling" events that are seen on
the screen are only reinactments of the
various kinds of violence that go on in

the streets of many of our major cities

everyday.

If we really want to do something
constructive, why don't we try to clean
up our streets instead of sitting home
with a copy of "Alice in Wonderland"
complaining about how much those
terrible people in Hollywood are
corrupting our "lily-white" world.

Currently everyone seems just to be

Viewpoint -

What The Bell?
Many of you have probably noticed

that little "ding-ding" during one of your
classes in Tanner Hall. Well if anyone
hasn't told you what it is, then let it be
understood that it is the bell.

A bell? You say it sounds more like a
spoon dropping on the floor.

Then if it is the bell, why can't the
students and faculty hear it? When they
can't hear it. many of the students are
late to their next class and the faculty is
hampered in meeting its class schedule
But we all know that we are supposed to
adjourn classes when the bell rings and
It does rmg — sometimes.
Then if the bell doesn't operate

properly, why don't the proper authori-
ties have it fixed? They are the ones that
want us all. students and facultv alike to
proceed orderly and quickly to our nevt
Class. But It seems that everyone
m Tanner Hall is supposed to strain their
ears and listen for that faint "ding-ding"
;n order to do so - that is. if that faint
ding-dmg decides to "ding-ding" it all
It seems that this modern, convenient

college can't afford to spend a little time
and effort to correct the situation

I ask you. will that little "ding-ding"
lead to many similar problems?^

I think so.

—Jenkins

Needs Now...

sitting on his pride hoping maybe it will

go away or maybe someone else will take
care of it.

If our forefathers had taken that

attitude, we might be speaking some
unknown tongue now. We probably
wouldn't even be able to afford a decent
meal, much less a television set or movie
fare.

We can't depend on the man
downtown to keep things the way
they're supposed to be anymore.
We've got to get out and try for

ourselves.

We've got to make the streets safe to
walk, get rid of all the dirty talk.

Sure, some of the things that are being
shown are of questionable merit, but
that's where we should come in.

Many of the things that are shown on
television and in the movies today are
very educational and are meant for

mature audiences only. Those shows are
not as bad as hiding little brother in the
closet because Suzy is going to ask
"where babies come from". It's up to the
parents to check out what their children
are reading and watching, and to answer
questions honestly — not with some
fairy tale about the stork or by saying
that you'll tell them when they're old
enough to know. Some rapists think
two-years-old is a ripe old age for their
victims. We've got to live up to our own
responsibilities to our younger sisters
and brothers and make sure that we've
done everything that we possibly can.
We can be like the members of a band.

If everyone does his part, we make
beautiful music, if not havoc prevails. I

believe many people want to ban some of
the so-called violent shows because they
remind them of what's going on outside
of their front doors.

It seems to me that the solution for all

this boils down to one simple four-letter
word - LOVE. If we would put a little
love in our hearts, we'd share with the
needy. If we had love, our children or our
brothers and sisters wouldn't meet Mary
Jane, Coke, Horse, or Red Devils
searching for something we've failed to
give them at home. If we had genuine
love for our country. Watergate
wouldn't have happened.

Real love for one another would stop
the killing and the rape.

Last, but not least, when we learn to
love ourselves, then we'll have found the
greatest love of all.

—Janice Williams

From the

President's Pocket

Homecoming was a success.

All the hours of hard work that

put into planning this memj
moment paid off. I would like to ^
the administration and faculty for

strong support they gave homeco;;

The homecoming committee dese^
round of applause for the in.^

planning and construction of \

coming.

I would also like to commend
students for the active part many;
This was one of the best homecon;

I've seen, and everyone did their

make it that way.

— Larry
Bttf

Hal Phillips'

Mississippi Window
Thomas Hal Phillips, Mississ^

novelist, short story writer and sett

writer was the first speaker in the t

Lyceum series sponsored by the Hurm

ities Council.

Students assembled in Tharp Audilt

urn October 31 to hear Mr. Phillips

»

was introduced by Mrs. Rebecca Shuti

worth, head of the MDJC Language A

Department.

Mrs. Shuttleworth pointed out ti

Mr. Phillips is from Theo, Mississipi

and that he attended Mississippi Sii

University. He obtained his Masti

degree from the University of Alaban

Mr. Phillips has to his credit the nove

"Kangaroo Hollow"; "Search for

Hero"; "The Loved and the Unlovei

He has helped produce such screen ph

as "Huckleberry Finn", "Buffalo Bit

"California Splits," " THE Auta

ography of Miss Jane Pittman" a

"Nashville" (which won five Acadei

award nominations.) While discuss!

films Mr. Phillips noted the fact it

recently a lot of films have be

produced in and around the Mississip

area. Commenting on this Mr. Phiil

said, "I am glad films have come

Mississippi. It gives the aspirants

movie making and screen writing in t

state a chance to get good 'on the
j

experience.' And many of the peof

who ccme to Mississippi to make fik

leave with a more favorable view

Mississippi." Mr. Phillips is curren

working for ABC on the soon to

;

released story "Roll of Thunder He

My Cry.".

Mr. Phillips proved to be a very wif

and enjoyable speaker. He began hisii

by telling of some of the experiences'

encountered on his way to fame. He ih^

presented an original satire about how

famous man might be introduced if

small "one-horse town."
In a question and answer sessi

following his prepared talk. Mr. Philli

turned to the topic of writing. He s.

that in his opinion there is one field tf

is wide open and can be broken if

successfully without a large investme'

"Writing", said Mr. Phillips, "is one

the easiest and least expensive caref

that I know of. All you need to :

started is a 98c notepad, some si

determination and a lot of creativity.'

"But there are two things that 1 h.

found to be essential in whatever you

Mr. Phillips said, "hard work, and i

old hov scout motto "BE PREPARED'

Try Your Luck!

VICA's Annual

TURKEY SHOOT
NatlonaJ Guard Armory

November 16, 1977
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Australian Exchange Student
Enjoys Mississippi

John Boss is probably the only student

on the MDJC campus who has graduated

from high school twice. But there's a

method to his madness, for John is an
Australian Youth Exchange Student.

Sponsored by the Sunflower Rotary
Club. John came to the U.S. last January
and attended Indianola Academy for one
semester, where he graduated his

second time.

John is attending MDJC during the

fall semester, after which he will return

to his home town of Nyngan, Australia,

where he received his first high school

diploma.

"A Rotary exchange student is

allowed to stay in a country for only one
year, during which you must attend at

least one semester of high school." he

said.

John lives in Sunflower with Mr. and
Mrs. Turner Arant. He says there are a

great many rules which he must follow

as a youth exchange student, but that

they do not hamper his enjoyment of the
U.S.

'Tm not allowed to drive a car, or to

date steadily, but I still participate in

social activities," he added.

A science major while here at MDJC,
John says he decided to attend school

here to see what college is like in the
U.S.

"Education here appears to be a little

Movie Reviow

lower than in Australia. Fve repeated a
lot of my high school work here in junior
college.

When asked what he likes most about
Mississippi. John promptly states that
the people and their hospitality
especially in the Delta, is what has
impressed him the most.

"I don't, however like the extremes in
temperature in Mississippi. It gets
warmer in Australia, but the humidity
here is worse. I like American football
too. although it differs greatly from
Australian football. Our football is more
like rugby."

John finds music here in the U.S.
much the same as Australian music, and
many Australian groups have gained
popularity here.

"I listen to "Kansas." "Fleetwood
Mac," "Led Zepplin," and others. I find
there is a lot more disco music here than
at home, but we have a sound called
"candy rock n roll." which is aimed at the
younger kids. These are groups like
"Kiss."

John says he enjoys being in
Mississippi, and he is thankful for the
friends he has made here. He concluded
by saying, "Youth Exchange is an
experience that can't be given up. One
year on exchange here is worth missing
two years of college in Australia."

By Robin Rushing

Ramly Newman's "Little Criminals

"

Randy Newman is quickly becoming
Louisiana's answer to Jimmy Buffet.

Like Buffet, Newman has been raised

from near obscurity to become a well

respected writer and performer. He's a

home boy, and his fifth album. "Good Old
Boys", was a collection of Southern
Images that serves as a milestone in

Newman's recordings. Now Randy
Newman is back with his sixth album.
"Little Criminals".

Although "Good Old Boys" is

considered to contain Newman's best
characterizations and word pictures.
"Little Criminals" certainly ranks high
among his albums. Newman's songs
seem to be short stories put to music.

and each cut on "Little Criminals" is

written and sung with an understanding

of the subject that is easily lueniiiiea

with by the listener.

Newman's characters are everyday
people, although the subjects are not

always everyday. The title cut from
"Little Criminals" is about some small

time crooks who feel threatened by their

association with a junkie friend. "Shur*

People", a satire on bigotry, and "You
Can't Fool the Fat Man" are Newman's
new album's better cuts.

Even though it has taken three years

for Randy Newman to give his public a

new album, it has been well worth the

wait. "Little Criminals" is a fine album.

LOCH, LMKe rne oth^r gmris^ Litis
N£J8D TT^A-0?AAA A^Z^V^ '

John Bom, • RoUry Exchange Student {ram AuitraUa, likes the DelU - except tor the

heat.

SGA Officers Attend Conference

MDJC's student government officers,

along with Dean of Students Robert
McClellan. recently attended the fall

conference of the Student Council

Association of Mississippi (SCAM),
which was held Oct. 25 26 at Co-Lin
Junior College at Natchez.

The meeting, held in the spring and
the fall of each school year, provides
Mississippi's junior college student
government officers with an idea of what
other junior colleges are dealing with in

various areas.

Representing MDJC's Student
Government Association were Larry

Burrell. president; Donna Palmer, vice

president; and Tammy Williams, secre-

tary. Burrell serves as a member-at-

largc on the SCAM executive commit-

tee. Dean McClellan serves as a

CO advisor.

"The goal of these SCAM meetings is

to foster a better understanding among
Mississippi's junior colleges and to share

and seek information of common concern

to the junior colleges," said Dean
McClellan. The next SCAM meeting

will be held in the spring, and it will be

hosted by Northeast Junior College in

Booneville.

Student Editor

Tht Ponder Heart"

To Be Presented

SRECTATOR CLUB

By Jeanette Knighten
The Spectator Club is making final

preparations for a trip to Olc Miss to see
Eudora Welty's play "The Ponder
Heart" which premieres Nov. 10.

The school will furnish transportation,

but students will be expected to buy
their own tickets which are $2.50 each.

This trip is open
.
to all interested

students! If you would like to go,

please give your name to your English

teacher. Indicate also whether you plan

to use school transpotation.

Fifth Issue

- Robin Rushing

MOVIE-

BLAZIN6SADDLES"

NOV. 8
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Northeast Blanks Trojans
The Trojans of Mississippi Delta

Junior College closed out their home

season on a sour note after losing

10 - 0 the Northeast Junior College

Tigers of Booneville. Oct. 29.

MDJC dropped its record to 3 - 6

overall while extending the Trojans'

losing streak to five games.

After feeling the Trojans out in the

first quarter. Northeast showed MDJC
how to play ball in the second quarter.

The Tigers chalked up their first points

off a 56 - yard missile from quarterback

Steve Lyles to split end Randy Evans.

With 10:53 remaining in the quarter.

Don Barthel booted the PAT and sewed

up the 69 - yard drive for the Tigers.

Again the Tigers of Northeast struck

with 4:42 left in the half as Don Barthel

split the goalpost on a 37 - yard field

goal attempt. The score had been set up

by one of those all too often Trojan

fumbles which Tiger linebacker Mike

Cox recovered at the MDJC 27, to

place the Tigers ahead ten to zip.

But the Trojans tried to bounce back in

the second half as their "crack defense"

battled the Tigers to only four first

downs only to have the equally tough

Northeast defense hold the Trojans to

two first downs. And when the smoke

had cleared from the trenches, the

Tigers proved who had won for neither

team could maintain any kind of pro-

gressive drive.

Northeast manhandled the game by

picking up nine first downs to MDJC's

four and the Tigers rushed with the

pigskin 49 times for \2l yards while the

Trojans grabbed 110 on 37 attempts.

Northeast packed in a total of 218 yards

to MDJC's 45.

Tiger Uilback Larry Parker went over

the 100 • yard mark for the season

with a 142 - yard spree on 29 "totes."

MDJC's Dennis Cardoso moved up to

the 700 - yard peak by picking up 64

yards on 20 carries. The punting of Pat

Peay was the only bright spot of the

contest for MDJC as he kicked the ball

11 times for a 41.8 average.

The Trojans were led defensively by

end Alvin Evans and linebacker Gary

Henderson. Evans captured 14 tackles

and six assists while Henderson picked

up 13 tackles, six assists and blocked

one field goal attempt.

Mississippi Delta Junior College will

play its last game of the season when

the Trojans travel to Ellisville to battle

the Bobcats of Jone Junior College in

an attempt to break their losing streak.

But it seems that the Trojans are out

of the running this season and have been

so for quite a while, even so. the Trojans

will still give Jones a ballgame. Game-

time is set for 2:00 p.m. Nov. 5.

By Jenkins

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 1977-1978

Month - Date - Day Opponent Site

Mai/ 7 Mnn Southwest Summit

in Thur Southwest Home

Hinds Raymond

Nov 17 — Thur Hinds Home

Nnv 21 — Mon. Tournament Goodman

Nov 22 — Tues. Tournament Goodman

Nov 29 — Tues. •East Mississippi Scooba

Dec 1 — Thur. •Holmes Home

Dec. 5 — Mon. •Meridian Meridian

Dec 8 — Thur. •Northwest Senatobii

Jan 9 — Mon. •Coahoma Clark sdal(

c

T

Jan 12 — Thur. •Northeast Home T

Jan. 16 — Mon. •Itawamba Fulton h

Jan. 19 — Thur. •East Mississippi Home
P

Jan. 23 — Mon. •Holmes Goodman

Jan. 26 - Thur. •Meridian Home P
Jan. 30 — Mon. •Northwest Home a

Feb. 2 - Thur. •Coahoma Home

Feb. 6 — Mon. •Northeast Boonevillt

Feb. 9 — Thur. Itawamba Home

Feb. 13, 14, 15 North Tournament Senatobii

Feb. 20. 21 State Tournament South Sit(

Feb. 27-Mar. 4 Region VII Tournament di

8:

•Conference games cc

ALL HOME GAMES 7:30 P.M.

Lions Boot MDJC

Scooba — Lady Luck seems to have

left the Mississippi Delta Junior College

Trojans as they extended their losing

streak to four games by dropping a 1715

decision Oct. 22 to the Lions of East

Mississippi Junior College. But football

is not played with luck alone.

MDJC had its chances to take the lead

in the second half but failed after

fumbling at the Lions* one and missing a

38 yard field goal attempt.

East Mississippi kicker Joe Hopper
put the first points on the board when he

booted a 24-yard field goal with 9:13 left

in the first quarter.

What proved to be the winning series

for the Lions came before the first

quarter ended. Wingback Wade Gordon
chalked up two touchdowns with the

first on a 21yard run around right end
with 3:27 remaining, then again on an
eight yard trot around left end. Hopper
made both PATs good and with 2:02 left

in the quarter, East Mississippi led 17*7.

The Trojan defense got MDJC back
into the game as defensive end John
Ramey and nose guard Robert Smith
pounced on Lion Quarterback Greg
Griffin in the end zone for a safety. With
7:09 left in the half. MDJC had cut the
Lions' lead to 17-9.

The Lions elected to punt from the 20
and linebacker Gary Henderson re-

turned the pigskin to the Lion 32. On the
first play from scrimmage. Dennis
Cardoso cut loose over the left end for

the score. Kelly's PAT kick was no good
and the Lions still led 17 15 at the half.

There was little offensive action in the
second half of the cor.iest by both teams.
The Trojan defense dominated the action
as they held East Mississippi to only two
first downs.

But what became the back-breaker for
the Trojans occurred early in the second
half after freshman John Ramey
recovered a Lion fumble at the East
Mississippi 11. MDJC moved the ball to a
third and one situation at the two, only
to have Dennis Cardoso lose the handle
at the two.

Phi BcU Lambda officers were tostaUed dortng a ceremony
Nov. 2. They are from left: Ray Colihis, president; Donna

Palmer, vice president; Brooksle Sibley, s 'retary; Jan
treasurer; and Tyler Mann, reporter.
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Support the '76-'77 State Champs

Attend All Trojans Basketball Games
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Pre-reg^tration for second semester
course Work at MDJC will begin

Thursday. Dec. 1, and continue through

Thursday. Dec. 8, according to Dean
Harmon Boggs.

SOPHOMORE STUDENTS WILL
PRE-REGISTER DEC. 1 AND 2.

, FRESHMAN STUDENTS WILL
PRE-REGISTER DEC. 6 THROUGH 8
according to the following schedule:

STUDENTS WHOSE LAST NAME
BEGINS WITH LETTERS
AG — Tuesday, December 6

H -0 —Wednesday, December 7

P - Z — Thursday, December 8
Students unable to pre-register at the

desi^ated time, may pre-register from
8:30 ajD. to 11:45 ajn. on Friday, Dec. 9.

A sophomore is a student who has
completed 24 academic semester hours
and had 48 quality points beginning
with the 1977 fall semester.

Pre-registration wiil be conducted
eafch school day, Dec. 1 - Dec. 8 from 8:30
a.m. to 11:45 a.m.; from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
p.m. in Room 36A, Horton Science
Building.

Students will report to Room 36A
during a vacant period to have schedule
approved, complete schedule card and to
pick up instructions for registration.

All schedule planning sheets must be
signed by a faculty advisor when
presented to the Dean of Instruction for
final approval. Faculty advisors are
listed under each program of study in
the college catalog.

ALL PRE-REGISTRATION PRO-
CEDURES SHOULD BE COMPLETED
PRIOR TO THE CHRISTMAS HOLI-
DAYS.
On Jan. 5 and 6, students will report

for registration according to their

assigned numbers to pick up class cards,
pay fees and have ID"s punched
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL

pre-registration will be handled by
Vocational Counselors. Mr. Joe Carley
and Mr. Robert McAfee. Registration
will be conducted in the vocational and
technical classrooms.
Students enrolled in the following

programs will pre-register at the time
indicated by Mr. Carley and Mr
McAfee:

Building Construction Technology-
Data Processing: Drafting and Design
Technology; Electronics Technology;
Farm Management Technology; Medical
Laboratory Technology; Radiological
Technology; Basic Skills in Business; Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration; Auto
Mechanics; Cotton Gin Management;
Diesel Mechanics: Farm Machinery
Mechanics; Industrial Electricity;
Machine Shop; Offset Printing; Radio
and Television; Sheet Metal, and
Welding.

Students enrolling at MDJC for the
first time this academic year will report
on Thursday or Friday. Jan. 5 and 6, at
8:30 a.m. to Room 35. Horton Science
Building.

Second semester schedule and
schedule planning sheets will be
available in the Student Affairs Office
Monday, Nov. 14.

Students in sequence courses should
continue under the same instructor and
same class period, unless a change is

approved by Dean Boggs.

Students majoring in curriculums
other than those listed in the college
bulletin should have their schedule
approved by Mr. Ray or Mr. Dixon.

American Education Week

Nov. 13-19
In a letter released by the Mississippi

Association of Educators:
Education must be supported outside

j|the classroom by parents and other
A citizens who care and who join in
-

^
expressing their concern in action,

^ sponsors of American Education Week
point out. This year's observance is

^ November 13-19.

^* k
concern ourselves with

- the schools, we are forfeiting some of the
responsibility we share for the future of

Cijour sUte and country," said John E.
Ashley. Executive Secretary of the
Mississippi Association of Educators.
"Our care, on the other hand, can help
minimize the pressures of current crises,
and It can lighten the darkness of the
unknown that lies ahead." He noted that
the American Education Week theme
tnjs year is "Working Together for
Education."

.
^P*J"sors of the observance, including

VTAp.
Education Association.

MALs affUiate. have noted a number
approaches for expressing this care in
action. They are: Ask education how you
can support their activities at home and

Vour neierhborh/ind Learn the

objectives of various types of instruction

and explain those an awareness that the

schools belong to them as well as to

adults. Help students involve them-

selves as completely as possible in their

learning by showing that intellectual

curiosity is natural and valuable. For
example, encourage them to view the

programs on television that focus on
current events, or American history, or

the various peoples, animals, plants,

customs of other parts of the world.

Foster student's interest in educational

television programs.

American Education Week, (observed

annually since 1921) seeks to encourage
local citizen support and active participa-

tion in the improvement of education.

This year the program will stress the

joint efforts of educators, students, and
parents, to increase educational aware-

ness in their local community."

Sponsors in addition to the Mississippi

Association of Educators and the

National Education Association are the

American Legion, the National Congress

of Parents and Teachers, and the U.S.

Office of Education.

Gathering formm for Prc-ReglNtratlon are [left] Carl Davln and John Ramey.
Pre KcKislrallon will be held from Thuniday, Dec. 1» Ihrongh Thursday, Dec. 8.

Local Business Students

Attend Arkansas

Conference

Five members of the Mississippi Delta

Junior College chapter of Phi Beta

Lambda attended the annual Southern

Region Conference i;i Hot Springs, Ark..

November 5th thru 7th.

Local representatives were: Ray Col-

lins, Donna Palmer, Brooksic Sibley, Jan
Carr, Tyler Mann, and Mrs. Pasty

Dowell.

Over 700 members from ten states

participated in activities to develop

leadership qualities and an awareness of

the free enterprise system. The confer-

ence was highlighted by a seminar on

understanding free enterprise. Enter-

tainment included a dance and a western

roundup.

Phi Beta Lambda is a national post-

secondarv organization for students who
plan to enter careers in business or

business education. The national organi-

zation currently has over 160.000 mem-
bers throughout the country.

Lyres Club Formed

A new club on tampus — The Lyres

Club — has been formed for those

interested in music.

This club will serve music students

just as the art club and MDJC Players

serve Arts and Drama areas within the

Fine Arts department. At the time,

there are approximately 40 members in

the group.

Officers are President, Paula Simon;

Vice-President. David Browing; Secre-

tary, Linda Allen; Parlimentarian, Coby
Bisplinghoff. Sponsors are Mr. Joe

Abrams, Mr. Ron James, and Mrs. Merle

Tolbert.

The group will sponsor an appearance

by the String Quartet of the Jackson

Symphony, a campus-wide talent show,

field trips to musical productions off

campus. The club wiil co-sponsor the

Spring Musical along with the MDJC
Players. The group will co-sponsor, with

the SpecUtors Club, the film "My Fair

Lady," which is to be shown in the Fine

Arts Auditorium Tuesday night, Dec. 6.
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Thank Goodness

For Thanksgiving

We are now approaching the fourth

Thursday which is Nov. 24. This day has

been set aside as a national holiday in

the United States and Canada. It is a day

to give thanks for the blessings of the

year. Thanksgibing Day is usually ob-

served with religious services and with

family cclcbralion. A large dinner featur-

ing roast turkey, cranberries and mince

or pumpkin pie is traditional.

The Delta Herald will like to wish

everyone an enjoyable and safe Holiday

with an abundance of all traditional

things.

—Knighten

From the

President's Pocket

— Larry Burrell

The Executive Council which consists

of Vice President Donna Palmer. Sec.

Trcas., Tammy Williams and Nlyself,

traveled to Natchez to attend the Student

Council Associations of Mississippi (S.C.

A.M.) convention. There wc attended

several meetings and lectures dealing

with the topic of the conventions.

Student Opportunities. We also attended

group sessions where we all learned

more about our fellow Junior Colleges,

and talked about the differences and

likenesses. The trip was very rewarding

for all and many things will be re-

membered from this trip.

Mystery Teacher
This person has a warm and friendly

smile that is at times not unlike that of

his partner on the hill. This person's

dress is conservative. His hair is not

unlike that of the famous Nashville

singing fox, who, though you wouldn't

call him rich — in the monetary sense of

the word — he has abundant wealth in

the humanist form of Che word. His voice

reminds you of a thunder storm hidden

behind the mountains. He speaks with a

sense of authority, but yet he manages
not to be overbearing. His walk is

smooth and undisturbed.

Without him our alpha family would
be incomplete;

with the "Planters" farmer he does not
compete.

No oval office has he,

He needs none you see

—

Let's' hear it for MDJC.

Let's call a special session,

to get pass all this congestion.

Don't slop to contemplate,

not even to fumigate-
Here we'll have no \/atergate.

/AOST PEOPLE HAvr\
, FafiGoTTCV THE
/ REAi- A^A/VlNG- OF

THty TM(NK rf ,j ^5

T/1k£ a hoi 'DAV mnd
5 TUFT TtiB.m'Sv L ^L'$

CVR jOICy fir

ei/T IT PFC-
/IS f\ zC/ryJi

TMAt/KS l\Ul>,

PP.Ar^r. T,

Ramblin
By Janice WlUlams

Alberta Smith correctly

guessed Mrs. Bonnie

Spencer as Mystery

Person.

The last Mystery person was Mrs.
Bonnie M. Spencer, psychology teacher.

Congratulations to Alberta Smith, head
of the Afro-American Club, for being the
first to guess correctly who the mystery
person was, and for being the first

student to guess a Mystery teacher.
I would like to commend the student

editors who are doing the last four issues
of the paper as a part of their class
assignments. I'm sure they'll be some of
the best ever printed.

Attend all Trojan Basketball games.
Let's let our team know that we're
behind them all the way. win or lose.

There was once a story told about this

desperately poor man who lived next
door to this big rich man. The rich man
was always traveling and searching for
something new to buy that would give
him joy. He bought and bought; still he
was not happy. But what infuriated him
most was. this peasant, who lived next
door to him who was always smiling and
cheerful." How could that be? he
reasoned, "I have all the money", "all the
important things in life", "like a new
buggy to ride in everyday and a fine
house; "I eat the best of food and my
clothes are the finest in the land." "I'll

just see what this poor fool is sn merry

about," said the rich man. "Why are you
so happy", he said to the poor man. "You
have no turkey for the holiday sea.son.

you have no corn, and your milk cow has
gone dry, what have you to chuckle
about, tell me and I'll give you a bag of

gold," said the rich man. "I don't want
your money," said the poor man. "The
answer is right before your eyes; you
attempt to buy contentment, but
happiness can't be purchased with mere
money. If you use your sense of nature
you don't have to go here and there to

seek it out. Relax and be thankful for

what you've got. I smile because there is

peace and harmony in my home. I smile
because even though I don't have your
silver and gold. I have something much
more valuable, Peace of mind."
The rich man hung his head and

walked away.

Many years ago our forefathers set out
in search of a place where they would be
free and happy, supposedly America is

this modern-day promised land. In this

season of Thanksgiving let us not shame
our founding fathers. While we're giving
thanks for all the things that we have,
let's not forget those who have not.

"HAPPY THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAYS"

Up the steps and down the Hall,

what's the stall'.'

No taxation without representation
in Scroggins Administration.

B.S.U. in Brief

1

Student Editor

6th Issue

Jeanette Knighten

On Monday night Nov. 21. the B.S U
will be preparing a Thanksgiving supper
for the young men. Following the meal
there will be a time of reflection-sharing
and thanksgiving. "This is being done in
order to show in a more tangible way our
gratitude for this land and other
blessmgs." said Rev. Cornell Daughtry.
B.S.U. director.

B.S.U. students recently sponsored a
Quiet Day Adventure." Their purpose
was to raise funds for summer mission.
The girls had to refrain from speaking
the entire day. and in the event they
were caught speaking, they had to pay
5c for each phrase.

On Tuesday. Nov. 15. the Ubles were

reversed and the men had to refrain
from speaking.

On Nov. 7-11. foreign Missionaries
were guests at the B.S.U. for noondav
devotion. Delta Baptist Churches were
engaged in a World Mission Conference
durmg this week and the BSU
program was privileged to have several
of these guests on campus.

On Thursday Nov. 10. the B.S.U Flae
Football team (second place winners
here on campus) played the Ddta State

f J.}^L Several
former MDJC ers played with the DeltaSUte B.S.U. Results were not known at
press time.

ilQ /
Edward Wayne Grantham

Edward Wayne Grantham 19, a Sopho-

more Air Conditioning and Refridgera-

tion major at MDJC. died Nov. 15 at The

Baptist Memorial Hospital in Jackson

services were held Nov. 17 at 11 a.m. at

The McNeil Funneral home with burial

in Oakridge Cemetery. Edward leaves

his mother Mrs. Dorothy Alderman of

Clarksdale and his brother Bobby Grant-

ham of Greenwood.

Activity

Calendar
Nov. 19 — Deer Season Opens.
Nov. 21 — Movie in Student Union:
Guns of Navarone.

Basketball Tournament: Holmes
Junior College, there.

Nov. 22 — Basketball Tournament:
Holmes Junior College, there.

Dorms Close for Thanksgiving
Holidays.

Nov. 23 — Thanksgiving Holidays Begin.

Nov, 28 — Classes resume.
Nov. 29 — Basketball: East Mississippi

Junior College, there.

Dec. 1 — Basketball: Holmes Junior
College, here.

Dec. 2 — Greenwood Christmas Parade.
Dec. 3 — Greenville Christmas Parade

Jackson Symphony

To Perform
The Jackson Symphony will perform

in the Fine Arts Auditorium Monday
Dec. 12.

This is a String Quartet composed of

two Violinists, one Viola, one Cello. They
will present some standard String
Quartet music. This program is being
sponsored by the Fine Arts department
and the Lyres Club.
Program is open to all students,

admission free.

The program will begin at 7:30.
More information will be provided on

the Symphony, later Mr. Joe Abrams
said.

tMMIMtllMIMMI

Turkey Shoot Winners

Rifle

S..A. Brocato
Dick Young
William Filts

Ladies

Archery

Tabb Touchstone
Mark Moore
Ray Taylor

Ladies

Mrs. Madge Hall Mrs. Betty Ade
Mrs. Sandra Moore Darlenc Allen
Mrs. Betty Aden

"i



' - By Dale Jenkins

Back in 1%2. there was a student at

Mississippi Delta Junior College who
could have been described as the

average college "Joe" — a student who
was out to enjoy college to its fullest. Yet

this young man has become the leader of

this small community of Moorhead —
that man is Mayor Steve Oswalt.

But just what kind of man is Steve

Oswalt now as compared with then, and
what are his views today?

In order to project the man and his

views, one needs a little background on

Oswalt. "Steve," as he likes to be called

because he has been known as Steve all

his life, is a young man of 34 who
graduated from MDJC in 1963 with his

A.S. degree in Physical Education. He is

married to the former Gail Jones of

Moorhead. They have one son, Jonas.

Elected in 1970 as mayor of Moorhead,
Steve is also employed as assistant

manager at Allen Canning Company,
Moorhead's largest industry. While at

MDJC. Steve's impression of the school

was that "it was made up of a lot of old

buildings."

"But it was ranked as the finest junior

college in the state then and still is,"

Oswalt said.

Mayor Oswalt Looks at the 'Head
Like Ml of us. he was faced with the

same problems that all college students
nave today.

"The problems are still there" Steve
said, "but because of the time changing
they are more complex."
Commenting on the changes. Steve

said that things are more out in the open
now than they were when he was a
student. He mentioned that when he and
others wanted to drink a beer back then
they would have to be secretive about it*
but now nobody has to do that. Oswalt
pomts out that conflict between "town
and gown" on traffic enforcement is new.

Prior to his coming into office. Steve
said that law enforcement consisted of a
Nightwatchman in Moorhead instead of
a police force. Only after Steve had come
into office was there a full-time police
department. "But back in '62 there were
less than 50 cars on the campus and now
almost everyone has one."

"I personally feel good when the police
don't catch anyone." Steve added.
On the subject of the entertainment

centers frequented by students. Steve
believes that any type of small college
town has to have some kind of
involvement for and by students.

"I would Uke to have some place a lot
better and nicer for the college kids,"
added Steve.

He made clear the fact that the only
criticism that a student or anyone else
would have in Moorhead after attending
these "party places" is when they are
driving recklessly or drunk. "Plus."
Steve added, "you will find a little

opposition from some of the older
residents of the community, but very
little."

"The college students are in school for
nine months of the year, and I would like
to have them take part of the
community. .

."

"And if they have any problems they
should come and see me. because they
are part of Moorhead."

Steve said that the only time that a
student has come to him in the past is

when they've been given a ticket or
"picked up" on something. Since he
serves as judge for the community.
Steve said "The students are in the
wrong when they don't oppose the fine if

they believe that they are in the right."
As to the relation of the college to the

economic situation of Moorhead, Steve
looks on MDJC as Moorhead's second

industry, because the students are going
to spend money in the community.

"I believe that the growth of
Moorhead is determined by the junior
college," Steve added.

But he also believes that there should
be an improvement of the relationship
between the students and the city
officials. Steve hopes that it will branch
out to the people of the community.
Steve cited as the biggest problem

currently a lack of communication
between city hall, the college and the
people of Moorhead. For he looks at
Moorhead as two cities in one. and in
order for the city to act as one there
must be some sort of communication.
Steve mentioned that he would like to
see another town newsletter from the
school similar to the one that was
published by the students two years ago.
As a former student. Steve can see the

problems of the college but also, having
lived all of his life here in Moorhead, he
can also see the problems of the average
citizen.

Mayor Steve Oswalt is a young man. a
working man. and a concerned man
involved for the betterment of Moorhead
and its citizens.

What's Happening At M.D.J.C

Tanner Was A Man Before A Building

Why is Tanner called Tanner? Who or
what was Vandiver?
The names of campus buildings reflect

much local history, as this informal
survey reveals.

THE HORTON SCIENCE BUILDING
-This building was named for Mr. W.B.
Horton who served as president from
1944 until his death in 1966. It was
during his tenure that the eight-support-
mg county legalized district was formed
and the name of the college was changed
irom Sunflower to Mississippi DelU.

^™ STANNY SANDERS LIBRARY
This building was named for Mr.

Manny Sanders who served on the
Board of Trustees during the 1960's. Mr.
zanders, an attorney from Greenwood,
pided the college during the legal
turbulence of that decade. Mr. Sanders'
aa-jghter. Mary, is currently studying
^mmercial Art at MDJC.
TANNER HALL - This classroom

DUiidmg. completed in 1962. bears the^me of Mr. E.A. Tanner, a teacher from
jnaianola. who served on the college
"^^rd of Trustees for 36 years.
\ANDIVER STUDENT UNION -
*^ buiJding. completed in 1%8, in an

architectural design which was awarded

national recognition, is named for the

first president of the college, J.S.

Vandiver. Mr. Vandiver led the drive to

expand the Sunflower Agricultural High

School, of which he was then

superintendent, into a junior college.

STENNIS-PENROD DORMITORY -
This residence hall for women was

completed in 1968. It is named for Miss

Mabel Penrod who taught math from

1928 1943. and for Miss Janie Stennis

who was librarian and history teacher

here from 1928 until 1943. Miss Stennis

whose home is Dekalb. MS is the sister

of U.S. Sen John Stennis.

EDWARDS-STONESTREET DOR-

MITORY — This men's residence

hall honors the names of C.J. Edwards

who served as Board Chairman from

1952-67. J.D. Stonestreet Uught algebra

and was backfield coach here until his

untimely death by drowning in 1967

MDJC is not a senior college, but its

outstanding performance can be attri-

buted to the people who have given their

names and their Ulents to creating its

history.

About Students-
Lisa Gibson, a sophomore from

Greenwood, and Mike Sanderock also
from Greenwood, are engaged to be
married. Although no date has been set.

they are planning to bo married some
time this summer. The two have been
dating for two years.

At Carnaggios Nov. 3, Jeannie Buford
and Butch Burton won first place in the
dance contest. Pepper Batson and Paula
Ratliff won .second and Jim Pickett and
Patty Pittman won third. The prizes

were free pitchers of beer for all three
couples.

The Halloween costume party at the
Boys and Girls Recreation Center, better
known as the pool hall, brought in a

couple of winners also. Shorty Smith and
Anne Williams won first place for the
best costumes. Shorty was dressed as a

Winkie looking like she belonged with
the group "Kiss" and Anne was dressed
as "Wonder Woman." Their prize — two
cases of beer which they graciously

pa.ssed out to everyone.

On Nov. 3 Teresa Ecord celebrated

her eighteenth birthday. She received

three red carnations from a source who
wishes to remain anonymous. That night

Teresa and Trica Pinion went to

Greenville to have a birthday supper
with Teresa's parents.

Jeana Skelton had a visitor Nov. 2

from Delta State. Deena Ramsour
ventured to Moorhead with her
boyfriend, sophomore Mark Skelton, to

visit friends and the, pool halt.

Barbara Silas of Indianola and Delores

Hyde of Inverness will visit Jackson

during the Thanksgiving Holidays during
which they will attend the concert of the

"Commodores" and "Emotions".

On Oct. 31, Jennifer Maugh, Donna
Colman, and Anna Warren went to

Greenville to do some shopping. But
they ended up buying more than clothes.

A guinea pig was the major purchase of

the day.

Happy belated birthday to Gwen
Horis. Gwen celebrated her twentieth

birthday Oct. 29. to Gary Henderson
who turned twenty Nov. 5 and to the

eirls dorm mother, Mrs. Richardson

whose birthday was also the fifth.

Van Phillips went to Memphis the
weekend of Nov. 4 to visit his brother.

About the faculty-

Mr. Joe Abrams. Head of the MDJC
Fine Arts Department, was given a

surprise birthday party Oct. 31. The
parly was given by the MDJC Band
Members. Mr. Abrams was presented a

cake which read "Happy Birthday to the
Great Pumpkin" and a green sweater.

Mississippi Delta Junior College will

be represented at the Mississippi

Personnel and Guidance Counselors
Association Convention, Nov. 16-19, in

Biloxi. Those to attend the MPGA
convention are Phillip N. Dixon, student
affairs counselor. Robert McAfee,
vocational counselor, and Robert L.

Warnock, assistant dean of students.

Mr. Dwight Spencer, science and math
department chairman, attended a

Mississippi Association of Physicists

meeting at Delta State University

recently.

Mr. Herman Thigpin, biology instruc-

tor, attended the Pre Medical conference

in Jackson, Oct. 28.

NSA Sponsor Sheila Kany recently

took a group of MDJC Nursing students

to a Mississippi Association of Student
Nurses Educational Symposium held at

^he Hilton Hotel, Nov. 5, in Jackson,

Miss. They participated in the topic for

discussion. "Are You Really Nursing?"
The students were as follows:

sophomore students Vickey Johnson,

Gerald ine Johnson, Mavis Holiins.

Patricia Young, Juanita Parker. Debra
Farris. and freshman students Lillie

Laney, Peggy Breazeale and Cathy
Smiley.

MDJC electronics instructor Karl

Rushing will be teaching a week-long

course in Technical Physics in Clinton

Dec. 12 through 16. The course is being

taught in cooperation with Mississippi

Power and Light, and is a training class

for employees of the Grand Gulf Nuclear

Plant. Rushing, along with Alan Nelms,

is also developing an electrical and

electronics training program for the

Grand Gulf Nuclear Plant. The course

will be taught in January.
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By Dale Jenkins Trojans Close Season On Bitter Note
After losing a hard fought battle to the

Bobcats of Jones Junior College the

Trojans finished up their '77 football

season with a 3-7 overall record. But it

seems thai the Trojans had the last

laugh on the Bobcats.

Many are still dazed after the Indians
of Itawamba Junior College edged Jones
13-12 in the state junior college cham-
pionship game Nov. 12. Itawamba lost

heavily in a Sept. 24 game against
MDJC. the Trojans stomped Itawambe
21-3.

The win throned /tawamba as the State
champs in the junior college ranks. But
many are still wondering how Itawamba
got there and why MDJC finished Sixth
in the North Division. Stranger things
have happened on the football Field.

All-Slale; All Slar

But on the bright side of Football at

MDJC. frve players were chosen to the

Mississippi Junior Junior College All-

State Team this season. The Players
chosen were: Pal Pcay. punter; Jeff
Jones, offensive tackle; Dennis Cardos.
running back; Gary Henderson, line-

backer and Alvin Evans, defensive end.

Also four MDJC players were selected

to the all-star team on the Mississippi

Junior Colleges. The players selected

were: Dennis Cardoso; runningback:

Gary Henderson; linebacker; Aivin

Evans, defensive end and Chuck Hewitt,

defensive end.

The All-Stars as they face the All-Stars

from the South Division of the Miss.

Junior Colleges. The All-Star game will

be played in Tupelo at Vic Noble H.S.

Field Nov. 18. Game time is set for 7:30

p.m.

Jones 24, MDJC 6

ELLISVILLE - The Trojans of

Mississippi Delta Junior College ended
their football season for 1977 with
dissappointment after losing 24-6 to the
No. 2 nationally ranked Bobcats of Jones
Junior College. Nov. 5.

The Trojans extended their losing

streak to six straight and finished with a

3 7 record for the season.

Jones put the first points on the board
with 8:01 left in the first quarter after
middle guard James McCray recovered a
Trojan fumble at the MDJC 33. Bobcat
quarterback Dale Lightsey scored on a

27-yard draw and Perry Murphy's PAT
was no good, but Jones led 6 0.

MDJC had two chances to score in the
first half but fell short both times. The
Trojans' first chance came when
defensive tackle Chuck Hewitt re-
covered a fumble at the 15 of Jones.
MDJC waded to a first and goal situation
at the two. but on the first play, tailback
Dennis Cardoso slipped in the mud for a
seven yard loss. The Trojans could move
only to the four and had to turn over the
ball on downs.
The Trojans second blooper came with

1:15 remaining in the half after a fumble
recovery by nose guard Earnest Cousins
at the Bobcats' 15. MDJC almost scored
when quarterback Jim Hughes connect-
ed on a pa.ss to split end Quinton
Williams. But Williams was hit at the
goal-line and fumbled where Bobcat Chip
Geddie recovered at the one.

In the second half. Jones came out
ready to play ball as they took the
openmg kickoff at the 34 and marched 66
yards in six plays to score. Tailback
Carlon Robertson chalked up the
touchdown on a 33yard run placing
Jones ahead 12-0. Murphy's PAT kick
was again no good.

The Bobcats capitalized on a lumbj
Trojan punter Pat Peay at the Mntwo in the third quarter to
Tailback Joe Westmoreland chopped^
yardage on the first play f/"
scrimmage and Jones led 18-0 at the
of the third quarter.

Following a fumble by Jones
pur,,

Greg Miley at the Bobcat 20. MD'
picked up its only touchdown of u
game. On the first play Dennis Card.'
broke three tackles to score but l„

still led 18-6.

With 36 seconds left in the game
Bobcats tacked on their final score wh
substitute quarterback Randy Sulliv^
threw an 18-yard pass to right end Grl
Beech. The score gave the Bobcats a %win to add to their perfect record,'
During the last few moments of tb

contest the rain poured down from
cloud that has hovered over the Troiat
for six straight games.

Trojan Natters 3-0, So Fii

MDJC 80, Southwest 66

At Southwest (66)--McElveen 13. Bari

sdale 2. Harrcll 27. Gamble 6. McGee;
Watson 6, Tiliery 6, Porter 2.

MDJC(80)-Cole 21, Hudson 7. HoiU,
I. Lewis 3. Miller 3. Ivy I. Edwards T
Shultz 23. Moore 7, Lawrence 3, Blakeli

3 -
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Vo-Tech Teachers Combine Talents For Deer Seasonby Robin Rn«ihin«r
wwby Robin Rushing

With the advent of deer season there
also begins the inhabitation of a rustic
cabm around the locale of Silva Rena
Mississippi. This cabin is not unlike
many that are called deer camps., but the
Affenng characteristic is that this cabin
IS occupied by 18 deer hunters who are
also mstructors and counselors in the
Vocational-Technical division at MDJC
The 18 consists of several "hard core-

hunters, as well as some that pick up a
gun only a few times a year.

Silva Hena. in case someone does notknow IS located near Enid Lake in
Ulabousha county. The cabin is owned
by W.G.JHickey" Willingham; who is aformer Moorhead resident now operatmg a small store and bait shop in Silva
Rena. Mr. Willingham donated the use of
the cabin to the MDJC Vo-Tech faculty
three years ago.

When we first got the cabin, you
cou d see through the cracks in the
walls, said Karl Rushing, electronics
mstructor. "Now we have an indoor
bath, lights, and even running water "

I he cabm consists of a combination
living room-dining room, a kitchen, and a
sleeping area for about 20 people The
cabin is uMially vacant during the year,
but the instructors begin preparing it for
deer season in October

"We'll all be up there the weekend of
the 18th. and after that there will
probably be someone there every
weekend during deer season." Rushing
said. ^

The cuisine of the deer camp is likenone other due to the ability of its cooks
Rushing and Sonny Brooato. vocational
printing mstructor. are two of the main
cooks, although others cook as well
Barbequed pork ribs, deer stew, deer

steak, turnip greens, and corn bread are
only a few of the southern delicacies
offered on the deer camp menu
The instructors have utilized their

respective teaching fields bv doing most
of the work on the cabin themselves.
Along with the installation of electrical
wiring, running water, and othersundry additions, the men also builan outside bathroom complete with
electric heat and stainless steel seats

let It not be said that the MTJJC
Vocational-Technical instructors are allwork and no play. Indeed, thev do en jo

'

Td aaerTh'"^"^'and a ter three years, they have gotten
>t to the point of near comfort. Theirwives do not seem to object, eithe

husband get into in Silva Rena
Mississippi?

'^f'la.

MDJC 72, Southwest 53

At MDJC (72)"Cole 10. Abraham]
Hudson 6. Holland 10, Lewis 6. Edwjra
10, Shultz 8. Moore 2. Lawrence i

Blakely 14.

Southwest (53)-McElveen 13. Barks

dale 6. Harrell 6. Gamble 18. McGee 4

MDJC 34 ];

Southwest 23 Si

MDJC 69, Hinds 65

At Hinds (65)-Garrison 23. Bowman S

Tillman 16, Lewis 12. Anthony \

Simmons 2.

MDJC (69)-Coie 21. Hudson 4. Hollanf

11. Edwards 14. Shultz 9. Lawrence 1

Blakelv 10.

MDJC 33 0^

Hinds 40 a

Jogging

In The Pot Patch
OXFORD. Miss. - Joggers on the l

of Mississippi campus have to be carefu
where they run on campus. A couple o:

them have alrr-.dy been detained for

passing too uose to the schoori
marijuana patch.

That's right. Ole Miss is growing
cannabis. But the herb isn't being u>e(:

by students or faculty who want
unwind- after a hard day. Rather, ii-

used by a research group'that is looking
for medical applications.

Research from UM has alread}
concluded that the ''potency" ol

marijuana varies from plant to plant anii

that some standard dosage of the aclivf

psychoactive ingredient should be found
Research there also has found that d
marijuana plants contain the same active

ingredient.

One future goal of the research grou[
IS to find a "marijuana insert" that coul'
be placed in the eye to combat glaucom:^
a disease for which marijuana
considered to be effective in treating
symptoms. Chris

TlieC

Pickup from Collegiate Hedlines
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Retrospect

in High Gear

Mississippi Delta Junior College Moorhead. Mississippi

Progress on the 1978 Retrospect is

jq
'

being made at a steady' rate. Approxi-

g/*mately 100 pages have been completed

.J
and are in the Herff Jones Publishing

^Company office in Montgomery.
The sections that have been completed

^ j^are the opening gallery and the student

directory. Work has just begun on the

^pnrts section.

A number of color pictures will be
included in the opening gallary. Robin
Rushing has been busy taking as many
casual shots as possible. Chuck Lamb of

i Lamb's Studio in Greenwood has visited

the campus on several occasions to take

Bar pictures.

The staff has spent many hours
dr.'iV/ing layouts, planning pages, placing

oiiar
pictures, and writing copy.

]

The remaind( . of the yearbook is

;]aj^^
expected to be in the Montgomery office

by the end of February. Distribution of

33, the ReCroBpect will '•e in April.

lur.

Jarb

E'e4

34
•
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TrUha Love and Lonnlc MUct slan petillonH for Who's Who elccllonM Dec. 7.

net

tf

Activity

Calendar
Mon. Dec. 5

Tucs. Dec. ti

Wed. Dec. 7

Thurs. Dec. 8

"My Fuir Lady" Fine

Arts Auditorium 7:30 pm
Admission: SOc.

Boy's Dorm Open House
.1:00 p.m. til 5:00 p.m.

Christmas Program 5:00

p.m. Student Union

Girls Dorm Open House
2.00 p.m. til 4:00 p.m.

Who's Who

Election Slated

The annual "Who's Who" election,

iponsdrt'd by the Retrospect, will be
held Dim*. 7. Petitions nuild he picked up
ill the Information Desk lu'^Mnnin^ Mon
day, Nit\. 'JK.

All petitions must be turned hack in

ny Tuesday. Dec. H to appear on the
ballot.

There will be 42 catagories in the
election including Mr. and Miss MDJC.
Ht-auties ami Heaus.

There will be one winner only in each
category. Thr winner will be chosen hy n
plurality of those voting. In case of a lie.

there will be no runoff, but the winner
will be chosen by lot. Any student
running for Who's Who must have a

good aca<lemic record and cannot he on
probal ion

A student may be nominated for no
more than two categories.

Pictures of the winners for the
yearbook will he taken Dec. 12.

Announcement of those elected will

appear in the Delta Herald Dec. 14.

All sturlents are encouraged to

participate either by running for a

fiosition or v(»ting.

>oooooooooocx>ooo<
Don't miss

"My Fair Lady"

Dec. 5 in the

Fine Arts Auditorium

»oooooooooooooooo<

Spend Christmas with Dickens
On Dec. 7 an old lashion<'d (Christmas

will take place in the Union on the
MDJC campus. Throughout the evening
a Dickens Style Christmas party spon
sored by the Spectator Club and the Fine
Arts department will spread Christmas
flavor around the campus.
A menu er^ual to the type ('harles

Dickens was accustomed to will be
served in the cafeteria. Non students

may enjoy the meal for $2.50. Meal
tickets will be accepted.

A Christmas tree decorated with

strings of popcorn and cranberries will

adorn the Unio i. Living scenes from
Dickens stories will be presented.

Wassail Bowls and square dancing,

presented in the Dickens style will also

be offered, ('hrislmas songs will be

performed by chorus of Fine Arts.

To top the day off Santa Claus will be

presenting toys to the children.

Kveryone is encouraged to take part

in this unusual Christmas celehration on

Dec. 7. Students and faculty are

encouraged to dress in appropriate

costumes for the night.

DoiiDM Coleman and Anna Warren prepare to dance In the Greenwood and Greenville

Christmas Parades. The Greeawood Winter CamlvaJ Par*de begins al 6 p.m. Uxiay.

The GreeovUle parade sIatU at 10 a.m. tomorrow.

KXAMSCHKDILK
First Semester 1977 78

r)ecember 13 16

Tuesday. December 13 8:15

10:35

1:30

10:20 B
12:40 NRZZ
3:40 ENG 1113

ENG 1123

BSB 0013

Wednesday, December 14 8:15

10:35

1:30

10:20 AIS.AIXX
12:40 F
3:40 EMW.ERZZ

Thursday. December 1.5 8:15

10:35 -

1:30-

10:20 CQU.CQYY
12:40 JTXX
3:40 LVYY

Friday. December 16 8:15

10:35

10:20 D
12:40 G
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Mystery Teacher

This person is friendly, witty, shy,

quiot, very well spoken and at times

very amusing. This person is very gentle

in the handling of all of her students. She
refuses to cast them in a preformed
mold. She accepts them on their own
personal merit. She appears to be a very
introverted person. On the contrary, she
is very extroverted in that she reaches
out to every one around her to spread
good cheer. She has a way with words.
This person is small in stature and has a

sweet kind face and a voice designed to

put you at ease. Her smile reminds you
of a little child when he gets caught
preparing a surprise for mother's
birthday.

Use plenty of eye contat.>.

add a startling statement or fact.

a little body language and it's in the .sack.

Her dress is simple and neal
for the best dressed she doesn't compete;
Rut her student teacher rapport can't

be beat.

Rring your visual Hid,

some gestures and y\)u"II be cooling it

in the shade.

^
Don't forget the facial expression,
never mind the half hearted confession.
Don't let it pul you in a depression.

Ramblin'

Ricky JohnNon
corrccllv iden-

tiHed Or. J. T.

HaH as Mys-
tery Person #6.

Congratulations to Ricky Johnson for
being the first to guess correctly
Mystery ^erson #6 as: Dr. J.T. Hall
Karlier we printed a mystery person
that no one was able to guess and as
promised, in this issue, we are rerunning
that Mystery profile, with slight
revisions. Better luck this time
Good luck to the band members and

directors in the tlreenwood and
tireenville Christmas parades. The
t.iVi>nwood parade will b,. held tonight
and (.reenville parade will he tomorrow
morning.

Don't forget that boys' and girls' open
house IS just around the corner. Girls-dorm will have their open house Dec 8with the boys opening their doors on
Dec. b.

Nov. .8. Ki-m,.mb<.rthat thcv must be in

l»MnK hold on n.-c. 7. Pictures of the
for the "RETRO.MECT onDcc. 12,and the winners willbe announced ,n the "nelta Herald", on

t
Only 23 atre

shopping days till

CHRISTMAS

t

Wilh Faculty. . .

Mrs. Jean Abrams' and Mrs. Evelyn
Kiker's annual art exhibition is now open
for viewing. The exhibit is hanging in the
gallery of the Fine Arts Building. Many
of the items are for sale.

Mr. Joe Abrams and Mr. Ronnie
James will direct the Junior College
All-State Band this year.
The All state Band is composed of

outstanding students from each Junior
tollege in Mississippi.

Auditions for the Band were held Nov
22 in Jackson. Names of local students
selected for the band were not available
at press time.

The All-State group has been asked to
perform for the Mississippi Legislature
on Jan. 26. and for the College Band
Directors National Convention in
Atlanta. Georgia, on Jan. 28.

Mr. Dwighl Spencer, chairman of the
math and science department, attended
the Mississippi Science Association
meeting held at Jackson State Univer-
sity in Jackson. Nov. 29.

Dr. J.T. Hall. Vice Pres. Sam Stafford
and Dean Harmon Boggs will attend the
annual Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools meeting in New Orleans,
l>ec. 11-14. The As.sociation will discuss
accreditation rulings and other pertinent
topics ot current interest to educators.
-MDJ( has been a member of this

B.S.U. in Brief

BSU students are involved in iprosntn, of sharin, their faith '.".i,^

Jhis^venture is called: "Operation'

-I wonder why anyone doesnU park out here when it rains, Dave...Dave...Dave?"

What's Happening At M.D.J.C
v_ .

association since 1928.
Mrs. Victoria Carter. ADN instructor

at MDJC. has resigned effective at the
end of this semester. Mrs. Carter is
engaged to James Bolden who is
employed by the Ford Motor Company
of Lima. Ohio, where the couple will
make their home following their
marriage in December.

^.^^i ^"""'^^ instructor at
MDJC. will leave the faculty at the end
of the first semester to return to
graduate school. Mrs. Cross will attend
Texas Women's College in Houston. She
and her husband plan to return to
Mississippi to make their home following
the completion of Mrs. Cross' study for a
Masters degree in nursing.

m^t";^.'^''^"
^- supervisor ofMDJC s extension center located at the

Airbase in Greenville, will retire at the

Mri'^n
'^"^^^ter. Mr. Castlen joined

he MDJC statf following his retirement
from the U.S. Army in 1968. He worked
his way up from instructor to director of
the center.

A retirement reception honoring Mr
Castlen will be held Dec. 16 at the old
airbase.

Mr Raymond Bell. Jr., currently
director o the Greenville Center night
school, wil! a.ssume Mr. Castlen's duties
as supervisor. He will be assisted bv Mrnalph Ross.

With Students. . .

Karol Jean Mims. freshman from Gr
wood, will be married December
to Leonard Spruili. of Schlater M
issippi. Miss Mims will not returc
MDJC.

Barbara Barnes, of Indianola. M
i^sipp,. will be married December!'
Michael Ward. Also of Indianola W
IS a student at Mississippi Vallev S'

University. Miss Barnes intends
return to MDJC second semester.

Ginny Wobington. sophmorc h
Greenville, was married Nov, 6

Charles Hughes of Greenville, ilugfif

a former student of MDJC.

Kickey Sharp, sophomore of Is

Miss, is engaged to Janet Wasuli
student at Delta State Universitv. h

graduated from MDJC last spring.

/

Two freshman girls from Greem
intend to visit the city of Los An^c
California, during the Christmas H

days. They are Robin Wells and T;

Lynn Davenport.

Bob Calhoon. of Greenwood, a fr'

man at MDJC will visit Orlando. Fk>'

dunno the Christmas Holidavs

editor issue #7... anne Williams

photographer
. . . g^en horis

asst. photographer
. . . robin rushing

.

editorial assrs....chespearman. darlene alien
reporters... Janice Williams, robin rushing

jeanoticknightcn.dalejcnkins

cartoonists... dale Jenkins, obed klinc
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Deer Season All Wet; Duck Outlook Good ^t^^^^
The last day of the first gun season
came to a close Dec. 1 and many hunters
seem to have had a disappointing ir\' at

the hunt. The weather was the main
source of irritation for the hunters,

because opening day was overcast and
wet. And wet and cold has been the
condition for all of the following days in

the first season.

Although some hunters spirits were
dampened by the weather, a great many
deer hunters conquered the gumbo and
the water to have a sucessful kill. And
according to those who have been
sighting the white-tails, there seems to

be a good population of both bucks and
does for the rest of the var\'ing hunting
seasons on deer.

Duck Season Saturday

The rail and cold thai hindered the deer
hunter the first season will add to the
factors that will aid the duck hunter in
Mississippi during duck season. Dec 3-S
and Dec. 10-Jan. 20.

'
^

Atxording lo some indications, water-
low populations are increasing each
week. This is despite the dry weather
that existed in the Delta until the
Ihanksgiving holidays. With the area
providing little water for feeding and
rest, early flights of mallards have
traveled elsewhere.
There will probably be no noticeable

difference in the population of waterfowl
as compared to last year. Around the
first week m December, mallards, ducks

hunted by most people are expected to
be at iheir peak in population in the
Delta.

And with the recent downpours we
have been receiving all over the state it

looks as though Mississippi duck hunters
will enjoy a gixnl season.

Ducks Unlimited

In order to keep the ducks flyinR «nd lo
provide them with bettor refuge areas,
the Ducks Unlimited chapters will be
sponsoring meetings and educational
service for all interested in wildhfc
conser\'ation. On Monday night Dec 5
tlK-re will be the annual meeting of \hc
Washington County Chapter of Ducks
Unlimited at the American Legion on
Mississippi Highway I in tJicenville.
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The MDJC V.I.C.A. Club
Is Selling Fresh Fruit From Horida!

Oranges: $9.00 ctn.

Grapefruit: $9.00 ctn.

Contact Any Member

Billy Joel the "Piano Man"

I

Who me, worry about the exam?

Warning .

Pot may cause..!

Preliminary findings in studies with
animals are the basis of arguments
against the use of pot so says a noted
researcher on Marijuana.
Dr. Harris Rosenkrantz of the Mason

Research Institute of Worcester. Mass
said that initial results of research still in
progress indicate prolonged use of pot
could cause damage to the lungs, to the
body s immunity response and to its
abihty to reproduce. Rosenkrantz made
nis statements in a recent pharmacy
seminar at the University of Mississippi.

B.O. in the Pros?

GREEN BAY. Wis. (CH) - "B.D.".
the quarterback in Garry Trudeau's
famed Doonesbury cartoon strip is now
playing for the Green Bay Packers. The
cartoon character is based on real life

football player Brian Dowling, who was
recently signed by the Packers when
their regular signal caller broke his leg.

Dowling went to Yale with Trudeau.
and first appeared as "B.D." in

Trudeau's "Bull Tales" strip in the Yale
Daily News. Trudeau went on to fame
and fortune, using Dowling as well as the
other well-known characters, but Dowl-
ing hasn't fared quite as well. In fact, he
was selling life insurance wher\ the
Packers beckoned.

When a person mentions the name
Billy Joel, the reaction received is
usually one of two. Some will ask "Billy
who?", only to recognize the singer
writer pianist by his one major AM hit
Piano Man". Others, however, think of

Billy Joel as the "Jimi Hendrix" of piano.
Joel has released four albums over a

period of five years. His first. "Piano
Man" (1973) was met with widespread
public appeal. It was this album's title
cut that placed Joel in the Top 40 charts
Another cut. "Captain Jack", put Joel in
good standing with the FM oriented
public.

With this genera! good standing. Joel
released "Streotlifo Serenade" (1974).
This album received a lot of air play onEM stations, but was virtually neglected
by any other medium. One cut off this
album. "The Entertainer", did receive
some attention from the chart people,
however.

•Turnstiles" (1976). Joel's third album
was received much like his second
album. The cut "New York State of
Mind" was also recorded and released by
George Benson, and Benson's version
got the most air play.

Joel's fourth and latest album, "The
Stranger", has only been out a couple of
months, but it has already begun to
make a standing with the public and at

le;ist one face of radio. Joel's style onThe Stranger as on all his recordings,
s no o he imitated: he is by far one othe fastest p.an.sts in contemporary
music. Joel admits that when performing
h'- It-nds (o use one hand in a classicial
" anner. while the other hand tends to
piny in a jazz form. This unique style is
evident on several cuts on "The
Stranger".

wr?Mn/^- ^^'""^^ P"'"^« his
writing Ks his lyrics. He has an
understanding of American people and
a t.tudes that stems from his early days
"f working in piano bars. He captures
he American dream in its most realistic
form on ' Movin Out". Actually, most all
"f the lyrics on "The Stranger" are
exceptional.

The more outstanding cuts off this
albuin are the title cut. "Just the WayYou Are -."She's Always a Woman", and»s prevu.usly mentioned. "Movin Out"H might also be mentioned that Phoebe
Snow sings backup vocals on "Every

cuts
percussion on four

So after a basic evaluation. Billy Joel's
The Stranger" proves to be a worthy

album. One could even go so far as to .say
It IS a good album. But in actuality. "The
Stranger" is a great album.

A Change for the Better

Grants-A Lot of Money Involved
b> Dale Jenkins
One could probably not guess at the

amount of money awarded in grants at
Mississippi Delta Junior College But be
assured that they exceed what the
average person would think the amount

MDJC business manager. Sherman C.
ilauffer. is in charge of the money
awarded by such grants as the Basic
tqual Opportunity Grants. And accor-

ding to Mr. Slaufter there have been
665 grants awarded at this time.
"This number is only for this date,"

Stauffer added, 'but there will be later
applicants. Some will drcpout."
"The total amount of money granted

so far this semester is $245,474.'"
Stauffer said. "That is first semester
payments. The figure will double next
semester after awarding second seme-
ster's payment."

When many of us began our college
career we gave up a lot. we thought. Our
free time was limited, sleeping all day
long was suddenly a "no no", and staying
out to all hours of the night had to stop.

But how many of us gave up a business
we had owned for six years, to return to
school? Not many. Yet-there is a student
on the MDJC campus who did just that.
Frank Davis, once owner of an

automotive and farm machine parts shop
in Belzoni. has returned to school to
major in elementary education.
One may ask why he would give up a

business that was successful and go back
to school? "The hours were long. During
farming season I was working extra long
hours six days a week." said Frank. "My
family needed more of my time and with
a business such as this it was hard at
times."

"I was to point that some type of
decision had to be made as far as the
business was concerned. I was in need of
a new building. The money it would
have taken me to build a new one or
move would just about equal the cost of
an education."

When asked why he chose elementary
education as a major. Frank said,

"Education fit my life style and my
family's. My wife is a teacher so we will
be able to spend equal time with our
children and have the same holidays."

^
As for opening another shop one day.

Frank said. "I may open a specialty shop.
If not that I would like to work in the
fields with rice or soybeans."
So Frank Davis has done what most of

us think of doing but lack the courage to
do. He's changing his life style even
though it meant giving up a business.

If
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K.illi> Kyre latch-luuikmg a rug as a Christmas gift. Dave Hcflin passes Ihc ball during the New Games Tournament held Nov. 29 io innc

play

thor

Vikki WashloKlon prMiucInK the delicale
^^'^^'^^^nts «f dance for the D^nceR-iU Dec. 7 in ,he dance

"
inc cuhseum.

sludio of

O.vc Hcflin puu Rick. Sharp and Chuck Kellv on their knocs as Judv Couie and Donna Slowers plav lug-of-war. decora

Opei

allowir

dorms.
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Hello Dolly"

to be Presented

March 6-11

i The Fine Arts Department of MDJC
will present the Musical "Hello Dolly"

I
March 6-11. 1978. It will be directed by
Mrs. Dianne Saucier, drama instructor,
Mr. Ron James will be the music

,

director and Mr. Joe Abrams will
conduct the Orchestra.

According to a TIME Review. Ruth
Gorden was the first Dolly Levi in
Thorion Wilder's "The Matchmaker."
"She ambled around the stage like a
caged pussycat delivering a torrent of
scatterbrained advice and moral lecture
to the audience, all the time dipping into
a huge pocketbook as though htV lines
were hidden there. Every now and then
she'd take a moist swipe at her palm
with her tongue, yearning for the taste of
the old moola. an ingredient of life about
which Mrs. Levi had no false puritanical
feelings. Everything Ruth Gorden did as
Dolly Levi was a manic surprise. She
seemed to have jumped bigmouthed and
hotheaded out of a Sunday comic strip,
and as with Jiggs Maggie, the rolling piii
was never far from hand. It was an
eccentric, funny, and American perfor-
mance, very friendly but never
intimate."

"When the matchmaker became "Hello
Dolly." Carol Channing (and the writers
of the musical) sweetened up Hello Dolly
Levi. Channing's Dolly Levi managed to
be surprisingly endearing as all fake
innocents tend to be when they are
played with a straight face; but where
thorns once grew on the sUlk. corn
sprouted."

Try-outs will be held at 7 p.m.. Jan. 9
in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Anyone can try out.

•'People are needed to fit the following
positions: to act. dance, work on props,
costumes, makeup, set." said Mrs
Saucier.

"All involved will receive a one-hour
"A" credit." Mrs. Saucier said.
All who are interested can pick up a

try-out packet this week at Mrs. Sau-
cier's office or during Registration.

Open House

For Dorms

MR. M.D.J.C.
DENNIS CARDOSA

BEAUTIES
TERESA BENNETT
MELINDA BRIDGERS
CASHUE CEFALU
NANCY CARR
PAMELA COFFEY
JOANNE COLOTTA
KRISTY GLOVFR
PAULA RATLIFF
GAYLE WHn I-

DEBBIE WILLIAMS

HANDSOMES
TOMMY ABRAHAM
JEROME GOLDBERG
GARY HENDERSON
MIKE PEAY
PAT PEAY
KEITH PHELPS
JIM PICKETT
LES SHERMAN
GREG SMITH
BARRY WHITE

FAVORfTE
JENNIi: BUFORD
MELINDA RRIDGERS
DAWN FRANKLIN
JENNIFER MAUGH
KRISTY MFADOR
LOUANNE RANDLE
ROBIN i:. RUSHING
GINNY lOOLF
ANNE WILLIAMS
MARLEE WILLIAMS

FAVORITE
JOH ABRAHAM
TONY BOWLES
MIKE GRANT
CHUCK KELLY
LOUIS MASON
JIM PICK F IT
JERRY SMITH
DYSN DMIYH
GREG WII LIAMS
HAROLD YOUNG

^ri'^^'S""*?.* "l^
-ppolnted A..t. Resident meet, with Dew Robert

Z^lT.ie^:''
''""^^ ""^^^ end of

Gifts for your

Favorite Instructor

>pen house for the Edwards -
S'onestreet Men's Dorm and the
S' nis-Penrod Women's Dorm were
hei

.
prior to exams. The men's dorm

he! ' open house Dec. 6 from 3p.m. until

5l ni. while the women entertained
guests Dec. 8 from 2p.m. until 4p.m.

Students entertained their guests as
visitors were able to visit the individual
roTTis.

1 hose visiting the women's dorm were
able to see the door decorations the girls
had put up for the Christmas season
Competition was held to choose the best
decorated doors.
Open house is held once a year

allowing male and females to visit the
dorms.

If you had your chance, what would
you ^ve your favorite instructor for
Christmas?

The following suggestions have been
made. You can add your own favorites if

these are not appropriate.

Mrs. Hughes — a pair of blue suede
shoes with 6 inch heels.

Mrs. Halbrook — a ten year guarantee
against sore throat and one red rose a
day from Jamie Uockhart for a year.

Mr. Joiner — a lifetime pass to eat at

Western Sizzling and a five year
subscription to Playboy.

Mrs. Snowden — something she's

always wanted but had not realized: a

yellow submarine with an algebraic
console.

Mr. Latham — a ticket to see "Custer's
Last Stand" recreated and a bag of

Richard Pryor's old jokes to replace his

present supply.

Mrs. Aden — a hot pink tutu.

Mrs. Spencer — a copy of David
Rueben's new book.

Mrs. Caldwell — What she has always
wanted — real live tarantula.

Miss Wooten — a lifetime guarantee to
never gain another pound and a robber
bridegroom.

Mrs. Moore — a ticket to see "Exo.cist
n" and "Beyond The Door"

Pres. J.T. Hall - a jar of Skippy
peanut butter, crunchy-style.

Mrs. Boggs — a do-it-yourself,
double geared, roto-rooter (batteries not
included).

Coach J.B. Randall — a fool-proof
300-pound quarterback.
Coach John Vickers — his very own

Stretch Armstrong.

Automotive Machinist

Course to be Offered
Beginning with the second scnicMcr.
MDJC will be offering a new vocational
course. The course, Automotive Machine
Shop, will be tai ght by George McBunch
McBunch. a native of Netllcton. Miss.,
now resides in Greenville. He is married
and has two children.

The course will mostly consist of
teaching students how to rebuild en-
gines. Automobile engines will be
acquired from Scrap yards and from
donations from area automotive shops.
"We'll be literally taking engines into

the classroom, tearing them down,
finding out what's wrong with them, and
then rebuilding them," said McBunch.
Enrollment for the course has not yet

been determined, but good response is

expected. Automotive machinists are iii

hifth demand and receive high salaries.

r

George McBandi
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Mystery Teacher
This person is helpful and friendly. He

is always there if you need a helping

hand. This person is tall, dark and

agreeably attractive. He's got the kind of

personahty that mak«s you never tire of

his company. This person wouldnt be

out of place on any movie screen. His

hair is brownish-black and is swept back

in a boyish but manly style. Hi.s dress

reminds one of a young bachelor with a

devil-may-care philosophy. But look

closer and the inner person rises to the

surface. By listening to him speak you

can tell that he is mindful of other

people's feelings, because even though

he has a million things to do. or if the day

has been trying he'll stay and answer

your questions to the fullest of his

capabilities, and not once will you hear

him raise his voice or mumble under his

breath. His eyes are quick and

observative, and full of warmth and

understanding. When you ask this

person for help you get the feeVuiu that

he really is concerned about your

particular problem, and that he's not just

putting up with you because that's his

job or that there is something that he

would rat her be doing. This person has a

very rewarding personality and a smile

that would put any Christmas tree to

shame.
Take the time to think,

The heat's on the blink.

Tomorrow I'll fix the kitchen sink.

Out for voice lessons he'll never shell.

For he sings like the nightingale.

Sweet red. and white wine I've

been shown,

But I don't need to get stoned to

the bone,

Cause people turn me on.

Drink till you've had your Fill,

For tomorrow you'll pay the bill.

On rudolph. on dasher, on comet.

on prancer, on cupid, on prancer,

on dancer, on Vixen

A Merry Christmas to all, and don't

forget to save me some of the fixens.

Editorial

The Real Christmas
Whatever happened to the real pine

tree, the popcorn rings, and, most of all,

the spirit of past Christmases?

But why do I even mention this — the

people who should read this are

downtown or in the malls spending their

coins on material goods for the supposed

"good will and peace toward all."

It seems that many are blinded by the

glare of the aluminum trees and the

plastic decorations — blinded to the fact

that the usually frantic celebration is

just a facade of what a real Christmas
should be.

"But", you say, "I even gave my
worst enemy a gift." Bunk!

Probably the real reason that you
gave him a gift was to rid yourself of him
until after the holidays.

And what about the community itself?

Why should we have to have a contest to

see who can pile the most strings of

lights on the most plastic reindeer on top

of the house? And why do stores in the
area have to play on their customers'

seasonal urge to squander? Most of the
clutter in their windows can be bought at

any other time for half the price.

I ask you — what has happened to the
real mt ining of Christmas? Did Scrooge
lose it 0 1 his way to the mall, or is Santa
Clause making better money in the
department store?

When we go home for the holidays,

let's try to remember that the site of

Christmas isn't an express lane in the
stores. -Jenkins

Ramblin'
By Jaiik« WUlluu

Dear SanU: I want for Chrlstmu...one Farrah doU, a new car, a new roommate, a new

teacher In all my cla*»ei, a BabwrriptloD to HusUer, Playboy, and a....

Editorial

Freedom of The Press
relative amount of press freedom. We
are assigned news coverage, but are

given the option to write opinions in

editorial form, and to publish articles we

think are of interest to our readers.

Thtre arc guidelines set for the contents

of "The Delta Herald" . and these

guidelines are adhered to. But unlike

many sponsors of school papers, our

sponsor serves as a critic; she does not

dictate the contents.

The moderate freedome given to the

staff of "The Delta Herald" is not to be

taken for granted. MDJC is fortunate to

have rules that make allowances for

student creativity. Many other schools

do not experience such lenient rules.

There will hopefully be a time in the

near future, however, when we will se

complete press freedom in schools.

Perhaps all editors of school publications

will soon be able to function as editors.

Unitl that time, student newspapers

must strive for journalistic quality in the

best possible ways.

Rushing

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

Freedom of the press is a basic

American right. Even though attempts

have been made to suppress the printed

media over the years, the right to

investigate and report has prevailed.

However, when one applies the theory of

press freedom to highschool and college

newspapers, stumbling blocks are en-

countered.

In many schools across the nation,

contents of student publications arc too

often dictated by administrators, board

members, and even teachers Student

editors have been relieved from their

positions, some even suspended from

school entirely for printing articles con-

trary to administrative opinions. Courts

are ruling in favor of students in such

situations, and strides are being made
towards press freedom in high schools

and colleges.

We at "The Delta Herald" enjoy a

Letter of Appreciation
Mississippi Delta Junior College has

the fine distinction of being the only
junior college in the state to have its

newspaper printed on campus by its

students. And the people who have
made this possible should be recognized
for the good job they are doing. Those
students are Mr. S.A. Brocato's offset

printing class.

I'll admit that The DelU Herald is not
exactly The New York Times, but I

believe that the paper serves the student
body in general. And if it were not for
the offset printing class this small but
informative publication would not be
seen as frequently as it is. it would not
be by the students for the students. The
Delta Herald could be printed by some-
one who cares linle about the quality of
the paper, but we. the staff, have
complete confidence in Mr. Brocato and
his students.

So you have it, I think that it is time to

salute and say thanks to those who are
given little recognition for their hard and

time-consuming work that has helped to

Ijlace Mississippi Delta Junior College as
one of the highest ranked junior colleges
in the state. Thank you Mr. Brocato and
your fine hard working offset printing
class. Keep up the good work!

Dale Jenkins

Congratulations

to Paula Simon
for guessing Mrs.

I

Geraldine Phillips

as Mystery Per-I

sonality HI.

In the mad rush for Christmas trees

good food and good times we often forpe;

the real meaning of Christmas. I'm no;

condemning merry times and gifts bm

there is a deeper, more sacred meaninc;

This is the day that our Lord anc

Saviour Jesus Christ was born.

should rejoice for here, life begins. Here

is where Jesus ascended from hb

heavenly home, left behind His holy form

to come to earth and assumed a human

body, eventually suffered literal hell anii

finally was crucified like a common thiei

... all that we might have life. Wliich of

us can honestly say that we would

actually give his life for someone?????

it's really something to think about . ,

Let us slow the music down for i

moment and really give thanks to (Joq

for his wonderful son, and also the fact

that in His mercy He has seen fit that wf

might see another Christmas. And 1
'

get out in this yuletide season and giv>

thanks to God in one of the best ways

;

know how — by sharing the gift of life

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR

from all of us at the "Delta Herald'

From Tha

Prtsidtnt's

Pockot

As the end of the first semester dr;^

near, I hope that everyone is ready \^

really buckle down and study for exanii

I would like to recognize thf

basketball team for the great job th;it

is doing so far this season.

Good luck and keep on winning.

I would like to congratulate Antho
Harper and David Jones for ma/ii

junior college all-state band. We shmi!:

be especially proud of David "Tm^
bone" Jones who mad^ first chair and

the "number one" trombone player -

the state.

I would like to wish everyone a Merr

Christmas and a Happy New Year.

By Larry Burn.

editor issue iV8. . . dale jenkins

photographer . . . gwen horis

asst. photographer . . . robin rushing

editorial assts. . . . ches pearman. darlene alien

reporters . . . janice williams. robin rushing

jeanette knighten. anne williams

cartoonists . . . dale jenkins. obed kline

Published by and for MDJC students. Bi-weekly except for holidays. Letters
to the editor are welcomed. The Herald Staff reserves the right to dtlete
libelous material. Printed on campus by the vocational printing class.
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Being a residenl of the Deep South of
the state of Mississippi, one would rarely

be able to expect a white Christmas. But
just because there isn't three feet of

snow on the ground doesn't mean that
someone can't enjoy having a very
delightful holiday.

The people of the Southern United
States are not the only Americans who
will more than likely .spend Christmas
with a bobsled and snowshoes. Take, for
instance, the people of California and the
Southwest in general. How many times
have you heard of a flight between Los
Angeles and Phoenix being snowed in?
And how about the people of Hawaii?
Let*s face it, would you walk around in a
grass skirt in winter?

But Southerners, like everyone else,
have their own special ways of
celebrating Christmas. And many of
these holiday traditions are very similar

A Southern Fried Christmas
'O those of n»-.ml^ «.k„ _ ...
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to those of people who are probablysnowbound right now.
The most common tradition of anAmencan Christmas is the Christmas

tree, whether .t be real or man-made.And m these times almost everyone isurmng to the aluminum and 'plastic

n^K Ki u"*""''^"'^""^- «hev will
probably become the traditional kind inhe future. But a great many people ofhe South still travel the old route that
their ancestors traveled before them -
that IS to get up one cold and frostymornmg and cut one down. Although
there are probably little patches of the
Christmas pmes in the Delta, many will

tZZ 't' f^'
Mississippi where

there are abundant supplies of the trees
Or. maybe the people of the cities will
skip this tradition and go and paysomeone $30.$40 for a real, but small
scotch pine.
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What's Happening At M.D.J.C

Also like all Americans. Southerners
enjoy eating and the holidays, especially
Lhnstmas. provide a good excuse to
overeat. Along with the much hailed
turkeys and hams, people of the South
will usually have a platter or two
overflowing with doer and a potful of
(tucks. In addition, there is a great
variety of vegetables to choose from and
a great many sweets to drool over
especially homemade pecan pie. And
with everyone home for the holidays
there will be enough cooked for two
armies and then some.
And after the delicious feast, everyone

convenes is their respective groups, the
ladies in the kitchen and tho men in the
den. But let's not forget those loveable
little brats who are out declaring war on
anything and anybody. After the women
have "cleaned up" while gossiping and
the men have run out of *'buir* to shoot
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Pres. J.T. Hall and Mr. Charles
Callaway, Assistant Vo-Tech director,
attended the Governor's Economic
Conference in Jackson. Nov. 30-Dec. 1,
at the Ramada Inn Coliseum. Guest
speaker for the occasion was U.S. Vice
Pres. Walter Mondale.
The work-study students in the

Vocational-Technical Building gave a
small party for the Vo-Tech instructors,
on Dec. 6

.

Mr. Charles Foley and Mr. William
Fitts will attend the Non-Residential
Solar Conference, in Atlanta. Georgia.
Dec. 13-14. The conference is sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Energy.
Assisting in this program will be the
National Solar Heating and Cooling
Information Center and Shenandoah
Development Inc. The conference will be
held at the Colony Square Hotel.
Beginning Jan. 4. the Vocational-

Technical center will have a new Auto
Machinist instructor, Mr. George Bunch,
from Greenville. The Auto Machinist
classes will start second semester.

Mr. John Castlen, after serving as
Supervisor at the MDJC Greenville
training center for 10 years, is retiring
Dec. 31. Mr. Castlen will be honored at a

luncheon in Greenville on Dec. 16
Ass^uming the position of Supervisor

will he Mr. Raymond Bell who is
currently director at the Continuing
Education Center in Greenville
Mr. Charles Clark. Farm Mechanics

instructor, will be married during the
Christmas holidays (Dec. 17) to Uuree
Lucky of Jackson.
Pres. J.T. Hall. Vice Pres. Sam

Stafford, and Dean of Instruction
Harmon Boggs. are attending the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools in New Orleans. They will hear
such notable speakers as Griffin B Bell
Attorney General of the United States!
Bell will address the opening General
Session of the 1977 Annual Meeting His
topics will be current judicial issues of
concern to educators. Also appearing will
be Ernest L. Boyer, the new U.S.
Commissioner of Education. Dr. Boyer
will speak to the delegates about the
present administration's goals, concerns,
and commitments to education at all*

levels. Dr. Boyer serves as Commis
sioner at a time when the question of
elevating his office to cabinet status will
be decided. The meelings will be held at
the New Orleans Marriott and Hilton
Hotels.

Jo Anne Long. 23. daughter of Johnn>
H. Long. Sr. and Mildercd Rincr Long of
Greenville died Dec. 4 following a
shooting incident.

Miss Long, a graduate of Greenville
High School, was currently enrolled in
the school of nursing here. She was
employed at Delta Medical Center in
Greenville.

Funeral services were held Dec. 6 nt
the First Christian Church in Greenville
with burial in Greenville Ccnicntary.
In addition to her parents, Miss Long

leaves a brother and her two grand-
mothers.

I Me

ear.

Bur

to make them presenUble for a
p.cture-lak.nR session with everyonerom Grandpa to Cousin Jim. even

But after all the pictures have beensnapped and someone has spiked the
-KKnoR. and a Southerner is just like

thai package and see what old Saint Nickh«s brought. And the kids are just likeeverj^ne else's k.ds. They receite some
of the .strangest toys, such as StretchArms rong and a Farrah costume

An.l after all have received their giftsand sa,d their go«)byes everyonf is
p. eked with enough memories to .ast tillnext t hristmas or until little Johnny's
Ht-ctnc irau, shorts out after cutting off
the cat s tad. and his sister's do all dolldoes .1 all over Aunt Mabel, and CJousin
J mi and Grandpa . . .

What Do I Want?
It's that time of year again and the

most asked question seems to be- "What
do you want for Christmas?"
A sampling of local replies follows-
Vickie Levison ~ a car (but I can't

drive).

Carl McCraney - a pioneer lOOSL
Heceivor.

Connie Mitchell - a trip to Chinatown
and a gallon of Sweet Honesty.

Robert Smith - a suit, a leather
jacket, some Klorsheim.s and J W

Margaret McClee - a $100 bill, a trip
to Texas, and a diamond ring
Joanefle Knighten - a trip to

Calilornia to vi.Mi old friends and a
Mercury Marquis.
Kddie Gates - an "A" in science a

color TV for my room, and a position on
Carter s cabinet staff.

Martha Young — ROY
Margaret Minyard - a hope chest and

to see my niece.

Lonnie Miles - Mike H.
Martha Wand - a car (or anything

with four wheels that move.-:)

Janet hong — a car.

Vickie Ashley — for Jennie Blackledge
to keep quiet tor two hours.
J.W. — a good man.
Many of you readers who need to

communicate with Santa can address
your requests to:

Mr. S. Claus

100 North Pole

Santa Claus, Am. 007

CM.tte Meadows was one of ,be gWs nbo enjoved the openhouse « .He Boys Donn Dec. 6. U. Shern.a„ WgbtJ ^6^^
Peay seemed to enjoy Christie's company as well.

Residents of (he Stennls-Penrod Dormi-
tory have been busy decorating doors

and rooms for Chris(ma«. One of the

more creative doors was designed by
Carol Hanson, Ann FuJcher, Kim WU*
liams, Laurie Bufkin.
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Second Duck Season To Be Better

Primitive Weapons Season Opens
Duck hunters during the first season,

Decembe*" -5, encountered many
problems that were not exnecled before

the season. And like alJ areas of game
hunting, duck hunters were lucky and
skillful sometimes, and other times they
were empty-handed.
The main factor that caused a great

deal 6f trouble to the hunters was the

abundant rainfall that occured immedi-
ately before and during the first duck
season, Dec. 3-5. At first, many believed
that with all the rain that fell during the
Thanksgiving holidays, the duck popula-

tion would provide the waterfowl with
plenty of areas for feed and rest. But in

many areas such a quantity of water fell

that to a great extent the ducks were
scattered across the flooded areas,
especially in the areas along the

Mississippi River and Grenada Lake.
But in the areas where the flood water

had yet to reach, many hunters reported
that the ducks were in great numbers
and hunting conditions were very good.
As had been predicted earlier, there was
an abundant population of mallards in
the Delta. But as mentioned earlier, the
ducks had a great choice of water resorts
around the state.

The next duck season, Dec. 10-Jan, 20,
is expected to be a lot better, but with
the unpredictable weather in the state
duck hunters will just have to hope that
it rains very little between now and Jan.
20. But don't hold your breath.

If the duck hunter can beat the
weather and find those areas not
overrun by the rain, he can probably
count on having some duck soup.

Hunting for deer and small game with
primitive weapons will open Dec. 10-21

in all areas open for deer hunting and on
many wildlife management areas in the
state. And as you primitive weapon
hunters know, black-powder hunting is

not for the frail. Especially so this season
for the black-powder hunter will not only
have to go through the extended process
of loading his gun, but he will more than
likely be fighting a battle against the

rainy weather.

The Mississippi Game and Fish
Commission defines primitive weapons
as single or double-barreled muzzle-
loading rifles of at least .38 caliber, and
single or tiouble barreled muzzle-loading
shotguns with single ball or slue. Plus.

all primitive firearms must use bk,
powder with percussion caps
flintlocks. During this season, longboi'
may be used by licensed hunters. Bm
hunter in the primitive weapons

seaso
can not use telescopic sights, dogs an
sidearms.

The bag limit during this season is oi
buck (with antlers visible above

ti

natural hairline) per day with no seaso
limit. A black-powder hunter may

hui
to within one-half hour of sunrise

t

sunset.

So if you want to challenge yourselfi
your skill and stamina as a hunter
suggest that you give primitii,
weaponry a try. I assure you, you wi

get a big "kick" from it.

Student Press Keeps On Growing

The power of the student press, as
measured by the number of people it

reaches every day, is continuing to grow,
according to Dario Politella, a U. of

Massachusetts journalism profes.sor who
recently finished the fifth edition of his
"Directory of the College Students Press
in America" ($25. Oxbridge Communica-
tions, Inc.. 1345 Avenue of the
Americas. New York. NY. 10019).
The directory lists 5.499 student

magazines, newspapers, and yearbooks
on 2.581 campuses. Politella said there
are more campus newspapers (2,524)
than commercial dailies (1,756). Student
publications have a total circulation of
11,832.435. up from 8.922.800 in 1973.
Politella, who reads more than 200
student papers a month, said that "A
large majority of students rely on the
campus press for all their news."

This reliance on student publications
means they can be effective in reaching
the $25-billion student market. "Student
publications have become powerful
communication forces that influence
students in both their buying and
thinking habits," Politella said.

Originally, the directory was intended
to provide material for the "scholarly
study" of the student pctss. the
professor said, but this has changed.
Now the directory is used by
advertisers, public relations people, and
even politicians in their quesU to reach
the more than 11,078,000 college and
university students nationwide. Cam-
paign organizers for both Richard Nixon
and Robert Kennedy used the directory
he said, because "the student press is a
way of reaching new voters."

OBJECTIVITY: An .ctive* view of
press may be best

Journalism students who feel the goal
of the press is to be as neutral and
objective as possible may not write the
most objective stories, a U. of Iowa
experiment recently reported in Jour-
nalism Quarterly indicated.

t
J°"^"«'ism professor ques-

tioned 36 J-students in 1975 about their
attitudes concerning the proper role of
the press. These students were also
asked their opinions on John Dean.

whose appearance on campus was highly

controversial. The students were then
asked to write a story about Dean's
speech.

A panel of 17 J-professors and
graduate students then evaluated the
stories for their objectivity. They found
the students who felt the press should be
as neutral as possible didn't write the
most objective stories. In fact, their's

showed the most bias. Also low on the
objectivity stale were the stories from
students who felt that the press should
be an "advocat*^ for certain ideals."

The best stories came from students
who fell somewhere between these two
poles — students who felt the press
should take an active role in correcting
society's faults, while still believing
objectivity to be important.

Netters Racking It Up
By Dale Jenkins

The netters of MDJC are hoping to
repeat their glortus repeat of last sea-
son's state championship by racking up a
9-1 season thus far. And at this lime, the
Trojans arc in a great possibility of tying
tor the north divison title in "the state
with Northeast. .

MDJC basketball Coach J.T. Vickers
comments on the season so far: "We
have been playing good team ball, and
our shopomoie players are acting as real
leaders".'

"Our defensive game has improved
greatly since we have started using the
man-to-man defense."
Coach Vickers looks at the games after
the holidays as a whole new season and
he wishs that there would be a game
after the players come back. MDJC
would have faced the junior varsity of
Delta State University Jan. 4. but DSU
has lost dl of its junior varsity men.
And the Trojans will have to face the
two other top roundballers in the north
divison of the state other than MDJO.
they are Northeast and Coahoma Junior
Colleges.

•'There has always been a slump for the
tirst two games after the holidays andwe need a game to play instead of
practice before we play Northeast and
Coahoma. " Coach Vickers stated

faced ver> good te«„s d ^^JLo dJ^^o^^K.^^'
'^^^^ Roundballers h.r ^

*as the name of the gamlT ^ ""^"^ aggresive but physical conH^
,
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i New Instructors

i Announced

Two new instructors have ioined the

ADN Department this semester. They

are Mrs. Sarah Rounsaville and Mr.

John Padermos. both of Greenville.

The new instructors replace Mrs.

Bonita Cross and Mrs. Sylvia Doolittle

who resigned at the end of first

semester.

Mrs. Rounsaville received her B.S. in

Nursing from Mississippi College. Mrs.
Rounsaville taught in the MDJC-
sponsored LPN Upgrade program in

Greenville. She has had experience as

Public Health nurse and as a stan

member of several hospitals and nursing

homes. Mrs. Rounsaville will supervise

freshman students in laboratory
experience at Delta Medical Center.

Mr. Padermos, a native of Canton.
Ohio, recieved his B.S. degree in

nursing from Frances Bolton School of

Nursing at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, Ohio. He has
had 6'/)years experience in the U.S.

Army where he attained the rank of

captain. Mr. Padermos has had hospital
nursing experience in Korea as well as in

many U.S. hospitals. He has served as
head nurse in pediatrics, and has had
experience in intensive care nursing
units. He will supervise freshmen stu-

dents at Kings Daughters Hospital.

Mrs. Mary Denman Johnson of India-

nola has also returned to the ADN staff

fulltime.

VICA to sponsor contest

Mississippi Delta Junior College will

host the local district high school VICA
(Vocational Industrial Clubs of America)
contest March 3. The contest, which is a
preliminary to the state VICA contest,
will draw approximately 500 off-campus
visitors to MDJC.

"Vocational students from area high
schools will come to MDJC to test their
skills in such areas as drafting, machine
shop, welding, and auto mechanics as
Iwell as other areas. Students must also
'(compete in fields such as leadership and
jpublic speaking." said S. A. Brocato,
Jsponsor of the MDJC VICA Club.

|1 The three district winners will go to
pjthe state high school VICA contest in

.
iJackson later this spring. MDJC will also
Ihost an awards ceremony and banquet in
jthe coliseum after all competition is

completed.

The SUany Sanden Uhnry t« nol apomoring aatl-Mwapaper week. Rather, the
garbage can, plaaUc, and scattered newapapen were plaiid on the floor to cover
damage done to (he carpet after thm roof leaked recently. At leut THK DELTA
HERALD waa not among the papen «mI le aank ap the water.

THE DELTA HERALD'S Mlaa Janoary la freshman Amelia WUson of Drew. Amelia Is

a 5'2'* blonde general education mi^r. Her Interests Include music, reading, and the

UKual activities of an on-campus MDJC student.

t

Moorhead. Mississippi

Council plans ctlvltles

The return of "Eli" and the staging of
a Uval Gong Show headline plans of the
Union Program Council for second sem-
ester, according to Dean Robert War-
nock, the group's sponsor.

"We are currently negotiating for a

date for an "Eli concert similar to the
one last year that was so successful. We
will announce u date when the bargain-
ing is com()lele." said Warriock.

"The staging of the "Gong" Show will

depend on the degree of student interest

indicated in this." said Warnock. Any
student who would like to perform in

such a show should contact Dean War-
nock in his Union office.

Dean Warnock also said that the usual
schedule ot movies, dances, and intra-

mural tournamcni.s is being set up and
that dates will be released for these
events later.

Deun Warnock said that the Miss
MDJC Pageant has been listed on the

union calendar for April 20.

Another major listing he pointed out is

the Recreational Activities Tournament
(RAT)among junior colleges to be held at

Northwest on March 10- 1 1 in Sena-
tobia.

Rushing teaches
at grand gulf

Karl Hushing. MDJC electronics
instructor, is supervising the teaching of

basic electronics and electricity at the

Grant Gulf Nuclear Station in Port

Gibson.

The station is operated by the Missis-

sippi Power and light Company.
The course, which started in Novem-

ber and will continue through this

spring, is being taught as a joint effort of

MDJC. Jones Junior College. Gulf Coast

Junior College and Southwest Junior

College.

Rushing is the overall supervisor for

the course. He has worked with Alan

Nclms of the local electronics depart-

ment and with Kent Brooks of the

Mississippi State University Research

and Curriculum Unin in planning course

requirements. The total instructional

effort is being coordinated by the

Mississippi Department of Vocational

Educx^ion.

The four- part course instructs

employees in math, physics, electricity,

electronics, and digital principles.

Boggs announces 77-78 hall of fame

''Tie 19T7.»78 MDJC Hall of Fame was annoiinced Jan. 19 bv Hannon Boggs, dean
"iscmctleo. The Hall of Fame was chosen by a faculty committee headed by Dean

Boggs. Members of this yearns Hall of Fame are f&oro left]: Larry Burrell, Ray CoUtaa,

JoAnne Colotta, David Gibaon, and Emella Harris.
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From the

President's Pocket

Earlier this year f commented on the

school spirit and how well the students

supported the school and its activities.

Well, I surely withdraw that statement,

and in the following text you will see

why.

The spirit died approximately two

weeks before football season ended.and

we've been burying it ever since. It may
sound as though I'm taking sides. I

definitely am. The Fine Arts Department

supported everything down to the wire,

all the while asking nothing in return. In

Recently, the Fine Arts gave a music

recital for an audience of only five

people. Aconcert by the Choir one night

was enjoyed immensely by nineteen

patrons-of-Ihc-arts. To add insult to jury,

the Fine Arts Department hired a string

quartet from the Jackson Symphony
Orchestra to "soothe the savage souls"

of only 23 warm bodies.

I don't particularly care to see a

baltgame lost, nor do I enjoy all cultural

events by the Fine Arts, but I believe we
should begin to show the kind of

self-discipline needed to back our shcool

up.

Talking after the concert to the string

quartet, I felt ashamed that I was not

backed by more than 23 members of our

school, but elated that the Orchestra

members didn't meet the stubborn

imbeciles who declare "school spirit" at

the top of their lungs, then fail to show
proof of their loyalty.

By Larry Burrell

Political

Labels
Republican. Democrat, or Indepedent:

which are you labeled as?After cam-
paigning for a Republican candidate for

governor in 1976. I have found that I am
considered a full pledged Republican,

even though I campaigned for a

Democratic candidate for president in

1977. I received a monthly newsletter
form the Mississippi Republican Party,

and with each letter 1 received a card
allowing me to pledge up to $1000 to

"insure that our country continues to

have a conservative alternate.
'

' This
contribution also insures my being sent
the newsletter. I have never made a
contribution, nor will I. After all, I get
the newsletter anyway.

In each party newsletter I receive
there are reminders everywhere that my
money saves the party money (i.e. "your
13 cent stamp saves 20 cents in party
funds!"). Yet I wonder how much of the
party funds would be saved if the party
would refrain from sending me their
cards, letters, and papers which all plea
for money, and which all go directly into
the garbage?
The whole point of the American

political system is to get the person best
suited for an office into that office. 1 vote
for people, not parties, and I feel that is

how it should be. I resent being labeled
a Republican, just as I would resent
being labeled a Democrat. Independent
or even a Whig, for that matter. 1 am
voter-no more, no less and I vote on the
basis of qualification.

— Rushing

News Briefs
ENROLLMENT

WHATEVER YOU DO, MURPHY, DON'T CALL HIM A COMMUNIST!

Mystery Teacher
This person is cute and shy with a

sweet and innocent look about her.

She is very kind and she has a warm
and friendly personality.

This person is smartly dressed with a

hint of that "little girl" that we never
outgrow.

This person is small in stature but

very big on charm and poise. Her hair is

shoulder-length, brownish blonde with a

hint of a wave.

This person looks like she would be

right at home with life's simple plea-

sures. She seems to be very quiet and

reserved, but that's what what adds to

her mystery when one looks at those

fiery eyes and that all-American smile.

She has very good student-teacher rap-

port. If you have a problem, she's always

willing to take time to try to help you

solve it.

It's tennis I really love.

With the sun shining brightly above.

If you don't mind, pass the jacket.

With balls, towel, and racket,

I believe I can hack it.

From front to back, I've got the slack.

What do you do first, add or subtract?.

Rubies and pearls have I none.

Now tell me the absolute value of one.

No, I'm sorry, dear. It's a little less than
a ton.

Ramblin^

Enrollment figures for the

semester are incomplete since

tion was still open at press timg

even without the final figures, t^^

an increase of about 4%.

According to Dean of Students

Travis Thornton, the enrollment fop

same time last year was 1200.

"In a time when colleges,
junior

senior alike are competing for stu^

going out of their way to get
,

enrollees, we have something
to

proud of." Dean Thornton conclu^

Beyer te

represent MLC
Mrs. Doris Beyer head librarian

Stanny Sanders Library will repre

the Board of Commissioners from

Mississippi Library Association
ai

Mid-Winter American Library Assft

tion in Chicago. Illinois, Jan. 22-25.

The purpose of the meeting
is

interview applicants for replacemeni

the Director of the MLC.

Mrs. Boyer is chairman of the ba

for the Mississippi Library Comr

sioners.

Five in All State

The Junior College AU-Stete hm
will perform for the Mississipp

Legislature Jan. 25. Members ni

the All-State band are: Tamnii

Sims [dancer], Larry Burrell

[drums], Victoria Washinton |du

cer], David Jones [trombone] ao'

Anthony Harper [trumpetj. Th

instrumentalists will perform ii

Atlanta, GA., on Jan. 29, fori

National Music Educators Con

ference.

B.S.U. in Brief

PwB McCaDough Mr. Phil Dixon

Congratulations to Pam McCullough
for being the first to guess Mr. Phil

Dixon as our last Mystery Person. We
at the Delta Herald would like to extend
a warm and cordial welcome to each and
everyone of you old friends and
newcomers alike. We hope that your
stay will be a pleasant one. Should you
have a problem, there are many trained

considerate and helpful people to assist

you. Apparently we offer good service
and the word is getting out. I say this
because there is an increase in new
students who come knocking at our
doors.

Don't let the cold weather slow you
down: Get up and involved in the many
winter activities that are going on. Our
New Year's Resolution here at The Delta
Herald is to try to the best of our
abilities to keep you happily reading
"your newspaper".

"The New Jerusalem Railroad", sing-
ing group of the local Baptist Student
Union chapter, has begun the semester
with four new members. They are Rusty
Morgan, bass guitar piaver; Earl Lanier,
drummer: Barbara Tharp. alto singer;
Lee Daughtry. sound control. This se-
mester the group will be appearing in 16
area churches for regular services and
youth gatherings.

April 7-9 will be Leadership Training
Conference weekend in Jackson. At this
meeting the BSU officers will receive
in-depth training in their jobs and

responsibilities.

On March 17-19. there will be at

spring retreat at Wall Doxey State

On April 18-20. there will bt

Christian Vocations Seminar at thcK

The sessions will be directed by

Robert Meade of Nashville. Tennesse

The annual Spring Banquet will

held March S. 1978.

The BSU officers invite other studf

to join the n in their noonday sen'

held Monday through Friday at 12

'

the BSU building.
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It has been decided that the staff of THE
DELTA HERALD, college newspaper for
MDJC. will extend its news coverage to
the community of Moorhead.
The Delta Herald is publishing in this

issue the first of these news bulletins for
permanent residents of Moorhead.

But in order for the paper to serve as a
source of news information for the
community of Moorhead. local citizens,
businesses, churches, clubs, and organi-
zations of Moorhead need to give. The
Delta Herald any and all information that
they think would be of interest to the
community.

Such personal items as wedding an-
noucements. obituaries, and other hu-
man interest items will be covered along
with local events that occur.

Cooperation from the people of Moor-
head will determine the thoroughness of
news coverage in relation to the people
and the community. If any resident of
Moorhead wishes to provide news infor-
mation, whether it be personal or not. he
should contact the Publications Office at
MDJC (telephone number 246-5013) or
Dale Jenkins at 246-8244.
We at The Delta Herald look forward

to getting to know everyone better, along
with serving the community and its

people.

Know the Law

s4 before you sell*

All of tre would like to make a buck off
of those old items in the attic that are
just collecting dust right now and with a
little effort and time you could do just
that. But what are the laws and
limitations on the rummage sale in
Moorhead?

If you are going to operate a
business, and a rummage sale is a small
part of the American free -enterprise
system, you have to obide by the laws of
the area that you seek to solicit. In the
town of Moorhead any one can set-up
his rummage sale but IT MUST BE IN
THE YARD OF YOUR RESIDENCE OR
YOUR PARTNER. Your goods should
not be on public property, on the
sidewalk or the street.

Moorhead law requires that a person
must obtain a permit from city hall if he
or she wishes to have goods on display
on the sidewalk or on public property.
The cost of one of those little permits is

approximately $50 and that is probably
twice the amount that you're likely to
clear after your rummage sale.

So wnen yuu decide to make a few
dollars off tho-e items make sure that

rnn^fl! comphance with the ciiv laws
concerning such sales. Just a few
telephone calls to city hall will save both
you ana the taxpayer time and expense

The Moorhead board of aldermen and
the mavor met Jan. J for their monthly
meeting. The board (-nyenes the first
Wednesday of each month.
At this month s meeting tv^o important

'^^^'Ik*'.?
' ^^'"^ fro'" last

oTn^M T V*'-""**''"'
°" possibilitx-

of cable T.V. and Mr. Quick becoming a
24-hour operation. As for the cable T V
resolution. Ira Crosby, owner of Crosby
Cable Company in Indianola. did not
attend the board meeting for this month.
Ihe resolution was carried over to the
February meeting.
On the subject of 24-hour operation of

the Mr. Quick store in Moorhead. Stevio
Hughes of the Lewis Grocery Company
spoke on behalf of the credibilities that
such an operation would have. The

Mr. Quick open 24
Eastland Invited

Hours

;

Moorhead Mr. Quick was staving open
trom Ihe hour> ot si\ in (he morninj. to
muinighl. The hoard granied permission
tor the oper;iiion of the Mr. Quick store
to operate 24-hours a day.
On the Mr. Quiek subjeel. Miivoi

Sieve Oswalt said. -'Wo felt thiU w,th
Mr. Qukk slaying open for .N-hinirs. ii

will provide convenience (o the residents
ot Moorhead. especially the colleue
sludenis."

Also at this month s meeting, every-
one was reminded that stale Sen
Robert Crook is in the privess of asking
U.b. ben. James Eastland to attend
the open house ot Moorhead s newly
built city hall. The board nlso hopes thai
If they can have Senator Kjisiland to
attend the ceremonies they will he able

to have Gov. Cliff Finch and various
other state officials to attend. The open
house will he held on the anmial Yellow
Dog celebration in Moorhead. which will
hopefully take place on the last Saturday
in April.

And the hoard members alsn audited
the cit\ accounts and made sure that Ihe
pay scale of city employees complied
with Ihe new federal niininuini wage
law. The hoard renewed the sales tax for
Ihe month which was $2t)2H.42. The
board members toko a lour ol' the new
ciiv hall which is in the "finishing up"
sta.tic of completion. Hopefully Uie city
hall will Ih- ready for occiipancv by the
end ol next niontli.

Watson Resigns to Accept New Position

Rev. Granville Watson of the Moor-
head Baptist Church will leave his
position as pastor of the church to accept
the position of Director of Missions in
the Sunflower County Baptist Associa-
tion, effective Feb. 1. Rev. Watson will
work wit'i all of the 17 Baptist churches
in Sunflower County.

As Director of Missions, Rev. Watson

said that he will serve in many areas ol
the functions of the churches, from being
a temporary pastor to a public relations
man. But mainly, he will direct promo-
tions of Ihe various programs, such as
crusades, that will materialize in the
churches.
A longtime resident of Moorhead,

Rev. Watson said that he diK-sn'l intend

lo leave the eoninmnity and his friends.
He will set up his office in his home here
in Moorhead.

Rev. Waisiin explained thai the church
will set up a pulpit eomniitlee lo name a
temporary pastor and then a permanent
pastor in the luture.

t Deaths

\Mcmes
Jimmy and Joyce McGregor are eager to aerve Uielr customers In Moorhead.

Davitts Changes Hands
Moorhead wishes to welcome Jimmy

ana Joyce McGregor of Indianola as the
new proprietors of Gavins Ury Cleaners,
dry cleaning operation at the first of this

provided, along with the same quality,

will include laundry cleaning of shirts

Jimmy has had four and a half years
experience in the area of dry cleaning.
The McGregors intend to provide the
same type of service that the Davitts

provided, along with the same quality.

These services along with dry cleaning

will include laundry cleaning of shirts

and jeans.

Although the McGregors still live in

Indianola. they intend to move
Moorhead in the future.

"We have lived in this area for along
time and we know a lot of people around
here*', McGregor said.

to

CARPENTER

Horace Aubrey Carpenter of Moor-
head. 91. died Monday. Jan. 9. in

University Hospital in Jackson. Carpen-
ter was a former county extension agent.

Services for Carpenter were held at 2

p.m.. Jan. 10. at the Moorhead Baptist
Church. Burial followed at the Belzoni
Cemetery with Card Funeral Home in

charge of arrangements. Rev. Granville
Watson officiated.

For 12 years. Carpenter served as
county supervisor. He was also a mem-
ber of the Rotary Club, of the Sunfiower
County Farm Bureau, and a lifetime

deacon of the Moorhead Baptist Church.
Survivors arc a son. Dr. Will Carpen-

ter of St. Louis. Mo; four daughters,

Mrs. Robert Powell of Sunflower. Mrs.
George Grecnway of Biloxi. Mrs. Gabe
Abdo of Leland and Mrs. Fred Sullivan

of Cleveland; 10 grandchildren and 11

great-grand children.

The family requests that all memorials
be made in the form of donations to the

University of Mississippi Clinical Lab.

Leukemia Fund.
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First Semester Honor Roll
^

' Never a loser until you quit

4.00 - LIST

Sunflower
Aylor. Hugh J.

Bianca, Patricia

Blessitt. Lynn
Chandler. Gary
Gibson, David
Minyard. Thomas L.

Murdaugh, William

Rowland, Virginia

Story. Robert M.

Leflore

Carr. Jan
Carpenter. Rebecca

Dendy. Robert W.
Joe, Phillip R.

Quinn, Edwina M.

Smylie. Katherine

Spencer, Edward
Terry. William P.

Waldrop. Tammie
Wallace. Elmiis

Williams, Sheryl

Leflore

Bailey, ^^usan M.
Bennett, Teresa

Bisplinghoff. Coby
Burrcll. Larry

Flower, Charles C.

Glenn. Brenda J.

Hogue. Kalhy
Ingram, Nettie

Jackson, Earl Lynn

Humphreys Sterling. Jennifer K.

Thomnson. Thomas G *^^*'^^5„^:

Tummincllo. Diane

Humphreys
Bunting, James R.

Pmkerton, Mary Jean

Nokcs. Thomas David

Rozier, Barbara J,

Turner, Neil

Wells, Winona
Woodard. Irene

Carroll

Montgomery. Andrew*?®"^*'',,.
^* ^ Evans. Victor

Carroll

Burchfield. Alma M.
Rocconi, Tommy G.

Sharkey
McGaugh. Dianna

Washington
Giles, Gloria Ann
Moore, Clark

Nichols, Steven Paul

Reed. Robbin Renec
Sims. Joe Curtis

AUSTRALIA
Boss. John T.

3.50 - 3.99

Sunflower
Allen. Kathy
Allen, Linda

Brown. Julia

Chandler. Lisa

Collins, Ray
Colotta. Jo Anne
Downs. Frances

Fratesi, Cynthia

Harris. Emelia
Johnson, Ricky Lee
Parker, Tami
Rowe. Diana
Shurden. Anna M.
Tisdale, Laura
White, Leland C.

Humphreys
Bridgers. Melinda
Champion. Fredrick

Jones, Debetra K.

Jones. Mark W.
Rodgers, Roderick

Taylor. Glenn
Tisdale. James
Turner. Michael
Williams. Mary

Washington
Bteylock. Donna
Boykin. Terry

Carver. Joseph
Couey. Judy
Davidson, Leslie

Davis, Earl

Duvall, James D.
Fioranelli. Debbie
Flanagan. Cynthia
Fratesi. Donna
Fulcher. Ann
Garmon. Curtis

Morton. Cindy L.

Johnson, Terry L.

Leftwich, Brenda
Markamson. Donald
Makamson, Ronald
Manlev. Beverly

Holmes. Renctha

Kline, Obcd
I harp, Barbara

Sharkey
Henderson, Gary

Coahoma
Glover. Christy

Tews, Michcle

Webster
Jenkins. Glenda Joy

Jenkins. Janice

Holmes
Johnson. Nance

Duett. Charles R. Jr.

Estes, Lisa

Kilpatrick. Danny J.

Lott. Gcncllc J.

Millwood. Tim B.

Sando. Barry M.
Sharp. Richard

Walker. Vickie A.

Leflore

Allbritton. Linda

Blake. Janet

Buckley. Sam C.

Cleveland. Deborah
Coleman. Harold

Denton, Shelia

Fellows. Jerry

Futral. Ramona
Gammill. Jane
Gilmer. Patsy

Glazier. Wanda L.

Hunt. Billy

Kytc. Mary K.

Locke, James L.

Parker, Juanita

Roberts. Cindy T.

Robertson. Richard

Robinson, Stephen

Sanders, Mary
Singh, lobal

Skipper. Mike
Strain, Drew D.

Tate. Debra
Williams, Janice

Bolivar

Ainsworth, Diane

Collier. Lee E.

Lyni

Laney. Lillie M.
Montague. Kaffie

Washington
Adams. Ronnie

Bailey. Samuel
Braswell. Cora
Brown. Rebecca
Burt. Margaret A.

Cascio. Linda

Chennault. Judy
Cooper. Lonnie

Fox, Freddie

Frazier. Debra W.
Graves. Lester

Grubbs. Larry N.

Harris.
Harris. Wanda
Hendon. Daphne
Hendrick. Jerry

Hill. Alta R.

Hobart. David

Hughes. Barbara A.

James, John W.
Johnston. Jo Ellen

Jones. Richard

Joshaway. Diannc
Lovett. Robert

Menhel. Abe
Messer, David

Oglesby. Melvin

Palmer. Sandra
Permentcr. Harold

Pickett, James
Pritchett. Carol

Rievlcy. Michael
Robinson, Andre

Uut of State

Stan Smith (Memphis) Jones. Jeffrey

3.00-3.49

Humphrey. Bobbie W.Robinson. Libby

Johnson. Geraldine Sanders. Deborah

Sunflower
Brown. Dennis K.

Buchanan, Douglas

Burwell. Joel

Campbell, .\n\ta

Carr, Gregory
Carter, Alphonso
Cobb, Sharon
Donahoe. Ruby R.

Faircloth. Kimberly
Freeman, Nora Jo Ann
Giiichelli. Richard

Gilbow, Micliacl

Goslin. Kimberly
Griffin, Cindy
Griffin. Debbie
Harper, Anthony
H;irvoy. James
Holmes. Jeanette

Horton. Rcbckah
Hyde. Delores

Johnson. Karen L.

Johnson. Patricia

Juc. Ruby
Landwirth, Carol

Man, John T.

Matthews. Clark

McCool. Anita

Mclnlyrc. Russie

Miller. Patricia

Mitchell. Connie
Murphey. Melwyn
Palmer. Donna
Ramey, John T.

Richmond, Warren
Robertson. David
Smith. Jerry

Smith. Lisa L.

Sykes. Barry
Waldington. Walter
Washington. Victoria

White. Shirley

Wright. Robert

McGaugh. Jeffrey

Mills. Rodney
Parkerson. Brenda
Pearman. Arthur

Short. Ruth W.
Wand. Martha

Sharkey

Shepherd. Randy
Sims, Sandra G,

Street. Anthony
Triplett, Robert
Underwood. Lee
Vance, Caron K.
Wiggers. Karen
Williams. Kimberly
Williams. Michael
Wilson. Beverly

Ferguson. Ray Charles Wolfe. Cecil

Gardner. Patsy P. Young. Deborah

Herring. Rachel L.

Carroll

Sessum, Deborah S.

Smith, James B.

Holmes
Branch. Cammic B.

Jenkins, Laurel H.

Noxubee
Pugh. Olivia

Out of State

McCoIlum. Ray W.

Issaquena
Coleman, Sharon A

.89

McCaskill, William D. Cohoma
Mensi, Jackie Abraham. Joseph P.
Norris, Robert

O Hara. William
Paul. Mae B.

Phillips, Kathy
Rasberry, Cynthia
Sizemore. Kathryn

Catledge. Finnis M.
Ellis. Lucien W.
Meredith. Deborah V.
Peay. Pat D.
Peyton, Choyia L.

Simon, Paula Ann

"Hello Dolly

practice begins
The Lyres Club, campus music group,

is well on its way in practice for "Hello

Dolly", the fine Arts production sche-

duled for March.

In previous years, the MDJC Players

have worked alone in the development of

the annual production, but this year they

will co-sponsor the production with the

Lyres Club.

The first step in production has been

taken with the naming of "The Pit" (the

orchestra to accompany the players).

The pit is made up of selected

members of the band and the Lyres

group. They are as follows: Anoctavia

Hollis. Nancy Carr. Merr>- Glenn Purnell

Lisa Trimble. Elaine Matthews. Cindy

Griffing, Anthony Harper. David Walker

Louis Mason, David Jones, Mike
McLellan. Mike Winters, Larry BurreU.

James Cannon, and Ricky Johnson.

Other members of the club not select-

ed for the pit will participate in the

production.

How many times have you waked up in

the morning with a simple headache or

iusi feeling a little under the weather

and said. "Oh. forget it! Tm not g-iing .

and turned over and gone back to sleep.

Or, how many times have you looked

outside and seen rain and refused to go

outside.

I can remember several of these

moods and 1*11 bet that the majority of

the reading audience can too. •

There was nothing physically wrong

with me that a good dose of iniative

would not have cured, and 1 certainly

was not going to melt in the rain. 1

simply took my good health for granted.

I d never really considered what it

would be like not to be able to run or

walk.

At least not until I met Gus Spell last

week •

For Gus, a 21-year-oId general educa-

tion major here, every movement is an

effort and every step brings pain.

Gus has cerebral palsy, a disease that

affects the motor muscles to the extent

that regular coordination and control is

seriously hampered.

1 first noticed Gus making his was on

crutches across campus with a guy

trailing his wheel chair behind him. Gus

looked like a determined person, and

when 1 got a chance to talk to him

recently, 1 found out that he really is.

For instance. 1 quickly learned that

Gus doesn't really think of himself as

handicapped. Because when I asked him

how he felt about it, he replied. "What

handicap?"

1 asked Gus why he had chosen to

come to MDJC instead of going to a

special srhtMjl. He replied, "I'd heard

that it was a topnotch school, and I said

that's the place for me. That should

really be a thrill. 1 could have gone to a

lower-rated school, or one where 1 could

get special treatment, but that would

have been too easy. That would have

been a copout."

Gus. a native of Carroll County, comes

from a rather large family - five brothers

and five sisters — so he is used to being

around a lot of people. When I asked

him how the large group of teachers and

students treated horn here, he said,

Bv Janice Williaia,

"They are alright. Of course, there art

some who find it hard to adjust to rr^

and they might say some un-nice thing]

once in a while, but other than that, \i\

okay."

I asked if he had trouble getting help

to and from class.

"They help me when 1 let them.
|

don't want to be treated like a baby,
i

want to do as much as I can for myself;

said Gus.

Gus said that his plans for the futurt

are not definite.

"When I was growing up 1 wanted to

be a doc 'or. but right now Tm realK

undecided, although my thoughts con

stantly run back to the medical fieldS"

I asked Gus what keeps him going.

"You know. 1 was just thinking aboui

that the other day," Gus said, as ht

moved up a little higher in his chair,

"and life to me is a big challenge,

something to strive for. 1 think often o(

one of my favorite songs, "Ain't No

Mountain High Enough" and I thinl

that's how I feel. I'm going. to keep on

trying until I can't try anymore. I am

going to the top."

The next time I think 1 just won't go

any further, it's just too much. I hope

that I remember Gus' parting comment,

"You are never a loser until you quit."

Gus SpeH

Trojans wavering in season
'Nov. 29 Scooba MDJC [981 vs. East

Miss JC 1871: MDJC • Cole 26: Hudson
13; Edwards .^5; Shultz 17; Lawrence 7 /

East Miss - Lewis 15; Lackey 2; Edwards
2; Thomas 24; Mickens 32; Davis 12;

Coleman 1 MDJC •52 98 East 55 87
Dec. 1 Home MDJC |73I vs. Holmes

JC 1621: MDJC -Cole 13; Hudson 4;

Holland 2; Lewis 2; Miller 7; Edwards
15; Schultz 20; Lawrence 10 / Holmes -

Brown 4; Harmon 6; Randv Everett 8;

Rickv Everette 24; Nelson 8; Fowler 3;

l^obertson 5; Lacy 4 / MDJC *36 73
Holmes 35 62

Dec. 5 Meridian MDJC (90] vs. Meri-
dian JC 166] MDJC • Cole 16; Hudson
18: Holland 4; Lewis 4; Miller 7; Ivy 2;

Edwards 22; Shultz 3; Moore 6; Law-
rence 8 / Meridian - Marritt 20; Taylor
^8; Vaughan 2; Lewis 25; Harper I; Cagle
2; CCole 1: Johnson 7 / MDJC •47 90 /

Meridian 29 66

Dec. 8 Home MDJC [801 vs. North-
west JC [69: MDJC - Cole 19; Hudson 8;

Miller 8; Edwards 7; Shultz 24; Law-
rence 14 / Northwest - Taylor 13;

Childers 23; Farrow 12; Williams 5;

Thompson 6; Nichols 6; Easley 2; Hall 2

/ MDJC •35 80 Northwest 33 69

Jan. 9 Clarksdale MDJC [631 vs. Coa-
homa JC 176J: MDJC - Cole 8; Hudson 8;

Holland 6; Ivy 3; Edwards 16; Shultz 14;

Lawrence 4; Balentine 4 / Coahbma
Lewis 22; Smith 6; Thomas 14; Scott J

Garrett 17; McCoy 6; L. Self 1; M. Self

2; Anderson 4 / MDJC 36 63 Coahom*
•40 76

Jan. 9 MDJC [811 vs. lUwamba J'C

[701 MDJC-Cole 6; Hudson 2; Holland

8; Miller 10; Ivy 12; Edwards 8; Moor*

10; Briletine 4; Lacrence 4; Shultz S

Itwambama-Tally 22: Hillard 6; Johnsot

6; Harp 9; Schultz 13: Howell 2; Adair 4

Johnson 2: Crudup4/MDJC *81 Ilwamb*

70
Jan. 19 MDJC [80] vs. East Central JC

(731 MDJC-Cole 19; Hudson 11: Milif'

7; Ivy 2; Edwards 21; Schultz 1^

Balentine 3: Lawrence 3;/East Central-

Bland 0; Lewis 7; Collims 2; Edwards 0

Sanders 12; Thomas 24; Woods 2(/

Davis 2/ MDJC '80 East Central

Jan. 23 MDJC (771 vs. Holmes JC [91

MDJC Cole 15; Hudson 8; Miller *

Edwards 18; Shultz 18; Moore 4; Baler

tine 4; Lawrence 2;/HolmcS"Brown ^

Everette 16; Everette Rickey 7; Robinsof

9; Howard 28; Lacv 5; Fowler 13; Nelso*

2; Thornton 1; Bates 2;/MDJC 40 !

Holmes 45 91 •
i
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MOVIE REVIEW
From the title of this movie one would

probably think that it is on the subject of

homosexuals, but fear not. Anita Bryant,

for if it had been about sex it would have
drawn more crowds than it has. From
the advertisement build-up the public

has gotten on CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
one is led to believe that this is to be the
movie of the century". But it is far from
it.

The movie's plot thickens in a small
town in Indiana with Richard Dreyfuss,
star of JAWS, as a worker for the power
company when strange things begin to

happen. There's the old bit of flying

saucers and the laser beams. Dreyfuss is

hit with these rays along with a few
thousand other people across the U.S..

and when the government steps in to

state that there is no such thing as
UFOs, even stranger things happen.

Dreyfuss goes home and tries to forget

about it, but he goes "crackers" and
builds a mountain ot dirt, suds and mud

Viewers Zapped by Close Encounters;
Contagious to Travolta and Wilder
would in hi*:in his living room and his wife decides it

IS time to visit mother. But in the
meantime, there is a mysterious accident
on Devils Tower in Wyoming. With this
accident the government makes the
people believe that all who are in contact
are in peril. Dreyfuss sees the incident of
jy. and with Melinda Dillion. whose
little boy has been kidnapped by those
nasty little aliens, heads to Wyoming
with uncontrollable passion, only to be
caught by the army and sent back, only
to escape the army and only to be hunted
down by the army.
But it is too late. Dreyfuss andDiUion

find out what the audience has known
half-way through the movie - that the
government has already contacted the
aliens and they're to land on Devil's
Tower. Then the spaceship comes on the
scene and everyone is against along with
some of the audience. But here comes
the climax, the ship lands and the aliens
and earthlings contact each other with

music and a load of people from the
I700's to the little boy who is released
from the ship. Of course. Dreyfuss gets
the urge to go with the grtmp of traveleni
the government has chosen to go with
the aliens. And the audience gets to go
home wondering where Dreyfuss went
and why they wasted their money on a
half finished movie. IKi.

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER will be
ct>ntagious to you if you're into disco,
dancing, sex and youth. John Travolta,
the nation's new teenage heart throb!
stars as the king of the New York disco
circuit. And Travolta shows why he was
chosen for the part because he dances
and acts true to the fact of the
disco-macho scene. Although there are a
few brutal sex scenes in the movie
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER has the
audience backing Travolta as he finds
himself. This is a good flick for everyone
under 25 with great disco sounds that
will drown out Travolta's filthy mouth.

The Bee Gees' hits. "How Deep is Your
Love • and "Saturday Night Fever" are
just a tew of the sounds that blast from
the screen. R
THE WORLD'S GREATEST LOVER is

another brain child of Mel Brooks
creator of BLAZING SADDLES, and yoii
had better carry a towel because you're
going to laugh just that hard. Gene
Wilder stars as the fruitcake among
fruitcakes who are competing for the
part of the World's Greatest Lover in the
movies. And after many comical in-
cidents involving Wilder, who. when he
gets nervous sticks his tongue out and
twists his words around, becomes the
rival to Valentino. But it is too good to be
true for Wilder realized that he would
rather live his crazy life rather than the
crazy life of Hollywood. If you would like
to see a movie that will make you laugh
till you cry go and see THE WORLD'S
GREATEST LOVER. PG

iJ

ALBUM REVIEW
AJA" Tops Progressive jazz

lit." When Steely Dan released its first

album. "CAN'T BUY A THRILL", in

1972. the group consisted of six mem-
bers. Five albums later. Steely Dan is

composed of only two of the original

members no one else.

The two members of Steely Dan are
Donald Fagan and Waller Becker, and
they have just written and recorded one
of the most popular newly released
albums, "AJA".
"AJA" differs from most rock music

recordings in that Fagan and Becker
wrote all parts of every song on the

album and then hired studio musicans to
play the music as it was written. Fagan
and Becker are both characters in their
own right, and are at times deliberately
vague when it comes to album credits. It

is known, however, that such studio
artists as Lee Ritcnour and Chuck Rainy
appear on various cuts on "AJA".
Fagan and Becker usually manage to

avoid any and all music critics, although
Rolling Stone magazine recently printed
an interview with them. The interview
mostly consisted of double-talk from the
two artists, and very little about the

background of "AJA" was revealed.
So what is "AJA" all about? To the

average listener, the album contains at

least throe catchy radio tunes. But to the
hardcore music listiner. "AJA" is close

to. if not at. the top of to<lay's

oroBressivc jazz recordings. Steely Dan.
since its beginning, has continually been
a group that delivers melodies and lyrics

which grab and cling to you. All six
Steely Dan albums can be considered
jazz, yet the music is accepted well by
everyone.

It is difficult to single out any certain
cuts, but "AJA'"s better songs arc

"Black Cow". "Deacon Blues", and the
title cut. The album in its entirety is

perhaps the best album of 1977. and
since it was only released in October,
"AJA" may prove to be one of the best
albums of 1978 as well.

Steve Dicner. who wrote some of

"AJA"'s sleeve notes, sums it all up
quite well: "The result is a controlled,
vibrant energy which Steely Dun emits
without ever getting too heavy. As
before, and perhaps more so now, you'll
leel each song is a unique musical
venture, not like the one before nor the
one to follow".

iss MDJC Noidt Poitt, Baauty, and Talant
It is said that every young girl's dream

is to become Miss America. The giri who
is selected as Miss MDJC in the Miss
MDJC Scholarship pageani sponsored by
the Moorhead Rotary Club could be the
next Miss America.

The pageant will be conducted the
niRht of April 20 in the MDJC Coliseam.
Processed from the pageant go to furnishi

scholarships for MDJC.
Robert Warnock, assistant dean of

students, and spokesman for the Rotary
Club, said that a student committee
group will be named by the chairman of
the entries committee for the Rotary
Club. Those girls accepting nomination
by this committee arc then judged in the

pageant. The winner of the pageant will

enter the Miss Mississippi pageant in

July in Vicksburg.

Vickki Washington, sophomore from
Drew, is the reigning Miss MDJC.
The girl who captures the slate crown

will carry it to Atlantic City, N.J. in

September to compete in the national

Miss America pageant.

To qualify as a contestant on the local

level, the young lady must be between
the ages of 18 and 28 and must be a high
school graduate. She must never have
been married.

Talent will be considered in the
judging and each contestant should
po.ssess some quality of talent, either
trained or potential. In discussing the
talent qualification. Warnock stressed
that the range is varied and that no girl

must necessarily be trained in any
specific.

He pointed out that many entrants in

previous pageants did not realize that
they possessed a quality of talent until

they considered entering the contest.

He also noted that in almost every
national Miss America pageant conduct-
ed at Atlantic City, there have been state

queens who have presented dramatic
readings or comedy monologues as their

talent presentation before a panel of

nationally prominent judges.

Poise, beauty, and talent are the three

major categories of competition, War-
nock said.

Deep Throat at UCLA

N«n Cole braves the snow and ice along with the many other dorm stodeoU that were
stranded'' over the weekend at MDJC.

LOS ANGELES, Calif. (CH) - It

might have appeared on a hundred other
campuses, but U.S. Rep. Robert K.
Dornan (R-Calif.) was still mighty upset
over the screening of Deep Throat at

UCLA. Indeed, Dornan, when he heard
the film was scheduled to be shown,
threatened to fly from Washington to

Los Angeles to personally protest its

showing at the student union.

Threat or no threat (Dornan stayed in

Washington and just made two angry

phone calls to administrators), Linda

Lovelace and company brought out

around 5,000 students — at $1 a head —
to see the movie. Those attending got a

generous dose of morality, however,

from people who protested outside

saying the flick was nothing more than

"celluloid trip."
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IDMr And Duck Stasons Clostd; Photo Contost Sponsorod By Gomo And
Fi

Attontion -

Due to the Hnow holidays the

issues of the "DELTA HERALD"
scheduled to be published Jan. 20,

and Feb. 3, are being ciimblncd in

this Issue. There will be a special

Valentine's day Issue Instead of

the Feb. 17 Issue. The March 3,

Issue will be published as planned

(hereby rclurninti to the ret>ular

schedule.

The first gun season on deer closed

Jan. 15 in the Delta bui archery season

opened the next day and will continue

itnlil Jan. 31

.

Ian. 20 will mark the end of duck

stason in the state. But hunters can still

spend their lime in ihc Held and wood

because the season on rabbit, opossum
and racoon will not end until Feb. 28.

And maybe when the weather clears up

you can guni some of those quails.

The season docsn l tome lo an end until

Feb. 21.

PHOTO CONTEST

If you arc a wildlife artist, photo-

Up, Up and Away — Willous Miller (22) goes for the point as Thomas Balentine

(44) keeps an eye out for the rebound.

graphcr. or you just like the outdoors

and you're capable of painting or taking

pictures, you should be interested In the

fourth annual Photo Art Contest spon-

sored by the Mississippi Game and Fish

Commission.

Cash prizes will be awarded in three

divisions: color slides, black and white

photos and artwork of any media. First

place winners will receive $50. second

place S30 and third place $20.

The deadline on the contest is March 1

and the winning entries in each division

will appear in the May-June edition of

the Miss. Game and Fish Commission

magazine. Anyone is eligible to enter the

contest, except persons employed by the

Commission and their immediate

niilies. I hc entries musi porlray

aspect of wildlife resources or

related sports enjoyed in the stale orij

would be of interest to the readers of
j

Game Fish magazine.

Each contestant may enter no rtn

than two entries per division and bef^

awards are made, winners must sigi

form stating that their winning entn

their own and is unpublished J

uncopyrighted.
]

Any one interested should write
ij'

Jackson office for complete details n
rules the address is: Mississippi Gi^'

and Fish Commission. P.O. Box

Jackson. Miss.. 39205.

An Eye for ad Eye — says Babe R. Hudson (14) as he and teammate Willous Mi

(22) battle for the rebound against Coahoma.
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Mystery

Teacher

This person is friendly and helpful. He

has sparkling eyes and an impish smile.

This person has short black, straight

hair, styled very conservatively. He is

always well dressed and he is also very

efficient. This person reminds one of

that little boy who is always up to

something, very sneaky. He has a

cunning little smile that always makes

you want to check your chair for tacks,

and to beware of banana peelings.

Have you ever seen a "mischievous

executive"? Well, when you look at this

person you will see just what I'm talking

about. He's very merry and fun loving.

But in the same personality there lies an

intelligent and very serious minded

individual. This person is small in

stature but, not small in wit and charm.

Nickels, and qtiarters have I,

how many firecrackers can I buy.

Green stamps are my game,
Christian is my name.
Commodities are my claim to fame.

Two bits, four bits, six bits, a dollar.

All for the Trojans stand up and holler.

I may not own Fort Knox,
Nor have I diamonds by the box.

But I've got what it takes to make MDJC
rock.

John Bodie examines one of Ihc many office door wlndowtv which were vundall/ed Feb.
6 in the coliseum. VandalN also broke out windows and dL'Mlru>ed Homv nurklng
department equipment In the Horton Science BulldlnK Feb. lU.

Editorial
Kushin^

Friendship Greatest
Love

This Valentine's Day really poses a
problem for me. I know this is the day to

pay tribute to the one I love, but what is

a person to do when she has U)() loves (or

more)? 1 began wondering about this

over a month ago. Alter all, it lakes a lot

of cash to buy candy and flowers for 100
people!

According to my biidget. the candy
and fhmers wrre definitely out of the
question. I considered curds, but even
they cost fifty cents a piece. Packaged
Valentine cards were my best bet. and
each package had a special card that

read "TO TFwXCIIKK". Hut alas, who can

iitlord postage? A imeni. perhaps? Let

me see . , . "Hoses are red. violets are
blue . .

." Kven that sounds a little trite.

Just what is an appropriate gift for a

nuiss of totally wonderful, lovable

people?

Well what about friendship? Is that

rutt what all this is about anyway? Do
friendship and love not go hand in hand?

1 think they do, and supportive friends

are about the best gift anyone can

receive. So today. Valentine's Day, I

give you all the gift of friendship, and I

urge you to do the same for your special

Valentines. Besides, friendship is not

only better than flowers or candy, but it

is a lot less expensive!

P.S. Happy Valentine's Day to: Pat,

(linny, Klaine, (Ihip, James. Doug.

Dawn, Shirley, Kurt, Joey, (ieorge.

Scott, Anne. Hilly. Babe Huth . . . and to

the other Hf) well, vou know who you are!

News in brief . . . News in brief
SUte Veep visits Phi Beta's

Allen Richardson, state vice president
of Phi Beta Lambda was the guest
speaker at the Feb. 8 meeting of Phi
Beta Lambda, local business club.
Richardson discussed the PBL State

Leadership conference to be held at Ole
Miss March 9-10.

Richardson transferred to Ole Miss
from Northwest Junior College. Cur-
rently a sophomore, rtichardson is in
second year with Phi Beta Lambda, and
as local club members commented: His
job as vice president is testimony to his
abilities."

Local members of PBL who will be
attending the Ole Miss conference will
Pe announced later.

Science dub elects Minyard

The Physical Science Club recently
elected a new president to succeed John
DOSS, an exchange student from
Australia who returned home at
midterm.

Members selected Tommv Minyard to
succeed Boss. Minyard served as vice
president of the organization first
semester.

David McCaskill was elected vice
president.

Following the election, the club

M a special film. "A Special Kind
01 Mailer". The club is sponsored by Mr.
^ighi Spencer and Mrs. Mary
•Catherine Dunn.

Spectator club to sponsor trip

The Spectator club would like to

sponsor a trip for interested students to

the Southern Literary Festival in

Hammond Louisiana on April M 15. The
major speakers for the occasion are as

follows: Mr. Walker Percy (novelist),

Mr. Miller Williams (poet), and Mr. John
William Corrington (novelist and short

short story writer). Students interested

in attending this Festival, please see

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth.

MDJC hires new Security Guard

Mr. James L. Anderson has been
employed as a security officer at MDJC
according to Dean Robert McClellan

director of security. McClellan said "Mr.

Anderson comes highly recommended.

He has had previous experience in

special deputy training in Chicago

Illinois, and he has worked as an officer

on the Moorhead Police department.

"Mr. Anderson started to work on

February I." said Dean McClellan and "I

would like to encourage all the students

to introduce themselves to him and just

generally welcome him to our campus."

'Mr. Anderson is 34 years old, he's

married and has four children,"

McClellan said.

The r^ational Dance Association of

Affiliated Arts recently held a two-day

symposium m the MDJC Coliseum.

Twenty-five members from Missis-

sippi attended.

"Many more members were expected,
but due to the postponement caused by
the ice and snow, many were unable to

attend," said Mrs. Betty Aden, local

physical education instructor who
coordinated the symposium.
Students from dance groups all over

the slate also attended. Student
participants from MI)J(' were: Merry
(ilenn Purnell. Dawn Franklin. Lisa

Richards, and Anna Warren.
Tap and Jazz routines to current hits

were taught by Mrs. Aden and three
other instructors.

Of special interest to the participants

was the display of dance costumes
presented by Southern Dance Company
of Arkansas. Mrs. Aden said.

Language Arts Department to attend

Conference

The entire MDJC Language Arts

Department will attend the South

Eastern Conference for Teachers of

English in a Two-year College, in

Nashville Feb. 16-19.

McClellan attends meeting

Robert McClellan, dean of students,

attended a meeting of the Junior Senior

College Dean's Association in Biloxi.

Feb. 2 3. where he served as chairman.

Nursing Students attend Shock Seminar

The Nursing Science lADN) students

attended a seminar on shock held in

Cleveland on Feb. 1-2. Speaker for the

seminar was Mrs. Katherine Bordicks,

MSN from University Medical Center in

Jackson. "Patterns of Shock" was the

general topic of discussion.

Work on the "1978 Rclroitpcci" has

been completed

Work on the "1978 Retrospect" has

been conipleted, and is on its way to the

printers.

Anne Williams. Retrospect editor, had

this to say upon foniplction of this year's

yearbook. "We had very memorable

times, and that is what we tried to

capture in the Rclrospccl-cvcnts and

happenings that will make you look

through the book with fond memories." I

believe that this issue is one of the best

MDJC has ever had I hope everyone

enjoys it. because it is your yearbook
"

said Anne.

Ell To Return to MDJC

The Union Program Council and

the VICA Club arc sponsoring a

concert by Ell. Ell will be appearing

Thursday. March 16 in ihc MDJC
Colliseum. Tickets for the concert

are $3.00 for students and S4.00 for

non-students with all proceeds be-

ing donated to Muscular Dystrophy

Foundation.
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Where has love gone
Valentine's day is said to be a national

day for lovers all over the world. But

current surveys show that all is not

working in current love as called

permanent relationships. Where has

love gone? Why doesn't love last today?

We recently conducted our own survey

on campus. Here is what a few

red-blooded Trojans had to say about

current marriage failure:

Sandra Palmer — a freshman from

Greenville had this to say - "Because

they have different values, couples are

going in opposite directions, and then

outside interference slips in and then it's

all over."

Elaine Matthews — a freshman from

Morgan City gave this reply — "The

people are young and they're not really

ready to get married. They just think

they are. and the relationship doesn't

last because it wasn't true love in the

beginning."

Anoctavia HolliH — a freshman from

Greenwood had this to say — "The love

was not true at first, and I believe that a

person's environment has a lot to do with

it."

Doug Shutiz — a sophomore from St.

(Jabriel La. said — "Because they got

married for sexual reasons, and once the

sex drive died down, the relationship is

Your Ideal

Mate?
What are the three main qualities that

you require in your mate? Recently The

Herald ran a random survey on campus

on this subject, and we got some pretty

interesting answers. Check'em out. How
do they compare with yours?

Barbara Silas — a freshman from

Indianola

1. nice personality

2. Good height

3. sex appeal

Dennis Stevenson — a sophomore from

Belzoni

1. an intellectual altitude

2. 36 24 36

3. moderate personality

Elizabeth Lang — a freshman from

Greenwood
L good personality

2. charm
3. good looks

Linda Garner — a freshman from

Greenville

1. consideration for me
2. outgoing personality

3. ambition

Robert Warnock — assistant dean of

students

1. attractiveness

2. affectionate

3. understanding

JoA nn Colotta — a sophomore from
Indianola

L understanding

2. courteous

3. good personality

Mrs. Monte?. Weaver — Book Store
Manager
L kindness

2. truthfulness

3. a good appetite (I love to cook)

Diane Clark — a sophomore from
Minter City

L a neat dresser

2. kindhearted

3. rich!!!!

Mrs. Sherry Davis — assistant Book
Store Manager
L Dedication

2. Stands up for what he believes

3. Able to accept and carry out

responsibility

over. It was not true love at first; it was

just a sexual attraction."

Roger Uwrence - a freshman from

Clarksdale — "Financial problems break

people down."

Henry Jones — a freshman from

Rosedale - "People get married too

early and their minds aren't really made

up"
r

Shirley Gee — a freshman from

Greenwood - "Wearing a wedding band

doesn't mean it's love. I believe a lot of

people just mistake gratitude for love."

Queen Watkins - a sophomore from

Greenwood had this to say - "People

today don't really know the true

meaning of love. Once they live with

someone for a while and the person isn't

the "essence of perfection", they decide

that they don't care. This isn't true love,

they were just infatuated."

Betty Bradberry — a sophomore from

Greenville - "The people are not

confident in their emotions, and

outsiders sneak in and blow everything

"sky high'."

Robin Rutihing — a freshman from

Indianola — "Because young people

today are questioning what love is, they

can't define what love exactly is, it's an

abstract to them."

Fine Arts Announces

Dolly" cast

Cast members for this year's Fine Art

production "Hello Dolly", have been

announced.

The cast members are as follows:

I*aula Simon captured the lead role of

Dolly. Others are: Chuck Pittman as

Horace. Joy Jenkins as Mrs. Molly,

Greg Sartin as Cornelius, Mary Simmons
as IVlinnie. Micheal Dilley as Barnaby. Jo

Anne Colotta as Krmengarde. George

Murray as Ambrose. Dawn Blackmon as

Krnestina, Linda Allen as Mrs. Rose. Bill

Richardson as Rudolph. David Evans as

judge. David Adams as court clerk. Ray
Collins as Stanley, and Robbie Knight as

policeman.

Soloists lor the play arc: Kathy Allen,

and Donna Palmer with dance soloist

Tammie Sims.

The dancers and chorus include:

JoAnn Freeman. Newman Bolls, Joe

Pardon. Barry Flynn. Julie Sellars. T.J.

Keeton. Valarie French. Joey Nelms.

Ray Collins, Robbie Knight. Lisa

Richards. Donna Palmer. Jill Drechsler,

Charlie King. Mard Flemmons and
Herbie Bigbee.

Listed as members of the chorus are

Buddy Hendricks, Sue Evans. Dawn
Blackmon, Kathy Smylie. Barry Ben-

nett, Kim Kaircloth. Joe DeLoach.
Mildred Hutchings. Carol Landwirth.

Bernie Blackmon, Jimmy Bibb and Anna
Marie Shurden.

"Hello Dolly", will be directed and
choreographed by Mrs. Dianne Saucier.

Her student assistant director is Linda

Allen. Assistant choreographers are

Vicky Washington, Kathy Allen,

LouAnn Randall and Emelia Harris.

Mr. Ron James will be the music director

and Mr. Joe Abrams will conduct the

orchestra.

The show will be presented March
6-lL Tickets will go on sale in the
Business office Monday. Feb. 6 for $3 for

faculty and $2 for MDJC students twith
ID). The seats for the night performance
Wednesday thru Saturday will be
reserved. The seats for the matines
Monday and Tuesday at 1:30 will be on a

first come first served basis.

Valentine's Day is a day which has

been observed for many years by many

people in different countries in various

ways.

For Americans, it has become

customary to express love for sweet-

hearts, friends, husbands, wives, etc. by

sending cards, flowers, or other

mementos on this day.

Just like many other holidays,

Valentines Day has its own particular

set of memories and customs. For

instance, in Great Britain and Italy, the

unmarried women of the 18th century

got up before sunrise on Valentine's Day

and stood for hours watching for a man

to pass. They believed that the first man

who passed would marry them within a

year.

In Italy one of the oldest customs is

the practice of writing women's names

on slips of paper to be drawn from a box

by the town's unattached males. The

woman is that man's sweetheart for the

day and he must pay special attention

to her.

Many men give unusual gifts to their

hearthrobs. In Germany young men give

their valentines pairs of gloves. Wealthy

men give fancy dress balls to honor "the

apple of their eye". One description of a

custom of the 1700's tells how a group of

friends met to draw names. The name

that was drawn by the man would be

worn on his sleeve (hence, our present

day expression "wearing his heart on his

sleeve").

References to Valentine's Day go back

as far as 14th century English literature.

Chaucer in his "The Parliment of

Bryddes" says:

"For this was on Saint Valentine*s

Day.
When every foul cometh to choose

mate."

Ophelia in Shakespeare's "Hamlfv

sings "And I a maid at your window to
t,

your Valentine."

The literary reference that mo,

moderns can identify with, perhaps.
,

Samuel Pepys, 17th century diari?"

whose circle followed the custom
r,

drawing the ladies' names out of a br,

Pepys says: "Mrs. Pierce by and
\,.

comes with my name in her bosom frr

her valentine, which will cost rr.

money."
Actually as one historian tells

i

Valentine's Day may be more than Wi,

years old. And the person who u.

responsible for it would be surprised

see how it is observed, for Valentine Wi

never interested in birds, bows, arrra

and other such trivia. He was a ver

serious and holy Roman priest wti

suffered martyrdom because of hb

religious convictions. He resided i:

Rome in the third century during

time of Claudius II persecution of tK

Christians. Because Valentine •

these Christians solace, he was tried

convicted, and decapitated on Feb. U

270 A.D.

The legend that has grown out of thi*

event is that Claudius needed men foi

his army. Consequently, he forbadt

them to marry. Saint Valentine ignore

the edict and invited men and thei-

sweethearts to come to his chambers t

be secretly married. When the secre

marriages were revealed, Valentine wa'

executed. Thus he has become
partron saint of love.

Anyway, whatever caused it all it hi

resulted in a delightful custom.

Ramblin'
By Janice Williams

Mrs. Sherry Davis receives a round of

applause for being the first to guess our

last Mystery person, Mrs. Catherine

Snowden, math instructor.

Mrs. Shelley Bell recently traveled to

Memphis to be with her father who was
undergoing a delicate surgery. Let us all

wish him a speedy recovery. Our prayers

are with her.

I would like to extend a personal

welcome to Mr. James L. Anderson, the

newest addition to our Security force.

I'm sure everyone will do his best to

make Mr. Anderson feel right at home
with our "Trojan family".

We strive to find new and different

things that will interest you and keep
you reading your newspaper. Such was
the case with the mystery teacher,

album reviews, movie reviews, and
opinion polls. And now we would like to

introduce yet another new feature "the
guy and girl of the month". Each issue
will contain a picture of the guy or girl

selected by the "Herald" staff for that
particular month.

Work on the 77 78 ' RETROSPECT",
has been completed and mailed to the
printer. This promises to be one of the
best yearbooks that MDJC has ever had.
Anne Williams. "RETROSPECT" editor,
would like to thank everyone who helped
to "get it all together", for without you.
the students and faculty there would be
no "RETROSPECT'.
Valentine's day has long been noted

for its sentiments of love but lately we
all seem to be down on ourselves and
everyone else. We wait like vipers" with
cloak and dagger, peeping and watching,
wailing to pounce the minute someone
does something that we consider "not
normal" so that we might feel exalted in

Davik Snowden

our "normalacy". Remember Christ

considered "not normal". Happiness tb

is gained by the humiliation of anotht

person is shortlived. On this day *

universal love, why not take

incentive to vow to love all our brother

and sisters more (whether they be blao

white, yellow, red, or brown). This

the original plan laid in creation, let -

renew this covenant. Reach out

touch somebody's hand. Make this wor

a better place, for you and n

Re.nember anyone can hate, but it takt

a unique individual to love. ;

From the
President's

Pocket
Amidst all the snow and ice, studt'

are going crazy, especially me.
I thought it was a great mental up

to the student body whon it broug'

everybody out of the square walls

home into the open air for nice round?

snowball fights and sledding.

The whole feeling generated
'

everybody's being of one bindi*

congregation is just a great feeling

Many people stayed over the sn

weekend in Moorehead. and it
.

wasn't the same. I wish everyday wt'

like the first snow weekend, because
fun of having everybody here made

'

seem like home, and that's a nice feeU'*
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The Moorhead board of aldermen held

its second meeting of the new year Feb.

8. and many items of interest were

discussed.

But the most important topic that was

decided was the issue of cable t.v.

service being brought to Moorhead. This

issue has been carried over from several

board meetings and a decision was made
at this month's meeting to allow Crosby

Cable Company of Indianola the fran-

chise for cable service. Within two

months after the FCC grants permission

to Crosby. Moorhead will be looking at

cable vision.

At this time it is thought that

installment rate will be $26.25 with an
$8.40 per month fee. These rates are

Crosby Cable Granted Franchise;
Possibility of Funds Discussed

Editor, Dale Jenkins

based upon the estimate that at least 250
citizens will choose to have cable t v in
their homes. But the cit>- will be runnins
a survey in the near future to estimate
just how many Moorhead citizens plan to
have cable t.v. and if there arc more
than the preposed 250 customers there
will be a possibility of a lower rate for
customers.

The city has been given permission bv
Mrs. Harvey Campbell to build a parking
lot on the site of her late husband's
service station. With the completion of
the parking lot, the city hopes to reduce
tht parking problem on Washington
Ave. and around Dr. A.M. Phillips*
office.

The board members also discussed the

MUD for street rcronditioning and the
poss,b,l,.y of being granted fSnds fromthe Bureau of Outdo.,r Recreation f"bujM.ng some mini-parks and baseball

The members also discussed the
non.cH,verv of funds of approximately

S 'nn "V" ^"""^ H-'l- The

•he funds were to be granted, told the^embers that the city's plan will be kept
n mmd when funds become available inthe near future.

Slyvester Ingram, who has served as
vice.mayor to the city of M.x.rhead,
stepped down from his position at the

^ Kenneth Wong to Attend West Point
Joseph Kenneth Wong of Moorhead,

who won admission to the U.S. Military

Academy at West Point, has compiled an
outstanding scholastic and extra-
curricular record at Indianola Academy.
Wong, 17. son of Mr. and Mrs. C. J.

Wong, was a National Merit Scholarship
semifinalist. Boys State representative,
National Honor Society, American
Legion Award recipient, and named to

Who's Who among American High
School Students, and has won statewide
awards in mathematics and science
competition at Ole Miss and Mississippi
College for high school students.

In announcing Wong's appointment,
Congressman David Bowen said. "Kenny
Wong has demonstrated through his

academic achievements, participation in

extracurricular activities, and contribu-

tions to his community that he has the
potential to make an outstanding cadet
at West Point and serve this nation in
exemplary fashion as a military officer."

Bowen also said. *T commend him for
his dedication to our country and for his
willingness to serve in our Armed
Forces."

Library Restaurant Has
Real Down Home Cookln

Moont Arrat Fund-raising

Mount Arrat M.B. Church Choir
sponsored a musical program in behalf of
theu- church building fund on Jan. 29.
Uut-of-town guests for the occasion were
Kev. Ben Camphill of Monroe. La.. "The
Jj^spel Voices" of GreenvUle. and "The
^ftoir Singers" of Cleveland, Miss.

AppwcUtlon Day Held

Rev. GranvUIe Watson Appreciation

\?Z L
"^^y held Feb. 5, at the

Moorhead Baptist Church. Members of
congregation and friends of Rev.

5^°" *ere invited to attend this
day of appreciation for him.

^P^t Committee Named

GI^S!IilI^ur^^^
resignation of Rev.

BaptJpK .
°" °^ Moorhead

set UD ^ members of the church

pastor Vf iF^^
committee to name a

Mrs Hoi ? committee are:

Joe Car,
^'^^s- ^-B. Catledge. Mrs.

McClelian
'

''^ McAfee, and Robert

Where in Moorhead can you find

sizzlin' steaks, juicy froglegs. and mouth
watering quails? Have you tried the

Library?

The Library Restaurant, that is, and
you caOMt some of rnose foods that you
would probably only find at home or in

the big city restaurants.

Francis Mosley. manager of the Li-

brary Restaurant, is a true believer in

serving fine-tasting food because she

loves to cook. And besides having good
management, the restaurant is owned by
Jessie and Maideen Melton of Indianola,

who also own one of Indianola's finest

restaurants, Melton's Steak House. And
if you have ever eaten at Melton's be

assured that the same good tasting food

will be found at the I ibrary Restau*-ant.

Although not too many studcnis trom
Mississippi Delta Junior College fre-

quent the establishment, according to

Mrs. Mosley there is tremendous busi-

ness during the lunch hour.

"We cater mostly to the farmers of the

area." Mrs. Mosley said, "For wc serve
hot lunches and sandwiches that are

good and quick."

Mrs. Mosley believes (hat the prices

at the restaurant are more than students

are used to paying, but you should

always remember the old saying. "You
get what you pay for."

So if you really want some real good
down-home cookin' give the Library

Restaurant a try. It is open from 9 a.m.

tit 10 p.m. Monday through Saturday

and from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Sundays.

Moorhead Garden Club

Seeks Blue Ribbon
The Garden Club of Moornead is

attempting to reach its goal of being

named a "Blue Ribbon" club by the state

federation of garden clubs. In order to

qualify for the ribbon. Mrs. Jimmy
Moore, club president points out that

members must complete at least one

project in each of the three areas of

horticulture, conservation, and civic

mprovement. The horticulture goal was

net when club members participated in

a program presented by Mr. Robert

Latham of the MDJC faculty, who

operates a plant nursery in Eupora. Mr.

Latham explored recommended speci-

men shrubs for Mississippi homes. In

March, club members will hear Mrs,

Rose Wolfe of Greenwood discuss

organic gardening as a conservation

measure. To meet their goal of civic

improvement, members have voted to

landscape the new City Hall.

Mrs. Moore said that the club will hold

a Potluck Supper for members and their

husbands at the final club meeting of this

year.

board meeting to make way for this
year's vice-mayor. Harry Collins. The
vice-mayor serves a one-year term.

Financial business was also discussed
at the board meeting. The sales (ax
oollcoted last month totaled $2.M8.(>4.
The members discuNsed plans to put up
for bid the insurance for the city each
year. At present the city is paying
*ll..^f>J to Mid-Delta, a Moorhead-based
insurance agency. Further discussion
was tabled until next month's mceling.
The Bank of Moorhead donated a

conference table to the new city hall. The
Moorhead (iarden Club has elected to do
the landscaping around the new cily hall.

Mayor Steve Oswalt announced to board
members.

POO00OCX5OO0000OOO

I
Engagements

WKHDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOpl
Hutching • Gore

Mildred Mutrhings sophomore will be
wed to Kobert K. Gore, Jr. of Minter
City. The ceremony will he solemnized
on May 20. 1978 at 2:00 p.m. at the
Bculah Baptist Church. Inverness.
Missi.sHippi. The couple will make their
himie In Gret-nwood,

Bridgera - Noblle

MeLinda Hridgers of Belzoni is

engaged to Danny Nobile of Moorhead.
MeLinda in a sophomore student here at

MDJC and Danny is an agricultural pilot

and a farmer. The wedding will take
place June .'JO.

Ellzabeui Uuie Guenther

Mr. and Mrs. Curt Guenther are the

proud parents of their first child. Their
daughter was born Feb. 3. 197H. She has

been named Elizabeth Lane. She
weighed « lbs.. 8V2 oz. at birth. She was
21 Vi inches long. She has strawberry
blonde hair, dark eyes and she is to be "a

stunning Delta beauty (according to

proud Papa Curt)"

Eastern Star

Install Officers

The Mmter Spring Lodge no. 39 and
the J. Johnson Chapter no. 153 order of

the Eastern Star held their installation

services at Lee Chapel A.M.E. Church,
Jan. 29.

Grand Master Sam Beatty of Jackson,

MUs.. was the installing officer. Grand
High President Mack Lovett of Jackson
was present, also.

Greeting from the city were brought
by Mayor Steve Oswalt. Other out-of-

town visitors were from Indianola.

Inverness. Belzoni, and Isola. Officers of

the Lodge are John Johnson, worshipful

master, and Jimmv nm.^i-"- -o"-"*—
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Trojans Still Climbing
Jan. 20 Home Jan. 26 Home

MDJC (61) vs. Northwest (67)

MDJC - Cole 17. Holland 2. Miller 6.

Edwards 13. Schultz 8. Moore 13.
Lawrence 2.

Nwest - Taylor 17, Childers, 23.
Porter 5. Thompson 11, Hall II.

MDJC 34

N'we.st**39

Feb. 2

61

67

MDJC (88) vs. Meridian JC (53)

MDJC - Cole 10. Abraham 4. Hudson
4. Holland 8. Lewis 8. Miller 12, Ivy 4.

Wood 1, Edwards 2. Sehultz 5. Moore 19,

Halentine 4, Lawrence 7.

Meridian — Merritt 10. Johnson 2,

Emer.son 8, Cayle 6. Harper 12. Naylor 8.

Vaughn 2, Stennis 3, Emerson 2.

Home

MDJC (98) vs. Coahoma JC (S3)

MDJC - Cole 26. Abraham 2, Hud.son
2. Miller 8. Shultz 28. Moore 17.
Balentine 10, Lawrence 2.

Coahoma - Anderson 2. Scott 14,
McCoy 16, Self 4, Garrett 18, Lewis I2'
Thomas 4, E. Self 13.

MDJC** 44 98
Coahoma 42 83

MDJC** 46

Meridian 17

Jan. 28

88

53

Northeast

MDJC (95) vs. Northeast JC (104)*
MDJC - Cole 27. Hudson 4. Holland 4

Miller 6, Ivy 2. Edwards 13. Schultz 27,
Moore 8, Halentine 2. Lawrence 2.

N'ea.st - Stinchcomb 8. Michea! 11,
Atkins 6. McRae 12, Anderson 23. Trice
20, Sanford 26, Heliums 8.

MDJC 49 95
N'Kast* .50 104

Spring Football

Practice Begins
Thirty-five players reported for the

first session of spring football practice,
Jan. 31.

Head Coach J.H. Randall said that five
were new recruits, ci^rht were walk-ons
and 22 were returnees.

Randall said that the five new recruits
who h;tve been f,'iven scholarships are:
Chip AiKO(»d. Rome. (Ja.; Rick Henne-

qu.n, Miami. Kla.; Terry Hill. Corpus
( hnsti. Texas; Ray Duckworth. Drew
and Edell Slt-ele. Greenwood.
"We are allowed only six out-of-state

men on lull scholarship, but we are going
to try to work it so that wc can get 12
out^ol state nu-n at half scholarship.-
said ( oach Randall.
Spring training ends March ].

sucri r ufL , r»h hJ^
sponsored by the Modern Language Club. French Cisfc

Easy As Pie-|401 Andrew Moore poos In ^nth^ ,

SchulU stands ready to rebound.
' as 1351 Doug
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Meal tickets to cost more next Session

Housing Fees will Increase $10 per Semester
Dormitory fees and meal ticket fees

will be increased for the 1978-79 school

year according to Dr. J.T. Hall,

president.

Dr. Hall recommended these increases

to the MDJC Board of Trustees in their

February meeting.

The Board approved Dr. Hall's

recommendation of a $10 per semester

increase in room fees and $24-per

semester meal ticket increase.

The semester rent for dormitories,

which will be increased from $90 to $100

per semester, is the first increase in rent

in 10 years. Dr. Hall noted.

The basic reason for the increase is the

spiraling cost of utilities, Dr. Hall

pointed out.

"When the $90-per-semester rent was

set 10 years ago. utilities were a minor

item in the auxiliary budget. Today this

is a major item," said Dr. Hall.

"The state auditors require that all

dormitory utilities be paid for out of the

rent fund. The state and local tax

appropriations cannot be used for this

purpose." Dr. Hall said.

(Even with the increase, MDJC is still

ranked near the bottom of the cost scale

for public junior and senior colleges in

the state. See chart labeled figure 1-A).

The Board approved Dr. Hall's
recommendation to go to a five-day meal
ticket plan in addition to raising the
price for meals for each semester from
$258 to $282.

"MDJC has not had an increase in
meal tickets in three years. This increase
is necessary because of the increased
cost of food, utilities, and wages for
cafeteria employment. All of these costs
must be paid for from the money
collet-led for meals served. We do not get
any help from the federal government as
elementary and high schools do for their

cafeterias." Dr. Hall said.

**A seven-day meal plan would have
necessitated a much greater cost
increase, and the majority of students
would not have benefited from this as
they go home on weekends." Dr. Hall

said.

The five-day plan is being used by nine

'f t he fifteen public junior colleges which
offer cafeteria service this year, and

it has been well received by the students

there. Dr. Hall said. {Some five day meal
plans and their current costs: Northwest

$432; East Miss. $292: Southwest $279.)

Under the new plan, thf first meal of

the week will be served on Sunday night

and the last meal will be served on

Editorial

About The Pool Hall...

There is an ar^i^Ie in this issue of the
Delta Herald featuring the Moorhead
Recreation Center, or the "Pool Hall". I

wrote the article and I feel that

everything in the article is truthful. The
Pool Hall does offer the MDJC student
many useful services. But when I wrote
the article I had at least one reservation
about making the Pool Hall sound like

such a "nifty" place, for the week before
a fight had occurred there.

Since the composition of the article

there have been at least two more fights,
and for those of you who were not there
to witness them. I must add that these
were fights, not mere arguments. People
have been h*.n, and in more ways than
one. Although these fights have involved
few MDJC students, it is we who are
suffering the most. The Pool Hall is the
ONLY place we have to go, and suddenly
we are faced with barrooin brawls and
injuries. This is not fair to us because we
MDJC students are not the ones starting
the fights. I like to think that the people
at this school are fairly levelheaded, and
u we are. we must do something to put
*n end to what I consider a bunch of
totally unnecessary bull. If we sit around
and think that this will all work itself
out. we are wrong. If we refuse to do

— Rushing

something, we may be faced with

nowhere (and I mean NOWHERE!) to

go-

The town of Moorhead is a quiet town.

It has always been so, and the people

here want it to remain so. They do not

'vant a place in their town where

teenagers can go drink beer and party,

much less a place where outright brawls

occur. We at MDJC have got to realize

that the Pool Hall is more of a privilege

than a right. But mostly, we have got to

makf the people of Moorhead see thai it

is Not the MDJC students who are

responsible for these fights. We must

make them see that we only want some

relief from boredom, and that is what the

Pool Hall is all about.

If anyone has a possible solution to the

problems at the Pool Hall, voice it. and

voice it to the right people such as the

mayor or members of the city board.

They are the ones who determine the

fate of the Pool Hall, even if it is the

MDJC students who keep this business

alive. I think we who go to the Pool Hall

and are not responsible for these fights

should be considered. I personally do not

care to have my prerogatives stripped

just because some people cannot act

civilized.

Friday at ntH>n. Athletes on scholarship
will be fed their weekend meals in the
Union grill. Non athletes on campus
during the weekend may pay to eat in

the grill, or eat elsewhere. The cafeteria

will continue to prepare the Sunday mwn
meai at special costs for the public and
for students who wish to eat on campus.

In other action at the February
meeting, the Hoard approved the

Installation of cable T.V. outlets in each
dorm room.

When this installation is complete,

each student will he able to wntch nine

stations and listen to AM FM radio on
his own set.

"The college will pay for this service

which more than offsets the $10 per
semester increase." said Dr. Hall.

"The increases in fees at MDJC will

result in better quality food being

provided than would have otherwise

been possible, and cable television in

every room. The HEOG and other

scholarships will take care of the

increased costs for many students." said

Dr. Hall.

Figure 1 A
Dorm fees for other Mississippi

junior colleges with air conditioned

rooms - for 1977 78:

Hinds $175 per semester

Itawamba $130 per semester

Southwest $100 per semester

Gulf(^oasl $12(i per semester

Northeast $135 per semester

Northwest $160 per semester

L

IMImh Student NurHu

Breazeale

to Compete
Peggy Breazeale. a 20 year old fresh

man nursing student fritm Kilmichael.i

Miss., has been selected to represent

MDJC'S Nursing (>lub in the Missi.ssippi

Student Nurse Pageant. Peggy has

chosen for her talent two piano medley^

Darkness on The Delta", and "Missis

sippi Mud".
Selections for participation in this

contest are made on the basis of

academic standing, personality and

appearance.

Kaffie Monligue will accompany

Peggy to assist her in preparation f<tr

the contest.

The I*ageant will be held Mar. 15 19.

at the Sheraton Inn. Biloxi.

Ticket Abuse Causes Concern
An increasing problem being encount

ered on campus is that of illegal use

of duplicate meal tickets and student

IDs. according to Robert McClellan,

dean of students.
'

'

"We have encountered three cases of

duplicating meal tickets within the pas',

two weeks, and we have been handing

down some pretty severe penalties as a

result of this." said McClellan.

Duplicate meat tickets and IDs are

available from the Business Office for a

fee of one dollar. This is a service

provided to students in case they lose

their original. However, some students

have been acquiring duplicates and then

giving them to their friends who use

them to eat free meals or to gain fr^e

admitunce into student activities.

"We could raise the price of a

duplicate to. say. ten dollars, but there

are students who honestly lose their

meal tickets or IDs. We don't want to

inconvenience these students. And there

is no way that we can keep prices of food

and activities down as long as people are

giving away duplicates," said McClellan.

In order to alleviate the situation

somewhat, the business office has begun

to keei a close record of duplicates

made. Students purchasing duplicates

are listed along with the date of

purchase, a-id the cafeteria is notified

when duplicate meal tickets are made.

For some activities students are

required to present IDs. but it is often

difficult to see ID photos, thus making

the wrongful entry quite easy. McClellan

said.

"When a member of the faculty is

checking IDs at a football game or some

similar activity, it is often hard to see

photos due to the lighting. Also, people

change their appearance during the

course of the semester," McClellan said.

But the most expensive abuse of

duplication is that of meal tickets.

McClellan said. Due to this, when a

student is caught with a wrongful

duplicate meal ticket, penalties are

imposed that cannot be considered light.

Penalties depend on the situation, but a

fine of $86 (the cost of a six week meal

tickdrtl-may. be imposed. McClellan said.

• So students should think twice before

paying one dollar for a duplicate meal

ticket or ID. for a friend. "That friend

may not want to pay your $86 fine,

"

McClellaja pointed, out.

,
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Belhavan Collaga- Jackson Sympnony

Piano Trio in concert here Mar. 15

The MDJC Fine Arts Department will

present The Belhaven College-Jackson

Symphony Piano Trio in concert at

The Yeates Fine Arts Center Wed-
nesday. March 15. at 8pm., m.

Organized in 1974 Belhaven College

and Jackson Symphony has performed
over 40 concerts including the evening

performance for the Regional Convention

of the Mqsic Teachers National As-

sociation.

Belhaven College is one of the fou-

nding institutions of the Jackson Sym-
phony (1944) and is the home of the

symphony.

The Mississippi Delta Junior College
concert will include Klaviertrio c-moll.

Op. 12 - Allegro mollo, Menuetto
affettuoso and Presto (Boccherini); Ele-

gie (Faurc): Nocfdrnc in C Sharp Minor.

Saconrf lycaam

baini plannai

The Humanities Council, organized
first semester to develop cultural
enrichment activities for student assem-
blies, is planning to sponsor a Hungarian
professor of political science from
Mississippi State University in a lyceum
program this semester.
Mrs. Rebecca ShuHIeworth, chairman

of the group. Said . that Mr. Cecil
Culpepper, social science representative
on the committee, is making the
arrangements for this appearance. The
date and place tor this assembly will be
announced as soon as the group can meet
to draft its plans, Mrs. Shuttleworth
said.

Thomas Hal Phillips, noted Mississippi
screenwriter, was sponsored by the
Council in a special lyceum first
semWfeter.

Members of the Council are as follows-
Language Arts. Mrs. Shuttleworth and
Frank Davis; Social Science Mr
Culpepper and Mae Bertha Paul; Fine
Arts, Mr. Joe Abrams; Math and
Science. Mrs. Mary Katherine Dunn. No
student representatives have been
named to the council by the Fine Arts or
Math and Science departments.

Op. Post. (ChopinJ; Rumanian Dances -

I. Joe cu baU. II. Braul. Ill.Pe Log.

IV. Buciumeana. V. Poarga and VI.

Maruntel (Bartok) and Piano Trio in D
Minor. Op. 49 - Molto allegro ed
Agitato. Andante con monto tranquillo.

Scherzo - Lcggiero e vivace and Finale -

Allegro assai appassinato (Mendels-
sohn).

Harrylyn Sallis (Mrs. Charles), assis-

tant professor of music at Belhaven,

is pianist-coordinator for the ensemble.
Lucy Hciberg. assistant concertmistress

of Jackson Symphony is violinist and
Richard Matt«ion. assistant principal cel-

list for JSO is cellist.

Mrs. Sallis has been a member
of the Belhaven faculty since her ap-

pointment as a National Teaching Fel-

low in 1970. One of twelve music
professors in the United States selected

to participate in the National Endowment
for the Humanlities Seminar at Yale
University. Mrs. Sallis has served on the
Advisory Board of the Governor's Con-
ference on Education in 1974 and 1975
and is a volunteer professional in

Jackson's public schools.

Mrs. Heiberg has studied with Scott
Willits of the American Conservatory,
Angel Reyes of Northwestern University,

Sidney Harth of Aspen and Issac Stern
of Oakland University. She was con-

certmistress of the Northwestern Uni-

versity and Chicago Civic, the Fox Valley
and the Bcloit symphonies. She has
served as first violinist in the New
Orleans. St. Lois and Chicago Grant
Park symphonies and was first violinist

for the Florida symphony in Orlando.
She taught violin and viola for nine
years at Lawrence University Conser-

vatory and six years at Beloii r

Mattson received the bach
^

music degree from Michigan sj'.
versity where he studied

celh
chamber music with Louis A. p(/^

and served as principal
celli^^

the symphony. He has complete-
duate studies at Temple Unj'

'

in Philadelphia where he was prt!!
cellist of the orchestra as wel!^
member of the chamber music

'

of Edgar Ortenberg. formerly
Uii}

Budapest String Quartet. Prior tojr,.

the Jackson Symphony. Mattson
cello student of Orlando Cole

of'

New School of Music and the (,

Institute of Music.
The concea m made possible

part, by a grivt from' the Nai

,

Endowment of the arts. Admissio
free.

-By Janice Williani-N

Mystery Teacher I

-By Janice Williams-

Shirley Shaffer, The Delta Herald's Miss
March, is a 5'8 lwo->car Secretarial
Science major from Cleveland. Miss
Shaffer's interest include bike riding,
reading, cooking and jusi generally
gelling it together with mother nature.

This person is quite industrious. She is

steady and level headed under pressure.
She is a quiet and very reassuring
individual. She is small in body structure
and medium in height. She has pretty,
unblemished skin that literally glow's.
Her hair is honey blonde and it is cut in a
very attractive off the face style. Her
apparel is always in good taste. In fact
she always gives one the impression of a
high fashion model, very stvlish and
neat, yet never overbearing. Her voice is
calm and flowing like the cool, clear
water of meadow spring. She alwavs
appears graceful and poised. She

reminds you of those pictures of
presidents- wives; they seem to have a.^look of authority, demanding respect
just by their presence. This person
seems to radiate bright sunshine even on
the cloudiest day.

I would that he may Uke a bow
I refer to no one other than Elias Howe.

Nightingale to the rescue.
I bet this one stuns vou.
Rut look carefully, my career is a clue.

I love to touch. I touch to love

with the gift from God above.

Laterile today isn't verv hot
Nc. I've never smoked pot
Sir. It's time for you to depart.

White shoes and white dress,
for the patient I'll do my best.

A notch here, a darn there, the clue'^
in my hair.

I'm sorry your ten minutes are up
we must be fair.

Ponder and ponder, and when you're
done, you'll wonder:
"what was the snare?"
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by Bobin Rushing

Realizing that by now students who
have just come to MDJC second
semester have also just come face to face
with boredom, The Delta Herald would
like to feature a Moorhead landmark —
"The Pool Hall."

"The Pool Hall", or the "Moorhead
Recreation Center" as it is properly
named, often offers the MDJC student
an answer to the on-campus life blues, as
well as providing him with an array of
personal services.

For instance, "The Pool Hall", which is

operated jointly by Robin Roberts and
Kenneth Willingham of Moorhead, is one
of the few places in Moorhead where an
out-of-town student can cash a personal
check. "The Pool Hall" also serves
several kinds of food, including a mean
hamburger that is often needed to break
the monotony of cafeteria food.

But the main purpose "The Pool Hall"
serves is that of being a place to party
Within two years. "The Pool Hall" has
grown from a place to shoot pool or
pinball to the entertainment capital of

Moorhead. Roberts and Willingham have
begun to cater to MDJC students
providmg them with a place where
anyone can come in and socialize while

W22Q
J.

nights at 'The P,^| u
i

usually a lor,l r ' is

times when "The pS u J-
draws more people th,
East:' in GreenvZ or p " ^'""'^

Greenwood. Th^ danl
^"''^««'<''^" in

packed on Thursday Nilh^r If u"-^"""^
tables are alwayXfLd'^''^

MDaC studT^ - Cent

P..>ce such as "The Pool Hall" atTheirconvemenoe. Roberts and WillinZm
Break the boredom of Moorhead, as well

v:.uXt^v,^es'^ ^'^^^

getting a httic weary of your room™ns,der the Pool Hall. There are a way;people there and they are always w."w

Xble'""""'^"^

Y« know. Moorhcttd is baNltallv
Ihen onl> for a liiili> while.

tt qulf( plate, euepi on ThurHclav nlnhlN-

ELI TO RETURN TO MDJC

The Union Program Council and
the VICA Club are sponsoring a
concert by Eli. Eli will be appear-
ing Thursday. March 16 in the
MDJC Colliscum. Tickets for the
concert are $3.00 for students and
$4.00 tor non-students with all
proceeds being donated to the
Multiple Sclerosis Foundation.

White sings for the one you love

Z ^'''^ "Kcstasy"and right away you know that you're in

rll h
' ^^'^ Maestro".

1
11 bet that you know without my tellingyou that the "Maestro is. Barry Whitc?^

or the love man", and I'll be willing to

bet that you also know that "Kcsusy" i.s

one of the hottest hits on his new album.
Several years ago when the "Maes

ooooooooooooooooRamblln
'
CXK>00000000000

There Is no hiding place
By Janice Williams

*^"caiion * *«Phomore business

hisTn, ^\^onl He's 5'9

eiris
basketball, football

I would like to congratulate Mildred
Hutchins for being the first to guess our
last Mystery person, Mr. Sherman C.
Stauffer. Businass manager for MDJC.
We had a larger more rapid feedback
from this mystery person, than any of
the ones before. As soon as the paper
hit the campus phones started ringing.

And do you know what, they were all

right, not like before *ith only one or
two guessing correctly. Everyone se-

emed to identify with our "mischieveous
executive." Mildred was just lucky
enough to be the first.

In light of the fact that we didn't

include our last student of the month,
this issue will contain two pictures, one
for the month of February and the latter

for the month of March.
The VICA contest held on campus for

the hi^h schools will climax tonight with

a banquet in the M.D.J.C. Coliseum, at

Moorhead.
The recent wave of senseless van-

dalism suggests to me that I was right

in my theor\- about our declining sense
of self and peace of mind. There was a

lime when you could retire to the small

town for a change of pace from hetic city

life but, never more. The grimy hands of

mass crime have plunged through our

lucite bubble of alienation. Never again
wil! v/e be able to sit back on our stacks

of "Alice in Wonderland." "surrounded
by our Utopian hills of unblemised
happiness" and say ifli never happen
here. Oh, it only happens to the other
guy. Once you could reireat to the small
town and the country side and make
green grass and fresh air" statements,
and be content to be totally unconcerned
because it didn l effetl us directly. So we
did as children, wiping from our minds
anything that was unpleasant or taking
our toys and running home if things
didn't go the way we wanted them to.

Well, you're an adult now. mother can't
just smooth away the turbulence and
make everything alright again. Crime
has come to rear its ugly head even in

ihc small town, announcing its arrival
w ilh a string of blood, sweat and tears.

Where will you run to now??

tros crooniuK. soothing, voice first
graced the airwaves, many thouKht he
was a not too ^ood impersonator of hsac
Chocolate Chip" Hayes. liut as he "love

tieranaded" and "Let The Musir may"
we all began to see that herr was a man
cr.'atinK » Nound of his own. Krom that
tune on Harry White has become a
household word, with sales in the
hilhoni*. He cam*- out and universalized
he "Love Theme", with the Love
Hnitmited Orchestra, and started men
.'ind women alike trying to find "Just
Another Way To Say I Love You". His
new album "Barry White Sin^s For The
Oni. You Love", is typical "Maestro"

H<- sings as though he and his woman
were the only two people in the whole
world. It's mostly "down home" .soul
mixed with a lot of easy listening music.
Barry White sings mostly for people
with a "Jones". He has a tune that
everyone <-an relate to. even those who
don't believe in love, might them.selves
be saying. "You turned My Whole World
Around", or *T Never Thought I'd Fall In
Love".

Love seems to be the number one "hot
wax" theme today but a lot of the artists
turn listeners off with vivid bedroom
so-jnds and animal-like moans and gro-
ans. But the "Love Man" doesn't need
all these frills, for the very sound of his
voice suggest sensuality, as shown in the
two chart busters "Playing Your Game",
and ' Oh What A Night For Dancing".
As on all his other music feci that he is

their man, and that each song was meant
especially lor them individually. It's

quite a thrill to sec how people all over
the music world no matter what kind of
music they listen to. 'turn on" to the
"Maestro". This album is done at a
somewhat more relaxed pace than the
ones before it. but that takes nothing
away from ibc artist. In this album
Barry White shows that he is truly the

"Maestro Of Love", he's "So Good.
He's Bad"

Staoffer Hutchins
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The mighly Trojan coaching (rio of Carl Grubb, Jim Randall, P'ff"*^®
««Mon- Dr. James Gray|extreme right, above] who is

and Jimmy BellipannI will fade away at (he end of this
leading candidate to succeed RandaU as head

Randall, Grubb retire as Trojan coaches
MDJC sports fans will soon see the

end of one of the longest existint?
coachinsr trios in the history of
Mississippi football.

The ''Delta Fox" as Head Coach Jim
Handail has been called by sports
writers because of his acumen as a
tactician on the gridiron, and his
assistant Car! Grubb have chosen to
eave the coaching ranks at the end of
this semester.

These two and Coach Jimmy Belii-
panni have formed a winning coaching
partnership for 16 years.

Both Randall and Grubb will continue
as members of the faculty where thev
have always carried a teaching load
along with their coaching duties.
Handail, according to reliable sources is
to become director of continuing
education on the Moorhead campus
Grubb. who declined the head coach's
position to succeed Randall, will continue

Cn.TV\'"" '''' ^^'^"^^ ^'««"etCoach Belhpanm's responsibilities of
teaching anu serving as coach and
trainer will remain the same.

Britfly sptakiRf

The coaching trio of Randall. Grubb
and Bellipanni led MDJC to one state
championship, and they have consist-
ently produced tough competition for the
Miss-issippi junior college circuit. Many
o their former students have gone on
play professional football or to become
coaches.

Randall came to MDJC from Pasca-
K^oula in 1951 to become Athletic
Director and Head Football Coach At 26
years of age. he was then the youngest
junior college coach in his conference At
retirement, he is the oldest junior
college coach in the conference.

Randall is the only junior college coach
in Mississippi to be elected Coach of the
Year three years in a row. as well as the
only Mississippi junior college coach to

Juni^r'^'p r^'^^Z' ^^'^0^^^Junior Co ege Foothnll p«., u
Association.

'''^ott)all Coaches

From 1954 to 1973. Randall had
sixteen winning seasons. His teams were
composed mainly of local talent, and he
had to rebuild his team each vear
Randall has the reputation of placing

education far above winning.
Randall received his Bachelor of

Science degree from Tulane in 1948. and
his Master of Education from the
University of Southern Mississippi in
1957. He and his wife, the former
Barbara Bailey of Jackson, have seven
children, and they reside in the Baird
community.
Coach Carl Grubb attended MDJC

953 to 1955. and he played football
under coaches Randall and Bellipanni
He was named All-State in 1954. andwent on to Delta State, where he wasnamed Little Ail-American in 1956
After receiving his Bachelor of Science

degree from Delta State. Grubb
returned to Moorhead to coach atMoorhead High School. He was also a

ZV'l'^'''^ '' 1963 he was hired as^he back coach for MDJC. and he hasbeen here since. Grubb is married to theformer Brenda Hill from Clarksdale. and
y have two children. Grubb and his

^'^^'^V^ared his three nephews afterthe death of the parents

Faculty, students attend conferences
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Abrams will attend

summer school at Ole Miss this summer.
Mr. Abrams will work toward a
Doctorate of Education, and MrsAbrams will be working toward her
Master of Fine Arts De^ee.

Joe Carley Vo-Tech counselor, went
to Mississippi State Feb. 7. and 8 todevelop a new handbook for student
placement in follow-up services

instructor.
Charlie Joiner, history

attended the Mississippi Historical

Mar 24
"'""''"^ ^^^^kviuj

F^Li'^- ^ c"
^"^"^^^ '^^^ Mississippi

Educational Seminar at Primos North
gate Restaurant in Jackson on Feb 17

^rr.hT'K'' "^^^^'"g Mr:
Irachtenberg. president of the Univer-

cut. Mr. Trachtenberg spoke on the

trends, status and future of higher
education. He also discussed the
accessibility of higher education.

Dean Robert McClellan and Joe
Carley attended the Mississippi Junior
College Counselors Association meeting
on Feb. 15. where they heard discussions
of career counseling.

Joe Ray. counselor, and Travis
Thorton. Dean of Student Affairs,
attended the Southern Association of
Collegiate Registrar's and Admissions
Officers in San Antonio, Texas. The
meeting was held Feb. 19-22 at the St
Anthony Hotel. The topic for the
meeting was "Communication for Profes-
sional Development".

Dr. T.J. Hall attended a luncheon
honoring the two authors of the book
HK^wru ofJunior CoUeges in Mississippi,
Ihe luncheon was held in Jackson at the

I^'mT^/u^*"-
'^^^ «"^hors of the justpublished hook are Dr. J.B. Young andthe late Dr. James Ewing.

Mr. Dwight Spencer, head of the
science department, will attend a
meetmgof the Mississippi Association of
Physicists at the NASA test site north of

i r^^^J^^""^ meeting,
scheduled for Mar. 4. will focus on the
Association s Objectives. The site of the
convention has been converted over to a
naval-type Base. Delegates will tour the
grounds to see the renovations
Ten Phi Beta Lambda members will

^afeTn"^^^
Miss for the Phl Be

'

State Uadership conference March 9-11
Students attending are: Julie Brown-Jan Carr David Gibson. Christv GloverJerry Hendrix. Philip Joe Diane

Tharn"'M "^'T' ^n<^ BarbaraTharp Mrs. Patsy Dowell and MrsMary Ellen Holloway. sponsors of thegroup. w,U be making the trip, also

Dean, coeds discus

New security meisn,

Recent burglaries and assault
college campuses abroad and clob
home have prompted a review
security on this campus. The
Florida State coed murders and a rar'

a coed in the stairwell of a senior
dormitory in North Mississippi

\

aroused fears on this campus, espec
since reports of local harassment
been made.
For instance, late one night .

12:30 or 1 p.m. Marguerite Barr\
Debbie Williams were just sittin

their room talking when they r

what sounded like voices outside •

window and when they looked outsir

man's face could be seen peering
window. Debbie said, "At first I

thought it was all a joke. I

Marguerite that I heard something'

she said it was my imagination, and

we would know in the morning
if

screen were torn off."

About that time, we heard a loud

Debbie looked out the window, and
turned around and said. "Margur
there's a man out there.'"

Marguerite. They ran out in the hail

to alert the other girls. Security
summoned and the grounds searc'

but no one could be found.
Luckily, this story had a happy en.

but it could have not been so.

among other events on campus
brought us to the conclusion thai

need a new form of security".

Robert McClellan, dean of stude

McClellan held a meeting in St«i

Penrod dormitory recently to di
three alternate choices. The choices

as follows: (1) The doors can be locket

a definite time and no one w
admitted until the next morning, ot

have a guard to come by the dorm ev

hour until four, or (3) pay a guard U

in the girls dorm at night. Of the
choices mentioned, the third cl

seemed to be the most favored bv

dorm residents.

"Funds to pay this security gi

would have to come from the $10 p

deposit put up by the girls at

beginning of the year." McClellan
No definite decision had been maiji

press time.

McClellan said. "We care for

students as if they were our own,
you can bet that we will do our he*

secure their safety."

OBITUARY
Cheyia L Peytee

Choyia Leon Pavton. a '>O vtiJ
commercial art major at MDJC.

'

teb 18 after an automobile accia
feyton was employed at the educati]
television station in Clarksdale th^
tne Clarksdale citv schools

Services were held Feb. 20
pakhurst Church of Christ with bt
Leherton Cemetery in Ruleville
Peyton leaves his parents. Mr

Mrs. Frank R. Peyton of HoUy Gr.
Ark. and a brother. Frank R. Pc''
Jr. of Fnars Paint.



It may be a while before the people of
Moorhead and MDJC will actually be
viewing cable television, according to

Talmadge Crosby of Crosby Cable in

Indianola.^it should be several months
before cable television will even be
installed here.

"We have not been granted a fran-

chise from the City of Moorhead yet. We
have an agreement, but nothing has
been put into writing," Crosby said

"Our franchise is based on the ci^. and
we cannot act until they do."

In addition, Crosby said that it may
take 'oncer to install cable service

because the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) must apprvnc the
cable system to be used hero. Since
<^rosby plans to operate the Moorhead
cable system from his Indianola Tower,

h 1 ^ T^'i approval because
the Indianola Tower rwives out-of-state
signals.

"If the FCC acts quickly, and once the
paperNvork gets completed, it should be a
short limc until cable television hwkups
are installed in Mwrhead," Crosbv
said. "But if this gets bogged down in
red tape, it could take a while."
Crosby added that he's aiming at a

campus

^only Ml«i«lppi iuniw coUese nr^s^^^r printed on campu. by tu .tude^uT

The Delta Herald
/plume 4fe Number 12 Miaaisaippi Delta Junior CoUefe

Moorhead. Mississippi^

"Wooky" Gray to be head Trojan
Dr. James H. "Wooky" Gray has

been named MDJC Head Football Coach
and Athletic Director. Gray's apptment
ment was made last Thursday (Marcn y).

Thirty-nine year old Gray was an
assistant professor in the Department of

Athletic Administration and Coaching at

the University of Southern Mississippi at

the time of his hiring. Gray also served
as a part-time coach and recruiter for

three years with the USM Golden

Before joining the USM staff. Gray
coached at Leiand High School form 1970
to 1974. During this time his Leiand
team won four consecutive Delta Valley
Conference championship. His overall
record while in Leiand was 45-4-1.

Gray recently accepted the head coach
and athletic director jobs at Hattisburg
High School, but resigned to apply for
the position at MDJC. He is married and
has two children.

The Blue MadUne captured MDJC's men's intramural basketball championship March
9 with a ten point lead over the Floaters. Members of the team are: (kneeling from
left] Dennis Stevenson, Harold Permenter, Raymond Manuel, Quinton Williams.
[Standing from left] Coach WUIous MiUer, Reginald Fields, Robert Smith, Ralph
Roberson, Micheal Usnre, Coach Doug ShuJtz.

^^^^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO'

March 14

March 17

March 19

March 20
March 21

March 29
March 31

^pril 4

April 6

April 11

April 14

April 19

April 22
April 24. 25. 26

BASEBALL SCniiDi/LE

Tuesday East Central Junior College (DH) Moorhead
Friday Lincoln Land (DH) Moorhead
Sunday Milwaukee (DH) Moorhead
Monday Milwaukee Moorhead
Tuesday Lewis and Clark (DH) Moorhead

Wednesday Holmes Junior College (DH) Moorhead
Friday Hinds Junior College (DH) Raymond

Tuesday Holmes Junior College (DH) Goodman
Thursday Northwest Junior College (DH) Moorhead
Tuesday East Miss. Junior College (DH) Moorhead
Friday East Central Junior College (DH) Decatur

Wednesday Northwest Junior College (DH) Senaiobia
Saturday East Mississippi Junior College Scooba

target dale of next fall at the earliest for
cable installation.

"Once Crosby Cable gets the
go-ahead for cable installation in Mwr-
head, they will install and maintain
approximately 200 cable outlets on
•aniDus." said Lawrence Kenneth.
MIXK" media direetorn

MD.IC will have the option to use
channels thai arc not used by Crosby
Cable for brviadcast of all schot>l events.

"We'll be able to do live productions
and televise them across the campus.
We may start a daily news program to
supplement, say, the daily bulletin."

Kenneth said.

Among these potential programs are
football and basketball games, as well as
any other activity on the MDJC campus.
If these activities arc of area interest,
MD.IC can feed their signal back to
Indianola where the program may be
seen by anyone who subscribes to
Crosby Cable.

"We have plenty of potential for the
application of cable tv here, whether our
programs arc instructional or recrea-
tional." said Kenneth. "We're starting
on a small scale, and we plan to grow as
our experience is gained."

Committee Scrutinizes Program
The campus Associate Degree Nursing

(ADN) program will be evaluated March
13-14, for state accreditation.

The evaluation committee is named by
a division of the Mississippi Board of
Trustees of Institutions of Higher
Learning.

"This agency is the one given the job
of accrediting all ot the nursing pro-
grams here on campus.

In preparation tor this visit, the local
staff has conducted an extensive self-

study (0 determine whether the local

program meets the slate standards, Mrs.
Powell said.

"The visiting team will spend time
with students, faculty, ami atlniinistra-

tive personnel as they review the nursing
department.

" I hey will also visit the clinical

facilities used by students us part of
their leiirning," Mrs. i'owell said.

Members ot the visiting team arc
Paggy Kehlcy (team leader. Margaret
Meridian of Hinds .Ir, College, and
Mildred Hearn of Hinds Jr. College.

VIGA Sponsors High School

Olympics Contest

Over 500 school students

attended MDJC for the dis-

trici Secondary Skills Olym-
pics, sponsored by the Voca-
tional and Industrial Club of

America (VICA).

The students were given the

chance to demonstrate Ihcir

expert ness at welding, car-

pentry, auto mechanics, spe-

echmaking, job interview, and
a number of other vwational
and business oriented skills.

There were three lop winners
chosen in each of the cate-

gories. The winners will be

recognized al a banquet in the

MDJC coliseum. On April 27

and 28 they will compete in

the state VICA Opiympies In

Jackson, with a lucky few to

carry the state banner to the

national trials.

,
April 28,29 Mays. 6

^^^^^^^ooooooooooooooo<x>ooooooooooooooooooo Karen Corder, Oesoto County Vocational Complex competing in Drafting.
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Raitiblin^

Congratulations to Mrs. Marilyn Viner

tor being the first to guess our last

mystery person as Mrs. Isabelle Carley,

assistant resident.

A standing round ot applause to every-

one who worked in "Dolly". "Dolly**

was truly a professionally done, well

organized production, and I enjoyed it

immensely.

I would like to extend my wishes for a

speedy recovery to Mrs. Geraldine Phil-

lips and her husband. May the Grace of

God be forever with them.

Good luck to all the girls who have
accepted nomination for the "Miss
MDJC" Pageant. Remember, it isn't a

question of winning or losing, it*s how
you play the game. So remember, no
matter where you go, keep a smile on
your face, hold your head up high and
always put your best food forward. Then
when it comes down tothe "nitty-gritty**,

you can always say "I did my best'*.

Don't forget to pick up your tickets for

"Eli".

Get out and participate in the blood
driv3 which incidentally has been chan-
ged to March 15.

An all-time favorite—Parchman Prison
Band— is scheduled for a campus show
April 13.

Only three more dayi until spring
holidayB.

To those who compliin

Have you ever heard those people
who go around griping about the present
situation of the nation? And inquiring
endlessly about the fact that no one is

doinjf anything about it?

More than likely you have, and you
shrug them off as being rather ignorant
or just plain stupid. But do not make the
mistake that they are the low class,
unitelligent members of society. 1 have
heard some of these quotes lately from
students and teachers who are supposed
to be the leaders of today and tomorrow.
Maybe you can not do a whole heck of

alot, but if you can get two more
people to agree with you then maybe you
can do something. Such is the situation
involving M.D.J.C. students at the pool
hall. It is a situation that involves every
student because the conflict itself is

about students from M.D.J.C. If you do
not take a stand now on a local issue,
then what are you doing alive? Life is

full of challenges, conflicts and errors
and everyone must make, or have
decisions made for them during their
lifetimes.

Don't get me wrong- I am not saying
take up arms and overthrow Moorhead. I

am saying get together, fmd out what
the problems are that not only involve
you yourself but also by asking local
town officials, school officials and other
students what can be done and when.
One has to remember that it was not

just ol*George Washington who fought
and freed this country - It took a lot of
unknowns to do the job. If everyone
grouped together and fought for what
they believed, then there would not be
those who go around mouthing-off about
their oppression.

The blood drive previoasly
announced for March 16 in the
Vandlver Student Union Private!
Dining Room has been resche-
duled for March 15.

The drive is being sponsored
i

by the VICA Club and the Union'
Program Council.

The Little Rock division of the I

American Red Cross will saper-
vlse the drive.

**Vm sure glad it*8 spring holidays. I coold ose a rest Inm Moorhead.!*'

VICA names lounge
The "VICA Lounge" or "Building C"

as the newly built break area located in

the center of the Vocational-Technical
complex was called, finally has a name
6f its own. At a recent VICA meeting the
subject of naming the building was put
to a vote and it was decided that a
contest should be held with suggestions
submitted by secret ballot.

About 40 entries were received with
names anywhere from "Honey Do Drop
Inn" to "VICA Slot." "The judges
didn't know the name of the student who
submitted any of the suggestions. They

were just given the entries and told to

pick the best one,
'

' said Dr. Ray
Whelan, assistant vocational-technical

director.

The winning entry "Industrial Junc-
tion", was submitted by Darlene Allen,

a vocational student majoring in Offset
Printing.

The idea for naming the building was
iniated by Mr. Charies P. Foley, Jr.,

director of vocational-technical education
to prompt more student participation and
morale for VICA, but as Mr. Foley
pointed out. other students not belong-
ing to VICA may also use the lounge.

Britfly sptakiai

Boggs to be honored by DSU
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Castleberry

will spend the spring holidays in Gains-
ville. Georgia with their daughter and
her husband. Dr. and Mrs. James M.
Ewing Jr.

Vice President and Mrs. Sam Stafford
along with President and Mrs. J. T. Hall
will attend the Mississippi Association of
Educators (M.A.E.) in Jackson during
the spring holidays.

Dean of Instruction Harmon W. Boggs
has been named to the Delta State
Athletic Hall of Fame. Induction services
will be held April 8. on the campus at
Delta State University in Cleveland.
The annual faculty picnic will be April

24. Mrs. Mary Ellen Holloway. faculty
association president, will be in charge.

Mr. Lawrence Kenneth, audio-visual
director, will attend the 1978 National
Convention Association for Educational
Communications and Technology ihXih-
sas City. Missouri. The convention will
be held April 17-21. Audio-visual and
educational personnel from all over the
state will attend. The purpose of this
convention is to expose the members to
the current trends that are new and
upcoming in audio-visual techniques.

Mrs. Mary Frances Caldwell and Mrs.
Patsy Dowelfs sons Rob Caldwell and
Wade Dowell were recently accepted
mto medical school at Ole"Miss. The two
young men win attend Ole Miss medical
center in Jackson.
Mr. Joe Cariey and Mr. Robert

McAfee, vocational counselors, recently
held a career education day at Gentry
High School in Indianola.
Mr. Robert McAfee, vocational coun-

selor, presented a 27 minute video tape
centered around the MDJC vocational-
technical center for the Mayor of Shaw
and the board of aldermen on March 7.
Mr. McAfee will also present that same
tape to the Hollandale Rotary Club
March 15 at 12 noon. The tape was
compiled by Mr. Curt Guenther and Mr.
Steve Fuquay. It is narrated by Mr. Phil
Dixon.

Seven hundred and ninety-seven
MDJC students are currently receiving
Basic Educational Opportunity Grants
(BEOG) according to Sherman C. Stauf-
fer. Business Manager.

This number represents an increase of
153 at this same time last year. Mr
Stauffer said that the toUl monetary
value of these grants has not yet been
compiled because individual student
requests have not been completed.

The Mississippi Private School Associ-
ation will use Tharp Auditorium for their
Annual Chorus Festival, April 6 and 7
^rea schools will participate in band

concert activities in Tharp Auditorium.
April 22.

The Modeling Squad will stage its
spring show April 25. in the Tharp
Auditorium.

The B.S.U. had a lock-in Friday night
Feb. 24. A few former students as well
as some high school students joined the
B.S.U. members for the occasion. From 9
p.m. until 1 a.m. there were sack races
volleyball games, basketball games, and
other activities at the coliseum
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Three sut/ects
Three major subjects-me Yellow q.

Festival, insurance coverage, and sjj

tax collectiorxs-were discussed by

Moorhead Board of Aldermen
regular meeting, March 8.

With the Yellow Dog Festival

Commerce, met with the Boar

discuss plans for special guests

other events of the fourth annual

val.

J- ^„ ^ ^
from the February meeting, the boi- tn

discussed the situation of insura^,

coverage that the town is preseac

subscribing to. Doug Russell and ^

nother representative of Mid-Delta t

surance Agency with whom the tot

currently has coverage, met with boir

members to discuss the possibility
c

^
savings in the cost of the currtr

coverage. A committee of the local boir

will work with professional represent;

tives on the details of needed coverif

and is to make a report at the nc

regular meeting of the full board.

On the subject of diminishing loo ?j
sales tax collections. Mayor Steve ft

wait commented that the situation

most distressing, especially when Moo

head's collections are compared «r

those of other small Delta communitit

He pointed out that for the month

February local collections totaled o:
q

$2661.50. Inverness collected $36001:

the same time period, and Rulevillt

collections totaled $8,000. Some bor ^
members commented that much bus

^j^j

ness that should be conducted in Mcc ^
head is being transacted in Indiana ^
instead. Other members commented ti hop
local merchants' upkeep of their bb

ness establishments is far below thai whi
Ruleville and Inverness. It was
gested that Moorhead merchants
urged to work with the local chamber noer

commerce on this problem. In otk Sen

business, the Board -discussed So? Fim

Delta's Council's plans for suggcs- hen

expansion of the city limits of Moorhu L
It was also announced in the Wed: craf

day night meeting that the new city opei

will be put into use later this moc; ?rtf

following final inspection which is to' 0
made in early March. ,

I
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Mandy Harris of Moorhead, sop

more at Indianola Academy, will go

Jackson March 20, for one week to

as apage for Senator WUIiam ^

ander.
|

Mrs. Eva Issacson. mother of V
GIqi

Ben Himelstein, died March 1, ai

home in Clarksdale.
|Vernon Harrison a former st u Byy.

guard at MDJC who has been a p-^
^ New

at South Sunflower County hospital

Indianola. has been moved to
'

Extended Care Center in Belzoni.
Mrs. Rickie Fulps :Debra Lower>)*

honored with a miscellaneous shower
the private dining room at
student union Monday. March 6.

Alice Bell Edwards of Greenville. *^

was visiting in the home of her gr^^Coife
parents. Dr. & Mrs. J.T. Hall, hadfli
accident and broke her foot and is n^^

patient in Kings Daughters Hospii*'
Greenville.

Miss Heather Watson, daughter of

Rev. & Mrs. Granville Watson. wiH
hostess at Ttmberiaine Pilgrimage >

31 and April 8.

Miss Angela Roberts of Moor
recently traveled to New York with
Fashion Merchandis class at MUW-

1V(
Miss

Mr
dkotir

i

%2
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drive-in window
The Bank of Moorhead opened its new

- Hrive-in window
March 1. Patrons enter

1 2IIm behind the bank off Washington
'

tJenue and exit onto Delta Drive.

Charles Hoicomb. president of the

bank explains that the drive-in window

is designed
to aid patrons of the bank in

)

"

transaction of business during inclement
^

weather. He hopes, also, that the

Dtrking congestion problem at the bank

T wUI also be alleviated.

* -^lere is a tremendous number of

t

^

jenior citizens in the community, and it

is hard for them to get out and take care

of their business. We believe that a

drive-in bank will serve them well," said

Bilr. Hoicomb.

"We anticipate a heavy traffic flow on

the pay-off days (Friday and Monday),

and handling of this traffic will be on a

trial and error basis at first. But we don*t

expect any major problems," said

Hoicomb.

Yellow dog day
^et for April 29

The Moorhead Chamber of Commerce
'

' Is moving swiftly on plans for the Yellow
i^'' Dog Day Festival set for April 29

according to Charles Hoicomb, president

of the Moorhead Chamber of Commerce
and chairman of the event.

Hoicomb says that the group is

hopeful that there will be important

guests here for the fourth annual event

which will feature the dedication of the

new town hall.

"Although we have no firm commit-

ments from them, we confidently expect
Senator James Eastland and Gov. Cliff

Finch to be among the state politicians

here to help us celebrate," said Hoicomb.
Local exhibitors and out-of-state

craftsmen have again been extended an
open invitation to display their arts and
wafts on Yellow Dog Days.
Other plans in the making for the

celebration include a carnival, special

food booths and a political rally.

S^^«>ooooooooooooooo

1 Church
I

^ '^^^^oooooooooooooooa

Glory-^ound singers to perform

•^rs. Oiiie Knighten sponsored
BuUding Fund program Mar. 11 at the"cw Testament Trinity House "

"

i-i
Bound Singers of :

"^«s- presented the program.

^Ptists hear interim pastor

^r. Thomas Davis, director of

Cdil!!*"^
education at Holmes Jr.

^**»»ege and former head football coach.
serving as interim pastor for the

««>rhead Baptist Church.

^n«tit spaghetti sapper
given by Central DelU Academy

^»«onal Guard Armory
]?^day, March 16, S-Tp.m.

per plate
Labile Is to.ited.

Editor, Dale Jenldns

Workmen fooght with the bad weather as they finished up the new drive-ln at the Bank
of Moorhead. >

(

editorial

What happened to our towns?
Whatever happened to the small quiet

places — the small towns where many
love to take a vacation away from the

large cities — the places to relieve the

mind of the pressure of the eight hour-a

day, five-days a week havoc. The areas

away from crime and the noisy

environment?

Just as many other places, the city of

Moorhead was once considered the ideal

"hometown" spot — the small little town

where just about everyone knew each

other — the place where you weren't

afraid to leave your doors unlocked to go

across the streets or even down the

block — the place where you could sit out

on a star-filled night to enjoy the cool

breezes of the summer air.

Today the quiet peaceable atmosphere

of the South is becoming "The

Unpredicatable South". Just as the rate

of crime is increasing in large cities, it is

also increasing the South. Our areas are

now becoming a history of pleasant

memories of what once was. We can't

say what will not happen anymore. You
might go to the grocery store to

purchase groceries only to discover that

your wallet is missing, or to go home to

find that you don't have a home, but an

empty house. The son or daughter whom
you love may have just been busted for

the possession of drugs with the local

school group.

So what can we say? Is there any
hope? Maybe if we stop fantasizing that

nothing has changed and start reminding

ourselves of what is happening, then we
will not let these things go unnoticed. If

we can do anything to stop situations

from getting worse, let us please try.

Otherwise let us at least be aware of the

fact that things are changing and some of

the changes are not for the better, but

for the worse.
-Knighten

Homemakers club names officers
The Homemakers Club of Moorhead

recently elected their officers for the

coming year. They are: Mrs. Bihy

Simmons, president; Mrs. Jerry Nobile.

vice president; and Mrs. Eddie Hobbs,

secretary.

Club plans for the new year include

programs on knitting, micro-wave

cooking, thread-count stitching. An
all-day sewing class is scheduled for a

spring meeting.

As a special project for this year, Mrs.

Gertrude Brown, club member, will

crochet an afghan to be raffled off on

"YeUow Dog Day".

Hal Quiton Oswalt

Hal Quiton Oswalt. 5-1. of Moorhead
drownod Feb. 11 at Lake Washington.

Funeral services were at 11 a.m. Feb.
13 in the Chapel of Card Funeral Home
in Indianola. The Rev. Granville Watson
officiated with burial in the Moorhead
Cemetery. Card Funeral Homo had
charge.

^
Mr. Oswalt, a native of Choctaw

County, had lived in Moorhead 52 years.
He was a carpenter and a veteran of
World War II, Mr. Oswalt was a member
of the Moorhead Haptist Church.

Survivors are his wife: Mrs. Vera
Phillips Oswalt of Moorhead; two
daughters, Jacqueline Oswalt of Moor
head and Mrs. Diane Lofton of Stuttgart,
Ark; two s.mis. Steven Oswalt and
Donald i\vuv Oswalt, both of Moorhead;
thrrr sisiris, Mrs, ChH.stine Oakes of
I'a.sraKoulii, Mrs. Doris Shirley of Baton
Rouge. La., and Mrs. Jes.sie IVeidge of
Michigan; two brothers, Guy Oswalt of
Port Gibson and Kdwin Oswalt of
Clarksdalo. and five grandchildren.

Earl McCraney

Earl McCraney. 58, of Moorhead died
Feb. 13 at South Sunflower County
Hospital after an illne.ss.

Funeral services were held at 2 p.m.
Feb 14. at the Moorhead Baptist Church.

The Rev. Gninville Watson officiated

with burial following at the McMirhead

Cemetery. Card Funeral Home of

Indianola had charge.

A native of Simpson County, Mr.
McCraney had lived most of his life in

Moorhead. He was a farmer and a

veteran of World War II. Mrs. McCraney
was also a member of the Moorhead
Baptist Church.

Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Lois

Parkorson McCraney, a daughter, Mrs.

Shirley Watkins, and two sons, Danny
Kugene McCraney and Richard Eugene
McCraney, all of Moorhead; two sisters.

Mrs. Juanita Williams of Jackson and

Mrs. Beatice Galin of Long Beach; two
brothers, James McCraney of Moorhead
and Frank McCraney of Gulfport; and

three grandchildren.

Joe Lamb

Joe Lamb, 80, of Moorhcaa died

March 5 at the Greenwood Leflore

Hospital in Greenwood.
Funeral services were Mar. 5 in iiic

chapel of Boone-Wells Funeral Home in

Greenville. The Rev. Granville Watson

officiated. Burial followed in the Green-

ville Chmcsc Cemetery. Boone-Wells

^uneral Home had charge, c.

H longtime resident of Moorhead. Mr.

Lamb was a native of China. He moved

to Moorhead in I9I6 and was a merchant

until his retirement in 1957. He was a

senior member of the Gee Tuck-Sam

Tuck Family Association.

Mr. Lamb was a member of the

Moorhead Baptist Church.

Survivors are a son. C.J. Wong of

Moorhead; a sister, whose name was

unavailable, of China 11 grandchildren

and 14 great-grandchildren.
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Central Delta Crusade set
for April 9-16 In Coliseum
MDJC students will have the

opnortunity of participating in the
Central Delta Crusade to be held April
9-16 a* the M.D.J.C. Coliseum. There
will be services each nijfht lead by Dr.
Jack Stanton of Atlanta, Georjfia,
evangelist, and Jamral Badry of
Oklahoma City. The Oklahoma Singers
will be featured in the Crusade. These
men are widely recognized as leaders in

Evangelistic Crusade.

Churches of several denominations in

the central delta area are sponsoring the
crusade.

"Thus far, response from the part of
laymen and pastors indicates that this
will be a siirnificant week for our Delta

mafazlne review

area." said Rev. Daughtry. coordinator.

Alt students are cordially invited to

the .services. In addition to the services

each evening in the coliseum. Mr. Rabb
Warnock director of student activities,

and Rev. Daughtry, B.S.U director . are
planning related religious activities for

the students.

In the student union there will be
guests leading Mini-Concerts and pro-

grams at the noon hour and in the
evening.

"This week is going to be a good
opportunity for each of us to become
involved as participants and not simply
as spectators in this religious endeavor,"
said Rev. Daughtry.

College students like
variety In magazines

In the midst of writing term papers,
many MDJC students would rather not
think of magazines any more than is

necessary. This is because most
magazines being utilized for term papers
do not reflect the ideals and important
issues of today's college aged student.
There is, however, a wide variety of
young adult-oriented magazines avail
able at local bookstores, magazine
stands, or through subscriptions.
One of the most respected magazines

m existance in the United States today,
HnUi?ig Stone, began as an underground
music magazine. As its readership grew.
Rollmg Stone began to branch out to
other areas, particularly those of
interest to people under 30 years of age
Articles on topics such as politics*
nuclear power, and sports now often fill

tht pages, and it is not unusual to find
California's Governor Jerry Rrown
gracing the cover of one issue while
Fleetwood Mac is on the next. Rofling
Stone IS still the mo^t influential music
magazme in the United States, but
now covers national issues as well
Outdoors is a sister publication ,u

ItoUmu Stone, being published by the
same company and having several
former Rolling Stone writers on its staff
Outdoors is dedicated to outdoor sports
such as skiing, hiking, and swimming.
Jack I"ord, a former president's son and
avid sportsman, is a contributing editor
tor the magazine. Like its sister
publication. Outdoors employs some of
the best young photographers around
and they along with its fine writers make

it

to

-Rushing

the magazine a candidate for a great deal
of readership.

Heavy Metal is an art magazine of
sorts. The magazine consists mainly of
surrealist and fantasy art by many
obscure yet talented artists. It contains
very few articles as such, thus making
/{eavy Metal a magazine to be looked at
rather than read. So far, it is available
only through subscriptions in this area,
but it is available at bookstores in more
populous areas. The chances of Heavy
Metal becoming a popular contemporary
'irt magazine are good.
Another young adult oriented maga-

zine IS Mother Jones. Named after a
woman who continued her activist
demonstrations until her death at age 86
Mother Jones is a rather left-wing
magazine. It is very anti-nuclear power,
and places a great deal of emphasis on
dirty government dealings that would
not normally make the latest issue of
Tmic. The magazine does, however
lighten itself up with several pages of
news briefs and photographs that point
out much of the irony in today's
American society.

These are only a few of the many
timely specialized magazines available to
the college student today. A person can
tind a magazine on virtually any topic he
IS interested in. and often'a person will
tind that these magazines are geared
directly towards him and his age group
So perhaps when the term papers are
graded, students will realize that there
are magazines available that are worth
just sitting down and reading

Do a little winter and spring shopping
As the season's change is annpnnph,n.r . _ ,

*^ ^As the season's change is approaching
the price of winter and some spring
clothes is going down. This is the best
time to buy some selected winter items
Many stores have put jackets, boots and
sweaters on sale, sometimes at one half
of the original price. Styles that are too
trendy are not recommended for next
fall; they may not be in style.
Conventional and traditional styles are
the best to stick to.

Not only are winter clothes on sale but
several stores in the area are putting a
selected group of spring items on the

sale rack. Sundresses, jeans, pullover
shirts and some button-downs are
marked from one third to one half off As
spring gets closer the prices will
gradually go back to the original value.

Women and men both will save a few
dollars by doing a little winter and
spring shopping now.

Consumer Tip: Next time you have acraving for something sweet try eatingsome fruit or raw vegetables. They arebetter for you and taste better and aresometimes cheaper.

I Believe

i BElIevf In f*" '''l " "°' ^"'"ing-

I BELIEVE in God even when he is sUent.

JelisTrliT^^^^ "CT^^ ^ near Wa.aw. Poland, by .

-Copied from the Methodist Advocate

1
i

Issue # 10 of literary magazine
to be published In April

At Pen Point ^he campus literary
magazine will be available in early April
This magazine is to be a 28 page 9V2 by
11 publication.

It will contain "belles lettres" mater-
ial furnished from work submitted to the
English teachers by students.
MDJC was the first junior college in

the state to produce a literary magazine
This marks the tenth year of its
publication.

At Pen Point will be printed by the

movie review

vocational printing class. Miss Lanev
Wooten and Mr. S.A. Brocato will act as

technical supervisors. The editorial
committee includes all of the language
arts department. Illustrations for these
selections will be done by a student
artist.

At Pen Point is distributed free to all

freshman composition students. Others
wishing to have a copy should come by
the language arts department after the
April publication date.

Semi -tough" -- true
grid iron portrait

Ever wondered what pro-football
players do after the game besides take a
shower? And if there are a few other
players who wear panty-hose?
But even if you didn't really want to

find out and you are just interested in
the area of sports and good entertain-
ment, I suggest that you go and see the
movie Semi-Tough. This movie has
something for those who once were
athletes, those who are althletes and for
those who aren't athletes.

Written by the well-known sports
writer, Dan Jenkins. Semi-Tough digs
deep into the world of the pro player
with a humorous point. It takes you into
the lockerroom antics, the games, the
business dealings and the personal
eelings of the players without boring
you. The casting of the picture is
excellent with Burt Reynolds as "Billy
Clyde Puckett" and Kris Kristofferson
as bhake

, the two stars of the
backward Miami team. Reynolds has no
trouble in this because he is a former
collegiate and pro player himself. And
his acting in The Longest Yard proved
that he knows his plays.

And Kristofferson is an excellent

'h m::.f"
'''' p'^^- find

himself ,n dealings with an organization
hat injects self-realization, because he

fails to fu the former jock mold. But let's

?or^irCu'rT\'^'*^^lor JiII Claybough is hard to keep voureyes off of that is if you are male'jillis
Barbara Jane", daughter of the owner

of he Miami Team. "Big Ed." and she

Clvde' S^h^, 'ii
^'}^ ^^^^ BiJ»y^lyde. She tells her father that it is a

-Jenkins

non-sexual relationship and he says thai

it is just "damn unnatural for a woman to

be living like that." But soon this

relationship is not. for Shake has found
himself, and he and Barbara Jane fall in

love. But Billy Clyde feels the same for

her and surpresses his feelings by

writing his novel about pro-football.
Meanwhile back on the field, the

former losing Miami team has made it to

the Super Bowl play-offs and the whole
team is ready to win. And what a team it

is for there is a Russian kicker who
doesn't speak English, a tackle who eats
his glass when he is finished with it and
dangles girls over the sides of buildings
for fun. and theii owrer, Big Ed, with an
office on the floor, no furniture, no legs
on the tables. And Big Ed creeps on his

hands and knees instead of walking.
M'ami makes it to the Super Bowl and

in a close game they win. and Shake and
Barbara Jane decide to get married. But
Billy Clyde is still hanging in there with
the typical Burt Reynolds outlook on
things. But when the big day comes for
the ceremony. Shake is not sure that he
wants to marry and when the final

moment comes he decides that he
doesn't. Then all breaks loose with a

brawl in the church of all places.
Then Billy Clyde and Barbara Jane

decide that they are the ones that should
be together, but not married.
One has got to realize that not all of

this IS made up. for Dan Jenkins based
his novel upon the true lives of

pro-players. And in order to get the full

meamng of what life is off the grid-iron,
you just have to see Semi-Tough and
enjoy a fine well-projected picture. R
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Alternate SGA method proposed
The administration of MDJC recently

accepted the proposal of an alternate

method of selecting Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA) officers.

The alternate method would consist of

SGA officers being selected by present

SGA officers, representatives from the

faculty, and representatives from the

administration.

The method that MDJC utilizes now

consists of popular majority vote election

by the student body in a campuswide

vote. The vote is done in hand-counted

ballot elections supervised by the SGA
election committee.

The proposal for selection of the SGA
under the alternate method approved by

the administration must be submitted to

the student body for a referendum vote.

The referendum to decide which

method will be used will be held on

Wednesday. April 12.

Robert McClellan, dean of students

and adviser to the SGA. explained that
under the alternate method beinif
proposed students desiring to qualifv
lor bGA elections would submit a
resume which states previous experi-
ence, education, and activities. The
selection body would then interview
candidates, review the resumes, and
then select the candidate who proved to
be the most qualified.

"As it stands." said McClellan." less
than 20% of the student body elects
SGA officers. We're looking for a way to
make the SGA more accessible. This new
method of selection of officers would
eliminate student senators, allowing any
student to deal directly with the
executive council."

McClellan said that up to now, SGA
meetings have been closed to students
except the officers and those who serve
as senators. The senators are elected or
appointed by all organizations on

campus. Met lellan said, however, that
most of these senators do not always
show up at the SGA meetings. This in
turn, he said, causes no feedback to the
SGA or to the students. With the
alternate melho<l. all students could
attend SGA mortings and voice their
opinions or problems directly to the SGA
officers. McClellan pointed out.

If the alternate method is adopted in

the referendum vote on April 12.
selection of next year's SGA officers will

begin on April 21.

(Editor's note)

When voting on April 12. the student
should consider that the proposal would:

1. provide for selection rather than
election of SGA officers.

2. eliminate senators, allowing all

students to attend SGA forums to

express individual or group concerns.

Pre-Registration Begins April 24
Pre-registration for students who plan

to return to MDJC for the fall semester
1978 will begin Monday, Apr. 24 and
continue through Wednesday, Apr. 26.

Pre-registration will be conducted
each day. Apr. 24 - 26, from 9 a.m. to

11:30 a.m.; from 1:15 p.m. to 3 p.m. in

Room 36A, Horton Science Building.
Students will report to the Science

Building. Room 36A, during a vacant
period to fill out class schedule,
worksheet, have schedule approved,
complete schedule card, and to pick up
instructions for registration.
On Aug. 21 and 22 students will report

for registration to pick up class cards,

pay fees, have ID cards and annual
pictures made.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
pre-registration will be handled by Mr>*

Carley and Mr. McAfee in the vocational

and technical classrooms.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
Students enrolled in the following

programs will pre-register at the time

indicated by Mr. Carley and Mr.

McAfee: Building Construction Techno
logy; Drafting and Design Technology;

Educational Data Processing Techno-

logy; Electronic Technology; Farm
Management Technology; Automotive

Machinist; Cotton Gin Management;

Machine Shop; Refrigeration and Air

Conditioning.

First Semester 1978-79 schedules and
planning sheets will be available in the

Student Affairs Office, Monday. Apr. 10.

All Nchedule planning Hheetn must he

signed by a faculty advlMor when
presented to the Dean of Instruotiftn for

final approval.

Faculty advisors are listed under each

program of study in the vaWvi^e catalog.

Returning tttudentH for the school year

1978 79 should pick up and complete a

re admission form in the Student Affairs

Office prior to pre registration.

By Janice Wllliam»

^» Clntgran ]left) and Ann Sizemore, both of GreenvUJe, As the temperatures climb, more and more MudenU can be

KDITORIAl.

»^adv*°tage of a beaatifuJ spring day by studying in (he son. seen congregating under Ireefc or backing in the sun.

To Vote

or

Not Vote

bu Robin Rmhiiuj
Okay people, here's your chance to

make your own decision about the
electi(»n of Student Government officers.

On Wednesday. April 12, a vote will he
held to determine how next year's SGA
officers will be choson. Presently at

MIUC. we use the regular election

method where anyone can run for a SGA
office as long as he or she has a two point

average and is not on probation. The
new niethofl will require a candiditte lo

submil an a[)))lication of sorts to a panel
of representatives who will review the

qualifications of the candidate and (hen
interview him. Next year's SGA officers

will then be selected on the basis of their

qualifications.

So what are you t() do? The primary
thing ne(>de(l lo be done is to vote. One of

the main reasons an alternate method of

selecting; SGA officers was suggested

was that only a small percentage of the

students were voting in the elections. As
a result, elections have become n farce.

The electitms have become either

popularity contests or jokes, which is a

pretty bad reflection on us. 1 know it

sounds pretty strange to hold a vote to

deride if voting is favored or not. but

that's the only way your opinion can be

made known.
Therefore. I urge you lo all vote in t his

referendum and to make your choice of

selection methods known. You are the

people who are allowed lo vole, so ynu

are thtr people who make the decision.

(Let it be known that Who's Who
selection will still be determined by

ballot voting.)

Carnival Day

Activities Told
"Carnival Day", the local traditional

celebration of spring by students and

faculty, will be held April 12.

"The agenda for this year's pattern

will be as usual." said Robert Warnork.

ctwrdinator of the even's.

"There will be track and field events,

tug of war. egg throwing, lobarco

spitting, pie eating, and if everything

goes as planned, we will bring back the

highlight of last year's carnival day —
the dunking booth." said Warnock.

"We have high hopes that this will be

the best carnival day yet." Warnock

said, "but it won't be nearly as successful

if everyone doesn't participate."

Warnock said that an invitation has

been extended to all clubs and campus

students to take an active part in the

day's fun.
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April 20

Thirteen to compete
for Miss MDJC

Plans for the 1978 Miss Mississippi

Delta Junior College Scholarship Page-

ant have been released by the Moorhcad
Rotary Club, sponsors of the pageant.

The pageant will be held April 20 at

7p.m. in the MDJC Coliseum. Mistress
of Ceremonies will be Miss Mississippi,

Miss Mary Donnelly.

The funds raised from the pageant are

used to provide scholarships for students

at MDJC. Since the first MISS MDJC
beauty pageant in 1967 through January

16. 1978. the Moorhead Rotary Club has

given out 154 full or partial tutition

scholarships totaling $17,980.

The girls are chosen by the Elections

Committee, made up of MDJC faculty

and students. The contestants are jud-

ged in evening gown, swimsuit, and
talent competition with talent being the

major category.

The pageant will be directed by Mr.
Joe Abrams, Chairman of Fine Arts
Department.

Karen Johnson

Anno Willioms Pom Coffey

A parade of beauties ...

%. r

r

Krittie Mecdor
i

Casheu Ceflou Paulo Simon

Anno Marie Shurden
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PHI THETA KAPPA
inducts 46 new members

U'illiams

Initiation

7f.ia chapter

nati

was

Jwiice Williams

of 46 new members of 7,pta

er of Phi Theta Kappa,

nation'"*'
junior college honor society,

as recently held in Tharp Auditorium.

The new members are: Hugh Aylor.

Teresa Bennett. Patricia Bianoa. Coby

Bisplinphoff. Lynn Blessitt. Melinda

Hrid^rs. Julia Brown. Boh Buntin,^.

Marlene Burchfield. Larry Burrell,

Frank Davis. Frances Downs. Debbie

Fioranelli. Cynthia Fratesi. David L.

Freeman. Ann Fulcher. Karen Futral.

Jane Gammiil. Christy Glover. Jamie

Harvey. Joy Jenkins. Tyler Mann. David

McCaskill. Dianna McGaugh, Tommy
Minyard. William Murdauph. Mae
Bertha Paul. Kathi Phillips. Mary Jean

Pinkerton. Libby Pugh. Edwina Quinn.

Diana Rowe. Virginia Rowland, Tommy

Roc-onn, Stan Smuh. Kathv Smvlie.Cdward Tront Sponcer. Rarrv Svkes
M.choIo Tews Rarh..ra Tharp. Tomm;
Thompson. Michael Turner, Neil Turner

Offi<ers of the club conducted the
<'eremonv. Officers and old members
part.cpatinir were: David Gibson
Kmeha Harris. JoAnn Colotta. Kim
Goslm. Kathv Allen. Linda Allen. Jan

Martha Sibley. Vikki Washington.
Faciiltv members who are alumni of

-^eta Zeta serve as sponsors of the group
They are: Mrs. Elizabeth M. Cummings.
Mrs. Evelvn Kiker. Mrs. Yvonne
Bennett. Mr. Dwight Spencer, and Mr
Jimmv Free.

Happenings

Trojans travel during holidays
By Anne Williams and Janice WUliams

Ginny Toole. Jeannie Buford. and
ibby Robinson spent the spring

holidays in Panama City. Fla.

Gene Pigg. John Bodie, Joe Cutis Sims
and Darryl Holiday went canoeing and
campintr in North Arkansas during the
vacation.

Anne Williams went to New Orleans
Apr. 4 to take a Federal Communications
Commission test to get her third class
license.

Pam Coffey and some friends from
Delta State University visited Florida
over the holidays.

Vikki Washington and Mike Peay
went to Hattiesburg for part of their
vacation. Both returned to Clarksdale
where Vikki visited for the weekend.
On Mar. 20 several faculty members

went to Jackson for the MAE Junior
Collego Faculty Association meeting.
Those attending were: Laney Wooten.
Mary Ellen Hollaway. Harold Worsham.
Cecil Culpepper. Betty Watson. Allen
Nelms. and Charlie Joiner. The meeting
was held at Primes Northgate Restau-
rant at noon. On Tuesday. Mar. 2L Miss
Wooten attended the Journalism Educa-
tors Division meeting at the Coliseum
Kamada Inn where she presided as
division chairman.
Dawn Blackmon. Steve Skelton and

Uebbie Williams were involved in a
inree car accident March 27 at the
"»rner of Highway 3 and Cherry Street,
iwoofthe cars were badly damaged but
no one was hurt

Hiane McGaugh. a sophomore Irom
naw. Will be married to Cliff Coleman, a

sophomore from Indianola. The wedding

will be solemnized June 11.

Gwen Horis of Hollandale and Robert
Tripplett. sophomore from Leland. have
set June 3 as the date for their
forthcoming marriage. Gwen is a former
MDJC student.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert McAfee are the
proud parents of a son. Matthew Chase
McAfee.
Matthew was born on Mar. 26. at 8:18

p m.. in Bolivar County Hospital in

Cleveland. The baby weighed fi lbs.. 13
07. ,

'

Mr. McAfee is a vocational counselor
on the Moorhead campus.

Mrs. Dianne Saucier, local speech

instructor, will attend a meeting of the

Board of Directors of the Mississippi

Theatre Association of Junior College

Drama Instructors Conference in Meri-

dian, Apr. 28 29. Mrs. Saucier is

president of this group.

Mrs. Doris Boycr is the proud grand-

mother of three new grandchildren. A
set of twins, a boy Amos Edward Boyer

III. and a girl Nancy Leigh boyer. were

born on March 31. Amos weighed 5 lbs.,

and his sister weighed 7 lbs. 11 oz. The

parents are Mr. and Mrs. Edward Boyer

n.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lott welcomed a

new arrival to their family on March 10.

Michelle Leigh Lott weighed 7 lbs. 7 oz.

Mrs Lott is the forinely Miss Joyce

Bover.

^•diior-in-chicl
. . .janicc williams

•"»MMant cdiior
. . . robin rushing

'"'"'•'K'Mg editor... dale jc-nkins

'eporicrs
. . . perry williams. anno viilliam^

jcancltc knighicn

'MKscticr ... darlunc alien

pnnicrs
. . vocational printing class

r-VlISSISSlPPli

JUNIOR
COLLKCiE

PRESS
ASSOC]AXIOM

ubhshed by and for MDjfc students. Bi-weekly except for holidays. Letters

are welcomed. The Herald Suff reserves the right to delete
' material. Printed on campus by the vocational printing class.

April'* gay oi u.r month t. Pepprr B.l.on. . frwhmu. Pivchology miUor, from

Ramblin'^*^

**Ler8 make It a good final term"
By Jwilcv

I would like to welcome everyone back
from the spring holidays. I hope that
everyone had a good time. There aren't

(hat many days left in this school year.
With this fact in min<i. I would like to

issue a challenge to all of you. If you have
been doing your best, don't slack off now
because it's springtime. If you haven't
been doing your best, the time is now to

really dig in. That extra push at the end
could make all the difference.

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert McAfee on the arrival of their

son. Matthew Chase.

I'm glad to see Mrs. Geraldine Phillips

WUIIuni

back at school. I know thai all of her
students feel the same way.

Honors Day will be held May 3.

There Wore plans for a "gong show."

but student reaclion hasn't been that

g(Mid, If you would like to see such a

show or participate in it. please contact

Dean Robert Warnock in the Union.

So far this year, we've received only

one letter to the editor. We welcome
communication with the readers. It

dm-sn t have to be Homething bad, we'd

just like to hear from you — good or bad.

Deadline for the next is8ue is Apr. 12.

Who am I? (mystery teacher)
By Janice WUliams

This person is warm and under-

standing. He has a friendly smile (hat

just radiates "good will". When you're

around this person you get (he uncon-

trollable urge to smile, because he's

always doing something, fidgeting with

this or that. You fmd yourself wondering

what he'll do next, get dunked in the

dunking machine, or get up and "dis-

co". This person is very jolly and
fun-loving; he can make a party any-

where. This person's dress is mostly

casual, but conservatively so.

His walk has you looking for that little

earphone cord running from a hidden

transistor radio, simply because his walk

is so merry thai he reminds you of some
"cool dude" doing the "stop and go".

He also has a serious side when it's

needed. When there is a problem. I

don't believe that you c .id find a more

dedicated person to solve it. His student

rapport is one that can't be beat. In fact

many think of him as more of a pal than

as a faculty member. This person has

straight brownish-black hair worn in a

youthful but becoming style. He wears

brown tinted "fronts" with tear drop like

viewers.

He's very efficient and he keeps a

level head in a moment of presiiure. His

manner is that of a humai^bcin^. not a

robot programmed to say and do only

certain things and he's not so intel-

lectualized that he can't deal with

"unprogrammed" data. In fact I'm sure

, if you look closely you'll find that this

person is very loving and giving. He is

one of the most free-thinking people that

I've encountered in quite sometime. He

can relate to any problem and will go out

of his way to give the utmost in

satisfaction. He's never stuffy and over-

bearing as is typically (he sterotypc

description of faculty. If you're ever
down in the dumps just strut on over to

Jhe J.S. Trojan building, and your spirits

"lire guaranteed to rise. Yoy'll see what I

mean when 1 say speak of an "uncontrol-

lable" urge (0 smile. And wha( else

better can^^ive someone in this age of so

much sadness than a bright sunny smile.

Up the front and down the back

Trojans don't take no flack.

Red and black we do wave.

How many calorics do I crave,

one ItKlay and two tomorrow, a penny

earned is a penny daved.

I threw a stone across the stone creek

and hit the duck on his beak

When I say lights out they look at me
like I'm a freak!

Ltwk before you cross the street

I said to my yam so sweet,

In reply she said the car I'll never try to

beat.

Now fiddle dc dee and fiddle de dum

from where did that beer bottle come?

My name isn't the ()uc you see for next

time I left it on the E.Lee

when you've this riddle undone, you'll

laugh with glee for my Career is the clue
yoirsee.

Mrs. Isabclle Car

ley was featured

as the last mys-

tery personality.

No

plotare

available
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Some of the dancers who participated In the ^^Dlsco on

Broadway" recitaJ April 6 are [from left] Tammy Williams,

Manager
comments on

theft cost
That salt shaker that you just

pocketed may keep you from eating

steak anymore this semester — or even

spaghetti in Vandiver Union Cafeteria.

Petty theft of salt and pepper shakers,

glasses, china, and other table acces-

sories has cost the local cafeteria

management $2409.90 since school

opened last August.

"People are just taking everything in

sight and literally walking off with it."

said Elliott Palmer, local cafeteria

manager.
Palmer pointed out that the funds that

are budgeted for stocking the cafeteria

come from the student meal ticket

revenue.

"When items are broken or stolen, we
take the money from replacements out of

this set budget. We can't continue to

offer quality food at low prices if we have
to deal with losses such as we have had
this year." said Palmer.
Palmer's itemized list of losses

through theft includes; silverware —
$546.21; ash trays - $57.30; sugar
shakers - $83; glasses - $424.46; salt

and pepper shakers — $89.60; china —
$1209.33.

"We hope that the people who are
doing this will check these figures and
realize that when they take something
from the cafeteria, they're not only
hurting the school, but in the long run,
they are hurting themselves also," said
Palmer.

Brenda Oswalt, VIcki Heep and Vlkki Washington.

Indlanola Academy Second Graders posed for the publications photographer on their
campus tour last Tuesday.

Parchman Prison band

returns to MDJC

Blood Drive

nets 55 pints

Fifty-five pints of blood were collected
in the drive held on campus recently.
The drive was sponsored by VICA.

assisted by Phi Beta Lambda and the
Arkansas Red Cross unit.

"This is a service project provided by
VICA and PBL each year." said Tyler
Mann, PBL representative.

An all-time campus favorite — the
Parchman Prison Hand — will return to
MDJC on Apr. 13.

"The hand is bigger and better this

time, and I'm sure that everyone,
whether they've heard them before or
not, will find them very enjoyable," said
Robert Warnock. director of student
activities.

Time of the Band's performance will

be announced in the Daily Bulletin.
Other promising events slated in the

Union this nine weeks are;

April U — NJR, the campus religious
singing group, will present a show in the
Union at noon. «

April 12 — Indianola Academy High
School Chorus will be presented in

concert at noon.

April 24 - The Navy Concert Band
will present a show at noon.
Other major campus events on the

student activities calendar include:
April 12 - Carnival Day. (See story

elsewhere is paper).

April 27-28 - Four facultv members
and 26 VICA Club students will attend
the state meeting in Jackson.

April 27 - The girls dorm will hold a
formal dance in the Coliseum.

April 29 - There will be a chess
tournament in Stanny Sanders Library
from 8 a.m. 6 p.m. The public is invited
to attend. The tournament is being
sponsored by the Mississippi Chess
Association.

The MDJC dancing groups. The
Dancers and the tap and

s,

dancers, under the direction
of

Betty Aden, presented their
^

dance recital "Disco on Broadway
Tharp auditorium on Apr, 5

performers were: Coby Bispljn

Carolyn Burns, Vicki Heep, Donn^
Hoyle, Brenda Oswalt, Tammy Wil

Vikki Washington. Karen Turner.

Kelly, Charles Bowman, Sue
JarretC. Danny Jones, Terry
Keeton, Trisha l^-ove, Lonnie Miles

Pichette, Rosie Roscoe, Debra
Anna Warren, Anthony White, 1.^

Coleman, Dawn Franklin. Nancy
Lisa Richard, Merry Glen Purp,

Louanne Randle, Tammie Sims, Btr

Flynn, Chris Cintgran, Les ShennJ
Jimmy Shamoun, Waune Parker, (y
Hansen and William Mizell helped u

set design, and Bill Horton wa^

lighting and sound technician. The h
Dancers traveling schedule is as follot

Apr. 14, Riverside High School. Apr

North Sunflower Academy.

B.S.D. held

Spring

Banquet
Baptist Student Union members

their spring banquet at the cam

center Apr. 5.

Entertainment was provided by

Mayfield, a blind girl who uses her gifl

singing and ventriloquism for tl

entertainment of audiences.

Twenty seven BSU students ser

on various committees for organizinf;

banquet.

Tickets, which cost $1 each, were ^

by Ricky Sharpe. Kathy Inman, Na:

Peeples, and Debbie Dodd. A ti::

crowd attended.

Newly elected Baptist SturJent \

officers and other students will atiei

the Leadership Training Conferencp

Clinton Apr. 7-9. They will be tau).'hi

do their jobs more effectively, and tl

will hear inspirational speakers at

attend mass meetings.

Local BSU' officers were being eleci

at presstime. Their names will

announced at a later date.

A special project of the local BS

chapter this nine weeks will be !^

development of financial project*^

support the summer missionary P^^

gram of the Southern Baptist churct^

in the United States. Plans are to se:

58 summer missionaries into 14 siaW

and six foreign countries.

The MDJC chapter has su[

several of these summer missionarie:>

past years.

Delta Crusade

featured in

Vandiver Union
Dr. Jack Stanion, a iraveli

evangelist from Missouri who is headil

the Central Delta Crusade for Chr^

will be the featured speaker in Vandi^^

Union at noon. Apr. 10.

Musical Evangelist Jamal Badry. «j
is accompanying Dr. Stanton in

Crusade will also be featured in a '

Concert sometime during the wet
Apr. 1016. according the Rev. Cor

Daughtry. local coordinator of

Crusade. The date will be announ
later.

Other events of the Crusade wi
staged in the Coliseum.



Donna Stowers Jo Anne Colotta Louanne Rondlt

Vikki Washington
Mils MDJC 1977

^•'^y Glenn Pornell

Vikki recalls 1977 reign
by Vikki Washington as told to Janice Williams

Noting that the annual Miss Missis-
sippi pageant is just around the corner I

decided that I would like to share some
of my experiences of the pageant with
this year's aspirants in hopes that 1

might somewhat put them at ease.
When everyone heard that I was

entering the pageant there were many
different responses - some good and
some not so good. But that's one of the
foremost things that the airls enterine
The contest must keep in mind. Be
yourself, and don't worry about what
anyone else is thinking. I found this to

be most helpful in the long weeks that I

spent preparing for the pageant. You
must always remember that they are just

people the same as you are and it's

nothing to freeze up about, just relax

and do your best. Make sure that you
pick a talent that you feel comfortable at,

because then you are less likely to make
mistakes.

All of it's not fun and glory. There arc
many things like having a full-time

chapcronc. and not being able to make a
phone call unless it's an emergency, and
not beinK able to have dates that will try
your patience to the bone. The over and
ovcr-again rehearsing of the talent and
bathing suit competition would take the

sparkle out of anyone's eye. But in the

end when that moment of truth comes
when your turn to perform arrives, you'll

be grateful - aching feet, tired legs and
all.

You will have a hostess that will be
your "mother away from home" while

you're training for the pageant. My
hostess was Mrs. Jim Ramsey, wife of a

lawyer in the surrounding county. Your
hostess is there to assist you. They bring

you flowers, fruit baskets and whatever

else they think will make your stay as

comfortable as possible.

A lot of the "former Misses" of Ihc

world will be there to help you. Laurie
Lea Schaffer, Miss America for l*)72 was
our emcee. Marion Burgess, Miss Ten-
nessee, and Nancy White (tlrsl alternate

l**7b) were some of the entertainers; the

reigning Miss Mississippi (1977), Mary
Donnelly, from Beaumont, Texas was
there.

There were a number of outings that

we went on but the ones that I liked the

most were the Parade uf Beauties in the

mall and the rivcrboal ride on the

Jefferson Davis, down the Mississippi

River.

All in all it was a very memorable
experience. I got to mcel a Inl of people

fiom all different kinds of backgrounds
and I made quite a few friends Ihfil I

haled to part with. But the thing lhat

impressed me the most was the profes-

sional way lhat the whole pageant was
carried out. It was organised and plan-

ned so that evorythng went very

smoothly.
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Lady Famert

You've Come A Long Way
Two MDJC females are experiencing? a

classroom situation that many girls do

not. Ann Fulcher of Greenville and

Laurie Parker of Inverness are the only

girls at MDJC in the agriculture

curriculum.

Ann plans to go to Mississippi State

after this year, where she will be in the

Agriculture Extension Education and

the Animal Science curriculums. Laurie

also plans to go to Mississippi State,

where she will be in floriculture and

landscape design. Both women are

taught their agriculture classes at MDJC
by George "Bud" Dowell. farm manage-

ment instructor.

When asked why she chose to enter a

curriculum that sees few women at

MDJC, Ann said: "I was a physical

education major, but I decided to change

because my interests centered around

the Cooperative Extension Service. I

want to minor in animal science because

I'd like to stay basically in the livestock

part of it all. I used to be really active in

4 n and stuff. It's just what I like."

Laurie, who is majoring in agriculture

here so she can go straight mto floral

design at "Slate", says she doesn't

mind being one of the only girls in her

class.

"It's not any different from many of

my other classes to me. although I do sit

at the front near Ann!" laughed Laurie.

Mr. Dowell says that agriculture is a

growing field for females. About 30% of

the graduates in agricultural colleges

now are female, a fairly stable

percentage since 1972.

"You find a lot of girls in horticulture

because there is ready employment. The

base pay for female agriculture

graduates is roughly $10,000 per year."

said Mr. Dowell.

All the agriculture courses at MDJC
transfer to "State" as well as other

colleges, and females are urged to enter

these fields at larger schools. So for the

female who has not decided on her

career choice, she might look to

agriculture for some excellent career

opportunities. j^^^^^ Rushing

Agriculture Majors Ann Fulcher fLEFT] and Laurie Parker work wUh Lee Underwood

and Newman Bowles In George DowelPs Soils Class.

Movie Review

Mr. Goodbar reeks of garbage
I do not know why any major motion

picture studio such as Paramount would

stand behind such a film as Looking for

Mr. Goodbar. I can describe the movie in

one word-GARBAGE.
Looking for Mr. Goodbar is sup-

posedly about the new free and total

woman of now. Diane Keeton is cast in

this role as the former meek little

Catholic-Irish girl who "never did not-

hinj^" and was never expected to do

anything. And veteran actress Tuesday

Weld has the role of her sister, the

daughter that is the pride of the family

in their own eyes but is in real life a

tramp.

Diane Keeton looks and plays the part

of the character from Judith Rosssnior's

book of the same title but she plays it so

well that the audience is put to sleep by

the same scenes being repeated only

with different characters. And the gene-

ral casting of the movie is done very

well. They Apparently picked up every

pervert they could find in Hollywood on

a Saturday night.

Keeton portrays the liberated woman
who is free to love and live the way she

wants. So she never fears the outcome of

any of her encounters in those dark

alleys or drug-ridden singles bars in the

crime inflicted part ofthe city, and she

usually goes there by her lonesome. But
she says that she is alone, but not onely.

Looking for Mr. Goodbar is nothing

more than a strung-together loop of

Keeton's one-night stands, each a little

kinkier than the first. In all actuallity

there is nothing the film contributes to

society, and there are plenty of porno
loops that have a far better plot and less

provocative themes for the audience.

The audience is so bored by the scenes
of Diane Keeton getting it on with many

men. and of her floating through a wort]

of drugs that do not blot out the guilt o(

her inner self and "making it througl

the night". But the part of the audienct

that has not walked out. soon witnesso

the most brutal scene in the film. Keetoi

has decided that this will be her last

night to prowl the singles bars, and ii

order to rid herself of the only man ii

the world who really cares for her. sht

finds a rather deranged young man. whc

earlier in the movie She is stabbed %

many times that he, the killer, it

dripping with blood. And these scenei

are taking place with a strobe hght on.

thus the audience is treated to a slo»

motion blood-soaked murder-rape. The

scenes actually made me physically sick,

along with the majority of the audience.

Volume 1 Number 4 NEWS AROUND MOORHEAD

CHURCH

Minister Anthony Williams of .lackstm

State U niversity will sponsor a

Minister's Extravaganza. Apr. 8, at The
New Testament Trinity House of

Prayer. Speakers for the occasion will be
Minister Reed of Mississippi Valley
State University in Itta Hena. David
Jones of Jackson and Minister Boxdell of

Indianola. The public is invited to attend.
The P^xtravasanza will be^in 7:30 p.m.

Garden Club To Attend

Local Convention

Local Garden Club officers will attend
the Mississippi Garden Clubs Inc.
convention in Greenwood on Apr. 11-13.
Mrs. Jimmy Moore, local president, said
that the local club has been notified that
it will receive an award, hut she was not
told what award it had won.
The local club is also preparing for its

annual potiuck supper on May 4. Guest
speaker for the occasion will be Mr.
Sherman Slauffer of the MDJC staff.

Mr. Stauffer will present a series of
slides on Amish family life.

Schultz Wins Scholarship
(^loveland. Miss. — Delta State

basketball coach Mel Hankinson has

made Douj: Schult/ of St. Gabriel, La.,

bis first sipnee of 1978

.

Schultz. a fi 6. 190 pound forward

played the last two years for Coach
John Vickers at Mississippi Delta Junior

CoUcfie where he made All State and

participated in the recent Mississippi

Junior College All Star game.
"Dout; is the type player who can come

in and help us immediately," Hankinson

said. "He is one of the best passers I've

seen and this will be an asset to our style

of play Doug is a potential starter."

Hankinson noted that Schultz' jump-
ing ability and quickness will help
stren^rthen an area which is vital to the
Delta State basketball program.
"One of our goals is to recruit players

in our own back yard and then look

elsewhere." Mel noted. "We have
recruited Mississippi heavily and I feel

Doug is one of the finest prospects in our
state."

Brick House To Sponsor
Fashion Fair

There will be a Fashion Fair held at

the Rrick House. Apr. 9. at 7:30 p.m.
The show is being sponsored by the

Moorhead Athletic Club.

Tickets may be picked up at the Brick
House with an admission fee of $2.

Disco dancing will be held after the
show.

Pool Team Holds
Local Competition

The Pool Team, a newly formed
billiards group in Moorhead, won its first

tournament.

The local group defeated teams from
Indianola, Isola. Belzoni. and the
California Club in the competition which
was held in Relzoni. Mar. 24.

Another round of competition for the
local groups was to be held Mar, 31 at

the Brick House, a club in downtown
Moorhead. Results were not known at

presstime.

Officers of the club were recently
selected. They are as follows: President.
Leroy Goodman: Vice President, Robert
Dean: Secretary, Robert Jones: and
Treasurer. Odell Beamon. The club
open to all Moorhead citizens.

DEATHS

Adrell Potts

Adiell Potts died at his home Mar. -

He was formerly employed by A>
Construction Company in Moorhead,

He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Bel

Potts. 11 children, and 28 grandchildren

Funeral services were held at Unio<

Grove Baptist Church in Moorhead

Nettie M. Fields

Mrs. Nettie M. Fields, widow of Ke^-

Leonard Fields, died Mar. 14 at the

South Sunflower County Hospital.

For many years she was employed
Mississippi Delta Junior College as *

cafeteria worker.

She is survived by two sons, Arthur

and Willie Jones, three brothers

seven grandchildren. Funeral service*

were held at Pleasant Green Bapi***

Church.
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MDJC Enrollment Stable

Dean Travis Thornton. ML C Student
Affairs Dean, said enrollment t Missis-

sippi Delta Junior College for 1978
fall semester is basically the same as last

year, although distribution is slightly

different.

The vocational school enrollment is up
considerably this year, while academical-
ly oriented classes show a small decrease.
Dean Thornton said.

Because of MDJC*s location and
reasonably low cost, most of its students

are from the eight supporting counties.

This year, however, 18 out-of-state

students are enrolled; most are reci-

pients of football scholarships. They
comprise about one per cent of MDJC's
enrollment. Seventy per cent of the

students commute from surrounding

counties, and the rest live in the dorms.

According to Dean Thornton, MDJC's
enrollment rates "as average" in com-

parison to other junior college enrollment

in Mississippi.

Band Members Announced

mpmL^"^^ ^^"'^ *s on the move, with
members of the flag corps, rifle corps.

1978 ?9
^^""^ ^"^' '"^ selected for

Ma^rrr^^*.^ Ja'nes. MDJC
memt"' ^r^^

'''''' ^''^
Shirlev H»i

^^^"^ *^^P^^'"

' omh. r
^""^ ^'^^^'"^ Carlisle. Linda

Fostpr Tu" ^f'iams. and Deloris

precil ^o'or to the band's

^choS flartrT''
^"ited Sutes'flar'''''^^

'"'^

ilcll'mf/^'^'*^
members are captain Kay

• ^<^<^Ptain Amey Wooton. and

Doris Shaw, Margaret McClee, and Pam
McCullough. They are currently perfect-

ing their color flashes and twirls for the

band.

According to Mr. James, the MDJC
band this year has 16 members, with 10

of them being percussionists.

Rifle corps director Joe Abrams said

that group has four members and a

featured twirler. Nancy Can* and Dawn
Franklin, both of Greenwood. Becky

Horton, and Greg Bellipanni. both of

Indianola. are the corps members, and

Brenda Mitchell of Cleveland is the

featured twirler.

60 Trojans! Beat Gulf Coast!

Gerald Whittlngton Martha Woodall Ralph Ross

Faculty Changes Told
The 1978 fall semester has brought

some changes to the MDJC faculty. The
most noticeable changes are the new
additions to the faculty, hul at least two
instructors have changed positions.
Jimmy Free ha.s taken charge of all

data processing courses, after Joseph
"Mac" McGinley retired duo to medical
reasons. Jim Randall, who was formerly
head athletic director at MDJC. is the
new Director of Continuing Education.
New faculty members are as follows:

Sue Carley, Moorhead. Basic Skills.

Susan Casano, Indianola. Nursing.

I*aul Downs. Moorhead. Physical Kduca
tion.

Meredith Fisher. Greenwood. Nursing.
James (;ray. Moorhead. Physical Rduca
tion.

Patricia Ilinlon. Clevelnnd. Nursing.
IVggy Payne. Drew. Nursing.
Kalph Ro.ss. la'lnnd. Vocational Techni
cal Counselor.

(«Tald Whiltington. Cleveland. Physical
Science. Chemistry Lab.
Martha Woodall. Cleveland. Vocational
Technical ('ounselor.

Robert J. Bruss. Greenville, Continuing
Kducation.

This is Ramblin' and I am the Rambler.

No, 1 am not an old car; rather I am a real

live person who also happens to he the

editor of this paper. The reason this is

called Ramblin' is because that is what is

usually done here (although it could have

just as easily been called Ranting or

Raving . . . ). This is my outlet to reach

my readers. That is you.

Some changes have occured this

semester with The Delta Herald,

the main one being the appointment of

Curt Guenther as our advisor. Curt also

handles the Basic News Reporting class,

as well as his usual tasks in Public

Relations. Laney Wooten. who has

previously advised this paper, has taken

a semester's leave of absence, leaving

the paper with some pretty inexperienc-

ed people. Nevertheless, we on the staff

of The Delta Herald are striving to make
this year's issues the best ones ever, and

I think we can. At any rate, we do wish

Miss Wooten a speedy return, and at the

same time we extend a hearty welcome

to Curt.

Congratulations to the football Tro-

jans and coaches on their 14 12 victory

over Southwest. You have started the

season off right, and we all expect you to

keep up the great work.

Well, now that everyone has settled

into their academic schedules, the time

has come to decide on extra curricular

activities. MDJC has many clubs, organi-

zations, and intramural sports to offer;

there is virtually something for everyone
who is interested. I<et's fare it. life in

Moorhea I at times tends to become a bit

boring, and one can get only so much
sleep. So why not get involved? At the

very worst you can only have fun.

And .-^ peaking of Moorhead, I would
like to make a few comments about this

peculiar but pleasant little town. (Why
not? It's my column . . . ) Having
decided to attend MliJC. you have
automatically become part of a unique
lifestyle that seems to exist nov/hnre

else. This place is part of your life for ihe

next nine months, and you will eventual-

ly realize that whether you live on

campus or commute, you help compo.se

Mof)rhead, Mississippi. The people here

take pride in their town, and they take

pride in MDJC. So .since you are already

part of all this, try to experience it to its

fullest. Students have always griped

about the slow pace of Moorhead, but

that is the way the pac^ is preferred. Go
to Greenville. Greenwood, Jackson or

Memphis for your fast life: but if you

want just to sit back and relax, it is

Moorhead all the way. I have a saying

that seems to sum it up for me:

Remember. Moorhead more often! See

vou next issue.
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Nar ''olc: Mayor's Helper
How niimy people get the rhanre to

work for the only female mayor in the

state? Well. Nan Cole, a sophomore from

Grace majoring in elementary education,

has had that chance.

Nan worked Ihis past summer for

Unila Blackweli. mayor of Mayersvillc.

Ms. Rlackwell is the first black female

mayor in the State of Mississippi.

When asked how she ^ot the job. Nan
replied that her p*andmother referred

her to Ms. Blackweli when she learned

t he mayor needed some assistance in the

office. Nan acquired the job through the

Washington Lssaquena Sharkey County

Action Association.

Nan's duties included general office

work, attendinjf town board meetings,

and helping to support Ms. Blackweli.

Nan's bo.ss was not just another

interested citizen who also had an

interest in politics. Ms. Blackweli has

been to China and the White House and

has had a water system installed in

Mayersville after the town's incorpora-

tion. (Mayersville is the only incorporat-

ed town in Issaquena County.)

Ms. Blackweli is also president of the

Rural Women's Association of America.

a post she was chosen for by President

Carter.

"I've met many people from Wash-

ington. n.C and Jackson who worked

with Ms. Blackweli in some government

programs." said Nan. "She is a very

pleasant person who believes in doing

her job right."

Nan still works for Ms. Blackweli on

the weekends, and she sums up her job

like this: "Working in the mayor's office

has helped me understand politics much

better. If anyone ever gets the chance to

work in any political job they should do

it. It is very exciting."

Trojans Win Opening Game
The M.n.J.C. Trojans opened their

1978 79 football season with a H-12
victory over Southwest Junior College

Saturday. Sept. 2.

Southwest scored first, after Moor-

head fumbled on its own 21 -yard line.

They scon-d but missed the extra point

and led 6 0.

In the second (luartor Moorhead's

tailback Benny Allen took a pitchout and

rambled 51 yards for a touchdown.

Lamar Adams booted the extra point to

give MDJC a 7 6 lead.

With seconds to play before the half,

Benny Allen threw a 43-yard halfback

pass to tight end Melvin Broome, which

moved MDJC to the Southwest four.

Then Allen scooted around the right end
for his second score. The extra point was

Modeling Squad

Tryouts Held

The Mississippi Delta Junior College

modeling squad was scheduled to hold

tryouts for its 1978 79 troupe on Sept. 6,

according to squad sponsor Mrs. Jackie

Franklin, head of the MDJC Home
Economics Department.

Mrs. Franklin said she expected 15-20

students to try out for the squad,

including two returning sophomores

from last year's group.

Selections for this year's squad were
left to a panel of judges, made up of

faculty members Joe Carley, Ralph
Ross. Dean Mac McClellan, Mrs. Rabb
Warnock, and Mrs. Dwight Spencer.

Results of the tryouts will be announc-
ed in the homecoming edition of the
I>eUa Herald.

mi.

good, and MDJC led 1416 at the half.

Southwest scored late in the fourth

quarter with an 18-yard pass from

quarterback Don Tumey to flanker

Steve Brock. Their attempted two-point

conversion failed.

Although MDJC failed to score in the

second half, the Trojan Defense held

Southwest, and Moorhead had a 14 12

Victory at the Hnal gun.

Nan Cole works for the onl>

black female mayor in the slaie

of Mississippi.

Dean Warnock

Announces

NJR Announces Intramurals

Members

New Jerusalem Railroad, the Baptist

Student Union singing group, held

tryout - tr the 1978 79 season on August
28.

The 14-person group will perform with
the following members this year: Debbie
Dunnaway and Gay Carnerly, first

opranos; Mary Jean Pinkerton and
Vudy Broadway, seco.id sopra'-os;

'anya Rowe and Harriet Trammell.
Jtos; Duane Dodd. Jimmv McClendon.
ind Dale Lloyd, tenors; and Phillip

Cidd and Randy Welch, basses.

Cindy Turner will accompany the
roup on piano, with Joe Tollins manag-
ng sound control, and Jimmy Slater in

'harge of utilities.

The group will be directed by Thad
^ritchard of Inverness.

Before beginning their new season,
he group will he involved with rehear-
sals for several weeks. A schedule of
ibout 3540 performances throughout
he Delta awaits them this year.

The MDJC intramural football seaso:

began Tuesday. Sept. 5 with the openinr

game between the Budmen and tlx

B.S.U. (B.S.U. won 13-0). In addition

u

these two teams, there are five more-

the Playboys* Athletic Club, the Bla(i|

Panthers, the Faculty, the U.F.O.'s.

the Bear Meats, according to Unioi|

Director Rabb Warnock.
The season will last approximately tal

weeks, ending with a playoff betweeij

the two teams with the best records.

"Each individual member of the teanl

that wins the championship game wil

receive a trophy for his efforts," Waff

nock said.

All games will be played on tbel

intramural field located between Troju

Field and the girls' dorm. The time

dates of games will be posted in l^l

student union.

Some of the teams still have positiosl

open. Persons interested should ^
team members or Dean Warnock f^^l

information.

"A female team is also being fci

Persons interested should see Mn-I

Margaret Warnock or persons in th(|

east or west wing of the girls' dorm,

said Dean Warnock.
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Sophomore Maid Louanne Handle Escor*

ted by Mike Ervin

Sophomore Maid Dawn Franklin Escort-
ed by Jim Pickett

Welcome Alumni

All of us here at Mississippi Delta

Junior College would like to issue a

special invitation to our alumni and

friends to attend our homecoming fes-

tivities on Oct. 7th. At 5:00 P.M. we will

begin our alumni dinner in the private

dining room of the Student Union: a

business session will follow immediately.

Please make plans to attend, and then

join us at the football game at 7:30 P.M.

We also urge you to support your

Alumni Association, as the funds are

used to help students who need financial

aid. Dues are as follows:

Single membership. . $5.00

Married ' $7.50

Lifetime member $75.00

Alumni banquet (per plate) $2.75

You may pay the fees at the banquet

or mail your check to Alumni Associa-

tion. Mississippi Delta Junior College.

Moorhe:-.d. MS 38761.
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1978 HOMECOMING COURT

I

MDJC's 1978 Homecoming Queen is Christy Glover, a Sophomore from Clarksdale
majonng in Medical Records. She was escorted by Brian Heim of Mcrrilt Kland,
Florida.

Homecoming Schedule
Homecoming 1978 reaches its zenith

on Saturday. Oct. 7. with the football

game against Copiah-Lincoln Junior
College, the Alumni Association meeting
and banquet, and the presentation of the

1973 Homecoming Queen and her court.

According to Homecoming Committee
Chairman Rabb Warnock. the Saturday
schedule goes something like this:

Noon- Alumnus of the Year pre.senta

tion by Alumni Association and
Moorhead Rotary Club: private

dining room of Student Union

2:30 - Parchman Prison Band in con
cert at MDJC Coliseum

5:00 - Alumni Association meeting.

private dining room of Student
Union

5:00 Barbeque outside Student
Union

7:30 Foolball game. Trojan Field:

halftime presentation of home-
coming court and fireworks dis-

play

10 p.m. 1 a.m. Homecoming victory

dance. MDJC Col
iseum

All day long there will be on display at

the Union of homccnming exhibits, and
beginning about 5 p.m. there will be a

slide show presented in the Union
lobby, depicting MDJC pa.st and present.

Freshman Maid Kim Hodges Escorted
bv Oulnton Williams

1

i.

^2

1

Freshman Maid Kalhy Turner Escorted
by Paul Williams

English Club

Organized

On September 19 the organizational
meeting of the Spectator Ch b was held
at Mississippi Delta Jvu.. 'lege.

Forty-two persons attended.

The club plans to sponsor several
projects this year, including presenta
tion of a one-act play, hosting a

Christmas party, and attending the

performance of a play at a neighboring
college.

The group's current project is the
sponsoring of a sophomore maid in thi-

1978 homecoming parade at MDJC.
Mrs. Wallace Shuttleworth. chairman

of the Language Arts Department at

MDJC and one of the sponsors of the
Spectator Club, said that any student

who would like to participate in the club

should give their name to her or to any nf

the English teachers.
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Martha Woodall, MDJC^s new women's counselor, talkfi with a student about equality In education . [Photo by

Mizell.]

In Pilot Program

Martha Woodall Is NewWomen's Counselor
Mississippi Delta Junior College

women students have their own special

counselor this year.

She is Mrs. Martha Woodall, and her

office is in the Vocational-Technical

Center.

Mrs. Woodall is primarily concerned

with women and the special problems

they may encounter in college. Older

women who have returned to school

after their children have grown up and
moved away, women who have come to

school to learn a job skill to bring in a

second income for their families, widows
or divorcees who are forced to make
their own way in the world, or young
high school graduates away from home
for the first time- these are some of the

students Mrs. Woodall can help.

Also, should women students find they
are being treated unfairly because of

their sex and the course of study they
have chosen to take. Mrs. Woodall can

Huddleston

Ihe Reality of Space Colonization"
was the topic of Dr. Ted Huddleston.
guest lecturer for the Science Depart-
ment of Sept. 20.

Dr. Huddleston, a professor of engine
ermg at Ole Miss and a member of the L5
Society which advocates space coloniza-
tion, addressed science students and
others interested in space travel at a
series of lectures in M.E. Tharp Aud-
itorium.

Huddleston said that if the project is

givpn the funding and the go ahead, we
may see people living in space by the
year 2000.

help them in that predicament, too.

In her job as counselor, Mrs. Woodall

helps women students with various

problems they encounter in school. In

her role as Program Services Coordina-

tor, she tries to eliminate any sex bias

that may show up in the classroom.

Strange as it might sound, male

students, too, if they encounter sex

discrimination in college, can call on Mrs.

Woodall for help. Any non-traditional

student- for example, the male student

in a traditionally all-female course or a

women student in a normally all-man

course- can find a friend in Martha

Woodall.

Though she is a participant in a pilot

program (only two other junior colleges

in Mississippi have such personnel on

their staffs), Mrs. Woodall said that

MDJC already has an excellent record of

equality in education. She said several

women have already finished in courses

The space colony, he said, would
function just like earth does now. The
satellite itself would be in the shape of a

giant wheel, a mile in diameter and
three-and-a-half miles in circumference.

Inside the "Tire" of the wheel, where the
people would live, the width from the
inside to the outside of the tire would be
as long as one-and-one-half footbal!

fields.

Approximately 10.000 persons would
populate such a colony, he said, and they
would enjoy the same things we do here
on earth- trees, birds, the changes of the
seasons. Gravity would be created

considered men's courses, and others are

currently enrolled in "men's" classes,

including welding and auto machinist.

She also said there are several men
taking courses usually thought of as

being dominated by women; nursing, for

instance.

Mrs. Woodall said she is looking

forward to meeting the students, both
"non-traditional" and others. "I am
interested in talking to the students."

she said. "From talking to them, I can
get some idea of what special problems
they face, and I can formulate my
programs to meet their needs."

The new counselor is a former student
at Mississippi Delta and a graduate of

Delta State University in guidance and
counseling. Prior to coming to MpJC
this spring, she was social services

'

director for Delta Medical Center in

Greenville.

artificially by the constant slow rotation
of the wheel.

Dr. Huddleston said the colony could
be built and made functional at reason-
able cost, and the effort would be
worthwhile because energy could be
transmited from the space station to
energy conscious earth.

From his point of view. Huddleston
made the idea of such a space colony
seem real. He made it seem as though
mankind has almost reached another
frontier.

1978-79 I

T.J.'s Named
The T.J.'s. popular musical groi,,,

Mississippi Delta Junior College,

selected their 1978-79 members, act-

ong to Joe Abrams. group sponsor.

This year's group includes first
si.r,

ranos Lynn Pritchard of Inverness,

Kathy Smylie and Karen Holly
|y

Greenville: second sopranos Coby Bisr

linghoff of Greenwood and Debo^a^

Quillman of Oxford; altos Jill Dreschlp,

of Greenwood and Patricia Bianca
f,;

Indianola; and altos Chuck Pittman
f/

Belzoni, Barry Flynn of Inverness,
a,,^

Charles Lawler of Greenwood.

Backing up the singers instrumental!!

are Amy Wooten, Ricky Johnson. Rust,

Morgan, and Gus Mohamed.
Mifci

McLellan is the general travel assistani

The T.J.'s repertoire consists of a widf

range of styles, including old
tinit

nostalgia pieces, patriotic melodip,

Broadway tunes, jazz and pop. a[,r

current top-of-the-chart hits.

The 1978 group will begin then

season with a tour of area high schools
it

late October. Just prior to Thanks

giving, they will perform in the Studeni

Union at MDJC. All year long they wi^

be available to entertain at civic clubs

and other functions.

According to Mr. Abrams, the predt

cessors of the T.J.'s were the Trojan

aires, a girls' trio formed by him as an

addition to the stage band in the Sixties

Later another three women were added

to the group, and still later men were

included in the ensemble.

Fjnally the group grew large enough

to merit its own identity, and the T.J.'s.

an updated version of the Trojannaires,

were born, complete with their uwn

musical accompaniment.

Dean Wright

Last, But"

In the last issue of the Delta Herald'

the name of Dean Wright was inadver

tentiy left out of the article on nc^^

faculty and staff members at the college

Wright, one of the trio of new Troja"

coaches, comes to MDJC from Waie^

Valley High School and brings with him

an impressive coaching record.
welcome Coach Wright and his family

MDJC and the Delta Herald regrets tli^

omission.

Speaks On Colonization
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r Ramblin'
Robin Rushing

Homecoming is here! A bit early, but
it is indeed here. The queen has been
chosen, the band is polishing up for that

big halftime performance and hopefully
the cafeteria crew is dreaming up some
scrumptious homecoming meal. The
whole MDJC campus is busy completing
hastily-made plans for the celebration.

But there seems to be one question
being asked repeatedly about this year's
homecoming: "Why so early?" Last
year's homecoming date was October 13.

while this year's homecoming occurs a
week earlier on October 7. Okay, so
what's a week? Well, to many a week
means a great deal, and I think that an
extra week this year could have made a
difference in the festivities. MDJC could
have a really fine homecoming every
year if we would only spend a little time
making it fine. The homecoming commit
tee met for the first time only three
weeks before homecoming week. That
gave them only three weeks to make
plans for both student and alumni
activities. Needless to say. the commit-
tee deserves credit for pulling homecom-
ing off in such a short period of time. It is

too late to change things this year, but
hopefully next year the administration
will give the school at least a month to

make plans for homecoming.
And while we are talking about

deadlines and such, let me clear up this

year's "Who's Who" controversy. Dawn
Franklin handed me a letter the other
day requesting the postponement of the
"Who's Who" elections, and what it said
made a lot of sense. The letter was
signed by several of the officers of the
dorms and such, and it proposed that the
elections be held toward the end of the
semester in order to insure fairness to

the freshmen. It is true that the
freshmen do not really know a lot of

people even in the sixth week of school,

but it is also true that there are
deadlines that have to be met. You see.

the "Who's Who" elections are sponsor-
ed by the RETROSPECT, and these
elections are held solely for their

inclusion in the annual. At any rate. I

talked to Anne Williams, editor of this

year's RETROSPECT, and she explain-

ed the situation very clearly. In order for

us to receive our annuals by the end of

the second semester, the layout must be
completed near the end of the first

semester. Therefore all elections and
featured activities must be held relative-

ly early in the semester in order for her
to meet RETROSPECT'S copy deadline.

That is simple enough to understand.

So if any of you were "just wondering"
about the early election, now you know.
I'll see you next issue, and until then:

Remember, Moorhead more often!

Winners of the $20 offered by (he cheerleaders for the most spirited vehicle in the
"Spiril Train" were [from leftj Coby Blisplinghoff, Dawn Franklin, Merry Glenn
Pumell, and Pam McCuilough. [Photo by Rushing]
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Karl Rushing, MDJC Electronics Instructor, shows one of the newly added Micro
Processors to an Electronics Student. [Photo by Mi/ell|

Like 20,000 Transistors

MDJC Acquires Micro-Processors

Mississippi Delta Junior College has
become the first junior college in

Mississippi to add micro-processing to its

electrical curriculum, according to Karl
Rushing, electronics instructor. A micro-

processor is a circuit of a computer about
the size of a shoe box. This is the most
significant advance in the circuit pro-

graming in recent years, he explained. It

came out of the pocket calculator

research in closed circuits.

"The micro-processor takes the place

of 20.000 transistors in an ordinary

computer," Rushing said. "When it is

connected with a memory circuit, it can

perform more than 65.000 operations in

itself."

Each micro-processor chip resembles z.

4x6 index card and cost around $200. It

will cost around $1,000 to put our system
into operation. In October MDJC will

receive a high-level unit that will

regulate the other units. This unit will

cost around $14,000 when operational.

Once operational, this computer
system can he used in energy manage-
ment. It couid control and keep track of

the tempertures in all the buildings on
campus. It could even turn off lights in

class rooms that are not in use. This
system could save the school costly

energy bills.

"The industrial implications of this

system are enormous, in that businesses

and factories can reduce their operating
cost," Russing added. "At the same time
valuable energy is being conserved, the
efficiency of industry can be oT«'.tIy

increased."

The MDJC faculty is gearm*; up its

program so that these additions can be
put to use immediately. A new program
of instruction will be worked out by the

time the rest of the system arrives. Once
the system is operational MDJC should

begin to see its application in helping

solving the energy problem on campus.

J.A. Mur augh

JT'm Afraid -hWt koo^rd
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Debra Shales makes a run for a tonchdown during the big effort on the part of both teams, the student team won
recent faculty • student powder puff football game. After a 14-0.

1978-79 Cbeerleaders Lead Trojans
The Mississippi Delta Junior College

Trojans have at least eight supporters

this year. They are the high-spirited

MDJC cheerleaders.

Three sophomores with experience

from last year's squad- LouAnne Randle,

Mariee Williams, and Christy Glover-

have been joined by Kathy Turner,

Amanda Millwood, Kristie Meador,

Holly Martin, and Kaye Keoning.

"The girls put in a lot of time," said

their sponsor. Dean Rabb Warnock.
"They're dedicated to their job."

Before the 1978 football season got

underway, the cheerleaders attended

the National Cheerleaders Association

camp, held this year at Gulf Coast Junior

College. There they won the spirit stick

and a pair of superior ratings.

In case you think you've noticed

something different about the cheer-

leaders this year, you're right. They're

sporting new red-and-black uniforms as

they cheer new coaches Gray. Downs,
and Wright and the Trojans on to

victory

.

Football »

Update
Sept. 2. Trojan Field. The first ganj^

of the new season. The Mississippi Dej^
Junior College Trojans defeat Southwest
in a squeaker, 14-12.

Sept. 9. On the road to Fulton to fac^

Itawamba. In a game in which
the

Trojans looked good both offensively
and

defensively, they were the victors by a

score of 21-7.

Back to home turf. Sept. 14. The
Trojans hosted Coahoma at MDJC's first

Thursday night game. Good playing,

particularly by defensive ends Robert

Smith and John Ramey, who contained

the Coahoma quarterback, led the

Trojans to their third straight victory by

a close score of 3-0.

On the road again. This time in BUoxi,

The Trojans were given a warm Gulf

Coast (Junior College) welcome, which

resulted in the visitors limping home
with a 24-10 loss behind them.

By the time of the homecoming game,

a fifth gridiron battle will be behind the

Trojans, it against Northwest. All the

teams except Gulf Coast have been in

the Trojans' northern conference.

Coach James "Wooky" Gray says the

team takes each game at a time, and he

would make no predictions for the

homecoming game's outcome. He would

say, however, "We plan to go into that

' -ne with a 4-1 record."

Game time on Oct. 7 is at 7:30 p.m. in

Trojan Stadium.

Modeling Squad

Busy At

Homecoming
Eleven students have been selected to

represent Mississippi Delta Junior
College on its Modeling Squad this year.

According to squad sponsor Mrs.

Jackie Franklin, the eleven are: Lisa

Richards, Daphine Hedon, Karen John

son, Cashew Cefalu, Marie Bellipanni,

Cookie Gober, Lisa Caron, Debra
Shutes, Shirley Hall, Rebbie Ferguson,
and Deloris Johnson.
The new squad's first show will be at

homecoming in the Student Union. The

squad will also sponsor a maid in the

1978 homecoming parade, in cooperation

with the Baptist Student Union. On the

float, the Modeling Squad will accomp
any the maid dressed in prom formals of

the 1950's.

600D LUCK

TROJANS

From The

Delta Herald!

BEAT CO LIN
Koening, Greenville; Loa«„e li^ndTe, GrJ^n^Z- K^sZ ' ^arksdale.
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Pre Registration Begins Nov. 30

pre-registration for second semester

will begin Thursday. Nov. 30. and

continue through Wednesday, Dec. 6,

according to Academic Dean Harmon
Boggs.
Sophomores will pre-register Thurs-

day, Nov. 30 and Friday, Dec. 1.

Freshmen will pre-register Monday.

Dec. 4, through Wednesday, Dec. 6,

according to the following schedule: last

name inititals P Z, Dec. 4; H O. Dec. 5;

A G. Dec. 6.

Students unable to pre-register at

their designated times may pre-register

on Friday, Dec. 8.

pre-registration will be conducted

Nov. 30 - Dec. 6 between 8:30 a.m. and

11:45 a.m. and between 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.m Room 36A, Horton Science Building.
Students pre registering late, on Dec.

8. must do so between 8:30 a.m. and
11:45 a.m. There will be no afternoon
pre-registration on that date.

All pre-registration procedures should
be completed prior to the Christmas
holidays.

Vocational-technical pre-registration
will be handled at the Vo-Tech Center in
vo-tech classes. All vo-tech pre-registra-
tion will be handled by Dr. Whelan, Mr.
Carley. Mr. Ross, and Mrs. Woodall.
Second semester schedules and plan-

ning sheets for all students are available
in the Student Affairs Office.

Literary Workshop To Be Held
MDJC will host the first Mississippi

Junior College Creative Writing Compe-

tition Workshop this spring.

According to Mrs. Wallace Shuttle-

worth, chairman of the MDJC Language
Arts Department, this is a new junior

college event designed to stimulate

interest in creative writing among junior

college students and to provide a

publication outlet for their works.

She said the Competition will publish a

journal containing works of junior

college students in poetry, short story

fiction, and formal and informal essays.

The projected date for the first publica-

tion is the fall semester of 1979.

The planned date for the first work-
shop is March 10. 1979.

At the workshop there will be criti-

ques of the contributors to the competi-
tion, along with awards to those in the
top several places in the contest. A noon
banquet at the session will feature a
well-known Mississippi creative writer
as guest speaker.

The workshop/publication is the
brainchild of several junior college
English teachers. Plans for this first

workshop were formulated by represen-

tatives from Meridian, East Central,

Copiah-Lincoln, and Northeast Missis-

sippi Junior Colleges.

Information regarding entry in the

competition may be obtained from Mrs.

Shuttleworth or any member of the

Language Arts Department at MDJC.

4 I

At 8:25 Halloween morning Brenda Grnbb's ChUd Psychology Oass saw both big
»nd amail goblins enter its room. The occasion was not only Halloween, but a party as
^^U. Children and students played '*pin the nose on the pumpkin," bobbed for

*PP*e«, and munched on goodies. Above, Darseli Dnkes tells a spooky Halloween yam
»o two of the chUdren.

Dawn Franklhi and Jim Pickett received the two highest honors In the Who's Who
elections when they were chosen Mr. and Miss MDJC. Both Dawn and Jim are

Sophomores from Greenwood.

Who's Who For 1978 7S
Students at Mississippi Delta Junior

College have chost^n the campus per-

sonalities for 1978-79.

According to balloting conducted by
the Student Government Association di

MDJC. the top two spots. Mr. and Miss

MDJC. were captured this year by Jim
Pickett and Dawn Franklin, both of

Greenwood.

Beauties

Patricia Bianca

Casheu Cefalu

Christy Glover

Kim Hodges
Paula Hoke
Karen Johnson
Holly Martin

Kristie Meador
LouAnne Handle

Anne Williams

Favorites (girls)

Robin Baily

Jeanie Buford

Paula McCIure
Pam McCulIough
Holly Martin

Merry Glenn Purnell

LouAnne Handle

Hobin Rushing

Kathy Turner

Lisa Welch

Jim, a sophomore football standout, is

the son of William Pickett of Greenwood,
and Dawn, a sophomore and featured

twirler with the MDJC Band Rifle

Corps, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H.L. White of Greenwood.

Others t pped as "Who's Who" on the

MDJC campus incjude:

Beaux

Benny Allen

Mike Ervin

Barry Flyim

Michael Lesure

Jody Nichols

Anthony Sherman
Greg Smith

Stan Smith

Randy Stokes

Paul Williams

Favorites (boys)

Joe Abraham
Tony Bowles

Michael Dilley

Mike Ervin

Mike Fisher

Freddy Holloway

Mike McLellan

Gus Mohamed
Kurt Schneider

Stan Smith
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Editorial

Invisible S6A?

Is there such a thing as an Invisible

Student Government Association? I

mean, is there a legitimate name for an
organization that exists, but whose
actions are not seen? I Icnow that MDJC
has a Student Government Association.

What I am not sure of is what the

organization is doing. Or, is the SGA
doing anything at all? I think it is not.

Although the SGA is made up of every

student at MDJC, it is the SGA
executive council that supposedly leads

the active role. Yet I am not aware of one
thing the SGA executive council has

done this year other than having
President Mike Skipper crown the

homecoming queen. I have been told that

the executive council held a forum
recently which any student could attend,

yet The Delta Herald was not notified in

order to publicize or cover this event. As
far as I can tell, the only publicity this

forum received was several notices put
on various bulletin boards across the
campus the night before the event. Since
this was to be a student oriented affair,

the very least the executive council
could have done was to let the students
know about it well ahead of time.

Another reponsibility which the
executive council chose to ignore was the
official counting of the Who's Who
ballots. The SGA reportedly has an
Election Committee whose duty is to
count all election returns on the
campus. As it turned out. no one on this

panel could be found on the day of the
election or later when the ballots were
being counted. Mike, along with Janice
Jenkins, SGA secretary, showed up for
one hour of counting the first day. They
left, however, to "tend to other SGA
activities." The ballots were instead
counted by Anne Williams and me. with
help from Randy Stokes. Brooksie
Sibley. Pam McCullough, Michael Dilley.
and Amelia Wilson — none of whom
serve any SGA capacity.

I have repeatedly asked Mike Skipper
to write a short column for The Delta
Herald in order to let the students know
what, if anything, their SGA is doing. I

have repeatedly received excuses from
Mike for not having anything prepared.
As a matter of fact, excuses seem to be
the only thing the SGA executive council
has had to offer us.

I am just not sure what is going on,
but I admittedly would like to know. The
SGA has the potential to be an impor-
tant, active organization on the MDJC
campus, but evidently someone has not
realized that potential. So come on,
people, get visible, okay?

—Robin Rushing

nVVOUIILUCK

I

The 1978-79 VICA Officers are: Front (L to R] Melanie Student Asvlsor; Steve Fortner, Vice President- and SiHnPierce, Reporter; John Martin, President. Back [L to R] wiliiam Skelton, SecretaA'.
*^8Went, and Sidney

Mays, Parlaimentarlan; Larry Cannon, Treasurer; Horace Cox,

Vica Announces Officers And Representatives
The VICA Club held their elections

last week for club officers. The elections
turned out as follows:

President. John K. Martin; Vice
President Steve Fortner; Secretary.
Sidney Skelton; Treasurer. Larry D.
Cannon; Reporter. Melanie Pierce;
Parliamentarian. William Mays; and
Student Advisor. Horace Cox.

Also elected were Shop Representati-
ves: Russell Carson. Cotton Gin Man-

agement; Bill Newsom. Auto Machine
Shop; Earl Williams. Diesel Mechanics:
William E. Deaver, Industrial Electricity-
Lee Henry Day, Radio & T.V.; Mike
Kilpatrick. Air Cond. & Ref.(first year);
Greggory Winters. Air Cond. & Ref.
(second year); Ron Melton. Auto
Mechanics: Robert G. Samples.
Weldmg; Walter Hammers. Machine
Shop; Carolyn Wiggs. Drafting &
Design; Jerry Fellows. Electricity:

Cornell Jones. Offset Printing; Can
Chandler. Construction Technologv
Mike McNeer, Sheet Metal.
The VICA Club is now preparing (or

our annual Turkey Shoot so be looking
tor our signs posted around campus.
We're also very proud of the way the

club has started out and hope the rest of

the year will be just as rewarding. So
stay tuned because we will be reportiriE
agam, and soon.

»•"'•"

Alciin
1-1 flACi Kltlliai BlVltOI

^e°e.' Mel!f'
r*""

i!".''""'''
M^^anlc; Mike McNe.r,



1 Ramblin'

Robin Rushing

Wf>\\ we are back. I apologize for not

a\ paper in your hands before
^'^^

but sometimes stumbhng blocks

countered when one is attempting

''"put out a newspaper.

here are happenmgs occurrmg all

r campus, but somehow we at The

« iL Herald tend to be the last people

now about them. Oh well. I wiU stiU

ntinue to strui^gle against all odds to

provide you people with the best

^The'^place^ that has seen the most

happenings lately seems to be the

Sunflower River trestle at Baird. Hear-

\y has the trestle rocking with some

supposedly wild MDJC parties. So far no

casualties have been reported (. . . be-

lieve it or not. it is really hard to get hurt

out there — no matter how scary things

seem!) Just remember that the whole

noint of the trestle is to catch a train

coming while you are on it. The

Columbus and Greenville folks are really

good about looking out for people; just

the same, be careful!

See you next issue, but until then

remember: Moorhead More Often!
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Dorothy [Loaanne Randle] cries out u the wicked witch IKathy Hogoe) attacU her friend the Uon fGred Belllpanll in

The Children's Theater's "Wizard of Ox".

"Wizard Of Oz" Presented By Children's Theater

MDJC's Traveling Children's Theater

will present The Wizard of Oz this

semester to surrounding elementary

schools in the eight supporting counties

under the direction of Mrs. Dianne

Saucier.

The 1978 performance schedule is:

November 14 - 11:00

Sunnyside — Minter City

November 21 - 11:00

Drew Elementary — Drew
November 28 - 11:00

Williams — Greenwood
November 29 - 11:00

Kindergarten — MDJC
December 5 - 11:00

Indianola Academy — MDJC

All performances are presented free of

charge. The last two performances are

open to MDJC faculty and students.

Auditions within the drama club were
held at the beginning of the semester,

and casting is as follows:

Dorothy — LouAnne Randle,

Kathy Allen

Scarecrow — Joe Pardon

Tin Man — David Evans,

Bill Jackson

Lion — Greg Bellipanni,

Jimmy Cothran

Toto — Jerry Wade
Glinda — Terri Tucker

Wizard of Oz — Mike McClellan

Guardian — Robbie Kight

Spectators Phi Beta Active

I

Clubs on the MDJC campus are active

} this semester, one planning a play later

this month and the other planning
' rvice projects for people in the
^Trounding community.

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth. sponsor
f the Spectator Club for English

students, said that group plans to

P present a play. "The Valiant," on Nov. 14
during K period. A location will be
announced later.

I

Members of Phi Beta Lambda,
honorary business society, are planning

(
several service projects this semester,

including preparing Thanksgiving

baskets to be given to needy families and

giving a Christmas party for children.

According to Mrs. Mary Ellen Hollo-

way, along with Mrs. Patsy Dowell

sponsors of the group, the club also plans

to have speakers from the business

community address the club during the

year, to talk about such subjects as job

opportunities, salaries, and advance-

ment in particular occupations.

Mrs. Holloway also noted that the

president of the local chapter, Jerry

Hendrick. was elected reporter for the

state organization for this year.

Boggs Tells Spring Courses

Academic Dean Harmon Boggs has
yed attention to several courses to be

eti^
"^''^ semester in the physical

'ucation/recreation department.

He said judo and self-defense, jazz
' '^finique. disco dance, and golf will be

'id i,^"^*"^
the spring. Dean Boggs

these are each one-hour-credit
'"ses that may prove to be as much
as they are educational.
* said that disco dancing has proved

a popular course this semester, and he

looks for it to be as successful the second

time around.

The schedule as presently set up calls

for Coach Dean Wright to teach the

judo/self-defense class. Coach Paul

Downs to teach golf, and Mrs. Betty

Aden to teach the disco and jazz dance

courses.

{For times and registration proce-

dures, see related story elsewhere in

this issue.)

Munchkin ~ Mary Hood,

Robbie Kight

Wicked Witch - Pam McCullough.
Kathy Hogue

Being a member of the MDJC Player.*

assures each student a job in the

production, whether his participation be

as an actor, stage-crew, make-up. or

even a clown. These clowns and actors

involve themselves with the young

audiences by talking with them during

intermission and before and after per-

formances.

Costumes and scenery are designed by

the students, as well as is their theatrical

make-up. After attending a workshop

this summer in Shreveport, Louisiana,

with eight MDJC drama majors, Mrs.

Saucier learned the basics of set design

and construction, which will be an asset

to the drama department.

The MDJC Traveling Children's

Theater was originated four years ago

by Mrs. Saucier as a "cultural benefit for

children in this area and also for fun."

According to Mrs. Saucier, 99 per cent of

the participating students are amateurs

with little or no theatrical experience.

This one-hour lecture course is open to

anyone interested in theatrical produc-

tion and. accordinR to the students, it's

"a whole lot of fun."

During second semester in this course,

a lavish three-act musical is presented

for the general public.

Si Congratulations Trojans

On Being

North Division Champs!

Good Lucli

Friday Against Jones!
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Ifojan Roundballers Start Season
The Trojan roundballers will see their

second session of home court action

Monday, when they meet the Hinds

Junior College basketball team in the

Mississippi Delta Coliseum at 7:30 p.m.

This will mark the team's third game,

however, as they have already met

Southwest JC. here on Nov. 6 and there

on Nov. 9.

Two other games this semester will be

here — the Nov. 28 game against East

Mississippi JC (the first conference

Trojans To Play

For State Title

The state title in junior college football

will be decided here tonight, when the

MDJC Trojans tangle with the Jones

Junior College Bobcats.

Head Coach James "Wooky" Gray^s

team will be facing the nation's third

best junior college team, which has a 9-0

record, no injured players, and one of the

finest quarterbacks in the nation, Junior

Wallace.

On the Trojan bench will sit Freddie

HoUoway. who is still suffering from a

knee injury; he will be replaced at

quarterback by freshmen George Hall

and Mike Ervin. Ervin is a 5'9".

160-pounder from West Helena, Ark.,

and Hail, from Cleveland, Miss., weighs

in at 169 pounds, 5*11" tall.

The Trojans, after their northern

division win over Northeast JC, were 6-3

overall and 5-1 in the northern confer-

ence. They met Pearl River JC last

weekend.

This is the Trojans' finest season since

the early 1970's. when, under former

head coach Jim Randall the team won
the Northern Division championship in

1971 and the state title the following two
years.

The current season marks the first

under the coaching of a new staff, made
up of Dr. "Wooky" Gray, Paul Downs,
and Dean Wright, with Coach Jimmy
Bellipanni as an assistant football coach

and athletic director for MDJC.
Kickoff time is 7:30 p.m. at Trojan

Field for the season's wrap-up game.

game of the MDJC quintet) and the Dec.

4 game with Meridian JC.

Coach John Vickers estimates that his

team, made up of five sophomores and

eight freshmen, will have a tough season

ahead of them. Vickers said only one of

the 13 squad members accrued much

experience last year; that was Roger

Lawrence. The other sophomores saw

only a Uttle action.

The coach also said his team is

probably the smallest in the junioi-

college camp, with the largest player

topping out at only 6*4". He added that

shooting is not his team's specialty, and

that will be a disadvantage.

However, on the positive side, Vickers

said the Trojans play their defense fairly

well, and he hopes they cai. use the press

to their advantage against their oppon-

ents, so that with a good effort by the

entire team they can end their season

successfully.

the pre-ChrisipThe dates for

basketball season are:

Nov. 16—Hinds at Raymond
17-18—Helena, Ark., Phillips

Classic Tourney
20-21—East Central Invit.

Tourney
28—East Miss.

30—Holmes JC at Goodman

Dec. 4—Meridian, here

7—Northwest at Senalobia

I ^uf" ""T Donna Hoyle, Secretary; Dawn Norris, Treasurer; and Ptf
leading this year s Phi Beto Lambda organization are (from left] McCulUtUi.h lorter.
Jerr) Hendrick, President; Angela Fuggett, Vice Presidnet;

*

Good Luck

Trojans

Walton Addresses Psych Classes
The MDJC psychology classes were

recently addressed by JoAnn Walton, a

teacher at Colmer Junior High School in

Pascagoula, and sister of MDJC psychol-
ogy teacher Mrs. Bonnie Spencer.

Mrs. Walton's topic was motivation in

teaching children.

She said that each day we are
"touched" by other people, and our
interactions with them influence us in

various ways; as a result of being
"touched" by others, we become "win-
ners" or "losers" with specific needs.

In our lives, said Mrs. Walton, we
have "comfort zones." made up of our
strengths and needs. In order to main-
Lain our "comfort zones.'* we have to set
goals as commitments to ourselves.

**Motivation and positive reinforce-
ment go hand-in-hand," Mrs. Walton
said. She illustrated this point by telling

of a situation at Colmer Junior High in
which mathematics seemed to be creat-
ing problems for many of the students,
and the school administration sought a
solutioiT through a new math program.

After studying the problem and
deciding which solution would best
handle the situation, Mrs. Walton and
several other teachers were trained
specially to administer the program,
which is based on the point system of
success, accompanied by achievement
awards. The physical surroundings in
which the math work is done is special,
too. she said.

She ended her remarks to the classes
by saying that at Colmer. the "three A's"
are atmosphere, achievement, and
attendance, and she added that at her
school, "Attendance is there, but atmos-
phere is first."

10:20 AIS AIXX
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3:40 ENG 1113

ENG 1123

BSB 0013
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12:40 EMW,ERZZ
3:40 CQU,CQYY

10:20 JTXX
12:40 LVYY
3:40 D
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Crosby promises cable by mar. 15 HALL OF FAME ELECTED
Cable television viewing will become a

reality for dormitory residents no later

than March 15.

That is the latest official word from
Gary Crosby of Crosby Cable Company,
Inc. in Indianola, the company which is

bringing the service to campus.

Crosby announced last semester that

installation would be completed by early

November of 1978.

But delay in securing permission from
South Central Bell Telephone Company
for us of its poles, and adverse weather
have stalled the installation operation,

Crosby said.

Lawrence Kenneth, MDJC Media

Director, who has been working with
Crosby on the project, is anxiously
awaiting the arrival of the service.

Kenneth commented that this service

"will be a major benefit to the commu-
nity and the college."

Kenneth pointed out that completion
of the installation will allow the Center
to offer live telecasts from the coliseum
to the dormitories of basketball games.
Other campus activities will also be
televised for dormitory viewing.

Kenneth said that "possibly two or

more channels may be serviced to the

dorms on a temporary basis until the full

service is installed."

These five sophomores were named
to the Retrospect 1979 Hall of Fame
In a meeting last Wednesday. They

will be featured In this year's annual

which will be published In late April.

Greenville author to speak

Labors of love to be staged
Those "Labors of Love" posters seen

by students all over campus these past

two weeks weren't for decoration.

They were to call all those "crazzzy"

people from their dorm rooms into the

drama studio to try their hands at

acting.

LABORS OF LOVE i^^ a melodrama
and is to be directed by Mrs. Diane

Saucier, speech instructor.

The show is to be staged April 4-7 in

Tharp Auditorium of the Yeates Fine

Arts building.

The melodrama, written by Jack

Perry and Robert Porter, will have a

cast of 15 to 30 people. It includes

audience participation and is said to be

uproariously funny. Tryouts were sche-

duled for Jan. 18 with callback on the

following Tuesday.

"All 50 try-out packets have been

picked up, but I doubt that we'll have

that many to show up", said Mrs.

Saucier.

The cast was to be announced on Jan.

24. (Editor's note: The HERALD had to

go to press too early to get the cast

listing. That announcement will be made
in a later issue of the paper.)

Modeling Squad to do bridal show

THE MDJC MODELING SQUAD
plans a busy season this semester,

according to a report released by Mrs.

Jackie Franklin, director of the group.

The squad's first show will be on Feb.

16 when they entertain guests at the

Moorhead Rotary Anne banquet.

They will model bridal fashions from

McRae's in the Student Union on March
1 at 7:30 p.m.

They will do two shows in Indianola on

the dates of March 7 and April 5. They

will present a special show for the Girl

Scouts on April 7.

They will also participate in Yellow

Dog Festival in April in Moorhead.

Members of the squad are: Karen

Johnson, Lisa Richards. Debbie Barlow.

Cookie Gober, Robbie Ferguson. Maria

Bellipanni, Lisa Caron, Tracie Spencer.

Debra Shutes. Shirley HaU. Deloris

Johnson. Daphne Hendon.

VICA to host h.s. meet
The MDJC VICA Club (Vocational

Industrial Clubs of America), will host

the high school district competition of

VICA this spring.

Approximately 200 students from the

north Mississippi area will come to

campus Feb. 23 to compete in specific

areas of vocational skills competition.

VICA Club sponsor S.A. Brocato will

coordinate the competition which is a

preliminary to state competition in Jack-

son in April.

Local VICA Club members will act as

guides and supervisors of the day's

activities.

MDJC has hosted the district competi-

tion for the last three years.

Brocato said that the climax of the day

will be the announcement of the winners

at the Awards Banquet to be held that

Friday night in the Coliseum.

Mrs. Josephine Haxton of Greenville,

who writes under the pen name Ellen

Douglas, will be the keynote speaker at

the first annual Mississippi Junior

College Creative Writing Workshop.
The workshop is to be hosted by

MDJC on the local campus. Saturday,

March 10.

Mrs. Haxton's subject will be the

relationship between the writer and
the social political issues of his time.

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth. language

arts department chairman, who is co-

ordinator of the workshop this year, said

that all 16 Mississippi junior colleges are

expected to send representatives.

The agenda for the workshop is as

follows: Registration — 9 A.M. 10 A.M.;

keynote address, 10 A.M.; awards

Fun courses

to begin

Mid-February
Fun courses scheduled as a part of the

MDJC night school program will begin in

mid-February, according to Director Jim

Randall.

Courses to be taught include basic

home decorating, basic cake decorating,

basic floral desig;n, beginning bridge,

physical fitness for women, disco danc-

ing, brick laying for beginners, basic

photography, and upholstery for begin-

ners.

All of these courses will be offered on

the Moorhead campus.

Cost of each course is $20.

These classes are open to currently

enrolled day students as well as to the

general public.

Students interested in any of these

courses should contact Randall at his

office in the coliseum.

Randall said that additional fun

courses may be offered if a minimum

class of ten expresses interest in the

area of study. Suggestions for additional

courses may also be relayed through

Randall's office.

banquet. 12:30; open forum, 1 p.m.;

workshop session. 1:30 P.M. An execu-

tive council meeting will be held on

Friday night (Mar 9) at 7:30 P.M.

Mrs. Shuttleworth said that the

purpose of the workshop is to stimulate

interest in creative writing among junior

college students and to provide an outlet

for their manuscripts.

"We hope that quite a number of

students will be interested in attending

this meeting, particularly members of

the Spectator Club," said Mrs. Shuttle-

worth.

HARBRINGER OF SPRING
Rusty Morgan IBy campus lake] is

one of the 1229 MDJC Students

looking forward to Spring.
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•ditorials

Let's look to a brand new year
It's a brand new year and a brand new

semester at MDJC. 1979 is the time to

get to work, to resolve to live fully, and

to ignore petty obstacles that interfere

with mental development and social

growth.

MDJC has many outstanding students

with a variety of different ideas.

MDJC offers many activities and club

interests that are available to you in

your free time outside of regular classes.

^here is always something you can do

to broaden your knowledge besides idle

"playing".

So let's resolve to meet a new friend,

to go to class every day. to haunt the

library, to join in club projects, and to

make every day a busy day.

"Success" is out there impatiently

awaiting your search for it.

Drane

Calling all faculty . . . .

The Herald Staff would like to share

your opinions on current topics with the

student body.

When you are in class, you have to

concentrate on your specialized subject

matter, but we think that the student

group would also like to know what you

think about campus activities, student

behavior, the educational pattern in

schools, and various other subjects of

immediate discussion.

The Herald will print your letters on

anything that warrants your time and
attention, along with letters to the editor

from students.

We hope that we hear from you.

Staff

CALENDAR
January 29 Basketball here with Northwest.

MUW representative in Union at 8:30 a.m.

January 30 Vo-Tech Workshop.
Movie in Union "Andromeda Strain".

February 1 Basketball at Coahoma.
Ole Miss representative in Union.

February 5 Basketball here with Northeast.

February 8 Basketball at Itawamba.

Public forums to be held on Wednesday

The SGA Executive Council met with

Morrison's Cafeteria representatives for

the first Food Committee Meeting of

second semester last Wednesday night.

Results of the meeting will be discussed

in a future issue of the paper.

The Council has made tentative plans

for public forums on the last Wednesday
of each month. Dates and times for these

meetings will be posted.

Suggestion boxes will soon be placed

in various locations on the campus for

the purpose of allowing students to list

new ideas and activities they would
enjoy.

Dean Warnock has told the Council

that he is planning special activities for

the noon hour on weekdays, it any
student has suggestions for these activ-

ities, he should contact Mike Skipper or

Dean Warnock.

Skipper attends the Governor's Youth
Advisory Council in Jackson every
month. This Council is made up of
representatives from junior colleges and
universities in the state. The council's
purpose is to help students with school-
rekated problems. If any individual, or
school-related problem brought before
the Council, he should contact Mike
Skipper.

Mike Skipper, SGA president
Janice Jenkins, secretary
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Welty exhibit

opens Feb. 1

in Yeates Gallery

A special exhibition of photographs by

Eudora Welty, native Jacksonian and

Pulitzer Prize-winning author, will open

at the Mississippi Delta Jr. College

Library on February 1. 1979 and will

hang through February 21. 1979. Miss

Welty took the photographs in the early

1930s, at the beginning of her writing

career, as she traveled throughout

Mississippi as a publicity agent for the

Works Progress Administration.

With Miss Welty's permission, Patti

Carr Black, Director of the State

Historical Museum, Old Capitol, assem-

bled this exhibit from over 1200 nega-

tives on file in the Mississippi Depart-

ment of Archives and History, the

repository for Eudora Welty's papers

and photographs.

Each photograph in the exhibit is

accompanied by an appropriate text,

selected by Ms. Black from Miss Welty's

fiction and non-fiction works. A collec-

tion of Welty photographs from the same
period was published by Random House
in 1971 as "One Time, One Place:

Mississippi in the Depression: A Snap-

shop Album." An exhibit of her photo-

graphs was held at the Museum of

Modern Art in New York in 1973, but the

thirty-five photographs in this exhi'

have never before been published

exhibited.

Her travels with the Works Progress
Administration gave Miss Welty the

cnance to take hundreds of photographs
and, in her words, "to see widely and at

close hand and really for the first time
the nature of the place I'd been born
into." The photographs were taken with
a popular Kodak model, in Miss Welty's
words, "one step more advanced than
the Brownie." The rolls of film were
developed commercially, and Miss Welty
printed the pictures herself.

ADN students

to visit Whitfield
Nursing Science students are off to a

good start second semester and appear
to be quite enthusiastic and willing to
work hard, according to Mrs. Barbara
Powell, ADN Director.

Mrs. Powell said that the department
will miss the services of Mrs. Peggy
Payne, instructor, this semester. Mrs.
Payne has moved to Texas.

Special activities for the nursing
science students this semester will

include a field trip to the Mississippi
State Mental Hospital at Whitfield in

March, a career day for allied health
agencies in April, and the traditional
pinning ceremony for graduating
sophomores in April.

RambliQ
David Evans

Classroom 2001

Well, here it is second semester
everyone is back at MDJC.
"Everyone?" you say. Maybe

everyone. Some people graduated,
soi

dropped out, and some of us aren't
ev

sure that we're here now. I didn't
ev

decide to come back until 1:45 P.^j

the last day of Registration.
Still

nice to see old and new faces.

The new students here are the pgQ,

walking around the Union looking

They usually have a question ma
floating ominously above their heaJ
They are, however, the people who jul^
first when you say "Party!". The easit

way to find a new student is to listen
f,

the one statement that's a dead
givf

way — "What do you people do arour

here for fun?" 1

The students here from last semesii

can quickly tell you about THE WOR':

or possibly being "out-of-it" at THI

GROVE MACON. They mention ifJ

trestle or the POOL HALL, or, one['

the many backroads that were knowo:'

be, shall we say, infamous party plac^l

Some few may even speak of i[i

"STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN, or, possibj

that party beyond the grove in thevi:

But those were the good old days, got

now forever, unfortunately.

But remember, great new days a

just beginning. Even though the sernei

ter is only starting, I predict good tirai

to come. And, although we may grii

and say there's nothing to do, I amsiu

that we can all find something. After ij

it is Moorhead!

A review Supermi
flys agaiii

Look! Up in the sky! It's a bird! It's

plane! It's the Superman movie! Lookii

for a movie that will let your imaginatii

run wild?

Well, here it is. Did you enjoy SU

Wars or Close Encounters? Then jo

will love Earth's very first clos

encounter — baby Kal-El, Supermaa

The very first super hero is bad

Superman, the man of tomorrow, istiei

today. Christopher Reeve is convineis

as both the heroic superman and

'

mild mannered reporter, Clark Ke

Margot Kidder as the lovely girl

porter Lois Lane has one of the m

beautifully terrified screams in

movie industry today. Gene Hackman

the evil Luther is both comical

menacing. Each characteristic is

delightful and realistic.

The plot is just ridiculous enough to

fascinating. Although partially a

the movie keeps enough of the origi

ity of the Superman legend to pl^;

both fans and detractors of the ori

hero.

Veui l^r.^-'j "^-^^jj ^^^^
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by Pete Sarullo

When former MDJC student Lance

Peterson of Greenville sent word that he

would be coming back to see "Rose-

mary's Baby", his comment prompted

the question: is he kidding, or what?

The Rosemary that Petersen had in

mind is not a movie star, however. She is

(by her own description) a 39-year-old

pregnant American Government teacher

here.

Her pregnancy has prompted another

series of quips and remarks that are a

tradition which reflects the camaraderie

that endears Mrs. Golden to her stu-

dents and many of her faculty peers.

Mrs. Golden, who commutes to the

campus daily from Linn, is the mother of

two daughters, and is expecting another

child in the near future.

Although she says that she doesn't

know exactly when her baby is due, she

has reached the conclusion that she is

"definitely pregnant".

Because of her energetic interest in

almost everything. Mrs. Golden is an

activitist in both church and politics. She
plays the piano at the United Methodist

Church in Linn and is also the church

treasurer. She works at the polls on

election days, and is an avid Democrat,

believing strongly in human rights and

in welfare for the poor.

Mrs. Golden has many hobbies.

"I love to collect and sell things —
anything that will sell for a dollar so long

as it is moral and legal," she says. "She

even sells her children's girl scout

cookies and Avon products," one col-

league pointed out. Mrs. Golden also

likes to collect things and enjoys sewing.

Faculty colleagues also characterize

her a someone who enjoys discussing

human foibles. They say that she is

boisterous, unorganized, and even drives

an unorthodox car to work. Mrs. Golden

says that this is all true, except for the

part about the car. "They were talkmg

about my Volvo, but it died," she said.

Though Mrs. Golden is outspoken and

seldom short of words, she is very

sensitive and does gel upset.

"When I missed the yearbook dedica-

tion to me in 1977, it really upset me. I

didn't go because 1 realized rather late

that the Awards Day had been moved
from Fine Arts to the Coliseum. It was
too late for me to walk, and it was

raining. I didn't know that they were

dedicating the book to me," Mrs. Golden

said.

She is always aware of people's

feelings, and though they may tease her

in an extraordinary way, students fill

her classes every year because they

know Mrs. Golden cares.

SPRING "79 HERALD STAFF - Staffers for the

HERALD this semester are: [I. to r.] Jim Edwards,

Anne Williams. Lisa Bennett, David Evans, Deseree

Drane. Pete Sarullo, Edd Ross, and Harvest Johnson

are not pictured.

Local solar project works

Miss Mcllwain

Miss Zelma Mcllwain of Greenville has

been appointed to the MDJC staff as

instructor in Commercial Art.

Miss Mcllwain received her B.A.

degree from the University of Missis-

sippi in 1967 with a triple major in

English, history, and journalism. In 1972

she earned a B.F.A. degree in graphic

design from Ringling School of Art in

Saro.sota. Fla. She has just been award-

ed her M.F.A. from the University of

Mississippi. As a graduate teaching

assistant at Die

drawing.

Miss, she taught

With the constantly increasing focus

on energy shortage, solar energy has

become a subject of interest on many

school campuses.

MDJC happens to be one of those

schools.

The air conditioning and refrigeration

class has been experimenting with two of

their own solar panels constructed by the

students enrolled in Mr. William Pitts'

vocational class.

Mr. Pitts said that two solar panels

were constructed in the spring semester

of 1978 on the roof of the class

workshop. The panels have been run to

heat water in the tanks which suppW the

workshop. Tempejatures of 130°F to

140°F were maintained.

"Building these solar panels werj

really for the students* experience. " Mr.

Fitts said.

This particular unit operated success-

fully until this present winter when the

Christmas holiday ice storm froze and

damaged part of the pipes. Use of the

panels has been discontinued. However.

Mr. Fitts and his students are planning

to construct another unit of this type this

semester.

Mr. Pitts said that solar energy seems

to be a practical alternative. None of the

current technical problems with solar

energy units pose obstacles to eventual

solar energy conversion.

Although Mr. Fitts' experiment was

too small to offer much data for a cost

comparison, information on the Decem-

ber gas heating bill for MDJC campus

demonstrates the high cost of current

energy sources. Business Manager Sher-

man Stauffer said the bill for December

was $4672.

Mr. Pitts said cost of the unit is

relativelv high, ranging $3000-55000 for

a housing instaltalion. Durability and

unkeep for the unit is considered m-

expensive. Finding sufficient storage

space for the cells presents a problem for

domestic installation, due to the unpre-

dictability of the sun.

Lisa Bennett

Morrison's Cafeteria 10-year veterans (I. to r.l bottom ^""^ Laura l^^at.t,ews,

Louvenia Davis, Mandy Brown, Gladys Wright, M.nn.e Purne l top row.

Adolph Kayles. Donnie Johnson, received company pms recently from Mr.

Vernon Andrews, newly appointed cafeteria manager.
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Dr. Hall responds

Basketball rumor settled
MDJC will not have a intercollegiate

basketball team for women next year.
That is the official word from Dr. J.T.

Hall, president of MDJC.
Rumors of the possibility of organizing

a women's team here have circulated on
campus since an article published in the
Tupelo Daily Journal a few weeks ago
quoted state junior college officials as
saying that MDJC. which is currently
the only junior college in the system
without a women's team, would join in

April 18

the competition next year.
Dr. Hall told DelU Herald reporter}

that there was no truth to the rumor.
Dr. Hal] said, however, that there ii

always the possibility of getting a team.
"All it would take to get a team would

be for the students to show an interest
or desire for one," Dr. Hall said.

Dr. Hall said that deUils of travel,
scholarship, and funding would also have
to be worked out.

Miss MDJC pageant set
The eleventh annual Miss MDJC

Scholarship Pageant will be staged in
the MDJC Coliseum. Wednesday. April
18. according to Dean Travis Thornton,
who IS president of the local club this
year.

The pageant, which is the local
prehminary to the Miss America Pa-
geant, was won by Sophomore Anne
Williams of Greenville last April.
The Rotarians sponsor this pageant as

a fund-raising project for MDJC stu-

Baseball
practice

begins
In the first meeting of the 1979 season

for the MDJC baseball team. Coach
Jimmy Bellipanni said that beginners
are especially welcome to join the club
this year.

"We are in a rebuilding stage, and a
boy has more of a chance to make it now
than he ever had." said BeUipanni.
The team will be working a 40-game

schedule. Twelve or fifteen players who
participated in faD workouts are ex-
pected to return. Bellipanni will select 22men for the team.
Former Greenville American Legion

standout Steve Flemming will be assist-mg Bellipanni with coaching duties
Bellipanni said that the coaches hope

that more good pitchers will show up
because their success is viUl in the
rebuilding effort.

Dunn
to attend

meeting

Mississippi Mid-Winter Chemical Sym

osZT' "V ' ^' University of

l^« f ? "'^^'s^iPPi in Hattiesburg

Sltln " "''^

MDJC will be represented at thismeeting by Mrs. Mary Katherine Dunn
of the scence and Mathematics Depart-

Bufkio to speak

dents.

Nominations for the pageant are
submitted to the club by an anonymous
committee composed equally of students
and faculty.

These nominations are screened by
another committee, and the contestants
are selected.

Competition in evening gown, swim-
suit, talent and interviews is analyzed by
judges to select the local winner.

Librarians

install

bookdrop
For the convenience of students and

faculty on the Moorhead campus, Stannj
Sanders Library personnel have in-
stalled a book drop on the west side ol
the library.

To receive credit for the return of a
book, the student must place the book in
the drop by 8 A.M. on the day foUowinc
the due date of the book. Regular fines
will be assessed for books returned after
that time.

Reserve books must be brought to the
cu-culation desk inside the library for
credit.

Pof/n^^T^* '^^^^">^" Of .he
Phi Beta lamda tours Allen Canning Company
ie Phi Beta Lamda

in MoorHead. Fro. .e..rn?h^''B\"b^;So^Tc^J
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Valentine

Glassfieds
Happy valentine! Glen N.
Love, Mary

From Lessy B. to Susie:
Sunshine. Sweetest Valentine,
Dream come true
Please be mine,
For I desire you.

Happy Valentine, Richard!
Love, Lisa

Roger-Doger please be mine!
Love, Deb

From Anita Sledge to Donald
Just a few words to say
that you always make my day
But this being a special one,
I am your Valentine, you have won!

From Anthony to MDJC Ladies
Well, what can I say,
If I had my day, all

the ladies would be mine
On Valentine's Day.

Robbie, come Home!
Love, Chris

From Debbie to Carl
Since I have found out that
Your love is superfine, I am
Kindly asking you to be my Valentine.
Happy Valentine's, sweetheart.

From Mable to Robert
Just a token of my affection
And a few minutes of my time, to
Ask you to be my 'alentine.

Happy Valentine's, weetheart.

Valentine Greeting To > j My Friend

May the breeding flies torment you
And corns adorn your feet
And rats as big as cats
Crawl around your ears and eat.
And when you are old and grey
And your mind a total wreck
May you drag right thru your day
And break your brittle neck.

By: Marvin A. Dickens

Moorhead, Mississippi

Ramblin'
By David Evans

Sweethearts Jerry Hendrix and Jamie Mannes

Is it love or infatuation?
bv Lisa Bennett

Valentine's Day points up the subject
of romantic love — a subject which
seems to be on everyone's minds much of
the time.

If you see a person who seems to be on
"cloud nine", goggled-eyed, or forever
happy, then you know he or she is under
the spell of romantic love.

But what is behind these feelings? Is it

love or infatuation?

Modern psychologists such as Erich
Fromm have made intensive studies of
the dimensions of love. Fromm defines
love as "a feeling made of care, respect,
responsibility, and knowledge." Fromm
qualifies his definition by stressing that
the advent of love for oneself is the basis
for love of others, a concept which he
discusses at length in Escape From
Freedom.

Many authorities think that love
comes in a variety of forms^ while
infatuation is but a fleeting moment.

Different kinds of love are classified as
mature and immature.
Immature love comes through as: "I

love you because I need you."

Mature love relays "I need you
because I love you." Mature love is the
mark of a productive person.

Individuality is greatly involved in

distinguishing between love and infatua-

tion. What seems to be love in one
person may only be his idea of friendship

or simple acquaintance.

Local
,
sychology instructor Bonnie

Spencer passed along a quotation which
defines love as she sees it. Perhaps it fits

your interpretation too. The quotation
reads:
A man can own
uncounted gold

and land

and buildings tall,

but love is just to give away

—

it can't be owned at all.

Valentine's Day will soon be upon us.
Full ot hearts and flowers and all that
junk.

Don't gel mc wrong. Love is a
beautiful thing, but today let's talk about
what to do when she leaves.

The first rule is to always keep your
cool. In other words, you cry and beg a
lot. If this fails, there are always
countcrmeasures such as committing
suicide or becoming a monk.
What do you say to make her stay?
Easy phrases are sometimes best. "I

love you
. '

' said repeatedly over a
two-week period usually works.

Another approach is to ask. "But what
did I do?" This approach is not alto-

gether satisfactory; however, because
she usually doesn't know, care, or
wouldn't give the two cents she'd give a
hobo for a cup of coffee.

The final and most desperate move is

to join the Foreign Legion or to say
goodbye.

When saying goodbye, one should
always be sure to act as though one
doesn't care if she falls into a tar pit.

You must always remember to think

what a bad experience the whole rela-

tionship was. And how you never loved

her anyway. And how you know you're
lying to yourself--and you still do love

her.

But when all else fails, say

"Goodbye".
"Goodbye", Sue, I'll miss you.

Fees will Increase
The MDJC Board of Trustees

approved a tuition increase of $20 per
semester for the school year 1979-80 in

its January meeting.

The increase means that matriculation

will rise to $135 per semester from its

current rate of $115.

One of the major reasons for the
increase is the spiraling cost of utilities

and the increasing limitations on federal

funding, according to Dr. J.T. Hall,

MDJC president.

Dr. Hall pointed out that even with

the increase. MDJC will still have the

lowest tuition fees of any junior college

in the state.

St, Valentine's Day gets Pete SaruUo by Pele SaruUo

Christmas just ended, and it's time to
spend money. That's right, Valentine's
Day is here already.

You guys had better get off your can
and on the card rack. Whether you like it

or not, you're in this thing for at least
three bucks.

If you wake up February 14 and, on
your way to school, remember that you
havenU; bought a card or anything, and
you start to get all nervous and
disgusted, don't.

Simply trot down to the drug store
about 4:55 P.M. just before closing, and
scrounge through the debris that's
scattered across the display rack.
When you finally find that special card

for Mom, how relieved you feel — but it's

not over yet. How can you give Mom a
card at dinner and not give your sister
one. too?

Keep scrounging through that mess in

the drug store.

Ahh — you've found the greatest card
for Sis. but what about Grandma? Keep
looking.

After all three lovely ladies are taken
care of, you remember that you have a
girl friend who would deprive you of
your life if she were forgotten on such a
day as this.

So back into the drugstore you go. But
girlfriends and moms deserve a little

more than a simple card on Valentine's
Day.

Oh, yeah! Flowers and candy are

conventional enough without looking too

ridiculous. > nice box of candy with a big

red heart on the cover will suit Mom —
besides — you can munch down on it

after she goes to sleep tonight.

But what about the flowers? Your
girlfriend will be so happy that you
remembered her with flowers.

So, off to the flower shop you go —
they are open til six tonight just to keep
forgetful people like you out of trouble.

Selections are limited though; after all,

5000 people have already hit this place

this afternoon.

Now the question is: do you send one
red rose, or go for broke with a dozen?
You discover that the lady only has six

left, and all of them are yellow. So you

don't have much choice.

Whew! Finally through! Let's see now.
$3.25 for four cards — $5.95 for the
candy — and $15 big ones for the flowers
- TWENTY-FOUR DOLLARS AND
TWENTY CENTS for 15 minutes of
shopping in February just to keep four
women off your back.

What a rip job! Who do those people
think they're kidding? Who in the world
is St. Valentine anyway? You guys had
better get together and do something
about this wallet massacre, and do it

quick.

I hope I get through to someone out
there who can sympathize — see you
next time — the flower shop closes in ten
minutes.
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Editorial

Patty is free

Heiress Patricia Hearst is a free

citizen. She has been granted a full

pardon by President Carter after serv-

ing 23 months of her seven-year bank

robbery sentence.

Justice prevails, right: Was it that

influential last name she has? Or, is she

really innocent? And has "suffered

enough"? Or, is the U.S. Justice Depart-

ment weakening in the area of criminal

punishment?
Five years ago. Miss Hearst was

kidnapped from her California apart-

ment by SLA (Symbionese Liberation

Army). Later, Miss Hearst announced

her membership in the SLA. In 1974 she

was captured and convicted of bank

robbery. Then, two years after her

capture and an extensive series of

investigations and trials, Patty was

sentenced to seven years in prison. Now,

after the news media have, for the most

part, really played on the symphathy of

the U.S. public, a convicted criminal will

get an early release from her original

sentence.

Is the judicial system slowly but

surely coming to exist for the best

interests of convicted criminals by

Editorial

diminishing punishments without much

concrete avidence of real remorse?

If Miss Hearst had really served her

time or had awaited parole after a

typical length of time for an ordinary

criminal and, had truly been rehabili-

tated, she would have been treated with

equal justice under the law.

A writer for THE COMMERCIAL
APPEAL (Memphis) summed it up this

way: "Under normal procedures, she

would not have been considered for a full

pardon, the Presidential Seal of forgive-

ness, until her sentence expired."

Miss Hearst's case and the case of the

actions of Tennessee's former Gov. Ray

Blanton in pardoning murderers and

other hardened criminals are examples

of the weakening system of justice in the

United States.

Crime will undoubtedly increase if

punishment becomes so light, or non-

existent, for major criminal acts.

U.S. judicial authorities need to return

to strict and thorough enforcement of

sentences meted out in the American

courts.

—Bennett

Students should get involved

Enjoyment and entertainment in your

college atmosphere is primarily created

by participating in group activities.

There are many clubs and organiza-

tions open to students, but currently,

there is very little participation.

Our mascot is the Trojan, and Trojans

are considered to be people who show
courage and energy.

So, you dynamic Delta Trojans, put a

little pep in your social life by getting

involved in campus activities. You will

enjoy the campus more, and there will be
fewCT complaints about how boring
campus life is.

—Draine

Crossword Puzzle Key
Across:

1. sweet candy we all crave and hope

that we get for Valentine's.

2. A hug.

3. Something you give each other.

4. You give it all to your sweetheart.

5. Valentine color.

6. Poetry.

7. You hope to get a dozen of these.

Down:

1. That chubby, little guy with the
arrows

8. Four-letter word describing a

wordless state.

10. Line your Valentine with this.

9. Everyone has one.
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Valentine Puzzle

Feb. 12

North Half Basketball Tournament
Feb. 12

Movie: "Cool Hand Luke" in the Union
Feb. 13

"Godspell" In Tharp Auditorium
Feb. 14

MDJC Singers: Valentine Concert in

Tharp Aud.
Feb. 15

Valentine Dance 8-11 p.m.

Calendar
USM representative in Union

Feb. 16

Rotary Anne Banquet in Cafeteri*

Feb. 19-20

State basketball tournament
Feb. 23-27

TJ'S on tour to Pensacola, Fl*-

Feb. 23

District VICA Contest on campU'

Feb. 23
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Dorm talk

Greetings from the Stennis-Penrod
Dorm . . .

We're well into the new year, making
it a new year no longer. Everyone (and I

do mean everyone) in the dorm just got
over a chronic case of the blues. Now,
real sickness is setting in—the flu.

But that's not all that's happening in

the dorms. If you get knocked down by a
dashing figure in blue and white, you can
bet it's one of our Moorhead people late

for work at the Golden Arches. Who are
the people who slave through rain, snow,
sleet, hail, and heat waves? They are
Jeanie Toole, Kathy Ward, Chris
Labella, Marguerite Barry. Holly Mar-
tin, Michael Dilley, Claude Fisackerly,
Frank Stewart, Jimmy Sandling, and
John Ramey.
Have you noticed wedding bells in the

air lately? That's because there are a lot

!of people getting married. The wedding
bells are for such people as: Marguerite
Barry and Ricky Richter, Lisa Trimble
|and Bernie Blackmon, Khristie Meador
'and Paul WilUams, Trudy Broadway and
ijoe Collins, Mary Jean Pinkerton and
Jamie Harvey, and Merry Glenn PurneJ'
and Harold Young.

Congratulations to Gus Mohamed and
iKathy Turner who won the $10 third
[prize at WORM's dance contest. Dean
IWarnock and Mrs. Aden were the
judges.

Daniel Buckley. Frank Stewart. Mark
Cain, Johnny Stokes, Roger Wright and
Billy Newson cooked deer steak, french
fries, and salad for Stan Sipes, Ken
Tucker, and Sean Horton on Wednesday.
Jan. 30.

Anne Williams is talking with a
publisher about possible publication of

her poems.
The TJ's and the Modeling Squad will

provide entertainment for the Roiary
Anne Banquet Feb. 16 in the Cafeteria.
The MDJC Singers will entertain

Moorhead Garden Club members and
their guests at a party in the Community
House on Feb. 13.

BOYS, YOU MIGHT BE IN FOR A
SURPRISE VALENTINE'S NIGHT, SO
STICK AROUND.
Happy Birthday to these people: Nel

Norquist, Belly Burge, Karen Harvey,
Amy Wooten, Marci Homod.

I know it's late, but better late than
never. Let me know abot' birthdays
ahead of time.

Julie Shannon, Amy Wooten -^nd Gay
Carnley went to the Pizza Hut for supper
the other night.

There was a big trip to Jackson
Wednesday. Jan. 31 to see the Broadway
production of "The Wiz". Mrs. Saucier,

Gregg Billipanni, Coby Bisplinghoff,

"Toad", Bill Horton, Louanne Randall,

Pam McCuUough, Mr. James, Joe
Pardon, Bill Jackson, and Kathy Hogue
were among those who attended.

Field house
plans announced
A new field house is planned for

MDJC in the near future.

The facQity, which will have 13.000

square feet of space, will be constructed

adjacent to the football Xield just across

from the tennis courts.

The two-story structure will provide

space for weight rooms, dormitory space

for visiting teams, separate coaches

quarters, a film room, offices and a

r locker room, ^nd a whirlpool.

The local building committee has

approved the completed plans, and these

plans are currently being reviewed,

according to Vice President Sam Staf-

ford, local coordinator of the project.

Bids are to be taken in late April for

the building which is expected to cost

around $300,000.

Food committee

meets with Andrews
The Food committee of the Student

Government Association met Wednes-
day night, Jan. 24, with new manager
Vernon Andrews to discuss menu
planning.

I noted a few of the complaints. The
biggest complaint was that dorm stu-
dents are tired of having the same thing
for the evening meal that they have for
the noon meal. They also complained
about the lack of cerUin foods and the
inclusion of others . . , Fresh fruits were
one of the categories of foods that
students wanted more of.

Mr. Andrews asked for candid com-
ments and was really sincere in trying to
respond to the comments.

(Since the meeting, I have noticed that
foods are being rotated.)

Another subject of discussion during
the meeting was the possibility of
extending the breakfast hour. It was
proposed that breakfast be served thirty
minutes longer (until 8:^0 A.M.)
Andrews explained that this is not a

practical request because cafeteria
workers have to begin preparing the
noon meal as soon as breakfast is

finished.

Andrews also explained that he has to
work with a budget in planning our
meals; therefore, he is limited to serving
certain foods.

Andrews announced plans to let the
committee work with him in planning a
menu so that we can gain first-hand
knowledge of the practical problems of
the budget.

Tommy Wilson has been appointed
chairman of the food committee.
Andrews also requested that the

committee help him to get students and
teachers to bring their ideas or com-
plaints to him.

The next food committee meeting is

planned for Feb. 21.

Cleveland High

to tour campus

Students from Cleveland High School

will be on the MDJC campus Feb. 18 to

tour the vocational division facilities,

according to Ralph Ross, local counselor.

Mr. Ross said that these students will

be given information about entrance

requirements of the college and will have

qualifications for entrance into each

vocational area of training explained to

them.

"We will also point out to these

students," Mr. Ross said, "that in recent

years MDJC has placed 87% of its

vocational graduates."

Mr. Ross commented that the need for

technical and vocational graduates is on

the rise while the need for the academi-

cally trained student is decreasing.

"In the near future, 80% of the jobs

available for job seekers will require

people with vocational skills.

Singers will present

Valentine's concert
The MDJC Singers will present a

Valentine Concert, Feb. 14, in Tharp
Auditorium of the Yeates Fine Arts

Building at 7 p.m.

Ron James will direct the group.

Everyone is invited to attend the

program which will feature a variety of

love songs and two special numbers.

Admission is free.
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John Murtaugh concentrates deeply before
making hi« move.

Chess Fever strikes Moorhead
By Lisa bennett

Chess players of the world: Beware!
A new and rising challenger of the game
has arrived.

His name is John Murtaugh. a

sophomore at MDJC.
John's interest in chess was advocated

six years ago by a friend who taught him
the game. John claims it only takes "an
hour for the average person to learn, but
it took me 100 games to beat my
teacherl" Since then John has steadily

developed his technique and strategy,

claiming now to be a "die-hard player."

"I like chess because you have to

think and if you make a mistake, you
have to be very, very careful," John
said.

John is a member of the MCA
(Mississippi Chess Association) and the

USCF (United States Chess Federation).

He has participated in a number of

tournaments, including last year's

Yellow Dog Festival. And, just a few

weeks ago, John reportedly beat Ed Isa,

an editor of the DD T. who is a former
president of the MCA.

Although John considers himself a

"budding professional in need of more
experience," he is gradually achieving

this experience and another special

experience by teaching chess to

elementary children at the Indianola

Academy.
"The kids love it. The only problem is

keeping them quiet during tournaments.

I have to tell them to be quiet or forfeit

the game. It worksl" John explained.

As far as pursuing a career in playing

chess, John claims, "You cannot make a

living in Mississippi playing chess."

So, John is studying to become a

lawyer, but will continue to play chess as

a pastime and improve gradually to

become a master.

The next game in line on the way to

becoming a master for John will be the

MDJC Chess and Spades Tournaments

to be held in the Student Union February

5-9.

People and places
Artists plan purchase

In their first club meeting of the new
semester, Art Club members will discuss

the purchase of a practical gift for the art

departm^t with their accumulated

funds, Mrs. Evelyn Kiker, sponsor, said.

The 25-member club also will lay plans

for a student exhibit sometime in April.

Dakota trip planned

The Singing Group of the Baptist

Student Union will travel to North

Dakota State University during the

spring break.

BSU members will hold rummage
sales this spring to finance the trip,

according to members Dale Lloyd and

Tanya Rowe.
The group will hold its annual spring

banquet on April 13.

BSU'ers recently took an ice skating

break in Memphis.

Weekly activities of the group include

Bible toiuay on Tuesday m^nts at 6 P.M.

and Socials after thj intramural ball

games.

Specuitors u> DSU
The Spectator Club will sponsor a bus

trip to Delta State University for the

Broadway musical tour of "Cabaret"

during the week of Feb. 20-24.

The production is being jointly spon-

sored in Cleveland by the speech and

drama department, music department,

and the Crosstie Arts Council.

"Cabaret" features the husband and-

wife team of Gary Collins and Mary Ann
Mobley.

Tickets are $5.

A definite day and time of departure

will be announced in the Daily Bulletin.

Nurses on TV
Members of the ADN department

were panelists on Channel 6 Digest, Jan.

31.
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Honor students announced

4.00-DISTINGinSHED
SCHOLARS LIST

BOLIVAR
Evans. Victor

Pyles. Michael D.

Self. Randall E.

Waod. Martha Lynn

HUMPHREYS
Halbrook. Rita R.

Larner. Saucdra S.

Wbit«. Meta P.

LEFLORE
Drechler. Jili Ann
Everett, Rhonda
Fellows. Jerry Dean
Hamilton, Janet A.

Hogue. Kathy B.

Newman. Eddie

Quinn, Edwina McCool
Singh. Iqbai

Wong, Joe Vincent

SUNFLOWER
Allen, Kathryn Lee
Bennett, Lisa B.

Brown. Julia E.

Brown, Pamela
Brown, Rosemary B.

Ellis. Virginia E.

Fike, Linda Hughes
Henke. Carol M.
Home, Lynn Simmons
Mulson, Pamela J.

Parker, Emma M.
Peeples. Greg
Pritchard, Lynne
Rowland, Virginia A.
Story, Robert Michael
Wright. Barbara

WASHINGTON
Carver. Joseph Wood
Dewberry. Jimmy D.
JohnatoD, Valerie

B4uoD. George R
Nichola, Steven Paul
Watkioa. Larry

TALLAHATCHIE
Mitchell, Edna Ruth

3.50-3.99 SCHOLARS LIST

BOLIVAR
Gonzales. Vidu R
Jennings, Jeaonie

COAHOMA
Glover. Chriaty Anna

HUMPHREYS
Bell. Marvin
Homod, Marcia D.
Patton, Kevin Ruab
Pinkerton, Mary Jean
Wooton, Amy Lynn
Rowland. Deloria

LEFLORE
Ainaworth. Thomaa D.
Bailey. Susan M.
Baine, Nina E.
Bennett, Tereaa
Biaplinghoff. Goby
Busaey, JuaniU C.
Denton, Sheila Ann
Laney, Terri Allen
Locke. Jamea L.

Rayburn, Ricky Guy
Sax, Patricia J.

Tate, Debra Ann
WUliama, Karen S.

SHARKEY
Thomas, Katherine

SUNFLOWER
Aylor. Hugh Jordon
Baker, Randy
Belipanni. Greggory
Bennett, Thomas A.
Bianca, Patricia A
Blakely. Narrie Jean
Chandler. Gary
French, Peggy S.

Harris, Kathy A.
Harvey. Karen R.
Hyar, Judy J.

Jackson, Charles Bill

Johnson, Ricky
McCool. Aniu G.
McDonald, Lois Ellen
Martin. Walter Neal
Mitchell, Brenda Fay
Mitchell. Connie
Rhodes, Arthur D.
Rowt. Tanya E.
_Simp»on. Sandra
Stoweri. William P.

Sykes, Gary Joe
Williams, Lisa

ISSAQUENA
Coleman, Sharon

WASHINGTON
Bailey. Sidney M.
Blaylock. Donna
Blaylock, Jackie Lee
Blasingame, Sandra
Denley. Dorris

'

Fioranelli. Debbie L.

Frazier. Debra W.
Graves, Lester B.

Hendon, Daphne L.

HoUeman, Joyce Lynn
Hung. Ki-Lai M.
Ingram, John B.

Johnston. Gail

Lott, Debra J.

Moore. Clark Alan
Norris. Sharon Anne
Oglesby, Melvin A.
Pritchett. Larry D.
Sizemore. Terri Joe
Smith, Susie Mae
Smylie, Katherine A.
Turner. Mamie D.
Williams, Kimberly A.

HOLMES
Edwards, James A.

YAZOO
Creel, Amber Lynn

LAFAYETTE
Quillman, Debra L.

OUT OF STATE
Smith, SUn Cecil

3.0M.49 HONORS LIST

BOUVAR
Couey, Mark Alan
Horn. Charles L.

Jones, Mary Ann
Kittle. Owen F.

Mitchell, Brenda L.

Parkeraon, Brenda R
Powell, Marshall
Reginelli, Dennia
Skelton, Steve P.
Thomaa, Jr.. Johnny

COAHOMA
Brooks, Alden K.
Feather. James E.
Weathersby. John H.

HUMPHREYS
Allen, Jimmy H.
Champion. Fredrick A.
Edwards, Shelia Diane
Hitchcock, Debbie B.
Turner. Cynthia
Turner, Mark S.
Walker. Vickie R.

LEFLORE
Cade. John Allen
Coleman, Harold Lewia
Davis. Mary Lou
Herrin. Michael D.
Jackson. Charles W.
Joe. Janet Ann
Jones. Sabrevian L.
Kent. Rhonda D.
Kyte. Mary Kathryo
Lay, Aliaa

Leard. David R.
Macintosh. Ted C.
McCullough, Pamela J.
McNee, Laura Lyo
Nokes, Thomas David
Short. Frank D.
Skipper. Mike E.
Stone, Milton Ray
Strain, Drew Derwood
Thornhii] Terry Lee
Toole. GinL Hpyward
WelU. TerreU tJilen

SHARKEY
Hood, Mary Virginia
Perkins. Tammy J
Powell, Shirley S.

SUNFLOWER
Beckham. James L
Bigbee. Melody Ann
Britt, James Oneal
Brooks. Rosanne
Carr, Gregory L.
Fiaackerly. Claude
Freeman, Liaa G.
Giacheia. Richard J,
Gri/fin. Cindy Gail
Griggs. Barbara
Holmes 'eanette K.

Horton. Rebekah F.

Hughes, Margaret R.
Johnson, Craig E.
Labella, Lavetia

Maner, Donnette B.

Miller, Patricia Ann
Murdaugh, John Arthur
Parker, Tami A.
Read, WUliams T.

Robison, Sylvia R
Sandidige. Nelda W.
Shurden. Anna M.
Skelton, Wallace Ray
Thomaa.Linda Harriet
Trimble. Lisa Anne
Weems, Julie

Williams. Joyce A.
Williams, Melba Jane
Willingham, Martha
Wilson, Amelia S.

WASHINGTON
Adams, Ronnie Wayne
Baugh, Rachel J.

Beams, Rebecca Jo
Beard. Edith D.
Bell. David L.

Boykin, Kathy S.

Brown, Betty Anne
Buckner. Tammy
Burt, Margaret Ann
Cage, Dede Dabbs
Carson. Carolissa

Carter. Albert W.
Cascio, Linda Rose
Casteneda, Sandra Kay
Cooper, Lonnie Deroy
Ferguson, Robbie
Fugett, Angela Gwen
Hardin. Gary C.

Harris, Shelia R.
Harrison, John
Hemphill. Shirley J.

Hendrick. Jerry R.
Hendrix. Robert E.
Hoke. Paula W.
HoUey. Karen D.
HoUiday, Jo Ann
Irwin. Jamie Joann
Johns, Georgia M.
Johnson. David Paul
Makamson. Donald
Makamson, Ronald
Manley, Beverly L.

Martin. John
Menhel. Abe II

Nichols, Liaa J.

Norris. Dawn Taylor
Norris. Kim Roaha
Parks, Debbie A.
Penn. Ben C. Ill

Perroenter. Harold A.
Powers. Mary T.
Profit. Gwendolyn V.
Rievley. Michael A.
Roaa, Shirley F.

SeweU. AngeU Kay
Shumaker, Cindy L.
Stadelbacker, Ronnie
Stutte. Jan E.
Tubertini. Stewart
Webb. Kerry
Williams. Cynthia
Williams, Gary Neal
Yates, Patricia

Young, Deborah C.

GRENADA
Penn, Linda Jackson

HOLMES
Carr, James David
Johnson, Nancy B.
MurUgh. Cheri F.

MONTGOMERY
Breazeale, Peggy G.
Campbell, Betty Ree
Laney. Lillie M.
MonUgue. Kaffie

TALLAHATCHIE
Embrey. Terri C.
Tong, Janet M.
Wilson, Nora Yvonne

YAZOO
Sconyera, Patricia

ADAMS
Dunnaway, Debbie

BENTON
Eldridge. Linda E.

WEBSTER
Jenkina, Janice Lynn
May. Linda M.

OUT OF STATE
McColIum. Ray W.
Smith, Michael T.

Roofs leak irai

trod

Leaking roofs are plaguing the campus. The Girls' dormitory is leaking isui^^'
Sanders Library is pouring! Vice President Sam Stafford, Superintendent l
Buildmgs and Grounds Jack Harris, and Dean of Students toured the cam
recently with Wallace Nesmith {on ladder) to assess the problem. Vice Presid!*"!!
Stafford said that the Library roof wili completely replaced as soon as weai

r

permits. The roof has been faulty sincf buUding was first constructed in J
This chronic problem was caused by • jse of faulty adhesive used to join -

topping to the meUl base of the flat . . the authorities said.

Manuscripts submitted

to contest

II

fen'!

Manuscripts by local students have
been prepared for submission in the first

Mississippi Junior College Creative
Writing Contest.

Students will be competing in the four
categories of poetry, short story, in-

formal essay, and formal essay, Miss
Laney Wooten, publications director,

said.

The local English department mem-
bers, under the direction of Mrs.
Rebecca Shuttleworth, chairman, super-
vised the writing of the manuscripts.

Manuscripts will be sent to Mrs. Edna
Earle Crewes of Copiah-Lincoln Junior
College, who is state coordinator of the
jud^g. Students from all of Missis-

sippi's 16 public junior college-

expected to enter the competition
Shuttleworth said.

Winners in each category wi
announced at the awards banquet to|

held as a part of the Creative Writil

Workshop which MDJC wiU host here

Mar. 10.

First- and Second-place manuscript)
each category will be pubJished in i

first junior college creative v
'

journal this year.
The cover for the journal will

selected from designs submitted
competing Mississippi junior college
classes.

Basl(etball season

draws to close
The 78-79 basketball season is quickly

coming to an end as the post-season
district tournament is only a week away.
The basketball Trojans are five and

six in the conference and ten and nine
overall. With three games remaining it
remains to be seen how the scheduling
for the tourney will go.
"Holmes and Northwest are the two

top teams in our conference." said
basketball coach John Vickers. Coach
Vickers also said the rest of the
conference is pretty well balanced.

Conference records will be used to
dr^w up the schedules for the tourna-
ment to be played at Holmes Jr. C Mlege

Bin

khe

leg

Inn

T

e[

ic

OS

in Goodman, MS, February 1214. Tt'

first place team wUl play the eighth pls^

team; the second place team will plavti^

seventh place team. etc.
The eight teams in the conference

MDJC, Northeast, Holmes, Coahonu
East Mississippi, Meridian, Ittawanit*
and East Mississippi. Coach Vickers sai'

the Trojans should finish in fourth
fifth place in the conference.
"We have played over our heads wil^

defense" he said. "We have reaUy plaV^
well against bigger and better op.ioneot-'

because of our defense." coat i
Vickei*

added.

It
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Cast is announced scholarship

The Fine Arts Department production

f "The Labors of Love" has been cast.

Rehearsals for the cast of crazy, zany

haracters will start soon, and will be

ctaged April 4-7.

The cast selected by Director Diane

Saucier is as follows: Elinor Elsinor —
Louanne Randle; Dora Delight - Dawn

Franklin: Hatti Hateful — Kathy Hogue;

Malvina-Pam McCullough; Mrs. Gott-

rocks-Mary Simmons; Madam Midnight-

Coby Blispinghoff and Anna Marie

Shurden; Miss Faithful-Karen Johnson;

February 13

Dick Dashing-Claude Fisackeriy and
Michael Dilly; Samuel Scrounge-Craig
Johnson and David Evans; Bob Buttons-
Joe Pardon and Bill Jackson; Edwin-
Greg Bellipanni; Chuck Pittman; Devil-
Reginald Abney; Bartender Ray Palmer.
Chorus and Dancers: Shirley Terrell,

Vanessa Lee. Reggie Jones. Mike
Fisher. Stan Tate, Bill Bartlett. Cindy
Barlow. Marguerite Barry. Kathy Wood.
Kathy Turner. Ginny Toole. Holly Mar-
tin. Gwen Morris, Elaine Mathews.

Ole Miss to present ^'Godspeir'

"Godspell", the off-Broadway hit that

is rapidly becoming the most frequently-

produced musical in the world, will be
performed by Ole Miss' University

Theatre at Yeates Fine Arts Center on

the Mississippi Delta Junior College

campus. Curtain time will be at 8 p.m.,

on Feb. 13. 1979.

"Godspell" depicts, in a free-wheeling,

highly spontaneous form, the life of

Christ as recounted in the gospel of St.

Matthew. It has been hailed by critics as
".

. .joyous". ".
. .exiting", ".

. .a deeply

regilious experience in a highly theatri-

cal form."

It is certainly theatrical. Mime, child-

ren's games, improvisation, dance and
song are all part of its action. The actors

play games with one another, and with
the audience, interchange roles, and
generally create an atmosphere of fun
and celebration.

The key figure in the action is Christ,

portrayed in this production by David
Wright. A senior in the theatre depart-
ment at Ole Miss, Wright is a veteran of
University Theatre productions. He has
performed major roles in Carnival, Cat
On a Hot Tin Roof, Scapino. Labors of
Love, and Androcles and the Lion, the
latter an Oxford Little Theatre produc-
tion. This past summer, Wright was a
member of the Carey Dinner Theatre
troupe in Hattiesburg. MS, headlining

In Jackson

ADN heads
attend meet
Mrs. Barbara Powell and Mrs. Pat

Hinton of the ADN department attended
|he Mississippi Nurses Association
Legislative Conference at the Holiday
l"n in Jackson, Jan. 18. 19.
Two of the major speakers were

Representatives Ted Millettee and Don
Hichardson of Hinds county. The pur-
pose of the conference was to hear the
latest health issues being considered for
legislative action this session.

Foley attends
workshop

Mr. Charles Foley, vo-tech director.
Jltended a workshop on actions of the
^•S. Department of Labor, Mines, and
^afety, and Health Administration at
Hinds Junior College recently. Seven-

the'^
J""'or colleges were represented

Anything Goes and a variety show of

Broadway hits. Wright feels that playing
Christ in "GodspeU", "is the most
demanding role of my career, to-date.

Christ in this play has control, emotion-
ally and physically over most of the
situations. I've been trained to let my
feelings go but this character has an
inner control over his feelings."

The director and production designer

is Dr. A.L. Kadlec.

"GodspeU" is being sponsored locally

by the MpJC Fine Arts department,

Bruce Morgan, an MJDC theatre

major who transferred to Ole Miss, is

also a key figure in the production

portraying the roles of John the Baptist

and Judas. While at MDJC Bruce was a

student of Mrs. Diane Saucier and had

the leading role in the local production of

"Charlie Brown" and was assistant

director for Children's Theatre produc-

tions.

Ruth Liebau, musical director for the

Ole Miss production of "Godsepll" com-

mented: "This is a popular show from

the "60's," but it has appeal to today s

audiences as well. "GodspeU" is not

meant to be sacreligious in its use o^

rock, disco, and jazz. This is the sound ol

the day. and it would be the mode
through which Jesus would reach youth

today, if he were on earth."

MDJC hosts workshop

MDJC hosted a workshop for all

post-secondary and secondary vocational

administrators in this district, Jan. 30

Whelan attends

conference

Dr. Ray Whelan. assistant director,

attended a vocational directors con-

ference at Holmes Junior College on J an.

15. 16.

Valentine's will be special for

many MDJC couples such as

Michael Edmondson and Christy

Glover.

Mrs. James W. Lucas. Jr. has donatco
$10,000 to MDJC to establish a scholar
ship in memory of her late husband,
according to Dr. J.T. Hall in an
announcement made to the media
recently.

The scholarship is to be administered
by the financial aids office.

Mr. Lucas was a native of Moorhead
where he attended grade school. After
he completed secondary school study, he
earned a degree from the U. S. Naval

Academy.
He served two five year terms in ihe

U.S. Navy. Mr. Lucas was discharged
from the navy in 1949 with the rank of
lieutenant commander.

In civilian life, he was a local agent for

the Prudential Insurance Company.
To qualify for the new scholarship, a

student must attend MDJC fulltime. be
enrolled in a course of study leading to a
bachelor's degree, show financial need,
and maintain good grades.

Yearbook goes to press
The final pages of the 1979 Retrospect

are on their way to the yearbook
publisher in Montgomery, according to
Miss Laney Wooten, publications direc-
tor.

Sophomores Terrell Wells and Anne
Williams are co-editors of this fiftieth

anniversary edition.

Section page designs for the 176-page
book were done by the Commercial Art
class under the direction of Wallace
Price.

Football

Four process color is featured in the

opening signature of the book.

"The first batch of proofs has just been

returned to Paragon, so we are on

schedule," said Miss Wooten.

The faculty recipient of the 1979

dedication will be introduced on Honors

Day in assembly.

Distribution of the book will be made
by business office personnel upon arrival

of the book from Paragon Press in

Montgomery, Ala.

48 freshmen start spring drills
spring football is in full swing and su

are the 48 freshmen athletes jockeying

to get one foot in the door leading into

the fall season.

Coach "Wooky" Gray said the Spring

drills are primarily for conditioning.

Fundamentals are stressed along with

one-on-one blocking, agilities, and scrim

mage.

"We lost 13 sophomores to gradua-

tion," said Coach Gray. "Seven key

defensive positions will have to be

filled," he added. Coach Gray also said

that the team really needed a "take

charge" type quarterback who will lead

the team. Consistency on offense is

another point that will be stressed this

spring.

A few informal scrimmages are set

with Holmes Junior College to take place

within the next two to three weeks, the

first one was played on Wednesday,
February 7 here on campus!

Spring football ends March I.
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Sophomore Lit students enjoy coiioe house
Mm. Yvonne Bennett's stadenU recreated an eighteenth century English Coffee House as a climax to their unit of study. They also published THE OBSERVER, theii

version of a typical paper of the day.
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PBL State
veep visits

Local Phi Beta Lambda [business

fraternity] students heard Tim Miller of

Ole Miss, who is currently state vice

president of the fraternity, describe the

highlighu of the state leadership

conference planned for March.

Happy Valentine's - especially to

M'lhH McUwain's Commercial art

students and to BUi Mizell

Floaters vs Highlights

Feb. 1, 1979
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Hughes team

vs.

Humphreys Academy

I
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Deadline for graduation
application is Feb. 28

Moorhead. Mississippi

Setting: Futura Electronics Personnel

Office.

Tom Daring (a straight-"A" junior

college technician applying for first job)"

But, sir. I completed my college

study . ^

Personnel Officer: "Then why don*t

you have a diploma from that school?

Are you sure that you did okay?"

Tom Daring: "I made good grades, but

I didn't bother to graduate because they

didn't require it, and I didn't want to

spend the $12-00."

Officer: "Sorry, but our office requires

that we hire graduates."

Are you a sophomore who is about to
complete your work at MDJC?
Then consider the plight of our

mythical hero Tom Daring.
Could you be his real-life counterpart

next year?

It isn't too late to make your
application for graduation. The deadline
is Feb. 28.

See Dean of Student Affairs Travis
Thornton in the Scroggins Administra-
tion Building for additional information.

Graduation ceremonies have been set

for Friday, May 11, at 8 P.M.

MDJC hosts VIGA competition
student judges from MDJC assisted

with the day-long district high school

VICA competition held here last Friday.

The competition was coordinated by

Mr. S.A. Brocato, local chapter head

sponsor.

Judges and their categories of re-

sponsibility were: EXTEMPORANE-
OUS SPEAKING-Janice Jenkins, Joe

Pardon. Bill Jackson. Greg Bellipanni;

OPENING/CLOSING CEREMONIES-
Lester Miles; PliEPARED SPEECH-

Katherine Thomas and Mickey Creasy;

AUTO MECHANICS-Marvin Goodwin.
Dewitt Lucas. Bill McMinn, Ron Melton,

and Mike Rayburn; TIME KEEPER-
Bernard Baird, Lee Baird. Mike McNutt,
Albert Ramirez, Dwayne Jones;

ELECTRICAL TRADES-Bill Deaver;

MACHINE SHOP-Mike Edmonson,
Hazie Ivy. Douglas Cocilova. Donald

Hubbard. Joseph Andrade, Ronald

Oswalt.

The MDJC modeling squad wUl pre-

sent some fourteen bridal gowns, brides-

maids dresses, and trousseau ensembles

in the bridal show scheduled for Thurs-

day, March 1. at 7:30 p.m. in the Union.

Music will be provided by a former

MDJC student. Danny Abraham. The

flowers and the wedding cake will be

furnished by the Indianola Flower Shop

and Sunflower Food Store, respectively.

Immediately following the show, a

reception will be held in the private

dining room.

Usa Richard and Trade Spencer are to model in the bridal show Thursday.

Phi Theta Kappa
taps new members

Fifty-two students have been tapped
for initiation into Zeta Zeta chapter of
Phi Theta Kappa, national junior college
honor society.

Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings. chapter
head sponsor, said that formal initiation

ceremonies for the group are to be held
on April 23 at 7:30 P.M. in Tharp
Auditorium.

New members were screened for the
chapter by a faculty-student committee
made up of already enrolled members of
the honor society.

Students to be initiated include; Lisa

Bennett. Pamela Brown. Joseph Carver.
Jill Drechler. Rita Halbrook. Kathy
Hogue. Saundra Larner. George Mixon,
Greg Peoples. Meta White. Greggory
Bellipanni, Larry Pritchett. Amber Lynn
Niven. Doris Denley. Gail Johnston.
Nina Baine. Sheila Denton. Terri Size-

more. Susan Bailey. Sharon Coleman.
Karen Harvey. Tanya Rowe. Donna
Blaylock. Debra Lott. Arthur Rhodes.
Sandra Blasingame. Randy Baker. Debra
Quillman, Debra Tate. Amy Wooton.
Betty Brown. Abe Menhel, Shirley Po-

well, Mike Skipper. Peggy Breazeale.

Linda Rose Casico. Lillie Laney. Pamela
McCuUough, Kaffie Montague. Lonnie

Cooper. Janice Jenkins, Drew Strain,

David Johnson. Anna Shurden. Richard

Giachelii, Wallace Skelton, Linda Penn,

Donnette Maner. Rebecca Beams, Shelia

Harris. Nancy Johnson, Elmus Wallace.

Mrs. Josephine Haxton of Greenville

who writes under the pen name Ellen

Douglas, will be the keynote speaker at

the first annual Mississippi Junior

College Creative Writing Workshop.

The workshop will be hosted by MDJC
on Saturday. March 10. Mrs. Haxton is

currently writer in-residence at North-

eastern Louisiana University in Monroe.

"Apostles of Light" is the latest of

several novels which she has written.

Another novel is scheduled for publica-

tion this fall.

—photo by Noel Workman

T.J/S participate in Mardi Gras
Tae T.J.'s from MDJC will be partici-

pating in the Pensacola. Florida, Mardi

Gras activities this week
Radio station WAJB in Pensacola is

sponsoring the group and also is provid-

ing meals and lodging at the Perdido Bay

Country Club during the T.J.'s stay in

Pensacola. An executive of the station,

who is a member of the Mardi Gras

committee, heard the group perform

during their Spring tour last year and

invited them to participate in the Mardi

Gras festivities this year.

The tour will begin on Thursday,

February 22. with the Belzoni Chamber

of Commerce Banquet. Following the

program, the group will proceed to

Hattiesburg for the night. Friday, the

group will do mall shows to attract

attention to the Mardi Gras activities.

Saturday, they will participate in two

parades on a WAJB float and do another

mall show. The group will return home
on Sunday.
Members of the 1979 T.J.'s are: Karen

Holley, Greenville; Kathy Smylie,

Greenville; Cookie Gober. Indianola;

Debra Quillman. Oxford (trombone);

Coby Bisplinghoff. Greenwood; Jill

Drechler, Greenwood; Charles Lawler,

Greenwood; Chuck Pittman. Isola;

Anthony Harper, Indianola (trumpet);

Gregg Bellapanni. Indianola; Ricky

Johnson, Indianola (keyboard, bass);

Amy Wooten, Belzoni (keyboard, tenor

saxaphone); Gus Mohamed, Belzoni

(drums); Rusty Morgan. Boyle (guitar);

Peary Forrest. Greenville (guitar); and

Mark Flemons. Spotlight.

Director of the T.J.*s is Joe Abrams.

Gable is slowly progressing
Installation oi the television cable on

campus is progressing to the point

where it may meet its previously

announced completion date of March 15.

Mr. Lawrence Kenneth said that

Crosby Cable Inc. has been steadily

working to complete the cable system to

both dorms.

"The only problems they are facing

are bad weather, other occupational

Hay 5

Benefit tennis
Dr. J.T. Hall recently announced plans

for the fourth annual American Cancer

Society Benefit Tennis Tournament to

be held in the MDJC Coliseum on

Saturday. May 5. 1979.

Wimbledon Champion Stan Smith will

participate in the benefit tournament.

obligations, and the fact that the boys*

dorm is requiring underground installa-

tion," Mr. Kenneth said. "The cable will

probably be completed by or around

March 15, but not likely before then."

Plans for installation of cable service

in the Moorhead community as well as on

campus were announced by the In-

dianola-based company last spring.

tournament set
Proceeds will go to the American Cancer

Society. Last year's tournament raised

$12,000 for the society.

Persons wanting additional informa-

tion about the tournament should con-

tact Mr. Henry Paris, Indianola chair-

man.
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Editorial

Vandalism arises on campus

"Vandalism" — that ugly monster —
has again reared his head at MDJC.

Wilful destruction of the sculpture

displayed in the visiting exhibit at

MDJC in Yeates Fine Arts building was

totally uncalled for.

Cutting ruts in the campus lawn was

also unnecessary. Ditto streaming toilet

tissue through the trees and breaking

Not only is it humiliating to the

current student body which has to share

the stigma of the public reputation of the

college which results from such be-

havior, but it is also extremely costly.

Is it fair for a very few to affect the

lives of so many who want to be

associated with a college name of which

they can be proud?
—Hraine

lu

7>

"rm glad that this is the last one of the
century. . .

"

Below: Members of the food committee
are II. to r.] Elaine Matthews, Tommy
Wilson-chairman, Debbie Dimaway,
Trisha Edmonson, Babba Breland, Unda
Eldridge, Bob Woodard, Debra Ann
Tate, Connie MitcheU.

At the second regular Food Committee meeting, members
were treated to a steak dinner. Suggestions made at themeetmg by the members included: to devise a svstem to
keep the roUs warm, to serve broccoU, and ham au gratin
once a week, to serve BB-Q chicken mstead of fried to

prepare more noodles m the lasagna, and to prepare peanutbutter and jelly sandwiches for the nurses' sack lunches Thenext meeting in March 27.. Regular and s^d-to member^
will visit Morrison Food Processtag Center in jtrkson Mi^chih on a neld trip.

Ramblin
By Pete SamUo

are
If you haven't heard by now, we

getting a woman's basketball team he
next tall. It makes me wonder, thouoi,

how it can survive financially.

Men's basketball doesn't draw well
a|

all. so what makes the administratiofi

think it feasible to incorporate a sport
of

lesser interest? After all. no desire forj

ladies tearh has been expressed in the

past 10 years by students, alumni, or the

administration. So. what's the use?

Weil. Dr. I^all feels there will be an

interest-if not in the sport itself-in

persuading a few more students to enroll

here. But there is a little more to it than

that. Government aid comes into focus

and. with the tight budget we have,

cannot expect to receive very much help

from Uncle Sam. With the salary of a

new coach, uniforms, travel and fooj

expenses, it hardly seems possible thai

the school can keep from losing money
over the next few years-or until the team

starts winning and drawing a crowd.

i only hope that the students will be

courteous enough to Dr. Hall and the

administration to support this effort to

better our school by supporting not onlv

the new woman's team, but all sporting

events. After all. it is for you-nobodv
else.

Calendar
Feb. 22-25

T.J.'s on tour to Pensacola, PL.
Feb. 23

District Spelling Bee in the Fine Arts

Auditorium.

District VICA Contest in the Coli-

seum.
Feb. 27

Classical movie: "Oliver" in the Union.

Representative from William Carey

College in the Union.

Feb. 28

Representative from Lambert College

in the Union.

March 1

Marines Representative in the Union.

Bridal Show presented by the MDJC
modeling squad in the Union at 7:30

p.m.

March 2-3

Hinds Jr. College Ail-State Choral

Festival.

March 5-8

Intramural Basketball Tournament,
. March 8

Mississippi College Representative in

the Union.

MDJC Singers Spring Concert in the

Fine Arts Auditorium at 7:00 p.m.

March 9-10

Mississippi Jr. College Creative

Writers Association Meet.

copy editor^ L^^^ B^„„^^^
manager, photographer Jim Edwards
features, sports PeteSarulIo- David Evans
editorials, clubs Deseree Draine VJjrMISSISSIPP]

a^r "^"^^^
''^^'"r;' 7 ^^NIOR

. ^ .\ J L.aney Wooten /
f''"'"^^''* Vocational Printing Class f

COLLEGE
S.A. Brocato. instructor 4 PRESS

cartoonist, photographer
Bill Mizell

V^^^OCIATIOI

Lisa Freeman

Published by and for MDJC student.. Bi-weekly except for holidays Letters
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by Lisa Freeman

Is there nothing going on around here
anymore? When he was asked about
exciting or unusual events which had
happened to him, John Harrison said

that he had found a rotten banana
outside the boys" dorm. O.K.. you
monkeys. let's get some action going
around here!

Some people are doing a little bit to

relieve the boredom. There is a back-
gammon game (tournament) being
planned.

It seems like everyone is either going
steady or is engaged. Update on last

week's list: Chad Denson and Cindy
Turner are going steady. March 23
marks Jerry Fellows and Donna Hoyle's
engagement-for-a-year anniversary. And
on March 15, Marlee Williams and Dink
Strain will have been engaged for a year.

It's also Marlee's birthday. Debra Baker
and Roger Wright are back together
again. Is it for good this time? Tune in

tomorrow . . . Lanell Donahoe is finally

going to give the wedding to Mike
Quinnley that she has been planning for

five years. And Lisa Nichols and Butch
Burton are getting married in May.
Bubba Breland and Trisha Edmondson
have been engaged for a while now, too.

Recent and future birthdays: Lynn
Jones. Feb. 19; Debbie Cooper. Feb. 18;

Gregg Bellipanni, Feb. 23; Marguerite
McClee. Feb. 24.

Carol Hansen has a new baby brother
born Feb. 11.

Room 121 really gets down with some
heavy gospel music every night.

Help! Room 2's heater is on the blink.

We're freezing! At least Mrs. Carley's

portable heater is keeping the icicles off

our noses.

Frank Stuart resigned from Mc-
Donald's.

That boys' dorm is really weird! Have
you heard of the Shaving Cream Phan-
tom? He hath struck again!

There are many things being stolen at

the boys' dorm. At least we girls are
honest.

Jerry Fellows has carpet! The one and
only known room in the guys' dorm to

have real live (red, no less) carpet. But
Clark Secoy won't pick up his clothes

long enough to see it.

The girls" dorm is having a fashion

show March 12. (Sorry, guys, no swim
suits). Participants are: D> bra Quillman.
Sheila Burrell, Nancy Carr, Pam Mc
Cullough, Brooksie Sibley, Susan Burch-
field, Fannie Nelson. Brenda Cox. Lisa
Nichols, Gina Drear, Sharon Oakman,
Lisa Richards, Janice Stewart. Carolyn
Ingram, Debra Shutes. Jeannie Black-
ledge, Janice Jenkins, Carol Hansen.
Kathy Turner, and Margaret McClee.

BSU to sponsor

tourney

On the weekend of March 30-Apri] 1,

BSU students will attend a Leadership
Training Conference at Gulf Coast
Assembly. Gulfport.

Another major activity of the BSU in

March is an all-day basketball tourna-
ment scheduled in the Coliseum, March
3. Young people from all over Sunflower
county wiil participate, according to

Director Cornell Daughtry. Churches
will send junior and senior high teams.
Finals wiil be played late Saturday night
March 3.

A Career Awareness Conference will
be held at MDJC on March 1.

Mrs. Martha Woodall, local coordina-
tor, said that at least 30 counselors from
the Delta area will meet here to develop
activities designed to help them guide
students in making proper career selec-
tions.

Activities such as value classification,
goal-making, and decision-making will be
discussed.

Mr. Lawrence Kenneth, director ol
the media center, will attend the AERT
(Association of Educational Communica-
tions and Techniques) in New Orleans
March 5-9.

Bloodmobile scheduled

The Red Cross Bloodmobile is
scheduled to be on the MDJC
campus, March 14.

Additional information about the
drive may be obtained from Dean
Robert Warnock's office.

Local PBL's to attend

conference

On March 8-9, members of Phi Beta
Lambda chapters from colleges and
junior colleges throughout Mississippi
will attend the 25th annual Stale
Leadership Conference at the University
of Mississippi.

MDJC members who will attend (and
their area of competition) are as follows:

Eddie Newman (Mr. Future Business
Executive). Jill Drechler (Ms. Future
Business Executive), Jerry Hendrick
(economics). Debra Lott (business taw).
Meta White (accounting I). Pam Brown
(executive typist). Elizabeth Baine (exe-

cutive secretary). Jamie Manns (busi-
ness communications). Angela Fugett
(candidate for state reporter), Dawn
Norris (chairman, scrapbook committee).
Jim Edwards (business administration).
During the two-day session, student,-

will elect new state officers, parlicipati;

in contests, and receive Who's Who in

Phi Beta Lambda awards.
Registration for the state meeting will

be held from 9:30 A.M. to 1 P.M. on
Thursday. March 8, in the lobby of the
E.F. Yerby Center for Continuing
Education on the Ole Miss campus.

Bruce Morgan, formerly of MDJC Ifonrth fr. leftl was
featured in the Ole Miss touring group of "Godspell"
presented here Feb. 13. Other members of the cast

a review
ft

identified by their first names only werei [i. to r.I Steve,
Kay, Tom, Iportraying Jesusl, Feppy, Liz.

Godspell" features comic interpretation
By Pete Sandio

On Tuesday. February 13. The MDJC
Drama Club hosted the Ole Miss

Production of Godspell. It was Directed

by Dr. A.L. Cadiec of Ole Miss, and

starred former MDJC student Bruce

Morgan.

Bruce played a double role in the play.

He was John the Baptist, and later.

Judas Iscariot. The play revolved around

moral and social problems analyzed in

the New Testament teachings through

the coming of Jesus Christ. Surprisingly,

these problems were very current and

dealt well with the hardship of Human

Nature.

As for the production itself, every

scene was somewhat comical and always

highlighted with a musical number. The

cast did well with their singing parts and

kept the audience alive throughout the

entire production.

There was only one major fault in the

production, however, it dealt with

temptation through fleshly lusts and

worldly desires. Jesus Christ is the Son

of God-thc only perfect man that will

ever be. It seemed almost Blasphemy

that in the play jesus appeared weak,

comical, and almost fell into temptation.

In general, though, the play was well

done, by college standards. The

audience, about 200 strong, was very

enthusiastic. Proceeds from the play will

be used to buy portable lighting units for

the MDJC Drama Club.

Girls study welding, machine shop
answer to last issue's puzzle

+

Vocational Training Programs at

MDJC have been dominated by males

for years.

But a few females are taking advant-

age of equal employment training for

job opportunities. Women currently

enrolled in vocational programs are Tina

Landrum. Barbara Ann Porter, and

Nineether Cain.

Tina and Barbara are enrolled in

Welding, and Nineether is enrolled in

Automotive Machinest training.

"Vocational programs have a federal

mandate to enroll and employ more
females in vocational fields, such as

Welding, Automotive Machinist, Mac-
hine Shop, etc. .

." said Mrs. Martha
Woodall, Counselor.

Upon graduation this spring. Tina and
Barbara wiil be third class welders with

jobs awaiting them. Nineether will find

job opportunities in the automotive

industry.

"Interest among females in vocational

training is anticipated to rise in the near

future," Mrs. Woodall said.
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Women'& basketball to start this fall

Practice in the Moorhead National Guard Armory in all of the rainy Moorhead weather
had allowed the baseball team manned by such returnees as Stan Smith |Ieft, above]
to get in shape for their first game, March 9. The Trojans arc coached by Jimmy
Bellipanni, who led them to the State Junior College Championship last year!

Baseball team gets ready

Coach Jimmy Bellipanni's baseballers

are readying for the "79 season which
gets underway March 9 at Northwest.
Coach Jimmy, along with assistant

coach Steve Flemming. have been work-
ing since the second week in January on
fundamentals and conditioning. The
team should be strong this year although
only two players are back from last years
championship squad. Stan Smith, from
Memphis, and Neil Turner, from Green-
wood, are the returnees and appointed
team captains.

The team isn't without talent, though.

;is has been shown by the cannon arm of
outticlder Ray Stone and pitcher Danny
Younce. The team is loaded with left-
handed hitters this year, an asset to any
ballclub. but rarely found in the junio-
college leagues.

Practices have been going pretty well
thus far. The team did manage to get out
on the field for four days, a welcome
relief from the confines of the National
Ciuard Armory, where practices are held
in cold or rainy weather.
Louanne Handle will serve as batgirl

agam this year. Who says that MDJC is
still in the dark ages?

Quon leaves surf, Joins security

By Pele SaruUo

The new head of security at MDJC is
Mr. Joe Quon. Mr. Quon returned to
Moorhead from Hawaii and took the
position as security chief starting with
this Spring semester.

Mr. Ouon isn't new to the delta
however. He came to America from
China when he was ten. He attended
elementary and high school here and
upon graduation, enlisted in the navy.'

The navy eventually took him to
Hawaii, where he married, and where
his first son. Eric was born.

wife

they

and

In 1955, Mr. Quon and his
returned to Moorhead where
opened a small grocery store a,,,
farmed. The store may have been small
but the farm, all 1000 acres of it. kept
the Quons quite busy.

In 1971 Mr. Quon took his family back
lo Hawaii. While in the states, however
Mrs Ouon rarned a Masters in Music
from Delta Slate, and had three more
children.

Mr. Ouon was appointed manager of
the worid famous Golden Duck
restaurant, where he was in charge of 65
employees. Five years later, in 1977. he
left the Golden Duck for bigger and
better things; a $31 million, seven story
shopping plaza and a fast food complex
in Wai Ki Ki to be exact.

There, the Lan Yee Chau restaurant

became Mr. Ouon's responsibility, and
so were the 380 employees who worked
under him.

Because of their growing discontent
with Hawaii as a home for their children,
the Ouons decided to return to the
mainland.

Now the Ouons arc back in Moorhead.
"A better education for my children," is

the primary reason Mr. Ouon gave for
coming back. Mr. Ouon feels that the
schools in Hawaii are not as adequate as
the ones here in the States.

After eight years away from home, the
Delta Herald welcomes Mr. Ouon and
bis faiiiilv back to Mississippi.

By Pete Sarullo

Women's basketball has finally come

to MDJC. Starting this fall, the girls

basketball program will get underway

with the same recruiting qualifications

and type of program that the men's team

has.

According to Dr. J.T. Hall. President,

the physical education department and

the administrators decided that a

venture into women's basketball would

be worthwhile for the school.

The decision to enter intercollegiate

basketball for women was made in the

February Board of Trustees' meeting.

Since MDJCwas the only one of 16

junior colleges in the state without a

giris team. Dr. Hall said that it gave all

others schools the right to invade

MDJC's eight county district in search of

women athletes. Dr. Hall and the boa,j

of trustees did not feel it to be in ,J

best interest of the school to let outsider

take students away from the d^J

because of a lack of activities.

"The search for a new coach

begun". said Dr. Hall. "We are loo|(J

for a successful womens basketballJ
with a proven record, and familiarjJ

with the delta and surrounding schools j
he added. The new coach must have,

teaching degree in an area in whjJ

teachers are needed. There is simply,

opening for a teacher in the
physjcji

education department, Dr. Hall
;

Even though no students expresse(|

an interest in having a girls team, M
Hall thinks it is something we need heri

at MDJC.

Trojans end season at 14-10

By Pete Sarullo

Basketball is over for the MDJC
Trojans this year, but head coach John
Vickers said that he was pleased
what was accomplished.

In the district tournament, helc

Holmes recently, opening game ag.Ti:

East Mississippi 99-68. Coach Vickers

said that everyone had a good game,
with four players reaching double figures

in scoring. Andrew Moore led the team
in scoring with 25 points.

The next night was'nt so bright as the

Trojans fell to Northwest 56-51. The
game was played without starters

Vernon Holland, who was injured the

night before, and Rich Little, who had
been out since the previous week.

Richards Joins

faculty

The pretty new face seen around the
nursing department is that of Miss
Kathleen Richards, freshman instructor
for the nursing program.
Miss Richards has been appointed to

replace Mrs. Peggy Payne, who resigned
at the end of the semester.
Miss Richards, and Indianola Academy

graduate, attended the two-year Nurs-
ing program at MDJC and graduated in

1976. Miss Richards transferred to Mis-
sissippi University for Women, where
she graduated in 1978 Cum Laude (Main-
taining a 3.5 average or better) and re-
ceived a B.S. degree in nursing. She also
attended Ole Miss for a semester where
she studied math, science, and chemis-
try.

Since graduating from MDJC. Miss
Richards' nursing career focus has been
on surgical intensive care patients and
medical patients. Miss Richards plans to
return to school to obtain a master's
degree in medical surgical nursing.

Miss Richards said she loves animals
and the outdoors, especially the spring-
time. She also enjoys people and doing
the simple things in life.

"I am very impressed with the
freshmen on campus. I enjoy working
with the other instructors. I also enjoy
nursing and talking about nursing, and I
will never leave the nursing field," said
Miss Richards.

The Trojans were 14 and 10 in

season and finished third in tlii

conference going into the divisioi

tourney. "We played as well as wi

possibly could all year," said Coad

Vickers. "Our players were unselfisl

and it was an enjoyable year for me

coach."

MDJC led by eight points with H
left in the game. According to Coat!

Vickers. "Their coach took a time txi

and started coaching." The Trojan;

failed to handle the press and turned l^:

ball over too many times.

As for next year, only two starters

m

be returning. Rich Little and NitL

Morken should lead the Trojans to wfe

could be a promising season.

Miss Kathleen Richards
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Ramblin'
By Pete SaruUo

L
Christianity! What does it mean^ To

believe in Jesus Christ as thf oon of

God? Is that all there is to it?

Can anyone honestly call themselves

Christians when they drink to an excess-

when God tells us that no drunkard shall

inherit the Kingdom of Heaven? How
about sex? "It's o.k. before marriage if

you really love each other", is the

common reasoning today. But God said

that any woman who has sex out of

wedlock is a whore in His eyes.

So where do you draw the line

between what is right in our society

today and what is right with God. After

ail. He has always been the same and
will never change. So society is really no
excuse for sin when one has the
knowledge to know right from wrong.
And don't think that you can be good

sometimes and bad sometimes. The Lord
said that '"You are with Me, or against

Me, but those that walk the middle line

will spew from My stomach."
Where does all this lead? Well from

what I see a whole lot "Good" people
just might not make it to heaven. Let's

face it. The good of society, just isn't

good enough to get you through those
Golden Gates. A lot of people need to do
some serious thinking about their life-

styles.

LATE BULLENTDS
Mr. S. A. Brocato, Vocational Printing

Class instractor, injured in a car accident

Monday, is not on campus this week.
The printing class set the type, did the

layout, and printed the paper on very
short notice this week. The Delta Herald
Staff extends special thanks to those
printing students.

"Choice" hsre

Thursday night
The rock group "Choice" will be

performing on the MDJC campus in the
Coliseum on March 15 from 8-11 p.m.
The concert is open to MDJC students

and surrounding high school students.
Tickets for MDJC students are $2.50.
Other tickets will cost $3.00. They can be
purchased in the Union and the business
office in advance. All tickets will be
$3.00 on the day of the concert.
The group originated from Atlanta,

Georgia, where they started in the
underground in 1972. Members of the
band are: Dave Miller (Bass guitar,
vocals); Bruce Dreher(keyboards. lead
vocals. guitar);Mark Paxson(keyboards.
ead vocals); Brian Bartlette (lead vocal,
lead guitar); Steve Fecker(drums, lead
vocals).

A 25,000 watt lighting system and a 24
channel sound board are used in their
performance. They play popular tunes as
*ell as original tunes. Some of these
^nginal tunes include "Maybe Some-
^y. ' "Conversation." "Annie D.."
Smile at Me." and "Your Eyes."
Their previous concert dates have

'ncluded the Universities of Georgia and
^outh Carolina.

Mississippi Delta Junior College

Writers win three awards
Two MDJC students were winners in

the first Mississippi Junior College
Creative Workshop held Saturday March
10 at MDJC.
Deborah Blanks was awarded third

place in the short story category for her
entry entitled "Run, Jenny. Run."

Robin Rushing was awarded third
place in the formal essay category for
her essay entitled "Nonconformity."

Willie Jamer Hall received an "Honor-
able Mention" for his short story. "The
Secret."

The awards were presentd to the
winners in the categories of poetry, short
stories, and inforr^al and formal essays
at an awards' banquet.
Other activities of the day included an

open forum, a keynote address by Ellen
Douglas, and creative workshops.

Dean Mac leaves "these cats"
for those "catfish"

After eight years as Dean of Students
here at MDJC Mr. Robert McClellan is

leaving. "Dean Mac." as he is com-
monly known, is giving up a career in

education—for a career in catfish.

Surprisingly enough, Mississippi pro-
duces about 90% of the catfish con-
sumed in the United States, according to

Dean Mac, who will be in the Public

Relations and Services Department of

the Mississippi Catfish Growers Associa-
tion is also the catfish capital of the

world-Belzoni.

"It's a challenging new job", said

Dean Mac. "The catfish growers are just

now getting organized to boost their

products and I'm glad to be in on it."

The organization furnished Dean Mac
with a new car, expenses, and quite a

salary. "My wife is as happy as I am
about the whole thing; it all happened so

fast". Dean Mac said. Mrs. McClellan

will continue to work as secretary at the

Vo-Tech center.

Two of the McClellan's children are

currently attending Indianola Academy.
Their youngest attends Central Delta at

Inverness. Dean Mac said that they

would probably settle down in an area

between Moorhead, Belzoni, and Ind-

.

ianola. although nothing is definite yet.

This new job is "the chance of a
lifetime" said Dean Mar. As Dean Mac
pointed out, it may seem strange that

after H years in the field of education,
one could switch so suddenly into

something completely new.
But for a man who only lacks his

dissertation in obtaining a Doctorate
degree in education from Mississippi

State, the transition shouldn't be too

hard.

Dean Mac says that he has enjoyed his

eight years here. He feels'that Dr. Hall

and the administration have done a

magnificent job, and he is honored to

have been able to contribute the amount
that he has as Dean of Students.

MDJC will miss Dean Mac as part of

its faculty, but he exp'fects always to

remain a big part of its organization.

(NOTE! It is rumored that Director of

Student Activities Robert Warnock will

be named to succeed McClellan as Dean
of Students here. Official announcement
of his appointment had not been made
by administrative sources at press time.)

editorial

SGA-Votce
of Students i

Democracy at MDJC is faltering very
badly in the situation of out Studen;
government Assixrialion (SGA). It seems
that this past year and this year's
officers of the SGA will be selected by a

committee instead of being elected. A
selection committee composed of faculty

and students will review applications for

the President, Vice-President, and Sec-

retary-Treasurer positions and then se-

lect the positions from these applica-

tions.

If the SGA is composed by and for the

students and is supposedly a democratic
organization, then those interested per-
sons should be able to campaign and be
elected by the students. That IS the

purpose of the SGA. isn't it • to provide
a voice for the students in school affairs?

If students would really get involved
with campus affairs, especially this one,
the Administration wouldn't perhaps feel

it necessary to change procedures.

Applications are now being accepted
by the selection committee until April

10. The results will be announced April

11.

We feel students should be made
aware of this situation other than

through Daily Bulletin Announcements
and , we hope that you express your
feelings.

— Bennett

Dancers wanted
The spring dance production will be

April 10 and 11 in the Fine Arts
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m..
respectively.

This year's theme will be "Dance
Lightning" and will feature new dance
costumes. Everyone participating in the

dance program at MDJC will be featured
in the production.

Mrs. Betty Aden. MDJC dance in-

structor,, said more "jocks" are needed
for the show. Anyone interested should
contact Mrs. Aden soon.

"Choice'* to rock campas Thursday night, at 7:30 p.m. In

the Colisemn. Tickets are $3 at the door, $2.50 hi advance
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Editorial

Congrations on hard work!

Two recent events on campus--the

Bridal Show and the Mississippi First

Annua! Creative Writing Workshop-ex-

cited pubHc interest and exhibitied

student involvement.

The faculty members who coordinated

the two projects-Mrs. Jackie Franklin of

the Science Department on the Bridal

Show, and Mrs. Sandra Moore and Mrs.

Rebecca Shuttleworth of the Language

Arts Department on the Workshop-are

to be congratulated for the success of

their activities.

Special notice, too, should be given to

Mr. Curt Guenther for his coverage of

these events. Media support such as that

he secured makes quite a difference.

Staff

Look for the "Little People"

Leprechauns, shamrocks, and green

colors vividly come to one's mind on St.

Patrick's Day on March 17.

But did you ever wonder where those

derivations arose? Well, most of them

are based on legends about an Irish

Missionary passed down through the

generations.

Patrick was the son of a wealthy

Christian alderman of Britain. At the age

of sixteen, he was captured by pirates

and sold as a slave in Ireland. Patrick

served as a shepherd to an Irish

Chieftain and dedicated himself to

religion. After six years of slavery, he

escaped and returned to Britain.

As a result of his cruel experiences in

Ireland. Patrick dedicated himself to the

conversion of the Irish to Christianity, he

studied intensely in monasteries under
renownedbishops. Then. Patrick was sent

to Ireland as a missionary.

Patrick's work began in northern and

western Ireland, where no one had ever

preached Christianity, ''.fter gaining the

trust and friendship of several tribal

leaders, he soon made many converts.

Over 300 churches were founded as he

succeded in his mission. For the remain-

der of his lift, Patrick preached in

Ireland.

Legend has it that Patrick charmed the

^ snakes of Ireland into the sea so they

drowned. Another legehd proclaims that

Patrick use a three-leaf shamrock to

illustrate the idea of the Trinity. Many
people believe the shamrock came to be
the traditional symbol of Ireland as a

result of this legend.

Irish Catholics, as well as people

everywhere, celebrate St. Patrick's Day
on his feast day March 17.

Carpool Now!
*- Bennett

Students! There has been a gasoline

rationing plan predicted for the future.

President Carter revealed a standby

gasoline rationing plan Fegruary 27.

1979. He says that "he has no present

intention of putting this into effect as of

yet."

Just in case this plan is put into effect,

you should start being aware of the

situation you will be in. At least half of

our commuting students would probably
be in a rough conflict.

There has been speculation that the

plan would limit individual motorists to

two gallons of gasoline a day.

According to the Clarion Ledger, this

determination will be made when neces-
sary. It all depends on the available

gasoline supply and then current esti-

mates of vehicle consumption. However,
small vehicles like motorcycles would get

less than passenger automobiles, and
heavy trucks would get more if this plan

is past by Congress. Want to swap your

motorcycle for my Impala?

Carter's plan was submitted to Con-
gress March 1 with 60 days to approve or
disapprove the plan.

Besides the gasoline rationing plan,
the proposal includes provisions tor fuel
stand by saving actions, such as restrict-

ing gasoline sales on weekends, restrict-

ing temperatures in commercial and
public buildings, and by restricting

unnecessary advertising lighting.

So. students, let's be thinking in terms
of being gasoline-short until we hear
what Congress has to say. Let's think of
ways that some of us could work out a
gasoline use plan if it should go into
effect.

^ Draine

"Faculty and students, we are standing only a block away from Highway 3

Thirteen vie for title

Thirteen girls will participate in the

Miss MDJC Scholarship Pageant to be

staged in the Coliseum on April 18 at 8

p.m.

They are: Marie Bellipanni, Indianola;

Melody Ann Bigbee, Indianola; Gay
Darlene Carnley. Belzoni; Patricia Kay
Edmonson, Clarksdale; Janice Loui^

Fyke, Greenville, Karen Diane Holle;

Greenville; Kimberly Hull, Greenvill

Janice Kay Koening, Greenville; Brenda

Lee Mitchell, Merigold; Debra Lynn

Quillman, Oxford; Deena Willene Ram-
sour, Leland; and Louanne Randle,

Greenwood.. Paula Hoke, Greenville.

The pageant, which is a local preli-

nary to the Miss America Pageant

sponsored annually by the Moortie

Rotary Club. Profits from the project

used to provide scholarships for MI

students.

The Fine Arts department, under li

direction of Joe Abrams, stages

pageant.

Dean Travis Thornton, who is prt

dent of the Rotary Club this year

general chairman of this year's

Anne Remembers Reign

About this time last spring, thirteen

young ladies from the MDJC campus
were preparing for the Miss MDJC
Pageant. I was one of those contestants.

As this year's pageant draws closer,

many memories are stirred of my reign

as Miss MDJC.
My fondest memory during the last

year is that of being a contestant in the

Miss Mississippi Pageant in Vicksburg. I

was very proud to represent MDJC along
with 39 other young ladies from across

the state. I met so many people, many of

whom I still see from time to time,

uuring the week of the pageant the girls

became very close to one another and
their hostess, who immediately became
their second mom. More than that I

remember a little seven year old girl I

met while in Vicksburg. She would cm

to the pageant every night and a

night she would have a picture sheh

drawn for me. The last night there

s

gave me a bunch of flowers tied

»

ribbon in the school colors. It was t

little girl who touched my heart theiw

and who made me realize that all of

are being liked up to by somw

younger and the example we set

them is so important.

This past year is one that I shall nf'

forget. The new Miss MDJC will lea:«

lot, meet many new people, and disco*

much about herself. I know
learned many things about myself si

last spring.

To the fourteen contestants m

pageant in April I wish you all good
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reporters Harvest Johnson, Edd Ross
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Samuel Cobbs, a graduate of MDJC
seven years ago. visited the campus

recently to recruit a vocational student

into his sheet metal business. The

recipient of the job offer is Judge

Thomas, a MDJC student in Sheet

Metal, the same program Mr. Cobbs was

enrolled in while at MDJC.

Mr. Cobbs stated that his reasons for

selecting Judge over a few other eligible

students were based on Judge's attitude

and capability.

"He wants something out of life. He

doesn't mind working; he's reliable and

most of all, he knows how to talk and get

along with other people--and that's what

it takes to make a business successful."

If Judge follows in Mr. Cobbs' foot-

steps, success will surely come. Upon

graduation from MDJC in 1972, Mr.

Cobbs started working for the Central

Sheet Metal Company for $2.25 per

hour. After four years, his employer
decided to sell the business due to
illness, and Mr. Cobbs bought the
company

.

**My first year in the business I had a
gross earning of $52,000; the second
year. $76,000; and last year's,
$123,000."

Mr. Cobbs added that business would
probably increase in the coming years
because now ne is contracted by the the
Army Corps of Engineering in Grenada.

Mr. Cobbs praised Judge and likes the
idea of working with him full time. He
said that he had had more qualified
part-time workers than Judge, but none
more dependable and hard-working.
As for the future, Mr. Cobbs looks

forward to sharing a part of his business
with as well as a percentage of the
profit.

Calendar
March 14

March 15

March16
March25
April 2-7

April 3

April 10-11

April I T

Blood Drive

Concert in Coliseum by "Choice"

Dorm close at 4:30. SPRING BREAK BEGINS
Dorm open.

"Labors of Love" in Tharp Auditorium

BSU Spring banquet

Dance recital in Tharp Auditorium

Easter Holiday
1^

April 1'' Easter Holiday

Speaker reviews

health problems
Mrs. Jane Stanton of the Mississippi

Department of Health spoke to MDJC
students on veneral diseases and prob-
lems of teenage pregnancy.
Her talk, which was sponsored by the

physical education department was pre-
sented before a large audience of

students and faculty assembled in Room
35 of Horton Science Building on Feb.
28.

Mrs. Stanion said that VD is a
worldwide problem which is now raging
out of control.

Mississippi ranks seventh in the na-

tion in the number of reported t D cases.
' 'The best way to prevent VD is

abstinence from sexual intercourse and
avoidance of heavy petting between you

and your dating partner," Mrs. Stantort
said.

Mrs. Stanton also commented on the

effect of frequency of sexual encounter

as it correlates with age and birthrate

nationally.

"Nationwide, one of every five babies

is born to girls 19 years of age or

younger.

"But, in Mississippi, one of every four

babies is born to girls 14 years of age or

younger." Mrs. Stanton said.

Mrs. Stanton also said that during the

past year Mississippi abortion clinic

reports listed abortions done on an

eleven-year-old and a ten-year-old.

The national drug scene Is it repeated at MDJC?
by Harvest Johnson & Edd Ross

Are students on this campus following

the national trend of other college

students in the use of drugs-especially

marijuana—as a regular part of their

daily routine?

Consider these real-life scenes:

My buddy and I were walking toward
the Student Union one Friday morning
about 9 a.m. when we noticed five

people sitting in a late model Chevrolet
Impala parkeo near the Union entrance.
The group consisted of four guys and
one girl, approximately 17-19 years of
age. They were all casually dressed-the
guys in :hecked shirts and jeans, the girl

in a bright green blouse and faded
denims.

As we approached the car, we noticed
an odor that smelled of burning Johnson
grass. The closer we got. the more
apparent it became that the odor we
smelled was marijuana. When we reach-
ed the car, the marijuana odor gooshed
out through the partially opened win-
dow.

I took a closer look. I saw the group
swaying to the disco sounds of Gil Scotl
Herron's "Angel Dust" piece on the car
r*dio. I deliberately paused near the
open window to light a Kool. I overheard
one of the guys ask the giri if she liked
sex better "high". She replied that .<the

enjoyed sex much»better "high", but
she lived it just the same-even if she
wasn't high.

About twenty minutes later I saw the
tour guys enter the Union. They moved
s o\\ ly as if they were afraid to put one
»oot ahead of th other. Their eyes were
completely bloodshot and barely open.
"e heavy dilation of their eyes and their

^oombie-Iike movement made them ap-
pear to be only half aware of where they
Were.

As my buddy and' I left for our 9:20

.

*ss. we heard one of the guys say.

wait for the liquor store to open. 1

£*^«dadrink!"

On another Tuesday recently

I was sitting on the staircase in the

Union at noon , and ! overheard the

following conversation between two guys

and several girls. They were talking

about an incident that had occurred in

the gills' dorm which had resulted in teh

bustin/ of one girl for smoking "pot".

Girl- "Here I am, sitting in my room,

not bugging a soul and suddenly my
roommate jumps up and leaves the

room. A few minut«s later, someone

knocks on my door adn unlocks it at the

same time. It was the dorm mama. I

broke out in a cold sweat because the

evidence in my hand spoke for itself. She

told me that Dean Mac wanted to see me
in his office.

"As 1 was preparing to go see Dean

Mac, my roommate stormed into the

room telling me that she didn't say

nothing, but they had told her that if she

didn't lalk she would be in a lot of

trouble."

One of the guys: "I saw her go to see

The Man. I know she put the mouth on

you."

Another girl in the group (who ap-

peared to be highly nervous) said that

she knew of some other busts at both the

dorms and that each time, the same girl

had been reported seen going upstairs in

the Union.

On a Wednesday afternoon in mid-Feb-

uary

I was coming from Tanner Hall when I

saw several people standing under an

oak Ire near the edge of the campus

parking irea. Three of them I knew to be

former lilitary men who had returned to

school. Two others were obviously much

younger, high school graduates last

spring. I decided. I went over to rap.

When I :>ot there, one of the guys asked

me if I wante a "joint", all the while he

kept pulling on the slim stick rolled in

pink cigarette paper. I took a raincheck.

While I was standing there, the group

fixed up several more "joints" while we

stood there rapping about the lack of
good "pot" and cocaine, due to the

heavy number of arrests being made,
and the confiscation of the best quality

by The Man.
One of the guys reached into his

pocket and pulled out a Bic ballpoint

pen. He took out the ink filter and placed

a "joint" into the hollow cylinder of the

pen. He fired up and placed the burning
end of the joint in his mouth. He then
proceeded to blow smoke into the nose
and mouth of everyone who wanted to

participate. After the last joint had been
smoked, one of the guys suggested that

they go find something to eat.

In our rapping with some of the people

on campus who smoke "pot" or who use
other drugs, they reported that the

reason that they do so is to relieve the

pressure of existance itself.

Others said that they do it because it

is their way of "telling the system to go
to hell".

Still others say that some of their classes

are so dull that they need drug stimula-

tion to be able to cope with them. Others

said that they concentrate better when
they are on a "high".

Drugs are affecting these students

both physically and financially. Many
sleep through their classes and admit

that it it because they have been on a

"high" the night before and are desper-

ate for some shut-eye.

One student said that "pot" costs him
at least $50 every three weeks.

It is reported that drugs on campus
range in price from $30 per thai stick to

$40 per ounce for high quality marijuana

Other drugs reported to be in use on

campus include: amphetamines, quaa-

lude, demerol. mescaline, angel dust,

aiKl percodan. Marijuana obviously pre-

dominates, however.

What is the answer to our opening

question? Do MDJC'ers appear to be

following the national trend?

Draw your own conclusions.

Mr. Perrin Bishop, retired school

teacher and administrator of public

schools, is temporarily teaching Mrs.

Rosemary Golden's political science

classes while she is on maternity leave.

Mr. Bishop spent 27 of his 38 years of

teaching at the Moorhead public school.

While teaching at other Mississippi

junior high and high schools, Mr. Bishop

also coached basketball. He attended

MDJC for two years and received his

B.S. from Delta State. He is also a

graduate for the University of Alabama.

Mr. Bishop lives in Moorhead.

News in brief

Field trip

Mr. Robert Latham accompanied his

Social Problems Class on a field trip to

the Mississippi State Penitentiary at

Parchman on March 13.

Golden baby

Mrs. Robert (Rosemary) Golden, polit-

ical science rnstructor at MDJC, gave
birth to a 6 lb. 3 oz. boy Tuesday,

February 27 at the Bolivar County

General Hospital in Cleveland. The
Goldens have named their son, Robert

Owen.

The MDJC VICA Club will attend the

VICA Representation State Competition

in Jackson on March 29-30 at Hinds

Junior College, according to Mr. S. A.

Brocato. VICA advisor. Members of the

club will compete in their specialized

fields of vocational training. A list of

competitors will be released later.

An onfortunate CUche
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Dorm talk
by Lisa Freeman

a two-part colum.I've written

week:

NEWS:
Anne Williams' and Tammy

Bu^i^j

sisters came over for College Day
Congratulations to the MDJc

sj^i

on their performance at the

concert.

BSU had a ballgame at Delta

There was fellowship afterwards
m

Green Onion Room.
Roger Wright and Billy Newsot^^

going to Jackson March 29-30 to

pete against other colleges in their

of training. Roger is best in his
wei,

class and Billy is best in his

machinist class.

JUICY GOSSIP:
March 13-Happy Birthday,

beth Baine!

Toad, what is this I hear about

breakfast in Pensacola?

Stan Smith, had any candy lately?

Karen Holley, what did your m
buy from McRae's this week?

Richard K., how was that date

the hungry girl? Glad you survivedll

Jim Bob. why do you have so nii

headaches when you go to dances?

Lisa R. that was some applause

got at the Bridal Show!
Janice Fyke really ought to s

charging for her sunlamp.
Everybody in the dorm is using it,

Jerry Hawkins, how are you p
all of Joiner's tests?

Lisa Nichols and Butch Burton, dite

don't do too much for shock absorbi

do they?

.

Angela Turfitt, tell us about then
large ring we saw on your dainty fin

How many more times are you
g

to Delta State. Elaine? And I cii

imagine the reason either.

Margaret, who's at Valley?

Joe and Rusty- you all been doing

stunt driving lately?

Why does Cookie go the Fine

Building so much?
Bill Newsome doesn't have to ust

pay phone to call Sharon Cole

anymore! Rooms 110 and 111 fu

modernized their environment with a

real live telephone.

Mary Mac sure does miss Mike R

Please come home. Mike, she's dnv

us crazy!

Ok, gang, picnic weather is here!

and on), so make good use of it.

ONE LAST ITEM OF NEWS:
NJR members will be going to fl'

Dakota State University during ^

spring holidays to organize a B-^

chapter there.

Jogging becomes **ln" thing
As you are driving along the road you

notice a "thing" hurriedly pass you by.
Not only are one or two but several of
these creatures all over town. Who are
these unique group of people? They are
all part of a new surge to hit the country,
jogging.

Within the past couple of years
jogging has become one of the fastest
rising sports among all age groups. Not
only do young people and athletes
participate in this sport but senior
citizens have found that jogging is an
excellent way to maintain good health.
The Delta Herald talked with Coach John
Vickers about jogging.

"Every afternoon about three o'clock a
great many students come to the coli-
seum to run. Some run to lose weight
while others do it to help firm and tone
their bodies up. said Coach Vickers.

Everyone who runs is reaping a good
many benefits. Jogging improves pos-
ture, reduces stress, is good for the
lungs, reduces appetite, is good for the
heart and veins."

If you are about to take up jogging,
there are a few tips you should remem
ber about dress. Wear a pair of comfort-
able shorts and a cool cotton shirt along
with a good pair of running shoes. The
best type of jogging shoes have a
rounded, wedge heel and fit good.
Warm-ups should be worn when its cool.
Jogging can be done inside in a gym

or outside on a course you have set up.
Coach Vickers recommended that anyone
just starting out should not try to go too
far the first day.

"Any runner should pace himself and
not push himself. In other words, train,
don't strain."

by
Anne Williains

On the MDJC campus, running

become a big activity not only with

of the students but several of the fa"^

members. Along with Coach Vick^'l

Mrs. Sandra Moore, Rev. Corn

Daughtry, Mr. Lawrence Kenneth
and Mrs. Allen Snowden and some

towns-people can be seen almost

day somewhere on campus doing ^
daily run.

So next time you laugh, look do*

upon, or snarl ai ihose aedicate^* ^
ners, think of how many peop'^^

could meet, how much fun you

ild doy^have, how much good you coul

body if you would join the ranks 01

the most popular pastimes in the

ry-

loc

•Olll
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VICA CLUB WINS TOP HONORS

VICA Winners [I- to r.]-Top row-Sidney Jones, William Mays, Larry Cannon, John

Martin, Lee Day, Lester MUes, Meianie Pierce, Bill Newsome, Steve Fortner. Middle
row: S, A. Brocato [sponsor], William Fitts [sponsor], Tommy Homod, Willie Mitchell,

Joe Andrade, A. C. Loveless [sponsor], Cathy Hodge, Faye RIddell, Pat Ward. Bottom

row: Ron Melton, James Qeveland, Mike McNeer, Roger Wright, Larry Pritchett, Joe

Carley [sponsor), and Tony Honeycutt [sponsor].

Warnock is named Dean of Students Thirteen receive awards

Robert Warnock has been named
Dean of Students here. Dr. J.T. Hall

made the official announcement of

Warnock's appointment in a faculty

meeting March 28.

Warnock succeeds Robert McClellan

who resigned March 1 to accept a

position with the American Catfish

Association,

Dr. Hall also announced that Dr. Allen

Snowden of the MDJC faculty has taken

over Warnock's responsibilities as direc-

tor of intramurais and afternoon supervi-

sor of the Union for the rest of this

semester.

A permanent successor to Warnock as

director of student activities will be

made for the faU term of 1979.

Yearbook workshop is set

The Publications staff of MDJC will

*^ost a high school yearbook workshop
*iere on Friday, April 20.

High school yearbook staffs from
public and private schools in the eight

supporting counties of the college have
^>een invited to participate.
The day-long event will feature a

"hands-on" laboratory in basic page

design, and the principles of picture

composition.

Workshop leaders will be representa-

tives of Heatherington Publishing Com-

pany of Wolfe City. Texas, and the

Lambs of Lamb's Studio in Greenwood.

The workshop will be held in Stanny

Sanders Library from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

The VICA club of MDJC has been

named the most outstanding club in

Mississippi for the fourth straight year.

The award was made in the recent state

convention which 29 local members

attended in Jackson, March 29-30.

Local representatives also racked up

13 awards in individual categories of

skills competition at the convention.

The local club was also successful in its

bid for two state offices in the associa-

tion.

Individual award winners were as

follows: First Place (Gold Medal) — Faye

Riddel! of Ward in Extemporaneous

Speaking and Practical nursing; Cathy

Hodge of Indianola in Job Interview; Lee

H. Day of Itta Bena in Radio and TV;

David Johnson of Greenville in Machine

Drafting: Bill Newsome of Glen Allen in

Small Engine Repair; and James Homod

of Belzoni in Medical Laboratory Techno-

lojry — Second Place (Silver Medal) Pat

Ward of Drew in Prepared Speech;

Sidney Skelton of Leiand in Offset

Printing; James McNeer of Cleveland in

Sheet Metal; Cannon of Cleveland,

Steve Fortner of Grace, John Martin of

Greenville, Willie Mays of Greenwood,

Lester Miles of Rolling Fork, Meianie

Pierce of Leiand, Sidney Skelton of

Leiand in Opening and Closing Ceremon-

ies — Third Plate (Bronze Medal) Joseph

Andrade of Shelby in Machine Shop and

Roger Wright of Glen Allen in Welding.

Herman Mobiey of Greenville was

elected state parliamentarian and John

Martin of Greenville was elected state

chaplain.

The seven first place winners will

attend the nation VICA competition

which will be held July 23-27 in Atlanta,

Ga.

Mr. S.A. Brocato is local chapter head

sponsor.



Talk
by Lisa Freeman

Spring Break saw Moorhead people

spread all over the world — Gulf Coast,

Colorado. Florida. California. Canada.

Hawaii, and the Bahamas. NJR went to

North Dakota and successfully started a

BSU at North Dakota State University.

Leadership Training Conference for

the Baptist Student Union group was
held at Gulf Shores on Mar. 30-Apri] 1.

Fifteen local BSU members received

instruction there.

What's this? A baby in the boys'

dorm? No. all of that rocking and
pounding is just Clark Secoy rocking out

his brand new set of drums.

March 21 was the date of the Styx
Concert in Jackson. Several locals

attended that and had a blast.

Don't most people know how to sweep
a floor? I mean, that's the first thing

Mother teaches you when you turn two
(that, and taking out the garbage).

Believe it or not. Jerry Fellows is

ignorant of the art of sweeping. Go look

under his bed after he has "swept" the

floor.

March 29 — Free car wash anyone?
Whoever took the cap off the fire

hydrant by Vo-Tech, good work!
More and more girls are dropping out

of the pageant. Things are narrowing
down, and the days before are getting
shorter.

When are people going to learn that

"Got a minute, get a tan" is not to be
taken literally? See the girls that look
like they are blushing all over? Don't
touch, just sympathize. Sun lamps
hurt.don't they?

Inflation! Cokes in machines went up
to 30c.

Our baseball team is really working
hard, so let's give them all our support.
They want to see us in the stands. They
are 1-1 in the conference.

Keep those term papers rolling along
— it's not much longer now.
Hang in there, people. You only have a

few more weeks in Western Civ classes.

Idea for the week: Go fly a kite.

Af^feR use

^Enough to make an Indian we«p*

copy editor . t r>

ma„aeer.photographer, ji;^",^

P""^" ^^t»onairrinungUass
j

COLLEGE
S.A. Brocato, mstructor I PRESS

cartoonist, photographer
3^1, ^i^ell

^'^^^^^^1101

*••. Lisa Freeman

HbCous .a.ena.. PHnted on «;'lHrvLr„7pH^t1„^'ts:°
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Editorial

Get on tlie ball

Let's get on the ball!

We have only about three and one-half

weeks of school left, so let's not give up.

Keep on trucking!

Don't cut out of class.

This is not the time for partying,

smoking pot, indulging in the wrong
groups.

It's "booking" time. Time to pull up
mid-term grades.

"BuU-shooting" won't suffice for an
exam answer.

The time for study action is now!

—Draine

News at MDJC
Fourteen students in the MDJC

Baptist Student Union attended a

Leadership Training Conference in Gulf-

shores, Mississippi March 30-April 1.

Reverend Cornell Daughtry, director of

the BSU, accompanied the group.
Conferences and entertainment was

provided for the students and directors
during the three-day meeting. Baptist
Student Unions from state-wide colleges

attended the conference.

According to MDJC students who
attended, it was an effective spiritual

experience for everyone.
Those students who attended the

conference were: Billy Burge, Lisa
Freeman, Mary Watsula. Allen Cade,
Dale Lloyd, Duane Dodd, Mary McMinn,
Debbie Cooper, Karen Harvey, Nan
Cole, Jimmy McLindon, Randy Welch,
Marcia Homad, and James Feather.

Mr. Karl Rushing, electronics instruc-
tor, will attend the National Institute for

Microprocessing in New Orleans in May.
MDJC has the only microprocessor in

any junior college in the South. The unit
was delivered in January.

Dance scholarships
to be awarded

Twelve dance scholarships in the
amount of $75 will be awarded next year
to freshmen and sophomore girls. Each
recipient of a scholarship will be a
member of the Deltettes first semester
and a member of the Delta Dancers
second semester.

Mrs. Betty Aden, MDJC dance in-
structor. IS in the process of contacting
high school senior girls with some dance
trammg about the scholarships. Any girl
interested in applying for the scholar-
ship should conUct Mrs. Aden about
setting up a tryout date.

RambliQ
by Lisa Bennett

Calendar

Spring has "sprung" and I, for one
certainly enjoying this wonde
weather like everyone else! This
ideal time for kite-flying, frisbees

^

picnics, so get out and enjoy while ?
can.

Speaking of the weather,
sevhJ

spring sports are underway about J"
and I urge everyone to support

tl

Trojan track, tennis, and baseball
tea

at our home games with attendance
spirit.

I visited the girls' dorm last week
found a room full of very excited 1
watching, noneotherthan, cable T
Everyone on campus is enjoying

t

new feature tremendously.
Sine

appreciation is extended to Cros
Cable, Inc., Dr. J. T. Hall,

Mf.
Lawrence Kenneth, and all others w
made cable TV possible.

The Miss MDJC pageant is advancim
rapidly, and I'm sure there are som
very anxious girls to verify this. %
wish each contestant the best of luckii

this competition, because we know h

hard each has been preparing.
With the gas situation beconmi

worse, those who plan to attend suiamf

school had better make plans to carpoo

since there will be no dormitory faciiiti.

open. Start planning now if yjjjj plan

attend the summer session.

We want to welcome Mrs. Rosemai

Golden back after a brief absence. Hi

students, are glad to have her back

soon.

Until next time, enjoy spring!

Fine Arts in Brief

Student art will be on exhibit in tlif

Yeates Fine Arts Gallery during th

month of April.

Sophomore art students exhibitei

their work in the Henry Seymour
Library in Indianola during the
week of March.
The art club has purchased the

sculpture that was set up outside the

Fine Arts building during the Greelej

Wyatt exhibit. The Wyatt sculpture ha!

been permanently placed outside the

painting room in the patio area.

Seven students represented MDJC in

the 1979 Mississippi Junior College

All-State Band.
The students are: Sandra Blasingame,

flute. GreenvUle; Jimmy Cothran, clari-

net. Greenville; Amy Wooton, saxJ-

phone, Belzoni; Charles Lawler, french

horn. Greenwood; Ricky Johnson, bari-

tone horn, Indianola; Anthony Harper,

trumpet, Indianola; Reginald Abney.

tuba, Greenville.

This year's band met at Northw^*
Junior College, March 22-24.

The T.J.'s spring concert has been set

for May 1. at 7:30 p.m. in the Tharp

Auditorium of the Yeates Fine Arts

Building.

April 18

April 20

April 21

April 23

April 23-25

April 26

April 28

Miss MDJC pageant in the Coliseum at 8 p.m.

High school yearbook workshop hosted by
MDJC Publications Dept.

Distric Jr. High Band Contest.
T.J.'s perform at Crosstie Arts Festival in Cleveland.

Phi Theta Kappa initiation.

Pre-registration for 1979-80.

Carnival Day in Union.

Cheerleader tryouts.
Yellow Dog Festival.



J Eleven will vie for Miss MDJC
^ i'» I I \ 111 K \t i» M'RII 17.

Kay Koenig Kim Hull Debra Qulllman

Miss Mississippi to emcee

Melody Bigbee Cookie Gober

Anne Williams will crown winner
Patricia Edmonson Brenda Mitcbell

Eleven girls will compete in the Miss MDJC Scholarship Pageant to be

held in the Coliseum on April 18 at 7:30 p. m. Admission is $1 for students,

$2 for adults.

Miss Mississippi, Cheri Brown, will emcee the program.

The contestants will compete in evening gowns, swimsuits, talent, and a

judges' interview. Anne Williams, the reigning Miss MDJC. will crown the

winner.
The new Miss MDJC will receive a scholarship, a clothing allowance, and

an all-expense paid trip to the Miss Mississippi Pageant in Vicksburg in

mid-July.

The Fine Arts Department under the direction of Joe Abrams stages the

pageant. The pageant is sponsored annually by the Moorhead Rotary Club.

Dean Travis Thornton, president of the Rotary Club, is general chairman

of this year's pageant.

Not pictured is Louanne Randle.

Paula Hoke Karen Holley

7:30 P. M
$1 Students

$2 Adults
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Ch«rie« HeiM performed at the BSU spring oanqoet April 3.

L-o-v-e
L-o-v-e
L-o-v-e
L-o-v-e

*L-O.V.E'

s a little word,
s a sweet word,
s to telling,

s to you.

1

— Laura Logan

Mrs. Patricia Hinton, Lwsing lostnietor, recently visited Washington to talk irtt

president ot h- Mississippi . arses Association.

Deborah Blanlis won third place in the

Mississippi Jo^or a>Uege CreativeWntmg Contest held March 10. The titleof Ms^ Blanlcs selection was "R^Jenny Run." ™*

fatrfff



Gas sbortage

High price to pay for liquid gold
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How is the current gasoline problem
affecting You? What are some alternate

sources of energy that you would like to

see utilized? (Herald reporters Har/est
Johnson and Edd Ross asked these

questions in their "person-on-the-stre-

et" poll this issue).

Some sample reactions follow:

Robert Lovett, Greenville, Bus— "I

had to park my car until the weekends."
R. Wells, Greenville, Bus — "I have to

catch a cab to the bus stop and cab fare

has gone up as a result of high gas
prices."

W. Anderson, Belzoni, Car — "I have
to budget myself better and I would
recommend car pooling and making
friends with Mexico as alternate
sources."

E. Jones, Shelby, Dorm — "It takes
too much money for me to go home. I

think they should close the gas stations

on the weekends."

E. Duke, Indianola, Bus — "I can't do
anything but role with the punches."

T. Waiiams, Clarksdale, Bus — "It's

not really affecting me, but I recommend
we stop so much joy riding."

Mrs. Weaver, Book Store manager —
"It's expensive. I think there is really a
shortage, but it's similar to the one in 73.

As an alternate source the problem
should be thoroughly investigated by
ranking officials."

A. Steward, Cleveland, Bus — "It's too
high for me to go the places I want to go
and do the things I want to do."

R. Stokes, Greenville, Dorm — "It is

taking too much money and cutting back
on p easure riding. I think more effort
should go into finding another source
other than oil."

B. SUas, Indianola, Car - "It affectsme fmancially but I think there is a
shortage because everyone is using an
excessive amount of gas."
W. Ray, Indianola. Car - "It effects

me fmancially because of the high cost of
gasoline and the low wages won't allow
me to drive over everyday."
M. McClee, Greenwood, Dorm — "It

makes me hold my dates to a minimum
because my boyfriend can't afford to buy
too much gas."

C. Foster, Greenville, Car - "I have to
hold back on long trips and I can't afford
to drive my car to school everyday."
H. OUie, Leland, Car - "It's affecting

my social life because I don't have
enough spending money."
Mrs. M. KeUy, Cleveland, Commute -

"It doesn't affect me at all."

B. Barnes, Indianola, Car — "It doesn't
affect me because I don't l?uy any."

L. Woods - "It doesn't bother mc
because that is what money is for. to
spend."

E. White, Indianola, Dorm — "It
should be referred to a liquid gold."

R. Ferguson, Rolling Fork, Commuter
— "It cut down on my other spending."

D. Shaw, Inverness, Car — "It doesn't
have any affect on me other than cutting
back on my spending money."

E. Ross, Indianola, Car — "I can't go to
all the concerts in Jackson,"

Pre-registration dates set

Pre-registration for students who plan
to return to MDJC for the fall semester
1979 will begin Monday, April 23 and
continue through Wednesday, April 25.

Pre-registration will be conducted
each day. April 23-25, from 9:00 a.m. to
11:30 a.m.; from 1:15 p.m. to 3 p.m. in
Room 36A, Horton Science Building.
Students will report to the Science

Building, Room 36A. during a vacant
period to have schedule approved,
complete schedule card, and to pick up
instruction for registration.

On August 20 and 21 students will
report for registration to pick up class
cards, pay fees, have ID cards and
annual pictures made.
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL

pre-registration will be handled by
vocational counselors, Mr. Joe Carley
and Mr. Ralph Ross under the di/ection
of Dr. Ray Whelan. Pre-registration will
be conducted in the vocational and
technical classrooms.
Students enrolled in the following

programs will pre-register at the times

indicated by Mr. Carley and Mr. Ross:
Building Construction Technology:

Drafting and Design Technology; Educa-
tional Data Processing Technology;
Electronic Technology; Farm Manage-
ment Technology; Automotive Machi-
nist; Cotton Gin Management; Machine
Shop; Refrigeration and Air-Condition.

First semester 1979-80 schedules and
planning sheets will be available in the
Student Affairs Office, Monday, April 9.

AU schedule planning sheets must be
signed by a faculty advisor when
presented to the Dean of Instruction for
final approval. Faculty advisors are
listed under each program of study in

the college catalog.

Students majoring in curriculas other
than those listed in the college catalog
should have their schedule approved by
Mr. Ray or Mr. Dixon.

Returning students for the school year
1979-80 should pick up and complete a
re-admission form in the Student Affairs

Office prior to pre-registration.

OCATIONAL InDUSTRIALU LUBS OF MERICA

ULTIPLE CLEROSIS

299 may
graduate

Graduation at MDJC has been set for

May 11 at 8 p.m. in the Coliseum.
There are 299 candidates for gradua-

tion of 347 "who are eligible." Accord-

ing to Travis Thornton, Dean of Student

Affairs. "This is the largest number to

graduate in several years."

Complete details and a list of 1979

candidates will be announced in the last

issue of The Delta Herald.

BE06 grants

go to 714
Approximately 714 students at MDJC

are currently receiving Basic Educa-
tional Opportunity Grants (BEOG).
according to statistics released recently
by Business Manager Sherman Stauffer.

Total financial aid for the 1978-79
school year through this program is

$460,000.65.

There are 108 students on the work
study student aid program of the college,
Stauffer said. Total amount budgeted for

these students is $450,422.
Both programs are federally funded

plans designed to aid disadvantaged
students in getting a college education.

Cable becomes a reality

Cable television became a reality for

MDJC on March 16 when the first cable

signal was received from Crosby Cable

Company in Indianola. Months of work
resulted in the completion of this

project.

Eleven VHF channels are received on

this cable system. The new system is

also a two-way system. By the fall of

1979, the Media Center will televise and

transmit live activities through the

system from either the Media Center's

color TV studio, the Fine Arts audi-

torium, the Student Union, Horton

Science, or the Coliseum to every cable

reception outlet on campus, according to
Lawrence Kenneth, Media Center direc-
tor.

Kenneth also said that future use of
this system may include television

display of the Daily Bulletin, emergency
notifications, replays of sports competi-
tion, and student talk shows.
Kenneth said that, within weeks, the

Media Center hopes to transmit a wide
variety of entertainment and recrea-
tional videotape programs on the cable.

"These programs will be mainly enter-
tainment movies scheduled during the
early afternoon hours." he said.

•^ELP VICA FIGHT M.S.; DONATIONS CAN BE GIVEN TO MDJC VICA CLUB.

The media Center is distributing a weekly TV program guide which lists

most of Crosby Cable company's stations' announced programming.
Free copies are placed in both dormitory lobbies each Monday afternoon,

or. they can be picked up from the Media Center after 1 p.m. each Monday.

CROSBY CABLE
M.D.J.C. CAMPUS

CABLE CHANNEL TV CHANNEL-STATION (affaiation)

2 Weather/Time

3 WLBT - Jackson (NBC)

4 WREC - Memphis (CBS)

5 WMCT- Memphis (NBC)

6 NOAH Weather Alert

7 29 - WMAA Jackson (PBS)

8 6 - WABG - Greenwood (ABC)

9 9 - WTWV - Tupelo

10 10 - KTVE - El Dorado (ABC)

11

12 12 - WJTV - Jackson (CBS?

13 16 - WAPT - Jackson (ABC)

ALL FM STATIONS & CONTINOUS TAPE MUSIC (CHANNEL 2)
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Walden to coach Girls Basketball

Buddy Walden. basketball coach at the

Indianoia Academy for the past eight

seasons, is to be named girls* basketball

coach at MDJC this faU, according

to The Enterprise-Tocsin, the Indianoia

newspaper.

MDJC athletic director Jimmy Belli-

panni said a contract has not been

signed, but an offer has been made to

Walden by MDJC. according to the

article.

Walder. 34. is a native of Booneville

where he graduated from high school in

1963 after a successful senior year on the

basketball team with a 42 0 record and

the SUte Overall Basketball Champion-

ship.

After graduating from Mississippi

State University in 1968 with a B.S.

degree. Walden coached at Okolona High

School. In 1970. he returned to MSU and

obtained his Master of Education degree.

While at lA. Walden built a basketball

team with an outsUnding winning

record. For the first three years, he

coached only boys* team and took over

both boys and girls programs in 1974.

From 1974 to 1976. Walden's boys'

teams held divisional sUte, and overall

championships. From 1974 to 1979, the

girls* team capped a record of 118-28.

They also captured divisional and state

championships, but in 1978, Walden*s

team took all of it, divisional, state, and

overall championships.

He was named "Coach of the Year" in

1974 and 1976 for coaching the boys* and

girls' All-Star teams.

Walden is married and has two

children.

MDJC is currently the only public

junior college in Mississippi without a

girls" basketball team. Administration

officials made the decision to add girls'

basketball to the curriculum in its

February 1979 board meeting.

Spring sports schedule

Tennis

MARCH 27

APRILS

APRILS

APRIL 12

APRIL 17

APRIL 23-24

APRIL 26-27

TUESDAY
TUESDAY
FRIDAY

THURSDAY
TUESDAY
M&F
T&F

HOLMES
HOLMES

EAST CENTRAL

NORTHWEST
EAST CENTRAL

HOME
AWAY
HOME
HOME
AWAY

DIV. PLAYOFF IF NECESSARY

STATE TOUR. MERIDIAN

Trtek

March 29 Coahoma Clarksdale

April 5 Holmes Moorhead

AprU 17 Northeast New Albany

AprU 19 Delta Moorhead

April 26 NORTH HALF Goodman

May 3 STATE MEET Goodman

Bueball

DATE DAY OPPONENT PLACE
Mar. 5 Mon. Itawamba Junior College Fulton

Mar. 9 Fri. Northwest Junior College Senatobia

Mar. 10 Sat. Hinds Junior College Moorhead

Mar. 14 Wed. Lewis-Clark Moorhead

Mar. 16 Fri. Gulf Coast Junior College Moorhead

Mar. 17 Sat. Gulf Coast Junior College Moorhead

Mar. 22 Thurs. Lincoln Land Moorhead

Mar. 23 Fri. Lincoln Land Moorhead
Mar. 24 Sat. Lincoln Land Moorhead
Mar. 28 Wed. Holmes Junior College Moorhead
Mar. 29 Thurs. Coahoma Junior College Moorhead
Mar. 30 Fri. Milwaukee Engr. Clinton (Miss. College
Apr. 3 Tues. Holmes Junior College Goodman
Apr. 6 Fri- East Central Junior College Moorhead
Apr. 7 Sat. Itawamba Junior College Moorhead
Apr. 10 Tues. East Mississippi Junior College Scooba
Apr. 11 Wed. Picture

Apr. 12 Thurs. Northwest Junior College Moorhead
Apr. 17 Tues. East Central Junior College Decatur
Apr. 20 Fri. Coahoma Junior College Clarksdale
Apr. 21 Sat. East Mississippi Junior College Moorhead
Apr. 23 & 24 Division Playoffs

Apr. 27 <£ 28 Inter-Division Playoffs

May 4 & 5 SUte Playoffs

Stan Smith is on deck as Neal Turner hears ^strike two'

Track Team

Robert Banks — high hurdles

Jimmy Brown — relays

Larry Evans — 100 yard dash, 220

Larry Foster — 100 yard dash, relays

Babe Ruth Hudson — high jump,

mile relay

Hazie Lee Ivy — discus, high hurdles

Cornell Jones — 880, mile relay

Kenny Lieux — discus, shot put

Rusty Morgan — 440, mile relay

Glen Naroth — shot put, discus

Eles Reed — 440, mile relay

George Robinson — low and high hurdles

James Smith — hurdles

Clyde Skipper — 220. 440, relays

Willie Earl Thomas — broad jump, 880,

mile relay

Mabry Turner — shot put, discus

Anthony White - 100,220

Quinton Williams — high jump, relays

Paul WUliams — 100,220, relays

Bennie Allen — 100. 220, 440. relays

Terry Williams — 220, 440, 880

Tinnli Team

BOYS

Singles

HI LesUe Bell

#2 Jim Picket

Doubles

#1 John Valero, Brian Heim
#2 Harold McKinney, Claud Fisackerly

or Nick Morken, Paul Holland

GIRLS

Singles

#1 Susan Bailey

#2 Anna Marie Shurden

Doubles
HI Casheu Cefalu. Corese Cetalu

#2 Vickie Walker, Sharon Sanders

Baseball Team

Billy Terry — C
BUly Burge — C
Danny Younce — P.. I.F.

Darryi Jackson - P., O.F.

Sonny Wright — IN.. O.F.
Jody Nichols — P., I.F.

Stan Smith — I.F.

Neal Turner — I.F.. O.F.

Ray Stone - OF., P.

Jim Slater — P.

Flip Godfrey - P., I.F.

Lennel Winners — I.F.

Don McHann — P.

Mitchell Creasey — O.F.
Nick Morken — O.F.

Paul Holland — I.F.

Dale Bailey — I.F.

Theodore Howard — P., O.F.

Revive the

military draft?

Revive the military draft? Man;

members of the U.S. Congress
art

calling for the immediate reinstatemem

of compulsory military service
fo

college-age people — both men am

women, if the equal rights legislation

i

applied.

Herald reporters sought local reactioi

to this subject in their "person-onthf

street" poll this week.
Typical reactions were as follows;

Jeff Williams of Dublin: I think tbt

draft should be reinstated because llit

quality of the men would be better,

Latimore Phillips of Biloxi: I think

should be reinstated. It would take somt

people off the street, and we i

somebody to defend us.

Clara Johnson of Greenville: I t

the draft should not be allowed — kwp

the voluntary system.

Patricia Howard of Greenville: I thiol

it should stay voluntary, but for thtw

who have been in some sort of trouble

-

they should be drafted.

Angela Fugett of Greenville: I doni

think you should force anybody ini'

fighting. It's not by nature.

On the related topic of the possibit

draft of women, these were comment!

from local sources:

Debbie Thomas of Boyle: I don't id

like women should be drafted becausei

woman's place is in the home; woni«

would not do as good a job of defendin!

their country as men would.

Vickie Gregory of Drew: Worae:

should not be drafted because tbej

would be put into position where tben

physical status and emotions are

ready for it.

Amelia WUson of Drew: Women are

unable to hold a gun and shoot peop^'

even for the good of the country.

DaryU Buchananof HoUandale:

isn't meant for women. Women should

not be out there walking in the juDg'^

because they didn't start the war

Curtis Elliot of Greenwood: Woin^°

are capable of doing everything a

can do. For example, they could

soldiers in cooking and giving P^^*''

after they have done a good job.

Robin WeUs of GreenviUe: Let's face

— women are not strong enough;
*^

only mess things up.

Anthony White of RuleviUe: Wom^^^i

are too feminine for such tasks-

defend my country for my ladies-
^

Curt Guenther. public re\*^^^\

director: Women should not be dra>

presently. But. I think the mili'^^

should establish policies to encour^^^

women to relieve as many '"^''u
possible from clerical-type jobs so

men can be involved in combat si

tions.
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S6A:

Will next year

be the same?
If the Administration proceeds to keep

the present system of selecting SGA
officers, then certain contradictory state-

ments in the Student Handbook and the

college catalog concerning student gov-

ernment should be deleted.

In the 1978-79 catalog (p. 30), it

states: "Through the Student Associa-

i

tion, the members of the student body

receive a valuable lesson in citizenship

and Democracy." Surely no one can'

[( account this statement to be true, for in

I a democracy, the officials are elected

A by the people.

]
Upon asking some MDJC students for

,
their opinion on the current SGA method

J

of selection, most seemed to feel that an

election leaned toward popularity, not

i
qualification; but most of the students

{
polled actually didn't know what the

SGA was.

If the actions of this year's council are

(
an example of selecting being better

i
than electing, then somebody seems
wrong, because the results of their

supposed efforts are just not there

f

(unless you count the appointment of a

I

food committee).

Also mentioned in the Student Hand-
book (p. 24) is a Student Judicial Council

of which I'm sure few people have
heard. It is supposed to be a student

court deriving its powers from the Dean
of Students. These are only a couple of

areas of MDJC student life that the

1979-80 SGA should focus on.

Maybe the incoming council will prove

that a selected council can make achieve-
ments at MDJC. I sincerely hope that

they will get things going at MDJC.
The Delta Herald is expecting to

publish any activity or meeting that the

Council does plan for the next school

y^^'- -Bennett

Events honor outsanding students

Debra Qnlllman Is crowned as 1979

Miss MDJC. Debra Is a freshman

mi^oring In voice.

Upper left: Andy Halbrook, SGA
president, lower left: Ken Tucker, vice

president, npper right: Angela Fngett,

secretary•treasorer

Honors for Mississippi Delta Junior
College's outstanding scholars and ath-

letes will be presented on three separate
occasions during this, the final week of
the spring semester.

Over 100 outstanding scholars are to
be honored in a s]iecial assembly Wed-
nesday morning (May 2) at 8:25 in the
Coliseum.

The annual Nurses Pinning Ceremony
honoring graduating sophomores in that

area will be held Friday night at seven
o'clock in the Tharp Auditorium.

HONORS DAY

In the traditional Honors Day cere-

monies, Dean Harmon Boggs, coordina-

tor of the event, and head of depart-

ments of study will present department-

al, achievement, and service and leader-

shipd awards, to outstanding scholars

selected by the faculty.

SGA officers for 1979-80 will also be

sworn in during the ceremony. The

faculty recipient of the yearbook dedica-

tion will also be announced.

All students are urged to attend this

assembly which will begin at 8:30 and

last until all phases of the program have

been completed.

ALL-SPORTS BANQUET
Coach Jimmy Bellipanni, athletic di-

rector, will emcee the all-sports banquet

which is to be set up in the Vandiver

Cafeteria.

Outstanding athletes in all fields of

local intercollegiate competition are to be

presented with trophies by their respect-

ive coaches.

The J. D. Stonestreet Memorial trophy

will also be presented to the athlete who,
in the judgment of the coaches, best

exemplifies the character traits and
abilities of the late Coach Stonestreet.

Members of the district sports media
have been invited to attent the banquet.

NURSES PINNING CEREMONY

The annual pinning ceremony for

graduating sophomores in the Associate

Degree Nursing program has been sche-

duled for May 4. at 7 p.m.. according to

Mrs. Barbara Powell, MDJC director.

Thirty-eight sophomores will recite the

Nightingale Creed and receive their pins

in the ceremony to be held in Tharp

Auditorium of Yeates Fitie Arts Build-

ing.

Mrs. Powell. Mrs. Sue Bishop, and

Mrs. Martha Catlette of the ADN faculty

will direct the candle lighting and

presentation of pins.

Ron Adams, sophomore, will lead his

classmates in the recitation of the creed.

Phil Dixon of the MDJC faculty will

present a special vocal selection.

A reception honoring graduates and

their parents will follow the ceremony.

Supervising the reception, which is to be

held in the Fine Arts gallery, will be

Mrs. Anne Dunn and Mrs. Cynthia

Jones of the MDJC faculty. Invitations to

the event are being extended by sopho-

mores and the instructional staff.

(For a complete list of graduating

sophomore in the Associate Degree

Nursing program, see the list of grad-

uates on page 4 of today's issue.)

For 1979 80

SGA officers are selected
Andy Halbrook has been selected to

serve as president of the Student Gov-

ernment Association for 1979-80 by a

faculty-student selection committee.

Ken Tucker has been named vice-pre-

sident, and Angela Fugett has been

selected to serve as secretary-treasurer.

These selections were made April.

Members of the selection committee
were: Mr. Harold Worsham, Dean Ro-

bert Warnock, Mrs. Martha Woodall,

Mr. Robert Latham, Janice Jenkins,

Mike Skipper and Steve Edel.

The new officers will be sworn in in

special ceremonies to be held on Honors
Day in the Coliseum.

EXAM SCHEDULE

SecoDd Semester 1978-79

May 4 • 9

8:15 - 10:20 B
10:35 - 12:40 NRZZ
/:30- 3:40 ENG II 13, ENG 1123. BSB 0013

Monday, May 7 8:15 - 10:20 AIS, ADCX
10:35 - 12:40 F
1:30 - 3:40 EMW. ERZZ

Tuesday, May 8 8:15 - 10:20 CQU, CQYY
10:35 - 12:40; JTXX
1:30 - 3:40 LVYY

Wednesday, May 9 . .

.

8:15 - 10:20 D
10:35 - 12:40 G
1:30 - Graduation Rehearsal in Coliseum

Graduation Friday Evening, May 11. 8':00 p.m. Mississippi Delta Coliseum
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Cults thrive

on college campuses

NEW YORK. April 18 - "Unethical"

cults "have infiltrated almost every

campus in the country" to such an

extent that if "your child is in college or

high school, the chances are good that

sometime this year, he or she will be

approached by a cult recruiter." today

asserted a survey article on cults in the

current (May) issue of LADIES' HOME
JOURNAL.

In the JOURNAL article:

* Cult researcher Flo Conway as-

serted, "Almost all the groups who are

recruiting on campus don't identify

themselves." She cited the Reverend

Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church

which often enlists new "Moonies"

through CARP, its Collegiate Association

for the Research of Principles organiza-

tion. "They have centers on or near just

about every campus in every state of the

union." claims Ms. Conway, who spent

four years investigating cults for a book.

"They present themselves as a campus
social club. People are drawn into the

Moonie movement and will be there

three or four weeks before they even

realize that CARP is part of the Moon
organization. By that time, they have

become so trapped by mind control

techniques that they really no longer

have the free will to break out."

* Dr. Margaret Thaler Singer, a noted

authority on cults, stated, "One of the

largest and most established cults in the

U.S. today uses almost line-by-line

'thought reform' techniques that were

used by North Koreans on United

Nations prisoners during the Korean

War. While cults don't generally hold a

gun to your head and threaten to execute

you. that is not necessary, because social

and psychological persuasion techniques

are far more effective." the University of

California psychiatry professor said.

* Ms. Conway also revealed, "In our

research, we came across numerous
reports of cults that were arming them-
selves. Two of the larger organizations

we found have been given instructions

by their leaders that in case of what they

consider to be blasphemy by outsiders,

they should try to kill those people. And
if they are unable to do so, they should
kill themselves."

In the article. Dr. Singer urged that

cults be legally mandated to fully

describe their identity and the nature of

their activities befor approaching schools

or communities.

The psychiatrist asserted in the
Journal; "The whole question of the
First Amendment and what it does and
doesn't protect bears closer examination
as the result of the cults. Many of our
most prominent legal philosophers are
already beginning to take a look at the
issues involved and are considering what
are the legal rights of families within our
society.

Carnival week begins
Carnival Week gets underway on

campus today and will continue through

May 3.

Dean Robert Warnock and Dr. Allen

Snowden have planned a fun-fUIed week

of activities for students to round out this

semester.

A calendar of events is printed else-

where in this issue of the paper.

Posters concerning each event are

posted in the Union so that students can

sign up for the event of their choice. One

of the most popular of the events is

expectefl to the the pie-throwing contest

involving both faculty and students.

Prizes and trophies will be awarded in

all categories to the winners.

All students are encouraged to partic-

ipate, according to Dean Warnock and

Dr. Snowden.

r
Monday, April 30

Tuesday, May 1

Wednesday, May 2

Thursday, May 3

CARNIVAL WEEK SCHEDULE
APRIL 30 -MAY 3

Pie-Eating Contest

Bubble-Blowing Contest

Tobacco Spitting Contest

Blind-fold Boxing Contest
One-Arm Boxing Contest

Intramural Track Meet
Girls 50 yd. Dash
Boys 50 yd. Dash

Girls 440 yd. Relay
Boys 440 yd. Relay
Girls 75 yd. Dash
Boys 100 yd. Dash
Boys Mile Relay

11:00-1:00
Union

11:00-1:00
Union

11:00-1:00
Union

3:30

M.D.J.C. Track

Trophies
and cash awards
will be awarded
with each

A galactic wish to the 1979 graduates.
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editorials, clubs Deseree Draine
reporters Harvest Johnson. Edd Ross
advisor Laney Wooten
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cartoonist, photographer Bill Mizell
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BSU
elects council

Baptist Student Union members re-
cently elected their 1979-80 councU.

Bill Burge has been elected president
Sonny Wright will be vice president.
Mary McMinn has been named secret-
ary. Other officers are Karen Harvey
publicity chairman; Duane Dodd, mis-
siom chairman; Linda May and James
Feather, student center chairman; Jim-
my McLendon, worship chairman; and
Marcia Homod. social chairman.

Plans for the fall semester at the BSU
include such projects as assisting stu-
dents moving into the dormitories, rais-
ing money for missions, and sponsorinc
a concert an campus.

Ramblin
by Lisa Bennett

ear'

Ml

j)eric

han

Well, the school year is practijfcr**

over and, believe me. this spring

ter has really been an experience

me!
Getting a newspaper together

printed is not as easy as I had tho

but I really enjoy doing it!

I have learned so much
in

semester, especially from Miss [1

Wooten about working with newspap^.

and working with Deseree, Jim, a.

Harvest, and Edd has been a lot off,

'"'^"^

too. Special thanks also go to

cartoonist. Bill Mizell, and our
coIq,

nist, Lisa Freeman.
Before I close, I would like to point;

that the academic scholarship
to

awarded this fall to eligible freshniaD

the first of its kind at MDJC.
But I know a number of pres-

freshmen, including myself, who
qualify for the scholarship, but who ^
receive it because they will be

son

mores next year. My point is that,
wli

most of us were turned down for
otfc

financial aid, it seems that making;

grades in high school and during

first year of college won't help us.

It seems that for 1979-80 only
fl

scholarships could be open to freshm

and sophomores in order to take care

everybody who could "cash in'

achieving and maintaining good grades
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The final concerts of the Fine aA
'^'

Season will be presented on May 1 u „

.

May 3.
""""^

The T.J's will present their sp

Show on Tuesday night. May 1, at?

in Tharp Auditorium . The publin

invited, and there will be no admissi

(The Hamburger Box will be cons

uous, however!.) Their show will cul

ate a season of appearances all over

Delta. Among their engagements
been the Indianola Kiwanis Club Bi

quet, Indianola Academy assembly,

dianola Care Inn show, Washin
School assembly, Cleveland Cross

Festival, Moorhead Yellow Dog Festi

Greenville Mall show, Clarksdaie

School assembly, the Miss MDJC
geant, Moorhead Rotary Anne Banqu

and the Belzoni Chamber of Commc!

Banquet.

Music students in Fine Arts will 1"

presented in recital on Thursday, Mayl

at 3 p.m. in Tharp Auditorium. Corapf

sitions for voice
, piano, and otlx

instruments will be presented by pup

of Mr. Abrams, Mr. Ron James,
Mrs. Merle Tolbert

Ed

Tl^Fine Arts department hosted tt<

District Hi Junior High Band Contest

«

Saturday, April 21. Approximately '

students in 15 bands participated

concert, sight-reading, and student co^

ductor, and marching competition. Mei^

bers of the Lyres Club and othert

assisted Mr. Abrams and Mr. Jam^

with this event.

Mrs. Doris Boyer, head librar|J

has announced that all library b^J

must be turned in by April 30. [TOP*'

Grades of those persons holding ^j'

due books will be held in the Sto

Affairs Office until the books are

ed to Stanny Sanders Library.
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Educator for 29 years

Latham teacher
\ "Sociology is at the heart of a liberal

v arts education,*' said Mr. Robert La-

tham, MDJC sociology instructor. Mr.

Latham has been an educator for 29

years and has taught at both the high

school and junior college level.

1 1. Mr. Latham characterizes the current

period in education as a period of rapid

ij
changes in technology. ''Increased mo-

ii I bility produces new social norms, such

as new sex mores." said Mr. Latham.

I]
Settling in at his office desk for this

)i ,
interview, Mr. Latham, a tall, slenderly

built man, lit up a cigarette and

P

elaborated on his conclusions.

"Sociology helps students to under-

p^^
stand their own behavior, and the

^
\ behavior of other people because they

|i

gc* * wider view of the world aroung

them.' said Mr. Latham; consequently, a

knowledge of sociology seems almost to

be a necessity in today's society."

^
Mr. Latham, who heads the Social

Science department here, is a very

interesting man with impressive credent-

ials, he majored in U.S. History and
minored in sociology at Wood Junior

College and Mississippi State University

where he received an associate of arts
^ degree and a bachelor of science degree

respectively. In 1951, he earned his

Master's degree from Mississippi State

University.

A veteran of World War II, Mr.
piC; Latham served in the United States

Infantry for 28 months. During the war.

Mr. Latham participated in three major

battles and was stationed in England,

France, Holland, and Belgium.

Mr. Latham's study of sociology and
his military career have both affected his

attitude toward the younger generation
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of society

and hi^ understanding of other races and
people of different background than his

own.

*'I consider myself for more tolerant of

the changing values and ideas than most
people of my generation," said Mr.
Latham.
When he was asked to compare

today's students with yesterday's stu-

dents, Mr. Latham said, "Today's stu-

dents are more tolerant to oportunitess,

mores, and values, and they are more
socially efficient because of their broader
general knowledge of the world aroung
them, which is perhaps due to the

technology of mass communications.'*

"Mastery of academic techniques such
as reading and other basic skills are

lacking in today's students, and they are

not as motivated Latham said "and it's

more difficult for students to make
choices because of fluid changes in

society and goals."

In teaching his sociology class,Mr.
Latham relies on his basic human feeling

in developing discussions of such social

problems as racisim and family economic

The five finalists in the Miss MDJC pageant are: Looanne Randle, Debra QoUlman
IMiss MDJC], Kay Koenig, Karen HoUey, and Paula Hoke.

News in brief -

Jill Drechsler of Greenwood has
been elected president of Phi Beta
Lambda, local business club, for 1979-

80.

Other offices of the club will he filled

in the fall of 1979 after incoming
ireshman have been tapped for member-
ship.

Following Jill's election m their last

club meeting of the year on April 4.

members heard an address by Green-
wood Attorney Luke Schissel on career

opportanities for the legal secretary.

The MDJC faculty will have its annual
picnic April 30 on campus under the

*>hade trees near Horton Science Center.

Hie picnic will begin at 6 p.m.

Members of the faculty and their

families attend this yearly gathering for

time of relaxing fellowship and enjoy-

lent.

Dorm Cookoat

On May 2. the Giri's Dorm will host a

cookout and fun day. Among the attrac-

tions will be Mike Ellis and the Home-

town Boys providing the musical enter-

tainment. Our own Anna Marie and

Tommy Shurden are featured in the

group.

Other features of the day are

tug-a-war across the pond, three-legged

race and maybe a game of soft ball. The

cafeteria will be catering the festive

occasion with grilled hamburgers and

hot dogs. The girl's dorm extends a

cordial invitation to the Boys Dorm and

Dean and Mrs. Wamock to attend our

festive day. Check bullentin boards for

the exact time of "Fun Day".

pressures. For instance, he thinks racism
is due basically to people's unfamiliarity
with people who are different from
themselves. "We still have spite, rac-
ism does exist; however, attitudes are
gradually changing," said Mr. Latham.

In commenting on one family pressure
in class recently. Mr. Latham pointed
out that the economic impact of the fuel
shortage is wide-ranging. "Any shortage
of goods will affect all of the social
classes. I think the federal government
will protect the less affluent to see that
they get fuel to heat their homes. The
middle and upper classes will have to
forego some of their luxuries."

Student reaction to Mr. Latham's
gentle approach explosive current social
problems such as drugs, racism, and
changing mores is mixed.
As one of Mr. Latham's students said,
"He is a fairly good teacher, but he is

not aggressive enough when he gets on a
sensitive subject like drugs."
Another sociology student comment-

ed. "I personally don't like the dude's
style because his classes are dull, but I

guess he gets his point across."
At least. Mr. Latham's humanistic

approach to his subject calls forth

student communication-as a result that is

exactly what any sociologist would ap-
plaude.

WUlIe lliomas, already one of the top
ranked Junior college track Ntara, may be
ranked as number one after the sche-
duled state meet.

MDJC Spring Sports Round up
spring weather brought tornado warn-

ings, intermittent rain and persistent

Trojan teams who have made it a very

active season in baseball, track, and
tennis in spite of all obstacles-weather

and otherwise.

Coach Paul Downs watched his track

team speed past its opponents for three

wins, one second place, and one third

place in their five meets. Coach Jimmy
Bellipanni's baseball team came within

an eyelash of capturing their second

consecutive conference championship.

And Coach John Vickers' tennis team
outplayed their opponents to rack up a

4-0-2 record.

TRACK

Willie E. Thomas, considered by some
to be MDJC's most outstanding runner

ever, has been beaten only twice in his

speciality, the 880-yard run. His best

time is 1.58. Thomas also runs the third

leg on the mile relay team, which raced

to a new state record of 3.21 in the

Northeast meet, beating the old record

of 3.23.

Kenny Lieux has broken the old state

record of 148 feet in the discus throw.

He hurled the discus 153.9 feet in the

Delta Invitational track meet.

Coach Downs cited Clyde and Cornell

Jones as especially good team members.

He said that Skipper is probably the best

athlete on the team. And he said that

Jones would be the best 880 man in the

state if he weren't running with Thomas.

"We expect and hope to win the North

Divison (scheduled at press time for

April 28 at home). If we have a little luck

in the North, we will finish high in the

state," said Coach Downs.

BASEBAU

With only two sophomores back from

last year's state championship team.

Coach Bellipanni has seen the team

struggle for 11-21 overall record and a

9-3 conference slate.

The Trojans have been led at the plate

by Billy Burge and Danny Younce, who
were hitting 375 and 365 respectively at

press time. Burge and Younce are the

only two "over 300" hitters on the team.

On the mound, the Trojans rely on the

strong arm of Theodore Howard. Ho-
ward has an overall record of 5-5. while

his conference record is 4-1,

Coach Bellipanni said that the confe-

rence record for his team is better than

the overall record because he has been
able to pitch his better pitchers in

conference play. He said that the Trojans

will end up about fifth in the state.

"We'll be looking for a shortstop, a

second baseman, and about three pit-

chers next season," said Coach Bellipan-

ni.

Bellipanni said that he is looking at

several in the district at the present

time.

TENNIS

The tennis team has breezed through

the season defeating Northwest, 5-3,

East Central 5-3, and Holmes twice at

5-3. The Trojans tied East Central one

and Northwest once to make the season

record 4-0-2-

.

In individual play, Leslie Bell and Jim

Pickett both have 5-1 records to lead the

men's singles. In women's singles,

Susan Bailey leads with 5-1.

In men's doubles, Brian Helm and

john Valero and Harold McKinney and

Claude Fisackerly have identical records

of 5-1.

In women's doubles, the Cefalu team

of Casheu and Corese was unbeaten at

press time with a 4-0 record.

At press time, the team was scheduled

for the state tornament at Meridian on

April 26. Delta was seeded number one

in district two, which meant that they

were scheduled to play the number two

teams in District three.

Coach Vickers said that the District

three teams, which include Meridian,

Jones and Gulf Coast, are considered to

be the strongest teams in the state.

"We have our best group of players

that we have had in years, so, if all goes

well, we may do alright in the state

meet," said Vickers.
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299 Schedule to Graduate May 11

Two hundred and ninety-nine students

have filed applications for graduation

which is scheduled for May II at 8 p.m.

in the Coliseum.

The first group of postal technology

graduates trained by MDJC is included

in this class of graduates.

Faculty committees who are to take

care of special graduation duties such as

decorating, issuing caps and gowns, and

staging have been named by Dean

Harmon Boggs.

Dean Boggs will also supervises the

graduation rehearsal set for Wednesday

afternoon. May 9, at 1:30 in the

Coliseum.

Mrs. Merle Tolbert of the MDJC
music department will play "Pomp and

Circumstance" for the graduation pro-

cession which is to be led by Dr. J. T.

Hall and other MDJC administrators.

Special music will be presented by Joe

Deloach, a Fine Arts Department major.

Candidates will be presented for grad-

uation by Deans Boggs and thomton.

Degrees will be conferred by Dr. Hall.

Benediction will be led by Rev.

Rodney Daffron of the Moorhead Meth-

odist Church.

Candidates and their areas of study

are as follows:

Summer session to begin June 4

Pre-registration dates for the 1979

summer school sessions have been set,

according to the administration.

The period from April 16 - June 4 is

open to all students. The special period

set for Saturday, April 28, from 9:00

a.m. to noon is also open to all students.

The session is divided into three

three-week terms. Classes meet two

ninety-minute periods per day, Monday
through Friday. Classes begin at 8:30

a.m., and the second period will end at

noon. There is a break from 10 a.m. to

10:30 a.m. No dormitory facilities or

college bus service will be available for

the session. The College GrUl will be

opened from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Only one course may be scheduled per

term, and a maximum of nine semester

hours credit may be earned during the

summer session. All credit earned for

academic courses during the summer
session is transferable to any accredited

college or university, provided the

student has not already earned 64 or

more semester hours.

The tuition cost is $20 per semester

hour and is nontransferable after classes

begin. A pre-registration fee of $10 per

three semester hour-course is required

and is non-refundable. This fee also

serves as a class reservation fee and will

be applied to the total cost for the term.

In accordance to class attendance, no

more than two absences will be allowed

each term, but approved absence may be

permitted only in the event of personal

illness or death in the immediate family.

Applicants entering college for the

first time must meet all admission

requirements. Transient students from

other colleges will be admitted on a

letter of good standing issued by the

college or university last attended. No
pre-registration or registration is done

by mail or telephone.

The college reserves the right to

withdraw any course listed on the

schedule if enrollment does not justify at

being offered.

For further information, contact the

Dean of Student Affairs.

Have a nice summer !

from the

mdjc publications department

and the offset printing class

OCATIONAL INDUSTRIALU LUBS OF MERICA

ULTIPLE M CLEROSIS

KELP VICA FIGHT M.S.; DONATIONS CAN BE GIVEN TO MDJC VICA CLUB.

AsMKiate ID ArtK

Ca'l Edward Bailey

Sidney McGinns Bailey

Teresa I>orraine Bennelt

Coby Lynnetl* Bisplinghoff

Jeffery Mark Brassfield

Eddie Dewayne Brid^an
Susan Eli7,abelh Burchfield

Joseph Wood Carver

Elizabeth Christine Cox

Marvin Alexander Dickens

Ruby Lanell Donahoe

James Allen Edwards, III

Lucien Wilson Ellis

Richard Joesph Giachelli

Lester Baldwin Graves

Richard Monroe Hamberlin. IV

Robert SUnley Hancock. Jr.

Carol Jeanine Hansen

Dianne Harris

Shelia Rochell Harris

Jerry Raymon Hendrick

Carol M. Henke
Jeanelte Kaye Holmes
Mary Virginia Hood
Rebekah Francis Horton

Alice Marie Hughes
Janice Lynn Jenkins

Karen Lynn Johnson

Janet Ann Joe

Ricky Lee Johnson

James Lloyd Locke. HI

IjOis Ellen McDonald
Beverly Lynne Manley
Abe Menhel, II

Patricia Ann Miller

William Joesph Miz«ll

Connie D. Mit«hell-

Clark A. Moore
John Arthur Murdaugh
Eddie Dean Newman
Steve Paul Nichols

Tamara Ann Parker

James Robert Pickett

Mary Jean Pinkerton

Charlers Gary Pittman, Jr.

Edwina McCool Quinn
Louanne Ely Randle

Lonnie McClendon Sample
Anna Marie Shurden
Wallace Ray Skelton

Katherine Anne Smylie

Debra Ann Tate

Debbie Dian Thomas
Horace Gregg Thomas
Terrie Martin Vance
Randal Allen Welch
Terrell Eileen Wells

Diane Lynn Wier
Elizabeth Anne Williams

Vivian Ann WiUiams
Deborah Alice Yeat«s

AtaodaU io Applied Science in

CooBtructioD Technology

Michael Anthony Bievley

Margaret Ruth Hughes
Owen Fox Kittle

James Alien Knott

Ray William McCollum
Donald Louis Makamson
Ronald Wayne Makamson
George Edmund Suares

Associate in Applied Science in

Data ProceBBio^ Tvchootogy

Margaret Ann Burt

Ray Charles Ferguson
Demetria Layton
Jeffrey Allan McGaugh
Martha Lynn Wand

A(t»oci«te in Applied Science in

Drafting and Design Technology

Gary Mark Bright

Debbie Lynn Fioranelli

Jay Gamberini
David Paul Johnson
Gregory Lynn Peeples
Harold Austin Permenter
Larry Pritchett

Michael Eugene Skipper
William Milton Trainer. Jr.

AiBOciate in Applied Science in

I^ectronicB Technology

Hugh Jordan Aylor
Leslie Paul Elliott

Victor Evans
Jerry Dean Fellows

Richard Harold Floyd
Rickie Wayne Goodwin
Billy A. Hunt
John Carlton McCraney
Thomas David Nokes
Albert Sanders
Iqbal Singh

Elmus Lewis Wallace

Aaaodatc in Applied Science in

Farm Management Technology

Robert Edward Hendrix
Julius Bryan Roberson
Anthony Joseph Sherman
Steve Paul Skelton

Frank Eugene Wilburn
Gary Neal Williams

Jeffrey Bowen Williams

Associate in Applied Science in

Medical Uboratory Technology

Susanne Elizabeth Alexander

Phyllis Jean Calhoun

Mildred Hutchings Gore

Debra Ann Griffin

Chander Gale Harris

Cecelia Rebecca Hodges

James Thomas Homod. Jr.

Wanda Mane Kelly

Caria Leigh McCaleb
Melinda Bridgers Nobile

Sandra Faye Palmer

Dixie Lee Potter

Diane Tumminello

Waller Waldington

Jane Montgomery Warren

Bobby Jean Williamson

Associate in Applied Science in

Nursing Technology

Ronnie Wayne Adams
Linda Aurilla Allio

Rebecca Charlu Barrett

Edith Diann Beard

Patricia Dawn Billings

KathySmyly Boykin

Peggy Garrett Breazeale

Betty Ree Campbell

Anita Lynn Chambers

Sheila Ann Denton

Shirley Diane Edwards
OTera Campbell Embry
Linda Karen Fadler

Lucaria Denis Harvey

Deborah Barringer Hitchcock

Linda Jackson Penn
Lisa Anne Trimble

Jamie JoAnn Irwin

Nancy Bankston Johnson

Martha Irene LaBarreare

Anne Kennedy Labella

Patsy Whitfield Lamb
Lillie Montague Laney

Lou Anne McLendon
Anna Thornhill McElyea
Carl Paul Merbit?.

Jo Lynn Miller

Kaffie Jean Montague
Brenda Respass Parkerson

Mary Tyler Powers
> elda Ward Sandidge

/ ngela Kay Sewell

Terri Zoe Sizemore

Jennifer Ruth Sterling

Cynthia Denise Williams

Melba Jane Williams

Deborah Chivalette Young

Associate in Applied Science io

PoBtal Management Technology

John Alex Grossi

Hugh Edward Horton

Virginia Chandler James

Associate in Applied Science in

SecreUrial Science Two Year

Julia Elizabeth Brown
Rosemary Bell Brown
Pamela Joyce McCullough

Jamie Lynn Manns
Kimberly Ann Williams

Secretarial Science One Year

Hebeci a Jo Beams
Jeffrey Lynn Brewer
Diane Marie Cascio

Sandra Kay Castaneda

Sherilyr, Kay Doyle
Len Esther Hicks
Joyce Lynn Holleman
Mary L. Jones
Laura Lyn McNee
Mary Ann Neal
Julie Karen Shannon
Janice Lynn Smith
Marlee Williams

Associate in Applied Science in

General BusinesB Two Year

Cynthia Dianne Barlow
Linda Rose Cascio

Sharon Arnel Coleman
Deborah Ann Cooper
Cindy Gail Griffin

Mary Lee Kirkham
Sharon Kay Oakman
Melvin Anthony Oglesby

Vocational Certificate

Basic Skills in Busineaa

Mary Alice Brown
Melvin L. Brown
Roberta Denise Carlisle

Debra Fields

Carol Lynn Gee
Lilli"? Mae Glover

Shirley Jean Hall

Vanessa Elaine Lee
Mary Elaine Lenoir
Gail Lavi McDavis
Edna Mae Minion
Henry Lee OUie. Ill

Mary Cathern Powell
Jennifer Sonia Robinson
Nellie C. Robinson
Bernice Elizabeth Simmons
Gladys Helen Sterling

Beverly Kaye Williamson
Carolyn Williams

Meshelle Sherrie Williams

Vocational Certificate

Auto Mechntcs

Bernard Lee Raird

Leighl<in Lide Baird

Marvin Doyle Goodwin
Dwayne Jones

Jon Karl Langdon
Dewitt Lucas

Jempsey Lee McGaugh Jr
Willie Floyd McMinn. Jr.

Michael Paul McNutt
Ronald Lawson Melton
Mario Albert Ramirez
Michael Blane Rayburn
Eless Reed
Duane Eric Soke

Vocational Certificate Two Yi^
Cotton Gin Management

Billy Frank Burton

Howard Everett Clower
Gary Lynn Herrington

Leon Gerard Shapley

Meredith Bea Walker

Vocational Certificate T%o v^,

Diesel Mechanics

Eddie James Barnes
Joseph Milton Barnett

Arvell Bullock

Frank Burgos Contreras

Tony Paul Provenza. Jr.

Willie Ray Robinson
Danny Vernon Wasson
Vi.-torT, White

Earl Franklon Williams

Vocation Certificate

Farm Mechanics

Carl Bruce Fullen

Robert Earl Ivy

Mitchell Lee McClain
Isiah Nichols

Calvin W.Wilkins

Vocational Certificate

Industrial Electricity

Jackie Glen Abies

Howard Lee Brown
James Edward Cleveland

Robert Wayne McDonald
Donnie Ray McNeal
Tommy Lee Pruitt

Robert C. Simmons

Vocational Certificate Two Yur

Machine Shop

Willie George Bays. Jr.

Maurice Calvert

William Terry Chism
Douglas Joseph Cocilova

Michael Alan Edmonson
Walter Garven Hammers
Donald Keith Hubbard
Hazie Lee Ivy

Ronnie Woods

Vocational Certificate

Offset Printing

Cornell Jones

Dexter Morris Long
Melanie Rose Pierce

Sidney Kay Skelton

Vocational Certificate

Radio and Television

Dirk John Abshire

Vocational Certificate Two \tu

Refrigeration and Air Condiliooi*

Larry Donell Cannon
James Cobbs
Ronald Willis Hipp
William Isom Mays
Lester Sylvester Miles. Jr

David Louia Walker
Lee J. Williams

Gregory Winters
Richard Allen Young

Vocational Certificate

Sheet Metal

Marshall Davis
Larry Denolis Foster

Wade Steven Hamilton

Mark Wayne Hardison

Allen Hopson. Jr.

Theodore Roosevelt Howar^

Countee Jackson
Kenneth P. Lieux
Richard Earl Little

James Michael McNeer
Charlie Rogers
Judge Thomas
Wendell Thomas
Lennell Winners

Vocational Certificate

Welding

Bidwell Adam Fowler
James Wesley Gwin
Stanley Lee Harris
Calvin Jones
Barbara Ann Porter

Robert Lee Sample
Robert Smith
Roy Jennings Stricklin. J'

Steve H.Tankslev
Patrick Walker
Quintin Lee Williams

Roger Lewis Wright
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Election Set For September20
Homecoming election will be held L

period. Sept. 21).

Two Ircshm.'in maids, two sopfiomore
maids and a queen will be elected.
The entire student body will have an

opportunity to participate in the elec
tion. Winners of the five posts on the
court will be decided by a simple
majority of the voles cast. The sopho
more candidate for maid who receives
the most votes is automatically elected

Queen of Homecoming.
Qualifying positions for the election

must bo filed with the SGA by noon
Sept. 14.

Requirements for candidacy for the
Court are listed in the Student Hand-
book.

The identity of the 1979 Homecoming
Queen will be revealed in a special
assembly, to be held in the Coliseum.
Wednesday morning. Sept. 26.

Homecoming To Feature

Back To The Basics
"Back To The Basics" is the theme for

Homecoming 79 which will be celebra
ted at MDJC the week of Sept. 24 29.

Tentative plans for the week of

celebration include a student directed
assembly, a non motorized parade, old
fashioned socials, and a salute to all of

MDJC's student leaders of years past.

Robert Warnock, coordinator of the
steering committee for Homecoming,
has appointed subcommittees composed
of faculty, staff, and students to develop
the details of the program which will

climax with the Saturday night football

game between the Trojans and the
Rangers of Northwest.

Billy Williams, president of the MDJC
Alumni Association, will direct plans for
the recognition of returning alumni
celebrities and the annual alumni meet
ing on Saturday afternoon. He is also co-
chairman, with Mark Pilgrim, of the
Homecoming Parade, which will prob-
ably be held on Thursday afternoon,
Sept. 27.

Andy Halbrook. president of the
Student Government Association, will

emcee the Assembly, scheduled for
Wednesday morning, Sept. 26. at 8:45.

Trojans Smother Bears

Saturday night. September 1. the

MDJC Trojans captured their opening
game 28-7. over the Southwest Jr.

College Bears. The Trojans showed good
strength on offense gaining 361 total

yards. Flip Godfrey connected three

times for 41 yards and George Hall

added 50 yards in the air.

The defense was very strong holding

the Bears to 7 points and only 1% yards
total offense the night. Their only

score came m the third quarter when

Southwest blocked a Trojan punt and
recoverd the ball on the one yard li^e.

On the next play, Phil Dickerson ran ic

across for the touchdown.

Mississippi Delta got on the score-

board early with a 70 yard drive in nine

plays during their first possission. Ihen
Flip Godfrey ran it across from the 3

yard line. In Ihc second quarter. George
Hall conncdlcd wilhBill Brooks on a 50

yard pass that set up the touchdown by

Robert Stewart from three yards out.

GO' HFADMVIO' HEAD
Flip Gudfre>. one of the Trojans' quarlcrbacks. and Amanda Milwood. Co-head

cheerleader. Mill be helping build Trojan momentum during the season.

Trojans To Open At Home Tomorrow

Itawamba Indians To Seek Revenge
The mighty Trojans open their home

season tomorrow night (Sept. 8) when

they host the Itawamba Indians of

Fulton. Delta beat them 21-7 last year so

the Indians will be geared for revenge

following the 7:30 kickoff.

"This year's coYiference should be very

balanced and Mississippi Delta Junior

College will be very competitive this

season." Moorhead's coaches predict.

Commenting on team strength. Coach

Gray said, 'Our offensive line is not as

large as usual, but it has good quick-

ness."

The quarterback position is being

handled by Flip Godfrey from North

Sunflower and George Hall from Cleve-

land East Side. Both young men are

strong with very effective passing and

running abilities.

Benny Allen from Leland, Daryl Grant

form Shelby. Willie Robinson from

Clarksdale Coahoma and Robert Stewart

from Hollandale are working hard at

running back positions.

"We're young in the pass receiving

department with only one returning

letterman. Larry Foster from Rosedale."

Talented receivers other than Foster are

Reggie McCray from Greenville's St.

Joe. Danny Hankins from (Ireenwood
High. Johnny Harnett from Rosedale
High, and David Palmer from Rolling
Fork." said Coach Gray.
The defensive line is very strong with

Andy Halbrook at nose guard. Anthony
Younce from Mobile. Ala., and Kenny
Lieux from Baton Rouge. La. are
working hard at defensive tackle.

"We lost two line-backers, but I feel

we have some good talent coming in this

year." .says Coach Gray. Returning at

line backer is Jim Young from Itta Bena

and others workmg at Ime DacKer are
Wes Kersey from Greenwood Pillow,

Keith Bender from Mobile, who was
moved from tight end. Lee Barnes from
Rolling Fork and Fred Beamon from
Cleveland East Side are also at hne
backer.

The defensive secondary has fine

speed and good quickness.

Bruce West from North Sunflower and
Gary Hardin from Greenville High are
recovering frc»m injuries.

"The team has a great attitude and we
should look good this year," says Coach
Gray.
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Editorial Comment

Think It Over

Now that a new semester has arrived,

al! our students should realize that a

presentable attitude and outlook are vital

to success.

A major aspect of succeeding in our

academic status is proper study habits.

A student who crams the night before a

test while watching the late late show
doesn't even deserve the expectation of

passing. Each student should develop

standards of study and never make
exceptions or excuses to stray from those

habits. Once a pattern of studying is

established, we should strive to be

persistant with it.

If we daily take inventory of our text

material, notes, and study guides, we
need not panic at a time when we are

having fun. leisure time. For instance, if

you fail to read an assignment and you
realize it while cruising with friends on
Sunday afternoon, remember you had all

weekend in which you wasted time and
took it easy.

If we will place our studies and

education before our pleasures, perhaps

we would have less difficulties in pas-

sing. So, next time you wonder why you

performed unsatisfactorily, consider how '

you budgeted your time and the manner
in which you studied, or maybe didn't.

—^Charlotte Winters

Some Signs MayBe?

Where is KMT? - that question was
asked at least 200 hundred times on the
first day of classes by bewildered
freshmen clutching schedules and books
At least 100 wanted to know the way

to 106 FA. ^

And it's upstairs, downstairs, and all
around the Union for the freshmen
searchmg out the Dean of Students'
Office.

True. Moorhead is a small campus, but
some exterior signs on both sides of
Tanner and Fine Arts and a sign at the
top of the north stairs in the Union
shouldn t cost too much, and they surely
would cut down on first-day anxieties
and confusion.

INCOMPLUI fOHnm
PASS PtNmiTO(CIIN(0
NOPlAl OfiNOSCORt

FRESHMEN, WATCH YOUR STEP!

O&rm Meeting

DeanWarnock Lectures Residents

The meeting opened with the intro-

duction of dorm officers. They are:

Janice Fyke, president; Tanya Rowe,
vice president; Mary Mclntyre, secre-

tary; and Lisa Freeman, reporter.

Roll was called; then Dean Robert
Warnock made several announcements.
He extended an invitation to the Open
House at the Men's Dorm on Wednesday
night. Aug. 25. He said a pep rally and
ice cream supper would be part of the
night's celebration. He pointed out that
girls should leave the men's dormitory
immediately after the open house had
ended.

Dean Warnock also announced some
new rules. He said that hours have been
set to insure that girls are in the
dormitory by a reasonable hour on week
nights. On Sunday through Thursday,
girls must be in by 2 a.m. He pointed out
that the Security personnel have been
instructed to open the doors at 2 a.m.
and again at 2:10 a.m. Then they will
reopen the doors at 3 a.m. -3: 10 a.m. If a
girls reports in al 3 a.m., the guard has
been instructed to take her I.D. and give
it to the Room Mothers. After the third

reporters
i ,,

p,.
' V ,

Lynell Reynolds.

editorials
^'"'^'"'^ Surney

cartoonist and photo^apher; ; ; ; : .

.^''^'^^

Rm mI^^

HbCous material. Printed t l^^^^^^^t^^^Z^^^ <'^'-

such offensel^y a girl, the Room Mothers
have been instructed to report that girl

to Dean Warnock. Security will open the

doors every hour on the hour between
midnight, and 3 a.m.

Warnock said that there are no

restrictions of hours for Friday and
Saturday.

All visitors in the dormitory must be
registered with the Room Mothers. A
fine of $20 will be assessed for visitors

who do not have permission.

Warnock said that shorts can be worn
to evening meals. The Dean also com-
mented on fire drill policy.

Warnock warned that drinking alco-

holic beverages is against school rules.

None is allowed in the rooms or on
campus.

There is a 10-minute limit for boys
picking up dales in the dorm lobby.

Warnock announced that mail is

delivered to the rooms daily.

Warnock said that the security guards
will run errands to the men's dorm for

girls.

Warnock closed by saying that girls

should feel free to come by his office for

help any time.

Abramsdoing well
Mr. Joe Abrams. Fine Arts Depart-

ment chairman, underwent coronary
by-pass surgery at St. Dominic's Hospi-
tal in Jackson. Aug. 24.
Reports from his wife. Jean, who is

with him. indicate that he is recovering
rapidly. He was moved from the inlen
sive care unit three days after surgery
into a private room (#291).
Mr. Abrams is expected home this

week and should be able to return to
work in a maximum of six weeks
Mrs. Merie Tolbert and Mr. " Ron

James are taking care of his duties in his
absence.

Rambli
by Lisa Freeman

H

Welcome back to Moorhead
welcome for the first time aroun,]^

There have been many social

ings on and off the campus.
We Sophomores welcome you f

men and hope you are not missin^j,

any of the fun.

People have been gathering
gj

B.S.U. for fun and fellowship,
\^

other's rooms for popcorn, or
in

parking lot for just a good
Off-campus, we have the Grove
Macon Lake which, up til now

,^

depended on. But because of

thoughtless and inconsiderate
lltip

we are no longer free to go out

I have overheard a few frej

complaining of the boredom. Well
pic, remember this: You are onir

bored as you let yourself be.

organizations are starting to cranli

Clubs are beginning to form We
N.J.R.. B.S.U., band, footbaii,

I

mural athletics, Vica club, Lyres
Spectators club, Foreign Language
Chorus, and the Student Governnieni
which Andy Halbrook is President

Ken Tucker is Vice President, (e i's

Don't forget student publicatii

though MDJC seems to be the

of Dullsville, wait til you hear v hat

be going on during the yt ir

performances. MDJC pageant, \

coming, Mrs. Aden's dance clas^ wi

on tour, a drama production ant

Children's Theater production.

Need a place to go? The B.S,

Union are open nightly for your cod

ience. Also open is the media cent

the Library. There are records. U

and WZZQ available for listening

head phones located in various plaf

the Library. Don't worry, after e

thing gets started up and going in

system, life will become a pleas

Moorhead — just give it time. Kick

relax, and get into it. It's Moorh

Amy Woolen
Amy has been named siudenU^'

ment executive secretary- An^y

Angela Fugeti. who did no*

school this year.
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yiCA places

in Nationals

SGA Minutes

Council revises dress code

The local VICA Club (Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America) made it an
even dozen in national competition this

summer by adding two bronze medals to
the ten that members had already won in

7 previous national competitions.

In the meeting held in Atlanta on July
23-28, David Johnson of Greenville won
third place in Drafting and Dpsign and
Tommy Homod of Belzoni won third
place in medical Laboratory Technology.

In previous national competitions

VICA has won four first places, one
second place, and five third places.
VICA has won many medals in state

competition since its formation in 1972
The clubs holds 47 first places. 23 second
places, and 12 third places.
Eight club members and five sponsors

attended the national meeting this
summer.

S. A. Brocato is chief sponsor of the
local organization.

Fieldhouse addition
to be made

E. J. Henry, Inc. has been awarded
the contract for the Field-house addition

to the MDJi" Coliseum.

The Grenada-based firm was low
bidder on the project, which includes
additions to the south and east sides of
the Coliseum and the building of street
and parking facilities and storage space
near the Coliseum.

The cost of actual construction is

expected to be about $51 1 ,000, according
to Vice Pres. Sam Stafford, who will

oversee the project for the College. This
figure does not include architect's fees
and other costs, Mr. Stafford pointed
out.

Brewer. Godbold and Associates, the
firm which designed the present Coli-

seum, are also the architects for the
proposed addition.

"We should be using the field-house

addition by the fall of 1980." Mr. Stafford

said.

"We expect the construction crews to

move in next week, and they have 10
months, under the contract terms, to

complete the project." Mr. Stafford said.

Mr. Stafford pointed out that the new
addition will not alter the present
exterior appearance of the Coliseum
very much. "There will be a light offset

on the east side of the building, but space
in existing bays will be filled in on the

south side." Mr. Stafford said.

When the project is complete, dres-

sing room facilities for women's basket-

ball and for the football teams will be

available. The addition will also include a

weight room and a training room.

Visitor's quarters will be provided in the

addition to the south side.

Band will march
With 40 members reporting for daily

practice, the Trojan Band will march this

year, according to Mr. Ron James,
director.

. ;

Greg Benipatini. s6p1iohiore fine arts
major, is the drum major. The 16-mem-
ber Deltette troupe, under the direction
of Mrs. Betty Aden will also appear with
the band.

Flag and color guard members were
being selected at press time.

The band will present a combination of

jazz and popular marching-sytle music
for its opening half-time show tomorrow
night (Setp. 8).

The Deltettes will be displaying brand

new uniforms in their initial appearance
of this season.

The band intinerary for the fall season

lists appearances at all home games and

at the Copiah-Lincoln vs. Trojan game.
Oct. 6.

Cheerleaders Wir. recognition

involvement — that's the key word tor
MDJC's cheerleaders this season.

Co-captains Amanda Milwood of Bel-
zoni and Robbie Ferguson of Greenville
have mapped plans for extensive pep
Sallys featuring bonfires, cookouts, and
special spirit skits designed to involve
the entire student body as well as the
Wball team.

.

Amanda and Robbie have been work-
with their six-member squad in their

P''actice sessions which started well
f>efore the opening of school.

The group attended the Universe

Cheerleader Association Camp held at

Memphis State University. Aug. 13-17.

They won three blue ribbons and the

overall championship trophy for an

all-girl squad in competition there.

Other members of the squad include:

Jamie Hughes. Greenville; Kaye Koenig.

Greenville; Becky Nelson, Memphis;

Kathy Southall. Greenville; Paula Mc
dure, Belzoni; and Cissy Horton, Le

land.

The first meeting of the M.D.J.C.
Student Government Association was
held at 8:30 a.m.. August 22, 1979. Those
attending the meeting were the S.G.A.
sponsor. Dean Robert Warnock. S.G.A.
President. Andy Halhrook. Vice Presi
dent Ken Tucker, and several students
who were interested in the topic of
discussion.

The main portion of the meeting was
devoted to the discussion of the possibil-
ity of wearing shorts in the cafeteria.
After lengthy discussion, it was decided
to appoint a committee to dt>cide what
would be acceptable and not acceptable
to wear. The committee — Kay Koenig.
Dawn Moore. Ken Tucker, and Andy
Halbrook - under the supervision of
Dean Warnock, set up the following
stipulations concerning the wearing of
shorts.

1. No shorts or short-shorts will be
permitted.

2. Medium length tennis shorts or
coaching type shorts will be permitted.

3. Full length shirts and shoes must
be worn.

4. This policy will be permitted on a
trial basis for one semester.

5. The S.G.A. will enforce the policy

by a committee appointed by the S.G.A.
President.

The remainder of the meeting dealt
with the many facets of homecoming,
giving special attention to the election of

the homecoming court. It was decided
that the girls running for maid should
campaign actively, at least by putting
the required poster in the cafeteria a
week prior to the election. T^ <]ualify to

run for a spot on the homecoming court,

a prospective candidate must have a
grade point average of at least 2.0 and
have a petition signed by 2^ students.

Petitions may be picked up at the
information desk in the Union. Th<'

S.G.A. will play a large part in this

year's homecoming, and if the students
concern remains as high as it is now. the

1979 Trojan homecoming should he a

very successful one.

There have been coinf)taints in the

past that the S.G.A. has not been as

active or responsible as it should be.

Hopefully this year will be different,

with the S.G.A. being an active, driving

force among the students and also a

channel of communication between the

students and the administration. This is

evident already with the change in the

cafeteria dress code. This year, the

S.G.A. will be responsible f^ir on campus
entertainment, such as movies in the

Union, and picking a band for the

homecoming dance. It has been sug-

gested ihat the homecoming assembly

on Sept. 26. at which lime the homecom-
ing Queen will be announced, be turned

over to the students 100%. with the

president of the S.G.A, serving as the

Master of Ceremonies. Whatever the

.situation, the S.G.A. hopes to be

involved. Remember. S.G.A. stands for

Student Government Association. Have
a complaint or a compliment to make,

your S.G.A. officers. Andy Halbrook.

Ken Tucker, and Amy Wooten will

always be anxious to listen to you. the

st'.-'dent...'

Andy Halbook

SGA President

Dorm Talk

Welcome to MDJC! As the new year
beings, the incoming freshmen are
learning what dorm life is nil about, and
the sophomores are returning with
memories of last year and with a
determination to better themselves.
The widespread enthusiasm of meet-

ing new people and soon becoming close
devoted friends seems to be the main
talk around the dorm. While everyone is

finally getting into the swing of things,
everyone's school spirit seems to be
growing with the approaching of the
first home football game. There is a new
effort this year to build up spirit within
the dorm students. Part of this effort
was the Open House at the boys dorm in

recognition of the incoming football

season. Soon homecc-^'rij^ will be facing
us, so the girls are preparing for election

of the maids. The difficulty around the
dorm is getting into the swing of
studying when excitement is building up
all around campus. Hopefully everyone
can keep the excitement and school
spirit up and also be able to handle their

learning goals at the same time.

Items of Personal Interest. Becky
Nel.son a transfer student from Memphis
State is a cheerleader here all the way
from her hometown of Memphis.
A group of girls have been gathering

outside the dorm for a fun game of

Softball.

Mary Watsula will be .starling work at

Sunflower Food Stores along with her
roommate Lisa Freeman.

Lisa Doyle and her steady Allen

Gilliland went to Greenville recently

looking at engagement rings. Lisa will

probably be flashing her ring around
sometime next week.
Renee and Gwin Crick, two sisters

from Hollandale, are rooming together in

the dorms. Renee is a freshman m.ijoring

in speech. Gwin is a returning sopho-

more majoring in elementary education.

Get Homecoming petitions

in by September 14
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Of. Snowden S«y»:

Enter- Participants, Contribute, Benefit
H ow Does The Girls Team Lqi

Dr. Allen Snowden, director of intra-
murals. is seeking to obtain the largest
student body participation ever. His
intramural program hopes to provide a
source of recreation, physical fitness and
social contacts.

Kicking off this semester in intra
mural sports, flag football (boys), volley-
ball (girls), and volleyball (mixed teams-
girls and boys) will be scheduled.

If you would like to participate in one
of these events, contact Dr. Soowden or

Coach Buddy Walden as soon as possible

in the Student Union.

Coach Walden also plans to offer such
activities as pool tournament, spades,

chess and checkers.

"Let's get up and go! The only loser in

intramurals is the non-participant." says
Dr. Snowden.

CONSTANCE BELL
ADN Narsing

Mrs. BeU earned her B.S. degree frm
the liniversity of Mississippi School of
Nursing. She is currently working on a
master's program DelU SUte Univer-
sity. During her car- er, Mrs. BeU has
worked in the Bum Unit at Brooks Army
Hospital, at Baptist Kospitai in Mem-
phis, and in the Intensive Care and
Coronary Care Unit at DelU Medical
Center in Greenville. She has taught
neuro-surgical nursing at Barnes School
of Nursing in St. Louis, Missouri.

Mrs. Bell, a divorcee with two child-
ren, lives in Leiand. She resp:>bdcd to a
question about her new job by say^Ji "I
really like Moorhead. and I think Vm
going to like it here."

DR. ETNA PEARSON
Science and Math Department

Dr. Pearson holds a B.S. degree from
Mississippi CoUege and a Ph.D. from
Louisiana State University. A naUveTf

sippi CoUege for si, ^Academy in Clarksdale for one year

and Im impressed with thefnendiiness of the people."

ALICE REDFIELD
ADN Nursing

Mrs. Redfield earned her associate
degree m nursing here, and her B.S
degree m Nursing from the University of
Mississippi School of Nursing. She has
taught for 2 'A years, and has worked at
the DelU Medical Center and at the
Umversity Medical Center,
Mrs. Redfield says that coming to

Moorhead is Uke coming home. She is
enjoying being around her friends again

What's the women's basketball team
going to be Uke this season?

That is a major question among sports
enthusiasts at MDJC as the team
prepares for its initial season of competi-
tion in the Mississippi Junior CoUege
Intercollegiate Association.

New Head Coach Buddy Walden, who
has been franticaUy recruiting players
since he was hired last last spring, sajrs:

"We probably won't have a champion-
ship team, but we will have a weU
balanced baU club that should demon-
strate competency in the league."

Walden says that the freshman squad
members were aU average high school
basketball players. "They are trying to
be superstars, and that is what I like."

Coach Walden says that the eUM
weakness of the group is size. "Frankie
Brooks is our taU inside player, standing

A Comment

Thomas Gets

Three Ovaticns

STANLEY H.LINDSEY
Industrial Electricity

Mr. Lindsey, a resident of Indianola.
has mwy years of work experience in his

s^t h
"•^^»^'^»i«*ble for interview

«nce he was busy settling into his newteachmg position.

When he appeared here in a concert
sponsored by the B.S.U. and MDJC on
Aug. 20, people began arriving over an
hour early to see and hear the "New
Happy" man, B. J. Thomas.
Thomas began his concert singing his

oldie but goodie hit pop songs with
applauses beginning, during, and foUow-
ing each song.

Everyone watched with great antici-
pation wondering and waiting to hear his
personal testimony and gospel songs
Quietness filled the audience as his
testimony began. He told how he had
been a drug addict who had overdosed
and should have died many times. He
also told about how the power of prayer
can change one's life if we realize our

f^urv^. ^Pt*y P"t it
What a Difference You've made in My

Life
. Many may think his songs are not

good ole" gospel music, but each song
contams the message of how Jesus
Christ had changed his life. It is like B J
Thomas said. "I am stiU the same
musician - the only difference is that I'm
singing and giving my all to the Lord "

He received three standing ovations.
J. closed by saying. "God bless you

and pray for us."

After the concert was over, several
lans got to go in and get autographs and
kisses from B. J. He was most ^aciousm speaking with each one. He and his
band were leaving afterward for another
concert in Montgomery. Alabama. As. B
J. said. Moorhead. MS...Now I've been
everywhere!"

I think we as a college were honored tohave such a talented and Christian manon our campus. I hope and pray thateveryone attending the concert received
a spiritual blessing that sent them away
thinking about their own personal rela
tionship with Jesus Christ
OveraU. I think the response andattendance at the concert was weU

appreciated and attended. Some thought

Joo hot ^ ^"^^

I personaUy did not appreciate adults,
chUdren, as weU as some coUecg^
students waUcing back and forth to the
concession stand. especiaUy during B

dur-n'r.'
r*""^' ^ distracUon

during a time when someone could havehad a persqnal decision to make

about six feet." Other players

expects to be especiaUy good afJ
Hoskins who played with Tt%
Shelby Broad Street under Cqam
Walden also pointed out PhfUis

St?,

who played for him at Indianobi
emy for three years.

There are currently- eight
scholarship and five ^ fix who
trying out,

Scholarship holders ife Dabnejl
ten (at guard from Lee Academy) J

Stricklen (forward), Diana CoHiJ
ward from Greenwood High

j

Cathy Lancaster (guard from'
wood Christian School). Robbie
son (forward from Greenville),

f,

Brooks (center), Helen Hoskins
(Sh

Sharon Sanders (guard and Ion
Walden is entering "his ^fevent,

of coaching. Prior to joining
thel

staff, he coached both boys am
basketball at Indianola Academy. „
also coached at Mississippi SuiJ
Okolona High School.

f

Walden says that any girl J
interested in trying out for thel

should contact him.

First home game for the wo

team is Nov. 10 at 6 p.m.

Out-Of-Staters|

To Add Dep

MDJC Boys Basketball will have I

out-of-staters trying to make the

this season. Returning from a

successful season last year is

Morken. Nick is from Connerj
Indiana, and was the only freshmi
the S.G, conference selected to

All-State first team.
Jim McKelvey, freshman, froci

bona. Pennsylvania, comes to

very highly recommended. Jim con

ted a very successful season ofl

exceptional high school team that wo

games. Jim is an extremely good sho

and should be able to help the
"

this year.

By way of Puxico. Missouri, now I

Indianola. big John Coffer is th?

out-of-stater trying to break into

squad of Trojans. John is 67". -
and he too played on a very good!

school team.
At present the prospective basket

players are working out doing
country training. Regular practice.

begin October 1, 1979. Come watd
practice!

-Coach John Vi

J. Thomas
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Homecoming 79 celebration in full swing
Brenda Mitchell wins election for Queen

Kay Kotnig Graanvillt

sophomora miid

Brandt Mitckall Clevaland

sophomora maid

Shirlay Hall Invarnats

taphamora maid

Lauisa Hurst Clarhsdala

frashman maid

Kathy Saathall Graanvilla

frashman maid

VICA wlJI host an Alumni '

opeu house at 3 p.m., Saturday, In
ihe IndustrfaJ Junction.

School spirit

is important
by Charlotte Winters

Have you ever considered just how
important good school spirit is? Perhaps

some of us wouldn't realize how vital

school spirit is until we are without it.

Imagine a club without officers, a

homecoming with no floats or displays, a

ballgame with no fans cheering, or a pep

rally with no spirited students.

Each individual student is a vital part

of the overall status, in not only

academics, but extra-curricular activities

as well.

If each student will strive his best to

build upon school potential, the total

outlook for the institution will improve.

Each day should be a part of united

efforts of our students and instructors to

make MDJC a progressive institution of

education; all should work together to

produce a presei table school spirit, and

make MDJC a scnool of great pride.

HOMl<:ct)MlN<; SCHKDULE

MONDAY. SEPT. 24

Tennis Tournament
Coliseum

WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 26

Homecoming Assembly
8:25 a.m. — Coliseum

THURSDAY. SEPT. 27

Parchman Band
ll:l5and 12:15 - Union

Parade
3:00 p.m. — Downtown Moorhead

Pep Rally

6:30 p.m. — Union

SATURDAY, SEPT. 29

Rotary Alumni Luncheon
Noon — Union

Exhibit Judg:ing

1:00 p.m. — Campus

Belzonj Group
3:00 p.m. - Union

Fashion Show
4:15 p.m. — Union

MDJC in Pictures

1:00 p.m. - 'til — Union

Alumni Registration

5:00 p.m. — Union

Buffet Supper
5:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. — Cafeteria

Alumni Meeting
6:00 p.m. — Tharp Auditorium

Pre-Game Visiting Band
7:00 p.m. - Trojan Field

Kick-Off

7:30 p.m. -Trojan Field

Recognition of Royalty

Half-time - Trojan Field

Homecoming Dance
After the Game — Coliseum

Let's celebrate!

Posters in red and green and blue with

smiling faces attached before last Thurs-

day's election.. .goosebumps on the arms

of the sophomore maids in Wednesday
morning's assembly.. .last-paced bands

and Triumph convertibles in yester-

day's parade.. .the echo of bouncing

tennis balls all week...discussions of

brown tweed dresses, bands, and dates

for Saturday night's prom.. .prospects of

sore thumbs after exhibit building...the

anticipation of pom chrysanthemums for

the game...

It's all Homecoming!
Who can study? Who wants to?

Don't miss a minute of Homecoming
'79!
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Mlitariils
Homecoming on schedule

Add a kitchen, please!
Why w d Stennis-Penrod residents

like to hav a kitchen in the dormitory?
There a»e at least five good reasons:

First, those who do not have time to

eat lunch, breakfast, or dinner, could go
there to make a sandwich or soup.

Second, it would be very convenient
for late night snacks, such as popping
corn.

Third, the ice machine which residents

are petitioning for could be located there
convenient for cokes and other iced

drinks.

Fourth, birthday celebrations would
be better and more economical with
cakes residents had baked themselves in
a convenient location such as that a
kitchen would provide.

Fifth, it would seem more like a "home
away from home" if there were a kitchen
for group chats and coffee breaks.
The addition of a fully equipped

kitchen to Stennis-Penrod is not a bad
idea.

Only you can activate SGA
Are you a commuter who would like to

promote a bus safety campaign?

Are you a dorm student who wants to

help plan cafeteria menus?

Are you an older student who would

be interested in setting up a book

exchange service?

Are you a student who would like to

make sure elections are run fairly on

campus?
If you answered "yes" to any of the

above questions, then you should attend

the next student government association

meeting.

All of the subjects mentioned in the
questions are legitimate interests of
your student government.
Time and place of SGA meetings is

posted, or, you can ask SGA President-
Andy Halbrook or Dean Robert War
nork. sponsor.

Five students and three officers

attended the last SGA forum — that's
not even enough for a real quorum, much
less an action group.

Dorm Talk

We are weU into the year now. and
some crazy things have been happening
in the dorms.
PoUy Hoggins, we loved the outfit

your roommate concocted for your date
Tuesday night, but really you should
have actually worn it. Pillow's Deltctles
sparkles, and that swimsuit were un-
ique.

What time did those girls who were
he pmg Freddie and Robbie paint theirhouse finally get in?

thVrhowerr'^'"^^^^^^^
Cindy Alford. don't you think your

shorts were baggy - the ones you weremodehng Tuesday?
We saw a big crowd gather around a

by Lynetl Reynolds
and

Liz Braswell

man the other day. It seems the manwho owns The Paramount was givZ
Z V^" advertisem'^nt

^

hJfn ^^Z'^ "bbons youhad m your hair. Cindy Smith.
Good uck with Barry, Tenna Rogers'We_re glad to see you two going stf^dy

It seems alot of eirU ar^
engaged. Yvonne Mcln^: w'^t!^

worllngont ' ^'^ -e sure

htSl^.'
"hat was in thathu e note you stuck under vour neighbor^s door. D,d you have to explain^to

As Homecoming 79 moves to its

climax, events are developing smoothly

and on schedule, according to Home-
coming Chairman Buddy Walden and
Alumni Pres. Billy Williams, coordina-

tors of this year's plans.

The celebration continues in the

morning with the finals of the Alumni
Tennis Tournament beginning at 9 a.m.

in the Coliseum. Finalists in Divisions A,

B, and C will compete for trophies.

At noon, the Moorhead Rotary Club
will honor the Alumnus of the Year at its

luncheon meeting in the Private Dining

Room of the Union.

At 1 p.m., a panel of returning alumni
will judge student exhibits located at

strategic points on campus. Cash prizes

will be awarded to the winners. Results

of the judging will be announced
following the coronation ceremonies at

half-time.

At 3 p.m., The Belzoni Group will

entertain visitors in the Union with pop
and country music.

At 4:15 p.m. The MDJC Modeling
Squad, under the direction of Mrs.
Jackie Franklin, will present a fashion

show in the Union. ,

Another special feature of afternoon
Union entertainment will be an original

slide show developed by Mr. Lawrence
Kenneth, media coordinator.

At 5 p.m. alumni will begin registering
in the Union.

From 5 p.m. - 7 p.m., the Morrison's
Cafeteria staff will serve a special buffet
supper featuring ribs, baked beans,
special desserts, etc. in the Union. The
meal will cost visitors $2.57. and there
will be two serving lines set up to
accommodate customers.
At 7 p.m.. the Northwest Ranger Band

Stritt PtII

will present a pre-game show n^.

Field.
"

At 7:30 p.m.. the Trojans bert.
with the Northwest Rangers
The Queen and her Court

presented at half-time. She w
presented the crown by Ken Tv

SGA vice president. Presentb
queen with roses and a

toli^

appreciation from the Alumni A

tion wUl be Mr. Billy WiUiam,
dent. (

Mr. Phil Dixon of the MDJC sJ
emcee the half-time ceremonies^
will be opened with a welcome by!
T. Hall, president of the colJei
Williams will recognize all formV
and Miss MDJC title holders who I
special guests of the College

fo

activities.
'

Immediately following the game
dents will attend a special Homecoi

Dance in the Coliseum.

Events to Date

Homecoming week started
witi

opening of the tennis tournaniei)[

Monday.
On Wednesday, the queen

court were presented to the
body in a special 8:25 a.m. assent
the Coliseum. SGA Pres. Andy Hal
emceed the program which inclm

skit by the cheerleaders.
The identity of the Queen, who

been elected in a campuswide
voii

Sept. 20, was made known to the
in_the assembly.

A Homecoming Parade featuring

court and special club floats tookp
yesterday at 3 p.m. in downl
Moorhead. Bands from all of MO
eight supporting counties were is

to participate.

Should Presley's doctor

be punished?

reporters r u
; Lynell Reynolds.

editorials
Elizabeth Braswell. Diana Surney

"^^^ Lisa Freeman, Andy Halbrook

?rZT'''"^ Clyde Burchfield

D ' " \' [ Offset Printing ClassPeggy Adams. Joann Echol.s, Wade Ha.nfl

Vanessa Uc, Laura Logan. Clayton McClainTorn^y Prum. Willie Ray. Essie White. Saul'Wniiams. Loretta WilHs. Charlotte Wintersand Faye Woods. •

".-'-iu-v.Kau.:::. ;.,

Should Elvis Presley's doctor be
mdicted for giving him too many drugs?

Rocky Cothran. Greenville. MS- Yes
he should because obviously he seems to
be sellmg these drugs in order to make a
protit.

Don Shoe, Greenville, MS: Yes be-
cause there's no telling how many other
medical men may be selling them too
Opie Hurst, Clarksdaie, MS- No

because he didn't have to take the drugs
unless he wanted them. If Elvis wanted
to rum his life it's bis own business.

Bill Whatley. Cleveland, MS: Yes,
there's no telling how many others hemay be selling more drugs to. He should
be put under the jail.

Greg Graves. Greenville. MS: No. it's
Elvis fault, he was misusing them
Delorcs Foster. Iceland, MS: Yes. the

doctor knew he would get addicted. Heknew the consequences of these drugs.
Paul Winston, Greenville. MS- No

because the doctor didn't know Elvis
would become addicted.
Dean Warnock: Absolutely, because

u '"^ P'"' " there is no
medical backup for this.
Don Reid. Tampa, FL: Yes I think

there are a lot of ri^h people who, inh"?
just give the doctor enough money thedoctor will look the other'way and 'giV:them all they need.
Anthony White, Ruleville. MS: Yes it

Elvis h'Tr a neVdElvis had for th^^se drugs.

Margie Grant, Hollandale, MS: Nu

he wanted to take them, Elvis shffl

havd had enough sense not to take the

Tony Hester, Hollandale, MS: Yesj

knew the consequences of the druj

Tank Young, Leiand. MS: No. if I

was only doing what ^ thought ffo

help the man.
Joe Poole. Greenville, MS: YesJ

should, but his license should not I

pulled because Elvis was paying him

this money for the drugs.
J

Anito Sledge, Shaw. MS: No. beoj

Elvis should have known he was
too many drugs.

FeUta Jacobs, Shaw, MS: No. bee

Elvis needed the drugs and protwj

took an overdose.

Kennith Reed, Greenville, MS:

because the doctor felt that he was'

doing his job in helping a friend oj

Dorothy Eskridge, Blaine. MS:

because he knew that the man

slowly killing himself and the doctor'

helping him.

Jimmie Woo, Belzoni, MS: Yes.

cause the doctor was prescribing

drugs that he didn't need.
Willie Shepherd, Jr., Indianola.

No, the doctor was giving the
Elvis because Elvis wanted them- J
Michael Lesure, Greenville. M^'

because Elvis wanted the drug*
Leapon Lambert, Pace. MS:

'

because the doctor knows the la* ^
,

should stay within it. no matter ^^'^^^

cost.
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THE OFFICE IN A REAL BUSINESS WORLD - is what the Business
Department s new Office Practice course is aU about. The equipment is set up in a
newly renovated classroom designed by Mrs. Patsy DoweU and developed by. various
^embers of the Vo-Tech department this summer.

Students to become

employees in class
Office Practicum is a new course

added to the Secretarial Science pro-
gram this year. It is set up in a
realistically simulated model office space
where the student functions as an
employee. To achieve the transformation
from classroom to employee, the crea-
tion of the American Paper Exporters
Association, commonly referred to as
APEX, was created. This association
was conceived and modeled after a real
service organization promoting the in-

terest of the United States paper
industry.

Fourteen students were enrolled in
the class with the following job titles:

office manager, receptionist, typist, bill-

ing clerk, payroll clerk, mail clerk, file

clerk, machine operator, five regional
clerks and copy and design clerk.
The first two weeks. Phase I, was the

orientation period in which students
became familiar with the office machines
they will be using on their new jobs. At
present students are in Phase H, the
transition period, when the classroom is

transformed into an office and students
apply for a job of their choice. Applica-
tions wUl be evaluated by the office
manager and students wiU be placed on
the various jobs. Phase III will be the
actual simulation when APEX can begin
to function as an office and all scheduled
activities can be performed.

New equipment consists of the follo\

ing: Ten IBM Selectric Typewriters, One
Mag Card II, A.B. Dick Offset Printer

and Copy Machine, 20 new desks, filing

cabinets, and supplies commonly used in

an office.

Mrs. Patsy Dowell of the MJDC
Business Department, is instructor for

this class.

Margaret Sims
Greenwood

No celebration

in Publications

National Yearbook Week is being cele-

brated Oct. 1-6. but the Retrospect staff
will be too busy to celebrate it, according
to Miss Laney Wooten, adviser.
The nine-member staff will be pro-

cessing student directory pictures for its

first deadline, Oct. 15.

Margaret Sims, freshman from Green-
wood, who has been named Managing
Editor, will be equally as busy as she
schedules final pictures and copy for the
opening section.

Margaret will also be sending out
notices in the near future for the
Organizations section pictures, Miss

% Wooten said.

The staff, made up of Publications
Workshop class members, has been
learning to process film. They will be
introduced to magazine design in Octo-
ber. Their final unit of study will include
writing headlines, captions and body
copy.

Final deadline for the 1980 Retrospect
will be Feb. 1. •

Delivery of the completed book will be
made in early May. Miss Wooten said.

Have you met

Union Movie

Schedule

% Name Is Nobody Oct. 2
J ales From Crypt Oct. 30
' Last Details Nov. 6

ELIZABETH BRASWELL: Graduated
from Clinton High School in May. 1978.
Member of the National Honor Society.

Freshman majoring in Pre-Nursing.

LYNELL REYNOLDS: M mber of Na-
tional Honor Society, recipient of Bus-

iness Award at graduation, member of

MDJC Flag Corps. Freshman majoring

in Accounting.

SGA Report

by Amy U'ooton

School has started, and the Student
Government Association (SGA) at

MDJC is more active than it has been in

past years, according to Dean Robert
Warnock. SGA sponsor. The SGA has
some of the finest leatlers in Andy
Halbrook. president; Ken Tucker, vice

president; and Amy Woolon. secretary.

To answer one major question on the

mind of the student: The SGA is not a

select group of people who govern what
the students do, but it is the students!

Furthermore, students are wanted and
expected to attend and participate in the

SGA meetings. Posters are placed in the

dorms. Union an<l all around campus a

week prior to a scheduled SGA meeting.

An urgent plea is issued to any
student who would like to serve on the

Food Committee for the 1979 80 school

year to please contact Dean Warnock.
Dean of Students, for information on this

committee. His office is located on the

second floor of the Union Building.

Help the SGA make this a memorable
year for you. the students.

Girls' Dorm meets

Girls Dorm Meeting: Tuesday. Sept-

ember 18. at 6:00 p.m. in the Lobby of

the Kirls dorm.

Plans were discussed for dt^oratinp

the front of the dorm for homecoming.
Anyone with any ideas go see Janice
Fyke, dorm president.

Some new rules were set in the dorm.
After 9 p.m. all noise is to cease, curtains

are to he closed at 10 p.m., door to he
locked at 10:30, and the phones are not

to be used after 11 p.m. If any of you
girls have disassembled your bed.s, they
have to go back up. If you do not want to

be disturbed, place a towel on your door.

If you have to be reprimanded for any of

these items three times, you will have to

talk with Dean Warnock. There is a

petition going around for an ice machine
to be put into the dorm.

I
DIANA SURNEY: Ms. Ruleville Cen-

tral, member of the National Honor So-

ciety, freshman majoring in Hre-Law.
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'Oz' to be repeated

This year, due to popular demand. The
Children's Theatre of MDJC will again

present "The Wizard of Oz". according to

Mrs. Dianne Saucier, director.

"The Oz" was last year's hit produc-
tion on its Delta tour of twenty
elementary schools.

"We will be performing for a number
of schools in the Delta ^rea who
requested that we return with the same
show this year." Mrs. Saucier said.

The show will go on the road in late

October.

Cast in the production this year are

the following: Margaret Sims of Green-
wood as "Dorothy"; Guy Barker f^om

Greenville as "Jo-Jo"; Stan Norwood
from Drew as "Tin Man'*; Michael Dilley

from Indianola as "Scarecrow"; Rickey
Crick from Moorhead as "Lion"; George
Murray from Louise as "The Wizard";

Bill Jackson from Drew as "Guardian";

Lisa Hoffman from Greenville as "Glen-

da"; Cheryl Washington from Drew as

"Munchkin"; Tenna Rogers from Mintef
City as "Wicked Witch". Bill and Cheryl

will also take the role of clowns at

intermission.

George Betlipanni of Indianola who is

the student director will also be cast as a

clown for the production.

Library •xbibit

Architecture to be featured

"Religious Architecture in Missis-

sippi," a photographic survey of religious

structures in the state, will open on
Monday, October 1 at the MDJC Stanny
Sanders Library. Over eighty buildings

across Mississippi will be pictured in this

special exhibit which will be on display
through October 21. 1979. The exhibition

is being circulated by the State Histori-

cal Museum, a division of the Mississippi

Department of Archives and History.
The religious architecture of Missis-

sippi, in all its varied forms, has
preserved a part of the spiritual, social,

and artistic history of the state. Through
the 19th and 20th centuries national

architectural trends have been adapted
and altered by local tastes and interpre-
tations by Mississippi architects and

builders in the materials available to
them. This has produced a rich and
varied heritage of religious buildings
that continue to be preserved and
appreciated.

"Religious Architecture in Missis-

sippi" may be seen from 8:00 a.m., to

9:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday.
The public is cordially invited to see the
exhibit. There is no admission charge.

For more information about the exhibit

contact Stanny Sanders Library at

246-5523.

Christ Church lEspicopalj. Church HiU,
Jefferson County, is one of more than
eighty structures across Miesiesippi
pictured in "Religious Architecture in
Mississippi", a photographic exhibit to
be dispUyed at Stanny Sanders Library

your favorite classes

WESTERN CIV ELECTRONICS
Twice 4 ar*? 8.

V'our boriiiL'f i« not siroight

ALGEBRA
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left bottom-Kay Koenig-Greenville-.Jamie Hughes-Greenvil!e; Becky Nelson-

Memphis;Robbie Ferguson-Greenvillc;Kathy Southall-Greenville

Go'head, Mo'head!

i

biugene Roland, a 20-year veteian with
Morrison s Cafeterias, has assumed his

duties as manager of the local Crttcterin.

Mr. Roland, a Colquit.GA native, has
worked in both industrial and school

cafeterias under Morrison s direction.

The Rolands, who have two children and
one grandchild, live in the Faculty Row
duplex aoartments just off Hwy. 3.

Nurses to hear

Hinds prexy

Representatives from the Hinds Jun

ior College department of Nursing will

be the featured speakers at the first

program meeting of the local student

nurses' association set for Oct. 1.

Dene Bass, instructor and SNA advis-

er, and Gary Kneeler. president of the

Hinds student group, will discuss ways

to get a student nurses' association off to

a good start.

Miss Kathlene J. Richards, local SNA
sponsor^ said that approximately 80

members are expected to attend the

meeting which will be held in Room 35 of

Horton Science Center at 12:20 p.m..

^ag8 to whirl Saturday
The 1979-80 MDJC FLAG CORPS THAT WILL BE
SALUTING THE QUEEN AND HER COURT includes (1. to

r ) Brenda Jackson. Mary McMean. Lynell Reynolds. Minnie

Johnson. Shelia Griffin. Ruthie Hall. Amy Wooton, captain.

Not picturedrElizabeth Taylor.

Ramblin*
bv Lisa Frpemui

Terrific! We're well into our studies

now. and everybody has a couple of cuts.

Slack up, people, and save 'em for later.

Freshman initiation at the BSU was
held Monday. September 11. 1 hope it

didn't run them off.

Ever poke your head out your door,

girls, and hear a guitar and girl singing

in the lobby? It's always Tina Roberts

entertaining us with some of her good

music.

We're all happy to know Mr. A. is

doing terrific and getting better every-

day. We miss you, Mr. A., so very much.

Welfl It's about time Miss Mississippi

won the Miss America pageant again.

But for the first time, a lot of us missed

it. That's usually the way life goes.

The TJs are a little late getting

started this year, and we're really look-

ing forward to hearing and seeing them

perform.

Everyone has about adjusted and

accepted the new curfew. It took a little

getting used to. but everything's work-

ing out fine!

We've got a lot of guys living off

campus in apartments and houses. Enjoy

the freedom and convenience, guys!

Everybody get excited! The climax of

homecoming is just a day away. Plans

are going smoothly.

There are not many people going to

breakfast in the morning, so get up and

go. It's good for you — just a cup of

coffee helps you get started.

BSU'ers to attend

conference in Jacnson

Twenty four local Baptist . Student

Union members will attend the Missis-

sippi Baptist Student Convention in

Jackson. Oct. 19, 20, 21.

The group will depart after school on

Oct. 19. Their headquarters will be the

Jacksonian Motel.

Rev. Cornell Daughtry, adviser for the

group, said that all expenses for the tnp

will be underwritten by the local BSU.

Gore wins

Lucas Scholarship

David Alan Gore, freshman pre engin-

eering major from Greenville, has been

awarded the James W. Lucas Scholar-

ship for 1979-80.

The scholarship honors the I." .e James

W. Lucas. Jr., member of a piwii.uient

Delta family. It was established in 1979

by Mr. Lucas' widow.

To qualify for the scholarship, a

student must demonstrate superior

scholastic ability, be of good moral

character, and be a resident of the

college's supporting district.

David, who is also a Trojan football

team member, will receive a grant of

approximately $800 per year, renewable

upon review at the end of each semester.
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Trojans to face #1
The MDJC Irojans spint will be high

coming into their homecoming game
against Northwest Junior College. The
Trojans defeated ninth ranked Gulf
Coast 10-0 last Saturday, and they are

fired up for number-I-ranked Nortwest.
The Trojans are 3 and 1 on the season
and they are looking for number 4. The
Trojans are not just hoping for a
homecoming win, but the game will

mean a lot as far as the conference title

is concerned."

The Trojans defense has to be its

strong point. They've only given up 32
points and the last two opponents were
shut out. Leading the defense in total

tackles is sophmore linebacker Jimmy
alien from Phoenixville. Pa: Allen has 31
issists and 14 soloer for a total of 45
tackles. Freshman linebacker Wes
Kersey from Greenwood. is second with
28 assist and U soloer with a total of 39.
Jimmy Young at defensive end has 23
assists and 8 soloer tackles and behind
him are Andy Halbroah with 28 total

tackles and Chuch Jones with 26. The
defense has stopped many apponents
drives and they have scored two points
themselves. They have blocked two
points and recovered 10 fumbles.
Game experience has improved the

Trojans offensive team. The offense has
put 78 points on the scoreboard and 56
points was on running plays.

The Trojans ground gainers are led by
Benny Allen from Leiand with 294 yards
on 49 carries. Behind Allen is Daryl
Grant with 98 yards on 31 carries. Hard
running Robert Stewart has 72 yards on
23 carries. Others backs are Jonny

Barnett with 44 yards, Willie Robinsc
with 35. Clyde Skipper with 34. Georg
Hall with 32, Flip Godfrey with 2;

Yervin Williams with 12. Willie Shepar
with 10 and DeWright McClee with 4.

The offense has gained 642 yard:

on 203 tries for on average of 3.7 yard?
per carry.

George Hall has completed 12 of 33
passes for 219 yards and two touchdown
passes. Flip Godfrey, who was injured
in the second game completed 7 of 17

passes for 1 19 yards. Philip Leaks added
13 yards in 5 tries. The team has passed
56 times and completed 20 for 351 yards.

Bill Brooks leds the recicvers with 67
yards on two receptions. Reggie McCrae
has 63 yards op 3 completions. Dannv
Hankins has 52 yards. David Palmer 50
yards. Johnny Barnett has 38 yards.
Lennel! Winners 28 yards, and Larry
Foster has 19 yards.

An important part of the Trojans' team
IS the kicking learn Punting tor

Mississippi Delta is John Valerio. John
has punted 27 times for 937 vards and he
averages 34.7 yards a kick. His longest
punts went for 55 yards.

Doing a fine job at place kicker is Billy
Burge. He has made 7 of 10 extra point
attempts and successfully kicked a 21
yard field goal. He's kicked-offed 14
times for 597 yards and averages 43
yards a kick.

The Trojans are working hard ihis

week and they are hoping to make a
show of talents Saturday night. Sept. 29.
on Trojan Field. Action starts at 7:30. Ii

should be an exciting and competitive
conference >jame.

Trojans lose one, win two
Itawamba 25-Delta 7

"Too many mistakes against a good
team, that's the only explanation". Coach
James "Wooky" Gray explained the
Trojans' loss to Itawamba. The Trojans
were defeated 25-7 by the Indians.

Action began in the first quarter with
Elton Walker of Mississippi Delta pick-
ing up an Itawamba fumble on the
Indians 18-yard line. Three plays later
quarterback Flip Godfrey broke over the
right side for a four-yard touchdown run.
Billy Burge added the extra point, and it

was 7-0 through the first quarter.
Early in the second quarter. Itawamba

got on the scoreboard with a field goal by
Doug Nichols from the 8-yard line. Later
m the same quarter, Indian quarterback
John Dixon connected with Dirrah
Trimble for a 42-yard touchdown pass,
and the Indians went ahead 10-7. The
extra point was added by Nichols.

In the third quarter. Itawamba re-
covered a Trojan fumble on the twayard
line. On the next play Mark Townsend
ran it in for a touchdown for the Indians.
The extra point was added by Nichols,
and this made it a 17-7 ball game.

Early in the fourth quarter. Trojan
PhiHp Leaks was sacked in his own end
zone and it was a two point safety for the
Indians. In the last minutes. Indian
\N alter Zmn intercepted a Trojan pass
and returned it 75-yards for the final
touchdown. The extra point failed
makmg the final score 25-7.

The Trojans only managed 177 total
yards They gained 76 yards passing,
l-lip Godfrey connected on 4 of 7
attempts for 66 yards. George Hall
added 10 yards in the air. Leading the
^ound game for M.D.J.C. was Daryl
Grant with 42 yards. Right behind him
was Benny Allen with 32 yards
The Indians had 303 total yards and

175 yards were gained passing.

Coach Gray says that the pass defense
broke down and was a weak spot.

Delta 35-Coahonia 0

Mississippi Delta Trojans jumped on
the Coahoma Tigers Saturday afternoon,
Sept. 15. for a 35-0 conference win.
Coach Gray felt there was noticeable

improvement on offense and the Trojans
defense was consistently strong.
The first quarter of the vary tough

and hard-hitting game ended at 0-0. In
the second quarter Defensive End Ben
Crockett came through for the Trojans
and blocked a Tiger punt that rolled out
of the end zone for a safety. Later in the
quarter, the Trojans drove to the Tigers
3-yard line. Then quarterback Philip
Leaks carried it around the end for the
touchdown. The P.A.T was no good. The
Trojans led at half time 8-0.

The Trojans scored three times in the
third quarter. Benny Allen ran for a
2-yard touchdown. The P.A.T. was no
good. George Hall connected with David
Palmer for a 34-yard touchdown pass
Benny Allen ran it across for the last
play of the third quarter. Quarterback
George Hall ran a 2-yard touchdown.
The P.A.T. was no good.
The Trojans' last score t ame in the

fourth quarter when George Hall threw
a 13 yard touchdown pass to Lenell
Winners. The P.A.T. was good by Billy
Burge.

The Trojans totaled 311 yards on
offense. Mississippi Delta had 173 yards
rushing on 59 carries. Benny Allen led
the Trojans with 124 yards on 17 carries
The Trojans had 138 yards passing

George Hall completed 6 of 14 passes for
125 yards and Philip Leaks added 13
yards.

The Trojans held the Tigers to only
148 total yards. The Tigers managed 62
yards rushing and completed 12 of 42
passes for 76 yards. Leading tackier for

Linebacker Jim Allen discasses the next move with Coaches Gray and Bellipamii dGv*

ing the Gulf Coast game.

the Trojans v. as Jimmy Alien followed
by Wes Kersey and Jimmy Young.

Delta lO-Gulf Coast 0

I he Mississippi Delta Trojans had a
tvMit>h jdame Saturday night. September
22. Inn iliov came out of it with their
third win ol ihc season and their first

o iiforencc win. The Trojans defeated
iho Gulf Coast Bulldogs 10-0. Coach
Gra\ was really impressed with his
K;inrs shim of ability and guts on the
lu id The offt-nsc came through and the
si.iiuwall dotcnsc held its ground very
Hnpn*ssi\cly.

Coach Gra> was impressed with quar-
itrback George Hall. Last year. Hall
tumhicd on the one yard line and Gulf
Coast marched 99 yards for the winning
inuehdouii. Hall redeemed himself this
\ear by scoring from the one yard line.
hwc minutes into the first quarter

plaie kicker Billy Burge booted a 21 -yard
ii-.-UI t;oal that put the Trojans up 3-0
•'^ci (iult Coast. The rest of the game
-.^ a detcnsivc liattlc. Trojans'John
V jlerioX puniinti kept the Bulldogs from
M.ixtny g«H>d field position.
Wuh 'hree mmuics left on the clock

I^'IK BniL. picked off a Bulldog pass
>ttut reiit:... .i u 20 yards to the nine yard
imc. |».-,. i)la\s later. George Hall
N.-HMkcil

: II,m the endzone for six
•

'
' ^ Burge added the extra

i'-'l-riN iMiK managed 158 yards
" "-^^ .'!ui }\ \ards in the air. George
I

- in rushinu with 47 yards in 21
^ ...Hi behuu! him Benny Allen had

'>r. 1 1 earnos.

Mail oiiipicted 4 of 10 passes
» ' \»licls.

Cnasi had 293 yards total. The
i-*^ loading- rusher was Robert

1 aM..n uMh lO.i vards.

Popcorn scent

Captivate Am
Popcorn! Hamburgers! Cokes! As

-ipproach the football game, my n'

wittncs 1 he 'scentilating "aroma of fres

Moi buttered popcorn. As I vv a lit

disercedv by the concession stand, th

.'clkious golden tidbits seem to beck'

•no. "Hey. AmylCome and get us-we"

w.iv tasly!"

I eagerly call back, "Popcorn, you tf"

•hai argument by a landslidel" f
make haste to retrieve a bag or ^vo.

I dash to my stadium seat and beg'"

dcNounng the tender kernels. Constan'

Iv my conseionce warns me/'Amy.
IS a ro no!".

Undaunted, 1 politely tell my coiis

ence to "shut up" and continue gorgi"

Mavinfi finished off the golden
• oni I lake purchase of an ice-co!(! col;^-

5o wash the valt down, of course.
i hen. the taint cry of a charcoal ?^'

'cd piece of "soy" meat calling iise'*^

'iiniburyer. i hear. The timid voice bt>"

-"Oh. please. Amy, come buy ^^-'^

I'll grow cold and nobody will wam
licing a soft-hearted person. I ^^^^

,^

• alhHv ihat poor morsel to g"

Wi ie I hcrcfore. I will eat it.

i»anic over! Once again. I
darken

iie call .>f my tricnds at the concessi^

.'in.d. 'iake us home or we II be

to the dogs." However, my fanr^

M -power tioids tirm and I
relut'af^

pass by.

v alliny n\cr my shoulder ^.

^ii.ldencd friends. "See ya' at the

iij:ne uh. I mean concession stand'
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Ramblln'
bv Lisa Freeman

Hey. Guys! How'd room check go?

Now you know what we have to go

through every week. There sure were a

bunch of "reps" given out his week.

What happened to the "Let's wear

shorts to supper" kike? Little too cold,

hugh? I've even had to turn my heater on

— and it's only early October. Ever heard

the saying that an easy summer makes a

hard winter? Me neither, but it sounded

good.

Why is it that no one ever sits out

around the campus anymore? Are ya'll

hibernating? It's a little cool now, but

you won't freeze. You can tell winter's

buzzing in when the cars are as hard to

gel cranked as our bodies are in the

morning.

Mr. Spencer had asked that everyone

get up right before sunrise to see the

planets in the sky. He said that you can

see them if you are just coming in, too.

Maybe someday soon (but I seriously

doubt it) Robbie Kight and Freddie

Sligh will finish their house.

We're getting close to the end of our

football season, so let's see if we can

make it to the last home football game.
Welcome back, Mr. A.!

Jt ce May knows how to wash clothes

wheu she danres! (What?)

Statistics

released
Enrollment statistics for the fall

semester at Mississippi Delta Junior
College indicate that the College is

serving 2469 Delta-area students.
A breakdown on the total curricular

offerings of the College indicates that
there are 1530 enrolled in on-campus,
LPN, X-Ray, and MLT programs; 508
are in vocational part-time training such
as vocational night school and industry
start-up training; 474 are in special
ioterest classes such as EMT, avoca-
tional night classes, and Parchman
vocational programs; 113 aie in adult
basic education programs taught in

Belzoni, Greenville, and Moorhead.
Enrollment breakdown according to

full tim? equivalency student statistics

indicates that there are 488 academic
aay students, 502 technical students and
354 vocational students (this figure
includes LPN students).

A reminder!
AREMINDERI Don't forget
to set your clock back an hour
Saturday night. Daylight Sav-
'ngs time ends for this year at

2 a.m. Sundav. Oct. 28.

Spectator,

Vica win prizes

Exhibits

First Place

Second Place

Third Place

Parade
First Place

Second Place

VICA
Phi TheU Kappa

Nursing Club

Spectator Club

VICA

Union Movie Schedule

October 30

Phantom of the Opera

November 6
Last Detail

Campus news

briefly reviewed
Vocational-technical Director Charles

Foley has just become a proud grand

father. His daughter, Mrs. Danny Tharp
of Greenville, gave birth to a son on Oct.

10. The baby, who weighed eight

pounds, eleven ounces, has been named
Troy Martin.

•*«

The Mississippi Arts Commission will

h^»Id its annual regional meeting in

Stanny Sanders Library Conference

Room, Oct. 25. Approximately 56 mem-
bers are expected to attend.

**«

The Foods Class, under the direction

of Home Economics Instructor Jackie

Franklin, will prepare its annual Thanks-

giving Banquet on Nov. 8 using its lab

facilities in the Horton Science Building.

Members of the MDJC Board of Trus-

tees will be among the special guests for

the event.
*«*

Several members of the MDJC faculty

participated in the evaluation of India-

nola Academy recently. Those serving

on the team included Mr. Harold

Worsham, Mrs. Jackie Franklin. Mr.

Lamar Leggett. and Mr. Joe Ray, and

Dr. Allen Snowden. .

«**

Dr. J. T. Hall will attend a School of

Nursing and School of Health meeting in

Jackson at the University Medical

Center, Oct. 25.

On Friday, Oct, 26, Dr. Hall wUl

participate in the formal Inauguration

ceremonies for the new president of

Millsaps College in Jackson.

«*•

On Thursday. Nov. 1, Dr. Hall will be

in Jackson for the Commission of School

Accreditation meeting.
•**

Sixteen VICA alumni attend'-d the

first alumni meeting held on Homecom-

ing afternoon, according to Mr. S. A.

Brocato, chapter sponsor.

**«

Who's who competition

begins today

The Annual Who's Who election
sponsored by The Retrosprct (college

yearbook) staff will be held November 7

Q Period.

Winners will be decided by simple
majority vote of the ballots cast in the
campus-wide election.

Petitions for each of the categories
may be picked up at the Union informa
tion desk today.

Completed petitions must be returned

to the desk by noon Oct. 29.

Qualification requirements for the
candidates are listed in the Student
Handbook.

Margaret Sims, managing editor of

The Retrospect, says that candidates'

pictures will be in the next issue of The
Herald if pictures have been made
available.

Announcement of the winners will be
•lade at a special Union event. Details

will be posted.

BSU holds state conference
The 1979 Mississippi Baptist Student

Union Convention, Oct. 19-21 in Jackson,
featured a mime team from Texas, a mis-
sionary to Indonesia, and a number of vo-

cational and special interest conferences.
The convention, held at Jackson's

Colonial Heights Baptist Church, includ-

ed conferences on the Christian Perspec-
tive on Euthanasia, on Abortion. Rela-
ting to Racial Problems in Education,
How to Relate to Those Who Have
Different Morals at Work, Husband-
Wife Work Teams, Dealing With Nu-
clear Power, and World Hunger.
Rap sessons were also offered with

former summer missionaries and on
home and foreign missions and on
seminary education.

For students looking toward voca-
tional decisions, conferences were offer-

ed in such areas as engineering, medi-
cine, business, education. Christian en-

tertainment, church-related work, poli-

tics, homemaking, communications, agri-

cultural missions, law. and Christian

social work.

The program began with registration

Friday, Oct. 19, at 4 p.m. at the church,
with the first session beginning at 7 that

evening. The convention, which had
representation from 26 colleges and
universities in Mississippi which have
Baptist Student work, concluded at

10:15 a.m. Sunday. Oct. 21.

Donny Monk, a contemporary Christ-

ian artist and composer from Leesburg,
Va., opened the evening's program with

a mini-concert. He was followed by
Bryan and Marguerite Humphrey, the

mime team from Fort Worth, Tex.
Charles Baker, pastor of University

Heights Baptist Church in Stillwater,

«**

Members ot the Farm Management
class will be the featured speakers at the

November meeting of the Moorhead

Garden Club. Their presentation will be

directed by Mr. Bud Dowell, Instructor.

•««

The Modeling Squad will present two

shows in November.

The squad has been invited to model

fashions from Cato's at the store's grand

opening in Indianola, Nov. 1.

On Nov. 13. the squad will present its

annual fall show on campus.

Okla., gave the keynote address Friday
night.

The Saturday morning program began
at 9 a.m. with Frances Spain, former
public relations director for the Depart-
ment of Education for Louisiana.

After lunch there was a business
session which included a vote on the
proposed 1979-80 student missions pro-

gram. The state Student Missions
Committee is proposing that the state

BSU appoint 75 students for summer
missions and raise $60,000 to support
them.

After the business sessions there was
the special interest conferences and
some afternoon free time.

The Saturday evening program fea-

tured a parade of flags, and a film on the

Student Conference on World Missions

which is to take place in Nashville, Dec.
27-31. 1979.

Jerry Rankin, missionary to Indo

nesia, and Tupelo native, offered the

missions message. Campus altars fol>

lowed, then Donny Monk gave a concert,

"BSU Across the Convention" was the

topic of a talk by Howard Bramlett,

representative from National Student
Ministries of the Sunday School Board in

Nashville, at 8:30 Sunday morning.

And testimonies from 1979 summer
missionaries preceded the commitment
message by James Scirratt, pastor of

Woodland Hills Baptist Church in Jack-

son.

The convention was sponsored by the

Department of Student Work. Missis-

sippi Baptist Convention Board, Jerry

Merriman, director.

Attendinsr from MDJC were:

The officers pictures on Page 4.

Members of this yea, 9 squad include:

Returning Models: Debbie Barlow. Rich,

MS; Robbie Fergerson, Greenville, MS:

Debra Shutes, Greenville, MS; Shirley

Hall. Indianola, MS; and Newly Selected

Models: Holii Pinkston, Greenwood. MS;

Terri Taenner, Avon. MS; Kathy

Mulcahy. Leland. MS; Mona Anderson.

Greenville, MS; Franchester Gosa,

Greenwood, MS; Jennifer Robinson,

Cleveland, MS; Linda Bell. Inverness,

MS; and Louise Hurst. Clarksdale, MS.
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•ditorials

. . .on ice machines

Residents of Stennis-Penrod dormi-

tory have petitioned for the installation

of an ice machine in the dormitory.

Their reasons for wanting the machine

are these:

First, the expense and inconvenience

of trips downtown for ice for drinks is

excessive.

A plentiful supply of ice close by

would help those students who want to

keep perishable foods such as lunch meat

m their rooms.

If someone gets hurt, there would be

plenty of ice handy for ice packs.

Extra consideration and expenditure

by the administration for this project

seems desirable to dorm residents.

opinion poll

. . .on supor¥isor$

The Herald Sidewalk Poll for this

issue was to have been: "What is the

most important duty of a county super-

visor?"

Twenty-five people in Stanny Sanders

Library and the Union were questioned.

Only two of the respondents could

identify the supervisor as an elected

official. Of those two, one said that "all a

supervisor does is keep up the roads."

Admittedly, the polling was not scien-

tifically structured, but it is still a

commentary on the electorate's knowl-

edge of one of the most important

officers in our state's system.

Should student cars be banned?
Do you think students* cftrs should be
banned from campus due to the energy

crisis?

Susan Buckner, Leland, MS: No,

because what 'f an emergency came up,

you would not have a way to do anything
about it.

Victoria HiU, HoLandale, MS: No.
Students have their privileges of bring-

ing their cars to campus because of

personal and private reasons. Some
cannot afford to ride the bus because
they have to work or even they have to

get home to take care of their families.

Opie Hurst. Clarksdale. MS: No.
because just 1,000 people won't help a

world-wide energy crisis. Try banning
ail gas-drinking vehicles. Besides, how
will I get home when this place drives
me crazy.

Kim Mooneyhan, Clarksdale, MS: No.
because there would be more busing and
busing all students would not save gas
any more than the students having their

cars on campus. Anyway, if we didn't

have our cars we couldn't go anywhere
on Thursday nights.

Gwen Crick. Leland, MS: No, because
there's nothing to do on campus as it is;

we need some way to go places.

Denise Murihead. HoUandale. MS: No,
because there is no way for transporta-
tion when you are sick and need to go to
the doctor. Besides I am already carpool-
ing with my roommates and boyfriend.
Carpooling would be a good and intelli-

gent thing for everyone not just the
MDJC students.

Amy Wooton, Belzoni, MS: No, be-
cause like some of the others there
would be nothing to do around the
campus. If we had no cars, our parents
would have to get off work and come get
us. That would be wasting just as much
gas as if we had our own cars.
George Murray, Louise, MS: No, for

as many students as MDJC has, it's not
going to solve a world-wide crisis.

Beth Steed, Cleveland. MS: No, be-
cause there are some times when a car is
needed like if an emergency was to come
up.

Bonnie Wilson, Minter City, MS: No.
because bicycles will not get you
everywhere. There are times when
people need their cars such as those who
work off campus.
Tenna Rogers, Minter City, MS; No, I

need my ear to go home on week-ends
and for personal reasons on campus I
don't really think that this campus is
causmg that much of a problem in the
energy crisis because most people car-
pool already.

Cherly Washington, Drew, MS: No.

what if an emergency came up, we
couldn't do anything if we didn't have
some kind of transportation.

Robbie Knight, Moorhead. MS: No.

because those who work off campus need

some kind of transportation back and
forth, we also need our cars for personal

reasons. We cannot catch a bus.

Mr. Ron James, Band Director: No,
we really need cars on campus. There
are times for personal and business that

the students need their cars.

John H. Bailey, Security: No, if a

student owns a car, he should have his

car near, because things could happen to

your car like people stealing them.
Mrs. Richardson. Dorm Mother: I

think in a lot of cases freshmen would do
better if they didn't have their cars.

They would not have the temptation to

go out partying.

Cindy AUord, Cleveland. MS: I don't
think so because I live an hour away. I

believe in carpooling, not everyone
should have their cars here but if you get
down to taking the students cars away
you will have to take the teachers, too. If

we are going to do this we all have to pull

together.

Jural (Vampire] Julius, Cleveland,
MS: No. because we need some way to
get around on and off campus. If people
would just use energy efficiently then
maybe in the long run it would help the
economy.

Steve Tindle. Cleveland. MS: No, how
would people get around that work off
campus. I work off campus and have to
leave earlier than the buses leave
campus. I don't ride alone either, others
ride with me; we take turns bringing our
cars.

Brenda Mitchell, Merigold, MS: No,
we need our cars to get around for
personal and business reasons. If every-
one would pull together we might could
conserve energy.

Jerry Hawkins, Belzoni. MS: No, we
need our cars for personal and business
reasons, no matter what shape they are
in. What would people do that work off
campus. I already carpool back and forth
to school, that helps some, maybe
everyone should start.

Mark Fredericks. Indianola. MS: Yes,
because it would save gas and conserve
energy, it would help save the economy
in the long run.

Yvonne Mclntyre. Drew. MS: No,
because we are not causing that much of
a problem with the energy crisis as other
people do. Maybe if people start carpool-
ing or something that would help, that is
if everyone started.

tiz Brazwell (right) talks with Jacqueline Geffroy.

French girl comments

on lifestyles

Jacquelini Geffroy. 22-year-old native

of the Brittainy region of France, told

members of the French and home
economics classes here about customs of

her native country during her recent

visit to campus.

Miss Geffroy made a brief formal talk

and then answered questions posed by
the audience assembled in the Confer-

ence Room of Stanny Sanders Library.

Miss Geffroy was introduced to the
group by Mr. Curt Guenther. public

relations director. She was a visitor in

the Guenther home in Indianola for a

week.

Miss Geffroy lives in a small town near
the ocean with her parents. Her father is

a beef cattle farmer, who also grows
corn. Miss Geffroy graduated from the
University of France with a major in

Biology. She has been studying English
since she was 13.

Miss Geffroy commented on schools,

dining customs, dating customs, and
television programming in her native
country.

In her comments on school procedures
in France, Miss Geffroy pointed out that
French students start school in October
and finish the regular term in May. They

finish college in three years. Eachdi

meets everyday with lab sessions n

ning as long as six hours. Most clia

are large, with as many as 200 studti

meeting in an amphitheatre-type m
Miss Geffroy commented that Am

can fast foods do not appeal to \

because she is used to the French cusi

of dining leisurely with the entire fan

assembled at the table for each mt^

"Your chain hamburgers are 1

grainy,** she said.

French dating customs are much

same as those in the U. S., she

Disco dancing is a favorite fori

entertainment in France, also, bi

very expensive, she said. "Going

dinner is usually a whole night's

tainment." she said.

Miss Geffroy said that she had

watched television until she came

U.S. American television doesnota]

to her. She said that she had rather

the movies.

During the question and

session. Miss Geffroy noted thai

Americans and French do have

common economic and social issu

pointed out, for example, that the

gasoline is rising in France, too. 0

of French gasoline costs $3.C

MDJC takes oa

Northeast, Saturday

'"P°"*^" - Lynell Reynolds,

. ,

Elizabeth Braswell. Diana Surney

\ . u Charlotte Winters ^cartoonist and photographer
Bill MizeU

Lisa Freeman. Andy Halbrook ^ISSISSIPPI
Photographers

.-. Kay Stowers. Clyde Burchfield 7 JUNIOR
• • ^^^^ Printing Clas; L . p^^pPeggy Adams. Joann Echoles, Wade Hamil- /

^^^^^^^
ton. Countee Jackson. Margaret Kirkland I'

PRESS
Vanessa Ue. Laura Logan. Clayton McClain! \ASSbCI\fIolTommy Pruitt. Willie Kay. Dale Mngleion.
Saul Williams. Loretta Willis. Charlotte
Winters, and Faye Woods.

tolhe'edito'r Zl ^"'.""^^ ^''^^^^'^ ^"^^P* "olidays. Letter,

belous mite '^^Tf- ^"'^^^ *he right to delete
libelous material. Printed on campus by the vocational printing class.



Administrators attend

junior-senior conference

-The annual meeting of the Mississippi

I ior and Senior College Administra-

• Conference was held at Jefferson

n'^^is College in Biloxi, October 22-23.

Dr J T. Hall, 1979-80 vice-president

f the
Association, was in charge of the

President's
meeting on Tuesday. Octo-

ber 23. at 9 a.m.

In addition to Dr. Hall, those attend-

from Moorhead included: Dean

Travis
Thornton, Mr. Joe Ray, Dean

Harmon Boggs. Vice-President San Staf-

ford, and Dean Robert Warnock.

Cbildren's theatre

October 30
Lockard, Indianola

November 6

Davis, Greenwood

November 13

Drew Elementary

November 27

Clarksdale

9:30 St. Elizabeth

11:00 Heidelberg

l:15Kirkpatrick

December 4
Carver, Indianola

Nursing Qob ofBcers for 1979-1980 are: (1. to r.) Linda

McGraw, first vice president; Linda May, corresponding

secretary; Debbie Dunaway, treasurer; Mary Lou Davis.

second vice president; Cynthia Davis, recording secretary;

Georgia Johns, president; Shirley Powell, parlimentarian;

Miss Kathlene Richards, sponsor.
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Five attend workshop
led by jr. college grads

The past two weeks in the dorm have
been upsetting to all. There have been
quite a few disputes between some of the
girls which cause others to feel very let
down by the surroundings of the dorm.
To try to help solve the problems some
of the girls have gone out of their way by
changing roommates so others can room
peaceably.

Not only are the parents receiving
notices of the students' cuts from class

but they will soon be getting nine

weeks grades so everyone should be

getting prepared. These grades will

show the student's progress or the lack

of studying due to enjoying dorm life

just a little much. Which one of these

categories do you fall in? Hopefully

everyone is doing the best of their

capabilities and if you are not, strive to

do better, and you'll soon reach the top,

tool

Five members of the PubUcations

Staff attended the Fall Workshop of the

Mississippi Junior College Press Associ-

ation held at Wood Junior College. Oct.

5-6.

The group heard talks on newspaper

design, sports writing, television news

gathering, and advertisements presen-

ted by professional news people who are

graduates of Mississippi junior colleges

and an area television personaUty.

Don Foster of the Starkville Daily

News, who is a Co-Lin graduate, gave

the group some practical advice on

handling coverage of the home team

during a losing season. Ann Laater,

managing editor of the Grenada County

Sentinel-Star, who is a graduate of

Holmes Junior College, described the

tasks of a small town editor. Graduates

of Wood Junior College led discussions of

newspaper design and advertisement.

Darcell Grimes of WTVA, Channel 9,

Tupelo, told the group that "it isn't easy

to get accepted as a reporter in

television, and it is a lot of hard work."

Student representatives from MDJC
who attended the meetings held in

Bennet-Hall included Lyneli Reynolds,

Liz Braswell. Kay Stowers. Brenda

Cowett. and Doris Chaney. They were

accompanied by Miss Laney Wooten,

publications advisor.

IVurses to attend
Six members of the local chapter of

Mississippi Association of Student Nurs-
jng will attend an executive meeting at
the University of Southern Mississippi,

JJct. 27, They are: Katrina Towery,
JJwne CarUsle, Georgia Johns. Linda
McGraw, Mary Lee Davis, and Nina K.
tarver.

SPOOK HOUSE

Sponsored by:

MDJC VICA CLUB

Tuesday, October 30, 1979

2:00 P.M. ondl 10:00 P.M.

Student Union BuUdlng

Admission S.50

The local M.A.S.N. Chapter was

founded in 1965. All local nursing

students are encouraged, not required,

to join the chapter. The local chapter

currently has 87 members.

Dues for the Association are $15.00

per year.

Quarterbacks all fall

as injuries plague Trojans
The Trojans have been hit hard with

injuries this season. Three of the

quarterbacks have been out with injur-

ies. Flip Godfrey bruised his ribs in the

Itawamba game. He was able to play in

the Northwest game, but after the first

play, he was hurt again with torn

ligaments in his big toe. During the Gulf

Coast game, Quarterback George Hall

i)roke his hand and is now out for the

season. Another quarterback Phillip

Leaks was injured in the Co-Lin game,

which leaves Richard Kimball as starting

quarterback.

There is also quite a few linemen out

with injuries. Guard Bill Whatley ac-

quired a neck injury in practice and will

most likely be out the rest of the season.

Another guard, Mike Smith received a

neck injury in the Co-Lin game and will

be back in two weeks. Ricky Milam, the

starting center, injured his hand in the

Northwest game. He was moved to

guard with Bruce Wes as starting center

now. Willie Robinson has bruised his foot

badly and Coach Gray is not sure if he'll

get to play again. Opie Hurst broke his

arm in the Coahoma game and will

hopefully be back in two weeks. Elton

Walker hurt his knee in the Coahoma

game and is not at full speed now. Coach

Gray commented, "We had kids to fill in.

As a team they have done as good a job

that could be done. They have a lot of

team spirit."



Game time

changed
The last home game of the season

against Pearl River, Nov. 3, will be

played Saturday night instead of Satur-

day afternoon as had originally been
announced.

"In planning the season's schedule, we
had tentatively set the time of the Pearl

River game for 1:30 p.m., but, because of

many factors, such as parental requests

and conflicts with the senior college

game in Jackson, we have decided to

play the game Saturday night at the

regular 7:30 p.m. time," said Dr. J. T.

Hall, president.

By: Todd Maivamson

VICA OFFICERS 1979-1980

From left: Student Adviser. Conny Abby: President Johnnv w.. t> *t cui nt-
Thomas: Vice President, Beth^teed; Se„e"aV

Mclntyre; Reporter Joann Echoles:Parh^
^vi, oci.ici<iiy, vun Williams. Not pictured: Mary Faye Woods.
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Trojans sneak by Holmes, tie Co lin, lose to NorthwesDELTA 15 - HOLMES - 14 ' -www 1,W tllWWCO
The Trojans pulled out a narrow and

exciting victory over the Bulldogs of
Holmes College, Oct. 11. Trojans Coach
"Wooky" Gray told his team after the
game. "Remember the game isn't over
until there is no more time left on the
clock." and he was right. Even after the
Trojans took the 15-14 lead with 1:52 left
on the clock: the Bulldogs drove 53 yards
and attempted a field goal, but it was
wide to the right.

Trojans, in the opening moments of
the game played on Trojan Field and on
second possession of the game, marched
57 yards in ten plays to score. Robert
Stewart barreled into the end zone from
three yards out. The P.A.T. was good by
Billy Burge.

Five minutes into the second quarter
the Bulldog's Steve Davis rolled into the
end zone from less than a yard out. Steve
Davis also added the extra point, and the
game was tied at 7-7.

For the rest of the first half and
through the third quarter, the two teams
exchanged punts. Trojans John Valerio
averaged 40 yards a punt and Bulldogs
Jeffery Smith averaged 36 yards a punt.
Neither team could put together an
offensive drive until the fourth quarter

Early in the fourth quarter the
Bulldogs drove to the Trojan's five yard
line. Then Quarterback Ronnie Coleman.
foUowing blocking, went around the end
for the go-ahead touchdown. Steve Davis
added the extra point and the Dogs were
ahead 14-7.

The Trojans offense didn't move the
ball at all m the fourth quarter until the
rina two and a half minutes. With the
clock runnmg down on the Trojans, they
needed a big play, and that's what they
got. Coach Gray sent in the half-back
pass, a.id It was executed perfectly.
Johnny Barnett connected with split end
David Palmer and the play went for 68yards Palmer was chased down at the

p-T fj'^^^ ^" "ext play
Richard Kimmel pitched out to Benny
AI.en. and he followed great blocking by

Wilh . S'?'.*
Trojans

With 1:52 left on the clock, the Trojans
went for two. Richard Kimmel kept the

ball on the option play and ducked his
head and pushed the ball into the end
zone for the winning two points.

After the Bulldogs missed their last
attempt to score and the clock ran out of
time. Coach Gray said. "We'll take 'em
any way we can get 'em."
The Dogs outrushed the Trojans 149

yards to 67; however, the Trojans led in
passing with 73 yards to the Dogs 46.

Leading the defensive charge for the
Trojans was Jimmy Allen. Chuck Jones,
and Jimmy Young.

DELTA 0 - CO LIN - 0
The Mississippi Delta Junior College

Trojans and the Copiah Lincoln Wolves
battled long and hard Saturday night.
Oct. 6. only to end up deadlocked 0 to 0when time ran out.

filled with long offensive drives and a lot
of strong defense.

Linebacker Jimmy Allen led the defen^
sive charge for the Trojans. Allen had 15team tackles and 5 solo tackles. Allen
also picked off two Wolve's passes and
recovered one fumble. Anthony Younce
and Andy Halbrook each had 6 tear^
tackles. Younce had 3 solos and Halbrook
had one^We. Kersey, Chuck Jones andJimmy Young had 5 team tackles each.

Ihe rrojans threatened to score three

17'* game. In the second

Co-Lin 22 yard ime. Then BiUy Burge
attempted a field goal, but it was
partially blocked andthe kick fell short

irtf^
""'^^ '^"^'t^^ the Trojans

tried two more field goals. Quarterback
Richard Kimmel took the ball 20 yards tothe Co^L.n 25 yard line. Then Darryl

P;f"V^'^^ted
23 yards to move the baU

to the two yard line. The Wolves defense
sot tough and moved the T^olansback to the 19 yard line. Billy B^ge

to \he"leT°y' "t'waro^lto the left. In the final minutes theTrojans recovered a Wolf fumble andhad time to try for a third field goal from

ell shon and Th
^"'^ ^^S^' 'attempt

The Co-Lin Wolves had 149 yards
rushing to the Trojans 130. The Wolves
completed 7 passes for 54 yards and the
Trojans completed 4 for 46 yards. The
Trojans had 8 first downs and the
Wolves had 9. Danyl Grant led the
Trojans with 72 yards in 18 carries.
Richard Kimmel and Robert Stewart
had 28 yards each. Willie Robinson
added 15. /

Phillip Leaks completed 4 of 10 passes
for 46 yards. Larry Foster' had two
receptions for 22 yards. Reggie McCray
had 14 yards and John Buchanan had 10;
each had one reception.

DELTA 8 NORTHWEST - 15
The n„nii,rr 1 ranked Northwest

Rangers snraked by the Trojans 15-8.
The Trojans Homecoming game. Sept.
29. was spoiled by fumbles and untimely
penalties. "Our offensive could nov^r
establish a concrete drive." said h^nd
Coach "Wooky" Gray.
The Rangers got on the scorrh. r. ^

quickly with a two^yard touchdown r„n
by their leading ground gainer Dennis

Mosby. Mosby had 67 yards f

night. The P.A.T. was added by

Ferguson and the Rangers were
7-0.

The Trojans came back early in I

second quarter when Benny Allen

through the line for a five-yard i

down. A penalty on the extra
,

moved the Trojans to the one and al

yard line. Then Phillip Leaks sneakf

and the Trojans moved ahead 8-7.

Allen had 46 yards and Darryl Grant]

44 yards for the Trojans.
In the third quarter N-irthwe

Grover Barrow ran it in from three

out for a touchdown. Dennis Mnsbyl

added the tv/o point conversion

running it around the end. This madtl

15-8.

The Trojans totaled more yards

Northwest. The Trojans had 259 yj

to the Rangers 212.
^Vps Kersey. Jimmy Allen, and

H.Tlhrook led the defensive for

Trojans with 11 team tackles e»

Kenny Lieux had 10. Wes Kersey h

solo tackles and led that category

S?nTy:'vrceteli^e„fjo:fM ^"^'r. "^s year are d-

^

co-chairn an Ch,dTBishon Tu^^^^ r"'"""^
co-chairman; Kathy Southall, P"^

<- ..dy B.shop. missions chairman; and Henry Farrish; worship chairf*
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Ramblin'
by Lisa Freeman

football

luillman,

and band season is over, but

ibali and T.J.'s are ready to go.

semester's T.J.'s are: Jill Dresch-

enda Byers, Karen Holly. Debra
Nikki Elliet. Kay Stowers

gg Bellipanni, Stan Norwood, Ricky

and Michael Dilley. The rhythm

ition includes: Amy Wooton. Peary

.'st. Steve Shelton, Wally Norway,

lark Secoy. Steve, Stan, and Debra

pla.v with Win Chambers and Lisa

reeman in the Glorious Brass Section —
he ESP's. Light and sound people are

Morton, Scott Forrest, and Mark
mmons. There are only two people

,0 can handle this bunch — Mr. and

Ilr v Abrams.

lat's this I hear about the PHR's
lay up in hghts? This elite group has

:quired quite a reputation. Just who
they? The major (WM), the Captain

B), and First Lieutenant Wacco (VN).

hat is it these people love the most?

,e bar ditches and the barn. (A-ha-a!

ni-flush).

Ever hear squealing tires at the boys
m at 7:30 a.m.? That's rooms 219 and
in the "Breakfast 500". We thought

ley'd have to resort to carpooling. But
o O! Our driver found his way back
me again. Question is — will he still be
[e tomorrow?

ere's a question for the ex-marine —
Ihe Kid and his cohort putting the

id's partner under the table? Or, is it

'«t mornings at Moorhead are just too
to face?

moUNCEMENT:
ipr^ound.

PHR's have gone

lark

}alendarfor • • •

Fine Arts Department Chairman Joe
iirams has announced that the depart-
fnt will sjionsor the second in a series
MDJC Comn\unity Chorus concerts on
l^fh 23, 1980. - *

Area singers are being invited to join

f
local group in presenting Schubert's
» In G.

Ehearsals for the production will

:n January at a time to be
jounced later. All interested persons

contact Mr. Abrams in his office
le Yeates Fine Arts Building.
" first MJDC-Community Chorus
rmanc^ 'itas in December 1975

.
Jhe group presented Handel's

»«» in the MDJC Coliseum.

The dry rustling of leaves, the faint, acrid smell of gin

smoke floating through the air, the sudden bur§( of energy
on a frosty moming-the signs are, and have been here for

several days of the approach of another Dolt* wintert and
today, those cnd-of-fall holidays have finally come. Happy
Thanksgiving, everybody!

Two named to staff

Dr. J. T. Hall, MDJC president, has

announced the appointment of two new
members of the MDJC staff for second

semester.

They are Miss Ellen Allen, who will be

coordinator of the medical laboratory

technology program, fMiss Allen suc-

ceeds Patsy Ruffin who has resigned):

and Lance Baria, who will join the

Student Affairs staff as a counselor.

Baria succeeds Phil Dixon, who left the

staff to go into private business in

October.

Miss Allen, who has a B.S. in Science

and Chemistry from the University of

North Carolina and a medical technology

degree from Methodist Hospital in

Memphis, is currently employed as a

modical technologist at Greenwood

Leflore Hospital.

Baria, who is an MDJC graduate,

holds a master's degree in Guidance and

Counseling from Delta State University.

He is presently testing assessment

specialist for the Clay County School

Board based in Orange Park. Fla.

Pre-registration begins Nov. 29

<lay.r>ecemh

Exam Schedule
er 11

r 12

(member l.'J

8:15 - 10:20 AIS.AIXX
10:35 •]2:-lf)NRZZ

1:30- 3:40 ENG 1113

ENGn23
BSB0013

8:15 10:20 B
10:35 12:40 EMW.ERZZ
1:30 3:40 F

K:15 10:20 CQU.CtJYY
10:35 12:40 LVYY
1:30- 3:40 JTXX

8:15 10:20 D
10:35 12:40 G

Pre-registration for second semester

course work at MDJC will begin Thurs-

day. Nov. 29, and continue through

Tuesday. Dec. 4, according to Harmon
Boggs, dean of instruction.

Sophomore students will pre-register

Thursday, Nov. 29 and Friday. Nov. 30.

Freshman students will pre register

Dec. 3 and 4 according to the following

schedule:

Students Whose Last Name
Begins With Letters

A-M — Monday, Dec. 3

N Z — Tuesday. Dec. 4

Students unable to pre-register at the

designated time, may pre-register from

8:20 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. on Friday. Dec. 7.

A sophomore is a student who has

completed 24 semester hours and had 48

quality points beginning with the 1979

fall semester.

Pre-registration will be conducted each

school day, Nov. 29 Dec. 4 from 8:20

a.m. to 11:45 a.m.; from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00

p.m. in Room 36A, Horton Science

Building.

Students will report to Room 36A

during a vacant period to have schedule

approved, complete schedule card and to

pick up instructions for registration.

All schedule planning sheets must be

signed by a faculty advisor when

presented to the Dean of Instruction lor

final approval. Faculty advisors are

listed under each program of study in

the college catalog.

All pre-registration procedures should

be completed prior to the Christmas

HoUday.
On Jan. 7 and 8. students will report

for registration according to their

assigned numbers to pick up class cards,

pay fees and have ID's punched.

Vocational and Technical pre-registra-

tion wilt be handled by Vocational-

Technical Counselors, Mr. Lamar Leg-

gett, Mr. Ralph Ross and Mrs. Martha
Woodall under the direction of Dr. Ray
Whelan. Pre-registration will be con-

ducted in the vocational and technical

clas.srooms.

Students enrolled in the following

programs will pre-register at the time

indicated by Vocational-Technical Coun-
selors:

Building Construction Technology;

Data Processing; Drafting and Design
Technology; Electronics Technology;

Farm Management Technology; Medical

Laboratory Technology; Radiological

Technology; Basic Skills in Business; Air

Conditioning and Refrigeration; Auto-

motive Machinist; Auto Mechanics:

Cotton Gin Management; Diesel Mech-
anics; Farm Macjiinery Mechanics; In-

dustrial Electricity; Machine Shop; Off-

set Printing; Radio and Television;

Sheet Metal; an^l Welding.

Students enrolling at MDJC for the

first time this academic year will report

on Monday or Tuesday. Jan. 7 and 8, at

8:30 a.m. to Room 35. Horton Science

Building.

Second semester schedule and sche-

dule planning sheets will be available in

the Student Affairs Office Monday. Nov.

12.

Students in sequence courses should

continue under the same instructor and
same class period, unless a change is

approved by Dean Boggs.
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DeaAines met
The Retrospect

celebrate Thanks
about three weeks
the staff has

pages of the

"Our next

January, so

deadline routi

said Advisor

Organizations

the focus of the

next section of

Final pages m
publisher by Fe
completed book
in late April.

It coula De you
sooner than you think

Mrs. B. ejida Grubb and hir Child Psychology cUisa gave a Halloween party on
Tkesday, Oct. 30. 1979 for the Delta Area children. The party took place in the
Hftrion Science Building. Mrs. Rhoda Richards {center) is doing the entertaining.

aeruUynamiLs

In this age
technology. A
their strength,

the daily rush of

look, we see evi

industrial nation _
nuclear scientists,

researchers.

Can you imaL
to be a senior

Perhaps we as \ < uj

put ourselves in the place ol uur eidcji\

people. The basic skil!-^

learned when young
standards of the cor
You try to share you-

for state and local

voice doesn't coiU

disabled to work as
"active" in the le0B
You find it ^

survive on your sm:
ment check, so

purchase only the

The rising perce
the cost of home heating

a clamp on your w allet. so you must do
without food of nutritive ^ijjue in order to
keep warm.

Everyday you
whom you'd lo

your youth. Pe
to their studies

have to keep the

because they h

television this af

Maybe somede
If only the wori

you want to con

m

h se«ms a lot of girls are moving out of
the dorm. Tenna Rogers. Cheryl Wash-

Yvonne Mclntyre, Nancy Cole-
^nee Crick, Gwen Crick and
We are sorry to see all of you

and hope that you will come back
i^ad semester.
ITveryone seemed to enjoy the first

basketball game in Moorhead.
•anne Echols was moving away from
le television while she was watching
aW8 last week in the study. Polly Hogins

does get excited when things go
; on General Hospital.

h cold weather approaching a
"up (Lynell Reynolds, Lisa Freeman,

Peary Forrest, Jerry Hawkins, Chris
Labella, John Harrison, Michael Dilly
a^d others) got together and built a fire
at Peary's house. They also listened to
Peary play his guitar and sing.
Debbie Barlow went to Mississippi

State Tuesday, November 6 to see her
boyfriend.

eU Reynolds became a proud aunt
LCfi her sister Jane Tharp Moore
'l|ver«d her first child — boy, 7 lbs. 10
'OCta and named Johnnie Reynolds

Congratulations Lynell!
^fux football season is now over
•opie have been trying to find other

for excitement. You can usually
crowd at Worm's in Greenwood— isk Renee Norquist; she has not

youmissed a Wednesday yet. Have
heard about the PHR's (Pizza Hut
Raiders)? Just ask Sandra Blasingame
about this group.
Kay Stowers wrecked two cars last

week. Once a combine hit her cougar,
and going home last Friday her Volks-
wagen broke down. She sure wasn't
having any good luck was she!
Minnie Johnson, Phyllis Cooley

,

Christopher Wates, Patricia Williams.
Denise Burton, and Marian Lakes were
ull watching The Omen in the study
room Monday night, and all screamed
when somebody knocked on the door.
Who are the girls popping popcorn in

the dorm? It sure does smell good on the
west wing.

There is always a good card game
bemg played in the lobby between a
group of girls.

It's always nice listening to Tina
Brown and Kay Stowers play the guitar
and sing a few songs.
Happy Thanksgiving to all!

Recital

NoFifty dancers will be prpc
recital on Nov. 27 and 28 in 7i!"^
Studio of the Coliseum. ^ V fa
The dancers will be directpw l

Betty Aden of the Physical p.-
Department. ^^"^

No admission will be charged f

performance which will featin.
Christmas music. Included

in t!gram are tap routines, modem Vi
mterpretations. and disco sDer-i«iM^

r'^tiaiitj^l True'

People ana Places

According to Dean of Students
R i

Warnock, no more movies will be shli Musm-
this semester in the Union since Tru«

scheduled this semster. Warnock » (llUP
order one or two movies next seJ tionX
but will be more careful with the a Heitr
choices. After we return from Thai preP*'
giving holidays, we have two J Dur
weeks untU semester exams and Clukl dent

.

mas holidays.
pgLp

Warnock says that there is a poJ Jude
Christmas program to be planned for 3 Memp
Union. T t|,g 8t

Basketball season is now open. Tl4 enw"
is usually about two games planned* elwpt«

week. Pocket calendars of the basket? The

schedule are available courtesy of will

Mississippi Catfish Farmers MerchiiJ A.M.

:

Association.
jjrs. F

class 1

SGA Notes
SGA President Andy Halbrook n

that there was a judicial meeting b

concerning the disciplinary action ofloi

boys who were causing a disturbance! W
the boys dorm. I

"The SGA was partly responsible!

the Who's Who elections. A lot of pea

did not vote at this election. Most oft

was because of voter apathy," said

President Andy Halbrook. There
640 ballots cast in this election.

Girls Dorm Meetings
There were new fire extinguishers

in the girls dorm. Dean Warnock wari

the girls that these were not be pi

with.

The girls also discussed the possibi

of getting an ice machine. Instead

spending money on an ice machine, L,

girls figured that they needed anotiej

washing machine instead of ice sm*

there are only two washing machiaf

now in the dorm.
The girls also met for the discussioa*

Open House planned December 10vypcii iiuuse piannea uecemoer

What do you find special

about Thanksgiving?

reporters

columnists .

LyneD Reynolds,
tth Brasw^ll. Diana Surney

editorials Charlotte Winters
cartoonist and photographer Bill Mizell

Lisa Freeman, Andy Halbrook

>. ayde Burchfield

tfset Printing Class
'ICS. Wade Hamil-

ct Kirkland,
' I

'^^ Clain.

^ieion,

Charlotte

EISSISSIPP]

JUNIOR
COLLEGE
PRESS

lASSOClATIOl

Published by
to the editor

libelous mate

*»kly except for holidays. Letters
^fi^ff reserves the right to delete

<}cationai printing class.

The aroma of turkey and dressing, the
tangy bite of cranberries, cocoanut cake
that melts in your mouth - those are
1 hanksgiving memories that everybody
shares.

Thanksgiving
Andy Halbrook. Belzoni: I want

food!

Chris LabeUa, Indianola: I like t,
Charlie Brown Thanksgiving Specials.
Gregg BeUipaimi, Indianola: I remem

ber Christmas decorations ah-eady
up in the department stores

Michael DiUy. Indianola: No
cafeteria food. I'U go back home
Mother s home cooking.
George Muray, Louise: Football gamesm the cotton field.

Robbie Right. Moorhead: I like

htntM
'^'^ ^'^^'^^

""^ birthday

Kevin Young, Greenwood: I love
war stories my uncle tells.

Ralph Trippe, Moorhead: I enjoy
helping my grandmother milk the cow
Gary Harden. Cleveland: I remember

the

the

Is.

em-

put

more
to

it

(hint-

the

enjoy

one Thanksgiving was the day befon

got kicked in the head by a mule-

John Harrison, Greenville: I liketol*

up early watch the float queens; if I*

get out of bed.
Bill Stubbs, Rosedale: I remember)[|

first Thanksgiving between the PilP

and Indians.

Clark Secoy. Rolling Fork: Geljj

together with the famUy and "PAa^^

ING"!

Roz Man. Indianola: Fellowship
the familv unit.

Jo Cauley, Indianola: I get my
Tina Brown, Delta City: "Hflm

Dressing."

Sun Wong, Belzoni: White Meat
the turkey of course).

Ricky Crick, Indianola: My
stuck a fork in my hand — I rememt*'

well.

Sylvia Peacock, Cafeteria Sttf^
^'

all a BLURR!
Amy Wooton, Belzoni: I lik«.

^

and dressing and cranberry 9^
yea, I have to have my Tab-

Four

tlieMi
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Campus clubs hold

varied programg
Fred Truesdale was the guest speaker

at the regular monthly meeting of Phi
Beta Lambda in the Library conference

room on Nov. 7. 1979. 8:20 A.M.
Truesdale. Personnel Director at Delta
Medical Center in Greenville, where he
also heads the Data Processing Depart-
ment.

Mr. Truesdale is a graduate of

MD.J.C. and DelU State University,

where he received the Bachelor of

Business Administration in Accounting.
IVuesdale discussed the job opportu-
nities available in the accounting and
data processing fields and the qualifica-

tions necessary for obtaining such jobs.

He stressed the importance of being well

prepared by obtaining a good education.

During the business meeting, Presi-

dent Jill Drechsler discussed the state

PBL project which is to support the St.

Jude Children's Research Hospital in

Memphis. Tennessee. She also discussed

the state membership goal which is to

enroll two thousand students. The local

chapter goal is 50 members.
The next scheduled meeting of PBL

will be Wednesday, Dec. 5. 1979 at 8:20

A.M. in the Library conference room.
Mrs. Phillips' Parliamentary Procedures
class will give a iemonstration.

Officers and sponsors of the local
chapter of Phi BeU Lambda attended
the Southern District Mini-Conference

,
held at the University of Mississippi in
Hattiesburg. Oct. 23.

't(J? The theme of the conference was office
lost! and member training. Those who attend-
iifi ed were: Jill Drechsler, president,

li(f,i
Greenwood; Dawn Moore, vice presi-
dent, Greenville; Jonie Staggs. secre-
tary. HoUandale; Kathy Southall. trea-
surer. Greenville; Mary McMinn, report-
er, Leland; Mrs. Mary Ellen Holloway,
iponsor, Indianoia.

«•••

^ Four members of the local chapter of

^ the Mississippi Association of Student
Nursing attended a two-day workshop in

^ New Orleans, Nov. 16. 17.
^ Mrs. Alice Robinson directed the two
«' sessions centered around the theme:
mi 'Project Tomorrow". Mrs. Robinson

presented an overview on career
US; planning. This session was followed by a

i; panel discussion on "Patinets, Pay-
checks, and Panic".
Representatives of the club were:

Linda McGraw. Mary Lou Davis, and
Miss Kathlene Richars. sponsor. Dawn
Blackmon also attended the meeting.

«*•«
>

Billy Burge led the discussions at the

J,
meeting of the Fellowship of Christian

j\ Athletes, Thursday night. Nov. 15.
"Bur^e is an outstanding student lay

leader in this group which is devoted to
the purpose of giving students an
opportunity to fellowship in Christ." said

the FCA^*"
Wright, the local sponsor of

Wright said that the group which has
wen meeting weekly during football
season has been well attended, averag-

25 students per meeting.

*«**

Mrs. Patricia Hinton was the leader of
« discussion on parliamentary procedure

the Nov. meeting of the Mississippi
Aasociation of Student Nurses meeting
»ela m Horton Science Center, room 35.
5j'ghty-five studenU observed Mrs.
**»ntons techniques. Mrs. Hinton is

•[^•ntly serving as sUte president of
«e professional nurses association.

00^ ^
bistnictor Eta AMea [ccntor) am wm •(ku Wart |MI| aad ttertos UuMtor ef

Greenwood Ust lliiinday to discuss plans with them and other medical laboratory
technology studenU for classes, to be held next semester In the vocaUonal technlcal
center.

MIT program to seek approve/
Mississippi DelU Junior College is

currently in the process of seeking
accreditation for its Medical Laboratory
Technology program.
"We are seeking accreditation due to a

mandate from the American Society for
Clinical Pathologists (ASCP) to the
effect that by August of 1980. only
graduates from accredited programs, or.
those which have initiated accreditation
procedures will be allowed to write the
national certifying examination. They
will no longer accredit one plus one (1 +
1) programs such as we have operated in

years past." said Mr. Joe Carley, Allied
Health Coordinator.

"We are building a campus laboratory
to be housed within the existing Voca-
tional-Technical structure. The contract
has been let for the renovation and to
equip the lab to meet standards spelled
out by the accrediting agency," said Mr.
Carley.

Carley explained that under the new
curriculum, students will spend three
full semesters on campus taking all

didactic work and then spend a nine

month practicum experience in one of
the clinical affiliates: Northwest Miss.
Regional Medical Center. Greenwood
Leflore Hospital, or the Delta Medical
Center.

Miss Ellen Allen has been hired as the
education coordinator of the new pro-
gram. Miss Allen has a B.S. in Science
and Chemistry from the University of
North Carolinia and a Medical Techno-
logy Degree from Methodist Hospital
School of Technology. Memphis, Tennes-
see. She has done additional study at
Delta SUte University and the Univer-
sity of North Carolina, Texas A & M, and
Loyola University. She Uught chemistry
and physics at Clarksdale High School
for four years and later worked as a
medical technologist for Northwest Miss.
Regional Medical Center there. She has
been employed for the past three years
as a medical technologist at Greenv.'ood
Leflore Hospital.

Classes in the new medical technology
lab are expected to begin in January of
1980.

Nov. 27
Nov. 27, 28
2:15 p.m.

Nov. 29
Nov. 29

Dec. 4 r
7:a0f«i.;

Dec. 10

Mark your calendar for...

Christmas Bazaar Moorhead Garden Club Union

Dance recital

Dr. Rose
Inverness Rotary
Anne Banquet

Christmas Songs
Open House

Delta Dancers
Rotary Club

T.J.'s

MDJC Singers
Girls' Dorm

Coliseum
Union

Inverness

Tharp Auditorium
Lobby

Footbell Round-up
The Trojans nv« up their fifth loss of

the Mason to the Wildcats of Pearl River
by a score of 10 to 6. The Trojans' final

fiiM was full of aggressive action and
hard Udts.

Although the Trojans ended up with a
losing season (4-5-1) Head Coach James
Gray says that his players were not
losers, "The team played with a lot of

pride and determination. All the men
gave good efforts and I'm happy to have
been associated with a fine group," said
Coach Gray.

The East Mississippi Lions rolled over

the Mississippi DelU Trojans 24 to 0,

Oct. 20. The Lions really played tough,

and the Trojans just couldn't do any-

thing right. The Lions were up for their

homecoming, and the Trojans were not
going to spoil it.

The Lions dominated the sUts with

149 yards rushing to the Trojans 24. The
Lions completed 11 passes for 152 yards

and the Trojans had 38 yards in 3

completions. The Lions had 15 first down
to the Trojans 7.

Jimmy Allen had 18 Uam Uckles and
6 solo tackles to lead the Trojans.

Mississippi DelU Junior College

was edged 16-15 Saturday night, Oct. 27.

by the Tigers of Northeast Junior

College. With 2:22 left in the game. The
Trojans fumbled their two-point conver-

sion and came up one-point short of

victory.

News Briefs

Qluh to hold bazaar
The Moorhead Garden Club will hold

its annual Christmas Bazaar in the
student Union, Nov. 27. Special home-
made craft items suiUble for Christmas
presenU and baked goods will be for

sale. Students are welcome! Mrs. Mar-
garet Warnock is the coordinator of the

bazaar.

••••

Work is underway on the addition to

the Coliseum. The addition features a

field house for athletes is expected to be
ready by the fall of 1980.

•*••

Joe Carley, Dean Robert Warnock.
' and Mrs. Martha Woodall attended the

Mississippi Personnel and Guidance
Association meeting on Nov. 15, 16.

•••*

All books and fines will be due in the

library nn Inter than Dec. 6 Grades will

be held until books are returned and
fines paid.

*•••

Three members of the administrative
sUff attended the vocational-technical

administrators workshop in Jackson at

the Holiday Inn North, Nov. 7, 8. 9. Joe
Carley, Charles Callway, and Dr. Ray
Whelan represented MDJC.

••••

Dr. Allen Snowden of the MDJC math
department served on the evaluation
committee for the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools in their recent
study of Pillow Academy in Greenwood.

«**•

Mr. Herman Thigpin attended the
pre-medical and pre-dental advisers
conference at the University medical
center in Jackson, Oct. 26.

••••

Dr. Snowden, Mrs. Snowden. and Mr.
Harold Worsham wilt attend the Missis

sippi College Teachers of Mathematics
meeting at Delta State University on
Dec. 1.

••••

Mrs. Patsy Dowell was in Jackson on
Nov. 19 where she met with Mrs. Betty
Watson to discuss the reorganization of

the curriculum and new course offerings

for next year's business education

curriculum.

••*•

At press time, bids were scheduled to

be opened on Nov. 14 for new daU
processing equipment. InsUllation of the
newest in computer science technology

equipment is expected to be installed by
March 1.

Graduates of the cli-.-^s in Piano Tuning
and Technology were recognized in a

special ceremony Thursday night, Nov.
15, in Room 11 of the Yeates Fine Arts

Building. Instructor for the class is

George Hayes of Greenwood. The grad-

uates has completed two semesters of

work and are now qualified to work as

piano tuners.

Fine Arts
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Santa Clans and pappets tantalized young and old alike at the Christmas party
celebration held in Mrs. Bonnie Spencer's Psychology class last Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Linda Fike and other students developed the puppet show and the original
Christmas decorations.

Amy Wooton at the saxaphonc and Karen Holley on piano were two of the Fine Arts
majors featured in a semester recital last Tuesday. Mr. Ron James and Mrs. Merle
Tolbert are their instructors.

The only Mississippi Junior College newspaper printed on cahipus by its students

The Delta Herald
VOLUME 49 NUMBER 6 Mississippi Delta Junior College Moorhead, Mississippi

News in brief
Win Chambers, freshman music major

from Greenville, was selected to be one
of the trumpet players in the Mississippi

Junior College All-State Band this year.
Win was in Poplarville three days last

week practicing for the group's perfor-
mance before the delegates to the

Mississippi High School State Band
Clinic held in Gulfport. The Friday night

performance was a "first" for the junior

college group.

Mr. S. A. Brocato, offset printing

instructor, attended an industrial plan-

ning meeting at the waiter Sillers

Coliseum Building in Jackson, Nov. 28.

*****

Mr. Joe Carley and all of the practical

nursing instructors will attend a health

occupations meeting at Hinds Junior
College-Jackson Branch, Dec. 13.

*****

All books and fines war. due in the
library. Dec. 6. All records 'tiat were not

cleared by that date wil' He noted, and
that report will be turrie j over to the

Dean of Student Affairs, so that grades
can be held.

*****

The Spectator Society held its or-

ganizational meeting, last Wednesday
morning. Dec. 5. Mrs. Rebecca
Shuttleworth presided over the meeting
which was held in the Library Con-
ference Room.

VICA sale

underway
VICA Club is conducting its annual

Christmas fruit sale campaign.
individual club members are com-

peting in the fund-raising campaign.
Prizes will be given to the top three

salesmen. First prize will be $100;
second prize. $50; third prize. $25.

The club hopes to sell 1000 cases of

Oranges and grapefruit packed in 40-

pound cases. Prices are as follows:

navel oranges, $11; other oranges. 59;

pink grapefruit. $10; white grapefruit.
$9.

Open House
today at

girls' dorm

The traditional Christmas "Open
House" is being held in Stennis-Penrod

dormitory toda y.

Judges will tour the dorm rooms after

1 p.m. today to judge for the occasion

which have been decorated from 3

p.m. -4:30 p.m.

Refreshments will be served in the

dormitory rooms. The food is being

provided and prepared by the individual

dorm residents.

Faculty and students arc invited to

attend.

Winners in the door decoration com-

petition will be announced late today.

An •ditorial

On the meaning of Christmas
With the approach of another Christ-

mas season well at hand, our everyday

lives are beginning to take different

shapes. Everyone is rushing about

shopping, decorating, planning, and

working to the end of another day in

order to finance Christmas dreams.

All these are typical, normal American

gestures, but in the hustle of a commer-

cialized Christmas, not enough of us stop

to consider the true meaning of Christ-

mas.

While we are shopping for all our

friends and relatives, many humans

would enjoy even having a friend or

relative. As we spend long hours

cooking the Christmas meal to be "just

so", many people would be filled with

joy for one day with a full course meal.

While some of us consider it a drag to go

visit relatives, think of the families of the

Americans held in Tehran by Iranian

students. They are uncertain as to

whether or not they are even living.

Could we handle a Christmas without all

our relatives' welfare being certain?

While we selfishily and greedily ex-

change gifts, millions ot children would

be overwhelmed with a single toy or bag

of candy.

At the time in which wc stress Santa

to the young generation, most of us

forget the real theme of Christmas is the

birlh of Jesus Christ into the world of

sins. In my opinion, many parents place

too much emphasis tf|)on the Santa side

of Christmas and fail to make children

aware of of the birth of our Saviour.

When children learn the reality of Santa

Claus. the fun and joyof Christmas

fades away. The joy of Christmas should

be within the real joy of giving in

observance of the gift of God's Son into

the world.

In my point of view. America should

awaken to these ideals to make this and

evert Christmas more meaningful.

Charlotte Winters

Christmas Supper at Morrison's

Buffet stylc--4:30 p.m. -6 p.m.

"Everyone invited to attend, we
welcome you."

The menu will be:

Koasl Turkey and dressing,

cranberry sauce

Roast Beef with au jus gravy

Baked Ham with pineapple rings

Green Beans
Ovenbrown new potatoes

Asparagus casserole

Potato salad

Green tossed salad

Green peas

Fruited jello molds

Relish trays with your favorite

vegetables

Fresh stj;awberry platter with

tree in entry ready for your
picking

Hot rolls and butter

For your enjoyment some of

your favorite-there will be petran

pic. cheese cake, and Devils

Food cake

The prices will be:

Student Meal Ticket

Non-mcal-plan student $2.05

Outside Public $2.57

The cafeteria staff and I wish

you a Merry, merry Christmas and

a Happy New Year.

Gene Roland and Staff



Basketball

scoreboard

Nov. 10 SoulhxKest 4S-^> Haiftimc

score '>t^^0. Leading reboiiiif^or was

Fi-iinkic Brooks xMth 0 rchonnds. Leading

scorer xvas Dabney Woolen vMih II

points.

Nov. 12 Hinds 47-71 Halftmie seore-

41-^0 Leading rebounder was Frankic

Brooks with 6 rebounds. leading scorer

was Pin Mis Siricklen with 17 pmnls.

Nov. 15 Hinds 55-49 Haiftimc seore-

2^-2^ Leading rebounder was Frankic

Bnioks with 12 rebounds. Three team

members had double figures: Diana

Connell with 14 points. Dabney Wooten

wilh 14 points, and Frankie Brooks with

15 points.

Nov. 17 Southwest 44-5.1 HalHimc

score- 25-?4. Leading rebounder was

Phvllis Stncklcn wilh 8 rebounds. Lead-

ing scorers were Phyllis Siricklen withl.l

points and Dabney Wooten with 10

points.

Nov. 19 Phillips 59-56 Halflime score

38-24. Leading rebounder was Frankie

Brooks with 14 rebounds. Leading scorer

was also Frankic Brook's with 14 points.

Nov. 27 East Miss. 51-70 Halltime

Score- 17-41. leading rebounder was

Diana Connell with 9 rebounds. Leading

scorer was Helen Hoskins with 12 points.

BOYS'
Nov. 5 Holmes 88-77 Halftmie Score

was 4f)-44. Leading rebounder was Rich-

ard Little with h rchi>unds, Leadiny

scorer was Nick Moiken wilh 27 points.

Nov. h East Central 78-84 Haiftimc

score- My- A 1 . Leading rebounder was

Richard Little with 10 rebounds. Leading

scorer was Nick Morken with .32 points.

Nov. lO Southwest 58-57 Halftime

score- 2.1-24. Leading rebounder was

Richard Little with 10 rebounds. Leading

scorer was .lim McKelvey with lb points.

Nov. 12 Hinds 75-69 Halftime score-

.17-36. Leading rebounder was Nick

Morken wilh 6 rebounds. Leading scorer

was also Nick Morken with 26 points.

Nov. 15 Hinds 58-59 Halftime scorc-

37-3fi. Leading rebounder was Richard

Little with 5 rebounds. Leading scorer

was Nick Morken with 15 points.

Nov. 17 Southwest 88-64 Haiftimc

Score- 44-34. Leading rebounders were

Richard Little and Rob Thomas, each

wilh 6 rebounds. Leading scorer was Rob

Thomas with 1 1 points.

Nov. 19 Phillips (Ark.) 81-74 Haiftimc

score- 46-32. Leading rebounder was

Nick Morken wilh 11 rebounds. Leading

scorer was also Nick Morken with 24

points.

Ntn . 27 Hast Miss. 73-91 Halfume

score- 46-42. Leading rebounder was

Nick Moiken with 8 rebounds. Leading

scorer was Jim McKel\e\ wilh 22 points.

A Christmas Wish A commentary

I uas walking through a department

store the other day.

My arms were filled with presents: like

the rest. I was spending all my pay.

lhappencd to notice the old familiar

Santa, sitting on his throne.

For a dollar and a quarter, you could

have a picture taken with him for your

very own.

The children were all standing there in

line, so full of laughter, waiting

patienllv for their turn to gel close to

Santa, to tell him what they wanted,

while sitting on his knee.

1 glanced along the parade of children

and my ga/e seemed to stop as 1

caught' a glimpse of a small boy

standing there at the end of the line.

There was something about the ex-

pression on his face, a desolate look of

loneliness that made me stand

watching, wilh this feeling 1 can't

defme.

\nd I stood in place, just watching and

waiting for his turn, to ask for his

Christmas prize. Then he climbed

upon the Santa's knee, and 1 could see

the faint glimmer of tears in his eyes.

The child looked up at this idol i>f all

children, and said, in a voice so soti

and low: 'Santa. Tve been a real good

boy. and you can do anything. 1 trust

you and I know. I've waited all year

long, just to talk to you. you see.

"But. Fm not here to ask lor children's

games; there's only one thing you can

do for nic--

He told hini"

"Santa. 1 w ant > ou to bring ihcni

back, mv mommv and my dad. cause

they both died when 1 was three; '

want ih'^m hack sc bad.

'Now . 1 don't warn no iciidv bears, no

cars, or no tov train. 1 just want nn

mommy and daddy back again.

And the Santa just looked down ai the

boy as a tear fell on his check, his

voice filled with compassion, so full be

almost could not speak

Yet slowly, he said to this child who

seemed so small. so weak--

•"Wcll. I can bring you teddy bears,

and cars, and new toy trains.

"Bui I can't bring your mommy or

your daddy back again.

"They've gone to be with Jesus, who

was born on Christmas Day.

"And they're looking down and

watching you. when you're asleep or

at play

"But if you'll l"ok up in ibc sky.

there's a star that shtncs so bright

"Shining down with love for vou. it

you'll watch this Christmas night."

And stepping down from Santa's lap.

with a shaking voice, this lad said:

"Sanla. tell them that 1 love Iheni

bolh. mv m(^niniy and mv dad."

Then, reaching up. he kissed old Santa

lightly as he lcfi--walking wilh shuf-

tling steps.

1 loll a tear on my own cheek as 1 set ihe

hundlcs dow n

And thought about a bab\ born in a

small Bcililchcm town.

It seems that people have lorgollen what

Christmas really is--

Bul in the wish of a lonesome child I'd

seen the mcanuig o|--

The Ih-sI gift for all mankind-- indeed is

llic gift of lo\c,

--Brcnda Miichrll

Everyone is back into the swing of

things after iheir break at fhanksgiving.

It seems that we hardly have time to

reflect on it with Christmas Holidays just

ahead. Apparently everyone had a nice

Thanksgiving and is anticipating the

excitement of Christmas.

Things seem to have settled to a nice,

easy, more relaxed pace at the girls

dorm: perhaps, it's because of the

Christmas season so near. So what is

happening here in the dorm".*

Chris Labella is venturing into a new

"career" as a Amway products dis-

tributor. On November 26, Chris and

Mrs. Cindy .lordon of Indianola. also an

Amway distributor, gave a demonst-

ration party of the Amway cosnictics in

room 21. Several girls showed up for the

event, and each of them experimented

with sonic of the products. For Chris it

was her first sale as a distributor

Christmas decorations have begun to

show up on several of the walls and

doors in tdhe dorm

Brenda Miu ' cll has been invited to

participate -n Clarksdale's Christmas

parade. She w ill he representing MD.
The parade is to be held on Tuesda.,

.

Dec. 4.

Several of the girls have mentioned

having individual Christmas parties in

then- rooms before the holiday break,

and all arc excited about having open

dorm.

Every one seems to be catching the tlu

around the dorm. Hopefully everyone

will get belter soon.

Diana Surney is now engaged to

Melvin McCriston.

Happy Birthday to Doris Chaney and

Kavc Koeniii on Nov. 29. Doris turned

19 and Kaye was 20.

The new presdident for the girls dorm
council is Tanya Rowe.

Minnie Johnson received a scolarship

from Greenville Travels Chdi.

Phvllis Cotdey has a phone of her

own now in her dormitory room.

Sylvia Cliisni will not be with us next

semestci: she is transferring to Wood Jr.

College.

Everyone have a nice Christmas
Holiday, and we hope to see yt>u all ncM
semester.

'Kit

ail-

by Ruth Mullen

...1 had heard manv

varied opinions on BilK Surge's F, ,,,^

ship of Christian Athletes' appearances

and I had heard many religious

ments from Billy himself.

Knowing that religion, poliiits,

relatives are very sensitive subKuv
|

felt that I should handle this jii,

with the proverbial "kid gloves ".

In preparation for w riting, I decided
m

attend an FCA meeting. Since thc\

held in the lobby ot the boys' dorm,

called Coach Dean Wright, advisor tnthe

FCA. and told him that I would lik,

attend the next meeting.

I had t)riginally prepared a number
of

quslions for Billy, based on what
1 haa

heard of the first meeting led by him,

Before 1 reached the meeting, hou

ever. 1 discarded mv quslions
ani]

started anew .
thinking that I would be^,

objective as possible.

When I arrived in the lobby of ihi

dorm. I beard numerous inquiries .is ii,

whether 1 was really going to ask hitnaii

of liiosc questions.

Billv seemed also to have been

confused about my purpose iln attending

the meeting, judging by the develop,

tnenl ot the rest of the meeting.

When BilK Liilcrcd the lobby. 1 noted

that he was i.isietiill\ dressed m j

three-piece suil.

And Billy's first words were ralhci

.lisarming: "Men. do vou know why li:

wearing this suit".'" said Billy. He cnsli

glance in my direction, and continued

"'Because... because there is a hi

here, and ibai's truly what she is

ladv."

1 s<ii there quietly, wcighiiiii

implications of his question. Were lib,

remarks stemm-ng from sensitivity

sarcasm'/

M\ answer came about midwi

through his talk.

He opened his sermon by expoundii

on what heaven is and accepting Jesu

( hrist into one's heart. I fell that bcw3

sincere, and I actually felt a warmth !»]

nn heart that 1 had not felt in ;i
't^"-

1 1 inc.

Ml ihis warmth, however, was cxm

guished--not likely to be rekindled agai'

by his words. .

One simple sentence negated all

momentum that he had built up ''^T

point, and anything he might ^af

afleiw ards.

Midway through his sermon, lookij

directly at me. he said. 'Put this ai Ij

top of your article. Baby. "Billy Butj

su\s we arc all sinners, and we wi

-urn iti hell /'

1 felt mat this mark was lii""!

in;ijjp; opriate.

I hiKc always been under the imiire

sion that the spreading of Christ n

doesn't include sarcasm.

1 had come to listen, not to cn"^"

but 1 was made to feel like a hereto

So mv written comments are ba^ct

BilK s presentation, not on his coniL'''

1 iound his material to be "

researched, but not well rcviewcfl-

charismatic abilities are cxeellcni.

wilh a lew years practice, he will K
^

in ele\alc his eloquence in spcal^i"^^

Ills enioiioual goal. He sceuis pi'

smnal in \\hat he is doing, ant^

perser\anec. I see a future ot t.i'n*-

loi iune tor him.

I slill ha\e a couple ol ciuesH""""

Iniii iiow ever.

W hile one is tilled with Christ''-

Iiow will sarcasm come into pla> '

IS sn tniunucd of his laith. the"

.ill- I a plaiitu d encounter'.'
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Restaurant job teaches lesson
By Ruth Mullen

Privacy discussed

Ames, la. - (I.P.) — An instructor who
distributed a class list that included

students' names and Social Security

numbers may have invaded the students'

privacy, according to Edwin Lewis,

assistant vice president for academic

affairs at Iowa State University.

Social Security numbers are con-

sidered confidential and personally iden-

tifiable as interpreted in the Buckley

Amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974,

according to David Henry, assistant to

ISU President W. Robert Parks. The
(Social Security) numbers are defined as

non-public information.

T^eVis said distribution of a- list of

Social Security numbers is also against

University policy as outlined in the

Student Handbook. "There has been a

lot of confusion surrounding the use of

the numbers," Henry said. "There are

court cases coming up involving other

schools that will help define the situa-

tion. These schools were not as strict as

ISU in their privacy policies." Henry
wrote a new proposal specifically con-

cerning social security numbers to help

explain the situation.

Although an autobiographical piece is
not one of my favorite forms of
literature, n is necessary that I ulk
about myself in order to explain my
subjfjri - the subject being the deviant
behavioral pattern of restaurant people
and how I had to adapt to co-exist with
fellow employees on a daily work basis

1 worked as a chef in a French Quarter
restaurant from 1977-79. The restaurant.
IS located on the river's bend in New
Orleans. It has a glassed-in-front porch
facing the street with large ceiling fans
to help cool during the hot summer
months.

Upon entering a smiling hostess
greets you and promptly scats" you.

Shortly afterwards, a waitress distri
butes menus and takes drink orHprs.

While persuing ihc menu, vou will firul a
nne. out rainer expensive, seieciion ol
rrench and Cceole cuisine.

If your beverage preference is wine,
you will be presented with an extensive
wme list, which is given to you by an
efficient waitress who aids in the choice
of a wine.
To slow your realization of the deficit

soon to hit your bank account, Bach
Beethoven, and Mozart aid and abet the

owner of the restauranl b) soothing the
customers with some of their finest
works in recorded form.
Most customers leave satisfied,

slightly inebriated, and broke.
Behind the scenes, wo have a com

pletely different view. Instead of charm,
grace, and serenity, there is total chaos.
The outwardly poised and smiUng
waitresses of the dining area become the
harridans of the kitchen, screaming
profanities because of some not of
forgetfulness that may have cost them a
iroort tip. Equally vulpar abuse is
emanating irom m*; kmvi.^.. w^.,.
them since their performances are
inefficient in almost direct ratio to their
half-starved, half-drunk, or "half-
tripped" state of mind that day.
The inefficiency in my kitchen staff,

however, stemmed from a different
source, however. Their overindulgence
was not so much in the drug area as it

was in the sexual area.
Within one month's time span, I.

having the only car. accompanied three
ladies to the free clinic for abortions.
Not only did I have to got maximum

potential out of this type of staff in order
to get the food out hot, tasting good, and
on time, hut I also had to coax them into

leaving their personal problems at home.
Restaurant people are moody, tran-

sient, and in most cases, unreliable. The
only assets of my particular crew were
their skills and reliahilitv.

My greatest learning experience at
the restaurant was working with, and
among people who were homosexual,
bisexual, nymphomaniacs, and drug
addicts. I. being heterosexual ana
straight, found it difficult, if not impossi-
ble, to understand their preferences.

After a length of time. I learned to like

them for their attributes.

By raising the level of their morale
and pride in their work and by creating a
mutual respect, we reached our maxi-
mum work potential. I w.ts able to ignore
their deviant behavior and found that
not only were good workers, but that
many were excellent musicians, artists,

and singers.

So my duties as a chef were secondary
to my learning how to cope and function
in this work world.

I am glad that I realized that

everybody doesn't wear locostes and
buttondowns. nor, do they aspire to be
doctors or lawyers like their fathers and
grandfathers before them.

Innovative program to be tested

Fresno, Calif. - (I.P.) - A $291,881

grant has been approved by the National

Endowment for the Humanities to

develop an innovative English composi-

tion program for non-arts and sciences

majors at California State University,

Fresno.

Dr. Joseph Satin, dean of the CSUF
School of Humanities, said the funds will

be used to establish English composition

classses specifically desiened for stu-

dents in agriculture, b"*^* criminal

justice, engineering, h* nfessions

and social work. The co • ill fulfill

the requirement for English 1.

He said the classes will he set up so as

to stimulate majors in those fields to

better develop their writing skills. Each
class will be team taught and interdisci

plinary, employing an English iptstm^

tor and one from the field of study
involved,

The four-unit classes will consist of
lecture-di.scussions dealing with the sub-
ject matter from the professional disci-

pline, lecture-discussions on literature
relating to the same subject matter, and
composition work developed out of the
materials presented.

Compus Poperbock bestsellers

1. Chesapeake, by Jamos Michener, (Fawcett. $3,95.)

Multi-family saga along Maryland's Eastern Shore: fiction-

2. The World According to Garp. by John Irving. (Pocket.

$2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother

3. Wifey, by Judy Blume. (Pocket. $2.50.) Housewife's ex-

periences on road to emotional maturity: fiction.

4. The Far Pavilions, by M M, Kaye, (Bantam, $2.95.) High

adventure and love in the Himalayas: fiction.

5. Pulling Your Own Strings, by Wayne W Dyer. (Avon.

$2,75 ) How not ' to be victimized by others.

6. Evergreen, by Belva Plain (Dell, $2 75 ) Jewish immi-

grant woman s climb from poverty on lower Manhattan,

7. The Amityvllle Horror, by Jay Anson, (Bantam. $2 50.)

True story of terror in a house possessed.

8. Second Generation, by Howard Fast. (Dell. $2.75.) On-

going story of Italian family in The Immigrants": fiction

9. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner. $2,75.) Rags C
'

riches in the fashion world: fiction.

10. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove HBJ.

$2.50.) Perspective on women's role m society: fiction.

Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education (rom information

supplied by college stores throughout the counlry November 5, 1979

HIT THE BOOKS! Cramming for exams interferes with pre-Christmas celebrations,

hut moM (iludenls make the effort.

Neui & Pecommended

King Solomon's Ring, by Konrad Lorenz, (Harper Colophon.

$3 95 ) Scientific, humorous accounts ol animal behavior

Robert Kennedy & His Times, by Arthur M Schlesmger. Jr

[Ballantine. S3 50 )
Biography and politics of 50s and 60s

The Snow Leopard, by Peter fVlatthiessen (Bantam. $2 95.)

Spiriluai Odyssey of a -nan in search of himself

Association or Anierican Publishers



Fall practice

ends

The Trojans have completed their

weeks of fail baseball. Coach Jimmy
Bellipanni had approximately 20 players

to start this years fall season. Coach
Bellipanni said everyone gave a good

cMort, and that he saw a lol of good

things.

"Beginning this fall we had only four

sophomores and three of them are
pitchers — Theodore Howard of

Hollandale, Danny Younce of Foley, Ala.
and Don McKan of Greenvillc-are Ihrcc

returning pitchers. Sonny Wright from

Eupora is returning at first base, "said

Coach Bellipanni.

Freshmen pitchers are Gary Worbin-
ton of Greenville. Brady Roberts of

Belzoni, Wade Hamilton of Hollandale,

Micheal Leisure of Greenville, and Gray
Paterson of Leland. "Working hard at

the catcher's spot is Perry Whites of

Greenwood and John Loyocona of Green
ville. Greg Bernardi. of Greenville is also
working at first base and at second base
Steve Hayes of Greenwood. Tony Banks
of Greenwood and Tom Hesser from
Phonexviile, Pa. are working at short-

stop. Todd Makamson of Avon is at third

base. Working in the outfield are
Sammy and Willie Nelson of Indianola.
Mark Tyler of Greenwood, Frank Leflore
of Greenwood, Buddy Piece of Hollan
dale. Worthy Cosey of Hollandale and
Steve Tindle of Cleveland.

The Trojans played Delta State Uni-
versity six times this fall and showed
improvement each game. "We lost

several close games and got a good
report for our spring schedule." said
Coach Bellipanni.

"Our strong points were at the
catcher's position and in the outfield.
Perry Whites of Greenwood looked
strong catching. In the outfield Sammy
and Willie Nelson of Indianola showed
strong arms and good speed." In
Centerfield Mark Tyler of Greenwood
showed talents which include above
average speed and age at the bat. Frank
Leflore and Buddy Pierce showed they
could step in and not hurt the outlook of
the outfield.

At first base was sophomore Sonny
Wright and Freshman Greg Bernardi.
Bathman had a good showing this fall.

Third base was adequately managed
by freshman Todd Makamson.

Shortstop and second base were
weak spots, but Tony Banks. Steve
Hayes and Tom Hesser showed much
improvement and could strengthen this
weakness.
The pitching staff was led by sopho-

more Theodore Howard and Danny
Younce. They worked hard and were a
degree ahead of the others. Donny
McKan could work into a starting
rotation if he improves his control.
Freshman Brady Roberts looked good
but has been bothered by arm problems
Gary Worbington and Steve Hayes also
performed well.

Leading in hitting was freshman Todd
Makamson with a .444 average. Close
behmd was centerfielder Mark Tyler
with a .400 average. Danny Younce had
^375 Steve Hayes .333 and Willie Nelson
had 2,it,

There are several players on the
football team that will help out the

I'l^seasnn'^- ^'^J/^'?,'-'^'- >^'tt,^r from
' ' B'lfy Burge will join theyroup m the spring. -Jody Nichols, Flip
Godfrey. Wes Kersey. Phillip Leaks
Johnny Barnett and maybe several
others will also join us." said Bellipanni.
Coach Bellipanni says there will be

plenty of players this spring who should
produce good talent and a good season
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Bill of rights

drafted by LU.

Bloomington, Ind. • fl.P.) — The
Indiana University Student Associa-

tion's Office of Academic Affairs has put
together an academic bill of rights for

I.U. students.

The preamble defines the bill's pur-

pose as serving "as a written guidline by
which we feel the University should
shape academic policy in order to

guarantee each student (his) fullest

potential in this higher educational
institution."

The bill breaks down student rights
into the following areas:

Instruction. Students have the right
to: Instructors with effective teaching
abilities. Instructors who effectively

communicate in English. Classes taught
by professors, regardless of course level.

Liberal access to instructors outside of
class, within the framework of the
instructor's schedule. Classes taught
with an effective student-teacher ratio.

Course Structure. Student have the
right to: Know what is expected of them
in each class. Courses that follow the
course description.

Facilities. Students have the right to:

Classroom environments that are con-
ducive to learning. Access to all Univer-
sity educational, research and recrea-
tional facilities.

Course Registration. Students have
the right to: Be insured, within reason,
of availability of required classes. See
counselors from their planned major to
assist them in course planning at
freshman pre registration. A registra-
tion process that guarantees students
the freedom to choose the professors and
times of their classes from the available
scheduled classes.

Counseling. Students have the right
to: Opportunity of access to employers in
the placement office in their school or
college. Counselors or academic advisors
who are competent in the area of
concentration and are sympathetic to
students' needs, wants and desires.
Personal career planning that best suits
their needs.

Degree Requirements. Students have
the right to: Pursue their individual
areas of academic interest. Degree
requirements that are relevant and
compatible with their academic goals.
Give significant input into decisions
concerning their curriculum and degree
requirements.

Students Input. Students have the
right to: Evaluate courses and instruc-
tors they have had and have access to
these evaluations. Read student evalua-
tions of a course and instructor before
deciding to register for that course A
student government in a position to
.review the University academic
community.

tGive to

Christmas Seals.

It s a mauer
of life and breath.

*'Now Showing"
They Gofem WeGot'en,

Fantasy Island Cafeteria
Betty Crocker Mrs. Franklin
Lawrence Welk M.D.J.C. Band
Nashville On The Road The Tj'«

Wild Kingdom M.D.J.C^nipuj
Women Ca ^ ^^^fcorm
PTL Club Baptist StudenHJnion
How to Pi Girls Don Shoe
Wonder Woman Angela (Pye) Smith
Barbara Walters Lynell Reynolds
Ann Landers Loretta Willis

Rompei Room Vandiver Student Union
World News Mrs. Golden
Motor Mouth Doris Hudson
The Dating Game Venessa Kinard

and Nathanial Christian

Literacy tests at A. U.
Washington, D.C - (I.P.) - Students

entering American University this fall

and thereafter must pass an exit test for

skills in English and math before

graduating. The math t§st will be a

standardized exam comprised of two
20-minute sections. Machine-scored, it

will aid in both testing competency and

in placement. The composition test will

be a three-hour exercise in which

students respond to two pieces of

literature. The resulting compositions

will be individually evaluated.

Tests will be administered by the

math and literature departments thrice

annually, and students will be encour-

aged to take them early in their college

careers. Once passed, the requirement is

met; those failing may take the tests

repeatedly. (The tests themselves will

be different each time.)

"We want to make sure as best we can
that the degree from the university

means not just (passing) courses, but at
least a reasonably high level of literacy

in basic skills," says Provost Richard
Berendzen.

To assist those experiencing difficulty

with subject matter, remedial programs

will be established. "We have to make
ii

possible for students to pass; we have

commitment on our part for them to

pass," says Ruth McFeeter, associate

dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,

who chairs the exit testing committee.

Students accepted for study ^this year

were chosen with ^ a scrupulous eye

towards their abilities to operate in a

more academically rigorous setting; and

the honors program, which began

last year on the freshman level, is now

open to sophomores and juniors. The

program consists of specially designed

seminars to introduce students to sub-

jects they could not take elsewhere;

honors courses in lieu of the required

reading and composition; and extracurn

cular activities.

Honors seminars are small, with under

15 students, and are more rigorous than

the regular courses. Credits from them

may be used in fulfilling either major or

distribution requirements. Distribution

requirements, which became effective

last year, helped to boost enrollments ia

the College of Arts and Sciences by 20

percent.

Linda Myers takes a break from painting.
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Ramblin'
by Lisa Freeman

Moorhead, NC&sissippi

What is your opinion on the PHKs
{Pizza Hut Raiders)?

Beth Burton (Leiand): "I like playing

doubles with the Commander."

Amy Wooton (Belzoni): "They have a

versatile parking lot."

Clark Secoy (Rolling Fork): "I think

they have a disruptive effect on society."

Mark Fredrick (Indianola): "I wish

they'l let me join."

Sandra Blasingame (Greenville): "I

think they're great as long as my boy
friend doesn't find out."

Ricky Crick (Moorhead): "I enjoyed
my under-cover observation of them
thoroughly."

Chris Labella (Indianola): "The Com-
mander's a good sport about obscene
phone calls."

Cookie Gober (Indianola): "I am espe-
cially fond of WM's hat."

Steve Shelton (Eupora): "I just like

sitting in ditches and waving at trains."

Wally Northway (Greenville): "They
have poor taste in music

"

BillHorton (Indianola): "T hate flip-the

box-game."

T.J. Girls: "They make us smile a lot.

Manager of Pizza Hut (Indianola):
"They make me rich!"

The PHR*s were unavailable for
comment at the time.

Want to learn

bridge,

decorating?

Special mterest groups will start on
campus at MDJC the week of Feb. 4.

All classes will meet one night a week
and will be fUIed on a first-come,
first-served basis. There will be a hmit of
ten students per class in a number of
these courses.

Classes meeting for 12 hours wUl cost
$20; those meeting for 24 hours will cost
S40.

Director J.B. Randall says that it is
important that interested persons sign
up early since it is necessary that at least
ten people sign up for each class.

Anyone who desires additional infor-
mation, or who wants to enroll in any of
the special interest courses listed below
should contact RandaU at his office in the
Coliseum. The telephone number is

246-8882.

Classes scheduled are: Beginning
Bridge, Basic Cake Decorating, Physical
Fitness for Women, Basic Home Decora-
ting, Basic Floral Design. Basic Auto
Maintenance, Upholstery for Beginners,
Aviation Ground School, Brick Laying
for Beginners and Basic Photography.

Nurses Continue Busy Tear

Staff teaches extra load
Seventy-three students are currently

enrolled in the nursing department at
MDJC, according to Mrs. Barabara
Powell, ADN director.

The sophomores are looking forward
to learning experiences at the Region 6
Medical Center in Greenwood and their
related visit to the Mississippi SUte
Hospital in Jackson, said Powell. The
rroup is also scheduled to visit the
Bohvar County Hospital and the Univer-
sity Medical Center in Jackson.
Freshmen are studying medical sur-

gery this semester, and they will also
use these area medical centers for their
laboratory experience, Mrs. Powell said.
Mrs. Powell said that the Nursing

^'ub will have a series of interesting
programs this semester, and that they
WUl also attend the Mississippi Associa-

^
^^l^^ofStudent Nurses State Convention

later this spring.

Club members will draw for a door

prize at their February meeting, Mrs.

Powell said.

Other activities ot the Department for

this semester listed by Mrs. Powell

include a blood pressure screening to be

held in association with the Mississippi

Heart Association.

Departmental member Nyleene She-

peard attended a workshop on burns at

the University Medical Center in Jack-

son, Jan. 9.

Mrs. Powell pointed out that the

Nursing Department is short three

instructors this semester. Instead of the

customary staff of ten instructors, there

are only seven instructors who are

currently carrying a heavy load. "Stu-

dents and faculty are shouldering this

with great difficulty," Mrs. Powell said.

Names in News
VlCAFruit Sales Winners
ist-Jaral Julius, machine shop
2nd-yvonne Ratliff.ClarkdaleLPN
Jrd-Oscar Brown. DDT
Elton Lott. Air Cond. and Refrig.
Randy Alexander, radio and TV

Spectator Society Officers

President-Neil Martin
Vice President-Barbara Wright
Secretary-Sherry Morgan
Treasurer-Guy Parker

I Historian to talk

to Spectator Society

Mrs. Marie Hemphill, author of Fever,

Floods, and Faith, the soonto-be-

published history of Sunflower county,

will be the guest speaker at the

Spectator Society meeting, Jan. 30.

Mrs. Hemphill will discuss her exper-

iences in doing research for this book.

Sixty club members, Language Arts

department instructors, and other inter-

ested persons are expected to attend the

meeting scheduled for 8:30 a.m. in

Stanny Sanders Library.

Faculty selects six

for Retro Hall of Fame

1

Bill Jackson

com. art

Mary Lou Davis

ADN

Jill Drechlcr

huNiness
Debra Quillman

fine arts

Amy Wooton
fine arts

Gregg Bellipanni

One arts



Editorial

Love Offers

Solution
The len>flhv Sfiyc (»f Amprininw ^t' fh«*

V-iitcd Stall's embassy by guerillas of

Irnn has broughl on many disastrous

changes internationally.

It seem*; rather ironic that all the

lermrism stems from the one basis upon

whieh our rountry was founded -

brotherhood. Because our leaders saw an

individual in need, our nation has been

iUTUseii of harboring a eriminai. It may
be true that the Shah of Iran did (ommit

numerous crimes, but a person's mis

takes are overlooked when he is in need

of medieal treatnient.

Kven though the Shah resorted to

seclusion after regaining his health, the

I'nifed Slates is still held responsible to

the point of our people remaining under
captivity.

This newsmaking event has triggered

many new and undesirable develop

ments here in America. For example,
our agricultural business transactions

have been altered in order to "punish the

Iranians".

Even locally, our farmers must suffer

in order for our government to prove its

abilities in vengefully responding to the

militants.

Because of the fact that the United
Slates refuses to purchase Iranian oil,

the price of gasoline has once again
risen, and citizens have been compelled
10 drastically reduce their consumption
of fuel.

Even world relations have been in

fluenced. Russia, thinking that the

United States has been made vulnerable
by the dramatic situation, has taken over
Afghanistan. This takeover has brought
a great threat to the United States
Olympic Team. Some of our leaders feel

that we should boycott the Olympics for

a newly designated location for the
summer sporting events.

President Jimmy Carter has recently
signed a proclamation stating that we
will furnish military support to Pakistan,
which borders Iran and Russia.

In my opinion, the time is well at hand
for the United States to take a stand
after "babying" Iran for so long a time
with wheal, as well as military articles.

America has finally awakened to the
conclusion that the world situation has
worsened and we cannot allow the
United States to be constantly degraded
in economic and military states.

The solution to all disorderly world
relations, in my view, lies within love
and brotherhood. If all nations would
learn to consider one another's problems,
assets, and ideas, the world could once
again be at peace and know real
harmony as a single democratic concept
of government.

Charlotte Winters

The Black Hole

The new semester is well under way
and everyone is now adjusted to their

new schedules. We welcome all the new
students into the dorm.
Why all the commotion from Joanne

Echols in the lobby of the dorm on
Tuesday. January 15?

Amy Wooton had a birthday party at

the BSU after the basketball game on
Thursday, Jan. 17. Happy Birthday,

Amy!
The winners for the contest held for

the best door decoration with Christmas
designs were Amy Wooton. (room 2)

first place: Bonnie Wilson, (room 25)
second place; and Amanda Milwood,
(room 10), third place.

Laura Runnels was married over the
Christmas holidays. We hated to see her
leave the dorm but wish her luck with
married life.

Liz Braswel! received an engagement
ring for her birthday from Mike Ragland
of Beizoni. No date has been set for this

occasion.

Lisa Freeman likes going to Pizza Hut
on Wednesday afternoons with the girls.

Lynel! Reynolds has a new nephew
who was born Monday morning of
January 14. His name is James Michael
Kimble. This is her second new addition
to her family within three months.
The boys dorm is overloaded this

semester whereas the girls dorm seems
empty. Could there be some reason for
this?

Some of the basketball team members
had a mud and egg fight on Saturday.
Jan. 12. All of these girls were a mess.

Margaret Sims went to Ole Miss to see
the Ole Miss girls basketball team play,
Jan. 11.

Cheating earns "x"
Philadelphia, Pa. - (I.P.) - Always

strict concerning academic violations.

University of Pennsylvania has insti

tuted a procedure whereby a student
who is caught cheating will be given a

permanent grade of X, ("no credit

reporters Lynell Reynolds.
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because of violation of Code of Academic
Integrity") which cannot be removed
from the transcript.

University Provost. Dr. Vartan Gre-
gorian, recently issued a new University
statement on the subject of cheating.
The standing of an educational institu-

tion and the value of a degree from that
mstitution are dependent upon the
mlegrity of study and research carried
on at that institution.

"It is the responsibility of the student
to see that his/her study and participa-
tion in the academic process is so
conducted that there can be no question
concerning integrity."

Violations of the University's Code of
Academic Integrity include, but are not
limited to: plagiarism, duplicate submis-
sion of materials, fraudulent citation
false daU. and cheating in the form of
possession or use of quizzes, exams or
term papers.

Along with the possibility of receiving
an "X" grade, students caught cheating
can also face disciplinary probation or
suspension. A student has at least three
avenues of appeal of the "X" grade -
from different branches of the Univer-
sity judiciary - before the grade is
permanent.
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Cafeteria has
new manager
Mr. R. Lance Hall has assumed

duties as manager of the Morrisoi)',

Cafeteria at MDJC.
Originally from Birmingham, Ala..

Jijp

Hall attended Itawamba Junior College

for two years.

Prior to joining Morrison's, Mr.
Hall

worked for Holiday Inn and for the

Hilton Hotel chain.

Mr. Hall commented that the students

here are "friendly folks, but Moorheadis
not too exciting a place to live in."

Hall says that he likes working with

the other members of the cafeteria staff

because they are loaded with experience

Mr. Hall, a bachelor, says his pride and

joy is his 200-pound Saint Bernard,

"Bear".

Other members of the cafeteria staff

commented that they enjoy working

with Mr. Hall and hope that he is here to

stay for a while.

Mr. Hall succeeds Mr. Eugene Row-
land who returned to his native Georgia

after one semester as manager of the

MDJC cafeteria.

RATS to meet

in Union Feb. 29
The statewide Recreational Activities

Tournament will be hosted by MDJC on

the Moorhead campus, Feb. 29 — Mar. 1.

Competitions will be held in pool,

ping-pong, chess, checkers, spades, table

soccer, and foosh ball.

All contests will be held in the Union
Building and all sixteen public junior

colleges in Mississippi are expected to

compete, according to Dean Robert
Warnock, coordinator.

Local entrants in the competitions will

be announced at a later date.

Musicians roll along
The Jazz Band and T.J.'s are off to a

rolling start for the spring semester,

according to Director Joe Abrams. Mr.

Abrams said that there may be a special

T.J. tryout for a soprano alternative, but

it's not definite now.
Although there has been a pretty good

turnout for the Jazz Band. Mr. Abrams
says, "more participants are needed."
Those members so far this semester

are: Lisa Freeman - Indianoia. Amy
Wooton - Beizoni, Morvin Tarver
Greenwood, Steve Shelton Eupora. Bill

Whatley - Drew, Stan Norwood - Drew,
Debra Quillman Oxford. Henry Farrish
- Ruleviile. Gregg Bellapanni - Indianoia,

Win Chambers - Greenville. Clark Secoy

Rolling Fork, Peary Forrest - Green-
ville. Tanya Rowe Indianoia, Karen
Holly Greenville. Sandra Blasingame
Greenville.

Mr. Abrams has released a list of

"arranged and nonarranged" perform-
ances for the Jazz Band: Thursday, Feb.

7 - Basketball home game & Thursday.
March 4 MDJC Union (Holiday Salute).

In the future they will play at Leflore

County High School. Greenville High

School, Miss MDJC pageant. Yellow-Doe
Festival. These performances are to be

arranged.
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WANTED:
1-37" wide x 28" high ^A" A.

C. or A. D. plywood suitable for
cabinet doors.

FOR SALE:
Ipr. of cabinet doors 37" wide

(cut slightly off center.) Hinges
and pulls not included n
CONTACT VO-TECH BLDG.
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•Term paper" company sales boom

1980

jdemic Research Papers: Improve

r
Grades." say the ads in college

-papers and such national magazines

Rolling Stone. "Send $1 for catalogue

ijpics." It is research that is for sale,

. it is research that can be handed in

professor as a term paper with little

,,,,re than axe-typing.

Nobody knows how many of these

papers are bought by college students,

but il is easy to see that the companies

jj,
term paper business are making

(Ui well. Since their beginnings in the

[arly I970's, such companies as Re-

^arch Assistance of Los Angeles, and

Collegiate Research Systems in New
york have expanded their services with

national advertising and catalogues of

ije-written papers which number in the

housands. If just one-half of one

ercent of college students bought a

lO-page paper annually, the companies

vould take in over $2 million.

While it's difficult to find out how
many papers are being sold, or to whom,
the quality of those papers can be
investigated. A situation presented
hself where a reporter, who is also a

senior at the University of Arizona, had
been assigned a 10-page term paper in

his modern dramatic literature course,

plans were quickly drawn up to buy a

paper to turn in to the professor without
Sis knowing it. The students's own.
leif-prepared term paper would be left

ffith a department head and turned in

tfterthe purchased paper was graded.
The first thing to do was get a

catalogue. There was a nagging ques-
tion of whether or not the companies
letually were selling honest-to-goodness
lerm papers. After all, when inter-
newed by reporters, most deny that the
purpose of their business is to fulfill
itudents' needs.

"We hate that term (term paper mill(
|cing applied to us," said Michael
'pencer of Research Assistance. "Most
'tour service is sold to businesses. We
»n t even know how many students use
he service. We're just selling informa-
lon; the morality lies with the student."
But the myth was quickly dispelled by
ne phone call by the student/reporter.

Hello. I need a term paper fast,"
the student to the gentleman who

jswered the phone at. Research Assist-

**^en is your paper due?" he

Tft
the subject?"

«ner noting that the paper wasn't due
firee weeks, the gentleman said

JL.''''J'^"^>'
^i'^e to order the

"^^g^ebymail. "And if you need the

T' ^.^°^^'y after you get the cata-

fone;
^"d order it by

^"e dollar, and about five days later.
catalogue arrived. In "Drama:

"n JnT ^^'^ P^P^'-^ 'o choose

ildbr/
"^^"^'"^ ">a"y t'«es that

^ and nth i;"*^^'
comparative litera-

^icec.m ! '^""^ ^"^sections. The

:re was % P^P^""^" ^^^^t.

Reali7pH J^^ Concept of Freedom

»phv I
footnotes and biblio-

- And second, there was^^ht- Cn ---""u. iiicic was

theatre
^ ^^^ ^^^^ purpose of

ietise of H
^ spectator

'•^nment "^^^n^^"*^*^^
^^^^^

es • a 10-page paper with foot-

lie

is
^s^'^^^^Pre-written catalogue

wiiih t ^ page- Original
^v.nbedonwfor$8apage. The

«ved ef,?^'"^
up as the degrees

^"Sher. For $12 a page one

paper because it was cheaper

n.ate.a,s.H.chth:rrciam:^^^^^^^^^
be turned m for academic credit Nosuch law exists in Arizona. And orcourse, -f any studem was caught biingand turnmg ,n such materials verbalimhe^sbew

To get around the"Knowingly-turned-
'n rule, the companies require most

r:)f''''
to sign a disclaimer saying

that the materials bought would no[ bfused for academic credit. But theUmvers-ty of Arizona signed no disclaim

The U. S. Postal Service once tried toshut down the term paper companiesdaimmg that by selling papers through
the ma.l the companies were working to
defraud the third party involved- the
colleges and universities they were
turned in to.

-'It's very complicated." said Thomas
A. Ziebarth, an attorney and invetigator
in the consumer protection office of the
Postal Service in Washington D C
"You have to show that they knowingly
are sellmg the papers to be turned in for
academic credit."

In the past, the best the Postal Service
could do was to get a forced "consent
agreement" from the companies, where-
by they would have to turn over their
records of purchasers upon request of a
college. Even that limited action was
costly and difficult to obtain.

"And there is nothing to keep a
student from using a false name when he
buys the paper," said Ziebarth.

The time to order the paper arrived. It

was ,ust one week before the paper
was due. so the order was made over the

phone. "We can send it out C.O.D. , or

you can pay tor ,t w.th you MasterCharge or Visa." the seller said.
A V.sa number was given, the amount

'allied, and the transaction compkied
War. ninutc- saui O.c muoc.m .v-

porter.
| want to make sure nobody

ZL that-/"""
^"^ P^^*-**-

hJh'^k^"^.'*"
""^^^^ chuckled.He d heard It before. "Sure. We keep

records of which schools the papers aresem to. Hold on a second and I'll check
It right now."
He turned a moment later. "Uh that

paper was sent to a University of Arizona
student m 1974. Do you still want it

>

You might want to change the first page
around. *

No professor can remember papers
trom five years back, the reporter
reasoned. "'Sure that's okay Send it.

Four days later, a plain white envelope
arrived with ten pages of "research."
I he paper had been photocopied and it

required re-typing before it could be
turned in. Footnotes were included
although the style wasn't quite correct
The paper was re-typed exactly as it

came in. and was turned in to the
unsuspecting professor two days later.
The paper was given an A-minus "I

wavered between a B-plus and an
A minus."said the professor after he
had found out about its origin. "So I

gave the benefit of the doubt to the
student. There really were some good
points made here."

it should be noted that the student/re-
porter was doing "A" work in the class
and had a fairly close student/professor
relationship. The class had about 18
studnts in all.

The reporter, being of sound journal-
istic ethics ("a sap." as some might put
it) explained the situation to the profes-
sor and then turned in his real paper. It

received a B. There is no moral to this
story.

Nader

attacks
tests

TUCSON. Ariz. (CCRS) - Consumer
advocate Ralph Nader wants New York
students to work to eliminate sUndard-
ized tests in the admissions process ifexam costs and availability are affected
by the new "Truth-in-Testing" law
A major element of the law requires

thai questions and answers for every
test given in New York after Jan. 1 bemade public after 30 days. The Educa-
tional Testing Service, which develops
many of these tests, and other opponents
claim this disclosure would increase
costs since testers would have to develop
new questions each time an exam is
given and then made public. Currently
questions are often repeated. To make
up for the costs of disclosure, testers
say exam fees will increase, and they
will be given less often.

"It's a phoney argument." Nader
recently told reporters before address-
ing students at the University of
Arizona. He claimed ETS's own docu-
ments show that less than five percent of
Its testing costs goes to question
development. He added that the non-
profit corporation's computers have
300,000 questions in storage.

"Since ETS lost its battle in the
legislature, it now turns to blackmail

"

Nader said.

He suggested that if prices increase
and availability decreases as testers say
that New York students should then
nriove to have the tests eliminated from
the admissions process.
But the state's Public Interest Re-

search Group, which lobbied for the
legislation, is first considering legal
action if cost and availability are
affected. Students are "the captive
consumers" of these tests since they
must be taken for admission. NYPIRG's
Steve Solomon said.

He also claimed that 1 1 states are now
considering similar laws. "The issue is
not going away," said Solomon.

STEP ON IT BorS,

WE J^sr GOT IS

WORE ORDfiRS IW

fA?ERS Otl THE PfiRALLELS

BEIWEEAT HAMLET UEOSS
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News in brief

Foley attends CETA
On J.inuiry IH. WO. f'harl- s y.-W y,

VoTfch din'rtor, an.f V'.'.uii'. Downs of

the Greenville center, attended a CETA
mrt'lint; in Jjrkson.

The new l.ihomtnry fnr ihc mwliral lah

students is nearinK completion. Tho
•supplies used in this class have bo*':i

onlrrcd. In this pro-am, classes will be

uu^ht in Urine Analysis. SfroloKV. and

Clinical Chemistry. Mrs. Kllen Allen

thi' ronrdmator of the program.

Sixteen frivshman students hav«> en

rolled in Medical Lab. Instructions will

start here in about two weeks. Applic.i

ti()ns for (he fall semester are now bi-inif

taken. Those interested should go by the

Vf> tech building and see Miss Allen or

Mr. Joe Carley.

The Human Relations Seminar was
held January 14 17. 1980 at the FJaptisL

Student Union on the Mississippi Delta

Junior College campus. Rev. Harold

Jordon was the guest speaker. This

seminar was sponsored by the Christian

Action Commission and J. Clark Hens-

'j'y r\* '„; i , . <
i . t (•

srppi Uaifljst Si'ininrir^ Ricarrt •<

pre'-'diMii

On Frida\. Jar. i ! :t

was Ill-Id .1* 'hi- ML-siNMpui Drliii '

.

''jllege ( .'iix iini [i 'asi*/.' *• I"

Those who iilcndeit then ciif . • 't

Haplisl SludenJ Ifnion. .I'.f brerik:a'<

;m'j parlicrpared in a worshit* ^» lo-

tniramural basketball b«'}.;ar) >

f-ampus Jan. 14-16. Act-nriliiik! i - I >i

Allen Snowden there are eigri bow
reams and two girls teams. I'hr i.'ames

start at 7 oclo<-k. The Malmati<»:'s are
favored. Th'- names are srhedi.letl .t^i r a

period of I Wf) months.

The following is the 19H0 st-heduJt- for

the Delta Dancers:

January 21 - MDJC
January .'JO - DSU
February 7 MDJC
February 14 - DSU
February 21 - Pillow Academy
April 9 & 10 • Spring Dance IVograiii

Illinois State considers

new division
Normal. III. - (I.P.) — The Academic

Senate at Illinois State University has

approved recommendations for the

reduction of deficiencies in basic skills of

students that would change admissions
standards and create a new Division of

Student Academic Services.

Action by the Senate came more than
two years after the proposal was made
to reduce deficiencies in basic skills and
followed hearings by a committee on
basic skills and other groups.

Regular admission of freshman stu-

dents would move away from a reliance
on rank in the top half of the graduating
class to a sliding scale that would
consider both class rank and scores on
ACT or SAT tests. Currently, more than
90 percent of students are admitted to
the university on the basis of class rank.
Changes in the admissions policy for

entering freshmen would be effective in

the fall of 1980. In addition, effective in

the fall of 1982. all applicants must show

evidence of competence in English use
and in computation.

The recommendations called for in-

creased use of the special opportunity
admissions policy where necessary to

assure an appropriate level of minority
student enrollment. The number of

special-opportunity admissions each year
would be limited to no more than 10
percent of the previous year's total

entering freshmen admissions.

The university would continue to offer

special-assistance courses to prepare
students for college-level work that
would yield credit but not toward the
120 hours needed to graduate.
The new student academic services

division would include a number of
existing services, centers or programs
including the Mathematics Center, the
Writing Center, the Reading-Study Skills
Center, the High Potential Student and
the Summer Opportunity for Freshmen
programs, the Academic Advisement
Center and other such services.

Harvard returns to Basics
Cambridge, Mass. - (I.P.) — Marking

the culmination of a three-year review of
every aspect of Harvard College, Presi-
dent Derek C. Bok, in his annual report
released here, states:

"Lengthy reports have now been
submitted on admissions, advising, con-
centrations, the quality of teaching, and
on Houses and undergraduate life. These
reports contain useful proposals to
strengthen the College, many of which
are already being implemented. Of
these, none was so thoroughly debated
or so widely publicized as the creation of
a new core curriculum to replace the
General Education Program.

"In fashioning this curriculum, we had
merely supposed that we were quietly
domg our best to improve upon a
program in General Education that had
grown rather stale and diffuse after

thirty years of service. We soon found
that our review had become the center of
national attention and debate.
"Newspaper writers examined our

efforts in search of some fundamental
change in the direction of higher
education. Dozens of editorials, radio
programs, and magazine articles pro-
nounced judgment on our enterprise.
RepresenUtives of other universities
displayed their interest either by asking
for copies of the new curriculum or by
expressing surprise and indignation that
our efforts were attracting so much
attention.

"From the welter of opinions that fell
upon us. three principal themes
emerged. Spokesmen from the media
pronounced the approving verdict that
Harvard was leading a movement 'back
to basics' after a decade of inexcusable
permissiveness in higher education

Oakland reviews

liberal arts
"His role in Oakland's ei.. oorate

planning process seems somewhat uncer-

tain and ill-defined, with the important

initiatives and decisions taking place

either below or above him. Like other

Oakland deans, the Dean of Arts and

Sciences seems institutionally to lack

much of the authority needed if he is to

be able to play a strong and constructive

role in helping to shape and improve the

quality of his college.

"The dean meets every other week
with the A&S chairmen and weekly with

an elected faculty executive committee
which advises him on a variety of college

policy matters. He shares information

freely with both groups, and provides

departments with useful institutional

data such as the comparative credit

analysis for the college as a whole.

"Arts and sciences faculty members
noted the leveling or declining enroll-

ments in some programs and expressed
concern that this might encourage a
lowering of Oakland's academic stand-
ards or a shift in emphasis toward more
pre-professional or professional prog-
rams.

"Although some departments have
recognized the need to participate more
fully in evening instruction and are
scheduling their evening offerings so as
to make possible the completion of an
undergraduate major over a period of
years, this is by no means uniformly the
case.

"Nor does the A&S faculty seem
generally interested in off-campus or
non-credit continuing education work,
both of which may prove to be important
props to A&S enrollment in the decade
ahead."

"As Oakland's liberal arts bas*
College of Arts and Sciences ^
original and is by far the

|^

academic unit of the university
Qr

whole, it has an excellent repm^
among students for the quality J
teaching, and has a number of

departments, especially in tht

and several of the social scienct^

"It also appears to have
sev

weaker departments which would
h

fit from a system of periodic prol
reviews. The college has a more or ^
traditional liberal arts curriculum
set of degree requirements. A reel

and praiseworthy innovation is it^

^

Honors College. The college offers a

'

range of libera! arts disciplines
and

one of Oakland's strengths.
'

"Because of the way Oakland
structured and perhaps also because

"

the centralizing effect of faculty um,
zation. the arts and sciences dean
somewhat fewer functions and respon^

bilities than are often found in tin,

office. The college provides nu studea

academic advising services, for examplt

assigning that responsibility to in

departments with respect to thft

majors. It maintains no student record

"As is the case throughout
i

university, the dean is only one

several faculty or administration revn.

levels in tenure cases, and he doesnal

have the power to block a weii

candidate for tenure. He has mm\
authority to exercise quality eon!

over new appointments and promoli<

not involving tenure, however, and

:

his budget allocations can influence li*

quality and development of coUep

programs.

Texas looks at comp
Austin. Texas — (I.P.) — If a growing

number of freshmen and other lower-
division students can't produce effective
essays in English composition courses,
chances are their writing isn't what it

should be in government, history, chem-
istry or foreign-language classes.

Dr. Joseph Moldenhauer, now in his
first term as chairman of the University
of Texas Department of English, is

promoting the idea of cooperation among
the University's faculty members to
shore up the declining verba! skills of a
growing undergraduate population.
While he specializes in American

literature of the mid l9th Century. Dr.
Moldenhauer says he teaches writing in
all his courses at lower-division, upper-
division and graduate levels. He also
teaches courses on 20th Century litera-
ture and introduction to literature and
will teach freshman composition during
the 1980 spring semester.
"One of my hopes is to persuade my

colleagues in other departments that
their own educational effectiveness is
going to be enhanced enormously if they
give undergraduate students an op-
portunity to write prose in the area they
study." he says. The area of primary
instruction doesn't matter, he adds.
"One of the problems that has resulted

from academic specialization is a kind of
fiction that English dep...ments and
journalism departments are the reposi
tones of all wisdom about the English
language." Moldenhouer observes "Butwe all use English, all the time. And I
believe English teachers should teach
writing, and so should Spanish teachers
and historians and engineers and busi-
ness administration professors."
Any teacher who can write in the area

of his own "substantive knowledge-

criticizes his own writing and

provide criticism of students wrii!

work, he says.

Moldenhauer says improvini:

skills won't be an easy job, and ihato'

the years, the department's general

will devote more time to the needs

lower-division students and the

blems of declining literacy. "We a

somehow will that verbal aptitLiHe'

high school graduates be improv^fi

per cent."

But, he adds, the idea doesn t boti

him "particularly" as long a.s th*"'

ency toward more attention to theIo<

division does not weaken upper di^n

and graduate programs. "I don't tl

that our chief function is to be a reir?

reading and writing department,

abandoned our commitment to lit^

training, we would no longer b*

English department" _

Don't forget

graduation!
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SGA to hold

benefit dance
The SGA will sponsor a dance for the

benefit of St. Jude's Hospital Tuesday
night. Feb. 26.

Jimmy Harris of Clarksdale will

furnish disco music for the dance which
will start at 9 p.m. and end at midnight.
Admission will be 75c per student.
The dance proceeds will be added to

approximately $70 which Phi Beta
Lambdsa and the SGA have collected on
the basketball free throw competition
held at recent home games.

Singers to attend

choral festival
The M.D.J.C. Singers, under the

direction of Mr. Ron James, will be
attending the State Choral Festival.
Feb. 22-23. 1980, at Hinds Junior CoUege
in Raymond. Mississippi. The M.D.J.C.
Singers will represent this institution in
competition with the other junior college
choruses and ensemble groups. The
competition is based on two categories of
vocal performing: (1) Popular songs, folk
music, and gospel renditions: and. (2)
Sacred, classical secular, and contem-
porary choral songs for S.A.T.B. choirs.
The festival will end with a Mass Choir

of over 400 students singing under the
guest director for the Choral Festival.
This year's guest conductor is Dr. Hugh
Sanders from West Texas State Univer-
sity. Dr. Sanders is world renowned as a
conductor, singer, clinician, and vocal
adjudicator throughout the United
States as well as abroad.

Moorhead, Mississippi

Ramblin*

^^lll^^
by Gregg Bc!lip:inrii

Vote for your favorite couple
Who is your favorite campus couple?
The SGA will give you a chance to

vote for the couple of your choice
Thursday, Feb. 14.

Bus system discussed
by Marvin Tarver

Crowded buses and higher fuel prices
will soon bring changes in MDJC's bus
system.

Since the mid 50's, the college has
provided bus transportation free of
charge to any student who wanted to
ride the bus.

The school presently operates eight
buses to the supporting counties that
make up the school district, and trans-
ports an average of one hundred sixty
students.

At the beginning of this school year,
each of the thirty-two passenger buses
averaged about twenty student riders.
In November, one bus route. (Mayers-
ville) has doubled its student ridership.
This created what Dr. J.T. Hall, presi-
dent of the college, described as a
"dangerous situation." "We had students
standing in the aisles." said Dr. Hall.
To remedy this situation, Jack Harris,

superintendent of the buildings and
grounds, hic added one more bus
(originating from Hollandale) to the
route.

School officials acknowledge this as
only a short-term solution. According to
Dr. Hall. MDJC plans to purchase three
new sixty-five passenger buses at an
approximate cost of eighteen thousand
dollars per bus. The administration
expects to have the buses in operation
by the faU of 1980.
Two of the buses will be put into

service on those routes with large
student ridership, (Greenville and

Mayersville) cutting in half the cost of
transportation. The other bus will be an
activity bus and will be used by the
athletic teams, band and other campus
organizations.

Another major headache in operating
the bus system is the rising cost of fuel
needed to keep the program alive.

According to Harris, MDJC spent
approximately $6,400 dollars on gasoline
during the month of January. In an
average month, the commuter buses
consume around 2,600 gallons of gas. At
the current wholesale market price for

bulk shipments, that translates into

approximately $2,500 dollars. Broken
down over a nine month basis, the
school's average expense is $140 dollars

for each student who rides the bus.

The administration recognizes the
importance of sustaining the present bus
system. According to Dr. Hall. "Some
students could not come to school

without the free transportation afforded
them by the buses."

There is no direct solution to rising

fuel prices, but officials are searching for

an answer to their busing problems. One
such solution that has been proposed —
but not formally discussed by the

administration or school board — is to

charge students a fee for riding the bus.

Commenting on the fee idea, Dr. Hall

said that the fee probably wouldn't be

directly charged to the students who
ride the buses.

Nomination blanks for this competition

may be picked up at the Information

desk in the Student Union.

"In making the nominations, the

student picking up the petition should

write in the names of the couple of his

choice and sign the petition." said Dean
Robert Warnock, SGA adviser.

"The only qualifications that persons

nominated must meet is that they be a

couple currently dating here at MDJC,"
said Warnock.

The election will be conducted by the

SGA during the supper hour Thursday
night.

Party-goers and hell raisicrs ot Moor-
hcad. please give me your ailention!
Whalevcr happened to the old Moorhead
I used to know?

Don't you remember the old days of
partying, partying, partying! Halt ot us
have got a college degree in the subject.
Ucmember Mai-on. the Grove, the ires-

tie. and Worms?
1 realize that these places are now "off

limits", so to speak.

But the Paramount, Pi/za Hut, Zoltc's
and Jubilee's are just awaiting us with
eager spirits.(No pun intended!)

Has the money-crunch got yon in a
bind? Thai's understandable, but the
barn and the trestle are still out there
literally aching for company.

I'm not saying that you should give up
studying. Just don't sit in your dorm
room getting dulled-out when you could
be somewhere having li good time!

1 think one oi the things that had
gotten us down is the unusual number of
personal problems and people who claim
lo he problem-solvers. Life in the dorms
seems to be turning into one big soap
opera,

lUre s an examplc(the names are
tictitous). Sue is mad at John because he
wants to date Agnes. John is mad at Sue
because he thought she was pregnant.
Meanwhile. Sue is moving in on Maud's
terrilory--well. that has really made
Maud's best friend Jean mad. Jean is

getting married but her tlanee gets mad
anytime another guy gets near her. And.
if that isn't enough, they are all trying lo

help other people work out their prob-

lems.

Will Sue ever forgive John? Will

Jean ever be friends again with Sue?
Will people ever learn how tt» work out

their own problems? Will Moorhead e^er

get back to normal "abnornal situa-

tion"? "And what about Naomi?"
For the answers to these, and many

other pu/zling questions, tunc in for the

next episode of "As the Dorm Turns".

A very special Valentine
by Cissy

Millions of paperhearts are processed

each year on February the Fourteenth.

Add assortments of cards saying "Be
Mine" and "I Love You." Valentine

lollipops, candied hearts. Shiny heart-

shaped boxes of candy, and red roses can

be found everywhere. Is this really what
Valentine's is? I used to think so until I

met Laura.

I remember clearly the first time I saw
Laura in the University Medical Center

in Jackson, MS. She was in a hospital

room surrounded by beautiful flowers

and every kind of toy you can imagine.

At first, being only nine years old, I

didn't notice the little girl on the bed. I

was totally fascinated with the gifts that

filled the room. Then I saw her — a

fragile little girl swallowed by sterile

white sheets. Her skin, the color of the

sheets, was etched with delicate blue

veins and her head was a mess of tangled

blonde hair.

I was unprepared to find such a pitiful

creature in the beautiful surroundings,

Waddcll

and for a moment, I was unsure of what I

should do ifer how I felt about the
situation, "^hen I realized that this

death like fairy was as equally taken a

back by me. It wasn't long before we
both overcame our shyness and were
friends.

Later my mother explained to me that

Laura was born with a very bad heart

and that she was waiting for someone to

donate theirs. Valentine's Day was near,

so I decided to give Laura a Valentine.

In my child's mind it was very important

to me to give her a very special heart.

Laura never got her Valentine. She died

in Intensive Care two weeks later.

The Heart is the symbol of love but it's

also the symbol and source of life. On
this Valentine's Day think of Laura.
Send a donation to the American Heart
Association in honor of your Valentine,

or. you might consider signing a donor's
card so that someday you can be
someone's very special Valentine.
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Everyone is well underway in the
semester so far. People seem to be
studying more this semester. The giris

in the dorm seem to be getting along
better. By this time last semester, there
had been four or five fights.

There has been more Trojan spirit.

Everyone seems to be participating in

basketball games.
You can sure tell its time for term

papers because everyone is at the
library these days and nights.

Thursday nights have become a drag
because many of the girls are missing
'Worms*. Some are trying to keep this up
by going to the poor hall in Moorhead.
The Sophomores are talking about the

approaching of graduation and it seems
that they will be missing Moorhead.

All the girls are wondering what is in

store for them on Valentines Day. Some
will be disappointed, and others will

have surprises.

Did you see Sheila Russell, Nikki
Ellett, K.K. Henderson, and Tammy
Stokes these past weeks. They were
trying to capture the look of Bo Derek.
Boys, do you like this hairstyle?

More girls are going to breakfast,
come on girls let's keep this 'macho
image'. Bible study is being held every
Wednesday in the dorm. There httve

been good turnouts.

Even though there is not much
excitement this semester, the girls are
still enjoying dorm life and are planning
to make it one of the best semesters yet.

BSU plans mission

During spring break. March 7-16. 16
MDJC students and four adults will be
going to North Dakota State University
and Moorhead State University on a
mission trip. "Our mission there will be
to encourage thfi BSU Program at
NDSU and to seek to establish a baptist
witness at Moorhead State", said Rev
Carroll Daughtry, BSU director.
The groups ministry while there will

be one of singing, sharing and visiting in
dorms.

Last year a group of students made a
similar trip during spring break and
were instrumental in constituting a
Baptist Student Union Program at
North Dakota State University.
The group this year will be on each

campus two days. Three days and two
nights will be required to make the trip

there and then to return. The group will

be staying in the educational annex of a

local church . . . sleeping on red cross

cots.

The Mississippi Baptist Student Con-
vention is giving $700 towards the
expense of the trip; The home churches
of the students making the trip are being
asked to help with the expense. "The
students have committed themselves to

give and raise the greater part of the
money," said Rev. Daughtry.

Rev. Daughtry. made a trip in

January to secure permission to be on
t he campuses and make other necessary
plans. He reported that the morning he
left to return home the temperature was
33 below zero. So if a student ask to
borrow your woo] coat or "long handles",
don't be shocked?

Join the chorus!

Rehearsals for the MDJC Community
Chorus' presentation of Schubert's Mass
in G are being held every Tuesday night
from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center.

Director Ron James says that at least
30 people have attended the regular
practices. James says that he hopes to

sUge a chorus of 75 singers and fifteen

whtt nT""*^" Production
which will be presented in the MDJC
Coliseum. Mar. 23. at 3 p.m
James says that MDJC students orother interested persons are invited to

join the chorus for this presentation
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Like many other public opinion

samples taken on this subject across the

U.S. since President Carter called for

reinstitution of the draft in his State of

the Union message in January, respon-

dents at MDJC have very mixed reac-

tions to this question.

Selected responses demonstrate the

confusion:

Earl Durham, Business Major from
Belzoni: Women should be drafted

because they should be frightening for

combat rebels.

Meg Hughes, General Eklucation

Major. Inverness: Women should only go

if they want to; after all, people must
remember that they are dealing with

ladies, not just anybody.

Steve Shelton, Sociology Major,

Eupora: If women can fight for equal
rights, they can fight in the military.

Kathy Mulcahy, Leiand: People should
remember that women are women and
not men.

Melvin McCoy, Sheet Metal Major,
Buelah: Women want to be liberated;

why shouldn't they enter the service?

Eless R«ed, Sheet Metal Major,
Buelah: Women should not be drafted.
They were made for things other than
combat.

Pe

Bessie Williams, Medical L^l
Clarksdale: I don't think anyon
be drafted. It's a violation of a

^

civil rights. It should be up to the
No one should be forced.

Ron Williamson, General ^
Greenwood: Women should be

'

join if they want to. Women are fe

and shouldn't fight. Part of the

^

that we fight is to protect the sa[
the homeland. I picture the home!
women in the home . . .

Linda May, Nursing Major,
g

wood: Women aren't capable of 'fi„L.

That's a man's job.

Mr. Dwight Spencer, Science
tor: If women want to serve, the
volunteer. Draft for men shoukj
universal, so that every male

ca^

trained to fight. Other countries
world use this system. When maC
trained for specific military assignm,
that country can convert its manp,,
swiftly in cases of a crisis.

Dr. Allen Snowden, Math Instrua.
Women should not be drafted unie^
becomes a necessity. American tradi

couldn't uphold it. Our idea of a womai
different from that of other countria

My date with the draft board
—Scott Forrest

It was a hot July day, and I was
walking to comp class. (I had flunked
comp during the '79-'80 spring term.)

I looked up and saw this subhuman-
looking man approaching me. He was in
some sort of uniform with the initials
"MP" on his shirt sleeve.

At first I thought that he was my old
friend and beer-buddy, Mike Perkins,
back from Canada.

Boy, was I wrong!
It — I mean he — was from the Draft

Board.

Pointing his finger at me. he said:
"Uncle Sam wants you".
When I asked him if he were my

cousin, he said an obscenity that I had
never even thought of.

Then he put the handcuffs around my
wrist and led me to his leader (who by
the way, was not my uncle).

His leader began to question and test
me.

"Son. do you think that you are in fair
physical condition?"

"Fair to poor." I replied.
"Boy. are you gay?"
Because I didn't understand the

question. I answered: "no. but I am
optimistic."

For the intelligence part of the test

asked: "T or F, Grant was buriwi

Grant's tomb?"
"F".

"That's right, you passed. Go see i

doctor."

I passed the physical. But I will m
understand how that man had becom
doctor. He had to use my fingers u

toes for counting. Shoot, I can count ji

using my fingers.

The preceding story is a gra

exaggeration, but parts of it e«.,

become reality.

President Jimmy Carter has 35I1

Congress to reinstate the registrati

for the draft.

The next step in his plan might be

draft itself.

Ted Kennedy has come out agaii

registration for the draft. If you art

registered Democrat, you can vote ) ^

opinion on the draft in the upcomi

primary.

If you are against the draft, you

better write to your congressmac
know of at least one Mississippi «

gressman who is in favor of registratk

Don't be afraid to voice your opifiM

Write a letter and vote.
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Final countdown
on The Retrospect

Tuesday, 1:30 p.m.
Staff members combine ideas on student life -(he final signature nf th^

Tuesday, 3:30 p.m.

"Kay won't reaJly mind printing 43
pixs for you . .

Lynell searches out one more more
mug shot.

By Wednesday at 5 o'clock, it had been done. And "All of the above." plus GlennFord. D.ana.Surney. and Liz Brazwcll were ready to shout. The staff expects todistribute the book in late April.

Tuesday, J p.m.
"Minnie, you forgot the head point size .

Alternative views of Valentine's Day by Scott, Ruth, and Brenda
....Would it ba Valentine's diy if....

•your first dozen red roses were
plastic.

„
•>'°"5 candy all had cream centers

and the cream centers were actually
onion dip.

.your 5 lb. box of chocolate was a
"ershey bar and a brick.
• -..the plant your brother save your was
poison ivy.

• ..the person of your dreams sent you a
sympathy card.

tcd^°"^
"ew diamond ring was simula-

....your mother gave you a pair of boxer
trunks with "I LOVE MOM " printed all

over them.
....your date to the sweet heart banquet
was broken because her third cousin's,

brother-inlaw's. step-brother's, great-

uncle's, daughter's, ex-husband cut him-
self shaving.

....your 14 karat gold necklace was made
by Dupont.
....cupid was locked up for carrying a

weapon on campus,

by Scott Forrest

Valentine's Day
Valentine's, that memorious day
On which you cherish someone in a

special way.

The exchanging cards, the trading of

kind words

That to any listener would sound absurd
Watching that familiar face break into s

silly grin

Makes your eyes beam with love from
within

Love is an intangible but wonderful thing

Don't complicate it with a band and a

ring

Cherish the moment and cherish the

smiles

Be laid back and enjoy it for a while

Enjoy the moment because it's a trans-

cienl thing

Just hope for the happiness it might
bring

So slop and show someone close that

you care

Valentine's comes but once a year.

by Ruth Mullen

Will You Love Me
Just For Mo?

Can you lock nic in your hcarl.

Let me view the innermost depths of

your soul

Love me slill when we're apart.

Living in togetherness, no matter where
we go?

And, please overlook my downfalls.
I'm so far from perfect, and yet I never

claimed to be
Some may say I ask for all -

But. wilt you love me just for me?

Can you say I make you smile.

When no one else can calm or soothe
your pain?

If only for a little while

I only want to hear you laugh again.
Will you stand beside me always.

Yet somehow, let us know that we are

free.

With the good there miKt be bad days.
Bui will you love nit just for me?»

by Brenda Mitchell
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Semester Scholers

4.00 DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS LIST

Humphreys — Durham. Earl M.;

Halbrook, Andrew L.: White, Meta P.

LeOore — Drechsler. Jill A.; Elliott,

Leslie; Rayburn. Ricky G.; Ware. Betty

A.: Whites. Perry M.
Sunflower — Bellipanni. Gregory:

Fike. Linda H.; Hackson, Charles W.;

Parker. Teresa J.; Rhodes. Arthur D.;

Rowe, Tanya E.; Thames. Debroah E.;

White. Lisa W.
Washington — Bolte, Brent A.

Fratesi. Evelyn M.; Johnston, Valerie;

Parkerson, Lynn C; Southall, Kathryn

E.; Watkins. Larry

Tallahatchie — Mitchell, Edna R.

3.50-3.99 Scholars Ust

BoUvar — Jackson. Jerry; Jones,

Kenny L.; Mitchell, Brenda L.; Pyles,

Michael D.; Thomas. Jr. Johnny; Wood
Johnston

Coahoma — Belvedresi, Carol K.;

Brooks. Alden K.; Phelps, Thomas M.;

Weatherall, George

Humphreys — Allen, Jimmy H.;

Duett. Charles R.; Homad, Marcia D.;

Rodgers, Lisa E.; Wooten, Amy L.

Leflore — Acy. Stanley; Ainsworth,

Thomas D.; Caldwell, Elizabeth; Castle,

Sharon S.; Lindsey. Bethany A.; Mims.

Jimmy J.; Reed, John; Tankersley.

Jerry D.; Wates, Christopher; Bailey.

James D.

Sharkey — Heath. Sandra L.; Thomas,
Katherine

Sunflower — Bennett, Lisa B.; Camp-
bell, John T.; Fowler, Dorothy J.;

Freeman, Lisa G.; Hawkins, Becky L.;

Knight. Beverly C; Manning, Brian W.;

Martin, Walter N.; Morgan, Sherry R.;

Morris, Gwendolyn L.; Ray. Lisa C;
Raymond. Johnnie; Richards. Rhoda E.;

Slowers. William P.; White, Anthony;
Wright, Barbara

Issaquena — Boyd, Barbara S.

Washington — Aldridge, Michael L.;

Barrentine. Janice; Beal, Kathleen; Bell,

Patricia P.; Bingham. Cindy L.; Brown,
Betty A.; Collins, Janice L.; Crowell,

Cynthia W.; Denley. Doris R.; Gillam,

Marcia A.; Grant, Angelean; Gore,
David A.; Harper, B. Keith; Harris,

William W. Holley. Karen D.; Hudson.
Carilyn F.; Jackson, Christy C; Johnson,
Rutha C; Kelly Wilda A.; McCaskUl.
William C; McMinn, Mary C; Mobley,
Herman; Norris. Kim R.; Profit. Gwen-
dolyn; Staggs. Joni A.; Smith. Lee C;
Tharp, Donna; Yarbrough. Nancy
Grenada - Brock, Nell C.

Tallahatchie - Wolfe. Sharon G.
Lafayette — Quillman. Debra L.

3.00 • 3.49 HONORS LIST

Bolivar — Alford. Cynthia; Andrews,
Thomas L.; CaU. Shirley D.; Carver,
Nina K.; Jefferson, Houston; McDaniel.
Elvis F.; McNeU. Susan K.; ReginelU,
Dennis; Ross. Deborah L.; Self, Tim;
Silas, Libby J.; Stanton, Thelma J.;

Steed. Iris E.;

Coahoma — Crocker, Burl L.; Eley.
Clifton; Miles, Brenda; Weathersby,
John H.; Zanders, Calvin

Humphreys— Abies, Debra L.; Jones.
Darry L.; Mohamed, Gus H.; Moler,
James; Roberts, Brady; Towery, Kat-
rena; Wong. Fung Sun

Leflore — Bryant. William T.; Carroll.
Sandra H.; Crockett. Ben; Farrell.
Kimberly C; Hare. Patrick; Havard,
Sidney L.; Jackson, Charles; Jackson.
Gregory; Kimmel. Richard; Jernagin,
Jeffrey; Leflore, Frank; Makamson,
Joyce; Maxwell. Charles; Moor. Mary;
Muse. Candace; Richardson, Charlyn;
Russell. Sheila; Short. Frank; Smith,
Cynthia; Trippe, Sandra; Tyler. Mark;
White, Ernestine; Wiggins. Tammy;
Willcoxon. Mary; Wong, Joe V.
Sharkey - Dew, John W.; Ward,

Alisa G.

Basketball lor women hasn't proven to be a dull flrst season at all. Players like
leading scorer Frankle Brooks |147| led the Lady Trojans to a 7 - 13 season. Leading
rebounder for the ladies was Frankie Brooks.

If they could have broken the '*one-polnt Jinx", the mighty Trojan Men would have
been Ave victories richer. As It turned out, they won 9 and lost 14. Leading scorer for
the men was Nick Morken. Leading rebounder was Richard Little. Both
predominantly freshman teams should be m^jor contenders In the Mississippi Junior
College circuit next year.

Sunflower - Beckham, James Britt,
James; Cauley. Dotty Jo; Chatham.
William B.; Daffron. Jessie R.; Dubard.
William; Ellis, Donna; Eskridge,
Dorothy; Farrish, Henry; Godfrey,
Charles; Hampton. Pauline; Hancock,
Nelda; Inman Peggy; Jenkins. Cheryl;
Jenkins. Vicki; Lester, David; Luckett.
Bettye; McKay. Sharon; Mohammed,
Joseph; Mitchell. Priscilla; Parker,
Emma; Simpson. Sandra; Smithhart,
Will; Surn^y. Diana; Sykes. Gary Joe;
Trammell, Harriet; West, Bruce; Wil-
laims. Janet; Willingham. Martha

Issaquena — Boyd. Ricky; Cooper.
Mary
Washington - Adams. Claudean;

Bassi. Gregory R.; Bell. David; Blasin-
game, Sandra; Blaylock. Jackie; Buck-
ner. Susan: Cage. Dede; Carson. Carol-
issa; Clary. Sarah: Coleman. Nancy;
Combest. Steven; Cosey. Worthy; Goon,
Darrell; Goodwin, Cheryl; Harrison.
Mary; Hill. Victoria; HoUiday, Jo Ann;
Holmes. Louise; Johns. Georgia; John-
son, Kenneth; Jones. Preston; Jones.
Rose EtU; Lett. Warrin M.; Makamson,
Clifford T.; McAdory. David; Muzzi,
Donna; Nichols. Joseph; Norris. Dawn-
Northway. Walter; Parkinson. Cathe-
rine; Peebles. Judy; Penn. Ben C; Ross.
Dianne; Ross. Jolane; Smith. LoretU;
Stanford. Bettye; Stewart. Robert;
Sweet. Ella; Taplin. Helen; Tavenner,
Tern; Thomas. Charles; Turfitt. Angela-
Walls. Edna; Ware. Cynthia; Williams.
Charlotte: Winder. Thomas; Woodruff.
Sandra; Worbington, Sloan
Grenada — Hughes. Lesa
Holmes - Carr. James; Malone.

Beverly; Malone. Bobbie; Sanfofd. Doris
Montgomery — Daves. Brenda;

Henson, Patty; Hulett, Jane
TaUhatchie - Ely. Robert
Adams — Dunaway, Debbie
Webster — Elkins. Gregory; Hogue,

Howard
Out of Sute - Mullen, Ruth; Smith,

Michael; Valerio. John

News Brief
Mr. Charles Foley. Dr. Ray Whelan.

and Mr. Joe Carley attended a directors

meeting at Northwest Mississippi Junior
College, Jan. 30.

••«

Mr. Joe Ray. Mrs. Martha Woodall,
Mr. Ralph Ross, and Mr. Lamarr
Leggett will ateend a Southern Associa-
tion of Collegiate Registrars and Admis-
sions Officers conference in Nashville.
Feb. 11-14.

Director J.B. Randall is the proud
grandfather of a son born in early
January to his daughter. Robin (Mrs.
Edward Kennedy of Jackson)

*••

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth, Mrs.
Betty Watson, and Mrs. Melba Halbrook
attended a conference at Jackson State
University. Feb. 9.

a (50

Auto insurance

rates vary

By Diana Gonzalez Ettel

Reprinted by the CCRS with permission

of the University of Minnesota Daily

While auto insurance policies may
fairly standard from company to com
pany, prices are not.

If you are single and female and have
j

clean driving record, your jisuranc^

rates will be comparatively low. But U
you are a young, single male

with

average grades, your rate may be aj

much as $275 higher than your female

counterpart's, even if your driving

record is spotless.

The Daily surveyed those insurance

companies that, according to Minnesota

regulators, were the state's seven

largest auto insurers in 1977. The

companies surveyed were State Farm
Insurance, Farmer Insurance Group,

American Family Insurance, Allstate

Insurance, Mutual Service Insurance

Milbank Mutual Insurance and Sentry

Insurance.

Insurance agents for these companies

were asked to quote six-month rates for

21-year-old single male and female

students who have a clean driving

record, less than a B average, drive a

six-cylinder Chevrolet Nova eight miles

to school and back each day and put

about 10,000 miles on the car each yea;.

Rates were to include minimum cover

age allowed by state law. collision

coverage with $100 deductible aii(

comprehensive coverage with

deductible.

Allstate Insurance had the lowest

prices for men's rates ($229), w

Sentry had the lowest women's ratej

($136). Milbank Mutual Insurance hsi

the highest rates for both men ($411) am

women ($212). The differences betweci

highest and lowest rates were supri^

ingly high — $182 for males and $76 for

females.

Insuraace rates depend not only OD

sex and age, but on several other facton

as well:

—the year and make of the car you

drive;

—the number of miles you commatt

every day to school or work;
—how much you drive;

—where you live;

—your driving record;

—your grade average (good
can get you a 25-percent rate discount);

and

—the extent of your insurance cover

age.

Some companies add other qualifi*

tions that influence rates. For example

Farmers Insurance Group has a specii

package for nonsmokers.
State laws stipulate the minimus

amount of liability and sometimes n

'

fault insurance needed by drivers

Liability insurance covers you in f*"

you injure someone, and in those
that have no-fault insurance, *

designed to protect you while you >P

lying helplessly in the hospital emef

gency room and the insurance comp^i^*

are feuding over who to blame for ^

accident.

Rates on these types of covenf

depend on the insurance deductibi*

Such a deductible determines how
money the insured will have to payj|

repair of damages. For example, a
*

deductible means that you have to ^
the first $50 of repair costs and preve^

the consumer from filing any
smaller than the deductible.

If you feel your insurance compaojj
trying to rip you off, either by termi^
ing your policy or by not reimb
you adequately, you can file a comp
with your sUte's insurance reewla^i
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Ramblin'

1^^^^
by Gregg Bcllipanni

"February — the month foT love?
Another Valentine's Day has been shot

to perdition and back. Well, girls, did

you get something from your sweetheart
— a rose, candy, a gift? And, guys, did

you GYS, Bubba?
The Men's dormitories had a room

inspection. Thursday. Feb. 21. That
meant that all guys had to find a
bulldozer and shovel their rooms out. It*s

really amazing how many unusual things

a dorm room can acquire — comic books,
lost socks, lost parking tickets, and other
assorted genre. Some of our cafeteria

supplies are really amazing. The forks,

spoons, and salt and pepper shakers
seem to have grown legs and walked to

various rooms in the men's dorm. {So
that's where it's all been!)

T.J.'s had their first performance
Valentine's night. It went very well;

afterwards a certain female T.J. (K.H.)
met the man of her dreams (Big Boy at

Shoney's)

My prayers may have been answered.
Moorhead has started partying again.

Some of this warmer weather might
have had some influence. Congratula-
tions, partygoers!

I heard an interesting remark the
other day. Someone said that a person
convicted of insanity has two choices —
either spend one year at Whitfield or one
semester at Moorhead.
Happy Birthday, Mrs. A.!

Spring fever has hit!!!

Thought for the day: It is better to
keep your mouth closed and make people
wonder about your ignorance than to
open it and remove all doubt!

Adios!

Kiss Kathleei Richards
Miss Kathlene Richards, local chapter

adviser of the Nursing Club, has been
Wointed State Consultant for the
Mississippi Association of Student
Nurses.

During her two-year term, Miss
"'^'}*rds will oversee the sponsorship of
additional MASN chapters across the
sute.

Miss Richards joined the MDJC
197"*"^ Science faculty in the fall of

Miss Richards completed her first two
-^^ars of nurses' training in the ADN
program at MDJC. She received her B.S.

^^ursing from MUW in 1978.

Mississippi Delta Junior College Moorhead, Mississippi

The Third Annual Bridal Show will be staged by the MDJC modeling s(juad on March 4. These models (I. to r ) are
Louise Hurst, Clarksdale; Debbie Barlow, HoUandale; Terri Tavenner, Greenwood; and Kalhy Mulcahy, Leiand

Funds Sought For Energy Show Set
by Marvin Tarver

Mississippi Delta Junior College has
appealed to the Office of Energy for

matching funds to improve the fuel

efficiency of its buildings. That announce-
ment was made earlier this month by
Vice Pres. Sam Stafford.

The application was made under the
guidelines of the Technical Assistance
Program, which consists of five phases: a
preliminary energy evaluation by school

officials; an energy audit by a private
consultant; application for matching

funds to pay a consultant to 'recommena
energy saving changes in campus build-

ings; and finally acquisition of matching

funds, to perform any actual renovations.

MDJC is currently at the end of the

second phase. School officials have

performed an energy evaluation for

eight buildings on the campus. Included

in their survey were Tanner Hall, the

Six to Compete
The writings of six MDJC students

have been entered in the second annual

Mississippi Junior College Creative Writ-

ing Competition.

The competition is being coordinated

- this year by Mrs. Melba Halbrook of the

MDJC Language Arts Department staff.

Results of the competition, which

involves writing done by representatives

from 13 junior college campuses, will be

announced at the workshop for the

group to be held at Natchez April 10, 11.

Local entrants are: Wes Kersey,

informal essay; Joyce Keen, formal and

formal essay; Steve Combest. formal

essay; Gwen Profit, poetry; Ron Turner,

poetry; Deborah Blanks, short story.

Details of the conference and local

delegates will be announced later.

Horton Science Building, Vandiver Stu-
dent Union, the Coliseum, the Stanny
Sanders Memorial Library, the Scrog-
gins Yeates Fine Arts Administration
Complex, the Vocational-Technical Cen-
ter, and the addition to the Vocational-

Technical Center. The evaluation was
basically a questionnaire and r<'quired

the school to evaluate campus buildings

and estimate their use.

A private consulting firm was then
called in to complete the more technical

Energy Audit. Engineers determined
the square footage of each building and
estimated the BTU's of fuel that would
be expended in heating and cooling each

facility.

Both the school and consulting firm

have submitted their reports to the

Office of Energy of Mississippi Depart-

ment of Natural Resources. MDJC
officals have also submitted with their

report an application for a financial

assistance grant.

Engineers in the Jackson office of the

Office of Energy will evaluate the

information and forward their findings

as well as the reports to the Office of

Energy in Washington. According to

Vice President Stafford, approval by the

office of energy could take as long as four

months.

If MDJC receives a financial assistance

grant, the government will provide fifty

percent of the money needed to allow the

school to hire an architectural firm. The

firm will be looking for vvays to improve

the fuel efficiency of the buildings in the

survey.

When the study is completed MDJC
must reapply to the Office of Energy for

the money to implement the architect's

suggestions. The process of applying and

waiting will start over again.

Ultimately, school officials hope to

for March 27

The MDJ(' Modeling Squad wil'

present its bridal show for the 1980

spring season, March 4, at 7:00 p.m. in

the Tharp Auditorium of Ycatcs Fine

Arts building.

The show wil! feature bridal wear for

brides, bridesmaids, mothers of the

bride, junior bridesmaids, flower girls

and grooms. Ail bridal wear will be from

McRae's Department Store of Green-

ville. All modeling will be done by the

MDJC modeling squad: Debbie Barlow,

Kathy Mulcahy. Debra Shutes, Louise

Hurst, Shirley Hall. Linda Bell. Robbie
Ferguson, Franchester Gosa. Jennifer

Roberson, Holli Pinkston, Terri Taven-

ner, and Cookie Gober. "Mothers" are

Mrs. Mabine Lavers, Mrs. Betty Aden,
Mrs. Jackie Franklin, and Mrs. Mulcahy.

"Groomsmen" will be Ben Crockett,

Willie Shepherd. Joe Poole, Richard

Kimble. Keith Bender, Opie Hurst, and
Bill Whatley.

Admission is free with a reception

following the show.

The public is invited to attend. The
show will be under the direction of Mrs.

J. Franklin, home economics instructor.

include all campus buildings in the
Technical Assistance Program. Because
of filing deadline pressures and the
complexity of the evaluations school
officials were only able to include the
eight major campus buildings in the
present survey.



Campus Poll

. . .Should gals ask boys?

Lei's lake a look al whal has been
happening in the dorm. It looks as if

more people are M uHyin^ more, and soon
it will be mill srmester. I hope every
one's (grades have improved since last

semester.

Gina Ward, do you and your room
mates really have that many clothes?!
saw you on Wednesday. Feb. J3.
washing clothes from 2:'M) p.m. to 1:00
a.m.

Lots of^/irls received flowers on Feb.
14 but the best one was the one sent to
Carol Helverdesi from her roommates,
fit was a dead rose).

Have you heard about the new Disco
iioller skating rink in Greenwood? Just
ask Lisa Oden; she went last week and
was c()mplaining about bruised knees the
next day.

Every Sunday nijrht this semester
there has been a party al either Robbie
KtKhfs house or Peary Forrest's house
Lisa Freeman could probably tell you
what happens at these parties cause
she's always (here.

lieth Steed, you had two male quests
ili.ii wHi missed nn Siindav. K-b. ] 7.

It was rirad and fJenny. They were al.so

looking l(»r Kay Stowers.
Hrenda Milchell. I hear thai you

finally y^ni your wish come true. On
'i'hursday Feb. M. you went oul with
Dale UriKhl.

Tammy Stokes and K<'IIy Wilson,
what is in Ilollandale that you are always
Koin^f for?There must be some younj?
men you are visiting.

For the last couple of weeks Mrs.
Parley has been feelinK a little under the
weather. All the jjirls hope you get to
feeling belter soon.

Paula McClure. good luck getting back
with Jim. We hope that it works out just
fine.

Tina Brown, why were you looking for
' INaygirl Magazine?
With warm weather approaching,

girls are going outside in the alternoons"
'i'hc main spot is out behind the dorm by
the bayou.

News Briefs
Mrs. Mary Katherine Dunn, science

instructor, is the proud grandmother of
her first grandchild. Clifton Monroe
Dunn, .Jr. was born in Jackson. Missis
sippi. Feb. 10. Proud parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Dunn.

MDJC Librarians Doris Boyer and
Beverly Nobile attended the Northwest
Regional meeting of the Mississippi Li
rary Association. Feb. 22. in Greenwood

Mrs. Sandra Moore and Mrs. Rebecca
Shuttleworth attended the SCKTC con-
ference in Birmingham. Feb. 21. 22.

Seventeen Craft Committee meetings
will be held on campus this semester for
the vo-tech programs, according to Dr
Ray Whelan. assistant vo-tech director
Lach instructor is responsible for the
selection of his Craft Committee. Commi
tee members are required to approve all
requests for new equipment and must
sign a special committee form request
CommiUees scheduled to meet during
March incluae: Cotton Gin Management.
Electronics Technology. Machine Shop,
and Radio and Television

^LtlZ^^' ^"'r''"*^' Mississippi
Association of Student Nurses Club

li<'i'rd guesi speaker Kathy Ray. R.Ph.
discuss the "Unit Dose System". Miss
Ray is employed by Greenwood Leflore
Hospital in (;reenw(»od.

What do you think about girls asking
guys out on a dale? Is it O.K.?

Gregg Bellipanni - Indianola. Music
Major - Ves. but it also brings up
another (juestion. Will she pick you up,
open your doors for you and pay your
way?
Brenda Mitchell - Cleveland, Art

Major — Sure!!

Steve .Shellon - Eupora, Sociology
Major - I ihink its right in some cases
like when a guy is shy and does not take
the firsi move.
f.Vorge Murray - Louise, Fish Farm

Management - It could be a good idea
because lots of times a guy is afraid of a
"NO".

Gina Ward - Parchman. MLT - Why
nol ' I do i( all the time.

Bill Stubbs - Rosedale, Liberal Arts
Major — Its according to who Ihe girl is.

Chris Labella - Indianola, MLT — Its
Leap Vear. why nol?
Barbara Miller - Indianola, MLT - It

IS a pretty good idea.

Billy Kozelski - Moorhead, Account-
ing Major — I am old-fashioned. I believe
in Ihe right way.
Tim Self - Cleveland, Data Process-

ing — Ii would freak me out.
Keith Burton - Greenville - I don't

care as long as they ask me.
Lisa Freeman - Sunflower

. Speech
Iherapy Major - HEY, I think that's a
great idea, but let me get out my little
black book.

John Harrison - Greenville. Speech
Iherapy Major - I prefer to ask them
out.

Susan McNeil - Cleveland. Nursing
Major - No. of course not.

Mary Lee Davis, second vice president
and Linda McGraw. first vice president
"I Ihe Mississippi Association (»f Student
Nurses Club attended the MSNA Hoard
meeting at Hinds Jr. College. Feb 9
Sponsor for MDJC was Miss Kathlene
itichards.

Louise Hurst and Richard Kimblewore elected Couple of the Vear in thet^n. voie taken on Valentine's

Th<- SCA will s,K,n,s„r a lal.nt show
..n inl,T,.sl,.,i sludonls. March 25

S™ttf<.m.slf„r additional information.

******

The Moorhead Rotary Club will again
......h..Mi.Mr,JCpa.ean,s..^:d'

Campus Poll

H.B. Foster - Greenville. Shepi u- I love it.
' '^'^ti

Angela Fountain - Greenvii
General Business Major — I think
okay. There is nothing wrong wiih

Leigh Hunt - Clarksdale, SecreU -

•Science Major - I don'l like it I J!'^'
Ihe hoy should ask the girl.

Rachell Robinson — Sunflower D
Hygiene Major - I think it's okay tI**way the girl can go out with who .k'
wants to. ^n*

Sieve McAlplne - General tdu« •

tion Major ~ Its alright. If that's whJ
they want to do. Just make sure thatsS
has the money. ^
Jimmy Young - Itta Bena, PhyaiJ

Education Major - I think it s the
thing thats happened in ages. It shoS
have been done a long time ago

Mrs. Richardson - Dorm Mother -iij
IS not right nor nice. No. indeed

jAngela Smith - Leiand - GirJ
should not ask guys out because it maU
them look funny.

*

Mary Dodd - Greenville. Social Hort
Major - I don-t think it's right because

i

in a way it would be putting a label on
'

the girl which is EASY.
Gregg Graves - Greenville. Crimind

Justice Major - There's nothing wrong
with It because I have plenty asking ml '

Vernon Frazier - Greenville. Indust^
i

rial Electricity - I'm into it myself If

'

they want to it's fine with me. I've been
asked out before.

I

John James - Greenville — That's Ihe
only way to go.

Avis Mitchell - Leiand - It's okay if

you are hard up.

Gwen Williams - Shaw -
I don'l

think girls should ask guys out because il

IS the man's place.

Should Americans boycott?
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Should the U.S. Boycott the Olympics
in Moscow this summer?

Charlotte Kennedy - Greenwood.
Psychology ^ "Ves. because they were
given a date to pull out of Afghanistan
and

1 hey did not. If the President went
back on his word, they could do it again

"

navid Lester - Indianola. AG. Econo-
mics - "Yes. if Russia is going to stay in
Alghani.stan and not pull out. we should
not go because the President said we
w(uild not go unless they pull out It
would show a weakness in the govern
tnent if he went back on his word
Marly Lewis Wilkoxen - Greenwood,

Secretarial Science - "Yes. because I
do not ihmk we should have anything toHo with the Russians, but I think there
ought to be games here in the U.S for
the athletes who trained so hard for the
last tour years."
Scott Price - Greenwood. Business

Adm. - "My feelings are no we should
not go - because like Mohammed Ali
said - sports is not anything when they
are overrunning the country. The Olym-
pics should be moved to an alternate
location."

Jerry Tankseley - Greenwood. Pre-
med - "No I don't believe in athletics
and politics and these fellows have been
working for four years to go and might
not get another chance. It took too much
hard work to prepare."
Margaret Parish - Moorhead. Secre-

tarial Science - "Yes. because they have
a chance to beat the Russians."

Phyllis Cooley - Greenwood. Secre-
tarial Science - "No. so we can win the
title lor the U.S."
Orean Jeud - Pace. Marketing -

No. they should have the Olympics
somewhere else. The athletes have
practied and trained hard and looking
forward to it." ;
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Machine Shop - Bubba Tartt

Auto Mechanics - James Reagon

Sheet Metai - Lisa HIM

VICA Competition at MDJC -

Friday, February 22, 1980

Byron Cain - State VICA Director'
Drawing - Alex McCoy
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Trojans ready for diamond studied
The 1980 baseball schedule includes 20

home games and four other possibles

that may be added later.

The Trojans have been practicing

inside for two weeks hoping for a break

in the weather so they can get outside.

"We have learned a lot but it's hard to

apply your knowledge in a limited

practice area," said Couch Jimmy Belli

panni.

"We had a fair fall practice and we had

most of our boys coming back. We lost

only two to scholastic difficulties — Greg

Bernard! and John Loycano," said Belli-

panni. Returning to the Trojans is a

nucleus for a good baseball team.

Bellipanni said. Mark Tyler, centerfield-

er from Greenwood, Sammy and Willie

Nelson, outfielder and infielder from

Indianoia.

In this trio we have the most speed

thai has been here in years," said

Bellipanni.

Returning from the 1979 squad is first

baseman Sonny Wright from Eupora.

Lennell Winners, also a first baseman

from Hollandale, is our for spring

football but he will join the team shortly.

Both men will do a creditable job

offensively and defensively.

Bellipanni says that Perry White, a

freshman catcher from Greenwood, is

the very best prospect at that position in

a number of years.

He hits and fields well. Darryl Grant of

Shelby, a sophomore with no experience,

is showing promise. Dale Bright of

Indianoia will join the team after spring

football and ran help both in catching

and outfield. He has improved his speed

and his hitting has improved. He had a

good summer of legion ball.

In the infield, Todd Makamson of

Avon leads the third base candidates.

Todd had a good fall season. He led the

Trojans in hitting. He will find competi

tion from Jodie Nichols of Leiand. Jodie

had a knee operation, but he will be

returning very soon.

Tony Banks of Greenwood is making a

play for shortstop and will find some

competition from basketballer Burl

Crocker of Clarksdale and Willie Nelson.

Tom Hesser of Phoenixville, Pa., who is

out for football, will give the team added

depth at shortstop.

Steve Hays is the leading candidate

for second base. Hayes, from Green-

wood, is also a pticher.

"We will be looking for some help from

Lee Mclntire to add support at second."

said Bellipanni.

"Allen Cade of Greenwood is a first

year outfielder who is a little behind the

rest, but when we get outside it could

change," said Bellipanni.

Frank Leflore is a top candidate for

outfielder. P'rank, of Greenwood, had a

pretty good fall practice and speed is his

only weakness.

1980 BASEBALL SCHEDULE

DATE

March 7

March 18

March 19

March 20

March 21

March 22

March 23

March 24

March 26

March 28

March 29

March 30

March 31

April 1

April 3

April 4

Aprils

April 10

AprUll
April 14

April 15

April 17

April 19

ALL HOME
ALL HOME

DAY

Friday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Sunday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday

Saturday

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday

Tuesday
Thursday
Friday

Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

OPPONENT

Meridian Junior College

Coahoma Junior College

Lincoln Land

Hinds Junior College

Coahoma Junior College

Holmes Junior College

Milkawaukee School of Engr.

Holmes Junior College

East Central Junior College

Copiah Lincoln Jr. College

East Mississippi Jr. College

Northwest Junior College

Hinds Junior College

Northwest Junior College

Copiah-Lincoln Jr. College

East Central Junior College
East Mississippi Jr. College

GAMES BEGIN AT 1:00 p.m.
GAMES ARE DOUBLE HEADERS

PLACE

Moorhead
Moorhead
Moorhead

Moorhead

Clarksdale

Goodman
Moorhead

Moorhead
Decatur

Moorhead
Moorhead
Moorhead
Raymond
Senatobia

Wesson
Moorhead
Scooba

Bellipanni said that the pitching staff,

may be stronger than the 1979 staff.

"We have two good pitchers returning

in Danny Younce of Foley, Ala. and

Theodore Howard, of Hollandale. Danny

will be strong. He had a layoff before

coming back to college, but he is now

returning to form." said Bellipanni.

"Howard was out best pitcher in 1979.

He shows signs of being stronger.

Theodore is a competition and he'll give

us 100%. We'll count on him for about a

third of our games," said Bellipanni.

Don McHan, a sophomore from Green-

ville, is the only left-hander. Don needs a

lot of work. Bellipanni says that Don

lacks a lot of concentration and has

problems with control.

Micheal Lesure of Greenville is trying

to make the staff. Micheal lacks exper-

ience and consistence.

Phillips Leaks of Rosedale is a pitching

prospect. "He is playing spring football

so we'll have to wait and see how he

does." said Bellipanni.

Wes Kersy of Greenwood, a footballer,

is being counted on this spring for

pitching and firstbase. Wes hit well in

high school and he helped pitch Pillow to

the State AAA championships.

"Most of our players come from a

successful high school program and that

can add to a successful season," said

Bellipani.

Class added
A man kneels in a pit and cautiously

dusts off the remaining fragments of soil

from ancient skeltal remains.

While that illustration may seem a

little remote to students at MDJC, in the

near future that image could be upper-
most in the minds of students in the
classroom down the hall. Harmon Boggs,
Dean of Instruction, has announced that
the school will be adding Soc. 2213,
Introductory Anthropology, to its curri-

culum next fall. The school catalog hails

the course as "A survey of major fields

and basic principles in the comparative
study of mankind." In layman's terms
that means that next fall you probably
won't see students digging all over
campus. What it does mean is that those
students involved in the class will be
getting a broad overview of the science
of Anthropology.

Robert Latham, chairman of the
Department of Social Science and Educa-
tion, will teach the class which will be
offered in the fall semester of each school
year.

Burlington. Vt. - (I.P.) ^
time in its history as a compr^h^T'l
university, all undergraduate

st^'^
at the University of Vermont wouuri
required to complete two cour .

writing and mathematics, and se|^'
courses in six other areas of study T
recommendations of a year-Ion^

|

committee are adopted.

The nine-member Committee
on

calaureate Education recommendedZ
the Faculty Senate adopt a campus,S
general education curriculum

would also include courses in li^g?]

masterpieces, history, science. $3
institutions and analysis, artistic

ciation and cross-cultural studies

The Committee's report.
"Genert

Education: A Working Paper," is expj^

ed to prompt wide discussion am
faculty from all of the University's

colleges and schools. "It is wi

believed that undergraduate is uy
principle mission." the report states.

"We would go on to maintain
thu

there is. or ought to be. somethii

distinctive about an undergraduate
ed

cation which transcends the legitimatj

differences in purpose and conteni

among the various programs.

Drill here

All Agencies Cooperating with tht

National Weather Service in Promolinj

Tornado Awareness Week in Mississi[^

pi

A multi-state tornado drill will hig

light this year's Tornado Awareness

Week in Mississippi. Eight states will

participate in the drill. In addition to

Mississippi, the States of Arkansas.

Louisiana, Tennessee, Alabama. Geor

gia. North Carolina, and South CaroliM

will take part.

The drill is set for Thursday. March6.

1980. March 7 is the alternate date fa

states having bad weather on the 6th. A

practice tornado watch will be issued od

the morning of the 6th, probably around

9:00 a.m. or earlier. As in a real event,

the watch will be an alert that warningJ

are possible in the next few hours. A

practice tornado warning will be issued

either later that morning or thit

afternoon. The exact time of the warning

will probably remain unannounced.

The purpose of the drill is to gi^

residents of Mississippi and the other

southern states an opportunity to seeu

they can hear a warning in time aw

know what to do.

Ov

Biai'-
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Males are into Nursing as a Career
%
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nver the years our society has viewed

sing as a feministic career wold, with

"^'men in almost total domination of the

*Ltered nursing jobs.

Recently,
however, women s hbera-

n has been reversed in this area.

Males are now stepping into the career

f nursing.
And they, as do women who

oneer in male-dominated fields, en-

Lnter special problems.

Greg Elkins and Wayne Hogue. both

rnale
nursing students at MDJC, pointed

out two of these problems in a recent

interview.

"One of the major hurdles I see." said

Greg, "is ^^^^ ^^^^ society has of

male nurses; patients seem to mistake us

for
someone other than a nurse. They

often think that we are doctors, and

sometimes ask again to see the nurse

after we have answered their call."

Wayne has found another handicap.

"We have to have a female attendant

accompany us into a female patient's

room," said Wayne.

G''eg and Wayne view these conflicts

as minor problems and they both are

optimistic about their chosen field.

Greg, 24, of Eupora, Mississippi, is

married and has a 2'h year old son Greg
also attended MSU. in Starkville. MS for
three semesters; Northeast. Ms. Jr
College, in BoonevUle. Ms for one
semester, before entering nursing.
Wayne. 25. also of Eupora. Mississippi.

IS married and has two sons, one 4 and
the other a 1-year-old.

Both Wayne and Greg decided to
pursue R.N. training after they had
entered the health field as E.M.T 's

(Emergency Medical Technicians).
"My uncle. Ronnie Woods, who is

already an R.N. working at Wester
General Hospital in Eupora. Ms. influ-
enced me." said Greg. "Also I felt that if

I obtained an associate degree in
nursing, it would give me a good base for
advancing into other health fields."

"I discovered through my work in the
hospital first as a male attendant, then
later as an E.M.T.. that I enjoy working
with people, but I felt restricted because
of the legal limitations on E.M.T. "s so I

decided to obtain at least an associate
degree in nursing," said Wayne.
They both are registered E.M.T.'s and

hold full responsibilities of family, work,
and school. They travel together 162

Tanning Parlor New Fad

5lH

(CCRS) — Tanning can now be as easy as
Uking a shower — but perhaps a bit
nore risky.

Like in showering, you can stand
quietly in a small, rectangular enclosure
for a minute or two bathing. But baching
in the heat of ultraviolet light instead of
water.

And like in showering, where you
come out a bit cleaner, the commercial
tanning salon booth leaves one a bit
browner.

But just as too much showering can
leave a person a little wrinkled, and a
Mdly designed or incorrectly used
Shower can cause injury, tanning and
tanning booths can also be risky for some
people, experts warn

with chronically sun-sensitive skin will
be allowed to use the tanning facilities,

taking the risk of irritating their skin,
they said.

Those with sunburn may receive
further injury by tanning in the booths,
and persons taking certain medications
whose ingredients increase skin sensi-
tivity, such as tetracycline and oral

contraceptives, should also avoid the
salons, they said.

The doctors concluded that persons
especially susceptible to harmful effects
from ultraviolet rays are usually light-
skinned, blue-eyed and fair-haired, iead-mg Urbach to claim: "The people who
can't get a tan want to tan the most

"

The Academy and the FDA plan to
develop a brochure to warn tanning"Tanning booths arp -f
"--^'"P ^ orocnure to warn tanning

-t to ge^ttd.""wa1LTDVU:d
s of the potential ha.ardf

Stresses th
specialist who In November, the FDA sent letters to

'amps for a quick t

ultraviolet manufacturers and operators of tanning

booths, suggesting that special controls

be implemented "as soon as possible,"

said Bill Rados, an FDA spokesman. The

controls include: timers in the booths,

goggles for the users, and a warning sign

posted to list the possible dangers of

overexposure. Ultraviolet bulbs used in

the booths should also be partly shield-

ed, the FDA recommended.
The FDA also advocates blocking off

the booth with lines so consumers will

know where to stand. Hand rails and

proper ventilation to assure tempera-

tures remain under 100 degrees are also

suggested.

"A worrisome number (of booths)

didn't have these" before the FDA
issued the guidelines, Rados said.

„ don't know how many have them now."

mis tanning booths. If the operators fail to comply with the

specialize Photo-biologists, who safeguards, FDA inspectors could cite

^^Nthat? ^""'^ ^^^^ct of skin, the tanning salons and conduct follow-up
i,>. ctann

inspections. And if the FDA stUl isn't

satisfied. "The options include seizing

the establishment or taking them to

court. We have the force of the law

behind these suggestions," said Rados,

who added that initial spot inspections

will be made in the coming weeks.

Since August 1978. when the first

salon opened in Searcy, Ark., the FDA
has received about nine complaints and

several reports of sunburn injuries. One

person reportedly started to faint in a

booth and feel into an ultraviolet bulb.

cJi' *u""'"^
industry, however.

a>ms the rays received in the booths

emitt^H f"""*'^
dangerous than those«mi ted from the sun.

yrnii'
.^^^ ^^^^^^^ f^ood and Drug

^^'untrv .T"^^''**°"'*"8^ ^^0""d the

PratL A
"^^^^ ^h^" 1-000 in

"ofln''^ ^^'^^ investigat-

booths f
'"juries recieved in the

^sUblishpH y guidelines have been

Secion. ™A. Spot FDA
In adriit

^''1 soon begin.

?ists komfu ^ ^^"P 1^ dermatolo-

^^^matolo.
' A";e^i<^an Academy of

Against thf ^ warning Dec. 5

this
pa;

ze

l?^'skin'l!'""*"^ ^^^^ted dry. leather-

^^^exposn/P ' ^^^^'^^^ scavTing.

to I
ultraviolet rays often

"'^mn« i,
they claimed.

Mch \.h
'^^^'^^^Hy harmful." said

'''"^atiio^v n ^ ^^"^P^^ University

f^''"'' iJrh/.r Speaking for the

^''^go^d fn
'^^"*^' don't think a

Phvi
' ^^'^ ^ status symbol.

maintained that

!;'^"ate r,' f
""'"g salons offer no

"^f^^tent H examination by a
^o^^tor. As a result, people

miles a day to and from school, and still
maintain a 3.0 average.
"Would you like to know when we

study? said Greg. "Well, al work the
staff is very considerate of us and give us
a chance to study some while on duty,
but. mainly. Wayne and I study travel-
mg to and from school, and we quiz each
other about the oncoming test or
lecture; we also get a lot of experience
where we work and that helps out a
great deal."

Wayne and Greg find both rewards
and frustrations in their work as nurses.

"Mostly. I enjoy caring for people and
just knowing that I'm helping someone
in a special way." said Greg. The thing I

like least about nursing is the neglect or
absence of interest of other people
already in the profession."

'T just enjoy caring for patients and
working with my co-workers on the
staff, said Wayne. I do think that some
people don't take profession seriously
though."

Greg specified that the enjoys Coro-
nary Care Unit, Intensive Care Unit.
Emergency Room, and that he especially
likes Obstetrics. He says that he would

like to continue his work in a small
hospital similar to his local hospi'al in
Eupora.

W.iyne mentions that he would enjoy
working on the floor at first, to gain
more experience as an R.N. He says
there's really no specific area in which he
enjoys the work the most.

"There's a bright future for male
nurse, said Mrs. Barbara Powell, direct-
or of the ADN program at MDJC.
'The male still has to prove himself to

society, but male nurses are being
accepted more now than they have been
over the years.

"More and more male nurses are being
seen as teachers, supervisors, any many
have gotten B.S.'s in business and work
as hospital administrators.
"Many of our students across the delta

have entered the profession of nurse-
anesthetists, or staff-nurses, or super-
visors, or home health.

"There is an increase in graduate
study among male nurses; many of our
students have furthered their education
and hold responsible jobs in our area.
"At MDJC, we average one male

graduate from our ADN program a
year," said Mrs. Powell.

m
Greg Elkins [left] and Wayne Hogue pose with pratlce dummy In nurses' lab.

I

Some persons recently have complained
that the bulbs burned their eyes, said
Rados.

Immediate tightening of safeguards
was recommended because a quick tan is

apt to appear attractive in the winter
months, Rados said. In addition, the
salons would be especially popular with
persons who want a slight tan before
traveling to the beach, he said.

While the salons appeal mostly to
customers between the ages of 18 and
45. persons in their seventies and
eighties also use the booths, said Susan
Barden, vice-president for Tantrific Sun.

inc., the largest and olaest salon

enfranchiser, located in Searcy.

In response to the dermatologist'

warning, Barden said: "It (a tanning
booth) is the same thing as the sun.

Dermatologists have been telling people
for years to stay out of the sun but are

now concerned with tanning booths
because they're a new thing.

"I've had a lot of dermatologists send

us their patients (for treatment). Derma-
tologists use the same bulbs as we do."

The dermatologist panel acknowledg-

ed that some doctors use ultraviolet light

for acne cases, but said the treatment is

not extensive enough to produce a tan or

burn.

Barden said the FDA recommenda-
tions include "a lot of things we were
already doing." At the estimated 90

Tantrific salons around the country, for
example, a prospective customer must
be screened by a booth operator and a
computer before being allowed to enter
the booth.

Tanning salons usually charge $35 to

$50 for 20 visits, Braden said.

Nurses to

Attend State

Covention
Ten local members are scheduled to

a tend the Mississippi Association of
i»tudent Nurses Convention, March 5-8
in niloxi.

The group will be leaving campus
March 5 at 1:30 p.m. and will be
accompanied by their adviser. Miss
Kathlene Richards.
Miss Richards said the group will

compete m scrapbook. membership, and
HaJI of Fame categories to be judged at
the convention.

Local representatives are Mary LouDaws, delegate; Kim Case, delegate;Dawn Blackmon. delegate: Dede Cage.
Katrena Towery. Ruth Mitchell. NinaKay Carver. Gayle Dysche, Debbie
Dunaway, and Cheryl Goodwin.
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Joseph and Transtar

Magnolias to memoralize

Superintendent of Education

Translar II. (o r.
|
Sieve Abraham, Kenny Spencer, Kathy Manninfi,MarI(

Henderson, Marl> Hardin. Joseph Mohammed, Ibaek on drums] Mike Ka«land.

Joseph Mohamed — a quiet, timid and
studious person — right? Monday
through Friday, maybe—
Weekends are a different story.

Joseph, a freshman majoring in pre
pharmacy, is also a member of the band

. -.istar. and on weekends, he strums a
guitar and sings back-up for the band as
it performs in the middle of the disco
dance whirl somewhere in the delta.

Joe and Traneitar members organized
into a group in 1978. and they have been
practicing weekly since that time.

Recently, they have done shows in
Ruleville and Indianola. Their future
shows include the Catfish Festival in

Belzoni. Rock and Roll Jamboree at Care
Inn in Indianola. a heart fund raiser, and
dances and concerts at Indianola Aca
demy and in Greenwood.

Transtar sings songs from the Top 40
which include selections from the Eagles.
Linda Ronstadt, The Cars. Lynard
Skynard, Rolling Stones. Jimmy Buffet,
Styx. Cheap Trick, and others.
The group hopes to cut an album in

Indianola in the near future.
Besides Joe. the group includes Mark

Henderson. Indianola. vocalist; Kathy
Manning. Drew, vocalist: Steve Abra-
ham. Inverness, keyboard and lead
smger: Marty Hardin. Belzoni. guitar;
Kenny Spencer. Indianola, guitar; Mike
Ragland. Belzoni, drums; Don Sykes.
Indianola, sound system.

POPLARVILLE — Twenty-one miles

of magnolias are being planted here in

Pearl River County in memory of Dr.

Garvin H. Johnston, Mississippi's super-

intendent of education from 1968 1976.

The "Dr. Garvin H. Johnston Avenue
of Magnolias" will stretch from near
Bogalusa, La. into the city of Poplarville

and onto the Pearl River College

campus, where he was president from
1953-1967.

Pearl River College's SPARC organi-

zation is sponsoring the statewide drive
to net $5500 to pay for the planting of the
state flower on each side of Highway 26.

A proposed park and amphitheater is

scheduled to be erected by Pearl River
College in the center of campus to also
serve as a memorial to Dr. Johnston.
Johnston stood his ground for public

education in Mississippi in 1969 and 1970
when at last, Mississippi had to face the
full thrust of massive racial integration.
He has been tagged "the savior of public
education in Mississippi" by many who
remember the "fiesty. yet not flamboy-
ant" public servant.

Dr. Johnston stepped down from

on J
public offite in 1976. And
27. 1978 Dr. Johnston died.

"Garvin Johnston's mark on ...

state's history is not yet full known
tmany because he was not given t

fanfare." Bill Minor editor of the Can i i

Reporter, wrote a few days
aft

Johnston's death, "But to those wh"^
remember this soft-spoken, yet mj*
little guy, public education will alwa^^
owe a debt."

Contributions to the "Dr. Garvin H
Johnston Avenue of Magnolias" mav h
sent to Mr. Frank Fortenberry.

exec
tive chairman of the project at Station ABox 156, Poplarville, Mississippi 39470'
Each magnolia tree cost two dollar

and the donation is tax deductible A
certificate will be issued and a perm^
nent record of each memorial will be ori
display in the Department of Archives
and History.

The planting and maintenance of th
Avenue of Magnolias is a joint effort

olthe Mississippi State Highway DenLt
ment. Garden Clubs of Mississippi;'
Mississippi Forestry Commission and

at^SLr^er^^"^^

Joseph wau-hes in.en.l, as Trans.ar performs before a crowd.

Georgia Prexy Predicts

Decline to be Beneficial
ia. — a p I

Iranslar performs before Kroup of Indianola Academy studcnis.

Decatur, Ga. — a P i "r.
current dire predictions "abourTh:
.mmed,ate future of h.gheredu:aL „inis day of rising costs and falterine
enrollments, the 1980s can well bebest of times' rather than 'the worst of

Thist Ge°^ainis is the opinion of the currl^nt

^"lieges ur. Marvin B. Perrv Tr

and makes recommendations to the

governor, based on what it studies. "We
continue to be gr ateful for the enlighten-
ed leadership and support of the Gover-
nor and the General Assembly," he said.

Dr. Perry continued: "In the coming
decade smaller enrollments will alio*

institutions to concentrate on improving
the^quaiity rather than the quantity of

education they offer and on making
available to Georgians of all ages and

backgrounds the rich and varied educa-
tional opportunities in our state. In these

efforts, which wiU require careful piann
ing and cooperation by the private and

public sectors working together, the

beorgia Association of Colleges should
set the pace."

1^
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re-registration to be held April 21, 23
pre-registration for students who plan

to return to MDJC for the fall semester
1980 has been scheduled for Monday and
Wednesday, April 21 and 23, according

to Dean of Instruction Harmon Boggs.
Pre-registration will be conducted

each day. April 21 and 23, from 9:00 aon.

to 11:30 a.m.; from 1:15 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

io Room 36A, Horton Science Building.
Students will report to the Science

Building, Room 36A, during a vacant
period to have schedule approved,
complete schedule card, and to pick up
instructions for registration.

On August 25 and 26 students will

report for registration to pick up class

cards, pay fees, have ID cards and
cinual pictures made.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
pre-registration wUl be handled by
vocational and technical counselors, Mr
Ralph Ross and Mrs. Martha Woodall
under the direction of Dr. Ray Whelan
Pre-registration will be conducted in the
vocational and technical classrooms.
Students enrolled in the following

programs will pre-register at the time
mdicated by Mr. Ross and Mrs. Woodall:

Building Construction Technology-
Drafting and Design Technology: Educa-
tional Data Processing Technology;
Electronic Technology; Farm Manage-
ment Technology; Medical Laboratory
Technology; Automotive Machinist; Cot-
ton Gin Management; Machine Shop;
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning.

Spectators to attend
Natchez conference

Members of the Spectator Society and
Language Arts department instructors
will attend the second annual Mississippi

Junior College Creative Writing confer-

ence in Natchez, April 11, 12.

They will attend two general sessions
and an awards banquet. Results of the
competition in essay, short story, poetry,
and drama among students from sixteen
state junior colleges will be announced.

Patrick Smith of Merritt Island, Fla.

will be one of the featured speakers for

the conference.

Smith is native Mississippian of
Mendenhall. He is a graduate of Hinds
Juoior CoUefce and holds a B.A. degree

and a Master's degree in English from
the University of Mississippi. From
1959-62 he served on the English faculty
and as director of public relations for
Hinds Junior College, and from 1962-66
as director of public information for the
University of Mississippi. He moved to
Florida in 1966 and has served since then
as director of public relations for
Brevard Community College in Cocoa.
Smith is the author of five published

novels: The River Is Home, The Be-
ginning, Forever Island, Angel City, and
his latest. AUapattah. Two of his novels,

Forever Island in 1973 and Angel City in

1978, have been nominated for a Pulitzer
Prize.

First semester 1980-81 schedules and
planning sheets will be available in the
Student Affairs Office. Monday. April 7.

All schedule planning sheets must be
signed by a Faculty advisor when
presented to the Dean of Instruction for
final approval. Faculty advisors are
listed under each program of study in
the college catalog.

Students majoring in curriculums
other than those listed in the college
bulletin should have their schedule
approved by Mr. Ray or Mr. Baria.

Returning students for the school year
1980-81 should pick up and complete a
re-admission form in the Student Affairs
Office prior to pre-registration.

PTK's to hold

initiation

Mar. 26
Zeta ZeU chapter of Phi TheU Kappa,

national honorary scholarship fraternity,
will hold practice for its spring initiation
ceremony Wednesday, March 26, in
Tharp Auditorium.

Induction of the 53 people who have
been tapped for this society has been
scheduled for April 7, according to Mrs.
Elizabeth Cummings. chapter adviser.

Mrs. Cummings said that all of the
students who have been invited to join
the group had not responded at press-
time. A list of the membership will be
annoupcejd at a later date.

PBL's win at state meat

bo^"^**
"embers of the local chapter of Phi BeU Lambda,

* neas fraternity, won places hi the competition held at Ole
recently. Larry Watkins won first place in Data

Co^l**'*"* El»"beth Baine placed second in
^spending Secretary competition: Jill Drechsler won

second in Business Law: Jill was also named to Who*s Who tn

PBL. Representatives of the group at the meeting were: |i. to

r.} John Reed, Jonle Staggs, Elizabeth Balne, Mary McMInn,
Rosalind Mann, Debbie Thames, Jill Drechsler, Larry

Watkins, Edward Lockwood.

"Now is the time for all good men to
come to the aid of their country." This
phrase is one used popularly in typing.
Has the time arrived for the statement
to be carried out?
The seventh commandment reads,

"Thou shalt not kill." Maybe it should be
revised to read "Thou shalt not kill

unless the oil reserves in other countries
are at stake."

With a bill out pertaining to register-
ing for the draft, most college students
are becoming concerned. Eighteen is the
legal draft age, but twenty one is the
legal age to personally own land. In
other words, we can die for our country,
but we cannot own any of it.

The draft called for now is one being
hailed as a "peace-time" draft. I have
nothing against this except the fact that
"there ain't no such animal." Give a child

a nickel and he will spend it, no questions
asked. So it would be with the draft.

The prime target for the draft seems
to be twenty one-year-olds. Why not
send the congressmen to fight their own
wars? Who decides these matters?
Indirectly, the people of the United
States are supposed to. But due to the
majority of people not voting, a small
minority controls all that goes on. Are
you registered to vote? If so. have you
voted yet? If not, what right do you have
to complain about the draft, involve-

ment, or any other matter that goes on
in this country? Do you realize that if

every college student who is old enough
to vote, would vote, that we could
control an election?

This is an appeal to all students. Get
off your cans and register to vote If you
are registered to vote, then do so in the
next election. Why sit and complain
when the power to stop something is in

the palm of you hand?
The older generation has gotten us

into another "fine mess". It's up to the
younger generation to get out of it.

Program scheduled
Theme of the annual spring dance

program produced by the dance classes

of the Physical Education Department
will be "A Night on the Town".
Mrs. Betty Aden, director, said that

approximately 50 students will partici-

pate in the performance scheduled for

April 9, 10 in Tharp Auditorium of the
Yeates Fine Arts Building. The matinee
on April 9 will start at 2:30 p.m. and the

night performance on April 10 will get
underway at 7:30.

Football players and jazz. tap. and
disco dance classes will join the Delta
Dancers in a varied program of at least

15 routines, said Mrs. Aden.
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editorials

Get up

off your rockers:

Spring IS here.

Get your blood stirring and sup-
port the campus events which have
been planned for your pleasure.
There's the Mass In G concert,

spring dance recital, Jazz Band
shows, baseball games, track
meets. "TJ" concerts, and Carnival
week. A list of dates for most of
these activities appears elsewhere
in the paper.

Do you suppose that a majority of
students, faculty, administration,
and staff could make it to one of
these events at the same time?
That would be headline news!

Dorm addition

to be made

Watch schaduling!

In schcduiinp events on this campus,
planners should be careful not overlap
other events.

For instance, two great events — the
bridal show and the intramural finals —
were scheduled simultaneously. Dorm
students had to make a choice. It would
have been better if they could have
attended both.

This campus is too small to have more
than one event happening at the same
time.

Calendar

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Work will begin soon on a 24-room
addition to the EdwardsStonestreet
Men's Dormitory according to Sam
Stafford, vice president of MDJC.
The school board, in its regular

meeting Feb. 5. approved the action,

which will allow construction to begin
possibly within a week to ten days.

"School officials plan to issue a work
order, and have a meeting with the
contractor and subcontractors.

"We want to discuss where the
construction people will enter campus,
where they will store supplies, and other
details." said Mr. Stafford.

Selected for the job was J and J
construction Company of Meridian. They
were the low bidder for the job. at
$418,728.

Money for the project will come from
local "307" funds.

The men's dorm was originally design-
ed to be completed in sections. "We built
as far as our money allowed us to go. and
then we stopped, said Mr. Stafford. "The
prime concern was not to build so many
rooms that some were vacant or unused."
The new addition will be added to the

last phase of the previous construction.
Why the sudden interest in a new

addition?

Because of the economy and high gas
prices, more students are willing to live
in the dorm, and less and less are willing
to commute, said Mr. Stafford.
"By July of last year, all rooms in the

men's dorm were spoken for. and we
continued to have students who request-
ed dorm rooms throughout the summer "

said Mr. Stafford.

Future construction plans on campus
include moving the cafeteria into its own
•ood service building, and converting the
union into a building exclusively for
stuHrnt activities, said Mr. Sufford.

Donn Talk
by Lynell Reynolds

and
Liz Braswell

How was everyone's spring holidays?

Hopefully, everyone is into the spring
fever stage now.

Some of the girls in the dorm went to

Florida over the holidays. These were
the cheerleaders. Ruth Mullens, Amy
Williams, and many others. We hope
that you had a great time.

The bridal show in March went well.

All the models were lovely. We were
glad to see Sylvia Chism visiting our
campus that night.

Soon there will be elections for next
year's dorm council. Girls, get together
and decide who you think will be capable
people for these positions.

Lots of people have been going to the
Trestle and Macon Lake lately. It's good
to see a union between Moorhead's
students.

There's a new name label for some of
the girls lately. It's "Space Baby". We're

(

told that it means air on the br
'

There are new reps out now If v
exceptionally loud, or are in the InKk

^"^

your housecoat, you will be given
^

FebiT ' '"^^^
^^"L

Everyone is so excited about ha 1
their term papers over and done ^Even though girls are buckling dJlwith their studies, there are a few !"
are still staying out aU night.
Some people went to Memnhi.

Monday, Feb. 3. just for the^f
This was an expensive joy ride'
A lot of the girls are talking about tk

Catfish Festival in Belzoni comingl
^

April. There will probably be a'ioT fparties.

On Feb. 17. there was a str.n«
episode in the girls dorm. There sp.?
to^have^been a Wac.er .andaTt

campus poll

Do prices limit dates?
Has the rising price of gasoline

affected your social life?

Guys on campus were asked to
respond to this edition's question. They
seem to still have a sense of humor about
the inflationary prices at the gas station.

APRIL 21-25

APRIL 26

MAY
MAY

2-7

9

SATURDAY

FINAL EXAMS
FRIDAY

S.G.A. TALENT SHOW-
FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM
S.G.A. SELECTION OF OFFICERS
FOR 1980-81 8:30 a.m.
DANCE RECITAL -
FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM 2:30p.mDANCE RECITAL-

Dm^^^^P'^^^'T^K'^M 7:30 p.m.PHI DELTA KAPPA MEETING
CLEVELAND. MS

TJ.'S CONCERT -

Fri., Men.-Wed.
GRADUATION 8:00 pjn.

For example:

George Murray. Farm Management.
Louise: No. my car doesn't run.
Jerry Hawkins, Pre law, Belzoni: No I

have the girls pay for the gas.
Gregg Bellipanni, Fine Arts, India-

nola: What social life?

Andy Halbrook, General Educations,
Belzoni: Yes. I can't go out of town as
much.

Charles Carpenter, MLT, Greenwood:

Mike Krantz, Greenville: yes I am
spending all my money on gas instead of

JohnCoffer Pre-engineering, Moor-
head: Yes, I don't get to party as much
Steve Shelton, Sociology, Eupora: No,

because I bought a smaU car and I save
on gas.

Clinton Pettiet, New Orleans: No. I

am rich. I don't have to worry about
costs.

Bobby Welch, Forestry, Greenville:
No. because I don't buy it.

Kirby Burchfield, MLT, Indianola No.

because I can't buy that much gas.
Clark Secoy, Secondary Education,

Rolling Fork: Yes, because it has

stopped my load trips to Memphis and
Jackson.

WaUy Northway, Fine Arts, Green-
ville: Yes, because it costs me so much
more to go short distances.

Billy Kozielski, General Business,
Moorhead: No, my car hasn't run in a

long time.
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JOHNNY THOMAS

Johnny's jazz makes
stage band come alive

Coaches who are lucky enough to
ittract good walk-on athletes know how
nuch they contribute to a team — both
in talent and drive to succeed.
Walk-on musicians are not quite so

commonly discovered.
But MDJC's Johnny Thomas, who

joins the Jazz Band at performance time,
adds both talent and showmanship to the
poup's shows.
So popular is Thomas at the piano that

the jazz group has become one of the
most successful audience attracters on
tne local scene.
Thomas, a very talented musician and
^^^hst, has been playing since he was

s'x years-old. He says that he started out

1]^
toy plastic guitar, progressed to a

'oi>t guitar, then to the electrical model.

For his tenth birthday, his mother
bought him a piano.

Thomas says that his talent is a
"God-given" gift. He currently is play-
ing for three churches.

At age 17, Thomas worked for the
television show "Family Affair" as a
studio musician in its Los Angeles studio.
Thomas was born in Kansas City, Mo.

He and his parents moved to Mississippi
where he spent his elementary school
years. Then they moved to L.A. Thomas
returned to Rosedale to live with an aunt
while he finished high school.

In addition to his jazz band duties,

Thomas, who is majoring in electronics

technology, is president of the VICA
Club.

Thomas said that his goal is to record
an album of gospel songs.

Computer helps small college

syste^r**'* - P
» - Computer

nece«i
^""^ "^^ ^^^^ practicable and

EastPrn ^o^n^ ^'"^ members of

from thl ^ ^^"^ $n9M0

ate
Assistance to Undergradu-

P^ojectlo?*^^"'^*'*'"* '"PP°^ ^

Centers a ^ ^ t^hree microcomputer

^aininp
*^*^elop a program of faculty

dau ana/"
.*=omputer-aided instruction.

'istrumJil^*.®*
singulation, graphics and

> The 1?
*"terfacing.

P''ojertl°t 5^ ^^^^ contribute to the

"^^e COS. .

of more than $190,000.

^^Pha-Mi/ purchase of two
^l^eadv ^ys'^ems to add to the one

y in operation here.

The project will result in something
unique for a small college — three
computing centers based on separate
Alpha-Micro systems. There will be one
each in the biology and chemistry
departments, and one larger center for

mathematics, physical science and social

sciences.

Eastern was leasing computer time

from an outside service bureau, primari-

ly for courses in programming. The
science faculty decided that it was too

expensive to keep adding terminals and
other services to meet their increasing

computing needs. The biology depart-

ment had begun to use programmable
calculators and the chemistry depart-

ment purchased a single-used micro-

computer.

News briefs '

"^'^
1980

In the mock tornado alert on March 6
the Vo-tech center was hit. Two casual-
ties (sheet meUl students) were taken
by ambulance to South Sunflower
County HospiUl in Indianola.

*••

Approximately 80 students attended
the District FFA (eight-county) contest
here March 6. They were judged in
Opening and Closing exercises.

«••

The local agriculture students are
participating in the founding of a charter
organization of Future Farmers of
America at the post-secondary level Mr
George Dowell. James Langley. Charles
Clark, and Bills Wilson are the faculty
advisers for the project. The group
expects to receive its national charter
within 30 days.

•*«

MLT lecture and lab classes are
underway on campus this semester. Miss
Ellen Allen and Mr. Marshall Oakes are
commuting to campus on Tuesdays and
Thursday for the campus program which
has an enrollment of 16 students.

«**

All members of the vocational in-

structional staff attended the Mississippi
Association of Vocational Educators
meeting in Jackson, March 10. The
meeting was held at Bailey Junior High
School.

•**

Dr. Percy Stephen, Mr. Dwight Spen-
cer, Dr. Etna Pearson. Mr. Charlie
Joiner, and others from the local
organization attended the Mississippi
Association of Junior College Faculty in

Jackson at Primos Northgate. March 10.

Hikers risk rape

Madison. Wis. - (I.p.\ _ why do
campus women seem to invite sexual
assault? Professor Howard S. Erlanger
of the University of Wisconsin's depart-
ment of sociology, an authority on
sociology of violence, suggested that
most women still feel "it won't happen tothem They figure their chances of being
attacked are about one in 1.000"
"Most women feel they have a right to

be able to come and go as they please."
says Detective Karen O'Donahue, of the
campus police department. Professor
isusan Friedman of the Women's Studies
program agrees. "Young women are
angry. They're willing to walk alone at
night or hitchhike because they want to
hve their lives - not restrict them
because of some man out there who is
terronzmg women. They feel tremen-
dous anger and their lack of precaution is
a form of rebellion."

"There are many angry young women
who are extremely frustrated at having
to curtail their activities." says Fried-
man. "They feel, 'the men don't have to
so why should I?'"

Jody Isaacson, a Women's Transit
Authority coordinator, says that some
women would rather walk or hitchhike
than use the service as it often requires a
wait. WTA makes it a practice to pickup
women hitchhikers. Detective O'Dona-
hue cautions against hitchhiking. "It may
not be as easy to get out of the car as it
was to get in."

MDJC installs computer

The local Data Processing program
has received a new IBM computer — a
System 34 — and Instructor Jimmy Free
hopes to have it in regular use soon.

Local officials hope that the computer
will bring MDJC's program up-to-date
with current computer technology needs
in business.

Dean of Instruction Harmon Boggs
said that the program has had a problem
keeping up with computer job training

demands in the past. "Freqently, stu-

dents would graduate from the program
here, and then have to be retrained by
their employers because of equipment
differences," said Dean Boggs.
The computer, purchased at no cost to

the school because it was provided by
the Mississippi Department of Voca-
tional Education, has a price tag of just

over one hundred thousand dollars.

The computer comes complete with
nine terminals, three printers, and three

diskette data entry systems. The termi-

nals will be used by the class members to

communicate with the computer instan-

taneously. The printer is used by the

computer to type out requested informa-

tion, and the diskette data entry
stations, operable by two students,

enable the operator to transfer informa-

tion to memory disks similar to 45
records.

Sophomores in the program have been
trained in the pjamrplwe of operating the
new computer, and are pnUing class-
room study to practical use now.
"These students who are trained in

the use of this computer can leave
Moorhead and easily find work in delta
businesses," said Mr. Free.
Not only will the computer be used to

update the classroom, but the adminis-
tration intends to use the computer also
— especially in the areas of record
keeping in finance and student affairs.

Business Manager Sherman Stauffer
says that the computer will be used in
handling the school's inventory, book-
keeping, and other accounts.
Dean of Student Affairs Travis Thorn-

ton said that the new machine will be
used in registration, and in compiling
reports and statistical data on students.

"In essence, it will allow us to make
more efficient use of time. The old
computer uses cards that take time to be
sorted. The new computer will not use
cards. To students, that will mean no
more class cards during registration,"
said Dean Thornton.
What, then, will registration proce-

dures be in the fall?

"I'm working on it, but I'm not quite
ready to reveal the procedures yet," said
Dean Thornton.
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Fifteen to compete in pageant
(mi

The fourteenth annual Miss MDJC
Scholarship Pageant will be held April

16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Coliseum.

The Moorhead Rotary Club will again

sponsor the pageant. During the years of

the pageant, the club has awarded 165

scholarships amounting to over $20,000

to MDJC students.

Overall chairmen of this year's pa-

geant are Mr. Curt Guenther and Mr.

John Robert Griffin.

Production chairman is Mr. Joe

Abrams.
Fifteen girls are contestants in this

year's event. They are Terri Tavenner,

Avon; Cindi Alford, Gunnison; Sherry

Morgan, Inverness; Cissy Horton,

Leland; Brenda Mitchell, Marigold;

Joyce May, Stewart; Lisa Freeman,
Sunflower; Robbie Ferguson, Green-
ville; Janice Koenig, Greenville; Kathy
Southall, Greenville; Kim Farell, Green-
wood; Janice Hood, Greenwood; Karen
Kimes, Greenwood; Melanie Taylor,

Greenwood. Karen Holley. Greenville.

Debra Quillman is the reigning Miss
MDJC and will be in the pageant to

present the crown this year. Other
guests will include Miss Mississippi

(Sherrye Simmons of Jackson). Sherrye
was first runner up to Cheryl Prewitt
who went on to win the Miss America
title.

Tickets will be on sale at the door the
night of the show.

Downs expects

good season
MDJC Track team Coach Paul Downs

expects this season to be "a good, but

demanding one".

Downs says that the team has more,

freshman than sophomore participants?

and inexperience may be a key factor in

the season's outcome.

"At least twelve guys have been

practicing for over a month now. Some of

them worked on their own during the

basketball season and then joined the

group about a month ago," said Downs.

Downs expects to have a team of 25

when intercollegiate competition gets

underway.

Delta's track team placed third in

state junior college competition last

year. Returnees for the Trojans are:

Kenny Lieux, shot-put and discus throw;

Clyde Skipper, 440-yard dash; George
Hall, relay; and Eless Reed, mile.

TENNIS
Schedule

March 17

Delta State

March 22

Co-Lin at Brookhaven
March 26

Holmes there

April 1

Holmes here
April 3

East Central there
April 7

Delta State (girls) here
April 10

Northwest here
April U
Northwest there

AprU 16

Holmes there
April 17

East Central here
April 24-25

State Tournament Meridian

Coach: John Vickers

MARCH 19

MARCH 27

APRIL 2

APRIL 8

APRIL 10

APRIL 15

APRIL 17

APRIL 24

MAY 1

TRACK SCHEDULE

DELTA vs HOLMES at GOODMAN
DELTA vs COAHOMA at CLARKSDALE
DELTA vs NORTHWEST at HERNANDO
DELTA vs HOLMES at GOODMAN
DELTA MEET at MOORHEAD
DELTA vs NORTHEAST at NEW ALBANY
DELTA vs HOLMES at GOODMAN
NORTH HALF at MOORHEAD
STATE MEET at COPIAH LINCOLN

Dalmatians defeat Family Stone for title
tn 1 1>am urtnX tt.^^t it 11The intramural basketball program

started the first week of the spring
semester and ended March 4.

There were nine men's teams and
hree women's teams. Approximately
100 students participated in the pro-
gram.

The season was divided into two
stages. The first stage consisted of each
team playing ten games. The second
stage consisted of a tournament to
decide the overall champion. The rank-
ings for the tournament were based on
the records of the teams from the first
stage of the season.
The Dalmatians were the winners of

both stages of the league. The records of

werp n 1
'"^^^ tournament

8rQWAr"''7o',?*
^•^' Stone.

J ^^^^'^ 6-4; Bende
Rejects 5-5: Heads. 3-7; BSU. 2-8;Hound Dogs. 1-9; Skoal Brothers. 0 10Ihe tournament started Feb. 27 andended March 4. The results of tSe

ITT'^V'I^' ^^"^^''^ Hound Dog^vs. Skoal Brothers Bender Rejects vVWar Hawks (War Hawks won) DalmaUans vs. War Hawks (Dalmatians won,

won SW^^^^^
Stone

F.I^ 1
*SWAC won)Fam ly Stone vs. SWAC (FamUy Stone

^l'''
defeatedl7 tL'eby the Dalmatians in the finals.

Ihe women's programs in basketballwere somewhat limited because '^^^
ack of participation by the girls. Thethree women's teams were BSU Black

Bl^ck'^U''Kiack Bombers were the undefeated
champions of the league

""°^'e"«<*

muVat'XlDr''"

under'Jar"""
''''''

The wUmers of the intramural basketball ch.^ .were theDalmatlans. Tbey are II .n . r. !r
^*'*"P'°'"'>'*P»*ney are [I to rl Clyde Skipper, WUlle

Dr.
Thonias. Back W to r] Charles Moim>e, George Robertson, Vr.

Robert Collins, Ronnie Williams, Lany Foster.
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Dr. Hall named
MAC prexy
Dr. J. T. Hall, president of Mississippi

Delta Junior College, has been elected

president of the Mississippi Assocation of

Colleges of the 1980-81 year.

Hall, who served as vice president in

1979-80. succeeds Dr. Aubrey Lucas,

president of the University of Southern

Mississippi as leader of MAC. Serving

with Hall as vice president of the

organization this year is Dr. Kent Wyatt,

president of Delta State University.

The elections took place at the 59th

annual meeting of the assocation in

Jackson earlier this month.

Hall has been president of Mississippi

Delta Junior College singe 1966.

Immediately prior to coming to MDJC he

was assistant superintendent of the

Greenville city school; he also previously

served as principal of Greenville High

School.

The Washington County native has

also served as teacher, coach, and
administrator in the Areola and Leiand

school systems and as Area Supervisor of

Adult Education with the Mississippi

State Department of Education.

He holds degrees from the University

of Southern Mississippi and Old Miss,

where he was awarded his Doctor of

Education degree in 1973.

Hall has also served as president of the

Mississippi Assocation of Junior Colleges

^nd is active in various facets of higher

education in Mississippi. He is a member
of Phi Delta Kappa society for

professional educators and other profes-

sional societies.

The Mississippi Assocation of Colleges

comprised of Administrators of public

and private junior and senior colleges and

^universities which are accredited.

The organization, which meets twice a

>*-'ar. fosters close cooperation and
'coordination between the schools by
't-'tting the school administrators share

attitudes and information about trenda in

education and developments at their

"^espcctive schools.

Name the Computer" competition underway
The "Name-the-Computer" contest

gets underway today on campus.
The contest, which will continue to

April 14, is designed to promote student
and faculty awareness of the recently
installed System 34 IBM computer in the
vocational-technical center.

Mr. Jimmy Free, data processing
instructor, said that the contest is open
to any student or faculty member.
"To enter, you should go by the

Information Desk in the Union or by the
Administration Office in the vo-tech
building, and fill out a contest suggestion
blank." said Mr. Free.
Winner of the contest will be awarded

$25.

Mr. Free said that judges for the
competition will be: Dr. Ray Whelan,
assistant vo^tech director; Mrs. Martha
Woodall, vocational counselor; Mrs.
Madge Hall, secretary to the president;

and Business Manager Sherman
Stauffer.

The public is invited to see the new
computer in operation during Open
House at the Data Processing Center
classrooms. April 14. from 12 noon until

4 p.m., Mr. Free said.

The results of the contest will be
announced after the committee meets to
make the final selection on April 15.

Rising operating costs, spurred by
inflation will result in increased boarding
and tuition rates for full time students
next fall. The increases were announced
March 21. by Dr. J.T. Hall, president of
MDJC.

Included in the increase are: 1 tuition,

up fifteen dollars, from $135 to $150. 2.

boarding charge, up twenty-seven
dollars, from $294 to $321. 3. Dorms, up
ten dollars per semester, from $100 to

$110. 4. Yearbook fees, up five dollars,

from $10 to $15.

- According to Dr. Hall, and Mr.

School costs to rise
Sherman Stauffer, business manager,
these price hikes are due to increased
costs of supplies and utilities. A major
factor in the boarding cost increase is the
mandatory minimum wage raise paid to

cafeteria employees which became effec-

tive Jan. 1.

Dr. Hall pointed out that, according to

a survey done by Coahoma Junior
College, half of the state's junior colleges

will increase their rates this fall. For
example, tuition figures will range from
a high of $185 dollars per semester at

Northwest Junior College, to a low of

$150 dollars at MDJC.

"We still offer the lowest tuition rates
in the state.

"The school board and I remain firmly
committed to keeping tuition low," said
Dr. Hall.

The school has been granted monetary
increases for the next school year by the
Mississippi legislature, but those funds
are earmarked by law for salary increas-
es. Dr. Hall said.

"Increasing our rates." said Dr. Hall,
"was the only way in which the school
board could provide the school with the
proper amount of money to operate the
college."

Pageant will be held April 16

Participants in Miss MDJC pageant, fl- to r.] Cissy Horton,

Robbie Ferguson, Kaye Koenig, K. K. Kimes, MelanJe
Taylor, Terry Tavenner, Janice Hood, Joyce May, Sherry

Morgan, [not plctared] Cindy Aiford, Brenda Mitchell, Usa

Freeman, Kathy SouthaJI. Kim Farrell, Karen Holley. Debra

Shutes. The Pageant will be held on April 16 a( 7:30 p.m. In

the Coliseum. The Theme for the pageant is:**Thank Heaven

for Little Girls'*.
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A thought on Easter, 1980

N« it ristnl

editorial

Easter — the saddest and gladdest of

holidays.

In William Wordsworth's "Lines Writ-

ten In Early Spring", he says: And much

it grieved my heart to think

"What man has made of man"
The celebration of the facts of the

Crucifixion so often emphasized in

Easter Sunday services echoes Words-

worth's dismal mood.

And few current events or observa-

tions of contemporary values do much to

lessen that gloom.

Another English poet, Gerard Maniey
Hopkins, offers an alternative comment:

And for all this, nature is never spent;

There lives the dearest freshness

deep down things;

And though the last lights off the

black West went.

Oh, morning, at the brown brink

eastward, springs—
Because the Holy Ghost over the bent

World broods with warm breast and
with ah! bright wings.

Happy Easter!

Let's play hostage!
It started as a trickle and built to gale

force — the wave of students that
converged on the Horton Science Build-
ing. They entered the building shouting.
"Death to the School Board", and "Down
with the Yankee Imperialist School
System"!

Hostages were taken from among the
faculty and quickly ushered, blindfolded,
to an undisclosed room in the center of
the building.

At the same time other students were
busy on the second floor hanging out
Aer^smith posters and banners bearing
the slogan. "We don't need no educa-
tion."

By the time the press arrived, the
students had donned what would become
known as those "everpresent green
army jackets". A girl with a scarf on her
head claimed to be the official spokes-
man.

"What were their demands?" the
press wanted to know.
"We don't know," replied the girl.

"After all. nothing like this ever hap-
pened in Moorhead."

"In fact, nothing ever happens in
Moorhead." she said.

That evening a stunned nation Ustened
as Walter Cronkite told the world. "At a
small junior coUege in North Mississippi,
students claiming they had nothing

better to do have taken over a building
and are holding members of the faculty
hostage."

Then came the pictures, the students
in their green jackets grinning from ear
to ear, shouting: "Aerosmith is great."
Up with Aerosmith, down with school."
And there was that girl with the scarf on
her head, again saying, "Nothing like
this ever happens in Moorhead."

In Jackson, the Governor was furious:
"The nerve of those students saying they
had nothing better to do; why. they must
have at i^ast seven or eight pool tables
and two o • three pinball machines. How
dare them to get bored. Call out the
National Guard!" he shouted.
As the troops were marching onto

campus, a student in the dorm was
waking from what he was deciding was a
bad dream, as he noted the Unks,
protestors, and noise outside his door.

"I've got to stop watching so much
national news on teevee," he thought.
The student sleepily rose to his feet

and wondered what to do next.
"I guess I'll see what's happening at

Macon Lake," he thought. Probably
won't be anybody there, but it's better
than sitting here doing nothing."
As he walked down the haU toward

the front door, a radio in another room
blared out the words. "We don't need no
education." .
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Letters to the Editor
Mr. Gregg Bellipanni, of the feature "Ramblin". has made some observations

in
latest edition of the Delta Herald that I feel need commenting on.

First, he wonders if the 7th Bibical Commandment should be revised to read "TK
shalt not kill unless the oil reserves in other countries are at stake." It may seem
some that this may happen, but it can be avoided in a number of ways, such as ei^-*'
up those items that use petroleum — automobiles, power for electric Uh^
phonograph records, and women's makeup. Then we will not have a need for for
oil. We should mobilize the nation against personal and community waste of fuel
petroleum products and then we won't be economically motivated to defend a for
oil reserve,

Next. Mr. Bellipanni took issue with the "peace-time" draft. Certainly, most yomen do not wish to be drafted. But to compare the legal age to personally own lanri"^
against the draft age is a "copout". That is hardly a good comparison because v

^'

few men on their 21st birthday run down to the court house and register land in th
^

own name. The statement "we can die for our country, but we can not own any of rsounds very similar to an excuse used just a few years ago: "we are not old enoueh f

'

vote, but we are old enough to die for our country". ^

A young man (18-24 years of age) is physically and mentally better equipped
bl? nd up to the rigors of combat. Since combat is what the military must prepare f
then you obviously must pit your best against their best. To pit our Congressm"^'
against their politicians is a cute idea, but one the Russians would certainly hp a"
last to agree to. ^ ^
As an American citizen, you are a part of this country and a part of it belonw

you. You are free to travel, free to speak and do things as you please (within ^eal
reason). So if this country belongs to you, why the excuse for not wanting t

participate in the defense of it?
^

A draft of some kind is needed. Our armed forces are dangerously undermanned
The voluntary enlistment program has not recruited enough men to maintain even ammimum standing army. As the Soviet Union detects weaknesses within our
military forces, they have become bolder in their imperialistic conquest The morewe show a reluctance to defend our beliefs, the more likely the Soviet leaders are tostart the final thrust of conquest. Being heavily armed is no absolute guarantee ofworld peace, but it is a better guarantee than no defense at all.

If it takes a little encouragement to get more young men to enlist or be available
for call-up, then we have no choice but to set it up. If the country and the government
IS worth living in and with, then it should be worth defending. No one demands thayou die for the United States, but in the movie "Patton" General George S Patton
Jr. issued an interesting statement on this topic when he said "men should go intdcombat not to die for their country, but to make the other s.o.b die for his"

I agree with your concern about registering to vote. By all means register Vote inevery election possible. Only in this way can your opinion ever be heard
h inally you said "the older generation has gotten us into another 'fine mess' It's ud

to the younger generation to get us out of it." Did you consider that the oldergeneration was the younger generation a few years ago. and they said the same thingthen that you are saying now. Your history lessons should have told you that th

KZ^'^H
that fights on the battlefield of one war is usually the generation that

a war? Nn .T^ T' ?
^ '^^"^ ^""^^ generation prays that it will not see

a war? No one truly wants a ward, but with the many problems of today, it seems

exoerirn p'^h'^.' "'T ""J^
'"'"^'^^ older generation will use it.

vouZr ctn ^'^T^'^
^^'^t can be solved, and then make way for the

,

best way theTc^^^^
^^^"^ '"^^'^ ^ «^ ^^ings and solve it the

'

by Cecil Culpepper

DO YOU THINK CARTER WILL
REMAIN OUR PRESIDENT FOR THFNEXT FOUR YEARS. WHY?

George Hall, Cleveland - Psychology.
Yes because people are looking at theway he is handling the Iran crisis. And

also the way he has handled inflation
"

trMcheater Com, Greenwood -
Journdism. "Yes. I think he is going toget president. He's a good man so far

"

George Murray, Fish Farm Manaire.mcnt - Moorhe«I. "Probably, if he gitsthe hostages out."

Katherine Thomas, Rolling Fork -

thTTed^r"'"-/^"'- ^"^"^^ Ueelthat Ted Kennedy has none of the

Zt"
of his brother. John Ken

Betty Luckett, Rolling Fork - Ac-countmg "No. because I think that theDemocratic votes wUl split between

wmtern^T^'^ ^"^'^^^ -trorn:wiU be a Republican president."
Victor HiU. HoUandale - Psychology.Yes because I think since he hasalready faced some of the problems Thevo^rs will stick with him "

Worthy Cosey. HoUandale - Emri.
«^ the waThehandled the Olympic Games."

Mike Smith. Greenwood - Busines,

out%?:t--^-^^=
weU.hehask:r

Glen Brown. Cleveland - PoUtical

18.

us



Census uses

are varied

Not long ago, a young woman in

Denver phoned the Census Bureau and

asked how she could find out the number

of
unmarried men in her city.

The Bureau employee said he could

supply ^^^^ information, broken down by

neighborhood if she so desired.

Fantastic, she said, and can you tell

me the neighborhoods where the men

are young and wealthy?

This woman was learning something

that business, civic, and government

leaders have known for years: the

census is often the best — and sometimes

the only — source of accurate statistic

about people and their housing, from a

national level right down to a specific

city block.

Every U.S. resident has been asked to

answer the 1980 census, which began on

April 1. The outcome will be a new,

in-depth assessment of the Nation, the

nature of which has not been available

for 10 years.

The Constitutional purpose of the

census, to provide a basis for reappor-

tionment among the States of seats in

the House of Representatives, has been

constant since 1790. In modern times,

particularly since the advent of the

computer three decades ago, other

applications of census data have become

increasingly diverse. Census information

is used daily everywhere in the United

States.

In Illinois, a real estate firm uses

census data to give interested home
buyers an instant mini-profile of pro-

spective neighborhoods.

In large cities, such as Atlanta and San

Francisco, transportation planners rely

on census information when selecting

bus routes, subway stops, and highways

that will need widening.

In Detroit, a pizza parlor chain

consults census statistics when choosing

the best site for a new restaurant.

During the past 10 years, government

at every level has multiplied dramati-

cally its dependence on census data to

help plan and implement programs.

More than 100 Federal programs now
guide their spending of an estimated

$50 billion annually with census statis-

tics. Funding for the Cooperative Exten-

sion Service, for example, hinges upon a

State's rural and farm population as

determined by the census. Spending for

the Headstart program depends upon

the number of children in families below

the poverty line.

More jobs, help for abused children,

crime prevention assistance, extra read-

ing teachers. Federal highway funds —
for these and many more Federal

programs, where the money is spent

depends at least partially on what the

1980 census finds.

But census information does not cease

being useful after the check is written.

Local and State officials also rely heavily

on census data when managing their

programs.

Every 1980 census question will

provide important information for use in

or out of government — always, as

prescribed by law, anonymous statistics

that can't be linked to individuals.

Answers to the income questions on the

census, for example, will directly in-

fluence a community's share in the

General Revenue Sharing program. On a

more local level, a firm in Nashville

recently used census data about the

number of working mothers, median
family income, and the age of children, to

find areas in need of private day care

centers.

The Census Bureau will publish an

estimated 300,000 pages of 1980 census

VICA
to compete

The MDJC Vica Club will be compet-
ing in the State Vica Contest which will

be held April 17-18 at the Hinds Junior

College.

The Vica Club, with 300 members, has

the largest local Vica Chapter in the

state of Mississippi.

There will be a representative from
each Vocational Program, competing
with other representatives from each of

the 16 junior college in Mississippi in

various vocational programs.

All first place winners will participate

in the National Competition, which will

be held in Atlanta. Ga. in June.

Over the years MDJC has had many
state and national winners.

No list of competitors was made
available at press time.

statistics, which will be available also on
microfilm, microfiche and computer
tapes.

To inform the public about the

existence of census statistics and how to

acquire and use census products, the

Bureau conducts a marketing program.

It publishes a newsletter about its

products and services, conducts training

courses, prepares guides and other aids

for users, and makes available the

census data in various forms to public

and private organizations ~ including

the new State Data Centers.

The Census Bureau also prepares

college-level materials about how to use

census products, which more than 1,000

instructors have used in their classes in

such disciplines as sociology, business

and geography.

Karen Holley

wins talent show

Karen Holley won first place in the

MDJC Talent Show with her rendition of

"Honestly, I Love You". The competition,

sponsored by the Student Government

Executive Council, attracted 12 entries

with talents ranging from rock band to

satirical skits.

Karen w&s awarded $50 and a trophy

for her performance. Placing second was

Donna Ellis, who sang "You Light Up

My Life". Third place winner was Gregg

Bellipanni who presented his interpreta-

tion of an excerpt from "Rocky Horror

Picture Show". Donna and Gregg re-

ceived trophies.

The MDJC Jazz Band performed at

the beginning of the show.

"Rhino" Halbrook emceed the show.

Judges were honorary students from the

campus.
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Spring is here! Everyone is getting

out more these days except when it's

raining. It has been doing a lot of that

lately.

If you ever are bored and don't have
anything to do. just go over to Robbie's

and George's house. There is always
something going on over there.

Lisa Freeman, how is your job at

McDonald's going? Hopefully everything

is just fine.

Becky Nelson, how can you keep going

with all those late hours you keep?

Sandra Blasingame, are you still going

to Pizza Hut all the time? Instead of

studvine for that ipst you had Friday
morning, you went to the Pizza Hut.

Attention all girls! Elections for the

dorm will be soon. Let's get together and

decide who we want to represent us.

These elections will be held during

Carnival Week.
Help Wanted—
If you are in need of a job with no

experience necessary, just contact

Robbie Kight ano' George Murray for

more information.

How did everyonvVs grades turn out?

Well, we really hope everyone was
satisfied.

Rumor has it that "For Sale" signs

have been popping up I'n Lynell's front

yard. Tell us about it, Gregg.

On Thursday night March 20. five girls

from up north were down for Spring

break. These girls. Lisa, Ann, Liz, Evea.

and Wendy attend a University in

Massachusetts and were at Dave Ben-
nett's house for a party. We really

enjoyed having those Yankees here.

Girls, we only have about six weeks of

school. It's time to buckle down and get

the job done.

Diana Connell, we saw your car March
25. Did you find out who rolled it in toilet

paper and shaving cream?
Gina Ward, what kind of note was that

attached to your bed? You could have at

least done what it said.

Cissy Horton, did Burt Reynolds and
Clint Eastwood really call you, or, was it

some of your admirers? If it was Burt,

though, I sure would like to meet himi

Ray Powell, I hear someone snuck in

your room one night and cut off half of

your mustache. Do you have any
suspects as to who did this? We see that

you are clean, shaven now.

Keith Harper, do you have any idea

who salted your bed?

Jerry Hawkins, did you really curse

security when he came to get you at

12:00 Monday night on April 24? I

hear that security told you that he was
going to arrest you but it was only Lisa

Freeman who wanted you. We hear that

Lisa is majoring in Jerry. This is the way
that Mr. A introduced her at a T.J.

performance at Humphreys Academy. It

"Mr. A" right, Lisa?

Hill Stubbs, we hear that you really

got into soap operas. Someone told us

you were watching them the other day.

4^

(left] Karen Holley

labovelDomia El lis, aiid Rhino

[right] Gregg Be Ulpanini
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Spring Sports

Teams play between rains

Greg Glover

Scholarships

Available

Publications

Applications are currently beinir
accepted for Student Publications staff
editorial positions in the Publications
Office.

Full scholarships are available to
qualified students. Interested persons
should contact Miss Laney Wooten
Publications Office. Vandiver Student
Union, Moorhead.

Band

Tryouts for the Mississippi Delta

for the Rifle. Flag, and Twirler drUgroups for 1980-81 will be held at theMUJC Coliseum. Saturday. AprU 26. at <ia.m. *

.
^'^^'^'^'^ips a^-e available for allbandsmen. "

P^'"'**"' contact Mr
fnform^r"^' «<iditionai
information concerning tryout require-

Warnock Speaks
at dorm meeting

Routine violations of rules were
discussed at the Stennis-Penrod Dormi-
tory Council meeting. March 20
Dean Robert Warnock. who led the

meeting, discussed the matter of thegrls opening the door after 12 midnight.He also said that noise in the dorm is too

dZl'r''^ dorm resi-

elmLn "r^"^^^/"d participate in theelmion of new dorm leaders for next

Track

The Trojan track team placed second

in its first meet of this season, held at

Holmes Junior College, March 19.

Six Mississippi junior colleges com-

peted in the invitational meet which was
won by Northwest Mississippi Junior

College of Senatobia. Coahoma, Itawam-
ba, Meridian. Northeast, and Holmes
were the other competitors.

Placement in individual events by
local participants was as follows: (SSO yd.

run) Eless Reed, second: Leroy Williams,

third (440 yd. dash) Clyde Skipper, first;

James Johnson, third; (discus throw)
Kenny Lieux, first (shot-put) Kenny
Lieux, fourth (pole vault) Pat Hare,
second; Ben Crockett, fourth (long jump)
Don Robinson, first (high jump) Pat
Hare, third (440 yd. relay) team of Willie

Robinson. Clyde Skipper. George Hall.

Dennis Keys, third (I20-yd high hurdles)
Pat Hare, third (mile relay) Clyde
Skipper, James Johnson, Eless Reed,
Mike McCollum. first (220-yd dash)
Dennis Keys, third; Don Robinson,
fourth (mile run) Eless Reed, third;
Leroy Williams, fourth (100 yd. dash)
Dennis Keys, third.

Track Coach Paul Downs said that the
weather is keeping the track team from
working out on areas that need to be
improved. Downs said that he expects
Delta to be in strong contention with
Northwest (last year's north division
champions) for the title this year.

Delta is scheduled to return for a meet
with Holmes at Goodman on April 8.

They will host a meet here April 10.

Nurses win honor
Two members of the local chapter of

the Mississippi Association of Student
Nurses were among the students who
received special recognition at the
recent state convention.
Dav/n Blackmon, freshman from

Greenwood, was elected secretary of the
state association for 1980-81.

Mary Lou Davis, sophomore from
Minter City, was named to the MASN
Hall of Fame.
The local chapter was recognized as

the school which participated most at the
state level.

Dawn and Kim Case will attend the
National Student Nurses Association
Convention. April 23-27. in Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Tennis

Tennis Coach John T. Vickers said
he has good reason to think that the
Trojan men's team is a very good one.

and that the women's team is pleasing,

but inexperienced.

Vickers based his conclusions on the
results of the team's first two meets.

In their first match, the Trojan men
defeated Holmes Junior College. 5-3.

Lesley Bell won in singles, 6-0 and 6-0. In
doubles. Nick Morken and Lee Wall won
6-2, 6-3. Kevin Young and Harold
McKinney also won 6-1, 6-1.

In the second match held at Brook-
haven with Copiah-Lincoln, Gulf Coast,
and Delta competing. Delta won the
invitational tournament.
Members of the girls' team are:

Dabney Wooten, Sharon Sanders, Beth
Burton, Tina Brown, Roz Mann, Diana
Connell, Phyllis Stricklin.

Baseball

Rain has been the most consistent
winner in the spring baseball competi-
tion so far.

Of nine games scheduled by presstime.
only two had been played. This double
header, played here March 22. was won
by Hinds taking the first game 12-0, and
the second 4-2. Theodore Howard was the
losing pitcher, and Steve Hayes, the
winning pitcher for the Trojans.

Despite the slow start of this season.
Coach Jimmy Bellipanni is optimistic
about his team's prospects for a winning
season.

Conservation
audit fundei

Mississippi Delt4 Jifiih^

been notified by Congr«*«nia/^j?

'

Bowen*s office that the school
given $18,070 dollars in matchin^f
by the federal government for its

'

the Technical Assistance on
p^^

Conservation Program. &ccQrii-

Vice-Pres. Sam Stafford.

"MDJC wiU match that grant anH
money will be used to hire a profes
engineer and architect to give the
technical information and draw
blueprints for eight major cL'
buildings as to how they can be
more energy efficient," said Mr
ford.

Included in the study are, Tanner Hu
Edwards-Stonestreet Men's DormiZ
the Vandiver Student Union,

Horta
Science BuUding, Vocational Techn^
Center, the addition to the Vocaiioi^
Technical Center, the Scroggins Yeau
Fine Arts-Administration Complex snj

the Mississippi Delta Junior CoIIh,
Coliseum. ^
"We are looking for recomniendatiV<

in the form of building modifications
will pay for themselves in energy
over a period of years." said

Stafford.

Those recommendations, ac
Mr. Stafford, will be submiij
government, along with an applicatic

obtain the necessary funds to cany
the architect's suggestions.
Weilenman Associates of Greenvfti

the firm that has been asked to conp
the study.

Library to get new roof

SGA Selection

to take place
Applications for the offices of student

government president, vice president,
and secretary for the school year 1980-81
are currently being accepted by theDean of Students.

Final selection of the officers is to be

Anri^P^n
f''<='il'y;^'"<i"t committee onAprU 9. Dean Robert Warnock. student

government fidviser. said

shf,!w '° "pp'y f*"- °ffi<^e

from the'n "PP""'""" blank

frZtK T^*'"
°^ Students' office, or

ADolic-f
^''^ 'he Union.

Applications must be completed andreturned to t he Dean of Students^Of^ce

2 0^»^ •'^^ mainUined a

retur^ 'TT. ""^ f'^s toreturn to ..chool here in the faU may

facuUv re!
SGA CouncU. afaculty repres.mutive from the Vo-Techdivision, (.he Dean of Students and th,current president of the Faculty Asso^iafon will make the final selections

Work was expected to begin March 31on a new roof for the Stanny Sander

^ilTf Vice-President Sam
Stafford said that the project is expected
to take approximately three weeks to
complete, and will cost the school

nrrlTon^l ^h
^'^"-"^ ^--n"

ope:eTl>°^r;ub"c"^^^^^^^^''-^

Spring Carnival

to be held
Toss a water balloon at your favoriteinstructor, down all liberated females na rope tug-of-war. feast on bTrbecueserved by the lake- Sounds interesting?
Al these events and more have been atraditional part of Carnival Week activities at MDJC.
Carnival Week, sponsored by the SP.A

The problem, according to Mr. Suf

ford, has been "cracks in the roof 20 to 9)

feet long." "We'd repair a cra-k ini

another one would open up beside itior

20 or 30 feet. I
"As soon as the new era. nt'

repaired, the old one would oj Jr

again," said Mr. Stafford.
The school called in architects

Mr. Stafford put it. "The best br.

the roof construction business to an: i

1

the problem and offer a solution
Core samples were taken

,roofing material, and school offi# I

were told that in the construction p^ia»
j

insulation boards, normally anchored '
I

the metal plate of the roof had be. i

^

unattached. This flaw allowed the roofU'

shift, accounting for the cracks.
To remedy thje problem, workers

*Jstrip the roof h sections to the mel*

plate at its base. They will then atw«

insulation boards, add three
fiberglass roofing to be mopped onm
hot asphalt, and finally the top
mopped with a waterproof emulsion,
added protection against cracks

expansion joints will also be add
strategic locations in the roof.
When asked about rain damage to

building. Mr. Stafford replied,

inestimable."

Mr. Stafford said. "We have been

fortunate that none of the books

furniture in the library have
damaged by the seeping water.
He also praised Head Librarian

Boyer. and the patience of the li

staff for their handling of the situs
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The MDJC VICA (Vocational and
Industrial Clubs of America) elected

three state officers and won Hmedals in

leadership and skills, according to S.A.
Brocato, head adviser of the group.
Thirty-two local students and six

advisers attended the conference held in

Jackson. Mississippi, April 17, 18.

Greg Glover, has been elected to serve
as state president for 1980-81. Beth
Steed will serve as vice president, and
Brenda Cowett as secretary.

Larry Pritchett of GreenviUe will

serve as vice president of the Alumni
Association and Lester Miles of Rolling
Fork as treasurer of the newly formed
organization.

Winners of leadership and skills were:
(Gold) Scott Brown, small engine repair;

VICA Sweeps State Honors
Doris Denley, commercial art; CharlesDuett, electron cs; Judy Hvpf m !i i

laboratory techno'log^rR'^^: ' W S'sheet metal. (Silver) Jimmy Xcommercial art; Greg Glover. smaUengine repair; Wade HamUton ofTseprinting; Gerald Julius, prepared

l""''"; ^^l*" Praeticar nursing

.n^H T- open,ing and closmg ceremony team - Conny

in ''m^m"" Martin Her

Thl n'^'''
^^'^ Steed, JohnnyThomas. Ronnie Williams. Also winning

bronze medals were; Charles Jones

Llndl
^ "^"^ ^'•^Cool. welding;Lmda Moore, commercial art; George

Williams, sheet metal; and Charlotte
Wmters, offset printing, parliamentar-

>an. and John Martin. sUte historian,
and the five winners of gold medals will
go to national competition in June 23-28m Atlanta. GA.
The local club also won a trophy for

the fifth straight year for being named
outstanding club of the year. They also
received a pennant for starting two high
school clubs (Leiand High and Rosedale).
The club also received recognition for
hosting the District 1 secondary school
competition.

The next sUte conference will be held
on the Gulf Coast.
"VICA would like to say a special

thanks' to Mrs. Diane Saucier and Mrs.
Gerry Phillips for their help in training
our contestants for the leadership con-
test." said Mr. Brocato.

A. Denise Mnirhead g q p^^^
SGA Secretary - 1980 1981 SGA President • 1980-1981

MDJC Take Top Honors
Two students from Mississippi DelU two-day comerence were: Alice Pope

Junior CoUege took top honors in essay Deborah Blanks. Dan Ray, Roz Mann,
writing at the Mississippi Junior CoUege George Murray. Brenda Daves. Carolyn
Lreative Writing Conference held Hudson. Betty Luckett, Kathy Thomas,
recently m Natchez. and Cheryl Jenkins. Mrs. Rebecca
Joyce Keen, won first place in formal Shuttleworth, Mrs. Melba Halbrook,

essays with her manuscript "Lives Lived Mrs. Yvonne Bennett. Mrs. Sandra
ror others

. Steve Combest won second Moore, and Mrs. Betty Watson.

I s H jp.
^'^^ ^" addition to the regular sessions of

! the conference, the group also enjoyed
students and faculty who attended the touring antebellum Natchez.

-.^
Friday. May 2 8:15 -10:20 CQU.CQYY I

10:35-12:40 LVYY *
1:30- 3:40 ENG1113

ENG1123
BSB0013

I
Monday,May5

8:1510:20 D
10:35-12:40 NRZZ
1:30- 3:40 AIS.AIXX

Tuesday. May 6 8:15 -10:20 B
10:35-12:40 F
1:30- 3:40 EMW.ERZZ

Wednesday. May 7 8:15 -10:20 JTXX
10:35 -12:40 G

1:30 -Graduation

Rehearsal in

Coliseum

^Oraduation Friday Evening, May 9. 8:00 p.m. Mississippi Delta Coliseum

C Rosalind Mann
Vice-President I*>80-I981

Stennis
Scholarship

to be
^

Established
The Mississippi Delta Junior CoIIetre

Board of Trustees has approved a
request from Mississippi Senator John
btenms to establish a scholarship in the
name of his late sister Miss Janie E
Stennis.

Miss Stennis died at her home in
Dekalb in early February.
The amou..t of the scholarship and the

date of its availability are yet to be
determined, according to Dr. J T Hall
who made the scholarship announce-
ment.

The request came in a personal letter
from the veteran Mississippi lawmaker
to Dr. Hall, and it stipulates that the aid
should go to students who excel in the
study of history and government.
Miss Stennis was a member of the

MDJC (SUNFLOWER) faculty until her
retirement. As an instructor, she taught
classes in history and coached the college
debate team.

"She taught at a time when there was
no junior college in northeast Missis-
sippi. Students from those areas came to
MDJC. As a result. Miss Stennis is

fondly remembered throughout all of
northern Mississippi," said Dr. Hall.
The Stennis Penrod Women's Dormi-

tory bears her name.

This is the final edition of the Delta

nown to? It seems only yesterday thatwe were signing up for second semester.
This year has been a busy one for

everybody. Everyone seems to have
got en involved in something - music,
athletics, academics, etc. and party-fever
has been re established at Moorhqad'!"!!
Exams are upon us. Is everyone

studying? Teachers, please be lenient.
Remember, you were students once.
Happy Birthday. BekyI
The year has seen many problems

solved. For next year. I'd like to see
some of these solved: First of all. find a
place for the students to go after hours.
The Union closes at 9:00 p.m. Most
activities don't get started till then.
Secondly, please refraip all groups
IB.o.U.. etc.) from performing in the
mam dining room. The middle of the
Union is much better. This is most
distracting for a person trying to enjoy a
peaceful meal. Finally, I'd like to see
some of the thievery in the dorms and
campus buildings stopped.

Mr. Cecil Culpepper has written a
rebuttal to my article on the draft. I feel
it to be within my journalistic rights to
defend my article. (All phrases within
quotation marks are from Mr. Cul-
pepper's article.)

"The legal age to personally own land
against the draft ... is hardly a good
comparison because few men on their
2l3t birthday run down to the court
house and register land . . This may be
true, but I'd be willing to bet tjiat even
fewer men on their 18th birthday run
down and register for the draft. The old
excuse of us being "old enough to die."
but not "old enough to vote" must have
done some good. Eighteen is now the
legal voting age.

"A young man is physically and
menUlIy better equipped to stand up the
rigors of combat." This statement is

most assuredly true, but it still doesn't
answer the question of who has the
moral right to pick these men.

Let me clear up one misconception.
You, Mr. Culpepper, seem to think that I

do not want to defend the United States.
If a nation invaded the continental
United States, I'd be the first up to help
in any way I could. That is not the point
in this draft and war — it would be to
stop Russian aggression. Don't you
remember Vietnam? Haven't you learn-
ed anything from your own history
lesson?

You speak of the draft as "a little

encouragement to get more young men
to enlist." I don't call this encourage-
ment; I call it outright force!

None ot my history teachers ever
taught me that "the generation that
fights on the battlefield is the one that
starts the next war."
By all means, let's start the draft and

have a war. Let's prove to ourselves and
everyone else that we are nothing more
than uncivilized, bloodthirsty, savages.
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Curfew causes conflict
On April 7, an MDJC student pre-

sented a speech in class which raised an
issue that we feel is worthy of comment.
MDJC is a great schooJ und all of us

are dedicated Trojans, buf that doesn't
mean that this is the "Land of Oz'* and
everything is perfect.

Apparently several girls living on
campus are very much put out about the
rules and regulations that govern dorm
life for themselves, as compared with
what they feel is an apparent "lack" of
regulation's in the men's quarters.

Primarily the controversy centers on
the 2:00 a.m. check-in time. Girls that
come in later than 2:00 a.m. are admitted
to the dorm by Campus Security and
must forfeit their I.D.'s. After three
forfitures of an I.D. card, the girls must
leave the dorm.
There are no regulations being en-

forced over in the men's quarters.
Everybody knows the reason for tight

security around the girls dorm is geared
toward their own protection. That is not
the issue. One need only read newspaper
accounts of crimes against women in
college campuses to know that we
appreciate the protection they get.
The issue surrounds the 2 a.m.

check-in t-.ne.

It has been said that having girls in
the dorm by 2 a.m. will prevent them
from being the targeU of people who
would Uke advanUge of them.

I think not. At least I don't feel that 2
a m. would be the ideal time to have girls
off the streeU for their protection. For

example what could happen to them
after 2 a.m. could very well happen
between 11 p.m. and 1:59 a.m. If one
wanted to get up a time to require girls
to be in for their own protection, why
not just require them to report to the
dorm immediately after class. After all,

crimes against women have been known
to occur at all times of the day or night.
A much fairer option, in my opinion

would be to let the girls decide what
reasonable hours they want for them-
selves, similar to the freedom now given
to the men only.

I would like to see. by all means, the
security to continue but I feel that the
policy of ID forfeiture leading to explu-
sion from the dorm is arbitrary and
unfair since it is only being enforced in
the women's dorm. Why not simply have
security lock the doors and admit them
after a certain hour as they return? This
is a common practice elsewhere.
Another point of controversy is the

fact that girls aren't allowed to have
guests spend the night in the dorm.
Granted, neither are the men. but in her
speech, this student's claims that due to
a lack of enforcement, this is a common
occurrence in the men's dormitory. What
can be done? What will be done?
As we said earlier, we support MDJC,

it's faculty and administration. We point
these issues out simply to bring atten-
tion to what we feel are areas in which
improvements could be made to make
this school more enjoyable for the
women as well as the men.

-MARVIN TARVER

Tennis pro to play here

Computer named for McGinley

On Saturday. May 3, American tennis
star Roscoe Tanner will participate in
the fifth annual American Cancer Society
Tennis Benefit. The matches will be held
once again in the MDJC Coliseum.
Smgles and Doubles matches will be

held featuring Tanner and other mid-
South tennis stars. Among those partici-
patmg will be Russell Blair, head tennis
coach at Ole Miss. Earl HassIer.assisUnt
tennis coach at Ole Miss, and Mark
Ihompson. No. 1 singles player at
Mississippi State.

Finals in the A bracket of the tennis
tournament will be held in the Coliseum
prior to the exhibition matches. The
exhibition matches featuring Roscoe
lanner will begin at 4:00 p.m
According to the event's organizer.

Hem-y Paris ticKets for the matches can
be purchased at the Coliseum on the day

i •.^l^l^' ^-^ for adult
and $1.00 for studenu, 18 and under.The cost of aU tickets is Ux deductible.

1 he tennis matches are being held to
benefit the American Cancer Society
Last year, a check for $12,000 was
presented to the American Cancer
^society m connection with this event.
The event has been organized by a

group of DelU tennis enthusiasU. along
with others interested in the American
Cancer Society.

Roscoe Tanner is a native of Lookout
MounUin, Tennessee. He attended SUn-
ford University and was an All-American
m 1970. '71 and '72. He has been a
member of both the U.S. Davis and
World Cup teams. In 1974, he was a
semi-finalist at the U.S. Open and in 1977
won his first Grand Slam event the
Australian Open, defeating GuUlermo
Villas.

1979 was a fantastic year for Roscoe
Tanner. Perhaps his most impressive
leat was his appearance at the Centre
Court versus Bjorn Borg in the Wimble-on finals.

Mr. Joseph "Mac" McGinley. retired
data processing instructor, has beenhonored by having the new MDJCcomputer named for him
McGinley, who set up the BPD pro-gram here, rettred in 1978 after ^dno

blems.
'^^"^^ "^^^

As announced recently in the DailvBui etm. Roger Cummin^, a freshmanjnajormg in Diesel Mecha^is. submiUedthe winning name "Mac"
One hundred and thirty names were

submitted in the contest sponsored bjDBP Instructor Jimmy Free and the
vo-Tech Department.
Free presented the winner with a

check for $25.

Among Honorable Mentions in the
contest were: Delcom (Lawrence
Kenneth); Doc (Vincent Wong, sopho-
more electronics major). IDA ( Diana
i>urney, general education major), and
others.

The winner was chosen by a faculty
committee.

TJ.'s celebrate tenth birthday

Managing editor ... i

Layout editor • •--LyneH Reynolds

Reporters. win
*

"
* Braswell

Charle. Rn«' " c
' '^'""'^ Johnson. Diana Surnev

Primers
^^^^ ^towers. Clyde Burchfield

Peggy Adams." Joann Echoles^w'i ^u"'*"^
Countee Jack^nn m ^ade Hamilton.

Lee !nr. . •
'^^^fi^et Kirkland. Vanessa

-"^s.

lISvSISSIPP]

JUNIOR

PRKSS
lASSOClATIOl

,i„I; n"u'V^'"' '^P-"" 24) the Missis-

years old. They celebrated the event by

n^the Tharp Fme Arts Center audito"

This years group combines somethineold and something new to make theifconcerts both appeaUng and interesti^eo persons of all ages. Music ranges frZa contemporary Baiy Joel pieces to olde"ty e jaz^. A favorite of most auS^ence"this year js a piece caUed "Save thebones for Henery Jones," a song thatdescribes a colorful character whoeat just about anything but meatBy the end of the school year the TJ',

tlf "'"^k"""^
of performance

scnoois, arts festivals, civic cluh« <,r,^
throughout the South The TJ', h!
performed at Keesler F^ld ^ Ju^

P~ cr^lrfd:. a'nZlso^-,,':
Pensacola. Florida Mardi Gras

'

oome^ I^X^T^' ^ they haveTOme to be known gave their f;...f
concert in the Spring of i97nTt ^ .
years Mi«\fnif> ^ at that

time th. earT^^^ '^^^'^^

^ iJshaa been accomoan-

ists to the MDJC Jazz band. As the
number of singers increased the decision
was made to seperate the two groups.
The TJs had just been born.
Performing with this year's group are:

Karen Holly. GreenvUIe. Debra QuiUman
from Moorhead, Brenda Byers from
Greenwood. Nikki EUett from Green-
wood Kay Stowers from Itta Bena, Jill

Dreschier from Greenwood. Lisa Fre^
man from Indianola. WalJy Northway
from Greenville. Gregg BeUipanni from
Indianola. Michael DUley from IndianoU
and Stan Norwood from Drew
Backmg up the TJs in the Rhythum

section are: Amy Wooten. keyboard,
from Belzoni. Clark Secoy - Drums, from
RoUing Fork. Steve Shelton - Bass
i^mtar - from Eupora, and Perry Forrest
- guitar, from Greenville
The MDJC TJs are directed by Mr.

Joe A r.rams, Chairman of the Fine Arts
Depaument. Mrs. Jean Abrams is his

assistant.

Also travelling with the group are Bill

Horton. sound engineer, and Scott
Forrest and Mark Flemmons. who
comprise the road crew members.

~lidilToU**'"
'^^^ Enterprise-Tocsin.

I
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Richards cherish friendship
By Marvin Tarver

I

Most people expect mothers and
daughters to be close, but it is rare when

a pair become best friends.

But "best friends'* is exactly the term
used by Nursing Instructor Kathlene

Richards to describe her relationship

with her mother, Rhoda, who is studying

nursing at MDJC.
Not only does this unique relationship

make their life out-of-the-ordinary. but

next semester that friendship will enter

a new dimension when Miss Richards

will be faced with the task of instructing

her mother in the classroom.

"I never dreamed I'd be teaching her."

said Miss Richards.

"She told me that she*d always wanted
to be a nurse, but she did not have time
to go to school early in her adult life.

"Now that her babies are all grown up,

she's gone back to school," said Miss
Richards.

And as her mother, Rhoda, explains.
"It's something I've really wanted to do
for a long time.

"The further I got into nursing, the
more I realized that this is what I

wanted."

Miss Richards says that having Mom
in school makes for an interesting home
life.

"You know when youVe a kid, the
phone rings and you stay on it endlessly
chit-chatting. *

"Well, there's a nursing student that
calls my mother almost everyday and
they stay on the phone fifty or sixty
minutes." "I find myself screaming at
her to get off the phone." said Miss
Richards.

"That's definitely a role reversal for
us, because it used to be her who was
saying, 'get off that phone.'"
Miss Richards says that she also

fusses at Rhoda because she studies too
much. But she is also quick to add that
Rhoda is an exceUent student and does
well in her classwork.
What does Miss Richards expect it to

be like when she does teach her mother?
"That's going to be interesting"
My mother and I have always been

close, and we have a lot of fun together.
'I can imagine in a class when I'm

lecturing that I can probably look at her
>nd tell from her expression what's
going through her mind.

"It's going to be hard for me not to
"Ugh. It's going to be hard for her not to
laugh.

"We're going to be thinking pretty
much the same thing." said Miss
™chards.

It s a good thing that it's a student -
instructor rleationship. and not a
student-student relationship.

If mother and I were students at thesame time, we'd probably get kicked outof class," she added.
From her remarks it's not difficult to

tP,.K k"^' about

Mom Rhoda. feel about having herdaughter as an instructor?

.trP^ ^ «««med

WiU there be any problems in the
classroom? Rhoda doesn't anticipate any
She did say that like her daughter, she
too would have to guard against being
tickled because both of them kid around
so much at home.
"As far as I'm concerned, in the

classroom Kathlene's the instructor and
I wiU behave as I would in any other
classroom," said Mrs. Richards."
To look at the two of them, one would

be more likely to assume just the
opposite. It is Rhoda that looks more like
a member of the faculty. Miss Richards,
not long smce a graduate of MDJC. is
more apt to be mistaken for a student.
Rhoda already has Uken a CPR class

from her daughter and, commenting on
the experience, she said, "I don't
remember having any initial reaction."

"I don't think it influenced my attitude
or learning at all."

"I took notes and responded as I would
to any other instructor."

One area of concern for Kathlene is
the possibility that some students might
feel that because Kathlene is to be
teaching her mother she might give
Rhoda an unfair advantage.

"I would never give my mother the
answers to a test or anything like that."

"In fact I would probably be harder on
my mother, because she's a good student
and I'd expect more from her," said
Kathlene.

According to Rhoda. "The students
have been great. They kid me and I kid
them. I've been accepted very well."

After school, where will the future
Uke them? Well, Kathlene is considering
going back to school to work on a
Masters degree, and Rhoda is consider-
ing continuing on to earn her bachelors
degree. Wherever the future takes
them, you can bet that Rhoda and
Kathlene Richards will always stop to
take time out to kid with each other and
continue their close relationship. After
all what are best friends for?

The semester is now coming to an end
and everyone is worrying about exams
and finding a summer job. Just think.
Mrs. Rich" and Mrs. Carley don't have

to put up with us girls for the whole
Summer. Hopefully, we will see most of
ine freshmen back in the dorm next fall
Sandra Blasingame. congratulations

on your engagement to Win Chambers
Congratulations to Nikki Elliett for

winning the title of "Miss Leflore
County;. We want. too. to congratulate
Lisa Hitt on getting Miss HospiUlity in
this pageant, which was held in Green-
wood on April 12.

Sylvia Flucker has been seen riding
around in her new car with a cerUin guy.

Minnie. Diana, Margaret. Lynell. and
Liz had a special treat on Tuesday. April
15. Instead of eating in the lunchroom,
we all got to eat steaks in the Private
Dimng Room. It was a luncheon honor-
ing the Publications SUff. Just ask
Diana how much she ate?

(Publisher's note: Thank you for the
beautiful bouquet of spring flow«rs
Staff. Vm still enjoying them. LLW.)

Boys, if you like watching girls in their
swimsuits. just go behind the girls dorm
on a sunny afternoon. There are always
plenty of girls out there catching all the
sun rays they can get.

Gregg BeUipanni, you didn't get mad,
Friday. AprU 11. when Lynell played
thut trick on you, did you?
There were a lot of MDJC students at

the Catfish Festival despite the rainy
weather.

Beth Lindsey, what did you do to
Joseph's nose? I don't want you close to
mine.

Sylvia Chism was here for the
pageant. 1 wonder if she likes Wood as
much as she liked Moorhead.
The Pool Hall in Moorhead seems to be

well kept in business by the students
here. Someone seems to be over there at
all times.

Lisa Freeman, what have you been up
to lately? I haven't been seeing you
around much. Have you been hiding out
with Jerry so that you can have him alt

to yourself?

Student literary work published
The twelfth annual edition of At Pen

Point. MDJC literary magazine, has
been distributed to all students in
English Composition.
The magazine features belles-lettres

submitted by currently enrolled stu
dents to instructors of English Composi
tion.

"Each instructor was asked to submit
the five best manuscripts turned in by
her students for inclusion in this year's
magazine." said Miss Laney Wooten,
coordinator of the project.
At Pen Point is the first literary

magazine published by a junior college in
Mississippi.

Type for the pubHcation was by Delta
Typesetting Service of Greenville.

Students in the MDJC Vocational
I'rinting class, Uught by Mr SA
Brocato, printed the magazine.
Language Arts Instructors who were

asked to select manuscripts for the
publication included: Mrs. Betty Watson
Mrs Maxine Lavers. Mrs. Thelma
Hughes Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth,
Mrs. Melba Halbrook. Mrs. Yvonne
Bennett, and Mrs. Sandra Moore.
Students whose manuscripts were

selected include: Brenda Mitchell, Dan
Ray Dale Bright. Wes Kersey. James
Kendall, Kerry James. Lea Heath, Sarah
Clary. Steve Combest, Bill Jordan, Tim
belf. Ron Turner, Joyce Keen, Vicki
Jenkins. Gwen Profit. Ruth Mullen, and
Deborah Blanks.

PTK taps 55
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Cummings. faculty

adviser to Phi TheU Kappa fraternity
has announced the names of 55 students
who have qualified for admission into the
non-secret national honor society for
junior college students.

They are: Dale Bailey. Kathleen Real,
Carol Belvedresi. Alden Keith Brooks,
John Campbell, David Carr. Nina Car-
ver, Kimberly Case, Brenda Daves,
Linda Fike. Lisa Freeman. Joyce Ful-
wood. Cheryl Goodwin, Andy Halbrook,
Jane Hulett, Nelda Hancock. Keith
Harper. Sandra Lea Heath, Janice
Hendrix, Patty Henson, Wayne Hogue,
Karen Holley. Carilyn Ford Hudson. Bui
Jackson. Beth Lindsey. Edward Lock-
wood. Neal Martin. Jeffery Mims,
Brenda Mitchell. Ruth Mitchell. Hermar
Mobley, Sherry Morgan, Donna Muzzi,

Uawn Norris, Kim Norris, Emma Carol
Parker. Teresa Jo Parker. Lynn Parker-
son. Gwen Profit, Michael Pyles. Johnnie
Mae Raymond. John Reed, Rhonda
Richards. Sandra Simpson. Kathy Sout-
hall. JonieSUggs. Paul Stowers. Debbie
Thames, Johnny Thomas, Katherine
Thomas. Larry Watkins, Lisa White,
Perry Whites. Johnston Wood, Barbara
Wright.

The Zeta ZeU chapter of Phi TheU
Kappa began in 1947 at MDJC- The
membership is comprised of those stu-
dents whose grades are in the upper ten
percent of the college enrollment. To be
nominated, a student must have shown
evidence of good character as well as
having been endorsed by the Faculty
Committee on Honors and Awards, and
by active fraternity members.

Mother Rhoda and daughter, Kathlene, take a break.
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COURSE

BIO 1133 Gen Biol
ECO 2113 Prin ofEcoI
ENG 1113 Comp 1(1)

ENG 1113 Comp 1(2)

ENG 1113 Comp 1(3)

ENG 1123 Comp II

ENG 2323 EngLitI
GEO 1113 World Geo
MAT 1313 Col Alg
PHY2213PhySciI
PSy 1513 Gen Psy

BIO 1143 Gen Bio II

ECO 2123 Prin ofEco II

ENG 1113 Comp I

ENG 1123 Comp U(l)
ENG 1123 Comp II (2)

ENG 1123 Comp II (3)

ENG 2323 Eng Lit I

ENG 2333 Eng Lit II

EPY2513 ChiJd Pay
HISlU3WCivI
MAT 1323 Trig
PHY 2223 Phy SciH
SPTU13 OraJ Comm

ENG 1123 Comp II

ENG 2333 Eng Lit II

HIS 1123 W Civ 11

PSC 1113 Am Govt

BIO 1514 Anat& Phy 1(1)
May 26 - June 25
BIO 1514 Anal & Phy I (2)
May 26 June 25
BIO 1524 Anat & Phy II (1)
June 25- July 25
BIO 1524 Anat & Phy 11 (2)
June 25 -July 25

•J

MDJC Summer Session Set
FIRST TERM
May 26 - June 13

BUILDING ROOM
Science 12
Science 13
Science 32
Science 31
Science 16
Science 10
Science 18
Science 28
Science 7
Science 20
Science 29

SECOND TERM
June 16- July 3

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

THIRD TERM
July?- July 26

Science

Science

Science

Science

SPECIAL TERMS

Science

Science

Science

Science

12

18
10

82

81

16

29
18

28

37

7

20

36A

18

16

13

7

9

6

9

6

INSTRUCTOR

Caldwell

Stephen
Halbrook

Moore
Wooten
Hughes
Shuttleworth

Joiner

Mrs. Snowden
Spencer

Grubb

Caldwell

Stephen

Bennett

Halbrook
Moore
Wooten
Lavers

Shuttleworth
Mrs. Spencer
Culpepper
Dr. Snowden
Mr. Spencer
Phillips

The summer session is divided into three three-week terms Classes
ninety minute periods per day. Monday through Friday. Classes begin af

'

and the second period will end at 12:00 p.m. Only one course may be schp^f ,

term. A maximum of 9 semester hours crftHit mav ^o^r.^^

Shuttleworth
Lavers

Culpepper

Golden

Grubb

Pearson

Grubb

Pearson

Cmmlvsl Week was highUohted hv t»

semester hours credit may be earned durine th
session. All credit earned for academic courses during the summer c
transferable to any accredited coUege or university/provided studenff"" ^
already earned 64 or more semester hours. ''^s

not

No dormitory facilities or coUege bus service will be available for thp
session. The College Grill will be open 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m: ''^'"^r

Pre-registration;

SlsX^ :::::,
S=30a.m. to 4:00p.m.MDJC students

O.,
April 26. Saturday .* q.'

"P^° ^ student.

Class Periods .... ^'^ 12:00
p

Break 8:30 -12.00'

•^"''^•lo^ao

First Term
Second Term ^^J' 26 - June 13

June 16- July 0

Third Term (^^^ 4- Holiday)

J'^y7-JuJy2K
Special terms for these courses;
(1) Human Anatomy and Physiology

(Restricted to MDJC Nursing Students)
Bio 1514 Anat & Phys - May 26 - June 25
Bio 1524 Anat & Phys - June 26 - July 26
General Chemistry
Che 1211 & 1213 - May 26 - June 25
Che 1221 & 1223 - June 25 - July 25

rp" ; '^''''X
(»22.00) per semester hour ($66 001

Will be^aSr^h^e totSt?

t
"hT^rm

^'"^ ^^"^

Refund Policy: Pre-registration fee - None. Tuition - None after classes beg^

J^^^nS^^^^ only in the event of

two absences be allowed each t^Tm ^ "^"^^ ™*>^« than

lCd'CKIS^L^lfESS ^ COURSE
BEING OFFERED

^'^'^^'^ ^ li^NROLLMENT DOES NOT JUSTIFY IT

reqllTnl J- ^^^^ .eet aU admission
of good sUnd^ng issued by the Toultf n

^^' ^- ^ '"^'^^^ <"> «

For further information write to:

(2)

Dean of Student Affairs
Mississippi Delta Junior College
Moorhead. MS 38761

MDJC Campus News
Basketball slgnees

are'^be/n?''' MDJCare being courted by senior coUew,ooking for players who will add strenlth

hli, *t „ according to head

R i^".".'***'*^
John Vickfrs

Richard Little, a sophomore at MDJC

and local schJ/^e
Belhaven and Millsaps.
Both men were sUrters on the MnirTrojans basketbaU team.

^

EnroUment

A^^^r\^;rsed^-
figures for the Spr!^' s.!^

attendance

As of Aprr^efe ^rf"aonmate y" l ififi f„ii , ^
approxi-

than the .apSiLlet'Mi'/'"V"''
enroUed during the Fa'u S^mtster''"'"

maW-T/oiereenlr";^' '^P--
progrLs. 30^";e~ '"etoVd

«Vtlte"r^ e.^ort

academic classes. 4
MDJC also offers night classes and

operates the Greenville Training Cenwrm OreenviUe. Latest totals reveii

approximately" 70 students enrolled id

tfte Greenville program and there were

approximately" 212 students in nigbt

school.

Spencer*8 trip

Mr. and Mr. Dwight Spencer and Mr-

Herman Thigpin attended a

Pharmacy, Pre-engineering ConfereM*!
on March 28, 29 in Biloxi, MS.

'

Mr. Mrs. Lawrance Kenneth and
Doris Boyer attended a Two-Year RoU^
Table Mississippi Library AssociatW
meeting in Natchez, AprU 10, H- ^

NAMES inm
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247 candidates

fthe

8:30,

Graduation ceremoni6s set for May 9
Two hundred and seventy-four stu-

dents are sche*luled to receive diplomas

in the annual commencement exercises

at MDJC on May 9.

The ceremony will be held in the

jfl)JC Coliseum beginning at 8 p.m.
Following the processional to Elgar's

"pomp and Circumstance", the invoca-

tion will be delivered by Rev. Robert
Connerlev of the Moorhead Baptist

Church.

Dr. J T. Hall, president of the College
w.U make a few brief remarks

Special music by the Fine Arts
department will follow his speech.

Ihen candidates for graduation will be
presented by Deans Travis Thornton
and Harmon Boggs.
The ceremonies will conclude with the

benediction by Rev. Connerley.

Accompanist for the occasion will be
Mrs. Merle Tolberl.

Dean Boggs has scheduled practice for
graduation on Wednesday, May 7, at
1:30 p.m. **I urge all candidates to be
present for the practice so that they can
pick up caps and gowns following the
practice." said Dean Boggs.
Candidates and their fields of study

are as follows:

J6.00)

ion fee

8ses
b(ji

le event

'COUEi

ismi

admissii

onak

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS DEGREE

James Lee Beckham, Jr.

David Leslie Bell

G. ^ggory Vincent Bellipanni

Lisa Branscome Bennett

Donna CaroUo Blaylock

James O'Neal Britt

Betty Anne Brown

James David Can-

Jill Ann Drechsler

Patricia Kay Edmonson
James Earl Feather

Liaa Gwynn Freeman
Hischa Ann Harper
John Russell Harrison

Jerry Wayne Hawkins
Victoria Lynn Heep
Karen Diane HoUey
Walter Neal Martin

Cecilia Adekemi Omishakin
Ray Ransom Powell
Gwendolyn Yvonne Profit

Debra Lynn Quillman
Arthur Delano Rhodes
William Perrin RichardJon
Sylvia Rachell Robison
Tanya Klise Rowe
Elvis Clark Secoy
Stephen RayShelton
Debra Pauline Shutes
Robert Lee Stewart
Catherine Elaine Thomas
Edward Kenneth Tucker

I

Angela Louise Tlirfitt

Roy Lee Wall
John Henry Weathersby
Lisa Williams White
Teresa Fay e Williams
Linda KatblecD Wolfe

I Amy Wootqn
I
Barbara Josephine Wright

!

AS80CUTE IN APPLIED SCIENCE

COMMERCIAL ART TECH
I Doris Ruth Denley
Charles WUIiam Jackson
Deborah Gail Johnston
Mamie Deloris Turner

CONSTRUCTION TECH
Lloyd Charles Dodd. Jr.
Charles William Jackson
Mark Thomas Phelps
Thomas Keith Raby
Danny Earl Washington

DATA PROCESSING TECH
Brenda Kay Miles
l^y Watkins
Nora Yvonne Wilson

Alfred Dean King
Ben C. Penn. HI
Michael Dudley Pyles
Johnny Thomas. Jr.

Terry Lee Thornhill

Joe Vincent Wong

FARM MANAGEMENT TECH
Dennis Bernard Reginelli
Gary Sykes

TWO-YEAR GENERAL BUSINESS

Donna CaroUo Blaylock
Edward Lee
Dale Randall Lloyd
Elvis Eugene McDaniel
George Harold Mixon
Dawn Taylor Norris
Meta Persiani White
Patricia Ann Yates

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECH
Tammy Gaye Buckner
Vickie Renee Gonzales
Judy Jefcoat Hyer
Jeannie Inez Jennings
Renora Hudson Lott
Pamela Lynn Richard
Patricia Finn Sax
Debbie Arlene Washington
Jan Ellen Weeks
Joyce Ann Williams
Vicki Joanne Willoughby

NURSING

Martha Cooks Brown
Dede Dabbs Cage
Diane Campbell Carlisle

Nina Kay Carver
Mary Lou R^yman Davis
Debra Sue Dunaway
Gayle Williams Dyche
Gregory Glen Elkins

Linda Hughes Fike
Cheryl Ann Goodwin
Howard Wayne Hogue. Jr.

Jane Alexander HuJett
Bobbie Jewel Humphrey
Georgia M. Johns
Geraldine Love Jones
Bobbie C. Malone
Edna Ruth Mitchell

Shirley Stevenson Powell
Doris Plunkett Sanford
Sandra Fancher Sharpe
Sandra Elizabeth Simpson
JoAnn Thornhill

Katrena Lynne Towery
Cassandra Ann Wilcox
Charlotte Williams

RADIOLOGIC TECH

jed'

A:''

DRAFTING AND DESIGN TECH Donna Lynn Brewer

Conney Gene Abby
Alden Keith Brooks
Oscar Levern Brown
Donny Burney
Timothy Shaun McBride
nwman DureU Mobley
MJchael Ray ThornhiU

^^CTRONICSTECH
Thomas Dean Ainsworth
J«mes William Burchfield. Jr.
™>hertEariComns
J'mmy Dale Dewberry
^»»»r[es Robert Duett. Jr.
?«nuel Steven Everett
«»r»r AlanFlemmons
MKhae! Eric Granholm
^'»»rle8 L. Horn. Jr.

TWO YEAR SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
Cindy Lynn Bingham
Tommie Faye Dean
Debra Denise Edwards
Kim Roshae Norris

Libby Jane Silas

Carol Geneva Spencer

ONE YEAR SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

Emma Lee Bullock

Luanne Ctanton Fleming
Patricia Ann Johnson
Tyran Berrell McKelpin
Mary Catherine McMinn
Joyce Downs Makamson .

Chris Ann Mitchell

Laura Joy Skelton

AniU R. Sledge

Jon Ann Staggs
Elizabeth Taylor
Deborah Eileen Thames
Nancy Emmons Yarbrough

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINIST

William Ennis New son
George Washington Robinson

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

William Thomas Herod
John Henry Jones
Lonzia B. Jones
Clyde Ranel Jordan
Dennis Lee Keyes
Greg Stephen King
Anthony McWilliams
Prentiss Rosco Portis

Cyrus Wade Ramsey
Ricky Dean Shields

Timothy Glenn Stovall

Ben Robertson Weed
Johnny Lee Wimbley
Sandy Woods

BASIC SKILLS IN BUSINESS

Sylvia Lee Bailey

Wilma Flaustine Ball

Essie B. Carson
Velma Dozier

Alice Mae Green
Annie Ruth Hampton
Montana Henderson
Rosie Mac Holloway
Catherine Hudson
Brenda Lee Jackson

Paula Denise Jordan
Rosalind Yvonne Mclntyre
Dorothy Jean Payne
Fannie Brenett Pilcher

Patricia Ann Smith
Justina Vaughn
Earnestine Williams

COTTON GIN MANAGEMENT

Louis Paul Sheffield

DIESEL MECHANICS

Steven Russell Goodwin
George Benard Norton

Willie Edward Tanner
Spencer Earl Thomas
David James Tripplet

FARM MECHANICS

Lee Anthony Barnes

Murphy Eaten
Kenneth Dwayne Fulten

James Ray Grantham
Donnie Jackson

Monroe Jones

Sidney Ladelle McDaniel

Robert Neal Mitchell

Timmothy Buren Mize

Randy Evan New
William Levi Short

Curtis Dale White

Darnell Williams

Peter Brown
Housten Charles Duncan
Carl Vernon Frazier. Jr.

William Rex Hill

Samuel Henry Hopkins

Levon Ray Jefferson

Josh Kirk Langdon
Charlie Wilson Maxwell

Richard Wayne Muncher
Kenneth E. Parker

Dwayne Lenn Powers

Mark Alan Robinson
Jimmie Lee Scott
Willie Lee Shepard. Jr.

Joe David Wade
Douglas Alan Williams
Tracy Alan Wright

MACHINE SHOP

Eddie Beasley

Nathaniel Christian

Larry Dennis Evans
Thomas Hardy Foster
Willie Lee Hazelwood, Jr.

Charles Edward Jones
Kenneth Levon McCoy
Ronald Reed Oswalt
Willie Earnest Robinson
Clyde Antonio Skipper

OFFSET PRINTING

Peggy Jean Adams
Wade Steven Hamilton
Countee Jackson
Vanessa Elaine Lee
Laura Lee Logan
Tommy Lee Pruitt

Saul Williams. Jr.

Loretta Faye Willis

Charlotte Dianne Winters

RADIO AND TELEVISION

Handy Hall Alexander
James Allen Duthu
Leo Christepher Jenkins
Charles Elton Jones
William Percy Smith
Willie Mack Spain
Edward Thomas

REFRIGERATION AND
AIR CONDITIONING

James Garrett, Jr.

Thomas Lamar Jones
Elton Terence Lott

Larry R. Lovett

John Kenneth Martin

Kelvin Ponder Robertson
Edward Allen Sluder

James Edward Whitehead
Ronnie Williams

Gary Joe Woody

SHEET METAL

Lemuel Earl Blockson

Robert Brown
Housten B. Foster

Leonard L. Hall

Dennis Donald Harris

Anderson Jones

Leapon Lambert
Frank Lewis, Jr.

Melvin McCoy
James Lee Payne
Eless Reed
Ricky Freeman Tucker
George Ivory Williams

Yervin Donnell Williams

Arthur WUson. Ill

Roger Lewis Wright, Jr.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY WELDING

William Terry Chism
Marshall Davis

Larry Foster

Lonzo Harris

Theodore Roosevelt Howard
Kenneth Prince Lieux

Richard Earl Little

Gary Lynn McCool
Eugene Ousley

Charlie Rogers
Randy Smith
Robert Lee Thomas
LenneU Winners

Guenther honored
The rtiblic Relations Department at

Mississiftei Delta Junior College was a
triple aWard-winner in the 1979-80
competitions of the College Public Rela-
tions Association of Mississippi
(CPRAM).
Curt Guenther is the Public Relations

Director at MDJC.
At the awards ceremony, held at the

spring meeting of CPRAM at the
Ramada Inn in Jackson, the MDJC PR
Office won a first place for a newspaper
feature story entitled "Daytime Adult
Basic Education to Start." which appear-
ed In the Delta Democrat-Times last fall.

It concerned the creation of a new
program offered through the MDJC
Vo-Tech Department which would allow
persons to obtain their high school
diploma equivalents by attending basic
classes part time during the day instead
of at night, when most classes of that
nature had previously been offered.

Another first place was won in the
"Overall Brochure" category. The entry
in that competition was the 1978-79

student recruitment brochure entitled

"Considering College? Then Con-
sider . .

." The brochure was used by
Dean Travis Thornton's staff in spread-
ing the word about MDJC to area high
school students. It is also being used
again this spring as the recruitment
brochure for MDJC.

Third place went to MDJC in the
"Special Edition" category. That winner
was the pair of "Extra Summer Edition's

that the PR Department and the
Student Affairs Office had used as
student recruitment/public relations
vehicles for the college. The 1978
tabloid-sized newspaper was sent to

prospective students, while the 1979
edition was distributed throughout the
Delta and parts of north and central

Mississippi by the Memphis Commercial
Appeal and the ten daily and weekly
newspapers that serve the MDJC eight
county area.

This was the second set of awards the
MDJC PR Department had won in as
many years. In the 1978-79 CPRAM
competition the PR Office had won a

first place in the "Feature" category for

the article that appeared in the summer
issue of "Delta Scene" magazine entitled,

"From Humble Beginnings," the history

of the junior college from its origins in

1926 to the present.

The College Public Relations Associa-

tion of Mississippi is made up of

members from both junior and senior

colleges and universities and private

institutions of higher learning, as well as

representatives from agencies in the

state, such as the ETV Authority and
the Cooperative Extension Service. The
public relations/public information staffs

from these agencies and institutions

comprise the membership of' CPRAM,
which meets twice annually to foster the

use of public relations techniques in

furthering the cause of higher education

in Mississippi.
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CyntKia begins promenade.

Afford wins title

FlnaJIsls wall for (he jadRes' decision. They are |l. to r.)

Sports finalt

Five-foot two, eyes of blue.. ..has
anybody seen my girl? For years, men
were guided in their choice of women by
the lyrics of that famous song. Although
she didn't sing it. one cannot help but
wonder if it was those very qualities that
helped freshman nursing student. Cyn-
thia Alford. capture the title of miss
MDJC in the annual Miss Mississippi
Delta Junior College Scholarship Pag-
eant.

The annual pageant, sponsored by the
Moorhead Rotary Club, was held April
16. in the Mississippi Delta Junior
College Coliseum at 7:30 p.m.
Moorhead Rotary Club President. Curt

Guenther. opened the ceremonies with
the introduction of the evening's Mistress
of Ceremonies, Miss Mississippi, Sherrye
Simmons.

Sherrye in turn, introduced the
reigning Miss MDJC. Debra Quillman.
who sang for the audience. The MDJC
Jazz Band. Delta Dancers and T.J.'s
Gregg Bellipanni kicked off the competi-
tion with a production number "Thank
Heaven for Little Girls."
The competition began. Miss Missis-

sippi introduced the thirteen beautiful
girls who were competing in the contest.

From lhal moment, tension began to
build in the audience. Everybody had
their favorite candidate. Nobody envied
the judges and the decision they would
have to make.
At last the final moment came. Miss

Mississippi read the names of the five
finalists "Fourth runner up is Sherri
Morgan. ' "Third runner up. Joyce
May."

"The second runner up is Karen
Holley."

^'First runner up is Kay Koenig."
"Miss Mississippi Delta Junior Colleee

is Cynthia Alford."

The applause was deafening. There
were tears and whistles and everybody
seemed happy that the suspense and
waiting were over.

"I went into the pageant with a
winning attitude." said Cynthia.

'My attitude wasn't cocky or anything
I'kc that. Iwas simply just self-assured."

My desire was to project love to the
audience snd judges and to feel that love
returning." said Cynthia.

"I consider it an honor to be able to go
to the Miss Mississippi Pageant in July.
I II walk out a winner no matter who gets
the title."

"

Track stts rteords. wins Mortb Half
Taaais toaai tias far stata cbampiensliip

Athlatas banarai at banauat
wr- . 1, . .... ^

Honors Day
set for April 30

hafs'^Thp'^H^^'' ^"Jf
instruction,

nas set the Honors Day program for

achieved a little extra in the sSyear." said Dean Hoggs.
AH students are expected to attendthe morning assembly, one of two mass

assemblies held for the student body
each year.

The program order is as follows:
Openmg Remarks. Dr. J.T. HaU. presi-

i?u o^?^^ ^"PP^ awards. Beta
Alpha Scholars, departmenUl. achieve-
ment, leadership awards; induction of
fc>GA president, special awards
announcement of dedication of The
Retrospect.

The MDJC track team held back
Northwest Junior College and went on to
clinch the Mississippi Junior College
North Division Championship, on April
24. competing teams were Mississippi
Delta. Northwest. Northeast, Itawamba.
Coahoma and Holmes Junior Colleges.

According to MDJC Track Coach. Paul
Downs, this year's team is strong in field
events, and it certainly showed. The team
won the 440 yard relay, the 440 yard
dash, the 100 yard dash, the 880 yard
relay, the mile relay, the long jump, and
the discus throw.

Dennis Keys set a new North Division
record in the 100 yard dash, and Kenny
Lieux set new records in the discus and
shot put comoetition.

The Trojan track team currently holds 8
of the 15 Northern Division records.
Coach Downs, refering to the up-

coming state track meet at Copiah Lincoln
on May I. said. "Gulf Coast Junior
College is the team to beat."
Coach Downs also said that he hoped to

have an MDJC track team member to
make it to the National Junior College
meet in May. but would not elaborate on
which members of his team he thought
were the est prospects. The National
Meet will be held this year in St. Angelo.
Texas.

Tennis

The MDJC Trojans tennis team
became the co-holder of the State Junior
College Tennis title Friday April 25. in
the annual state tourney held at Meridian
Junior College.

Leslie Bell and Pat Hare won the
number one and two singles competition
respectively, and the doubles team. Lee
Wall and Nick Morken pushed the victory
along as they won in the first round of
doubles competition.

MDJC shares the state tennis title with
Gulf Coast Junior College.

Sports Banquet

Tuesday evening. April 22, nearly ot

hundred and fifty people gathered fort!
All Sports Banquet held in the cafeteriai
the Vandiver Student Union BuildinL
The banquet is an annual function held to

show appreciation for those students
involved in athletics at MDJC. It is also a

time when outstanding athletes are

recognized for their achievements.
Winners of this year's awards ucre:

Michael Smith, Scholarship Awaid.
Clyde Skipper. Football Award. FrauMe
Brooks, Girls Basketball Award. Nick

Morken. Boys Basketball Award. Clvdc

Skipper and Kenny Lieux. Track Awjrd
Leslie Beil. Tennis Award, and Lvn I

Winners. Baseball Award.
The Stonestreet Award, presented in

memory of Coach James Dallas Ston
street, was given to Keith Bender. T
award goes to an athlete who h

exhibited loyality. scholarship, hones
and a love of the outdoors, all qualiti

possessed by the former MDJC assista
coach.

Robert Warnock, Dean of Studen
presented the second year cheerleade
with trophies, and the first ye

cheerleaders with sweaters.
Clyde Jones. Michael Skipper, an

Keith Bender presented Coach "Jimmy
Bellipanni with an award expressi
appreciation for his 28 years of coach^
at MDJC. Coach Bellipanni will retire

from his position as a football coach after

this year and will devote his full energies

toward coaching the MDJC Trojans
baseball team.

Dr. Allen Snowden was the evening's
Master of Ceremonies, and the - '^^^

speaker was M.K. Turk. Head Baskcib^'l
Coach at the University of Southern
Mississippi.
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1432 student photos have been taken for this year's yearbook, indicating the largest

enrollment ever at MDJC. More students meant longer lines at registration and the
experience of standing in a long line everday continues for those who eat in the
cafeteria.

SGA forms

committees

The executive council of the Student
Government Association has named
landing committees for the fall semes-
r of 1980-81.

Cindy Alford has been chosen as orga-
nizer of Student Judicial Council. This
council consist of three sophomores and
two freshmen, whose responsibilities are
to carry out hearing procedures.
The Commissioner of Elections post

will be held by Scott Forrest. He is in

charge of all student elections. Four com-
mitteemen will be appointed to assist
him.

Chairman Roz Mann will head the
Food Committee. She will appoint 10-12
members.
The Publicity Committee — a new

standing committee — will be chaired by
Bobby Perry and vice-chaired by Sherri
Marquis.

Connie Dumas has been selected to fill

the newly created post of reporter for
the SGA.

All committee positions were to have
heen filled by Tuesday. Sept. 9 (five days
after newspaper deadline).
Coming events for SGA include: Sept.

'3. Street Dance; Oct. 28, Movie in
nion: "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre";
'>vember: Homecoming and Talent
now.

CORRECTION

In this issue under "SGA", our article

reads that the nnovie in the Union will be

"The Texas Chainsaw Massacre". The

SGA has learned that this nnovie is not

available and will run another (undecided

upon ) movie.

Weekends
to be closed
A new closed weekend policy has been

announced by Robert Warnock, dean of
students, "in order to conserve energy
and maintain a low cost of housing for

MDJC students."

According to Warnock, the new policy
emerged after Dr. J. T . Hall, President
of MDJC. encouraged staff member to
evaluate ways to save on the high costs
of energy.

In a memo, Dean Warnock says,

"When a weekend is designated as
closed, dormitory students will not be al-

lowed to stay on campus from Friday
afternoon at 4 p.m. until Sunday after-

noon at 4 p.m."

The motive is to take advantage of a
situation that already exists.

"On weekends when there are no ac-

tivities. 90 to 95% of the students go
home, and they usually leave their air

conditioners operating," said Warnock.
"The result is wasted energy and

higher fuel bills," he said.

Now on those weekends the power to

the dorm will be shut off, insuring no
waste.

Dean Warnock estimates that the

school will enjoy a 6.000 to 10.000 dollar

savings on fuel bills, and is quick to add
that the dorm will be open on weekends
during which activities are taking place.

The following is a schedule of those

closed weekend dates:

Sept. 12, & 13

Oct. 3, & 4

Oct. 17, & 18

Oct. 31, & Nov. 1

Nov. 14,& 15

A story is told about the Greek philos-
opher Socrates and a young boy who. by
chance, asked him how he had come to
possess the amount of knowledge that
was his.

In answer to his question, the great
old sage took the boy for a walk along
the seashore. Together they waded out
into the surf and Socrates plunged the
youth's head under the water.

Immediately the youth began to strug-
gle for air and found himself pinned be-
low the surface. Socrates waited perhaps
just a while longer and released the fran-

tic boy who rolled up like a cork.

Socrates stared at the youth, and
finally asked him if he had learned his

lesson.

The youth replied that the only lesson
he had learned was not to wade in the
ocean with old men.

Socrates smiled and said, "My son,
when your thirst for knowledge equals
the desire you had to fill your lungs with
air, then my son will you possess the
knowledge that I have."

Of course, sadly enough, the human
moral of the story is that most of us
would prefer to sink than swim.

This column will be a regular feature

of The Delta Herald along with other
columns and interesting facts concerning
college life and MDJC. I hope that if you
enjoy writing, photography, or would
like to contribute to the student paper
that you will come by the publications

office.

This vear's Trojan cheerleaders ore: |from left| Dabney

Wooten, Diana Connell. Jackie Daffron. Brenda Etheridge,

Cissy Horton, Cathy Southall, Tarie NickoUs, and Mark Ray.

— Kenneth
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SGA needs cheek and balance
It seems as though the Student

Government Association does not have a
se t of rules to follow. Of course this is not

true ; the SGA has the Student
Constitution. However, as time has
passed SGA has progressed away from
following the guidelines set forth in the

Student Constitution.

In the past two years, the chairman of

the judicial council did not meel all <jf the

requirements listed in the student
constitution. Last year in an SGA meeting
one of the requirements was waived by a
vote. This year the same requirement was
waived; but. novote was taken.

Unless there is a change, the "checks
and balances" system in SGA will not
exist this year. One person is head of all

three branches of our government. This is

not technically wrong; but it is highly

unethical, tosay the least.

A SGA meeting this year strikes a

By Scott Forrest

remarkable resemblance to a graveyard.

The graveyard caretaker makes policy for

the people in it. and yet not one body
there complains. There has not been a
vote for or against any nomination this

year. The people in the meetings have
hinted their concern about a project.

Their suggestions (fact or fancy( were
hurried.

No one is to blame; every student is to

blame from the president of SGA to the

student who has never heard of SGA. It

will take more than a school to correct the

political disorders we face. Just as we
slowly have drifted away from the
Student Constitution, we must slowly
driftback toit.

ED. NOTE; On occasion one may find

oneself in a maze with many ways to turn.

but no way one turns will lead out. Go in

one direction and never turn back in

doubt.

MDJC-Mystery, Drama, Jumble and Confusion

I am one of the many typical Missis-
sippi Delta Junior College freshmen who
are finding a little more than their share
of problems in adjusting to college life.

The problems range from getting up, to
catching the bus. to associating with
other students.

For three weeks, my alarm clock has
been going off at four a.m. (peaceless
mornings). I dread being awake while
the others of my family lie buried in
sleep. And I also know that I face riding
a bus crowded with 65 to 72 passengers.
I know that I am going to have to jostle
for seating space with three other per-
sons as I board the bus in Rolling Fork.
My mother, who is a gardener and

self-proclaimed philosopher, constantly
tries to ease my mind about my new

By Aivln Spencer
tensions. She tells me that I am like a
plant that is being transplanted from
high school to college - and with a little
time — I will take root.

I have my doubts.
So far. I have gotten lost and ended upm the wrong classes at the wrong times.

(The schedule of periods is one of the
most difficult things to adjust to here.) I
have starved in cafeteria line for forty
mmutes and then been late to class with
an empty, growling stomach. I am a
stranger among a sea of faces that inten-
sify my feelings of shyness.

But Mamma remains optimistic, and I
am stubborn.

I hope that by May. MDJC translates
to Magic. Depth. Jubilation, and Clarity.

c^-!^*^- i e'r- Marvin Tarver
Ed.tonals & Features Scott Forrest. Greg
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m crowd

If you happen to be male and staying

on campus this semester, one of the

things you've probably noticed is that

the Edwards-Stonestreet men's dorm-

itory is crowded.

Another thing that you've probably

noticed is that workmen are busily

shaping a new annex that adjoins the

men's facility.

Building on the addition is, "ahead of

schedule." according to Vice-Pres. Sam
Stafford, and Dean of Students Robert

Warnock hopes, "to have people moved
in before the end of the first semester."

The annex is being built to ease the

crowded room assignments that present-

ly exist in the dorm, and when it is com-

pleted, it will house 72 men in 24 ad-

ditional rooms.

The project is being completed by J&

J

Construction Company of Collinsville,

MS. It will cost an estimated 454.290

dollars.

Late News
Models selected

Kathy Mulcahy - squad captain

Shirley Hall - co-captain

Cindy Alford

Mandy Harris

Kim Crawford

Darlean Carledge

Gwen Williams

Kimberly Govero

Debbra Greenhaw

Tammie Stricklin

Mary Jane Henderson

Brenda Lopanec

Jan Kanefbe

Peggy Lott

Sheila Crawford

Ramblin
GlC,t>^ R. l!ip;„„„

Welcome, all you people
parents were too cheap to send you t!^
senior college. Welcome to the m h
mad, mad world of Moorhead. "

Contary to popular belief, I am back
your faithful garbage, smut, and oth**
offensive material reporter. After t*'
years at Moorhead, many people wond***
why anyone would come back for ^
junior year. That question can be an
swered in three simple words: "I

sane!" But ye freshmen of little faith
assured that I am not alone!

'

Wow, only into our first few weeks
f

school and already swamped with nrl
blems — "Why do we have to be in bv 9

a.m.?" "8:20's again?" - "The hot waL
won't work!" — "There's nothing to do!"
For those of you soap opera fans, "Aj

the Dorm Turns" is back by popular
demand. This week's episode deals with
the perils of Chopper, who is dUigentlv
looking for the father of his daughter
Bubba's, children. Stay tuned for further
developments. (Right. Robbie?)
Due to circumstances beyond my con-

trol, this article must come to an end. I

know this will really upset those of you
who would like to read more of my in-

formative and intellectual journalism
Have no fear, though. I'll be back in the

next issue (unless I'm impeached for the

preceding statements).

If anyone has a complaint about my ar

tides or actions, please see my legal sec-

retary. Helen Wait. Remember, if you
have a complaint, go to Helen Wait!
Bonjour!

show with Mrs. Abrams.
Cooper from Indianola discusses

-photo by Kenn«'*'

I

k
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Cindy reflects on state pageant
Most people will never know the

feeling of competing in a beauty pageant,

but Miss MDJC. Cynthia Alford, de-

scribes her experience with the Miss

Mississippi pageant as. "the best week

of my life."

Headquartered in Vicksburg. the

pageant attracts approximately 50 girls

from across the state each year between

July the 13th and 19th,

Security at the pageant is very strict,

and the girls are permitted to speak to

no one, family included. Each girl has a

hostess who serves as Mom for a week
and accompanies the girls to all of her

activities.

At the contest the girls are divided

into three practice groups. Each day the

groups work on several of the different

areas in which they will be judged. The
areas are talent, swimsuit, and evening
gown competition.

It was in the area of talent that

Cynthia received a double shock. "The
contest sent us the dimensions of the

stage, and I practiced every day on my
dance for three or four hours, because

talent is 50% of the competition," relates

Cynthia.

When 1 got to the practice session I

realized that risers had been placed on

stage," she said.

This addition forced her to completely

re-work her dance routine to compen-
sate for the new dimensions of the stage.

After two botched practice sessions

and a lot of tears, Cynthia managed to

re-work her dance in a small lobby area

outside the auditorium. She had only one
more practice session before competing.
Another thing that Cynthia noted

about the talent competition was the

"professional" level of some of the girls.
"A lot of these girls are studying to be
entertainers and it really helps them."
Cynthia said.

"Also, some of these girls have been to
the pageant before. Their experience
helps them present themselves better
because they know what the judges are
looking for," she added.
A second area of the pageant that

caused Cynthia some concern was the
swimsuit competition. It was upsetting
to her and she recalls. "I felt modeling in
a swimsuit might damage my ability to
represent God."

Cynthia remembered. "I talked to
Cheryl Prewitt and she told me that God
wasn't an old fashioned God. She said
that he was in on things and knows that
it's a requirement of the pageant."

"After that, I had no problem," says
Cynthia.

The swimsuit competition is designed
to illustrate poise and lets each girl dem-
onstrate how comfortable she is in front
of a large number of people.

The girls also practiced for the
evening gown competition and prepared
ISsecond speeches for presentation
during this phase of the pageant.

Aside from all this activity, the girls

had to learn an opening number, a pre-

sentation number, and a finale, not to

mention all the turns to be memorized as

they walked down the runway during
the actual judging.

According to Cynthia, the routine of

the pageant kept the girls quite en-

volved. "We practiced Monday through
Friday and again on Saturday morning
and at night there were social functions

to attend."

Hello to a new school year and hrllo to

;HI you new ones in the dorm. Aa the year
hcgins. is dorm lite really as you had it

pictrured? Hope so anyway.
Many of us have found new friends, not

'<> mention enemies. We hope these new
found friendships will last a life time.

The dorm is so packed. It's strange lo

sec ull (he rotmis illlcd. But that's okay,
"c all like it that way. It's really a honic
iiuav from home, nothing great. Just
''"11 1 lake advantage of it. There arc still

njis and grades wc all have to worry
iihoui. Remember, those come first.
Ik lore I he good limes.

Manv girls showed Trojan spirit the

first weeks of school. Keep it up. and let's

gel more involved.

Many moons were seen in front of the

dorm Tuesday September 4. Remember,
football boys?

it's nice to have those good ole

sophomores back and it is quiet without

Micha and K.K.. but Ro/. Lucy, and

Carol can till those empty spaces.

There arc a lot of activities going on

around campus and more to come. Come
on girls. let's get involved and make this

a good year for the girl's dorm.

Temple teaches heritage
Philadelphia. Pa. - (I. P.) - Temple

University's College of Liberal Arts will

require almost all entering freshmen this
lall to take a new core course designed to

familiarize them with ideas, people and
events inportant to their understanding
of the development of civilization.

In addition to this one-year, interdisci-
plinary course called Intellectual
Heritage, the students will be required
^0 take a college-level mathematics
'bourse or demonstrate they can do the
*ork by passing a math placement
exam.

With these changes, we hope to
assure that every student quickly devel-

ops the reasoning, reading, writing and

Each unit will address itself to four uni-

versal recurring concerns — a human's

relationship to the gods, to nature, to

society and to him/herself.

"Most sections will be team taught to

introduce students to a diversity of per-

spectives on our intellectual heritage,"

Dr. Wheeler said. "We are also making

sure to introduce non-Western materials

into these courses." The first semester

will deal with the ancient world, our re

ligious traditions, including some basic

writings of a major religion other than

Judaism and Christianity, and the

origins of modern sciences.

"I averaged 3 hours of sleep at night."
says Cynthia.

Recalling the vigirous routine and
hard work. Cynthia relates how she got
sick and fainted during practice. She left

the stage and blacked out again and this
time was rushed to the hospital. She was
suffering from something close to heart
exhaustion.

Aside from the competition there
were other benifits.

Cynthia said. "I knew before I went to
the pageant I wouldn't be chosen and
that my purpose was the crown of Jesus,
not Miss Mississippi."

As a result of her winning the Miss
MDJC pageant and competing at the
state level. Cynthia has become active in

speaking to church groups across the
state.

"When I won Miss MDJC. word got
out that I was a christian queen and
ministers began to call to invito me to
speak. I have spoken to both congrega-
tions and youth groups," relates Miss
MDJC.

"Also the pageant was a beautiful
ministry for me. I enjoyed sharing with
the girls and other pageant officials what
God has done and is doing in my life."

Cynthia said.

Cynthia is looking forward lo the next
Miss MDJC pageant because she wants
to help the girls prepare to the best of

their ability for the contest.

When asked if Cynthia would he com-
peting in hopes of returning to the Miss
Mississippi pageant, she just smiled and
said. "No. I'm ready to get on with the
rest of my life."

It makes one wonder what she's got up
her sleeve, and we wish her the best.

(lindv Alford

DatAd slngs^ Grady Blesses

David Meece brings tears from the audience and so does Grady Nut(--bul of a diffei

enl kind.



Gray is optimistic
"Lack of experience but more than

enough dedication to make up for it" is

the way Head Football Coach James
Gray describes his Trojan football team.

"We lost our entire secondary, a lot of

lettermen. and we don't have a lot of re-

turning starters, but I'm as excited

about this group of players as any gxoup
I've ever Coached," said Gray.

Defensively, in the riddled secondary,

"kids like Richard Kimmel, David Gore,

and Levon Morris have shown a positive

attitude toward taking up the slack,"

says Gray.

Meanwhile, Wes Kersey, Lee Barnes,
and David Gore have demonstrated their

ability to carry their own weight, and
Coach Gray says Otis Cooks and Ben
Crockett are, "two of the finest ends in

the conference."

Offensively, there is a healthy compe-
tition between sophomore Quarterback
Phillip Leaks, and freshman Jeffery

Tatum, and Chip Hobart.

Members of this year's starting squad
are: OFFENSE - S. E.. David Palmer,

soph.; L. T.. Scott Hillburn, fresh.; L.G..

Tommy Owens, fresh.; C, Opie Hurst,

soph.: R. G., David Swindoll, fresh.: R-T.

Dave Demsky. fresh,; T. E., John
Buchanan, soph.; W. R., Johnny Barnett.

soph.; QB., Phillip Leaks, soph.: FB..

Dwight McClee. soph.; TB., Archie

Tucker, fresh.

DEFENSE - L. E.. Ben Crockett,

soph.; L. T., Bobby Jolly, fresh.; NG..

Jed Hodges, fresh; R. T. Andy Halbrook.

soph.; R. E. Otis Cooks, fresh.; Strong-

line, Lee Barnes, soph.; Weaksideline,

Wes Kersey, soph.; R. Cornerback, Dale

Bright, soph.; Straight safety. David
Gore, soph.; Free Safety, Joe Hall,

fresh.; Left Cornerback, Richard
Kimmel. soph.

To sum up his feelings about this

year's squad. Coach Gray said, "We be-

lieve this year's excitement, the team's
ability to work hard and to work as a

team will help us have a very competi-
tive year."

He added. "We're going to win our

share of games simply because the kids

care."

I was M-O m faw»r«l Pearl Rntr when Ihe final gun sounded, in « disappoinlinK home
field opener for (he Trojans. A( presMimc, Ihev were in Raymond Irnng lo es.ablish
.he.r first win of (he 1980 season. The next home Rsme for (he Trojans is Sa.urdav , Sept.
27. Sce >ou thcrel .

t -^vp..

iSatlonal College ^oHvp Contest
— Fall Concours 1980—

open to all collage and university students desiring to have their poetry
anthologized. CASH PRIZES will go lo the top five poems:

$100
First Place

$50
Second Place

$25
Third Place

$15 ''ourrh

$10 ^^^^^

AWARDS of free printing for ALL accepted manuscripts m our popular,
handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POETS.

Deadline: October 31
CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:
1. Any student is ehgible to submit his verse.

All entries must be original and unpublished.
All entries must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the page only
Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, m the upper left-
hand corner, the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as theCOLLEGE attended. Put name and address on envelope also'
There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems up to
fourteen lines. Each poem must have a separate title
(Avoid "Untitled"!) Small black and white illustrations welcome
The judges' decision will be final. No info by phone'
Entrants should keep a copy cf all entries as they cannot be returned
Prize winners and all authors awarded tree publication will be notified
.mmediately after deadline. I.P. will retain first publication rights for
accepted poems. Foreign language poems welcome
There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and a
fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It .s requested to submitno more than ten poems per entrant
AH entries must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and
fees be paid, cash, check or money order, to:

INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
P. O. BoK 44927

2.

3.

4.

7.

8.
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Baseball takes the fieltf
Fall baseball is in full swing at MDJC

and Coach James "Jimmy" Bellipanni is

optimistic about the club's prospects.

"We're going to play every boy. and

we're going to play to win," said Coach

Bellipanni.

During the fall baseball season, the

Trojans generally match their skills with

teams from area senior colleges. This

year's schedule includes a 6 double-

header series with Delta State. Coach

Bellipanni also hopes to book dates with

Miss. Valley State, and several out of

state junior colleges.

Fielding a junior college team whose
rivals are senior colleges gives MDJC
players an opportunity lo compete
against older, more experienced ball-

players. It also hones their skills lo a fine

edge for the spring when the team will

vie with other junior college clubs for the

stale championship.

"We have better competition from the

senior colleges but we're mainly doing a

little spring practice in the fall." said

Bellipanni.

Comparing this year's lineup with last

year's, Coach Bellipanni said. "I don't

like to brag but I think that talent wise
we have a better hitting team."

"If we can get a creditable team this

MISS. DELTA JR. COLLEGE
1980 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

SEPT. 4 PEARL RIVER H-7-30
SEPT. 11 HINDS T-7-30
SEPT. 20 ITAWAMBA T-7-30
SEPT. 27 COAHOMA H-7-30
OCT. 4 GULF COAST T 7-30
OCT. 11 HOLMES T-8-00
OCT. 16 NORTHWEST H-7'30
OCT. 23 NORTHEAST T-7-30
OCT. 30 EAST MISS. H-7-30
NOV. 8 SOUTHWEST H-1-30

(HOMECOMING)

fall, we'll have a lot of strength
spring." "* %

This year's starting team will ind a
first base. Ron White; second base i
Purnell: third base. Todd Makam'*''*
short stop. Willie Nelson; right
Jack Henderson; center field

Tyler: catcher. Perry Whites- ni,„r^
Roy Steed: Kyle McClure r
Duncan: Steve Brown: Todd MacaJ*'^
Tim Jones.

The fall baseball schedule will con
*

of the following dates: Sept. 16 nT
Stale, home; Sept. 18. DSU. there
24. DSU. there: Sept. 30. DSU "hn!f^
Oct. 7. DSU. there.

'

I

Students must compoge
Ann Arbor, Mich. — {I. p.) _ .

exceptional score on the Scholastic ADt"
lude Test iSAT Verbal) no longer

elimi'

nates introductory composition from a
student's graduation requirements

at

the University of Michigan.
Now. all students must compose an

essay during the regular entrance orien.

tation and testing period to dnertnine
whether or not they must elect this

course. The essay can also determine
whether a student is placed into prf
introductory composition tutorial classes

or is exempted from introductory compo-
sition. Based on their score, students

may also be advised to seek assistance at

the writing workshop, where they will

receive individual instruction in writing

on a non-credit basis.

The fact that 88 of the 155 students

with an SAT Verbal score of 700 or

better were required to take introduc-

tory composition in Fall 1979 reflects the

differences between "what the two tests

measure." explained Richard Brengle. a

researcher for the U-M English Compa
sition Board which administers the new

writing program.

Sponsored by; VICA

Vandiver Union
Sept. 22

The American

Red Cross
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Enrollment increases

Fulltime enrollment at MDJC is the

largest ever, according to statistics just

released by Dean of Student Affairs

Travis Thornton.

At the end of the first two weeks of

this semester, student enrollment fig-

ures show an increase of 1,491, an

increase of 143 over the 1979 fall

enrollraent of 1,348.

"This is an increase of 10.6%, and is a

count of fulltime students only," said

Dean Thornton.

In a breakdown according to divisions,

the Student Affairs report shows that

enrollment is up in the academic transfer

and technical divisions, with a decrease

in the vocational division. In the academ-

ic area the current enrollment is 566, an
increase of 88 over 1979. There are 581

technical students, an increase of 81.

Current enrollment in the vocational

area is 314, down 35 students from 1979.

MDJC has 30 out-of-state students
compared with 21 last year.

"This increase in student enrollment

has not caused any serious problems for

teachers, such as overcrowding in class-

rooms, said Dr. J. T. Hall, president. "So
far, we have only had to ask some
teachers to add an extra lab to their

schedule," he said.

Industry makes money

JACKSON — Despite Mississippi's

image as primarily an agricultural state,

manufacturing remains the state's top
income source and accounts for about
one-fifth of all income, according to a
report recently released by the Missis-
sippi Research and Development Center.
The R&D Center's latest E>»>nomic

Comment examines the income sources
of Mississippians from 1%5 to 1978.

In igeS* farming comprised over 11

percent of total personal income, but by
1978 accounted for only 3.5 percent. The
two sources contributing the most to
income growth in the same period were
manufacturing and transfer payments —
government funds disbursed for such
programs as social security, unemploy-
ment insurance, welfare, educational
assistance, military retirement, and
Medicare.

After adjusting for inflation, manufac-
turing income maintained a growth rate
of 5.1 percent and transfer payments a
rate of 8.8 percent per year, according to
the report. Total personal income ex-
panded at a rate of 4.2 percent annually,
the report said.

Manufacturing accounted for over 18
percent of the state's income in 1965 and
for more than 20 percent in 1978." noted
Carol Mead of the Center's Economic
Analysis Division. "And income from
fransfer payments has become increas-
ingly significant to the state's economy
in recent years."
Transfer payments comprised about 9

percent of total income in 1965, but
expanded to almost 16 percent by 1978.
"*s. Mead said.

According to the report, per capita
'wome m the state reached $6,167 in

Z: :
^^'"ost 71 percent of the national

evei of $8,706. It remained the lowest

b//*P^^ income in the nation, foUowed

of
which averaged 78 percent

tie national level, or $6,785.

Buses are fi
Commutmg students at MDJC seem

to have found the solution to the gas
crunch - ride the buses provided free by
the college.

The number of bused students for the
fall term has doubled since last year
according to Supt. of Bldg. and Grounds
Jack Harris. Harris said that an average
of 150 students rOde daily last year. The
number averages 300 daily this year.

Harris said that three new buses were
purchased to upgrade the bus service
this fall. Two buses were to replace two
of the old route buses, and one was to be
used as an activity bus. At the beginning
of this semester, seven buses were
scheduled to follow the rtpiilar routes
through the eight sui)porting counties of
MDJC.

,
When these buses returned to campus

the first week, they were overcrowed, so
two additional buses were added to
accommodate the overflow of riders.
Of the nine buses currently on the

daily runs, seven will seat 32 students
and two will seat 44 students, giving a
total seating capacity of 312 students.
With 300 students catching the buses
daily, very few seats are left unoccupied.
Overcrowding is not the only problem

the increase has caused. The additional
buses have caused "a large increase" in
expenses for gas and maintenance, ac-
cording to Harris.

With nine buses on route consuming
180 gallons per daily run, gas alone for a
twenty-day month costs $3,780.
Maintenance of the buses, including

labor and parts, comes to a monthly
average of $1,124. Drivers salaries for
the buses are $1,219 monthly. An
average of $240 per month is spent on
tires.

The total monthly debt averages well
over $6,000.

Harris said that MDJC is one of the
few colleges which still offer free bus
service.

Harris said that with an average
monthly cost of $21.09 per student for
busing and the possibility of an increase
in gasoline prices, MDJC's bus budget
"may be in a real bind."

Dr. J. T. Hall, president of MDJC. said
that a fee system for bus transportation
may have to be instituted. Dr. Hall said
that a combination of factors: increase in

student enrollment, cost of gasoline, lack

of dormitory space — are influencing the
commuter bus problem.

Man faces charges
A Starkville man was indicted in

Oxford and faces a charge of misrepre-

senting his income in order to obtain a

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant

(BEOG).
A six-count indictment charges Ray Y.

Self with submitting to the government

information that reported his income to

be lower than it actually was.

If Self is convicted, he could face five

years in jail and a maximum penalty of

$10,000 for each count of the indictment.

MDJC students enjoy western street dance held in front of the Vandlver Student

Union. Jenny Mnllins and James White were two of over 100 dancers.

Heat and the Mississippi Delta seem
to be a perfect match for each other.
Stop on any street corner and listen to
the conversation. You'll find that people
quickly put themselves into categories.
They're either hot, have been hot, are in

the process of getting hot. or will be hot
very soon, and this year we certainly
have a good reason to be preoccupied
with the heat.

The Mississippi Delta, as everyone
knows, is definitely not a manufacturing
region. What we do best is grow
things . . . well, usually. This year has
been different.

The summer of 1980 will probally be
remembered as one of the hottest and
driest on record for our part of the
country.

All spring the farmers watched and
waited for the flood water to reced from
their land so they could plant. The water
began to fall, and the lucky ones
managed to get a crop into the ground
before the dry spell that was to become
famous moved into the Delta for an
extended vacation.

About the only thing left for the

farmers to do was watch and wait.

Everybody was looking for the first sign

of anything that looked green and living.

When the plants began to come out of

the ground, we all knew things would be
bleak.

It was about this time that people

began to suffer heat stroke and other
complications due to the intense heat. A
radio station in Dallas even had a

promotional campaign in which they
fried an egg on a local sidewalk. Cute . .

.

but not very funny.

The news media told us that all over

the Southeast and Southwest tempera-

tures were hovering around the 100

degree mark. The Delta watched and
sweated. The farmers were still waiting.

Overnight, airconditioners became a

popular item. Air conditioners were
changing hands faster than people could

keep track of them.

Then, miracle of miracles, it finally

rained. . .rained. . .and rained lOVs

inches in one day. Fields became lakes,

and the sun promptly came out and
scorched the whole mess the very next

da^. Several counties in Mississippi

became eligible for relief loans, and the

fields looked as if Patton's Third Army
had just rolled through.

Those fields that weren't buried grew
what looked like some very good crops.

People began to be optimistic again, then

we found out that all we had in the fields

was vines, nothing else.

Somebody said that that was just the

way farming was. Another commented
that it was so hot this summer that trees

were seen following dogs around.

I can't help but wonder if we'd be

better off making ping-pong balls or

raising tropical fish
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Meal line offersfoodfor thought

It was exactly 4:15 when I walked into

the Union Building, yellow meal ticket in

band. I took my place in line — fifth. I

stood quietly, faint from hunger (to put

it mildly), and tried not to concentrate on

the odor that was most decidely drifting

from the kitchen.

Now don't get me wrong, I definitely

do not like standing in line. It is

unbearably boring, but I was starving. I

hadn't eaten since breakfast, which
consisted of (1) Diet TUP and a bag of

stale potato chips. Don't knock it till

you've tried it. I've tried so I can

knock it all I want.

Now I know you're probably wonder-
ing why I didn't eat lunch. Well, for the

same reason many of you don't eat lunch:

the line was two miles long, and when
you finally saw the food, you were ready
to go back to the end and start all over
again. I decided it wasn't worth the wait.

At any rate, starving half to death, I

stood and idly gave the Union Building a
good look over. I watched the people
who were watching me from the balcony,
and I did some long distf>nce pool
observing. When I once aga.n noticed
the line, I was eighteenth.

It had happened again — another
outbreak of linebreakers. Yes, Peopiel I

LATE NEWS
Seventy-seven pints of blood

were collected in VICA's blood
drive last Monday. The Red Cross
representative had hoped to
collect 90 pints. The second drive
will be held here sometime in
March.

know. It seemed hard for me to believe,

too. But yes, Moorhead has got 'em.

That's right. MDJC has linebreakers.

Everyone has heard about them. They're
the ones who resort to drastic measures
just so they can beat you to the food that
dogs wouldn't fight over. They come in

various shapes, sizes, colors, and attire.

Not only are they hard to identify, but
they are also dreadfully sneaky.
The average, everyday linebreaker

uses one of many tactics. Here are a few
to watch for:

1. Casually walks up to someone
he/she loves, likes, knows, or would like

to get to know better. Starts conversa-
tion which lasts approximately 5-10
minutes. When conversation is over,
stands in place like he/she has been
there the whole time. Never fails.

2. Keeps eyes open for small gap in

line. Walks over to line like he/she is

passing through. Reaches line and stops
as though he/she is considering some-
thing undoubtedly important. Far away
look in eyes. Stands there until everyone
around forgets he/she hasn't been there
the whole time. Foolproof.

3. And of course, there are the bold
ones who just walk in front of you and
stand there like they own the place. This

by Ajiita Taylor

method isn't always dependable. Though
most people only throw him/her dirty

looks and mumble under their breath,

there are a few who will sic the

Security Guard on him/her so fast it will

make his/her head spin.

I guess now you are probably wonder-
ing who these mentally deprived people

are. Well, I won't mention any names,
but THEY KNOW WHO THEY ARE.
Meanwhile, thanks to the above

mentioned, the line encircled the entire

room, and I was standing at the
cafeteria door. Unfortunately, I was at

the wrong end. The line seemed to move,
but I didn't. Time flew by; so did a fly,

obviously he didn't like today's menu. I

had a funny feeling I wouldn't either. I

looked at my watch - 5:58. That figured.

There were six people in front of me.
Exhaustion got the better of me, I sat
down and closed my eyes for only a
moment.
Four minutes later, I was awakened

by the slamming of the cafeteria door. In
agony, I staggered back to the dorm. I

stumbled down the hall, crawled into my
room, and dragged myself onto my bed. I

closed my eyes. There before me were
heaven's pearly gates . . .and I was fifth

in line.

How are you? How's the fami]..

.

is life treatmg you? Are you doini nHave you ever wondered how
conversation could be eliminated
never said any of these expressiol*!
you are interested m stoonino « "

*u:- *i * I..-
ft'"»K SOmp .|

this — the next time someone ssvo

all
of

S OD

not ask again.
- ^^^-^^^

these phrases, proceed to unloar^*^'
your personal and worldly problem
that person. I guarantee that person'

• one

whole

Attention: If you happen to bp ;« ti

Fine Arts building and see son,e?h
flash before your eyes and up the sta'
have no fear. It's not a bird; it's

plane; and it's not superman h\ •

"Cancer Bones Tolbert" making the^l^
dash from a class to a private IcmT
Please do not get in her way!
collision could mess up her
schedule.

All those in favor of cancelling
Mondays due to lack of interest,

pleaj!
let me know. If there is enough interest
we may be able to arrange for tn
Saturdays and no Mondays. See my lenj
secretary for my rate.

For those of you on the band bus. thii

poem is for you. (sung to the tune of Tm
Looking Over a Four-Leaf Clover)

I'm looking over my dead dog Rover,

whom I hit with a power mower,
One leg is missing, the other one'i

gone,

the third one is scattered all over

the lawn.

There's no excuse explaining the one

remaining,

it's part of the grass you see,

Oh. I'm looking over my deaddog

Rpver.

Whom I sent to eternity.

If life is a bowl of cherries, then where

are they?

As of this writing, Bubba has mysteri

^.'L-sly disappeared. If it's what I think,

then it's time for cigars to be handed out

Congratulations. Chopper!
In other related news, there is no

other related news. Stay tuned for other

episodes of "AS THE DORM TURNS.'

Warning: Hangovers, the "sleepies*

and hand-forged letters from Mom are

not legal excuses for cuts.

Thought: (Here's one for all you LatiD

scholars:) Take life cum grani sails.

Chow!

Aristotle: **£dacated men are

as much soperlor to aned-

ucated men as the livini; are to

the dead.''

*

;
' Marvin Tarver
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Mothers commandments
^ou shaU not faU m love with a cute ian; she will hp .l.H Jl^^o^^
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lASSOCIATIol

I. Thou shall not faU in love with a cute
girl. (I only date ugly girls and gfrls I
hate.)

II. Thou shall study every day. (This one
IS no problem. I enjoy studying, especial-
ly anatomy with a good lab partner.)
III. Thou shall not drink beer. (I don't
However, Jack Daniels has become an
mtmiate friend.)

IV. Thou shall change thy sheets weekly
(I change sheets every week faithfully I
nev^r remember to wash them, though

)
V. Thou shall come in early and sleep. (I
come m when the sun is up - about 6
a.m. and I sleep in class. After all, the
desks are more comfortable than those
gravel mattresses.)
VI. Thou shaU make good grades, or die.
(I cheat I found several good books onhow to cheat in the hbrary. Ask a librar-

by Scott Forre*!

lan; she will be glad to help you *

book.)

VII. Thou shaU be attentive in class, d

am blessed with the abiUty to talk in

sleep. It is too bad that I never ansffe'

the right question.)
Vni. Thou shaU not instigate

trouble. (I blame it on the guy nearest

»

me — Dean Warnock has never cau?""

on.)

IX. Thou shall write home weekly- (I

pre-written "letters to mom". The)'

in the bookstore. I don't know
bother though; my mother can't rea*

X. Thou shall be nice to thy teachers. <^

almost kills me. but I am. I even
w^nt^

far as to teU one teacher: "I U^e

suit". I added under my breath: too

you were caught beating up the ^
when you got it."



1)1 1 lines continue

An increase in the student popxilation

t MDJC has caused some problems on

^mpus y^^^ most

noticeable, as far as students are

concerned, is the long lunch line.

At noon the Morrison's cafeteria,

operating out of the Vandiver Student

Union serves approximately 500 to 600

people, not without some delay for those

who stand in line and wait and wait and

wait.

Lance Hall, manager of the cafeteria,

lists several reasons for the lengthy wait

in line (1) The number of tables and

chairs have not been kept in pace with

the increase in student population (2)

The cafeteria area is not large enough to

accommodate the increase. (3) Many
students talk and play around and hold

up the line.

"It would be a big help if students

would alternate their lunch periods.

They all seem to come at the same time,"

says Hall.

In addition to students, Mr. Hall says

that the cafeteria feeds up to 3.000 or

4,000 people a day. Many of these are

elderly people whose meals are provided

by the Mississippi Council on Aging. The
staff is busy preparing the food which

will be shipped to three different

districts for the Council on Aging. By
8:00 the food is on its way.

All these factors add up to a lengthy

wait in the lunch line, but it is hoped that

as the number of students increases the

cafeteria can be expanded to handle the

situation, Hall said.

TJ/s begin 11th year

The famous T. J.'s have started their

eleventh year of performance as a

pop-music group.

Auditions have been completed and
rehearsals are underway under the

direction of Mr. Joe Abrams of the Fine

Arts Department.
Already listed on their schedule are

the following shows:

Saturday, Oct. 4 — Itta Bena Arts and
Crafts Day (an outdoor performance)

Tuesday, Oct. 14 — Indianola Lions

Club Ladies Night Banquet
Saturday. Nov. 8 — MDJC Home-

coming — joint concert with the MDJC
Singers

Members of the group are: Gregg
Bellipanni, Brenda Byers, Tammy Gail

Collins, Cindy Creasy, Gregg Dunn,
Nicky Ellett, Valarie Ertle, Peary
Forrest (guitar), David Gibson (brass),

Kim Govero, Anthony Harper (brass and
singer). Neal Horton (keyboard assist-

ant), John Lemonis (keyboard), Jim
Lillo, Gregg Mahan (drums), Shannon
McCrory (brass), Wally Northway (bass

guitar and singer), Stan Norwood (bass

and singer), Mandy Steelman, Kay
Stowers, Marvin Tarver (saxaphone).

BSV meets
The Baptist Student Union has gotten

off to a good start this year.

Everyone seems really excited about

what is going on in BSU. under Rev.

Cornell Daughtry's leadership.

Among the BSU's many activities are

Noonday which is held ever/ weekday
and the state convention, which starts

today.

A special featxire of BSU activities is

the singing group "The New Jerusalem

Railroad." which has practice every

Tuesday night at 7 p.m.

"All are welcome to come and be with

the BSU group and share and have a

great time," said Rev. Daughtry.

'J^l^'!**^ ^ ™ AVIATION OF MANUFACTlKeRS TrieY'sAv'
le mi%m fRotA our mmm m mm me airm ™r FACToRiesr

MANAGERS train Hyer wIbb medal
for catfish farming
After three years of requesting a

Catfish Management class at MDJC, the

class is finally in existence this semester,

according to Adviser George Dowell.

"The local demand for trained employ-

ees in this area has been the main factor

in our wanting to establish this class,"

said Mr. Dowell.

The class is being offered to all

students in Farm Mechanics, Gin or

Farm Manf^ement programs who want
to elect it during their unscheduled time.

"Since the class was started after our fall

semester schedule had been set, we are

allowing students to work it into their

schedule as they can," said Mr. Dowell.

The class will meet for six hours a

week, and will include lecture and tab

sessions.

Instructor for the course is Mr. Jimmy
Langley of the Farm Management
Technology program.

Judy Hyer, who is majoring in Medical
Laboratory Technology at MDJC, won
second place in the National Skills

Olympics sponsored by VICA in AtlanU,
GA. this summer.

Judy's silver medal is the eleventh
national award that the local VICA
members have won since 1972.

The Vocational and Industrial Clubs of

America (VICA) sponsors annual dis-

trict, state, and national competition

among technical and vocational students

to encourage the development of excep-

tional competency in their areas of

study.

MDJC has won nearly 100 state and

national medals since the local chapter
was formed.

Greg Glover, current president, re

cently attented a national workshop in

Washington, D.C. Other officers of VICA
are Beth Steed, vice president; Brenda

Cowett, secretary; Mr. S. A. Brocato,

chief adviser.

1080-81 Models selected
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ADN grads gain

state license
Ninety-two per cent of the 1980 class

in Associate Degree Nursing passed all

five tests of the state examination for

licensure as nurses on their first writing.

Mrs. Barbara Powell, department
chairman, said that this is one of the
highest percentages the local Depart-
ment of Nursing has had for students
writing the test for the first time.

Twenty-five students took the test in

July.

Students who did not pass the test will

rewrite the exam in January of 1981.

Mrs. Powell said that 96% of all

graduates of MDJC's nursing program in

the Associate Degree area are now
registered nurses.

A self-study of the Associate Degree
Nursing program is underway, in prepa-

ration for the National League for

Nursing evaluation team which will be
on campus sometime next spring.

"Accreditation by the National League
is voluntary, but the faculty is looking

forward to achieving this for the A. D.
program here,*' said Mrs. Powell.

Instructor Meredith Carpenter at-

tended a conference on "Complications of

Pregnancy" sponsored by the University

of Mississippi Continuing Education

Department at the University Medical

Center in Jackson. Sept. 19.

PTK rep8 to attend

state convention
Members of Zeta Zeta chaptc. will

attend the Phi Theta Kappa convention

in Natchez, Oct. 5,6.

Chapter Adviser Elizabeth
Cummings, who will accompany group,

said that the chief purpose of the annual

state meeting is to handle business of the

state-level organization and to allow

individual chapter members to meet
national authorities in various fields of

learning.

Membership in the local organization,

which is affiliated with the official

national junior college scholarship fra-

ternity, is by nomination and selection of

a faculty-student group. Initiation into

the group is held each spring.

Officers for the local chapter had not

been selected at presstime.

Weekly practices are part of the routine as the 1980-81

Modeling Squad prepares for its first show, Homecoming Day

(Nov. 8] in the Union. Mrs. Jackie FrankUn directs the group.

Members are (from I. to r.) Mary Jane Henderson; Kim

Govero; Brenda Lopanec; Kim Crawford; Uarlean

Jana Kenefka;Peggy Lott; Tammy Strickland; Mandy Hurls;

SheUa Crawford; Shirley HaU; Kathy Molcahy; Cindy Alford;

Gwen Williams; Debra Greenhaw; Janet Coleman.
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Win Needed
by Marvin Tarver

The MDJC football team, 0-3 at this

printing, is having trouble getting a
winning season underway, and Head
Coach James "Wookie" Gray is sticking
to his assessment of the club as, "young
and inexperienced."

"We haven't been beaten yet. We've
beaten ourselves," says Gray. Coach
Gray remains puzzled over the team's
ability to make, "too many mistakes at

critical times and under crucial situa-

tions" and hopes to correct this problem
in his squad before the season advance

.^much further.

"We've got to get an o*fcnse that can
move the ball. The offensive unit is not
controlling the ball enough and as a
result, the defensive squad is spending
entirely too much time on the field." .'.aid

Gray.
Coach Gray said that what his team

needs is maturity. He feels the best way
to help the club mature is by winning.
Aside from a possible shift of Johnny

Bamett to the tailback slot, the Trojans
plan to make no major changes in their

strategy.

"We're going to continue to try and
work hard for a team that won't make
errors," says Gray.
He also said, "I'm pleased with the

players' attitudes and their hard work.
Thev really got along well together."

This year's scores have been: Peari
River 9, MDJC 0; Hinds 21. MDJC 13;
and Itawamba 17, MDJC 13.

GODHEAD

MO'HEADI

^uarterbackt*" Battle

Flag Football has taken on a unisex
look this year at MDJC.

If there are enough female teams
interested in competing, one male will be
allowed on each team as a quarterback,
according to Dr. AUen Snowden, direc-
tor of intramurals.
Two teams, quarterbacked by Or

Snowden and Dean of StudenU Robert
Warnock, have been organized so far.

Prior to their first game, the quarter-
backs made these observations.
*Tm the best qualified quarterback,

and I can beat Dr. Snowden anytime "

Responding to Warnock. Snowden

^^A^! o«Vlu
^^^^ ^^^^ » Pe'-son

?'ono
^"'^ ***** ™» hundredm 20.2 can be a better quarterback than

I
gijy 6 3", 210 lbs., who runs the

hundred in 10.2."

<i.^^^a^
underway Tuesday,

bept. 16. at 4 p.m. on the intramural field
next to the Stennis-Pem-od dormitory

"RlnKK o «^"^' Warnock's

A!gle'''l2-7.*^^^'

"Doc's AngeU" lost because of poor
quarterbacking by Dr. Snowden." con-
fessed Dr. Snowden openly.

In the men's first intramural comneti
tion "BUS" beat the "Aliens".77
(An accurate list of team mem'bers

was not avadable at presstime. Those
names will be published later

)

Scott Hilbam porsoes a Hinds Eagle on the Raymond home turf. The Trojans lost
their second game of the season, 21-13.

Compus PQpcrbock bestsellers

1. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam, $3.50

)

Slar-crossed lovers and the nature of evil: fiction.

2. The Empire Strikes Bacl<, by Donald F. Glut. (Ballantine
$2.25.) Star Wars sequel: fiction.

3. Class Reunion, by Rona Jaffe. (Dell, $2.75 ) Four
Hadclitfe grads and how they fared: fiction.

4. The Shining, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $2^95Tbov^
confronts terror in old hotel: fiction.

^"
rf'^ * °? ^ Andrews. (Pocket, $2.75 )Ohildren take revenge in horror sequel: fiction.

®'
So.""' "^'^v^nian. (Ballantiner$Z957[ntrigue7 of
perfect assassin and perfect lover: fiction. «

="

^"
/rilf*c^°'^''ri'' Pai'achuteTTbyRich^N Bolles(Ten Speed Press, $5.95.) Career and job guidebook

^ C^stifqf?Sr*rr*^^J^ (Fawcett/"oresl^
$2.95.)

Jaleof King Arthurs Camelot: fiction.

^'

(Avo?'$?"qs!
?"''*»«?^^^yBa;b^;rT^^^

(Avon, $2^ Successful woman & her children: fiction

-^'^^^^^^^ r^ - ...narte^acks^. this

conth.oesmoreqnieUy.lnaneaHyg.nreXlsUd'^^^^ U,e g«ne

Walden Expect^

Good Season
Coach Buddy Walden is ev.

better girls' basketball team il^^'^'^i
the Lady Trojans prepare
second season of intercoUepiM '-^^

tition. conip,

Walden stresses depth as
advantage for the Trojans fhil
•The team is weU-rounded

Jk"*:-
centers, six forwards, three Tl
guards, and three freshman S
said Walden.
Walden looks for more leadership

of his SIX returning sophomores:
Brooks. Jennifer Huehes ^*

Sanders. Phyllis Stricklin d>
Wooten, and Diana Connell All nn\.
sophomores sUrted one time or Inl'"
last season. ^^"^

Freshman Lady Trojans are T.
Jones, Faye Howards. Janet WintV!^^
Janet Coleman, and Mary Lynn
Other freshman players arp n

^"

Martins, Barbara Martfns S^TChambers. MeUnda Walker, and vt

T
Walden singled out Northwe,,

Junior College and Coahoma Junior Jtwo strong teams in the North HaUanri
the sute." He evaluated the Lad
Trojans weakness as the need for speed
"I'm especiaUy concerned about our lack
of quickness; but it can make ud for

execution."

"I'm pleased with the girls' attitudei
They play weU together and work
excessively well in practice."
The Lady Trojans* first game will be

played Nov. 6 against Phillips Ca !

Community CoUege in Helena at 6 p.m

Rox Mann

heads PBL
The five newly elected officers of Phi

Beta Lambda, local business club, at-

tended the State Leadership Conference

held at the Ramada Inn Coliseum Id

Jackson. Sept. 19.

The group was accompanied by PBL

Adviser. Mary Ellen Holloway.
The group heard discussions of st*te

chapter plans and related club program

materials.

Officers attending the conference in-

cluded: Roz Mann, president; Carol

Belvedresi, vice president; Lindi

Osbourne, secretary; Donna Ellis tret-

surer; and Wanda Helms, reporter.

PBL held its first meeting of ^
semester on Sept. 10. Following tl>*

election of officers, the advisers. Mri

Holloway and Mrs. Patsy Dowell. dif

cussed meetings scheduled for thiJ

semester.

On October 1, the meeting will featuK

installation of new officers.

On Nov. 5 and Dec. 5, guest speakert

wiU be featured. Christmas Party
will also be discussed at the Decembtf

meeting.

PBL's state project for this year

again be a drive to support St. Jude's
"JMemphis. Last year the club and ^SGA jointly raised over $300 for tW

children's research hospital.
Membership in PBL, which

*

professional organization designed
"

provide opportunities for college s^f

dents to develop competencies in

ness and office occupations, is

invitation only.

Dues for the year are $8.50.
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Stadents choose Carter
A poll conducted by Rosemary Golden.

MDJC government teacher, for THE
DELTA HERALD reveals that most
government students, if the election

were tomorrow, would vote for Jimmy
Carter.

Of the 106 students surveyed, 53 cast

their votes for Jimmy Carter, the

Democratic nominee. Second was the

Republican nominee, Ronald Reagan. He
polled 44 votes.

John Anderson, touted as the favorite

of the college students and liberal

Bounced checks

cost money
Attention all check writers, beware:

ignorance of your checking account is no

excuse.

The amount of bad checks has become
an increasing problem for the business
department at M.D. J.C. "At the present,

there is an excess of $1,000 in bad checks
on our books." said Mr. S. C. Stauffer,

Business Manager. "We have checks
dating as far back as seven years."

All bad checks must be collected. "In
collecting the checks we try to work
something out with the individual, but in

some instances we have to "flag their

records" until the debt is taken care of,"

said Mr. Stauffer. In flaging the records,
the business department holds all tran-

scripts until a cashiers check is sub-
mitted for the unpaid amount. An
outstanding bad check is punishable by
law.

Homecoming Dates

Oct. 9 • Applications are available

at information desk.

Oct. 16 - Twelve noon deadline for

applications.

Ocl, 16 • Screening of applicants.

Oct. 22 . Q period 10:20 - 11:10 -

elections for homecoming

court.

Nov. 5 - 8:45 a.m. Wednesday -

Presentation of homecoming

court and crowning of queen.

Nov. 8 - Presentation of court and

queen at halftime of game.

intellectuals, gleaned only 6 votes from
MDJC students, and Ed Clark, the
Libertarian candidate, drew 3 votes.

The survey also revealed that out of 84
students, 38 or 45% were registered to

vote in the upcoming election.

In 1976 President Jimmy Carter won
all of Mississippi's seven electoral votes.

In popular votes Carter received 381,309
votes to 366.846 in favor Gerald Ford.

In our eight-county district 38,004
persons voted for Carter and Gerald
Ford earned 29,001 popular votes.

Videotapes recorded

Two staff members from the Missis-

sippi Cooperative Service were on

campus Oct. 1, making a videotape on

catfish farming.

The two men. Dr. Thomas L. Wellon

Jr., Leader Extension Wildlife and

Fisheries from Mississippi State Univer-

sity, and Dr. Thomas K. Schivedler,

Area Extensioi ^ r*rd Wildlife

specif I'^t fr'^m Stt were here

working i videotai ( workshop

heM at thi toneville e..^. eut station

site. This work .op was ht: 1 by Missis-

sippi University and lasted two days.

Mr. Tom Maxwell. Supervisor oi

MDJC Agricultural Services, said the

purpose of making the videotape is to

enable larger numbers of people to

benefit from these workshops. "This way

we can reach maybe 15 people, when

ordinary maybe only one person would

have been able to attend," he said.

These videotapes will be available to

the public through the library, and will

be used in classrooms for teaching.

"The videotaping process also helps to

insure that the people will be told the

same things, without something being

left out or not told correctly." said Mr.

Maxwell.

Election set

for VICA
Election of officers tor the Vocational

Industrial Clubs of America (VICA
has been sol for Friday. Oct. 17. at 8:30

a.m. in the Fine Arts auditorium. Offices
to be filled in the election include:
President, Vice President. Secretary.
Treasurer. Reporter. Parliamentarian.
Student Advisor (nuist be a sophomore),
and 20 Shop Representatives

Those wishing to run for an office will

be asked to meet several requirements
this year. Those requirements arc as
follo\\s: you must have at least a 2.0
grade point average in technical areas or

have satisfaelory progress in vocational

programs; you must learn club motto,
pledge, colors, creed, purposes, official

dress, structure, and the svmbolisiu of

the VICA emblem
VICA is offered to those students

participating in Vocational. Technical,

and Health Educational programs.
Membership dues for the club are $6,00

($4.00 national. $2.00 state), and nmst be
paid by Friday. Oct. 10.

If you wish to run for an office, please

coniael one of the following on the club

Advisory Council: S.A. Brocato. Offset

Printing; Martha Woodall, Counselor
(Vo- Tceh); Tony Honeycult. Dratiing; or

William Fitts, Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration.

The next VICA meeting will be held

Wednesday. ' l. IS. af 8:.30 a.m. in the

Fine Arts Au loriurn.

Glover t isiui Wanhinfiton

Lunching with Keith Kurd, executive

assistant to ^ nator Thad Cochran, was

only one of the highlights of VICA
President Greg Glover's trip to the

Leadership Training Institute held

recently in Washington, D.C.

The meeting was designed to furnish

local club presidents from all over the

United States with experiences in

dealing with problems of public relu

tions. public speaking, and of icer

training.

Greg received a Statesman award as a

national VICA leader at the awards

session.

The group also made a tour ol

Arlington Cemetery where they placed a

wreath at the tomb of the Unknown

Soldier.

MDJC's CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT?

which have invaded the campus.

No, iVs only one of th' usands of crickets

The scene begins with a tropical rain

forest. Lush vegetation chokes out light

and squelches other intruders. As the

camera zooms into a small clearing, a

man dressed in a safari get-up walks
outside a tent made of mosquito netting.

In his hand is a spray can. He fogs the

perimeter at the campsite and returns to

his enclosure. Hours later, we are told

that the bugs and other posts of the
jungle who originally fled the deadly
spray have not returned to disturb him.

Moral of the story — buy Brand X
outdoor fogger. If it works in the tropical

rain forest, just think what it will do for

your backyard.

I did think about it and seriously

wondered if it would work inside my
room at the beginning of the school year.

Clouds of mosquitoes were every-

where. Instead of a mosquito proof tent.

I slept with the bedcovers over my head.

Effective, but not very comfortable.

In clas.s, the familiar high-pitched

whine of a mosquito on final approach

toward its target kept me thoroughly

distracted. The familiar cadence of a

teacher's lecture was occasionally inter-

rupted by various swipes, slaps, and

exclamations.

Not to be outdone, it seems that we
now have another portion of the insect

world vying for our attention.

Scores of crickets have materialized

out of practically nowhere.

Quartets, trios, and large choral

groups of little brown creatures fre-

quently compete with instructors in

what seems to be a contest of volume.

One faction gets drowned out by the

other, and vice-versa.

Crickets also make a nice visual

alternative to the chalkboard. Some
students seem to enjoy watching the

insects hop about the classroom. Others

become competitive and try to deter-

mine which person can exterminate the

greatest number in an hour. In one class,

by actual count, there were 35 dead
crickets on the floor by 1:15 p.m.

I can't help wondering what member
of the insect community will replace the

small army of crickets now so prevalent

on campus?
I suppose, if one wanted to be practical

about the situation, he could open a bait

shop. Anyone who used crickets as live

bait this summer will certainly vouch for

me when I say that they weren't exactly

cheap, and with the large supply source

available here, he could work his way
through school.

Since nothing noticeable is being done

to corltrol the bugs and keep the droves

out of our beds, showers, classrooms,

etc. maybe we should set aside one day

next week as "Bring a can of Spray"

Day. We could organize into groups and

spray the entire campus. Large numbers

of bugs crawling around classrooms and

bedrooms may not pose a health hazard,

but just the same, I could live without

them.
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Platforms weighed
November of this year is the month in

which we will choose the next President

of the United States.

We have been prosented with three

major candidates. The two major party

candidates are Jimmy Carter (Dem.) and

Ronal Regan (Rep.) John Anderson is

running for the president's office, but

will be only a secondary candidate.

To be perfectly honest, John
Anderson tformer Illinoise congressman)
stands as much chance of being elected

as a man getting a cold beer in hell. One
reason is that he does not belong to a

major political party (after realizing that

he could not win the Democratic nomina-
tion, he took a third party bid). Secondly,

he has not successfully gotten his name
on all fifty state's ballots. The reason I

even mention him here is the fact that he
could play a strategic role in deciding the
outcome of the election. Anderson could

split the Democratic vote enough to

allow Regan to carry the state electors in

some key states.

A profile of candidates in tabulated
form;REAGAN
age: 69

height: 6'2"

weight: 194

non-smoker

occasional vodka drinker
conservative

former governor of California

CARTER
age: 56

height: 5'9'/;"

weight: 150

nonsmoker
non-drinker

liberal

former governor of Georgia
Today's top politici.' - try to ride a

"fine line". In other woi .is. they tend to
try to take a medium i ] on the issues
which makes it difficult contrast their
views. Reagan and Carter d-- have some
slight differences on the m, jor issues.
The economic polici of oth candi-

dates are designed to

inflation and cut une'
sets of economice progj
the same, could poi>

economic hardships. 1

ence is that Reagan's
tend to help the wealth
poorer. Carter's progr
opposite, because the

j

helped more than the \

long run.

The only other ma
Nobody (almost) want,-- -.-ar. Both^candi-
dates have been driih ! as to their
feelings toward war. Li; e the shrewd
politicians they preteiu. to be. both
Carter and Reagan have .-Mted that they
do not want a war. T' p Democratic
party has help the presi.icncy when we
have entered wars sine World War I
Carter is definitely n( .oking for a

Welcome to the cricket capitol of the

Delta, Stennis Penrod dorm.

Although the commuting students are

not welcome to loiter in the girls dorm,

the crickets seem to be more welcome.

They eat, drink, and .ire merry with us.

On Thursday nights, Cindy Alford

directs Bible study at 9 p.m. All girls are

encouraged to attend. This study has

been going on for three weeks and will

continue throughout the semester.

Girls in lliedorm have been complain-

ing about the telephone situation —
ten-minute-limited calls. That problem
could be easily solved with installation of

phones in every room. But try to

convince the folks who pay the biils of

that!

Well, the cold days have returned, but
the partying hasn't stopped. One of the
favorite spots that has come aKve is the

local pool hall. Several groups of girls go
there almost every night. Free admis-

sions at the Paramount in Greenwood on

Thursday nights have attracted ail the

broke people here. So when you are

broke, you know where to go for a good
time.

Rain, sleet, or snow, you will always
find Minnie and her friends at Club
Ebony's door in Indianola.

It seems like popcorn is the real thing

when everyone gets the "munchies" at

night.

Even though we girls have curfew at 2

p.m.. there are always those who get
brave and try to climb through the
window. If you try. be careful and don't

get caught.

It seems that the girls are all acting
right sofar. Let's keep it up and we'll

make it through these many nights.

The Surgeon GeneraiT
smoking igv

animals is dangerous to your
health

Warning:

determined

he rate of

-iient. Both

though not

solve our

ht differ

ms would

than the

just the

would be

hier in the

issue is war.

battle to fight. If he were, why would he
have let the military decay?
Reagan's statements, on the other

hand, can be interpreted as indicating
that he is for war. but when he is asked a
direct question on the subject, he says
that he is against it. If we were forced
into war. Reagan's military policy would
have us prepared.
Who will win the election?
It depends on the Iranian crisis If

Carter can have the hostages released,
he stands a good chance of winning If
Carter fails in that effort, Rr agan will bem the winner's circle.

(Insert greeting here.]

The following is a paid r>ol,V
announcement: H^'Uicaj

"Cafeteria food is prepared in tv, l

of the Union. It is not pre-packall^'^'^
is it pre-cooked. Cafeteria help jcV^
and courteous, (an some look .
nice). They do aU they can to LZl '^

well balanced meal for you So tK; i

'

that the next time you comn?.
^!

(Gladys, you'll get my bill .^^fc
within a week.)

And now for the continuing stnr« ,

"As the Dorm Turns.'" In this epislj
our story we find a most unusj
situation. A strange virus, "marriadJ
has struck the campus. The symptomAi
the sickness seem to be starry eve,
queasy stomach, and excessive tS
about weddings. Please be nice to thesp
people: they can't help their prediw
ment. Be especially cautious of
black-haired girl running through theFme Arts Building saying that she is

getting married on Dec. 20.

A certain "guy" was noticed bare back
riding at the grove. Ride em. cowboy'

Closed dorm seems to hit at a
wonderful time - the only time I have to
be in Moorhead both days for a school
function. I really wish some conce; ions

could be made for people in this

situation.

As of this writing, a great horde of

killer crickets has invaded Moorhead.
Although they look like normal crickets,

they can be distinguished from their

relatives by their sleek black bodies

swarm tendencies, and an unnatural
obsession to fly down peoples' clothing.

(Talk about ants in your pants!) For

those of you interested, though.
Moorhead cafeteria has plenty of fresh

meat. (Just kidding!)

Thought ""df the day: It is better to

keep thy ii.uuth shut and let people

wonder about your ignorance, thin to

open it and remove all doubt.
(Insert closing here.]

Au revoir!

Invasion —
by Terry Coker

i

I

%
i

I
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Editorials & Feature Wh^""^'" ^^^^
D ,, .

Scoti Forrest, Gree
BelliDanni anH Taylor

'andiferand Kay Stowers
'da Bell, Nick Declement

^i- McAlee. Henry Ollie.

" Spencer. Eugene White'
'' nfiht. Harry Caider. Pat

r. Lisa Day.Lec Gentry
^*e, Joyce Perkins. John

WootenandS.A.Brocato

iiW students. Bi-weekiv
The Herald

Bellipanni and

Photographers
. Jul

Staff
. . . .Barbara D.

Koilh Harper, '

Hcbccca Ow ens
Amy WiDiams.
Hare. Brenda U

Printers
f^.^

Leroy House. R
York

Faculty Advisors
. .1.

Published by and i

lo the editor are
libelous material. Pru

IISSISSIPP]

JUNIOR
COLLEGE
PRESS

lASSOClATIol

uri
Staff r"''P'^°' holidays. Letters
:5taff reserves the rieht tocampus by the vocational printing class

delete

It s nine o'clock. You step out of your
dorm to take a late evening walk. You
check both sides of the street, making
sure all is clear. Finally, peace at last
Until . . .

You approach one of the many street
lights that are present on campus. Your
eyes catch the sight of hundreds upon
thousands of tiny creatures moving
about hurriedly in front of you. Your
pace automatically slows as you feel a
slight chUI run along your spine. You
come closer, closer, and stUI closer until
suddenly, out of nowhere, come several
Of the tiny creatures atUcking you. You
swing your arms frantically, trying tokeep them away. As you look around,
you fmd that you are now in the midst of
the creatures as you walk. The crunch

through the midst of them, and as you

relief. Until you reach the next Ught

As you peer down the street, you ask
yourself if you've been wandering in
circles. Just ahead of you are thousands
more of the tiny creatures that you had
just battled with. You spin around, only

to confirm your sanity. Suddenly, reality

settles in.

You're S-U-R-R-O-U-N-D-E-D!
As you try to clear the lump from your

throat, chill bumps begin to develop over

your body. Behind-in front of-all around

you. More chill bumps develop. Your

mind wanders as you try to think of i

plan.

But your thoughts are disturbed when

one of the creatures collides with you

from a nine o'clock position.
As your mind clears, you encounter I

fresh swarm of the varmits. You break

into a fast run, and as you reach

darkness again. . . . those damned

crickets.



.mVorm life

''lain't easy
by An»to Taylor

Dorm life . . . for me. it all starts at

fi.30 a ro-. every morning — Monday

through
Friday — in room 34 of the

SteDDis-Penrod BuUding, better known

the girl's dorni.

It all begins with an alarm that sounds

like
McDonald's french fry beeper. You

know — beeeep . . . beeeep . . beeeep.

Of course, it is promptly follow ed by an

jjjguished groan and the simultaneous

glares of hatred from my two (to hell

with the early bird and the ..orn::i

roomates.

I always dread getting up in the

mornings. At tiir s, I swear I've seen

tire tracks on my pillow from the 18-

wheeler that drove through my roor

3 in the morning. Usually it tlirns ol .0

be the hole in the gutter above the air

conditioner. Every time it rains, it

reminds you - BBDDRRRRRRRRRR.
But that's all right, most of the time it

drowns out the noise the crickets are

making under my bed. (They're bound

and determined to stay a while - they've
already built a mall and a condominium.
Eventually, I drag myself into the

shower. Taking a shower in my room is

almost like having a death wish. In fact,

it literally beats you *r> death. If you
close your eyes, you can imagine
yourself back in the Stone Age. and
there is a tall, dark, and handsome
caveman clubbing you into a state of
delirium. However, when the hot water

I knob sticks and brings down thrusts of
scalding hot water, it's enough to bring
anybody back to reality.

Usually, by the time I get out of the
shower, both of my roommaLes are up
and about. This is hud. You see. with
three of us running around likv chickens
with our heads cut off, it*s worse than
downtown New York at rusl hour.
One morning, Linda (botUm bunk)

had the misfortune of being in the
bathroom at the same time as my other
roommate (name withheld by request)
and I were struggling to get in. When
the battle was over, Linda had been
bashed over the head with one yeUow
800 watt blowdryer and was out cold.
We dragged her out of the path. It was
all for the best. We knew she was
better off where she was. She came
back to about an hour later and was,
therefore. late for her sex education
class. Needless to say. she was furious!

next time I saw her. she came after
me with an iron - which was none too
cold to say the least!

I've always heard that ilorm life was
unbehevably exciting. The unbelievable
part IS right, but exciting? For excite-
ment around here, we play "I Spy".
'J'atch crickets mate, and scrape bugs off
tne wmdshield of my Cobra U. (Oh. by

I! T^^' yo" who were
J^ondermg. No! Farrah did not lend me
«• car! It's all mine, starting with its

" e blue stripes aU the way down to its
'uie mag wheels.) Really, it's not aU that

fal ^T*^>^"y
when you have a room

bel P r
stadium! Would you

birth? a camera for her

(So if
~ ^ TELESCOPIC lense.

liltP . °^ y*^" footbaU players would
<=0P»es. she's in room 34!)

Wftr«! /L^^^^^
around here are even

eve'\l^'"/he days. Sure. I know.

Martin-
^"^^^^ listen to Steve

after tK
he's not funny

usu«iiJ t
^^^^^ t^™e around. That's

the mL'^*'"^ ^^^^ and I drag

ludo ?n P'-actice our

hat
?!,'^"*t's desperate!) I am sure

ieuii;°k *
1°''® hear the painful

he fiL
"
^ football players just hit

-inda'!
^''^^ to put film in

ra
"^^^T^- Waybe next time. See

Class builds play sets

Piii*A f happen 10 go into theFme Arts budding, you had better wearyour earmuffs.
Along with the regular noise of horns

^^^''"ting. yo, I,also hear hammers banging away atnaUs saws chewing through\ood 'andthe flow of conversation as students ask
questions or grumble about directions.

I his confusion wUl go on aU of first

I:':
''^'^^^^ «r not. these

ST^' he getting c-odit for their

,hl l^-
^ ""^"^s^ offered

Ilu T Arts Department
* alioJ malic Productions."
The

( .e is being tn;ight by Mrs.
'

.
ine ^ ,-,er. assisted by Bill Horton.

1.. thi new course, students are
buh -ng he sets and making costumes
'or g musical "My a- Lady",
slatod D> ae Fine Arts Department for
March.

Mrs. Saucier said that anyone inter-
ested m this production preparation
should see her. "We need uahers.
backstage crew, and other help in
addition to actors." said Mrs. Saucier.

Auditions for the actors wUl be held in
January.

A lcohol abuse
Hanover. N. H. - (LP.) - Alcohol abuse
IS a problem at man colleges, but
"alcohol itself is not the problem — it's

the way alcohol is used." according to
Dr. Deverlie Conant. health educator at
the Dartmouth College Health Service.
In an effort ot heighten nwareness at
Dartmouth of the effects of excessive
alcohol use. a broad-based Committee on
Alcohol Concerns is currently sponsor-
ing "News on Booze." a tudent run
"road show" for presentatio to dormito-
ries anc' fraternities upon request. The
purpo-( f this primarily conversational
show is 10 raise and s.iswer questions on
alcohol use of concern to students
through films, a questionnaire, and
dialogue.

Students who have been trained as
alcohol peer c^ nselors lead the discus-
sions and act s supports and referrals
for Uiidpr Tarijat* who may have
drinking problems h ir concerned
frioiitic;, ; s. Conr "oting that
student;; nd to rrl. . readily to
other student*^ is first co.itacts than to
denns or othei older counselor.

"Philosophically speaking, the road sh..

is an educational outreach opportunity
from within the Alcohol Concerns Com-
mittee," explained Steve Nelson, direc-

tor of the Collis College Center and
chairman of the committee which has
among its members faculty, students,

and administrators at the college.

The Department of Nursing hosted
"Miss Sue's Kindergarten" from
Inverness on Wednesday morning Oct.
1. 1980. The students toured the depart-
ment and looked at various teaching
models and equipment used in the
nursing program. Several members of
the nursing faculty wore nurse's uni-
forms so that the 3. 4, 5 year olds could
relate then to their professional roles.

Harriet Schneider, assistant professor
of nursing on the graduate faculty of the
University of Mississippi Medical Center
in Jackson, conducted a two-dny work
shop on test construction and clinical

evaluation here Oct. 2, 3. Members of the
ADN faculty attended the session which
was help in the Nursing Department,
HorLon Scirnce Building.

The ADN faculty is continuing to work
on the self-bt udy for the National League
for Nursing .accreditation The Nation •

I.eagut: for ^'Jrsing is an iirgai ization oi

iiurses and any other individuals who are
interested in promoting the nursing
profession. One of its functions is to
accredit nursing education programs
who wish to meet NLN-established
criteria. It is the only nationally
recognized agency that accredits nursing
education programs. Graduation from
NLN-accredited programs is required
for entrance and acceptance into some
B.S. and Masters programs.
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Dorm fires

forbidden
Princeton. N.J.-(I.p.) - Students are
discovering that Princeton University is
serious about enforcing fire safety and
sanitation regulations. Automatic fines
became effective last October. "We
really don't want the money." Richard
Caulk, assistant director of housing
said. But he hastens to add. "We want
the students to stop violating the
regulations."

The Housing Department is reponsible
for inspection of undergraduate dormi-
tories. There are two categories of fire
safety fines. Caulk notes. There is a 150
fme on the discovery of offenses such as
covering smoke detecotrs, possessions of
heat-producing appliances, discharging a
fire extinguisher or tampering with any
part of the fire alarm system.

Other offenses, including blocking an
egress, possession of flammable liquids,
use of inadequate extension cords,
hanging of excessive tapestries on the
walls and having open flames, bring a
warning and the offender is allowed
three days to correct the violation or be
fined $25.

A second violation in either category
brings a double fine. A third violation.
Caulk says, "would make it clear that the
student did not intend to conform to
regulations and we would consider other
actions, such as not permitting the
student to return to University housing
in future years, or, in some cases,
removing the student from University
housing immediately.

Among the most frequent violations,
according to Caulk, are the possession of
cooking appliances, covering smoke de-
tectors and the use of ordinary extension
cords for refrigerators, which is a
distinct Are hazard.

"The University used to say 'Thou shalt
not cook in thy room.'" Caulk explains.
"Students had all kinds of cooking
appliances but if they weren't cooking at
the moment the inspector was there was
no violation." Now the simple possession
of any electrical heat-producing appli-
an. i is a violation, Caulk says. Appli-
ances are confiscated and the occupants
of the room are fined. The students may
have their appliances back when they
sign a statement that the appliances will

not be returned to any University
housing facility at any time.

TJs performed at the "Home In the Woods FestfvaJ" in Itte Bena, Oct. 4.
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Girls Softball

to start

Organizing of an intercollegiate girl's

Softball team here is in the planning

stage. Two athletic authorities at MDJC
confirmed that competition in interecol-

legiate softball is expected to begin this

spring.

Instead of being classified in tlie

dominant fast pitch category, the local

team will be in the slow pitch category,

said Coach Jimmy Bellipanni, athletic

director. Bellipanni said that there are

only three regions which play slow pitch.

Although slow pitch sofl^all isn't

recognized by the National ( ampion-

ship of Intercollegiate Girls Softball,

there will be a north half and a south half

playoff for the state junior college

championship, said Bellipanni.

"Intercollegiate softball will be a

non-scholarship sport," said Coach
Buddy Walden. Walden will coach the

new team.

"One of the reasons for organizing a

girls team is to give ^irls an 0(.,>ortunity

to participate in an intercollegiate sports

event" said Walden.

The construction of a softball diamond
for the new sport is underway just north

of the Mississippi Delta Junior College

Coliseum, Bellipanni said.

All girls who are interested in playing

intercollegiate softball should contact

Coach Walden.

Rain h 9

The progress of ti football

contest going on at MD.i een slow

due to rain, said Dr. nowden,
director of intramural

An update of game after the

publication date of the -le of The
Delta Herald is as folK

September 18. 1980
Bear Meat 13 — Hound
Aliens 13 — Rhythm S(

September 22. 1980
BSU 7 — Mean Machint
September 23. 1980
Hound Dogs 7 — Aliens

Warnock7- Walder6
September 25. 1980
Rained out

September 30, 1980
BSU 7 -Hound Dogs 6
Bear Meat 35 — Rhythn on 0
The standings as of . ptember 30.

1980 are as follows: Me. - BSU 3-0;
Bear Meat 2-0; Hound Dogs 1-2; Aliens
1-2; Mean Machine 0-1; Rhythm Section
0-2; Women - Wa^noc^ "0; Snowden
0-1: Walden 0-1.

Gulf Coast trounced Delta, 35*6, in a game played al Perkinston, Oct. 4. Delia meets

(ruditlonal arch-rival Holmes Bulldogs tomorrow night in Goodman. Gamelime is K p.m.

Trojans win

Saturday night, Sept. 27, Coach James
Gray and his Trojans broke a three-game
losing streak by defeating Coahoma
Junior College 35-0 in a game played
almost entirely In the rain.

"Considering the rain and our 0-3

record, we were pleased. The kids stuck

to the game plan, and I thought they did

real well," said Gray.

Several changes in the team's lineup

seemed to help the Trojans. Gray moved
Ricky Barnes from defensive tackle to

offensive tackle. This move gave the ball

club two separate sets of pbyers on each
line and allowed Gray to keep each squad
fresh as they rotated during the game.

In the backfield, Johnny Barnett was
moved from his position as a receiver to

tailback.

"Barnett's a fine pass receiver, but he
is also a fine runner," said Gray.
Gray recounted how Barnett turned a

broken play into a 37 yard sprint and a
Trojan touchdown.

Gray said that no one factor contrib-
uted to the team's victory.

"The squad worked on eliminating
mistakes. Even thou^'h we did have a
few bobbles, we were able to omit those
mistakes at crucial times and were able
to make the big plays."

Coach Gray said that the team had
gotten back to fundamentals of football

and hopes to utilize its backs in the
passing game more in future contests.
The Trojans will play Holmes Junior

College in Goodman tomorrow night.
Kickoff time is 8 D.m.

Magazine size

to change

At Pen Point, literary magazine
published here at MDJC. will be reduced
in size this year.

The first twelve issues of the maga-
zine were ,jrinted In a SVa by 11 inch
format. The size will probably be
reduced to 6 by 9 inches, according to
Laney Wooten, coordinator of the local

publication.

"Because of the spiraling cost of paper,
typesetting, and other factors necessary
In the production of a magazine, we are
reducing the volume of copy that is

accepted for use in the magazine." said

Miss Wooten.
The first 12 issues of the magazine will

be bound this year for permanent
preservation in the Stanny Sanders
Library.

"Since Mrs. Boyer. our head librarian,

has advised us that this binding will be
done. I felt that this would be an
appropriate time for changing the size,"

said Miss Wooten.
Prior to 1979, the magazine included

any writing turned in by local English
students. Since then, the quantity of the
work has had to be reduced.

"Last year each English Composition
instructor selected five manuscripts for
the publication," said Miss Wooten.
At Pen Point was the first literary

magazine published by a Mississippi
junior college.

Voters wanted

Every individual eligible to v
an obligation to do so. Attorney r

*^

Bill Allain urges all those who d
^

can to meet this obligation. With
toward assisting those who are T^-^
to participate in this year's

j

although they are away fror^
county of registration, Allain offer ?
following advice.

^

You are eligible to vote by abse
ballot in the November 4. 1980 G
Election if you are a qualified elector*^"'
a bona fide student, teacher or ad

^
trator at any college, universitT'^
junior college and your studies
employment at such institution

neces.*^
tales your absence from the coum
where you are qualified to vote on th
date of the election. Your spouse and/

*

dependent(s) are also eligible to voiekl
absentee ballot if they maintain I
common domicile with you outside th
county where they are qualified to vot/

Attorney General Allain suggests
that

if you are eligible and desire to vote an
absentee ballot, you should contact the

circuit clerk of the county where you are
registered for specific details as to how
you may cast such absentee ballot.

News briefs

Janet Colman is manager of the 1980

Modeling Squad. Kathy Mulcahy Is

captain and Shirly Hall is co-captain. In

addition to its Homecoming Show, the

modeling squad is planning a spicial

Christmas show.

Mrs. Millie Clark has joined the

faculty as an instructor in the Medical

Laboratory Technology program. This

program is being taught this year in the

newly constructed and equipped labora-

tory located in the vocational-technical

center.

Steve Fuquay has been transferred ic

the technical division as an instructor in

Electronics Technology. Fuquay for-

merly taught the vocational class in

Radio and Television. That program was

chased oui this vear.

Joseph Mohamed, III is the ni^^h

elected president of the Physical Science

Club. Sherry Morgan has been chosen as

vice president. Preston Jones is the

secretary-reporter. The newly reorgan-

ized group will he advised bv Mr.

Dwight Spencer, head of the Science and

Math department.

Kerry James. David Lester, Steve Scolt

and Adviser George Dowell attended a

Fall Leadership conference of the Mi-^i^

sippi Junior College Agricululural Asso-

ciation held at Grenada Sept. 15. 16-

Representatives from most of the junior

colleges In the state attended. The ^r^'iip

is working on organization and affile '

with a national post-secondary educ;i

agriculture group.

SMART THI JNG KNOWS NO AGE!
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Time is drawing near for Americans to

I
go to the polls and elect the man they

feel will best lead our country into and
' through the next four years. It is a

marvelous process, by which control of

the government of a nation peacefully

changes hands every four years. There

are no riots in the streets, no terrorists

I and no military juntas ushered to the

throne of power by a midnight coup
d'etat.

But few realize that our government

is only as stable and secure as they are

informed and involved. Thomas Jeffer-

son said it best» "The basis of our

government being the opinion of the

people, the very first object should be to

keep that right; and were it left to me to

decide whether we should have a

government without newspapers, or

newspapers without a government, I

should not hesitate to prefer the latter."

What that great statesman was saying

is that people cannot with any degree of

intelligence decide upon their destiny if

they do not know enough about the

\
issues to decide where their decision will

take them. By the same token, if people
don't know enough about a candidate to

know where he might lead them, they
too might end up feeling that their tru»t

was betrayed. Jefferson felt that people
should be informed about their decisiona
with regards to the government and
much preferred intelligently applied

I

votes rather than government itseH
It would seem ridiculous to imagine a

president who flipped a coin whenever
he had a crucial decision to make. It

would be a horrible prospect to live

under such directions, yet. each year
thousands of people base their decision
on a president on much the same trial

and error method.
I'm referring to those people who rest

their decision on a candidate solely on
the merits of his political advertising.

This year's diet of political mud
features "ads'* with native Californians
saying they didn't like Reagan as

governor, that he raised taxes, or that he
was bad for the state. Others describe,
by the use of a graph, how much prices
have risen during the last administra-
tion. Few if any of these ads take into
account the real issues or circumstances
of those decisions.

None of these ads tell you why they
didn't like Reagan or why prices rose.

Was it really the candidate's doing or did
some outside factor precipitate the

problem? All of these paid politicals

carefully avoid such discussions.

Political advertising in itself is not
bad. Our country could not funct.'on

without the mass media. What is

regrettable is that few people take them
for what they are — advertising. We
iaugh and joke at the latest Lite Beer
commercials and doubt If Rosie at the

f diner knows as much about paper towels
as she'd have us believe, but we fail to

realize that paid political advertisments
are no different. While there is no

Students choose homecoming court

ChidyAIford

sophomore
GaimlMO

LoDlse Hurtt

sophomore

asrksdale

Kathy Soothall

Sophomore
Greenville

Vickie Dodd
Freshmsn
Doddsville

dancing girl in a bunny suit, there is a

decidedly biased viewpoint being pre-

sented.

We cannot be caught in the trap of

voting for a candidate because of the

way he speaks, acts. looks, or because

somebody from his homestate didn't like

him.

If we are to see that our country is

governed as we would have it, we must

be informed as to the candidate's

thoughts, policies, and programs on

concrete issues.

When we begin to search out candi-

dates on the basis of policy and not looks,

then we can once again have confidence

in our government.

Lorlne Whitney
Freshman
Rosedale

Homecoming approaches

Homecoming Dates To Remember

Oct. 29 — Homecoming Committee
meeting at 8:30 a.m.

Nov. 4 — Parchman Prison Band 11-1
p.m. and Homecoming Dance 812 p.m.

Nov. 5 — T.V. show 12 noon and
Homecoming Queen Presentation 8:30

a.m. and Semi-Formal dinner 5-6 p.m.

Nov. 6 — Parents night for football

players.

Nov. 7 — Modeling Squad Show —
Union.

Nov. 8 — Alumni meeting on campus
10:30 a.m. and Parade 11 p.m. and

Exhibit judged 12 noon.

Nov. 3-7 — Alunmi Tennis Tourna-

ment.
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Elect

chapter
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17. Afte

in a TL

Rossin.
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prcsidei

ThcF
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Ark: Vi-

Green
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Clevelfc
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Advisor

The r

Wednes
Fine Ar
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will be
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The ^
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Student

making
display

!ectiond

;te

officers for the MDJC
tional Industrial Clubs of

Id on Thursday. October

lays of voting culminating

ection between Anita

rry Jackson, students

)ssin1 to serve as VICA

Council of the VICA club

; following students:

' Rossini, LakeVillage,

•ident. Harold Floyd,

etary, Karen Sandifer,

asurer, Vickie Dodd,
porter, Terry Coker.

liamentarian, Kieth
iwood; and Student
handler, Ruleville.

A meeting will be held

. 29. at 8:30 a.m. in the

num. Guest speaker for

I be Mr. Ken Oberle,

am Director at Lewis

y in Indianola. His topic

ship and Community

b will also sponsor its

house in the Vandiver

luilding Oct. 29, and is

ions for a Homecoming
\ float.
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miy so high?
Have college fees and dues drained

you of all your income? Are you tired of

being broke? Well if you are. you're not

alone. Almost all the students on campus
I find it hard to cope with the high cost of

living. Whether it be meal tickets,

parking fees, or just those everyday

expenses, it all takes most of our money
and by the time we get through paying

all the necessary bills we have very little

left for luxuries.

Isn't it a rotten feeling finding out the

cute black-haired girl you've always

wanted to take out finally agrees and

you find your pockets are empty and you

can't take her out? (Boy, is that the pitsi)

Maybe it's just that we were too

dependent on dear old Mom and Dad to

give us money when we wanted it.

Whatever the reason, we all know that

college life and dormitory living, or

commuting for that matter, is very

expensive and we all. have to make
changes and adjust. {But it sure isn't

easy.)

— Tim Wright

Frat9 win reprieve

Hanover, N.H.-(I.P.) — The Trustees of

Dartmouth College have voted not to

abolish the fraternity "system" at the
college at this time because of the
improvements reported in conditions

and attitudes at most of the 22 fraterni-

ties and two sororities here since the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences recom-
meded the abolition of fraternities in

Novemer, 1978.

At the same time, the trustees stressed
that the board would continue to monitor
the fraternities and called for continued
progress toward making "positive con-
tributions" to the quality of life on
campus. They also noted that, according
to evaluations reported to the board,
some fraternities had failed to measure
up sufficiently to expected standards
and would receive warnings that their
recognition was in jeopardy.

It was further indicated that the
college's recognition would be with-
drawn from a couple of fraternities, thus
eliminating them as part of the fraterni-
ty system unless they can show cause
why they should not be. In response to
recommendations by various campus
bodies, the board extended its review of
the fraternity system to call on the
college to prepare a "precise, institu-
tional policy" regarding the consumption
of alcoholic beverages in all residential
units including fraternities and else-
where at the college.
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The definition of 'apathy' from Web-
ster's Third New iDternational Diction-

ary is as follows: "Absence or lack of

interest or concern." Maybe I can better

sum up the definition by saying that

'apathy' is that old "I don't care"

attitude.

We are over half-way through the

semester and people are dropping out

like flies. How are you students still

here doing in your college work? Are you

devoting a good portion of your energy

to studies, or. are you goofing off and

"just getting by?" Maybe you had better

think of that before popping the tab on

that next can of beer or before "firing-

up" that next joint.

Walking around the campus these past

few weeks, I have* asked a number of

people if they are registered to vote,

and. if so. are they planning to vote in

the upconung presidential election? Most
of the answers I received were a brief

and deliberate "nof to both accounts.

When asked for a reason, most people

did not know, did not care, or walked
away trying to figure it out themselves.

It seems funny to me that a campus of

people who make such a big fuss over a

trivial matter, such as cafeteria food, do
not care who will be the next leader of

their own country. For those of you who
are so against communism and are still

not voting, remember that this action is

only strengthening the communist move-
ment in America. In other words, how do
you like being a traitor to the American
Way?
For those of you looking for prophe

cies to be fulfilled, the book of Revelation
talks of a great plague that will strike

the earth. Well, maybe it has already
begun. Apathy may be that plague.
Unless things change, the world will

continue to decline, and the sad thing
about it is that no one will really give a

damn!

The following lyrics come from the
album. War of the Worlds: "Take a look
around you at the world you've come to
know. Does it seem to be much more
than a crazy circus show? Maybe from
the madness something beautiful will

grow."

But, then, does anyone really care?

Gregg Beilipanni

These past weeks have been slow, but

it looks like we're about to make it. We
better hold off on how we are doing

because the nine weeks grades are going

out this week. We may not feel so good

after our parents get ahold of us.

On Oct. 8, the girls had a dorm

meeting concerning the open house.

Frankie Brooks was introduced as this

year's dorm president along with Diana

Ross, vice-president; and Denise Evans,

secretary.

Open dorm went over with a blast. It

seems as though everyone enjoyed

themselves, including the boys. All \y

rooms looked nice for a change. It
*

that the girls were trying to impress th*
boys by how well their rooms looked
Maybe it worked. Let's keep up the eoorf

housekeeping, especially on Wedn!^
days, girls.

The local wash room in the dorm
has

become the center of interest these days
If you ever want your clothes washed
you have to stay up until one o'clock

in

the morning. Until we get another waah
room, keep your No-Doz handy and
maybe we will pull through.

ITD sparks interest
by Alvin Spencer

Beneath the noise of the fans, the high

pitched voice of the q uarterback is

heard, "down, set, hut." The line opens a

hole for the halfback who trots 30-yards

for a touchdown.

The year was 1957; the scene was
almost that of a typical varsity high

school football game with one exception

— the players were girls dressed in pads,

helmets, and uniforms.

Mrs. Brenda Grubb was the tenth

grade halfback who scored the only

touchdown of that powder puff game. "I

remember that powder puff game as

being what turned me on to football,"

said Mrs. Grubb.

Since developing that early interest.

Mrs. Grubb has come to be one of the
most dedicated football fans at Delta
Junior. She's missed only one Trojan
home game in 17 years. "I missed that
game because I had to represent the
school (MDJC) at a social science
convention last October." explained Mrs.
Grubb.

Mrs. Grubb pointed out several rea-

sons for being a Trojan fan. "Before I

began teaching at the college (MDJC),
my husband and I lived in Moorhead. He
was a coach at the high school (when
there was a high school in Moorhead).
Another reason was that the Trojan
games were played on Saturdays. I

always looked forward to going to the
games," said Mrs. Grubb.

Later her husband became a football
coach at the junior college. Mrs. Grubb
said that she. mainly, enjoyed the Trojan
football games because she knew who
was playing.

"I never watch football on TV. I hate

them (the football games) because I

never know who is playing," said Mrs.

Grubb. Mrs. Grubb has been a psychol

ogy instructor here for 12 years. She has

a daughter, 17. and a son. 15. "When the

children were young, we would "pack

them up" on Saturdays and go to the

games." she recalls.

"They enjoyed going to the football

games. During the games, my son would

play in his own football game inside the

fence," said Mrs. Grubb. "My daughter

didn't miss a game until she was 15." said

Mrs. Grubb.
On one occasion, Mrs. Grubb remem-

bered being sick and sitting in the car on

the end zone looking at the game,
"There are two games that stand

apart from all the others. They were

both' championship games. I don't re-

member the dates. One game was played

here against Jones when it was "raining

cats and dogs" and the other was against

Perkinston. We won both games,' said

Mrs. Grubb.

Also, there was a game that Mrs.

Grubb thought she most likely should

had walked out on. "The Trojans were

playing Hinds, and we were ahead about

three touchdowns and we blew it! Hinds

was excited because prior to the game

they had been having a losing streak. I

was depressed," remembered Mrs.

Grubb.
"But I didn't walk out!" Mrs. Grubb

quickly responsed. "I always stay for the

last play of a game."
For the great change from halfback to

number-one Trojan fan, Mrs. Grubb

scores a touchdown.

From the
animal liouse

The boys dorm (believe it or not) is a
very unusual and exciting place. There is

usually something going on there. For
example, if you just walk outside the
boys dorm some guys are usually playing
football, or throwing a frisbee, or
whatever they can find to do to escape
the boredom.
You may also find that if you walk past

a couple of the rooms you'll walk away
deaf because of the loud music being
played. But you know the old saying.
"Boys will be boys."

There are also some pranks being
pulled like smoke bombs being thrown

by Tim Wright

into other rooms, water throwing, 3°**

whatever else they can get away vv'th-

Some experienced and non-exp^f^i'

enced guys have been practicing their

bow and arrow shooting lately on i^e

boys dorm lawn. They must be getting

ready for the upcoming hunting season-

If you happen to ride by the boys dortu

on a lazy afternoon and nothing seenis

be happening, it probably isn't. AH
guys are probably in their rooro^

catching up on some lost "Z's" ^watching television If so. stop by 3tw

see them and get something started- ll"

you're a male that is. Sorry, girls '
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MDJC student describes German Press
What would it be like to pay five cents

a
newspaper or to go downtown and

«H the paper spread out page-by-page

a waU or billboard? Perhaps it would

\er\A a
different perspective to American

newspaper readers

This month is National Newspaper

hand the Delta Herald decided to

""^mpare our own American style of

iournaUsm to that of one of our friends

across the Atlantic, the Federal Republic

f
Germany. Bobby Conn, the source of

most of our information, has lived twelve

years in West Germany. Being the son of

a United States serviceman and a

German mother. Bobby has gained a

unique view of the two countries and has

provided us his vahiable assistance.

The Federal Republic of Germany was

proclaimed May 23. 1949 in the wake of

the defeat of Adolph Hitler and his

National Socialist Workers (Nazi) party.

The country has endured two great

wars. Allied occupation following World

War Two, the great wall that divided

them from their countrymen, and, of

recent vintage, warfare.

Today's Germany presents the image

of a large industrial power. It's popula-

tion numbers 61.310.000. Of that

number, 36.3% are involved in some

type of manufacturing.

99% of Germany's people are literate.

Sixty-seven percent of all children in the

five-to nineteen-year age group attend

school.

According to Bobby, the German
people have a great desire to, as he put

it, "Know what's going on." Toward thatit."

by Marvin Tarver
end they purchase 19.298,000 news-
papers daily.

As Bobby would be quick to tell any
inquiring mind, there are basic differ-
ences that exist between the American
and German "press."

"The different towns have newspapers
that are delivered, and most of the news
in them is of the big factories. Like
Swinfurt. which is the town I'm from.
They have a factory that makes ball-

bearings for business and industry all

over the world. The news is developed
around that one company because most
of the people in Swinfurt work in that
company," said Bobby.

"If a person in Swinfurt wants to read
the newspaper without having it de-

livered to his house, he can go to the
town square. There's a big bank with
different cases and each page is cased
out, front to back all the way down to

the last page," he said.

About the organization of his local

paper, Bobby notes, "The first page is

usually world developments, like 'Presi-

dent Carter comes to Germany,' or what
Helmut Schmidt thinks about a particu-

lar issue and as it goes back it has

advertisements for the different stores."

As in our country, most of the local

German papers center heavily on news
that comes directly from the local

community in which they are published.

Does Bobby think a newspaper center

ed around the life of a large factory could

be one-sided or biased?

According to him they are very open

and impartial in their reporting. Bobby

DJC Thursday Games Pro and Can
Thursday night football games seem

to be becoming more popular with junior

colleges.

With five Thursday night games
scheduled this season, the impact of the

shift to the Thursday night schedule has
not been determined, but is the subject
of discussion among coaches, administra-

tors and faculty.

As a junior college MDJC is in

competition with senior college football

games on Saturday night, high school
games on Friday night, and other
weekend entertainment.
Those who favor the change say that it

will benefit the students by offering
more free time for other activities.

Those who oppose the schedule
change say that the late hours will

interfere with the performance of the
students. Of the five Thursday night
games, two are scheduled away. This

schedule will make the players and all

participants of the game late in return-

ing. According to some of the faculty and

administration, late returns could inter-

fere with the student's class perform-

ance and attendance.

"Athletics is one of the few areas

where discipline is still taught," said

Head Coach James Gray. "Remembering

that their education comes first, the kids

will just have to hump it," he said.

Thursday night games might also

affect gate receipts, with a low number

of parents and students in attendance.

"Football provides entertainment for

the students and faculty," said Dean

Robert Warnock. "With a high percent-

age of commuting students Thursday

night football could enhance their inter-

est and provide an activity for dormitory

students."

relates an account of how a factory's
negligence caused the death of two
workers. The local paper ctu-ried the
story, reported it accurately, and made
no apologies for it.

What about analysis of American
politics? Bobby relates. "Tf President
Carter, for instance, visits Berhn or
makes a decision about the hostages, the
German media will carry the story and
then they'll go to the other side for the
German view."

Included in German reporting is

information like, "Who won the elections
in Massachusetts, what did Carter do
today, who may be the next president,
what are Reagan's views on the issues,

and most importantly what kind of

friend will he be from America to

Germany." said Bobby.

If President Carter makes a decision,

the German press will ask Mr. Schmidt
what he would have done. The Germans
like to know a lot about everything, and
they like to know a lot about the world
situation because if a war should break
out in Swinfurt. it would take the

Communists 48 hours to get there. They
know what's going on over there. You
can see the Communists and the division

of the wall. The German people are

aware of what's going to happen and
know if something were to happen they

would have to rely on the Americans,

because we're there to protect them,"

says Bobby.

On a different subject he says, the

German press analyzes and comments on

its government in a somewhat different

manner from the biting attacks that

Americans have almost come to expect

in their own papers. "The press does

report on the government, its strengths.

\

Bobby Conn

MDJC Trannplant

weaknesses, and mistakes, but they
don't criticize their officials as much as
we do our president."

Another differing aspect of Germany's
press corps is in the area of editorials —
"For the most part German editorials

are always for something, it's funny to

hear that cause most of the editorials we
read are against something." said Bobby.

Also to he seen in Germany are the

publications .that are circulated by the

Communists from Germany's own party

to the Easti rn Bloc countries. According

to Bobby, issues of those papers are

usually hail 'd out on street corners or

distributee' y like manner. They also

circulate li dbills and political leaflets

throughoui Vest Germany.

News hri %

Speaker

Lamar Jackson, state vice president of

Phi Beta Lambda, and a student at Ole

Miss, was guest speaker on campus

Wednesday Oct. 1, 1980 during the

installation of new officers into the

MDJC chapter. In a meeting held in the

Library Conference Room, the officers

were installed by one of the advisers,

Mrs. Mary Ellen Holloway.

Each of the new officers related what

a portion of the Greek letters — Ph.

Beta Lambd* — stand for. PHI stanr >

for future, BETA stands for business,

and LAMBDA stands for leader.

The next meeting of the PBL will be

held in the Library Conference Room on

Nov. 5. at 8:20.

Names Travel

Seven Mississippi DelU Junior Col-

lege nursing students will attend Project

Tomorrow 80, which will be held in New
Orleans, Louisiana, on Oct. 31-Nov. 1.

Students who will attend are: Irene

McCain. Kim Case, Ellen Parson, Terri

Dendy, Karen Roznik, Nelda Hancock.

Anise Ingram, and Patricia Sconyers.

Project Tomorrow is for career planning.

At the last meeting of the Nursing

Club, (Oct. 20) a discussion was held

concerning Project Tomorrow 80 and

Homecoming activities. In September

the club went to Hinds Junior College for

a MASN Leadership workshop. Those

attending were advisors: Kathlene

Richards, Patty Parker, and Cindy

Belenchia. Students that attended were:

Irene

Terri

Hancot

Scony'

Offi

Anise

Reed,

recor<.

corre.*
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Kim Case, Ellen Parson,

. Karen Roznik. Nelda

lise Ingram, and Patricia

•: Kim Case, president;

1st vice president; Bobbie

president; Cynthia Davis,

etary; and Ellen Parson,

secretary.

'action Set

ts Department will stage

iction of "My Fair Lady"

by Mrs. Dianne Saucier,

irection by Department

ph Abrams.

on. which will play in the

-he Fine Arts Center, has

run from Monday, March

gh Saturday, March 28.

lormances will begin on

matinee performances for

.udents will be held on

uesday, the 23 and 24.

rices have not been set

0 be more expensive than

actions due to cost of

1 come complete with a pit

will be the first full scale

rmed in the last three

rformances have featured

Fiddler on the Roof." and

r the musical will be held

Tium of the Fine Arts
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Fall Practice Sports sho

Works
rts

Well our exciting Trojans took to the
field as if this game was the Super Bowl.
They showed what the Trojans have been
working so hard for this year.
The MDJC defense held the Rangers to

10 yds rushing. The charged-up defense
was led by Lee Barnes. Wes Kersey. Otis
Cooks, and Andy Halbrook. Also turning
in a hard knocking game were freshman
Jed Hodges and Greg McGee. Both
played their best game so far this season.
The offense was led with a great catch

by Buck Buchanan, which allowed Chip

Hobart to score the winning touchdown.
Fine performances were given by Ed
Whatley. Dwight McClee, and Andrew
McCary.

The secondary was also a very strong
reason for the stopping of the Ranger
aerial attack. Strong coverage was shown
by Dave Gore. Richard Kimmel. Joe Hall,
and Dale Bright.

Coach Dean Wright said, "The team as
a whole showed the meaning of brotherly
love in the second half by holding hands
in the offensive huddle.

'

'

MDJC's •weei victory over NorthwMe

Basketball teams listed

1980-81 Mens Roster
No. Name

12

13

14

15

20

22

25

30

33

35

40

44

45

55

Lee Mclntire
Billie Williams
Jack Birdens

Terrance Shackleford
Jeff Jernigan
Greg Hunter
Mark McCutchen
Pat Hare
Jim McKelvey
Burl Crocker
Freddy Baine
Roy Johnson
Arthur Williams
Jack Forrest

Ht. Yr. High School Coach School

5'10"

5'ir'

5'11"

5'ir'
6'3"

6'1"

6"2Vz"

6'2'A"
6'0"

6'1"

6*2"

6'2Vz"
6*6"

6'6"

S
F
F
F
S

F
F
S
S
s
F
F
F
S

Rodney Brown
Levi McKelphin
Joel Furnari

Jim Maddox
Jim Maddox
Terry Rodgers
George Abernathy
Sammy Dantone
John Swogger
Robert Foust
Charlie Wright
Howard Brown
Jim Maddox
Rodney Brown

Washington School
Nugent Center
Homestead H. S., Florida
Greenwood High School
Greenwood High School
Freedom H. S.. N. Carolina
Fern Creek. Kentucky
Pillow Academy
Altoona H. S.. Pennsylvania
Lee Academy
Pillow Academy
Amanda-EIzy H. S
Greenwood H. S.

Washington School

1980-81 Womens Roster

10

u
12

14

15

20

21

22

23

24

25

31

32

33

35

Barbara Martin
Sharon Sanders
Dabney Wooten
Sandra Howard
Mary Lynn Godfrey
Phyllis Strickiin

Diana Connel
Frankie Brooks
Joyce Jones
Janet Coleman
Donna Marfin
Janet Wintrone
Jennifer Hughes
Vickie Dodd
Melinda Walker

5'8-

5'6"

5'4"

5"7"

5"3-

5'6-

5-8"
6-0"

S'lO"
57"
6"0'-

5'9"

5"S"
5'7*'

5'7"

F
S

S

F
F
S

s

s

F
F
F
F
S

F
F

Marvin Lishman
Charlie Wright
Richard Duese
George Willis

Ralph Conger
Buddy Walden
W.E. Davis

Harry Hogan
Dan Brown
Ralph Conger
George Holloway
Lonnie Jones
Kathy Graham
Ralph Conger
Richard Duese

Washington school
Pillow Academy
Lee Academy
Simmons High School
North Sunflower Academy
Indianola Academy
Greenwood High School
Shelby High School
Gentry High School
North Sunflower Academy
Greenville High School
Greenville Christian School
Clarksdale High School
North Sunflower Academy
Lee Academy

Mississippi Delta Junior College's fall

baseball team ended a successful season
in a rare meaning of the term.

Although the baseball team only won
one of the 11 games against Delta State
University, the team has accomplished
what it set out to do, to gain experience
by playing a more experienced team
(according to Coach Jimmy BelJipanni).

"We might have made a mistiake in

playing DSU too many times," said
Bellipanni.

But the fall season was good practice
for our freshman pitchers," he said.

"Todd Makamson was probably the most
effective pitcher. Kyle McCIure, Roy
Steed, Craig Duncan. Tim Jones, and
Steve Brown have enough experience."

Bellipanni said that he is counting on
two of the freshman pitchers to be in
starting rotation this spring and the
others for relievers or spot pitchers.
Sophomore players who will be ex-

pected to show leadership this spring,
according to Bellipanni, are Willie
Nelson, Mark Tyler, and Perry Whites.
"I am hoping they wUl be starters, and
they are as of now."
Other players on the Delta Junior fall

baseball team were: sophomore Lee
Mclntire, second base; and freshmen
Randy Nichols, infield; Solly Taylor,
infield and outfield; Johnny Reynolds,
first base. Myron Vanlandinham. out-
field; and Byron Vanlandinham, outfield.
Other freshmen included Jack

Henderson, first base and outfield; Knox
Purnell, infield and outfield; Ron White,
fo-st base; John Rusco, infield; Anthony
Domino, catcher and outfield; Gary
Norris. infield; and David McCoy
mfield.

"We started with 32 players and
ended up with 27. Twenty-two players
wi make up the spring team,"
Belhpanni said. "I learned a lot about the
players from fall season which is a
building block for the spring season of
conference play." said Bellipanni.

Alvin L. Spencer

The MDJC basketball squad '

to the court on Nov. 6. in th"
season opener to be played inV**^«
Arkansas against PhiUipg Count
munity College. ^ Com.

When asked about some
ofproblems facing his young tefln,°\,^'*«

Basketball Coach John T ViMr
that the only problem he sees is th'
of size on this year's squad He adH

^
young transfers from Coahom« t

College should be of help. Th^r. "'^

height is 6-4". They are Pat HolT^
Freddie Hoskins. «n<J

Coach Vickers has two goals fn. l-

team this year - to better last y^!record of 9 and 13 and play wJi^
making a showing in the open toln^
ments throughout the vear.

Mississippi i^elta Junior College eirv
basketbaU team played a scrimaee
against Belhaven Oct. 14.

Coach Buddy Walden said that th.
Lady Trojans played three

20-minnt!
quarters against Belhaven. and no scorn
were kept.

"OveraU I was pleased with the game.
At times we played well, both offensive,
ly and defensively," said Walden. "Re.
bounding was one of the strong points of
our game," he said.

Walden said that inconsistency hurt
the squad on both offense and defense
but with more practice he felt that the

team would overcome those mistakes.

Alvin L. Spencer

I don't care what
Bowie Kuhn says
the phitlies will

not be called the
Plains Peanuts!

i Nov. 6

Nov. 10

J
Nov. 13

I Nov. 14 & 15

! Nov. 18

Nov. 19

Nov. 22
Nov. 24 & 25
Nov. 24 & 25

Dec. 2*

1 Dec. 4*

2 Dec.^
I Jan. 8*

^ Jan. 12*

4 Jan. 15*

i Jan. 19*

Jan. 22*

Jan. 26*

Jan. 29*

Feb. 2*

Feb. 5*

Feb. 9*

Feb. 12*

Feb. 16 & 17
Feb. 19 & 20

Feb. 23 & 24
Feb. 25 & 26
Mar. 2 7

Mar. 2 7

1980-81 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
MEN & WOMEN

Phillips County Community College
Hinds Junior College
Hinds Junior College
Phillips Classic Tournament (Men only)
Southwest Mississippi Junior College
Philhps County Community College
Southwest Mississippi Junior College
M.D.J C. Invitational Tournament (Men)
topiah-LincoIn Invitational
Tournament (Women)
East Mississippi Junior College
Holmes Junior College
Meridian Junior College
Northwest Mississippi Junior College
toahoma Junior College
Northeast Mississippi Junior CoUege
Itawamba Junior College
East Mississippi Junior CoUege
Holmes Junior College
Meridian Junior College
Northwest Mississippi Junior College
Loahoma Junior College
Northeast Mississippi Junior CoUege
Itawamba Junior College
Division Playoff (Men)
Division Playoff (Women)
State Playoff (Men)
State Playoff (Women)
Region VH Tournament (Men)
Region yil Tournament (Women)

Helena

Moorhead
Raymond
Helena
Summit
Moorhead
Moorhead
Moorhead

6:00 p.m.^

6:30 p.m.*

6:30 p.m

6:30 pm!
6:30 p.m-^

Wesson

Moorhead 6:30 p.ni

Goodman 6:30 p.m-

Moorhead 6:30 p.m.

Senatobia 6:30 p.m

Moorhead 6:30 pm
Booneville 6:00 pm
Moorhead 6:30 p.m.

Scooba 6:30 p.m-

Moorhead 6:30 pm-

Meridian 6:30 p.m.

Moorhead 6:30 p.m.-

Clarksdale 6:30 p.m.

Moorhead 6:30 p.m-

Fulton 6:30 pm-

To be announced
To be announced
To be announced
To be announced
Paducah. Kentucky
Memphis. Tennessee



Trojans trounce
like Ellis at Homecoming Homecoming Queen 1980 Kathy Southall Greenville Southwest

j

Parchman Band Students boogey, 1980-81 Trojan HoniCCOming Court
I entertains country style



Ramblin'
by Gregg Bellipannr

Stop the world — I want to get off!

These past few weeks at Moorhead have
been a test of the survival of the fittest.

But if we don't get some sort of vacation
pretty soon, we "fittest" are going to
have nervous breakdowns. Our next
holidays are Thanksgiving. What an
appropiate name!
Warning: People in the Fine Arts

Building are turning into Gerbilsl Please
keep cheese out of this building.

"As the Dorm Turns*' is back by
unpopular demand. This week's episode
proves that we really need a break. The
black-haired girl with severe "marriag-
itus" is no longer running through the
music department. She now mopes
through it, complaining of a rash and
saying. "WiU I make it to Dec. 20?" SUy
tuned for more interesting xievelop-
ments.

To whom it may concern! Don't be
concerned. It doesn't concern you.
My last article was written in hopes

that people would start doing something
about the things they want. Stand up for
your rights! Are you a man or are you a
mouse? (Maybe I shouldn't ask that
question with all the" gerbils walking
around.)

Thought for the day: The present is

yesterday's future!

Frmm thr
animal hmue7

l» llm Urluhl

Hey all you Animal House Friendsl
How have you been these past two
weeks? Things have been kinda slow
around the boys dorm since all the rainy
and cold weather has come in. However,
it hasn't been all that boring. Between
l-ootball games and basketball games,
there's not much time left to be bored.

If you happen to be a Vo-Tech student.
;ind at the end of the day you are walking
back to the dorm, you better watch out
for E.K. (Evil Kneivel) on his feared
ATC 90. He might just come up behind
you and help you along your way. (If you
know what I mean!) Also, always look
out your dorm door before stepping out
because E.K. has been known to drive
down the sidewalk.

Some of the guys in the dorm
becoming a little impatient with
constructing of the new boys dorm
rooms. Specific information has not been
received as of yet as to when they are
gomg to be through, so guys you'U just
have to make do and wait.

are

the

The ram and cold weather has brought
excitement to the dorm these past
weeks. The basketbaU girls decided to
have fun one night so they had a good old
fashioned mud fight. If you don't beUeve
It. just ask Kim Crawford.

All the girls are trying to find someone
to snuggle up with when they go outside
Boys smce you can only stay ten
minutes inside, line up at the door and
wait until they come outside
Terry Coker from the Haunted House

Anita describes

judo class
MDJC Freshman Kim Govero of

Greenwood was crowned "Miss Missis-
sippi Showbiz" in a statewide pageant
held in Biloxi this past Oct. 25,26.
As winner of the state pageant, Kim

will travel to PhUadelphia Pa. Dec. 11 to
represent the state in the national
competition.

Kim, one of the seven entrants in the
talent division, sang her way to the sUte
title by performing "My Man" from
Funny Girl.

Kim was impressed by the Miss
Mississippi Showbiz pageant because "it
was the first pageant where the
emphasis was on talent," she said "In
the talent competition the girls were
judged on originality, audience approval
and showmanship," said Kim.
WhUe competing for the Miss Hemi-

sphere Showbiz title in PhUadelphia
Kim plans to travel to New York to see
her first Broadway show.

gave all the girls a real scare when he
decided to visit the dorm.
Flag football season is about over, so

everyone should be getting teams for
basketbaU. Girls, get busy and pick your
team and coaches.

If any of you commuting students are
thinking of moving into the dorm, first
you will have to move someone out. It
looks like all the rooms are full and
overflowing. Maybe we wUl survive if we
can put up with our roommates.
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What do broken glass, flat tires, and

MDJC? If you don't know, just drive bythe Edwards-Stonestreet Dormitory
sometime.

Monday through Wednesday theparking lot is relatively free of glass, buton Thursday and Friday parking
entering, or exiting the lot is iSfenavigating a mine field. Cars sloXswerve back and forth dodging the Cieand smaU chunks of glass left there L
Cet:r;?^"'"«^-«o'th^

I have no gripe in the least with

fr^ t me' i, V " P^""" ^""^ '^"h hisiree time is his own business I am
concerned, however, with those pe son"r °f lobbing'^bottlesbehmd parked cars or indiscriminan lvcasting them wherever tflfey feeT^e

ml " 'X'thersome to themany students who have, and drive carson campus.
Not a week has passed since thebeginnmg of this school year that aamiha^ sight has not been^een Wha?

I m talking about is seeing a studenbent over a jack busily changing ttesbetween classes. Another coCon pfcture IS a car Usting to one side C\^L
mspection reveals deflated t^es

^o:f^^ru^^'--^^po^l\^
staying in the dorm

grow^'up. """"'^"^ ^hen they'U

Title

clinched

by AniU Taylor

When I heard that MDJC nff
course in Judo and Self n f

^

«

thought. "Great! This could Hp f^'
^

fun." So my roommate, Lind.
signed up for the course. I

On the morning of our first ri
walked to the Dance Studio
unsuspectingly on the floor
Now. when someone takes a .i

Judo, what do they expect to learn 'S
to flip people, break bones, and h'

•

downright indestructible I"**

WRONG! What is the first thW PnDeanWrig^

So - I don't faU right. For 18 y,^now. rye been falling down, and NOWthey telJ me I don't fan right! Can
imagine? My mstructor calmly mVl
over -clears me- and drops'me

th

riht ' ^
"I didn't fall right? What do you mean

i.d'dnHJfll right?! I got dow h
'^

didn't I? Once I'm down here, it doe
matter anymore!"

°*

At any rate. I am now in the process of
learning how to "fall". Why didn'
someone tell me about this when I was
learning how to walk? Tell me that Doyou know what it's like when someone
asks, iio, Amta, what are you learnine
in college?"

And what do I reply? "Aw. nothing
much, just how to program computers,
read stock reports, make out work
sheets, verify diskettes, balance clieck-

books, and, oh yeah, how to fall."

Surely I have to be learning something
else in Judo, don't I? WeU, rest assured,
I am. I now know how to iron a gi. Now
what is a gi. you ask. A gi is that funny
little suit that people who are brave
enough to take Judo wear. It has pants
with a draw-string waist, and the legs

come up to your knees. Not only that,

but the top looks like a bathrobe, and the

belt IS long enough to be tied into a

noose; needless to say. it can also be

used as a weapon. But be careful or you
might rip off the sleeves, jlsn't that

right. Robert?) In addition, this unique
outfit also happens to be "made of 100%
cotton; in other words, it has to be

ironed or it will look like a big white

prune.

The good thing about the gi is that,

unlike tight blue jeans, you don't have to

worry about ripping it while you are

doing your (groan) stretch exercises.
Stretch exercises are these dandy little

exercises specially designed to Jet you

know just exactly how many muscles
you have in your body, and how much
they can hurt when you haven't used

them since the last time you played

TWISTER with your little brother who
IS 6'5" and 200 pounds. And to many
people's delight, you get to do your

exercises to the beat of your bones

popping in vicious resentment.
Now don't get me wrong. I like my

Judo and Self Defense class, despite the

mentaUy disturbed creep who gets

thrills from throwing the innocent

by stander crickets at people. Also,

contrary to popular belief. I have learned

how to flip people and break bones. I'm

not indestructible, but I'm working on it

Aren't we, Linda?
Before I end this article, many thanlts

go to our beloved Coach Wright, without

whom none of this could have been

possible; and I know he will read this

article with aU the humor intended. (And

if you don't, remember. Coach; SAFETl
— never hurt anyone unless you have

to!)
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Constitution

hinders

Officers of the 1980-81 Spectator Club are from left: Ms.
Rebecca Shattleworth, Sponsor; Guy Parker, President;

Chervl Jenkins, Vice-president; Bellye Luckett, IreaNurer;
Maril> n Johnson, SecreUury; Alvin L. Spencer, Reporter.

it Alvin at
ere,

II;

mid-term
is ittf! Scott Forrest

J DIE 111

'biK Wow! It's almost difficult for me to
you It believe that mid-term is over. Problems

such as getting up, catching the bus, and
associating with other students have

B cot;: cleared.

e oni Now. my alarm clock goes off at 5 a.m.
alaii«! (average mornings) than the previous
tflM' time of 4 a.m. (awkward mornings). At
^m. 6:30 a.m. (the sun is up about this time) I

resliE board the bus in Rolling Fork, while not

tiDip worrying about jostling for seating spaceM with two other persons.

0 jitt Since the first three weeks of school, I

]tljsji
have made several friends and acquaint-

jnjlld
ances. I guess, my mother, the gardener

)t ci|i
and self-proclaimed philosopher, was

'otie,ii
half-right. It just takes a little time for

tjfj;
me (as she put it — the plant that has

(jjj^i been transplanted from high school to

jefili'

college) to catch root.

Yet, I still have some problems. I

tluiJJ

haven't adjusted to the letter periods

[0 schedule. The cafeteria line sometimes
disappoint me, but my stomach doesn't

1 liifr'

STowI quite as loudly in class as it

' ^ originaUy did.

As for my mid-term grades, they are

% not that good or bad, but they inform me
of my performance. I hope that by the

.
end of the semester, my grades improve

^•J'.

and MDJC translates to a More
Descriptive Justification of College.

FCA meets

On Oct. 29, 1980, MDJC held a
meetmg for the FeUowship of Christian
Athletes. "It was a very successful meet-
ing and much was learned," according to
Coach Dean Wright, adviser. The
meeting was opened by Coach Wright,
and the speaker for the meeting was
Rev. Rodney Daffron, who is an ex-
ipotbaU player for East Central Junior
College. He now serves as pastor of the
local Methodist church.

Rev. Daffron talked about himself as a
football player as well as a pastor. He
stressed in his talk, how important
athletes are and how they are looked
upon every day by other people. He also
stated that religion is very essential and
"nporUnt in one's life

Hood varies curriculum

November 10, 1980.

Frederick. Md.—(I.P.) — Reporting that
the Hood College faculty has adopted, by
a sizable majority, an exciting new core
curriculum to be required of all students
who enter Hood beginning in the fall of

1981, President Martha E. Church
states:

"In addition to 14 credits in basic
courses, which include language (English
composition and a choice among foreign

languages, computing, principles of
speech communication or logic), compu-
tation (satisfied by a choice among
several mathematics courses), and physi-

cal activity and health, students will be
required to take 18 credits of breadth
and integration courses in each of six

areas:

"Aesthetic appreciation, scientific in-

quiry, historical analysis, social and
behavioral analysis, ethical theory, and

world cultures. Exemption and credit by
examination will be possible in each of
the basic courses.

"What is important to understand
about this new program of core require-
ments is that the faculty developed it by
focusing on what skills and approaches
to areas of learning they feel students
must have as citizens entering the latter
decades of this century. Sometimes it is

easier for a faculty to divide up
requirements according to the depart-
mental structure of a college.

"The Hood faculty, however, rejected
this easier approach and tackled the far

more difficult approach noted above. For
this effort they deserve genuine ap*
plausel In fact, this is the first time in my
career that I have watched a faculty

study and disci; o a proposal thought-
fully and thoroughly, and then refrain

from compromises which would dilute

the original and principal thrusts of the
proposal."

November 3, 1980.

Los Angeles. Calif.—(I.P.) — "The
American Constitution left little room
for philosopher kings or messiahs." says
Thomas Sowell. University of California
at Los Angeles professor of economics,
in his new book "Knowledge and
Decisions" (Basic Books).
"The great vulnerability of the Constitu-
tion today is that it is an obstacle in the
path of groups that are growing in size,
influence, and impatience. The most
striking, and perhaps most important, of
these are the intellectuals, especially in
the politicized 'social sciences.'" Sowell
says,

"Politicians, once constrained by nation
al (voter) reverence for constitutional
guarantees, now operate more freely in
an atmosphere where intellectuals make
all reverence suspect and make 'social
justice' imperative. The decline in politi-

cal party control ('machine polities') has
given the individual politician more
scope to be charismatic and entrepre-
neurial about causes and issues.

"Politicians ambitious for themselves as
individuals and intellectuals ambitious
for recognition as a class must discredit
existing social processes, alternative
decision making elites, and the accumu-
lated human capital of national experi-
ence and tradition which competes with
their product, newly minted social

salvation.

"Whatever the current specifics, they
are certain to be superseded by new
specifics in a few years to perform the
same political function for the careers of
new politicians and intellectuals.

"The 'crisis* orientation of politicians and
intellectuals is accepted and amplified by
the mass media. Today's 'problems' are
news; neither the long-run implications

nor the inherent constraints can be
photographed by the TV camera or even
discussed in the brief minutes between
commercials. Moreover, with print and
broadcast journalists as part of the
intellectual class, grounded largely in

the so-called social sciences, few ques-
tions may be raised about the cognitive

process they employ.

Cartoonist Ricky Nobile [left| showed members of The

SpecUtor Club samples of his work when he spoke al the

October meeting of the club. Nobile, who works as an

advertising salesman for The Bolivar Commercial In

Cleveland, discussed both his techniques in newspaper

production and the role of advertising In free enterprise

journalism.

Looking at samples of NoblleS work are Diana Sumey and

Clyde Burchfleld
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The man with a plan
by P«t Hare

The crowd is amazed! What is this

normally, mild-mannered man doing
with a combative, anxious look on his

face. He paces the side of the court like

he was a field commander searching for a

weakness, a strength, or a breakthrough
that will give his troops a deciding
advantage over their opponents. Well,
this man, who looks like he should be on
the court himself, is Moorhead's own
Coach John T. Vickers during a MDJC
basketball game. Yes, Coach Vickers still

has the same fierce competitiveness he
brought to the campus 12 years ago.

Basketball at Moorhead has changed
since 1968 and Coach Vickers has
changed with it. No longer does the team
play in the old "Delta Barn". Now they
have a spacious coliseum that has been
labeled by players and coaches around
the state as one of the most comfortable
places to watch and play basketball in
the seven state junior colleges.

The practices reflect more of Coach
Vickers than the games. They are mostly
laid-back and casual. Vickers manages
the practices with a stern but comical
hand. Harsh and violent words are
seldom said.

Coach Vickers knows his basketball.
He played ball in college. He started out
at Delta State and played some there for
one year. Vickers then switched to
MDJC his sophmore year and played
under the wonderous Coach Jimmy
Bellipanni. After a successful individual
season at Moorhead he went on to
Nicholls SUte in Thibodaux. LA. Be-
cause of a coaching change there (the
coach would have been younger than
Coach Vickers) he went on to a small
Baptist school in Hattiesburg, William
Carey College. At William Carey he was
outsUnding. During the first part of the
season, he was averaging close to 36
pomts a game, good enough to be the
third leading scorer in the nation. He
played there two years and he went to
teach and coach at Biloxi High, down on
the coast. He loved the atmosphere
down there but college coaching lured
him to Moorhead after six years.
The thing that Coach Vickers loves

about Mississippi Delta is the age group

of the students. The energy and vitality

of Moorhead's students is a constant
energizer for Vickers. He is interested in

the students and vice-versa.

Coach Vickers cites the junior college

system in Mississippi as a very good,
up-and-coming business. With 16 jucos in

the state, all areas of Mississippi are well

represented fairly. The policy of only
recruiting players out of a junior
college's region is a definite plus.

Therefore, a balance is made between
the state jucos. "This system should be
kept because people are afraid Hinds and
Gulf Coast will get the good ball players
for obvious resons." said Vickers.
"Many of the players that play junior

college ball are borderline players," said
Vickers. "They can't play major college
ball but have the potential to play with a
couple of years of college experience,"
said Vickers.

"Now days, college athletics is so
competitive and big that a junior college
is the best way for a high school senior to
go." says Vickers.

What about this year's team? Well,
Coach points out that our lack of height
will hurt us rebounding wise. He says
our patience in running good patterns,
and plays on offense will be a definite
factor also. Northwest, besides being
Moorhead's annually most savage rival,
will be the team to beat in 1980-81.
That fiery essence in the eyes of Coach

John T. Vickers is still here, alive and
kicking in Moorhead, Mississippi, U.S.A.

MDJC dowiiB Southwest 15 to 3

Campus poll

VICA
FRUIT SALES

Navel Oranges-$]2:00
Hamlin Oraiiges-$10:00

Pink Grapefrul(-$9:00

BY THE CRATES
For more information

contact any VICA member

Mr. BUly WUliams and Mrs EliMh^»h r
officers, present a olanuP^f .

"""'"K*'
Crawford of Ca dumnT f .f*^"8nition to Mrs. Calviniwla, aJumna of the year in alumni business

^'^^^^^^^^^ - mocber of

On Reagan
In an informal campus poll conducted bv
the Herald Reporting class on Wednes
day following the Presidential Election
50 MDJC students were asked to discuss
their personal choices in the presidential
balloting. Of the 50 interviewed, only 30
had actually cast a vote in the Nov 4
contest. Of the 20 who did not vote
seven, had not registered, two were too
young, two said they were too confused
to choose, three had no way home to
vote, five did not consider it that
important.

Of the 30 students and faculty voters,
the following quotations are a sampling
of their expectations for the next four
years:

COLLEEN FIELDS. Anguilla, elemeo-
tary education: I voted for Carter. I

think now that the next four years will

be the worst that Blacks have ever lived
through in modern times. Blacks will

starve due to the economy and cuts in

welfare. The next four years wUI be an
advantage toward Whites.
TROY WOODS, Hollandale. DDT: I

voted for Reagan. The U.S. will stop
being pushed around. Reagan will be
straightforward. Money will be tighter
for a while.

TERESA SKEEN. Holly Ridge. Gen.
Bus.: I voted for Anderson. I wanted a
change in government as Anderson
could have done it.

MELVIN MOORE, GreenvUle, Business:
I voted for Reagan. He will get more
people off welfare.

KAREN BARNES, Rolling Fork. Secre-
tarial Science I: I voted for Carter. The
next four years wUl be bad because
Reagan wants too many tax cuts.

Reagan may cause war against Iran
because he is too impatient. Now, when
the hosUges are relased, Reagan wil! ?et

credit for what Carter did.
TOMMY LISTER, Belzoni. Ministry: I

voted for Reagan. Changes wUl be made
and Reagan was for a lot more for

Christians, so religious changes wUl be
made.

BEVERLY NASON, Greenwood. DaW
Processmg: I voted for Reagan because
he will lower taxes
CINDY BISHOP, Greenville. Gen. Ed.: I

voted for Carter. He kept us out of war
this long. He would have kept us out for

four more years, maybe
CORNELL DAUGHTRY. BSU direct,
campus: I voted for Reagan. With a

Republican-controlled Senate, we will

increase our position in the military
image; in the world we will have less

bureaucracy, fewer federal programs
and handouts, a tighter fiscal an**

monetary policy.

I
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end - of - semester dilemma

Christmas versus exams

,
f top) Henn Paris, president of Indianola Bank, was featured speaker at the Phi BeU

^bda Christmas partj. He was Introduced by Pres. Roz Mann, (below) Mrs. Watson

French class sing French Christmas carols at Spectator Clnb Christmas party.

(ieft) Sarah Sanders prepares for research paper, (right) Brenda Byars crams for

exams.
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Signs Wrong Way
The intersection at U.S.

Hwy 82 and Hwy 3 is causing

great confusion for many com-
muters.

Instead of having a police-

man to monitor traffic, there

are signs, and signs can really

be misleading.

For instance, the signs

which dominate the scene say:

"Wrong Way", but, by the

time the driver determines

what the right way is, three

drivers are stacked up on his

bumper waiting for him to

move.
Perhaps some police force

should direct the traffic until

people become familiar with
the posted directions.

In the meantime, all drivers

should be careful, because
people from out-of-town will

really find the route hard to

plot.

Winter irritations
Cold weather is really beginning to

bug some people here at Mississippi
DelU Junior College. Although it has
always been cold wkher this time of
year, it becomes a nusiance to change
over. For instance, in the morning when
you get up. You get dressed and step
outside; you almost freeze in your tracks
because of the coldness. Then you have
to go ail through the day to all of your
classes and freeze in most of them. (By
the time you get back to the dorm you
are half frost bitten.) And what about
those who don't live in the dorm and
commute every day? Don't you know
that they get cold in the morning. And
those people who have an 8:20 class in
Tanner-HaU and a 9:20 class in the
CoUisiem? They really freezel

It's not only students who freeze
either; what about teachers? Some
teachers I know of have to get up at 5:30
just to get to school on time and forget to
wear a coat because they were late and
freeze all day long. (Now that's the pitts
— knowing you can't run to your room
and get your coat because your room is

35 miles away.)

MDJC has very well heated rooms and
classes but what about outside? There is

nothing that they can do about the
weather outside except tell you to wear
extra-heavy clothing, stay in when you
can, and bear it until spring. Well, some
of that advice you can follow like
wearing extra-heavy clothing and stay-
ing in but when it comes to bearing it, I

just don't know.
- Tim Wright" ment.

Jones learns from long drive

Teachers Need

To Stress Literacy

Washington, D.C.-(I.P.) - (The follow-

ing report, representing 11 different

disciplines in America's College of Arts
and Sciences, concerns a two-day session

that cut across subject areas: the ability

of the student to express ideas clearly

and correctly in writing.)

Sponsored by the literature depart-

ment, the two-days of intensive thought
and discussion was funded under the
$350,000 grant which the college re-

ceived in 1979 from the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation for faculty and curric-

ular development. The project was the
first of several planned, according to Dr.
Ann Ferren, director of the office of
faculty support.

The Mellon grant covers a three-year
period and ultimately, says CAS Dean
Frank Turaj, will provide some type of

development support for every one of
the 230 faculty members in the college.

The writing workshop was a case in

point. Workshop director Carol Cohan,
literature, set the tone when she said
that students' "educational route must
be amply marked with literacy watering
holes. It is not just the English teacher
but all teachers who must provide
reinforcenTent at least and instruction at
best for our students. Each of us in our
own separate offices or classes is not a
lone pioneer or crusader."
One of the major benefits of the

workshop was that it afforded a rare
opportunity for busy teachers to ex-
change ideas, "to feel much less alone,"
as one participant put it. Besides the
benefit of the "opportunity to come
together and feel supported and really
work together," as Ferren puts it, the
participants also had the chance to learn
more about freshman composition and
reading courses in thejitpraftjre depart-
ment.

by Alvin Spencer

The obligations that come with a
certain job and the actual performance of
that job usually shape the life of a
worker.

A good example of this principle can
be witnessed through an acquaintance
with Anderson Jones, welding major
who is one of MDJC's nine bus drivers.
Although Rolling Fork is tagged as the

departure point for the bus Anderson
drives, he actually leaves from his home
in Filler. 28 miles south of Rolling Fork.

In the first three weeks of school.
Anderson said that he encountered a
parking problem that forced him to take
the bus home.

Editor

"I had been leaving the bus parked
overnight in the lot behind the court-
house in Rolling Fork for two weeks.
One morning I found a parking violation
ticket under one of the wipers."

"I informed Mr. Jack Harris, supervi-
sor of the buses here of what had
happened. He handled the ticket, but I
was not allowed to park behind the
courthouse anymore," said Anderson.
What is it like to drive a bus for

MDJC?
Anderson's day begins at 5 a.m. when

his mother wakes him. Thirty minutes
later, he begins a long drive of 180 miles
round-trip. He makes stops in Fitler
Cary, Rolling Fork, NilU Yuma!
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AnguUla, Panther Bu.u. and the out-
skirts of HoUandale.
"The first advantage of driving the

bus IS that I won't have to use my gas
driving 28 mUes from Fitler in my car
Secondly, I am getting pay which helps
with personal finances. Most of all, I
think the long driving, getting up early,
and being on time wUI help make me a
more alert and dependable worker in the
future."

Being a bus driver is not an easy job
Anderson admitted. Anderson pointed
out that there is the care of the bus
mechanical problems, flat tires, fights!
parking problems, illness, and weariness
to be dealt with.

Though these problems can be quite
tiresome. Anderson says that he enjoys
his job.

^

"Anderson is one of the best drivers I
have." said Jack Harris.

After he reaches school, Anderson has
to sweep the bus. (Cigarette butts Utter
the place m spite of the "No Smoking at
All on the Bus" signs.)

Anyone who talks with Anderson can
quickly sense that he is a responsible
young man who enjoys his job for
several reasons.

by Marvin Tarver

Much attention and media cov
has been directed toward pred^^"^
what type of administration and n^i-

^

wUl be pursued by the Reagan adm
tration over the next four years h
great deal of controversy has a^rkJ

'

President-Elect Reagan's suT''''
"anti-black" feelings. "^P^^'^d

Shortly after Reagan's
election .

conservative group submitted a pronJ
to the President-Elect that school busW
and affirmative action hiring proCTam
for women and minorities be ended
Immediately a wave of protest arose

Blacks and women's leaders
predicted

major setbacks for these groups
durinir

Reagan's administration.
BenjamiD

Hooks, an executive of the NAACP
emerged from a Saturday emermcl
session held by the black group and
urged President-Elect Reagan to holdi
nationally televised news conference

to

"allay black fears that he (Reagan) was
anti-black."

While these fears are not totally

without foundation or merit. I feel that

perhaps the fears of setback or repres-

sion under a anti-black presidency are at

best premature.

Ronald Reagan is not yet the Presi-

dent of the United States. Ronald

Reagan has yet not said that he will end

busing or affirmative action hiring

programs. The only statement that has

been issued was by a group without

connection to the Reagan administra

tion.

Yet people, particularly minority

groups, seem to feel that these proposai

are virtually assured.

Many Americans would not like to see

a change in those programs, but until a

statement is issued by someone who

could actually change the law, all of this

"hoopla" may be for nothing.

Qiristmas is...

by Scott Forrest

Christmas is . . .

. . watching our family get together and

fight.

• . . watching the Christmas tree twinkle

as it and the house burn down because*

Christmas light shorted out.
.

. . wrapping the present, especially

switches and ashes.

. . seeing Santa Claus burn to death o
he comes down the chimney.
. .

. roasting apples over a cremation.

• -
. watching nuclear missiles shoot

down Santa's reindeer.
.

. . giving "San Francisco fruitcakes" «*

presents.

• giving male elves harmone shots.

.
. . drinking spiked eggnog without the

eggs.

. . getting a stocking before you
the female out of it.
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by l.inda Bell, Henry OIlie,

Xiro Wright and Alvin Spencer

Alvin Spencer, writer. Journalism

major at Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

\Je and constant contributor to The

Delta Herald, does not impress you

hen you first meet him, but he knows

much more than he seems to know.

Spencer lives on Carter Brothers'

plantation near Rolling Fork, and has

been winning awards since the eighth

^In 1977. Spencer won first place in an

Essay Contest sponsored by the 60-Plus

Council an Aging. Then in 1979. he won

Honorable Mention in the Essay Division

which was sponsored by the Delta

Branch of the National Penwomen
Association. He also won another Honor-

able Mention award in an Essay contest

sponsored by the National Penwomen

and first place in the Poetry division of

the same contest, in 1980.

Although you might think of Spencer

as a big "brain" for winning several

literary awards, he is somewhat re-

served. Instead of hanging around

talking in the crowd, Spencer can be

seen doing homework or writing some-

thing for his enjoyment.

Spencer's ambition is to become a

successful writer one day. He writes

poetry and essays, but says in the future

he would like to broaden his skills to

such areas as short stories, dramas, and

novels.

Ramblin*

by Gregg Bellipannl

One hundred fourteen days, seven
hours, four minutes, and 51 seconds ago,

we were registering for the first

semester at Moorhead. Now 37 cuts, 24
tardies. and 114 parties later. I still can't

remember what classes come on what
days.

The Christmas season is upon us. I

know this because all the signs are here.
The weather is getting colder, the days
are shorter, and the Ronco commercials
are back on television. Oh, and let's not
forget the advertisement for Slim
Whitman's Christmas album, a must for

everyone on your shopping list.

People in Moorhead can readily recog-
nize that Christmas is here by the two
signs that greet you as you enter and
leave Moorhead. These signs, "Noel" and
Leon" are the names of the founding
fathers of Moorhead. Moorhead built an
outhouse next to the intersection of the
Southern and Yellow Dog railroads.
From this humble beginning, Moorhead
has now become a thriving metropolis.

In "As the Dorm Turns" for this week,
^ B. and C.C. wish to announce the birth
of their 24th and 26th children. The
twins are named Patrick and Brenda
Ann. Congratulations! When asked for
^omments, the couple started singing, "I
!>hould Have Never Let You Go."
Please do not read this paragraph. It

contams no useful, practical information.

:
*as written simply for adding length

to this article.

^
^'nce this is the last article for this

^mester. let me wish everyone a
Happy Christmas and a Merry New
Year".

Spencer says he remembers writing
his first three poems with the help of a
fnend. Ray Charles Ferguson, who
inspired him to write poetry, on March
12. 1977. Among his topics are friend-
ship, pattern of life, and human rela-
tions.

After winning his first literary award.
Spencer received encouragement from
Mrs. Evelyn Freeney. his tenth grade
English teacher and Creative Writing
instructor. "Mrs. Freeney shared a lot of
her own time helping me to further
develop my ideas." he said.

Spencer says Paul Lawrence Dunbar
and Langston Hughes are his favorite
poets. 'T like the two writers because I

had to do research papers on them and I

came to enjoy their writing style."
Along with the awards Spencer has

won, he has other achievements. In May
1980. of his senior year at Rolling Fork
High School, he constructed the senior
class poem for class night and wrote and
read the farewell poem for graduation.
Spencer reveals that he first intended

to major in English, but "Being aware
that the odds were against me in

supporting myself solely by a career as a
poet, I thought that a job as a journalist
would provide me with a good income
and also increase my skills as a writer."
Spencer said.

In May 1982 upon graduation from
MDJC, Spencer plans to continue his

education at Mississippi State Univer-
sity.

Basketball

round-up
MDJC MENS BASKETBALL

Up-date of scores of games played

Delta - 64

Delta -59

Delta - 47

Delta - 72

Delta - 92

Delta - 74

Delta - 68

8 Delta - 76

9 Delta - 69

10 Delta -40

11 Delta -75

12 Delta -58

13 Delta -74

Phillips -82

Hinds - 56

Hinds - 60

Eldorado - 79

Coahoma - 97

Southwest - 84

Phillips -84

Southwest - 80

East Central - 74

East Mississippi - 52

EastMississippi - 72

Holmes - 77

Meridian - 67

Standing for 13 games = won 3 lost 10

as of Decembers.

Up-date of individual statistics as of

December 4.

no. name games reb pts

12 Lee Mclntire 10 6 13

14 David Palmer 7 25 22

20 Jeff Jernigan 12 108 166

22 Gregg Hunter 12 39 90

25 Mark McCuthen 7 8 8

30 Pat Hare 12 51 128

33 Jim McKelvey 12 32 160

35 Burl Crocker 12 16 63

40 Freddy Baine 8 6 7

44 Roy .Johnson 12 30 44

45 Arthur Williams 12 63 87

After three years of writing. Spencer
says his poetry has improved a great
deal. It sUrted from verses which only
had rhyme to become three poems wrote
in sonnet form and several poems wrote
in iambic.

^
The following poem is one that

Spencer considers as being one of his
better verses:

"I Am a Poet"

I'm the gum-flavored poet
who has a guiltless face
and wears old ragged jeans:

I'm a nappy headed poet
who writes of a pretend place
or what I may have seen;

I'm that barefooted poet
who tries to master beats
and loves to use some rhyme.

I'm a full-time dreamer —
a poet in mind.

A definite thought that Spencer
always bear in mind is: "1 may. now and
then, call myself a poet, but I only
consider myself a poet in mind." Spencer
says. "There is a lot that I must learn to

increase my literary skills. With hard
work and patience. I will achieve my
goals." Alvin Spencer

Intercollegiate basKeibali continues at a steady pace as MDJC defeats East

Missi!»sippi 7S-72 in overtime. Scoring two is David Palmer. Others Involved In the play

are Charles Eakins, 32; Chris Willis; Greg Hunter; Pal Hare; 30 Michael Hail, 40; and

Willie Walker. 42.
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Forrest sings original songs
by Alvin Spencer

Peary Forrest, a singer, song-writer,

and third year music education major at

Mississippi Delta Junior College, pre-

formed at the Spectator Club meeting

Wednesday. November 19. 1980.

in Forrest's performance, he sang

several songs recorded by other singers

and. also, five original songs: "Time to

Leave." "Unlock the Doors," "Pass this

Way." "Lonely Man," and "Rosamond".

Forrest was one of fourteen winners in

the state in "Big Music America," song

writing contest. His song "Rosamond",

written about a girlfriend, was included

on an album entitled "Best of Missis-

sippi". Forrest said that one of the

fourteen artists on that album will be

chosen in December to represent Missis-

sippi in the national contest.

Forrest, a member of the T.J.'s

folk-pop group, the MDJC singers, and

the Jazz Ensemble, organized his own
popular music group. "Eupora" two

years ago. The other members of

"Eupora" are Wally Northway. Terry

Survey reveals:

Body, Clark Secoy. and Steve Shelton.

Forrest said that the group is inter-

ested in original material. "We hope to

get a recording contract." said Forrest.

In order to reach this goal, Forrest

said that "Eupora" must change the

opinion of young people who are buying

"new wave" music. " 'New wave' is too

commercial." said Forrest. "There is

more acting involved than real musical

talent. We want to put emotion back into

today's music."

In three years of song writing, Forrest

said he has written about 20 songs. He
considers 15 of them good enough for

recording.

"When I was a senior in high school, I

took a few lessons from some younger

nieghbors who played the guitar," said

Forrest. He said he had the enthusiasm

to continue playing the guitar. He also

plays the piano, harmonica, banjo,

.saxaphone, and bass guitar.

Since coming to Delta Junior, Forrest

said he has received support and

encouragement from Mr. Joesph

Abrams, his music instructor. Forrest

wrote "Unlock the Doors" as a tribute to

Mr. Abrams. The song began:

I came here two years ago

With a little bit of talent and a little bit of

hope

And you. you helped me find what I was

looking for

You gave me strength to carry my load

You gave support through my highs and

lows

And then you turned around and gave

me a little bit more

(you found a way to help me unlock the

doors)

I've learned to sing and to play guitar

I've learned to write about the things in

life that made me think hard

And now I fee! a debt that I can never

repay

You taught me how to give a little

tenderness

And then you taught me how to

overcome nervousness

And I can only say I'd like to come back

some day

Cause you were always there to help me
in every way.

Peary Forrest

Responsibility creates stress speaks
A survey conducted by the Adolescent

Psychology Class taught b> Mrs. Brenda

Grubb reveals that assuming respon-

sibility is the major stress factor of

adolescence. The survey was in question-

naire form and was conducted informally

among students ranging in ages 17-19.

Detailed results of the five-question

poll are as follows:

\. In comparison to childhood, is your

adolescent period presenting more
stress?

All 19 respondents indicated that

adolescence presents more stress. The
reasons for this rcsonse varied from fear
of assuming certain responsibilities,
being compelled to achieve, getting the

approval of peers, dealing with life itself.

2. As an adolescent, what has been your

major difficulty?

Making decisions was the most
frequent response. Other responses

included difficulty with peer pressure,

financial stability, strict parents, getting

up in the morning, keeping weight down,

nic'cling ncvv people.

3. Do you experience peer pressure

more or less as a college student than

you did in high school?

Seventeen respondents experience less

peer pressure in college; two experience

more peer pressure in college.

4. What is the major advantage of your
present ag-

.

Most respondents answered "acquir-

Collision involves buses News

ing of responsibility" in the sense of

having more freedom, making own
decisions, reaching legal age to vote, and

being out of high school.

5. What is the major disadvantage of

your age?

Respondents also answer , "acquirir^

of responsibility" to this question

.

Frustrations they indicated included: aJ

legal age for draft registration but not .t

legal age to go into a bar; having to earn
own spending money, not being able to

go home to "mother" with problems,
having to leave home; expectation of

behaving more maturely. Other answers
included problems with communications,
aging proc-ess, too young to be financially

independent.

A collision involving two MDJC buses

and a pick-up truck has left one bus

moderately damaged and several stu-

dents with minor injuries.

The collision occurred on Thursday.
Nov. 20, between Greenville and Leiand.

According to Jack Harris, Supt. of

Building and Grounds, a pick-up driven

by W.C. Cohea. Jr. of Greenville had
stopped to make a turn on Highway 82.

MDJC Bus #16, driven by Willie House,

was following behind the truck and
slowed, finally stopping to allow the

pick-up to turn. MDJC Bus #18. driven

by Gary Jones, was following behind

Bus #16. Jones applied his brakes which
held at first and then ceased to function.

Bus #18. driven by Jones, slammed into

the first bus. which in turn struck the

pick-up. The pick-up truck and leading

bus sustained minor bumper damage.
The second bus received moderate
damage to the engine and radiator.

According to Mr. Harris. "We checked
the brakes on that bus the week before,

and they were in good shape."

"We really don't know what hap-

pened," Harris said.

MDJC will pay the damages suffered

oy the students.

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants
IBEOG) have been awarded to 914
MDJC students for a total amount of
$382,165.00 this semester, according to
Sherman Stauffer, business manager.

MDJC also awards several private,

locally funded scholarships each year.

Major ones are as follows: G.W. Manning
— Sherrie Marquis and Knox Purnell,

$250 each; Herman Thigpin — Joseph
Mohamed. $300; James W. Lucas —
David Gore. $775; Yeates - - Amy
Wooten, $400.

Turkey Shoot
by Terry Coker

The annual Turkey Shoot was held by
the Vocational Industrial Clubs of Amer-
ica on Wednesday, Oct. 19. at the
National Guard Armory here in Moor-
head. Contestants were allowed to
participate in both the archery and rifle

shoots.

Winners in the Men's Rifle Division
included: 1st Sonny Brocato. 2nd Harold
Floyd. 3rd William Fitts, 4th Randy
Weatherall, 5th Joe Carley. 6th Douglas
Brooks.

Winners in Wonen's Rifle Division
were: 1st Nancy McClure, 2nd Charlotte
Hobbs. 3rd Sandra Moore, 4th Mrs.
Aden.

Winners in Men's Archery were: 1st
Johnny Flowers. 2nd Mr. Langley, 3rd
Mark Suins, 4th Terre Horn.
Winners in Women's Archery were:

1st Tina Brown. 2nd Mrs. Aden. 3rd
Charlotte Hobbs.

by Scott Forrest

Let's take a look at the wonderful

world of crimes and fines. When Doug

Russell J.C.J. (JP) came to speak to

"Disco" Golden's State Government

class, he mentioned some of the commoB

crimes and their fines:

Sixty-one m.p.h. could cost you a

minimum of $18.25; but forget it, you'll

be fined $31.00.

Driving with Isabel (D.W.I.) will cost

you $206.25. (Is it the same in Indianola.

George?)

Writing checks on rubber balls will/or

could cost you an additional $26.25.

If you enjoy hunting at night, it could

cost you not less than $500.00 and/or 10

to 15 days in jail depending on how fast

you run.

Playing hookey from National Guards

(or forging your mother's signature on

your excuse), could cost you $50.00

and/or ten days in jaiJ.

If you flunk a class and decide to kiU

your teacher, Doug Russell will hoW

your preliminary hearing.

Election to be held

The annual Who's Who Election-

sponsored by The Retropsect. will taK«

place Friday. Dec. 12. at 9:20 a.m.

Scott Forrest. SGA Elections Coming

sioner. will conduct the election, assists

by SGA Executive Council members

The Student Government Association

set the election date at its December

meeting. ^
Categories in the election include: wr-

MDJC, Miss MDJC. 10 beauties, l*'

handsomes, 20 favorites.

General qualifications for election are

sUted in the Handbook. No one is to

nominated for more than two positio
•

In other action at the SGA meetmK-
|

Pres. Guy Parker and the group mao^

plans for second semeste** i**^''^*''^^.^.

Back-to-School Dance has been sen

uled for Jan. 20. Parents of basketojj

players will be honored with a recep

in the Union on Jan. 26.

Other plans under discussion by

group include: a talent show, ^'P^" w^ot.
movies, carnival week, powder-pu"

ball, weight lifting competition, ret

performance by the Parchman Ban
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By Honors Committee

Eight sophomores named to Retrospect Hall of Fame

Perry Whites Richard Kimmel Marvin Tarver Kathy Southall

Pat Hare Carol Belvedresi David Gore Stanley Acy

MR. AND MRS.MDJC
Richard Kimmel
Kathy Southall

Who's Who elected for '80- '81

/
MOST HANDSOME
Dale Bright
Burl Crocker
Jay DiMaggio
Pat Hare
Opie Hurst
Jeff Jernagin
Wes Kersey
Gary Patterson
Joe Poole
Elroy Roberson

BOVS-FAVORITES
George Baker
Ricky Belk

Greg Beilipanni

John Buchanan
Jerome Cooper
Ben Crockett

Jay DiMaggio
Greg Glover

Victor Hill

Opie Hurst

MOST BEAUTIFUL
Janet Coleman
Kim Crawford

Gale Dickens

Vickie Dodd
Louise Hurst

Marilyn Johnson

Barbara Martin

Toni Ray
Tammie Stricklin

Edna Walls

/ GIRLS-FAVORITES
/ Janet Coleman
^ Diana Conneil

Jackie Daffron

Vickie Dodd
Mary Lynn Godfrey
Hon Hughes
Hoz Mann
Debra McDaniel

Edna Walls

Janet Wintrone
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After what seems like about two days,

a new semester has begun at Moorhead.
(Don't everyone get excited at the same
time.)

This semester has the usual promises

that all second semesters have. English

students have term papers to get done.

T.J.'s have 471 performances to do,

everyone has some project to do, and to

get along with all this homework,
morning classes, and various other "fun"

tasks.

I wish to bring a problem to every-

one's attention. The stairways on the old

part of the boy's dorm are not lighted at

night. Not only is this a potential health

hazard, but it may also be against the
law. With the upcoming icy months, this

will cause even more problems. I hope
something can be done about this

problem soon.

Who flushed the can down the toilet in

the boy's dorm? Who is going to shoot

J.R. because of it? For the answers to

these, and many other irrelavent ques-

tions, stay tuned for future episodes of

"As the Dorm Turns."

Due to lack of energy, all future

Mondays have been cancelled.

Now that the holidays are over,

dieting has become a national obsession.

Now is the time for you smart investors

to put your money in diet aids. The sale

of Dexatrims, Dietar, ect. . . will sky-

rocket during this month due to the
increase of people trying to get in their

clothes again.

Thought for the day: Put brain in gear
before engaging mouth.

That's all for now.

Wright to

move
Coach Dean Wright has resigned from

the MDJC staff to accept a job as a coach
at Leland High School. Wright has been
here for 2Vi years.

"It has been a great learning experi-
ence as assistant football coach and track
coach here." said Wright.

In addition to his coach duties, Wright
has been associated with the Baptist
Student Union and the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes.

"I am looking forward to having a good
year at Leland High School They have
some of the highest morals for education
around," Wright said.

Members of the Greenwood Karate Clab displayed their taJents in Karate to the

spectators Monday night during half-time of the boys basketball game. Jamie Clark of

Greenwood, a student here, demonstrated board and brick breaking.

Try something

new — a class

special interest courses opened to

non-students and currently enrolled
students alike will be taught at the
Mississippi Delta Junior College campus
in Moorhead. For more information or to

register, call 246-8882. Classes will be
filled on a first come first serve basis.

Call NOW if interested!!

Courses to be taught are: physical
fitness for women — will begin Tuesday,
Feb. 3 — from 6-8 p.m. Six classes will be
instructed by Ms. Betty Stigler in the
Multi-purpose Building. The fee will be
$25.00.

Courses in aviation ground school —
will begin Wednesday, Feb. 4 from 6-8

p.m. Mrs. Margaret Shipley will instruct
six classes in the library. The fee will be
$35.

Brick laying for beginners, with a limit
of ten students — will begin Tuesday,
Feb. 3 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Mr. Carl
Grubb will instruct 12 classes in the
Vocational Building. The fee will be $45.
Course in basic photography — will

begin Tuesday, Feb. 3 from 6:30-8:30
p.m. Mr. William Moses will instruct six
classes in the Vocational Building. The
fee will be $25.00.

All classes will meet once a week.

Daughtry
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resigns
Rev. Cornell Daughtry, who has

served as director of the Baptist Student
Union for SVz years, has resigned to
accept the pastorate of the First Baptist
Church of Indianola.

Under Daughtry's leadership, the
BSU has become recognized as one of the
top collegiate religious programs in the
South.

One of the highlights of Daughtry's
recent work with the local group has
been his leadership in mission trips.
"These trips have really required long
hours of work and patience," said Mrs.
Daughtry.

The local members of BSU have
assisted Rev. Daughtry in setting up
BSU chapters at North Dakota State
University and in Moorhead, Minnesota.
Bobby Roberts is now serving as

interim director to Rev. Daughtry.
Within two to three weeks, however, a
permeant director for the local union will
be named by Mississippi Baptist Conven-
tion Board.

Program
Annexed

The Vocational Department has an-
nexed an industrial maintenance pro-
gram to cotton gin management.

Charles Foley, Director of Vocational-
Technical Education, said. "Industrial
maintenance has been added because
industries need people who have multi-
skills."

The course in Cotton Gin and Indus-
trial Maintenance is a two-year program
designed to help the student develop
employable skills. The students learn
skills in five basic areas: mechanisms
and drives; basic electricity and elec-
tronics; hydraulics and pneumatics:
metal processing; and overall mainten-
ance.

"If there are enough demands for the
industrial maintenance course, it may
become a separate program," said Foley.
Don Brewer, who taught industrial

electricity here from 1970 to 1978. has
been hired to teach the industrial
maintenance phase of the program.

Something is missing. You can al
tell because people are forever

a I-''
where it is. Just what it is rema^^
mystery. Why it is missing is continl?

'

to be a problem, especially for fresh
who set foot on campus for the first t""^"
The cycle begins when a students!!!"

up for either EngUsh,
governnie«

history, or journalism. He is told u
report to "room so and so" in a build
named Tanner HaU. He doesn't rea?
worry about finding it because -
face it — our campus is not that hi?

*

The next morning Joe College is onL
way, sporting the latest in alligau

wear, he treads softly on the latest jn

men's shoes. Got to make a gooj

impression; after all, it's the first dayoi
the new semester.

"Let's see now, Comp I in Tanner

Hall," he says to himself. He passes the

Vo-Tech center on his way from the

dorm to his first class. "I wonder if it*j

that round building," he thinks, andoB
he goes.

Approaching the building he makes

out the lettering, Horton Science

Building.

Definitely not it. "Must be thji

building across the way," he thinks.

Entering the building he is greeted bj

the sound of classical music, and notice)

upon exiting that its lettering sayi

something about Administration aod

Fine Arts.

It's 8:17 and by now Joe College's cool

demeanor is thoroughly shattered. Whit

would it be like to be late for the first

class of the first day of school and wlul

would all the women think?

At wit's end, he finally decides toirj

an older-looking, two storied monstrw

ity directly in front of him. It bears no

lettering of any kind, but it's the lui

building on campus he hasn't been ii

besides the library and the Union.

Going up the stairs he is greeteci by»

breeze that must've been importeil

directly from the Arctic. Buttoning his

coat, he finds the room whose number

matches the one on his schedule. "I su"

hope this is English," he says aloud ash*

turns the door knob. Class has aireadj

started and everybody stares as

makes his way to a vacant seat. On ^
way, he notices that everybody has U

English text and breathes a sigh d

relief.

"If this building was marked, ^

thinks, "there's no telling when 1

would've found it."

The continuing battle between tb*

marked buildings and the freshtii*

continues to plod happily along *

MDJC.

Parents to

be honored
The S.G.A. will sponsor a V^''t

night in honor of parents of Ml^^^

basketball players. The event has

scheduled for Jan. 26.

Each parent will be registered
name tags and will be recognized at

time of the ballgame. Parents ^
players will also be honored w'^^J
reception which will be held after

game. The location of the receptior
not been set.



Classes increase

Travis Thornton, Dean of Student

Affairs, said that the spring semester

day enrollment is up compared to last

year's second semester enrollment.

This year's Spring semester enroll-

ment was 1.326 as of Jan. 12 (four days

before the end of the second week)
compared to an enrollment of 1.155 as of

the second week of the 1980 spring

semester. "That is a 17.3 percent

increase over 1979 (two years ago)." said

Thornton.

In comments on the contributing

factor or factors for the increase in

enrollment, Thornton said, "It is very

much like Dr. George Moody, State

director of the junior college, said in a

recent article. The economy is down
right now and I think it is just a natural

reaction that students today are running
to the junior colleges in large numbers.
Take MDJC for example: We are less

expensive than a senior college, at the
same time giving a quality education.
People just see the bargain."

Dean Thornton said that the technol-

ogy department enrollment is up. Voca-
tional department enrollment is down,
but full. He went on to say that it is

MDJC policy to have a l-to-20 ratio in

the Vocational department and a 1-to-lO

in the Nursing department. "We also try
to maintain somewhere between 30 to 35
students per class in our degree curricu-
lums," said Thornton.
"Presently there are 41 students from

other states or 2V2 percent of our total
strength," said Thornton.
The average cost per student at

MDJC is $150. More people come from
Washington County than any other
because of its size.

A breakdown of the percentage of
students in each of the three main
curriculums is as follows: academic
degree, 43%; technology, 36%; and
vocational, 21%.
The enrollment for the fall semester

was 1,417. Thornton said that tradition-
ally enrollment drops during the spring
semester.

Thornton said he is expecting a larger
fall enrollment in August because "A big
spring enrollment usually indicates an
increase in the fall enrollment if we do
our job visiting high school seniors."

Rusty Smith

Herring to direct

Warden Herring has been hired as

T

'"structor and band director said
A^^^ams, director of the Fine

'^rts Department.
Herrmg received his Bachelors De-

K^ee and Masters Degree at Delta State

ConT'^^; ^^"ght at Humphrey
^^-^^'^^'^^^^ Academy, and

(Grenada Kirk Academy.
erring will teach music appreciation

^aid "M ^'u
^"^ """^'^^ history. Abrams

lesson. t:. *f""^ "^^'^ ^''^"S P"^*^«

major. .L ,

'nstrumental and band

Wish t
• students who

instrument?"^^
their knowledge of band

^haVee ofl*^^"*^^^'-'
"^"'"^

Band H Band and the Jazz

lieh clr"".'"^ "^^^ be visiting all of the

worlin" ' u^"^' ^I^JC area,

bands Z ^^"^ directors and

«<^tivitv I

^ by-product of this

band.
i*ecruiting for the MDJC

'''niclf^^
Herring plans to conduct

"'^"iiTier h**^^^
bandsmen and to begin a

Dand camp program on campus.
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TJ's Schedule

Tuesday. Feb. 17 - Indianola Academy
Academic Banquet. Evening; Thursday.

R^n:, fn"-^^'^^""^*^ Lions Club
Banquet. Civic Center. Evening; Thurs-
day. Mar. 5 - Leiand Lions Banquet,
OreenvUle Downtowner, Evening- Fri-
day. Mar. 6 - High School TBA, 12:20-
Weekend of Mar. 7 - Mississippi
Association of Colleges, Dr. HaU. Presi-
dent, T.J.'s featured enterUinment,
Banquet; Friday. Mar. 20 - High School
TBA, afternoon. 12:20 pm; Friday. Apr
3 - High School TBA. afternoon. 12:20
pm; Friday. Apr. 10 - High School TBA
afternoon. 12:20 pm; Wednesday, Apr
15 - Miss MDJC Pageant, participation;
Thursday Apr. 23 - Spring Concert;
Friday, Apr. 24 - High School. TBA.
afternoon. 12:20 pm.

^<»"'«'nvit*dToTh*

DISCO nOU£H SKATING PARIV
To Be Held At

OtCre«nville

TuMday. JwMMryir, imi

With ThiiCard

The performance of the popular broad-
way musical, "My Fair Lady," on campus
has been cancelled announced Joseph
Abrams, the director of the Fine Arts
department.

The musical has been cancelled be-

cause of a schedule conflict of the

Don Brewer has been hired !o Instruct the new claNN in InduNlriaJ Maintenance.
Brewer Taught Industrial Electricity here from 1970-78.

PLAY CANCELLED
production manager. Mrs. Dianne
Saucier, said Abrams.
Abrams said that as a replacement the

MDJC Singers will present "A Night on
Broadway" musical production during
the week of March 23 through March 27.

The production will consist of favorite

songs. "Sections of several broadway
musicals will be presented by the
group." Abrams said. Some of these will

include "Fiddler on the Roof." "Okla-
homa." "Showboat." "Fantastiks," "Hello
Dolly." "Chorus Line," "The Wiz." "The
Sound of Music," and others.

Wardc-ll Herring has been hired as band director. He Is shown with Joseph Abrams,

chairman of the Fine Arts Department.
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Marilyn Page Renee Norqolst Brenda Cowett Delia Easterling Tarie Nuckolls

Females train for traditionally all-fnale courses
by Henry OUle

Most ladies are afraid to join a class

which is traditionally all-male.

But six determined and ambitious

ladies at MDJC have enrolled in such

areas as industrial electricity, electron-

ics, farm management, and auto me-

chanics.

Rene Norquist and Tarie Nuckolls who
are studying industrial electricity.

"I've always wanted to do outside

work, and I feel that this area will create

a very good outside job," said Rene, a

freshman from Cleveland.

When Tarie, a trial freshman from
Fitler, was asked why she enrolled in

industrial electricity, she said, *T did not

know much about it, and I wanted to

work with computers. I feel knowledge
of this area will be a great asset to me."
Brenda Cowett and Delia Easterling

Miami University studies culture

Oxford, Ohio—(I.P.) — The current

Committee on General Education at

Miami University has attempted to

identify courses distinguished as being
for the general educational requirement
and to establish guidelines to separate
them, making them less obscure.

I. Cultural Heritage — six hours
—Guidelines—
1. A single, six-hour, two-semester

course will fulfill this requirement.
This is a graduation requirement
for all students.

2. The course will be designed by the
Cultural Heritage Committee. The
committee will consist of seven
members selected by their respec-
tive departments. The disciplines

or departments of Anthropology,
Classics. English. History, Philos-

ophy, Religion, and one of the De-
partments in Fine Arts (Architec-
ture, Art, Music) will have repre-
sentation on the committee.

Committee members will serve
two-year staggered terms. Mem-
bers may not serve in consecutive
terms. The committee will choose
one of its members to serve as
chair. No member of this commit-
tee may serve concurrently on the
General Education Requirement
Committee.

3. All sections of the course will
follow the approved syllabus and
will use the same assigned basic
text. No more than 25 percent of
the final grade for the course may
be based upon readings and-or
material chosen by individual in-
structors.

4. The Cultural Heritage Committee
will select participating instructors
from those nominated by their de-
partments. Departments are urged
to submit the names of the persons
who through their background and
teaching experience are especially
qualified to teach the Cultural
Heritage.

5. The Cultural HeriUge Committee
will develop procedures for evalu-
ating the academic quality and the

instruction of the course, to be

used in every section.

6. The student credit hours generat-

ed by this course will be credited to

the department supplying the in-

structor.

11. English Composition — six hours
—Guidelines—
1. The Freshman English courses as

now constituted (6 hours, 2 semes-
ters) shall be required for gradua-
tion.

2. The Committee on Student Writ-
ing (established as a result of the
adoption of the "Houk Report" by
the University Senate on April 25,

1978) will be a subcommittee of the
General Education Requirement
Committee and will report to it on
any substantive changes contem-
plated in the Freshman English
Program.

in. Analytic Reasoning — three hours
-Guidelines-

Courses that meet in Analytic
Reasoning section of the General
Education Requirement should
provide broad coverage of basic
principles of logic or reasoning as
these are found in informal dis-

course, mathematics, or computer
languages. They should not concen-
trate on a narrow range of special
problems or applications.

IV, Natural Science — six hours
—Guidelines— To meet the Natural
Science General Education Require-
ment, a course must
1. be at the 100 level.

2. (a) deal primarily with the struc-
ture and behavior of physical or
biological systems, (b) study the
interplay between reality and
theory and the controlled experi-
mental testing of theory.

3. treat the subject primarily in an
analytic or synthetic rather than a
descriptive manner.

4. survey a broad range of major
topics in that discipline: i.e.. may
not be a specialized course,

5. not be a course dedicated entirely
to the history of the discipline.

decided that a study of electronics would
assure them of a good job in the future.

Brenda, a sophomore from Rolling Fork,

said. "When the counselor could not tell

me why there were no girls in the study
of electronics, curiosity made me join the

class."

Brenda said that she has learned that
majors in her field must also be very
good in math and science.

Ninether Cain, a sophomore in Aula
Machinists class, said that she hu
always been interested in welding mH
autos.

MarUyn Page, a freshman in machine
shop, had the option in high school of
taking sales marketing or machine shon
*'I found that I liked machine shop"
Marilyn hopes to complete a degree in

mechanical engineering.

Basketball Round-up

Girl's Boy's

This is the second year of girls*

basketball at MDJC and things are still

moving slow, but as the school progres-
ses, so does the team. The last girls'

team the College had was in 1956. So
after 24 years, MDJC is bringing
another girls' basketball team into focus,

under the leadership of Coach Buddy
Walden.

Last year the team ended a season
with seven wins and fourteen losses.

This year the team has started with
five wins and eight losses, and they are 1
and 4 in the North Division Conference.
Five players returned from last year's
team.

Frankie Brooks is leading in scoring
and rebounding, Dabney Wooten leading
in percentage of free throws, Janet
Wintrone leading field goal percentage,
Donna Martin is leading percentage of
steals, and Jennifer (Hon) Hughes is

leading in percentage in assists. Coach
Walden said he's very optimistic about
the second half of the season.

VHEARYEV
'HEARYE.^

Local librarians are having problems
keeping students who are working on
research papers supplied with material
Because of the great demand for books

and the short supply on hand, a new
ruling has been instituted governing
reserve book checkout.
Under the new ruling, a student may

check out no more than three books permght. He must return these books by Ua.m the next day. AU persons failing todo so wiU be placed under a stiff penalty

f^ZT^" ^''/^^ fi^^t day and
25 cents per day thereafter.

by Melissa Jones

The boys basketball team is suffering

from their first losing season in about

seven years. The team is now 3 and 12,

and 2 and 3 in the North Division

Conference.

Coach John Vickers, who has coached

the boys team for fourteen years, said

the downfall is because of "lack d
patience on offense, lack of rebounding

strength and sometimes selfishness."

The team also lost some members aftflr

the first semester, and therefore, thew

are only eleven eligible players.

Pat Hare is the key man for the team,

averaging 23 points and 10 V» rebounds.

Coach Vickers said his goal is to be able

to place close to the top in the Divisional

Tournament, Feb. 16. 17.
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IVIDJC gets

energy grant
MDJC has received a federal grant of

$133 933 for use in making campus

buildings more energy-efficent, accord-

.

to Vice President Sam Stafford, who

wrote the original grant request. Local

matching funds must be added to the

federal monies, giving the College a total

of $267,986 to cover the cost of prelimi-

nary surveys,
architects' fees, and actual

construction on eight of the major

buildings on the Moorhead campus.

Vice President Stafford, who is coordi-

nating the entire project, said that he

will meet with architects in the future

and that he hopes to present their

findings to the Board of Trustees for

final approval soon.

Stafford said the plan stipulates that

renovation and construction on the

buildings be completed no later than

Sept. 15. 1981. Stafford said that an

extension on that deadline can be

requested.

Stafford said that many hours of fact-

finding for the application had to be
completed and approved before the

actual money was allocated. "We had to

survey for construction details on the

buildings under consideration and for

such things as the number of trees close

to the buildings, parking lot locations,

roof types, etc/' said Stafford.

Stafford said that initial approval by
the State Building Commission has also
been obtained.

"We've got to save energy somewhere
along the line. Presently, our electric bill

for the Moorhead facilities runs from a
low of $13,000 per month to a high of
$28,000 per month." said Stafford.
Stafford said that the money will be

used to install double doors, additional
insulation, to close up large windows, to
place timers on heating and cooling
equipment, and to make other energy-
efficient changes.

Stafford said that MDJC wUl be
requu-ed to fUe semi-annual reports on
the number of BTU's per foot saved by
construction done with grant money, for
've years following the completion of
the work.

Trojans add
> line coach

hired Charles Sabbatini, a

WrLh. f- replace Dean

Trojans
^^^ensive line coach for the

^'l^ties^ Jan
^'^"""^^ ^'^^ responsi-

p 22.

roacheH f"^
^^JC- Sabbatini

'niversitv H T ^^^^^ ^^^^^

''River
coached at the

U Sail u L^**"^^^''"
Mississippi, De

and at n k New Orleans.

Ga.
^'''^'"^ High School in Marietta.

iates?^^'"' '**"iPleted his undergrad-

n 1974 ^x*"
P^^ysical education at DSU

'^^^TfoTil Z""^
^" outstanding line-

He comnl ! ! ^^^^^esmen while at DSU.
'degree I* r?f ^^"^y for a master's

"^sidingil^p?"*^ wife are currently

^^'^vVJt Miss. They have a
jcdr-oid son.

Va]entine*8 Day traditions will be observed by two of Delta^s manv sweelheart8--Amanda Smith and David McGowln.

Inspection commit.ee members for new Beld house were:

Ifr I to r.
I
Sam Goldbold, Clarksdale; Jack Harper board

M 'man Dr. J. T. Hall, president; Head Football Coach

James "Wooky" Gray; Moody Helms, Cleveland; Herbert

Harnett, Indianola; Robert *'Brick** Mason, Cleveland; Otis

Allen, Greenwood; Hart Werbech, Clarksdale.

Trojans to occupy new field house
Long awaited, the new Athletic Field

House is now in use by local athletes.

The architect, general contractor,

subcontractors, and the MDJC Building

Committee members inspected the new

facility Jan. 30.

Construction on the new building had

been behind schedule because of the wet

fall last year which hindered construc-

tion activity. "Originally, we were

looking to get into the building during

football season." Vice President Sam

Stafford said.

The building, which has been annexed

to the coliseum, stayed within the

budget of $513,000. The new field house

facilities include sleeping quarters for 60

to 65 players, a large walk-in whirpool,

carpeted dressing rooms, weight room,

and coaches offices.

Architects designing the new facility

were Brewer, Goldbold. and Associates,

from Clarksdale. E.J. Henry Inc. of

Grenada was the general contractor.
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Thirty-eight Students mal<e "straight-a's"

4.00 DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS
LIST

BOLIVAR
Gonzales. Mike
Jones, Kenny
Norveil, Sylvester

Self, Tim
Williams, Samuel

COAHOMA
Edwards. Lana
Ong, Regina

HUMPHREYS
McLendon, Doris

LEFLORE
Acy, Stan

Castle, Sharon
Goodson, Mamie
Moor. Mary
Tarver, Martin
Taylor, Anita T.

Whites, Perry

SUNFLOWER
Bellipanni, Gregg
Campbell, John T.

Godfrey, Mary Lynn
Lester, David C.

Lowery, Elizabeth F.

Mizell, William

Parker, Teresa J.

Powell, Mary J.

Roberts. Tracy L.

Smithhart, Will E.

TALLAHATCHIE
Brown. Helen W.

WASHINGTON
Alexander, Becky
Beal, Jerry D.

Beal, Kathleen
Fiemmons, Linda
Hendrix, Janice
House. Rita H.
Hughes, Nancy
Johnston, Valerie

Keeton, Anita A.
Lower, Sharon E.
Mclllwain, Marjorie G.
Smith, Amanda

3.50 - 3.99 SCHOLARS LIST
BOLIVAR
Bruce, Judy K.
Cook, Lori D.
Jackson, Jerry
Ray, Barbara
Reed. Bobbie J.

Sandifer, Karen

COAHOMA
Belvedresi, Carol
Brooks, Sherry
Fowler, Van R.
Matthews. Martha
Wigington. Laura E.

HUMPHREYS
Jones, Darry L.
Pearson. Danny 0.
Robinson, Mary A.

LEFLORE
Baine, Fred R.
Carlisle, Lewis W.
Clark, Robert
Corder. Patricia
Cox, Deborah
Farreli. Kim C.
Flowers. Elizabeth R
Guest, Pshan S.
Hitt, Rebecca A.
Joe, Glenn
Mims. Jimmy J.

Mitchell, Terry L.
Morris, Levone
Rustom. Ibrahim Y.
Sanford, Jimmie H.
Schroeder. Kurt S.
Stubbs, James 0
Wates, Chris
Palmertree, Patricia

SHARKEY
Heath, Sandra L.

Spencer, Alvin L.

SUNFLOWER
Cowles, Carolyn S.

Cowles, Donald A.

Daffron, Jackie

Dodd, Vickie L.

Gibson, Linda
Hearn, Betty J.

Hodges. Robert W.
Inman, Peggy S.

McCoy, David W.
McKay, Sharon L.

Morgan, Sherry
Ray, Lisa C.

Reedy, Cheryl L.

Roberts, Kathy
Slater, Valina G.

Steelman, Mandy S.

Vanlandingham, Byron
Vanlandingham, Myron
Willingham, Connie
Worley, Dotty Jo

WASHINGTON
Aldridge, Michael
Bassie, Greg
Blasingame, Sandra
Clary, Sarah
Cosey, Worthy
Easterling, Delia B.
Gillam, Marcia A.
Glassco,^ Vicki V.
Gore, David
Gore, Ernest T.

Hoffman, Ellise N.
House, Willie M.
Howerton, Angela
Kelly. Wilda A.
Langdon, Laura
McAdory, David
Ross, Diane
Ross, Stephen D.
Thomas, Charles S.
Thomas, Deana
Walton, Karen D.
Ware, Cynthia D.
Warner, Belle T.

Wintrone. Janet

GRENADA
Lipe. Shelby H.
McKinney, Pearl R.

TALLAHATCHIE
Ely. Robert
Knight. Malcolm M.

WEBSTER
Box. RuthieF.

3.00 3.49 HONORS LIST

BOLIVAR
Barnett. Johnny A.
Booker, Mark
Call, Shirley D.
Collins. Linda J.

Doyle, Sherilyn
Golliday, Rosie M.
Goss, Margaret K.
Hall, Mildred
Hall. Wonso G.
Harkins, Larry G.
Harris, Sirbena
Jefferson, Houston
Johnson, Vickie
Jones, Martha B.

Kirkland, Andre
McCain, Irene B.
McNeal. Susan
Maddie, Monica
Nichols, Denise
Perry. Bettye J.
Self. Nancy
Wood. Johnston

COAHOMA
Epps, Denise A.
Hughes. Danny R.
Peay, Jack S.

Weatherall. George R.

HUMPHREYS
Allen, Jimmy H.

Domino, Charles J.

Domino, Francis A.

Domino, James A.

Halbrook, Andrew
Hoke. Bonnie

Jones, Melissa L.

Jordan, MacArthur
Lynch, Elizabeth J.

Williams, Grace

LEFLORE
Aden, Elizabeth L.

Aldy, Jean

Allen, James F.

Anderson, Sarah J.

Belk, Frederick A.

Bevis, Janet C.

Bryant, William T.

Case, Kim A.

Craddock, Cindy
Davis, Mallory C.

Hardy, Barbara

Henderson, Jack C.

Hudson, Margaret A.

Jackson, Gregory L.

Jernagin, Jeffrey

Johnson, Deloris

Kimmel, Richard
King, Sharon
Miller, Eddie J,

Nichols, Cheryl B.

Pittman, Janice F.

Quillman, Debra
Ramsey, Michael A.
Reed,GinaK.
Richardson, Robin M.
Rickles, Donna R.
Rose, Roberta J.

Sanders, Sharon
Taylor, Howard
Tyler, Mark
Vassar, Mable L.

Williamson, Ronald
Wilson, Marilyn

SHARKEY
Manning, Alice K.
Washington, Darlene
Ray, Mark A.
CaselH, Susan

SUNFLOWER
Bell, Linda L.

Black, Laurie A.
Boyer, Charles E.
Brashier, Donna D.
Bridges. Alisa G.
Britt. Cheryl
Byas, Jeanette
Davis. Cynthia
Declement, Teresa
Edwards, Melvin
Ertle. Valerie

Eskridge. Dorothy
Hancock, David S.
Hancock, Nelda S.
Harris, Kathy
Kight, Robbie J.
King, Alana F.

Labella, Sammy
Lloyd, Ricky
McCurry, Pauline
Mohamed, Joseph
Murdaugh. Richard
Parker, Emma M.
Pepper, Elizabeth A.
Richards. Rhoda E.
Roberts. Rita
Sledge. Gregory
Smith. Kathy D.
Steele, Dorothy
Stricklin, Tammie J.
Surney. Diana B.
Warren, Sheila G.
Whatley, Edward L,
Willbanks. Shirley

ISSAQUENA
Boyd. Barbara S.
Boyd. Ricky D.

Norris, Gary L.

Rossini, Anita

QUITMAN
Sbravati, William B.

TATE
Bolton, Sharon

OUT OF STATE
Awadah, Hassane F.

Hodges, Jed K.

Hunter, Greg
Smith, Michael T.

Thomas, Debra S.

WASHINGTON
Buckner, Susan G.

Collins, Janice L.

Combest, Steve

Daniels, Linda M.
Dotson, Thelma
Forrest, Jack
Fulcher, Amy
Fulwood, Joyce
Goodwin, John
Graves, Gregory
Helms, Wanda
Henderson, Charles
Hill, Victor L.

Hill, Victoria L.

Ingram. Jackie A.
Johnson, Joyce
Johnson, Rutha C.

Jones, Edward L.

Jordan. Mary Lou
Kwan. Mae Y.

Langdon, Josh K.
Lemonis, John P.
Long, Robert
McCaskill, William
Mardis, Cynthia
Martin, Barbara
Martin, Rita G.
MQler. Tony A.
Moore. Virginia D.
Muzzi, Donna
Naron, Carol M.
Oliver, Nannie B.

Parker. Guy E.

Proctor, Sarah D.
Rutherford, Marty
Smith, Dechodea
Smith, Loretta
Stanford, Bettye
Sweet, Ella

Taplin, Helen
Trussell. Gregory
Washington, Sandra
Weems, Janice
Whitfield, Marilyn
Williams. Deloris
Williams. George
Winder. Thomas
Winston, Paul J.

Worbington, Gary P.

GRENADA
Alldread, Patricia J.
Brock, Nell C.
Hughes, Lesa D.

HOLMES
Bruce, Rachael F.
Malone, Beverly
Word. Judy L.

MONTGOMERY
Ingram. Lee Anne
Daves, Brenda
Henson, Patty E.
Pearson, Winnie

TALLAHATCHIE
Logan, Betty J.

ATTALA
Munn, Sandra B.

ITTAWAMBA
Collier, Theodore

MADISON
McGraw, Linda Q.

Ranibli

by Gregg Bein

Murphy s L^^^IUnvthfr
wrong. It will. According tn I

^
en

Murphy was an optim^ ''"'^ P^op^

The cold and flu season ha.,e J- . .. 'Ids arn
, reason hpc
(as if anyone didn't reallv t

^^'''^

year, we have a brand new 'T*'
influenza called the "Bangkok P?''" ^
amay no- th-,t „ ^^^^ r lu In.

" ^""^u uie Bangkok PI ^
amazing that every year, a new';

"^'^

cie,

on

vaccine. For thosV"^of ^yo7 i'?'"^
^''^

there is: nw.vt '"^^res

flu is discovered. I think some
''""^

develops a new strain. relea^^Pc
world, and then gets rich by 11'"^^^

there is a way to prevent the n,,
gas mask at all times, become a%''''''and take a ton of Vitamin C Th

'"'^

is guaranteed to work. ' '^''^^^J

The TJ's are now stars of bothA XI. ... ""i-n Slawand television. Now all they hJ.i^
the silver screen. If the TJ's ever J!u

"

movie, it will probably be [nmJRosamund, It hurts So Bad Whe v^
Love IS on the Rocks, But the Sn

n

Come Out Tomorrow on 52nd 'C?When CD. was asked if she wl
country girl, she was overheard to

1'

reariV
' ^"^^

Six words that enact Murphy's Law:What else could possibly go wron.^"
Have a rotten day today. It will maketomorrow a lot better!

Gregg Bellipanni

Spectators See

Shakespeare Play

Members of the Spectator Club went
to Mississippi State University to see

WUliam Shakespeare's "The Comedy ol

Errors" presented by the National

Shakespeare Company.
The plot of the comedy is based on an

old and popular joke involving mistaken

identities.

"It was an unusual production of the

play, done in 1920's styles and customs,"

said Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth, Specta-

tor advisor.

"The company did a wonderful job

with the play. I laughed all the way

through it," said Alvin Spencer, club

member.
"The play overall was pretty good,

although it was a little immoral. The

appearance of the cowboy on stage

confused the theme. The art work was

excellent. One of the doors looked very

realistic," said Virgil Brown.
Those who made the trip included:

Mrs. Shuttleworth, Mrs. Moore, Kay

Stowers, Minnie Johnson, Virgil Brown.

Alvin Spencer, Guy Parker. Lori Cook.

Lisa Hoffman, Henry Parish, Karen

Sandifer. Debbra Greenhaw, and M
Primeaux.

Applicants Should

File By Feb. 27
MDJC is currently taking applications

for graduation. Applications may be

picked up at the Student Affairs office-

Applications must be returned to the

Business Office along with $15
diploma :ee and cap/gown rental no later

than Feb. 27. All students enrolled in the

lechnologyA^ocational division should

apply. Academic students are also

encouraged to apply, whether they p^^^

to attend a senior college or not.
Graduation exercises will take place m

the MDJC Coliseum May, 8 at 8 p-^^



Appearing Live on SUge-The *'T J's |from I,, lo R.| Stan Norwood, Br«nda Skelton,

Kim Govero, Valerie Erlle, Anthony Harper. Tammy Collins, Jim Ullo, Mike JackMon, and Kay Slowers.

Then Surt All Over Again-Shannon McCrory. Sharing Burgers at McDonalds !L. lo R.| Shannon McCrory, John Umonls.



February 27

Vica to host
regional meet

Dorm talk

The local VICA chapter will host the
district high school competition for
VrCA here. Feb. 27.

This local contest is the preliminary
skills competition for the state meeting.

Individual skills competition will get
underway at 9 a.m. in the Vo-Tech
Center. Judging will be completed by 4
p.m.

The awards ceremony wiiJ be held in
the MDJC Coliseum at 5:30 p.m.

S.A. Brocato. local chapter advisor,
said that approximately 500 students
will attend this event.

Boundaries for competitors in the
event extend from Desoto county to
Yazoo county and from Washington
county to Webster county

Would It be
valentine's if...
• . your girlfriend whom you had not

seen in a month were coming home to
see you. and you have "mono"?

.

.
the only Valentine's candy you

received was from your dentist?

.

the only Valentine's card you
received was signed with a paw-print''
. .

the girl of your dreams gave you an
unsigned suicide note and a razor
blade?

. . -
the five-pound chocolate bunny you

bought for your girlfriend was found by
your roommates thirty minutes before
you were to go out?
•

.

your third cousin called to cancel
your date for the sweetheart banquet

Club works
for St. iude's
The local chapter of Phi Beta Lambda

recently conducted a fund-raising drive
fo St. Jude Children's Research Hosp'
tal at a home basketball game

, !f k"" u*"*
P^j*'^' baked anddonated by chapter sponsors. Mrs. Patsy

Dowell and Mrs. Mary Ellen Holloway

tJ« f .r '"''•^ 26 during half:time of the men's game
^_^Over $100 was collected from the

A check for this amount will bepresen ed to the state PBL PresidentAmy Clegg of Greenville by Roz Mann
president of the local organization'durmg the State Leadership Conference'
w^^eh will be held in Jackson March

Last year the local chapter raised $400

$2W)0r,""H
.'"''""''^ approximately

cemer "'^ '•^^^''"h

We're back again to start the semester
with a bang. The new girls in the dorm
h«ve gotten settled down in their every-
day routine. It seems "UNO" has taken
the lobby over these last few weeks.
Everyone must have gotten a new deck
from Santa.

On these wet, slippery mornings, you
better watch your step when you leave
the dorm. It seems they tried to put up a
playground, but it only ended up as a
big. messy mud hole. At least we can
have mud-wrestling fights on those
boring nights.

A new "Sharing Time" was held in the
dorm on Wednesday, Jan. 28.

This past week all eyes have been
engulfed watching t.v. because HBO was
free and exciting.

The phones have been awfully busy
these long nights. These must be new
romances in the air at MDJC. We'll just
have to wait and see how long they will
last.

If you are thinking of walking through
the lobby after midnight, do not wear
anything too revealing; there will be a
security guard on duty until two in the
morning.

To whom it may concern: What ever
happened to the petition that was
circulating in the dorm?

Tug-O'war to precede
open house at

EdwardS'Sionestreet
Open House in Edwards-Stonestreet

Hall wll be held Feb. 10 between the

Rnh'M/"^*^ ?
"^'"^^'"^ Dean

Kobert Warnock, supervisor of student
housing on campus.

Officers of the Student Government
Association are coordinating the social
event and the tug-o-war. which is
scheduled immediately preceding theopen house.

The tug-o-war will take place in front
of the residence hall and will feature
teams of volunteers from both the men'sand the women's residence halls. Trophies

wltk Lid^^^
^'""-'

Several rooms in the neW wing of the"len s residence hall have been occupiedand will be open for public viewinedurmg the designated hours
^

Basketball
Men Lose Two

The Trojan men lost their last two
basketball games. Ittawamba defeated
them 67-64. There were four Trojans in
double figures — Jim McKeivy, 18
points: Burl Crocker, 12 points; Pat
Hare. 12 points; and David Palmer, 11
points.

They lost to East Mississippi 71-59.
Again there were four people in double
figures - Jim McKelvy. 18 points;
Jeffrey Jernigan, 13 points; Pat Hare. 12
points; and Mark McCuthen came off the
bench to score 10 points.

"The team played excellent defense,
but the taller, bigger teams are able to
play above our heads," said Coach John
Vickers.

Currently leading in scoring and
rebounding for the Trojans is Jeffrey
Jernigan. averaging 13.5 points per
game; Jim McKelvy. averaging 13 0
points per game; and Pat Hare, aver-
aging 12.2 points per game. Coach
Vickers said that his people are improv-
ing and he wishes they could win.

Ladies Win 1 of 3
The girl's basketball team has won one

of Its last three games. The team
defeated Ittawamba. Frankie Brooks
was leading scorer with 16 points; shewas also leading rebounder. Jennifer
Hughes had 12 points and Dabney
Wooten had 10 points.
The team lost to East Mississippi

Junior College. Dabney Wooten led
scoring with 14 points; Frankie Brookswas top rebounder.

cJt '^Tu
^^'"^ ^^'"^^s Junior

nin w^T' ~ Wintrone,
Dabney Wooten. and Frankie Brooks allwith 12 points each.
Coach Buddy Walden said that be-cause the offense has improved, it is

producing better shooting and scoring
bu defensely. the team is experiencing
qmte a few missed assignments. "

The hostages are home anw ltime this article is printed a ,!enthusiasm and delight of n^: ^^^^^

at their return will have fallen f''*^wayside along with the tick.?/ ^""^

Presidential visits, free Superh:
ets.etc. Forayearandtwo^^on^'^'^
citizenry rallied behind their ^^"''"r

cried for them, prayed for th
few of us even died for them d'"^^we learn a lesson from them
situation? or

their

Our hostages were in thp
the U.S^ government a aeheT?
diplomatic post and sunnn?!? '

tected from harm by dip^'^a '

ity. The 52 were servingTn a
turmoil - one that had ft ?he m

^ '°

developing hatred for the 1^"
government because of its sunnn^ ?°
exiled leader. And wh n ^ "f^''leader, The Shah of Iran, check L "

American hospital for treatt
"

angry mob stormed the embassy and

,

long ordeal began
""^SJ' and the

Now that the crisis has been solved aot of questions are sure to be asked P»
instance how did we get oursdvesi L'such a situation, did we get ourselveV utin an honorable manner, and finally whatdo we do if, God forbid, this emhappens again?

Those are questions that are sure tobe recorded in the history books of the
future and are sure to form the
foundation of our foreign policy for many
years to come. ^
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Inflation threatens
to mar valentine 's
T .

Flutist to play with all-Staters
Nancy Ware has been selected for theMississippi Junior College All State

College. " "'"''^ J""io'-

She will participate in a concert eiver

DelKr"n'°"^^^ a

I remember last Valentine's Day asbeing a lonely day. I had no one to buycandy for _ neatly packed in a lacedecora ive box, shaped like a valenUne
I could only dream of giving a bouquet

0 fresh roses to the sweetheart whomhad never had, unfortunately

card witT t "°
°"f t° ^ valentine'scard w,th the most heart-touching poem

1 had ever read on it. Although thos^

tZ u"''^'
'^^y t^he good

:rres:r,™'''^^«-whe„^h^e

neart I had been searching for thin«have changed. For instance last weeksaw the perfect valentine n the druJstore display window downtown It waf
I need h';"

'"8^' " everythTng

Leolr '™ "P '"^^ thaVve^yspecial someonp T j ^

Telling my friends was\ot enough

tered o'n™;
''•^PP^ ^^-""8 I had TnTottered on seeing the valentine was stUIburning ,n my heart. I could no^ keenfrom elling my sweetheart about it ?

serti^SiL^^"-"'^--«^^-ti

Cb;w:^3le1t;!:-J4^f^-^^^^^^^

rrer^hf^-^ '^^^^^
^ur;r^om^terg%:r%:atr\--;''f

Early the next morning. I ran down-

town to the drug store. The valentine
was still in the window, waiting for me to

buy it. Smiling. I walked in the store and

asked the clerk the price of the

valentine. On hearing the clerk's re-

sponse, my smile turned sour, and my
eyes bucked. Forty-seven dollars and

ninety-five cents rang up in my eyes like

a cash register. When I looked in my
wallet, I found only ten dollars. I walked
out of the store in disappointment -
without the valentine — maybe without

a sweetheart. Once again. I remembered
how she reacted to the valentine I was

planning to buy her".
I stopped at the park on my wav home.

Sitting on the bench. I thought "the

question is not is she worth forty seven

dollars and ninety-five cents; love had no

price tag on it. The question is - is the

va entine worth it; what is in the box-
gold bars?"

I had no plans of getting my sweet-
neart a twenty-five cent box of miniature
candy hearts, a rose out of my neighbor's
garden and a used valentine's card, but

It would be cheaper.
Another question came to my mind -

^nat IS the purpose of having «

valentine's Day anyway? Then I remem-
bered hearing someone referring to it »*

tie day for lovers. From experiencing*
commercialized-Valentine's Day. I

cided to personalize that idea by sayin?
tnat Valentine's Day is especiaUy set

aside for telling and showing mv sweet-

neart more than ever before how much
1 Love You".

Alvin L. Spencer
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anted:
25 girls

The Moorhead
Rotary Club is sponsor-

the fourteenth annual Miss MDJC
'Lant this year.

The pageant, a local preliminary to the

liss
America pageant, will be held

Wednesday. April 15. in the MDJC
jliseum.

Selection of local contestants lor tnis

ir's event has already begun.

Dean Travis Thornton, entries com-

jttee chairman for the event, said that

tie Club will invite 20-25 girls to partici-

lie. "They won't all accept, so we'll

ive probably about 15 contestants,"

lid Thornton.

The Club sponsors the project as a

id-raising event for its MDJC scholar-

lip fund.

Winners in local competition are

^warded scholarships ranging in value

rom $25 to $100.

Approximately 162 students have

sen awarded $26 to $27 thousand

pilars in scholarships since the project

ras first undertaken by the local club.

Increase creates
shortage

Workstudy funds are tight this semes-

r, and students who are employed
nder that program should give $3.35

orth of effort for each hour they work,

cording to Sherman Stauffer, business

manager.

Stauffer said that students have
ceived a 26% wage increase within
IS school year, but the federal funds for

e program have remained the same,
hat this amounts to is that we will run

It of money quicker," said Stauffer.

The College received a federal grant of

J71,790 for current fiscal year which
started last July, said Stauffer.
Prior to Oct. 1, 1980, workstudy

students were paid 85% of minimum
wage. Federal law required that these
students then be raised to minimum
wage of $3.10 on Oct. 1. Minimum wage
went up again in January of this year to
•3.35 per hour.

Stauffer said that 139 students are
presently employed on workstudy. Pay-
roU for Jan. 4 to Feb. 7 was $14,817.

Locals enter

RAT tourney
Jhe Mississippi Junior College Activ-

^
Association sponsored a recreation
^"tv tournament at Gulf Coast Junior

"'ege on Feb. 27 and 28. said Coach
»"ddy Walden. MDJC assistant dean of
Students.

iram/
'°"^"ament consisted of various

tennt
^"^^ fooshball. spades, table

X'^"^'' and chess.
Trophies were

schools, or

"^"^^^y points.

menttrif that the R.A.T. Tourne-

differin? .
*"""aUy on rotating basis at

il!"^ locations each year,
competitors were:

^leil^^^"
•'^""•"gs and Pat Hare, table

'

Bi-r
"""'e Mangum. pool; Clyde

- c^field. checkers; Keith Bender.
^^iDoretha Atkins, and Shenita
""spades.

awarded to teams,
individuals with the most

Wes Kersey warms his pitching arm in preparation for the season oper'**'

Trojans face East Mississippi here Friday.

The

No strike here

Baseball starts Friday

BASEBALL SCHEDULE

March

April

Friday 6

Friday 1.3

Saturday 14

Friday 20

Saturday 21

Tuesday 24

Thursday 26

Friday 27

Saturday 28

Sunday 29

Wednesday 1

Friday 3

Sunday 5

Tuesday 7

Thursday 9

Friday 10

Sunday 12

Wednesday 15

Thursday 16

Monday 20

Wednesday 22

Friday 24

East Mississippi at Moorhead
Lincoln Land (game 1)

Lincoln Land (game 2)

Gulfcoastat Perk.

Gulfcoast at Perk.

Du Page at Moorhead
Northeast at Moorhead
Milwaukee Engineers

East Mississippi at Scooba

Coahoma at Moorhead
Fulton at Itawamba

Hinds at Moorhead

Northwest at Moorhead

Holmes at Goodman
Meridian at Moorhead

Coahoma at Clariisdaie

Northwest at Gentobia

Itawamba at Moorhead

Holmes at Moorhead

Northeast at Booneville

Hinds at Raymond
Playoffs

all GAMES BEGIN AT 1:00

all games DOUBLEHEADERS

Local writers enter
literary competition

Local students have submitted entries
in the Mississippi Junior College
Creative Writing Competition. They are:

Scott Forrest - poetry and bhort siory;

Alvin Spencer - poetry; Anita Taylor -

informal essay and drama; Marvin
Tarver. formal essay; Deana Thomas -

formal essay.

The categories in which they entered

were poetry, short hction, tormal essay,

informal essay and drama.
AU of the entries must have been

unpublished except for campus publica-

tions.

the first, second and third place
winners in each category will be an-

nounced at the Mississippi Junior Col-

lege Creative Workshop which is to be
held at Hinds Junior Colleve in March.
On March 21. these winners will rccicve

certificates of accomplishment and small

awards.

The first and second place winners in

each category will be published in the

Junior College Writer in the fall of 1981.

In addition, at least one represenative

selection from each of the participating

colleges will be printed.

The judges and consultants for the

competition wilt be independent author-

ities.

Agency to evaluate

ADN program here
Representatives from the State Ac-

crediting Agency, which is supervised

by the Board of Trustees of the State

Institution of Higher Learning, and from

National League for Nursing will be on

campus March 4, 5. and 6, to evaluate the

associate degree program r according to

Mrs. Barbara Powell, head of the ADN
department.

Mrs. Powell said that these visitors

will talk with nursing and selected

general education faculty, nursing stu-

dents, hospital personnel, and college

administrators. They will also review

physical facilities of the college.

"Prior to this visit, the Department of

Nursing has conducted an in-depth self-

cvaluaton according to criteria from the

NLA," said Mrs. Powell.

Mrs. Powell said that a report of the

self-evaluation has been completed by

the nursing faculty. Accreditation visi-

tors will submit a report on their

findings to the review boards of the

respective agencies which they repre-

sent. The final notification of accredit-

ation is expected in mid-July of 1981.

"The members of the Department of

Nursing would like to express their

gratitude and appreciation to all stu-

dents, staff, and personnel who assisted

with the completion of the report of the

self-evaluation of the Mississippi Delta

Associate Degree Nursing Program,"

said Mrs. Powell.

Red Cross needs
blood donors

The Arkansas-Mississippi Division of

the American Red Cross will sponsor a

blood drive here on March 23. The drive

will be held in the Private Dining Room
in the Union. A spokesman for the blood

drive said, "Seventy pints were given

last semester at MDJC, and we hope to

collect at least 100 pints of blood this

trip.

"
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Vandalism costs plenty
Vandalism on campus costs thousands

of dollars annually, according to Jack

Harris, superintendent of buildings and

grounds.

Harris said that the school spent

$9,648 last year for trash disposal alone.

"Putting soap in the fountain is

favorite prank here, but it ceases to

seem funny when you compute the cost

of the clean-up job which has to be done to

restore it to running order," Harris said.

Harris pointed out that the job

requires four men working for one-half

of a day at an estimated cost of $100 for

the clean-up job

Vandalism in the dormitories is partic-

ularly costly.

Harris said that a resident of the

Edwards-Stonestreet dormitory recent-

by Russell Smith

ly tore up a lock on his door. The replace-

ment lock cost $109.90.

Harris said that light bulbs are con-

stantly being stolen, and decorative

stone blocks from the grillwork facade

on the building are frequently chipped

loose.

"Each one of the blocks costs $3.50,

and an additional $20 is required to

repair or replace it," Harris said.

Harris said that such practices as

cleaning shoes in the lavatory and flush-

ing trash down toilets costs hundreds of
unnecessary dollars in plumbing repair

annually.

"Men residents who sweep piles of

trash out of their rooms onto the ground
below keeps a clean-up crew busy
constantly," said Harris.

Vandalism seems to be the chief

means of relieving boredom in the dorm.

One resident, who did not want to be

identified, said that he and his room-
mates remember the time when he
"cleaned" the bathroom by sfMinkling

with Pine-Sol and setting fire to it. "It

didn't do much. Just charred the toilet

seat and singed the walls," he said.

Residents of the women's dorm share
in acts of vandalism, too. "Last year,

they tore out 10 or 12 window screens
and damaged plumbing severely by
stuffing whole rolls of toilet tissue into

lavatories and commodes," said Harris.

"All students pay for the vandals'

pranks in the long run, because as costs
increase, fees increase," Harris said.

Eijoytag Oie boy', open donn were John Se«e, Amy Fulche,, Rlcb^ KImmel. L«1« Hu«l, «.d Ricky Ferrettl.

Singers enjoy festival Program
The MDJC Singers participated in the

annua! Mississippi Junior College Choral
Festival at Hinds Junior College Feb. 27
and 28.

Following the usual festival pro-
cedures, the various junior college
choruses rehearsed together for two
days and then performed a mass choir
concert on Saturday night.

During the two days of mass choir
rehearsal, each individual junior college
chorus presented a fifteen-minute pro-
gram for all of the other groups.
For their program, the MDJC Singers

sang "Surely". "The Paper Reeds-The
Brooks" by Randall Thompson, and a

spiritual. "I have a Mother in the
Heavens", featuring Laura Wigington as
soloist.

On Friday night before the mass
rehearsal, each chorus presented a small
group, or soloist, performance. Repre-
senting the MDJC Singers the Men's
Ensemble performed, "The Water is
Wide" by Zingorelli.

The guest conductor for the mass
choral rehearsal and performance was
Leroy Yarbrough. Accompaning theMDJC Singers on the piano for their
performances was Mrs. Merle Tolbert
mstructor in music at MDJC.
Student accompanist was Judy Bruce.

Editor XM ~.
. . ,

Marvm Tarver
Associate editor ai.,- cAlvin Spencer

Photographers
. » ^

e.„ff ,. J KayStowers
staff

.
.

.unda Bell, Harry Calder, Deloris Foster

fohn ''> ^^'"^ ^y^^- Minnie
Johnson, Rose Proctor, Russell Smith, Alvin
Spencer, Diana Surney, Eugene White, Tin,

•"7'"'-
„• Lisa Day, Ue Gentry

Leroy House, Ronald Lee, Joyce Perkins
Faculty Advisers ..Laney Wooten and S. A. Brocato

delete libelous material. Printed on cam^u^bTtt'rjil^^rp^irX:"

Singers are: Melody Bigbee; Donna
Brasier; Vicki BrasweU; Kathy Klutts;
Teresa S^een; and Laura Wigington.
Cindy Creasy; Nikki EUett; Valerie
Ertle; Cindy Dilley; Debra QuiUman;
Kay Stowers; and Mandy Steeiman.
Reginald Abney; Peary Forrest; Neil
Horton; John Lemonis; Wally North-
way; SUn Norwood; and Rick SeUers.
Gregg Bellipanni; Henry Farrish-
Anthony Harper; Jim Lillo; Tommy
Lister; Tony Procter; and Don Sykes

Wanted:

ice machine
A few additions are needed on thecampus of MDJC in Moorhead
For starters, it would be nice to have astamp machine in the lobbies of themens and women's dorms. Stamps may

be purchased in the bookstore, but forthose of us who can't seem to make it tothe bookstore, it would be convenient tohave a plentiful supply in the lobby

in Z a^'
^^'^^ ^" "machine

n the dorms. There is nothing worsethan drinking lukewarm water from the

rJn^'"* "I '^''f'"*' P^°P'^ »ive oncampus who think that a washingpowder dispenser in the washroom!would be a big help on washday

need a~I«ra!
~ "^^^omers

Tafner hT ^^^^ '"^^^ ^

Francis Scott Key couldn't ha
pressed it better when he wrote
referring to our flag. It was durfn^?*
British bombardment of Battim
went something like this: "Oh
you see by the dawn's early liirh?^
so proudW
Key was exuberant as he watrf,-^

from a British man-o-war to find k
standard of the American Rgnir
hoisted bravely above the battlement, *

Fort McHenry. It meant that^u
American defenders had withstood
night-long asault at the hands of »h«
was then the most powerful nation 1!
earth.

So aptly did Key express the mood of
occasion that the new lyrics set to a

familiar British tune became our Natio

A lot has changed since then. Now-
days our "banner of nationalism" as it

were, is displayed in aU sorts of fashions
and in numerous public places, post
offices, churches, civic centers, and -
yes — at schools.

Have you stopped lately to gander at

our proud symbols of the National

Republic?

I can imagine that they come close to

matching, physically, the original that

flew at Fort McHenry. Not only are they

hard to see because of the fading, the

elements have caused, but they are also

equally as tattered, looking every bit as

if they too could've come directly for the

battlefield.

How can we allow ourselves to display

such wornout rags with any pride? What
would some one think if he were visiting

the campus and had to stare really hard

to make out the stars & stripes?

My mood changed quickly when I

found out that school officials didn't like

having to display the flags any more

than I enjoy looking at them. New flags

have been ordered and just haven't come

in yet.

So the next time you're in the admini-

stration building, why not stop in Jack

Harris' office and say thanks. I intend ta

Paper in : Students

breathe again

In the last few weeks, homes and

libraries all over the MDJC area were

the battle ground for many student!

working on term papers.
In this war, term paper writers had to

fight vigorously to win the first-come-

first-serve battles for books, the teach-

er's advice and time. Would it nor have

been term paper time. .

.

. . .if you were not last on the waiting

list of 142 students for the only book

your subject. "How Snails Makeout
"?

. . .if when it came your turn to ask the

teacher for help, she did not have to go

home to prepare for the senior citizens

beauty contest, she was participating

that night?

. - .if for homework, you did not have

to study for a chemistry test, a Spain-'"-

and a psychology test and write the first

draft of your term paper all at the same

time?

• . .if the teacher said you must

eight-five note cards, and an hour befo-^

they are due. you only had five car

. . .if the dog had not buried your

copy the day before it was due?

By: Alvin Spen-^^'
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The junior college newspaper seems to

always been an important medium

^*the voicing of students* opinions and

I fhe relaying of current happenings.

rh*.n one reviews the history of the

ewspaper here at MDJC from its

runnings as The Sunflower Petal to

fherenaming of it as The DeiU Herald, a

A anite change in the staff structure and

he type of news reported can be seen.
'

The first issue of The Sunflower Petal

I pubUshed in 1931. five years after

Sunflower Junior College was built in

connection with the Sunflower Agricul-

'

tural High School. It was a one-page,

hand-printed paper produced and finan-

ced entirely by the student body, under

the supervision of a faculty adviser.

From an interview with the editor-in-

chief of the 1947-1948 Sunflower Petal,

Mrs. Leta Carter (who was Leta Wells at

that time) some information was gather-

ed. Mrs. Carter, who was a business

major from Rolling Fork at Sunflower

Junior College, said, "It has been many
years since I was editor. I cannot recall

ertain events that went on; but to serve

as a reminder, I have kept some issues of

the paper from that period."

In the first paper for the 1947-1948

school term Mrs. Carter noted that it

was published Oct. 16 - a month late -

"because the company who had printed

the paper had gone out of business in

September. Mrs. Sarah C. Owens, the

sponsor of the 'Petal' then, had made a

contract with Sentinel Printing Com-
pany of Yazoo City,*' said Mrs. Carter.

Mrs. Carter said one of the differences

in the "Petal" and the "Herald" was
divisions in the staff. Working under
Mrs. Carter were an associate editor, a
feature editor, two college sport editors,

two high school sport editors, two news
editors, an art editor, a music editor, a
society editor, and a gossip editor. There
were two associate feature editors, a
business editor, two reporters, a photo-
grapher, one in subscriptions, and five in

advertising.

A difference in the type of news
reported in 1948 and 1980 was observedm a Petal editorial entitled "A Stu-
dent s Viewpoint On Education". The

ft"lli^',7?V' senior
at SAHS) told of the plans feUow seniors
had foUowmg graduation. Some girls
were planning to work as telephone
operators.

From the early hand-printed issues of
Petal

,
at least two have been preserved

rhey are hanging on the waU in the
Publications Office. One is dated Sept.
28, 1932, and the other one is undated
The print of the papers has faded. The
staff consisted of two editors and a
printer, but two articles in the paper
mdicated there may have been a few
reporters.

One problem that the current
Herald is exempted from can be
discovered by reading the foUowing
passage which appeared under "edito-
rial" in September 28, 1932. issue of The
Sunflower Petal:

"We are sorry to announce the
disappearance of the last issue of the
"Petal" from the bulletin board on
Friday afternoon. This shows a lack of
consideration on the part of the thief as
all the material used by this paper is

copyrighted and cannot be republished."
In the same issue of that paper, there

appeared an article mentioning "the
appearance of a rival paper in the near
future". No evidence of the formation of
a rival paper has been discovered, but on
Nov. 15, 1932, The Sunflower PeUl
became a four-page, type-printed news-
paper. One editor of the hand printed
paper became editor-in-chief, and the
printer became the art editor. Other
staff members were an associate editor,

business manager, assistant business
manager, feature editor, four sport
editors, society editor, two circulation

managers, alumni editor, four reporters,
literary editor, two advertising mana-

gers, and eight lypisU. The newspaper
was printed by-weekly.
There appeared the foUowing message

in the November 15. 1932 issue of the
Petals".

"This is your paper. Student Body,
and the interest and the cooperation you
give the sUff will, in a measure,
determine its quality and production. In
this first issue, the sUff appeals to you
for active support and constructive
criticism."

In the May 24, 1955 issue of the
Petal" appeared this article entitled
"Retiring Editor Takes Honors Second
Time":

".
.

.
the former editor of The Sun-

flower Petals. Christine Harmon...
won. .

.
award from the Belzoni Banner

for being the most indespensible mem-
ber of the staff. Having won this award
both her freshman and sophomore year
makes her the first student ever to win
this award two years in succession. She
was awarded a trophy and her name was
engraved on a plaque in thp SJC Library
in recognition of her outstanding work as
a student and a staff member".
On October. 1960 an article entitled

"Name Changes to Mississippi DelU
Junior College" was printed in the
Alumni News:

"Since the Junior College is the only
one located in the Delta and since other
counties have joined Sunflower, the
Board of Trustees of SJC voted in

August of 1960 to change the name to
Mississippi Delta Junior College. Truly
our college is the Delta Junior College
and we hope that in the future other
counties will join in making our school
one that can and will offer maximum
service to the residence of the Delta
area."

Although the name of the school
changed, Sunflower Petal remained the
name of the school newspaper. Finally,

in the Oct. 20. 1970, issue of the paper,
there appeared this article:

by Alvin Spencer

"Name the Paper Contest"
"What's in a name?
"Plenty, and the PeUl sUff is looking

for an identification Ug that won't
prompt such reactions as "the Petal —
what's that a singing group?" "No — a
newspaper you louse." The PeUl is
sponsoring a contest for suggesting new
names for the paper.
"Judges for the contest will be

members of the newspaper staff and the
adviser. The staff has reserved the right
to reject any and all suggestions for
a new name if they feel that none of the
entries would make suitable titles."

Like time, the type of news reported
by the junior college newspaper has
changed, but through its constant strug-
gle to communicate with the public, it

has always served the general purpose
of voicing the public's opinions, relaying
the current happenings, and enter-
taining its readers.

Delta Da
''Mketh *« thev enterain (he aadJence to the tune
^'^^^^^llgamerecenUy.

of *'Hit Me With Yoor Best Shot'' at the halftime of the men's

Spring

Holidays
Begin

Friday,

_MarcJ^^
Another season for the

Dancers brings western

look

The Delta Dancers have gone "west-

ern" with their new outfits which feature

white satin skirts, shirts, and boleros

topped off with giant cowboy hats.

The Dancers are currently in the

middle of their spring show tour. They
have already made appearances at St.

Joseph High School, Delta State Uni-

versity, Pillow Academy, and at River-

side Academy.
Still ahead of them are appearances at

Clarksdale on March 19, Indianola Acad-
emy on April 2, and their major spring

recital on April 7. 8, 9.

The Delta Dancers troupe includes:

Rose Brumley, Linda Richardson, Kim
Farrell. Kim Crawford, Tony Ray.
Teresa Boyd. K.K. Kimes, Terry
Elmore. Jackie Hawthorne, Leigh Ann
Adams. Laurie Ann Black, and Louise

Hurst.

A special feature of the show this year

is the number featuring the "unisex"

look. Male dancers for this number, set

to Dolly Parton's "Five to Nine", are Jay
DiMaggio, John Sease, Bill Whatley,

Opie Hurst, and Scott Hillburn.

Bill Horton is sound and lighting

technician for this show.
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Ladies' Softball to Downs Gxpects good season

begin here
The Trojans will join the women's

competition among junior colleges this

season.

Coach Buddy Walden said that the

idea of women's softbail is excellent in

that it gives females another chance to

excel in the sports world.

The 18-game season will get underway

with a tournament at Hinds Junior

College on March 10, 11.

All games will be played at 2:30 p.m.

on a round-robin basis on all partici-

pating junior college campuses. All

games will be double-headers.

Softball practice will be scheduled

from 2 p.m. — 4 p.m.

Girls interested in playing should

contact Coach Walden in the Union.

Baseball team faces

tough schedule

Baseball practice officially got under-

way Monday, Jan. 12, 1981 and Coach

Jimmy Bellipanni and twenty-five pro-

spects have been fighting the elements

and getting in practice outdoors when
they can.

"We have had some good days, and we
are ahead of schedule from previous

years," said Bellipanni.

There are seven sophomores return-

ing this year. They are: Todd Makam-
son, Riverside, a third baseman and
pitcher; Phillip Leakes, Rosedale, second
baseman; Wes Kersey, Greenwood, pit-

cher and first baseman; Willie Nelson,

Indianola, shortstop; Perry Whites,

Greenwood, catcher and outfielder; and
Mark Tyler, Greenwood, outfielder. Lee
Mclntire of Leland will join the team
when basketball season ends.

The pitchers are all freshmen. They
are: Steve Brown, Riverside; Craig
Duncan, Cleveland; Tim Jones, Bayou
Academy; Kyle McClure, Humphreys
Academy; Roy Steed, Winona. When
football practice ends, Kenny Wood of

Christian School will join the team.
Bellipanni said that freshman Anthony

Domino of Humphreys did a good job in

the fall as a catcher-outfielder and will be
competing for a starting berth.

"Bo" Durham of Chicago, Illinois, is

competing as a second baseman. Jack
Henderson of Greenwood was out for fall

practice and has to be contended with as
an outfielder. Randy Kennon of Hum-
phreys is vying as outfielder. Randy
Nichols of Leland is competing as a
second baseman. Knox Purnell of Green-
wood, another freshman, who was out
this fall, is back competing as a second
baseman. John Reynolds, Eupora, was
out this fall and is back competing at
first base. Bellipanni said that Jon
Ruscoe, Leland, freshman — a surprise
in the fall — will give the team strength
at third base. Solly Taylor, Moorhead
freshman out this fall is a utility player
— his best position is probably "the
outfield. Bellipanni said.

Jay Dimaggio. New Orleans, outfield-
er-infielder; Chip Hobart, Greenville,
outfielder; Gary Norris, Rolling Fork
)nfielder who all played this fall and are
out for football, will join the team in a
couple of weeks.

BeUipanni said that the Trojans will
play a much tougher schedule than in
previous years. This year's division wUl
include: Northwest. Holmes, and
Coahoma. The Trojans will also play out
of state teams, Lincoln Land of Spring-
field. I

I
mois. College of Dupage. Du-

page, Ilhnois, and Milwaukee School of
Lngineering.

"Out-of-conference we play perennial
powerhouses. Gulfcoast and Hinds." said
nellipanni.

Coach Paul Downs expects another

good season in track this year.

'.'We'll have more overall speed than

ever this year," said Downs. Downs said

that freshman track stars like Glenn

Lomax, Randy Nailer. Melvin Williams,

Andrew McGary. and Gregg Hunter are

expected to take up the slack left by such

people as Willie Thomas, Don Robinson,

and Henry Jones, all three of whom have

gone to senior college this year on

scholarships.

"We've had a lot of success in track the

past two years here," Downs said. He
pointed out that the Trojans, who were
the North Division Champions in the

Mississippi Junior College Conference

last year, hold six of the 10 individual

national records set by Mississippians.

Both Lomax and Nailer will be majOT*

forces on the relay team. Williams,

McGary. and Hunter will be participa-

ting in high and/or low hurdles.

Bobby Conn, a freshman discus

thrower, has already unofficially broken
the state record with his practice throws
of 160 feet.

Sophomores Pat Hare and Ben
Crockett are returnees who will be
participating in pole vault events again
this season.

Downs said that he is looking for good
distance runners for the three-mile

event which has been added to competi-
tion this year.

Practice for intercollegiate track will

begin the first week in March. Interest-

ed persons should contact Downs in the
Coliseum.

Dorm Talk

What a relief! No more waiting in line

for the telephone. Every guy is invited

to try this new number 246-5418. Thanks
to Ma Bell, the girls dorm has another
icicphone.

The girls in the dorm are anxious to
have this year's talent show. Some of
you freshmen may not be familar with
this, but every year the girls' dorm has a

talent show. Every time the talent show
is dofie, it adds a lot of enjoyment and
excitement.

If you have any Chic. Levi's, or Gloria
Vanderbilt blue jeans, put them under
lock and key; there seem to be some
theives loose in the dorm. Let this also
be a lesson to you girls who leave your
clothes in the laundry room.
Spring fever is in the air! We will be

b\ Rose Proctor, Minnie Johnson,

and Diana Surney

out a WHOLE WEEK for spring vaca-

tion coming up shortly. Plans are being
made for trips such as snow and water
skiing, ice skating, "playing cowboys"
out west in Texas or just going
somewhere to sit ba'Uc, relax, and forget

about school. This break will also give
your dorm hostess a chance to stop
playing "mommy" for approximately 200
girls.

Most of the girls are ready to see
another movie presentation by the
S.G.A., although we are not too sure
about R.C. She seemed to have had some
difficulty coping with the last one. "The
Chainsaw Massacre". I am sure every-
one will have trouble forgetting it. Stay
tuned for the next episode of DORM
TALK in the next issue.

Jim Randall, lormtr head coach
alhlelic direclor here, has been chosen
Ihc rccipienl of the Central Mlsslssin*^
Chapler of ihe Nation^' FoolUll
Foundalion ;*-id Hall of fame Amai..
Foolball Award for I9HI.

Mississippi Go\. William Winter will
present Randall with a plaque in
recognition of this achievement

at
lianquet to be held in Jackson, March. M

Randall now directs Continuing Educa.
lion classes at MDJC.

Walden comments
on season

The Lady Trojans finished their
season with a 9-13 record. The team had
a 5-9 record in conference and tied for

fifth place with Northeast Junior Col-

lege.

The leading scorer and rebounder for

the team this season was Frankie Brooks
who averaged 13 rebounds a game and
scored 11 for an average game.
Dabney Wooten was the second

leading scorer with an average of 10
points per game.
Coach Walden said that he feels that

he had had a very good ball club because

it is one of the top rebounding teams in

the circuit.

Walden will have eight returning

players next season. Walden says that

his recruits for next year look promising.

He says that he is expecting to lead his

team through a perfect season next year.

1981 baseball roster

Name Class

Steve Brown Fr.
Melvin Carlisle Fr.
Bur! Crocker S.

Anthony Domino Fr.
Craig Duncan Fr.
"Bo" Durham S.

Jack Henderson Fr.
Chip Hobart Fr.
"Tim" Jones Fr.
Randy Kennon Fr.
Wes Kersey S.
Phillip Leakes S.

Kyle McClure Fr.
Todd Makamson S.

Willie Nelson S.
Randy Nichols Fr,
Gary Norris Fr.
Knox Purnell Fr.
John Reynolds Fr.
Jon Ruscoe FV.
Roy Steed Fr.
Solly Taylor Fr.
Mark Tyler S.
Byron

Vanlandingham Fr.
Myron
Vanlandingham Fr.
Ronnie White Fr.
Perry Whites S.
Kenny Wood Fr.

Height Weight

5'8

57 "

6*1
"

5*8
"

S'U"
5'10"

5'11"

5'8
"

6'

5'10"

6'

5*9
"

6*2
"

6*2
"

5'11"

5'4
"

511"

57
"

57
"

6'

5'11"

5'8
*'

57

510"

5*8 "

6*4 "

61 ••

6'

140

139

171

155

185

180

175

155

173

172

195

164

17C

180

160

140

160

140

150

180

150

170

160

185

108

170

185

180

Position

P-O.F.

P
S.S.

C. O.F.

P. OF
C.

C.OF-iB
OF
P
L.F.O.F.
P-IB
P. L.F.

P.

P.-LF.

L.F.-C.

L.F.

L.F.

L.F.O.F.
L.F.

L.F.

P-L.F.

O.F.

O.F.

O.F.

O.F.

IB
C-O.F.

P

Right

or Left

Handed

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

R

R
R
R
R

School

Riverside

Glen Allan

Lee
Humphrey
Cleveland

HoUandale
Greenwood
Christian

Bayou
Humphrey
Pillow

Rosedale
Humphrey
Riverside

Gentry
Leland
Sharkey
Greenwood
Eupora
Washington
Winona
Indianola

PUlow

Drew

Drew
Eupora
Greenwood
Christian

H.S. Coach

Owen Makamson

Glen Cash
MikeKennison

Jamie Clark

Sank Powe
Bob Bonnie

Willie Sanders

Lonnie Jones

Mike Weathers

Jamie Clark

Sherrard Shaw

Jennings

Jamie Clark

Owen Makamson

Jack Thompson

Louis Innman

Terry Smithhart

Willie Sanders

Curtis Ford

Al Ray
Mike Rosamond

J. Brown
Sherrad Shaw

Ralph
Vanlandingham

Ralph
Vanlandi:

Curtis Ford

Sherrard Shaw

Lonnie Jones

*



Fee increase slated for '80 -'81
effort to keep pace with the rising

Mnnation.Dr.J.T. Hall says that

'

cinoi Delta Junior College will

'ase fees beginning with the 1981-82

I*-"

u'X oresident. says that the largest

^ evnW be in out-of-state tuition.

^chv/iW rise 50% above the present

^?Sfincreases which will have most

rt on the majority of students at

Udjc *>ii ^^^^^ ^"^

Thtfull list of increases reads like this:

^
n f om $150 to $165; part-time

$22 to $25; vocational night

r'^lTee per hour-from $40 to $45;

rrlm $110 to $125; board-from $321

5350 oat.of-state-from$200to$300.

The MDJC Board of Trustees also
approved a new fee for bus service to

campus. That fee will be $40 per
semester for regular riders and 50c per
ride for infrequent riders.

"There are several good reasons for

increasing fees." said Dr. Hail "The
prime reason has been a rise in the cost of
food and utilities. Food costs have risen

12% and the cost of utilities has nearly

quadrupled." said Hall.

The school receives no monetary
assistance from the state or counties to

operate its cafeteria. Therefore, all

money taken in not only has to pay for

food, but must also pay the utility bills

and the workers* salaries.

Under present conditions, Dr. Hall said

that the school was faced with three

choices.

*'We could cut back on quantity,
quality, or raise the rates. We chose the
latter." Dr. Hail said.

As with the cafeteria, the school must
pay for total operations on the
dormitories. Dr. Hall said that rent fees
are used to pay for everything from
utilities to broken windows.
The proposal passed to increase bus

fees will also affect a large number of
students, the new fees mean that
gasoline prices have risen to such levels
that the school can no longer afford to
bear the cost burden alone. So. that cost
is being passed to students who ride the
buses.

Dr. Hall said that the bus route is

costing the school approximately $1000

per week in fuel bills. Every time gasoline
prices increase, that amount climbs a
little higher. Dr. Hall also said that
MDJC is the only junior college in the
state that currently operates a bus system
free of charge. The school recently
purchased two new buses to ease the
pressure on the old. well-used buses.
They currently are advertising for
purchase of two more.

"We built an addition to the men's
dormitory to help with need for student
housing space and the overcrowded bus
situation, but even so, we think thr-

buses will continue to be full lo ihe
brim." said Dr. Hall. Part of the bus fee
will be paid out of BEOG funds,
according to Dr. Hall.
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7he Delta Dancers are getting
everything ready for the big spring recital

coming, 7, 8, 9, in the Fine Arts
Auditorium. Rose Brumley models one of
their western costumes

April 6

Jay DIMagglo was one of the

participants in the opening tennis

matches on March 17.

Ronnie Mangom won first place In

8-ball in the RAT tournament held

recently In BUoxl.

The MDJC Modelbig Squud will Hlage

their annual Bridal Show In late April

[date not confirmed at press time].

Dodging a late spring shower as they plan

for the show are [I. (o r.) Debbie

Greenhaw, Mary Jane Henderson, Jana

Kuneflie.

PTK will initiate 61

VICA to enter State meet

On April 6 the Phi Theta Kappa
aitiation Ceremony will be held in the

ft-ine Arts Auditorium at 7 p.m. Parents

[^^. friends of the new members are
"ivited to attend the ceremony. A
reception will be given afterward.

On February 25, the Zeta zeta Chapter
Pni Theta Kappa welcomed 61 new

"«njbersto the club.

Stai^
^^dents who will be initiated are:

Maniey Acy, Fred Baine, Fredrick Beik,

Ln!l7 ^^^""on Castle. Robert Clark,

^Col
Clary, Lori Cook. Worthy

l^y. Carolyn Cowles, Donald Cowles,

t K,'^*!"^**"^
Daffron. Delia Easterling,

y Fowler. Marcia

iQn a' ^^^y Godfrey, and Mamie

Icl! h"'
^^^'^ Rebecca Hitt.

1

1^'^^^ "offman. Greggory Jackson, Jerry

'Jem "°"ston Jefferson, Jeffrey
"^^g'n. Ruth Johnson. Martha Jones.

Anita Keeton, and Richard Kimmel,

Malcolm Knight, David Lester, Robert

Long, Sharon Lowery, David McCoy,

Pearl McKinney, Joseph Mohamed.

Mary Moor, Regina Ong, Barbara Ray,

Lisa Ray, Karen Sandifer, and Jimmie

Sanford. Amanda Smith, Michael Smith,

Will Smithhart. Alvin Spencer, Mandy

Steelman, Diana Surney, Marvin Tarver,

Anita Taylor. Charles Thomas, Deana

Thomas, and Mark Tyler. Byron

Vanlandingham. Myron Vanlandmgham.

Cristopher Wates. George Weatherall,

Uura Wigington, Constance Wilhngham.

Judy Word, and Dotty Woriey.

To become a member of Phi Theta

Kappa, a freshman must have a 3.5

average and a sophomore must have a 3.0

average. The students must participate in

at least one activity, and have good

conduct and leadership characteristics.

The Mississippi Delta Junior College

VICA Club will have 36 members
participating in the state competition in

Biloxi. April I, 2. 3.

S. A. Brocalo. local VICA adviser, said

that the participants will compete against

15 other junior colleges statewide. First

place winners in the state meet will

advance to the national competition in

Atlanta, Ga.. June 15.

Brocato, an MDJC VICA adviser, and

three current state officers, who are local

students, will go to Biloxi March 30 and

remain until the conclusion of the

conventio April 3. Local students are

Greg Glover, president; Beth Steed, vice

president; Brenda Cowett, secretary.

Other local students will be accomp-

anied to Biloxi April I by advisers;

William Fitts. Tony Honeycutt, Martha

Woodall.

Local students who will be participat-

ing include: Scott Brown and John Ross,

auto machinist; Steve Luckett, machine

shop; Eddie Etheridge, industrial elect-

ricity; Gary Seals and Randall Furniss,

Diesel Mechanics; Jeff Laster, auto

mechanics; Levi Gentry, offset printing;

Johnny Willingham, welding; Richard

Mathis, Frankie Chandler, Keith Car-

lisle, Harold Floyd, and Freddie

Carpenter, air conditioning and refriger-

ation; Mike Gonzales, Charles Thomas,

and Anita Rossini, drafting; Wayne
Carlisle and Jerry Jackson, electronics;

Jimmy Allen and Debbie Cox, commer-

cial art; Bryant Haynes, Bubba Watson,

and Shellie McFarland, sheet metal;

Janet Jordan, G.A. Jordan. Olivia

Simms. Jeannie Peel. LPN; Karen

Sandifer. Vickie Dodd. Sharon Castle,

Valaric Johnson. Sarah Clary, medical

laboratory technology.
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Rambiin'i Jolt expcrieiices Trauma

Warning: Partying on Mondays at the

infamous green house may cause a

radical reduction in the overcrowding in

dorm rooms.

Second semester drones at a faster

and faster pace. Half of the semester is

gone!

The clouds and sun wish to announce

the unexpected arrival of a bouncy baby
Spring. (Sometimes my uncanny wit

amazes mel)

The faithful and ever-present students

of Music Literature wish to thank Mrs.

Tolbert for the music she has been

playing in class. It is perfect for putting

student insomniacs to quiet, peaceful

rest.

As I tripped while climbing the dark

and treacherous stairway at the men's
dorm, I realized that the lights were
gone once again. Something permanent
needs to be installed.

The appreciative and heartfelt thanks
of the dorm people goes out to the

M.D.J.C. cafeteria for serving steaks.

We have two questions, however. What
pasture was the cow stolen ti'om, and
when do you want us to steal another
one?

Happy Birthday. Mrs. "A"I

Happy Birthday, Debral
Happy Birthday, Josel

Happy Birthday, Patrickl

Happy Birthday, mel
Thought for the day: A day without

breakfast is like a day without breakfasti

(I hope that messes up your mindl)

Et cum haec. Ego departi del gratia.

(Another one for you Latin scholars).

The closest some people have ever

come to being involved in a near-to-death

drama is watching a fictionalized scene

made for television.

But for Jerry Holt, an ex-marine and

general education major at MDJC, there

is a dramatic past event that will forever

mark his life.

On Oct. 19, 1979, Holt was injured in

an explosion at Mt. Fugi, Japan. A
typhoon turned a fuel storage tank over,

causing the fuel to run down to the

Marine camp where he was stationed.

Somehow, the fuel was ignited.

In the blaze. Holt suffered second and

third degree burns over 87% of his body.

"I did not realize how badly I was

burned until we were getting ready to go

to the U.S. military hospital at Yoko-

hama, Japan, airbase," said Holt.

"I could see the burns on my arms, but

I could not make out the severity of the

burns. It dawned on me after I had

begun to get weaker," said Holt.

Seventy people were involved in the

explosion. Four of the victims died in

Japan.

"The last word I had was that seven

others have died since then," said Holt.

Holt said that he and the other victims

were airlifted to the Brooke Army
Hospital in San Antonio, Texas. He said

the flight from Japan to the United

States seemed to have taken ten

minutes. He was hospitalized for nine

and one-half weeks.

"They used intravenous feeding and

antibiotic creams to keep off infection,"

said Holt.

Looking back on the incident, the

former E-3 lance corporal said, "A few
things about the days stand out. For

Candid Info Sought

On Foreign Students
Racine, Wis.-(I.P.) — American institu-

tions seeking foreign students should
provide "candid, pertinent" information,

avoid paying recruiters a per capita fee

for new enrollees, and provide necessary
campus support services.

These suggestions are among the
criteria for ethical recruitment of foreign
students, drafted at a national confer-
ence held at Wingspread, the educa-
tional conference center of The Johnson
Foundation. The conference was spon-
sored by the National Liaison Committee
on Foreign Student Admissions.

Judgments concerning foreign student
admissions should be made by institu-
tional personnel who rule on other
admissions, follow written criteria, and
be applied competitively with other
appucants. the conference agreed. Be-

sides trying to match the educational
needs and aspirations of foreign students
to the opportunities they offer, educa-
tional institutions should adopt appropri-
ate policies governing recruitment,
admissions, support activities, and
specialized program and curricula.

Prospective students should be given
realistic estimates of tuition and related
costs and the extent to which financial
aid may be available for foreign
students. Among recruiting abuses:

Failure to represent properly the
institution in advertising, publications,
informative materials and personal
interviews.

Misuse of immigration forms with
regard to a student's academic qualifica-
tions, English language proficiency, and
financial resources.

Marvin Tarver
Associate editor Alvin Spencer

Photographers Kay Stowers
Linda Bell. Harry Calder. Deloris Foster

Pat Hare. Keats Hogue. David Hyde, Minnie
Johnson. Rose Proctor, Russell Smith. Alvin
Spencer, Diana Surney, Eugene White. Tim
Wright.

- Lisa Day. Lee GentrvUroy House. Ronald Lee, Joyce Perkins
Faculty Advisers ..Laney Wooten and S. A. Brocato

de,e.e Hbelous .a.eHal. Printed on ca.^u^b^'te loca^oT^^^^^^^^^^^

instance, three other marines and I were

supposed to appear before the board at 1

p.m. for a possible promotion. The

weather was so severe that the meeting

was postponed until the next week. The

explosion three hours later ended my
two and one-half year military career."

After being discharged because of his

physical condition. Holt was forced to

change his plans about the service.

"I intended to attend a number of

years in the Marine corps; then I wanted

to re-enlist as an officer." said Holt.

Recognizing the fact that his physical

condition was more than ever going to

limit his performance. Holt had to recon-

sider his goals for the future.

"I am not qualified for many outdoor

jobs because the effect of the heat on my
body is too great." said Holt.

"Coming to college was my only alter-

native." said Holt.

Holt said that his immediate goal is to

finish school. Holt, who participates in

the band, plays the saxaphone and the

bassoon. "I thought of pursuing a

musical career while in high school,"

Holt said. Time has changed his plans fozv

this ambition.

To pass away his leisure time, Holt

said that he enjoys such activities as

fishing and swimming and tennis and
photography. Holt says that it is easy to

protect himself from the sun's rays.

"I usually go fishing in the morning
under shade trees. I wear a large hat at

the time," said Holt.

JERRY HOLT

Holt only swims indoors. 0
"When I play tennis, I wear lon»

clothes," said Holt. "I also limit my
playing time."

Holt is strongly considering pursuing

a profession in photography. He is

currently taking a night course in

photography.

Although the explosion in Japan will

forever mark his life, Holt said that

during his nine and one-half weeks in the

hospital, he thought of giving up.

But, Holt says that he has since

changed his mind.

"The ordeal in Japan has had a

positive effect on me because I learned

to get along better with people and to

think positively about life," said Holt.

Syndrome Reported
by Scott Forrest

Is Moorhead beginning to rub off on
you? Are you doing things you once
considered outrageous?

If you are still attending your AIS
class with fewer than seven absences,
you should have nothing to worry about.
If you no longer have a class before 10
a.m.. you might have Moor-Head Syn-
drome (MHS).

In a psychological survey conducted
by an mdependent research institution
on the MDJC campus, it was determined
that one out of every two dorm students
who have Uved here for more than three
semesters is stricken with MHS.
MHS is definitely a psychological

disorder. It mvolves a person who takes
on a different personality which, in most
cases, IS considered "below" the norm
Most psychologists feel that MHS is
closely related to schizo-typical typing.MHS is relatively new to the medical
termmology field. The first case of it was
isolated in February 1928 in the Missis-
sippi DelU area (three semesters after
the junior coUege was estabUshed)

Since that time, there have been
literally hundreds of cases of MHS
Except in extreme cases. MHS goes
unreported (approximately ninety-nine

percent). The reason for the hi^h

percentage of unreported cases is thy

MHS is a slowly progressive disorder, so

slow in fact that in most cases, no

symptoms would be visible to the people

that the victim comes into contact with.

However, the extreme cases are

recognizable by: an unconscious stat«

during lecture, lack of mental concertra-

tion, an apathetic outlook on life in

general, crude and disgusting spasms,

sexual frustrations, and severe hang-

overs.

There is currently no synthetic c

for MHS.
But some people stricken with MHS^

claim that many different drugs «™}*

lessen the severity of the disorder- Oi

course, there is no basis for their

argument.

Psychologists have found that leaving

the environment that MHS was devel-

oped in wUl retard the disorder -
most cases, completely.
MHS, a serous psychological disorder,

has stricken many of our fellow students
A disorder, with no cure, could change
our personaUty patterns.

But, who cares?

:ur4

iHSf



. have thousands of

I

In those schools a student

^"Invthing from trimming toe-

^'"^.S out tonsUs. We have the

^^"nitv aU of us, to improve our

<M of Uving by gaining a better

^ and for the most part we are

I

'!!""lt'oschool in the United Sutes of

^""i reminds me of an old joke I

"'ronce A feUow asks his friend,

o « lone have you been working for

Tc m any?" Came the swift reply.

Thil is
supposed to be funny, but it is

"of the top 15 industrial nations in the

,orid, one labor expert ranks the

American worker a dismal 14. Yet under
actual test conditions, when placed sideby side with 9 foreign workers, the
researcher found that the Americanworker consistently outperformed any
competition he was given. The truth is
that the American worker is the best but
performs no better than 14.

In Japan a scientist undertook an
mtriguing set of experiments. In his
research experiment he took newborn
babies and placed a miniature violin in
the crib with them. Every day the infant
had viohn music played to him. When the
baby was two years old. his mother was
pven vioHn lessons. TheHby watched
Later the baby was given vioUn lessons

Several years later the researcher
smded as he attended a concert given by
"his chUdren". The kids weren't playine
"Twinkle Twinkle Little Star," or "Mary
Had a Little Lamb," they were playing
Bach. Beethoven, and Motzart — the
classics. And they were being played
masterfully well.

Where are our success stories? Why
does it seem that everytime a new cure
for a disease is found that it comes not
from American labs but across the ocean.
Why is it that even when there is a

factual base supporUng the success of
the new drug that our bureaucracy waits
& or 10 years and sometimes 'longer
before allowing us to use it? That is only
,one example and there are hundreds
more just like it.

Where are we poing. and how are we
going to get there? The sad fact is that
most of us really don't care as long as we
can make some money, go to a concert or
two. and wear the newest style of
designer jeans. 'Let somebody else Uke
care of the big things, and TU be ok as
long as nobody bothers me." is the
typical American's attitude.

Is it any wonder then that advances
are bemg made all around us while we go
about the daily job of "pursuing happi-
ness ? Emerson said it best when he
wrote: "Most men go to the grave with
their music still in them'*.

Historians using the clear vision of
hindsight are able to view the hUtory of
a country and its life as a series of eras of
cycles. Journalists teU us that we are
hving in what appears to be the
beginning of a new period in the history
of the U.S. I hope so, because if we keep
on going Uke w e are now, we could aP " -

from "happiness".

'if

PM Beta Lambda representatives at the recent state
^werahip conference in Jackson were:[l. to r. seated] Cindy

Craddock, Carol Belvedrcsf, and Roz Mann, (standing]

Fintaine Lowery, Stan Acy, Tim Self, and Wiil Smithhart.

Steal p'^'V' the night life at

CY.t^"*^ Dormitory was dull.

Pirtv ,K
to a Toga

nib an il
^"^^^ '°**^y- Suddenly in

*iate»l
" Ionian looked to be in

ssiness r^'^^
and she was dressed in a

Iked
if

suit. Immediately she

*^.Wen
*ere a telephone avaU-

•"^Ne u.T ^^^^ overcome by her
and style. The gentleman was

•^^etxvf
and charming, and he

^ 3,7
^ense of humor. From talking^ '^an we learned the lady was

'^'^ro^l^.^^^y^^^'^^ Brush. C<y

^^ling
to J

,
Magazine". They were

woi j

*^o interview some-

wer Needless to

*^
^Ikert^*

^"^^ at the couple as

"itofinH We wiU all have to
^ out what big story is on if

someone or something in Mississippi

reaUy wiU be on NBC's "Magazine".

Now, for something a little closer to

home; how about those bushes in front of

the dorm? When everyone left on

Friday, there was a big patch of mud
there; on returning Sunday, we were

greeted by cute little bushes that stick.

Dean Warnock called a dorm meeting

not too long ago and set down some new

rules for us to abide by. Not many people

were pleased with some of them. But

that's all part of dorm life.

Now that we have gotten Spring fever

out of our system, let's get to some

serious study. There are only seven full

weeks of school left in this semester.

How about that?

I'm sure everyone has been watching

"General HospiUl" and other soap

operas and all know by now that this will

be another exciting series of episodes.

Spring begins

From the beginning of this January,

winter and spring have been battling to

exist simultaneously.

It is obvious that spring must have

won, because for the past two weeks, the

weather has ceased to play tricks.

I have learned to recognize the coming

of spring by four signs — warmth that

enchants all objects; refreshing rain; a

certain magic that allows everything to

grow; and an air of uncanny happiness.

After a period of frustration brought

on by the changing weather, people are

permanently shedding those heavy extra

layers of clothing. For several days in

this month, the temperatures have been

in the seventies. While I was in

Vicksburg last week. I could not help

noticing a few girls in short pants.

The most dominating sign of spring is

called by many the rainy season. The

rain creates quite a problem on school

days because I can either walk in the

rain for fifteen minutes and get soaking

wet in order to catch the bus, or, I can

cut a scheduled test.

A magical thing about spring is that

everything grows at this time. The

thicker green grass that engulfs the
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Concert planned
The MDJC Singers will present a

choral concert on March 26 in Tharp
Auditorium of Yeates Fine Arts Build-
ing.

Joe Abrams, director, will introduce
the performance, scheduled to begin at
7 p.m.

"We were originally planning to do a
whole show of Broadway musical med-
leys, but because we have been busy
preparing for the junior college choral
festival this semester, we are going to
blend the two programs." said Abrams.
During the first half of the program,

the group will sing their chorus festival
selections. Following an intermission,
they wUl sing highlight songs from
Broadway musicals.

The performance will be free and open
.to the public.

PEL Competes
The Phi Beta Lambda Sute Leader-

ship conference he-Id in Jackson at the
Holiday Inn-Downiown on Thursday and
Friday. March 19, 20.

Students who participated include:
Cindy Craddock, Greenwood, Executive
Typist; Carol Belvedresi. Clarksdale.
Office Procedures; Roz Mann, Indianola,
Business Communications; Fontaine
Lowery, Indianola, Miss Future Busi-
ness Executive; Stan Acy. Greenwood,
Accounting I; Tim Self, Cleveland,
Business Law; Will Smithhart. Indian-

ola, Economics; Anita Taylor, Green-
ville. Data Processing I,

Mrs. Patsy Dowell and Mrs. Mary
Ellen HoUoway are the faculty advisers
who accompanied (he students to

Jackson.

Trojans lose
After a good weekend of weather, the

MDJC bascbaliers fmaliy got in three ball

games. Traveling Lincoln Land Comm-
unity College of Springfield. Illinois,

showed they had played some games by

whipping the Trojans 2 out of 3.

"We needed these games and need to

gel in a lot more before we play our

conference schedule beginning on March
29," said Jimmy Bcllipanni, coach.

"For our first game, our hitting

overshadowed our pitching and fielding.

We learned a lul about our personnel,"

said Bcllipanni. The Trojans collected 32

base hits. They gave up thirty-one base

hits and 19 bases on balls. "We gave up

too many runs on throwing errors and

fielding errors," said Bcllipanni.

"This weekend we play five ball clubs

and I just hope we can get over our first

game jitters. I hope we can get more

consistent pitching and better fielding."

said Bcllipanni.

Dale Bright collected six hits and Perry

Whites four hits to lead the Trojans*

hitting attack. Todd Makamson won his

only start.

pastures and fields transforms them into

serenely beautiful pictures of nature.

I have observed that not only nature

projects the love and happiness of a new
beginning; people also become friendlier.

The uncanny happiness of this season

is very noticeable. The little rice birds

have been singing merrily in the

magnolia tree near the house. One thing

that the farmers are happy to see is the

tractors getting back in the fields after a

period of standstill.

Everyone around the delta is over-

joyed to celebrate spring's victory over

winter. —Alvin Spencer
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After 43 years

by Pat Hare

Thigpin still enjoys teaching

Officers elected
The Foreign Language Club reo

elected officers for the spring a
j"^^'?

semesters of 1981.

This is his 43rd year at Moorhead and

he is still educating minds on the process

of genetics and the wonders of zoology.

The man is Mr. Herman A. Thigpin, of

course.

How does he do it? After 43 years of

lecturing, one would think the faces and

personalities of the students would

monotonously blend together.

The secret? "I enjoy my work

tremendously", said Thigpin, "the

satisfaction is still there". He has

educated the minds of hundreds of

students who have become prominent not

only in the medical fields but also in other

regions of study. He is a seasoned

practitioner who loves to see his students

do well in and out of the classroom.

Ole Miss is where he began his

teaching career. Later he went to

Vanderbilt in Nashville to teach. In 1938.

he started teaching zoology and botany at

the "Head".
"Our society was different then", said

Thigpin. "I've seen the changes in

students' attitudes towards school and

life in general, and I don't care for it.
'

' He
feels students' attitudes toward their

school have changed noticeably.

"The school pride and enthusiasm that

was once there in the 50's and 60's has

lessened to a large degree." Gone are the

shorter haircuts and really pressed

clothing of yesteryear. Because of the

drastic changes our educational system

has made over the last 15 years, Thigpin

feels it has hampered the mood and
productivity of Mississippi Delta. "Over-

all", he says, "students took their classes

and studies more seriously and school

spirit meant something."

Thigpin points out that there are

practically as many good to excellent

students today as there were 30 years

ago.

Thigpin said. "The problem with

mixing pre-dent and pre-med students in

with business majors in the same
classroom is obvious. The pre-med
students take their work more seriously

then do the business majors."

The hours Mr. Thigpin puts into his

work are astonishing. He is generally in

his office nearly every night until

midnight, or longer. The dedication to his

work is almost unbelievable as compared
to today's workers. This devotion shows
in his former students and the science

department. There is much respect
shown for Mr. Thigpin. And deservingly

so; he knows his stuff.

PN's to graduate March 27
Graduation exercises for a class of

practical nurses will be held FYiday,
March 27, at 7 p.m. in Tharp Auditorium
of Yeates Fine Arts Building.

The program will open with invocation
by Rev. Bobby Connerley of the Moor-
head Baptist Church. Dr. Ray Whelan,
assistant director of the vocational-
technical program of MDJC. will then
extend the welcome. Presentation of
students will be made by Joe Carley,
director of allied health. Dr. Ray Whelan
will then present certificates to the
graduates. Mrs. Elizabeth Williams,
R.N., LPN instructor in Greenville, will
cap the graduates. Mrs. Yvonne Wall,
R.N., LPN instructor in Greenwood, will
present the pins to the group. The

graduates will then recite their nurses*
pledge.

Candidates for graduation include:
Holly Addison, Shirley Breithaupt,
Barbara Brown, Patricia Casavechia,
Eva Chambers, Alice Clark, Sarah
Cooks, Lanetta Dixon, Opal Edmonds,
Sharon Hibler. and Claudia Jackson.
Others are: Cynthia Jackson, Doris

Jackson, Faye Markham, Dorothy
Martin, Belinda McPherson, Genyth
Murrah, Barbara Murry, Hattie Ray,
Rose RUey, and Elizabeth Sanders!
Others are Patricia Shelton, Elizabeth
SUrk, Artimese Thomas. Debra Utz.
Linda Watson. Gwendolyn Wheeler,
Charlene Williams, and Ruby Woods.

Pre registration dates set
Pre-registration for students who plan

to return to MDJC for the faU semester
1981 has been scheduled for Monday and
Wednesday, April 20 and 22.

Pre-registration will be conducted
each day, April 20 and 22, from 9 a.m. to
11:30 a.m.; from 1:15 pjn. to 3 p.m. in
Room 36A, Horton Science Building.
Students will report to the Science

Buildmg. Room 36A, during a vacant
period to have schedule approved
complete schedule card, and to pick up
mstructions for registration.
On August 24 and 25 students will

report for registration to pick up class
cards, pay fees, have ID cards and
annual pictures made
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL

pre-registration will be handled by
vocational and technical counselors. Mr
Ralph Ross and Mrs. Martha Woodali
under the direction of Dr. Ray Whelan
Pre-registration will be conducted in the
vocational and technical classrooms
Students enroUed in the following

programs will pre-register at the time
mdicated by Mr. Ross and Mrs. WoodaU-

Building Construction Technology;
Commercial Art Technology; Drafting
and Design Technology; Educational
DaU Processing Technology; Electron-
ics Technology; Farm Management
Technology; Medical Laboratory Tech-
nology; Automotive Machinist; Cotton
Gin & Industrial Management; Diesel
Mechanics; Machine Shop; Refrigeration
and Air-Conditioning.

First semester 1981-82 schedules and
planning sheets will be avaUable in the
Student Affairs Office, Monday. April 6.

All schedule planning sheets must be
signed by a faculty adviser when
presented to the Dean of Instruction for
fmal approval. Faculty advisors are
listed under each program of study in
the college catalog.

Students majoring in curriculums
other than those listed in the college
bulletin should have their schedule
approved by Mr. Ray or Mr. Baria.

Returning students for the school year
1981-82 should pick up and complete a re-
admission form in the Student Affairs
Office prior to pre-registration.

HERMAN A. THIGPIN

Mr. Thigpin thinks of himself as

semi-retired and he sees no need to slow

down. That 50th year of teaching looks

like a very possible goal.

Choir to sing at USM
The MDJC CoUege Singers have

accepted an invitation to participate in a
mass chorus performance with the
University of Southern Mississippi

Symphony Orchestra next spring in

Hattiesburg. according to Joe Abrams,
chorus director.

Other junior colleges in Mississippi
will also participate.

The major work to be performed has
not been selected yet, Abrams said.

"This should be a good musical experi-
ence for the MDJC Singers," said
Abrams.

fail

Stephen Ross was elected nr
and Hassane Awadak was elected^'^^^^
president. ^'"^^

Carolyn Cowles was chosen as s
tary-treasurer; Sherry Morgan

^'^^^

named social chairman; and Alvi
Spencer was chosen publicity chair''
The Foreign Language club »

scheduled to meet this morning at g ^J?
Mrs. Betty Watson is the fa i

'

advisor.

Gas crunch

hits commuters
A poll conducted by the Herald Staff

last week reinforces the concern beinff

voiced nationally about the rising cost of

gasoline. Local commuters said that they
are faced with making drastic adjust-

ments in their budgets.

Sample comments follow;

SHIRLEY HALL, Inverness: I'm goina

to school only three days a week. Even
so, I spend $10 on gasoline. I also attend

a night class, but there are four of us car

pooling for that, so the expense is less.

Wherever I go the school next year, I

don't plan to commute.
CORNELL DAVIS, Belzoni: Coming to

school two days a week is costing me $8.

If gas goes to $1.50 a gallon, it will cost

me $8 a day.

RUTHIE JOHNSON, Hollandale: 1

drove my car to school the first month

and it cost me $80. Of, course, being a

nursing student, I had to go to Green-

ville, also. I drive a Dodge Aspen.
MAXINE RUCKER, Inverness: Prices

are ridculous. I am going into my pocket

getting money I had saved for clothing,

dates, recreation, etc. for gas.

ROY LABELLA, Indianola: Coming to

school in my own car is a freedom that I

enjoy with many other college students.

But this freedom will end in the near

future because of rising gasoline prices.

Cindy Alford, last year's number one
dancer, turned out to be number one

winner of the Miss MDJC pageant. Cin**.*

will crown this year's winner on April l^-



VICA wins 21 medals, top Club Award in State
Mississippi

Delta Junior College

^
nab received the Club of the Year

"^^
fnr the sixth straight year at the

fooDvention
held in Biloxi. April 1-3.

^Hition to capturing this honor. 21

were won by MDJC students.

""^
Tl students won state officers

fourloc^ 1981-1982, one student was

P"'**^"", d for national office, and S. A.

noftiina^^
^^^^j aaviser. receiveo a

Ji^time
National membership.

Of the 21 medalists, 10 were first place

They were: Scott Brown.

^,*".udale.
air-cooled gasoline engines;

? Z Allen. Silver City- commercial art;

ScEtheridge.Rosedale-electrical

aI^- Uvi Gentry, Greenwood-graphic

^fmunications; Jerry Jackson. Gunni-

son-industrial electronics; Olevear Sims,
Greenwood-licensed practical nurse;
Valorie Johnson, Greenville-medical lab;

G. A. Jordan. LPN student. Greenwood-
prepared speech; Bubba Watson.
Tutwiler-sheet metal; Johnny Willingham,
Rolling Fork-welding.

The 10 first place winners and their

instructors will go to the national contest

in Atlanta. Ga., June 15.

Students who won second place in the

state contest were: John Ross, Greenville,

air-cooled engines; Debbie Cox, Green-
wood- commercial art; Jeanie Peel. LPN
student. Indianola-extemporaneous

speech; and Shellie McFarland, Alligator-

sheet metal.

Third place winners were: Richard
Mathis. Louise-air ronriitioning_and

refrigeration; Jeff Laster, Clarksdale-

auto mechanics; Gary Scales, Excel.
Ala.-diesel mechanics; Janet Jordan,
LPN student. Greenwood-job interview;

Bryant Haynes, Rosedale-sheel metal;

Wayne Carlisle, Greenwood-television

repair; the team of-Greg Glover.
Clarksdale; Brcnda Cowett. Rolling Fork;

Vickie Dodd. Doddsvillc; Karen Sandifer.

Cleveland; Keith Cariisle. Greenwood;
Harold Floyd, Greenwood; Frank
Chandler, Ruleville- won in Opening and
Closing Ceremonies.

Local students who won state office

were: Freddie Carpenter. Greenwood-
secretary; Randall Furniss, Rena Lara-

treasurer; Vickie Dodd. Doddsville-vice

president; and Michael Gonzales.
Cleveland-president.

Gonzales has also been nominated for

national office. Michael (lonzale^
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Spectators attend state festival

Several members of the Spectator

Cl'jb and Language-Arts Department

went to the Mississippi Junior College

Creative Writing Association's work-

shop at Hinds Junior College, Raymond,
March 27.

Awards were given in the area of

poetry, short fiction, essay, and drama.

Mike McCain won third place in informal

essay for: "Always the Lonely Heart."

Dena Thomas won honorable mention in

formal essay for: "What Is Man?" Anita

Taylor won honorable mention in drama
for: "We DeUver."

Three workshops were held in the

reas named above. Consultants were:
'

'^ Jim Ewing, director of Creative
' riling, Mississippi College, poetry,

narles Ghinga, poet-in-residence. Ala-
ma School of Fine Arts, Birmingham,

short fiction. Dr. Mary Arden Duplechin,

instructor of English, Louisiana State

University, Eunice Branch, essays. John

Maxwell, former instructor of speech

and drama at Hinds Junior College;

currently working on original one-man

show: "Oh, Mr. Faulkner, Do you

Write?" Jim Larrick, cartoonist, Clarion-

Ledger, literary publications.

The luncheon speaker was Charles

Ghinga.

Those who attended were: Mrs.

Halbrook, Mrs. Bennett, Mrs. Moore,

Mrs. Watson, Mrs. Shuttleworth, Kay

Stowers, Betty Luckett, Robert Long,

Guy Parker, Donald Cowles. Carolyn

Cowles, Dena Thomas, Anita Taylor,

Sharon Lowery, Mike Moore, Alvin

Spencer, James Sanderson, and Scott

Forrest.

Students named as delegates

Two local students have been named
by Mississippi Delta Junior College
resident. Dr. J.T. Hall, as delegates to

colloquium sponsored by the admini-
tration of Governqr William Winter.
David Gore, an Engineering major,
nd Guy Parker, a Speech Communica-
ons major, both of Greenville, will

^tend the colloquium, tentatively sched-
led for April 23 and 24. which will be
'E"esented by the Mississippi Academy of

^^lences. working with the Winter
Administration.

The seminar will explore the topic "Is

^I'ssissippi Meeting the Need for Scien-
sis, Engineers, and Technicians in an

Advancing Society?"

Activities of the seminar will include

presentations of papers by leading

Mississippi scholars in the sciences,

small-group discussions of those papers,

and a reception for the participants to be

hosted by Governor and Mrs. Winter.

This program is an effort of the

Winter administration to focus on educa-

tion at aU levels in Mississippi. The
' coUoquium is to honor students leaders

in higher education from around the

state and to involve them in a meanmg-

ful dialogue about several aspects of the

future of Mississippi.

Honors Day to be held April 29

The Honors Day Assembly Program

J'i'
be held Wednesday. AprU 29. at

^^ a.m. in the MDJC Coliseum. All
'^"aents are asked to attend,
ine program will honor student schol-
and leaders. Members of Phi TheU

?*PP* and BeU Alpha will be intro-
^ed. and departmenUl

^*»oUr8hips will be (riv

awards and

given. Students

selected by a faculty committee for

scholarships wiU be^ recognizee ^r

individual achievemenU. departmental

achievements, and service and leader-

ship.

The faculty recipient of The 1981

Retrospect dedication will be announced.

Dean Harmon Boggs will coordinate

this event.

Bunny rmbblU, bright «prb.g colom, ud decontUve- colored eggs have come to be

some tSoVal ob ectTuJ In the clebmUng of the E«(er HoUdBy. But thl« scene

Se the Grace Dinwiddle Pr.yer Room Moorhead Methodist Church shows the true

meaning of Easter

SGA application available

Applications for the SGA Executive

Council are currently available in the

Dean of Students' Office upsUirs in the

Union.

Deadline for return of completed ap-

plications is April 28.

Selection of the SGA CouncU positions

of president, vice president, and secre-

Ury wUl be made at 8:30 a.m.. AprU 29,

in the Dean of Student's Office.

The selection committee will be made

up of current officers and three faculty

representatives.



American politicians have been sitting

on fences for as long as anybody can

remember, but here at Moorhead, a new

"sitting syndrome" is developing that

could produce damaging results.

Have you tried lately to use the stairs

leading to the upper level of the Vandi-

ver Student-Union Building? If you have,

then by now you've grown accustomed

to wading through the crowds of

students who sit there throughout the

day oblivious to the, "No Sitting on the

Stairs Please," stairs signs printed on

the wall.

These rude individuals pile books,

radios, and themselves on both stair-

cases, making it difficult and sometimes

impossible to climb the stairs.

Aggravating the problem is the fact

that those students don't have the

common courtesy to move and allow

others to pass by them.

What happens in most cases is that

users of the sUirs have to step over

them.
It's like negotiating a minefield —

stepping one direction over one student,

and the other direction to avoid his

books which have been placed on the

stairs above him.

If there happen to be more than a few

"stair sitters," the problem is com-

pounded. Somebody ought to call Parker

Brothers to tell them we've got a new

version of their "Twister" game, one

played on stairs.

The legal problem has not surfaced

but threatens to every day that the

school ignores those small congrega-

tions.

What happens if a student should lose

his footing, slip, and fall down those

stairs because the school indirectly

allowed students to use them as a

combination locker room-lounge?

One need not be Perry Mason to rea-

lize that a damaging lawsuit looms as a

definite possibility.

Let's hope the school acts now to

correct a bad situation before things get

"worse."

Supervisor needed
There are three reasons why a super-

visor of some sort is needed in the men's
dormitory.

First, if you happen to be one of the

unlucky guys who are not financially

able to afford a telephone, you will never
be able to receive a phone call in the

lobby because no one of any authority is

there to answer it. If someone needs to

gel in touch with you, about the only
way he can do so is to come and get you
in your room. That can prove to be disas-

trous — especially if the person who
needs to see you happens to be female.

And speaking of females, some people
believe that it would be more appropri-

ate for supervised (civilized) visitations

to be allowed in the men's lobby, rather
than what happens now.
Second, a supervisor is needed be-

The boys dorm has truly turned into
an "animal house" lately. For example,
the other day some guys were outside
hollering about something so I went to
see what it was. Come to find out, some
of the mischievous guys in the dorm had
a water moccasin out playing with it.

The guys said that a Moorhead police
man had shot at it but only stunned it so
they got it. They played with the snake
for about 20 minutes and finally got up
enough nerve to grab it and put it back

E

cause, although there are two phones,

there are no restrictions as to how long a

person can stay on the phone. A guy
could talk to his sweetheart for hours

and you might never get to make a two-

minute call. Boy, is that depressing!

Third, someone needs to supervise the

washers and dryers. Someone is always

using them. You would think that he was
washing an entire wardrobe, or some-

thing. And by the time you get to use the

machines, it is too late; or, the dryer

quits after you have washed your
clothes. There's nothing like wearing
wet clothes to all of your classes and
getting laughed at by your classmates.

I'm sure most of the men in the dorm
can relate to what I'm saying about these
and other problems. And I'm sure that

they back me when I say that a

supervisor is needed in the dorm.
— Tim Wright

in the bag without anyone's getting hurt.
Next, there has been sightings of

"UFR's" (Unidentified Flying Roosters).
I believe that this is true because when
you hear a "cock-a-doodle-doo" at 4:30 in

the morning you bt-gin to think some-
thing. Rumor has it that there has been
fighting going on between these roost-
ers. All I can say is. may the best man. .

.

I mean rooster win.

Also, what about the alligator in the
fountain here at MDJC. This was done,
by rumor, by an anonymous "animal" in
the boys dorm.

I guess all this hot weather has gone to
some of the guys' heads.

Until Next Time.

E^"'"!" Marvin Tarvcr
Associate editor Alvin Spencer

Photographers Kay Stowers
"^'^f^ Linda Bell. Harry Calder. Dcloris Foster

Pal Hare. Keats Hoguc. David Hyde. Minnie
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Wright.
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Everyone should have recovered from

their mental bumps and bruises caused

by nine week's grade reports, and now

it's time for some serious studying.

You don't have to worry if you have

been studying all along. For those of you

who did not live up to your parents' ex-

pectations, then give them a present the

next time grades come out. Maybe not

all A's, but B's and C's would be nice.

You commuting students should have,

by now, learned not to be inside the girls

dorm visiting. If you haven't, the next

time — during class hours — you can't

miss the new sign in the lobby.

What is this hearsay about a student

living in the dorm without enough hours ?

You must have 12 hours, so you had

ATTENTION: Was that really an
alligator in the fountain, or, did one of

our sunbathing beauties from the girl's

dorm decide to take a dip?

And now for another exciting episode

of our searing saga, "As the Dorm
Turns." This week, we find "Baby-
Cakes" and "The Hulk" in a delightful

dilemma. It seems that the landlord has
decided to install a lock on the "Hulk's"
bedroom door. And who knows what
goes on behind closed doors? In other
happenings, an unusual virus known as

"guitar-mania" has struck. Except for an
uncontrollable desire to play guitar, the
virus is not that bad. Be careful though,
because this disease is very contagious.
So far, however, the green-house is the
only place under quarantine.

Oh, I wish I were an MDJC athlete,

That is what I'd truly like to be
Cause if I were an MDJC athlete,

No one could break the dinner line

but me!
We wish to thank the cafeteria for the

new ashtrays on the tables. Now, all we
need are "Big Macs" and "Quarter-
pounders" and the new "McDonald's
look" will be complete.

Thought for the day — People who live

in grass houses should not get stoned.

better check up or check out.

It's about time for another "

dorm" or. if not, the girls' dorm has s^om"

money, so let's have a party n
Warnock even suggested that we ha*^
one. A pizza party or cookout sounds

lik*

fun.
*

Since the weather has now turned ta

summer time there are several
"bathin

beauties" getting a head start on a Ub
by lying out on the pier behind the dorm
Boy! Are we glad summer time is here!

If this school were in Louisana it mioh
be appropriate to have an alligator in our

fountain but, seeing as we are not, lefj

leave the alligators where they belong,
in the swamps! L.B. might like to have

another dip in the fountain, though,

Other tragedies

deserve attentio

On March 30 President Ronald Reagan

narrowly escaped becoming part of a line

of American Presidents who have been

assasinated in office. When the news

flashed around the world, millions of

concerned citizens were in shock. They

anxiously awaited news of the Presi-

dent's condition. The first medical bulle-

tin issued at 6:30 p.m. (Washington time)

placed the President in stable, good

condition following surgery for the re-

moval of a 22-caliber bullet from his

upper chest.

While the nation's concern was fo-

cused on the condition of the President,

many equally serious problems stili

existed. There was a labor crisis in

Poland, and children were continuing to

die in Atlanta, symptoms of a problem

that cut to the very heart of our country.

As bad as the assaination attempt

was, our country still has problems that

are equally as challenging. One problem,

then, shouldn't take precedence over

another.

_ Monroe

Be sure, not sorry
Hearsay can be, and is, oftentimes

embarrassing, frustrating, and damag-
ing to one's character and morality.
The recent lawsuit involving Carol

Burnett and The National Enquirer is a
good example. Enquirer lawyers could
not prove that Burnett had insulted, and
thrown wine in the face of. then
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger as it

had alleged in a front-page story.
Miss Burnett's lawyers successfuUy

argued that mental strain and anguish
had resulted from discussion of the story
among Miss Burnett's public. The En-
quirer's malice, or carelessness, may
cost them $1.6 million.

We could all reap rewards from this
experience. Before we open our mouths
and tune up our sharp tongue, we should
think about what the impact of our sUte-
ment will be.

We should ask ourselves — "^^^ '

really happen?" If we must spread hear-

say, we should at least get it right-

There is a Uttle story that is approF

ate for this situation. It goes like this-

"Said the Lion to the Tiger - Te'l ^e.

why are you roaring like a fool?

"That's not foolish," said the uoij

"They caU me king of beasts because

advertise."

A Rabbit heard them Ulking

home like a streak. ,

He thought he'd try the Lion's P'»^

but his roar was just a squeak. ,

A Fox came to investigate ano

lunch in the woods.
i,^

So. when one is repeating a ^""^^'^'gg^

should be sure that his strength is

^
on correct names, places, and

^^^^^'^j^f

he may find himself hoping that no

eats him alive.



Wanted: BEOG Abusers BEOG comment sought
By Delores Foster

PhJ Tfaeta Kappa added 61 students to Its fraternity last Monday in a special program
taTtarpAadltoriumof Yeates Fine Arts Building. ZeU ZeU's 1981 ceremony attracted

the largest crowd of parents and friends In the history of the local organization.

Grant seekers play the system
"Jean James" of Clarksdale (name and

hometowns are changed, persons are

real) enrolled as a freshman at MDJC in

the fall of 1979, attended class on a

regular basis, and went through the

motions of being a regular student until

that October when Basic Educational

Opportunity Grants (BEOG) refunds

were issued; then there was no more
Jean James until the second semester
when Jean again registered and went
through the same routine of being a
student until BEOG's were issued in the
spring.

She again disappeared.
In an interview with Jean, she was

asked why she decided to enroll in

school, drop out, register again, and
again drop out.

"There was nothing else to do around
town, so I enrolled at MDJC. which was
an easy way to pick up a couple of bucks
every semester and remain on social
««eiirity at the same time," said Jean.
Another "Jean James" registered at

MDJC during the faU of 1980. She went
Ifirough the daUy routine of a student.
Ihenonthe day before the refunds were
« be issued, she asked if it were possible
^ber refund to be issued a day early
«cause of the fact that she was going to
1i"t school. She was. of course, refused.

ifie following day she, along with
«ner students, went to the office to pick
JMer refund. When she arrived at the

bfe^-H* V
^"^^^^0° niark was written

«siae her name. She was asked whether
not she intended to finish the

wmester.

still in school." she repUed.

iga^^h questioned over and over

^AHm ,
r angry and shouted,

she J_
' honest." At that moment

^lurnefT^"^*^
her refund, and she never

Sm"ir ^^ny "Jean James" enroU at
every semester?

*ffere
^^^^ °^her coUeges, offers

«u<lents
^^^^^ financial aid to its

J^oJJ^^y
for BEOG. a student must

fiaanriai ^PPiication showing his

U&i J.^"^^' students at MDJC received

ter, '^^j^ester if they were compu-
*yi2 if they were dormitory

students. This amount covered tuition,

books, meal ticket, and housing.

For the first semester, Basic Grants

were awarded to 914 students for a total

of $382,165.

Trying to obtain a figure on the

students who drop out of school immedi-

ately after receiving their refunds

proved to be too difficult.

Mr. Joe Ray, financial aids director,

said that any information of that sort

would be misleading to the pubUc

because many of the students who drop

out have legitimate reasons such as job

placement, sickness, death of a member
of the family.

Mr. Ray said that students who
receive aid and who drop out after

receiving the refunds are reported to

BEOG headquarters as being overpaid.

Before those drop-outs can be issued

another grant, the amount that they

were refunded must be paid back in full.

Ray said.

Ray also said that the federal govern-

ment has placed a cut on BEOG funding,

but that it is not likely to have a great

effect here. A cut in each grant would be

expected, however, Ray said.

Beethoven recorded

by Mexican band

The Foreign Language Club held its

second meeting Tuesday. March 24 at K
period in Mrs. Betty Watson's classroom.

Angelica Green, a German-born stu-

dent at MDJC who is currently a

resident of Greenwood, taught several

German words to the club. Before

leaving the meeting, Angelica "bidden

guten tag" (good day) to members.

Hussein Awadak, a Lebanese student,

taught the club several Arabic words,

the original Arabic numbers, and a

Lebanese-style dance.

In the closing minutes of the meeting.

Donald Cowles, the program chairman,

played a recording of a mariachi band in

a Mexican restaurant in San Antonio. On

the recording, the mariachi played

Beethoven s 'Fifth Symphony.'*

REWARD: A possibility of future educa-
tional assistance.

Many studenU today depend solely on
a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
in order to secure a higher education.
However, some students see it only as

an escape, something that gives them
the "front'* of being a student.
But behind the "front", there is no

mind, only a "nerd" who is looking for a
quick game of pool, a rap with the
opposite sex, or. someone who is one
more problem for the instructor to deal
with.

This "front" is nice when "good ole

Uncle Joe and Aunt Sue" come to visit,

and the student can tell them that he's in

college majoring in liberal arts. The
reality is, of course, that he is carrying
12 hours with about five cuts in every
class, and he's on probation.

Many students who apply for basic
grants continue to go to school for two or

three years, but they never really intend
to graduate.

Yet. there are students here who
really know how to put basic grants to

good use. They can be found in the'

library, or in the room studying, or, in

the lab experiencing new things. Most
significantly of all, they are named on

the president's list of honors.

It is unfortunate that the reputations

of the student abusers of the grant have

dominated public discussions lately.

Those abusers need to be weeded out

as quickly as possible so that students

who benefit greatly from such educa-

tional assista^' can continue to receive

this assistance under the Reagan admin-

istration.

Would you go to school if there were
no BEOG?
JACQUELINE PARKER. Leland: "No.

because I would have to work first to

earn enough money. I would go if they

did not give back refunds because just

the fact that they are paying for my
education is enough."

MARY ANN JOHNSON. HoUandale:

"No, I barely want to go with a grant,

and if they were to cut it off there would
be no doubt in my mind as to whether or

not I would go."

ALVIN SPENCER, RoUing Fork: "Yes.

even if I had to work during the summer
and even while attending, because I have
goals I want to accomplish very much,
and without an education, it would

almost be impossible to accomplish

them."

ANGELA NELSON. Greenwood: "Yes,

because finishing school is one of my
major goals in life."

LINDA WATSON, Leland: "Yes. be-

cause you can't make it in these days and

times without an education, I am a

nuring student and I take pride in my
work and would finish it at any cost."

BEN CROCKETT, Greenwood: "Yes.

cause I play football, Baby."

GARY WELLS, Greenville: "No, I

couldn't afford it, not with two kids and a

wife to support."

ANGELA SMITH. Leland: "Yes. be-

cause I've got to learn something."

ROSE BRUMLEY, Parchman: "No,

even though I would like to, but now I

see noway I could continue my education

without it."

News briefs

Hare named MVP

Pat Hare, outstanding sophomore

forward on the MDJC football team, was

named the most valuable player in the

Mississippi Junior College All-Star

Championship game played in Goodman

March 30.

Pat won the title even though the

North Half team lost to the South Half

team.

MDJC coach Buddy Walden and

Northeast Mississippi Coach Miller

Lothonore successfully coached the

North Half girls to victory.

Dabney Wooten and Frankie Brooks

played for the North Half girls.

on campus
•»«•••••••••••••••

Tryouts for Deltettes and DelU

Dancers wiU be held Saturday, AprU 25

at 9:30 a.m. in Dance Studio of the

CoUseum.

TryouUfor 1981-82 cheerleader squad

wUl be held Saturday. AprU 25 at 10:30

a m AH students who would like to try-

out should report to the Vandiver

Student Union Building.

Stowers and Tina Brown; EUPORA—
Perry Forrest, Walley Northway. Shel-

ton, and Clark Secoy. There will also be

other performers.

Mrs. Jean Abrams, coordinator of the

MDJC art area, is currently serving as

chairman of the North Division of the

Mississippi Art Education Association.

Miss Zelma Mcllwain, commercial art

instructor, is serving as Junior College

chairman of the North Division.

Outdoor band festival wiU be held

AprU 22 from 3-6 p.m. Performers: Kay

The National Art Education Associa-

tion meeing wUl be in Chicago AprU
10-15.

Both Mrs. Abrams and Miss Mcllwain

wUl be in Chicago as representatives of

the MAEA, taking workshops in paint-

ing, photography, visiting art gaUeries.

touring the studios of some of Chicago's

artists, etc..

elsewhere
Mississippi University for Worn

have announced its scholarship require-

ments for junior college transfers.

Students with 2.0-2.49 grade point

average receives $150. $325 is given to

students with 2.5-2.99 grade point aver-

age. $500 is given to students with 3.0-

3.49 average. $650 is given to students

with 3.5-4.00 average. A 3.0 grade point

average must be maintained for scholar-

ship to be renewed.



Fourteenth Annual Miss MDJC Pageant set for

Wednesday night at 7:30 in the IVIDJC Coliseum

Janet Leigh Christopher, the danghter

of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Christopher from

Grenada, has bine eyes, is 5*4", and has

a fair complexion. Her talent for the

pageant wlU be a dance routine.

Janet Louise Coleman, the daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Coleman from

Cleveland, has green eyes, is 5*6", and

has a olive complexion. Her talent for the

pageant will be a dance routine.

Viclde Lynn Dodd, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Lloyd Charles Dodd of Doddsville,

has brown eyes, Is 5'6", and has an olive

complexion. Her talent for the pageant

wlU be a poppet sidt.

Debra Jean Greenbaw, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Greenhaw of

Merigold, has green eyes, is 5*6**, and
has a fair complexion. Her talent for the

pageant was not indicated oo personal

Kathleen Veronica Mulcahy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Mulcahy of Leiand,

has hazel hair, is 57**, and hcj a fair

complexion. Her talent for the pageant
win be a dramatic monolougne.

Karen Rachellc Sandlfer, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Cary Sandlfer of Boyle, has
green eyes, is 5*9'*, and a fair

comolexion. Her talent for the pageant
will be a dance routine.

Kimberlie Renee Crawford the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin

Crawford &om Isola, has blue eyes, is

5*6**, and a fair complexion. Her talent

for the pageant will be a song.

Cynthia (Cindy) Gail Dilly, (L

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
D|||!

of Cleveland, has brown eyes, is S'7"

and a medium complexion. Her talent
foj

the pageant will be a baton-twlriw
routine to music. '

Maty Jacqueline Hawthorne, daughter
of Mrs. Frances Hawthorne of Greenville,

has brown eyes, is 5*6", and has a light

complexion. Her talent for the Pageant
will be a song or dance.

Mary Louise Hurst, daughter ol Mr,

William Hurst and Mrs. Marietta Masse;

of Clarksdale, has brown eyes, Is 5 6",

and ha*; an olive complexion. Her taleol

for the pagfcant will be a dance roatlDe.

Kathryn Elizabeth Southhall, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Louie McTeer from
Greenville, has blue eyes, is 5'5**, and a
fair complexion. Her talent for the
pageant was not Indicated on personal
data sheet

Nancye Karen Stowers, daughW' •

Mr. and Mrs. James Stowers of If*

Bena, has blue eyes, is 5'2*', and bas'

fair complexion. Her talent for tin

pageant will be a song accomp
with guitar.

Security performs duty in "People" relationship
Investigating the murder of an alliga-

tor, apprehending illegal chickens in a
dormitory room, warning railroad au-
thorities of train raiders and controlling
campus streakers have been among the
various assignments of the MDJC Secur-
ity Department.

Of course, the most frequent distur-
bance the Security deals with is parking
violation. Chief of Security Joe Quon,
along with his five office/s have the
responsiblity of the day-to-day security
operations, which they provide on a
twenty-four hour basis.

Quon^or Five "0". as he is sometimes
flailed, exercises his authority from the
old athletic facility located across from

the girls dorm. The officers under Quon
are H.G. Home, Jack Nicholson, J.D.
Smith, Waymond McCoy, and Jerome
Cooper.

During the Fall semester. Quon and
his staff collected $2,0OC in violations.
The majority from parking, with the
average fine being $2. Additionally, he
expects to collect around $2,000 this
semester.

"I have a good relationship with the
students" Quon said. "I give them a
ticket and they just smile. They know
that they have done wrong."
When asked whether the students are

trying to tell him something when they
smile at him, he said. "No. They are
always kidding with me. I don't try to

pick on any one. If I give you a ticket, I'll

give everybody one. I don't care what
race you are, I'll give you a ticket. We
try to be fair with everyone. I don't think
any student hates me. Everybody
speaks to me. Some call me by my first

name, some call me Mr. Quon. They call

me Five "0" because I've been to
Hawaii."

When asked if any particular area of
his responsiblity was more trying than
others, he said, "No, I don't have any
problems with anyone. We never have
any trouble."

"The purpose of security here at

MDJC is not that of a police group, but
to try to provide general security for the
kids. We are not out to make it hard on

By HusseU Smith and AMn Spencer

rotect
lb'

the students. Security is to pr*

students, keep order at athletic evf^^

parking, and provide security f^*"

^
buildings," according to Vice Pr^-*'

^

Sam SUfford. "We don't wani

consider ourselves a police forct

said.

The campus security is more i''

"people" business it seems than up

ing the traditional police role

other schools employ.
The staff tries to send each offic'''

In-Service Training School held

senior college each year. Th^>

different techniques such as

crowd control, record keeping.

s
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scholars and student leaders recognized at Honors Dav Assembly
Schoiarsandatudent leaders were Janice B. Hendrix. Jerry Jackson, Tnd Orr.. P,^„.°,

" ..^.^y .V:.™T "'^
oiars and student leaders were

.cognized at the annual Honors Day

Assembly
held last Wednesday in

,he
Coliseum.

In his formal welcome, opening

ihe
assembly. Dr. J.T. Hall, presi-

.pnt of MDJC ,

complimented stu-

dents on their achievement and

encouraged them to vigorously pur-

sue
academic excellence.

Harmon Boggs, dean of instruc-

tion, then introduced Mrs^Elizabeth

Cummings, adviser to Phi Theta

Kappa, who made scholarship a-

wards to members of that frater-

nity.

Travis Thornton, dean of student

affairs, introduced Beta Alpha

Scholars for 1981.

Department heads then presented

individual student awards in their

areas.

Student Government Association

President Guy Parker administered

the oath of office to next year's SGA
executive council.

Dwight Spencer, science and math

department chairman, presented the

Herman Thigpin Scholarship Award
to Sharon Lowery, and Dr. Ray
Whelan recognized state winners in

the recent VICA Club competition.

Clyde Burchfield, associate editor,

revealed that Carl Grubb, science

instructor, is the 1981 faculty recip-

ient of the 1981 Restrospect.

Students recognized in the assem-
bly were as follows: Beta Alpha
Scholars:

BETA ALPHA SCHOLARS
Freshmen: Becky Alexander,

Jerry Seal, Lana Lee Edwards,
Mamie M. Goodson, Rita House,
Anita Keeton. Sharon Lowery, Doris
G. McLendon, Regina Ong, Mary J.

PoweU, Tracy Roberts, Amanda
Smith, Anita Taylor.

Sophomores: Stanley Acy,
Michael Aldridge, Kathleen Beal,
Carol Belvedresi, Barbara Boyd,
John T. CampbeU, Sharon Castle,
Sarah Clary, Worthy Lee Cosey,
Mary Lynn Godfrey, David Gore,

Janice B. Hendrix. Jerry Jackson.
Valerie Johnston, Kenny L. Jones,
Mary Lou Jordan. David Lester!
David McAdory, Sherry Morgan.
Lisa Carol Ray. Bobbie Reed]
Jimmie H. Sanford, Charles S.
Thomas. Christopher Wates. George
Weatherall. Perry Whites, Gregory
Bellipanni, Teresa Jo Parker, Debra
Quillman.

Service and Leadership Awards:
Sandra Tripp, Basketball; Roz
Mann. Basketball; Wes Kersey.
Baseball; Perry Whites, BasebaU;'
Todd Makamson. Baseball; Ben
Crockett. Track; Kim Farrell, Delta
Dancers; K.K. Kimes, Delta Danc-
ers; Johnny Barnett. Football; and
Wes Kersey. Football.

LANGUAGE ARTS DEPART-
MENT • Departmental Awards:
Janice Hendrix, Language Arts.

Achievement Awards: Cheryl
Nichols, English Composition;
Regina Ong, English Composition;
Valina Slater, English Composition;
AniU Taylor. English Composition;
Deana Thomas, English Composi-
tion; Delia Easterling, Technical

English; Anita Rossini, Technical

English; Sammy Williams, American
Literature; Stan Acy, English Liter-

ature; Rhyne Flowers, English Lit-

erature; Jimmie Sanford. English

Literature; Marvin Tarver, Journal-

ism; Sofia Wade. Elementary Span-

ish; Donald Cowles, Intermediate

Spanish; Sharon Lowery. Elemen-

tary French; and Hassane Awadah.
Intermediate French.

Service and Leadership Awards:

Betty Luckett, Spectator Club; Guy
Parker. Spectator Club; and Alvin

Spencer, Spectator Club.

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT De-

partmental Awards: Stan Acy, Gen-

eral Business - Accounting; Marcia

Gillam, General Business - Two-

Year; and Carol Belvedresi, Secre-

tarial Science - Terminal!

Achievement Awards: Angela

Howerton, Shorthand; Cindy Crad-

dock. Typewriting; Tim Self, Busi-

ness Law; Anita Taylor, Accounting:

and Ruthie Box, Office Practicum

Athletes honored at banquet
^n)JC athletes assembled in the

vandiver Student Union BuUding
i-uesday night. April 23, for the
annual AU-Sports Banquet. Each
year the physical education depart-
«^ent hosts the dinner to recognize

ml '^"^^"^s who have partici-

j
sports program and to

ard the outstanding efforts of

Miles Aldridge. a member of the

SUff^^^'i^
0^ Mississippi Coaching

UUcp'h
^^^^'^^sed the players. He

iniDo
^ character and how

athlet
success of the

ij

to rn'^'^^'^**
discipline and a desire

"compete.

ose receiving awards were:

Th r^""^
cheerleading squad,

anrt
^^h'"^" received jackets

• ^1 f^"^^""^
received trophies,

^^holastic - Perry Whites

• Football — Most Valuable

Player — Johnny Barnett

• Girls' BasketbaU - MVP -
Dabney Wooten

• Boys' Basketball - MVP -
Jeffrey Jernigan

• Track Award — Ben Crockett

• Tennis Award — Pat Hare

• Girls' Softball - MVP - Hon

Hughes
• Baseball — Perry Whites

• James Dallas Stonestreet Mem-

orial Award - Wes Kersey

A special memorial award in

behalf of Jamie Lee Hughes was

presented to the school by Dean

Robert Warnock. Miss Hughes was a

former cheerleader whose life was

taken in an auto wreck.

About 150 students, faculty, and

pass representatives attended the

meeting. Dr. Allen Snowden was

Master of Ceremonies.

and Office Procedures.
FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT -

Departmental Awards: Gregg Belli-

panni. Music.

Achievement Awards: Mandy
Steelman, Music Literature; Debra
Quillman, Voice; Laura Wigington,
Music History; Sherilyn Kay Doyle;
Freshman Drawing & Painting; and
Deniece Sarringar, Sophomore
Drawing & Painting.

Service and Leadership: Greg
Mahan, Marching Band; Anthony
Harper. Marching Band; and Marvin
Tarver. Marching Band.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION DEPARTMENT - Achieve-
ment Awards: Joyce Keen, Person-
al & Community Health; Janice
Griffen, Personal & Community
Health; Rebecca Rose. Personal &
Community Health; and Mary Lynn
Godfrey, Introduction to Physical

Education.

MATH & SCIENCE DEPART-
MENT - Departmental Award:
Perry Whites. Physical Science; and
David Gore. Mathematics.

Achievement Awards: Sharon
Lowery. Freshman Chemistry; Jan-

ice B. Hendrix, Physical Science;

David Gore, Physics; Eddie Miller,

Sophomore Math; Amanda Smith,

Freshman Math; Laura Langdon,
Biology: Marilyn Johnson, Botany;

Marilyn M. Whitfield. Microbiology:

Rhyne Flowers, Zoology; Perry

Whiter Zoology; and Perry Whites,

Organic Chemistry.

Service and Leadership Awards:
Kathy Mulcahy. MDJC Modeling

Squad Captain.

NURSING DEPARTMENT - De-

partmental Awards: Rutha Johnson,

Nursing.

Achievement Awards: Linda Mc-

Graw. Nursing Science; and Angela

Loper, Nursing Science.

Service and Leadership Awards:

Cynthia Davis, Nursing Club.

SOCIAL SCIENCE & EDUCA-

TION DEPARTMENT - Depart
mental Awards: Diane Ross, Crim-

inal Justice; Terri Parker. Elemen-
tary Education; and Diana Surney,
Pre I-aw.

Achievement Awards: Angelika
Green. U.S. History; Mike Smith
Anthropology: David Gore. Psychol
ogy; Sherry Morgan, Psychology
Perry Whites. Psychology; Kathy A
Harris, Sociology: Carol Vance, U.S
History: Ben Crockett. Social Pro
blems; Tracy Roberts, Western Civ

ilization; and Tucker Gore, Ameri
can Government.

Service and Leadership Award
Diane Ross.

VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
DEPARTMENT • Departmental
Awards: Mary Linda Moor, Com-
mercial Art: Charles Thomas, Con-

struction Technology: Kathleen
Beal. Data Processing Technology;
Kenny Norris, Drafting & Design
Technology; Jerry Jackson, Elec-

tronics Technology: Kenny Jones,

Farm Management Technology;

Sharon Holton, Medical Lab Clarks-

dale: Sharon Castle, Medical Lab -

Greenwood; Sandra Btasingame
Lett, Medical Lab Greenville;

Johnny Thomas, Diesel Mechanics;

Steve Luckett, Machine Shop; and
James Mathis, Refrigeration & Air

conditioning.

Achievement Awards: Ricky
Boyd. Construction Technology;

Kathy Roberts, Data Processing

Technology; Delia Easterling, Elec-

tronics Technology; Charles
Domino, Farm Management Tech-

nology; Jeffrey Laster, Auto Mech-

anics; Randall Furniss, Diesel Mech-

anics; Archie Tucker, Farm Mechan-

ics; Tommy Lee Foster, Machine

Shop; Lisa Day. Offset Printing;

Dwan Roberts, Refrigeration & Air

conditioning; Shellie McFarland,

Sheet Metal; Johnny Willingham,

Welding; Cheryl Self, LPN Clarks-

dale: and Olevear Sims, LPN -

Greenwood.

Officers of Student Government for 1981-82

(left) Steve Hayes, vice president; Darlenc McDanicI, sccrclarv; Michael Gonzales,

president; and not pictured Alvin Spencer, reporter.
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Student tells about Germany's education
What it be like to have to school six

days a week and to have one's parents

select your career?

Perhaps this approach would lend a

different perspective to the American

students.

In an attempt to get a better

understanding of the educational system

in a country other than our own, THE
DELTA HERALD decided to ask about

the education program in the Federal

Republic of Germany. Angelika Wehl

Green, a MDJC freshman pre-nursing

major and source of most of our

information, was born in Baden-Baden.

West Germany.

Angelika also attended elementary and

high school at Baden-Baden, which has a

population of about 40.000. After

graduating, she moved to Karlsruke

(population of about 260,000) to attend

college for 2'/i years. Angle (the name

Angelika also answers to) said she

worked six years before marrying an

American serviceman and coming to the

Unite States in May 1978.

"For the last AVi years while I was still

living in my native country, I worked for

U. S. Army as a combination of a realtor

and interpreter to help them in their

dealings with German landlords and

utility companies," said Angie, "This is

wnen 1 met my husband."

Angie and her husband are now living

in Greenwood. Her husband, who is a

native Mississippian, serves in the Corp

of Engineers.

Germany was one of the first countries

to set up a public education system for all

children. The system was started during

the early 1800's in Prussian part of

Germany. The other German states

developed their own systems by the

mid-1800's. By the 1900's almost all

Germans could read and write.

According to Angelika, the German

children are under the mandatory

attendance law from the age of 6 to 14.

Along with mandatory attendance law,

there are mandatory subjects that are

taught, they include: two foreign

languages, chemistry, biology, history,

government, German composition and

literature. Other mandatory subjects

include: crafts (needle work), shop, and

math consisting of trig., algebra, and

calculus.

"At the end of the four years of

elementary school, the parents decide the

future of their children on the basis of

previous work done, teachers* advice,

and their own expectations, " said

Angelika.

There are three ways a child can go. A

child may attendelementary school for five

more years and serve three years

apprenticeship in a trade, or, if a student

does not want to attend college, he or she

can go on to middle school for six years

and then commerce school for a year.

This training can lead to a secretarial job

on low grades of civil services. Finally, a

student who has high expectations can

transfer to high school for nine years

study and then three years at a University

for a bachelor's degree.

*'If a student was going to attend

middle school or high school, he or she,

would have to pass an admittance test (in

writing)," said Angelika.

"The students take tests in mos^ of

their subjects throughout the entire year.

At the end of the year the grades in these

tests are averaged for the yearly grade,"

said Angie. "To graduate, a student must

pass a big written and oral exam called

ABITUR at the end of nine years of high

school."

Angelika said a student goes to high

scnool tor six days a wecK, out only until 1

p.m. on Saturday and "you have a lot of

homework. I remember staying up until 3

a.m. one morning, studying.

The Federal Republic of q
consists of 14 states. The capitol

o'r w
Germany is Bonn. It is a federal re
To be eligible to vote, a Der*;^^,. J^^'^To be eligible to vote, a person m?^^
18 years of age. West Germany h?^
junior colleges. ^ ^

There are over 20 universitie
specialized and technical colleges

famous UniversityofHeidelberg
fo

7*

in 1386, is Germany's oldest univers'L
' 'The universities are very large TK

are about 70-to-lOO students in a iech
class with about 35 students in 1\
class," said Angelika.

Angelika stated that there are
hardi

any close relationships with instrucio!

and there are unlimited cuts because tf

the large population. '

"A school week for college
students

consists of five days," said Angie
"Classes can go on from 8 a.m. until j
p.m. depending upon the way students

fix their schedule."

—Alvin Spencer

Louise wins 198X Pageant

[left to rl^l, Doim. Pope, Miss Mississippi 1981; Janet Colemanaevel«d, U,W al^rnate; Vickie Dodd, DoddsvUle, firs alte^.teTSHur.U Oarkdale, Winner; Debbra Greenhaw, Merigold, second ^'ter^at^

Jl**^****™*'
GreenvUIe. fourth alternate; and Cindi AUord, Cleveland,

Miss MDJC 1981.



Editor

At lorge

by
Marvin Tarver

would think that footbaU. aUiga-

^""h seball, crickets, and chickens

(fiTS.
in common. But they do.

''

been part of the 1980-81 school

U'TwD'^*^-
And what a year we've

(some of us), studied played foot-

r danced, sang, marched m parades,

T^LLa down court, slugged baseballs.

f fck and a few managed to sUy

.briated
through it alJ.

And somehow, most of us managed to

rvive but not without a few problems.

There has been inflation, and next year

"re will be an increase in tuition and

'ps to show for it.

There has been the vaulting price of

^oline. and when you board the bus in

Aueust of 1981 there wiU be no more

free ride -you'U pay for it.

And then there has been the usual.

\lr, Quon gave plenty of tickets and

,.re were several totally absurd epi-

sodes in the boys' dorm.

More Than a Dorm Room

"Two-twenty-four."

I spoke,

as! walked through my door.

With smiles,

we introduced ourselves

for two years.

They have now passed.

Tonight we sit knowingly,

the tear pressed back —
I stand unsmiling

to shake his hand.

"We'll get together soon,"

I spoke, as I walked across the threshold.

From my car,

I could see the numbers
IVo-twenty-four".

-Scott Forrest

Track competes,

placet second

"We've had a real good year, but we
feally don't have enough people to have
» great team." said Paul Downs, track
coach.

Outstanding performers have been
Randy Nailer, Otis Cooks. Glenn Lomax,
Md Dale Chatman, all participants in the
*40- and 880-relay teams.
Ben Crockett has placed second in all

track nieets in pole vaulting.
Lewis Williams has won two track

°ieeis in discus throwing competition.
MDJC placed second in the North Half

Track Meet at Holmes AprU 23. They are
scheduled to participate in the state
"leet. AprU 30. at Holmes.

Team succeeds
Local first-year intercollegiate compe-

lT®" in women's softball has proved to
success.

Ij^JC^ranks number one in the North

over m ^ ^^^^^^ ^'^
^^^''^

bavehU'
hitters for the team

Coach f'^^^*^*
Jones and Hon Hughes.

Ri./)j , women's softball team is
**^ady Walden.

The fountain got its share of soap, and
somehow an alligator managed to find iU
way there - quite a feat considering he
was dead at the time.

There were train hoppers, "mooners",
and drunken revellers.

Well, we'll lose some of those "crazy"
people to graduation, and we'll just
"lose" some others.

Friends will be moving along, and a
whole new set of faces will spring up on
campus to take the places of our dear
departed comrades.
They will be making their own niches

for themselves just as the thousands
who came before and the thousands who
will follow them.

I guess what I'm trying to say is that
we're sorry to see you go, even though
we expected it. School will never change.
One group leaves, and another "New
Crop" comes along to take their places.

Well, goodbye all you sophomores.
Have a good sqmmer. And as for the rest
of you; ril see ya next fall.
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Why does the youngest tree in the

forest always seem to run with sap? (a

riddle.)?

Attention teachers: "Exam", is a

four-letter word. Please refrain from

using it.

The pageant was a real "Rush"

according to some. Congratulations

pageant people and others whose "eyes

were affected".

A vicious rumor has been circulating

that small rodents are being kept in one

of the rooms of the men's dorm. In fact,

people has gone as far as naming them

the "mousecats of Moorhead".

As yet another year at Moorhead

screeches to a halt, I realize how much I

enjoyed my stay here. Believe it or not,

some of us will not be returning next

year. (I hope). Those of you who are,

however, must keep alive the traditions

of perpetual partying, extending the cut

system beyond its limits, seeing who can

collect the most parking tickets, and

testing the elasticity of all campus regu-

lations.

Without these, campus security and

administration would be without jobs.

This being the last article, Fd like to

thank all the Uttle people that I've

stepped on during my climb up the

ladder. Without you. my sUy here would

have been uneventful.

And finally, goodbye. Moorhead.

I'll miss you.

Leaving Moorhead is Like. .

.

Parking on a gravel road by yourself.

Drinking a cherry slush without any

ice.

Talking to Mrs. Golden about the

weather.

Having a Coke without whiskey.

Eating in the cafeteria.

Having four flats on your car.

Going steady with your cousin.

Cigarettes with no way to light

them. , .

Living in the boys' dorm and not

having to wait for the bathroom.

Kissing yourself goodnight on the

steps in front of the girU' dorm.

by Scott Forrest

Dorm Talk

by Rose Proctor, Minnie Johnson,

and Diana Sumey

Girls, it is about time for us to be
getting addresses and telephone num-
bers from our roommates and friends
that we have met during these two
semesters. Get ready to wipe away the
tears when you say your last good-bye
but keep this thought in mind. "It was
nice to know and live with you during
our life time." To the girls who plan on
marriage, we wish you the best of luck
and maybe it will settle you down. Dry
up your tears and get ready for the

summer fun ahead of you. I know that

you do not want to miss out on that.

Girls, we should give the dorm
mothers a big hug for putting up with
our little mischievious pranks. We
should also give them a big thanks for

not letting us stack our beds up. But we
do have to put them back together.

The exams are just around the corner,

if anyone should ask. I am talking to the

girls who hang around the pool halls.

Club Ebony, and other favorite hang-
outs. M.J. and P.C., how did your party
turn out on April 21? I heard it was a
success. It is time for us to get down to

some serious studying because this is the
last time we will have to improve our
grades. I am sure we don't want those
low grades to interfere with our summer
vacations.

In the dorm meeting on April 20 there
were applications passed out for dorm
officers. So, to the girls who are going to

participate in running for officers - good
luck. Also discussed at the meeting, was
what to do about the money that was left

over in the treasury. Various subjects
were discussed, but the one that all the
girls agreed upon was to have all the
girls to come together for three nights.

This will be like a farewell party with
refreshments.

^^Wooky'^ on the lookout
Linebackers, defensive backs, and

offensive lineman are what the MDJC
Trojans need to have a successful football

season says James "Wooky" Gray,

head football coach at MDJC. Coach Gray

hopes to have these positions filled by the

fall. He has several freshman lined up to

audition for these positions. Those
included are; Nathaniel Allen a S'lO",

212 lb. fullback and nose-guard from

Anguilla High School; Herbert Jones

S'lO", 160 lb., defensive back from

Cleveland; Howard Wade a 6'2". 210 lb.

defensive end and linebacker from Lake

Village, Ark.; Edmond Donald a S'H",

185 lb. defensive back and wide reciever

from Lake Village, Ark.; Wade Thompson

a 6'2", 170 lb. defensive back from

Greenville; Larry Hall a S'lO". 165 lb.

defensive back from Anguilla; Woody
Spencer a 6"2", 240 lb. linebacker and

defensive back from Leiand; Bobby Boss

a 6'. 220 lb. defensive linemen from

Cleveland; Daryl Saltcrfield a 6', 195 lb.

running back and linebacker from Bcnoit;

Robert Marlowe a S'll ". 215 lb. full-back

from Birmingham, Ala.; and Ray Wells a

S'll". 175 lb. tail-back from Cleveland.

In addition to the freshman. 23 players

will be returning from last season. Coach

Gray expects to add a few more players to

the roster this summer during tryouts and

during regular season. This past year the

Trojans fmishcd 4-6 in regular season

play and were ranked third in the North

Division Conference.

1981 Football Schedule

Sept. 6 Pearl River

10 Hinds

17 Ita Wamba
24 Coahoma

Oct. 3 Gulf Coast —
8 Holmes

17 N'West

22 N'East

31 E.MS
Nov. 5 Southwest

Poplar'ville

M'Head
M'Head
C'dale

M'Head
M'Head
Senatobia

M'Head
Scooba
Summit

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

EXAM SCHEDULE
Second Semester 1980-81

May 1-6

Friday. May 1
8:15- 10:20 B
10:35-12:40 JTXX
1:30- 3:40 ENG 1113

ENG1123
BSB0213

, 8:15- 10:20 EMW.ERZZ
Monday. May 4

^^ ^^ _ ^^.^^ ^.qyY

1:30- 3:40 LVYY

J HI c 8:15 — 10:20 D
Tuesday. May 5

^^^^^ _ ^g.^^ ^j^X
1:30- 3:40 NRZZ

Wednesday, May 6
lolJ'll'i'oG
1:30 Graduation

Rehearsal in

Coliseum
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Graduation set for may 8
Graduation for the 1981 spring term is

scheduled for Friday evening, May 8, at

8 p.m. in the MDJC Coliseum.

"Family and friends are welcomed and

encouraged to attend," Travis Thornton,

dean of student affairs, said.

Practice for graduation will be held

May 6 at 1 p.m.

Three hundred and twenty-seven stu-

ASSOCtATE DV ARTS DEGREE

dents wiU receive their diplomas in the

ceremony.

There will not be a commencement

speaker.

"Parents and friends come to see their

children receive their diplomas, not to

hear someone speak," Thornton said.

The order of the program at gradua-

tion is as foUows; Processional — music

by Mrs. Merle Tolbert; invocation —
Rev. Rodney Daffron; welcome — Dr.

J.T. Hall; special music — Gregg
Bellipanni; presentation of graduates —
Deans Harmon Boggs and Travis Thorn-

ton; presentation of diplomas — Dr.

Hall; benediction — Rev. Daffron.

Deborah L. Abies

Stanley Jerome Acy
Linda Lee Bell

Hoyt Keith Bender
Kathy Leigh Bennett
Clyde Cornelius Burchfield

Elizabeth Jayne Burton
Worthy Lee Cosey
Mary Ann Dodd
Henry Holmes Farrish

Jack Thrash Forrest, Jr.

James Tony Garrett
David Alan Gore

. Gregory Lorenzo Graves
Andrew Lee Halbrook
Janice Barrentine Hendrix
EUise Necia Hoffman
Eddie Mae Humphrey
Cheryl Lynn Jenkins
Clara Ross Johnson
Marilyn Johnson

Mary Ann Johnson

Minnie Jean Johnson
Wesley Kersey
Karen Rebecca Kimes
Richard Lee Kimmel
Vanessa Reni Kinard
Malcolm Murphey Knight
Clifford Todd Makamson
Eddie Joseph Miller

Jimmy Jeffery Mims
Joseph Asim Mohamed. 11

Sharon Renae Morgan
Kathleen Veronica Mulcahy
Guy Eric Parker
Teresa Jo Parker
Doris Parks
Lisa Carol Ray
Dianne Ross
James Michael Sanderson
Jimmie Holland Sanford. Jr.

Michael Thomas Smith
WiU Edward Smithhart
Diana Benita Surney
Sandra Ann Trippe
MarkNutt Tyler
William Howard Whatley
Perry Maxwell Whites
Paul Jeffery Winston
Fung Sun Wong
Dotty Jo Worley

ASSOCUTE IN APPLIED SCIENCE

CommercUJ Art Tech

James Houston Alien
William Joseph Mizell

Mary Linda Moor

Constructioo Tech

Michael Landon Aldridge
Frederick Adron Belk
Ricky Dean Boyd
Janice Louise Collins

Lloyd Charles Dodd, Jr.

Thomas James Hesser
Fredrick Dominick Labella
Tony Miller

Janice Stewart Pittman
Michael D. Shivers
Radford Earl Sterling
Nancye Karen Stowers
Charles Samuel Thomas
George Randy Weatherall
Thomas Winder

Dmt« ProceBsIag Technology

Kathleen Beal

Shirley Denise Cail

John Campbell
Denise Evans
Sandra Lea Heath
Reginald Hums
Monica Maddie
Timothy Alan Self
Kathryn Elizabeth Southall
Christopher Ann Wates
Delois WUliams

Drafting And Design Technology

Steven Wilson Kelly
Kenneth Edward Norris
Iris Elizabeth Steed

Electronics Technology

Thomas Lamar Andrews

Bernard Lee Baird

Theodore Arrington Collier

Brenda Gaii Cowett
Manuel James Cox
Theodore Harris

Gregory Jackson

Jerry Jackson

Houston Del Jefferson

Kenneth Tyrone Johnson
Bruce Lamar Kemp
William Cunningham McCaskill

Robert Whitten McCord
Thomas Gordon Mosley
Timothy Lee Phelps

Darnell Smith

Randy Louis Trotter

Jimmie Woo. Jr.

Johnston Wood, Jr.

Gary Paul Worbington

Farm Management Technology

Gregory R. Bassi

Robert McDonald Ely. Jr.

William MUton Griffith, Jr.

Kenny Lee Jones

Two-Year General Builneaa

Linda Carol Brewer
Kimberly Clark FarreU
David Alan McAdory

Medical Laboratory Technology

Sandra Lynn Blasingame
Sharon Jeanette Bolton
Sharon Smith Castle

Sarah Ruth Clary

Teresa Lynn Declement
Linda Diane Gardner
Hattie Mae Glover
Bobbie Jordan Gossett
Victoria Lynne Hill

Valerie McGee Johnston
Lavetia Christine Labella
Alice Kaye Manning
Rendy Kay Sellers

Sandra Deloris Washington
Bessie Williams

Nursing Technology

Sharon Dawn Blackmon
Barbara Holcomb Boyd
Alisa Gaye Bridges
Nell Catherine Brock
Rachael Faye Bruce
Kimberly Anne Case
Susan Lee Caselli

Steven Ray Combest
Brenda Curtis Daves
Cynthia Short Davis
Joyce Elaine Fulwood
Kathy Harris Gray
Erlexia Genell Griffin

Nelda Sue Hancock
Kathy Fay Hatcher
Patty Embrey Henson
Mary Laura HoUeman
Margaret Ann Hudson
Lesa Diane Hughes
Rutha Clay Johnson
Martha Roper Jones
Mary Lou Jordan
Irene Baldwin McCain
Pauline Hampton McCurry
Linda Quay McGraw
Susan Kay McNeil
Beverly Kay Malone
Sandra Dianna Munn
Donna Ann Muzzi
Carol Joyce Naron
Donna Faye Nelson
Debbie Richardson Pambianchi
Emma Carol Parker
Rhoda Elizabeth Richards
Jolane Ross
Dechondea Anne Smith
Bettye Minor SUnford
Ella Thompson Sweet
Helen Thomas Taplin
Verma Lewis Topps
Janice Carol Weems
Ernestine White

Radiologic Technology

Donna Louise Brown
Lisa Nichols Burton
Daphne Lynne Hendon

Alma Joyce Linebarger

Janice Ann Swafford

Two Year Secretarial Sdeoce

Carol Kay Belvedresi

Cynthia Denise Smith

One Year Secretarial Science

Ruthie Faye Box
Pshan Stigler Guest
Wonso Genevette Hall

Hattie Hemmer
Mary Louise Hurst
Paula Louise Jeter

Vickie Verdell Johnson
Rose Jones

Gina Karen Reed
Sandra Jo Webb

One Year Gerlcal

Patricia Ann Anderson
Linda Fay Bell

Janet Ctanton Bevis

Sarah Elizabeth BuUard
Darlean Cartiedge
Sally Ann Chambers
Wynda Denise Dean
Montana Henderson
Deloris Johnson
Joyce Ann Jones
Betty Jean Logan
Phyllis Denise Rainey
Johnnie Lynell Reynolds
Mary Ann Robinson
Alice Marie Stephens
Bonita Kay Thomas
Lorna D. Weed
Debra Louise White

Automotive Machinist

Douglas Brooks
Jeffery Scott Brown
Nineether Cain
Gregory Stephen Glover

Automotive Mechanics

Eddie Lee Brown
George Brown
Albert Taylor Crockett
Murphy Eaton
Thomas Dero Fugett, Jr.

Anthony Ray Gardley
Lonzo Harris

James Stephen Henry
Tony Merl Hughes
David Scott King
Lark Allen Kline
Jeffrey Thomas Laster
Danny Leigh
Rodney Gene Mansfield
John Michael Santucci
Larry Eugene Washington
WUbert Wendell Woods

Basic Skills In Business

Peggy Jean Adams
Ruby Ann Booth
Ora Lee Clay
Annie Davis
Betty Jo Faint
Pearlie Mae Hill

Linda Faith King
Peggy Ann Patton
Bertha Mae Pryor
Gloria Ann Shelton
Delphia Lydell Thomas
Rita Rena Thomas
Mattie Louise Watson
Lorine Whitney
Hattie Lafaye Williams

Cotton Gin Management

William Tyler Bartlett. HI
Arnold Knapp Weaver

Diesel Mechanics

John C. Conger
MauriceW. Eubanks. Jr.
Dwayne Jones
Jimmie Lee Johnson
Odell Ray
Thomas Gary Scales
Johnnie Thomas
Charlie West

Farm Mechanics

Melvin Dwayne Carlisle

Larry Thomas CocUova

Otis Lee Cooks
Bobby Franklin Jolly

Sam Jr. Langston

Tony Lee Maxey
William Patterson, Jr.

Archie Tucker
Michael Wayne Whitt

Industrial EHectricity

Chubbie Eugene Burnett

James Allen Duthu
Edward Earl Etheridge, Jr.

Darryl Morise Hill

Harold Melvin Hill

Leo Christopher Jenkins
Lonzia B. Jones
Leigh Renee* Norquist

Tarie Lea Nucholls

Earl Randolph Parker
Frederic Woodrow Roberts
Allen F. Smith. Jr.

Ronnie Trent Williams

Johnny Lee Wimbley
Benjamin K. Woods

Machine Shop

William A. Brooks
Charles William Lewis Gregg
James Edward Johnson
Samuel Lee Jones
Phillip Leaks
Steven Douglas Luckett
Dupert Ray Manning, Jr.

David Lee Ray
Burturan Lamar Shepard
Ellis Thurman

Offset Printing

Lisa Sue Day
Levi Hamilton Gentry, Jr.

Perry Leroy House
Ronald Quisto Lee
Joyce Yvonne Perkins

Refrigeration And Air Conditioning

Robert Ray.T Conner
Vernon Keith Carlisle

Frankie Chandler
Steven Allen Dean
Willie Earl Elverton
Harold Roger Floyd
Darwin Timothy Hale
Paul Jerome Haley
John Henry Lewis
James Richard Mathis
Jerry Myles
Sammy Earl Nelson
Willie Earl Nelson
Charles Nichols

Gary Dewayne Patterson
James Edward Shoffner

Sheet MetAl

Norman L. Armstrong
Johnny Lee Britt

Milton Earl Hampton
Bryant DevioUe Haynes
Michael Lendale Lewis
Shellie Ray McFarland
Johnny Lee Moore. Jr.
Larry Moore
Alfred Gene Scott
Clyde Andrew Sterling
Ronald Earl Tyler
Rackhuitt Dale Watson

Welding

Richard Wayne Ashley
Anthony Quinn Aven
Jerry Burks
Allen Gary Harvey
David Barry Hill

Anderson Jones
Timothy B. Mize
Wayne Sims
Sloan Eugene Turner
Gene Autry White
Gloria Ann WilUiams
Melvin Earl Williams
John Wesley Willingham

Students to seryi

as niissionariei

be

Three MDJC students
have

selected to serve as summer mi.
in three areas of the United cV""^^**

summer. ^^^'^^ %
The selection of the three wa.

.

the Southern Baptist Hon.' Mi
V

Board in each area.

The students are; Kathy Scrth i,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. LouiJ
of Greenville. Mark Ray. son of Mr
Mrs. Lee Martin of Rolling Fork

Snd.""''''^""''^^^-'-^^S
Kathy will work in the Raleigh North

Carolina, area for 10 weeks. Mark willL
stationed in the Columbus. Ohio areata

I

nine weeks. Jim will be in Florida for nite
weeks.

Band scholarshii

increase
Warden Herring. MDJC's new

director, has really been "on the
g

recruiting new members.
After having been here for only one]

semester, Mr. Herring has visited almost

every school in the surrounding arei|

talkiing with high school seniors.

Mr. Herring says that when he cameto|

MDJC, there were about 34 .iriivt

members in the band, but he predicts
i|

group of about 75 members for new h\

New members are being aitracteill

through expanded band scholarship!

amounting about $325r
Mr. Herring also said that the band]

sport new uniforms for fall marct

season.

Art majori

hold exhibiti
The annual student art exhibit is

hanging in the gallery of Yeates Fine

Building.

This exhibit includes work that

been done in class by the art majors

"Their ideas for painting come

many different sources such as ph'

graphs, models that have been brou,

into class, and sometimes, just ibeir

emotional reactions, all of which ai

building their visual vocabulary.

Mrs. Jean Abrams, art instructor.

Some of the students with art

display are Gale Dickens, a sopho

who did a self-portrait from a snap

Gale said that it took her about 12 h

to complete the portrait.

Another student artist is Joe 0\

sophomore, who has done an abs

called "The Red Bird". Joe says thJ

already has a buyer for this painting-

Deniece Sarringer, sophomore,

done a self-portrait and

negative-positive drawing which she

'Untitled".

Annette Pepper, sophomore, has ^

an abstract called "Bridge Over Trou

Water." "The feeling that I had tha^

can be seen in my work," said An^^^

Jay Jeffers, freshman, has a

called "The Beach". I haven't hac

art training since the fifth grade,

have been surprised about the outt

my work," said Jay.







Homecoming election nears

A bach-to-school dance sponsored by the SGA was held Aug. 27. About 250 students

attended. Couple in foreground is Kim Clark and Jimmy Finger.

Cheerleaders performed at the first home game last night. They are [!• to R
J
Cindy

Glover, Brenda Ethridge, Kim Ashby, Lisa Jones, Mark Ray, Vickie Dodd, Beth

Brocato, Jackie Da&on, and Laurie Ann Black. The cheerleaders are sponsored by

I>ean Robert Wamock.

Deltettes presented their first home show for 1981 J^.^"]^^^
^bc-U., j^^. Brown, Tanya Ferguson, [second K>wl Teresa ^U^on

inda Richards, Ttoa McDaniel, Usa Lamb, Toni Ray.
^^^''^J;'^^^^^

J«hn Shaw, Ter^ Elmore, Bobbie Grantham, and Anna Mane Clark. They are dlrecten

Mrs, Bett> Aden.

The Homecoming Court election, the
first event in one of the most exciting ac-

tivities during the school year - the an-

nual Homecoming - has been scheduled
by SGA Pres. Michael Gonzales.

Three sophomore maids and two
freshman maids will be selected in a

campus-wide vote by the student body on

Sept. 22. Ballots will be distributed dur-
ing *'J" period by the Election
Commission.

Nominations will be made by petition.

Students may begin picking up petition

blanks at the Information Desk in the

Union, Sept. 16. The petitions must be

returned to the Dean of Students Office

by noon Sept. 18.

The queen and her court will be an-

nounced and presented in a special

assembly on Sept. 30 in the Coliseum at

8:30 a m,

The sophomore girl receiving the most

votes will be elected queen.

Regulations governing the Homecom-
ing election are in the Handbook.

dance to follow game

A preliminary survey on homecoming

entertainment indicates that students

overwhelmingly favor a dance on Satur-

day night after the Homecoming game.

The survey was conducted by Michael

Gonzales, president of the student

government association, Wednesday

night, Sept. 2, in the dormitories.

Gonzales said that the homecoming

dance will immediately follow the game

against Gulf Coast Junior College, Oct. 3.

He said that the dance will probably be

held in the Coliseum.

Gonzales also said that the survey in-

dicated students prefer a live band over

a DeeJay anttrecords.

He said that the performing band will

be announced at a later date.

MDJC implements

bus fee
Last school term MDJC was the only

junior college which provided free bus

transportation to area students.

A fee system for bus riders has been

implemented this year to assist in

meeting the high cost of gasoline and

other maintenance for the bus fleet.

Sherman Stauffer, business manager,

explained the day-to-day operation of th^

new system this way:

"When he registered at the beginning

of the semester, the student planning to

ride the bus on a normal basis was re-

quired to pay a fee of $40. Other students

who planned to ride the bus only occa-

sionally were told that they would be re-

quired to pay 50 cents per ride," Stauffer

said.

The actual process of finding out who

pays 50 cents is carried out through a

daily checic made by the student bus

driver Students who ride regularly have

yellow marks on their identification

cards, said SUuffer. Names of other

students riding the bus that day are

plans underway

Plans for another gala Homecoming
celebration are underway.

Buddy Walden, faculty steering com-
mittee chairman, held a meeting Sept. 2

and appointed committees to handle

details fo the events scheduled for the

week of Sept. 28 - Oct. 3. (A complete

committee listing will be made available

to the press by second issue).

Plans for the week include an alumni

tennis tournament, a t)onfire and pep ral-

ly, a parade at 10:30 Saturday morning

through downtown Moorhead, an alumni

business meeting at 5 p.m. on Saturday

afternoon, and a Homecoming Dance
following the game. (A schedule of

events with times and places will be

printed in the next issue of The Herald).

The committee is working on a coor-

dinated day of celebration with the town

of Moorhead on Oct. 3, which will be

hosting the "Yellow Dog" Festival on

that Saturday.

The theme for this year's Homecoming
is "All Aboard the Trojan Ex-

press".

Closed weekends

announced

Dean of Students, Robert Wamock,

has announced the dates set for closed

weekends for the fall semester.

The dates are Sept. 5; Sept. 19; Oct. 10;

Oct. 24; Nov. 7; Nov. 21; Nov. 28; and

Dec. 5. The dormitories will be closed at

4 p.m. on Friday and reopen Sunday

evening.

The closed weekend idea came about

as a solution to help cut high energy costs

of running the school.

taken, and the driver turns in the list

which he has compiled to the administra-

tion at the end of each week, and

students owing these fees are responsi-

ble for reporting to the business office to

pay these fees, said Stauffer.

"There are more than 290 students who

have paid . their bus fees of $40." said

Stauffer.

"With two buses costing $38,650 each

coming in soon, we will need to collect

these fees for a whole year to help defray

the expense of the purchase," said Stauf-

fer. However, as SUuffer pointed out,

the bus fee was not designed to cover the

total cost of operating the bus transpor-

tation system.

Students who pay $40 to ride the bus for

a semester will be paying only 24 cents a

ride, or 48 cents a day.

On the other hand, students who have

elected to ride on an intermittent daily

basis could pay a maximum of $85 per

semester.



editorially speaking. . .

Go ahead,

Michael!

II. as tne Hertz slogan suggests, trying

harder leads to success, SGA Pres.

Michael Gonzales is going to be the most

successful person at MDJC this year

Michael has already done more in one

month on his job than any other SGA
prexy in recent history has done in a

year.

He has established SGA headquarters,

set up a system on on-campus com-

munications, worked on student

discipline problems, and made commit-

tee assignments.

Go ahead, Michael! We're all for you!

-Staff

In praise

of VICA
The VICA Club of Mississippi Delta

Junior College had two students to win

medals, and one student to be elected to

a national office at the United States

Skill Olympics held in Atlanta, Ga., June
15-20.

Valerie Johnston of Greenville won a

gold medal in medical lab technology,

Olevier Sims from Greenwood won a

bronze metal in licensed practical nurs-

ing, and Michael Gonzales was elected

national parlimentarian.

The success of these students not only

reflects the abilities of the students, but

also reflects the fact that the administra-
tion of Mississippi Delta Junior College
has done an outstanding job putting
together one of the finest vocational-

technical programs in the United States.

VICA's success also reflects that the

faculty has done an excellent job of

preparing vocational-technical students
for work and that the faculty is one of the
best in the United States.

-Staff

Squad attends

camp

The MDJC cheerleader squad attena-
ed camp at Memphis State University
this summer. The camp was sponsored
by the University Cheerleader Associa-
tion.

Delta Junior s squad received two
"excellents" and two "superiors".
"This is quite an accomplishment

because they were competing against
such colleges as MSU and Alabama
State." said Dean Robert Warnock.
cheerleader sponsor.

Local cheerleaders who attended
camp were: Brenda Ethridge. co-head.
Merigold; Beth Brocato. co-head. In-

dianola; Jackie Daffron. soph. Col-
dwater; Vickie Dodd, soph. Doddsville;
and Mark Ray, soph, Rolling Fork.
Others attending camp were; Kim

Ashby, soph.. Clarksdale; Laurie Ann
Black, soph, Grenada; Cindy Glover.
Fresh.. Clarksdale; and Lisa Jones
fresh.. Greenville.

Michael Gonzales of Cleveland is dirprtinn ^i„a^^»
Moorhead .his ,ear. O.he. officers In .he e „'c are f::V; S.Tvepresiden.; Darlene McDaniel, secreUir,; and Alvin Spencer!repor.e!.

'

Letters to the Editor

long line problems
Students and Faculty:

We are aware of problems of long lines

etc., in the Food Service. I'm sorry for

any inconvenience it has created for
each of you. Presently we are working on
solutions to lessen these problems. We
will be opening the lunch line at 10 : 50 and
keeping it open until 1 : 15. Hopefully this
will help cut down on the long line; there
are other solutions. Any suggestions
from you would be certainly welcome.
Again I apologize; we don't want you to

miss a meal that you've already paid for.

Thank you for patronage

& understandmg.

R, Lance Hall

Food Service Director

survey...

A Herald survey dealing with the lone
cafeteria line problem indicates that
students having only an hour for lunch
ei her had missed a meal or had been
late for class.

Among the suggestions made bv these
students as a solution for the problem
was the suggestion that meal ticket
holders be allowed to eat in the grill us-
ing their tickets.

'

Another suggestion was that the
cafeteria open at 10:30 a.m. and close at
1 -io p.m.

dorm life

Dear Editor'

What is wrong with dormitory life? Let
me tell you.

Some of the students feel that there are
many problems with the dormitory. For
example, if you pay $480 to live on cam-
pus, plus $175 for a meal ticket, what's
the reason not to have a refrigerator in
your room? Many of the students have
meal tickets but they go to Mr. Quik's or
some other store for lunch or dinner We
pay enough to stay here, why not let us
put in the room what we would like to''
The same goes for a hot plate.
Rules and regulations are fine, but not

when you have some rules for some and
not tor others. I feel that if you have a
date and take her back to the dorm late
you should be able to stay there until a
secretary comes, if ifs five minutes
later or an hour later. Most of us are
18-years-old or older, why not treat us
like young adults?

Yours truly.

Ronald Cook

••I want all new books." said the.,. ,

slender fellow standing at the he;,/
'

line which trickled from the bolJ^^^'
Roused from a daydream and t 'I'

staring at my shoes, I looked un
who it was that was demanding
unusual. After a morning spent list?
to demands for used books, this was
tainly a strange request.

Looking up, I saw the unexpected
There at the table stood a smalf tn
guy, looking every bit like a high l^Cfreshman and very unlike any colJ
freshman I've ever seen.

I thought it was also pretty unusual to
see this little figure flanked by two older
women. One was obviously his mother
The other I took to be Grandma Both of
them were holding onto the young book
buyer for dear life.

Presently the books arrived, and the
young man made his way to the cash
register. The woman, obviously his

mother, pulled out a bank-roll and paid
for the books. Arm in arm, the trium-

virate left.

I bought my books, and leaving the

bookstore, tried to dismiss the incident

but no sooner than I had left the Union
than our paths crossed again.

There on campus were the three. Mom
on the left with schedule in hand Grand-

ma on the right carrying the books, and

in the middle walked Junior.

I wondered if Mom did his homework
too. Then I wondered just what college

was coming to, or if maybe I was in the

wrong place. Well some sights never

cease to amaze me.
Anyway, with some reservations about

the freshman class, welcome back to

campus, and for some of you. welcome to

campus.

We may not have another mop fire in

the men's dorm or soap suds in the foun-

tain, and maybe the "train crew" from

Stennis-Penrod won't hop a midnight

freight like they did last year, but you

can bet on a few interesting experiences

- experiences that won't easily be forgot-

ten - and maybe, ~ just maybe -

somewhere along the way some of us will

manage to learn a thing or two - maybe.

News in brief

The Foreign Language Club will goW
Belzoni on Sept. 16 to eat Mexican food at

the restaurant of Sofia Wade.
Mrs. Betty Watson adviser, said that

the cars will leave the Union at 5:30 p.m.

Cost of the trip will be $4 -$5. Steve Ross,

club president, can be contacted aboul

the trip.

Notice to all Organizations on Campus:

The S.G.A. is compiling an activity

calendar for the 1981-82 school year. I"

your organization has activities planned,

please submit a list to the S.G.A. office

We are going to try to coordinate th?

S.G.A. activities so that they will not con-

flict with other organizational activities

on campus.

Michael GonzaW
president



pean comments on delay

Ooe of the things that we ^pride

•

Ives on at Mississippi DelU Junior

n ae is in b^'"^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

J K in a quick and orderly manner.

f feel that we should be able to ac-

mplish this without causing students a

unu wait in line.

nuite obviously, those who had to wait

to two and one-half hours in the

**eistration
line on Monday or Tuesday,

Sust 24 and 25, must feel that we failed

iws time They are correct, and this is

Zt our usual manner. A wait of thirty to

forty
minutes would have been normal,

but not two and one half hours.

There were reasons for the delay

which I shall briefly mention.

(1) We handled about 13V2 more

students than we had anticipated when

we set the schedule.

{2) There were more scholarships and

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

this year, and they just take a little

longer to work with.

(3) There was a larger group this year

who had not had their Grants processed

through the Financial Aid Office, and

this procedure required an explanation

of what to do with each of those students,

thus taking more time.

(4) We have more students living in the

dormitory this year, and they each re-

quired a little more time.

(5) The air conditioning being out did

not help our efficiency, either.

With our increasing enrollments we
will have to make some adjustments in

the manner in which we handle registra-

tion, There may be ways that we can im-

prove our methods to help the students

get through the lines faster, or we may
have to go three days rather than two for
registration. Whatever is required. I

wish to advise the students that we are
working with the problem to assure that
it doesn't happen again.

Almost equaUy as bad has been the
line in the cafeteria during the lunch
hour. Our students have made their
criticisms very loud and clear, and we
have heard them. Our problem is that we
have outgrown our present cafeteria
and cannot build a new one by next week
or realistically even by next year.
Our cafeteria manager should have an

article in this edition of the paper ex-
plaining what actions have been taken to

help overcome this problem. Your
cooperation with the suggestions as to

how you can help will be appreciated;
otherwise, your patience is requested.
For those line breakers, this

word of caution: You will be dealt with

quickly and sternly. For those waiting in

line, the situation is bad enough as is,

without some self-appointed prima don-

na breaking line. Don't Break!

Now for one bit of good news - the big

parking lot between the football field and
the vocational-technical building is open
for student parking. You are now able to

move your cars off Highway 3. Cherry

Street and other areas where you have

been allowed to park but are not really

parking areas This new measure will in-

sure your personal safety as well as the

protection of your vehicle.

Travis Thornton

Dean of Student Affairs

r

wiuiam Moses oi Kulevllle. photography instructor, talks with Jerry Holt about a
print Jerry made In last spring's nlghl photographv class taught on the Monrhcad
<^pos. Moses will offer a new basic phutograpliv course open to all students beginning
Tuesday night, Sept. 22. The class, which will be part of the continuing education series,
will cost $25.

Building reported missing

Every year as regular as clockwork

the process begins. Students form a line

in front of the Vo-Tech building. Inside

they will be registered. People will check

and double check to make sure there is

nothing amiss with their schedules. They
will be photographed, forced to sign a

religious census, and will be required to

clear up any unsettled debts or dues they

may have with the security department.

There will be parking stickers to buy.

A girl looking like she'd rather be

anywhere in the world but talking to you

on registra'.ion day will ask you if you

have a grant, will be slaying in the dorm,

etc. On down the line your money is

taken.

In return, you are given a yellow slip

and told to show up for class the follow-

ing day. The little slip is your admission

permit.

SGA needs warm bodies
students Serving Students

President's Column
^hat is the S.G.A.?
^Vhat does the S.G.A. do?

I heard this alot last year, and it's real-
ly sad that students don't know and
realize how important the Student
Government Association is to student hfe
at MDJC, How many times have you
heard that there's nothing to do at MD-
JC? Do you realize that one of the main
unctions of the S.G.A. is student ac-
tivities?

^ you, the student, want to see more
activities at MDJC, get involved with the

"j'
A. and voice your opinion. You are
going to get out of it what you put in.

S.G.A. is looking forward to a

year, and we are trying hard to get
Ijore people involved with the S.G.A.
This year the S.G.A is going to have a
/^ai Senate. The S.G.A. is doing this

^use we feel the more student in-

O'vement and input we have the better
« S.G.A. can meet the needs of all the

students.

coH*^
A. Senators will be chairing

^nuttees. So far, we have eight com-
"ees. and the S.G.A. needs some 40-50

^Ple to work on these committees. The
"^nimittees are:

1 Judicial

2. Food

3. Student Union

4. Public Relations

5. Homecoming and School Spirit

6. Entertainment

7. Intramural

8. Campus Beautification

There's a place for you in the S.G.A.

and it's very important that freshmen as

well as sophomores get involved and see

how the S.G.A. works together to gam ex-

perience because four freshmen will

make up the S.G.A. Executive Council

next year.
,

Most of you by now have noticed tne

big billboard sitting in the Union.

Another one wiU be placed at the Vo-

Tech center. The bUlboards are the

SG.A.'s Bulletin Center.

The S.G.A. Bulletin Centers are open

to all organizations and students on cam-

pus To have something put on the infor-

mation board you must use the followmg

guidelines:

1 All information put on the Jj.u.a.

Bulletin Board must be approved by the

S G A. or it will be taken off.

2. You must bring your publication or

notice to the S.G.A. Office.

We will decide if it can be placed on tne

board and the S.G.A. will put it on the

Bulletin Center for you. No one except

the S.G.A. can post anything on the

board. We have found in the past that

most students don't realize there are ac-

tivities going on campus because of poor

communication. So if you are wondering

what activities are going to take place,

when and where, look on the S.G.A. In-

formation Center and find out what's

happening at MDJC.

The S.G.A. has an office this year.

Right now it is undergoing renovation.

The S.G.A. Office is located right above

the entrance of the cafeteria. The S.G.A.

is in the process of setting up office

hours. This is your office (the student's

office) ! Our door is open to everyone.

I don't want anybody to feel that they

can't come into this office because they

are not an officer or senator. This office

is for you. where you can come up and

discuss problems you have, discuss

changes you would like to see made, and

work on S.G.A committees.

Our first formal S.G.A. Senate meeting

will be September 15 at 7:00. Everyone is

invited to attend and see what the S G A.

is planning to do this year. Also, as soon

as we finish renovating our office, we

will have an open house for all students,

faculty, and administration.

The registration process complete, you

are told to report to the bookstore. There

you will be supplied with all the

necessary items for class: books, paper,

pencils, etc., at a modest lee of course!

To most of us, back for another year on

campus, this procedure is old hat We've
been through it before. Even for

freshmen the process quickly becomes a

routine.

The largest problem facing freshmen

on registration day is not registration it

IS - IS THERE A TANNER HAI.L ON
THIS CAMPUS OK NOT Every year you

see the lost and wondering, Every once

in a while one of them will come up with

an embarrassed look on his face, smile

and say, "Can you tell me where Tanner

Hall is?" And every year somebody

always says, "Do you see that two story

building over there?" "The one with the

off-blue steps and early American

Cinder block decorations." "Well that's

it. Buddy, and good luck."

What would happen, one wonders, if no

one was here to guide them?

There is a rumor, however, that the

school is aware of the problem and is

considering several different courses of

action to alleviate the problem. One plan

is to hire the Goodyear blimp. America.

The dirigible would silently coast up to

Tanner Hall during registration and

moor itself, when the students begin

leaving the Vo-Tech building its score

board sign would flash "THIS IS TAN-

NER HALL ... THIS IS TANNER
HALL", sort of like looking at one of

those bank signs with a cute little

message followed by the time and

temperature.

Another idea reportedly being given

consideration is the hiring of an or-

chestra and dance troupe. They would be

required to stage an off-broadway pro-

duction on Tanner Hall's large spacious

upper balcony. Title of the production -

"The Tanner Follies ' of course.

Another suggestion would have the

grounds and maintenance crew placing

signs near the sidewalks. "You are now

approaching Tanner Hall - Speed Limit 3

miles per hour." Or "Twenty paces to

Tanner Hall."

Perhaps the suggestion being given the

most consideration is one which calls for

the purchase of some steel lettering. A

sign would replace what now are bare

brick walls.

The message on the side of the building

would simply read. TANNER HALL.



Trojan band takes on new look

MDJC Band Director Wardell Herring
is cautious but optimistic about the mar-
ching band for 1981.

Herring has worked extra long hours
since he joined the faculty in January,
recruiting students and generally
upgrading band equipment and related
material.

' Being one of the smallest junior col-

lege bands in the sUte, what we lack in

size we will pick up in enthusiasm. The
students are doing a terrific job in prac-
tice," said Herring.

The band has 75 members this year.
That group is composed of 15 flags, 2

rifles, 13 drummers, 28 horns, 16 Deltet-

tes, and the drum major.

Tara Burgoon of Greenwood is the
drum major this year.

Herring has purchased new uniforms
for the band, and they should be arriving

soon.

Herring said that he is looking for

more instrumentalists for the band,
especially horn players. Interested
students who have played instruments in

other marching bands should contact
Herring at the Band Hall about scholar-
ship opportunities.

Well, we're off to another great year
here at MDJC. There's nothing like the

good old dorm life. There are so many
exciting things to do here. Remember
now. Sophomores, we've got to keep
these freshmen straight; and that means
no "I didn't know's" about the guys
dorm.

Strange looks were cast Monday night,

as herds of girls were returning from a
dorm meeting in the coliseum called by
Dean Warnock. There are plenty of
single giris here this year. "Look out,

guys!"

There's one in every dorm. A
mysterious pen snatcher hit the west-
wing of the giri's dorm last Thursday
night. So all you giris, hang on to your
pens!

As most everyone knows, Mrs.
Richardson wasn't here to welcome
everyone to the dorm this year. She has
been gone due to a short illness; but she
will soon be back. We miss you, Mrs
Rich.!

Students dance to Whirlwind

There was a lot of moaning and groan-
ing last week from some of the girls. The
Deltettes. Flag giris, Cheerieaders, and
Rifles are aU getting ready to boost our
Trojans to victory this year. *'Come on,
you all, let's get in shape!

"

We've got something new going on fw
year - giri's and guy's dorm ^
Everybody needs one to wear back hn
and say, "Hey, I'm in college'''/"!
listen to this, there's a $25 prize to
given to the person who comes up wii^
the best slogan. So everybody

get Z
thinking; We could all use twenty-five
bucks. At least we wouldn't have to eat m
the cafeteria for a few days!

HAVE YOU HEARD? M
GIRL'S DORM T-SHIRT

The Student Government Association
IS sponsoring a DORM T-SHIRT

REGULATIONS (RULES)
(1) All studente who want a DORM

T-SHIRT must pay $2.

(2) A DORM T-SHIRT CONTEST wiU
be held to determine what design and-or
slogan WiU be placed on the Dorm
T-Shirt.

(3) Deadline for all Dorm T-Shirt en-
tries will be Sept. 14.

(4) The student with the winning
design will receive a $25 prize!

(5) Submit all designs and-or slogans
to the S.G.A. Office. Be sure to include
your name and room number.

(6) You can pay your $2 to Mike Gon-
zales, Dariene McDaniels, Steve Hayes,
or Angle Howerton.
TEMPORARY S.G.A. OFFICE HOURS
" 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
editorial....

Trojan football team fields mighty line:

Team to meet Itawamba here Thursday night

: XROJAMFitLfi

Johnson, Glen Lom«, Dale ChatoL L^^^nH^n ^ T"*™' Marvin
Urry Hall, J„e Hall, Theo B^eT^f^:^"""!^''' O^filSio, Herbert Jone,,
well,. Second Row: Oer^eSr Ar.^^ ' ™PPOW Qark Mulloy,
Bnui Woodcock, Scott ffi^^^Iin^H

Thomas, Archie Tncker, Tommy Foster^—
.
Gregory <^"^; P^.V^S^^ .^^"^^^^^^^

PrenUswCt^G^rt ^^"'^^"^i R"htog, Chris Zepponl, Chip Hobar.,

Spent R^re'&weS Moi^'r' ^"^I
Dave Demskv MlchiLl B-Ia! iL^I. If^'

"^""^ Norris, Melvin Edwarf^'

Nan,„nr,Tan^'l^t"„^^^L!;;''^^ ^""^ ^"y^ McMahon, Charies Sennet., Scot.

Coach e;„1 Do«.r fhel'mfri^.; ^ »~=''««°' toward Wade, »ni
i/owns. me Irpjan lost first game to Pearl River, 27 to 14.



HOMECOMING r^rri?^

Lisa Kahn, Freshman Vickie Dodd. Sophomore Debbra Greenhaw. Sophomore Janet Coleman. Sophomore Stacy Colotta. Freshman
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"ilij Fair Lady
to be staged

95

Joe Robert Abrams, chairman of the

Fine Arts department has announced
plans for the drama production of "My
Fair Lady" for the spring 1982 semester.
Production dates for matinees are

Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 22, 23. Even-
ing performances are to be held Wednes-
day through Saturday, Feb. 24-27.

Mrs. Dianne Saucier, speech and

Assembly

time changed
The Homecoming Assembly for 1981

be held at 10:20, Wednesday morn-
Sept. 30. instead of the first period as

^aa been previously announced.
It was decided to move the assembly

J^om Its traditional slot of 8:25 in the

shT'l^
^0 the later time so that more

fiudd" w**'"^'*
participate," said Coach

cta^
^ "slden, homecoming committee

'^^enng chairman.

Oct
5 ^*=t>vities for Homecoming Day,

facuifv ^!^A
^^'"^ planned by the

balden
committee headed by

hmuph^^I^
schedule includes: a parade

.tiolo ^r^^^^"
Moorhead beginning

^

p tn
business meeting at

drama instructor, is to direct the perfor-

mance. Vocal director will be Mr.
Abrams. Musical director will be

Warden Herring. Accompanist is Mrs.

Merle Tolbert.

Auditions are to be announced later

this semester, according to Abrams.
Students will be admitted to the spring

performance by identification cards.

Other plans announced by Mr. Abrams
for this year in the Fine Arts area in-

clude:

-MDJC Singers Homecoming Salute

show (the date is to be arranged).

-Exhibition of sculpture and paintings

for gallery workshop during the month of

November. Charles Gross, professor of

art, University of Mississippi, is in

charge of the workshop, which will

feature sculptural techniques with

plaster for teachers of art.

-MDJC Singers Christmas Program to

be held Tuesday, Dec. 8, in the Student

Union.

SGA names senators

Gonzales appoints chairmen

In the first SGA Senate meeting of the

year, (Sept. 14) committee chairmen
were appointed and their duties was
outlined by the executive council.

The homecoming and school spirit

committee will be headed by Rhonda
Berry. The committee is currently mak-
ing preparation for the Homecoming
Dance featuring a live band. They also

will sell pom poms.

Senators representing commuting
students are Bobby Perry and James
Lee Robinson. Men's dorm senators are

Gregg Trussell, Edmond Donald, and
Myron Vanlandingham. Women's dorm
senators are KeaLs Hogue. Angie Hower-

ton, and Vicky Wakham. Senators from

vo-tech are Kevin Evans, Robin E.

Rushing, and Herbert K. Jones. Mark
Ray and Joe Primeaux are the senators

from BSU.

Angie Howerton was appointed to

chair the entertainment committee. The
committee is planning to have movies

shown on Tuesday night for dormitory

students, and on Wednesday mornings

for commuting students.

The public relation committee is

chaired by Gregg Trussell and Robin

Rushing.

James Lee Robinson and Lois Jones

were appointed to head the student union

committee. The T-shirt committee is

chaired by Linda Stapleton and Joe

Primeaux.

Keats Hogue will head the election

committee.

The campus beautification committee

is headed by Bobby Perry.

Myron Vanlandingham, Edmond
Donald, and Herbert Jones will head the

intramural committee. The Senate is to

meet each Tuesday night at 7:30.

dorm survey

residents express views on attendant

Pm n'" at 7:30

'me' f?^"^t'on of the court at half-

Them f

^" a^ter-the-game dance.

\]1 ak!
^^'^ y^r's Homecoming is:

^Uboard the Trojan Express".

M{\ sJ:
'^^^^^ Chamber of Commerce

festival crafts

F'estival""
^""^ ^ -YeWo^ Dog"

aiiroajj orates the town's

- erne thi
^"^ Homecoming

-lebranL^ ^^f^ complemeift the town 's
°'^t>on of that heritage.

A Herald survey of some residents of

Stonestreet-Edwards Hall reveals that

there is much interest in securing an at-

tendant for the lobby, especially so-

meone to answer the telephone and relay

messages.

Some sample reactions are: MELVIN

EDWARDS, Ruleville, soph.: There

should be an attendant in the men's lob-

by. We cannot even have girls' company

because of that reason.

KELLY SYKES, Greenwood, fresh,:

Men need to have someone to answer the

phone in case there is a specific need for

someone. ANDREW McGARY, Leland.

soph : When someone calls the lobby

now, the lobby is either empty or the per-

son answering the phone won't get the

person whom it is for. JACK VIRDEN,
Miami, Fla., soph.: In case of an impor-

tant call, the person who is wanted will

never know because there is no one to

answer the phone. This has happened to

me several times.

BYRON VANLANDINGHAM, Par-

chman, soph.: Somebody who does not

have the privilege of a phone in his room

might not be able to receive important

calls. GREGG TRUSSELL, Greenville,

soph. : We definitely need an attendant to

answer the phone. The attendant should

be responsible for answering and relay-

ing messages. Also, this would give

work-study students a job doing

something instead of sitting around. If

there were attendants, there would be

furniture, phone service, and more jobs.

OSCAR CLARK, Anguilla. fresh.:

Calls come in for people and they want

you to go running all over campus to find

people that you don't even know. An at-

tendant could receive and relay

emergency calls as well as personal

messages. JERRY HOLT, Cleveland,

soph.: Now, if someone gets a call, the

chances of his talking to the caller are

slim to none. Some guys will answer the

phone and say: "He just left", but

they've never checked to see if he was in

his room. MARVIN YOUNG. Rolling

Fork, fresh.: I don't see any need

because there is a phone in the Security

Office to handle emergency calls.
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Early homecoming e^'* '^''"'^

causes problems
Thus far, having homecoming so early

is causing more problems than its worth.

For instance, the school's printing shop
is hard pressed this early into the year
just teaching students enough about
printing to get them to the point where
they're able to handle the football pro-

grams, the student newspaper, and all

the individual requests that come to

them.

At a point where it looks like the prin-

ting students might be able to handle the

workload, along comes homecoming. If

they weren't snowed under before, they
surely are now. The press will probably
die of overwork in another month, if the

students don't beat it to the punch.
Another problem with having an early

homecoming is with the campus clubs

and organizations. They hardly have
time to organize themselves and elect of-

ficers before its time to build floats and

displays.

Some of the larger clubs are hard

pressed to build their floats. Some of the

smaller organizations find that

homecoming has come and gone before

they can get' the peODle and resonr'^s

together to thinK aoout one.

Given the time to make adequate

preparations, homecoming could pro-

bably be a much more elaborate affair.

At the very least, more time would give

smaller clubs the time they need just to

make a showing.

It would seem instead of setting an ar-

bitrary date, those involved setting the

date could consult those who must take

the date and make preparations for the

event. The result, it seems, would be a
better planned, more finely prepared oc-

casion. After all, what could it hurt?

Y^all come to ^'Yellow Dog 99

MDJC students are cordially invited to

participate in activites of "Yellow Dog"
Day in downtown Moorhead, Oct. 3.

The Moorhead Chamber of Commerce,
sponsors of the event, selected MDJC's
Homecoming Day as the date for their
festival, which will feature much good
food and varied entertainment in addi-
tion to the traditional arts and crafts
which have become established parts of
such afestival.

Food will be available at the Lions
Club Pancake Breakfast which starts at
6:30 a.m. that day. Many MDJC instruc-
tors such as Dr. Allen Snowden and Mr.
Bud DoweU wiU be "head cooks" at the
breakfast to be held in the Moorhead

Community House. Beginning at 10 a.m.,

the Rotarians will be serving hamburger
and fish dinners in that same building.

Again, MDJC staff members such as
Deans Robert Warnock and Travis
Thornton, and Counselor Lance Baria
will be preparing the food. The
Moorhead Homemakers club will

feature homemade goodies in its Country
Store.

Plan to come early, watch the Trojan
parade through town at 10:30 a.m., and
have a "fun day" with other Moorhea-
dians "down where the Southern Crosses
the Dog".

See you there?

-SUff

Alumni to honor cheerleaders
Mississippi DelU Junior College wilf

honor all former Trojan cheerleaders at
the annual Homecoming activities.

Letters and notices in the mass media
are being used to encourage all former
cheerleaders and their families to return
to campus for their special day, accor-
ding to Elizabeth Cummings. MDJC
alumni president.

* 'We will recognize these special alum-
ni in our business meeting which will be
held in Vandiver Union at 5 p.m. that
Saturday. We will also have a special
registration booth set up at the entrance
to the football stadium for those
cheerleaders who cannot make it to the
afternoon meeting," said Mrs. Cumm-
ings.

|^^°r.: Marvin Tarver
Co-editor. . . ai • <-
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Dear Students:

The SGA will be selling red and black

pom poms before and during Homecom-
ing day. They will cost $1 and we need

complete cooperation from everyone for

a couple of good reasons. For one, I think

it would look pretty awesome if everyone

had them at the game, and we had a s***"

of black and red,.The pom poms win op
on sale at the SGA office, and ii the
office is closed, you may lo^^^te me or
the other members, and they will be glad
to oblige vou.

SGA Senate

The SGA has finished electing its

senate, and I feel that we have a group of

people who have a genuine interest in the

school and the 'students. I also feel we
have elected a good cross-section of

students which includes vo-tech,
business, commuting students, and even

« football player. I like this type of
senate because now we can cover many
different situations with the many dif-

ferent students we have here at MDJC.
Remember, if you need any kind of

assistance or if you would like to be a

part of the SGA, come by the office

upstairs in the Union Building. After all,

our motto is "Students Serving
Students".

Steve D.Hays

entertainment

The SGA Homecoming and Entertain-
ment committee have been working hatiS
trying to make the Homecoming Dance a
great one.

This year, for the first time in several
years, the SGA took a random poll of
some 400 students asking what night the
students wanted to have the Homecom-
ing Dance on.

By an overwhelming majority (90%),
the students chose Saturday night after
the ballgame. The Homecoming Dance
has been scheduled for 10:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
at the Coliseum, Oct. 3, 1981.

Also determined by the poU was
whether students wanted to have a live
band or a D.J.-record combination. Sixty
percent of the students indicated their
preference for a live band.
The Entertainment committee has

worked hard on trying to find a band that
would play a wide variety of music so
that everyone would be pleased, and we
are happy to announce that a live band
wUl be playing Homecoming night.
The price of dance tickets and other

general admission requirements wUl be
announced at a later date.

Michael Gonzales
SGA president

The SGA is sponsoring an activity
survey to determine what additionaU^^
mties students would like to have set up
in the Union.

One of the objecUves of the survey isan attempt to learn the on<ampus

lZT '°"f
""'"'^'^ °^ commuting

Ttt^J^""^ '^^ suggestion already
submitted are the addition of such gam^
as Monopoly, Uno, etc
Students who wish to make sugges-

read the notice posted on the bulletin

^It ^^Presentatives conductag the survey are Lois Jones. James
Robinson. Union chairpersons

Ma
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TVToorTieaTf is a lairiy smaB"
When school is not in session
tends to be quiet and peaceful' r
school is underway, the atmosDhem this delta town changes con^in
Students tend to liven to^Tup
Perhaps that's good. PerW '

In spite of the benefits m'"'^
receives from having MDJC the

7^
not recognized solely as the home oHh"junior college. It has a tourist a h-f^
which attracts people the world'
Something we drive and walk
day. Something most or^'p^^Jf-
aren't even aware of.

Moorhead is the spot "Wher? tK.
Southern crosses the Dog." What wea^
talkmg about is railroads. In town
Moorhead near the post office ther I.
little park. In the park there's a marker
The marker proudly heralds the spot ju
one of the few locations in the counts
where railroads cross each other at rieh
angles.

^'

But crossing at right angles is not what
makes the "YeUow Dog" so famous
Built at the turn of the century, The
Dog'

'
was responsible for developing this

region. The delta was timberland then

The land was ripe, waiting to be cleared

But before it could be opened to

agriculture, there had to be a market for

the timber and a method of getting the

harvested wood to markets. Enter "the

Yellow Dog".
The railroad made it possible for

timber producers to get their pulpwood

to market in Memphis. But it did more

than just serve the needs of

businessmen. "The Yellow Dog" was

also the mode of transportation at that

time. People regularly went to the train

station to watch the engine pull to a stop,

to pick up news from Jackson or Mem-

phis, and to a visit with the travelers.

Delta people traveled the line, too, One

of them was a black man named W.C.

Handy. He was a musician. Somesaybe

was the "father of the blues." He

popularized the line by writing a song,

THE YELLOW DOG BLUES. It has been

recorded by Nat King Cole and Louis

Armstrong, and B.B. King is considering

re-recording it.

Word of "The Dog" continued to

spread. Pulitzer prize-winning author

Eudora Welty refers to it in some of her

work. So does the author of Jonn Heniy.

Roark Bradford. Later, much later.

Memphis artist, Carroll Cloar, paioteda

scene depicting the spot where the two

lines meet.

In spite of its history, the rail lies silent

today. The timber business has iong

ceased to be important in the DelU-

What business there is along "The Dog

is not enough to justify its operation say

its owners. So they abandoned it. No«

the railroad owners want to rip up *

rails, sell the meUl for salvage and p

up the right of way for sale to local lan-

downers.

The wheels of progress march on ew

onward. Seemingly to deprive Moornew

of what little claim of fame it had

But now a deal has been hammered
w

between "The Dog's" owners and the

ty of Moorhead. The railroad has agr

to leave 75 feet of track north and so

of the crossing, reasoning that at

they are preserving the historical

tegrity of the crossing. They are pjes^^

ing - for the moment - Moorhead s

^
claim to fame and its main
celebrate the Yellow Dog
Thank God for small miracles.



roreigh Language club members went to Belzoni tor Mexican lood at Sofia's Meak
House. Among those enjoying the feast were Mrs. Wade and Mrs. Belt> Watson, club

adviser, and three students • Steve Ross, Alvin Spencer, and Chanda Magee.

Win^ *he Mississippi Center for Educational Television in Jackson recently during
'Ij* Mississippi Press Women's annual fall workshop were:|l. to r.| Martha Monaghan,
liisis^ippi Lung Association; Laney Woolen, Mississippi DelU Junior College; Gay
CoUlns, Hattiesborg PabUc Schools: and Jamie Mortiner, Jackson Municipal Separate

>l tiistrict. Seated is Francis \. RalUan, director of h iVs new math series lor

°™ and slxth graders "Figure Out'\

^hool
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Well, how's college life treating ya U"* I

know I know. ..you'd rather be back in
highschool, right?

Hey everybody. Mrs. Rich is back! So.
lei's be a little more considerate! Don't
holler so loud when you run by her door!
There was a lot of excitement Thurs-

day night m the dorm, after the Trojans
defeated Hinds. All these girls were
ready lo go out and party! Everybody
should really be getting excited about
Homecommg. But it sure doesn't seem
like it. We need to get that spirit flowing.
And all you guys, get some petitions go-
ing for all these pretty girls. We need us
a beautiful queen.

The ram has come again and with it

has brought... MUDFICHT... Several
girls returned to the dorm the other
night, with mud from head to toe. I've
heard of mudpacks. but this is

ridiculous.

Flag football has started! All you girls

that have never had the chance to be in

sports, now's your chance! Get out there
and Bite the Bullet. Babe!
Some things never change. Even old

friends. No! Not people. Our crickets.
Seems like all our old crickets from last

year have returned, but this tune they've
brought their families with them.
For all you girls that don't have

stereos, keep an eye out in the lobby for

Tina Brown! She's our very own dorm-
guitarist and singer, and she's pretty
darn good.

Alright, now. I'm having a hard time
writing this article How can I write
about whafs going on, if there's nothing
happenmg! I know we've got some wild
and cra/y girls in (his dorm, so do
something before I get fired!!

Introducing Bull

Officers elected

The Foreign Language Club elected

new officers in a meeting held Sept. 9. in

Room 205 Tanner Hall. Steve Ross, presi-

dent, and Alvin Spencer, reporter, re-

tained their positions.

New officers elected were Amanda

Smith, vice president; Sharon Lowery.

Dr'^rr
^''^^ «f HoUandaie, has been awarded the James W. Lucas. Jr. Scholarship by ^^cretary :

and Sofia Wade, social

^ Hail, acting for the scholarship committee of MDJC. The S800 scho^a'^^.p .s
chairperson. Mrs Betty Watson is the

^ I
P^^sibie by Mrs. James W. Lucas, Jr. of Jackson in honor of her late husband who

^^^^,jy ^^^^^^j. club.

'''^'iveofMoorhead.

NOTICE TO ALL CLUB REPORTERS:
Please turn in a list of your officers

and your program schedule for this

semester to THE HERALD for a listing

in the next issue.

We need this information before

deadline time. Your adviser has a

schedule of our deadline and publication

dates.

Thank you,

The Staff
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to ^T'li,? r"?'"* fr"""*"""
'^"en'onies «ere held in the MDJC Cohseum, Sep.. 3. \\.to r.) Joe Carle,, d.rec.or of ,he Allied Heal.h program, presented candidates for

gradaatfon to Dr. J. T. HaJI, president.

Modeling Squad selected
Ten girls and one boy have been

selected to join two returning
sophomores on the 1981-82 Modeling
Squad. Marly Lollar, commercial art
major from Kilmichael, is the first male
to be named to this group.
The group was chosed by a five-

member pane] in tryouts held Sept. U in

the Home Economics laboratory. Mrs.
Jackie Franklin, squad director, said
thai the group was judged on personal uv
terviews. personality, movement on
stage, selection of costume, hair style,
and make-up.

In addition to Lollar. the models in-
clude; I,isa Khan, Greenwood, medical
laboratory technology, Loreita Davis,
Greenwood. Home Economics; Barbara

Hollins. Greenville, general education;

Jackie Brown, Cleveland, data process-

ing; Carondelet Grubb. Moorhead, pre-

veterinary; Stacy Colotta, Indianoia. ac-

counting; Hope Holly. Greenwood,
general education; Nancy Jones,
Leland, nursing; Leslie Boutwell. Can-
ton, interior design; Lisa Stafford.

Cleveland, liberal arts.

Returning sophomores are Jana
Kunefke, squad captain, Indianoia,
fashion merchandising; Mary Jane
Henderson, Belzoni. fashion merchan-
dismg.

A schedule of personal appearances by
this group will be announced later. Mrs.
Franklin said.

SGA Senators

Bobby Perry

Fifty-three receive

nursing diplomas

Fifty-three students were awarded

practical nursing diplomas in graduation

ceremonies held in the MDJC Coliseum,

Sept. 3. Students from the Cleveland. In-

dianoia, Greenville, and Clarksdale

centers participated.

Joe Carley. director of MDJC's Allied

Health program, said that since the

practical nurse training program was in-

stituted by the college in 1968. 962 nurses

have been trained to meet the needs of

Delta-area hospitals,

Mr. Carley said that new classes in

practical nurses training got underway
in Greenville last week. The fifty-week

course is designed to prepare graduates

for the state board examination for

licenses as practical nurses. Eighty-six

students have registered for the new
classes.

Fall baseball continues

The baseball team is halfway through
its fall practice schedule, and Coach
Jimmy Bellipanni said that his team is

practically all new but better to work
with than teams in recent seasons.

Coach Bellipanni said that he started
the fall practice season with about 40
players, 10 of whom were returnees. Of
the returnees, five were starters last spr-
ing.

Bellipanni said that pitching will be the
strong point of this year's team.
"We will also be strong up the middle,

where we need to be," said Bellipanni.

The Trojans will complete a five-game
series with Delta State on Sept, 30 at
Cleveland.

Remaining games of the season are
East Mississippi at Moorhead Oct. 9;
Coahoma at Moorhead, Oct. 14; and
Delta State at Moorhead, Oct. 2L

James Robinson Gregg Trussell Edmond Donald

Robin Rushing Herbert Jones!s Mark Ray

Lady Trojan,
begin practice
The Lady Trojans began ,h

season of practice. Sept 14
7?^"' '

are coached by Buddy Walden^^^'
Walden said that with five

players, who all were start
^^^^

time or another last seasonT
has overall experience which ^
improve last year's record of o"^^^H
13 losses. ^^'nsam
"I am pleased with the

hustle
overall attitude the girls hav

' ^
Walden. ^*

"We are quicker and hav.
overall height than last year "

There are eight sophomores anHr
freshmen on the team.
The five returning sophomores.

Donna Martin, 6'0".
Greenville

1

Coleman. 57''. Clarksdale; MeyWalker, 5'6", Clarksdale; Joyce 7
5;i0", Moorhead; and Janet WmZ!
5'9", Greenville.

Other sophomores are: Annpn,
Washington, S'lO",' Moorhead- Am2^
Smith, S'll". Anguilla; and 2
Martin 5'8". Greenville.

^

Freshman players are. Meta
Crocker, Clarksdale; Emm
Harper, 5'8", Greenwood; Will Elhei
Hall. 5'8", Rosedale; Clara House 5'5"

Greenwood; and Tina Gordon 'sv'
Clarksdale.

The Lady Trojans will play their fini

game against Phillips County Communi.
ty College in Helena, Ark., Nov 5

When is

a kiss
not just a

kiss?

Joe Primeaux

When it's used to de-

tect Clastic fibrosis.

One of the signs of

cystic fibrosis (CF),

an inherited lung and

digestive disorder, is

an extremely salt}/

taste to the skin-

often detected in a

kiss. The next time

you kiss your chil-

dren, if you notice a

strong salty taste, ask

your doctor about the

possibility of cystic fi-

brosis. Early diagno-

sis and treatment pro-

long life, so kiss your

kids today!

For further informO'

ffog about cystic P'

brosis and the Cf

Foundation, contact:

Mississippi Chapter

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

200 St. Paul Street

Jackson, Mississippi 39208

(601) 932-2018
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Trojans Bash Bulldogs
Xhe fired-up Trojans defeated the

rcviously
undefeated and untied Gulf

Coast Bulldogs by a score of 25 to 21 on

Homecoming. October 3.

The Bulldogs, the defending state

champs, drew Ist. blood on a 76 yard run

bv Craig Havard. But the Trojans kept

their
composure by mounting a 9-play,

79.yard drive to score on Andrew

McGary's 1-yard run. But Gulf Coast

came back with 32 seconds remaining in

the half and scored on a 62-yard pass to

Havard for a 14 - 6 halftime lead.

The Trojans came out from halftime

ready to play as the Trojan defense

blocked a Gulf Coast punt and set up a

9.yard, Jeff Tatum - to - Scott Narmour

TD pass to pull within two for a 14 -12

3rd. quarter score.

The exciting 4th. quarter began with a
Greg Switzer 5 yard run to pull Gulf Coast
to a 21 - 12 lead. It was then that the
Trojans began the comeback. With Great
blocking from the offensive line. Narmour
and Tatum connected once more on a
60-yard TD pass. Score 21-18.
The Trojan defense got the ball back

for the offense on their own 27 yard line.

The Trojans mounted a 12-play. 73-yard
drive, capped off by Jay DiMaggio's
3-yard TD run. Final score 25 - 21

.

The Trojan offense was led back
Andrew McGary, 86 yds. and Jay
DiMaggio. 79 yds. Leading defensive
players were: Otis Cooks, 6 tackles, 10
assists: Matt James 8 tackles. 3 assists;

Jed Hodges, 7 tackles. 4 assists; Jerome
Belcher. 5 tackles. 6 assists.

t

MJCPA OCT. 22.23

Jeff latum to Scott Nannour 60 magic yards made It 21 - 18 to put 'ftojans ahead of

tfae top-ranked team, Gtdf Coast's Bulldogs.

BEOG OCT. 19

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
refunds will begin the week of Oct. 19. if

sll federal paperwork can be confipleted
'^y then, according to Sherman Stauffer,
Business Manager.
Mr. Stauffer said that his office has pro-

cessed 777 grants this semester for a toUl
^ alue of $340,000

PTK OCT. 24-26
f^eddie Baine, sophomore from Green-

*w>d has been elected president of Zeta
2eta Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa, Na-
"onal Junior College Honor Society.
Serving with Baine during the 1981-82

school year will be Jamie Clark,
^ophomore from Greenwood, vice presi-
^^"t; Karen Sandifer, sophomore from
Boyle. secretary; and Alvin Spencer,^ » ^ A jr , a 1. 1VI Till %j^^Mm^*^m

^'^Phomore from Rolling Fork, reporter.

their first meeting of the school year,
^^^o members discussed plans to atten-

^ the PTK State Convention which wiU

tH'^
^ct. 25, 26 at Ole Miss.

The local chapter adviser is Mrs.
^'i^abeth Cummings.

Mississippi Junior College Press

Association will hold its fall workshop

Oct. 22-23 on Southaven campus of Nor-

thwest Junior CoUege.

At the workshop professional jour-

nalists and senior college professors will

lead discussions in areas of news

photography, specialized reporting, and

newspaper design. For the first time,

yearbooks will be judged.

Slate adviser Diane Sanders wiU be

host adviser.

The sixteen public junior colleges are

members of the MJCPA. Mississippi

Delta Junior CoUege was one of the three

original founders of the workshop in the

mid 1940's. There are two meeting a year,

fall workshop and spring awards

ceremony.

All members of the basic reporting

class and student editors are required to

attend, accompanied by Laney Woolen,

adviser.

HOMECOMING QUEEN FOR 1981

JANET COLEMAN OF CLEVELAND

OTHER HOMECOMING DIGNITARIES?

SCOTT NARMOUR JAY DIMAGGIO



Hey, everybody! How's life at MDJC? I

think everybody finally got into that

Homecoming spirit. The dorm has really

been going wild.

Among the Homecoming activities held

were a water balloon fight and a hat con-

test. The waterballoons turned out to be a
really wet bash.

Donna Martin won first place with her
hat designed as a miniature train. "All

aboard the Trojan Express" was her win-

ning slogan.

Everywhere you could look Thursday,
there was someone wearing a
"Foreigner" T-shirt. A concert was held
in Jackson Wednesday night, and many
girls made the trip down there.

Another event which drew attention
from local people was the Parchman

Rodeo. The rodeo crowd watched such

events as "money the hard way", steer

wrestling, and the mad scramble.

Jerry Reed was in Greenville about two

weeks ago, and I'm proud to say that my
roommate. Rose Brumley, shot camera

for Marvin Tarver's personal interview

with him.

Another area event which got local sup-

port was the St. Elizabeth Parish Fair in

Clarksdale. Several students returned

here with stuffed animals and other

prizes from the fair.

A big event this week was the opening

of the girls and guys dorms. The girls

dorm was not as exciting as the guys, I

didn't think. Personally, I had a much
better time in ...'s room.

ACROSS
1 Pronoun
4 Assumed
name

9 High moun-
tain

12 Moham-
medan name

13 Scorched
14 Meadow
15 Rescues
17 Quieted

19 War god
21 Southern

blackbird

22 Poise
25 Embrace
29 Near

30 Meager
32 A continent

33 Small child

35 Wipe out

37 Girl's name

5 Lutecium
symbol

6 Federal agcy
7 Pilaster

8 Smart
9 Everyone

10 Robert E. —
11 Cushion
16 Time periods

18 Italian coin

20 Cicatrices

22 Conductor's
stick

23 Make
amends

24 Growing out

of

26 Man's name
27 Israeli desert

28 Fright

31 Despots
34 Haul

36 Missions

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE

FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

38 Siberian river 39 Bird's home
40 Begin
<2 Three-toed

sloth

43 Stair post
45 Unpredicta-

ble

47 Turf

49 Vendition

50 Gossip
54 Wants
57 Reverence
58 Scottish

landowner
60 Extinct bird

61 Conjunction
62 Retards
63 Pigpen
DOWN

1 Possesses
2 Guido's high

note

3 Competitor
4 Lack

4 1 Story

44 Lounges
about

46 Abounds
48 Transaction

50 Chinese
pagoda

51 Grain beard

52 Man's nick-

name
53 River: Sp.

55 Speck
56 Declare

59 Ice hockey
pos.

1 2 3

12

15

51 52

61
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No Queen Crowned

The most startling detail of the
Homecoming Assembly this year was the
event that didn't happen.

Everyone who left classes to attend the
traditional assembly which, in all of its

past existence, had climaxed with the
crowning of the homecoming queen,
waited through nearly 70 minutes of ac-
tivity, but the queen was never identified.

Michael Gonzales, SGA president, said
that this change in plans was made to add
an air of suspense to Homecoming.

"If the Student Body had known who
the queen was. nobody would have come
to the game," said Gonzales.
Gonzales called the Assembly a success

and noted that the size of the crowd was
up because the change in meeting time.
Assembly was moved from the activity
period of 8:25 a.m. on Wednesday to the
10:20 mid-morning slot.

In the assembly program, vice presi-
dent Sam Stafford made a brief opening
comment on school activitiei;. The court
members and escorts were introduced by
Steve Hayes, SGA Veep. Head Coach
James 'Wooky' Gray and the
cheerleaders also had places on the
assembly program.
Some members of the football team put

on a mock Homecoming pageant. Includ-
ed in the mock pageant were Scott
Hillburn. Jay Dimaggio and Charles
Gator' Bennett. The program ended with
a number from the band, led by Mr
Warden Herring.

Ma

tivities and events. TiusVe'^j'^f^^iooi:

ong overdue, can be attribuld
things. ^^'^ to

man,

First of all, the Student r
Association has made ereafpr f'
this first month of school th^^^'^^
administrations have made in

^'

school year.

among the students here on
a feeling of general interest

^^""^"^

This is due in part to a diffPrAn
titude of the student body l/e
the past, the position has goneT"''
who were popular among the 1?*
but who. in somp oo.^. ^^"H

Nurses Win NLN
Associate Degree Nursing program

director Barbara Powell recently receiv-
ed results of the sUte RN examination
taken by the May 1981 graduates of the
local ADN program.
Of the 42 students writing the Mississip-

pi Board Examination for Licensure as
registered nurses in Jackson in July 38
passed. MDJC has the largest group of
graduates to successfully complete the
exam of any of the nursing education pro-
grams in the sUte. The four local
students who failed portions of the ex-
amination will repeat those sections in
the SUte examination scheduled in
February.

Mrs. Powell said that the ADN Depart-
ment has enrolled 58 freshmen and 34
sophomores for the fall semester Eight
fulltime instructors are currently
employed by the department. Mrs Deb-
bie Foe of Indianola joined the staff this
fall.

Another recent accomplishment of the
local nursing department is national ac-
crediUtion sUtus. The National League
for nursing notified the local administra-

M? m'^u'^^^
^^^^ approval byNLN had been granted for eight years

which IS the maximum length of ac-
crediUtion the NLN allows. MDJC's pro-
gram IS one of five national accredited
nursing programs in the state.

M

a 10

3
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but who, some c.^'^:^^
time in the post or who ca "red f„

groups and not the entire stud

'

The result was activities w
" ^

poorly planned or which had the slS
a special interest group based on „rl'campus. ""'Dear

The result of this organization was,general lack of interest on the part o L
average student, who felt he had to e th!be a part of an off-campus group to entan activity or who didn't want to wastek
time participating where nothing weoi

Fortunately this is not the case witii the

present SGA. The current president Mike
Gonzales, is clearly an organizer of a dif-

ferent type. He, like the great majontyot
students, was one of those whose interests

were neglected in the past. And this

neglect is proving to have been a goodei
penence for him, because so far his ad-

ministration is proving to be pleasantlv

different from that of his predecessors.'

All types of students are represented od

this year's Senate, but what's more sur-

prising is the fact that there were enough

students interested in student goven>

ment to form a senate. In past years ther?

has been so much apathy among students

toward the SGA that forming a senate or

even committees has been hard, if not im-

possible. But now, with interest ninraDg

high, there seems to be no problem in fin-

ding enough students to fill the necessar?

roles.

Of course, there have been other

changes in the face of the SGA. The

organization now has its own offices in

what used to be the old post office in the

upstairs section of the Student Union.

Other innovations include a student mfor

mation board in the Union, dorm t-shnts,

and homecoming pom-poms.
At the same time a similar thing W

been occurring among the athletes It^

hard to remember a semester in receri

times when the Trojan football team
doing so well and when student supp*"*

was so high.

In previous years, students went to the

football games for lack of anything bettff

to do. But this year they go because th^

can see a well disciplined, point scorii<

game.. .winning, fired-up football team.

Whatever Coach Gray and his staff

have done to light such a big fire und*

those guys should be kept a trade secret

Afterall we want to keep that kind of a

all to ourselves. Isn't that right, Coach'

And underlying all this new enthusiast

is a sense of belonging, a sense of ac-

complishment. A feeling that for thefi

time in a long while students of this

stitution are actually behind it. are

tually interested in it. and want to see*

grow.

A little self-government could turn

to be dangerous.



I^***? ****P through school
gyAK in Spencer

ge aware, girls, if John Amos. Jr. says

Muants your body.

With costs towering for a college educa-

tion
many students have jobs to assist in

covering
their expenses. Students have

different
lines of work such as in the

bookstore, in cafeteria, at McDonald's, on

a farm
even in a funeral home.

John Amos, Jr., a Delta Jr. freshman

data
processing major, has been

employed by Dillion Funeral Home of

Leiand since he was fourteen.

Funeral work is more or less a family

affair for John because his father, two

uncles, and cousin are also employed by

Dillion Funeral Home.

"When I was fourteen I began looking

for a summer job because there was not

much to do in Leland," John said. "One of

my uncles told me I could possibly work

at the funeral home."

John said he was afraid of the idea right
off. but later agreed to it. "Mv uncle talk
ed to Mr. Dillion for me and Mr. Dillion
hired me."
John said his first chores were sweeo-mg vacuuming, cleaning caskets, and

washing the hearse.

"One day there was a call to pick up a
body. Since there was only one other
employee present, I had to assist "

said
John.

John said when they arrived at their
destination, there was a man lying in the
bed. "1 thought the policeman'was goinK
to move the body."

John said he "cautiously helped" move
the body.

"That night I could not sleep for im-
agining all sorts of scary things." said
John. "I heard noises in the kitchen. Half-
scared, I tipped to the door and jumped at
seeing my brother."

Locals host scam
Officers of MDJC's Student Govern-

ment Association hosted the Mississippi

Junior College Student Council Associa-

tion of Mississippi Sept. 24-25.

Steve Hayes, Alvin Spencer, Darlene

McDaniel. Keats Hogue, Sheri Marquis

and Dean Robert Warnock attended the

two- day convention held at Southwest

Holiday Inn in Jackson.

A workshop on persona! style was con-

ducted by Dr. Charles Ginn and Dr. David
Cooper from University of Southern

Mississippi.

Out of the sixteen state founded junior
college, 10 schools sent representives.

Friday, near the end of the meeting, a
representative for each school gave a
report of the "Most Successful Activity on
Campus."
A few things mentioned that went over

well on junior college campuses were a

hat day, a spring dance around the

maypole, barbeque, and car pool pro-

gram.
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T*"'"*^ Chairman Jimin> Bellipanni presented a plaque to Jack Harper Jr. who

Cmn
" of the Year" by the MDJC Association this year. Mrs Elizabeth

^tm^"^^*'
1981-83 president, presided at the business session held in Vandiver Union

SejjgT^-^^ ^ftemoon, Oct. 3. In other business, the group voted to otter a music

SDt-r- I .
^^^g'nnlng next season. Twent\-six former cheerleaders returned for their

•"^'^^ dav at MDJC.

he''.tll.*?''^
.hu. ^*^P "Later I became

"Many people, after finding out that 1

Tre COM
'

•
""'^ hands

are cold, said John. "To me, working ata funeral home is no worse than any otherjob especially when you have great
employer." *

John said that since attending Delta Jr
he IS only able to work on weekends and
whenever possible. He now works at In-
aianola branch of Dillion Funeral
"After graduating from Delta Junior I

plan to go to Texas and study two years to
be a mortician." said John, "I want to
have more than one job interest

*

While at Delta Jr. John is a member of
the marching band. He plays a sax-
aphone.

Needless to say. John doesn't practice
while he is at work.

Former Prexy

speaks fo PBLs

To create interest in the field of
business, MDJC offers membership to
Phi Beta Lambda to business students
and faculty for this purpose.

Starting off with an organizational
meeting held Sept. 2, Phi Beta Lambda is

underway.

Students from throughout the campus
attended the opening meeting. Approxi-
mately 120 students were on hand to hear
guest speaker Mrs. Gil Corrcro.

Mrs. Corrcro of Greenville was a
former president of PBL at Delta Junior.

Mrs. Correro (formerly Ann Kcateh)
majored in secretarial science while
attending Delta Jr.

She spoke on th value of PBL and how
it has helped her in her job and in adult
life.

Mrs. Corrcro said that PBL has shown
her exactly how working together instead
of individually can get the job done
efficiently.

Mrs. Corrcro showed slides of the
organization when she was president.
Aterwards, she took questions from the

audience.

Oct. 7 PBL met in accounting room to

elect officers (who will be named in the

next issue of Delta Herald.)

A formal membership drive was held

immediately after the election of officers,

Mrs. Holloway and Mrs. Dowell arc

club advisers

Snowden directs

intramurah
"Shut up and Play! I ain't got but one

eye. and I can't see everything. Shoot, if I

was a good official. I'd be in the NFL
instead of MDJC."

This kind of comment is often shouted

on the field as the intramural football

teams practice.

Coaching this year's teams arc Dr.

Allen Snowden and Dean Robert

Warnock.

There are four men's teams and two

women's teams.

The men's records so far are: BSU 3-2.

Hillsteppers 5-0. Elevators 5-0. and the

Crushers 0-4. The game slated for. Oct.

8. between the Hillsteppers and the

Elevators was to decide the champion-

ship.

The two women's teams arc known as

Snowden *s Angels and Warnock *s

Hogfarm. They played their first game on

Oct. 7,

Ramblln'

By Alvin Spencer

1

t

i

Warning to all prospective readers.
This column is the brainchild of a
presumptous pen. The columnist is not to
be held responsible for any material in
this column.

Whether you heard some of the latest

news, or better yet, started some of the
latest news, you might want to know that

:

.. The food served in the cafeteria at

supper is really experimental mishaps
occurring in the biology lab.

...The men's dorm is a haven for severe
juvenile delinquents.

...Tanner Hall, being in violation of
every conceivable safety ordinance, has
been condemned,

...The girl's dorm has six rats.

...Mr. Stauffer was formerly a Swiss
banker.

. ..Steve Hayes' mother paid his

airlfriend to write to him.

...A new course has been started at MD-
JC "sleepology".

..." Keefee'
' Moore begged Reginald

Abney to marry her.

...Alvin Spencer's life may be shortened
considerably for writing this column.

TJ's select

new members
The TJ's have been selected and are on

their way to a new year. Keturning
members have already saluted the new
school year with a "Hello Students" show
during the first week of school.

"They worked extra hours to make that
show possible." said director, Joe
Abrams.

New members are Mark Stowers. In-
verness; Tim Wright. Glen Allen; Wyatt
Harvey. Indianola; Pam Cooper, In
dianola

; Tammy Fuller, Greenwood

.

Tanya Hart, Belzoni; Priscilla Parker,
Greenwood; Debra Smithardt. Indianola;
Mandy Steelman. Sunflower; Jamie
Madison (drums), Areola, Todd Davis
(guitar). Areola; and Lisa Lemonis,
Greenville.

Returning T.J 's are Laura Wiginton.
Clarksdale; Donna Brasier. Indianola;
Valerie Ertle. Indianola; Kay Stowers. It-

ta Bena; Jim Lillo. Leland; and Don
Sykes (technical crew), Indianola.

The TJ's have three shows lined up for
fall. On Saturday. Oct. 17, they will pre-
sent a show at Itta Bena's "Home in the
Woods", On Oct. 24. the TJ's perform at
the Lewis Grocery Company annual pic-
nic. Their final show will be Thursday,
Nov. 19. at the "Midnight Madness" show
following the Trojan-Co-Lin game in the
Union.

More cut8 due
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) - At a

meeting with educators, U.S. Secretary of

Education Terrel Bell predicted the

Reagan administration would soon ask

Congress to shave another $1.5 billion off

the federal education budget for this

year, and to approve a plan that would

leave federal funding two years from now

at a bare 40 percent of the current budget.

In various speeches around the coun-

try. Bell has warned of further cuts for

the October 1. 1981 to September 30. 1982

fiscal year as part of the administration's

effort to balance the federal budget by

1984.
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Trojans Gunning For Rangers
Fall Practice Continues

The Trojans are preparing to spoil

Northwest Junior College's Homecoming
on Oct. 17.

The Trojans, are currently sporting a

four-win. one loss record, are at two and

zero in the North Division. Northwest's

overall record is two-two and they are one

and one in North Division Action. (At

press time. Oct. 7.)

Coach "Wookey" Gray commented on

the rangers strength. "Personnel-wise,

they have the best material and talent in

the state. They have been up and down
during the season, but they haven't been

as consistent as they should have been.

But they'll be up for their homecoming
game in what has always been an intense

rivalry anyway," said Coach Gray.

Coach Gray also praised his team in

their efforts against Gulf Coast on the

Toijans' Homecoming.
The Trojans had gone into the game

rated as the underdogs against Gulf
Coast, the 4th. ranked junior college team
in the nation. The Trojans snapped a 14

game Bulldog winning streak.

"Our team effort was great. I was
extremely proud of the win, especially in

front of such a great crowd. 1 was proud
of how we moved the ball on them. The
defense pleased me by making a

tremendous stand at the end of the game
to prevent that score. Anytime you beat
the 4th. ranked team in the nation, you
have to be proud of your players. 1 also

have to give credit to two find coaches.

Paul Downs and Charles Sabbatini. I

thought the school did an excellent

promotion on the game all week and it

helped the team get ready." said Gray.

Football Roundup
The Mississippi Delta Trojans began

their season in rough style with a 27-14

loss to Pearl River. The offense showed

signs of brightness as Jay Dimaggio car-

ried 16 times for 63 yards. Leading defen-

sive player of the game was Joe Hall with

8 tackles and 5 assists.

It was then the Trojans started to roll

with a 21-18 win over Hinds on a last

minute Jeff Tatum to Dale Chatman pass.

Leading rusher for the game was Andrew
McGary with 74 yards on 12 carries.

Leading defensive players were Joe Hall

with 8 tackles, 4 assists, Greg Magee 6

tackles, 6 assists, and Jed Hodges 7

tackles, 2 assists.

Then the Trojans defeated Itawamba
35-14 as the charged-up offense, led by
Chip Hobart's 85 yards on 11 Carries, put
up 28 points by halftime. The swarming
Trojan defense was lead by Otis Cook, 9

tackles, 5 assists and Joe Hall's 65-yard
punt return.

And finally Thursday night Sept. 24 the
Trojans came away with 41-12 victory
over Coahoma. The Trojan offense was
led by Roy Wells, 58 yards on 4 carries.

The defense was led by Greg Magee's 10

tackles and 7 assists.

-Jed Hodges

Coach Jimmy Bellipanni has been fine

tuning his Trojan baseball team this fall

before regular season play begins in

March. The Trojans have been playing

Delta State's freshmen and sophomore

scholarship men. "We've been playing

good against them. They haven't embar-

rassed us at all. "Although the Trojans

haven't won any games in their five mat-

ches against DSU, the scores have been

close."

Coach Bellipanni said that the fall

workouts are pointing up strengths and

weaknesses of the team so that these

points can be worked on in spring prac-

tice.

Coach Bellipanni feels he has a good

grade of pitching this year. The pitching

class includes : Ernie Burgess, freshman

Steve Hayes, sophomore; Richard Clan

ton, freshman; Kenny Wood, sophomore

Kyle McClure, sophomore; Randy David

son, freshman; Tim Jones, sophomore
Darry Adams, freshman; Johnny Ray,

freshman.

The catcher slot will be filled this year

by sophomore Anthony Domino.
"Anthony is a good receiver and a good
hitter. He's not a big boy, and he does not

have a strong arm, but he makes up in

desire," Coach Bellipanni said.

Steve Harper is also a good receiver,

but does not show strong power at bat, he

will get better with experience," Coach
Bellipanni said.

First base will be covered by one of two
sophomores, either Jack Henderson or

Ron White. Coach Jimmy said,
"Henderson is the stronger of the two,

and we hope to improve his bat ,

At second base the Trojans L."^^
r imoroved. Rnth A./.^^^def,

itiit
ly improved. Both Art Hnr^ . .

Fredrick Nickson give the Trm^^'^ ^
at the plate. ^^^^^Poi*,

The shortstop position has "

100%" with Steve Haves .
^^^"^

Pinkerton. Coach Bellipanni
have good gloves." Hayes posse cL'^
speed. We are happy to have a
and a freshman fighting for
position." Sam

John Ruscoe or Joe McClendon • w
has improved his bat and will neerii
prove his throwing. Joe needs exJnWe hope his hitting will ge^^^^^"^
Bellipanni stated.

'

"The Trojan outfield has been a n
blem in the past and still is to sol
tent. Chuck Rasco probably has thpl^
abihty in the outfield and the Trojans^
depend on him to plug a hole in the!3
field. Another outfielder, David UpchJ
has a good arm; lacks speed, but hisb
potential will be determined AlsoCIvd
Brown has shown some bat strength

bi

not a strong arm," Coach Jimmy said

Noticel

Notice to all boarding students

Second nine weeks meal tickets are due

October 19. Cost of tickets is $175.00.

Notice to all bos cominuters
Those students who owe for riding the

bus should come by each week to

their fees at the business office.

neB«.offlc..,pbou. of the »cK,eU„«
^^^^'^^ Modeling Squad Chosen I
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fall Enrollment
[ncrea§e8

Fall semester enrollment is 1606

fulltime day students on the Moorhead

campus, according to fall audit statistics

just completed by Travis Thornton, dean

of student
affairs.

The dean said that the report shows an

increase of 29 over fall semester of 1980.

The figure does not include those

students who had already withdrawn

prior to Oct. 15.

"Sixty-eight students have withdrawn

or dropped out so far this seme, er,"

Dean Thornton said.

"These students left because of family

problems, lack of interest, or financial

difficulties," said Dean Thornton.

Of the total daytime enrollment, 668 are

academic students as compared with 610

last fall. There are 481 students in

technical programs as compared with 512

last fall. In the vocational area, the iden-

tical number, 315, enrolled both this fall

and last fall term.

Night school in both academic and
technical areas has experienced a
decrease this year. In the academic area,

last year's enrollment was 187. That
figure dropped to 136 this year. In the

technical area, there were 31 students

last year. This year the figure dropped to

MJCCWA
Set Agenda

Mrs. Melba Halbrook, language arts in-

structor at MDJC, recently attended a
planning board meeting for the Mississip-
pi Junior College Creative Writing
Association Workshop.
Mrs. Halbrook said that the workshop

has been scheduled for Friday and Satur-
day, March 5 and 6, 1982 at Northeast
Mississippi Junior CoUege in Booneville.
Guest speaker for the meeting will be

Pat Smith, noted Misissippi writer.
The highlight of the annual conference

will be the announcement of the winners
of the creative writing awards among
Mississippi junior college students.
Students from 16 junior colleges are eligi-
ble to compete in the categories of formal
^ssay, informal essay, short story,
P^'J'y. drama. Local language arts in-

structors select the top entries from local
sources for competition.

PBL Elects Officers
Forty-six members attended the Phi
~ Lambda meeting held the second

*eek of October.

^
The 1981-82 officers were elected. They
^ as follows: president, Debra
reenhaw; vice-presidents, Freddy

^^me and David Robertson; secretary,
•7 Elmore; treasurer, Angie Hower-

p'
2rid reporter, Janet Wintrone.

soe^ K
"°"^inee presented his campaign
and elections were then held. Mrs.

stall
^'^all. counselor, served as in-

'aiion officer and administered the
^ths of office.

are^'"^
for the Phi Beta Lambda Club

Ell. i^- ^^^y Dowell and Mrs. Mary
Holloway.

i)

Is this Count Dracula daoclng with the Looe Ranger? No, It's only Mark Ray dancing

with Tina Gordon at the Halloween dance last Tuesday night.

Hamilton to return as performer
MDJC alumnus Kerry Hamilton of

Schlater will play the role of Prof. Henry

Higgins in the Fine Arts Production of

"My Fair Lady" scheduled for Feb. 22-27

in the Tharp Auditorium.

Hamilton attended MDJC in the years

1975-77, and is a former student of play

director Dianne Saucier.

At MDJC. Hamilton was very active in

the drama productions. He played the

lead role "Curly" in Oklahoma He was

understudy to Dr. James Coleman of

tjniversity of Mississippi and led the

matinee performances of that production.

In Fiddler on the Roof, he played the part

of "Perchik". He also took lead parts in

children's theatre productions. Hansel

and Gretel and Snow White and the Seven

Dwarfs.

After graduating from MDJC.

Hamilton went to the University of

Mississippi to pursue a major in broad-

cast communication. While he was there,

he took parts in A Member of the Wedding

and George M. Hamilton now works in In-

dianola as a Marketing Consultant at

Delta Catfish Corp. and is a member of

Aquiculture Limited.

Directing "My Fair Lady" this school

year will be Mrs. Dianne Saucier. Mr. Joe

Abrams will be music director. Mr.

Warden Herring will be orchestra direc-

tor.

Tryouts will be held the week of spring

registration. A cast of 50 to 60 is needed.

Participants will receive one hour's

credit.

The Broadway musical and movie ver-

sions are among the most popular produc-

tions American audiences have seen. A

videotape of *'My Fair Lady" is available

in the Library through the Media Center.

MLT scores high

The Delta Trojans have another record
that most junior colleges can't match.
The medical laboratory technology has
had its first graduating class since the
course has been reorganized.

MLT students wrote the National ex-

amination board in August of 1981. This is

the final step in achieving a license from
the slate.

The class consisted of 15 students. The
class had an overall 100% pass score. This
was done on the first try for the students.

The highest possible score on the test is

207. MDJC students came out with a 155

overall score. With one student here mak-
ing a composite score of 192.

The 1970 class of MLT students also had
a high mark record but, this is the first

time for a 100% pass for the overall class.

Teaching the course is Ellen Allen,

Greenwood and Millie Clark, Moorhead.

Mixed emotion

created

In recognition of National Newspaper
Week, The Herald conducted an informal

poll among local residents concerning

their newspaper reading habits. They
were asked; "What do you read in the

newspaper? Of what practical value is

the newspaper to you?
'

EDDIE LOUIS CATES, General
Education Major, Greenwood: "I just

read to keep up with today's sports world.

It's of no value to me because I don't play

sports.

LINDA BELL, Journalism major.

Greenville: "I read the editorials because

I am majoring in Journalism, and 1 need

to keep up with the news."

COACH BUDDY WALDEN, basketball

coach: "I keep up with current events

and sports. I also read want ads because I

am always looking for a bargain."

LINDA McGHEE, MLT, Drew: "I read

comics and Ann Landers. I think Ann
Landers is of great value because she ex-

plains how to deal with certain pro-

blems."

DEMETRA LAKES. ADN. Drew: "1 do

not read the newspaper. It is of no value

to me because what I want to know I will

see on TV."
RUTH McCRANEY. Data Processing.

Greenville: "I read all sections. A lot of

the things that I am looking for I can find

in the newspaper."

BARRY GENTRY, Pre-Med. Green-

ville: "I read all of the paper. I keep up to

date that way."

LEWIS SCOTT, General education.

Cleveland: "I read comics, current

events, sports. The paper is of no value to

me because newspapers print lies."

DEBRA LEE. Electronics, Cleveland:

"I read most of the paper because I like to

read the job offers."

MILLIE CLARK, MLT instructor: "I

read all sections because it helps get me
out of my hole."

ELLEN ALLEN, MLT instructor:

**Once you begin to work and read, you

find that it helps with economy. I find

things about medical information and I

like puzzles for fun."



Ramblin'

By Alvin STpencer

For several weeks now there have been

many complaints aired about the

degrading condition of the men's dorm
lobby.

As a resident of Edwards Hall, I, also

have been complaining.

The lobby, as any observer will note,

looks like a long, desolated room. The
television is a "piece of junk", the air and
cooling unit can only be used as scrap

metal, the seats cannot hold a solid two-

hundred pounder, and the only things that

work are the telephones, but there is no
one to answer them after 4 p.m.

A poll concerning this 'problem' has
been printed in The Delta Herald, but no
officials have responded to the article.

Recently, the student government
association has formed a committee to

look into the situation and to make recom-
mendations to school officials.

A major objective of the committee is

to get an attendant to answer the phones
in the evenings. The committee plans to

recommend that a work-study student be
given this job if there is any money in the
school's budget to cover it.

If that plan goes flat, I have a sugges-
tion that possibly could work.
We residents who are truly concerned

about not having an attendant to answer
the phone after 4 could volunteer to spend
a little of our time for this cause.

A guy with nothing to do could stroll

down to the lobby and do something
helpful by spending a few minutes cat-
ching the phones and delivering
messages.

Shelves added

The Stanny Sanders Library staff has
recenUy acquired some new microfilm
cabmets. They are located in front of the
Media Center.

The addition of the cabinets has allowed
librarians to give more space to what had
been a crowded periodical section.

Former students return as staff
of our food. Coming to teach hcommg home because

i
with some of my former in^"^Swith students I had the mr^'^^fsS

The phrase "t\0re is no place like

home" spoken by 'Dorothy' of "The
Wizard of Oz" has for centuries been a

very factual statement.

Thirty-two former MDJC students who
apparently agree with the above concept

have returned as faculty and staff

members to MDJC.
When they were asked, selectively, how

life was when they were enrolled as

students, the following responses were
given:

Lawrence Kenneth, media director:

"One of the greatest differences existing

then was that gas was 30 cents a gallon so

we could travel a lot for a couple dollars.

The buildings were very poorly heated
and cooled. Mr. Joiner's Western Civiliza-

tion was much harder. The food is great
compared to when I attended. Dorm
regulations were as strict as now."
Paul Downs, physical education: "Life

was simplier, but we had more fun than
the students today have. Because there

was a movie theater in downtown
Moorhead, we did not need cars to find

entertainment. The girls had to be in at

10:30. The greatest time of my life was
spent here. I would not swap those two
years for any other two years I have liv-

ed."

Lance Baria, counselor: "When I at-

tended here students' social lives con-
sisted of cruising the streets and playing
the pinball machine. Basketball games
were played in the "crackbox" gym
which could hold a few people and a lot of

noise. Today's men dorms are better than
the "plyboard palace" and the athletic
dorm then."

Yvonne Bennett, English: "After the
Korean War there were many veterans
attending here. Since there were only two
Western Civilization classes taught, I

took history with 59 other students. Out of
60 people only 3 students passed the first

test. At lunch instructors stood over our
shoulders to make sure we had eaten all

VOU CAN HAVE TU£ BASIC KNIT §MlRT
FOR $ia.99. WITH A WEASEL ON Tt, IT'S
$l^>.0O; W/TMA PARAKEET IT^S 524-99-
[CAN GIVE IT To You For $36.cc witm
A WILDEBEEST, AND IT'S $^2.5o wiTH

A BRONToSAUf?U§.

of our food. Coming to teach hcommg home because
i

with some of my former in^"^Swith students I had the mr^'^^fsS
taught." ""^^^Pi^sureto^**

Marsha Kenneth, hbrari.
was a lot of student involve'"^
attended here because wTh?H
school atmosphere. We knew

^

a one-to-one basis." ^^^i>one,

John Vickers, health ann
'

education: "About eleven sh.ri
cars on campus. Entert^S^^^;
gomg to a 35 cent movie or to ih!

'"^

My social life was playine h^?^*^
attended three other' Sit'*"^"

'

undergraduate, but I have e Îdl

'

here the most." "'"y^beu^

Other responses given were tK .

beer was best then, girls are n,^^ ^

better now. the presVn^of'^^^««^
was a dicUtor. and instrucbrl !
strictly lesson-oriented.

-Alvin
Speri,

T-shirt winners named

Edmond Donald and Kathy King we.
chosen as winners of the Dorm T-Shr
Contest, according to Joe Primeaux.:
Linda Stapleton, committee co^hairma
Edmond's drawing of a square

four boxes in which four activities we
represented gave him the winning d

^Z.
""^"'^ The phras,

fcdwards - Stonestreet No.l" wia alst

appear on the shirt.

Kathy's drawing is of a little broff:

puppy with a large red heart for the girls

dorm. The phrase, "There is no placeliii

Stennis-Penrod Dormitory" will be tlie

shirt motif.

The winners were awarded $25 andi

free t-shirt.

A source said that the shirts have bee

ordered and should be in within 6-8 weeks

Fountain babbles

The fountain gets sudsed at least thret

times a year, so local observers say, and

Mr. Jack T. Harris, superintendent of

buildings and grounds, says he isn't goi"*

to do anything about cleaning it up untiJ

after Halloween this year.

Tfie fountain in front of the AdminisW

tion building was filled with wasN
powder in the earlier part of last weet

Passersby had to dodge the suds earl?

Tuesday morning.
Mr. Harris says that this has beenW

pening yearly since the fountain was

restored in 1975.

"It doesn't harm anyone or cause ai?

damage, and they're going to do

anyway, so I don't get mad." said Mr

Harris.

But Mr. Harris says the fountain, wbj^

many people think adds an air of eleg^

to the campus, is very hard to

There are many agents used to keep

fountain clean.
. ^

When the fountain is sudsed, it^
two men approximately four hours

clean it up. It also costs the school top

chase the chemical used to complete

scrubbing.



Prof. Charles Gross of the University of Mississippi will lead a workshop on sculpture

iu the division meeting of Mississippi Art Education on the MDJC CAMPUS Saturday.

Hlfg. Jean
Abrams, MDJC Faculty, is chairman of the group this year.

Trojans eye playoff

If the Trojans defeat East Mississippi
Junior College Saturday night at Scooba.
the Trojans will be in the Mississippi
Jumor College football playoffs.
The Trojans have been out of the

playoffs for the last three years.
At presstime. East Central is number

one in the South and Pearl River is
number t^^'o. The Trojans will be number
two in the North if they win this
Saturday's game. Holmes is currently
number one in the North. The number
one teams will host the playoff games.

So, if the Trojans win Saturday, they
will travel to Decatur to play East
Central,
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"Pub" staff attends MJCPA
Members of the Publications staff

accompanied by Laney Wooten, adviser,

atlendedme fall conference of the

Mississippi Junior College Press Associa-

tion held Oct. 22.23 at DeSoto Center of

Northwest Junior College in Southaven.

Nine of 16-member institutions at-

lended. They were : Pearl River,

Southwest, Copiah-Lincoln, Northeast,

Hinds, Wood, Meridian and Mississippi

Delta, and Northwest.

MDJC's representatives at the execu-

live council meeting from lp.m.-l:30
were Alvin Spencer, Mark Stowers. and
Miss Wooteh.

At the first general session, Mrs. Diane
Sanders, state adviser, introduced the

association president, Jimmy Henderson,
Wood.

Henderson introduced other officers:

northern vice president, Susan Smiley,
Meridian; southern vice president, Karen
Speed, Hinds; secretary, Marsha Webb,

Co-Lin; treasurer, Jerry Clements,
Northwest.

Kathy Thurmond, assistant news
director, WMC-AM79, Memphis, spoke
on "How Radio News Serves the
Community" from 1:45-2:45.

After a 30-minute break, John Weed,
graphics editor, THE COMMERCIAL
APPEAL.Memphis, spoke on "Newspa-
per Graphics" from 3:15-4.

In the next general session, a

representative of the University of

Mississippi Journalism department
showed slides.

Afterwards. Burlian Walker, Co-Lin

adviser, reported on his meeting with

Mississippi Junior College Association

presidents on the subject of the

journalism scholarship. Walker said that

the group, after debate, voted to fund the

scholarship.

On Friday morning, yearbook awards

were announced in the general assembly.

Marvin Tarver
^^•^^'tor -1^- jLL^-

-Alviri,S_pencer

photograpncis Mark Stowers. lodd Steffen
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Shawn Sherill, Priscilla Parker
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Karen Presley, Lana Taylor. Rhonda Berry,

Mona Tucker, and Deborah Vermer
""*^rs: Essie Carson, Daphne Carter. Mable

Cobbs, Rochelle Hall. Clara House. Gregory
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Rory Johnson, Joyce Perkins. Rosemary Shu-
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Northwest won first place. Hinds was
second, with Northwest placing third.

No categories were used in this first year
of judging, according to Mrs. Sanders,
who supervised the selection of the
judge, an instructor at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas.

At 10 a.m., delegates divided into two
groups, with one group continuing
newspaper disc issions and the other
concentrating or. yearbook design.

Wanda Adams of Taylor Publishing

Company of Dallas led the yearbook
discussion. Todd Steffen attended this

workshop, held in the mortuary science

room.

Newspaper leaders included Martha
Fondren, news editor of theDeSoto
County Tribune, who discussed the

"News' Reporters Responsibilities."

Mrs. Fondren is a former editor of the

Ranger Rocket of Northwest.

Mark Hanna followed Mrs. Fondren

with a discussion of "Readership
Promotion". Hanna is editorial promo-

tions editor of THE COMMERCIAL
APPEAL.

In the last general assembly, Mrs.

Sanders presented a $25 check in memory
of the late Morton Holman to

Henderson, who said it would be used to

purchase equipment for the Wood
darkroom.

The group also voted to temporarily

discontinue the scholarship.

The spring conference of MJCPA is

scheduled for Biloxi in April.

The delegates were lodged at the

Holiday Inn on Brooks Road in Memphis.

Representing MDJC were : Alvin

Spencer. Mark Stowers, Alvin Williams,

lodd Steffen, Reginal Abney, and

Priscill? Parker.

Corrections
In the third issue, incorrect information

concerning the alun.ni music decision

was given in the cutline on page 3. Instead

of an award, the Fine Arts Department

will recognize a musician who has

graduated from here.

In a Ust supplied by the Fine Arts

Department, returning TJ's were omitted

in part. Those left out include: drummer,

Greg Mahan. Itta Bena; Robby Henson,

bass player, Greenville; John Lemonis,

keyboard and piano, Greenville.

SGA
on the move

Micheal Gonzales

A lot of students have come up to me
and asked how do I become a member of

the Student Government Association?
This is a very important question and in

Article 11, paragraph one. of the
Mississippi Delta Junior College Student
Association Constitution (Page 44 in Stu-

dent Handbook), it states: "All students
who are registered at Mississippi Delta
Junior College and who have paid fees
shall be'members of the Student Associa-
tion...."

If you went through registration and
gave Mr. Sherman Stauffer, business
manager, your money, and he s(ampt*d
"fees paid" on your yellow piece of paper,
you are a member of the S.G.A.

1 think what students are trying to say
is: "How can I get more actively involved

in theS.G.A.?" The way you go about this

is by coming to the Student Government
Association meetings every Tuesday
night at 7. The Student Government
Association encourages students to come
to the meetings and voice opinions on
issues such as the men's dorm lobby, pro-

blems with the cafeteria line, and
etc that's what the Student Govern-
ment Association is here for, to represent

the students and try to meet the needs of

the students.

I want to thank the students and faculty

who worked with the Student Government
Association on Homecoming activities for

the great job they did.

...Steve Hayes, Darlene McDaniels,

and Alvin Spencer for keeping the S.G.A.

on track while I was gone.

...Cathy Alexander for getting a band
for Homecoming. Two weeks before

Homecoming the band we had booked

cancelled out. Cathy got on the phone and
sta rted ca 1 1 ing people try ing to get

another band for Homecoming, and she

did a great job. The Homecoming dance

was a success; around 500 people attend-

ed the dance.

...Keats Hogue and the election com-
mittee for the fine job they did in conduc-

ting the Homecoming elections • especial-

ly keeping Homecoming Queen a secret.

...Myron Vanlandingham and the Pom-
Pom committee • the pom-poms at the

game showed the football team we were

behind them. By the way, student who
bought pom-poms should continue to br-

ing them to games to show their Trojan

Spirit.

...Angie Howerton, Bobby, Perry, and

the entertainment committee for all the

work you did in planning all Homecoming
activities.

...All the students who helped paint

dorm signs Friday night in the Union and

those students who helped decorate the

S.G.A. truck for the parade.

..Mrs. Holloway for all the advice and

guidance she gave Steve, Darlene, Alvin,

and me in preparing the Homecoming

Assembly and the Crowning of the Queen.

...Mr. Kenneth for all the help he gave

the S.G.A. Mr. Kenneth is one of our

strongest faculty supporters this year.

. .Joe Primeaux, Myron Vanlan-

dingham, and Keith Green for helping

with the fire works.

...Gregg Trussell and Edmund Donald

for all the posters
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The MDJC basketball teams have hit
the practice floor to get ready for their
season opener against Phillips County
Community College on Nov. 5 in Helena
Ark.

Head men's basketball coach John
Vickers had his squad working out with
weights and running cross-country before
starting serious practice on Sept 28

ch^t ^'""'"^"'f'^.
tongue in

cneek, I ve been a good coach for 13
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years, but the teams I've had haven',
always been as good."
Vickers said that the team will be spor-mg new uniforms this year for the first

.me m six years. The uniforms will be
Identical in design with those used in
previous years.

Vickers refused to speculate about the
Trojans prospects in the Junior College
league this season.

^

"I'm not predicting how many, or if we
will win any this year, " said Vickers
S>eventeen men are trying their skiiuwUh the basketball thi7yefr foTcfh

Vickers. -Twelve are on scholarship
Three of the 17 are sophomores with ex-perience and two more are tra^Ters

sophomores Larry and John HaT whoare brothers from Cleveland. Thre* men

b":i e'^'
TrojanTor

oallere are Charles Bennet. EdmondDonald and Dale Spencer
"^"^o""
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Hall 6'2^';
•
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6'2^7h ^"H""'- I'^'e Spencer
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Mississippi DelU Junior Colleg

Pre-Registration

Forms Available Monday
pre-registration for second semester

course work at MDJC will begin Monday,

\ovember 30, and continue through

Thursday. December 3.

Sophomore students will pre-register

Monday. November 30.

Freshman students will pre-register

pecember 1 through 3 according to the

following schedule: Students whose last

me begins with letters A-G, Tuesday.

1; H-0, Wednesday, Dec. 2; P-Z,

Thursday, Dec. 3.

Students unable to pre-register at the

designated time, may pre-register from
8:20 to 11:45 a.m. on Friday, Dec. 4.

A sophomore is a student who has com-
pleted 24 semester hours and had 48 quali-

ty points beginning with 1981 fall

semester.

Pre-registration will be conducted each
school day. Nov. 30 - Dec. 3 from 8:20 to

11:45a.m.; from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in Room
36A. Horton Science Building.

Students will report to Room 36A during
a vacant period to have schedule approv-
ed, complete schedule card and to pick up
insructions for registration.

All schedule planning sheets must be
signed by a faculty advisor when
presented to the Dean of Instruction for
final approval. Faculty advisors are
listed under each program of study in the
college catalog.

All pre-registration procedures should
be completed prior to the Christmas
holidays.

On January 4 and 5, students will report
w registration according to their assign-
ed numbers to pick up class cards, pay

fees and have ID's punched
Vocational and Technical pre-

registration will be handled by
Vocational-Technical Counselors under
the direction of Dr. Ray Whelan Pre-
registration will be conducted m the
vocational-Technical classrooms.
Students enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the time in-
dicated by Vocational-Technical
Counselors:

Building Construction Technology-
Commercial Art Technology; Drafting
and Design Technology; Educational
Business Data Processng Technology
Electronics Technology; Farm Manage-
ment Technology; Medical Laboratory
Technology; Automotive Machinist;
Automotive Mechanics; Basic Skills in
Business; Combination Welding; Cotton
Gin and Industrial Maintenance; Diesel
Mechanics; Farm Machinery
Mechanics; Industrial Electricity;
Machine Shop; Offset Printing-
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning; and
Sheet Metal.

Students enrolling at MDJC for the first

time this academic year will report on
Monday or Tuesday, January 4 and 5, at

8:30 a.m. to Room 35. Horton Science
Building.

Second semester schedule and schedule
planning sheets will be available in the

Student Affairs Office Monday,
November 9.

Students in sequence courses should
continue under the same instructor and
same class period, unless a change is ap-

proved by Dean Boggs.

Ramblln'

By Alvin Spencer
1

Trojans Playoff-Bound
The Trojans will be playoff-bound

when they travel to Poplarville to take on
Peari River in semifinal action on
«turday. Nov. 14.

Meanwhile. Holmes Junior College will
«j-e on either East Central or Gulf Coast.
">e winners of these two events will vie
wihe state championship.
The Trojans are waiting to get head

fnentor "Wookey" Gray back in action.
*n last week's game at East

^'sstssippi. Gray's blood pressure shot
and he was taken to the hospital in

'^endian for observation,

und
^^^^ absence helped build a fire

better-/^""
^"'^ P'^y

Coach Paul Downs said.

halfr
^'^ja"s were down 3—0 at

L "er. things looked bad with East
"^'ssissippi leading 10-0.

*his"ti*^^
garne is not over until the final

score n^"^
the Trojans stormed back to

gj^^
13 fourth-quarter points to win the

^'^t>JC piled up 10 first downs to East
^^'^^.'PPi's 10. Moorhead outrushed

0
rV^'ssissippi 137 yards on 54 fittempts

1,5
on 39 attempts. East

^^'ssippi passed for 136 yards hitting 9
- passes with one interception while

^si^^^h-^
could manage only 67 yards

8- "'tting 4 of 14 attempts with one

Andrew McGary was the leading
rusher with 129 yards on 18 attempts. On
defense, Otis cooks collected 12 tackles

while Jed Hodges gathered 9. Joe Hall

came up with the big play of the game.
He intercepted an East Mississippi pass
to perserve the Trojan victory in the final

minutes.

"We were put in a lot of bad situations,

and we kept them out of the end zone all

but one time," said coach Charles

Sabbatini of the defense.

"Our defense gets better every game.
Our entire defense playeJ spectacularly.

Our kids did a super job of playing under
very trying conditions.

Class To Travel
Educational Psychology Students, ac-

companied by Instructor Bonnie Spencer,

will travel to Greenwood, Nov. 12. to

observe students and teachers of the

Greenwood High School City System.

Mrs. Spencer said that this will be a

learning experience for the class, all of

whom plan to teach someday.

Mrs. Joann Walton, Instructional

Supervisor, will serve as guide for this

trip.

Mr. Robert Cagle. Superintendent of

schools in Greenwood, has a daughter

(Lisa) who is currently enrolled at MDJC.

Mark S owers talks with Joe Baird, President of the Mississippi Association
of Supervisors, at a district meeting on campus. Oct. 29. Stowers and othermembers of the basic reporting class were required to attend this meeting, one
in a series of projects emphasizing state and local government coverage.

Home Ec. to Serve

Mrs. Jackie Franklin's sophomores in

meal management and freshmen in foods
class are working on their first major
project of this semester.

The two groups will feed the board of

trustees of the college lunch on Nov. 12.

This event has been an annual tradition

near Thanksgiving for the past 14 to 15

years.

"This project gives the students an
opportunity to do quantity cookery," said

Mrs. Franklin, Home Economics Instruc-

tor.

The luncheon will be served in the

Home Ec Lab at noon.

Other projects planned by the meal
management class this semester will be
the preparation of meals with ethnic
group foods featured, such a Chinese,

Italian, Greek, Mexican, and French.

The foods class will be involved in

lecture demonstrations which involve
proper preparation techniques of every

—

thing from meats to pastry.

VICA Sells Fruit

The Mississippi Delta Junior College

VICA Club will conduct its annual

Christmas Fruit Sale Nov. II - Dec. 1.

The fruit will arrive Dec. 14.

VICA will be selling pink grapefruit

(40-count) $9. Hamlin oranges (»U-I(K)

count) $10, and Navel oranges (80-64

count) $12.

Profits from this sale will be used to

send VICA members to state and national

skills Olympics.

Last year, MDJC VICA members won

10 gold medals, 4 silver medals, and 3

bronze medals in stale competition.

In national competition, they won one

gold medal and one bronze medal.

In addition to skills competition, MDJC
has elected more members to state and

national office than has any other club in

the state.

"Hah-Rah, go ahead, Moorhead, Beat

'cm, hit *cm, hit 'em. go and get 'cm."

A lot of noise can be heard on campus,

and of course, it is because of the Trojan

playoff game against Pearl River Junior

College.

Trojans, be brave and fight courage-

ously, you cannot lose. -• The worse thing

that can happen is that time will run out

on you.

Remember, there is a valhalla.

Let me see the hands of every girl who

is on a diet .... One, two, three. Let me
see the hands of every girl who wants to

Lose weight .... One, two, three . .

.seven . . . thirty now that is more like it.

To lose weight is one thing that nearly

every female attempts to do at least one

or more times in her life.

I'm getting to the point that dieting has

become a very popular hobby for females.

Why? Giris, you do not have to be thin

to be in -- someone will like you just the

way that you arc.

Thought for the day: This was written

on the door of the ladies room during an

ERA Convention, assumedly by a radical

male advocate - "If the only difference

between man and boy is the price of his

toy, What is your price?"

Turkey Shoot Set

For Nov. 18

The annual VICA turkey shoot will be

held Wednesday, Nov, 18, in the

Moorhead National Guard Armory.

Prizes will be awarded in three

categories with divisions of competition

for men and women and in archery.

Cost will be three shots for 50 cents.

Rifles and archery equipment will be

furnished.
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Guilt triggers dieting trap

Budget cut may deny education

SEATTLE, WA (CPA) University of

Washington students havp to give up a

routine and norma] part of student life:

they are no longer allowed to change their

majors.

Moreover, the 10,000-some UW students

who have yet to declare a major won't be
able to choose one.

Then again, many of those students

about 3600 - may be dropped from the

university altogether.

Forcing 3600 students out of the univer-

sity is just one of the contingency plans of-

fered by UW administrators if a
precipitous fiscal crisis in the state isn't

resolved soon. UW, while only one of the
state college and universities affected by
the emergency, is Washington's largest
campus, and the one scheduled to lose the
most amount of money.

Until UW administrators decide which
programs they have to cancel, they've
stopped students from declaring or swit-
ching majors to prevent students from
choosing majors that may be eliminated.
The troubles began last month when

state Gov. John Spellman unexpectedly
ordered a ten percent budget cut for all

state schools and agencies. The universi-
ty's share amounted to $33 million of fits

two-year operating budget, which UW
President William Gerberding termed a
"disaster."

The university stands to lose twice as
much if a lawsuit brought against the
state by primary and secondary schools
succeeds. Combined with the effects of
the Reagan cuts in federal education pro-
grams, the fear is that "you won't even
recognize this university," says one cam-
pus reporter.

"It's mainly a problem of the
economy," says admissions Director Tim
Washburn, who has announced an in-
definite freeze on applications to the cam-
pus until the crisis passes.
"The state's lumber industry is really

hurting.", Washburn says, "and thus our
tax base is way down. The problem is
Washington has no state income tax, and
It isn't likely they're going to establish
one at any time in the future."

"It's just a mess all over," groans In-

formation Services Manager Louise Has-

ty, who discounts the governor's budget-

cutting rationale as "a lot of garbage."

"(The reduction order) was just a bolt

out of the blue," she says.

"Right now we're faced with laying off

something like 260 faculty members
alone, not counting other staff person-

nel," Hasty mourns. "And all those

federal aid cuts are going to come on top

of all of this. As far as federally-assisted

research goes, we're simply going to go
down the pipe."

Lawyers representing the state's lower-

level schools have sued the governor,
claiming the state constitution
guarantees full funding for elementary
and high schools. The state constitution

clause doesn't apply to colleges.

If the suit succeeds - as many think
likely - other state agencies would have
to bear more of the cuts. The University
of Washington would then have to cut $60
million from its budget, instead of the
current $33 million.

"We're numbed by the whole thing,"
says a reporter at the campus paper the
Daily.

Student government President Clayton
Lewis agrees. "We already cut out all the
fat from our budget, and there's simply
nothing else left."

Lewis says the $33 million cut will close
the university's departments of forestry,
architecture and urban design, educa-
tion, botany, and speech.

"And our tuition just went up 76 per-
cent," he adds. "It's obvious the state's
using a lot of that money for purposes and
sources other than education."
The state legislature two years ago

voted to absorb tuition payments into the
state's general fund, instead of reserving
them to fund higher education.
Lewis warns that the current trend will

make UW into "a very mediocre universi-
ty. The basic question among students
here has come down to: 'Am I even going
to graduate?'
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CHICAGO, IL (CPS) " ii you know five

women on campus, one of them probably

tends to "pig out" periodically on food,

feel guilty about it afterward, and then

punish herself by crash dieting or even in-

ducing vomiting.

It could be she's fallen victim to

bulimia, an emotional disorder which, ac-

cording to a new study, has reached near-

epidemic levels among female university

students. At one time or another, 15 to 20

percent of the women attending college

have had it, the study estimates.

The disorder - its literal translation is

"insatiable appetite" -- make its sufferer

engage in episodic, manic eating binges.

ytese4)inges, says Dr. Craig Johnston,
Tiirector of the-Anorexia Nervosa Project
that conducted the study from Chicago,
usually triggerdepression and guilt. The
victim will likely take a laxative or even
make herself throw up to purge what she
has consumed.

A siege of merciliess crash-dieting may
follow, Johnston says. The individual will
then go on another eating spree.
The affliction has much in common

with the more widely-publicised anorexia
nervosa. Yet bulimia is more difficult to
detect. Johnston says, "because most
women afflicted maintain their normal
weight, in contrast to the drastic weight
loss anorexia produces. There's no ob-
vious emaciation."

"Once a young woman gets involved in
this vicious cycle, she definitely needs
psychiatric help," Johnson stresses,
noting bulimia can have devastating ef-
fects on vital body chemicals and the
urinary and intestinal tracts.

The doctor blames the increasing fre-
quency of both bulimia ond anorexia ner-
vosa on "the cultural pressure to be thin
m America. It seems to be a basic ingre-
dient in our social ethos: If you're not

skinny, then you're not with it
"

Most women "lack sufficient
tion channels in our society

i

^^^^^

career and activities go""f°^^^ai
speculates. "Thus the challenge i^^
and beautiful is one of the few
open to them." ^^^^

Johnston shuns publicity
group's ongoing research ^
because he fears being deluged

b^*^^^'-
requests for help than he can handl
indication of how widespread thed
has become. ^^^fit^

SWd9nts warned

of fin es

"Students have free access to all boot,m the library stacks. Fines for oveZ
books are $.05 per day. Saturday.

Sunday
and holidays are not included in figunj,

fines. When the fine on a book is not pal
at the time the book is returned tha(fi«

is doubled." '

^

This tidbit of information was givento

us upon our registration at the higherifr

stitute of learning.

Our students proudly say, "I haveo'l

checked a regular book, just sow
reference books." Well, young college

people, the handbook states, "Fines (or

overdue reserve books are $.10 fo^l^f

first hour and $.05 for each additiOMi

hour, or a maximum of $.50 for thefirsi

day, plus $.25 for each additional day up

to the cost of the book."

So save money, return all library b

on lime.

ACROSS
1 Coterie

4 Month
9 Conjunction
12 Transgress
13 Shore birds
14 Merry
15 Portuguese

coin

16 Asian sea
17 Speck
18 Wall painting
20 Scale note
21 Silver symbol
23 Moccasin
24 Colonize
28 Chart
''O Smashed
32 Old gold alloy

34 Shoshonean
35 Identical

36 Slivers

39 Mute
40 Sofa
41 Electrified

particle

43 Sun god
44 Latin con-

iunction

45 Apportion
47 Wheel tooth
50 Among
51 Uncooked
54 Limb
55 Fire

56 Anger
57 Remunera-

tion

58 Step pari
59 Fondle
DOWN

1 Weight of

India

2 Before

3 Decorate
4 Macaws
5 Pilot's need

6 Asian coin
7 Sick

8 Place of the
seal: Abbr.

9 Time gone by
10 Burmese

demon
11 Stain

17 Apportions
19 Above
20 Soak
21 Collect

22 Canadian
peninsula

24 Emasculate
25 English

streetcar

26 Monkey's kin
27 Dropsy
29 Stone
31 Devoured
33 Bishop's

headdress
37 Seine

38
42
45
46
47
48

Weld
Negative
Wine cups
Journey
Opening
Time period

49 Girl's name
50 — Baba
52 Exist

53 Damp
55 Bromine

symbol
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Bnergy conservotfon
renovaflon underway

vyer been too hot or too cold in the

eaucational buildings on campus? Well,

your troubles may be ending by second

semester.

An energy conservation project design-

ed to balance the extremes of heating and

cooling in such buildings as Tanner Hall

is currently underway, according to Vice

pres- Sam Stafford.

The project includes the renovation of

eight buildings : administration, fine arts,

Horton, library, student union, Tanner,

vocational-technical, and the coliseum.

The project developers' main priority is

to stop energy waste by installing a cen-

trally located computer to control

building temperatures.

Plans also include adding insulation to

these buildings, putting "economisers"

on all heating and cooling units, building

double doors to trap air in, putting in glaz-

ed glass to reduce heat loss.

This renovation project, which was first

announced two years ago, is finally

becoming a reality.

"In September of 1979, 1 read an article

that said the government would match
any money at schools which could raise

funds to start an energy-saving measure
of this type. So. I drew up all kinds of

plans to prove that our needs were wor-
thwhile. I filed the first application for a
matching grant with the Department of

Energy in 1979. The school had raised

BSU happiness

Spiritual growth and development may
be what you need if you're not completely
happy.

At the campus Baptist Student Union,
perhaps you'll have an opportunity to find
the happiness you may be lacking.

If it is friends that you need, you can
always find plenty of those at the BSU.
There are also loU of understanding peo-
ple and many "fun" times, coupled with
learning.

Rev, Thomas McLaughlin, the new
BbU pastor, grew up in Orlando. Fla., and

his work in the ministry in 1973,
f^ev. Tom", as he is affectionately

called, says that he enjoys his work here,
"6 s excited about being back in a college
setting.

infl^^
^^Laughlin says that he is here to

luence anyone and everyone he can,

y wants everybody to understand who

"Wh'-^
what's in store for them.

while the kids are away from home.
*ant the BSU to provide them with the

Piritual nourishment they need," said

McLaughlin,

we \

happy family, and

ci^J*^ anyone who wants to join."
'^'^Rev McUughlin.

calTri"^
special events on the BSU

ndar this year are a trip to New
^

eans m February and to Gulf Shores in

.^^^^ *^'Ps will involve ministry
workshops.

$133,993, so our total projected funding
was $267,986," said Stafford.

"Surveys were taken, and they were
very technical, and finally the grant was
given on Oct. 9. 1980." said Stafford.

"Open bids were then accepted for the
project with the lowest being around
$168,000. Something had to be cut out. The
government ended up granting $95,771.

and the school had $133,986 for a total of

$229,757 for the project," said Stafford.

Virden Lumt>er Company of Indianola

is handling the building repair work, and
Johnson Controls will put in the heating

controls. Stafford said that he hopes the

project will be completed by January,
1982.

"Our main objective in this project is to

cut fuel costs by 20 to 25 percent. Electric

bills for one year average around $170,000

with $38,000 spent for natural gas," Staf-

ford said.

"We are one of the first junior colleges

to start this type of energy conservation

Others are using our pattern as a guide to

help them get similar grants." Stafford

said.

"I started filing for the grant in 1979.

and because of federal bureaucracy, it is

now two years later getting it going. I've

got one full file drawer and almost

another, and I hope it will have been

worth all the effort I have put into it,"

said Stafford.

Officeri installed

The Spectator Society has installed its

officers for the 1981-82 school year

Installation services for the officers

were part of the program activity attend-

ed by over 90 new freshman members
Wednesday Nov. U in the conference

room of the library.

Sharon Lowery was elected president

Other officers are Anita Keeton, vice-

president ; Jana Kunefke, secretary

;

Regina Ong, treasurer; and Kay Stowers,

reporter

Program committee for the club in-

clude Virgil Brown. Mike Moore. Jenny

Mullins, and Alvin Spencer.

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth, club ad-

viser, discussed plans for attending the

Mississippi Junior College Creative

Writing Conference at Northeast

Mississippi Junior College in Booneville

m March, 1982.

Notice!

Students who owe fines are urged to pay

them before exams are taken. All

students who are currently living in the

dorms and who are not planning to slay

on campus next semester, should check

out of the dorms by the Christmas

holidays.

Those students who are not sUying on

campus and who want to reside in the dor-

mitory next semester should make ap-

plication by the Christmas holidays.

Bazaar to be held
Divinity, peanut brittle, velvet angels

chicken spaghetti, pine cone wreaths!
door decorations, anyone?
MDJC students and staff will have an

opportunity to get their Christmas shopp-
mg done early when the Moorhead
Garden Club sets up its annual Christmas
Bazaar. Tuesday. Dec 1. in the Private
Dining Room of Vandiver Union,
Club members have been working since

early fall on individual projects in arts
and crafts which they put on sale at the
Bazaar.

Homemade cakes, candies, and other
food items such as homemade bread will

be prepared for the bazaar, also.

The Bazaar will open at 8 a m.
Mrs Isabelle Carley and Mrs. Betty

Hancock are co-chairpersons of this

year's bazaar,

Profits from the bazaar will go toward
the club's part of the Moorhead Chamber
of Commerce's civic lighting display
which will be set up on the MDJC campus
in early December,
"We hope that all students and faculty

will stop by, browse, and buy," said Miss
Laney Wooten, club president.

Fantasy to appear
It will look a lot more like Christmas

around here when classes resume after

the Thanksgiving holidays, if the

Moorhead Chamber of Commerce plans

go according to schedule. The
Chamber o' Commerce, along with

Mississippi Delta Junior College and
several local civic clubs will present a

Christmas "fantasyland" display on

campus.

The project was proposed to give a

certain magic touch to the campus around

Yuletide.

The display will consist of three
dimensional figures and many strands of

twinkle lights decorating the area

between Tanner Hall and Scroggins

Administration building.

Figures of Santa Claus, a snowman,

and a Christmas tree about twelve feet

high will be set up around the fountain.

The twinkle lights will be strung on trees

and shrubs beside Tanner Hall and

Scroggins Administration building.

Lights were purchased from a

Clarksdale firm, for approximately

$6,200. A representative from the firm

will be on campus to assist in putting up

the lights. "Current plans are to have the

fantasyland in place and ready for the

public in early December. " said a source

from the Chamber of Commerce. The

source also said that lights will be turned

on as soon as technical problems

associated with them are solved.

One of the problems is the installation

of underground electrical wiring leading

to the display area. The idea of the

Christmas fantasyland was suggested by

the Chamber of Commerce arts and crafts

committee. Members were Rev, Bobby

Connerley. Mrs. Jimmy Nobile. Mrs.

Granville Watson, and Mrs. Sam Hearn.

The project was planned to be a

permanent yearly display on which will

be added to each year.

Moorhead Chamber members hope

that the project will eventually be as

unique and as attractive as the Deer

Creek Bayou display in Leland.

Musicians tr appear

in many holiday-

shows

The Women's Ensemble, a newly
formed group in the Fine Aris
department, will sing for the Moorhead
Rotary Club. Wednesday. Dec. 2, at
12:30. The program will feature
Christmas music.

The 12- member group will also sing as
a part of the MDJC Singers Christmas
concert on Dec. 8.

Members include Teresa Skecn. Laura
Wigington. Dorthy Groves. Donita
Williams. Tammy Fuller. Mandy Steel-
man. Donna Brasier. Tanya Hart, Lisa
Lemonis. Valerie Brtle, Lynn Carson, and
Amy Jones.

Mrs. Merle Tolbert is accompanist for

the group. Director is Joe Abrams.
The Singers' concert will feature the

24-voicc group in traditional choral tunes
in addition to Christmas selections. This
program is scheduled for the Tharp
Auditorium. In (he event of construction
problems associated with the energy
renovation program, the concert will be
held in the Union. Program time is 7:30

p.m.

The T.J.'s have been performing this

semefitcr. In addition to the Lewis
Grocery show and the "Midnight
Madness" show in the Union last night,

the group will appear at Camp McCain in

Grenada for the District Mississippi
National Guard Christmas Banquet. On
Dec, 10, the group will entertain at the

B&PW banquet in the Union.

In the Midnight Madness concert last

night in the Union, the group honored the

basketball (cams. "Midnight Madness"
was coined to reflect the time of return to

Fine Arts headquarters after the group
has done a show and had finished putting

up equipment.
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Editorially speaking

Parking ticket
funds activities

Marvin

At Large

Damn! I got another parking ticket!

How many times has this cry rung

through the campus'' If you have been
one of the unfortunate shouters. have you
paid your ticket?

Weil, why not?

Chief of Security Joe Quon says that on-

ly $250 in tickets has been paid; $12(X) in

fines remains unpaid.

You say: "I'm not going to give Mr.
Quon $2 because he thinks that I parked in

the wrong place,"

You should realize that the money does
not go to the security staff. If it did, there
might be more tickets. The money goes
into the student fund. You know, the fund
that pays for the bands we have, the
dances, and other student functions.

"I'm still not going to pay," you say
firmly.

Let me inform you of what can happen
when the time comes to register for se-

cond semester. You will have to pay or
you cannot register. Strike one!
"Then ril just transfer to another col-

lege," you think.

Did you know that your tickets are
reflected on the grade transcripts, and in

order for you to transfer, the college has
to send your transcript to the school that

you plan to attend'' But they won't until

you pay your ticket. Strike two!

The only way that you can get out of

your parking ticket is to drop out of

school, Strike three! And you are out!

I know that you don't want to quit

school just because you were too lazy to

walk a little further to class. Even I have
gotten parking tickets because I didn't

want to carry all my books around cam-
pus. So, I parked where I could walk a

short distance to my car and retrieve a
book for my next class. I forget the space
was marked "faculty only". But I noticed
a $2 reminder on my windshield. You
would think- that I would have learned
from my experience, but I managed to

get two more.

Some students have over 10 tickets and
don't seem to care. They should be con-
cerned because Mr. Quon said that he
wants to collect all fines by Thanksgiving.

So, next time you complain about the
band at Homecoming or the movie in the
union, get a parking ticket so that we can
get a better one.

It s hard not to notice a difference in

Stennis-Penrod women's dormitory when
you pass by these days, especially if you
happen to be passing it at night.

What's new is the addition of several
streetlights strategically placed on either
side of the sidewalk.

III I .ir\ IT

Warnock said

This was not the first nor the I

the two would strike, but it was
the most daring escapade underS''"''^
the two in their campaign to fri1.
girls. ^"^^^^^'ghtenthe

Clubs enrich

college lives
Many of the MDJC students who are

members of different organizations,
clubs, and committees have contributed
much to this school and. in the process,
have learned more about themselves,
An average freshman, when asked why

he isn't part of at least one organization
or another, responds: "I don't have
time."

It should be pointed out that most of the
commuting students are the ones who are
most likely to make such a response.
The fact is - if a commuter does stay

over here longer than his classes require,
he nearly goes to pieces.

And. many dorm students, after
fmishing classes, rush over to their little

"hide-aways" in the dorm and catch up
on their sleep, lost from the night before.
Few students seem to understand that

these clubs and organizations have a lot
to contribute - not just to the school, but

primarily to the person who chooses to
participate in them.

Phi Beta Lambda, for instance, is open
to students who have any interest or who
major in business. So far. 68 students
have joined this club.

The Spectator Society is also a good
club. It is designed to promote students
interested in creative writing and in

understanding our literary heritage.
These are only two of the clubs

available here which offer special learn-
ing experiences.

Making new friends could also be
pointed out as another advantage of
belonging to any club.

There's sure to be a club to catch one's
interest.

Taking part is just half the enjoyment
of a club, and it could mean a richer
fuller college life.

--Priscilla Parker

de of the sidewalk. °
After this H

Hedges around the building have been school officialTdeakd^tT.''^
manicured and there are boards visi- hard for anybody to approac^f; l!

'"'^
ble m some of the windows - to prevent dow. knock on it. and st^p ba'k'

darkness without being spotted Th^
'^^

fag^^
^ig^ts have eliminated that advl?

While this whole experience ha. k
upsetting to dorm residents, som Z'l
things have come out of it

^.^The^front of the dorm is now
well.

Another plus has to be the installation
of a two-way radio in one of the d 1
mother s apartments. According to DeaJWarnock, if something happened bef^^^
this installation, it was quite some tim
before security was able to respond On
of the dorm mothers said that under the
old system, they had to call the Sunflowe
sheriff's office, who then called the
Moorhead police department, who then
called campus security. Now the dorm
has instant communicaton with security
There are still several unanswered

questions that heg answering. First who
were the culprits?

Second, how did the two manage to

elude so expertly all of the efforts made to

catch them?
Third, just what were they trying to ac-

complish?

On the last point, Dean Warnock com-
mented: "We're pretty certain the two
had no intention to harm anyone. If they
had, they would have slipped into the

dorm quietly. Instead, these men knock
on windows, trying to attract attention,

This leads us to believe that they were
merely intending to frighten."
(EDITOR'S NOTE): Since this writing,

two boys were chased down by several
girls after they banged on an exit door.

Dean of Students Robert Warnock refus-

ed to reveal their identities to THE

them from being raised.

All of these changes were prompted by
the "Moorhead Window Scratchers" --

the dynamic duo said to have given the
campus security. Moorhead police, and
some the dorm residents such headaches.
"We always have a case or two where

students knock on dorm windows to

frighten girls inside, ' said Robert War-
nock, dean of students.

"This is not unusual; however, when
these incidents kept occurring over a two-
week period, it began to be a disturbance,
and we (school officials) began to take
things seriously." said Warnock.
What Dean Warnock meant in taking

things seriously was that school officials
began to try to catch the mischief-
makers.

Several nights during the period when
the culprits were knocking in-
discriminately on dorm windows. War-
nock said that he. campus security, and
other members of the college sUff were
stationed at different locations around the
dorm.

The only problem with that was that
whoever was doing the window knocking
seemed to know the nights when the dorm
was being watched.
"The nights we were watching, nothing

happened, and the nights we weren't
they hit." said Warnock.
Things came to a head on the night

water fights were held as part of the
Homecoming festivities.

"Some of the girls had been using the
exit doors on either end of the hall to go in
and out - filling up balloons." said War-
nock.

"Somehow, one of the doors was left
ajar without tripping the alarm system.
Later that night] some7orm"rerdents nf^'^J^.

^/^^LD, saying that the cases

noticed two men running down the haik " u
""^^"^ "^^^^ ""^^'"^o disciplinary

B wn me nails. hearmgs are kept confidential.

Locals attend
convention

E^'^or Marvin Tarver

Alvin Spencer
photographers: Mark Stowers. Todd Steffen

Larry Austin

Priscilla Parker
Mark Stowers. Alvin Williams, Julia Carson.
Reginal Abney. Sandi Smith. Princess Wright!
Karen Presley, Lana Taylor. Rhonda Berry!
Mona Tucker, and Deborah Vermer

^""^^'s: Essie Carson. Daphne Carter. Mable
Cobbs. Rochelle Hail. Clara House. Gregory
Jackson. Edward James. Barbara Johnson
Rory Johnson, Joyce Perkins. Rosemary Shu-
maker and Jere Stuart

Faculty advisers:
. . . Laney Wooten and S. A. Brocato

Four delegates from the Zeta Zeta
Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa, accompani-
ed by Adviser Elizabeth Cummings,
attended the regional convention held at
the University of Mississippi. Oct 25 26
Local Students representing MDJC

were Regina Ong. Freddie Baine. Laura
Wigington, and Alvin Spencer
Co-Hosting the Mississippi. Louisiana

Tennessee convention were Ole Miss and
Itawamba Junior College.
The opening general assembly (at 2-30

p.m.) was called to order by regional
Pres. Mark Batte. Pearl River Junior
College.

Batte introduced other regional offic-
ers: Vice Pres. Andy Sanders. Itawamba
Junior College; Secretary LoleUa Phillips
Jones Junior College; Historian. Anthon;
Sims, Northeast Junior College- and
reporter. Mark Franklin, Mississippi GulfCoast Junior College. Jeff Davis Campus

Dr. Margaret Mosal, Executive Direc-
tor

.
extended greetings from the national

office, located in Canton. Miss.
Rod Risley, National Alumni Director

introduced the Alumni Chapters attend-
ing; Alpha of MS. USM; Beta of MS.
MSU; and Gamma of MS, Ole Miss.
AT 6 p.m.. Ellen Douglas, writer-in-

residence at Ole Miss, was speaker at ar

informal dinner.

On Monday. DSU hosted a breakfast

from Holiday Inn. Oxford.
In tne general session on Monday.

Mark Horne. Jones Junior College, and

Debbie Baggett. Northeast Mississipp
Junior College, spoke on running
national office.

Five members of the Ole Miss

Department of English conducted a panel

on "Furious Motion", panelists were Dr-

Thomas H. Browns, Dr. Louis Dollarhite.

Mrs. Douglas. Dr. T. J. Ray, and Vr-

Craig Werner.
The delegates toured Rowan Oak ant'

fthe University Museum. They als^^ I

enjoyed rollerskating and dancing a-

Skateland in downtown Oxford.



Calender
DECEMBER
1 Christmas Dance Program 2 : 30 p m
2 Christmas Dance Program 7:30p.m!
5 TJ's perform at Camp McCain
8 ACT workshop in hbrary 9a.m.-l2 noon
10 TJ's perform Ind. B&PW Club in Union
cafeteria

Fine Arts recital
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"Associate Degree Narsef the Heart of Bedside Care/'Pins worn by ADN 8t-juent§. Cnilch walking demonstrated by KreKhman InNlructur JanoUo Prlte. to NludcntM fl to

rl BlUle McComiick, Grenada; Margie Bcnnlng, Grenada; Mar> Jean Marlcn, Oakland.

30 years of Associate Degree
Nursing education and counting.
MDJC's Associate Degree Nursing Pro-

gram is engaging i;i a celebration this
week (Nov. 15-21) narking the 30th year
of ADN education in the United States.
A nationwide priJbect this week, the

event is designed to dbll attention to past
achievements of associate degree educa-
tion.

A nursing educator na..-ed Mildred
^ontag came up with the idea 1951 to
evelop a two-year nursing prograir. of

study m community colleges.
The first ADN program was begun in

"Mississippi at Northeast Mississippi

Mn'
^^"^^^ Booneville in 1957.

WDJC started its ADN program in 1964
ter the Greenwood Leflore Hospital

^*^ed its diploma school,
j^^mce that time. 481 graduates of MD-

rep^
P^^Sram have gone to work as

gistered nurses in this st^fte.

com programs operate in
mmunity colleges in this state. There

on*,
^"'^^"t^y 707 ADN programs in

f^^j^ation in this country.

the M^'°^^"' "Associate Degree Nurse,

seen
Bedside Care", has been

*n. T ^^""ers in the Union and on pins
by ADN studenu,

^^g^P^'^^^ntatives of the local program

Grep
^^^^^^^ on Channels WX\T in

j^nviiie and WABG m Greenwood.

siateJ^^^^^
also participated in a

^»ae forum in Jackson. Nov. 17.

cikMcMnur///).

l»l-nov««|K,
15.21

1

Potting up posters for the celebraUon are [I to rj MarUyn Law, Greenwood; Penny Turner, Midnight; Kay Sayner,

Greenwood; and Ellen Parson, Greenville.
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Trojan Larry Boggs tries to drive In for a shot in the victory over Hinds At

L7q^^.% 11^"^" had defeated Phillips, 71-67, Colin 57-5S, and Hinds twice 81-73and 93-82 for a 4-0 record. The Lady Trojans defeated Phillips 64-62, lost to Colin H4 97and split with Hinds 68-81 and 79-76 for a 2-2 standing.

Artltt-athlete proves ability
Who said that all athletes are big. dumb

jocks?

Edmond Donald, defensive bacit on the
Trojan football team, senator on the stu-
dent government association, and artist,
does not think so.

The s'lO" 180-pound jock is a freshman
commercial art major here.
Edmond is a 1981 graduate of Lake Side

High School in Lake Village, Ark.
While he was in high school, Edmond

was a member of the National Honor
Society. Art club, student government
and all-around athlete in football, basket-
ball, baseball, and track.
Recently, Edmond was the winner of

the dorm T-shirt design contest. When he
fmds the time, Edmond designs, draws
and sketches.

'•When I was in the third grade. I drew
a cotton picker for a drawing assignment.
The teacher, not believing I drew it, ask-
ed me to draw a cotton picker on the
blackboard," said Edmond.
After this episode, Edmond began to

receive more encouragement from his
once-disbelieving English teacher
Edmond was inspired to draw by his

^ "member of theARKANSAS GAZETTE'S design staff
He picked up drawing on his own, and

later pulled me into art when I was five
years old," said Edmond.
As an artist. Edmond has had ac-

complishments such as winning first
place in a poster contest at a fair, and atan arts and crafts show. He was one of the
top 20 parlicipanU in a nationwide art

talent search in Princeton, New Jersey
"Most people neea complete silence

when they are creating something, but I

concentrate and work better listening to

music," said Edmond.
In his senior year in high school. Ed-

mond received letters and calls from
several art schools. Because athletics
wa^ also a large part of his life, Edmond
said that he and a friend, Howard Wade,
who also attended Lake Side High School!
decided to play football at MDJC.
As an athlete in high school, Edmond

was a honorable mention member on the
all-district football squad his junior year.
Hip senior year, Edmond made first team
on all-conference football squad. He
made the all-district baseball team his
junior and senior year.
As a scholar. Edmond was an honor

graduate in high school and is making
good grades at MDJC.
Edmond Donald is only one of many

versatile students attending MDJC.
Edmond says that he has enjoyed his

art classes here.

But like many other males, Edmond
concedes that behind his determination is
the force of a woman. Edmond pays tribe
to his mother, Mrs. India Donald.
"In times when I felt like giving in to

many obstacles, she has been there with
encouragement and ;*dvice."

Happy Holiday

Nov.24. Nov.30

All hopes washed away
The Trojans' hopes of winning the made second team. Offensive ta v

junior college championship were washed Demsky made first team alo
downstream as Pearl River defeated the

Trojans 19-7, Saturday. Nov. 14

"Our defense played as well as they

could. The offense just allowed too many

interceptions from fumbles and too little

scoring. We played em a good game.

Except for the Southwest game, we had a

good season. Our team showed character

and worked hard. Coaches Downs and

Sabbatini did a very good job coaching

the defense all year. We'll have a good

returning good returning group next

year, and hope to recruit some good

kids," said Head Coach James Gray.

The Trojans are well represented on

the ALL-STATE team this year.

Quarterback Chip Hobart made second

team and QB Jeff Tatum made honorable

mention. Running backs Andrew McGarv
and Joe Dimaggio both made honorable

mention. Wide receiver Scott Narmour

center Opie Hurst. Scott Hillbum '

second team at offensive guard
The defense was well

the ALL-STATE team, also. Jed u
defensive tackle; Otis Cooks lin k
and Joe Hall, defensive back
first team.

'

Derome Belcher, defensive
Herbert Jones, defensive

back^^'''*'
second team. Linebacker Gree m^***
and defensive end El Ja Norri
honorable mention this year.
The Mississippi Junior Colleop

STAR football game will be nfa'

5

Hinds Junior College on Nov 23
"

Trojans will be represented bv n>,

back Chip Hobart, offensive tackle d"'Demsky, defensive tackle Jed Hod^**
linebacker Greg Magee, and Joe u m^'

free safety.

uJf^ll^tl
^om by BlU Herring is red and white with black trim- »

manner^ th^t*^ wn w ^^''^ *'»»^»* P-«^^^

Models to perform Dec. 1
The MDJC modeling cnn^n . .
The MDJC modeling squad is busy

preparing for its first show to be held Dec
7. 7 p.m. m the Union. Plans are also be-ing made for two other shows

Mrs. Jackie Franklin, advisor to thegroup, says the students have been workmg hard to learn the basic mode?!

line art of walking with poise. They alsohave learned how to bring out the^st in

the clothes they wear. ,j

Next semester, the squad will spfji

great deal of time on the road. The> ^

pear at auxiliary and club meetin^^
|^

entertain at banquets and other

sions.

"Always the squad will be trying

create the best possible impression
"

with all of the work ahead of them-
'5'

ing to be a full time job." said

Franklin.
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Who's who election slated

Retrospect Who's Who election for 1982

wiU uke place after the Christmas

hoUdays on Tuesday, Jan. 12.

Following tradition, the selection of

categories will include: Mr. MDJC,'Miss

MDJC, Five handsomes, five beauties.

This year instead of five favorites, only

three favorite boys and three favorite

girls will be chosen, according to Laura

RowlandTcommittee chairman for The

Retrospect.

petitions for these categories went

into circulation
Monday of last week at 12

noon and were turned in to Dean of

Students last Friday ( Dec. 11 ) by 12 noon.

Donation made to St. Jud«'t

A check for $100 collected from the sale

of pom poms at Homecoming has. been

mailed to St. Judes' Childrens Research

Center by the MDJC Student Government
Association.

The donation is being made in memory
of Rita Roberts, a freshman from
Moorhead who died of complications

resulting from bone marrow transplant

surgery to combat leukemia.

Michael Gonzales, SGA president, said

that the SGA will continue fund raising

campaign for St. Jude's with basketball

throws (25 cents for each toss) at all home
games.

Winners will be selected by majority vote
of all MDJC students.

No run-off will be held. In case of tie, a
coin will be flipped.

Tryouts set for production
Tryouts for this year's Fine Arts

production. MY FAIR LADY, will be held
on the night of Jan. 7 at 7 p.m The
production will be staged the week of
Feb. 22—27. "Those students with
smgmg and acting abilities are asked to
come to the tryouts." said Mrs. Dianne
Saucier, production director.

Leads to be cast which require only
acting ability arerMRS.HIGGlNS MRS
PEARCE. SULTAN KARPATHY THE
QUEEN* BARTENDERS* AND MRS
ENYNSFORD—HILL.

"All members of the cast will receive
one hour credit in drama." said Mrs.
Saucier.

Mrs. Saucier said that student who do
not wish to be on stage, but want be a
part of the play may work as "stage
hands", helping with lights. props.and
other stage necessities.

Present members of the MDJC Singers
will not have to tryout. but they should be
present if they intend to be in the
production chorus line.

Rehearsals will be held every Monday
through Thursday al 6:30 p.m. Assisting
in the production will be Mr. Abrams and
other members of the Fine Arts faculty.

'
flORFDA

VICA sold over 1500 crates of oranges for a toUl of over $15,000 Ihls year in its

annual drive to raise money to fund trips to sUte and nationai Olympics compelllion.

Members who helped with the sales are: |l. to r. front row| Todd Hewitt, Cleveland;

Peter Rocconi, Shaw; back row, Glen Lewis, Cleveland; Karen Sandifer, Boyle; Lexle

Horn, Cleveland.

EXAM SCHEDULE
First Semester 1981-82

December 15-18
ruesday. December 15 8: 15 - 10:20 F

10:35- 12:408

1:30-3:40 ENG 1113

ENG1123
BSB0013

Wednesday, December 16 8:15- 10:20JTXX
10:35- 12:40 CQU.CQYY
1:30 - 3:40EMW,ERZZ

Thursday. December 17 8:15- 10:20LVYV
10:35- 12:40 NRZZ

l:30-3:40D
P'riday. December 18 8:15- 10:20 AIS, AIXX

I0:35-12:40G

'*Fros(y*^ waits for the real snow on campos.

Fantasyland adorns

campus landscape

MDJC is starting to look more like a

wmter wonderland.

The Moorhead Chamber of Commerce
has set up its Christmas "Fantasyland"

display on campus F'igures of Santa

Claus, a snowman, and a Christmas tree

are standing in the area between Tanner

Mali and Scroggins Administration

building. Pin lights decorate the fountain,

an oak tree, and shrubs by the» Ad-

ministration building. The figures were

put up Friday, Dec. 4, by City Manager

Jimmy Griffin, Also helping out was Sgt.'

Sammy Hearn of the Moorhead National

Guard Armory. The display was set up

using a low-boy, loaned by Jimmy Moore,

Chamber of Commerce member. The

wiring was done by Charlie Brandon, MD-

JC maintenance staff. Until January,

viewers can ride by and see all these

figures brightly lighted up.

The fantasyland is a cooperative pro-

ject funded by MDJC, the local Chamber

of Commerce, and local civic clubs.

Herald to shift

leaders, schedule

The Delta Herald will change Student

leaders and publications schedule second

semester.

Alvin Spencer and Mark Stowers will be

co-editors of the paper. They will fill the

spot vacated by Marvin Tarver, Priscilla

Parker will be layout editor, and Larry

Austin will be the Herald Photographer in

place of Stowers.

The Herald will change to a once-a-

week publication schedule second

semester (every Friday).

"This schedule will allow us to have im-

mediate coverage of campus events

before and after they happen And.

hopefully, this wiii give our journalism

students more experience in the writing

of stories," Laney Wooten, adviser, said.

"Stowers
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SGA resolves...

THE MISSISSIPPI DKXTA JUNIOR
C()li.k(;k sTi i>K\ r (;()\^kknment
ASSOCIATION MAKKS THE FOLLOW-
ING RKfO.M\IK.\l)ATI0NS CONCERN-

THE MEN S DORM LOBBY TO
THE ADMINISTRATION OF
MISSISSIPPI DELTA JUNIOR COL-
LEGE

I livvogm/v Ihc condition of the men's
dorm lohin .is hcing inadequate and in
poor phvsic.jl KJiidilion

IL Fix Ihr lolloxnng physical aspects of
the lol)l)\

I wallpaper

2. floor

i television

4. seating

HI Recognize the need for work-study
students to work in the lobby.
I To relay important phone calls and
messages.

2. To supervise lobby
CHAIRMAN OF THE MEN S
DORM LOBBY COMMITTEE
Alvin Spencer

"Am! (ion'i iry lo make it look like a lot of presents by

gift wrapping things like school notebooks and apples!"

Editorially speaking...

opportunities-not social events

S.G.A. PRESIDENT
Michael S. Gonzales

Improvements needed

Someone may be asking: "What ever
happened to the complaints aired about
the condition of the men's dorm lobby'"
Well, the complaints have not been

grounded yet!

Some residents of Edwards-Stonestreet
Hall may be saying in disbelief - "There isno use in complaining where the chance
for improvements to be made is slim to
none.

They are right; no improvements will
be made if everyone has that attitude

if only those who are concerned about

000^ ? kk'
'^^""'^ Problem 0^poor lobby conditions will unite

somethmg may be done.
Why the need for an outcry? The lobby

room
- the television is a ' piece of junk

-
the a.r and cooling unit can only be used

solid 'n' T'li ^"^"^^ ^OM .solid one hundred-eighty pounder, thedryer s fdter is hardly cleaned, and the

wtf But tf '^'"^^
work. But there is no one to answer it

In short. It would be a shame to have tomeet a visitor in the lobby.

•Spencer

Words worth quoting:

'The anthithesis between a technical
and a liberal education is fallacious
There can be no adequate technical
educa ion which is not liberal, and no
iberal education which is not technical
that IS. no education that does not impart
both technique and intellectual vision-"
Although Alfred North Whitehead

wrote these words over 50 years ago his
conception of the nature of education re-
mains especially important to those of us
concerned with community college
education in the I980's. Even as
enrollments in career, vocational, and
technical fields rise rapidly and
humanities enrollments decline
employers express increasing concern
with their employees- lack of communica
t'on and critical thinking skills
Too often we hear of an excellent

mechanic who cannot be promoted forwant of analytical thinking Ability or fine

barsirr'"' ''"'^^^ whting'facili?y
bars them from supervisory positions orhighly skilled workers whose™,ng issoon outdated. ^ ^

from:

Cornmunity and Junior College Journal
September 19SI

No sex except

by the rules

How does a small junior college com-
pare to a large university? You say it

doesn't. Well, it compares and surpasses
in some areas.

What university allows students and
teachers to be on a close one-to-one basis''

In what university can you find a voca-
tional program as good as ours? Our vo-
tech places students in very good-paying
jobs after only one or two years of train-
mg m such areas as cotton gin manage-
ment, medical lab., electronics, combina-
tion welding and nursing.
What university can put students into

ob-related practice in their major in
their freshman year?
For instance, freshmen journalism ma-

jors make up an important segment of the
paper sUff. They learn all about jour-
nalism first hand by putting together a
newspaper. Other colleges study about
deadlines; we meet them
Choose your college for the educational

opportunities, not for the social events.

MARK STOWERS

What's in the news

students from around Florida areorganizing to fight a state law justokayed by a local judge, that ef?ediv'eTy
prohibits student grouns fr
;^^advocatingorrecommeXg'?-an;s:"
of sex outside marriage
Some student leaders hope to force ashowdown with state lawmakers t^atwould make legislators either repeaUhelaj.ors^^^^

The law - known as the Trask Rm^h

an> public college or university thatrecogn,«.s student groups that, in turn

an appropriations bill

'l^^ge John Rudd ruled ih^ieducational funds arp J J .

During the activity period in the conference room of the library on Dec 9

riTl "'^ ^"^^ig" Language Cluband the Spectator Club held their'annual
Christmas party. Spanish I and Ustudents sang American carols inSpanish, and first and second yearFrench students sang in French

'

The students were accompanied on the

Seuc^?^-- SpanisTa'^:

tatt'ciuT Tt'"""'' 'he Spec-

advTser
' "^'^'"'^ ShuttlewoVth,

For their November meeting, members

lerof
^^"^"^^^ C'"" h-ard a

visited Fn!.,™?'"' *ho had

discuss their experiences there The
^7' '"«Eng'ish teachers Mr jI^'

Mrs Sandr.
""'"^''^ ShuttleworJ^,

Mrs. Sandra Moore, Mrs. Betty Watsonand art instructor, Mrs. Evelyn K ke?'

Mrs "car'te
""^ P-^' -

"

Acker. Lu

-h^rts would be back befl^ret:^^^^^^

^"'^11 campus

« "uld expect from nic '

New, with TJ's-'h
newspaper, and counties" ;,

^"

me Imstillnotsurelhave
hr'-^k'One rhino I 1..-. „ ^'"Can....,One thing |

"
•^^^os.,„

llcpp ha^ A^r...:. .
.^^ Mire

,^
follcge has definitely been 'I

you get out ofit whatv.V"''^'^'
experiences. ^ ^ P"'iiiio„

There have been classes Mnothing more than niemor
zati n*^''where I've actuallv')in J, ^K

head, learned a thin' "o ^^rl^Cthere were those classes
teacher made everythino '

!'hat little, if any. work "^'"i
master the material. But in e'?'''*''took a willingnesson my r>J, J''through to make thepade

't has been said th.t' menwrapped up in things that they
he forest because they are <!

*
looking at the trees. ™^

There are so many trees prn>.,;„ •

many disparate phase^f'Thrfor
student's life that he has ^ nl ,

7^
hard time seeing the fo e tl^^ :^^
P>cture. Sometimes we fiet so wrl
in activities both on a^d^^c^r*':
^se s.ght of the main forest altoge'hWe forget why we came to school

Sometimes. I wonder if some of us
really had a purpose in coming to scbwJ
beyond having a good time.
Good times are just one part of a mucli

larger whole.

lam happy to see chages taking plaw
on our campus, lam glad to .see the

student goverment association bein|

revitalized. lam glad to see our culalogrf

coures expanding. It's also good lu sff

our athletes and athletic programs
becoming more competitive, especiallj

when we have winning seasons
I long for the day when a small ^roup

off—campus will stop preaching and blart

livmg up to its ideals stop Irving w

run this campus and start getting alonj

with those who don't fit their mold
This school and its people have beeri

good to me. For that I am eiernalij

grateful. Seine this is the last issue of the

last paper of the semester, and abothe

last column I write. I just wanted lo shait

a few thoughts and simply say "'fianl

you" and "goodbye".
'
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iiflodern techniques attract student
from China to Gin IVlanagement

.^^., w^w3^ to watch. IM\HKSTOWERS

There
nothing unusual about people

ling
back to school to get an education

enjov It very much.- said

going

v^hal about a man who travels

half

VHiu> —

"

across the world to study in an

grea
^^^^^ practical ex-

rterience in?

This choice is the one that Zher Quan

Huang' 46. of Peking. Chma, is pursuing.

2her is one of 3000 Chinese studenls spon-

sored to come to US institutions in a

cooperative effort between his govern-

ment and American businessmen, Zher is

the only one in Mississippi

Zher IS sponsored by the Continental

Gm Co of Prattville, Ala. He is here to

learn about American gin technology so

thai China can catch up with the United

Slates in this area. Zher says that China is

about 30 years behind the United States in

this technology.

Zher already has four years of cotton

gin management credit from a Chinese

university He has also had three years"

training in a technical school.

Zher has 20 years of work experience in

the area of gin management. He is here to

learn more about U.S. cotton ginning

equipment and to do research.

"China's cotton is mostly handpicked
while your cotton is all machine-picked.

You have a lot of trash, but your content

is higher." Zher said, in broken English.

to watch. I

Zher
-China and the United States areleading growers in cotton, with the US

16 million bales in China.
' said Zher

Zher says that China is ,n need ofmodern equipment.
"I want to find new types of machines Ican understand and design machines Iwant to make new. more efficient types

with more capacity." said Zher
Zher has had to adapt to a new type of

life here in Moorhead.
"I didn t expect to see any Chinese peo-

ple here in Moorhead. and then I find
many here," said Zher.
Zher has quickly made friends of the

Joe Quons, Mr Quon is chief of security
at MDJC. Many people thought that since
Mr. Quon spoke Chinese, he could com-
municate with Zher. but they have
discovered that Quon and Zher speak two
entirely different dialects. They have to
use English to communicate.
"Food here is different. Everything is

cold. You have to have ice in drinks and
everything. In China, everything is hot.
hot tea, hot milk, and such. It is nice
though."

Zher said that there is a lot of difference
in television.

"In China, we have news, music, films,
and operas, but here there is so much else

The iradiiinn.s i,. v.jnines an- dit
fereni Football is popular here I ^^.,uh
game on TV and couldn't understand In
China, soccer is very popular Np«)rt
Zher has a family m China He has a son

who IS in a university and a daughter still
in high school His wife is an electrical
engineer in an automobile factory

"In China. I am an engineer in the ot
fice and during gm season. I go to one of
the 200*) factories to check on work U I

have a problem, 1 go to the universiiv or
technical school to solve it." Zher said
Zher also uses the MDJC facililv to his

advantage,

"I go to the library everyday. The
librarians are very helpful to me by mak
ing copies for me I study Enghsh for one
or two hours every day, 1 .aughl myself
some English before I came to the U S ."

said Zher

"1 have made many friends here All of
the instructors are nice and help me a lot.

Everyone friendly
"

Zher s enrollment here focuses atten-
tion on the fact that MDJC has the only
school of modern cotton gin management
technology in the world

Wonder how you say Go Ahead.
Mo'head.' in the Peking dialect'.'

Russell speaks
to class

Douglas Kussell. J( j .justice Court
Judge, ol Oisiricl in Sunflm^tr Cuuntv
spoke to Mrs Kosrmarv (ioldens
AnuTM Hn (iovernment da.ss. Nov 2 .Mr
H-.ssell graduated In.mMIUr in 1970 and

president ot m,^. siudrnt body Me
gt.*duated Imm the ! nuersny
Mississippi in i!*72

H.iss*-!! has tip..,, .K 1 |.,^,

years and is currently serving his secnnn
year as Neci etary treasurer ot the stale
association

Russell told ^lass members about tht
practical operation ol the Justice ( uur'
system He pointed out that he handles
cases from bad checks to traffic citations
from family disturbances in simple
assault cases

Parker

t

Campus Poll: Students describe good teachers
1. Should a good teacher test very fre-

quently?

2. Do most teachers you have test fre-

quently enough?

3. What kind of test makes the fair test?

4 Do you prefer teachers that give han-
(louts. are they helpful?

5. Class discussions, do you prefer a
teacher who has good class discussion or
lecture

6 Do teachers who joke with their
l^sons help?

7 Does a teacher's dress or appearance
fnake you think he is a good teacher?

8. Do you prefer a stern teacher, or. one
"lat lets you get by''

J
Do you prefer a teacher who gives a

01 of homework or one that gives none?

wl iT
questions posed by

J^eraid interviewer Princess Wright to a
sampling of students. Their

'^Ponses follow:

te^r*'*'"
students said that

«chers should test frequently; four
P^^ter infrequent testing.
question

#2, 20 students said that their

tti

'"^*'""*^tors test frequently enough;

Qu^tf^'^
instructors tested too fre-

sCf-^'
said that some of their in-

OiiP^'"'^
^^^^ enough test

;
some did not.

Who joke^"
all students liked teachers

IndiviHii^i

357 0 n" ^ responses to Questions
"''•8.9. follow

Tra,

prefer t*^

soph. Greenville: I

•^'assd
^^^'^^ everything; and,

A teach
"^^'^"^

"^^ P"^ 2

^"^ whTtf^^^'"^"'^^ nothing to do

'ude^ I

^^^^^ °^ relates to

that
"

* prefer a stern teacher;

Urr\ '^f^'*^-
^>ut not too hard

that
mult I

I think

^ss.
^ ^^°'*^e. comprehensive, and

y class discussions I believe a

teacher's clothes do not influence his

ability. I approve of stern teachers

because they put more emphasis on work
rather than letting students have the easy

way out. I'd also rather have a teacher

that gives a lot of homework than one that

gives none.

Lanita Roberts. 18, fresh, Greenville: I

feel a combination of all types of tests is

fair. I enjoy a good class discussion A
teacher's dress has nothing to do with

how good he can teach. I'd rather have a

stern teacher than an easy one. I approve

of doing homework, because it helps you

to learn.

Carolyn McCune. 18. fresh. Doddsville:

A fair test to me is one that goes over

everything studied: I'm highly in favor of

class discussions, because the text is ex-

plained better and a lot of notes do not

have to be taken A teacher's dress has

nothing to do with how good he is. I enjoy

a stern teacher and also an easy one. I

choose to have a teacher that gives some

homework; enough to keep me on the

lessons.

Kenneth Ray Johnson. 20. fresh. Green-

ville: I like a test that covers only what

we've been given in class lectures I feel

thai class discussions are better than lec-

tures, in that sense No. I think that

teachti/- in jeans can teach as well as

teachers in suits Stern teachers keep you

on your P's and Q s. and I think that

homework should be required

Susan Buckner. 20 soph, Leiand: Yes.

it helps you learn better Teachers should

also give tests frequently Objective tests

make the test fair. I also like class discus-

sion much better than lecture, because it

makes the class more interesting I

prefer a stern teacher than a teacher that

lets you get by. Homework is ver>

helpful

Sue Woo. soph. Belzoni: Yes, teachers

should give tests frequently, and most

teachers that I have give tests frequently.

I think that tests on the material makes
the test fair I also prefer stern teachers.

Homework is also very helpful.

Other comments picked up in the sam-
Die included:

Karen Bennett, freshman. Indianola,

Pre-\ursing: I prefer a teacher that s not

always serious, that has a sense of humor
and one that makes what you're doing in-

teresting.

Chandra MaGee, freshman. Green-
wood. Criminal Justice: I like a teacher

who listens to everybody in the class in-

dividually,

Faye Speed. Rolling Fork. Criminal
Justice: I d rather have a teacher who's
very patient and thoughtful, someone who
helps to bring out the best in you
Melvin Edwards, Huleville. Accoun-

ting: My choice of a teacher is someone
who can pass knowledge along to the stu-

dent wi'hout putting them to sleep,

Barry Gentry, Greenville, Pre-Med: I

think that a good teacher should know his-

her material, has to be patient and needs

to realize we're here to learn, and that we
don t know everything,

Ronnie While. F^upora. Criminal

Justice: I like a teacher who tries to make
the material interesting, in a way that s

easy to understand

Tony Billingsley, Belzoni. Pre-.Med;

Kindness is one thing I like in a teacher I

like a teacher who sorts out the class

material

Kevin Kelly, Greenville. General

education: A good teacher is one who
finds time to help one pull up his grades

even if there are 200 students in the class,

Pam Roberson. Rosedale. (;eneral

F:ducation: A good teacher is one who can

explain what he's leaching reall\ well

Amy Robertson, Scott. Ps>chol«tf>. A

^'ood teacher is one that respects

students

Clyde Burchfield. Rolling Fork, Liberal
Arts: I d say stability is the most impor
tant trait; in other words, they don't flue

tuate. and they don't put up with a lot m
class

Meg Speukes. Cleveland. Special
Education: I guess a good teacher is one
who is understanding and who takes time
to be interested in students

Only a few instructors agreed to

describe the ideal student Their
responses follow:

Mr. Dwight Spencer, science insirut

tor: First, the student must have in

lelligence. meaning the ability to learn
Then he must have a lot of desire Season
that with some initiaive and drive and put

them in a classroom where the teacher
supplies the motivation

Mrs. Catherine Snowden. mathematics
instructor: For any student a certain

degree of intelligence, a normal to better

IQ. the dedication and the will to study

Such dedication involves a lot of things

coming to class, doing assignments, put

ting forth an effort to do required wbrk
Or. Allen Snowden, mathematics in-

structor: .Students must have maturity,

ability and attitude, all correctly combin-
ed. It cerlaily depends on the course - the

harder the course, the more weight given

to the ability

.Mis. Rebecca .Shutlleworth. Knglish in-

structor; First, a teacher cannot teach a

student who is not present Secondlv. a

student who develops properly needs to

take the responsibility for preparing

whatever assignment the teacher gues
Another thing a student needs to have is

the realization ot his education " -tppor

lunittes and needs to get iruiM -d m
securing the most from these oppor

lunitres

Charlie Joiner. hislitr\ iiistrutlor \

tiood sliideni must have inlelhgence and

diligence



Tina Gordon goes tn for a l.yup Holmes player walcbes

Walden expects more
Coach Buddy Walden. head coach ol

Lady Trojans, moaned about his team's
poor defensive play. The Lady Trojans
are 3-6 on the year and 0-2 in conference
play.

"We average 65 points a game but give
up 70 points a game." Walden said.
Tina Gorden and Barbara Martin lead

the Lady Trojans in scoring with 12 points
a game. Annetta Washington has U
points a game.
Annetta Washington is the leading re-

bounder with 12 a game, followed by Bar-
bara Martin with 6 a eame.

Tina Gordon is leading the team in
assists with an average of 8 a game She
also averages in steals with 3 a game
"The first half of the season has been a

disappomtment defensively for us. For us

to be effective we have to do a lot better
defensive job. I am pleased with our scor-
ing; we're just fouling too much. I'm not
pointing out any one person for our poor
defense or great offense efforts. We've
had some outstanding individual efforts,
but they don't always win for you. We
need a better team effort, especially
defense. I was pleased with our play
against Holmes with 63 poifits on offense.
It was our best defensive effort all year. I

hope the effort is some indicator on how
we will play in the second half of the
season."

"I expect us to be a lot better ball club.
We are a lot better than we have shown "

Coach Walden said.

WORLPltADCRSam
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Grades worry Vickers
'

"We've been undisciplined on offense

our first half of the season," Coach John
Vickers said of his Trojan basketball

team. The Trojans. (6-3 at press time),

are l-l in conference play.

"We've forced a lot of things that
weren't there. We've taken shots without

rebounders under the basket. We've tried

to make passes that weren't there,"

Vickers said.

The Trojans are averaging 69.9 points
per game this season with their opponents
averaging 64.7 a game.
John Hall is the Trojans' leading scorer

with a 16.9 per-game average. He is

followed by Jack Birdens, 11.6 per-game;
Greg Hunter, 10.6 per-game; and Henry
Williams with 10 points per game.
Ricky Handle is the Trojans' leading re-

bounder with U.l a game followed by
John Hall with 7.6 rebounds a game.
Henry Williams is leading in assists this

season with 5.9 a game.
The Trojans have hit 50% from the field

and 62% from the free throw line.

The Trojans also average 13.4 tur-
novers a game.
"We have beat some people just on

talent. An example of our typical play is

the Holmes game. Holmes and us played
great for 38 minutes, but Holmes played
well the last two minutes, and we didn't.
We had 13 turnovers in the game, four in
the last two minutes with each one being
scored on.

"Most of our turnovers ar.
"I'm not wishing our rjl^ "'^"tal;'

be fanatically structured
S^^"^^'by the second half of the seaso ^

structured enough to makr^'^'^iilt.
decisions in critical

situations wnot learned to make the exac, h ^^^t

critical situations." ' ^^^'sionm

"We're getting better anri h
talent. Our leading shooter in^'^'^has an excellent 65% from th^t S^^Birdens, alias 'Mr Hur/n-

''^'^

Defense', is hitting 56% from 1'
We're going to rlly VjZ ' '''''

Hunter and Henry William^ ,1/"
bail in the second haHV n;"'^^
They're doing a good job now
"Ricky Handle is rebounding

bet,,than he did m earlier season
needs to work harder on his insl ."*
to-man defense." ^^"sideman-

"We will have lO conference gam« inthe second half of the season 0^^^
problem will be getting .u^ZT
Chnst^as break. We hope to fSiX
top four so we can have first tournamengame m Moorhead."
Coach Vickers summed up his remarlL.

PreCloTon pfrnt^
^^^^et as Billy Taylor and Karen

student n st^t.
^"^^ ^'"""^ ^'^^^ help sponsor a VICA

S^B^ocatfRL rr.'^ ^'^^^^^ the men's division were

fie division winner'^fth 13 poin^f
''''' "

't'lroutS n;'?'' r^^" °' 30 points, Mike Aycock
I 10 out of 30 points, Jim L;»nniow -.-r . „

1^(5 and
got 18 out nf -^n

r--- '^'"yyt 'y out or 30 points, Miki

MarK Jennings 16 ^.to
'''''''

°' ^° ^°

In women s a^cherv rh f
^^^^^'o^e Hobbs all had 29 points.

All or these p.,„c,„a,., „„„ , ^^^^^
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Dave Demsky Anthony Lawson ^^ark Ray Dorethea AtKmi, Janet Coleman Jackie Daffron Toni Ray

%Who's Who election tomorrow—"J" period
The 1982 Restrospect Who's Who elec-

tion will be held tomorrow (Tuesday, Jan.

12) at "J" period.

Election will be by simple majority.

Candidates are as follows for Mr. MDJC:
Dave Demsky, Anthony Lawson, and

Mark Ray.

Candidates for Miss MDJC are:

Dorethea Atkins, Janet Coleman, Jackie

Daffron. and Toni Ray,

Candidates for most beautiful are: Kim

Ashby, Anna Clark, Stacy Colotta, Janet

Coleman, D.J. Connelly, Vicki Dodd, Em-
my Harper, Lisa Khan, Barbara Martin.

Tina McDaniel, Toni Ray, Linda Richard-

son, Willie Taylor, Pamela Wilson, and

Teresa Wilson.

Candidates for most handsome are:

Kenneth Bell, Larry Boggs, George

Brown, Eddie Cates, James Ingram,

Mike Paul, Bobby Perry, Michael Watts,

an9 Roland Wilkmson.

Candidates for girl's favorites are:

Doretha Atkins. Lisa Borgognoni, Anna

Clark. Stacy Colotta. Tina Gordon. Em-
my Harper. K.K. Henderson, Quilester

Hull, Anita Keeton. Lisa Kkan, Jana

Kunefke, Sharon Lowery, Debra Darlene

McDaniel. Tina McDaniel, Regina Ong.

Priscilla Parker, Karen Presley, Toni

Ray, Linda Richardson, Melinda Walker,

and Janet Wintrone.

Candidates for boy's favorites are:

Charles Bennett, Larry Boggs. George

Brown. Dave Demsky. Bill Henderson.

Thomas Perrin, Bobby Perry. Mark Ray.

Mark Stowers, and Michael Watts.

Reading the scripts are[from leH] Mark Stowers, Laura Wigington, David Toney/ Emily Harper, and Mrs.
Saucier

Cast of "My Fair Lady" is official

The cast of "My Fair Lady" has been

chosen, according to director Dianne

^ucier.

Kerry Hamilton will Uke the role of

^of. Henry Higgins. His is the only pre-

cast part.

Those selected in tryouts for the other

f^ajor roles in the musical are as follows:

Henry Biggins' understudy, Jim Lillo;

Colonel Pickering. David Toney: Eliza

^ooliiilfc, Emmy Harper; Alfred P.

^oolittie, Mark Stowers. Zoltan Karpar-

%. Michael Gonzales; Mrs. Pearce,

Laura Wigington; Jamie. Rick Crick:

Harry. Ralph AUen; Freddy. Eynsford

Hill, Jim Lillo; understudy, Stan Nor-

wood.

Mrs. Higgins, Alice Taylor; Mrs.

Eynsford Hill, Donna Brasier; Mrs.

Hopkins, Lynn Carson; Butler. Marvm

Young; Queen of Transylvania, Anita

Keeton; Amoassaaor. iwarK nay.

Bartender. Marc Kimbrell; Lord Box-

ington, Tim Wright; Udy Boxington

Teresa Skeen; Footmen. Roy Labella and

I.arry Austin; Flower Girls, Gwen

Elmore Selsey Girl. Mandy Steelman.

Morton Girl. Priscilla Parker:

Bystander, Mark Ray; First Cockney,

Marvin Young; Second Cockney. Tim

Wright; Third Cockney. Marc Kimbrell;

Fourth Cockney. Roy Labella; Mrs. Hig-

gins' Maid. Earnestean Nelson.

Dancers and Chorus: Anna Clark, Bob-

bie Grantham, Jackie Brown. Teresa

Wilson Carla Labella. Tina McDamel.

Angie Howerton. Cheryl Ward. Tammie

Stokes. Ellen Parsons. Nancy Ware.

Darla Lubas. Jana Kunefke. Maids: Alice

Taylor, Lynn Carson. Priscilla Parker,

Mandy Steelman. Donna Brasier. Teresa

Skeen

Bask0tbtill underway

again

The Lady Trojan and Men's Trojan

basketball teams will hit the road Mon-

day night, traveling to Clarksdale to play

Coahoma Junior College. On Thursday,

they travel to Booneville to play Nor-

theast.

Coach Buddy Walden. Lady Trojan

head coach, is optimistic about the second

half of the season.

"I expect to have a lot better ball club

than we showed first semester. We didn't

play up to our potential, The girls came

back with a good attitude after the holi-

day break. I have been pleased with the

hustle and attitude they have displayed,"

Walden said.

"We will have one more player eligible

this semester, Clara House. She will help

us out at the guard position," Walden

said.

"Our defense was our flaw first

semester, so we have worked hard on it

during practice," Walden said.

Coahoma is a real quick ball club. They

always have a good team every year.

Northeast will be a good team also. They

sUrt all freshmen, so they should be a lot

better second semester."

Coach John Vickers, men's head coach,

lost one key player to grades this

semester.

"Right now, we have some ball-

handling trouble because of losing him.

We look pretty good in our practice since

the holidays. Our attitude is good. We will

have more men playing this semester as

our freshmen have learned the offensive

strategies we use." Vickers said.

The intramural basketball programs

will start today and tomorrow. Schedules

were not set at press time.

There will be eight men's teams and

four girls' teams, according to in-

tramural director. Dr. Allen Snowden.

The season will last two months with

each team playing 10 games. The tourna-

ment will start the second week of March



Editorally speaking Keeping resolution
mstlCKlHGTOMYPLAN/

It's a new year and a new semester.

Time to hit the books and greet old

friends. Time to be a scholar and bring up
that grade point. It's also the time to

make those New Year's resolutions.

Let's see. How many did I keep last

year? I made what? Ten resolutions? No,

maybe six or seven. I kept
three ...maybe.... Uh, yeah, I kept one.

What about you?

Do you have many, or, do you think it's

a waste of time?

Here are some ideas. How about study-

rug more? How about parking in the cor-

rect spaces? Quit smoking maybe, or,

clean your dorm room more than once a

year.

How about just trying to be a better per-

son?

When you think about it, that's all a

resolution is, a promise to better yourself.

Oh, what was my one resolution I kept

last year?

Not to make New Year's resolutions.

--Stowers

Tuition hii(e slowly drives students away Jobs disappearing

(CPS) - "I had to borrow money just to

copie back to school, and I'm trying to

work and raise a family. I just don't know
how I'm going to make ends meet."

mourns Judy Clare, a student at Mankato
State University in Minnesota.

She's not the only one. Untold
thousands of college students are now fac-

ing a new phenomenon on campus: the

mid-year tuition hike.

Schools in Minnesota, Wisconsin,

Massachusetts, California and
Washington, among others, are charging
students more this January than they did

in September.

Colleges, of course, used to change
rates once a year, usually over the sum-
mer. But now many are raising tuition on
a semester-by-semester basis, often with
little advance warning to students living

on fixed budgets. Campus officials blame
inflation and drastically reduced state
funding for the abrupt fee hikes.

Mankato State officials, ^r example,
had to compensate for a severe cut in

state aid in 1980 by imposing an emergen-
cy tuition surcharge for the 1981 winter
quarter. They hiked tuition another ten
percent for the spring. They say tuition
for spring, 1982 may go up an additional
50 percent.

"Other than grim, what can I say?"
asks Dr. Garry Hays, chancellor of Min-
nesota's state university system.

In 1980, he explains, sUte tax revenues
declined after fall quarter had already
started. That cost the system a $4 million
budget cut. Hays says the size of the spr-
ing, 1982 tuition increase depends on what
the sUte legislature does, "but a worst-
case scenario would mean an increase of
up to 50 percent."

Mankato students are at a loss. "One
reason I liked MSU was because of the
lower tuition." says freshman Lisa Clark.

'

' I worked all summer to save money, and
I wasn't expecting (a spring hike)."

Similarly, University ot Wisconsin
President Robert O'Neil recently asked
students to pay a $23 tuition surcharge for

spring semester to compensate for a two
percent budget cut. The state legislature

is currently debating the surcharge.

University of Massachusetts tuition

went up $74 since September, when tui-

tion was raised by $64. Some universitys
administrators warn tuition and fees
could rise an additional $200 for 1982-83.

In California, Gov. Jerry Brown
ordered across-the-board cuts of two per-
cent in this year's budgets for all state
agencies, including colleges.

The 19-campus California State Univer-
sities and Colleges System consequently
lost $20 million for 1981-82. To get it back,
the system has imposed an emergency
surcharge of $46 for the coming semester,
with more increases slated for next year!
"No one likes it a bit," observes

Charles Davis, CSUS press officer. "But
for the coming year the situation is worse
still. We're faced with a 150 million
budget reduction. The trustees trimmed
operations by $io million, put a cap on
enrollment, and have authorized a fee in-
crease of $165 per student. Normally we
raise fees in the fall, but they may spread
\t from semester to semeter. The
mechanics haven't been worked out yet."
Although California 'a budget problems

are exacerbated by Proposition 13, the
1979 "Ux revolt," the other sUtes' crises
will probably get worse before they get
better, officials say. And tuition icreases
are the most likely sources for picking up
the slack, administrators relucUntly ad-
mit.

"We have only two places under our
control to get money," says Minnesota's
Hays. We can reduce expenditures or in-
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crease tuition. And we can only make so

many reductions."

Rhode Island's three state colleges

must cut $2.45 million from their 1981-82

budgets, but have vowed to avoid raising

tuition for the time being.

"Increasing tuition levels, whether at

the beginning or the middle of the term, is

a difficult thing for students to accept
when they are already being hit at both

ends," says R. Michael Berrier, director

of the American Association of State Col-

leges and Universities. "These kinds of

mid-year increases in tuition represent a
lack of planning. States need to ask
themselves to what extent they are
restricting access to higher eduction."
Berrier charges state legislatures are

placing "fiscal considerations" over the
real issues of higher education - "quality
and access."

State budgets, he says are planned so
that "what's left over is what goes for
higher education, so the real victim is the
student who can't afford a quality educa-
tion."

"Our minority and female population is

decreasing, and this campus is reverting
to a typical white-male student body,"
confirms Clayton Lewis, student govern-
ment president at the University of
Washington.

The state legislature raised tuition at
Washington state schools by more than 70
percent last spring, and then slashed the
colleges' budgets by ten percent this fall.

It recently failed to pass an additional ten
percent operating fee surcharge for
January.

Lewis blasts the surcharge idea as
"just another move, in the eyes of
students, to limit access to education
Students are asking, 'When will the
legislature accept the responsibility to
fund state services?'

"

"My daughter and I are going to have
$70 a month to eat on," laments Valarie
Lambert, a Native American single
mother at UW.

JAN. 11-16

"
*»^sl«etball at Coahoma:

J2
""tramurals-- campus

Who's Who election
^orgamzation pixs for Retrospect
»>egmningat8:30a.m. and ending

w*thMFLcastshotal6p.m

,5
basketball at Booneville

last day to register or
— add new courses

(CPS) " The employment
outloci

1982 graduates, depending ont
study and geographic location,

willLbe "very good, or very, very bad "
'

ding to preliminary findings
fro,,,

Michigan State University
studv

recruitment trends.
*

The annual study foresees th
chemical engineers will command
highest salaries among graduates
spring, while education majors will

bably draw the lowest salaries and ei

penence the hardest time finding jobs

"This will be a very unique year, uni
we've ever had before," reports John

C

Shmgleton. director of MSU's placema!

service, which conducts the study

"There is a very high demand forjobsii

some disciplines and geographic arai

and a very low demand in certain otiief

discipline and locations. We're seeii?

vast extremes in hiring pracliea

Everything either went up or m
down."

On the up side are such disciplines a

computer science, engineering, accouj

ting, marketing, and transportation

related majors. Job seekers in thost

areas can expect to find good jobs atcoiih

petitive salary levels, Shingleton says

"The market will be high oi anytlujf

relating to high technology, and low

«

disciplines such as natural resourca

fisheries and wildlife, and arts and

ters," Shingleton explains.

Chemical engineers with fouryeif

degrees will earn around $26,000 theif

first year out of school, ShingielM

predicts, while lowly education majo"

will scurry after jobs offering yearij

salaries of around $13,000.

Other studies, however, claim tjj

teaching job market will improve by tM

mid-eighties.

Location will make a big differenced

whether or not grads find employm^

this spring, Shingleton points out.

"The market in the midwest is dr}|<

up." according to Shingleton, "whae^

southwest and sunbelt areas look vaj

good." .

Although the job prospects for 1"^^

arts majors in general will be less

rosy, Shingleton believes that good

ing and preparation will net

graduates a job this summer.
"The market is tightening up ^

^

but there are jobs out there. Pf^/:^
just going to have to work a little n

to get work." ^
Today's issue is the first of >*haj^^

staff hopes will be a weekly "^"Mg^rf
Note that we are featuring a

t,

events on the front page. Any gJ^'P^jj^

ting to list an event on this ca

should get the information to the P

tions office no later than noon \VeO'^

prior to the week of the event.



paculty names

ten to

Retropect

Hall of Fame

Freddy Baine Junle Clark Melvin Edwards Michael Gonzales Meiissa HomoUk

Anita Keeton Sharon Lowery Amanda Smith Lana iaylor Laura Wlftlnfilon

>

By Alvin Spencer
j

ily, this is my last semester at MD-
1 am sure that all other sophomores

i' (rvirig to tighten down and get some

Vei. it has been difficult getting things

c all sorts of obstacles block the

e of the main obstacles was being

in on campus for four days,
ftave 10 admit that it was somewhat ex-
t'ting, since it w: > my first experience at

lowed-in.

" instance, tl.^re were more folks

10 came out for breakfast that morning
ihad ever seen Ot-t that early before,

g to breakfast wac a good excuse
alking in the snow. There was sleigh

and snow-ball fighting. lAsk Dean
n about it. He came in with a face

snow and snow-covered lenses.)
Sul the next day and those that foUow-

' t rowd seemed to disappear. I fill-

^^ys with spade playing and sleep-

No make-up

days yet

Janet Coleman
Miss MDJC

Anthony Lawson

Mr. MDJC

Please note that the coming of the spr-
semester has brought no improve-
^ to the men's dorm lobby
geous as ever.

Who's Who elected

MOST BEAUTIFUL Toni Ray

!pr the performance of the spring
'"^^1 has been completed, the SGA

sponsor a "Gong" show. All who
^ interested are urged to contact an

'^ [iresemative.

lichael Gonzales will present his

on the method of holding sta-

tions here in the next issue of

'-TA HERALD.

rtas been a wave of theft on cam-
tereosets, tape decks, and tires are
'^e items stolen. Vandalism has

' 'ampanl. Students can do a lot

^ntrol such crime by reporting
to security any strangers or

Js activity on campus.

Kim Ashby
Janet Coleman

Vickie Dodd
Barbara Martin

Toni Ray

MOST HANDSOME

Kenneth Bell

Larry Boggs

Mike Paul

Bobby Perry

Michael Gonzales

GIRL FAVORITES
Dorothy Atkins

Lisa Kahn

"We will have spring break," said Dr.

J.T. Hall, president of MDJC.
"If additional class time is needed, we

will extend our graduation date. At the

present time. I cannot say if we will, or

not. because we are supposed to have

some more bad weather."

Dr. Hall said that if any more classes

are missed, he will leave it up to instruc-

tors to make recommendations about

making up the days missed,

Classes were dismissed from Jan. 12

through Jan. 15 because of the snow and

ice storm which struck Mississippi,

Dr. Hall also pointed out that plans

have already been made to schedule the

school calendar next year to include a

longer Christmas vacation (three weeks)

so that classroom buildings will not have

to be heated during what is traditionally

the coldest part of the winter season in the

Delta. Energy costs have increased

drastically in the last three years, and

schools are adapting their calendars to

attempt conservation in this area.

The spring break is scheduled for

March 5-15.BOYS FAVORITES
Charles (Gator) Bennett

Larry Boggs

Mark Ray

-note: Who's Who pictures will be made

Tuesday as follows:

10:30 a.m. Mr. and Miss MDJC
12:30 to 3:30 p.m. beauties, handsomes.

favorites

Everyone should report to Publications JAN. 25-29

Office upstairs in Union. 25 basketball at Goodman
^ *^

26 yearbook pictures

Those who do not show up at the 27 yearbook pictures

aopointed time will not be in the copy due for *10 issue of Herald

yearbook. 28 basketball at Moorhead



Dorm Talk

by Priscilla Parker

Good Iricnds. study lime, and

hus and lors of grcai times is what you

will cncounlcr if you live in Stennis

Pcnrnd fhis semester.

ll's been prcn\ quicl as uj lately uver

at the girls" dorm.

The week seliooi siaried. moving
elolhes. trunks, and blankets was the big

secne. But ilie following week, instead of

being escmted out of flie lobby door by
the males, girls «erc being pulled and
sw ting in any direeiion of the snow.

Tuesday. Jan. 12. 6:30 a.m.. that

iiiicrL-om was put lo its best use. "U s

snowing, everbodv. get up!"' was the

call.

But OM one movcd-eonvinecd that iliey

were only d'eaming. Onee again,
someone hollered: "irs snowing, cver-

bod\ lixik outside!"'

Girls tlimbed slowly out of bed to see

w hat was happening. Sinee ii seldom

snows in Moorhead (not even the seeond

week in .lanuary as Mr. Spencer had

predieicd). Finally, three girls look a

look, and ii spreaded like wildfire. And.

believe me. everyone jumped and
screamed as if they were on fire.

In 15 minutes, snowballs were in the

ail'.

There was no point in rolling vour hair

because you were sure lo get bombed ihc

minute you stepped out.

rhrre was plenty of energy burned that

day. And it was fun while il lasted.

The "new "

" had worn off by
Wednesday, and tlie dorms closed on

riuirsday. forcing everyone to go home.
Neu weeks lay ahead after lots of time

lost, b u I— \ o u n e \ e r know what
iiiiexpecled things may occur.

Have you fulfillled your citizenship?

I would like a word with sonn- ol ynu
Just the men who are !H atid older

I don'l me;in t(» Uv (li.sirinnniilinti

aganist you women out \hviv. bul al the

prest'iil lime. m\ topic fitu-sn i cDncern
you.

Now. back to Ihc inatler

Have all you iiu-n liilllilled \nur
patriotie duly lo youi- cotniIi \

'

Whal am I lalknig .ihour The drall

regisiration. of course

Federal law re(}UH'c-s all in^'ti.igc IK and
older to regtster lor llu- ihall Failing lo

do Ml could amouni U) si\ nionihs in

federal penitentiary and posMhK a

SlO.uiK) line

You say thai you don i want to joui llu-

army Well. >ou n- nnl All > ou are doing

IS regislertng lor the draft in case w e ever
need lo have one. This process can save
up to SIX weeks' time, it a war does f)reak

out.

You still don I want lo register even
after I've lold you whal could happen"'
How many of your talhers or uncles

served in a war'.' You belter not let Ihem
find oul lhal you haven"! registered.

liegislration is Iiltle enough lo ask ot

any citizen ll doesn l mean that there
will he an actual drall. now oreventualh
II will improve our nation's readiness lo

handle a possible emergency. So. I am
asking you. please, il you haven I

alrea<iy. jusl go down lo the nearesl post
ollice and regisler

-.Mark Stowers

Snow mania hits campus
As the snow melted awav and llu

memories lingered, a survey queshon
came to my mind: -VVhal ^\as it like lo he
on campus, marooned in Moorhead lor a
week, without classes '

"

A few students, picked at random corn
mented:

BILL HERRING said: Il was heelie
man! Everyone cooped up in a room
nerves short, thank \ou verv much. Other
lhan that, everything was line

LAUKA WIGLNGTO.X .said: I had lun'
ANNA CLARK added: I loved if
JOHN LEMONIS spoke sleepilv: Hor

mg. boring, boring!

LYNN CARSON said: It felt good not to
have class!

VALERIE ERTLE said The first day
was fun. but ii got sickening alter that

'

GWEN ELMORE said: I liked the lirsi

day. Next time I m going lo gel David Cp-
church. Tim Timbs. and Jack Henderson
because they dragged me through Ihe
snow!

FREDDY BAINE said: I enjoved it al
tirst. but it got old quick!
DAVID TONEY said: No eommeni
MICHAEL BONNER sunmied up his

leehngs with: I d rather not ol been nere
II was cold and diflereni

of
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Trojans travel to

Goodman tonight

Tonight, the Lady Trojans and the Tro-

jans will travel to Goodman to take on

Holmes Junior College in basketball ac-

tion.

Thursday, the Trojans will host Meri-

dian Junior College in the Coliseum. Lady

Trojan head Coach Buddy Walden com-

mented on last week"s loss lo Itawamba.

"We losi by six '()4-.i8t even though we

had a good Iwelve-pomt lead at one time,

I was pleased with our effort the first

minutes of the game, but we lost our poise

in the iasi few minutes and losl the game,

This is not unusual for us. We lost the last

three games the same way."

Intramural basketball aclion will con-

tinue this ueek with the following

schedule:

.MO.^DAY:

5: In - Aliens vs. Eieetraiites

OrHO • BSl" vs. Touch of Class

7:45 Space Warriors vs. Celtics

9:00 - Dalmalions vs. Billv Tavlor

"We played good defense
buifense was not consistent ""

"

••W"e usually average over 7,,game, bul we only scored
.5h

- '
•

"I've started platooning th^ ,

thai I can try to keep a fresh . 5"^ •

the game ^ "^"^^
^^lens,

.

Trojan Head Coach John Vick.
ol his loss to Itawamba

' 68-67 i- /
low-scormggame. Weplavedtan

>

at times. We didn t execute well 1

of Itawamba's swiiching m-J?''''"'
defense, ^ '"''"

'"nw;

•We had several opporiuniiies
the game with free throws or such

"

just didn t do it."*
'^^

TUESDAY:
6:00 -Elevators vs. Hiilsieppers
7:15 - Danayio vs. Sharpshooters
H:30 - Billy Tavlor vs BSC
WEDNESDAY:
6:00- BSU vs. S O M.s

7 A5 - Alice Brown vs. Coor s Clan
8:30 - Dalmalions vs. Space Warriors

Taylor's awaited time comes
by ALVIN SPENCER
Five years afler graduating from rural

Duck Hill High School. Melvin Taylor will
be graduating from college in May.
"Something I \ e always wanted to do is

complete school and lind a good job in my
field. " said Melvin.

Taylor graduated from Duck Hill High
School in .May 1977. After high school
graduation, he held three jobs in le.ss than
a year.

"I worked lor Killwood Incorporated in
CJrenada packing blue jeans tor a month
and a half." .said Melvin,
Taylor laler tound emplovnienl al

Design and Time, also in 'Grenada
manulacluring clocks Ik- worked there
tor Ihree months

Kinall>. he was employed by Carolhers
Conslruclion lor a short while before
enrolling at MDJC,

'[ firsl enrolled at Mis.sissippi Delia in

Ihe lall of 1979 in data processing
because I did not take accounting,

I

unable lo graduate in data processn
I enrolled in air conditioning
refrigeration in the spring of 1980

1

Taylor, Taylor returned to MDJC 1,

fall of 1980. bul he had to wiMihi.u
because of an operation.

He determinedly returned lo schn<. m
the spring of 1981.

After his hard fought battle um
healih and class difficulties, Tayln
finished his course of study in air

lioning and refrigeration,

Taylor will be receiving a cenifkdi- k.

the field in May of 1982.

Taylor has interviewed for iot)s in lih

field where the average salarv ran^i '.^'r

beginners if $5 to $6.50 per hour Hv ull

go lo work Ihis monlh

IT'S A KETcnVP
SANPwicH. But it j§

SERVED ON A
BEAuTiFuL Full-color

REPLICA Of THE NEW
WHITE HOUSE CHINA.
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Election changes

needed

nt to apologize to those students

^

Ad not get to «ote on Tuesday and

«wait until Wednesday to vote. We

simply
missed your class,

ffe did go back to classes that were

so that everybody got to vote,

r was in charge of seeing that the

yotswere distributed to all the classes.

Accept the full responsibihty for those

Les that were missed on Tuesday,

[f
you really think about the election,

rto wins is irrelevant. The real point,

jad
educational value, of an election is to

nctice American behefs of democracy.

Most of the students at MDJC (being

ibout 17-or l8-years-old) probably have

never voted in any election, on national or

teal levels,

A Student election, whether it be

Homecoming or Who's Who, is a good

ray for students to learn and practice the

laponsibility of every American citizen

-to vote.

One will notice a big difference between

high school student councils and SGA in

lege. Why have SGA?
[oBt people think that it is to provide

'ttudent with activities, right? Very
irong.

The purpose of SGA (student govem-
Deiit association) is to educate students

inputting government to work; thus, the

itudents take on responsibiUties.

Why is American government or some
other form of government required in

ilmost every college major?
It is to educate students in the prin-

tipies of democracy.
So, what is the point I'm trying to

Changes in our election system.
It's time we stopped hand feeding

Itudents by taking the ballot to them just
»that we can get a high percentage of
«"(ients to vote.

I^t's go back to the system of voting
polls.

It's very simple. First, you set up
^otmg polls at several locations on cam-

^ such as the union, library. Horton,
'^er, and the vo-tech center.

Jl"
one has to do is sit at the desk and

TO ID cards in a designated spot so
^;*e can tell who has voted anM who

*e are college students, and one of the
j_^«st thmgs about the transition from
^school to coUege life is having to take
^Ponsibilitv

s grow up enough to take on the
j^nsibility of running a fair election

^ "g to the best practices current in

^^^^ democracy.

.
'gnaled voting precincts work

^^^f-e; why not here?

1^ -Gonzales

Moorhead. Mississippi

"""Uoi^*
^**""y Sanders urge ail

'^^u*
»*turn ail books promptiy.

^ligh school and junior coUege
iJSing the Ubran for term paper
facilities and

'

reference tools

^ Iik"^ to Jbe limit, according to

Explaining the setup for Channel 2 is Kobble McCord, assistant in the Media Center

[right]. Listening are Richard Clanton and Bonnie Carpenter.

Local weather on Channel 2

Live - every school day from 8 a.m. to 3

p.m., it's the Media Center Weather In-

formation Station on cable channel 2.

If you are just dying to know the time,

temf)erature, wind speed, or if you have a

bet on the wind direction, just turn to

channel 2.

**We also have daily announcement and

information on general social and spor-

ting events for the day or upcoming

week," said Lawrence Kenneth, media

center director.

"The transmitter was donated by Tal

Crosby of Indianola who sold his cable

company to Century Cable Co.," s^id

Kenneth.

"We include a thought for the day to

lighten or amuse the viewers. The music

you hear comes from rock station

WQAZ-93 FM in Cleveland. If we have

bad reception, we tune in WNLA in In-

dianola," said Mr. Kenneth.

"The only drawback to the station is

that it is in black and white instead of col-

or, but nevertheless, we are glad to have

it," Mr. Kenneth said.

After the media quits broadcasting,

Century Cable's own news and weather is

on the air.

Tune your dials to channel 2. The

weather can be quite a newsmaker.

, L w j-«-,,i-v(I«n 271 action in lulramuaJ basketball.

BSU defeated Alice Brown In the Wedne»da> |Jan. z/j

#*.MJM.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M

sRamblin'

By Muk Stowers

Hey. how about timse 49'ers? Did a good
job on those strange helmeted fellows,

didn't they?

The snow is gone, but wasn't it fun?

Oh. if you don't know me. I'm Mark
Stowers, kinda crazy at times. I guess
that's why I am writing a rambling col-

umn: I never make sense. Just ask some
of my friends -- if they will admit that

they are my friends.

Well, enough about me. What about the

news of the world. Does anyone know
where Laura is? Will Skyler kill Raven?
Those soap operas are enough to drive

anyone crazy, maybe that's why I watch
them.

Does everyone have enough to do at

school? There are lots of activities here.

I'm involved in the paper, the annual,

choir, TJ's. the musical, oh. and I go to

class to fill the rest of the day. Get involv-

ed somewhere; be a part of MDJC.

What's this I hear? A disco in downtown
Moorhead? The fever has finally gotten

here.

Let's struggle to make our grades.

Let's avoid cutting too many classes

(especially 8:20's). They start adding up
before you know it.

Everyone has goals: the test is to try to

achieve them. As I sat in a theatre at two

in the morning in Jackson, Ms., I heard

some good advice. Dr. Frank-N-Furter

was singing his final song in the ROCKY
HORROR PICTURE SHOW, and he said:

"Don't dream it . be it, don't dream it...

be it. " Take this advice and put it to good

use.

Enrollment

increases
On-campus enrollment statistics show

that second semester enrollment is slight-

ly higher than that of first semester of

1981-82.

According to the report released by

Dean Travis Thornton, 1460 students

registered for second semester campus

classes. (Figures for off-campus enroll-

ment were not completed by press time).

"We show an increase of 39 students over

fall semester campus enrollment," said

Thornton. The dean pointed out that there

are more fulltime students this semester.

Of the eight supporting counties,

Washington, Sunflower. Leflore, and

Bolivar have the most students attending

classes here.

Five students from foreign countries

are enrolled at MDJC this semester.



Scholars for 1st semester named
^ menu \nr. H.i.'r:-

'.KENAL'A
Michad .A Bdrranc'i

^tivltix Houell L;')e

HtMPHREVS
• harle? J Domin.i

iii:zabeth J Lynch
D.^n^ .McClendoii

Mark R L'pron

Barbara S Poyd

LEKLnRE
Elizabeth R KInuer?
Robert Jamie Clark
Penm Hodges Ha\s
yuilesier Hill

Meitssa C Homolik
Anita M Handle
Ibrahim ^ Kustom

SI AFLOWEK
l.ealha W (. (lok

\ incent R Parish

(.'arondeiet (Jrubb

Sharron L Minyard
Robert A \elms
Trac\ L\nn Roberrj-

firegory .Allen Sledge

WASHINGTON
Kicky Lee Deerman
Linda K Flemmons
Marcia A Gillam
Angela D How erton
Deborah A Howerlon
Dale R .Jacobs

Anna Ann Keelon
.Michaei B Kelly
Diane L Murray
Stylon A Proctor

Amanda Smith
Karen D Walton

:i..-iy..:.i»!i Scholars i,isi

BOLINAR
Lori Dawn Cook
Thomas T Kerracc
Michael S Gonzales
Amy Christina Jones
Herbert K Jnnes
Loisiean U Jones
Debra Joyce Lee
Deronda K Millican
Li?igh Xorquisi

Slnrle> Scoii

Neu mann Lee Su itzer

CARROLL
Carol Little Downs

COAHOMA
Sherr\ D Brooks
\an R Fouler
Tina J Gordon
Danny Ray Hughes
Debra D, McDaniel
Regina Renee Ong
Karen D Preslev
Laura A Rasburv
Laura E Wigmgton

GRENADA
Gienda A Tingle

HOLMES
James R KilJebrew

HL'MPHREVS
^'heryl L Jones

Bobbie G Miller
Dan Owen Pearson
Sofia O Wade
fung Sun Wong

LEFLORE
F-ed R Same
Dorothy Grace Bell
Lewis Wayne c arlisle

Joan ' nur>-f

Amy E Davis

Jimnr. id nr\

<i'.\en'iiir>n L Elmore
< u;r.err>r. N i i.irrell

T »n'. a N riur-^:

E.ii' N ioseph

Dark. M Lubas

Tina Louise McDaniel
Cha idra L Magee
Timo(h> W Martin

Patricia Paimerlree

Francis J Pilecki

Roberta Jill Rose

Kuf E Schroeder

\ant >e K Slouers

Marvm L Tarver
Tracy L Tnppe
Annie M W are

Marilyn Wilson

M'AD -. 'MKHV
lJuint- Henni-i! \|. !.,-(•

SHvRKEV
CI\ le C Hun hlK'ici

>L NFLOWER
Larr> Alan Roggs
Donna F Braiser

Tammy K Hraswell
Andrea K Kartvh

Lillian C Freeman
^vl)nne D (;er;j(l

Mar\ E Jennings

Christine C Lewis
Brian Tracy Lindsey
Linda Ann Mc(;hee
Sharon L McKa\
Mar> J Powell

Pnssy M. Skelton

Debra Lynn Smithhurl
Carol Bullock \ ance
Constance Willingham

WASHI.NliToN
Mildred L Bryant
Deana T Cooper
Donna Louise Dunn
(ilenda K. Easterhng
John H Goodwin
Shakuntia M Jain
Edra S\kes Kimmel
Robert Langh
James \- Lillo

'

Janet Lynn Long
Sharon E Lowery
Cynthia L> nn Mardis
Bethany Ruth Ra\
Paula Renee Robmson
Stephen I)a\ Ross
James Euing Russell
Vanessa Sanlnrd
Mary John Shaw
Hat J Stephen^
Donna L Tupper
Laurie J Waller
Belle T Warner

:tJH' - :j.J!i honors i m j

BOLIVAR
Katie M.ie \;nistrong
Debr;j \ Harnett
Sh!rle,\ n Crockam
Debbra Jean Greenhaw
Larry f; Harkins
Helen D Haynes
Tnnnie Ray Hopson
Shenlyn K Hubbard
Anitonette James
Martha Breuer Jones
Gwendoh n McKinnev
Robert Glen Mason
Sy|\ ester \or\elI
Teresa Pavne
BettyeJ Perry
Bobbie Jean Reed
Edna J Roundiree
Nancy B sell

Luanne Sledge
Alma Coleman Toole
Jacqueline Voss
Stacy Weeks
Roy Lee Wells
Rhoda L Woods

CARROLL
Linda Clara HoH
Marvm D Coward
COAHOMA
Charlene L Chambers

C[nda> K lilf'ver

Delia R Mc( lenic

Geitrue Wcjiher.i.I

GRENADA
Margie D Benning

Pearl Reese McKinne>
Palncia S P;irK>

Winnie S. Pearvm
C.ith> S Spe'ice

Julia Ann U illiams

H< iLMES
Tiimmy L. (Jordon

Martha Joyce Keen
Judy L Word

Hl'MPHRE-iS
Robbie P Forbes

Donna Varbro Gram
Jean Zukoxiski (irant

Lisa Ann Hankins

Marme H Haukins
Angle KJpalnck
Edna Mane Morgan
Mar> Ann Robinson

ISSAyi ENA
iiiiry L Norns

LEFLORE
Kli/.ahe(h Lennra Aden
William A Allen II

Frank L Askew
James R Bagwell
Linda Bass

Shirle\ Ann Bentord
Onnie B Caroilo

Lesa Kay Clark

Deborah Ann Vi}\

Charlotte L Curtis

Teresa Gale Elmore
Gloria Ga\ Kverelt

Tamela R Fuller

Ray A Gertrude
Emmy M, Harper
Steven D Hayes
Donna F Hays
Kim V Henderson
Rita T Horne
(ilenn Allen Joe
Lisa Fiii hai Khan
Dirk Davifl Kimes
\nnette Manuel
Michael W, Meeks
("beryl B Nichols
Carl B Noah
Steve A Rice
Robin M Richardson
Carolyn Sayner
•"r aig M Scot I

Debra C Sims
Malinda 1. Statford
Jcre L Stuart

Kell\ Patricia Svkes
David L Cpchurch
Tomm\ ( ; \'oung

Mo\T(;OMERV
Simone Wilson

SHARKEY
"J^car Clyde Clark
Joe Luther Hall

Mike W Moore
Mark Anthony Ray
Eddie Idell Speed
Alvtn Leon Spencer

SrXFLoWER
Dana M Adams
Meta N Anthonv
Maudie M Berr\hi!l
Sarah E Bullard
GwenD Cadweli
Bonnie L. Carpi-nter
George Carr
Wilham B Chatham
Slacy L Colotta

Jacqueline Daltron
Matthew Davis
Doraean Di\
Melvm Edwards
V alerie Ertle

Dorothy A E">kndge
Mark Bryan Free
Lvnda L Gibson
Phillip (I (,odwin
Jiimes Harold Grav. Jr
Marilyn Belinda Gray

Keith Alien ( ii itiin

Amanfia Jane Harri'-

(irnriie Ann Hurn
Peggy Sue Ininan

( onnie F ( arpenter

Me\en l urnt r Kelly

Marc A Kimbrell

AIj:m Ka>e King

Alice Fa> Kiiight

Nan Lip.se>

D.;inne S ( )u ens

Kl.iine \ P.iiker

Da\ id Perkins

Kath\ M iidiierls

Ann Mane Ro>

Linda A Shaw
\'a!ina tiay Slater

Kathy D Smith
Mand> Susan Steelman
Mark A Siouers

Brenda (; Tinnm
H\ ron \ aniandingliam

Mark E. Walters

Nellie R Weeks
Karen J Williams

TALLAHATCHIE
Malcolm M Knight
Susan D. McClusky

WASHINGTON
Luctnda T Arriiigton

Leah Jane Ballard

Carolyn Blue

Tom Blue

Susan D Huckner
Kim E Clark

Shane D Croiis

<"ynthia (Yowell

Lonnie Dean Davis
Michael T Davis
Tern T Dend>
Todd Hunter Eastland
Kathryn 1) Klniore
Shrinda Faye Fisher
Harry R Genlr\

Melinda C (Inllin

Elizabeth Hardin
Rolierl Hoy Henson
Beverl> Bright Hood
Willie Melton House
Steven Martin Hughes
J''K'kie A Ingram
Donna L Isenberg
Joyce Ann Johnson
Nancy L Jones
Josh Kirk Langdnn
Mary J Lueckenback
Mildred H McCool
James H. Madison. Ill

Robert Allen Manor
Barbara A Martin
Kstella Lee Moore
Nannie B Oliver

MahKi, Page
Robert L Parker
Ellen Luverne Parson
Joe R Primequx
Maria Ka\ Ramsev
Diana Smilh
Kalhenne Smiih
Waller B Smviv, Jr
Ruth E Sweet
William R Tavlor
Faye Ann Theunissen
Gregorv H Trussell
Franklin Todd Turner
Billy Lois L'ssery

Lee Ann Wilkerson
(aria L Wilbams
Deborah W Wilhams
(ieorge Wilhams
kathenne D Williams
\elhe F Williamson
Tammala W ilhs

Janet R Wintrone
Bradely D Woodcock
Princess Wright
Chris L. Zepponi

VALOBUSHA
Mary A Marien
Cynthia M Sturdivant

OCT OF STATE
Jack Birdens

K<lmond Dtmald
(ireg Levann Hunter

Who's taking
charge?
There is a confusing situAH

»sting in the United Sta pf ?" '^^^

ment, in business, and in np..
" St>v

one knows who is taking ch.?"" "^e.

Remember the 444-dav ' f
Americans held hostage in ir

'

we rather forget that it ever h?'"The Iranians took charge h^^"^
period. ^^rir,^

What does it take to get over
memories? ^^'^^Pati^j

Perhaps not forgetting
it i.remedy. ® " the ^

The thought that the great iStates of America's face
actu,li ?been ground into the mud bv f "

^
country is extremely frustratinV

Iran, a small but intelligenf .
proved that it is a force to be .

wUhby^unnrngdown-'thefastesT^^^

We must once again take charge m,n
ternational affairs.

'^r^einm

Yet. it is getting harder to believe tb,America has charge of its domest c t
fairs. This country is being be!
business by small countries like hZ
and Taiwan. Too much of our landSmg bought by Saudi Arabia

If we do not take charge of our nghif^
leadership positions in government ,
business, and in personal life, more than
likely someone else will.

Spencer

Who will

be host?
Tomght, the Trojans hit the road

Senatobia to take on Northwest Junior
College. Thursday, the Lady Trojans and
T. ojans will face Coahoma Junior College
in the MDJC Coliseum.
"We will be playing one of the top

teams tonight, maybe the best in thena

S3id Lady Trojan Coach Bud(iy

Walden.

"Our mental part of our game has t)een

hurting us all year." Walden said.
We've had individual efforts, butnota

good team effort," said Walden.
"The last time we played Coahoma, we

got beat oy five points in Clarksdaie, We
played a good second half, but we needs
good first half to go with a good second

half to win." Walden said.
Trojan Coach John Vickers said of his

team's loss to Holmes Junior College:
"It's been a while since we have been

beaten by 33 points. All of us are unhappy,
but we realize that it's not the end of the

world, and life will go on."
Vickers is hoping to end up with at least

a 7-7 conference record so the Trojans can

host a playoff game.
"We are 4-4 in the conference, and^*

overall. Holmes is number one m the

North r ivision, but they have been beaten

by Northwest whom we have beaten. H

will be a tough game to play Northwest on

the road. Most of all, we want to try and

get the playoff game." said Vickers
The girls lost 92-59 to Holmes. The rr0

were defeated 85-54 by Holmes.

NOTICE!

Wesley Foundation wUI hold lis

meeting of second semester in the ci^

^om of the Union Wednesday nigh'.

February 3, at 6:30.

Inl^!u*'"**^"** coordially invi.ed
»

inH fi'«"P for fellowship, worship

assisted by David McGowIn in le.d
tne group.

1

n
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SGAonthe
move

in in-

n in

a pan

sbe-

icer

Michael Gonzales

Most of you read the "Ramblin' " col-

lunn by Alvin Spencer which said:

please note that the coming of the spr-

ing semester brought no improvement in

!(ie men's dormitory lobby." And,
Spencer further commented: "It pro-

bably won't either."

Alvin and I sat down one weekend and
worked up a recommendation which was
given to the MDJC Administration as a

part of the fall semester evaluation by the

SGA.

Then the SGA put up a sign on the
bulletin center in the Union stating the
recommendations and noted that a peti-

tion was available at the Information
Desk for students to sign so that the SGA
could show the Administration that the
students wanted something done.
The first petition had so much graffiti

on It that we threw it away.
The second petition was signed by only

68 people - 68 names out of some 200-250
students living in the dorm.
The only thing that the second petition

demonstrated is that there is very little

concern on the students' part about trying
loget something done about the condition
of the dorm lobby.

There is a saying that the squeakiest« gets oiled first. Think about it.

Probably the only way that the dorm
obby will get fixed is when students show
"lal they want something done about it

doubt that the Administration would
'g"oi-e a petition with 200 names on it.

several people have come to me about
ne lobby, and they claimed that they
^new nothing about the petition,

dpr,! K
'^^ responsibility of the stu-

Ji body to read what is posted on the

uav th
because that is the main

y that the SGA communicates with
students

st//^'**
^"estion I was asked by these

7^ithihe petition
»'

'wiswer -

golpV'i,^
*^o''ege students, and you are

[,^;"
have to be more responsible,

^einf"
^^^^ enough to go over to

*aste
^^sk, we are not going to

done
'^^^ ^'"^^ ^^y^ri^ to get something

issue will be discussed at the

student
' "^^^^'"g- 'f there is enough

lagain"^^^^^''
P"* petition

'^'ith
P^o"i'sing overnight action,

i.
h concerned student interest, we
get the ball rolling.

Moorhead, Mississippi

STEVE KELLY
BILL HERRING

Band Members Appointed
Steve Kelly of Indianola and Bill Herr-

mg of Winona will represent MDJC in the
Mississippi Junior College Ail-State
Band.

The band will be directed by Dr. Joe

Berry Mullins and will perform at the
Southern Conductors' conference at the
University of Southern Mississippi. Feb.

Band diiectors from throughout the
South will be attending the conference.

New Club New Date

set for playArrives
What's this? What's this? A new club''

For sure, for sure. ..and it's just in

downtown Moorhead. right across the

street from the pool hall.

The club (as yet unnamed) has been
under construction for the past few mon-
ths, and construction is scheduled to con-

tinue until its grand opening scheduled
for Thursday (?>b. 11).

The club will be open Tuesday through

Thursday nights. Tuesday has been

designated as "Ladies Night".

Hours will be 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.

What started this, you ask?

Owners Chuck Morgan, Paul Staples,

and Mike Provine conferred with local of-

ficials of the town and were encouraged to

open a club designed to keep college

students in town on week nights so that

there would be fewer accidents and fewer

tickets issued. Local students currently

travel to Itta Bena and Marks to similar

places of entertainment.

The local club will have a 25-square-foot

lighted dance floor. The lights will be

operated by sound. It will include a bar

with a wagon wheel light. Sound equip-

ment will feature eight speakers with a

capacity of 850 watts. Records with a

combination of rock, country, and soul

music will be featured.

The dates for the Fine Arts Depart-
ment's production of My Fair Lady have
been changed.

New Dales are March 15 through
March 20. Matinees are slated for Mon-
day and Tuesday. March 15. 16. They will

begin at I p.m. Wednesday. Thursday.
Friday, and Saturday ( March 17-20) have
been reserved for night performances
scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.

Tickets will go on sale Monday. Feb. 8.

at 8 a.m. in the Business Office of MDJC.
Telephone orders can be made at

246-5631. ext. 112.

General seating procedures will be us-

ed for matiness,

Seats will be reserved for night perfor-

mances, MDJC students and faculty can

buy only one ticket for $3 with ID, General

admission will be $4.

Ramblin'

By A Ivin Spencer

Hi out there. Yep! It is me again, your
local columnist. Alvin Spencer.
Last week you were introduced to Mark

Stowers, that "kinda crazy at times" guy
This column will be written alternately

by Mark and myself.

There is a guarantee, then, that bet-
ween the both of us this column will con-
tarn a variety of "Good ol' downright
sillmess" intertwined with the latest hap-
penings.

Valentine's Day is coming hack around.
It IS to buy candy neatly packed in a
heart-shaperi. lace-decorated box. or bou-
quets of fresh roses, or Valentine's cards
with heart-touching \x)cms on them.
Or. better yet. it's time to go into

hiding.

Recently. I overheard a young lady tell
ing a friend: -it's about time for me to
gel reacquainted with my man."
Fellows, if you happen to receive a call

from a long forgotten dale, don't be sur-
prised.

I wonder if the girls aren't really com-
peting against each other to be the one
who receives the most candy, flowers,
and cards.

They don't realize that prices have far
outstripped our budgets.

Situation: if I give her a thirty-cent box
of miniature candy hearts, a flower t. om
the nearest garden, and a used Valen-
tine's card, what will she think of me?
Seriously, Valentine's Day is for you

lovers. Enjoy it to the fullest.

-Spencer

HAPPENINGS

10

11

FKBRUAH^ M Klih

8 basketball at home
9 Video Vision Movie

My Bloody Valentine

Miss, Judicial meeting. Library

Delta Dancers at Clarksdale

basketball at home
Phi Delta Kappa. Private Dming Room,

night
14 Valentine's Day
16 Video Vision Movie

Friday the I3th Part 2

Deltettes Travel
The Deltettes have been busy dancing

this year and have a loaded schedule all

the way through March.

They will dance tonight at the home

Beer, popcorn and peanuts will also be game and then travel to Clarksdale High

School on Thursday for a show.

Sophomore Toni Ray is this year's cap-

tain and she said of their last perfor-

made. The
that cover

served.

A cover charge will be

owners have not yet set

charge.

Students who have suggestion for a

name for the new club should contact

K.K, Henderson or Gwen Elmore in the

girls" dorm.
-Parker

mance: "Delta State was a really good

audience. We even got a standing ovation

from the crowd."

"We're working up a comic routine

with some guys this year. We did it last

year and it was a great success." Ray

said.

The Deltettes have a few changes this

semester. The dancers are: Toni Ray,
Greenville; Anna Clark, Greenwood;
Verne Hairston. Scott; Tina McDaniel,

Greenwood; Carla Labella. Indianola;

Linda Richardson. Greenwood; Lisa

Lamb, Beulah; Bobbie Grantham.
Winona: Teresa Wilson. Indianola;

Jackie Brown. Cleveland: Angie Hower-

ton. Greenville: Rose Brumley. Par-

chman: Mrs. Betty Aden, director.

Bill Horton assists the group with sound

and bus driving.



As I walked into the lobby of the girls

dorm last week. I saw garbage cans being

emptied, and Lysol cans being used to

spray the premises.

What is happening here'*"" I asked

Just as I looked up I saw a sign that

read: "Room inspection, clean your

rooms!"'

Then I began to remember the clothes

lying out. garbage overflowing, and beds

unmade.
" What happens if you don't clean your

room**"" I asked.

"You and your roommates get

demerits."

Feeling guilty about a dirty room. I

made my way toward the mess and began

to clean

That was the highlight of last week's ac-

tivities in the dorm.

Until Wednesday of this week,

everything has been running smoothly.

Everybody has just been shivering

through the cold.

On Wednesday I returned to the dorm

Again there was a sign: " Room inspec-

tion at 2 p.m.!

Twice in one month for room inspec-

tion'' Such a state is really confusing"'

Which rooms aren t being cleaned**

Shane Crolls and Larry Boggs play for Trojans.

Alvin Spencer and Mark Stowers
Phoiographers Todd Steffen. Larry Austin

Layou. Editor PHsdHa Parker

\^ Reginald Abnev. Lana Taylor.
Deborah Vemer. Donna Mitchell. Tommy Butord. / JUNIOR

„ .
Beth Lancaster /— poi i cr-

^""V^-'l^
Essie Carson. Daphne Carter. Mable ^ ''^^^^KC.

Cobbs. Rochelle Hall. Clara House. Gregory
Jackson. Edward James. Rory Johnson. Corn-
elia Liner. Joyce Perkins. Rosemar\ Shumaker
and Jere Stuart

Faculty advisers:
. . Laney Wooten and S. A. Brocato

Publishers by and for MDJC students. Bi-weekly exceot for hmiH

Table Turns

Once upon a time, there were two boys

who had played basketball against each

other since the eighth grade. Their

schools were bitter rivals. Several con-

frontations between the two schools has

caused some heart-stopping moments in

basketball history.

The names of these two principal

characters were Larry Boggs and Shane

Crotts, Larry, freshman, graduated from

Indianola Academy where he played

guard. Shane, freshman, graduated from

Washington School where he started at

center.

Their five-year rivalry has taken an

ironic turn They are now teamates and

best of friends as they both play for the

MDJC Trojans.

"I remember Washington would

always beat us during the regular season,

but in my 9th and 12th grade years, we
beat them in the North AAA tourna-

ment," Boggs said.

"At one time, Washington Junior High

boys had a 51-game winning streak, and

we broke it. I remember this so well

because Washington's coach got two

technical fouls, and I made all four of the

free throws, ' Boggs said, smiling

"But, don't you remember that in the

AAA overall that year, we beat lA in over-

time. Our revenge was sweet," Crotts

said.

"I remember our coaches used to build

up hatred between us. and it was really

weird because we really never got to

know each other except on the court,"

said Crotts.

They finally did meet. In late summer,
they were both in Greenville cne night

before school was to open here, and they

met in an arcade.

"It's really weird. We've hated each
other since the 7th grade until this year.

Now, we plan to go to Delta State and
room together," said Boggs.

Trojans Fourth

The Lady Trojans and Trojans will host
Northeast Junior College tonight and will

host Itawamba Junior College here on
Thursday night

Coach John Vickers" Trojans lost
to Northwest, but their score was much
closer. 53-47.

"Currently, we are 5-6 in the conference
and have a hold on fourth place. Itawam-
ba and Meridian are tied for fifth, with 4-7

conference records. So for us to be able to
play in a first round tournament game at
home, we need to win two of our next
three games (at press time before
Coahoma game). Holmes, Northwest,
and Northeast are one. two. and three in
the north half, then there are three of us
in fourth place. " Vickers said.

'If we win two of those games, we will
play here, but if we lost we go to Itawam-
ba to play But with the current condition
of our bus. we certainly don't want to
travel. " Vickers said.

Vickers and his team experienced bus
trouble two weeks ago after the Northeast
game

"Golly, they're good! " Vickers ex-
claimed in commenting on Northeast.
"They have a good player named Staf-

ford who is just great! So the only way we
can beat them is to outscore them,

"

Vickers wittily said.

Dear Editor:

I would like to comment on a s„comical situation I have witn
and time again. A considerable '*

females enrolled in school shonin?'*'
dicated a major in ' mate S'^'*'
ching and keeping". The.?*
should be watched out for

With one semester behind th
girls have had a good chance of SIl*^
their prey. Now, they are readvi !^

usuaih

•mating" major is that she will
send a good friend to discuss the do.. .

ty of a date. (She usually tr.es

mate in a blind date.)

When the intermediary comes bew,
of these four compliments:

1. She is real cute!

2. All the girls like her!

3. She makes her own clothes!

4. She has a great personality!

If you still refuse to take heedotnii
warning. I have written a poem aboutmi
personal tragedy on my one-and-orji

blind date. It follows:

I Didn't Want ToGo,
But I Went

The message was from the girl's frienj

and it was telephone-sent, Sheaskedill

wanted to go; I didn't but I went,

The place was strange, the faces wtit

bizarre, The weather was wet, 1 couldni

see a star.

She sat almost on top of me, 1 couidni

steer.

The only pleasant vibrations were the

music coming from my Pioneer Ah,l)ui

even that faded away only too quick.

She talked ninety to nothing, withoui

missing a lick.

We arrived at the dance and got many

stare. But by this time, I was worn.ai

without a care.

She dance like Jello; not a part of he:

was still, Her wrap-around skirt ai>

peared ready to fly off that wouldn'

have been a thrill.

After the dance I did not roam - N

McDonald's, no nothin': I took her

straight home.
We ran from my car and onto her port*

to get out of the rain.

Now I knew that I was about tosuffe

the ultimate pain.

I then reached over and kissed w|

goodnight, It tasted like cold masb«

potatoes, a horrible fright.

She asked me to come inside andga^^

me a wink as a hint. I didn't want tog^

but I went. A
Sincerely,

"Leon Stevens'*

Improvement Needed

Coach Buddy Walden's Lady TrojJ

lost last week to the Northwest gir'^

number ! ranked team in junior cou

basketball, by a score of 85-47.

"I thought we played an excellein
^

half. But then we ended up P*^-^'"^

second half, just like our other ga
'

far. We had some poor shooting

floor (24%)." said Walden, ,^
"After we fell behind. I

switcn«|'

defense from zone to nian-to-ma^^

Northwest was too much for us to

\
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but
man-to-man." Walden said-

"Northwest has a good club.

that we are capable of
^^^\'f^,e&^

We've just got to play two

stead of une. " Walden said TH

Trojans are 1 11) ir the conferenc

and have a 5-13 record.

LI*
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I The Delta Hei«ala
ViCA lo host contest stuasi"

g^ippiPelta Junior CoUe,e Moorh^d. Mu«i.ip^

Vocational and Industrial Clubs of

junerica
District I Vocational Contest

^ take place at MDJC Friday, Feb. 26.

S.A.
Brocato, local VICA adviser, will

coordinate the contest, which is the local

preliminary for high school VICA
students.

High school students from Southaven to

Yazoo City and from Greenville to

ffinona will compete here.

The students will compete in 17 contest

areas including extemporaneous speak-

jflg,
job interview, prepared speech,

opening and closing ceremonies, and club

business.

Other areas are welding, sheet metal,

machine shop, bricklaying, auto
mechanics, mechanical drafting, and ar-

chitectural drafting.

Other areas ae carpentry, information,

plumbing and pipefitting, cabinet mak-
ing, and job demonstration.

First, second, and third place winners
will go to Jackson for state competition.
Local VICA club members will super-

vise the judging and act as host for the

day. Local instructors will direct these
students. Judges will come primarily
from area industries.

stud^rlir*"'"''*^ ^ ^^^^ s<^hool
students are expected here for the day
Registration will begin at 9 am

Leadership contests get underway at 10

Lunch break is scheduled to begin at 11
a.m.

The afternoon session gets underway at
noon with the skills competition.
Awards ceremony will begin at 5 30

p.m.

All activities except the awards
ceremony, which is scheduled for the col-
iseum, will be held in the vo-tech center

Awards will be presented by Byron
Cam, state VICA director. Local VICA of-
ficers and Michael Gonzales, national
VICa vice president, will also assist with
the awards ceremony.

A concession stand sponsored by the
local VICA club will be set up that day to
assist in feeding the visitors.

|oin

Lillo and Toney discuss roles in "My Fair Ladv"

security patrol

That contains sotne concerned Students
taking part in helping to solve the local
crime problem.
The recent marked increase in car van-

dalism and theft has prompted their con-
c©rn.

David Toney, freshman from Grenada
organized the student patrol.

'*I'm pleased that the students are Uk-
ing an active part in trying to stop crime
on campus. I feel this will help us curUil
local crime," said Toney.
Students run the two-hour shifts with

consUnt contact with regular security of-
ficers and Moorhead police department
by walkie-Ulkie.

"I think it is a good idea and it should be
kept up," said Marvin Young.
Security officers have indicated that

they appreciate the student help. There
has been some mention of attempting to
get work-study scholarships for student
security aids, according to local
representatives.

System changes
A new system for collecting fees from

commuters who ride the school buses
went into effect last Monday.
Sherman Stauffer, MDJC business

manager, said that a money box has been
placed on each bus. Students who did not
pay in advance for a full semester of bus
transportation will be required to pay as
they board the bus each day. A one-way
trip costs these students 50 cents.

Or, if students elect to pay for roundtrip
service that day, they may pay $1 on
boarding the bus that morning.
Stauffer said that the fee system used

first semester for collecting from
students who were riding the bus occa-
sionally did not work. At presstime, 79
students whr fell into this category had
not paid their delinquent bills.

Students who paid their semester fee at

January registration will not be affected

by this new system, Stauffer pointed out.

"Those students' identification cards
have decals on them that give them the

right to board the bus," said Stauffer.

Under the new system, the driver of

each bus is responsible for all of the

money collected from his bus. The money
is turned in daily to the Business Office.

MDJC administration instituted the fee

system beginning with the fall semester
of 1981-82 in an effort to alleviate the

budget crunch in energy costs for the

school vehicles.

^«3eurv. iiiauc 111 uic L-asi Jim LiUo, the understudy, has been up for ix-'o paKs. Now I can concentrate

Mvp^ Fine Arts production of moved into the role for all six perfor- on doing just the "Higgins" character.

^""Lady". mances ^'"^ Saucier told me, I couldn't

"'the u!l!^i^ "^a<^e in the cast

My ^
-

lohav? ^^"*>*ton of Indianola who was

Higgle
^^^^ayed the part of Prof. Henry

^ause
f

forced to drop out

tioQg personal business transac-

es over

Ramblin

'

By Mark Stowera

Lillo was originally supposed to take

the part of "Freddy" in all of the night

performances, but Stan Norwood will now

do all six performances.

"Originally, I was just psyching myself

believe it. It came as a big relief to me. I

feel that we will all get a lot out of the pro-
duction," said Lillo.

"My Fair Lady" is scheduled for

March 15-20. Tickets are currently on sale
in the Business Office.

Fellows, it's time to ramble What's
new out there?

Seems like the 'snakes' out there don't
ever go into hibernation.

I've seen them all over. Tanner, inside
the Union, and even in the Fine Arts
building. Students, beware! These
'snakes' come in all sizes and sexes. They
are probably watching you at this very
moment. Take heed of these 'snakes' and
be ready to strike back if the chance in-

vites itself. •

The 'snakes' are everywhere, so watch
out!

What about the weather? It's cold for
one week, then hot for a day, then it

freezes for two weeks. I don't know
whether to wear few clothes and freeze
outside, or, whether to wear many coats
and sweat in class.

"One-Adam-12, there's a possible 211 in
progress."

We've all heard this phrase on TV time
and time again, but what does it really
feel like to hold the authority of represen-
ting the law?

Well, some of us students have found
out, to a degree.

"We've been helping with security on
campus. It's not very exciting work and
after pulling my two-hour shift and help-
ing with another. I must pause and tip my
hat to the men who ride security as a job.
You know how boring Moorhead can be
during the day. Well, you ought to see it at
night. Sometimes, exciting moments
come up, but they are few and far bet-

ween. Like they say: "It's a rough job,
but somebody's got to do it."

Is there a bit of spring in the air?
It may be my imagination, but I

thought I heard someone say something
about spring football and spring baseball
starting.

Well, this is certainly a cold spring.

How cold is it? I saw the coaches pouring
water on the guys' heads to get their

helmets off.

I know it wasn't funny; it was really

dumb, but I figure I'm entitled to make a
few mistakes in my life. Let's "see—that's
number 4,297. I believe.

Can you believe Valentine's Day has
already been here? My goodness, I'll

never understand why people just take
one day out of the year to say: "I love

you, will you be my Valentine?"

I think we should celebrate it more like

every third Thursday or so. That way
those candy people would make more
money and there would be more kindness
in the world instead of hate and discon-
tent.

I guess I've rambled off at the mouth
long enough for this week.
So long.

By the way, have a nice day!

H^VE/10HM^YD^yl



Steadfast
scholar

The average student attending
Mississippi Delta Junior College is 19

years of age. ^^^^
For him the transition from ^^^^^^^m)

adolescence to adulthood may be what he ^ ^^^^^m A
makes n| ^^^^^^^^
From personal experience. I know that, 5!t

after completing 12 years of secondary
schooling with the intention of going on
for possibly four more years, I have
already begun to get tired of study.

At times, problems may develop for the
maturing student which cause his interest
in classes to decline.

By no means am I saying education is

the last thing on a scholar's mind. ___
What I am saying is that certain things ^^^^^^fee^ ^

may break a student's spirit. - W ^ ^

For instance, trying to find self-identity .
(

in crowds of several age groups. J 1

Solution: if a student is motivated
toward reaching his full potential, there is

more than likely a rhance that he will.

Most of all, the student must steadfastly
have in his mind the determination to
achieve.

As the slogan for the National Black
College Fund states: "The mind is a terri-
ble thing to waste."

Following is a poem written by Albert
Bowdre. a student here, which has been
an inspiration to me:

As a Man Thinketh, %
SoIsHe I 1

Listening to the things in Life. I've come
to know what's wrong and what's right.
As a man thinketh, so is his life

hefsaT
"I am no better than I was yesterday." CALENDAR
As a man thmketh, so is his life. FEBRUARY \^ n
Socialization, degradation, in our lives- all week Srhnni If oi.
As a man thinketh. so is life. library

' Pharmacy display in

Relations, meditation, salvation 15 * ur u
education-

vdiion, la
Washington's Birthday

As a man thinketh. so is his life
videovision movie

Let's try a little harder - with both 17
/''iday the nth Part II

students and instructors reachlne out - to n ^T^-^^e^*^^'"- Union,

form a successful educational bond 18 Delta DannPr'r' ""'"'.f
^P '"

"Spencer 19
. :'''''""''b^^^^^^^

DOl I i I.
Coliseum, 9 p.m.'

DoU Studies missionsTwenty-three students from the local -r h»r,„Tf V*'' '^
Baptist Student Union attended the ^nirln ! *3S in-

Foreign Missions Conferen e at New TrltlZT"'

The purpose of the trip was to al ow the own here "'^f
P^^lems than our

local group to learn more about mt about said J,m M ^'^^
sionaries and their work.

^'"^ ^'^^O-

Big Money"
rebounds

J„-. ,t i u
•'o™ talk, and Idon t think that I have to mention whathe excitmg news here has been

The grand opening of "The DeDot"
scheduled Six hours after deadl ne. r'^al-ly has everyone excited
Since it is opening on Thursday nightwhich has become party nieht' in

Moorhead, everyone shoLfL7aU"

been'iaieda".°'TK"^''"''"'^y^''^^-'^<>oeen talked a good bit Everyone's makmg plans to have a fabulous fime

There also has been much talk aboutmisunderstandings about the policy con

rd^sr""^^'"'^"'^^''"-"^'"""

We. as dorm students, would like toknow whey some commuting girls are
allowed in the dorm, and some are notWe have no objection to commuters com-
ing into the dorm, if they are wanting to
see someone.

It seems that some reasonable decisionshould be made about who is admitted

John Hall, MDJC's Trojan star for-

ward, ranks eighth in scoring in the
Mississippi, Kentucky, and Tennessee
junior college region - 18.9 points per
game.
The slender 6'4" forward, a transfer

from Midland College in Texas, has a
very interesting story behind his success
at Mississippi Delta.

The story begins in MidJand, Texas.
With nine sophomores and three

freshmen, Midiand went 30 and 3 in its

1980-81 season.

"We were ranked number one in the na-
tion for junior and community colleges
after the 1980 Christmas break," said
Hall.

MidJand suffered defeat in the clutches
of Howard College, Amarillo College, and
Cooke County College, all of Texas, by a
combined tally of 13.

"All the games were exciting, and in
the games we won. there was a spread of
25 or more points at the final buzzer "

Hall said.

In the Howard-Midland clash Hall
guarded his brother, Walter, who played
for Howard at that time.

"Because he made it home first Walter
really enjoyed spreading the news of
defeating me," Hall remembers.

Hall's basketball career was develop-
ing smoothly until November of 1980
Playing in the annual Quarterback
Classic in Hutchinson, Kansas, that
month he suffered a knee injury that
altered his career.

After several more months of play for
Midland. John flew home to Mississippi in
April. 1981. to undergo surgery in Green-
wood.

Hall returned to Texas where he work-
ed all summer for a pest control company
and officiated at pony league baseball
games.

But Hall decided to return to Cleveland
just before the fall term was to begin
,^,^,''°"?\Aug. 26, Coach Stone
midland's basketball coach) called to

say that I had to sit out a ve;,.^'my knee," said Hall. "^^"^^^^u

Hall, not wanting to sit out d^n .
to return to MidJand "Not L '^^

play basketball Jeft me nowh^r^^^
saidHaJl. "^^hereto,

Although he had been sought
Delta State University before!
from high school. John though l^flneeded junior college preDar;?^? t"
attending a univer^ty *^ '^""^'

So, when he could not rpt
Mi^and John decided to attend S,Hall, havmg been brought un
everyone's favorite pasttim? i« 7 *

took a chance on giving me a h
scholarship on my performance '

!

HaJI. ' *

"A few games went by. and Coa(Vickers granted me a full schoiarsS
my performance/' HalJ said, smiling^
The pre-Jaw major's future plansL

attend either DSU or the University
North Carohna or to go into L
assistance work.
Hall attributes the reason for his beiw

what he is today to a good family envim
ment and good friends.

"I would like to thank Coach Vickeu
for giving me a chance to play andta
standing behind me," said Hall
Hall has six brothers who are currently

playing basketball - three in semi-pro.

one at the University of West Virginia,

and one who also plays for the Trojans

-

Larry.

Through his past and present year. Mali

has received three nicknames. In high

school he was called "Franchise", beini

the key player. In Texas, he was called

"Sip", short for Mississippi. "Theplayen
here call me 'Big Money' because 1

always pay off in time." said Hall,

"I try to live up to all of them."

Basketeers head to north half

The Laay Trojans will start the tourna-
ment for the North Division of girls'
basketball tomorrow night (at press-time
the team to be played was not set for
either girls' or boys' action)

"It looks like we might go to Holmes or
e ther Northwest. The tournament is
smgle elimination. The number eightteam plays the number one team;
number seven plays number two-number SIX plays number three; andnumber five plays number four," saidCoach Buddy Walden,

MnnH."*""
^^""^ Northeast last

"I thought Tina Gordan had a good
garne and Janet Wintrone had a good
n.ght offensively. Annetta Washington
had a good night on the boards. But these
are good individual efforts, and what weneed IS good team effort. ' Walden said

riphVfh
^'"""^^ did the

right things that I want them to do there
just weren't enough of them. • Walden

travel to Itawamba to play, or, Itawamba

will come here, (results not ready ai

presstime).

Coach John Vickers said of his ter

90-73 defeat by Northeast: "One
point was we held Stafford to 29. In ^
last game against Northeast, he got 31 so

I feel the defense was better. Currently

Northeast is tied for second in the Nortt

with a 20-4 overall record."
"But I feel that since we were play***

at home and since we were only downb)

six points with nine minutes left. I though'

that we shouJd have won. In that last niff

minutes, we only got the ball to ouj

leading scorer for about two minutes,

called two timeouts during this time ^

which I tried to explain to them, butj

couldn't seem to get the point across aJ»

we lost by 17." Vickers said.

"One big factor was that we had t^

many fouls. The officiating was not bao.

we just fouled too much. Northeast sho!

times from the free throw line and ma__

26 of them. We only made 3 of 6 from ^
free throw line," Vickers said. ^"We played well offensively

exc«P

when it got close, and we couldn't get

"

our best shooter. " Vickers said-

i
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^ Publfcal„?w L I.'"''''''"''
'™'" ""^ "«'"'*Pec. kl<. Todd and other student

Wive,, o^r^'f ! P™"'* """"eh March and wail anxiously for

"J Do„„
'

M.w"^'!^'' "'""'L'"
'"'^ -^P"'- 1^'^* Woolen, adviser, said lhal Sleffen

Spectators to attend workshop
Seventeen students from the Spectator

S V u;'
'"^"^ fo"^th annual

£ r.?'^*"^ Workshop to be held at

Missi

T^orkshop, sponsored by the

Writing?'
College Creative

Boonevjiie''**''^^'^"'
^^'''^^ ^"^

Amajor event of this annual conference

awardt?"""*^^'"^"* of the winners of the

Local
writing for 1982.

submittal "^^ ^orks have been

Me^a T'"^^- Tarver. for-

^^ell
^' Spencer, poetry; Gregg

essav m'?^^'"^'
^"'^^ Handle, informal

^en' ,nJ
'McCain, short story; Joyce

^^^
miormal essay. Ricky Randall,

f;eId?nt^H*'°"
for the conference will be

i 30 a.ni^
^^l' J^oyer. beginning at

^•^Sissm
speaker will be Pat Smith.

*Titer q
"ovelist and short story

jj^,
5>mith was also the keynote

Th^eel"'*'^'*
year's meeting.

'
ay

/'['^shop sessions will be held on

-^ranh
^° '^^^'^ ^^'^^ ^ ^"

^'n at 4

^^""^^ ^"^ poetry reading will

The awards banquet will take place Fri-

day night at 7 in the Mississippi Room of

Frank Hanley Union.

Workshops will continue on Saturday

morning.

Seven faculty members will accom-

pany the 17 students, who are scheduled

to leave campus at 5 a.m., March 5.

Faculty members are: Mrs. Melba

,
Haibrook, Mrs. Sandra Moore. Mrs.

Rebecca Shuttleworth. Mrs Betty Wat-

son, Mrs. Yvonne Bennett, Miss Laney

Wooten, and Mr, Jimmy Gordon

Students who will attend are: Priscilla

Parker. Joyce Roundtree, George

Williams. Newman Swltzer, Tony Bill-

ingsiey. Lynn Carson. Alvin Spencer.

Marvin Tarver. Rosemary Brumley.

Jenice Mullins. Mike Moore, Robert

Jackson, Kay Stowers. Betty Jean Young.

Mark Stowers, Gregg Trussell. and Anita

Randle

In last year's conference MDJC had

two winners: Mike McCain and Deana

Thomas, both in essay.

Students and faculty will be housed at

the Ramadp nn. Tupelo

Moorhead, Missisfiippi

VICA to sponsor

blood drive
A bloodmobile visit sponsored by the

VICA club at MDJC will be hold Monday
March I. m the Private Dining Room of
Vandiver Student Union on campus.

Mississippi Blood Services will be
receiving donors from 9: JO a.m. -3;3()
p.m.

Residents of the area as well as MDJC
students arc urged to participate in this
lirst blood drive held n1 the college by
Mississippi Blood Services.

Over 4.000 units of blood willbe used
monthly by hospitals served by Missis-
sippi Blood Services, and donations made
by volunteers in this drive will help (o
ensure that an adequate supply of plasma
i^ on hand.

Area hospitals which are serviced by
Mississippi Blood Services include Delta
Medical Center. Greenville; Letlore Coun-
iy Hospital. Greenwood; Kings Daugh-
ters Hospital. Greenville: South Sunllow-
cr CiHinty Hospital. Indianola; and W.S.
Willc Mcn)orial Hospital, Lcland.
One donation can help as many as four

persons to live by providing them with
nee<led blood coniponenls.

Persons wishing to donate should
contact: S.A. Brocato at 246-5bJl.
IS2,

Ramblin

Bv Murk Slowcrs

Fellow sophomores, there is a little

more than two months before graduation.
If you have not filed an application lor
graduation, you have no time to waste.
All applications and fees must be in by
March I.

Two years surely do go by fast when
you arc having fun,

I am trying to get ready for two more
years of studying, learning, and perform-
ing to my maximum (something I do off
and on )

,

At times, college work has seemed
easier to undertake than were cerlain
subjects taken in high school. At other
times, the work here has become
monster like.

I am not sure if a senior college is quite
ready for me yet. One thing lor sure is

that I am about m% ready for a senior
college.

—Spencer.uiiiiici; o.rt. orocaio at i^o-ooJI. ext. —opcutci

DeDot hoDs ^ccson ends#wi#V I WM^ The Trojans and Lady Trojans ended
' ' their se^isnn );ml wpolr in tlm riroi rmm.^ »i

I said that the Depot, downtown disco,
was going to be a great success when it

opened (three weeks ago).

It sure was,

I walked in around 9 p m , and what
walking I could do inside the doors was
limited to a circle of about live feet. It

was that crowded,

When I first went down to check on the
progress of the new entertainment center
before it opened, there was plenty of

plyboard, nails, paint, and tools lying

around. Frankly, it looked rather bare,

without chairs, tables, a dance floor, and
an empty bar

On opening night, I was very much im-

pressed with how much improvement had
taken place.

The lights, furnishing, general decor
make it very inviting Owners and local

students who worked on the project seem
to ha''e quite a successful venture.

The Trojans and Lady Trojans ended
their season last week in the first round of
regional play-off action.

The Trojans were ousted by Itawamba
Junior College in a game played here.

The Lady Trojans were defeated by
Holmes Junior College in a game played
at (;oodman last Tuesday night The
score was (iy tn ft4.

Notice
Rev. Tom McLaughlin, local BSU

director, would like to invito anyone who
is interested in the Baptist Student Union
to come and visit sometime
"We have a noonday devotion every

day at 12: 15 for about 15 minutes, and we
have other activities going on We are
supported by local Baptist Churches, but
all are welcome here."

Singers to attend festival

MDJC's TJ's and Singers will perform

in the Mississippi Junior College Choral

Festival at Hinds Junior College. Feb

26.27

They will be accompanied by Director

Joe Abrams
On Friday, small groups from each

public junior college will perform The

TJ s will represent MDJC in this section

of the program

On Saturday, each individual choir will

present a concert For their part of this

event, the Singers will present: "My

Lord. What a Morning ' and " Almighty

God of Our Fathers", a contemporary

composition by Will James
Mrs. Merle Tolbert. piano instructor at

MDJC. will be the accompanist for the

Sineers.

The climax of Saturday's activities will

be a mass chorus concert made up of all

choirs represented at the festival Perfor-

ming under a guest conductor, the group

will do eight compositions.

About fi(H) junior college singers will

make up this mass chorus. "This will be a

good experience for the individual stu-

dent because the mass choir sings at a

greater level of complexity. said

Abrams.

Other events on the Singers' schedule

for this semester include: smging cast of

-My Fair Lady". March 15-20. Cleveland

High .School concert. April 2: spring con-

cert. April 6



Dorm Talk

In my last week's column, I mentioned
that we as dorm students need to have
some reasonable decision made about

which commuters are allowed in the

dorm and which are not.

Since then I have run upon some new in-

formation which has been well known to

some people for quite a while.

At the last dorm meeting, Dean Robert
Warnock clearly stated that no com-
muting students are allowed in the dorm
unless given special permission by Mr.
Isabelle Carley or Mrs. Alma Richard-

son, dorm supervisors. This decision is

permanent and should be obeyed at all

times.

Once in a while I believe rules should be
restated even though everyone is suppos-
pH tn Ifnow Sstrpssinc them again

by Priscilla Parker

from time to time reminds those who
have other things on their minds that the

rules still exist

I have noted that there has been a lack

of consideration of others in moving from
room to room.

If everyone would remember that
group living situations always require
consideration and patience, everything
would flow a lot easier.

Perhaps if everyone conducted herself
so that she does what is necessary, but
she allows others to also do what is

necessary, life would be calmer.
If there are any questions about dor-

mitory conduct, Mrs. Carley or Mrs.
Richardson would be glad to answer
those.

What's a redneck?
As we pondered the amendments of the

U.S. Constitution in Government class,
we rambled onto the subject of: "What is

a redneck?"

There were several opinions voiced and
many jokes and songs broke the serious
discussion into insUnt pandemonium.
After the discussion was over, the idea

stayed in my mind.
What is a real redneck?
When students were asked, their

general description of a typical redneck
was: "grimmy; not just dirty, but grim-
my as if he had been working"; "low
class" " not in school, but on the social
ladder; "no sense" 1 guess the common
sort applies here; "low intelligence" -
must be book sense that applies;
"absolutely no manners" - eats without
etiquette no doubt; "stinking" implies
that he has done some sort of labor and
has not bathed recently; "ag student -
not singling out anyone, just an overall
heading or stereotype; "but they are all-
right fellas": sounds as though they are
the scum of the earth and your best
friend.

In researching this delicate subject. I

found that this breed of people varies in
behavior patterns and that there are even
different regional types of rednecks.
For insUnce, there is the basic Typical

Southern-style Redneck. He is described
as medium height, runs his hands through
his hair a lot, acts macho, and of course
has a Southern drawl.
The second type is the Western-style

Redneck. He is described as always hav-
ing his collar up, always strutting, has
comb m hand or back pocket uses

Southern slang, wears jeans, cowboy hat,
drinks beer, drives a four-wheel drive
pickup, chews tobacco, usually is tall and
skinny.

The third type is described as the Delta
Farmer-style Redneck. His height varies,
he always wears blue jeans, has a country
slang, and loves Merle Haggard.
The last category of redneck comes

from extensive research on the MDJC
campus. The MDJC-style Redneck is be-
ing more macho than any other redneck.
His height varies, he always puts his
hands in his front pockets, wears button-
down shirts unbuttoned, wears tennis
shoes constantly, loves to be rowdy, can-
not be still for over ten minutes and loves
to scream.

These types of rednecks can vary, and
traits carry over from one category to
another.

By no means am I saying that anyone
who fits this description is a redneck
that's someone else's decision I have
merely presented the cold facts for us to
look at.

Let's face it -- somebody thinks that
everyone is a redneck in some way The
movie industry usually stereotypes
Mississippi as "redneck." There's not
much we can do about that.
But do we really need to worry about

what others think of us?
I don't want to spend the rest of my life

looking over my shoulder to see what peo-
ple think of me.
ni just be whatever I am, and if that's

being a redneck, then I guess I can't
change that, can I?

—Mark Stowers

Maria Quezeda

Ordinary Spanish kid" studies here
By PRISCILLA PARKER
Just the other day, I had a chance to in-

terview someone very much different
from your ordinary American kid, and I

was so fascinated by what she told me
that I decided to tune everyone in on the
conversation. It went like this:

What is your full name? Maria Isabel
Quezeda

Why did you decide to come to the US?
My brother is a senior at State and my
parents thought it would be good for me to
get out and meet people of other na-
tionalities and improve my English.
When did you arrive here? Jan. 2, 1982
Who came with you? No one. My

parents are still in Guatemala.
With whom do you live? Dr. and Mrs.

Houston in Belzoni. They are good friends
of our family, and with my living with
them, my parents won't worry as much.
What did you do during the day in

Guatemala? I went to school for 13 years
instead of for 12 years as Americans do.
We were required to attend kindergarten.
Have you been back to Guatemala since

you first arrived here? No, but May 30, I
have to return because my visa expires.
But when I get home, I will get my stu-
dent visa to allow me to go anywhere to
study.

How many are there in your family? I

have a sister who is married, a brother at

State, a 15-year-old sister, and. of couree

my parents.

How does your family bring monev inio

the house? My dad is a pharmacist and

we own a drug store. He also grows cof

fee.

Where does your family live' la

Guatemala City.

What did you do there for enterUiih

ment? I love to roller skate, and we haw

McDonald's, Hardee's, and Pizza Huli

We have such American TV shows a

"Dallas", "Bugs Bunny".

"Roadrunner", and "Tom and Jerry , ill

Spanish, of course.

What is the biggest difference betHW

your homeland and America? We oaw

more varieties of vegetables to cho*

from, the weather is fairly warm ally

long there. I miss my country, but I"

enjoyed the U.S. very much.

CALENDAR
PEBRUARY 21-27

23 Videovision: Flash Gor

6:30, Ui

24 Delta Dancers at Pillow Acad

U:30aJ

25 Spring football game,

26 VICA district meelW

27 State Choral Festival, Hifl*

Trojans engage In spring drills
' MDJC gridiron men have startf^ri iin«K.„.,.„ .. .. .

"
The MDJC gridiron men have started

their unseasonably spring training accor-
ding to Head Coach "Wooky " Gray
"We've been outside only seven out of

ten days," Gray said.

"We have a spring game at Northwest
Junior College on Feb. as and another
one here against them on Mar. 2. around 3
P m ," Gray said.

"We've got some big positions to fill due
to graduation and such. We have one

Hnebacker. Matt James, coming back,we have no experienced quarterbacks

tackles and offensive linesmen." Grav
said.

vj.uy

"We have lost only one receiver, so we

back to wide receiver, and he is doing a

q"art':rh'"."^ tl^

Mississippi College transfer from HoUan-

dale and Marvin Johnson from
Rosedale," Gray said.

"Oscar Clark is doing a good job at
center for us. Arthur Thomas is a good
running back with the capability to be an
explosive runner. Sylvester House is do-
ing a good job at defensive back for us
this spring, ' Gray said.
"We can't evaluate our team until we
SZT 'P;'"^ S^"^^^ need to switchplayers and see who can learn and adapt

to different positions between the

^

games, " Gray said. j
"Our recruiting is slow at the morn^

because they moved the date back of

^

,

recruit signing for major colle^^^

have a good returning group thi^
'

Gray said.

Regular season practice will

around Aug. 14, 1982.
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Ag Club to attend convention

PBL to compete in Biloxi
The

Agriculture Club will send

representatives to the Post Secondary

ifficultural Student Association at Hinds

Junior College. March 4.5.

The group will also host an FFA

meeting on the Moorhead campus that

day.

The Ag' Club, as it is most frequently

called, was founded during the 1980-81

school year. It is made up of students who

are majoring in agriculture or farm

management. Sponsors of the group are

IiIOJC Instructors George Dowell and

Jimmy Langley.

Berl Carolla is 1981-82 president of the

group Other officers are Kathy King,

vice president, and Gwen Elmore,

secretary.

We have 31 members this year. Ours

is one of the least expensive clubs on cam-
pus." said Mr. Dowell.

"In addition to the state convention, we
have the national convention in Moline. Il-

linois in late March. Although it won't be

a school-sponsored event, some of our

members are planning to attend that.
"

said Mr. Dowell.

Mr. Dowell said that the club sponsored

a booth at the Mississippi State Fair last

fall.

"We set up a recruiting-type booth

where we showed displays of MDJC and

had people speaking about our

agriculture program," said Mr. Dowell.

Ten students and two sponsors from the

local chapter of Phi Beta Lambda will at-

tend the PBL State Leadership Con-

ference which will be held at the Royal

I Bervillc Hotel m Biloxi. March 11. 12.

Local students will compete with
students from other junior and senior col

leges in the slate in individual areas of

business competency
Local students and their areas of com-

petition are: David Floyd. Mr Future
Business Executive; Debbra Greenhaw.
Miss Future Business Executive; Robert

McDaniel, extemporaneous speaking;

Ibrahim Rustom, economics; Jill Rose,

business law; Freddy Baine. accounting;

Terry Elmore, data processing I; Tam-
my Braswell. executive typist; Angie

Howerton. executive secretary; Anita

Keeton, business communications

Mrs t^atsy Dowell and Mrs Mary
Ellen Holloway. local sponsors, will ad

minister and grade the competition in

business communications.

Baseball season opens today
The MDJC Trojan baseball team has

started spring practice according to

Coach Jimmy Bellipanni.

"The weather plays havoc with our spr-

ing baseball practice year in and year

out, and this season is no different,"

Bellipanni said.

Even though the conditions have been

bad for practice, the players have been

ninning and having light workouts in the

coliseum and the National Guard Ar-

mory

"Even though we've only been outside

twice this spring, we have been able to get

our arms and legs in good condition We
have been able to work on good running

and throwing techniques." Bellipanni

said.

"We can tell a little of what is to be ex-

pected of our club this year. Our pitching

staff has some depth with experienced

sophomores Kyle McClure. Steve Hayes,

and Kenny Wood, Richard Clanton, Ernie

Burgess, Randy Davidson, Danny
Thomas, and Johnny Ray are all

freshmen pitchers We need this many to

1

fight a tough compact schedule. We have

some strong arms on the staff and I ex-

pect some will play other positions when

not pitching, ' Bellipanni said.

"Catching will be handled by

sophomore Anthony Domino and

freshman Steve Harper. They both need

to improve their arms and Domino car

ries a strong bat." Bellipanni said.

"At first base we have Chuck Rasco.

Jack Henderson, Ron White, and Drew

Brown trying for the job. Henderson and

Rasco can play the outfield and have good

batting strength. " Bellipanni said.

"Second base will be manned by either

Steve Hayes or Art Turner Hayes has

good speed but Turner is stronger at the

plate," Bellipanni said.

"The shortstop will be Robbie Pinker-

ton and Steve Hayes will be his backup,"

Bellipanni said.

At the present time third base is a pro-

blem. We lost two guys to academic defi-

ciencies. We hope Tony Banks. Gary Nor-

ris. Jay Dimaggio. or Kelly Sykes will

take over the position." Bellipanni said.

The outfield can be somewhat

stronger with Lloyd McMahan, Chuck

Rasco. Jay Dimaggio. David Upchurch,

Richie Fulgham. Myron Vanlandingham.

and Knox Purnell," Bellipanni said.

The Trojans start their season on

March 1 against Itawamba Junior Col-

lege here at Moorhead.

Have a happy holiday.

Romblin

'

-

- B> Mnrk Slowcrs
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Knox Purnell lakes his lum in balling praclicc.

Well, fellas, it's time to ramble.

What does America love? Hot dogs, uh,

apply pie, and. oh yeah, baseball.

Take me out to the ballpark and get

ready for that seventh inning stretch.

And while we are on the subject, girls'

Softball is starting, Let's give them some
support. We've got one of the best teams

in the slate, if pre season workouts are

any indication,

How about the weather?

Time for short sleeves and short pants,

but keep that long underwear within

reach. I can't wait for spring break! Then

1 can sleep late and not get in trouble for

it.

I bet My ?a\T Ladv is going to be a good

show. I've enjoyed practicing for it. I

know the enjoyment of doing it will be

worth all of the hours of practice we have

put into it, Thanks go to Mrs Saucier.

"Mr, A" and Mr. Herring for their pa-

tience.

CALENDAR —Stowers

FEBRLIAHY 28 - MARCH 6

1 BEOG checks available

Baseball, here

2 Videovision movie in the Union

QnnnonboW Run

3 work-study time cards due, 10 a m,

4 Jeffery Gross, Library conference rm.

Delta Dancers, Riverside School

5 Spectator trip to Booneville

Spring Holidays begin, 3 p.m.

Girls travel

toAAeridan
Girls Softball is getting underway today

as they play Meridian Junior College

there.

They open their home season here

Thursday, Opponents will be Hinds

Junior College.

"I have about 25 girls out right now. We

can keep 15 as players and two as

managers, but the managers can play,"

said Coach Buddy Walden.

"Last year we were 21-9 and seeded

number one in the tournament, and we

ended up third m the state I have eight

returning starters this year, four of them

made all-state,
" said Walden.

"I am expecting a good year because of

the experienced members coming back."

said Walden.
NOTICE!

Work study time cards for the current

pay period will be due in the Business Of-

fice, Wednesday, March 3. instead of

Thursday, March 4.

Everyone is asked to take note of this

change said Sherman Stauffer, business

manager.

BEOG grants checks were made

available in the Business Office this mor-

ning Students who are entitled to refunds

should go by and pick up these checks.

ID s must be presented.



Hey girls! How did you enjoy the boys
dorm being open last week?

I know one thing for sure - Uie gi. Is who
have boyfriends in the dorm enjoyed wat-
ching a few hours of television together.
For those of yo'j who don't have a

boyfriend ir the dorm better luck next
time and I hope that you had a grand time
anyway.

kind of sho'.v because of the jumpmg they

do.

If you haven't spent some time out in

the nice weather, you may have really

missed out on a lot.

Now that the weather has turned warm
for a few days, I've just about decided
that it is summertime because of the
bathing suits and shorts I've seen.
Any of you who may have lost track of

one of your friends, try looking out the ex-
it door at the end of the south wing,

I guarantee you that you will find them
lying out in the sun or by the lake Or,
they may be feeding the fish or the ducks
as Lisa Khan and I did the other day.

If you have crackers, those ducks will
just about nibble out of your hand. And
I'm surprised that the fish aren't in some

The trend now is to wear head bands --

whether store-bought, or the famous old

bandana The reasons I've heard for this

one are: Tt helps keep my mind together
after a day of four classes straight; or, as
Larry Austin plainly says: "It helps me
think so that I can get great pictures." Or
there is that explanation: "Everybody is

doing it."

Boy! Why don t people like to be dif-

ferent? Or. is that someone tries

something new, and the idea is so well lik-

ed that everyone follows?

Sorry I missed out on the Roomm par-
ty for Mae Kwan. I hope that your birth-

day was a special one. Thanks for the
cake Lisa Gentry, Charlotf^ Curtis, and
Linda Chin I did enjoy it!

Quarters, beer won't mix
IOWA CITY. lA (CPS) - While many

campuses are coping with the ravages of
the winter and others desperately try to
concoct ways to mitigate their fiscal
crises, the University of Iowa is fighting a
different kind of problem; a small
epidemic of students who have to have
quarters removed from their digestive
tracts.

Over the last six months. Iowa City's
University Hospital has treated 15-20
students who had been playing
"Quarters." a drinking game, according
to Dr. Robert Hageman.
The game. Hageman says, consists of

"a bunch of people sitting around a table
drmkmg beer, and trying to flip quarters
into the mugs. When someone gels a
quarter mto a beer, he can either drink it

or choose someone else who has to The
person elected must chug the beer, and
catch the quarter in his teeth"
"Caps," a variation using bottle caps

instead of quarters, is also makmg the
rouhds of local college bars, according to
Dr. Harley Feldick. lowa s director of
Health Services

Feldick reports an increase in injuries
relatmg to other drinking games among
Iowa students durmg the last two .nhnni

years. Some students have also been hurt
playing a game in which a participant
lights the alcohol in a drink on fire, and
then tries to gulp it down without getting
burned.

"We started hearing rumors about the
games, and before long we were getting
students with injuries from them "

Fredick recalls,

"Quarters" has caused most of the pro-
blems, according to Hegeman.
Many people simply pass the quarters

.

but some - notably smaller, younger, and
female students - are physically in-
capable of passing them.
Hegeman worries that some people

might start using smaller coins to make
the game safer, but warns that " a
smaller coin would be the perfect size to
lodge in the airway at the back of the
throat, and cause death in about 20
seconds

'

Neither Hegeman nor Feidick will
speculate why there's an increase in the
game playing, or in the injuries from it

Hospital spokesman Dean Bore
however, notes. "I asked my son who is in
high school about this, and he said That's
nothmg new. and it isn't limited to Iowa

*
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Shaw inspires

musical
My Fair Lady, which is being presented

by the Fine Arts department, is based on
the play Pygmalion by Bernard Shaw.
Shaw's play, written in 1900, was

another of his attempts to promote
reform of the vagaries of English spelling

and pronounciation. Pygmalion was his

most gallant effort at this goal, according
to some critics.

The leading character. Henry Higgins,
is a proper-speaking Englishman. He
meets Eliza Dooiittle, a common flower
girl with a cockney voice, Higgins makes
a bet with an old friend Col. Hugh Picker-
ing, who is also a student of linguistics,

that he can pass Eliza off as a lady after
he has taught her to speak properly.

The plot depicts Eliza learning to be a
lady and the problems that attend that ef-

fort.

Several other characters add color and
comic relief to the play.

Tickets for the production, which will

be staged March 15-20. are currently on
sale in the Business Office.

Spring seeds 1

survey
A survey was taken on cam

several people were asked thp
tion: -What do you think of th"^'^^^
weather we're having?"
Respondents said:

LISA COOK - I love it

KENNY WOODS - This
baseball weather. ^reat

MARVIN YOUNG - It is beautif i

side! I hope it stays that way'
EMMY HARPER- No commetiti
MARIA QUE2ADA - I was rp ^

this, I am used to this climate ^ ^

ALICE TAYLOR - This is terhfip
motorcycle weather. It is a ver
needed change from the gloomy l^'^ing gray haze of winter
FREDDY BAINE - I think if

beautiful day in our neighborhood
you be my neighbor''

MICHAEL BONNER - Love iti in,ready to go skiing! '"^

LARRY BOGGS-Ilove it because th.
girls start sunbathing on the pier in
of my house! "^^^

cheese-no substitute
As almost everyone knows, the surplus

cheese has made its appearance around
the area in the last t^vo weeks.
When I went home on Thursday before

last (Feb. 18), I found the family Tatting
away' on a five-pound stick of cheese.

Life is filled with irony. A person may
seldom receive what he needs the most
when he wants it, but often is given some
sort of consolation.

There is no doubt that the issuing of
surplus cheese to the poor, the minorities,
unemployed, and elderly by the Reagan
administration was a good move, but it by
no means a checkmate.

>;|cil||>IA^-JJ^!3.^;

Givmg them cheese is not going to solve
a majority of these people's problems It

will only put a little more food in their

stomachs, not money in their hands nor
equal opportunities at their doors
This latest government effort is like

throwing a drowning man a comic book to

read instead of providing a floatation

device.

It is tough having to take everything so-

meone else is dishing out. There is still

pride and dignity, but only God knows
how long that will survive.
Mr. President, we would like to thank

you for the cheese, but do you not know
that man does not live by cheese alone?

—Spencer

TlHEMlLlTARYGETi
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X-ray tech to be taught
MDJC will add Pladiologic Technology

[0 its course of studies, beginning with the

fall 1982 session.

This new course is being added to meet
[guests of area hospital personnel who
have asked that the course again be

taught by the college.

Radiologic Technology will be a
24-month technical program which will

combine theory, laboratory and clinical

experiences.

The course is designed to teach the stu-

dent to develop the basic skills to enter

the health occupations field as an x-ray

technologist after he has successfully

written the American Registry of

Radiologic Technology examination, ac-

cording to Joe Carley, coordinator of the

program for the college.

Miss Tanya Therrell. who will be the in-
structor in the program, is a radiologic
technologist who has seven years of in
structional experience working at tht
Baptist Hospital in Jackson, Miss.

Students who plan to enter the RT pro-
gram must have a completed score of 15
or more on the ACT. Students with scores
of 12-14 must have prior college ex-
perience and must have a 'C average
from their last college attended.

A maximum of 14 freshmen will be ac-
cepted for the first class.

Students completing this program will
receive an associate in applied science
degree from MDJC.

April 15

65 to be initiated

ZeU Zeta Chapter of Phi TheU Kappa
will hold its annual initiation ceremony,
April 5, at 7:30 p.m. in Tharp Auditorium
of Yeates Fine Arts building.

Sixty-five students have been tapped
for membership this year.
At the end of first semester,

sophomores with 3.0 grade averages and
freshmen with 3.5 grade point averages
who have shown superior scholarship,
leadership, and evidence of good
character are tapped for the fraternity.
Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings. faculty ad-

viser, said that membership in the frater-
nity offers many advantages, one of
*hicb is financial aid to a senior college
once the student has graduated from
here.

She pointed out that this year, students
attending the University of Mississippi

receive $200; Mississippi State
Umversity. $200; MUW. $300; University
™ Southern Mississippi, $300.
I>elta SUte University offers $200 to all

members. Those atUining a 3.5
grade point average, $400, and those with
^ 3.7 grade point average, $600.
Mr. Dwight Spencer and Mrs. Yvonne

Bennett, and Mrs. Evelyn Kiker are also
'acuity advisers of this group.

Students to be initiated include Michael
Barranco, Dorothy Bell, Larry Boggs,
Charles E. Boyer, III, Donna Braiser]
Sherry Denise Brooks, Lewis Carlisle.

I Amy Davis. Carol Downs. Kaye Easterl-
ing, Melvin Edwards, Valerie ^rtle. An-
drea Farish, Vincent Farish. Linda Flem-
mons, Cam Garrett, Carondelet Grubb,
Mandy Harris, Sirbena Harris. Quilester
Hill, Melissa Homolik. Willie House,
Angela Howerton, Debbie Howerton,
Danny Hughes, Susie Hurst. Dale Jacobs,
Glenn Joe. Amy Jones, Cheryl Jones.

Loistean Jones, Angle Kilpatrick. Alan
King, Debra Lee. John Lemonis, Jr.,

Tracy Lindsey, Elizabeth Lynch, Chan-
dra Magee, Robert Manor. Tina
McDaniel, Cheryl Nichols. Anita Randle.

Laura Rasbury, Bethany Ftay. Robin
Richardson, Jill Rose, Stephen D Ross,

Ibrahim Rustom, Vanessa Sanford, Kurt

Schroeder. Nancy Self. Valina Slater.

Kathy Smith, Debra Smithhart. James
Stubbs. Neumann Switzer. Lana Taylor,

Tracy Trippe. Gregory Trussell, Todd
Turner. Sofia Wade. Laurie Waller.

Karen Walton, Belle T. Warner. Sun
Wong.

A reception honoring initiates and
guests will follow the ceremony.

MDJC to share bequest
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Writers win awards

MissUsippi DelU Junior College will

^Y''
^'"O"! a bequest left in the will of

^ late John Hough of Indianola, accor-
ds to a report published in The
!j?T>rise-Tocsin recently.
">e paper reported that MDJC and
fj€y Woods CoUege will share a $50,000

J^olarship fund which will be ad-

^JUioir^
by the Rotary Club of In-

^ exact amount of MDJC s share and

stipulations for the use of the money were

not known at presstime, March 3rd

"The executor of the estate has not con-

tacted me yet, but details will be made
available after I receive them," said Dr
J.T Hall, president of MDJC
The late Mr Hough was one of

Sunflower County's most distinguished

citizens and was noted for ,> philan-

thropic endeavors and hi« upport of com-

munity and school activities.

Four MDJC students won awards at the

Mississippi Junior College Creative
Writing Association Workshop. March 5.

at Northeast Mississippi Junior College,

Booneville.

Those receiving awards were Marvin
Tarver. first place, formal essay; Ricky
Randall, first place, drama; Mike Mc-
Cain, third place, short story; and Linda

Stigler. best cover design for the 1982

Junior College Writer-

Member junior colleges from all over

Mississippi attended the two-day session

which included workshop sessions on the

writing of essays, poetry, drama and
short stories.

Consultants for these workshops were
Frank Ginanni. professor in the depart-

ment of English at Middle Tennessee
State University, drama; Mary Arden

Duplechin. assistant professor. Louisiana

State University, essay; Patrick Smith.

Brevard Community College. Cocoa.

Florida, short story; Charles Ghigna,

University of Alabama, poetry.

Smith, a native of Mendenhall. Miss.,

was the keynote speaker for the con-

ference.

MDJC was represented at the con-

ference by Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth.

Mrs. Yvonne Bennett. Mrs Sandra

Moore, Mrs. Betty Watson, and Mrs.

Melba Halbrook, instructors.

Also attending were the following

students: Anita Randle. Jenny Multins,

Marvin Tarver. Rosemary Brumley.

Mark Stowers, Kay Slowers. Gregg
Trussell. Tony Billingsiey, Joyce Round-

tree. George Williams. Mike Moore, and

Alvin Spencer.



. s dorm life, girls?

-ue reason I'm asking is that I'm hurd-
ly ever there. I have noted that the good
times and parties wili go on whether the

piay cast is there or not.

Have you noticed the peculiar company
that has lingered on our doorstep'' So far,

there have been four dogs ( all at different

times, of course) and even a Shetland
pony.

The pony didn't exactly come to the

doorstep, but he was on campus. As fast

as he was running, I doubt that too many
people noticed him.

Back to the dogs, which everyone
seems to be enjoying. They seem to get all

the love and attention that they want: I

guess that's why they keep commg back.

Hey, Donna Martin. I'm glad to see thai

you are alive and well after having been
kidnapped by the security guard

Happy Birthday. Shirley Henke. I hope
that it was a memorable one!

I spent the spring holidays in Florida

'Key West), I hope that you had a good
time because we have nine more weeks of

school to get through

fees necessary
By ALVIN SPENCER
The question, "Is it necessary that I

pay a fee to graduate?" has been asked

many times in the past three weeks.

On continually hearing this or similar

questions being aired, I decided to get the

'bare facts'.

When speaking to Travis Thornton,

dean of student affairs, he answered affir-

matively. "The fifteen dollars is for the

ordering of the already earned A. A. or

A.S. degree and for the renting of a cap
and gown, ' said Thornton.

Personally. I think it is ironic for a per
son who has freely chosen the junior route

of education, after completing the re-

quired years of study for a degree, to

decide that he literally does not want it.

Yet, although it may seem to have been
a waste of time, energy, and financial

resources for a person to do this, it is after

^.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.MM.MMi>»
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By Mark Stowers
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all that person's right,

Thornton said that majority of students
who avoid paying a graduation fee may
think: "I don't need a A.A. when I'm go"-
ing to receive a baccalaureate degree.

"

Some of these students may, for one
reason or another, not be able to continue
their educations.

Although a student is in a transfer ma-
jor, he may not receive a dt^ree if he does
not pay a graduation fee. Thornton said
that the student's transcript will be sent
completed to the college he plans to at-
tend.

Thornton said that students who will be
hurt the most by avoiding paying the
graduation fee are those m a terminal
program "On applying for a job the stu-
dent's potential employer asks if he has a
degree, then to get the job the former stu-
dent must write back to the college re-
questing his degree. He would be forced
to pay a larger fee for late ordering of the
degree,

Potholes hurt

Lite: A Pothole

Sittin 'I the bathtub counlin my tors

When th<' radiator broke and the water all

froze.

.

That's the way that the world goes round.
You re up one day and the nexi vour
(If)wn..

Truer words have never been sung. I

know exactly how the man feels. If it's not
one problem bothering you. it s another.
Life is full of potholes and double doors.

I drive to town and try to dodge the
potholes at speed faster than the legal

rates, but as I miss the little ones, the big
ones seem to reach out and grab me to

knock me off course. They force me to
start all over. Life is the same way.
You try to dodge small problems all day

long but then a big problem comes up you
can't go around. You must face it either
by running through it or step and plod a
course around it or figure it out, I usually
run into those problems, get stuck good,
and then try and figure out what to do
Life is also full of double doors. No mat-

ter where you go, you usually have to go
through some double doors

It always seems like whichever side
you pick to open, it's always locked. Then
you try to push open the other side and get
hit by a brigade of people before you see
the "pull " sign which is now out of reach.
You just have to pick yourself up and
start all over again.

Life just doesn't get any easier, just
more complex. It took me awhile to figure
this out. You've got to keep on keeping on
and give life your best shot. When you
stumble and fall and quit, you've got to
get up and sUrt all over. That's the key
just keep on trying and you'll make it.

Everybody has dreams of what life
should be. Pursue those dreams- you
deserve all the happiness you can find
Just look out for all those "potholes" and
"double doors" that are in life waitir>g to
bring you down. Oh. by the way. have a
nice day

Mrs. Betty Watson, foreign languaap
instructor, will administer the Natinn i

Spanish Contest for local high school cnn
testants in the Stanny Sanders Librarv'
Saturday. March 27. at 9:30 a.m
Fifty-seven students from ClarksdalP

and Greenwood will participate.

Phi Beta Lamda cancelled its trip to the
state leadership conference scheduled for
Biloxi March 11, 12.

The 14th edition of At Pen Point stu-
dent literary magazine, is currently in the
process of being printed. Approximately
600 copies will be available for local
distribution sometime in April.

The Moorhead Town Board and the
Mayor of Moorhead. Steve Oswalt have
designated the month of April as local
clean-up. fix-up paint-up month. MDJC's
students and faculty are being asked to

cooperate in the effort to encourage the
anti-litter campaign on campus and
downtown.

Members of Mr. Robert Latham's
sociology classes toured the state correc-
tional facilities at Parchman last Thurs-
day (March 18).

The Bill Glass Crusade will be held in

the MDJC Coliseum, March 28 - Apni 3.

Stowers

The Herald is back on its weekly
publications schedule following spring
and play break. Please get your n'-w.s

items to Mark Stowers. Priscilla Parker
or Alvin Spencer by noon on Tuesday

Well, fellas, it's time to ramble.
Was spring break a blast for you too''

Mine was ok, I guess. Tuesday night was
probably the highlight of mv week.
Enough about spring break. Why don t we
plan another one for next week?
Do you know how exciting Tupelo is on

a wet Friday night? Weil, it can be pretty
wild; let me tell you what happened (by
the way, the names will be changed to
protect the embarrassed,

)

Settmg: Ramada Inn, Friday nieht
11:30 p.m.

^

Characters: "Yours truly" "Mr G "

and "Mr. F,
"

Scene l: Inside motel. Yours Truly is
talking on the phone to a person of the
female gender. His friend, Mr. F. is on his
way from a nearby college to visit his
friend and see the town. Mr. F arrives
while Yours is on the phone, Mr G now
enters "stage left '. Your finally gets off
the phone. Mr. G. has nothing to do so he
IS asked to come with the other two He
declines the offer.

Scene 2: Outside motel. Mr F and
Yours walk to Mr. F. scar and get in The
car will not start. They get out and look
under the hood. Yours immediately
discovers the problem: no battery. They
are astonished and return to the motel

Scene 3
: Motel room. Yours calls one of

,

the older people in their group and
discusses the situation. He is advised to

' call the police. Mr F, then calls the
police. He tells them to meet him in front
of the hotel. Mr G. decides to go along
since they are headed for the hotel lounge
and he is thirsty.

Scene 4: In front of motel 12 a m
Mr. G. sees the riffraff coming out of

the lounge and decides he is not thirsty
after all. Mr, F, and Yours shiver in the
cool March air They wait patiently for
the police to arrive. It is now 12: 30 and the
police have not showed up Mr. F places
another call to them and thev wait some
more. All the time they "have been
waiting, the threesome have been com-
m.enting on the inebriated bunch coming
out of the lounge. (Editor s note There
were some people there who fit the basic
redneck description.) The police do ar-
rive.

Scene 5: Outside of hotel at Mr F s
car.

The police fill out the report while we
shiver m our thinly clad sweaters. He
fmishes the report. Yours looks to Mr Gand asks if he is hungry. Mr. G. savs he is.Yours then gets an idea. He cons the
police into giving the three a r.de to anomelette shop across the highway The

^ck:e:r
•
and the three get into the

ACT TWO: Scene 1: Omelette Shop,
When the crew arrived at the shop, it

was full of the people who had just left the
lounge. Mr. G. tries to open his door, but
forgets he is in a police car and the doors
only open from the outside. The police
opnes the door for us to get out. and there
IS not much room in the backseat of the
car and the threesome stumble when they
try to get out. This seems to make them
look inebriated. Everyone in the omelette
shop IS now looking at them. They are em-
barrassed the turn a deep red.
Scene 2: Inside Omelette Shop
The boys rush in to a table to place an

order of early morning eggs and ham-
burgers. They not think their problems
are over.

Scene 3: At Table
They are discussing the night's events

when an inebriated member of the male
gender stumbles over and asks Mr G a
question. Yours did not fully comprehend
what the tipsy man was saying. > I thought
he asks if he and his date could sit down
with us since there was no other table
available and we had some room ) Being
gentlemen, we said -yes ' The man wav-
ed at what I thought was his date and a
middle aged inebriated man walked over
and sat down. Yours thought that if this
was his date, we were in some trouble
Mr F. and yours just sat and didn't

speak. Mr G. was representing us very

well in the conversation and we saw no

need to communicate with these two

drunks.

Scene 4: At table

Our food now was served and Mr F.

and Yours munched while the men car
ried on about the numerous jobs they

have ranging from truck driver to hair-

dresser. While we were enjoying our food,

another drunk walked up and recognized
our t-.vo new cohorts. He immediately
started soul-shaking everyone's hands
and demanded to be introduced to us.

(Editor's note: This man also fit into the

redneck category).

Scene 5
: The three now finish thei r e.^ r

ly breakfast and proceed to leave Their

drunken friends bid them farewell and

dig into their early morning feast. The

threesome pay for their meal and leave al

a brisk pace so fast that Mr. G, almost

knocks Yours down but I managed to

keep my balance and we return to ihe

motel on foot.

Scenes: Motel room
The three now return ready to tell :heif

experiences to their sleepy roommate.
They now retire to watch the las'. 5

minutes of Friday s and drift mia

dreamland to forget their night of adven-

ture. End of night, end of play, and end of

ramblin' for this week. ,

So. have a good day, eh.
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Springfest" set

Mi8.urippi Delta Jtmior CoUege Moorhead, Mi«8i88ippi

The Fine
Arts Department will be stag-

g
-Springfest" in April, according to

Arts Department Chairman Joe

Abrarns.

On April 6, the MDJC Singers will pre-

sent their annual spring concert at 7:30

pm.in Tharp Auditorium.

On April 22, the TJ's will present their

annual spring concert at 7:30 p.m. in

Tharp Auditorium.

Then on Monday April 26, the MDJC
concert band will present its spring con-

cert at 7:30 p.m., also in Tharp

auditorium.

Throughout April, Monday through Fri-

day from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., there will be a

student art exhibition hanging in the Fine

Arts gallery.

All activities are free and are open to

the public.

15 contestants

enter pageant
On April 14, the annual Miss MDJC

Scholarship sponsored by the Moorhead
Rotary Club will be staged in the Col-

iseum.

Fifteen girls will participate in this

year's pageant, which is the local

preliminary for the Miss America
Pageant.

The winner of the local pageant will ad-
vance to the Mississippi Pageant held in

Vicksburg in July.

Candidates are: Nikki'Ellett, Green-
wood; Janet Leigh Christopher, Green-
wood; Janet Coleman, Cleveland; Stacy
Colotta, Indianola; Derenda Joyce Con-
nelly, Greehville; Lori Cook, Cleveland;
Pamela Cooper, Indianola; Bobby Gran-
tham. Winona; Debbie Greenhaw,
Cleveland; Carondelet Grubb.
Moorhead; Lisa Khan, Greenwood; Caria
^belia, Indianola; Donna Palasini,
Deer Creek; Toni Ray, Avon; Kay
Stowers, Itta Bena.
The participants will be judged on

^"ty, talent, and poise.
The production will again be staged by

uie MDJC Fine Arts Department under
">e direction of Mr. Joe Abrams.
Proceeds from the pageant go into the
^JC Scholarship fund maintained by
moorhead RpUrians by local students.

It takes a lot of courage to get up and
^omething fun like this!

think everyone on campus should en-
'''"rage these girls who are par-
'cipating, ' said Priscilla Parker, local
•tormitory resident. '

'

'

'^ennethsjto attend

Library rouhdtable
and Mrs. Lawrence Kenneth of che

tj,/^^.
Sanders Library Staff will attend

Tguj
^'^^'ssippi Junior College Round

on
^^brarians meeting in Raymond

l^pril 1, 2. Hinds will be the host junior
%ge for tDe, meeting,

of
®'"°"P discuss different aspects

dev
^^^'^^'^"^ge libraiy'developmenLand

^^^eiopment of associated media

^o\ll^^'
^^^^ ^^'^^ Junior

Ernfe Burgess, Trojans* main pilcftier, fires one at the plate.

Sports roundup

Track meet here today
The Trojan track team will host a North

Division meet today at the Trojan field.

"We're looking mighty good right now,

we ought to place high in this meet,"

Coach Paul Downs said.

"We've had some good showings from

our kids in some lesser meets in the past

few weeks. Bobby Conn broke the state

record in discus with a 157',7" throw but

this wasn't a state meet, so it doesn't go

down as a record. Mark Starnes is

averaging 12 feet in the pole vault and is

^MMMMM^JfMMMMIUI1Ulf>»
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BY ALVIN SPENCER

Hi. all my "Ramblin' " readers. It has

been a few weeks since you last heard

from me in this slot.

Well, don't be alarmed, the 'ole boy'

and his day are not quite over yet.

Believe it or not, while attending school

here, I have been able to explore the sur-

rounding area.

By chance, I visited the Antique Mall

near Indianola last Tuesday with Mrs.

Betty Watson, some fellow foreign

language students, and some faculty

members.
I was fascinated to see the many anti-

ques. They looked so original, but I would

not know an antique if it spoke to me. I

could not believe that the grandfather

clock was for sale at $1800.

After viewing the antiques, the group

dined at the mall. I can say myself that

the food was great

The men's dormitory is scheduled to be

open to the public Tuesday, March 30,

from 6 to 9.

I had a chance to let my beard grow all

this month. It is too bad I had to shave.

approaching 13 feet which should make
him one of the better vaulters in the

state," Downs said.

"We have a lot of work we have to do
and we need to improve some more so we
can be better." Downs said.

Softball

The Lady Trojans softball team is cur-

rently sporting a 6-2 win-loss record and a
4-0 mark in the North Division.

The Lady Trojans will take on Coahoma
County here next Wednesday. "We've got

to start hitting the ball better so that we
can win. In our last four games, we have
hit pretty good. Our defense is getting bet-

ter each game." Coach Buddy Walden
said.

tennis
Coach John Vickers' netters have laun-

ched their tennis season and are current-

ly 1-1.

Thursday, the Trojan netters take on

Holmes Junior College here.

"I've only got six guys and three girls

out right now. i couldn't seem to generate

enough support to get any more
members. I am proud of the ones I have

out, and I believe they are doing a fine job

for me," Vickers said.

"Our main problem is returning serves

and getting points." Vickers quipped.

Currently the Trojan netters are Scott

Narmour, Kent Magee, David McCoy.

Tim Roberts. Cam Garrett, and Bill

Henders. The girls include Gwen Elmore,

Melinda Crocker and Donna Martin.

Nurses attend convention

Representatives of the nursing club at-

tended the Mississippi Association of Stu-

dent Nurses annual convention in Biloxi,

March 24-27.

Members of the group were Charles

Carpenter, Cathy Spence. Glenda Tingle,

Patricia Allread, Penny Turner, Kay
Sayner. Diane Moore, Ellen Parson, Jean

Grant, Alice Fancher. They were accom-

panied by Meredith Carpenter, freshman

nursing instructor.

CALENDAR
MARCH 28 - APRIL 4 . Bill Glass Crusade,

coliseum
MARCH
29 girls Softball at Itawamba

tennis at Northwest

baseball at Hinds
30 track at home
31 Softball with Coahoma, home

American Cancer Society Spelling Bee,
here
APRIL
1 — — track meet here

tennis meet at Holmes
Softball here

2 tennis meet here

baseball at E. Mississippi

3 tennis meet here

Dorm Talk
b> PHscllla Parker

As everyone knows after Wednesday
night's dorm meeting that the money we
have left over will be used for a "street

dance. " Last year as I was told that the
street dance turned out fairly well,

everyone dressed up "Western" and had
a wild time. Although not everybody was
for the dance, this was majority vote. The
other ideas that we chose from were:
steak supper (which I myself didn't

mind), snacks and drinks during exams,
and we also went so far as thoughts of a
beer bust, but we knew it wouldn't go any
further than just a thought. Good try

anyway, K.K. Henderson.

I believe everyone has been enjoying

their afternoons down at the baseball

field and or the softball field next to the

girl's dorm. I found that afternoon enter-

tainment can turn into night entertain-

ment as well.

Mandy Steeleman, Barbara Rollins,

Emmy Harper, and Debbie Howerton, for

instance, kept one of the baseball teams
company while eating supper one night.

Since they were from Chicago, I'm sure

there was plenty mentioned about our

Southern way of communication. In case

you were late or didn't attend our dorm
meeting, 'Mrs. Rich" mentioned the fact

that as time goes on, there will be more
activities occurring and that means
school will be out before you know it. So

what she is asking is that when you have a

little spare time on your hands you might

want to rearrange your room back to the

way it was when you moved in. Everyone

needs to have this done so that everything

IS in tip-top shape by the end of the year.

The sun is still shining strong, so enjoy

it.

You softball players give it all you got

because you are envied by many people

including myself. I always look back at

my time wishing I could play, but I have

to ask - what time^ I'm sure many others

think the same way. I played for 3 sum-

mers straight so you can imagine how

much I want to get out there.

Let me remind everyone that since I

am gone most of the time, if you have

something you would like for me to men-

lion or even put in "dorm talk", write it

down and bring it to me in room #60. I've

been meaning to come around to a few

rooms to catch-up on the latest news but

other things seem to occur when I think

about it. Sorry if anyone thinks I'm trying

to ignore them, believe me, I'm not.

—Priscilla Parker



People assert

philosophy
In today's world of specialization, Ken-

tucky Fried Chicken outlets are not the

only ones who have the right to say; "We
do one thing, and we do it right."

In this rapidJy developing world, there

are also many other people who do many
things, but who also distinguish
themselves in one specific area.

Everyone who survives in a current

career must quickly achieve mastery in a
highly defined skill.

No matter what route is taken by those

who want to reach this level of skill, they

must all have one trait in common. They
are the ones who have the United States

Army Reserve slogan: "Be all you can
be" for a philosophy.

At MDJC, many of the students, facul-

ty, and staff can be classifed as "be all

you can be" people.

For instance, look at the life of a stu-

dent. Being a scholar is not a part-time
thing anymore. To be prepared for a job,

a student must do outside research in his

field of study and he must work beyond
the regular morning class schedule.
Students invariably must also assume
other roles in athletics, in other student
activities, on the job, in the hospital labs.

These achievers are full-time people
being all they can be.

—Spencer

Kiker portrays many roles

Dr. Evelyn Kiker

"Making do'

—one view

In the saga of the independent woman
which has become so evident diu*ing the

past decade, Dr. Evelyn Kiker's deter-

mination to "make it" has grown into a

full-fledged fire.

In December of 1981, Mrs. Kiker receiv-

ed her Ph.D. in Higher Education and
Student Personnel from the University of

Mississippi.

Mrs. Kiker started her post-secondary

education somewhat late in life.

"I was in my early thirties when I

enrolled as a freshman at MDJC in 1965,"

said Mrs. Kiker.

In the next 16 years, she completed
study for an A.A.^egree from here, earn-

ed a B.A. from Delta State and an M.A.
from Ole Miss.

Mrs. Kiker was a wife, mother, and
established artist when she rett-med to

school. And, in spite of all of the routine

responsibilities associated with those
titles, she also had to deal with an ex-

traordinary number of setbacks in her
personal life while she was going to

school.

"For several years, illness and death
struck our family with frightening

regularity," Mrs. Kiker said.
'Je all had to cling to each other .work, and to a general optimism Zi}^

life to survive," said Mrs. Kiker
Mrs. Kiker says that she considered fu

problems of being a teacher
housewife, and student maiirH '

centered. For her, juggling time beca^*"
a way of life.

"«came

"Pursuing a degree definitely was
sideline activity, and subordinate to
job and family responsibilities" \^
Kiker said.

"

"I attended and prepared for clas.^^
during evenings, weekends, and sum
mers on a part-time basis from
thruogh 1982."

"I have not accomplished anythmg tha*
anyone else could not have done It \Z
takes plugging along," Mrs. Kiker saidNow that she has completed doctoral
work, Mrs. Kiker has other goals in sight
RecenUy she was selected for inclusiob in
the next edition of "Who's Who in
American Art".

"It is an honor that I'm not sure that
I've earned, but I hope to justify the honor
as soon as possible," said Mrs. Kiker

Warriors win
The "Space Warriors" captured the in-

tramural basketball title this year by
defeating the "Dalmatians", 54-53, on
March 4.

The Space Warriors were 12-1 for the
season and the Dalmatians dropped to
10-2.

Members of the Space Warrior team
are Fred Nixson, Larry Williams. Henry
Williams, Eugene Walker "Red". Ken
Lomax, and Tommy Foster.
Of the 12 teams participating.

"Dimaggio" came in third and "Touch of
Class" was fourth.

All-tournament members were Henry
Williams. Eugene Walker. Edmond
Donald. Lee Mclntyre, and Herbert
Jones.

The intramural basetball season was
coordinated by Dr. Allen Snowden.
Dr. Snowden said that eight boys

teams, and three girls teams are par-
ticipating in the intramural Softball
season which sUrted March 21.

Dr. Snowden said that the softball
season will be the final intramural effort
uiis year, which began in the faU with a

.

/ull round of intramural football comoeii-
tion.

1 hear about all of the underprivileged

and poor who are always put upon. My
heart goes out to people in need but not to

people who don't try and better
themselves. I'm getting around to the re-

cent cheese giveaway.

I am a member of the middle class
society as most would see it. 1 see poor
people every day in some form or facet of
life. I don't mind these people getting
social security or welfare, but it's the fact
that most of these "poor" people do not
appreciate what they're given by the
government at the expense of the Ux-
payers. The recent cheese giveaway is a
good example; the government gives the
poor, free cheese, and they complain
about the size and having to stand in line
for two or three hours.

It seems I've always heard: "Don't
look a gift horse in the mouth." If these
people are so poor and have to have the
cheese to "get by", then why were there
so many Cadillacs and Buicks up and
down in front of the welfare office? This
scene is not true of every poor person,
just some; these are the ones that really
"tee me off."

I have but one thing to say if I have of-
fended anyone: "If you can't appreciate
what you have, then you better get what
you can appreciate."

If anyone seems to disagree with my
view, please write a letter to the editor
and I will try to answer any questions.

—Stowers
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''forewarned"

is safer
In high school, you remember that all

new substitute teachers were given a
hard time until they got to know each of
the students, but seldom did anyone ques-
tion the safety of that teacher.
But recently, problems have arisen in

classroom situations which seem to
threaten the safety of both instructors
and students.

Too, girls who are crossing the campus,
during the day and at night have been
harassed.

What has caused this?

One of the main reasons could be the
way that students are raised and taught.
"Problem" children grow up trying to

get attention by "bullying" the teacher
I recall our class *bully' who so irriuted

a substitute teacher that he drove her
literally to tears and out of the classroom
Never again did she return to our school
and the headmaster took her place.
He came with a ferocious look on his

face, and I don't need to recount the after-
math of that!

The point I'm trying to make is that
problem" students who are likely to

cause class disruptions or physical
violence and who are known for this at the
time that they are admitted to school
should not be allowed to continue once
they have demonstrated that violence
Furthermore, if they threaten physical

violence, the faculty at least should have
been forewarned of their tendencies.

—Parker

SGA to Stage

"Gong" show
The Student Government Executive

Council plans to stage a "Gong" Show
April 20.

Anyone interested in participating
should write his name, talent, and
number of pecple participating on a sheet
of paper and turn it in to Priscilla Parker
by April 13.

"There are no certain rules for the
show yet. but you can put your ideas down
and submit them to me," said Parker

"Mean Joe" here

next Saturday
The Central Delta Crusade for Christ is

now on campus and will continue through
AprU 4. It is at the MDJC CoHseum and
•starts at 7 p.m. each night. Special guests
and entertainment has been planned to

make the crusade a more meaningful and
enjoyable experience.

Thursday night is set aside as "Youth
Night" of the Crusade. Starting at 5 p.m.
there will be a hamburger cookout at the
BSU for those planning to attend the
youth events at the BSU. At 5:45 the "New
Jerusalem Railroad" singers and the lA
"Madrigals'* quartet will sing. The
premier attraction will be Bunny Martin,
a magician and World Class Yo Yo cham-
pion. After the events at the BSU,
everyone will go to the Coliseum for the

evening service.

Then on Friday night Paul Wren, the

World Power lift champion, will be a

featured speaker.

Saturday night "Mean" Joe Green,
former defensive end and five-time World
Champion football team Pittsburg
Steelers, wUI be on hand along with about
100 other various professional atheletes.
These atheletes will also be speaking at

Parchman this weekend.
The featured speaker for each night is

Bill Glass, a former professional football

player for the Cleveland Browns. Sports

Illustrated said of Glass, "Bill Glass has
been known to raise knots on half-backs
on Sunday afternoons and goose pimples
on his congregation on Sunday night."
Glass has written six books in his

lifetime. Some are Get in the Game,
Stand Tall and Straight, and Free at Ust.
Everyone is cordially invited to attend,

a nursery will be provided.
If you are interested in helping usher-

ing, conUct Mr. Joe Quon of Moorhead.
For more information check with your
local pastor or BSU.

H^VE>1QHM?YD^y!



Contestants to try for

Miss MDJC title

April! 4

Stac, ColotU, Kay Slowers, TonI Rav

Oran.ham, CarondeleC Grubb, |thlrd

Ai.r.n,., NIkkl Elle... !)„„„„

Abrams and other members of the Fine
Arts faculty wtU sUrc the production.

Franklin will coach contestants in

modeling.
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Pre-registration scheduled for Aoril IQ 9i participate
" ' ^/^ ' in state colloquiumPlanning sheets are currently available

in the Student Affairs for spring pre-
registration which is scheduled for April
19 and 21.

Ail schedule planning sheets must be
signed by a faculty adviser when
presented to the Dean of Instruction for
'nal approval. Faculty advisors are
'sted under each program of study in the
college catalog.

Pre-registration for students who plan
return to MDJC for the fall semester

1^82 has been scheduled for Monday and
Wednesday, April 19 and 21.

Pre-registration will be conducted each
^ay, April 19 and 21 from 8:30 a.m. to

-JO a.m.; from i.is p..n. to 3 p.m. in
36A.Jorton Science Building^

Students will report to the Science
Building, Room 36A, during a vacant
period to have schedule approved, com-
plete schedule card, and to pick up in-

structions for registration.

On Aug. 23 and 24 students will report
for registration to pick up class cards,
pay fees, have ID cards and annual pic-
tures made.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL Pre-
registration will be handled by vocational
and technical counselors, Mr. Ralph Ross
and Mrs. Martha Woodall under the
direction of Dr. Ray Whelan. Pre-
registration will be conducted in the voca-
tional and technicl classrooms.
Student enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the time in-
dicated by Mr. Ross and Mrs. Woodall:

Commercial Art Technology; Construe
tion & Drafting Technology; Educational
Data Processing Technology, Elec
tronics Technology, Farm Management
Technology; Medical Laboratory
Technology; Automotive Machinist; Cot-
ton Gin & Industrial Management; Diesel
Mechanics; Machine Shop; Refrigeration
and Air-Conditioning.

Students majoring m curnculumS other
than those listed in the college bulletin

should have their schedule approved by
Mr. Ray or Mr. Baria.

Returning students for the school year
1982-83 should pick up and complete a re-

admission form in the Student Affairs Of-

fice prior to pre-registration.

Rambiin

'

By Mark Scowers

^mblin, Mark

^S' '^"^^^^ once

i w.^i:*'*
'""^ ^^'^^

'H'olv!?**^^'";,^^«^»'«dy grab at least

>ai^^^^^^^

^^onlX^
wonderful feeling to know that

>em^ti yt^"^
""^^^^^ ^""^ool left this

.^nT college days have
as much fun as mine,

m glad to see intramural softball star-

a^iL/'"^^ ^"ys some good ahbis for
around the girls' dorm.

.

ne crusade was great last week. If you

bv n°;
''^"'^ what you miss-

not hearing Bill Glass speak

Hey, what's it like to do a term paper so
later in the year? I sure am glad "Mama '

'

Halbrook made us do ours early, or. I

might not ever have finished it.

You can tell spring is officially here
with the Fine Arts "springfest". Tonight
the MDJC Concert Singers will present
their spring show in the Union at 7:30
p.m. Why not try and make it? (Guys, it

would be a good and cheap date). Sorry,
girls, just tr> ing to help out a few struggl-
ing pocketbooks. (Mainly mine, I

guess... .say, I've got some great Beach
property in Idaho I'd like for you to take a
look at.)

Well, has everyone gotten their plans
for summer figured out? And how about
school next semester? Is anyone coming
back to the "Head"? Or, are you moving
up in the educational world by attending a
major university? I'U be attending the

University of Mississippi in Oxford next
fall, not meaning any public relations for
UM, but this is the better university in the
state, in this editor's opinion. You. of
course, are entitled to your narrowmind-
ed view of USM. MSU as better, but some
of us know the real truth.

Let's not argue; we have our
preferences and if you want to throw
away your money by attending some
other college, go ahead, but don't say I

didn't warn you.

I would like to invite anyone to write a
letter to the editor if you have an opinion
on some things we write about. Or, if you
want to praise us or disagree with us. Just
write it, sign your name to it, and bring it

to the Pubhcations Office upstairs in the
Union.

Have a good day.

Jamie Clark and Michael Gonzales
have been chosen by MDJC to participate
in the Governor's Colloquium on Science
Engineering, and Technology which will
be held in Jackson, Thursday. April 15.
The participants in this event will con-

sider the general question: "What should
the Mississippi Worker Look Like in the
1980's and Beyond?"
Students from junior and senior col-

leges all over the state have been invited
to participate in the colloquium, which
will be held at the Ramada Coliseum.
Gov. William Winter will attend the

afternoon session to join in a discussion of
the reactions to the views which will have
been presented in the morning session
scheduled to begin at 10 a.m.
Gov. and Mrs. Winter will host a recep-

tion for participants at 3:30 p.m. in the
Governor's Mansion.
A banquet will conclude the day's

events.

The keynote speaker for the occasion
will be Admiral Kinnaird McKee of the
United States Navy. A native Mississip-
pian, McKee is assistant secretary for
naval reactors and commander for
nuclear propulsion, naval sea systems.
He is the youngest man to hold the rank of
admiral and was also the youngest man to
serve as Superintendent of the United
States Naval Academy.

Class to host Easter pariy

Mrs. Bonnie Spencer's Child
Psychology class will host an Easter par-
ty for instructors' children and for stu-

dent's brothers and sisters tomorrow
(April 7) in Mrs. Spencer's classroom.
Easter games such as the egg hunt and

the relay will keep the children entertain-

ed until the arrival of the Easter Bunny.
"This party will give the class a chance

to watch the children's mental, physical,

and social development." said Mrs.
Spencer.



In my opinion

Let us pray
This coming Sunday, this country will

celebrate the Easter holiday

If the current generation of young

children is anything like mine. Easter

means getting new spring clothes,

visiting relatives, and finding hidden col-

ored eggs in the grass.

We never listened to the pastor even

though we did attend the Easter services.

In short, spirituality was not emphasiz

ed to the point that we understood its

significance in the day 's events.

Praying in school has been stopped;

reading in Sunday school isn't every

significant.

Maybe we need this holiday to make it

a holy day.

Trojans to meet H J C

The Lady Trojans will take on Coahoma

Junior College on Thursday at

Clarksdale.

The Lady Trojans are 8-4 for the year,

and 5-1 in the North Division. They are

currently number one in the North Divi-

sion.

Melinda Walker has started at pitcher

in all games so far. Her record is 8-4.

Hon Hughes and Tina Gordon are cur

rently leading the team in hitting. Gordon

is hitting about .700 for the season.

*i have been pleased with -the overall

play of the team. Our hitting is getting

better. We've got to do better in our men-
tal part of the game. We've made a few

errors in the field and in base running

that have cost us a game or two," said

Walden.

Ladies lead
The Trojan baseball team will take on

Holmes Junior College here today and
will travel to Goodman to play Holmes on
Thursday.

The Trojans are currently 10-8-1 for the
year.

Tony Banks is the leading hitter at .419

followed by Steve Hays at ,327, Shane
Crotts with .313. Art Turner and Lloyd
McMahon both have .286 batting
averages.

Freshman Ernie Burges is the leading
hitter with a 4-0 record. Kyle McClure is

2.2. Richard Clanton is 2-3. and Kenny
Woods and Johnny Ray are both 1-1.

Richie Fulgham is leading the team in
stolen bases with eight to his credit

Charles Foleyt local vocational-technical director* has been
named "Director of the Year" in Mississippi. The selection

was made by Iota Lambda Sigma, national honorary fraternity

in recognition of Foley's many years of distinguished service
(o vocational-technical education in Mississippi. Fellow
fraternity member Douglas Adams presented Foley a plaque
symbolic of the honor.

'Have a Happy Day "

Mrs. Betty Watson's Foreign Language Club visited the
Antique Mali near Indianola recently. While they were there
they ate a lunch featuring crepes and discussed authentic

Holiday extended in '82

students here can expect to have an ex
tra week off for the Christmas holidays in
beginning with the 1982-83 school term
Traditionally MDJC has had only two

weeks for the holiday, but because of an
attempt to cut down on the cost and con-
sumption of energy, the school will be
closed from Dec. 17. 1982. through Jan. 12,
1983. according to information released
recently by administrative sources.
The school year will include iho same

number of class days, the only'difference
is that the Christmas holiday has been ex-
tended and the spring term will end a
week later.

The graduation date for spring 1983 is
May 13.

Other holidays listed on the newly
released spring 1983 calendar are: spring
hoidays, March U - March 21; April i

Good Friday holiday.

English antiques. Clyde Burchfield, Rolling Fork Ileft) and
Steve Ross, Greenville: and Kathy Elmore, Glen Allan, were
an^ong the group on the tour.

"fOv^ FAfBf jl^te4 icMt VAUb ftJKnt

, WK/(T fiiOT iKtp VOO 7
"

THE E.R.A. i& DEAD. WHAT
PoEg) That §ay ABour us?

AND e€T
MY

,

dinner!
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April 21 ^^^g^^^^^Ma»»Bi^
Squad to stage bridal show ISled^°P
Us spring! It's spring! and those

erald

After five months in United^rmy
Reserve, I have come to find military life

tough, but adventurous.

April 2,3, and 4 the Engineering Com-
mand 412 of which I am a member, spent

the weekend at Camp Shelby. We left

Vicksburg at 6; 30 and the four Greyhound
buses arrived at Camp Shelby nearly

three hours later.

That Friday night, there was not much
to do so I found a nice spade game to get
into- Some guys stayed up until 2 a.m.
Then, promptly at 5 a.m. the guy in the
bunk to me's alarm clock went off at 5
a.m. There were some angry persons
waking up.

Everyone got up at 6 and prepared for a
long day. Breakfast was at 8:30. After
breakfast, a majority of the unit stayed i

the field until 5 p.m.

1 was allowed to load a magazine for
shooter on a rifle range since I had nevti
been to basic training before.

Later, the other untrained soldiers and
I took a ride to the gas chamber.
We didn't go in, but the officers we ac-

companied to the site did. The fumes
which simulated the real thing smelled
terrible. The officers said that the smeU
was worse after coming out than it was in-
side.

That night the unit had a party. The
main course was steak and beer.
This must have been a move to test

troop fitness because at 7: 10 Sunday mor-
wng. everyone had to run four miles
Maybe when I get to basic training, the

adventure will be too much for me

"It's spring! It's spring! and those wed-
oing beUs are going to ring!

I'm sure that you have seen that quote
somewhere before. It was on sheets pass-
ed around to each room announcing the
Sprmg Bridal Show by the Modeling
Squad. ^

The show will be staged in the MDJC
Coliseum on the night of April 21.
The four-scere show wiU get underway

at 7:30.
^

The first two scenes will feature traH*
tional bridal and trousseau ^^ear
Costumes will be fumish'>:: ^y area mer-
chants in Greenwood, Greenville In-
dianola, and Leland.

The third scene will Uke on a different
look as local udents and faculty stage a
womanless wedding". Jay Dimaggio

will be the groom in this scene. Joey
Howard will be the blushing bride

Other participanU wiU include faculty
members Joe Carley. Charles Foley
Lance Baria. and Dean Robert Warnock'
The models wiU return to the stage for a

finale of traditional spring bridal wear
appropriate for 1982 weddings.
Jana Kunefe, modeling squad capUin

IS coordinating this event. Mrs. Jackie
Franklin coaches the Modeling Squad.
Members t: the squad offered their

com- ...Its on the experience of sUging
ine bridal show.

"It will draw attention to college-age
groups first so that those who are plann-
ing to be married this spring can get a
preview of current fashions," said SUcy
Colotta.

"It's a trial run of my wedding in May,"
said Jackie Brown.
Loretta Davis says that she enjoys

modeling for the experience and poise she
has gained.

A workshop pertaining to taxes as they
apply at the state and federal level in
small business will be held on this cam-
pus, April 20.

All persons who are interested in this
area and in the additional services which
the Small Business Development Center
at the University of Mississippi can offer
to beginning businesses can attend if they
pay a fee of $5.

The workshop will be held in the Stanny
Sanders Library Conference room from
6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Joe Macione. certified public accoun-

tant from Greenville, will lead the tax
discussions. James A. Fleming of the
University Center will direct the other
segments of the workshop.
The workshop is being coordinated

through the University of Mississippi
Contmumg Education Center and the MD-
JC Continuing Education program.^ i>onunuing Education program

DP projects provide experience
by Mark Stowefs

Selections set

Selection of the president, vice presi-

Z: ^"^ secretary to lead student
association activities for

^2-83 wm be made by a faculty commit-^on April 21.

cem^H*f
^"""^ are currently being ac-

PLea from students interestec in these

7, ^^3" Robert Warnock in his of-
'"^intheStuden Union.

mus?f"^^^^
^" SGA post, a student

critPH
^" apphcation, meet the

book T ^^'^ ^^^^^'^^

at th'.^^
^^^^ 3 personal interview

stipulated time.

of SGA
^ ^°^les is outgoing president

jjj^outs for cheerieader positions at

ADrii 9.
^^^-^ ^ held Saturday.

^Pf!^ 24, in the Union.
^^outs Will begin at 10 a.m.

fresi^
'^^'t'ons are to be filled ~ four

^
"nen and four sophomore slots,

che^u ^^^^^ Warnock, coordinator of

"^^^tITa
activities, said that all

by and
regulations to go

^oi.tik*'^ ^ expected to foUow these
'^^ghout the year.

"Sorry, no experience, no job".
How many times have you heard this

famihar commercial?
Did you know that you can get ex-

perience while in school at MDJC?
Mr. Jimmy Free's Data Processing

class is a great example of this.

'*We study theory for three semesters,
and then put it all to work in the last

semester," Mr. Free said.

"The work the students are currently
doing is based on the study of a complete-
ly manual system of operation to the point
that they can develop a computerized
automated system for the same system,"
said Free.

"For example, some of the projects,

which are off-campus and some are on-

campus to help our own college, include
the study of inventory systems at large
firms, CEDA records systems, study of

MDJC books inventory, study of the
payroll system, insurance records, etc.

"Some of these systems may actually

be put into use.

"In this way, the students are having to

use the materials anr* skills we've
covered in three seme^Lers," said Free.

Free pointed out that this practical ex-

perience can be cited by the student when
he applies for a job.

Free explained that he gives the

students the option of choosing their own
project. After they have completed the
research and have met all other re-

quirements that Free sets forth, they are
required to make a 30-minute presenta-

tion in layman's language to the class.

Free pointed out that the projects are
for experience only, and the students do
not get paid.

The data processing program has been
a part of the curriculum since 1968. It is a

technical, two-year non-trai;:>fer pro-

gram, but Free points out that some col-

leges will accept some of the credit earn-

ed in the course. Instructor Jimmy Free observes Lana Taylor as Joe Primeaux looks on.



In my opinion

A little praise would help
As I go through life. I hear about how all

of us students, or "children", in some
people's eyes, are disrespectful and have
a "I don't eive a damn" attitude about
e\ crvihin^ I adniii Ihiii ihis aliliidc is

present m most people to a certam
degree, but is it our own fault?

I frequently hear on TV: "He thinks he
is what he is told that he is."

Well. [ would have to agree with this

philosophy. How many times have
students been cut down by teachers or
parents about the wrong things they do
and are not praised for their good deeds
and accomplishments?

Now. not all students and teachers are
like this, but the majority fit into this

category.

I don't think that the problem lies en-
tirely with the parents and the teachers,
The students'are still responsible for- their
actions and should know right from
wrong by the time they are in college.

Now a lot of students are u,.iy worried
about taking their allotments of cuts and
getting "high".

This attitude degrades all students to a
point. I'm not self-righteous, but this real-

ly disgusts me. I do a lot for this school
along with a lot of other students.

All we ask for is a little respect or en-
couragement, not the pes.simistic views
we receive from everyone.

Let's try to better ourselves and quit be-
ing selfish. Let's try to help people out in

some way or try to better ourselves by
helping others and being better students.
Let's see if we can change our 'I don't

give a damn" to 'I do give a damn,'
If you think this doesn't pertain to you.

take another look at all your activities.

Do you take pride in all you set out to
do? Is your attitude all it should be in

class, on the football field, in the dorm,
and in the band hall?

Let's turn things around on campus.
It's never too late, you know.

Weil, it's another week of dorm talk and
guess what, dorm council elections are
coming up If anyone is interested for
next year, see Mrs. Rich.

know is. is he anything like the e
Authur Dudley Moore?

A big thanks goes out to those who sang
in the choir during the Crusade, which in-

cluded a number of dorm students. If yoii
know of a student or teacher who par-
ticipated, tell them how great they were.
Now, if you don't know, you should have

gone to the Crusade, it was very fulfilling.

There is another Authur (who has a
girlfriend in the dorm) - what I want to

Wtwiilrlifa

—Stowers

Judge Doug Russell, Justice of the
Peace. District Two. Sunflower Countv,
spoke to Mrs. Rosemary Golden's govern-
ment class, April 2.

Russell reviewed his responsibilities
and areas of jurisdiction for class
members.
He pointed out that he handles speeding

violations, other driving violations, bun-
tmg and fishing violations, and assault
cases.

Russell said the "headlighting" deer is
one of the most serious of the hunting
violations which he handles.
Russell also said that he handles all

civil cases which do not exceed a
monetary violation of $1.000.

Russell attended MDJC and is a 1972
graduate of the University of Mississippi
He is currently serving as secretary-
treasurer of the Mississippi Justice Court
Judge Organization.

Dorm council officers for the Stennis-
Penrod dormitory rodents for 1982-83
will be selected so i. Applications for
these positions can be obtained from
either Mrs. Isabell Carley or Mrs. Alma
Richardson, dorm hostesses.

The BSU will kick off spring with their
annual "Spring Fling and Wing Ding" on
Saturday. April 17. at 9 a.m. until.

Activities such as softball, volleyball
badmitton. and horseshoes will be provid-
ed.

The evening activities will include a
barbecue and five film strips: Sports
Galaxy, Russia and The Coming
Holocaust, I Paul. Ordinary Guy. and Im-
pact of Archeology on the Bible.
Cost is $1, which includes Saturday din-

ner and the barbecue. All students are in-
vited to attend, and to insure your place
you can pay your dollar to the BSU as
soon as possible.

Now that Sharon Lowery has moved
to my room, we can't get Lisa Stanforri
shut up. What's Sharon's trick''

Well
you haven't found out for yourself
Sharon's a talker herself, and I'm
Lisa talks to please her. Right, Lisa?

"

Hey, Sun Wong, what's the idea of burmg down the FA building Monday nighi
Surely you don't hate MDJC that bad

Sandi Smith, tell us who bombarde
you in the water fight!

The BSU will sponsor a car wash today
from

1 p.m. until, at the Center. Student
cost IS $2. All others. $3. Proceeds will go
to support BSU summer missionaries.

Joe Quon urges everyone to pay all
their fines as soon as possible so grades
can be sent out, and so sophomores can
g aduate. The chief of security said that
students who cooperate quickly will save
everyone a lot of hassle.
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Ramblin

'

BYPRISCILLA PARKER

ilKre is something different this year

^\ Ramblin' In fact, a great deal

irent.

jrli Stowers and Alvin Spencer, who

Eulhored this column last year have

J left. (Mark transferred to Ole Miss,

lAIvinisa junior there.)

So, ii has been left up to me.

tt(jvv , the last thing I want to hear is any

ji^ent about me being a female.

I^mf ^ change, and I honestly believe I

caado just as good a job, maybe even bet-

'
r' i ask is a chance to prove myself

u\tre is something I really enjoy do-

it is silting back and watching

eveo'body else for a change. Listening to

ihem can afeo be delightful. It goes

something like this:

"£ r made me cry buckets." "Yourf

Doctors in Love -- is that something yo

:an believe?!" "The best movie -- Si

Pah".

Different people definitely like di

erent things.

By the way, Monday night is In-

liaDola ' s new thea ter ' s ( Nola Tw in

, Lovelace Shopping Center) 99

ht. I'm sure you might want to go
;eii.

viy night is $1.50 night in Green-

i Greenwood theaters. That's just

txmt the only time I go because it is

ly getting too expensive to go to

ies.

to the movie isn't the only enter-

-t around this area. In case you

heard, on Thursday night the

do is to go to the Depot. It costs

'My nothing to drive to downtowVi

ad. The cover charge is just $3. To
•2 people who went last week, a

e - you won't sweat this week.
Jck Morgan's air conditioner has been

and it will be plenty cool for the

ne year. He also plans to have ex-

fig special events like a Toga party,

'loween party, etc.

ou can definitely say the weather has
t. I've been at camp all summer

^ air conditioning, but three weeks
'ire school started, I came home to air

lioning and got used to it in a hurry,
ice I've been walking ever>day as far

|Uie football practice field, Tve decided
rs time for winter to show up.

I Many of you have been upset about
grant's not coming in. It's surely not

f
school's fault, it is just one of those

^gs and Mr. Stauffer made the best

Jisions he could to help everybody get
^Jed in school Don't let the delay
courage you.

[football games are underway, so go
'1 and support the Trojans ever>'
~

"iy night.

Cheerleader will make their first home appearance of the

1982 seaiion this Thursday night on Trojan Field. They held

their second pep rally of the yearlajct nioht. The first rallv.

held Sept. 1 prior to the Trojans' loss to Colin, was well

attended. Cheerleader* are |1. to r.| Shelly Hcnke, Bonnie

Carpenter, Karen Bennett, JUl Donahoc, {.aura Rowland,

Yvctte Stokes, Brenda TInnIn, Duna Palaninl and Resale

Phillips.

Early homecoming prompts action ID'S help

"^^ ^hose of you who like to go to the BSU
• Student Union), note that they

Since Homecoming is less than a month
away (October 2), plans are already be-

ing finalized for the event.

Coach Buddy Waldon is again serving

as faculty chairman for the occasion,

which traditionally has been the highlight

of the fall semester.

Election of the homecoming queen^and

her four ma|fl§ has been set for "J"
period, Sept. (4. Petitions are already be-

ing circulated for nominees for these

titles. Petitions must be turned in to Dean

Robert Warnock by Friday vSept. 10).

Homecoming assembly will be held

Tuesday, Sept. 28, at 10:20, instead of

holding it oftiVediiesday morning at 8:25.

as has been done in past years.

The Homecoming parade will be routed

through downtown Moorhead near the

Yellow Dog Festival celebration, as it

was last year. Parade time this year is 2

p.m.

The Homecoming Dince is scheduled

for Saturday night, Oct. 2. from 11 to 3 in

the MDJC Coliseum. Spirit with Pazazz.

a Memphis-based group, will play for the

dance, according to Larry Boggs, SGA
president, chairman of the student-

related activities at Homecoming. Ad-

mission fees for the dance will be an-

nounced in a later paper.

Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings, MDJC
alumni association president, said that

this year's Homecoming will honor all

former Deltettes and T J.'s. The alumni

have T-shirts with MDJC printed on

them. They are very nice and they cost

just $6. Pan of the money from these

sales will go to summer mission work.

Time to ramble on. See you around

campus.
—Priscilla Parker

will meet" for their business session a(|5

p.m. Oct, 2, in the Private Dining (loom of
the Union. The 'Alumnus of the Year' wUt
be announced at this meeting. '

Freshmen, bewarel

Attention, Freshmen!

Just a little advice from an experienced

sophomore. 1 »

You should be aware of certain pitfalls

if you want to be successful here.

First of all. dorv't get too far behind on

sleep and nourishment. It's easy to do

this, especially it you live in the dorms.

Exercise should be a part of your daily

routme.

Enjoy your extra-curricular activities,

but don't forget that education is the real

reason you came.

Running out of gas on the way home on

Fridays is the last thing you want to do.

There are two quick stops on the way out

of Moorhead.

Being courteous to other students qan

help you go far. Try to have patience with

your roommate. It takes some folks

Hav** you wondered why you had to

stand iQ line,in a hot. crowded room to get

your plastic identification card made?
Here are a icw good reasons:

• It entitles you to a free pas^ to all

home games. .

• It. rescues dormitory residents at

Stennis-Penrod after curfew.
^

• It gets you in free to see Star Wars;

Friday the l3th. or Tarzan when Ihey are

shown in the Union.

• It helps St!curity protect students and

faculty from undesirable visitors on cam-

pus.

So, keep that ID with you! It can't ^elp

you if it is lying^around in a desk dra\C^r.

longer than it does others to adjust

Treating your instructor with respect

could come in handy around examination

time.

Keep count of your cula. You'll soon

realize that you have to attend class

more.

Commuters, park where you are allow-

ed to park. Then you won't get $50 in fines.

Watch out for overdue books. Small

fines can add up tQ big money.
—Parker

SEPTEMBER
9 Football game. Home, 7:30

Coahoma Jr. College

10 Last day to drop a class

without receiving a grade

13 LPN Registration

Fine Arts Auditorium

8:20a.m. -12:00pm.

1 :00 p.m. - F.F.A, District High School

Students Meeting in Fine Arts Auditorium

8:30a.m. - 3 p.m., Make-up day for

Annual pictures



Drums resound

I was making my rounds fh
hrough the admimstralinn .

'

As
day through rne administration
I suddenly was distracted by t^ H
sound of the drummers

practiri
I went by to talk with Band o

iMvcilla l*arKcr and Mike Mccli!. will inana^e Ihe weckh HI
\ ear.

/
^ liii'sdat, Sepl. 7 -

Notice

RAI D this

The Delia Herald - Moorhead. Ms

™.., «iin j^anri n
Warden Herring about the bann
for the fail season.

^"^ "^

Plans

Always smiling. Mr. Herring
more pleased than usual this vea
-The equality of the band ismL.

ter this year than last. There seern
a lot of pride among the member7A^
group," Mr. Herring said.

The 80-member group will be nerf.
ing at all home games and will tr.
Holmes Junior College when thp r?
play there. "^'^J^ns

Drummers for the MDJC band fw
year are: Sammie Wright, MilteJackT
Ray Collins. Tommy WiUiams,
Leach. Tim Wright, Mark Cooley nl
Willis. Jamie Madison, Perry Ne?
Leander Williams. Derrick Coodc
Lowry, Bart Burnham, Willie Thorns
and Lacy Williams.

Our compliments l!o:

• the maintenance force for getting

signs on all the classroom buildings

• to the administration for making
needed physical improvements in the

Union and elsewhere on campus during

the summer months
• to the Dean of Student Affairs and the

computer processors for the very smooth
handling of the large crowd of students at

fall registration

Trojans open home season Thursday
By BYRON VANLANDINGHAM
The Trojans open their home season

here Thursday night.

Thc> pla> Cohorna Tigers on Trojan
Field startmg at 7:30 p.m. The Trojans
are coming off a 7-4 season in which they
made the playoffs. The Trojans will have
t'> replace several key players, though
On offense they lost second team Ail-

Manager explains change
Greetm^,
We art neaUy glad to see school back in action. We are sure

everyone notices the changes in the cafeteria dining room. This
was done to improve our service.
The beverage bar was moved into the dining room to help

speed up our lunch line. C!osing-in our dining room helps control
the fhes a little better - and the noise.

It also cuts down on the number of items which seem to disap-
pear during the day such as salt and pepper shakers, sugar
shakers, glasses, etc. We do wish you would help us continue to
control these things, it does cost the school a great deal of money
and with your help and cooperation it will help mainUin a lower
cost on meal tickets and meals.
Any improvements that you think could help us in bettering

our service, menu ideas or whatever, please write them down
sea them anu leave them with any of our cashiers

^
We will also add additional tables and chairs in our Trojan

JITZ ""^"^^ ^'^^ ^'^"^ Warnock and it

R Lance Har""^"'^^'
^^"""^ ^^^"^ patronage.

Food Service Manager

editor-in-chief p • „
,Pnscilla Parker

assistant editor
. »^

„K„, I.
Mike Mocks

photographers Mike Mccks. Ruth Heard

Sports
BvrolT','^'^'- N:»MISSISSIPPJ

^ ,
^y^*^^ Vanlandmgham

(

^r^""*^'" Basic Reporting Cla^s / JUNIOR
Vocational Printing Class

Drcome Belcher. Drusilia Brandon. Virgil Br.nvn
Karen Carter. Derrod Johnson. RosImLcxK is

Ix-igh Ann Logan. Henry Manuel. Beverlv Munn
Betty Polk, David Pmvell. Bertha Pryor. Gwcn

Sample. Don Sims. Calhrine Stephens

LaneyWooten.S.A.Broca.o

f HR HERALD .s ,he only junun- college paper .n Miss.ss.pp, .nu-Oby its own students on its own campus

American tackle Dave Demsky, who
signed a scholarship with the University
of Tennessee-Martin Pacers, quarter-
backs Chip Hobart and Jeff Tatum. All
three of these were either on the.AlI-SUte
or All-Star team last year.

The Trojans lost key players on defense
also. They lost the most valuable defen-
sive player, Joe Hall. Hall signed with Oie
Miss as a safety. They lost three other
standouts from last year: linebackers
Greg McGee, Honorable Mention. All-
American Otis Cooks, and defensive
tackle Jed Hodges. All three of these stan-
douts signed scholarships with U.T. Mar-
tin also and were either on the All-SUte or
All-Star team last year.
Coach James "Wooky" Gray said, "I

expect to have a competitive team if they
stay healthy during the year, improve
from where we are now, and with a little
luck."

The Trojans are returning about 23
players from last year's team including
several key players. The Trojans' top two
quarterbacks, David Latham and Marvin
Johnson, both of who transferred at mid-
term last year, were able to go through
spring drills.

The Trojans also have two other
freshmen doing an outstanding job at
quarterback. They are Gregory Jollilf
who led the Greenwood Bulldogs to the
district playoffs last year, and Lamar
Kirkland. who led the Roseland Eagles to
Class -A" State Champs last vear
There are only two returning running

have a complete, well-rounded line." ^
Coach Gray believes that the corps of

receivers he has is a bright spot on this

team. There are six receivers returning

from last year's team. The tight ends are

Lee Brackeen, Paul Lewis and Charles

'Gator' Bennett, who will be used as a

defensive tackle also. The wide receivers

are Henry Manuel. Edmond Donald, and

Brad Woodcock. Coach Gray is expecting

freshman wide receiver Brian Chutz to

help out some at this position

The Trojans will run a "veer" ol ensf

once again this season. Coach Gray said

"The offense will run the ball more than

pass it but will use play-action passes and

drop-back pass plays."

Coach Gray is looking for some

take up the leadership that he In

year on defense due to the graduations of

Joe Hall, Greg McGee, Otis Cook ifi<i

Jed Hodg«".

Curfew gate built

One addition made this summer io the

campus has already attracted mu^!
tention.

That addition is the bright yellow ^
^

and greyfence at the north entry
Joe Quon, chief of security, saiu

the gate has been added for se- ='

reasons.

"We hope to keep people who do/ilbacks from last^ear's ^a^'' T̂ "re h 7" ""^'^ ""''^'^ ^'^'^

Clark Mulloy and Arthur Thomas ^here S^'""
°" "'^"^P"'

are several other DromiXa l
^ect students and faculty from the waved

backs, includinTRob'srfo d^ =f .^"^ ^^^^'^^^ t
school All-star who has made the change IT' i ''''

''''

Sfrom being a quarterbark r.kk
gate has stopped parking on the n^'^'J

WilliamsofGreenw^od practice field, also.
^

of Greenville. All of these fr^hmen h
^^'^ ^^^^ hundreds of dollar ^

done an excellent job adapting from hiph
^"iP^ent and much school

«^h^> f..rK„n .

^^^^ nigh perty was destroyed by non-studentsschool football to junior college football
me Trojans are returning four offen-

sive linemen from last year s team They
are Woody Spencer. Mike Paul Scott Hie-
gmbotham. and Glen Tice. who didn't
start last year. Derrick Merritte of

rf ^^^^^ •
^""^ ^^'""^'^ Wilkerson of

need to n„d an o«e„swe .eftS .1 ro-KhrjLTr^^^^

year.

He said that the gate is closed at lU
and is reopened at 6 a.m.
"The late-night traffic through camp

has been cut at least 50 percent since

'

addition of this gate," Quon said.

The south entry to the campus will

main open all night. Any students

1^
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As the sign says, everyone loves ^the
Trojans, but nobody likes the long lunch

[onlecoming Court
lections will be hel

lines-as the mood of this crowd seems to
indicate.

HAPPEIMIIMGS

The 1982 Homecoming Queen and her
court will be named in a campuswide stu-
flent election tomorrow.
Students who are attending classes at
J period (9:20 a.m.) will be allowed to

I'oif in their classrooms. A voting booth
^students who are not in classes will be

So?
Information Desk in the

Pres. Larry Boggs and the SGA election
^i^mission will oversee the election.

sophomore maids and two
/^^men maids will be elected. The
"PHomore receiving the highest number

of votes will be crowned queen.
Results of the election will be posted by

the Dean of Students as soon as the
results have been made official. The iden-
tity of the sophomore maid receiving the
most votes will not be revealed until she is

crowned in special half-time ceremonies
on Trojan Field Homecoming night (Oct.

2.)

The first official appearance of the

Homecoming court will be made in

Homecoming Assembly, which will be
held in the coliseum, Sept. 28, at 10:20

a.m.

^mic Fibrosis to spot
bike-a-tbon Sept.21

Baptist students

plan meeting

The Mississippi Baptist Student Con-

vention will be held Sept. 24-26 in the Col-

onial Heights Baptist Church in Jackson,

Miss.

Theme for this year's convention is

"Christian Response to a Changing

World".

Speakers will include Rev. Joe

McKeever of Columbus, John Mills, area

director FMB, Southwest Africa, and

Jimmy Allen SBC-TV commission.

Any student interest in attending the

convention should sign up at the Baptist

Student Union Center. A $20 advance

registration fee is required, and every

student delegate will pay for his own

meals.

i

ri;.:,;'^'^^'ssippi chapter of the Cystic

Wn will sponsor a Bike-

Wa M accoi*ding to Mrs.

lifg ,

'^'oore, who is the "Breath of

Viead^'"^^'^"
chairperson for

Bike-A-Thon will begin at 3 p.m. at
j:.'^f'«nal Guard Armory.

participant should pick up a Spon-
-

^

Torn Mrs. Moore, Rm. 102 Tan-

Hnjon^^'
Information Desk in

^Xn!^^^^
Will be available on Mon-

*i(irrr c ^"^ ^^ould be picked up

will ask sponsors to
^^rtain amount of money per

mile. For example, if a biker rides the en-

tire six miles at $1 per mile, he will be

able to collect $6 from his sponsor.

The more sponsors an entrant has, the

more money he will make for cystic

fibrosis.

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation works

to save the lives of children affected by

CF, which is a disease which affects the

lungs and digestive system of its victims.

The disease interferes with the victim's

ability to breathe and with the body's ab-

sorption of food.

All students are encouraged to bring

their bicycles back the weekend of Sept.

19, Mrs. Moore said.

The BSU center is the setting for Bible

study every Monday night. Anyone in-

terested in learning more about the Bible

is invited to attend these meetings, which

begin at 7 p.m.

The faculty consumed three pounds of

coffee. U dozen donuts. and six cases of

softdrinks during fall registration. The

food was supplied by the BSU and Wesley,

student religious foundations on campus.

The "Yellow Dog" festival, the annual

arts and crafts festival sponsored by the

Moorhead Chamber of Commerce, will be

held on the same day at MDJC's

Homecoming, Oct. 2. Events of the

festival, which will begin at 7 a.m. and

end at 5 p.m. will be centered around the

famed "Southern Dog" crossing.

Moorhead. Mtslssippi

Pell Grants late

Students attend
on waivers
The federal government's failure to

confirm Pell grant issuance has caused
uncertainty and confusion for many
students here this fall.

Mr. Joe Hay. director of financial aid,
estimates that at least 350 students are
currently attending classes on a fee-
waivered basis, pending notification to
his office by the U S. Office of Education,
office of financial aid. that these students
have been given a grant for attending
school here.

"The federal agency in charge of the
Pell grant program contracts wiUi a
private company or corporation to check
the eligibility status of student ap-
plicants, using as its guide the overall
regulations, or guidelines, set by the U.S.
Office of Education. Because of a number
of reasons, they are running very late this

year getting these applications process-
ed." said Mr. Ray.

Mr. Ray said that many of the students
whose loans are still pending have not
sent in complete financial background
records, such as parents' income tax
statements, students income tax
statements, etc.

"The dual factors of having only one
agency processing thousands of grant re-

quests and the student applicants' failure

to fill out forms properly the first time
has caused the notification procedure to

be way behind schedule this year." Mr.
Ray pointed out.

Mr. Ray said that students currently at-

tending school on waivers have an
understanding with the financial aid ad-

ministrators here that if they fail to be ap-

proved for a grant, (they - the students,

or. their parents) will reimburse the

school for all fall registration and related

fees due the school.

Students are allowed a maximum of

$469 per semester under the Pell Grant.

Statistics concerning the number of
students attending school on the Pell

grant this year were not available at

presstime.

Another factor -which has caused stu-

dent uncertainty about getting federal

help to attend school developed late last

spring and is having an impact on some
students who are entitled to veterans

benefits to attend college.,

"Until this fall, any child of a U.S.

veteran entitled to college benefits, or,

the veteran entitled to benefits could also

be granted aid through the Pell (BEOG)
allottment. This eligibility was cancelled

under a federal ruling made earlier this

year." Mr. Ray said.

There are a number of survivors of

veterans, and veterans, attending school

here this year.



crew "spruces up
The maintenance staff, headed by Mr.

Jack Harris, superintendent of buildings

and grounds, spent a busy summer mak-
ing major campus renovations.

Returning sophomores have noticed the

newly repainted Tanner Hall (with a
large identifying sign, also new).
Sophomores and faculty have also com-
mented on the non-slip surface which has
been given to the steps and outside cor-

ridors of Tanner.

The Union, where so many student
spend their time, has also been 'spruced
up'. Interior walls have been painted, and
new tile and carpeting have been laid.

Stair rails have been repaired. The
cafeteria has been enclosed, providing
additional seating space and a quieter
dining time.

The crew also repaired the press box at
Trojan Field.

A sound-proofed room has been added
to the media center in the library.

The residence of Dr. J.T. Hall, presi-
dent of the college and of Dean of
Students Robert Warnock were reroofed.
Storm windows are currently being in-

stalled at the president's home.
The maintenance crew also built a new

gate and fence on the north side of the
campus and reseeded the practice field.

Remodeling of the cafeteria cost ap-
proximately $7,000. Pressbox renovation
costs were approximately $1200, and
sound-proofing of the media center room
cost over $1,000.

system
computerized
Vice Pres Sam Stafford, who has been

coordinating local energy-conservation
efforts smce fuel bills began to skyrocket
several years ago, has renewed his ap-
peal for student help in conserving
energy.

"Dormitory students who are planning
to leave their rooms for over 10 minutes
should cut the lights off. Keeping dorm
room doors shut when the air conditioning
IS running will also help," Mr. Stafford

said.

Mr. Statforo said that students leaving
classroom buildings such as the fine arts
buildmg should be sure to close the doors
behind them.

Mr. SUfford said that insulation *-as
been installed in many classroom
buildings, computerized controls ;,as
been placed on heating systems, ano id-
justments in the lighting systems in
buildings have all been efforts to con-
serve energy.

"Work is still being done on ihe com-
puterized heat control system, and we ex-
pect It to be operational by Oct 1 " Mr
Stafford said.
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SEPTEMBER
13 , LPN registration

Make up day for Retrospect pictures

14 Homecoming Election 9:20 a.m. (J) period

15 Pep Rally 7 p.m. Union
Wesley Foundation, Library conference rm.

16 Jones Junior College, Here
20 Tax Assessors meeting

Library conference rm. 9a.m. -4:30p.m.
21 Bike-A-Thon benefit of Cystic Fibrosis victims
25 Itawamba, There

Delta Kappa Gamma library conference rm. 10:30 a.m.
Alumni Tennis Tournament begins

LEY
FOUmATIOlT

Jerry Beam. Campus Minister
Phone - 246-5469 or 246-5349

MDJ^Ky"""'""" ''^ P "-- Conference Room

•Career Counseling for those interested in Church Related Vocatinn^
•Applications for United Methodist Student

Vocations

LOANS and

SCHOLARSHIPS
•Plus additional activities planned by the MDJC WESLEY

Well girls, we are back to vt-here we
started last year - beginning of classes.

First of all. let me welcome the new
freshmen to the do/m. I hope by now that
you ve kinda made Moorhead your home
for the year because that's what it has
become for me.
Even though I'm originally from

Greenwood, my parents recently moved
to New Orleans, so you see I'll be spen-
ding my share of time over here
rm sure you attended the first dorm

meeting we had with Dean Robert War-
nock as featured speaker. He was verykmd to set curfew as he did.

Herfe mw! m case you need to be remind-
ea;-^na^, Monday. Tuesday, Wednes-
day -^D^wi„ be taken starting at l alOn Thursdays -at 2 a.m. On Fridays and
Saturdays "313 a.m.
Please don't abuse this privilege We

sure don t want to go back to 12 midnight.

ediior-in-chief Prk -in n .rriscilla Parker
assistant editor m,i, .

„. , ^ Mike Mceks
phoi.>graphers Mike Mecks. Ruth Heard.

<
.Jiinniv Williamson x w»,T<->c>.r^^

Sports
, D,„.„„ V I . .

\JfMlSSISSlPP]
''^!'"'"'^''^

Basic Reporhnu C lass / J<JN10R
V<>cationaI Printing ( Uss f" COLLEGEUreomc Belcher. Drusilia Hrainiun. Vir^.l Br.nv „. / PRpoo

Karen Carter. Derrod .)uh„son. Roshn Leu is CZ^ ~

I.cuh An,i U.Man. Henry Manuel. Beverlv Munn'
\'^SSOCIATIOI

Betty Polk. DaNid Vo^^v\\. Bciiha Prvo,. t.^^-n
Sample. Don Sims. Caihnnc Sierliens

Laney Woolen. S. A. Broca.u

J Mh HbKAI.1) ,s .he only ..un.or college paper ,n Miss.ssip,., •„ '

,by Its own siudeiiis on its ou n uimpus

Otnceis were also announced' at this
meeting. They are: Laura Rasbiirv
president; Murial Penn. secretary-
treasurer; Bobbie Grantham, vice resi-
dent; and Priscilla Parker, reporter
Laura says that she wants to eel

everybody, involved in dorm activities If
you have any suggestions, please notify
her. Ail ideas have to be approved bydorm mothers. ^

If you need anything put in the papercome by room 62 and leave a message forme
( Tigger'. as I've also been tagged)

Leave a message if Vxu not there and I'll
get back to you
The Dean also stressed staying awayrom the men's dorm unless there is an of-

lical announcement of ' Open Dorm" If

fhe^lobbj
^'"""^ ^^""^ ^""^"^^ ^^^^

cu^"^°^
y^"'' classes and watch your

Have a fun-filled and safe year.

TJ'snamed
"TJ's" for the 1982-83 school year have

Guy. for -TJ s- are Michael CarleyMarty Evans, Jay Madison ffike
^™°^J;-.Chr.s Stauffer, Tom V iesa^k
T>m^Wr.ght. Marvin Young, and fifck

Girls are Angle Cordell, Tammy FullerTanya Hart, Amy Jones, Lena MillerPnsc,lla Parker and Martha Bryant

ever. '
"""^

" '° ^^''^ ^est year

W^nd^^nH
p'""'""^ practicing "Earth,

Pitma^' ;

'^^"'^^y; and "Mr!postman - all new numbers to befeatured m their show this year.

Mrs. Cathy Free hac • '

faculty this fall assuperv °orTprocessing laboratories M ^'^^ata
wife of DPT Instructor

Jinn^n, l'""^graduated from MDjr ^
worked here as an e^.JJ^'^ ^^s

records processmg for several y'eij"

nVliss Tanya Therrell joined the
faculty last -spring as Instructor of
X-ray technology. She has structured
a curriculum and has supervised
installation of equipment for use wilti

instruction of the first class of

students in this program this fall.

She is a graduate of the Mississlpi
Baptist School of Medical Techni
inJackson.

Mrs. Jacqueline Muzzi, a gradute
the school of Medical Technology,
Baptist Memorial Hospital in Mem-l,
phis Tenn. sufc:ceeds Miss Ellen Allen
as instructor in Medical laboratory
technolo(

Mrs. Mary Ann Townes, instructor in

microcomputer classes which ha'

been added to the schedule this fallj

holds a B.A. degree fromTulanr
University and an MBA from tW

University of Virginia. She has don*

additional graduate study at Delt

State University and the University
"

Colorado

of
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Mississippi DelU Junior GoDeff Moort.

Ramblin

'

you, I thought that I was goin

^^^j put on my swim suit early last

l(
- hen it rained so hard that the Hor-

ice building flooded.

I hope everyone was pleased with the

leooming finals. Everyone is having a

"hard time now trying to guess the identity

of the queen.

TO those of you who ran, but didn't

jke the court, we're very proud of you
making the election of a spirited com-

petition.

Boom! Chicka rocka, chicka, rocka."

the cheerleaders are once again fired up
the games. During our pep rallies,

hey really stay on top of it.

That's not all that they are doing. I

n't seem to walk through the Union late

111 the afternoon without stumbling over
one of tlieir signs.

! w;5s askeri hv onp nf the cheerleaders
'ii tell you to "give it all you've got" at the

'allies.

1982
Homecoming

Court

case you haven't noticed, the bus
Its are loading on the buses in the

noon down by the coliseum fin the
:ing lot ) . This change from last year's
noon boarding outside the Union

;} does cut down on the noise and has-
. ti!o Union at 3:00.

uy the weekend, but get rested up
^ala homecoming week upon your

' I.

HAPPEIMilMGS

Homecoming maid^ Elected in a
left: Bonney Carpenter, Indlanol.
Stacey Colotta, IndianoJa; (bottom row I : Robin V
Marsheii. Geenwood

Alumni to return for sperini
Pres. Sam Statford has been in-

' l>e the guest of the Mississippi Na
' iuard at a meeting in Washington,
-28.

Stafford will join other selected
'^d community leaders who have
iosen by the guard to become bet-

iainted with the role of the guard
ft of the totai force, and with its

i equipment and preparedness.

week of Homecoming, aJum-
'^l have their share of events.

It 25-30, alumni will hold a tennis

.

lent. Mrs. Everette Williams.
*j*^tlgar Hobbs, Jr., and Mrs BUly

^re in charge of this activity,
-i] take place on the MDJC courts.

2, former Deltettes and TJ's
special alumni meetings at 3
Deltettes will meet in the col-

The TJ's will meet in Tharp
'tn.

_ 1 Pres. Elizabeth Cummings will

3j the dinner-business meetmg
i' alumni. This meeting will be
Union, beginning at 5 p.m. The

sol the Year will be announced
eting.

' TJ's will present a show in the
^'^0 p.m Former Deltettes will

t'time during the game, in a
^'ine show.

Mr. Karl Rushing, electronics instruc-

tor, will attend the 1982 Midsoulh
Robotics conference at Chattanooga State

Technical-Community College, Sept.
23-24.

Mrs. Martha Woodall. counselor, will

attend the regional meetmg of the

Displaced Homemakers Association,

Sept. 22,23,24, in Orlando. Florida

VICA will meet to hear speeches by
nommees for 1982-83 on the morning of

As Homecoming Week approaches (the

week of Sept. 27 - Oct. 2), plans continue

to be developed and detailed.

Mrs. Kathleen Hodges faculty adviser

for Homecoming assembly, (scheduled

for 10:20 Tuesday, Sept. 28) plans a prac-

tice for Homecoming court maids and
their escorts for Monday afternoon. Sept.

27, at 1:30 p.m. in the coliseum.

Larry Boggs, SGA president, said that

a fireworks display has been added to the

week's events The display will be set up
on the field south of the men's dorm. The
SGA has scheduled "open dorm" in

Edwards-Stonestreet dormitory to

precede the fiieworks display on Thurs-

day, Sept. 30. The display will be

presented at 8 p.m.

Oct 6. Memb -

meeting to be f .

:

Both meetings ar

auditorium.

in tne general i- -
» m-.-

presided over by

ings. 198^^ ^ ii, the * Aiumnui tii rbe

Ye.ir" wilt , _ ^..-loimced.

The SGA and other studcri' i' .>ir>' will

join local civic groups fur

Parade through downtown j.c .a ..t _

p.m.

Mr Joe Quon, chief of ^

will be the parade marshy;,

that the parade will originate on

side of the Union, precede dou
Hwy. 3, turn left on Ws
on NorUi Delta Avenue, ,c <

,



Hope everyone enjoyed "open dorm"
(Sept. 14). As I came in, I noticed plenty

of smiles and laughing throughout the

dorm. Such action meant to me that

everyone was having a good time.

mention it, she just smiles.

I noticed also that many people were
taking time off from their studies and
other activities just to sit and talk. That
doesn't happen very often because
somebody is always busy doing
something or going somewhere.

In a few weeks, we will be having the

"cutest room" contest, so be thinking of

ways to decorate your room. The prizes

haven't been decided on yet, but they wUl
be good ones.

By the way, room 62 (my room) will be
disqualified, mainly because it's got too

much junk in it. Actually, I'm helping

with the judging. Start thinking creative-

ly so that your room can win.

In case you haven't noticed, Kenny
"Party" Dupont decided to put his name
on every door and his number, too. So if

you want to talk to someone, call him up.
He's free anytime - at least, that's what
he said.

As I make my way around the dorm
these days, I can't help noticing the

popularity of Smur/ and Garfield labels.

For instance, in Stacy Colotta's, Paula
Austin's and Linda Kline's room, they
have Smurf nametags displayed. I also
noted how spirited they are -- they even
have created a pot of gold for the wall.

In Room 29, Smurf is drinking
Budweiser. Tammy Cook, Jamie Elmore,
and Dyanne Peacock occupy this room.

If anyone knows Jane Harris, ask her

where her ring came from. When I even

Trojans win 7-0

By MYRON VANLANDINGHAM
On Septeml>er 9. the Coahoma Jr. Col-

lege Tigers traveled to Moorhead to play
the Trojans. MDJC evened their record at

M by beating the Tigers 7-0.

The Trojans received the opening
kickoff and drove 89 yards in 12 plays for

the touchdown, Arthur Thomas carried
the ball the last 4 yards for the
touchdown. Brad Woodcock kicked the
PAT for the only scoring of the night

Although that was all of the scoring, the
Trojans defense was called on to stop the
Tigers from inside the 10 yard line twice,
late in the fourth quarter.

Marvin Johnson led the Trojan offense
by carrying the ball 20 times for 120
yards. Thomas and Bobby Williams
followed with 86 yards and 48 yards
respectively.

Matt James led the Trojan defense in
Uckles with 10.

The Trojans will meet the Hinds Eagles
on Oct. 2, Homecoming.

Let's really get fired up the week of

Homecoming. It only rolls around once a
year, and it can be a really special tim
Make Homecoming night your night

remember.

Everyone should participate in 1}

parade, come to view the firewori
display, attend "open dorm" at Edwarc
- Stonestreet, and see the queen crowne*
Welcoming alumni should be part of your
day, too.

Doug Henderson shows basic move for karate

editorial

Karate class begins

One more thing...

If you take a call in the dorm, please
remember to write down: tlie pvrson who
called, the time of the call, and the con-
tent of the message Please do that. Many
people receive important calls wh^-h they
need to know about.

editorial

Come join the parade
Let's have a paradel

A parade isn't just something to take a ^""^ everyone has heard of the new
little brother or sister to it won't even be "^^^ Kwon Do Karate class being offered,
a chance for you to get on television. haven't, you obviously have not
But it is one of those all-too-rare oppor- ^^^^ ^^^^y bulletins. Doug Henderson

tunities which could be shared by all MD- freshman from Greenwood, will be
JC students. teaching this course.

Pe<jple with creative minds are needed
for designing and decorating floats. Peo-
ple are needed to hammer and nail.

People are needed to put uu costumes
and join the pai aders.

People are needed to come and shout
encouragement along the way.
The faculty is excited about the parade,

the security is even planning to clear cars
along one side of the street to make it safe
for participants and observers as the
units move through town.

If you'd like to help, but don't know who
to talk to - here's your answer: See Dean
Robert Warnock, SGA Pres. Larry
Boggs. or Coach Buddy Walden. They'll
be happy to find a place for you to help.
Come on, let's have a grand parade!

Make it into an exciting and beautiful
Trojan "fantasyland." -Parker

Doug is a candidate for 1st degree black
belt, and works out an hour to two hours
daily. I have never seen anyone take
Karate so seriously. His instructor is Don
Sias from Greenwood who is a 4th degree
black belt. I'm sure he can tell you how
well Doug enjoys Karate.
This will be Doug's first class to teach

on his own.

Practices will take place on Tuesdays

and Thursdays from 1:30 p.m. to 3:10

p.m. in the multi-purpose room in thecol-
iseum. The charge will be $10 a raonth

and it will be a non-credit course.
To those of you who would like to join,

just talk to Doug or go to the next class.

Not only Tae Kwon Do, but all martial

arts require a great deal of patience, the

right attitude, and your best effort. So

don't sign up if all you want to do is "goof

off". It can be a very dangerous sport, so

have respect for it.

Have fun, enjoy what you are learning,

but let Doug teach you what he knows,

because it just may come in handy ow
day!

Coats promoted to manager

or
editor-inn^hipf

. d^:. h n .Pnscilla Park^
assistant ediJor .. . ka:^ .

, , .
Mike Meek

phnlMgraphers Mike Mocks. Ruth Heard,

c .
Jinimv WiMianison

^ Byron Vanlanduipliam
^^P^-"'^^^ Basic ReporunM Class

Vocational Printing Class
Drcome Belcher. Drusilia Brandon. Virf.ii BrQ« n

Karen Carter. Derrod .lohnson, Roslin Lou is'
Leigh Ann Loi-an. Henry Manuel. BevcrK Munn

Betty Polk. David Pmxcl). Bertha Prvor. Gwen
-Sample. Dmi Sims. Cathrine Stcphcnb

Advisers .Lane> Woolen. S. A. Brocaio
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TH^H^ UD
M.ss.ssipp, Delta iunior CoNe.e smd-nKHh HhR.\LD .s rhc onK jumor college paper in MissisMp^i

by lis nwn students on its own campus

Mrs. Glinda Coats, a Moorhead naUve,
has been named manager of the MDJC
Cafeteria. The appointment was effective
Sept. 12.

Mrs. CoaU, who joined the local Mor-
rison's staff September 8, 1975. was serv-
ing as assistant manager here at the time
of promotion.

Mrs. Coats succeeds Mr. Unce HaU
who was promoted to the managership ofme Landmark Cafeteria in the Landmark
buUdmg (corner of Capitol and Lamar
Streets) in Jackson.
Morrison's Food Service, with district

headquarters in Jackson, runs the local
college cafeteria under a contract made
with the MDJC Board of Trustees

Mr». Glinda Coats

^f^nday 20, 1982
The Delta Herald
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B> PRISCILI A PARKER

ghat's been goin on with the weather

Many people have had plenty of reason

[((
get their wind breakers out of the

closet

Intramural teams have already gotten

tlieir
season underway, They even have

team T-shirts in shades of yellow. They

welcome spectators at their games which

are played on the field by the women's

dorm,

Clubs are organizing. I hope that com-

muters will be involved with at least one

school organization.

I'm also proud of the support the fans

are giving the Trojans on Thursday

nights Students, you should be careful to

notice the instructors who sit to your

right Faculty, from Dr. J.T. Hall on

down, come to cheer the Trojans on.

We hated to see one of our outstanding

players get hurt before the end of the

Jones game. Robbie Marlowe tore some
ligaments in his knee and will be in a cast

for several weeks. Many team members
have been to visit him in Greenwood
Leflore Hospital. Hang in there, Robbie!

Hope you enjoyed the card we sent.

Let me remind everyone that 9-weeks

grade reports are not too far in the

distance. Keep up your studying!

A parting note! Even if the sun doesn't

shine, people like to see you with a smile

on your face!

Pell and SEOG to be continued
The U.S. Department of Education uses

a standard formula to determine who
qualifies for Pell Grants Students should

contact the college financial aid ad-

ministrator to apply on the free

"Application for Federal Student Aid.
"

This is the form used for all Federal

student aid programs. The Department
guarantees that each participating school

will receive the money it needs to pay Pell

Grant to eligible students.

The Supplemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grant provides another
mechanism for making awards to

students. SEOG is different from the Pell

Grant in that it is managed by the finan-

cial aid administrator of each par-

ticipating college. Each school receives a

set amount of money from the Depart

ment and when that money is gone, there

are no more SEOG funds for the year.

n 1982-83 the Department of Education

will provide 440,000 students with

$278,400,000 in Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grants. Students will get up

to $2,000 a year under this program.

Grant programs are designed to help

the most needy students get a college

education The Pell Grant, in particular,

is targeted to help those students whose

families earn less than $12,000 a year.

Grant aid is not meant to cover all college

costs but is expected to be combined with

a reasonable contribution from the stu-

dent's family and individual self-help,

generally in the form of loans, private

scholarships and work.

Another type of student financial

assistance is the College Work-Study Pro-

gram. Designed to provide on or off cam-

pus jobs for undergraduate and graduate

students who need financial assistance,

Work-Study is usually managed by the

college financial aid administrator Some

950.000 students will receive $528 million

under this program in 1982-83

A great deal of publicity has been

generated lately on Federal student

loans, particularly the National Direct

Student Loan Program. Although all col-

leges do not participate in the NDSL pro-

gram. 3,340 of them do This program

Microcomputer

taught here
A course in microcomputer operation

ha? been added to the curriculum here

this year.

This course has been designed for all

business majors.

A knowledge of microcomputer opera-

tion allows a businessman to use the com-

puter as a bookkeeping aid, or. to figure

his income tax. Microcomputers are also

used in newspaper typesetting opera-

tions.

This new course would benefit almost

any student who successfully completed

It. but it is uncertain whether the course

will be open to any non-business majors.

Day classes in microcomputer

technology will be offered next semester.

Currently, three on-campus night school

classes in microcomputers are being of-

fered. Off-campus classes have also been

set up in Greenwood and Belzoni.

Mrs. Mary Ann Townes is instructor in

this course.

makes available low interest (5 percent)

loans that students must begin repaying
six months after completing school

(either by graduating. leaving, or dropp-

ing below half-time status), Up to 10

years is allowed to repay the loan. Ap-

plication IS made to a school's financial

aid administrator who manages the loan

fund. The fund is a revolving account,

designed to allow a school to continually

make new loans as existing loans are

repaid About 800,000 students will

receive NDSLs in 1982-83: 10,000 more
than in 1981 82.

Recently. Secretary of Education T H
Bell signed a regulation which provides

incentives for an institution to reduce the

default rate of its NDSL program fund A
college which has a default rate over 25

percent is asked to turn responsibility for

collecting the debt over to the Federal

government If an institution is not

prepared to do this, and the default rate

remains 25 percent or more, the Federal

government will cut off NDSL funding

The Guaranteed Student Loan Pro

gram, much in the news lately, makes

available low interest loans to students,

with the Federal government paying the

interest while a student is in school These

loans arc made by a lender (such as a

bank, credit union, or savings and loan

association! and insured by either the

Federal government or a State

Guarantee Agency This, the largest stu

dent aid program, will make available

over $9.5 billion in loans during the 1982-83

school year

Undergraduate students can borrow up

to $2,500 a year and graduate students can

borrow up to $5,000 under GSL. The total

debt an undergraduate can carry is

$12,500. For graduate or professional

study this figure is $25,000. A student bor-

rower whose family income is less than

$30,000 automatically qualifies for an

interest subsidized loan. Students whose

family income exceeds $30,000 may still

be eligible for GSL interest benefits if the

colleges' financial aid administrator

determines that the student has

demonstrated financial need

A new loan program started in 1981.

'called the Auxiliary Loan (or PLUS) Pro-

gram, allows parents, independent

students, and graduate students to bor-

row up to $3,000 a year There is no in-

come cut off for eligibility. The interest

on PLUS loans will be lowered from 14 to

12 percent sometime in October as a

result of lower average U.S. Treasury bill

interest rates.

As the economy continues to recover,

we can expect a continued lowering of in-

terest rates, thus easing student repay

ment costs and reducing Federal expen-

ditures In addition, the Reagan Ad-

ministration has embarked on a major in-

itiative to collect delinquent and
defaulted loans under the National Direct

and Guaranteed Student Loan Programs

It IS anticipated that $80 million will be

collected in 1983 Congress has been ask-

ed to allow funds collected on delinquent

loans to bo recycled in the loan program:
under present law. such funds are return-

ed to the Treasury Returning money to

the loan funds would make more money
available to future college students

Student aid reforms proposed by the

Reagan Administration re-establish the

fundai.. . Ml principlethiii a siudent and
his or her fiimily share the pnnuiry
responsibility for meeting college costs.

The Federal and State government have
a role in bridging the gap between what a

family can reasonably contribute and the

cost of attending college Only by main
taining Us fiscal integrity can the Federal

government continue to play its part in

bridging this gap through siudent aid pro-

grams

BoggH requests *V/n»iiv drenn

Larry Hoggs. SGA president, hopes that

thisyear's SGA sponsored Homecoming
Dance will have a different look

•"We want the dress of the dancers to be

senii-formal," said Boggs.

Boggs would like for people not to wear
blue jeans or other extremely casual

clothes

"Wear clothes like dre.is pants or

blazers, anything that looks kind of

classy." said Boggs.

"You will be let in if you do wear blue

jeans, but we would like this to be the

classiest dance we have had in a while."

said Boggs

This year the dance promises to be a

success, thinks Boggs, because of the

entertainment the SGA council has

engaged

There will he an eight -piece band con

sisling of five males and three females

called "Spirit with Pazazz *.

"Spirit with Pa/.azz is a showband

They have good dance routines lined up

They were the warm-up band for the Four

Tops concert that was held in Dallas,

Texas So they really should be good,
'

said Boggs.

Boggs said that pictures will be taken

this year of dance couples in the multi-

purpose room.

Prices for the pictures have not been

set yet

"The price of the tickets for the dance

will be $1 per person for MDJC students.

Tickets for nonstudents will be either $2

or $3 - the charge is still being discussed

by the SGA council

OCTOBER
2 Yellow Dog Festival

Pancake breakfast, Communit/ House. $2. $1

Entertainment and booths all day

Homecoming Parade, 2pm
Alumni Deltettes meenng. Coliseum. 3pm

Alumni TJ s meeting. Fine Arts. 3pm
Alumni TJ s perform. 4.30 Student Union

Alumni dinner and business meeting. 5pm.. Union

MDJC vs Hinds Jr . 7 30 p m
Alumni Deltettes perform

Crowning of queen half-time ballgame

Homecoming dancejColiseum. 1 1 p m

VICA nominees campaign. Tharp Auditorium 8:25 a m
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Trojans

fight hard
By MYRON VANLANDINGHAM
The Trojans lost to Jones Bobcats 28-27.

The Trojans led the game until a fumble

occurred. The Bobcats recovered and
scored with only 1:07 left to play in the

game.

In the game played September 16 here,

the Trojans scored first on an 11-yard run

by Bobby Williams early in the first

quarter. The PAT was missed by Brad
Woodcock. The Trojans held the Bobcats

and forced them to punt. The Trojans

then started a nine-play, 67-yard drive en-

ding with Williams scoring again. This

time it was a one-yard run. The Trojans

went for a two-point conversion that was
good on a pass from David Latham to Rob
Sanford. This made the score 14 to 0 in

favor of the Trojans at the end of the first

quarter.

The Trojans were held scoreless the se-

cond quarter, but the Bobcats scored two
touchdowns and a two-point conversion to

tie the game 14 to 14 by halftime.

The Trojans were the first (o score in

the third quarter on a six-play, 80-yard
drive. The touchdown came on a 52-yard
pass from Lamar Kirkland to Henry
Manuel. The PAT by Woodcock was good
making the score MDJC 21, Jones 14.

The Bobcats were the first to score in

the fourth quarter on a six-play, 59-yard
drive. The touchdown came on a 45-yard
pass. The PAT was good, making the
score 21 to 21.

The Trojans scored with 6:03 left in the
game as the Trojans drove 72 yards in six

plays. The touchdown came on a 15-yard
run by Latham. Woodcock missed the
PAT. The heartbreak of the night came
with J :07 left in the game when the Bob-
cats on a two-yard run. The PAT was
good making the final score 28 to 27.

Kirkland led the Trojan passing attack
by completing three of seven passes for
131 yards. Latham also completed three
of five passes for seven yards
Latham led the Trojan passing attack

by rushing 16 times and picking up 89
yards.

Manuel had three pass receptions for
131 yards.

The Trojan defense was led by Herbert
Jones with 16 unassisted tackles and
three assists.

Malt James made a fumble recovery
and a quarterback sack. Rob Boyd and
Michael Dinkins also recovered a fumble.
The Trojans next home game is Oct. 2

against Hinds on Homecommg.

editorial

clubs
underway
Clubs here! Clubs there!

It's not just the club membership that's

exciting ; it is also the spirit and pride the

instructors and students put into it.

If all that you do is go to school here,

then you need to find an organization to

join here on campus that will help you

develop your special interests.

If you are a commuter who goes home
and watches TV after school, wouldn't

you like to have something different to

do?

Local organizations such as the band

need instrumentalists, flag and rifle

bearers and related personnel.

Qhorus and "TJ s" are designed to of-

fer you the opportunity to vocalize in

music which ranges from pop to semi

classical.

Many of you were members of the

Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) in

high school. Are you aware that there is a

college-level chapter here?

The newspaper staff is looking for good
cartoonists and typists. Local religious

groups such as the Baptist Student Union
and Wesley Foundation welcome all

students. The BSU center calendar lists a
full schedule of activities for this

semester.

The student government association

(SGA) needs people who want to help

select and develop student activities.

Student nurses can join the nursing
club. Business students can join Phi Beta
Lambda, Vocational students can join

VICA.

Those are just a few samples of special

opportunities open to MDJC students.

There are more.

Surely you can find one to suit your field

of interest.

So, get involved!

concert tickets
on sale
The Local Baptist Student Center direc-

tor has 30 tickets to the Amy Grant con-
cert in Clinton available for interested
students.

Tickets sold through the BSU will be
$6.50 a seat.

The Grant Concert will be held in the
A.E. Wood Cohseum on the campus of
Mississippi College on Oct. 5.

Miss Grant is a three-time Grammy
award nominee and a three-time Dove
award nominee for contempoiary Chris-
tian music. Gary Chapman will also be
featured in the concert. Special guest per-
former will be Michael Smith.
Students who are interested in going

should go by the center and sign up with
Rev. Tom McLaughlin, director, or with
Tom Vrieswyh. "If we run out of tickets,
we will get some more," said Rev
McLaughlin.
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TJ^s plan two concerts
on homecoming

The newly selected 1982-83 "TJ's" will

give their first performance during

homecoming weekend,

TJ alumni will also be returning to

campus as honored guests and are

scheduled to perform as a part of

homecoming activities.

The TJ's, a folk-pop group made up of

eight male vocalists, eight female
vocalists and a rhythm section, will pre-

sent a homecoming salute in the Vandiver
Stucient Union building at 12:30 p.m., Oct.

1.

The "TJ" group, formed in 1969 as the

"Trojannaires", is l4-years-old this year.

Mr. Joe Abrams, director, has extended
invitations to 130 former members of the
group, inviting them to be special guests
of the college for homecoming. Mr.

Abrams said that they are also being
ed to participate in the TJ alumni show
scheduled for 4:30 p.m. in Vandiver
Union, Oct. 2.

The TJ's sing a variety of music rang-

ing from "the 40's to the top forty", as Mr.

Abrams describes it.

Mr. Abrams said that he got the idea for

the group when a girl soloist sang with his

jazz concert band.

Mr. Abrams said that being a member
of the TJ's is a way to get good perfor

mance experience.

"When we have campus shows, I like to

give everyone who wants to, a chancel

do a solo spot," Mr. Abrams said.

"Singing a solo is a *one-on-one' a?
perience. It helps build confidence/ said

Mr. Abrams.

..I

Be sure not to miss the

homecomingparade

Saturday at 2:00
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MDJC celebrates homecoming 1982

TJ alumini who shared the festivities

with Mr. Joe Abrams are Paul Hmper

and KayC. Walker, They mere members

of the TJ*s in 1969-70.

Among the 35 alumi with Mrs. Betty

Aden was Anna Kuth Houston who

attended MDJC in 1974-75.

Bonnie Carpenter of Indianola-homecoming queen.

Dr. Eifiene Webb of Itta Bena was named
"Alunnts of the year" Vice Premdeni.

Stafford introduced him and his

Mozelle, to the auduince

"Yellow Dog" Festival in downtown
Moorhead added to HdmttbWfhg"'
excitment.

Head Football coach "Wooky" Gray

spoke during Homecom ittg assembly.

Homecoming Court was featured in komeeoming Assembly. Even "BT" was pulling for the Delta

against Hindu, but Hinds won 14-0.

The winners for the HC floats weim

Vica-lst, Ag-club-2nd, x-ray Teehnicial-3rd.



ErrclInert Increases by 143

Enrollment statistics for the fall

semester have been released by Dean of

Student Affairs Travis Thornton.

One hundred and forty-three more
students are attending MDJC this year
than were enroUed in school here last fall.

Other enrollment data released in the

dean's report include:

• The total number of full-time

students is 1598 (including LPN's). This

number includes 683 arademic students,

608 technical students, and 407 vocational

students.

• There are 14 part-time students on
campus.

• The total number of part-time

students is 119 (78 academic students, 41

technical students.)

• The county-by county breakdown is

as follows: 588, Washington; 344, Leflore;

331, Sunflower; 242, Bolivar; 91, Hujn-

phreys; 63, Coahoma; 23, Sharkey; 10,

Issaquena; 125, out-of-district.

• Compared with last year's fall enroll-

ment, there are 10 more academic
students, 79 more technical students, and
54 more vocational students.

• There are 1,014 females and 803

males.

Dean Thornton said that there is an
overall increase of 9% in the number of

students attending MDJC this fall.

Cray addresses assembly

Head football coach James Gray's
public apology for his team's perfor-

mance against Itawamba made the
homecoming assembly audience sit up
and take notice.

Coach Gray, who had been introduced
by SGA reporter, Priscilla Parker, made
his remarks in a speech which included
the introduction of the members of the
team to the crowd. Gray assured the
group that every effort would be made to

improve the team's performance against
their foes for the rest of the season. Gray
also called for backing from the entire
school in his staff's efforts.

The assembly, held Sept. 28, in the col-

iseum, followed the ti aditional pattern of

Cateser>^es

purpese
"The curfew gate has really helped

security out. Now we don't have to worry
about the non-students using the campus
as a public road," said Mr. Jimmy
Nobile, security for MDJC.
The curfew gate was put up this year at

the north entrance of the campus for the

protection of the students and faculty

from theft and vandalism.

The gate is closed every night at 11 p.m.
and opened every morning at 6 a.m
"We hope the students don't think the

gate is hke a jail-house, because it's not,

it is for their protection," said Mr. Nobile.

"Students have not given us any pro-

blem with the gate so far," said Mr.
Nobile.

recent homecoming assembly-pep
rallies.

SGA president Larry Boggs emceed
the program. Boggs introduced Tina Gor-
don, Clarksdale sophomore, who
delivered the invocation. She was follow-

ed by Robert Warnock, dean of students,

who reviewed the week's activities and
encouraged student participation in aJI

events. The 1982 homecoming court was
introduced. They were followed by the

cheerleaders who led a brief rally.

Following Coach Gray's presentation, the
Delta Dancers performed. The MDJC
band closed the assembly with their ren-
dition of "Eye of the Tiger".

Artist te
leeture

Works by local artist Duncan Baird of
Inverness wiU go on display in Yeates
Fine Arts Gallery Tuesday, Oct. 5.

Baird will lecture to art studentsand
other int^nested persons about his techni-
ques in a 1 p.m. meeting in the gallery.
Baird attended Delta State University

where he majored in painting. He earned
a masters degree from the University of
Wyommg with an emphasis on sculpture.
Baird s last exhibition was in Jackson

last November.

Twenty-five of Baird's painUngs and
sculptures will be displayed here. Many
of the paintings are of local people. All of
the works will be for sale.

Mrs. Jean Abrams, art coordinator
said that the public is invited to the open-
ing. The exhibition will be open during
normal school hours for the month of Oc-
tober.
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Medels

Ctieser
Nine freshmen have been selected for

the Modeling Squad for 1982-83. They join

sophomores, Stacy Coiotta, Indianola,

and Leslie Boutwell, Canton.

The freshmen are: Heather Boswell,

Indianola; Vanessa Burton, Belzoni; Cin-

dy Forbes, Isola; Leigh Ann Golden,

Linn; Jennifer Holmes, Greenville; Gena
Jenkins, Indianola; Wanda McKinney,
Greenwood; Melissa Turner, Belzoni, and
Angela I.^bella, Indianola.

Mrs. Franklin said these girls will be

modeling clothes that they have chosen

from clothing stores from each of their

home towns.

Candidates for the squad had to fill out

an application and have a personal inter-

view with Mrs. Jackie Franklin, director

of the squad. Then the girls were judged
by a faculty-student committee which in-

cluded the captains of the squad,
Boutwell and Coiotta, and Dean Robert
Warnock, Coach Buddy Walden, Band
Director, Wardell Herring, and Coach
Charles Sabbatini.

The girls were scored on a lOO-point

scale on their poise, coordination and
grooming. The girls who were selected
had to obtain a score of 85 or above on the
scale.

"I think that the girls in the squad will

better themselves and what they will

learn will be with them throughout their

lives." said Mrs. Franklin.

Mrs. Franklin had not released the in-

formation about the squad's schedule of

appearances at press time.

The "TJ's" will present a
"Home in The Woods" ceJebra * ^'

Downtown Itta Bena will be
for the day-long festivities -'-^

The group wUi perform at 9 ^„
Mr. Joe Abrams, director saJf.'^

Bena show will feature new arr .
for the *TJ's Guys." The arran '!!"^^
eludes such tunes as "Da Doo r,,!^d
and "Three Times A Udy Sn7^>

"

the numbers include Tim Wriph?**^
Vrieswyk. and Michael Carlev

''"^^

The "TJ's Gals" are also workin^un
arrangment of "Please Mr p'

f^^"
featuring Amy Jones and Lena mJ''

§laffcrcJ le^lc^fi

A member of the administrative
staff

has just returned from Washington wbcw
he joined other civic leade. frn^

Mississippi who were invited to revies
the role of the naionai guaid in th?

American military defense pat'

Vice President Sam Stafford aei

from Allen Thompson Field in Jac
military transport, Sept. 26.

During the three-day si-y
13

Washington Mr. Stafford and oth.is were

briefed by national guard officials 4
total national defense weaponr\ and tbe

readiness of the country for wai
The group also met with Lt

Emmett H. Walker, a Mississi}

who is now the chief of the Burt
national guard.

The group also toured the Pen 1 q and

the White House.

Mr. Stafford, who is an ex-na pilot

said that the trip was an "educati u^Jand

enlightening experience."

Detbleseeurity set up
A double security system has been add-

ed to the hst of security percautions set up
for Stennis-Penrod dormitory residents
this year.

Under the double security system, a
security guard is posted at 12 midnight

question arises about that i

whereabouts.

Another phase of the secu!

cedure for Stennis-Penrod resi

tliat all residents are required to

second mnrri i, hie
" " """^a through Wednesday, 1 p.m.; Thusecond guard makes h.s campus rounds, p F^day and Saturday, 3 p.nThe guard posted at the dormitory is re-

quired by school ru\e to record the time of
If residents are late, their ID c

pulled and a complaint sheet isarrival of coeds checking in after mid ^ ^ complaint sheet is i

night. He turns this lUt info the he^^^
against them. The sheets and the

- - - turned into the head residents. \^mitory resident each morning and the list
is kept on file.

Mrs. Isabelle Carley, resident in
Stenms-Penrod, said the list is primarily
used to locate the dormitory resident if a

the responsibility of returning

the owner the following morning
resident has three late slips fi

head residents turns the slips

Dean Robert Warnock.

iinday

lay, 2

'

haw

ID 'J

Calerdar
OCTOBER 4 - U
5

2:00 - Baseball, Away, Miss. Valley Sta

"Image Awareness" Confere-

6 Ramadainn, Jac'

2:00-Baseball, Home, Delta

7 7 - 30 - Wesley Foundation, Li^

7:30- Football, Away, Holme
4 : 30 - Area Supervisors mee

Yeates" Fine

8 Baseball, Away. Gooti

n:30a.m. TJ's at Bayou Acac

9 Closed weekend be^

11 9:30a.m. TJ'satltta?

2:00- Baseball, Away.DelU^

It
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National news media cover Franklin's visit to MDJC
Two professional reporters - Joe Boyce

of
Time magazine and Julia Malone of

jf,?
Christian Science Monitor - were on

campus last Wednesday (Oct. 6).

Both reporters were winding up a two-

jay tour of the Second Congressional

ciistrict
with candidates Robert Clark and

ffebb Franklin.

Boyer, Malone, and Franklin were

guests of the Moorhead Rotary Club for

lunch in the Private Dining Room of Van-

diver Union.

Malone, whose publication is based in

Boston, spends most of her time in

Washington, D.C. on Capitol Hill as a

special political correspondent.

Boyce has been chief of the South

Bureau for Time magazine for nine

years. The bureau covers 11 southern

states. The bureau has offices in Houston,

Texas, and Atlanta, Ga.

Boyce said that he will file stories on

each U.S. senatorial and house of

representatives candidate in his coverage

area. His story on Clark and Franklin will

appear in next week's issue of Time.

Malone said that she has assignment to

file two 800-word stories on the local can-

didates. She said that she has been focus-

ing on the white voter strength for Clark
as well as local sentiment for the can-

didates' platforms.

Both reporters spent about 30 minutes
talking with publications staff members
telling them about their background and
training for their jobs.

Boyce was born in Danville, II!., but
moved to Chicago at the age of 15. He at-

tended John Marshall Law School and
Roosevelt University in Chicago. He
worked for the Chicago Police Depart-
ment for five years. He was then
employed by The Chicago Tribune for
four years.

Malone is a graduate of Vanderbilt
University where she majored in political
science. She says that her typical day
begins at 6:30 a.m. with a press con-
ference with Tip O'NeiU speaker of the
House. Her day ends at 7 p.m. as she
finishes up her story at nome.

Homemakers seek

'icw careers
Many "displaced homemakers" are at-

ending the classes at MDJC, according
''^Mrs. Martha Woodall, coordinator of
special groups here,
displaced homemaker is a term used to
entify a housewife who has been divorc-

^
or widowed and who is now facing the

PJ^oolem of supporting herself and her
'^'Jaren,- said Mrs. Woodall.
^ourses in which students who fall into

s category enrolled include elec-
lUcs, drafting and construction, and
processing.

„^^^s. Woodall recently attended a
placed homemakers" regional con-

;^^"on held in Orlando, Fla. She heard a
Presentative of the AFL-CIO describe

J^^
'Organization's fight for equal pay

^ieard'^^
job rights for women. She also

""Q an attorney discuss legal rights of
'^en in divorce suits. She also attended
"l^mmar discussion of methods used by

in starting their own businesses.

CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE Webb Franklin and Vo-tech
Director Charles Foley discussed the need for technical education
tunding.

JOE BOYCE of Time described his job for Linda Bell and other

members of.the basic reporting class.

Campaign '82

PRISCILLA PARKER Of The Herald staff talks with Julia Malone

of the Christian Science Monitor about the typically long day a

reporter leads.
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Now that Homecoming is over, it will

probably be quiet until Halloween rolls

around.

Thoughts have already been going

through my head about how Vm going to

dress up for Halloween.

Keep your eyes and ears open so that

when the Halloween dance is announced,

you'll be sure to hear about it, and make

sure that you wear a fancy costume.

There are plans to offer a "scariest

dresser" award.

I haven't decided yet what the weather

wants to do. After two unusually cold

days, it has turned unusually hot. Predic-

tions are that we may see white flakes

again this winter.

Intramurals

begin

Editorial

Alumni honor
dedicated doctor
The MDJC Alumni Association honors estabhshed a family practice in Itta

I "alumnus of the Year" at its fall in 1955. Since that time, Dr. Webb

Sign-up lor intramural football for

women will begin Oct. 11. Teams will be

chosen the following week. Tournament

finals in men's football will begin Oct. 18. an "aiumnus oi tne Year at its lau ui itoo. isuicc uiai iirae, ur. Webbhas
^

Intramurals are for students and staff business meeting each Homecoming panded his service to Greenwood S

Thanks to the huge crowd who showed

up for the "TJ" show in the Union.

Those of you who heard Coach

"Wooky" Gray speak at Homecoming
assembly know that he talked about need

for support for the team from the student

body and faculty. Even if the Trojans

aren't winning, no one should cut them

down. They seem to be trying, and I

believe they give it their best shot.

If you were at the Homecoming game,

you know how Uttle excitement there was.

And it wasn't Hinds that lacked the ex-

citement. When you go to the football

games, try showing them you care by

yelling, hollering, whatever you like.

Show them your support!

I hope that you plan to vote in the com-

to participate in competitive and non-

competitive, organized and informal

sports activities as their time and interest

permits, according to Dr. Allen Snowden,

director of the program.

The program offers competition in flag

football basketball, free throw, bike

races, tennis, tug-of-war, and weight hf-

ting.

Men's intramural teams, their quarter-

backs, and their records are as follows:

Nothing but the Best, Ernie Burgess, 4-1;

The Eagles, Anthony Lawson, 1-4;

Fighting Cocks, Michael Watts, 4-1; BSU,

(quarterback's name not available), 0-5;

The Wrecking Crew, Kenny Dupont, 2-3.

"There are too many members on each

team to name them all," said Dr.

Snowden.

Trojan§ falter

The Trojans lost 14-0 to the Hinds
Eagles on Homecoming night. Both
teams entered the game with 1-3 records.

The first quarter was scoreless until the

Eagles mounted a drive in' the last

minutes and scored on a five-yard run.

The PAT was good.

Both the second and third quarters
were a see-saw battle for control of the

ball, with no scoring.

Early in the fourth quarter, the Trojans
ing general election. Did you forget to «,,T:7h"

"
h
"^7

k ^
register? Representatives to the U.S. ^^^^f«vmg down field, but the Trojans'

*^ strongest effort to score was stopped
register? Representati

Congress should be considered carefully.

They are the ones who make decisions

that affect how much tax we have to pay,

among other things. They also control col-

lege funding at the federal level.

Everyone seems to be as busy as I have
been. Watch your cuts!

See you as I ramble on.

hints
MR. JOE QUON, chief of security,

asks that all students please park

where they are allowed to park.

Too many students are getting

tickets, and Mr. Quon says that the

force hopes to cut down on these

violations.

"If you have a ticket, please go by

and pay your fine. These can add up

fast," said Mr. Quon.

when a pass by Lamar Kirkland was in-

tercepted and the Eagles ran it in for a
touchdown. Hinds' PAT was good.
Kirkland and Greg JoUiff completed

five of 18 passes for 119 yards and two in-

terceptions. Arthur Tliomas led in yar-
dage, getting 37 yards. Combined rushing
netted 55 yards. Lee Brackeen had three
receptions for 55 yards, Henry Manuel,
one for 48 yards, and Paul Lewis one for
16 yards.

Matt James led the Trojan defense with
nine unassisted tackles and eight assists.
Herbert Jones made two interceptions.
Ray Gertrude and David Latham had one
interception each. Todd Powell and
Derome Belcher each had one-half of a
sack.

The Trojans' next game is against Nor-
thwest here, Oct. 14. The Holmes game
and the Northwest games are important
to the Trojans because if they win these,
they'll have a chance at the playoffs.
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The nominees for this honor are judged
by three criteria: school record, success

in his chosen field of work, and contribu-

tion as an alumnus to MDJC.
Dr. Eugene Webb this year's recipient,

qualifies easily as an alumnus to be ad-

mired.

As a student at Sunflower Junior Col-

lege, Dr. Webb compiled an outstanding

record in extra-curricular and classroom
activities. He was a member of Phi Theta
Kappa and valedictorian of his class here.

After earning his medical degree from
the University of Tennessee, Dr. Webb

Webb has served as chief of staff

chief of medicine at Greenwood-un^
Hospital. He is president-elect

of

Mississippi Medical Socijty.pelta area
Dr. Webb has served in. the U.S, Man»

Corps He is married and the father

children.

In the midst of his many professional

and personal responsibilities. Dr.

has found time to serve as team physician
for the Trojans and to attend alumni funr

tions at MDJC.
Dr. Webb represents alumni who

should be role models for current
students.

TJ alumni celebrate
Thirty-five Trojannaires (TJ's)

gathered here for the 14-year reunion of

the group Saturday, Oct. 2.

Former "TJ's" came from Alabama,
Louisiana, and Arkansas as well as
Mississippi. Twelve of the 14 groups were
represented.

5 Mr. Joe Abrams, director, said that

telephone calls came from as far away as
Houston, Texas, from former 'TJ's" who
were unable to get here for the reunion.

Five members of the charter sroup,

WANDA MIMS, a 1970 graduate
of MDJC with a major in home
economics, has been appointed
district nganager of Morrison's
Food Service, Inc. - Jackson area.

One of Miss Mim's respon-
sibilities is overseeing the MDJC
cafeteria. Miss Mims was on cam-
pus Oct. 1 to meet with Business
Manager Sherman Stauffer. Since
her graduation from MDJC, Miss
MIms has completed a bac-
calaureate degree and has
qualified as registered uietician.

In addition to being an outstan-
ding student at MDJC, Miss Mims
rep'-esented MDJC in the Miss
Mississippi Pageant in 1970.

OCTOBER 11-18 Calerdiar
11-15

13...

Paul Harper, Jean Smith WiUingham
Kay Carr Walker, and Raymond Stevens'

attended.
'

Mr. Abrams said that the group shared

memories by looking at pictures and
costumes from each year. The aJumni

participated in the program at the Union

building Saturday afternoon.

Mr. Abrams said that the effort was so

successful,that the 'TJ's" will honor the

class of 1972-73 singing group at the TJ

spring concert in 1983.

Many singers

join chorus
The 1982 Singers is the largest fiSt

semester group in the seven years of Uu

organization's existence at MDJC
Mr. Joe Abrams, director, said thalth

31-member group has a "pleasant " prfr

biem - there are more singers than there

are chorus robes.

"I don't know what we are going todo

about this," said Mr. Abrams, "We have

some very talented singers, and wejre

planning several programs during the

semester."

Abrams has already scheduled two per-

formances. The singers will perfonn

St. Joseph High School, Oct. 29, and at

Riverside High School, Nov. 5.

Abrams plans to set up a women's

ensemble and a men's quartet Student

accompanist for the group is Hallie

Rosser. Mrs. Merle Tolbert, piano i>

structor. also accompanies the chjing;

Mid-Semec*erWc€k
8:30-12, ACTWOrkshofUbrary

Delta Area Personnel and Guidance Assoc., Library

7 :30 - footbaU, MDJC vs. NW. Home
State Phi Theta Kappa Conv., Memphis

Oct. 11, 1982
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pell Grants
Reinstated
students who are attending college

veterans'
benefits, or, on social secur

jjirvivors'
benefits are once again eligi

toreceiveaPell grant.

"We have received word that these t

categories of students, who were dele

from Pell grant eligibility in the fede

cutback this summer, have b<

reinstated in the Pell grant progr

under a new congressional ruling," s

jUrs D,K. Baria, local coordinator of

VA program.

Mrs, Baria said that current infori

tion indicates that veterans will be el

ble for grants amounting to one-thin

their veteran's benefits.

All veterans and social security i»

vivor recipients who want to apply for

Pell grant should see Mr. Joe Ray, direc-

tor of financial aid.

"Mr. Elay will know exactly how much
financial aid should be received within

the next three weeks, if all applications

areoroperly filled out," said Mrs. Baria.

'^^"^"0-7 Mississippi DelU Junior CoOn« Moorhe«d, Mississippi

^'e&tTo7?.T^^^^^ ^oorhead. has been e.eCe.

Trojans win overHolmes

Jackie Sanders

Leland

Zanders travels
^ith Brass Band

most students are relaxed; m the

Sand
summer break. Jackie

^lanT'
education major from

day
• out practicing flag 14 hours a

^^r^^ P^ays bass clarinet and twirls

coijjj^
.*as selected in a preliminary

•^Id in
for all Mississippi students,

the
^*and last year, to participate in

Brass
tour of the Memphis Blue

studp . ''^ckie joined 27 other

h^^^ over the United States

^^nH
^^tween June 19 and Aug. 23,

traveled to 15 states and Canada

to perform in college stadiums. The group

sometimes presented as many as five

shows a day.

"The purpose of the band is to offer a

chance to compete against other corps,"

said Jackie. Jackie said that she learned

how to spin the flag and perform routines

with a group much larger than any that

she had marched with before.

Two other Mississippians. one from

Delta State University and one from East

Side High School in Cleveland, also

traveled with Jackie and the Memphis

Blue Brass group.

The Trojans defeated the Holmes
Bulldogs. 1981 state champs, 13-12 on the
Bulldog's home ground, Oct. 7. The Tro-
jans upped their record to 2-4 overall and
2-1 in the conference.

The Bulldogs were the first to get on the

scoreboard on a 24-yard field goal. No one
else scored in the first quarter making the

score Holmes - 3, MDJC - 0.

Once again, the Bulldogs were able to

score in the second quarter. Their first

score came on a 20-yard field goal, and
their next score came on a five-yard pass.

The two-point attempt failed, making the

score at half-time 12-0 in favor of Holmes.
No one scored in the third quarter. The

fourth quarter was a complete turn

around with Lamar Kirkland racing 51

yards for the Trojan's first touchdown in

three games. Brad Woodcock was suc-

cessful on the PAT making the score

Holmes - 12. MDJC - 7. The Trojans pulled

ahead of the Bulldogs with 4:51 to go in

the game on a 36-yard pass from Kirkland

to Lee Brackeen. The two-point attempt
failed, making the final score MDJC, 13 •

Holmes, 12.

Kirkland completed seven of 18 passes

for 115-yards with three interceptions. He
also led the Trojans on the ground by get-

ting 67 yards on six carries. Arthur

Thomas^as next with 36 yards on 10 car-

ries. Brackeen was the leading receiver

with four interceptions for 79 yards.

Robert Williams led the Trojan defense

with U solo tackles and three assists.

Wade Love had a fumble recovery and an
interception. Irving Neal also had an in-

terception. Todd Powell had a quarter-

back sack. EIja Norris and Derome
Belcher each had one-half of a quarter-

back sack

MDJC fields

80 member band
The 1982-83 Marching Band with 80

members is the largest in MDJC history.

The band is under the full-time direc-
tion of Mr. Warden Herring, who is in his
second year here. 1983 marks the 20th an-
niversary of the MDJC band.

"This is our most outstanding band to
date," said Mr. Joe Abrams, fine arts
chairman. "I think the band's new show
which they did for homecoming is the best
I have ever seen here."

When Mr. Abrams came to MDJC in

1962, he directed the MDJC-Moorhead
High School Marching band.

"This combination of 7th graders
through college age had to perform for

the high school games on Friday nights,

and the MDJC games on Saturday
nights," said Mr. Abrams
The first all-college band was fielded

here in the fall of 1963. It was composed of

25 members and the Deltette Dance
group.

CALENDAR
OCTOBER 19-26

19 9 a.m. Mid-Semester grades due in

Students Affairs Office

22 1:30 p.m. TJ's at Greenville Christian

23 7:30 p.m. football game, away
East Central Junior College

25-26 Administrative Junior-Senior College

Conference at Hinds



School symbols

under attack

CPS - It's another bad year for school

mascots.

The University of Mississippi's official

mascot and the Confederate symbols its

fans like to use at football games are

under siege by alumni, a cheerleader and

a civil rights group. Baylor's two

mascots, meanwhile, have fought each

other to the death in front of a tv camera.

Over the last decade, a number of

schools have dropped athletic imagry

that offends some of their students.

Stanford and Dartmouth, for example,

both dropped Indian symbols out of

respect for Native Americans' feelings.

At Dartmouth, conservative students are

trying to convince the school to re-adopt

the old symbol. At Stanford, some alumni

have mounted a similar campaign, even

to the extreme of sneaking an Indian on

horseback into Stanford Stadium during a

football game last October.

Marquette replaced its "Willie Wam-
pum" mascot with a more dignified

"First Warrior" several years ago.

And last year Imperial Valley College

in California finally dropped its school

mascot, the Arab, on the grounds it was
offensive to Arab students.

But while alumni, students and ad-

ministrators fought over mascots, at

Baylor the mascots fought each other to

the death.

In late August Baylor's new mascot, a

55-pound bear named Chuck, was mauled
to death by retired bear mascot Judge,
now a 700-pound adult.

The incident occured when the tv crew
of PM Magazine arrived on campus to do
a segment on the bears. The crew put the

two in the same play area. But just as the

cameras started rolling. Judge - who has
been retired for two years but who still

has a Baylor home in thanks for leading
the school to the 1974 Cotton Bowl -

abruptly attacked Chuck, who had been
scheduled to make his public debut this

fall.

"Chuck was just going through his

training, and was doing quite well,"
mourns Baylor spokesman Spencer
Gross. "The tv people wanted Chuck and
Judge to be photographed together. We
don't really know why, but during the
filming Judge attacked and killed
Chuck."

"Judge has generaUy been an easy-
going kind of bear," Gross adds.
Baylor has replaced Chuck with Chuck

II. Chuck II will probably serve for two
years, when he'll be too big to handle, and
will be given to a zoo. Gross says.

Judge, meanwhile, "has been very
well-behaved since the incident," and will
continue to live at Baylor.

Stowers compares OleMiss withMoorhead

Dear Editor.

Gee, are things different at a university

compared to junior college. Well, fellas,

it's time to ramble. Boy, I like saying

that. It brings back so many memories of

my year at Mo'head. Oh yeah, I was going

to tell you about the difference in a

university and a junior college. First of

all, there is the drive. It takes me five

minutes to drive to the Head from my
Macon Lake homage, but it takes two

hours to drive to my university from

Macon Lake. (This can be expensive to

the normal speeder like me, sometimes it

cost about $35 to come home, if you pass

too close to a curve.)

Next, the dorms are a bit bigger here.

As a matter of fact, they have more than

one dorm a piece for males and females.

In Moorhead the boys have their choice of

first or second floor. Here at my universi-

ty we have one dorm with 11 floors, they

even have three elevators that sometime
work. This brings me to my next point.

These dorms may be bigger but they're

older and only have one bathroom per
floor with "community showers." So
thank God when you complain about shar-
ing a shower with six guys, we've got to

compete with about 100.

What's the enrollment there at the Tro-
jan place? 2,000 maybe. We have close to

10,000 people. That's German. Iranians,

(they sure talk a lot when they walk
through the grove) etc.

You name it and we can find a couple
here - probably on my floor of "The Zoo."
Now at the Head you have two basic car

stickers, one for students and one for
faculty. Here at Ole Miss they have a dif-

ferent color for every dorm and fraternity
house. You can only park where you live.

There are plenty of places on campus, but
you can't park there.

Which brings me to my next point. At
Moorhead a parking ticket is $2 and they
stop giving them after 2 p.m. every day.
Well, up here it cost you $5 a fine and they
give tickets 24 hours a day. I got one at
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4:43 a.m., now that's early in the morn-

ing. I parked there at 9 p.m., does that ex-

plain how they patrol?

Now, I'd like to talk about elections. At

Moorhead it's not that big of a deal. I

mean, look at your SGA Prez (just kid-

ding, Larry), but really, elections at

Moorhead are no big thing. Here at Ole

Miss running for homecoming queen is

like running for president of the United

States. They have rallies where all the

girls come to the boy's dorm lobbies,

(which look like hotels themselves) and
do cheers and songs like a republican

primary.

Now class is quite different here. In one

class I have three instructors. Each one

preaches on his special learning em-
phasis. We in turn are supposed to devour

all three and pass the course. While I was
at Moorhead I read maybe two full length

books, here at Ole Miss I've alieady read

two books and have three more that I

know to read this year.

Now everybody knows that Thursday
night is party night at Moorhead. Yyou
either go to the Depot or the Pool Hall or

both, to drink beer. Yes, Thursday night

is party night at Ole Miss along with Mon-
day night, Tuesday night, Wednesday
night, Friday night and Saturday night.

We have many **Depots" to attend, but

they have different names that fit their

location. The Gin is an oid gin. The Abbey
is in an alley, along with many other
places.

I

These are where you go if your frater-

nal association is not having a function.

Fraternities can be a "Depot" all to

themselves, and they usually are. But lit-

tle does anyone know of the studying they
require of you. If they don't have you,
they don't have your money.
Now to get into one of these social clubs

you must participate in rush, either for-

mal or open. In this process you learn the
art of telling people what they want to
hear or the art of fooling people.

Food at Ole Miss is quite different. At

Moorhead you have one choice if

your meal ticket. Here you
the grill, the Alumni House n^'''
Cafeteria on your meal plan' Ak
you're in Moorhead and you wishTn

^

take of fast food you either so to inn
to the golden arches, or, to the&
Quik for a greasy snak pak and n!.
lucious "logs". But up here, y'uZhave to leave your dorm room Von
pick up the phone and call Dominoes P^!
za or Mr. Gattis or Victors or Tomm •

Delivery which has every kind of sanrL
wich you can imagine.

The religious life at Moorhead is erMti
They have a HSU and a Wesley Founda"
tion with excellent leaders and members'
The same goes for Ole Miss. They have
even more here though, like The
Moslem Foundation, Buddhists and
other such religions. It's kinda weird to be
taking communion and you hear some
Islamic chanting next door, but you get
used to it.

Now, there are many things I could talk

about, but this is the last one. At
Moorhead, there aren't many arguments
the biggest I heard was not to wear blue

jeans to the Homecoming Dance. Now
here at Ole Miss, we've had a big rabble

over discrimination. It's been 20 years

since the first black cheerleader refused

to wave a rebel flag stirred some folks up.

It's all a bunch of bull. Now, I wave a

Rebel flag to support my Rebel football

team. I wave it hard when Kent Austin

(white) passes for 20 yards, and I wa,G it

just as vigorously when Buford Magee
(black) breaks up the middle for lOyards.

So, whatever people tell you, don't believe

it. Come see for yourself.

Well. I've enjoyed rambling out my
thoughts to you. I appreciate your

reading this. Oh, yes! By the way. have a

nice day!

Sincerely,

Editor-at-Iarge

Mark Stowers

mumm
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It's been a while since I've written
dorm talk, so first tell me, how is

everyone doing?

I hope that you are still in good health.
From what I've heard, most people won't
be after mid-term grades go out. I'm
plenty far away from my parents, but I

grant you that won't keep them from fuss-
ing.

Enough on that subject.

Congratulations to Carol Belvedresi for
making president of Phi Theta Kappa.
Ditto to Amy Jones who is president of

Phi Beta Umbda. She's one of my
"roomies, " and I'm proud of her.

I've had many of you ask me when the
cutest room contest will be. I haven't
forgotten about it, and I plan to judge on
Oct. 27, so you stiU have almost two weeks
to fix up your room.
Leah Coleman has been getting roses

sent all the way from Greenwood. She
must be pretty special to Mike, huh
yeah?

I've seen alot of Mike Jackson around

by Priscilla Parker

the dorm lately. Lee Childers must be get-

ting pretty sweet on him ~ enough to go

steady anyway.
Charlotte Curtis in room 56 will be get-

ting married in November. That's going

to leave Angie Banks and Linda Chin

together. "Mrs. Rich" and Mrs. Carley

had better hurry and get them another

roommate to referee their fights. Just

kidding, of course.

Even though State has lost a i^"*'

games, I hope all you State fans don't give

up on them. I don't want to see the St^t^

Bama score, though. And since my

boyfriend is a "Bama" fan. I'm having a

hard time convincing him that State has a

chance

To those of you who use the intercom,

please treat it with a little more respe^^'

and at the same time be courteous

others. Too many people are being

awakened by this system only becau^'^

people speak too loud.

Put your head on "go" and fix vo

room up.
1'
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Editorial

Voter Apathy

Survey show

Whatever happened to the fervent
Itt year-olds who were demanding the
right to vote?

A recent pi>ll taken by Mrs. Rosemary
Golden, pohticrtl science instructor, in
her classes indicates that the current
generation of coUege-age voters, is not
exercising its voting rights.

Of 102 students old enough to vote, only
58 were registered. Of those 58. only 42
students are planning to vote Nov. 2.

The results of this informal survey
seem to mdicate that students need lo
participate more in their government.
Decisions made m elections affect
everyone - nonvoters as well as voters.

Self-government becomes a mockery in

a democracy which chooses apathy over
activity.

Don't get reclassified with the "I should
have voted" group.

—Meeks
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Resolutior 506 VICA Carnival set

Voters to consider ^Long Board of Education:^ # i i^ ' tor Wednesday (Oct, 27)
Sentor Represenators will also be chosen

* VICA will sponsor its annual Halloween

At the voting precincts on Nov. 2, all "I support the amendment strongly as ballot. All candidates seem qualified and
carnival Wednesday, Oct. 27. from 12

eligible voters will be asked to vote on do most of the school organizations in the seem devoted lo bettering the welfare of ^ P ^"^ ^S^'" ^'"""^ ^ P '"- ^

Senate Concurrent Resolution, number state," said Dr. J.T. Hall, president of Mississippians. P
I"

'

506, or. what is being called "the lay MDJC. Dr. Hall added that some people Candidates for the senate position are
carnival will be set up m Vandiver

board of education" amendment. prefer to elect the board members Republican Haley Barbour and Democrat ^ 7?"*
i i

Security

This proposed amendment sUtes that because they feel that it is part of their John Stennis. who is up for reelection for
»"»'a'ng 'old field house),

the Governor would appoint five rights as voters. a seventh term. In the second district ^
^'^^'"'^ cakewalk. fortune

members (one^from each of the state's "Voting on the members of the state represenUtive race. Republican Webb ^"^^ and marriage license bureau will

three supreme court districts, one school school board would be like voting on the Franklin will face Democrat Robert „ "P Haunted

admmistrator, one classroom teacher). chancellor of Ole Miss." said Dr. Hall. Clark
tTd^T ^

^""""^^

T-AO members would be appointed by the "I would prefer the board to be elected Voters will also be asked to vote on four .'"^
h »

Speaker of the House and two members rather than appointed," Dean Travis constitutional amendments.
mces tor eacn event are as toiiows:

oy the Lieutenant Governor. In turn, this Thorjiton, dean of student affairs, said. In addition to the Lay Board of Educa-
2S rPnf*.T t t n\ t^

appointed board would appoint a slate "But there is a long overdue change need- tion amendment, there are resolutions
po 'in. jJJ> cents, oriunc lener,

siipenntendent of public education. ed. so I will be votmg for the amend- 517. 519. and 23.
daunted house Ihe price for the mar-

Accordmg to many people, the present ment." Resolution 517 states in part: "the ""f^J'^""'"
'^^^^^

three-member board (which is made up "There is some change needed for the Governor shall Uke office the first day
p)*Zd',frc^mthPc:,^mv^\^^fil\h4^u'.f^d

of the secretary of state, the attorney educational system, but the method of the State Legislature convenes".
.hVp^h virA mpm^^^

general, and the state superintendent of having state politicians selecting the Resolution 519 states in part: "property
Jj^^^^

education i is not carrying out the duties a state board of public education members shall be reclassified into four divisions for P*^

school board should. may not be the one," said Harmon Boggs. purposes of taxation".

Most of these people point out that the dean of instruction. Resolution 23 would empower the

current board members other duties In addition to amendment 506, there legislature to realign judicial districts ac-

don t allow them adequate time to super- will be three other amendments to the cording to population shifU at specified / /
^ise local public school administrations state constitution listed on the Nov, 2 times.

Many graduating high school students ballot. It 'S very important that all registered

cannot read and write on a third-grade One senator and several represen- voters study these decisions and then

l^vei, and therefore, are not able to func- latives are to be elected. District I^ifTnocD r^Ai CKinAD
in the jobs they receive," said Mr judgeships and county court judgeships OCTOBER CALENDAR

James Hooper, supervisor in Leflore are also to be decided. 28 Football game. Away, 7:30
ounty He attributed part of the pro- East Miss. Junior College

of the educational system to
, . . 28-29 National Accreditation Agency for

'^^^i^^^^^^^^^
""^1

being rewarded for their ex- other dcClSlOnS Clinical Laboratory Sciences Onslte
-iience and not being penalized for their ^ \. ^

ineffeciivpnp« . . Survey Team on Campus

•A lay Crd of education would pro- .!?k^'
upcoming Nov. 2 election, the. e

p^^^^ Association,
^ki .

"oara oi eaucaiion wouiu pro-
will be some important decisions made. ... ^ ^ « . ,_•

^^"^ly be more familiar with the problem Voters will elect one U.S. senator and a Northwest Jr. College, Desoto Center, Memphis
'he educational processes The present representative from each of the sute's 29 2:45 - TJ's perform at St. Joseph High School, Greenville

^^^ird does not even address these pro-
^.S. congressional districts, 30 Open Dorm

I

"^s. said Mr. Hooper. There are no easy decisions on this si Halloween
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Rangers defeat Trojans 19-13

Trojans lost 19-13 to nationally ranked

Northwest Junior College Oct. 14, in a

game played on Trojan Field.

The game started with the Trojans'

receiving the opening kickoff. The Tro-

jans were driving on the Rangers, but

were stopped on an intercepted pass

thrown by Lamar Kirkland.

The Trojans' second possession of the

game was stopped on a fumble by
Leedale Grays. The Rangers then started

a drive from the Moorhead 44-yard line.

The Rangers were then stopped on their

five-yard line by a stingy MDJC defense.

The Rangers attempted a 22-yard field

goal, but it was blocked by Todd Powell.

The Trojans had possession of the ball

six times in the second quarter. The Tro-

jans punted three times; an interception

and incompleted pass by Kirkland stop-

ped two drives, and the other possession

was stopped due to the clock running out.

The Rangers scored first in the game on
a six-yard run early in the second
quarter. The PAT was no good, making
the score 6-0. The Rangers scored on a

21-yard field goal with a little over 10

minutes left in the second quarter. This

field goal was set up by a blocked punt.

The Rangers scored once again in the se-

cond quarter on a 23-yard field goal. This

score was set up on an interception on
thrown by Kirkland. The score at

halftime was 12-0 in favor of the Rangers.
The Trojans were first to score in the

second half on a 43-yard pass from
Kirkland to Lee Brackeen Brad Wood-
cock missed the PAT, The score was now
12-6.

The Rangers were the next to score in

the third quarter, even though the MDJC
defense did not give up a first down the se-

cond half. It was a hard luck play for the
Trojans. Kirkland threw another in-

terception but this one hurt, because the
Rangers ran it all the way back for 87
yards and a touchdown. The PAT was
good making the score 19-6 in favor of the
Rangers.

The Trojans score again on a 41-yard
pass from Kirkland to Kenny Moore.
Woodcock was successful on the PAT
making the final score 19-13.

The Trojans played a hardfought game
despite two blocked punts, three fumbles,
and three interceptions.

Elbert Jones led the Trojan ground at-

tack with 39 yards on three carries.
Kirkland was next with 10 yards on five
carries. Kirkland also completed 16 of 36
passes for 348 yards.

Lee Brackeen led the Trojans in recep-
tions with four receptions and 132 yards.
Moore followed with three receptions and
104 yards. Henry Manuel was next with 66
yard on three receptions.

The stingy Trojan defense only allowed
131 total yards offense compared to MD-
f>^>^''^g^t^^^^^

JC's 403 yards total offense.

Elja Morris led the Trojan defense with

six solo tackles and assists. He also had a

quarterback sack. Matt James followed

with eight solos and four assists with two

quarterback sacks. Herbert Jones was
next with nine solos and two assists.

Powell had a fumble recovery, a blocked

field goal and a quarterback sack. Irving

Neal had a blocked punt.

Coach thanks
paper staff

Dear Prisciiia,

Just wanted to write you and give you a

big old 'thank you' for the fine articles

and support The Delta Herald and you

especially have given our football team I

read your 'Ramblin' every week and I

like what you write. I especially ap-

preciate and thank you for your fine sup-

port and your asking the students to help

us as you did in Volume 54 Number 6.

Prisciiia, we do not have a winning
season and I really wish we could have.

However, we are 2-1 in the North and if we
could beat Northwest (3rd ranked team in

NJCAA) and win the rest of our con-

ference games we could be in the thick of

the championship, I have always been
taught never to give up "until the fat lady

sings the last song," We will not give up. I

also believe winning is not everything but

wanting to win is and giving a 100% effort

is all you can ask of your team.
We will work hard each week to get bet-

ter. I promise you that our coaching staff

will work hard to keep preparing our
team each week.

I know that the football team, the
coaching staff and myself personally
really appreciate your kinds words and
support.

If we can be of any assistance, feel free
to call on me.
Sincerely,

James "Wooky" Gray

Banker to speak

to Business Club

Mr. Oilie Mohammed Jr
, vice presi-

dent of Citizens Bank and Trust of
Belzoni. will be the featured speaker a(
the Nov. 3 meeting of Phi Beta Lambda
local business club.

Mohammed will lecture on employee
traits m banking and finance careers
The lecture is scheduled for 8-20 in the

accounting room of the vo-tech building
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Publications Staff to attend

workshop at Desoto Center
Ten delegates and adviser Lanev

Wooten will attend the 1982 Mississippi
Junior College Press Association Fall
Conference.

The conference will be htl-i at Nor-
thwest Junior College Desoto Center, Oci.
28~29.

The conference has been set up so that
both yearbook and newspaper staffs can
benefit from the discussions
Local representatives will meet the

following schedule Thursday
Registration.iia.m.-i2:45p.m.:12-45

:
1 : 15. executive council

; 1 as - 1 : 30 open-
ing general session; 1:30 - 2:30, Wanda
Adams. Taylor Publishing Company lec-
ur,ng on current yearbook trends;'and
Lee White of University of Mississippi

Bank closes

too many donors

lecturing on layout and design
newspapers; 3 p.m. - 4 p.m., Bill Baiie.

,

the Desoto Times in Hernando uill

ture on newspaper organization snd

management; closing business session \

-4:30 p.m.

On Friday the first session is scheduled
for 9 p.m. Lectures on Friday will include

Barney Sellars. photographer for r
Commercial Appeal.
The highlight of the fall conference ftill

be the announcement of yearbook awar*
at 11 a.rn. Friday morning.
The delegates and Miss Wooten uii;

leave campus at 8 a.m. Thursday, ard

will return Friday night. Thev wilUH
staying at the Holiday Inn on QrM^
Road in Memphis.

The November 1st issue of The Delta

Herald will be cancelled because the

staff will be going to the Press Con-

ference in Memphis. The next issue will

be published Nov. 8.
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A sperm bank that opened next door to
the University of Georgia recentlv had somany firsf-day student donors that it had
to stop takmg new applicants for two
weeks.

Sperm bank manager Donald Zeh at-
tributes the run on his bank to easv
money^ The bank, a branch of Xvtex

$20 each. Zeh says students could make a
donation every two days
*;We find we're getting a prettv good in^

dividual who has no other way of gettmg
extra money." he says
Xytex opened by the campus with aneye on Georgia's 20.000 students because

of the demand for semen from educated
people. "Would you want the sperm of a
college graduate or someone with an IQ ofWJr he askb.

Xytex ships the sperm as far away asAlaska where it's used for artificial in-
semination.

Zeh. for one. couldn't be happier about

eotablhtv I'
^'^"^ ^^^^'^

ceptabil.ty ,n the community and amonethe student body (as possible)."
^

MDJC Band
to compete
at DSU

The MDJC Band wili compete ior the

first time in the Delta State Universit\ in-

vitational marching competition.
This competition is scheduled for Oct

30 in the Delta State football stadium
Four or five other junior college ban*

will make up the competition category in

which the Trojan band will compete.
Trojan Band Director Wardell Herring

said that the Trojans will be challenge^

by bands with an established tradition"

competition in this kind of event.
"I chose to enter the band this

year

because our band is good enough tc sh*^

off; we will show everyone that there i>*

band at Moorhead. too." said Mr. Her^

ing.

Mr. Herring plans to use the same mar-

ching show the band is presently usine

"The competition v/ill be a lot of fun ^^f^

a lot of hard work," said Mr. Herring



Language Arts to hold Writing Workshop
^
creative writing workshop will be

^ )iere Thursday and Friday (Nov. ii

:;12).

Ihe workshop, which is a joint project

, -fie
division of student affairs and the

;
mguage Arts Department, will be open

iLtoa!
students and selected Delta-area

,'

eh school students.

vVorkshop sessions have been schedul-

ed in Tharp Auditorium of Yeates Fine

-ts Center.

\lr Charles Ghigna, an outstanding

pof t and short story writer, will lecture at

(f,e
workshop.

We have invited outstanding high

school students from 36 schools in our

lii^irict to participate in the workshop."

said Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth, coor-

dinator,

Mrs, Shuttleworth said that these

students have been invited to bring

manuscripts of their own for a critique by

jlr. Ghigna.

Mrs. Shuttleworth also said that the

workshop will be open to all students and

fac^tv here who are interested in

'S.

;M.MiMJMJMJMJM.MLM.M.M.M
s

s

I

creative writing.

Mr Ghigna will discuss approaches to
the writing of the essay, poems, and short
stories.

Mr. Ghigna. a graduate of the Universi-
ty of South Florida, Florida Atlantic
University, and Florida State University,
is the director of the creative writing pro-
gram for the Alabama School of Fine Arts
in Birmingham, Ala.

Ghigna has served as the poetry critic

for the Writers Digest Literary Criticism
Service and is a former editor of Engfish
Journal.

More than 300 of Ghigna's poems have
appeared in numerous magazines such as
New York Quarterly. Poetry Now. and
Modern Images.

The Miami Herald praised Ghigna's
work: "A brilliant performance! Ghigna
graces the poetry platform with dynamic
wit and verve. Strong, original poems ex

quisitely read with commentary laced

with humor benefiting a seasoned poet-

professor."

He has read his poems at more than 100

colleges, schools, and universities
throughout the United States.

"Charles Ghigna's work is impressive
for its perceptiveness. its verbal
felicities, and its craftmanship," said Mr.
Robert Hayden. poetry consultant for the
Library of Congress, 1976-78.

A collection of Ghigna's work has been
established in the Archives of Southern
Literature at the University of Mississip-

Mr. Ghigna's lectures on Thursday will

be given at "S" period, "T" period, and
"U" period.

The schedule for the Friday workshop,

which will be geared to high school

students' participation, is as follows: 8:45

a.m. - 9 a.m. registration; 9:10 - lecture

on poetry; 10:10 - 11:05 film "The Poetic

Experience", or. individual critique of

manuscripts ; 1 1 : 10 - 12 noon - short story

;

12 12:45 - tour led by Counselor Lance

Baria; 12:45 - lunch in Vandiver

Cafeteria.
Charles Ghigna

Ramblin^

BY PRISCILLA PARKER
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Hello to everyone again,

list, let me ask how many of you got

I
I 'rouble Halloween night? I didn't for

^
. because, to begin with, I didn't have

energy to go out.

Has everyone finally gotten to see all

thrt p Halloween movies?
Halhween I was shown in the Fine Arts

building after all the festivities. It seemed
I ^0 over pretty good with everyone.
' e was lots of screaming in the crowd

Mghout the whole movie.

-Uoween // was shown in the Union
Thursday night. If you want to se§ Hallo-

v^een III, it is showing in Greenwood.
On Wednesday night (Oct. 27). there

were all sorts of activities to enjoy. There
" H cake walk, a marriage booth, and

fishing " booth in the Union. There
also a "Haunted House" over in the

' ^ Jfity building. 1 know several people
who wouldn't enter the place because of

the sounds they heard.
I would like to inform everyone that^ny

etters you would like to write to the
fitiilor are more than welcome. I'll even

^ to answer them if they relate to local

situations.

Editor Comments

"I should have voted."
r^iat's what many people are now

'linking after hearing the congressional

^ results.

'nee their candidate did not win. they

"^lize that their vote would have helped.

The fact is that their vote would have
[j^lped, but they were either "too busy",
did not register", or. were just plam
'too lazy" to go vote.

That's how the ball bounces when peo-

5^'^ don't take care of their own part in

Society.

^'hen events work out that way
P^f^!aps it's best to think of them with a

^ive attitude and try to make the best

e situation.

—Parker

Retrospect wins Fourth Place
The 1982 Retrospect placed fourth in

Mississippi Junicr College yearbook com-

petition.

Results of the 1982 competition were an-

nounced at the fall workshop session of

the Mississippi Junior College Press

Association held at Desoto Center of Nor-

thwest Mississippi Junior College.

Dr. Vic Couvillion of Southeastern Loui-

siana University of Hammond judged the

yearbooks.

Dr. Couvillion described the MDJC
book as "the best example, by far, of

overall theme development".

Yearbooks were judged on layout and

design, photography, theme develop-

ment, and copy.

Northwest, Jones, and Hinds were judg-

ed the top three books in the state.

Todd Steffen, editor of the opening sec-

tion of the 1982 yearbook and this year's

editor-in-chief, accepted the award for

MDJC.
Eight students and adviser Laney

Wooten, attended the two-day meeting at

Southaven.

Barnev Sellars. photographer for The

Commercial Appeal, told workshop par-

ticipants that photography should be an

MONEY-MAKERS

on-going learning experience and a non-

stop work assignment, "You should be

constantly on the lookout for a detail, a

play of light on a potential subject, a new
detail -- anything that will create a new

image." said Sellars.

Al Dunning, sports editor for The Com-

mercial Appeal, told the group that sports

coverage is basically an entertainment

section of the paper. "Games are meant

to be cotton-candy and carnival, not high-

serious encounters." said Dunning. Dunn-

ing stressed the need for the sports

reporter to know what is going on in the

world and in his society.

"A reporter needs to recognize names

like Margo Fonteyn. be able to define col-

lective bargaining, and to comment on

sociological problems such as drug addic-

tion in today's sports world," said Dunn-

ing. Dunning also pointed out that his

reporters are expected to be gram-

matically accurate. "They dog-ear dic-

tionaries in a hurry, if they are careful

writers," said Dunning.

Workshop speakers also included Bill

Bailey of The Hernando County Times

and Wanda Adams of Taylor Publishing

Company.

/

TODD STEFFEN

I isjustafoWtnecornen

VICA

CluBTia§ Fruit For Sale
VICA's annual fund-raising drives are

proceding on schedule.

The club's annual holiday fruit sale is

underway now and will continue through

No\ . 29. The club will stage its annual

turkey shoot Nov. 17.

In the Halloween carnival sponsored by

VICA Oct. 27, the club made $325.

In the fruit sale, members are taking

orders for Hamlin oranges, navel

oranges, tangelos and pink grapefruit.

Regular oranges are $10 a box, navel

oranges are $12 a box, tangelos are $10 a

t>ox and pink grapefruit are $9 a box

Each VICA member has been asked to

sell at least three boxes of citrus.

Money raised by VICA in these projects

will be used to send members to state and
national competition.
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Pell Reinstated

forVeterans
According to Financial Aids Director

Joe Ray. Senate BilJ 2852 was recently

enacted and sent to the President for

signature. This bill, if signed into law, will

correct at least one problem area as it

pertains to GI Bill educational assistance

for eligible persons.

This bill, entiUed "Student Financial

Assistance Technical AiHondments Act of

1982", contains a section dealing with the

question of GI Bill veterans also being
eligible to receive Federal funds unde
what is known as the Pell Grant program.
There have been a number of veterans
making complaints to their Congressmen
relative to the fact that they are no longer
eligible for Pell Grants, in that the 1981

Budget Reconciliation Act contained pro-
visions which counted GI Bill payments
as personal income, thereby precluding
entitlement to Pell Grants.

Passage and approval of S.B. 2852 will

correct this particular inequity. In order
to facilitate the processing and delivery
of Pell Grant awards to veterans, provi-
sion is now made that one-third of GI Bill

payments be regarded as student finan-
cial assistance. The remaining two-thirds
of GI BUI benefits are to be disregarded in
determination of eligibility for and
amount of Pell Grant awards.
GI Bill veterans previously denied the

Pell Grant awards may now wish to again
discuss this matter with the college or
university financial aid supervisors to
determine if they might now be eligible
CORRECTION
In a recent story entitled "Pell Grant

Reinstated", It was inconrectfy reported
thai social security recipients would also
have Pell grant benefits reinsUted. The
Herald regrets this error.

I H H n * o-I
S*®""'8-Pe"^od Dormitory was awarded $10 for having the cutest room in the c,Judged Oct^27. Tanya Hart, Martha Bryant, and Hope Holly will use the money as they w s

h

were judged for neatness, variety and overall originality

Trojans

CqoJm
to prepare
Annual Feast
Students in Home Economics 1213,

under the supervision of Mrs. Jackie
Franklin, instructor, will prepare a five-
course Thanksgiving dinner for MDJC
Board members on Thursday, Nov. ii, at
noon. The meal will be served in the
Home Economics laboratory upstairs in
Horton Science Center.
This is the fifth year that the HEC class

will have prepared and served
Thanksgiving dinner to Board membere
and other guests.
Nineteen board members, ad"^

ministrators, and other selected guests
have been invited to attend this year's
event.

Class members who are to prepare the
dinner are: Angela Acie. Greenwood-
Suzanne Blocker. Greenville; Debra
Dean. Greenville; Sharon Richardson
Sidon; and Riu Tillmon, Doddsville

girls liave been experimenting
with new recipes which they will prepare
for the dinner, which also includes the
traditional dressing and trimmings,"
said Mrs. Franklin.

The Trojans traveled to Decatur to take
on the Warriors of East Central on a cold
Saturday night. Oct. 23, and lost 22-20.

The Warriors were the first to score
with 4:53 left in the first quarter. They
scored on a 19-yard pass, and the PAT
was good making the score 7-0.

The Warriors scored again with 7:33
left in the second quarter on a run from
the 1-yard line by the quarterback. The
Warrioi-s attempted a two-point conver-
sion, but the pass faUed, making the score
13-0.

The Trojans got on the board with 4 04
left in the first half on a 22-yard pass from
Lamar Kirkland to Edmond Donald The
PAT failed due to a bad snap from the
center making the score at the half 13-6
in favor of the Warriors.
Both teams held each other scoreless

the tliird quarter, but the Warnors were
the first to score in the fourth quarter.
Their score came on a 27-yard pass with
8:47 left in the game. The PAT was good
making the score 20S. The Warriors got
their last score of the night when
Kirkland made a bad pitch to running
back Leedale Gray. Gray fell on the ball
in the endzone and resulted in a safety for
the Warriors. That made the score 22-6.
Greg Jolliff drove the Trojans 47 yards

for a touchdown in five plays. This drive
was set up when Charles Bennett
recovered a Warrior fumble at the 47
Jolliff also got credit for the two-point
conversion on a run, making the score
22-14.

^

Brad Woodcock, the Trojans kicker at-
tempted an onside kick and recovered it
himself on the 49-yard line. On the first

i-iiui. i ; J. L

yHindsTonlghi
The Trojans opened their 1982 inter-

collegiate basketball season last weekend
with home games on Friday night They
play Hinds here tonight. GameUme is
6:30 p.m. m MDJC Coliseum.

In hte pre-season commentary. Men's
basketball coach John Vickers said *'My
team wiU be better this year than last
because I have better talent this year "

Coach Vickers said that all junior col-
leg^ have 10 basketbaU scholarships to
divide among 13 players, in men's baske*.
ball. Vickers said that the coaches give

rbllmes"*"'^'

Players on this year's squad are: Eari
Walker. Drew, freshman. 6'0"; James

Turner, Clarksdale, freshman, 6'0"-
Thomas Jones. GreenvUle, sophomore;
-> 10

;
Shane Crotts, Greenville

sophomore 6*2"; Henry Williams;
Belzom, sophomore, 6'2"-

c.r.^*J!;.Y*'*'^^'
^'^^O'-h^^^ freshman.

tl, :

CJmton B>Td, GreenviUe. freshman

ILl steward. Sunflower, freshman.
63

.
Ricky Handle. Greenville

Fort. Ala freshman, 61"; BiUy Tardy

Ltr* f''''^""'
Joseph wS;

BeJzoni, freshman, 6'4"

A report on the women's team wUl ap-pear m next week's paper.

CALENDAR - NOVEMBER 8-13

11." *."'**.'..;

^p;,;,
• 6:30 basketball, here, vs. Hinds

11-12 ...
"^^^^sc'ass entertains board at dinner

11 *^*'ea^*ve Writing Workshop
13 "**»'ojans travel to Hinds

Dorms open for weekend
J

play, though, Jollili

the WaiTiors recovered the b

42-yard line.

The Trojans got the

time of the night on t:

line. The first three pk.

complete passes by J'

down and ten JoUiff dropi
but picked up the first down
run. This gave the Troj

the ball on the 24-yard '

play Jolliff hit Henry M
pass for a touchdown wj

game. The two-point <.

due to a busted play 1.,

score East Central 22 - MI>.'

"The players played hard ; ,

percent." said Coach Gray. '1'

worst officiating I have seen sin^

been coaching."
^

Trojans

field goal *
The Trojans defeated

Mississippi Uoos 10-7 in a gu

Oct. 28 in Scooba. The Trojans

to win thanks to a sting}'

Trojans* first field goaKjtij

With U:08 left in the sect

the Trojans were first to 5

7»-yard pass from Greg Jolli''

Manuel. Brad Woodcock was sue

on the PAT. This made the scort^

ha Iftime.

The Ucns had two drives goin^

second quartor. the first of the t>

stopped when Bryant Rushing
a Lion fumble. The other v.

when Ray Gertrude intercepted & 1

the end zone.

The Trojans' first field goal of tr.^

came with 2:49 left in the third qi^

Jimmy Reames, '

barefooted kicker, v,.

30-yard attempt. This made these

at the end of the third quarter.

The Lions could not get any
thanks to the stingy Trojan def^*-

The Lions scored on an 1

13:25 left in the game. The -

making the final score 10-7.
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Ramblin ^

By Angie Banks

Mississippi Delta Junior Gon«x« Moorhead, Mi«s1^ppi

Hello to everyone. How was your

Thanksgiving holiday? I hope that you

resisted eating too much.

It seems most everyone in Stennis-

penrod dormitory is glad to be back. I

guess everyone missed their school

chum, because everyone is having a ball

doing practical jokes, being a little crazy,

just making each other laugh. Isn't that

right, Lynn Chandler?

The hohday weather was a mess. See-

ing sunshine this month apparently is go-

ing to be a rarity.

Everyone, I am sure, is studying and
getting prepared for exam week.
Remember, if you study hard and do well

on your exams, you won't have to worry
during the Christmas holidays. Three
weeks of worrying will be too much.
Everyone should take advantage of the

Christmas activities planned for the next

two weeks here. For instance, the Model-

ing Squad has a show planned for tomor-

row night in the Union. The MDJC
Singers will perform Thursday night. The
Stennis-Penrod dorm doors will be judged
Dec. 8. And there is much more. By the

way, the Moorhead Chamber of Com-
iperce and the college are responsible for

the Christmas lighting display on cam-
pus.

Time to ramble on. Just one last wish: I

hope everyone gets more than his two
front teeth for Christmas.
-Angie Banks

Singers to present

Christmas Concert

The MDJC Singers will present a
Christmas concert: "A Salute to the
Holidays 11", at 7:30 Thursday night,
^ec. 9, in the Student Union.
Traditional as well as popular music

be sung by the group. Featured
temale soloist will be Gwen Dickson.
Both men's and women's ensemble will

present special numbers.
Women's ensemble members include

Belinda Marshall, Tammy Fuller, Dian-

^ Shaulis, Tanya Hart. Martha Bryant,
^na MUler, Gwen Dickson, and Amy
Jones.

Men's ensemble members are Tim
nght, Tom Vrieswyk, Jay Madison,

fohn Lemonis, David Taylor, Chris Stauf-
^^ Marvin Young and Derrick Cooper.
Accompanists for the singers are Hattie

•dosser and Mrs. Merle Tolbert.

Clubs celebrate Christmas
The thought of upcoming exams has not

discouraged the Christmas spi irit and ac-

tivities at MDJC.
Some local organizations are observing

Christmas by making humanitarian ef-

forts for the needy and the elderly.

The Student Nurses Association is plan-

ning to adopt a needy family in the local

area through recommended by the Salva-

tion Army. They will give food, toys, and
clothing to this family.

The Baptist Student Union is sponsor-

ing two foster children through the

Sunflower Coimty Welfare Office. "We
will buy gifts and clothes for the children

to let them have a decent Christmas,"

said Rev. Tom McLaughlin. BSU direc-

tor.

Rev. McLaughlin said that the group

would also take Christmas baskets to the

Abused Children's Home on Dec. 7. On

Dec 9, the group will sing carols for oc
cupanis X the Golden Age Nursing Home
in Greenwood.

Phi Beta Lambda will give a Christmas
party for the elderly and disabled

residents at Care Inn Nursing home in In-

dianola, Dec. 6, at 3 p.m.

Many organizations are having annual
holiday parties on campus. The Foreign
Language Club will hold its party at 8:20

a.m. in the Mississippi Room of Stanny
Sanders Memorial Library on Dec. 8. The
club will sing Christmas carols in French
and Spanish and view a film. Food and
drink will be provided,

MASN will host a Christmas party Dec.

10.

Home Economics will host an open
house on Dec. 9 from 10 a m to 12 noon.

Assortments of Christmas sweets will be

provided for students and faculty.

The Agriculture Club Annual Wildlife
Cookout will be held Dec. 13. Deer, duck,
squirrel, rabbits, and wild turkey will be
served to club members only.

Among other special holidays events in
the Ski Bible Retreat scheduled for Jan.
1-8 at Breckenridge. Colorado. The
retreat is being sponsored by the BSU.
Students, faculty, and staff are all in-

vited. Additional information can be ob-
tained from the USU office.

Stennis-Penrod Dormitory is holding a
Christmas door decorating contest, Dec
8.

Requirements of the contest are that
the doors bf decorated with originality

and beauty. Decorations must be made
by room residents. Three women judges
will be chosen by the dorm resident
supervisors to select the winners.

I

6 6:30 p.m. Basketball Game, Home.Meridian Jr. College

7
.

. . 7-30 p.m Modeling Squad Show, Student Union

8
. . 2:1 0 p.m., Music Recital. Fine Arts Auditorium

9
. MDJC Singers, Christmas Concert. Student Union

9 ....
'

"... Basketball Game, Away. Northwest Jr. College

14.17 Final Examinations

17
. 4 p.m.. Christmas Holidays begin

PHI BETA LAMBDA launced the Christmas season on campus with a party Wednesday morning, Dec.

1, in the Stanny Sanders Library Conference room.

EXAM SCHEDULE

FIRST SEMESTER 1982 - 83

Tuesday ,
December 14 8:15 - 10:20 LVYY

10:35-12:40 CQU.COYY
1:30-3:40 ENG 1113

ENG1123
BSB 0013

Wednesday, December 15 8:15- 10:20 EMW.ERZZ
10:35- 12:40 JTXX

1:30-3:40F

Thursday. December 16 8:15 - 10:20 AIS.AIXX

10:35-12:40 8

1:30- 3:40 NRZZ

Friday. December 17 8:15-10:20

D

10:35-12:40 6
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Pf.2 Colleges Convert
to " High - Teeh''

When student body President Amy
Moore walked across the University of

Michigan's north campus area on a re-

cent faU morning, she passed the Macro-
Molecular Research Center, the

Time to double — eheck Biophysics Research Building, the

Aerospace Research Center, the Dow
— At the close of the fall semester, there

'^l^Vn tf^ ^ ft ^ many things to remember and to plan•^^ /
fQj. spring semester.

The need to check with advisers and
completion of schedule planning are veryMuch has been said and written about

the needs of public education and

economic development in Mississippi.

Gov. William Winter's special session

of the Legislature is currently preparing

to consider two important issues -- the

questions of mandatory school atten-

dance and public kindergartens.

Mississippi is a state noted for its wide il-

literacy and drop-out rate. It is important

that the Legislature forget traditional

prejudices, outmoded taxing methods,

and other hindrances to correcting

chronic educational problems.

Being at the bottom of the ladder is no

pleasing prospect for college students

who are to be faced with an increasingly

competitive job market.

—Montgomery and Gooden

important. "It is extremely important for

students to get pre-registration behind

them," said Dean Harmon Boggs. The
Dean of Instruction also stressed that

sophomores need to fulfill graduation re-

quirements.

"Students need to maintain their

grades and keep up their class atten-

dance," said Travis Thornton, dean of

student affairs.

"It is not too late to apply for a grant to

pay for this school year," said Mr. Lance
Baria, academic counselor. Mr. Baria
said that the deadline is March 15, 1983.

"Students who are going to school on a
waiver need to check with the business of-

fice if they have not been cleared," said
Mr. Joe Ray financial aids director.

Dean Thornton also pointed out that
grade cards will be sent out Dec. 21, 22.

Just in time for Christmas.

'

—Meeks
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Building and the Chrysler Center.

Then she entered the Institute of

Science and Technology.

There she endured with a crowd of

university, state and corporate officials a

regular meeting of the new Michigan
Technology Council, ending with a slide

show by 1ST Director George Gamota.
Gamota, whose background is in private

high tech industry, is now the fifth

highest-paid administrator on campus.
The slide show, a videotaped show

made to air during UM football games,
and a multi-page insert in last month's
Scientific American magazine are just

the tip of a massive effort designed to

make the university, battered by the auto
industry depression and a flight of

research dollars to the Sun Belt, into the

academically-prosperous center of a
"Silicon Valley of the East."

Michigan administrators, though, are
hardly alone.

College planners in at least nine other
states are planning to become the Silicon

Valleys of wherever they happen to be.

Indeed, while their students are indulg-
ing video game fads, an astoundingly
diverse set of administrators are indulg-
ing in plans to emulate the success of
schools in the computer company-
dominated "Silicon Valley" of northern
California, and the research campuses of

Massachusetts.

Those schools have built profitable
relationships with nearby computer com-
panies, which help fund campus high-tech
research, and then .^ire many of the
school's grads.

' Among those campuses that have recent-
ly announced ambitious plans to emulate
schools with high tech programs:
• The University of New Mexico, which

will spend some $20 million to become the
training ground and main research lab
for the state's developing high tech in-

dustries.

• Penn State has construction plans for
a "high technology park" to draw
hightech companies to its area.

• North Carolina has committed $25
million to develop a "research triangle"
that will draw on neighboring Duke,
North Carolina State and the University
of North Carolina for manpower and
research.

•The city of New Haven, Connecticut
is spending $10 million to remake a
deteriorating industrial area next to Yale
into a high-tech company park.

• The iviversity of Denver is making
itself int "wired campus," linked by
sophisticated computer and information
processing systems, and will soon re-open
Its engineering program.
The list goes on. Illinois is fashioning "a

network of high technology facilities
associated with various universities" in
the state. Massachusetts. Virginia
Mississippi, Missouri and Arizona cam-
pus planners are all working on projects
that would draw more high-tech
businesses to depressed areas by making
area campuses into manpower and
research pools

"What's happening is that a number of
universities are creating arrangements
with h'gh tech industries." understates
Dr. W. Edward Leare of the American
Society for Engineering Education.
"But I think it's good. Not just the

financial support, but the interaction bet-

ween education and industrv ra« u
beneficial." "^^"bevery

"This new inking," adds Michael d
rier of the American Association f« .T^"
Colleges and Universities "is vL
ductive." ' '^"^'TprtK

Berrier likes tying colleges to i

economies, and believes "state e
ments are willing to put more monev!?"
the universities in areas that will Js"^
engineers, programmers and scient.^!?'
fuel high tech industries."

But others fret about unhealthy on
porate sway over campuses,

established
by the huge amounts of money that

T

private concerns can pump into acadern!
programs.

They also worry that liberal arts nnw
grams will be allowed to fail fnT
disrepair, and that, with Silicon Vallev!m every conceivable part of the countr^
some colleges could end up producine
highly-specialized grads who couldn*
find jobs if computer industries should
ever hit an economic bump.

"I don't think the students really see ail

the technology and industry coming here
the specialization, the outpouring of

money," Michigan's Moore says, "I see
it. and I'm very concerned."
"What I'm really worried about are the

students," Bret Hornback. an English

prof at Michigan, says. "A university

dedicated to robotics could very easily

turn out students who are robots,"

"That's definitely a danger," agrees

Linda C. Mahan, president of the Associa-

tion for Humanistic Education and

Development. "The long-range impact of

high technology on higher education can't

be ignored. I'm all for schools re-gearing

to take advantage of new technology and

new tools, but let's balance that with a

good liberal arts education."

"What is missing in much of this talk
^

about high technology is the central im-

portance of intellectual planning, " adds

Bob Beyers of Stanford University, 'That

does not mean everybody sits down to

decide on luring industry the way a

chamber of commerce would do it
"

But even high tech enthusiasts careful-

ly pay respects to the liberal arts

High tech, says New Mexico engineer-

ing Dean Gerald May. is
' what we're

building on. But...a good university also

requires a good department of English or

philosophy."

"We're certainly going to make sure

that some programs are not forgotten at

the expense of others," says Michigan's

Gamota.
"And while we will never alio*

ourselves to be run by industry, Ih^

university has somewhat come off ils

ivory towner perception and realized it

has common interests with industry
"

Leare is confident 'the universities ar«

astute enough not to loose th^'^

autonomy" to big business.

University of Denver Chancellor Ross

Pritchard simply dismisses the concern,

contending a lopsided marriage w'^

private companies isn't "a significa"

threat to us."

At Michigan, there Is already some

academic realignment, 'On the o"^

hand." says Moore, "we have this dedi^-a-

tion to high technology, and on Hie

side you see things like the art school o^j]

ing reviewed for possible elimination-

the natural resources and the educai"^-

schools getting cut back."
Michigan abolished its geograP"-

department last year. ^
''One of the things this school has go*^^

for it is its diversity." she says.
"^^

day that diversity is seriously threat

ed."



Local Stocking - staffers May Challenge Sant
Susan Beaird, Greenwood: whatever San-

ta wants to bring me.

Gloria Blake. Greenwood: lots of money
perone Belcher, Greenwood: a dump

truck and a 10-speed bike

Derrod Johnson, Greenwood: GI Joe and

an E.T. doU

Henry Manuel, Itta Bena : a duke-boy car

and a football helmet

Agnes Byrd, Leiand: a mystery guy

Bobby Parrish, Greenwood: a brain

pon Sims, Greenwood: a Neal Peart set

up

Doug Henderson. Greenwood: Angela in a
bikini

Jay Pikecki, Greenwood: a voodoo doll

for Mrs. Caldwell

Brenda Smith, Blaine: a Pac Man
machine and clothes

Jackie Warren, Indianola: a handsome
guy and a Trans Am

Carolyn McCune, Blaine: money, money,
money

Darlene Woods. Shaw: Atari game and
new wardrobe

Robrt Bennet, Itta Bena: money and a
fifth

Ricky Poe, Cleveland: pool lessons

Nick Joseph, Greenwood: a race track
Carolyn Roberts, a bookstore clerk: a

healthy granddaughter and someone
to clean my swimming pool

Stephen Henley, Clarksdale: a nice
Christmas and good duck-hunting
weather

Lawrence Browder. Belzoni: a sweather
Robhi AgostlnelU, Shaw: a life supply of

Bud beer

Joey Howard. CUrksdale: a new truck
and a case of whiskey

Sherry Gregory. GreenvUle: a Mercedes
oenz and a man

Carol Stone. Lexington: a magic trip to
Hawaii

*^

Stacy McKay. Indianola: a ranch in Col-
orado with 50 horses

James Turner. Clarksdale: a Charlotte
Reed doll

Gator Bennett. AlUgator: success and
happiness

Wade Love. Greenville: a tnicHoad of
girls and a case of Koolaid

Davjd Thames. Isola : a truckload of girls
and a raincoat

Chippy Penn. Leiand: Elbert Jones in a
large package with a pretty bow

Joe Jarrett. Greenwood: 1983 Corvette
driven by Heather Thomas

Gwen Elmore. Greenwood: a dear
Howard Cissell. AtlanU. Ga.: a woman
Tina McDaniel. Greenwood: Michael

Watts in red Santa drawers
Tara Burgoon. Greenwood: a box of

dominoes
James Salter. Clarksdale: a roommate

that is sober

Jack Tumipseed. Avon: a 57" blonde
with a 20" waist

Coach Walden. basketball: a hustling
defense and 25 blue jigs with eyes

Terrell Rabbi, Greenwood: an interior
decorator

Mr. Quon, security: good health
Donna Palasini. Leiand: a new car and

more jewelry

Kenny Dupont, New Orleans: a southern
accent and a case of Pat O'Brian's
hurricane mix

I>ean Warnock: a five-pound box of
money

Angela Acy. Greenwood : for K C. to leave
me alone

Tammy Cook. Greenwood: a 35MM
camera so we can take better pic-

tures

Sharon Richardson, Greenwood: for
Cook's camera to blow up so she
can't Uke any more shower pictures

Edward Harberson. New Orleans. U: a
case of beer

Deanna Chrlsmond. Greenwood: a big
white teddy bear named K.P.

PASSERS-BY CAN VIEW the "Winter Wonderland" located behind the

of rnmm^i^Po^^h®^^^ ^ Moorhead Chamber
of Commerce. theTHty of Moorhead, and MDJC.

Dance Instructor Finds Career Rewarding
Born, raised, and educated in

Moorhead, Miss., Mrs. Betty Aden ex-
emplifies a woman who seems to truly
love her work.

Raised in a Christian background, Mrs.
Aden was taught that helping others is

part orthe enjoyment of life. She cetainly
seems to be living life to the fullest.

Mrs. Aden is the dancing, archery,
health, badmitton, and recreation leader-
ship instructor here.
Mrs Aden's parents, the S.N. Aliens,

still live in Moorhead. Mrs. Aden attend-
ed Moorhead High School and MDJC. She
graduated from the University of
Mississippi with a BS in Physical Educa-
tion.

Mrs. Aden began her teaching career in

Meridian Public schools, she has been
Aching at MDJC for 17 years.

,

Although Mrs. Aden's primary interest
1^ (lancing, she participates in many other
activities such as the little theatre, the
^fidge club, her church, and the board of
Sectors of Twin Rivers recreation club
^ Greenwood.

Aden has served as instructor at
National Association of Dancing Af-

filiated Artists.

^ut Mrs. Aden says: "I am a mother
•^t of all. I try to support my children in
*f>atever they do." Mrs. Aden is the
"^^ther of three - Carrie, 13; Aubrey, 12;

y Sidney Anne, 8. They are also in-

'^l^led in dance.
W I could choose a profession for my

y^oren," Mrs. Aden says. "I would want
em to do anything that would make

*aT ^PPy " Mrs. Aden says that she
^"ts her chUdren to attend coUege and

to continue their interest in dance, either

as a profession or as a hobby.

Mrs. Aden first became interest in

dance as an eight-year-old. Her first

teacher was Bobby Jean Hill, her first

cousin and a former Rockette. The
Rockettes are Mrs. Aden's favorite per-

formers; she also likes the Solid Gold

Dancers.

Mrs. Aden, who is now 41 and weighes

106, still dances 3-to-4 hours a day in her

routine of teaching dance. "I don't con-

sider myself a demanding teacher; in

fact. I may be too easy," she says. **I

want dancing to be fun for my students."

Mrs. Aden organized the Delta Dancer

in 1973 while she was a student here. The

Dancers have been organized annually

each year since. They are used as a public

performance group for the Delta area.

"I started the Delta Dancers to give

girls a chance to dance all year long, not

just during the football season," Mrs.

Aden said.

Mrs. Aden said the most rewarding

aspect of her teaching career has been to

"see girls who have had no dancing

background turn out to be good dancers."

Mrs. Aden said that her lifelong ambi-

tion has been, and is, to teach at MDJC.

When she was a student she recalls that

there was no P.E. program for women at

MDJC at all.

"The only thing I might rather have

done with my life is to have been a

Rockette, but I was too short
! '

' Mrs. Aden

said.

"If I could start my life over again, the

only thing that I would change is to have

had a better background in dance

Nothing else would be different. I would
still be teaching at MDJC," she said
Mrs. Aden seems to love her job. In

fact, she says: "It is the best job in the
world. " Her only hopes for the future are
that she will be happy.

Mrs. Aden's philosophy 'Smile, be hap-

py, and enjoy life' might be a good one to

imitate.

"Even when there are problems, they
usually work out if you have faith in the
Lord." Mrs. Aden said.
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Basketball update

At deadline (Dec. l) the Lady Trojans,

coached by Buddy WaJden, have a 5-3

record.

In the Tuesday night. Nov. 30, game
played here, the Ladies were defeated

8&-83 in overtime play by East Mississippi

of Scooba.

Leading scorer and rebounder was Tina

Patton. She scored 32 points and made 18

rebounds.

Coach John Vickers' Trojans won their

game Tuesday night, defeating East

Mississippi 75-73. Leading scorer was Bil-

ly Tardy with 22 points. Tardy was also

top rebounder with 10. The male Trojans'

current record is 2-4.

Five make all — star

Five Trojans have been named to the

Mississippi Junior College all-star, all-

state squad. They are Lee A. Brackeen,

Woody Spencer, Paul Lewis, Herbert

Jones, and Elja Norris.

Calendar

...I'M soRWYoung MaN,BUTwe caNTGive You
rHY5.eD CRCWT FOR ftaYING^TaC-MaN'aNDWKeYKONe

X-ray adds Phantoi
CLUB CHRISTMAS ACTIVITY CALENDAR
DECEMBER
6 Phi Beta Lambda party at Care Inn

8 Foreign Language Club party in Library

Spectator Club party

10 MASN party

12 Agricultural Club wildlife cooKout

Merry Christ mast

From The Herald

A total body phantom has been added to

the x-ray technology lab, and a process-

ing darkroom has also been built.

The body phantom is a metal human
body form which has the bone structure

and moveable joints of a human body.

The phantom is used to teach students

positions and procedures for x-raying so-

meone.

"When the phantom is x-rayed, the pic-

ture will look the same as a real person's

picture," said Mrs. Tanya Krone, instruc-

tor. "The same bones will show on the

film." Mrs. Krone says that the phahtom
even has an organ system which allows

the study__of jirocedures sucii_as_ the

barium enema and GI series.

Mrs. Krone said that the darkroom will

be put into operation as soon as the film

processing machine arrives.

Local x-ray students are currently

traveling to Bolivar County Hospital in

Cleveland and to Kings Daughters
Hospital in Greenville for their
laboratory experience.

"After we get the x-ray machine and
film processor, the travel to the hospital

will be cut down," said Mrs, Krone. "The
chance of a student causing harm to the
hospital's equipment will also be cut
down."

t

priation'ol'^.?^afC "L'm^ ---^^^^^ 'n their Chr.stmas mter-
Audiforlun .

'^^^ Wednesday (Dec. 1) afternoon in Yeates Fine Arts

—
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Ramblin'
.-MIKE WEEKS

llello,
everyone out there,

lam the guy that you usually see with a

(j^era in his hand, Mike Meeks. I will

jlsonow be
writing this column alternate-

,j.»ith Angie Banks and Jaymee Vowell.

'flpsnew
arrangement should guarantee

0 this column will have a variety of

Bitertainment provided by the three of

i;![!;!j!!!PPi^elu Junior College Janu.r.
26.

By now. everyone should be well back

jto the swing of things insofar as class

iltendance is concerned. I know that is

tofd for everyone. By the way, you

ibould start keeping a good count of those

(Uls
- ail of your teachers are.

M^t of the faculty has certainly gotten

Wswing of test-giving. Those big tests

ire really bombarding us.

One special note to students in Mrs.
Caldwell's "Bio" lab. Don't commit the

cardinal sin of cutting the frog's tongue
out. This incident will almost give her a
Mfonary,

Even though the year has changed, the
(acuity at MDJC remains the same.

Applications

are Available

Graduation is not until May 13, but

^ Travis Thornton would like for
"jryone to become aware of the pro-
jre for making application for

Thornton points out that students
"^re eligible to graduate must fill out
^application for the diploma and one for

Wor^fk^"^
gown, and pay a $15 fee

^
Hey can be included in the official

f^duat.on
ceremonies.

hn^T^
who plan to graduate this

^sn
^^^^ application for gradua-

j,

onetime between Jan. 31 and March

ftjy'"g by the Student Affairs Office

^ '"g out the necessary forms," said
Thornton.

BDort.
t

stressed that it is very
for a student who is eligible to

^•aijat^ 7 ^ student is eligible to

^mi- ^^^^^ ^ hours and a

J283_^Moorhpad. Mississippi

Retro Staff

Selects Who's who

f%J^_g''ade average of "C". Other

m^CoiL
for graduation are listed i

?"'ge catalog.

S^rws
surprised at how many

%H*"^^
in around April and say

'^gfo
^^^"^ anything about ap-

4] graduation," said Dean Thorn-

If; r\

1 jreu^"^ ^'"al admonition: "File

( '
3rch 5 if you want to graduate."

i

Mr. MUJC
Ray Gertrude

Mathematics
Greenwood, Miss.

Miss MDJC
Juanita Byrd

Secretarial Science
Shaw, Miss.

Computer Info Being Stolen

As colleges rush into the computer age.

they're meeting some perplexing new-

age problems of student security and
crime.

Huge electronic erasures of student and
fauulty records have plagued some cam-
puses, while others struggle with ways of

keeping teacher-student relationships

confidential.

At UCLA, for instance, two 17-year-olds

broke into the university's files and eras-

ed thousands of student transcripts and

instructors' files stored there.

Similarly, Lehigh University students

were "cheated and robbed" of

coursework stored in the Pennsylvania

campus's main computer when someone

tampered with the machine last year.

Students and instructors subsequently

wasted "hundreds of hours putting the

files back," recalled computing center

Director Bob Wechsler.

"Right now. we still depend mainly on

words printed on paper to store and

transmit information, " observes Doug

Van Howeling, vice president for com-

puting and planning at Carnegie-Mellon
University. "But the computer is pro-
viding us with a totally new way of handl-
ing this information, and naturally with
totally new problems in doing so."

One new problem is keeping publically-

available files private.

Last term, for example. Harvard
students tried to convince administrators
to regulate access to their electronically-

stored study materials The university

allows student tutors to see academic
files of their charges.

While the tutors may have legitimate
reasons for looking at certain files, the

students argue their privacy rights

become precarious if the tutors should
misuse them.

Such information is never totally safe,

observers warn.

Guarding the information "is a human
problem, not something caused by the

computer itself, ' notes Apple Computers
spokesman Stan DeVaughn.

This year when the time came to select
the students who would be featured in the
"Who's Who " section of the 1983
Retrospect, many students realized that
Ihey were only being allowed to elect
"Mr," and "Miss MDJC ".

This discovery caused some critical
comment from some students
An explanation of the procedure follow-

ed in making these selections will
perhaps answer these critics.

All members of the Retrospect staff
were asked to nominate 10 students in
each of three categories: ' Beauties."
"Handsomes." "Outstanding Students!"
They were asked to name students who
were full-time students and who had at
least 2.0 cumulative quality point
averages. In the case of "Outstanding
Student" nominations, the person making
the nomination was asked to list the
nominee's contributions to the school ac-
tivity program.

In recent years, the procedure used in
making nominations had been taken too
lightly, and the election had turned into

more of a joke than a serious honor. The
procedure used this year was designed to

correct this situation.

The Dean of Student Affairs checked
the QPA of each student nominated and
eliminated those that did not qualify. This
resulted in the election of 27 "Beauties,"
12 "Handsomes." and 16 "Outstanding
Students."

—Jaymee Vowetl

Computer Expo

to be Held
The MDJC Agricultural Services divi-

sion will host the Mississippi Delta
Microcomputer Kxpo and Seminar for

Farmers and Agri-Business Enterprises
here Friday, Feb, 4.

The one-day meeting scheduled for the
MDJC Coliseum, will get underway at 9
a m. with a welcome extended by Dr. J.T.

Hail, president of MDJC. and Charles
Foley, vo-tech director. Mary Ann
Townes. computer science instructor,

will introduce special guests.

During the morning session Mrs.
Townes and two specialists from the Ex-
tension Service of Mississippi State
University will describe current uses and
future impact of computers.

Vendors of computer hardware and
software will demonstrate their equip-

ment in the afternoon session.

The public is invited to attend the expo.

There will be no admission charge.



Students Who Should be Proud
MDJC Students making the

Distinguished Scholars list for the 1982

fall term are: Tonnie Ray Hopson, Amy
Christina Jones and Leonard T. Wood, all

from Bolivar County,

Mary Jill Hunt from Coahoma County;

Michael A, Barranco from Grenada Co.;

Cheryl L, Jones, Leslie H. Martin III, Lin-

da C. Templeton. and Larry Wade, all

from Humphrey Co.;

From Leflore Co. : Bonnie C. Anderson,

Dale R. Barger. Leslie Kelly Barger,

Cynthia Kay Creasy. Judy L, Gardner.

Emmy M. Harper, Carolyn C. Jenkins.

Phyllis B. Jones. Tammy Kay Lee.

Elizabeth McCluskey, Anita M. Randle.

Joseph W. Sayle, Annie M. Ware, Betty

Ann Ware and Marilyn Wilson.

Pamela J. King from Sharkey Co.

From Sunflower Co.; Joseph Edwin

Barker. Vincent R. Farish, Tammy L.

Gardner, Richard Allen Hannah. Marc A.

Kimbrell and Billy Paul Kimbriel.

From Washington Co.: Brent Allen

Bolte, Mark V. Dantone. Grant Jeffrey

Egley. Diane F. Hartley. Dale R. Jacobs,

David B, Latham. Stephen Day Ross and

Thomas R. Ruble.

MDJC students making the 19H2 Fall

Scholars List are as follows:

From Bolivar County: Thomas T, Fer-

racci, Corlis L. Miller. Deronda K.

Millican and Jacquelene Voss.

From Carroll Co. : Susan Darline

Blount. Marvin D. Coward and Carol Lit-

tle Downs.

Teresa Ann Gaines and Tina J. Gordon
from Coahoma Co. ; Olera Jean Campbell

from Grenada Co.; Cindy Forbes. Donna
Y Grant and Bruce A. Kennon from

Humphrey Co.

From Leflore Co.: Sandra Swindle

Barry, Susan Gail Beaird, Dorothy Grace
Bell. Gloria Theresa Blake. Sheron

Christon. Kathy L. Crockett, Amy E.

Davis, Jimmy David Dry Donna Ann
Elliott. Gwendoiyi L Elmore, Kim Y,

Henderson, Ellis N, Joseph, Timothy W.
Martin, Stefenie R. Moore. Lisa J, Odcm.
William OReilly, Francis J. Pilecki.

Janet H. Prestige, Todd Arthur Steffen.

Nancye K. Stowers, Amy Cnr')l Teal and
Michael E. Thomas.
Out of State - Edmond Donald.

From Sunflower Co.: Sandra Carline

Bell, Tammy K, Braswell, Demetrius
Brooks. Brenda R. Cresswell, Jill R.

Donahoe, Rhonda K Franklin, Mark
Bryan Free. Lillian C, Freeman. Gina
Renee Jenkins, Mary E. Jennings.
Shevon S, Keys, Ronnie W, Maharray,
Linda Ann McGhee, Tracy Lynn Roberts.
Tammy D. Sheffield. Chris Howard Smith
and Joe C Steinwinder,

William H. Moore from Tallahatchie
Co,

From Washington Co : Jerry Dean
Beal. Ernie White Burgess, Mildred
Bryant, William R. Downing, Ulysses Ed-
wards, Cindy Louise Finger. Shrinda
Faye Fisher, Teresa Lynn Fugett, Barry
R Gentry, Elizabeth A. Hardin. Deborah
A. Howerton, Michael B Kelly, John
Phillip Lemonis, Sharon Elaine Lowery.
Robert Kent McGee, Roger L. McVane.
Sharone Denise Miller. James Darrell
Reames, James Ewing Russell, Lisa C,
Shamoon, Kayia W. Simon, Scotty Lamar
Smyly, David F. Taylor, Caria L.
Williams. Tammala D. Willis and Con-
stance S. Wright.

Students making the 1982 Fall Honors

List from BoHvar County are:

Carol T, Burrell. James J. Herbison,

Sharon G. Hopson, Herbert K. Jones.

Warden Jones, Lisa Lamb, Joseph R.

Mallette, Joel McClure. Elmer Leo

McDaniel, Leigh Norquist, Martha L.

Pope, Brenda N. Rodges, Evelyn S. Simp-

son, Patsy Ann Sims, Rosetta Reed Ter-

rell, Terry B. Williams, David E. Wilson,

Stephanie J. Winters, and Rhoda L.

Woods,

From Carroll Co.: William M Camp-

bell, Pauline G. Parker and Deborah G.

Pearson.

From Coahoma Co.: Carol K,

Belvedrese. Kie Tharp Davis. Cindy K.

Glover, James Orman Lusk, Debra D.

McDaniel and Laura A. Rasbury.

From Grenada Co, ; Patricia J.

Alldread. Margie D. Benning, Charles

Deloach Jr.. and Glenda A. Tingle.

Tammy M. Henderson from Holmes

County.

From Humphrey Co : Lonnie G,

Barnes. Mclvin Keith Brasier, Robbie P.

Forbes, Jean Zukowski Grant, Cheryl

Lynne Homed. Melissa Lynn Jones.

Louise Oliver, Nicole Yvonne Pena. Tam-

my Virginia Price. Vivian G. Robertson.

Mary Ann Robinson. Rebecca Lynn

Smith. Melissa Renee Turner, and Cheryl

Lynn While,

Lisa Cornwell from Issaquena County,

From Leflore Co,: Cedric C. Austin.

Scott C Barth, Bobby Joe Chaney Jr..

Mary Melissa Ewing. Gary R. Fulgham,
Tamela R, Fuller. Ray A, Gertrude.

James W Hardin. Rita T. Home. Virginia

Howard. Tonya S, Hurst, Michael F.

Jackson, Joseph E, Jarred. Lisa Farhat

Khan, Susan E, Lindsey, Darla M. Lubas.

Keith F. McD^iniel, Tina Louise
McDaniel. Michae. W, Meeks. Elizabeth

E. Miles. Michael Odell. Patricia Palmer-

tree, Patty J. Pannel. Corrie D, Peacock,
Levona L. Rickles, Laura L. Rowland,
Carolyn Sayner. Craig M, Scott. Bettye

Laura Smith, Jaymee Sue Vowell, Tracy
Elizabeth West. Terry Lynn Wetzel and
Michael Whatley.

Leslie A, Boutwell from Madison Co..

Melinda K, McNeer and Diane Barne'.t

Moore from Montgomery Co.

Jerry Grisby and Michelle Ann Henke
from out of stale: Stephanie A. Dempsey
from Sharkey County,

From Sunflower Co.: Cynthia Anne
Beard. Laurieanne R. Belk, Larry Hoggs,
Russell L. Carr. Linda K. Chin, Stacy L
Colotta. Leatha W, Cook. Eric Van
Crawford. Stephani Cuthbertson. Ricky
Lee Deerman. Dorarean Dix. Glenda K.

Easterling, Lynda L. Gibson. Leigh Ann
Golden, Greg M. Grissom, Sharon D.
Hooper, Lanora M Howard. Cynthia A,

Hughes, Cathy Jo Jackson, Steven Turner
Kelly. Alice Fay Knight, Elaine Lenhart.
Melinda Lois Lett. Connie Y, Morgan,
Karla Gay Nobile. Melissa A. Pilgrim,
Pamela Ann Rash, Charlotte S. Reed,
Ludie Eugene Rosser;

Others from Sunflower Co. are: Linda
A. Shaw, Paula Dodd Simmons. Brenda
L. Smith. Dianne E. Smith, Calvin D.
Staples. Delia M. Thomas. Louise B. Tid-
more, Brenda G, Tinnin. Joel Bryan Tup-
man. Thomas Jan Vrieswyk, Patli H.
Walton, Marie Ward, Tami Burrus Ware.
Nellie H. Weeks. Deborah C. Whatley!
Joyce W, Williams, Karen J. Williams!
Mae Bell Williams. Susan G. Williamson,
and Constance Willingham.
From Tallahatchie Co.: Beverly W

Biggers. James M, Cox, Rose Ann Diltz,
Susan D. McCluskey and Shelia W. Pryor.

From Washington Co.: Lucinda T. Arr-

ington. Tom Blue. Lester S. Bowling,

Audrey Y. Brown, William A. Chapman.

Michael Correro, Shane D. Crotts. Kathy

Lynn Davidson, Deborah S. Downs. Myra

Anita Duvall. Shawn M. Evans. Robin

Denise Gordon, Denise Grant, Delise

Grubbs. Ira B. Hall Jr ,
Debra A. Har-

bison, Kenneth D, Hobarl. Louis Hub-

bard, Steven Martin Hughes, Donna L.

Isenberg. Cynthia G. Jackson, Shakuntia

M. Jain, Canolia Jean King. Martha Sue

Kuhn, Grant M. Lancaster, Shirley B.

Langston. Mary J. Lueckenback;

Others from Washington Co, are: Beth

E. Mauceli, Freddie R, McClendon. Mary
Coker Mercer. Lynda D. Meredith. Lacin-

da K. Moreland. Rebecca L, Morrow,

Charles Murrah Jr., Gail G. Parker,

Ellen Luverne Parson. Charlie M. Pleas.

Hosie L. Randle, Bethany Ruth Ray,

Charles Richardson. Vanessa Sanford,

Mary John Shaw, Loretta Smith, Pat J.

Stephens, Pamela Ann Thompson,
Valerie Townsend. Michael T. Tutor,

Cynthia S, Walker. Phyllis Jean Weaver,

Marilyn Whitfield, Deborah W, Williams.

Sherri Alana Wilson. Bradley D. Wood-
cock and Princess Wright.

From Yalobusha Co: Raster Herron

and Cynthia M, Slurdivant.

Erie J. Kenncil from Yazoo County.

News Brief

Final shipment of the 1983 Retrospect is

due in Montgomery Feb. 1. The staff has
"burned the midnight oil" every night

since Tuesday, and they worked Saturday
to get the final details completed.
Delivery of the book is scheduled for late

April.

Students who were on work-study dur-
ing the calendar year of 1982 should read
the Daily Bulletin so that they will be
aware of the date that they can come to

the Business Office to pick up their W-2
forms.

The Delta Herald is back on its weekly
publication schedule Anyone wanting to

send in a news item should make sure
that it reaches the Publications Office by
Tuesday afternoon of each week.

-H-v,

Mr. Cecil Culpepper

History Teacher

Pilots Copter

By ANGIE BANKS
Mr, Cecil Culpepper stays busy during

the week lecturing to his history students

about the French Revolution or other

historic events, but on the weekends you

may find him piloting one of the biggest

helicopters made in the U.S. Army Na-

tional Guard from the base in Meridian

Ms.

Mr. Culpepper pilots the CH-54 Tares

helicopter. This dual-engine craft can

carry as many as 45 people and up to

20,000 pounds of cargo.

Mr. Culpepper first learned to be a

helicopter pilot when he served in the ar-

my prior to the Viet Nam war. He then us-

ed that skill for one year of combat duly

in Viet Nam. During 1966-67, he piloteda

small helicopter called a UH-I Huey. The

"Huey" could carry as many as seven

people and up to 1.000 pounds in supplies.

Mr. Culpepper remembers the Viet

Nam war experience as a contrast bet-

ween beautiful and ugly things. He says

that he enjoyed the countryside of Viet

Nam with its rain forest, the jungle, lush

green waters, silver rainfalls, and white

beaches.

"I can remember one time when we

were on a flight call and came upon a

small village. It was a well-built village

that had been bombed. The houses were

French-oriented -- some looked victnrian,

and they had been beautiful. It was a ter-

rible sight to see and realize the number

of people and homes destroyed in iha*

village."

"I try to forget when I was in the \\3r

even though I was fortunate enough notW

see too much death," said Mr. Culpepper^

After the war Mr. Culpepper conttnu«

to pilot medical helicopters after he had

returned to Mississippi,

After Mr, Culpepper had completed l«s

active duty, he still was obligated tocorfr

plete three years of inactive duty,
"

went back to school with the reali^
''"'"

that he could be called upon if needt^fi

He then received a letter stating 'ha'

had either to join the Guard or

Reserves. He heard of an opening
'"^

pilot and chose the Guard. .

"I enjoy being a pilot, and I enjoy
bei

in the Guard," said Mr. Culpepper
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Faculty Selects 7 for 1983 Hall of Fame

Mike Barranco

Ramblin'
By JAYMEE VOWELL

Heiio! I hope everyone's new year has
started off just great. After finally getting
ray schedule changed and waiting in the
booli store for hours, I think my new year
IS finally going okay.

I see that not many of you got washed
away with the floods we had during vaca-
'lon. A rumor went around Greenwood
that the women's dorm was flooded, so a
few of us were stupid enough to drive all
the way to Moorhead to 'save' our rooms.
A certain dorm student from Green-

wood drove by the dorm during the
lohdays and found out that she had left

f'^^TV set on. This same student is the
'Jiewho went to an "Alabama" concert

^j;
Jan, 14. Who else could it be but an

Jjf
^eJta Dancers are working

^^lally hard to get ready for their tour
Son, They have even received an in-

''^tton to Delta State.

^0 new dancers have been added to

BrJ""^"**
this semester. They are Beth

"^atoand Laurie Wilhamson.

will be a
There

^"f
I (Monday) during

""'"fne. Don't miss it!

karate exhibition

the basketball

i^V ^^^^^^ Who's Who election
"^at 9:20 (J period).

l^i^^^^^ere sorry that Priscilla Parker.

tranc7 paper, left. She has
^^^^redtoSUte.

^e
Meeks, Angie Banks, and I have

Larry Boggt

ii

Stacy Colotta Edmond Donald

Emmy Harper Amy Jones

Election Set for Who's Who

" '^^ er the associate editorship.

The Retrospect-sponsored Who's Who
election will beheld "J ' period. Tuesday.

Jan. 25 ( 9:20-10: 10».

Only two categories will be listed on the

ballot this year. Those categories are

"Mr MDJC" and Miss MDJC"
In order to qualify as a nommee. each

candidate must be a full-time student, he

"I have never lei schooling interfere

with my education.' _Mark Twain

must have at least a 2.00 QPA and he

must have been nominated by a petition

signed by 20 MDJC students.

The deadline for filing for candidacy

was last Friday (Jan. 21)

The two elected representatives will be

featured in the 1983 Retrospect. Their pic-

ture will be made by Chuck Lamb of

Lamb's Studio. Clarksdale. This picture

session has t>een tentatively scheduled for

Wednesday. Jan. 26.

Kay Sayner

Coach Presides

at NJCAA

Dr. James "Wooky" Gray, head foot-

ball coach at MDJC. has just returned

from Los Angeles, Calif where he presid-

ed over the annual meeting of the Na-
tional Junior College Football Coaches
Association. Gray conducted the business

meeting where recommendation and pro-

posals for changes In football rules were
discussed. Gray is completing the second

year of his two-year term of NJCA A.



Do Your Best

Sometimes people seem to go through

life relying only on their own abilities to

make things happen, and they become
great successes. Then there are others

who need a little help.

Being a college student is a great

responsibility. If your parents are able to

give you money to enter a college pro-

gram, you should be glad that you have a

chance to learn and to prepare for a bet-

ter future.

You should repay your parents with

good attendance and good grades and

seek to make them proud of you

Some people are not lucky enough to be

able to go to school. Their parents can't

afford college fees and the parents are

hurt by the knowledge that their child

wants to go, but that they cannot send him
because of financial strain.

Hence, their children are often stuck in

low-income jobs that neither, interest

them nor challenge them.

The government tries to help college

students with grants and loans, but the

government can't help everyone.

So you students who already have the

chance to get a college degree should

make good grades, behave yourselves,

and attend classes. Your reward will not

only be a proud feeling, but you may also

be rewarded by someone who believes in

you. You may even find someone who will

give you his support to complete your
education.

It is a great feeling knowing that so-

meone believes in you.

Most importantly, you should
remember that being able to go to school

is a privilege, whether you realize it or

not,

—Banks

Karate Demo
Tonight

CHIEF OF SECURITY. JOE MRS. BETHE WILLIAMS has
QUON, .checks students' records joined the faculty as an instructor
during second semester registra- in oral communications. She suc-
tion. Students were not allowed to ceeds Mrs. Gerry Phillips who
register for classes until they had retired at the end of first semester
paid their fines. after 18 years of service here.

Moorhead Karate Club memb*^r.
demonstrate their Tae Kwon h^?
ques during halftime of the ba^^^^"'"

, game tonight (Monday. Jan 24)
Instructor Doug Henderson

u
started a karate class here this f:.n

*

lead the local group .n demons at?basic drill techniques,
self-def

^

techniques, weapons, breaking
ques, and fighting skills.

Students participating from Moorhp.w
club will be Mary Shaw, Tammy eIh?
Ralph Dixon, Jeff Beachum.

^

Greenwood Karate Club members u.h
w.Il assist are Tommy Ainsworth wJ.
Muchow. Cliff Wagner. Jaymee' Voweland Lee Wall.

Copyright Laws Being Ignored
As part of "an ongoing crackdown"

against colleges that allow students or
faculty members to photocopy
copyrighted materials, a publishers'
group filed suit over the holidays against
New York University, ten of its .facully
members and a nearby copying center.
After successfully challenging several

large companies and a number of in-

dependent photocopying services that
cater to college campuses, the Associa-
tion of American Publishers (AAP) says
lUnow will aim at campus libraries that
c6ntlnue to ignore the copyright laws.

In the case of New York University -

which AAP officials admit is not
necessarily (he worst violator of

copyright laws the association of book
and magazine publishers charged certain
university professors with illegally

reproducing "virtual anthologies" from
copyrighted tex*lx)oks and periodicals
Ever since Congress amended the

copyright laws in 1976 to specifically pro-
tect material against unauthorized
photocopying, the AAP has vehemently
pursued alleged violators as diverse as
giant Squibb Pharmaceuticals and the
relatively-small Gnomop Corporation, a
Boston-based photocopying service.
NYU is the first university to be sued by

the association. It may not be the last,

adds spokeswoman Carol Risher.

"Back in 1979, when we first started to
crack down on copyright violators we
took the position that the law was new and
that we would give universities a chance
to adjust and adopt new policies to comp-
ly with It," Risher explains.

"But some schools have not instituted

policies at all, and many ignore the
policies they do have.

NYU is just the beginning of a continu-
ing enforcement effort to get these

schools to comply," she warns.
According to copyright laws. Risher

says, instructors can only make copies of

copyrighted material under certain ex-

tenuating circumstances

Florida Student Enjoys Closses

By MIKE MEEKS
"How did you get way up here?" is a

familiar question to Jimmy Williamson,
diesel mechanics major from Fort
Walton Beach, Fla.

Jimmy's patient response is : "I tried to
go to school closer to home, but all ol

those school offering my maior were
full-

Jimmy said that his sister who lives m
Greenville told him that the diesel
mechanics course at MDJC was supposed
to be the best in the state. So. Jimmy
came to Moorhead. talked with Dean
Travis Thornton, learned that there was
an openmg in the dorm and in the class,
and he decided to stay.

The second question that Jimmy is ask-
ed most often around campus is: 'What
in the world do you do in Moorhead on the
weekend?"

Jimmy says that driving home on the
weekends would involve at least eighteen
hours of driving, so his answer to the se-
cond question is. -SUying in the dorm
does get boring on most weekends " He
says he breaks that monotony occasional-
ly by driving over to visit his Greenville

relatives, or friends pick him up and they
go to different places m Greenville.
"When I stay on campus. I clean up the

room, watch TV, find out who else stayed
that weekend and do something with
Uiem." said Jimmy

'I also get "Five-X)" to open the gym
and I play basketball and lift weights."
said Jimmy
Jimmy said that in Fort Walton,

weekends were devoted to sailing, deep-
sea fishing, and nighlclubbing.
Quite a contrast to cleaning the room

and watching TV, needless to say.
Jimmy says that he has learned a few

things on Delta weekends.
One weekend I went home with Hank

Roberts and we rode horses and drove a
tractor He also showed me how to rope a
calf." said Jimmy,
Jimmy said that at first, Moorhead

weekends were lonely, but then he got in-
volved with school activities and met peo-
ple Jimmy is one of the main
photographers for The Retrospect and
has been involved in every student
gathering sponsored by SGA this fail

Jimmy's conclusion; "I would rather
be here than anywhere else

"

JIMMY WILLIAMSON is busy
developing film for the yearbook
deadline.
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Ramblin*
Helio, everyone.

I hope
everyone had a nice weekend. I

bet you were eager to come back for

classes, huh?

I've noticed that there are a lot more
people studying more this semester. That

should make the teachers very happy.

There is a certain person (or persons)

who is not doing much studying in

Stennis-Penrod. They are spending most

of their time writing filthy phrases on

memo boards. I don't know if this is the

waytheyget their "kicks", or what, but it

(ust seems to me that they are showing

their childish ways. If they have
something to say to someone, why don't

ihey face them with their accusations?

Calling people dirty names on pubiicsign

areas does not get the job accomphshed.
Still on the subject of the dorm.. ..My

roommate and I deserve pity. Now. not

only do we have Lynn Chandler and
Rebecca Schubert next door, we also
nave Pam Wilson. These three cause
many of my headaches, but they are still

my buddies.

As an early warning for everybody. I

hope everyone remembers to file his in-

come tax. Everything has to be sent in by
April 15.

I hope the government doesn't give you
an"I,O.U." I heard on the news that they
are thinking of sending some of those out.

Valentine's is just around the corner.
3nd I hope all of you females will

remember to be nice, so that your man
*ill get you some flowers and candy.
Maybe if they're nice, you will think real
hard about getting them something. I

fiope everyone has a good Valentine's
Day,

I've noticed around campus alot of
students are discussing term papers, and
the Stennis-Penrod a lot of the girls are

working real hard, especially Marcie
Well, good luck on them, but I know

everyone will do a good job.

Because of many inquires about having
3n open dorm in the Stennis-Penrod. I

asked Laura Rasbury if one has been
scheduled and she said she did not know
J^'hen there would be one. But cheer up.
'adies. maybe they will schedule one
soon.

—Angie Banks

Quon Presents
Art Exhibition
^n exhibit of paintings and scrolls by
^ist Sandra Quon of Moorhead is cur-
"^iy hanging in the Yeates Fine Arts
-jiiery.

^
'^Irs. Quon. who is a music instructor at

^issippi Valley State University and
's also the wife of chief of security,

Quon, earned her undergraduate
^at Delta State University.

Quon has established a Delta-area

BJ^'ing with her sketches and water-

Rdu
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Tournament to be Played

The North Mississippi Divisional Men's
Basketball Tournament will be plaved
here Feb. 14.15.16.

MDJC will host the event in the MDJC
Coliseum.

Eight junior college teams will compete
in this tournament. They are Coahoma.
East Mississippi. Holmes. Itawamba!
MDJC. Meridian. Northeast Mississippi!
Northwest Mississippi,

Northwest is the top-ranked team in the
north division.

"They will be the team to beat." said
Coach Buddy Walden. women's basket-
ball coach.

MDJC men's team is tied for fourth
place in the north division according to

current standings.

All eight teams will play here'Monday
Feb. 14. with the first game scheduled for
1 p m.
The semifinals will be played Tuesday

Feb 15 with the first game scheduled for
6 p.m. and the second game for 8 p.m.

Finals will be played at 7 p.m.. Feb. 16
Coach John Vickers is local coordinator
of the tournaments.

The women's north division tourna-
ment will be played at Itawamba Junior
College.

The two top teams from this tourna-
ment will advance to the slate tourna-
ment and will play the top two teams
from the south division.

Cast Gets Ready for Performance

Children's Theatre will present the first

of several performances of "Pinnochio".

at the classic children's fairy tale. Tues-

day, Feb. 15.

The local group will travel into several

Delta-area counties. Their tour will con-

tinue each ruesr??v through April 26 with

performances in local elementary school

auditoriums. They have also scheduled

two campus performances in Tharp
Auditorium.

This production has been prepared by

students of Mrs. Dianne Saucier, speech

and drama instructor, in her drama pro-

duction class.

"Pinnochio will be presented for 15

public and private schools who responded

to the letters mailed to them notifying

them the availability of the perfor-

mance." said Mrs. Saucier.

Two casts have beer chosen for this

production.

Students in cast I are: Michael Carley

as Pinnochio ; Chris Stauffer as Geppetto;

Stacy Broadwater as Master Cherry.
Jerome Cooper as Barker; Tammy Gard-
ner as Fairy: Cindy Forbes as Fox; Eva
Ricketts as Cat; Lynn Carson as
Candlewick.

Mark Dantone will be featured as Pin-

nochio in cast II ; Rick Crick as Geppetto;

Leah Coleman as Barker. Tina
McDaniels as Fairy; Gloria Blake as

P'ox; and Melissa Ewing as Candlewick.

Students performing as clowns will be

Derice Roby, Carol Stone, and Carla

Williams.

The stage crew members under the

direction of Bill Horton are Jerome
Cooper. Derrick Cooper. Paul Lewis, and
Norman Strawbridge

When a cast is not performing, they will

dress as clowns and amuse the audience

of children, " said Mrs. Saucier.

Campus performances have been
scheduled for April 20 at 8:20 a.m. and
April 26 at U a.m.

exhibit will be open for public view-
during normal school hours for the

"*h of February.

The "TJ's" kicked off their second
semester series of performances with an
appearance before the Leland Lions Club
Jan. 27

Other events on the February schedule
are: Greenville Emmanuel Baptist Youth
Banquet in the Student Union huilding.
Feb 18 at 7 p.m. Thoy will be the featured
performers for the Leland Lions Club
Banquet in Greenwood. Feb, 24.

Singers Take Part
in Festival

The MDJC Singers will participate in

the Mississippi Junior College Choral
Festival at Hinds Junior College. Feb&tl
25.

In their individual concert scheduled
for ll:;jOa.m

.
Feb 25. they are preparing

three numbers for presentation.

Mass concert of all chorus members at-

tending the festival is scheduled for 7

p.m. Feb 25

The TJ's will sing with the other junior
college small ensembles in the Friday,
Feb, 24. concert

The groups will be accompanied to

Raymond by Director Joe Abrams.

Student Mokes
Superbowl

Greg Williams, a member of the profes-

sional football champion Washington
Redskins team, played his first college

football game at MDJC,
Greg, who is on the "taxi" squad which

does punts and kickoffs. was a Greenville

Christian High School graduate who
came to MDJC in 1978 to play defensive

back for the Trojans.

'*Greg was 6 feet and 155 lbs. when he

graduated from high school. " said Coach

Carl Grubb. who was working with

Coaches Randall and Bellipanni then.

"Greg was a small player and none of

the other colleges would take him so we
did." said Coach Downs, who took over

the responsibility of coaching the Trojans

the second year of Greg's junior college

career.

"Greg's main attribute was the desire

or attitude to get the job done," said

Downs.

Greg was the first player from MDJC to

go all the way to the NFL. Downs pointed

out.

MRS. DIANNE SAUCIER instructs Michael Carley and Chris

Stauffer in a scene from "Pinnochio.

"
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Editorial

. . . In Praise of Coaches
The Delta Hearald

Feb. 7. 1983

Knights Pool Ha||
is no. 1

sportsmanship should be present in

every activity and sports event which

takes place.

A true sportsman is one who follows the

rules of the contest and accepts his defeat

or victory with grace.

At any school sporting event the coach

should show sportmanship and leadership

because he is, after all. teaching the

members of his team. He should be set-

ting an example for his players to

follow.

Coaches at MDJC have shown good

sportsmanship. This demonstration is a

great asset to this college in that the MD-
JC students will know the full meaning of

sportsmanship.

The real reason for playing a game
should be to learn not to win. at any price.

There should be a sense of pride in par-

ticipation in a sports event in which there

is good conduct throughout.

There may be a lot of expense, time,

and hard work put into a game, but there

is no reason why a coach should become

physically abusive toward players, fans,

or other coaches as had been the case all

too frequently in major gajnes in recent

years.

MDJC coaches and their behavior in

this regard should make us all proud.

—Meeks

If you have ever been to do
Moorhead, gotten hungry fop a^"***^
hamburger, wanted to shoot nooi
Pac-Man. or drink cold beer v

^"^^

probably been to the Pool Hall
^^^^

Knights Pool Hall, locaterj
Washington Street, is a favorite pla

°"

quented by commuting studpnt.
thedaytime and dorm students at niphi

Townspeople are also seen insirip fu

aroundt
looting

THE KNIGHTS at the Pool Hal

Students Debate Curfew for Dormitory

student curfew regulations at MDJC
have been a continuing subject of discus-

sion among dorm residents this year.
Curfew hours for all students attending

MDJC is 1 a.m. Sunday through Wednes-
day. Students must be in by 2 a.m. on
Thursday and 3 a.m. on Friday and Satur-
day nights.

Women dormitory residents are made
to adhere strictly to this policy. A guard is

stationed outside Stennis-Penrod dor-

mitory to take residents' "ID" cards if

they are late. After the third violation of
curfew, the "ID" is taken and the student
is sent to Dean Warnock.
Men dormitory residents "more or

less" set their own hours.

Most major universities have no curfew
at all.

Earlier this week. The Delta Herald
conducted random sample poll among
dorm residents concerning the question of
curfew.

Here are some of their responses:

James Turner. Clarksdale: We are no
different from any other college: we
shouldn't have curfew.

Tammy Fuller, Greenwood: What's the
point of it? I think we should decide when
we need, or want, to come in. Curfew
causes some girls to stay out all night
because they don't want to miss curfew
Duck Belvedresi. Clarksdale: Mv mom

even lets me stay out later than they do.
She's not as strict as they are either.

Jill Donahoe. Iiidianola: It's not fair
that the boys don't have curfew and the
girls do. But it is good in case something
Of., happens to someone.

Darlene McDaniel. Clarksdale: ! think

if they are going to have curfew, it should

be for one set time, and we shouldn't have
curfew on weekends. I don't think that it

is fair that after we have our "ID's"
taken three times that we have to talk to

Dean Warnock.
Su«an Beaird. Greenwood: We are '*of

age" and if we act "of age", we should be
able to stay out as late as we want to

which will be our own responsibility.

Hobby Gibney. Mobile Ala,: I think if

there is any curfew at all. it should be en-

forced in both the boys and girls dorms
with no one-sidedness. I didn't even know
that there was curfew on the boys at all.

Jay Madison, Pascagoula: 1 don't think
it's fair for tne gir!« because the guys can
come and go as they please. I don't think
there should be curfew at all.

Tina McDaniel. Greenwood; I think it

stinks - big time!

Eva Kicketts. Greenwood: 1 think that
if we are in college we should have sense
enough to come in at a de'-ent hour
without someone telling us when.
Gloria Blake. Greenwood: I think we

are old enough to come in when we want
to. I think we should be able to decide
oui selves when it is time to come in.

Tommy Ainsworth. Greenwood: I think
it is good in some sense because it helps
the student to have a little responsibility
because if one knows that she can have
the alternative as to whether to come in
or not. it may have a negative effect on
some people.

Greg Mahann. Greenwood: They ought
to back it up an hour and on the weekends

Vowell

there should not be one at all.

Crystal Streater, Black Hawk: I don't

think we should have one. It's stupid. I

don't have to come in at a certain time at
home. Why should we here?
"Mrs. Rich", dormitory head resident:

I think we should have it especially for the
freshman girls. Girls can get into a lot

more trouble than boys Girls should be
protected.

Cindy Creasy. Greenwood: They
shouldn't have a curfew because MDJC is

just like a senior college. There should be
some kind of check-out system, though, if

the students are leaving for the night. It's

kind of a discrimination against a stu-
dent's rights to have curfew. It's kind of
like a prison.

James Salter. Clarksdale: I don't
believe they should have it because -
you're 20 years old, you're going to col-
lege, and you should be able to do what
you want to.

Sharon Richardson. Greenwood : I

think people should be able to make their
decisions when to come in.

Coach Walden. basketball: College
students, especially those coming
straight here from high school need
curfew and a certain amount of supervi-
sion, especially for girls.

Coach Randall, continuing education:
There should be a curfew because our
students aren't as mature as juniors and
seniors. But when I was a freshman. I

thought different because I was in college
in New Orleans in the French Quarter.
Charlotte Reed. Drew: I think there

should be a curfew but it should be later.

Tommy A}.nsworth Cindy Creasy Jay Madison

ables playing dominoes and -^h

he bull".
"

Doyle and Racheal Knight own and r
-his famous business. The couple h
been married 18 years. Dovie said that h

,
has run a pool hall for as long as hec
remember. "He was operating a pool haii
when I married him." said Mrs Knight
Knight has operated three other nnli

hails in town-all at different locatZ
from the site of his current business The
Knights have peen in business at their
present location for three years.
Doyle says that he enjoys his work

Doyle says that he doesn't shoot pool ton

much anymore, but that he is pretty good
at playing dominoes. "At least. I like to

think that I am." he said.

The Knights have the reputation of hav-
ing the best hamburgers in the Delta.

Doyle says it is because they use "only
all real hamburger meat."
But Rachael disagrees. She says the

reason the hamburgers taste so good is

that she gives them the "Mama" touch,

Doyle and Rachael really seem to enjoy

their work. "We love our kids and

everyone of them is ours." said Rachael,

Students love the Knights in return.

Doyle even allows the students lo

charge their food He says that all he asks

is that students sign their own names,

"About 90% of the kids pay off what they

owe," said Doyle, "so I don't worry about

it too much."
The pool hall opens every morning

around 8 and stays open "till everybody

goes home" - which is about 2 a.m
Running the pool hall is definitely a full-

time job. Doyle works everyday straight

through the night. Rachael pulls a night

shift as a timekeeper at Modern Line Pro-

ducts. When Rachael goes to work al

night, George McDaniel takes her place.

(George's wife, Gladys, works at Mor-

rison's here on campus. ) |
"I have been running pool halls for over

18 years, and I am real lucky that there

have never been any serious lights.

Nobody has even raised his voice to me,"

said Doyle.

"Yep, I'm real lucky. I haven't even

h?»d any trouble out of school kids before

( i; ler, ' said Doyle.
i'he Knights have several grand-

children who live in Sunflower. "They

io\e to play that 'Pac-Man' machine,"

said Doyle.

The Knights also have a niece. Alice

F.-^ye or "Dinky" Knight attending M^"

Vowell

t EBRUARY CALENDAR
7 Basketball, home 6 P

""-'

Northeast Junior O'lle^'

Delta Dai '

DSU Basketball

lO 2p.m. Delta Daii^

LeeAcadef^

6 p.m. Itawamba Jr. Coll'»

Basketball
'1^'^

^4-16 North Division Bask^'

Tournament (Men), M'^-^

All month Quon



season to open Feb 28
Troians hold practice indoors
hursday,Feb.24.atScooba,Miss.. m;,nv 'k ri^'"'

'^"^ "^^^y^ »hat in watrh inn... . .

^jjg 1983 MDJt; oaseuan sea&uii wm
-oen

Thursday, Feb. 24, at Scooba, Miss.

Tgre the Trojans will play East

Lsissippi Junior College.

The Trojans have scheduled 22 games

tne pracuL-e died, uui ne savs thar in »i,

many early season practice held n Z 7^*" "ut we advise vouarmory through the years, his p avers '%'h'"L?'''"^'

''

B«"'P«"nr
"

have broken only two windows. " r„?*^
'"ade up of 23 plave,^

thP,?h "'1! P?"''"^ "^o""'^- and using Er'n?' "'^ P"'^'^'"^ staf'f are
these has kepi our pitchers in excellem m21 ^'^^"'^ Steve
condition," said Bellipanm. ""'P*^' ^"<^ J-hnny Ray. Shane Crotts

Bellipanni said that the practice hitting wni
2""""'."*' ^^'^ V^ar!

>s done with sock balls. -We never throw
"^sist in pitching.

3,„pan„i. baseball head coach. U?nL\;fsha^T ''b
"^^7^"^' '^P« ^^^^^-TnZZlT^^^^^^^

ii/anni has doubts about the weather toss behiL a s'^re „ ^"fd B H " '^^"^ and Geo.ge ^^i'^/^'S,^":
Operating for the opener. The pitching squak started th

'""' '^av.d Upchufch and Bv 0^
But Bellipann. has been getting his training with a XkVl T^iloW ^ Vanlandingham, outfielde^

^
,„ shape. "People don't get to see running' in theS r„ Leum^'^^^^

New member, of the team are Kenny
our team early because we go to the run at least I'i tn 9 ^""^^"'"f

-tchers nwnnnt „^.„u.,-. _ „ "-^nny

;lrhead National Guard Armory to rest 0 tre elm start ouMn'tL r
p„c.,ce, ' said coach Bellipanni. You ^oing through stret hmg running'^a'd
«uld be surprised at wha we get done hitting exercises. Then, they gorthe col
tiiere

• Bellipanni said that indoor prac- iseum to run
ace does tend to jeopardise windowsjn "We welcome spectators who want to

The

j„,jnglhis season

"Since I have been coaching at MDJC,

^ have never opened in February before

and I really don't think we will this year,

but it may be a first," said Jimmy
baseball head coach.

Dupon pitcher; Craig Duncan, pitcher
Willie Pop" Jackson, shortstop; Kevin
Parker, catcher; Rob Sanford. pitcher
and outfielder; HerrySerio, catcher; Tim
'Sewe

1 pitcher; Chris Smith, outfielder
Ken Worley. pitcher; and David Domino,
outfielder and first baseman.
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By MIKE MEEKS
Hello again, everyone! Yes, it's the

camera nut writing the column again this
week.

I hope all of you found enough money to
party with this past weekend after Valen-
Jnes Day emptied out billfolds. You
know, girls are funny about guys buying
them things. You go out and spend 30 or 40
dollars on flowers and a gift, take them to
her. and she says: "I love them". Then
she says: "Oh, you shouldn't have spend
««much money." At this, you think to
yourself that you could have saved that
money to spend on yourself. Maybe after
*f guys hear that line a few times, we
WiJI quit buying these females anything.
Everyone seems to be crowding the
jrary trying to finish those term papers.
'Know the librarians are having the time
M their life. They probably think of
nJdents as arthritis pains - they hit all at
je- go away and seem to have disap-
peared forever, and, suddenly, they
sinke again.

J^ngratulations to the MDJC men's
«asiietball team for their fine perfor-
•"^Jice last week.

^
e'l goodbye for now. You know there
p' so much happening at Moorhead
you can write about. .

^IJENTION CLUB MEMBERS:
tivit

^^^^^ publicize coming club ac-

reJ?' Herald depends on the

C ^'"'^ *° informa-

RONNIE MUSGROVE, national alumni secretary-treasurer of Phi
Beta Lambda, encouraged members to partictpate in the upcoming
State Leadership Conference in Jackson. Musgrove was the guest
speaker for the February meeting of the local chapter of PBL
Students who heard Musgrove's talk included (I. to r.) Amy Davis,
Susie Hurst, and Tammy Lee.

Enrollment stats confirm increase

^ to the Publications Office. Follow
stw-ies of special club events should

fice
^^^"^ »n to the Publications Of-

5iate
printing deadline for this

nai is every Wednesday at 12 noon,

to ^ student body and faculty would like,
jj^^^iank Mrs. Glinda Coats, cateteria

Vai/f.^*''
her staff for giving the

.
ntme buffet that was held on Wednes-

Enrollment for spring semester this

year is 1667, an increase of 167 students

over spring semester of 1981-82, accor-

ding to statistics released by Dean of Stu-

dent Affairs Travis Thornton.

Thornton pointed out that this

semester's enrollment is the largest in re-

cent years, for the spring term. The
statistics do not include a count of cur-

rently enrolled practical nursing classes.

Of the 1677 students currently enrolled,

90 are first-time freshmen and 55 are

transfers from other colleges. "Having 90

freshmen enroll at spring semester is a

number much larger than in any spring

semester in the past." said Dean Thorn-

ton.

Thornton pointed out that increased

enrollment is reflected in every cur-

riculum A breakdown on these curricula

is as follows: academic transfer - 789, an
increase of 71 students ; technical - 604, an
increase of 78 students; vocational - 274,

an increase of 18 students.

Student enrollment is so high this

semester that there is a waiting list for

vocational programs.
Of the 1677 students enrolled. 1.556 live

within the junior college district, 84

students live within the state but live out

of the district, and 18 students live out-of-

state.

Thornton also said that there are 105

students enrolled at the Continuing
Education Center in Greenvillerin

spite of the economy, we think this

night-class program is doing very well,'

said Dean Thornton.

Baseball Schedule

EMJC, Scooba
71^'-^ IJC. Moorhead
,^^'9 NMJC, Booneville

II
MJC, Meridian

20 Paducah, Moorhead
^^••^l Clark. Moorhead

22 Dupage, Moorhead
25 GCJC, Perkinston
26 HJC, Moorhead

^3^- 29 HJC, Moorhead
Mar. 30 (1st game) HJC vs. Lincoln

(2nd game) HJC vs. MDJC
Moorhead
"^^^•31 NMJC. Moorhead

EMJC Moorhead
AP''-5 HJC. Goodman
Apr. 6 . (1st game) MJC vs. Lincoln

(2nd game) MDJC vs. Lincoln,
Moorhead

CJC, Moorhead
APMO NMJC, Moorhead
APM3 IJC. Fulton
Apr- 14 NMJC, Senatobia
Apr- 16 CJCCIarksdale
AH home games to begin at 1 p.m.
All home games are
doubleheaders.
Jimmy Bellipanni - Head Coach
Byron Vanlandingham - Stats and
Graduate Assistant

Students
to attend
conference
The Phi Beta Lamba State Leadership

Conference will be held at the Holiday
Inn. downtown Jackson, on March 3 and
4.

Local PBL members who will attend
the conference to participate in the
designated events are Teresa Gaines in
Executive Typist, Carol Belvedresi in

Business Communications, Annie Ware in

Business Law, Sherry Jones in Accoun-
ting I, Sandra Barry in Data Processing I,

and Tammy Willis in Data Processing IL
Mrs. Patsy Dowell, adviser of PBL,

said that one of the most exciting
challenges of the State Conference is the
member participation in competitive
events.

"If the students win first place in the
State Conference they will go to the Na-
tionals, which will be held in San Fran-
cisco," said Mrs. Dowell.

RAT meet
to be held
at Northwest
The annual UAT (Recreational Ac-

tivities Tournament) for Mississippi

Junior College students will be held at

Northwest Junior College in Senatobia,

Feb. 25. 26.

RAT gives students from each junior'

college in Mississippi an opportunity to

test their skills in various games against

those of other junior college students.

Competitions in backgammon, chess,

foosball
.

pool
,

spades, checkers, and

ping-pong are among the areas of com-

petition this year.

MDJC will send local winners in pool,

spades, ping-pong and checkers tour-

naments to compete in the state tourna-

ment. Chris Smith has won the local pool

tournament and the right to represent

MDJC at RAT. Other local represen-

tatives will be named after tournaments

which are currently underway have been

completed.

Coach Buddy Walden is in charge of the

local tournaments.



Campus Comments: Critics debate Cut policy
It seems like spring fever is hitting

some students (myself included) a little

early this year. Spring holidays aren't un-

til March U. but some students are

already taking a break from classes.

With approximately 13 weeks left in this

semester, too-frequent absence from
doss co'ild become a serious problem.

According to the attendance policy as

stated in the MDJC catalog, a student is

allowed six absences in a class which
meets three times per week before those

absences are reported to the Dean of In-

struction. Students must always get a

permit from the Dean to make up a test

scheduled on a day when the student has
been absent.

Some students have expressed their

disagreement with this policy. Their ma-
jor complaint is that they feel they are be-

ing treated like high school students, and
they point out that many other colleges

and universities don't have any kind of at-

tendance policy restrictions at all.

But MDJC abides by the belief that

absences are a serious deterrent to good

scholarship, and that it is impossible to

receive instruction, obtain knowledge, or

gain skills when a student is absent from

class.

Students who missed classes early in

the semester because of a c hange in class

schedule should be especially careful

because those absences are recorded as

cuts.

Regardless of circumstances, a student

must meet a course at least 80 percent of

the time in order to receive a credit. As a

reminder, this is a list of the number of

absences allowed ""rom class:

• one class meeting a week...

2

• two class meetings a week. ..4

• three class meetings a week.. .6

• four class meetings a week. .8

• five class meetings a week.. .10

A sample of student opinions on the at-

^''ndance policy follows:

DEANNA CHRISTMAN, Greenwood: I

think the policy is good in that they set a

limit because if they didn't have a limit,

some people wouldn't ever go to class.

This system encourages people to go to

class more. I'm for it all the way.

GLORIA BLAKE, Greenwood: I think

we should have a cut syste.n, but I don't

think that when you cut out of a class, you

should be automatically failed.

MARTHA BRYANT. Grenada: I think

that if you are paying your money for

school, you should be able to do what you
want.

MACK BRADSHAW.Greenville: I think

as long as you make the grades, you
should be able to go when you want to.

High school was freer than this.

PHOEBE PORTER, Phillip: I don't

agree with it because we are supposed to

be responsible young adults so we should
be treated like that.

go

else

TONY DISHINO. Greenwood- w
supposed to be responsible enough
class when we want to. If we nunl
would be our own fault. I also ttr l^'*'*
vocational students shouldn't hav
to class until 9:20 like everybodV^
does. ^
SHARON RICHARDSON GrePn

If we didn't have it, I would netrT^^
class. to

LYNN CARSON, Indianola u
shouldn't be quite as strict

*

ANGELA ACY, Greenwood:
I think .k

cut system is good because it makes rw!
pie go to class. *^
SISSY MANOR. Yazoo City

: J think wp
should be allowed more cuts. Evervbnrt
is cutting out of class already ^
RICKY BROWN. Hollandale-

I thinir
we should have more cuts. As long as we
are in college and passing, we shouldn't
have to go to class.

Love of America increases after travel

By ANGIE BANKS
People dream of going to foreign coun-

tries where they think everything is

beautiful and romantic.

But in the country of Jamaica, a

favorite dream paradise, not everything
is a bed of roses, according to MDJC stu-

dent Jenny Shaffer.

Jenny's father, who works for Noels In-

dustry in Ruleville. was sent to Jamaica
in June of 1982 to set up a factory. His
company's objective was to take advan-
tage of the cheap labor available in

Jamaica.

Jenny and the rest of her family moved
with her father, but Jenny returned home
six months later

"It took me six months to adjust to

Jamaica, but then I left it to return to

school, but six months was enough to

discover that Jamaica is quite different

from what people who read its travel

brochures imagine," said Jenny.

Jenny lived with her family on the

southside of Jamaica in Kingston, a city

surrounded by slums. "The people of

Jamaica are very poor, and there are
thousands starving to death." said Jenny.
"The government there does not provide
aid for the poor as is done here," Jenny
said.

There are three major political parties

in Jamaica - the JLP (Jamaica Labor
Party), PNP (Peoples National Party),
and WPJ (Workers Party of Jamaica).
Jenny says that the JLP is the most

democratic, but the PNP, which has con-
trolled the government for eight years, is

[partly commu-iistic. The WPJ is totally

Communistic and is the most dangerous.
•'But all three parties are dangerous,

and no one should ever talk bad about
them if he wants to stay alive in

Jamaica," said Jenny.

Jenny said that it was not uncommon
for her family to be awakened in the night
by the sound of gunshots.

Police protection is hard to come by,
Jenny says. "Someone once tried to break
into our apartment. All the help we
received was from one security man who
had only a machete to protect us and
himself," said Jenny,

"The People of Jamaica are very
friendly, but they are so poor that they
would take an American tourist for

Lent Season Begins

Lent began with Ash Wednesday Feb
16.

The 40 day period of prayer, penance,
and spiritual endeavor will continue until

Easter.

For Roman Catholics and many Pro-
testants, this season is one of the most im-
portant parts of the chuich year.

"The purpose of Lent," according to
one church historian, "is to provide
purification by weaning men from sin and
selfishness through self-denial and
prayer, by creating in them the desire to

r
do God's will and to make his kingdom
come by making it come first of all in

their hearts."

He explains further: Lenten season is a
time for preparing the faithful for a
celebration of the Paschal Mystery, for

celebration of the death and resurrection

of Christ.

Self-denial, study, and spiritual

celebration are three elements that could

make the spring semester more satisfy-

ing for all MDJC'ers. •

Gooden

Campus Comments:

Critics debate abortion
By ANGIE BANKS
Lately around campus, the "pro's and

con's of abortion have been a subject of
much debate.

Much of the discussion began in Mrs.

have some form of protection.

ANDRE^VV BLACK, Shelby: To me.

abortion is a disgrace to the human race.

It appears to be an event of killing or

destroying life. Although in most cases,
Bonnie Spencer s Child Psychology class, abortion is acceptable if the mother-to-be
and from there, many students formed
their own debating panels in the dorms
and in the grill.

"What is your opinion of abortion?" -

was the campus roving reporters'
'Question of the Week'. Of the many

has taken an excessive amount of drugs

or knows that the odds are that the child

will be deformed. But other than on this

point, I would disapprove.

MRS. RICHARDSON, dorm resident:

It's wrong. People who don't want babies
everything thev conlH "

<ii»iH T«nn,,
^-^^..w. v,.

. me many u s wrong. People who don t want Daui«

country.

"It is not uncommon for a little boy
dressed in raggedy clothes to go around
begging, money, boss, please, said Jenny.
Boss means the same as Sir to us.

Their answers follow:

MICHAEL BRADSHAW. Greenville:
I'm against it because no one should kill
one of God's creations.

MICHAEL BONNER. Grenada- I'm

JENNY SHAFFER didn't mind
packing her travel bag to return
honne from Jamaica.

• once, I saw a bumed-up old car where against rb^^aul^ Tlike k 1 ng a pe"everythmg had been stripped and some son, and one of God's CommandmentiTv

'

people had put cloth over the seats so that "Thou shall not kill' This X orthey could hve in the car," said Jenny. anything that's alive

'"'^

Jenny said that Jamaica is not all bad. DAVID TAYLOR, Greenville- I'm for itShe likes the friendliness of the people, only if it endangers the life o the mo he

r/ch'aTsn^^k^lfnr ^"'^ ^^^'^ b^r '
^^^^

it^TI^l^lZT^''''''''^^''^"''^^^°'
LEMONIS, Greenville: I'm

return "
""""""'^

^" innocent little

"Tt 11 1

embryo.
11 really makes you learn to love JAMES BUTLER Ro<;prialP- r h.f.

J, ijaiu oeiiny.
pOSSlbilUy of pregnancy, they

a

should

SUZANNE BLOCKER, Benoit; I'm

against it unless it happens to be a situa-

tion involving a rape victim, or, if

mother's life is endangered.

WANDA McKINNEY, Greenwood; I

don't believe in abortion for myself, or,

for other people. But I don't, condemn

them for having them.
FELECHIA FRENCH, Greenville: I

think it's up to each individual. That per
^

son is the one who has to deal with the

decision and live with it.

BALERIA GRAY, Belzoni: It's dumb

If you know that you are going to have

sex, and you know what could happen-

then I think that you should be old enougn

to have your baby. ,

DONNA MONTGOMERY, Sumner: i

think abortion is wrong. If a person has

sex, and she conceives, she should keep

the child. It's wrong to kill one of God

children.
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c the day when little red, naked

'^'^
heart-shaped boxes of candy to

Jjfe are
supposed to be flying around

^loting people with "love arrows",

are supposed to be standing in line

jtteir favorite girls.

•JLonaUy speaking,
I haven't received

^^ers or singing telegrams yet, but

^5til) waiting.

VICA to Host Competition
for 500 HS Students Friday

14 1983 M«oHM>ta. M.»»a«.pp.

Delta

Stale

Dancers perform^ at Delta

University, F«b. 7, at the half-time

JtbebasketbaU game. They were warm-

Ii«ceived. On the way home, Tina

JcDaniel, Anna Clark and others led the

of "Ogga Cha-Cha". Quite an in-

jjjsting version of it, too.

Everyone seems to be working on term

Bpers these days. Let's hope index card

Bikers don't go on strike, or, Mrs.

Silbrook might "strike" some of us!

jod, by the way, if any information for

jDurterm paper is on microfilm, please

jon't be destructive. Even if you do sit for

iDbour trying to find page 909 in Vol 14

(flly to discover that you don't really need

ii after all, please don't scream, throw

jour books, or destroy the machine.

Cast members of "Pinnochio" are still

lying to learn their lines. If you see

Gloria Blake or Eva Ricketts acting a fox

inda cat, don't worry; they really are

mal.

CAlilNDAR FOR FEBRUARY
l^-W North Division

Basketball Tournament (men)
'* Lions Club Ladies Night
' Private Dining Room
^ BSU Sweetheart Banquet
IS State Dept. of Education

Workshop, Library
Farmers Marketing Workshop
Rm.35, Horton Science Center

Delta Dancers,

Riverside School

North Division Basketball

Tournament for Women
at Itawamba

VICA District contest, here

The District I Secondary VICA
(Vocational Industrial Clubs of America)
Contest will be held here Friday. (Feb.
18).

This contest wiU be staged in the
Vocational-Technical Center from 10 a m
to 4 p.m. an awards ceremony for the win-
ners IS scheduled for the MDJC Coliseum
between 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
"There wUl be approximately 500 high

school students representing 18 schools on
campus for this event," said Mr. S.A
Brocato, local VICA chapter adviser.
Brocato said that students will compete

in leadership and skiUs contests. Local
first, second, and third-place winners in
this district competition will advance to
the state and contest, scheduled in
Jackson, April 7,8.9.

Registration for the MDJC-based com-
petition will be held from 9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
The leadership contest will take place

between 10 a.m. - 12 noon. The skills con-
tests will be held between 12 noon and 4
p.m.

Participants in the leadership coi^sl
will be judged on extemporaneous spfeak-
ing, job interview techniques, opening
and closing ceremonies procedures, club
business procedures, and prepared
speech topics.

Skills oompetitions will include
weldipg, sheet metal, machine shop, auto
mechanics, mechanical drafting, ar-
chitectural drafting, electrical trades,
carpentry, cabinet making, job
demonstration and bricklaying.

Local students and vo-tech instructors
will assist with the competition.

The MDJC VICA chapter will run a con-
cession stand for the high school students.
They will have hamburgers, drinks,
potato chips and candy for sale.

Epilepsy program attracts interest

Donations Made by Club Members

One of every 50 Americans has epilep-

sy.

That's only one of the facts that local

(VICA) Vocational Industrial Clubs of

America members learned from the film

dealing with this subject shown in their

February club meeting held last Wednes-
day in Tharp Au{iitorium.

Lisa Bartlett, executive director of the

Epilepsy Foundation of Mississippi,

presented the film which also dealt with

techniques used in handling a patient

undergoing an epileptic seizure, and

other data concerning symptoms and con-

sequences of the disease.

"This program was so effective, we
have decided to make it a part of our an-

nual club program series," said Mrs.

Martha Woodall, one of the local VICA ad-

visers.

Through donations taken at the door
and through a club donation, VICA
members raised $130 for the Epilepsy

Foundation. The foundation will use the

donation to sponsor further research into

the treatment of the disease.

Stacy Colotta and Steve Kelly of the

MDJC Band have been selected for the

Mississippi Junior College All-State

Band. Stacy, a sophomore from In-

lianola, will fill the 2nd chair flute posi-

:ion. Steve, also a sophomore from In-

dianola, will play the clarinet.

Steve and Stacy are two of 90 junior col-

lege students selected for the band.

The band will be presented in concert at

Delta State University, Feb. IB, at 4:30 in

Broome Auditorium.

Summer Workers

Sought by Cape^od

BARNSTABLE. Mass. - The rewrt
areas of Cape Cod. Massachusetts, and
the offshore islands of Martha's Vineyard
and Nantucket are experiencing a grow-
ing problem in finding summer
employees to properly service a rapidly,
expanding tourist and convention in-
dustry.

While seasonal jobs will be scarce
elsewhere this summer, Cape Cod and the
Islands will be offering over 55,000 good
summer jobs in 1983 Most require little

or no prior experience.

Because it is impossible to fill these i

jobs with local residents, moet of whom
make up the year 'round work force, it is

necessary to draw heavily from other
geographic areas to satisfy this seasonal
need.

As in the past Several years, the Cape
Cod Summer Job Bureau has coordinated
an effort to assemble all pertinent facts
on available summer employment and
has published this information in a con-
cise directory of summer job oppor-
tunities listing over 100 categories

For a copy of the 1983 Directory send
$2.00 to cover first class postage and
handling to: Cape Cod Summer Job
Bureau. Box 594. Barnstable. MA 02630.

Delta Dancers will perfornfist Riverside

High School near Greenville at 2 p.m.,

,

Jan. 17.

Deadline for submission of copy for At
Pen Point is Feb. 18. Be sure to turn in all

poems, essays, short stories, or plays to

an English instructor. They will select the

manuscripts to be used in this year's

literary magazine, which will be publish-

ed in April.

All pageant participants are reminded
of the meeting scheduled with Mrs.

Jackie Franklin in the Home Economics
room at 8:20 a.m., Feb. 16.

The BSU will hold its annual Valen-

tine's Banquet in the Baptist Student

Center, Tuesday. Feb. 15, at 7:30 p.m.

.Tickets are on sale for $1.50, and may be

purchased in the BSU office or from one

of the BSU Council members.

A Mississippi Department of Education

Workshop will be held here Feb. 15 in the

Library Conference Room. Richard

Forbers of Mississippi State University

will tell high school and college voca-

tional teachers how to save energy and to

cut costs in the use of energy.

There will be a Marketing Workshop for

farmers in Rm. 35 of Horton Science

Center, Feb. 16. The meeting will start at

1 p.m. and continue until 4 p.m.



Editorial

Students Define Sex and Love

SEX.. .and love.'. .What's the difference?

Valentine's Day and the anticipation of

spring prompted some late-night discus-

sions in the dorm of two favorite subjects,

sex and love, and so these discussions

resulted in the following definitions.

The definitions for love and sex are not

complicated in any sense; yet. people

seem to be constanUy getting them con-

fused. They are confused, for instance, if

they think having sex is the same as being

in love.

Being in love should be thought of as

sharing and caring in life's adventures

with someone special. It is having a

friendship which is deep and fulfilling. It

is sharing quiet tender_moments, jr^

showing admiration. It fs doing things for

that special person that you would do for

no one else, and, upmost and foremost, it

is being true and honest to that person.

Havirig sex in this kind of relationship

would not be called sex; it should be

referred to as making love.

Having sex is defined in quite another

way. It is fulfilling a drive in answer to

desires of two individuals of the opposite

sex. It is a wish for, or craving, or an ap-

petite.

Certainly a mail and woman in love also

'have desires. But if these people care for

each other with great truth, and honesty,

and sincerity, they,will make love, not ex-

.

perience simple lust.

—Banks

Valentines Day

Salutes the Lovers
By ANGIE BANKS
Valentines Day is that one day out of

the year when most everyone shows their

love and consideration for someone
special.

rThey may show their love with either

gifts or deeds, or they may say it with

B^ial words coming from their hearts.

Last week, some students and faculty

were asked if they had a valentine's

message they would like to send to so-

meone.

Here are some of those messages:

Charlotte Sewell. Minter City: "Cliff, I

love you with all my heart." '

Lynn Chandler, Ruleville: "I want to

wish Linda Chin, Angle Banks, Pam
Wilson, Rebecca Schubert, Kim James,
Randy McGregor and Jeff Beachum a

Happy Valentine's Day, and Ralph Dixon,

for old times sake."

Luida Chin, Drew: "Happy Valentines

Day to Robert Stanford, Julie Williams

and her roommates, Charlotte Sewell,

Angle Banks, Donna, Rosemary, Laveme
and my next door neighbors, Lynn,
Rebecca, and Pam."
Randy Hirsberg, Clarksdale: "Happy

Valentines Day, Leigh Ann, love, Ran-
dy."

Stephen Henley. Clarksdale: "Happy
Valentines Day, Lori, love, Stephen."

Tommy Oswalt. Greenville: "Happy
Valentines Day to Lotie and Maydeen."
Bart Bumham, Greenville: "Happy;

ValeAtines Day to Sandy 5mitb.
'

'

Stan Abney. Greenville: "Love always
and forever, Gwen."
^wen Dickson. Greenwood: "Happy

Valentines Day Stan, with all the love and
happiness in the world."

Joseph Lambert, Beulah: "Happy
Valentine's Day to Flo Perry."
Jerry Williams, Greenville: "Happy

Valentine's Day from the players in room
' 216."

Deanna Christman, Greenwood:
"Happy Valentines Day. T.B. I love you."
Tard Bass, Shaw: Happy Valentines

Day to aH the girls from Greenwood and
Schlater."

Sherrie Gregory, GreenvUle: "I want
some TLC from morning, noon til night."

Tommy Alnsworth, Greenville: "To
Vanessa, a very special person in my life

whom I love very much. Happy Valen-

tine's Day."

Vanessa Burton, Belzoni: "To Thomas,
the one I'll love forever. Happy Valen-

tine's Day."

Mrs. Carley, dormitory head resident:

"Roses are red, violets are blue, our girls

are sweet >and vmi hnvG ara tnn **

Angle Clinton. Greenville: "John
Freeman, come home. I love you."

David Perkins, Sunflower: "Roses on
your pillow, Shelia Sewell, forever and for

always."

Jerry Ford, Ruleville: "I love you from
my heart. Happy Valentine's Day
Dorarean Dix."

Danny Willis, Greenwood: "Happy
Valentines Day, Arlene Pleas."

Rebecca Schubert, Drew: "Ronnie, To
the one I will always love. I hope you have
a wonderful Valentine's. To all my
friends, 1 hope ya'll have a great day
too."

Pam Wilson. Ruleville: "Happy Valen-
tine's Day to all the guys and girls on
campus and also my daddy in the Vo-
iTech building."

Bethany Ray, Hollandale: "Happy
Valentines Day, Hoodie."

Billy Taylor, Greenville: "Happy
Valentine's Day, Bethany.

,
Sheila Sewell, Silver City: "I am look-

' ing forward to a -special treat on Valen-
tine's Day."
Drusilla Brandon. Moorhead: "Love to

M P. and F.C. for old times sake."
Tammy Braswell. Ruleville: "Mike

Story, I love you. Can't wait til June 25!
!

"

Mitchell Russell, Shaw: "Happy Valen-
tines Day to all the girls from Shaw, be
sweet."

Melanie McNeer. Winona: "Happy
Valentine's Day to Shannon."
Sharon Lowery, Hollandale: "To my

little brother, Louis Hubbard, Happy
Valentines Day."

Lee Childers, Greenwood: "To Mike, a
very special person to me, love you
forever. Happy Valentines Day, love
Lee."

Skydiver Enjoys

Sport and Fun

1

By MIKE MEEKS
"Skydiving is probably safer than driv-

ing down the highway," said Robbie Mc-
Cord, local Media Center assistant, who is

a skydiving enthusiast.

Eveo' weekend that it is not raining or

below freezing, Robbie is skydiving.

He makes his jumps at the Panola
I County Airport near Batesville. where he
is a member of the North Mississippi

Sport Parachute Club.

Robbie began skydiving in November
of 1980. Since that time, he had made 176

jumps. The highest altitude from which
he has jump^ is 12,500 feet; "This is

about 75 seconds free-falling," said Rob-
bie.

Robbie said that he decided to begin
skydiving after talking with a parachutist
at a demonstration jump at the Par-
chman Rodeo arena.

"I had always wanted to skydive, even
while I was in high school," said Robbie.
Robbie 'said that anyone can learn to

skydive. "If you do it once, you wllF
definitely do it again. You will just have
to get your knees in the breeze."
Robbie says that it takes about 100

jumps to master the basic teclmiques of
skydiving "imless you are a genius or a
bird."

Robbie says that he learns from every
jump. "I haven't had any accidents, and I
have had to use my reserve chute only
three times."

j'/Happy Valentines Day^

Robbie said that he, or hardly ar ^fie

else he knows, is ever frightened \ ie

skydiving. "You do get butterflies or ar

first jump," said Robbie.

*'0n your first jump, the first fetung

after leaving tlie plane is total quiet, then

your mouth drops open about a fool, and

you forget everything you learned,'

Robbie. He points out that on first jui. ^

sttldent has an AOD (automatic ok
device) which opens the para le

automatically.

Robbie said that after he learn'

technique and imderstands the eq

ment, the student skydiver nev

hesitates before jumping.
"All that you think about is pui

fun," said Robbie
"When skydivers aren't jumpinj ''^

see them in a circle playing a game <

Hackey," said Robbie. "This is an e *

foot coordination game where ^ '

.

sack filled with pea gravel is kickeo i
-*

and forth by the players."

"Skydiving has come a long way '

'

past few years, and it is a relatively
^

pensive hobby," said RoJ)bie. He

points out that the equipment use'

skydiving has become much safer.

'It is just becoming known as a

and you can see skydiving on the

World of Sports" said Robbie.

"Hopefully, someday, I will comj'^^

with ^a team ,

' '_sajd^^^^'^
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„^GIE BANKS
I hope your

holiday was nice, even though I

>U. heUo everyone

Caster
nouuaj- . "-6» ^

w most of you wanted to get last Mon-

JJJout too .But, aU in aU. I bet it was stf*

L evenjitfe the httle time we did ge

HoDesUV**now
many eggs did you find?

I bet
everyone is looking forward to our

holiday, right? Three glorious mon-

ths of
sunbathing, swimming, skiing, or

ffhatever
other hobbies you like but most

all it will be three glorious months

^thout homework, no term papers, no

tfftand no getting up for an 8:20 class.

I'm
looking forward to out next holiday

very much.

In our last issue of the paper, I wrote a

feature on Jeanie Politovich talking about

California and Jeanie's picture was also

with the story and if most of you saw the

!picture you probably thought right about

why it was kind of rough-looking. YES,

when Jeanie posed for the picture she had

a hangover! Most of us can understand

that, right? _
By the way, did everyone watch the

movie, The Thorn Birds that was on a

couple weeks back? I know a bunch of

girls did in the dorm and it cause quite a

commotion. It was a sad, romantic love

story that we females can't resist. ^
The moral of the story was a lesson to

us though, because the title has a mean-
ing behind it that really should teach so-

meone a lesson. The thorn bird flies

across the country looking for the biggest

and tallest thorn tree and once it finds the

tree it then places its bottom on the big-

gest and sharpest thorn. As the thorn is

inflicting its pain, the bird is slowly dying,
but it is also singing oneeong louder than
even the Lark or the Night-in-gale. The
bird tries to become the best that one time
in its iife. The moral is: that to become
the best always causes the most pain. It is

finitely something to think about.

All experience is an arch, to build upon.

—Henry Brooks Adams

' lunior roH*K, nr»*p»

The Delta Herald
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New courses added
In l 983-84

Two new courses will be added to the
curncular offerings for the 1983-84 school
year.

They are Commercial Design and
Beginning Photography.
The Commercial Design program will

be for art majors who will be transferring
to a four-year art program at a senior in-
stitution.

Commercial Design will he taught by
Mrs. Jean Abrams, art instructor, during
"UK" period.

Beginning Photography will be under
the journalism major, but will be open to
!all students. Miss Laney Wooten. English
and journalism instructor, will teach this

course during "F" and "NO" periods.

Four microcomputer courses will be
taught next year, but they will be open to

business majors only.

Nurses convention
heidatBiloxi

The Mississippi Student Nurses
Association held their state convention in

the coast coliseum at Biloxi. March 24-27.

Student nurses representing MDJC at

the convention were: Sheri Wilson, presi-

dent of MDJC's student nurses chapter;
Bonnie Mercer, Debbie Williams, Kay
Sayner, Penny Turner, and Deborah
Pearson.

At the convention, students elected

state officers for 1983-84.

The state association also adopted a

resolution concerning making nrothgirs of

newborn infants aware of the factors that

can contribute to hearing loss in an infant

and of the need to have infants tested for

hearing problems. A copy of this resolu-

tion has been sent to Gov. William Winter.

Students win state awards
MDJC student writers won three of the

top awards given by the Mississippi
Junior College Creative Writing Associa-
tion at Its annual awards conference held
March 23. 24 in Meridian.
Deloris Moore of Greeqville won first

place in the informal essay category with
her manuscript entitled "Good Ole
Days". Pamela Perkins of Greenville
won first place in drama, -and Levona
Rickles of Greenwood won second place
in drama. Pamela's one-act play "Age
Hath Yet Its Honor" deals with the con-
temporary problems of an elderly person
and his family. Levona's play is entitled
"You Try Me. Lord". Ail three students
were taught by Mrs. Rebecca Shut
tleworth of the Language Arts Depart-

ment.

Mrs. Shuttleworth, coordinator of
awards competition this year for the
stale association, presented the awards to
winners in all categories of competition at
an awards banquet held Thursday night
(March 23) at the Holiday Inn.
Ric Masten of the California Big Sur

country, who makes his living as a poet
and lecturer, was keynote speaker for the
banquet. Masten has read his own poetry
and has given concerts in over 400 col-

leges and universities in 46 states,
Canada, and England.

Sixteen local students and their ad-
visers attended workshop sessions on the
writing of poetry, essay, short story, and
drama in the Friday session of the con-

Faculty and Staff news briefs
Director of Fmahcial Aids Joe Ray and

Mrs. Ray are the proud parents of their
first child, a girl, born March 31 at Kings
Daughters Hospital in Greenville. The
eight pound, 13 ounce infant has been
named Jean Elizabeth.

Mrs. Betty Watson, modern foreign

language instructor, conducted a,

workshop at the Mid-Administration Con-
gress of the National League of American
Pen Women held in Grenada last

weekend.

Mrs. Watson's subject was "Conveying
a Sense of Place".

NLAPW is an honor society of profes-

sional women writers, artists, and musi-
cians. The group was holding its national
convention for the first time in Mississip-

pi-

S.A. Brocato was in Jackson last week
to supervise the state Olympics competi-
tion for VICA students.

MDJC staff member Tommy Hemm-
ingway kept a Dupage, Illinois, baseball

player, who was here for spring games
with MDJC recently, from financial

disaster on his tour of the South. Tommy
found thf player's missing wallet contain-

ing over $50 and returned it to him.

Students wait for pell graat refunds

STUDENTS ARE LINED UP
to receive Pell Grant
refunds. As of Thursday,
March 31. 1.127 grants

-m were awarded announting

1 to $817,118.96.
'

, - '.V I
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Editorial

...On Responsibilty
Responsibility is a quality everyone

should acquire, keep, and use.

Being responsible comes usually with

the physical maturation of a person. But,

many otherwise mature people are not at

all responsible.

Acquiring a sense of responsibility is

really a part of the "growing-up" pro-

cess.

There are far too many young adults

who seem to t>e avoiding facing the "real

world" by acting irresponsibly.

Parents teach us and show us the im-

portance of being responsible for our own
action! and assignments.

Many times, however, they seem to lose

sight of their goals in helping us to

mature. Many times they act as though

we are not to be trusted. Until we are

given the freedom to assert ourselves and

to make mistakes, we will not learn.

Instructors and administrators also

stress the need for acting responsibly. Go-

ing to class and learning as much as is

possible is something everyone owes

himself.

After all, learning to handle small tasks

makes it easier to cope with the larger

tasks that life is bound to confront us

with.

—Meeks

Softball team opens with win

The MDJC Softball team played their

first North Division game March 22 at

Itawamba Junior College in Fulton. MD-
JC won the first game 7-4, and lost the se-

cond 12-2.

Leading hitters in the first game were
Lee Ann Wilkerson with three hits.

Barkley Kornegay, Carla Thomas, Debra
Howard. Muriel Penn and Sandi Smith ail

had two hits each. Tina Gordon scored a

homerun and Debra Howard had one
double-base hit. MDJC had a total of 17

hitrte IJC's 12. Winning pitcher was San-
di Smith.

In the second game, the leading hitter

with three was Cathy Duncan. Tina Gor-
don nad a triple base hit, and Carla
Thomas had a doublebase hit. IJC had 16

hits and MDJC had eight. Sandi Smith
was the losing pitcher.

Other games this season:

MDJC defeated Coahoma 21-5, March
24th.

Leading hitters: Muriel Penn (4) Lee
Ann Wilkerson (4) Carla Thomas (4);

Miw Norlhcatt, 3-31-83:

NAME
TlmSmvcll

Chris Smiih

Johnny Ray

Slwr* Harper

Crate Duncan
Ken Worley

Emle Burgees

Kenny DuponI

Richard Clanton

Shane Crotia

TEAM

ERA RECORD
0.00

1.05

0-0

0-1

NAME
James Lusk

Chris Smtth

PopJeeksQfi

Meek Bretfshaw

Arthur Turner

Kelly Sykes

Shane Crotta

Kevin Psrker

RobSantonI

Jerry Serlo

Robbie PInkerton

David Upchurch
David Dombio
Crnle Burgess

Oeorgs Carr

Richard Clanton

Myron Vsntandlngham

TEAM

Hits.

1.31

2.43

3.00

3.50

3.68

4.94

5.92

7.00

3.76

.At Bats

1 for 2

20 for 54

12 for 34

7 lor 21

10 for 35

15 lor 54

13 lor 47

1 lor 4

12 for 5D

8 lor 37

3 for 21

3 for 32

1 for 24

0for8

0 lor 14

Ofor 1

Oforl

106 for 442

1-1

2-2

1-0

0-0

2-4

(H)

0-2

0-2

6-12

AviT
.500

.371

.353

.333

.286

.278

.277

.250

.240

.216

.143

.094

.042

.000

.000

.000

.000

.240

winning pitcher, Sandi Smith; Sandi

Smith, 1 HR; triples, Gordon, WUkerson,

Duncan, Thomas.

MDJC defeated Coahoma, 21-10.

Leading hitters were Wilkerson (4),

triples, Wilkerson, Crocker; winning pit-

cher, Sandi Smith.

March 28th MDJC lost to NEJC, 2-12.

Leading hitters were Penn (2), Burton

(2), Conrod (2) ; double, Pat Burton. Los-

ing pitcher was Sandi Smith.

MDJC lost to NEJC, 8-12. Uading hit-

ters were Penn (3), Wilkerson (3);

triples, Melynda Crocker; losing pitcher

was Pat Burton.

April 4th MDJC lost to Gulf Coa^iW-
Leading hitters were Penn (3), Wilkerson
f3); doubles, Lee Ann Wilkerson. Losing
pitcher was Sandi Smith.

MDJC lost to Gulf Coast, 9-13. Leading
hitters were Penn (3). Duncan (3);
doubles, Muriel Penn, Cathy Duncan;
home runs, Tina Gordon and Melynda
Crocker. Losing pitcher was Pat Burton.

Delta vs. East Miss, here - (MDJC's
scores first) 2-3; 1-3.

Delta vs. Itawamba here - 4-7, 2-1.

Delta vs. Northeast at B'ville - 14-4

1-12. ^

Delta vs. Meridian at Meridian - 5-8
0-10.

Delta vs. Dupage here - 1-7. 0-9.

Delta vs. Gulf Coast at Perk - 0-5; 0-8.

Delta vs. Holmes - 8-1. 8-1.

DelU vs. Lincoln Land - 3-9. $-1.

Delta vs. Northeast here - 10-0 (Craig
Duncan pitched no-hitter); 0^.

No man s knowledge here can go
beyond his experience.

—John Locke

TJ.'s to echo

HEATHER BOSWELL models a
bridal gown during the modeling
squad spring show, March 29.

i

Union vandalized

Vandiver Student Union was vandaliz-
ed and several itenie were stolen in the
Bookstore during the Easter Holiday
break.

A plate glass window outside the
cafeteria and a glass window in the
bookstore were broken. Mrs. Betty Har-
ris, secretary to the superintendent of
buildings and grounds, said that the bill
for replacement of the glass had not come
in, so esUmates of the cost of the van-
daUsm were not available at presstime.
Mrs. Montez Weaver, bookstore

manager, said that the thief stole gum,
medicine, medium-and small-sized scrub
suits, and two white-lettered MDJC
jackets. "Whoever broke in must have
been smaU because the hole in the display
wmdow was only 27"x24"/' said "Mrs
Weaver.

East Central

Tennis team defeats

In Its opening encounter of the 1983
season the MDJC tennis team defeated
East Central in four of five matches in
games played at Decatur.

In the men's singles, Mike Dunlap won
6-4 and Bill Henderson won 6-1, 6-1. In

the men's doubles, Mike Kelly and Clark
Nolen lost to East Central's duo 4-6 6-3
4^. BurreU Leach and Chuck Upchlirch
won the second doubles match, 7-5, 6-4.

Melynda Crocker, the only gid on the
tennis team, won her singles match. 6-1,
6-1.

Other members of the 1983 tennis team,
coached by John Vickers, are Drew
Brown, Humphrey Ju, Chris SUuffer
WUliam Taylor, and David Toney

The "TJ's"
Concert

TJ's" wUl present th.
Thursday nightXriu':

p.m. in Tharp Auditorium
ofti!'

^'^

Fine Arts Center. Veau,

"The group will be follnm;.
Glen Miller theme," iaTd i^^^ ^'^

Abrams, director, "of somethin
^

S6methmg new, something bo2w£
something blue." ""^owed,

and

Music wUl range from current
the charts" tunes, to *W
"Barbershop and blues" tunes
words, something for everybodv'^
Mr. Abraras. said

"TJ's" perform throughout the year,,schools, arts festivals, civi^ cluhT

S.'""'"
in and out Of theC

The group recently shared a con«H
program with the Greenwood CommnnT
Concert Band.

community

Spring words

to unscramble

I

1. rngisp eabrk

2. oingjgg

I 3. ihngifs

4. wolersf

.5. rotdaneo

6. nria

7. enegr rgsas

8. redagns ^
9. sefvshta

10. abselalb

11. orshst

12. ssobmol

13. eitk

14. derhuntostrms

15. cei eacrm

There are the correct spellings : :Jie

words; kite, festivals, ice creaj^ tor-

nado, shorts, spring break, g,, Jkos,

green grass, rain, fishing,

thunderstorms, baseball, flowers, jogg-

ing, and blossom.

Favorite mottos

recited

Mfs. Beverly Nobiie. Moorhead: To erf

is human; to forgive is divine,"

Tommy McQueen. Greenville: "Go ftf

it!"

Curtis Johnson, Greenville; "You are

»

you think."

Ronnie Porter, Greenwood: "He who

works harder, usually succeeds

Ufe
"

Howell Johnston. Greenville: "Do iifltt

others as you have them do unto yo\i.

Robbie McCord, Parchman: "Never*

what you can do today, what you can

do tomorrow." .

Mrs. Melba Halbrook. Belzoni: "LiveaD"

let live."

Mrs. Betty Watson, Drew: "ChacumJ

son gout! Everybody's to his

taste."

Donna Montgomery, Sumner:
ter to be late than never."

Mrs. Rosemary Golden. Linn:

move, do something even

•It's

wrong."

Ten Ann Green, Indianola: "R^"^^

^

the nth commandment, Thou shai'

get caugm."
Derrick Monroe, Greenville; "Never

no."



Veil.
hello

everyone. Once again here

( your editors letting you know

'*^is
happe"'"S around this huge

^^^onest I haven't really noticed

h spring
sports are really getting

•"j
f
the student's attention. The soft-

^'''^Mieve we are going to have a

^
lobe proud

of. We should be proud

^ the
players in all the sports.

intheStennis-Penrod there are a few

JL happening. To be fair to all the

L^n in the dorm, I would like to warn

ito beware
of a certain person. This

on is almost to her breaking point,

js going crazier every day. (Hey.

^ not meaning to be mean just

tjnest )
Well, anyway, this person goes

«ound hauling
a big yellow dog. almost

Uliigasshe is. She calls it "Dig Dog.
"

indshe takes it riding and everything,

fjowl want everyone to know this is no

^I-blooded dog, it's stuffed!!

jjaybe this does not seem unusual to

but it sounds kind of funny to me.

itlet me tell you what else this person

. She puts pistachio nuts on her

jernails. The Scotch tape just shines,

now, 1 bet everyone knows who I'm

Ijlking about, huh'' You guessed it.

Heianie Fondren!

!

Stiil on the subject of the dorm, on

behalf of the dorm residents. I would

like to ask that the president and the

dormitory head residents think serious-

about having an ' open dorm ' soon.

'ewouldall appreciate it very much.

Everyone who knows Barkley
Komegay should know that she is really

mice person. I know this and I'm not

r?aily close to her. but I know she can be

ipal,

I've told ya'U about my neighbors in

room 54, but I've never mentioned my
neighbors in room 58. which includes

Sandi Smith and Dyanne Peacock.
Well, to make a long story short, these

two are absolutely looney!

!

On a personal note. I would like to

tfiank all of you who complimented my
on my eiditorial about "Sex and Love".
really makes us feel good to hear that

.vou enjoy reading even part of the
paper.

*^11. right now I have to close. Keep

lading and feel free to give us feed-
wck Letters are always welcomed.

are 'hanging tough" in prac- First COMP test scheduled

Manuscripts

submitted

to state contest

Seven original compositions by local

students have been submitted to the

Mississippi Junior College Creative

Writing competition, according to Mrs.

Rebecca Shuttleworth. local coordinator.

Students and the categories in which

their work has been submitted are

Charles Murrah and Deloris Mooro. infor-

mal essay: Leigh Ann Golden, short

story; Carta Williams and Michael

Cresswell. poetry; Levona Rickles and

Pamela Perkins, drama.

Winners of the creative writing com-

petition will be announced at the Awards

banquet which will be part of the

Mississippi Junior College Creative

Writers Conference which will be held

this year at Meridian Junior College on

March 24,

Judges for this year's competition will

be from the faculties of the University of

Southern Mississippi, Caliiornia Univer-

sity and the University of Mississippi at

Oxford.

MDJC has won top prizes in all

categories of competition during the four

years of the association's existence

First place winners in the 1983 competi-

tion will receive $25; second place, $10;

third place, $5. Honorable mentions will

be recognized with certificates.

Winning entries will be published in The

Junior College Writer in the fall.

All students desiring to entt-r a profes-
sional teacher education program at one
of the stale-supported universities in

Mississippi must take the COMP i College
Outcome Measures Program's Com
posite Examination*
This test measures ability to apply

general knowledge and skills to problems
and issues commonly contronted by
adults.

Sophomores who are planning to enter
the teaching profession musi take this

test before they will be :iccepted for

junior and senior level undergraduate
study in education.

The first administration of this new test

has been scheduled for April \). l9H;i

Thereafter, the test will be administered
once at each test site during the first nine
weeks of each fall and each spring

semester and during the first summer
term

Test sites in Mississippi for COMP are

Alcorn State University. Delta State

I'niversity. Jackson State University.

Meridian Junior College. Mississippi uul!

Coast Junior College. Mississippi State
University. Mississippi University for

Women. Mississippi Valley State Univer-
sity. Northeast Mississippi Junior Col

lege. University of Mississippi, and
University of Southern Mississippi

Applications tor COMP examinations
are available in most college administra-

tion offices, or. they may be obtained

from one of the test center sites

The charge lor testing materials, ad-

ministration, and scoring by ACT is $25,

These fees are subject to change after the

April H s; Hegistration for the April test

must have been filed by the applicant

prior to Feb 18.

All scoring will be through ACT in Iowa
City, Iowa,

Students who are planning to write the

examination in April should remeinlMT to

take positive picture identitication with

them when they report to the test site

Such identification might be a driver's

license with a picture on it. or. a school

identification card. Social Security cards

or credit cards cannot be used for iden-

tification.

Unit ready to roll

do

I

State champions to begin defense

Jhe Softball team, defending state SOFTBALL SCHEDULE

Jjampions, will play their first game of MARCH
. . o ^^nH

>eam, coached bv Buddy Walden. 9 MJC, 2-30. Moorhead

^"IP'led a 24-6 record last season. 10 ^"^'^i^™„n
^^^Wen's team is scheduled to play 28 22

p p'^™
and to participate m the state. 24 2^'°-

^.'t^^S^ m "h 'ad
^'°"al and national tournan,ents, if the 28 ^''^^^ir'n^'e^^

record warrants tournament play. 31 2:30, NMJC. Boonev.lie

jalden lost nine sUrters from last APRIL
„,„ rrir Moorhead

^'^r;ss:;:^^at Bur- ? ..:

5;
0utfieMer; Tracy Tnpp. p.tcher 12

olSc.Seltob^ad "^'^"^ Sandi Sm.th, 14 '
2 30 HJC, Moorhead

p^* members of the team are Melynda 22-23
^''"Rp^onal' TBA

nrst base: Bar.e.v Kornegay, 29.30
.

B^^^'-j;

k'^'^. Deborah Howard, outfield; MA\ 9-13

jj^^^fie Peacock, infield; Susan Beaird.

f^]]
' Jeanne Wilkerson. outfield; ^

''3 French, pitcher

"The CNC 'computerized numerical

control' mobile unit has been completed

and is ready to roll.' said Dr. Ray

Whelan. supervisor of instruction in the

vo-tech department

Tt is just waiting for the first assign-

ment from the State Department of

Education." said Dr, Whelan,

This mobile unit, currently parked

south of the vo-tech center, is one of four

units prepared by junior college faculties

in Mississippi

The units will be used to train

employees in skills needed in industries

around the state. Unites will be taken to

industry locations upon request by of that

industry.

•Mobile units have been set up in the in-

terest of the economy. ' said Dr Whelan

"State funds are not available to have the

type of equipment contained in these

units located al every vo leeh center in

Mississippi, so the needed training equip-

ment is set up in the units that can be

moved about. ' said Dr Whelan,

Trailers for these units were buill iii

Gulf Coast Junior College The empty

trailer unit was brought to MDJC. and it

was outfitted here with computerized

milling machines and lathes. Mr, Billy

Wilson, cotton gin and industrial

maintenance instructor supervised the in-

stallation of the equipment, Mr Don

Brewer, mduslrial electricity instructor,

has done the wiring of the unit. The CNC

unit is owned and operated by the State

Department of Education,

Installation of the unit, which is valued

at an estimated $r25.iKMl. took two weeks.

THE CNC Industrial Training Unit contains computerized milling

and lathes which will be used in industrial training.



Commentary

How about another play area?

Vandiver Student Union should be a

place for students to relax in, but it shouJd

not be a place for students to be overly

rowdy in.

Recently in the Union, one faculty was

heard commenting to anoiher: "You

have got to do something about all of this

noise."

The comment was needed because

there was an overwhelming amount of

noise.

But, where can students go to be

themselves?

Students at MDJC should have a place

to act natural in. and, right now, the

Union is the place. When the Union is used

by so many student, there is naturally go-

ing to be a loud roar. The sounds of pool

balls and video games adds tojthe noise

level.

The bad acoustics in th^buUding seem

to double the noise level.

Agree, the Union, especially the

cafeteria, is not a place for rowdy

behavior. The noise is very disturbing to

people who wish to eat in peace. Noise is

also disturbing to faculty members who

have to work in offices in the Union.

Perhaps a simple solution for the pro-

blem would be to have a separate recrea-

tion facility for students. The arcade

games and pool tables could be moved to

a vacant building such as the one housing

the Security Office, students could meet

there, wait for the bus there, relax and

play games there. Their noise would be

isolated from the cafeteria and offices.

After all. students need a place for

recreation, and there are not that many
places in Moorhead.

—Meeks

Letters

Student Critiques The Herald

TO THE EDITORS OF THE DELTA
HERALD:
Fir^, I would like to say that I enjoy

reading the paper. I find it very in-

teresting. But I feel now is the time to tell

you that I and other MDJC students are
making comments about the paper.

Some of the students are suggesting
that the paper should include something
for everyone. Things like puzzles, brain
teasers, thoughts for the day, poetry, and
the like. They would like for the paper to

be funny as well as informative,

The second comment is that the paper
sometimes has terrible picture reproduc-
tion, and sometimes the print of the
stories is smeared. I don't really know
anything about how the pictures and copy
are actually printed, but sometimes the

pictures are too dark or too light so that

we cannot identify the people in them.

Once again, I would like to say that I en-

joy the paper, but like all good things, it

could use some improvements, especially

in printing. The banner of the paper con-

tains the slogan: "The only Mississippi

junior college-paper printed on campus
by its students", and speaking for myself
as a student, I am proud of that slogan,

but the slogan should also mean that we
are proud of the quality of printing.

I personally think that you, the editors
of the Delta Herald, are doing a great job
of producing the paper for us ! Keep us the
good work

!

Youn Truly,.

Donna Montgomery

Basketball players recognized

Henry Williams,

lead scorer with 306

Bill Tardy,

second lead srorer with 305

ounder with 257

Nora Marquis faces

a new challenge

By JAYMEE VOWELL
Senior citizen Mrs. Carl Marquis

(known to all her friends as "Nora") ob-

viously comes from hardy pioneer

stock. Her zest for life and love of a

challenge has prompted her to seek out

yet another challenge, but it's one she

seems to be enjoying very much.
Mrs. Marquis, who will be 73 next

month, has enrolled in the Basic

Clothing class, taught by Mrs. Jackie

Franklin, this semester.

Although she had never sewed a stitch

in her life, Mrs. Marquis has just finish-

ed her first garment and is working on a

second one.

Mrs. Marquis says that this semester
is the first time that she has had a

chance to take advantage of much for-

mal schooling.

Mrs. Marquis' father was an orphan,
and he had no chance for any kind of for-

mal education. "So that's the way he
raised us kids," said Mrs. Marquis. "He
never had any schooling, and he made it

just fine, so he figured us kids would
make it fine without education, too."

Mrs. Marquis seems to be enjoying
the challenge of coming to school for the
first time. "I just love it, and al these
young girls are making me young
again," Mrs. Marquis said.

Nora Marquis came to the Delta when
she was only nine years old. She actually
helped clear part of the Delta wooded
area with oxen. Her husband Carl Mar-
quis and she operated Gray's Store for

31 years. For most of those yeais, they
lived in an apartment in the back of the
store.

The Marquises now have a stylish,

modern home on Washington Street. But
when they first built the home, Mr. Mar-
quis recalls that Nora wouldn't stay in
the new house. "We would go to the new
house after work at night, but Nora said
she wasn't at home, so we would go back
to the store for the night," said Mr. Mar-
quis.

Mrs. Marquis recalls that when she
first came to Moorhead, the town was a
lively, bustling railroad town with a saw
mill a broom factory, two railroad

English instructors have selected At

Pen Point material. As soon as the voca-

tional printing class prints At Pen Point,

it will be distributed to all freshman
English classes.

Approximately 350 high school students

attended the District High School VICA
Olympics, held here Friday. Feb. 18. The
MDJC VICA Club sold 700 hamburgers
and other food and made a profit over
$1500.

MRS. NORA MARQUIS models
the dress she made in the home
economics class at MDJC. "It's

grandma material for a grandma,"
said Mrs. Marquis.

depots, six trains coming through town

each day, and dirt streets. She has wat-

ched the college grow from a two-

building school to the modern complex

that it is today. She has also watched

Moorhead decline to the sleepy, slow

Delta town it is now.

But her life has been anything ^ut

sleepy and slow In addition to running

their business, the Marquises have

reared several children, and Mrs. Mar-

quis has been an active supporter of

many civic projects.

And now, she's enjoying the

perience of learning to make her owa

wardrobe.

Mrs. Marquis says that if she keeps

her health up. she will be back next

semester.

"I may even take English and mat^.

she said. I

Pam Croo.kptt, lead s-or. r with 344,
lead rebounder with 157

CALENDAR
Feb. 28-March 4 .-.^ ,A/peK

Marrho M(d-semesler wetf"

ZZn^ i . Away Softball Game, Raynnonc

7^1 p.M D / * ^^^^ Lamba - Leadership conferenc-

L M K
'''''^ ^^^""^^ ^® 'ssued before the end of the month

01 March.

1*
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Bv JAYMEE VOWELL
Hello, everybody!

This is the last issue of the paper before

Spring Holidays -- I know that all of you
are dreading getting out of school!

I mean, no more homework, no
more"8;20's," no boring lectures and
having to eat homecooking - it's going to

be a rough adjustment!

How many of you are going to miss your
roommates? Personally speaking, my
roommates are pretty easty to get along
with One of them is either staying at

home, or, off singing her life away with
the TJ's". She's the one with her own
pool stick -- Tammy Fuller. The other
roommate... well, you might say she's a
little "dinghy".

For example, she hung her teddy bear
from the ceiling, so he's been dead for at
least three weeks. And she is either eating
or sleeping 90% of the time. She's the
blonde-haired Delta Dancer who always
gels confused -- Deanna Christman. She is

also in the Miss MDJC Pageant, which,
by the way, is Thursday night.

i hope everyone turns out for the VICA
Blood Drive Tuesday. This is really a
good cause to take part in. You could ac-
tually help someone who is truly in need.

I noticed, and I am sure all of you did,
loo, the improved reproduction of the pic-
tures in the last issue of the paper. On
behalf of all of us, I would like to thank
Mr. Brocato and the vocational printing
class for their improved effort.

Thanks should also go to Virgil Brown
who did the entire paste-up of the last
^sue. Deronda was busy on the Rotary
pageant booklet, so Virgil, alone, tackled
tnejob. (Virgil is enrolled in Vocational
Printing.)

^^'ta Dancers are busy getting
eady ior the pageant and their spring
now The guys will be dancing in both the
Want and the spring show. It should be
'^^31 "swinging" show.

"[lon t miss the Gong Show tomorrow
•^gfit^ First prize is $50.

Bill'^
"^^t issue of the paper will be

published March 28. Copy deadline
March 23.

is

hop(

Wed
everyone made it to class

Iaie"r^^^
morning after having stayed

at the "Depot Tuesday night to hear
'-"ael Carley and the band.

to
o ^ incorrect information supplied

! ^^'aW for last week's paper, the
that Pam Crockett was the leading

j^under for the Women's team for the
season was incorrect. The leading

^under is Melynda Crocker with 222

iTNnhl ,

''""^ ^'"'^y ''^'^'^ Angela Labella
Karia Mobile, Leslie Beasley, Jaymee Vowell, Tammy Price, and Donna Palasinl.

Pageant set for Thursday night
The sixteenth annual Miss Mississippi

Delta Junior College Pageant sponsored

by -the Moorhead Rotary Club will be held

March 10 at the MDJC Coliseum.

The winner of the local pageant will win

a $200 scholarship and a $250 clothing

allowance. She will also receive an all-

expense-paid trip to the Miss Mississippi

Pageant in Vicksburg in July.

First runner-up in the pageant will

receive a $75 scholarship, the second

runner-up will receive a $50 scholarship,

and the third runner-up will receive a $25

scholarship award.

This pageant is sponsored each year by

the Moorhead Rotary Club as a fund-

raising project. The proceeds received

from the pageant go for such things as

funding scholarships for worthy, needy

students attending MDJC
Entrants were selected by the

"Entries" committee of the MDJC Beau-

ty Pageant. Fifteen girls will participate

this year. They are Sandy Bell. In-

verness; Leslie Beasley, Greenville;

Leslie Boutwt;!!
,

Canton; Melynda
Crocker, Clarksdale; Barkley Kornegay.

Belzoni; Felecia French, Greenville; Cin-

dy Creasy, Greenwood; Angela Labella.

SGA to host gong show
The SGA will host a "Gong Show'" on

March 8,'tomorrow nighf Entry forms

can be picked up at the information desk

and be returned by 12:00 Monday. March

7.

The show will be staged in Vandiver

Union at 6.30 p.m. "The show is for

students, to provide them some entertain-

ment." said Larry Boggs, president of

SGA.
Boggs also said that the students can do

any kind of act they want to, but they are

responsible for their own equipment.

'*If a student does a dance act, for an

example, then he will be responsible for

bringing his own music, stereo ana

record." said Boggs.

The show will be performed like the

original Gong Show, hosted by Chuck
Berry, but the MC will be Jay EuBanks,
sophomore from Philadelphia.

'There will be a panel of judges with

Dr, Allen Snowden and Mr Wardell Herr-

ing as our faculty judges, and there will

also be three student judges, who haven't

been named yet." said Boggs.

The judges wilJ rate the acts between

l-IO, if the participants are not "gonged,
'

The first place prize will be $50. second

place will be $25. In case of a tie, the win-

ners will split $75 between them.

(ndianola; Karla Nobile, Moorhead;
Deanna Christman, Greenwood; Donna
Palasini, Leland; Tammy Price, Isola;

Melissa Turner, Belzoni
;
Jaymee Vowell,

Greenwood; Stacy Colotta, Indianola.

These contestants will compete in

swimsuit, evening gown, and talent com-
petition. Each girl will be asked to make a

brief speech. Each girl will also have a

private interview with the judges

Each contestant must possess talent,

poise, personality, intelligence, charm
and beauty of face and figure.

Mr. Lance Baria. Rotary Club presi-

dent, is overall chairman of the pageant.

VICA to sponsor

blood drive

The annual VICA-sponsored Blood

Drive will be held March 8

The Mississippi Blood Services will set

up a receiving station in the Private Din-

ing Room of Vandiver Union.

Students may give blood anytime bet-

ween the hours of 8:30 a m, and 2:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Mississippi Delta students donated IOC

pints of blood in a similar drive last year

"We hope to do better this year." said

Mr S.A. Brocato, VICA adviser. "This is

purely a service project for the VICA

Club. All MDJC students are asked to par-

ticipate."



Commentary
Suggestions to prevent boredom
Spring Break -- March 11-21 -- is on its

way.

Usually, when students go home, they

are ready to return after only a day or two

because they are bored at home.
To prevent such boredom, here is a list

of suggestions of things to do during the

break

;

1. Sleep late into the evenings, but don't

complain if your body feels as though a

train has hit it.

2. Stay out ail night. But don't forget to

doctor the hangover. Remember,
though, that two aspirins should be

enough, don't overdose on top of a

hangover.

3. Help your parents around the house.

But, be careful when you pick up your
glass in the living room to take it to the

kitchen. You might suffer a back in-

jury.

4. Go shopping. But don't cry after the

money has been spent and you don't

have anything to show for it.

5. Improve your cooking skills. Don't

burn down the house.

6. Read a few books. Even school books.

7. Spend some time with your little sister

or brother. It is always refreshing to

learn something new.

8. Start a stamp collection.

9. Visit your relatives. At least, go out of

the house.

10. Go back to Moorhead and wait on the

steps of the dorm for the break to end.

Be sure to take a blanket, it's still cold in

the mornings.

—Banks

Letters

Class protests critique
PRINTER S STRIKE BACK

!
(sic) that the papers are often smeaTed. we do

To whom it may concern,

Last week there was a letter to the

editor in the paper concerning the quality

of The Delta Herald. The students who
wrote the letter made it seem that the

printing class was at fault. They stated

that, the pictures were terrible, and
sometimes the work was smeared, They
also said they didn't "actually know" how
the paper was printed.

Our class is trying to have the paper
neat and on time, but this seems to be im-
possible because we are rushed. The
paper is not up to our standards either.

The printing class does not set the type
which appears in our paper. We do not

"paste-up" the articles, therefore, we can
not be held responsible for the disorderly
appearance of the paper.

Sometimes the paste-ups do not reach
us until Friday and the paper must be
printed by Monday. This is the reason

not have sufficient time for the print to

dry. We thmk we do a pretty go9d job,

considering the circumstances under
which we work,

If any students truly want to unders-
tand the workings of the newspaper, we
would welcome your visit to our class.

The Printing Class of MDJC.
Don Sims. Severely Goodwin,
Derome Belcher. Drusilla Brandon.
Virgil Brown, Karon Carter.

Derrod Johnson, Frank Greco,
Roslyn Lewis, Henry Manuel.
Betty Polk, David Powell.

Bertha Pryor. Gwen Sample,
Catherine Stephens

Singers take eventful trip
The MDJC Singers' annual trip to ine

Mississippi Junior College Festival at
Hinds followed its typical pattern this

year.

Smgers and Director Joe Abrams left

for the two-day trip on a school bus Fri-
day. Feb. 25.

When they arrived on the Raymond
campus, they assembled in the main
auditorium and were greeted by guest
conducter, Dr, Rolland Shaw of the
University of Southern Mississippi. On
Friday night, the "TJ-s" presented their
version of a barbershop medley which in-

cluded "My Everline", The Gals sang
My Guy". The Blues group, with
Michael Carley as soloist, sang -Blues
Down to my Shoes". Tim Wright and
Chris Stauffer were also soloists. The
Singers participated in the mass chorus
finale of all the Mississippi Junjor College
smgers present.

News Briefs

The SGA will have a Carnival Week
during the first week of April. The Delta
Horaid will supply further details of the
event later.

The MDJC track tegrp will begin com-
peting on Tuesday. March 8. A full report
of the track schedule will be run in the
next issue of The Delta Herald.

The trip this year did have some
atypical moments, though.
For instance, at the motel after the Fri-

day night session, the Jackson police ar-
rested an individual. No. it wasn't a
"TJ". The police were having trouble
containing an individual they were trying
to handcuff, so Chris Stauffer was drafted
to help them, hold the fellow down until
handcuffs could be applied.

If having "Magnum" as a singer wasn't
enough to keep the trip interesting the
bus wouldn't start Saturday morning
"Magnum" couldn't repair the bus so a

repairman had to be located. Fortunate-
ly, the sympathetic repairman worked
for one hour in the freezing temperature
of early morning and only charged $5,

In spite of the event-filled weekend, the
Singers plan to return next year. They
will be the first choir in the concert order
in the 1984 program.

Lost time is never found again.

—Benjamin Franklin

Editors - Angie Banks

Mike Meeks

Jaymee Vowell

Layout - Deronda Millican

Virgil Brown
Printers - Voc. Printing

STAN SCOTT demonstrates the use of the honing machine to
rebuild an engine part.

Engine repair comes naturally

By MIKE MEEKS
"Rebuilding an engine seems easy to

me," said Stan Scott, auto machinist ma-
jor from Greenwood.
Stan first began to work with engines

when his own motorcycle broke down and
had to be worked on. *'So, I fixed it," said
Stan. "Then my friends wanted me to
work on their motorcycles."
Stan said that he bought many motor-

cycles that needed a lot of work, rebuilt
them, and then sold them to make money.

"I started buying so many parts at the
Honda Shop that they asked me to work
there," said Stan.

Stan went to work at Honda at the age
of 13.

^

He rebuilt his first car engine in 1^3
and has been working on them since. In
1978 Stan attended Sun Electronics
School, where he learned the basics of
tuning-up a car engine and the basic prin-
ciples of car ignition operation. He then
attended Honda Motorcycle School where
he learned how to rebuild clutches and
transmissions.

Ust year. Stan competed in the air-

,

cooled engine repair skills compeiii on at

the State VICA contest. Stan will be com-

peting in that competition again this year.

Last summer Stan worked as an .tlign-

ment mechanic at the Scott Car Care

Center in Greenwood after attending the

Hunter Alignment School in St, Louis.

In 1981, Stan rebuilt the entire front end

of his 280Z after he had almost tot^iliedil

in a collision with a tree. "The estimate

on it was $5600," said Stan. "I rebuilt it

for $2800." He said that the job took about

two months to complete.
Stan also added an air dam and h x)ded

vents which other "z's" do not havr lusl

recently, Stan rebuilt the engin

transmission of this car. He also ^ ^^a

Chevrolet truck from a junkyai

restored it to very good running ^i'^'

tion.

He has now bought a 197.5 280Z i

planning to restore the entire cm '

^

just-like-new-state," said Stan,

As an auto machinist major

rebuilds engine components
"Hopefully, someday. I will own ni

'

machine shop." said Stan.

Dancers to present recital

The Dance classes of the Physical
Education Department will present their
annual Spring Recital in two perfor-
mances. The first performance will be
presented March 23 at 2:15 p.m. The se-
cond performance is scheduled for 7 30
p.m., March 24. Both performances will
be staged in Tharp Auditorium of Yeates
Fine Arts Building.

The director and choreographer for the
shows is Mrs. Betty Aden, dance instruc-
tor. Mrs. Aden said that the reciUl has
been tentatively titlec* "Jpring Fever "

Students from all dance classes taught
at MDJC will present a dance number

The program will feature the
1'^'^'^

Dancers" (guys and gals).

A variety of dance styles, includin

jazz, modern, disco, aerobics, con^J^

and interpretative, will be preseniei^

Admission to the performances i-

-^'^

however, donations w^ll be appreci '

^

New Delta Dancer guys this seu,---'''^'

are Mike Paul, Terrell Raby. f^^^'

Berch. Ronald Ussery, Randy Hir-^'

Dink Upchurch. Jerry Pelegrin. _

Wilkinson. Dusty Pearson, and StepI'**'

Henley .

Mrs Aden said that everyone is if
"

to attend the recital and "catci

fever".
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ByM!KEMEEKS
Hello, Everyone!

I know by now all of you have gotten

back into the daily college routine after a

needed week of relaxation.

You know the routine -- getting up in the

morning when you wish that you could

sleep all day, going to classes when you

can think of 10 other things to do. and stu-

dyir\g at night when you really want to go

out.

WtU, college may make you feel like

youa*e locked in a dungeon, but, in a few

years, we will all be glad we got up every

morning, went to class, and studied each

night.

Don't forget to go out and support all of

the sports activities this semester There

are track meets, tennis matches, softbail

and baseball games. The player all

welcome your support.

Also, don't forget to support the Model-

ing Squad Show Tuesday night in the Col-

iseum.

Remember, this Friday is another

vacation day. Hopefully, it will be sunny
and warm as sprmg should be.

SEN. THAD COCHRAN

Senator to visit

.^en. Thad Cochran (R. Miss.) will be
^'ling the MDJC campus Thursdav
•norning. March 31.

Senator Cochran will arrive here at 8: 30

and will meet with some ad-
^'nistraiive staff members, He will also

duct a question and answer session
a representative student body group
session which will be held in Tharp

^"ditorium of Yeates Fme Arts Building
^fTibers of the local community will also

attending this session,
^^^fiator Cochran and his staff will also
j^^aking stops in many of the towns in

J^orth half of Mississippi durmg their

of Easter recess from respon*
""^ in the U.S. Senate.

Bridal attire
to be shown
The MDJC Modeling Squad will present

Its fifth annual Bridal Show Tuesday
March 29. in the MDJC Coliseum.
The show will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Garments which will be modeled by the

U-member squad will be furnished by
merchants from the eight-supporting
county area of the college.

The show will feature a complete line of
bridal attire.

"We will present the latest in wedding
attire for the mother of the bride and
every other wedding attendant including
the flower girl," said Mrs. Jackie
Franklin, modeling squad director,

Trousseau attire will also be modeled.
The Modeling Squad has selected male

models for the show from the students
who attend MDJC,
Faculty members and their children

will also be modeling garments.
A traditional wedding reception will

follow the show.

Admission to the show is free, and all

students are urged to attend, according to

show coordinators.

Phi Theta Kappa to initiate

new members April 4
Seventy-five students have been tappea

for membership in Phi Theta Kappa, na
tional junior college scholastic honorary
fraternity, according to local Zeta Zeta
chapter adviser Elizabeth Cummings
These students have been selected for

membership on the basic of scholastic
averages, participation in school ac-
tivities, and recommendation by chapter
members.

Initiation ceremonies for 1983 have
been scheduled for Tharp Auditorium in

Yeates Fine Arts Building April 4. at 7:30
p.m.

Initiates are: Joseph Barker. Jerry
Beal. Sandy Bell. Tom Blue. Brent Bolte.

Tammy Braswell. Mildred Bryant, Bob-
by Joe Chaney. Stacy Colott^, Marvm
Dwayne Coward, Jill Donahoe. Edmond
Donald. Deborah Downs. Thomas Fer-
racci. Mark Free, Lillian Freeman.
Teresa Fugett. Tamela Fuller, Teresa
Ann Gaines. Judy Gardner Tammy Gard-
ner, Kay Gertrude. Lynda Gibson;

Cindy Glover, Tina Gordon. Donna
Grant. Jean Grant, Buddy Gray. Lisa
Hankins. Elizabeth Ann Hardin, Emmy
Harper, Diane Hartley. Betty Hearn. Kim
Henderson. Tonni Hopson, Lanora
Howard. Jill Hunt. Donna Isenberg, Cyn
thia Jackson. Shaku Jain, Carolyn
Jenkins. Gina Jenkins. Mary Jennings,
Nick Joseph Jr.. Shirley Langston, Tam-
my Lee. Darla Lubas;

Tim Martin. Billie McCormich, Beth
McC'luskey, Deronda Millican. Diane
Moore. William O'Reilly. Jay Pilecki.

Janet Prestridge. Kimmy Reames. Kay
Sayner. Craig Scott. Tammy Sheffield,

Todd Steffen. Pat Stephens. Kay Stowers.
Cynthia Sturdivant, David Taylor,
William Taylor;

Glenda Tingle. Brenda Tinnin, Jac-
queline Voss, Annie Ware. Carla
Williams. Debf)rah Williams, Tainmala
Willis. Marilyn Wilson, Trent Wood, and
Bradley Woodcock.

Deanna Christman is crowned Miss MDJC 1983

Deanna Christman of Greenwood was crowned Miss MDJC.
Alternates in the contest are, (from I.) Cindy Creasy of Greenwood;

Stacy Colotta of Indianola; Angela Labella of Indianola; Melissa

Turner of Belzoni. and Miss Mississippi, Dianne Evans. Deanna
Christman will represent MDJC in the Miss Mississippi Pageant in

Vicksburg in July.



A
Commentary

on Easter
Easter is a time for goin^ to your

grandparents for the holidays and for see-

ing your relatives. It's a time of sharing

and reunions. It's a time when the men of

the family walk outside around the house

or across the farm and talk politics, the

weather, crops, and ballgames. It's a

time when the women sit inside gossiping

and needlepointing and admiring the

great-grandchildren,

Easter is a time when small children

play outside in tali clover grass and hunt

Easter eggs.

Easter is a time when everything you

ever wanted to eat is on the table and

what desserts!

LiKe

OPec iS

FaLMNG 2)PaRT!

Easter is a time of love!

But the greatest love of Easter is that

over 2000 years ago a man died on a cross

that we. each of us, may live eternally in

heaven,

Easter is a time of thanks and

reverence that our Lord Jesus Christ was

raised from the dead to live forever at the

right of our God.

Easter is the time that Christians

remember that greatest of miracles --

that three days after our Lord was buried

in a tomb, He arose from the dead.

Jesus Christ our Lord arose from the

dead to live forever in the hearts of all

men. if we will but call Him to us

—Harvey

PePeNDoN a Hi6H
OiL PRice.

IT'LL LOWeR PRicp.

Happy New Year
The first of April, some do say

Is set apart for All Fools' Day;
But why the people call it so

Nor I, nor they themselves, do know.
— fr. Poor Robin's Almanac. 1760

If you are like me, when April 1 rolls

around, you'll probably run around play-

ing customary tricks on your friends and
relatives. But I bet you've never really

known why we celebrate the first of April.

We know why we celebrate Christmas,
Easter, Halloweens. and other major
holidays, but why April Fools' Day?

Actually, this observance originated in

France when the victim was called an
"April Fish" rather than an "April Fool".
France was the first nation to adopt the

jnew Gregorian Calendar, introduced in

1564.

Up to that time, the New Year celebra-

tion began March 21 and ended April 1.

When New Year's Day was changed to

Jan. 1, some people still celebrated it

April 1
.
These people came to be known as

April Fools. The custom of playing tricks

on friends and relatives became popular
in France and spread to other countries.

Now that you know why we celebrate,

don't you feel like a more intelligent per-

son?

Now you can run around and make a

fool of yourself and call your friends an
"April gowk" (as they do in Scotland).

—Vowell

Letters

Guys protest dorm regulation
Dear Editors:

There has been a big uproar lately at
the boys' dorm because the guys can't
stay but 10 minutes in the girls' dorm lob-
by, and only then if they are picking up a
date Many of us don't have cars and real-
ly have nothing to do jfter the Union
closes at 7 p m. We would like to go to the
girls* dorm and talk to the girls. It seems
impossible because if we stay over 10
minutes, the dorm mother calls the
security guard on us.

We are 18-years-old and older, we are

not kids. Give us 20 to 25 minutes to talk to

the girls. It takes girls 10 or 15 minutes to
get to the lobby, but by that time. Mrs
Rich or Mrs. Carley has put you out
before you can explain, Mrs. Rich and
Mrs. Carley seem like very nice people. I

know they are only doing their job. Maybe
we could set aside one day a week that the
boys could come over to the dorm for an
hour at the most to sit in the lobby and
talk.

Sincerely,

Issac Morris

Students voice activities for spring

OH, B>e9uTiFuLf Our FeDeRaL LaND§
ON c)9Le FoR waves of GReeN.
WaNT a PuRPLG MouNTaiN MaJeSTY?
THaT'LL Be a BucK-NiNeTeGN!
AMeRica, AMeRica,
HeRe'& WHaT Tnev Pim FoR Twee-
To RaPe THY LQNP FoR Ca&H iN Hqnp
FROM gea To c>HiNiN6 §ea.

With spring break ov and summer on
its way. everyone definitely has more
than just a little case of that old "spring
fever".

Just before spring break. The Herald
roving reporter asked students what they
do when they are hit by the spring fever
plagf ?.

Here are some of those answers:
LORA LOCKE, Eupora: Spring is when

you put on your itty. bitty, liny.

weeny, oolka dot bikini and lay out
on the p!er.

MARTHA BRYANT, Grenada : I go crazy
and think about Mack all the time

ANGIE CORDELL. Glen Allen: I cut
classes and go snaking.

CAROLINE CONROY. Rosedale: I cut
classes just to lay out in the sun

JEAME POLITOVICH. Greenville: I

like to become infatuated with tall.

muscley. guys, lay out in the sun!
Darly. and have lots of fun in Florida.

DERRICK COOPER, Belzoni: I makeup
for what I lost in the winter time.

MR. SPENCER, physical science instruc-

tor: I like to go camping and fishing
JERRY WILLIAMS, Doddsville: 1 relax

and enjoy the \yarm weather, and
think about the w'oman that I love all

day long.

JAMES BUTLER. Rosedale: Sleep.
relax, play sports, and. . ladies,

RAY COLLINS. Greenwood: I wrap up
with my woman.

JAMES COOLEY. Greenville: Party.
party and party.

THOMAS JAMES. Greenville: I get
under a shade tree and drink a nice
cold Budweiser and just relax

JEROME COOPER, AnguiUa: I like to
get out. do a lot of things outside.
spend time with my girlfriend and
try to have a little fun.

JOEL HAYNES. Rosedale: I like wine.
women and sun.

ROSE ANN DILTZ. Charleston: I take a
walk with my favorite guy and eat
ice cream.

WILL ETHEL HALL, Rosedale: I wear a
bathing suit with hot pants.

DONNA MONTGOMERY. Sumner: I like
to write poetry, eat fireballs and ice
cream.

TRIBA SANDERS, Mound Bayou: It

makes me want to be with A.L.B.
more than ever.

BRENDA RUSSELL. Shelby: It makes
me want to travel to Arkansas to be
withT.L.A.

RUTH HEARD, Greenwood: I like to fish
off the pier, spend most of my time
outside chunking a Frisbee and
riding in the back of a truck

SHARON LOWERY, Hollandale: I like to
go walking, sit m the sun and read
books, play with my dogs and take
my nephews outside to play ball with
them.



DAVID McCain, a diesel mechanics major from Greenville con-
structed his own "Go-Cart". He rebuilt a Yamaha-80 motorcycle
engine. He modified an old go-cart frame to the fullest extent and
the tires were taken from a stripped riding mower. The rear of the
cart was pieced together with anything he could find.

»p right

DAVID DESCRIBES THE go-cart as "looking like a race car. soun-
ding like a motorcycle, and running like a scalded dog". It travels at
an estimated speed of 50 mph. It uses no more gasoline than a lawn
Jnower,

bottom

SOMETIMES THINGS do go wrong with the machine when David
takes a spin around the familiar grounds of Moorhead. No fear,

though. Jimmy Wifliamson and Todd Heigle, both diesel mechanics
majors, are there to help with the repairs. David, or "Cainfish", says
the cart sounds like a lot of trouble, but it is a lot of fun and worth it

in the long run.

McCain cruises campus

Directions

:

Find the tjords listed
They could be spelled
backuards or foreuards
up or doun

MM

V

JCJ DOUG RUSSELL discusses

responsibilities of his office dur-

ing a lecture in Mrs. Rosemary
Golden s Political Science class.

The student is Kelly Sykes.
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Spring Things
Softball kites jonquil
love uarmth fishing
sunshine blooms Joqqing

Survey shows student drug use declines
Student drug use seems to have declin-

'^er the last year, according to two re-

-ent studies.

^Since 1979 there s been a leveling off of

use of marijuana among young peo-

reports Gayle Saunders, a

^eswoman for the National Institute

*>Dru^ Abuse (MDA). which sponsored

a George Washington University survey

of some 5000 households' drug habits.

There s also been a "significant

decline" in the use of other drugs, which

NIDA reads as a "reversal of earlier

trends of escalating drug abuse."

Saunders adds.

Similarly, the University of Michigan's

annual survey of some 17.000 high .school

seniors found declines in the uses of mari-

juana, cocaine, stimuiants. sedatives,

tranquilizers and hallucinogens

•'A serious recession " observes Dr.

Lloyd Johnston, director of the Michigan

study, " has its own sobering influence on

youth

PATTY HESTER talks with Annie
Lidell about some opportunities
in the specialized health field.

Happy Barter Holidays April 1-April 3



Student compares customs of Mississippi
By ANGIE BANKS
The sunny state of California, a major

tourist region in the U.S., has different

fashions, entertainment and language
than the state of Mississippi, according to

Jeanie Politovich ( better known as
'Poltergeist" 1.

Jeanie is a freshman at MDJC, major-
ing in fashion merchandising. She was
bom in Northern Orville, Ca. and spent

her first five years of her life there. She
then moved to Greenville, Ms, and now
only visits California on her summer and
Christmas holidays.

The language difference Jeanie refers

to come from the San Fernando Valley,

often just called "Valley. "

It is a place
where people talk with their own slang.

"The San Fernando Valley is where all

the valley jokes come from. It is what the
mocking song "Valley Girls ' by Moon
Unit and Frank Zappa is written about."
said Jeanie.

In the song the performers mock the
talk of valley girls with such examples as,
"Like totally." "Barf me out the door."
"I'm like freaking out totally," "Like gag
me with a spoon," or, 'Totally awsome."
On hearing the song, anyone would get
the idea that the words like and totally,

are used as often as the girls draw a
breath.

Jeanie is amused at one quote that she

says the "valley people" use quite often

"It's like a white crested wave, man. it's

totally tubular."

Jeanie describes the scenery and the

'people's past times in northern California

as being much like a paradise' "It is filled

with beautiful mountain scenery and also

beautiful Pacific landscape. People spend

most of their spare time going to the

beach, having beach parties, going surf-

ing and having cookouts," said Jeanie

Jeanie suggests that once one moves
further south, that some people say in a

joking way, that the motto "Sex, Drugs
and Rock-n-Roll " comes to life.

Even though Jeanie was born in Nor-

thern California, she has spent some time

in southern and she thinks that north and
south are different. "Southern California

is where California gets its wild image.

Most of Southern California enjoys
massive partying. They enjoy partying on

the beach, having bonfires and going surf-

ing like the north does, but from my ex-

periences in Southern California it is dif-

ferent from Northern. It is like a different

state."

"In Southern California the people are
their own people and do not judge or ques-

tion other people's beliefs and values,"

said Jeanie.

Jeanie is majoring in fashion merchan-
dising and because of this interest in

clothes, she notices dress styles and she

compares the Mississippi dress style to

the styles of California. "In California

most of the people are not your typical

Mississippi prep-style dressers. They

dress with their own type of style, speak-

ing out of their own individual per-

sonalities. They vary from hippy 60"s to

punk 80's," said Jeanie.

Jeanie describes the hippy 60's as

displaying long bushy pony tail hair,

wearing bell twttom faded jeans, sweaty

tee-shirts and sandals.

"The punk 80's is demonstrated with

new waves of hair styles, with lots of

vigor and action about their clothing

which says to their viewers how the\

feel," said Jeanie.

When we talk about California in

Mississippi, we cannot forget about

Hollywood movie stars, but Jeanie is not

thrilled with the stars She prefers the

real people. "While there are aiot of

superstars, the number of everyday peo-

ple still exceeds the famous few," said

Jeanie

Jeanie enjoys California and is looking

forward to returning in the summer
"California is a beautiful state, full of ex-

citement and even sometimes glamor. It

is one of the major attraction centers. It

draws thousands of vacationers annual-

ly," said Jeanie.

Track team could be best
"The 1983 Trojan Track Team will be

one of the better teams in the North Half
division before the season ends," said
Coach Paul Downs, track coach.

"Practice has been going very good and
the team members have been working
hard." said Coach Downs.
Practices usually last from 3.15 p.m. to

4 p.m. everyday.

Coach Downs said that this year's team
has a better ability and attitude than last

year's.

There are 11 track meets scheduled for

the group this season. The first official

meet of the season was held March 24.

The team had already participated in a
practice meet here March 8.

Twenty-eight men are expected to par-
ticipate as team members this year. They
are: Henry Manuel and Kenny Moore,
lOO-yard dash; Henry Manuel. Jerry
Ford, and Kenny Moore, 220-yard dash;
Dwayne Broom. Ricky Randall, Charles
Bass, 440-yard dash; Bobby Williams.

Moore, Arthur Thomas, and Manuel.
440-yard relay; Walter Atkins and Jimmy
Williamson, 880-yard run; Calvin Staples

and Keith Vickers. high jump; Broom
and Elbert Jones, long jump; Michael
Knowlton, Jones, Broom, and Bryant

Rushing, triple jump; Lee Dale Grays
and Rob Sanford, 120-yard high-hurdles;

Kelly Sykes, 440-yard hurdles; Greg
Sykes and James Salter, pole vault ; Mike
Paul, Adrian Tolliver. Sammie Wright,
discus; Tolliver, Williams. Wright, shot-

put.

Participating in the mile relay are
Jerry Ford, Ricky Gross, Dwayne
Broom, Ricky Randall, Allison, Stepter.
and Cliarles Bass

Coach Downs said there are no par-
ticipants in the one-mile and three-mile
runs. "I would be glad for anyone who
wanted to. to come out and try for them."
said Downs,

ih^nL^''^'''^^'^^^ B^^^^^^'s ^"nual coffee housewhile other members of her Literature class look on.

JEANIE POLITOVICH enjoys

'California.'

"Stars" are tops

As many as 11 teams participated inihe

intramural basketball season, but oniy

one team made it to the top as the cham-

pions.

The season was climaxed when the

"Stars in the Sky" defeated Ihf

"Dalmatians" in the finals held thewwk

before spring holidays. Or Allec

Snowden. mathematics instructor, super

vised and coordinated the intramurai

season.

"Stars in the Sky" defeated the "Tur^

Out the Lights" and the "G-Men" on their

way to the championship.
"We had over 150 kids to participatem

intramurals. and everybody seemed to

enjoy it. It was a very successful season,

and we had more balance than we ha«

ever had," said Dr. Snowden

TENNIS SCHEDULE
March 30 East Central, away

April 5 NWJC,away

April/ "
Holmes, home

April 9 Co-Lin, horre

April 11 Holmes, awaj

April 14 East Central, hon«

April 18 NWJC,ho(T«

April 21 . State Tourney. Mendiac

April 22 , State Tourney. Meridian

Editors - Angie Banks

Mike Meeks

Jaymee Vowe'

Layout - Deronda MiH'C-'"

Virgil Brown
Printers - Voc. Printing

How do students spell relief"

FRIDAY



(iamblin

nV>lKE VOVVELL

Mllo'
weather's turning

ggain and the end of school is get-

'^ioser by the day. Lately, here in the

dorm, many of the girls are

. j^ing-suil clad and are laying out on
*

pier
portable radios. I really

Id be out there with them, but in a

(dkini-
I

sort of remind myself of the

pilisbury
Dough Boy - all white and

(hubby'

ggjides. *iaying-out weather is also

jlietime
Ihe softball and baseball teams

llyget swinging. These students really

^actice hard and give it all they have.

Sf all
should support these people by at-

jjnding a" the games we can and cheer-

fcgthem on.

'

Toda\ has really been a rough one for

nie I
suppose with the seasons changing,

il
has affected my mind somewhat. To

start off. I got up at 7 p.m. and got com-

pletely ready for my 8:20 class. I walkeji

aver to Tanner Hall before I remembered

je didn't have class. Then, in my next

class, we had a pop test. That was a

laugh. By the time dinner time rolled

around, I was starved. I went to the Pool

Hall only to discover that I had forgoUeh'V

my checkbook in Greenwood, To make
tiers, worse.

,
my "limo" was on

ipty" so I was completely stuck...!

lly managed to borrow some gas

ey to get home. When I got back to

ioorhead, 1 found out that we had "open

'4irm." My roommate and I had become
ft mountain climbers for the past

weeks. We even had our own
private mountain. We just opened the

doorand began climbing the mountains of

clolhes.

Iraanaged to stuff most of the mess into

our closet before I broke our six-foot wall

mirror 1 guess I'll have about seven
more years of bad luck now.

our disappointment. Crystal
aler is moving out of the dorm. My
mmate and Deanna are sure going to

am her. She was our maid. She cleaned
up our room when it had become a health
fazard. She also kept us straight.

M uiuippi ii)i),.ir r^ririii new ^punt-r print.- I

The Delta Herald
April 18 1983 M

Committee to select council Eli slated
On Wednesday. April 27. a faculty-

student committee will select a new SGA
executive council for the 1983-84 school
term.

There will be three students and three
faculty members that will act aS the
selection committee. The three positions
of the faculty members will be the Dean '

of Students, who is the sponsor of the
'

SGA, a representive of the faculty
association and a representive of the
Vocational-Technical division.

,

This selection committee will mtei»view \

all applicants and review applications. :

which must be turned in by the moj-ning
of April 27, "We will talk with all the ap-
plicants, ask them their experiences,
such as work experiences, and we will ask
them why they would like to become a
member of the SGA Council, We will

select the people that we feel can do the
job," said Dean Robert Warnock.
The committee will be looking at Ihe ap-

plicants that would like to be appointed as
president, vice-president, secretary or
reporter of the SGA.
Dean Warnock would like to stress that

being an officer requires alol of time
"Being an officer requires alot of time
your own time sometimes - that's why we
select people who will serve the school."
said Dean Warnock.
Dean Warnock feels that the purpose of

- the SGA explains why chosing the right

officers is important. "The purpose of the

SGA is that it plans activities for the
students and serves as a voice for the
students to the administration in express*
ing the student's concern. We listen to the
students," said Dean Warnock.

T'li rnck KM" wilf^pJrfirm

' p in loll -15

ROTC to be offered 1983-84
Army Reserve Officers Training Corps

( ROTC) will be offered at MDJC beginn-

ing with the fall term of the 1983-84 school

year.

The program will consist of two
Military Science courses taught through

the Military Science Department of Delta

State University.

Military Science I will be taught first

semester at "K" period'. Military Science

II will be offered at "MN " period. Both

courses will be taught in the Coliseum. In

structor for the program will be Pro

fessor Bangert of DSU
The ROTC program is designed to pro-

vide college-trained officers for the army
the national guard, and the reserve

Army ROTC is traditionally a four-year

program; however, the program ^t MD
JC will enable studenu lo lake the basic

courses here before transferring to a

university

"1 think It is a good opportunity for

students to experiment with the program
before entering a senior institution." said

Harmon Boggs. dean of instruction

Instruction in the program covers

military fundamentals common lo all

branches of the service with the aim of

providing a basic military education and
of developing individual character andal
tributes essential to an officer.

The Army ROTC program currently of

fers military science courses at over 28tj

colleges and institutions across the na-

tion.

'>! >Uaii'ni:N w ill cost

iiili-nis willbe$4. All
M»1J ill ih.' .loot will be $4.
1 ••'.uMM ,»( ihi gr.Hip.- Dennis

ii'njil lrnMid-of D^an
' '

^
(•alle<l^'(o asK for

' I'-cii het. i.ipovev oniheir
cnrieni lour. . y

'

"The groun h;i.v ol.iced hci r Ije^ore. and
they were intereslod m pi;»ying here
again. They will play one night at
Mississippi State, one night at Ole Miss,
and om' night here." said Warnock,

News Briefs

The Department of Nursing will honor
graduating nursing-students at a Pinning
Ceremony Friday night (April 22) at 7

o'clock in the Tharp Auditorium of Ye^ites
Fine Arts Building, A reception will

follow iminedulely in the foyer

Cheerleaders tryout for thr. squad of

1983-84 will be held Saturday. April 3U, at

II) a in, in the Union foyer.. All par-
ticipants must have their own cheer to

perform for faculty judges Kvevyone is

invited.

The annual facuit>(, picnic will be h^ld
Wednesday. April 20.'at^6 p m *,^,

Delia Dancer tryouts will be held; Sun-
day. April 24. at 2 p.m. in the Coliseum,
F^veryone is invited.

The MDJC Band Spring Concert will be
field Thursday. April 21, 7:^0. in Tharp
Auditunum.

Students take top honors at state Olympics
^'Jtational students from MDJC took
^' ^ifnors in the VICA State Skills Olym-
- held April 6-8 at the Hinds Career
;Velopment Center in Jackson.

2' delegates won six first-place
's. 11 second-place awards, and six

l-place awards.
also elected two state officers for

1983-84 term. They are Richard Man-
's vice president and Michael Tutor
surer,

place winners and state officers
participate in the VICA National

Olympics which will be held in Kentucky

in June.

Those who will be competing are: Brent

Bolte, industrial electronics: Stan Scott,

air-cooled gasoline engine repair: Randy

Morgan, welding; Mitchell Love, sheet

metal; Kay Stowers. commercial
photography: Vicky Gentry, prepared

speech.

Second place winners in the state com-

petition are: Tommy Ferracci. opening

and closing ceremony. Don Sims, offset

printing: Mark Kelly, industrial electrici-

ty; Glen Tice. opening and closing

ceremony; Joey Sayle. commercial art.

Richard Fulford. opening and closing,

Mark Jennings, opening and closing.

Terry Williams, opening and closing:

James Robinson, sheet metal. Debra
Lee. opening and closing. Terry Hopson.

opening and closing

Third place winners in the state meet

are: Roosevelt Matthew, sheet metal;

Priscilla Skehon. LPN; Lorean Moore,

job demonstration . Marilyn Wilson,

medical laboratory technology; Mike

Kelly, machine drafting; George Ddvis.

air-cooled gasoline engine

Other students who competed in the

state meet were: Trent Wood, state

treasurer; Bobby Chancy. architeetOral

drafting: Fd Jackson, delsel mechanics;

Larry Purser, machine shop; Greg
Wallace, air conditioning and refrigera-

tion. Betty Ilaire. voting delegate; Dinky

Knight, voting delegate; Ruth Carpenter,

job interview; Deborah Johnson, extem-

poraneous speaking; Karen Presley,

medical laboratory technology.

{



HOWELL JOHNSTON practices a 'Pink Floyd' hit outside his dorm
room.

From Greenville to CaL..r$7.10

By MIKE MEEKS
"I bet I am the only guy who has travel-

ed from Greenville, Miss, to Sacramento,

Calif, on $7.10," said Howell Johnston.

**I had a dime when I got there, used it

to call my mother collect to say I was
okay and I got the dime back,'* Howell

said. He added that even with this small

amount he ate good and slept comfor-

Ubly.

"All of my travels were done on my
thumb, by hitchhiking," said Howell.

Howell has traveled throughout the West
by hitchhiking.

Greenville has been Howell's home on
and off for 24 years. He is presently

enrolled at MDJC as a biological science

major. Howell also works in the media
center of the Stanny-Sanders library.

Howell spent a summer traveling to

Sacremento by hitchhiking. He left when
he was 17 and returned when he became
18. "I left a boy and returned a man,"
said Howell.

"Hitchhiking is the fun way to travel.

You can get in and out of the car when you
want and there aren't any worries," said

Howell. Howell said that he met many
nice people and also found some good
fishing spots. "I even met one many who
gave me a ride and a job," said Howell.
Howell describes the W«ft as being flat

but very pretty. "In Oklahoma the land is

so flat you can see a rain storm two days

away," said Howell.

"I have hitchhiked through almost 40

states, but Mississippi and Alabama are

the hardest to get a ride in, unless you
have a sign," said Howell. The last hit-

chhiking trip Howell made was Ua MDJC
on registration day in the fall. "I couldn't

find a ride so 1 wrote "MDJC" on a piece

of paper and got on the highway I waited

15 minutes and a guy coming to MDJC
gave me a ride," said Howell.

Howell said that hitchhiking was very
enjoyable, but that it is geUing to be very

dangerous now. "There arc some pretty

weird people out there," said Howell.

Howell also enjoys shooting pool, sport

that he is said to be rather good at. "Most
people let me win by beating
themselves," Howell says. He com-
mented that he enjoys it as a sport and for

relaxation.

Another activity Howell enjoys is play-

ing the guitar. "I have been teaching
myself for about 10 years and have
almost acquired a knack for it," Howell
said. He concentrates mostly on soft rock
and pop country. "I'm pretty good at

country songs," said Howell. He said the
guitar really takes his mind off
everything.

EXAM SCHEDULE
SECOND SEMESTER 1982-83

May 6-11

Friday. May 6 8:15-10:20NRZZ

10:35-12:40B

1:30-3:40ENG113

ENGU23
w J w BSR0213
Monday,May9 8:15-10:20rQU.C(^YY

10:35-12:40 EMW.EKZZ
^ ^ „ 1:30-3:40D
Tuesday,MaylO 8:15- 10:20 JTXX

10:35- 12:40

F

, . „ 1:30 - 3:40 AIS,AIXX
Wednesday, May 11 8; 15 - 10:20 LVYY

10 35-12:400

^ l-30Graduation Rehearsal in Coliseum
GRADUATION FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 13, 8:00 p.m. MISSISSIPPI DELTA
COi.IsrUM.

MISSISSIPPI DELTA JUNIOR COLLEGE
FEES AND LIVING EXPENSES 1983 - 1984

The Board of Trustees of Mississippi Delta Junior College has
following structure effective with the fall session 1983.

I

approved

Dormitory Student

Expenses Each Semester

Full-time Student uormiiory student „

Matriculation Fees $220 j!??*

Yearbook (First semester only) «20»

Living Expenses <li

Room
Meals

tisto^
ToUl Cost - 1st Semester $775

*

Total Cost - 2nd Semester ^
TOTAL COST - SCHOOL YEAR $1535 ^
Dormitory students may divide their payments in the following manner if h,^

desire. ^
Fall Semester - On Entrance

Beginning Second Nine Weeks ™*

Spring Semester - On Entrance
, JJ*

Beginning Second Nine Weeks
OUT OF DISTRICT FEE - additional $45 per semester

OUT OF STATE FEE additional $300 per semester

Part-time student (per semester hour) $30

ll«

* Students riding college buses on j'egular basis, add $60 per semester
Bus fee for infrequent riders - $.75 per boarding

* * Based on 15 meals a week (Sunday night through Friday noon)

Subject to the order of the Board of Trustees of Mississippi Delt^i Jupior CoUeai
fees and-or living expenses may be changed if necessary.

'

For 1983-84

Fees to increase
Fees will increase an overall $140

beginning with the fall term of 1983.

'This increase is the largest jump in

tuition ever made by MDJC," said Dr.

J.T. Hall, president.

Dr. Hall said the increase in student

fees became necessary because other

funding resources have not kept pace
with the increases in the ground operation

load of the school.

"Even after the increases are made,
MDJC will still be the most economical
junior college in Mississippi for a student

to attend," said Dr. Hall.

Dr. Hall pointed out that there are three

areas of revenue support open for

operating the college. They are county
assessments, allotment from the state of

Mississippi, and student fees.

Dr. Hall said that the only avenue cur-

rently open for acquiring additional

monetary support is in the area of student
fees.

Dr. Hall said that the state of Mississip-

pi hasn't given an increase to junior col-

leges in the last seven years for the
ground operation of the school.

"The increases the state has given have
been mandated for teachers' salaries,"

said Dr. Hall.

The increases in tuition, rent, and
board will be used to meet the spiraling
costs of general maintenance, utilities,

and cafeteria operation.

The increase in the bus fee will be used
to help pay tor the two buses purchases
this year at a cost of $44,000.

The fee for graduation will be incrttw

$5 to keep up with inflation. A $5 [nam
in the late registration fee is designed!

try to stop the deliberate action of

students.

A $5 increase has also been nude

students who are enrolled part-time.

Dr. Hall said that fee inc

shouldn't cause a problem for »

who are going to school on the Pell

since the grants are based -on the cort

the college the student is attending,

Hall also said that most scholarshipi

be increased accordingly.

Dr. Hall explained that the CommisiiB

Budget and Accounting has the authorit]

to cut state fund appropriations tojunii

colleges and any other state agencian

time that the revenue collections iw

equal those being budgeted. The conunil

sion is required to carry out the provii

of the Mississippi Constitution wldi

states that the budget must balanced

state operations at the end of the fw

year.

Dr. Hall explained that during tfieyei

this commission has cut MDJC's sha«

the state funding $168,000. Dr Hall a

that 75% of MDJC's budget is spent I

salaries and fringe benefits. Dr. Hallf

that he felt that the cuts to be itf

because of the state cut in funding »W

come from the other 25% of the bud«*

;

Dr. HaU said that the increase in

»

ishould allow the administration totn

back into balance the operations"

were cut last year.

New buses added to fleet I

Two new buses are being added to the
MDJC transporUtion fleet and should be
in service by the fall semester.

The cost of each bus will be $23,141.42.

As Mr. Jack Harris, superintendent of

buildings and grounds and of the bus
fleet, pointed out, a bus is bought in two
pieces -- by the chassis and by the body.
The chassis, bought from Harry Vickery
Chevrolet and Olds in Greenville,
costing $12,104.04. The body, from a com

ts

pany in Ridgetop, Tenn. is

$8,999.43. Both parts of the bus are

the specifications set by the st^^^-jj

" I am sure one of the two will be

transport students on one of the n*^

maybe both," said Mr. Harris.

The buses were purchased

the rising number of students ndi»

buses, Mr. Harris added. m
Part of the cost of the bus pii^'cf'^i

be defrayed through an increase 01

the student semester bus fee. _

Experience is the name everyone gives
to their mistakes.

—Oscar Wilde
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Ramblin

We have finally reached the last issue

of T\]e Delta Herald for this semester. We
sincerely hope that everyone has enjoyed

the paper and that you look forward to its

continuation in the fall semester.

I hope everyone has studied and is

ready for exams. I wish you good luck.

To all the females in the Stennis-Penrod

dormitory, you are reminded that you
need to start getting the rooms back in

order. All beds have to be put back up and
the dressers and desks have to be put

bacli in place. Those beds are pretty hard
to manage, so watch yourselves and try

not to break a limb.

I want to wish good luck to all the girls

who tried out for cheerleaders and Delta
Dancers. I hope they don't keep you in

suspense very long.

To all of you who won't be returning
next year, best of luck. Just remember
that all MDJC graduates were meant to

succeed, so give it all you've got.

I'll see you next semester if you return.
Bye now

!

—Banks

Crawfish Derby
to be held
here May 7
A Derby Day will be staged at the first

annual Crawfish Festival at Moorhead.
Saturday, May 7. Invitations for this
•'crawfish college clash" have been
issued to all coilege-age students in the
state.

Any group of 10 member whether all
boys, all girls, or all boys and girls are
eligible to enter. The contest of crawfish
crawl, crawfish long jump, 3-legged race,
fire hop, a tug-of-war. and other events.
The first prize will be $100; second

prize. $75 ; and third prize. $50. The prizes
will be awarded per team.
A "girls-only" contest will be held. The

events are a wet T-shirt contest, a tight

blue-jean contest and a dunking machine
contest.

The entry fee will be $2 per event and
first place winners will receive $10 per
event.

There will also be a "cajun crawfish
peeling and eating contest" at 12 noon.
The entry fee is $25 and first place prize is

$100, The proceeds will be donated to the
Moorhead community chest.

Justice is a machine that, when so-
meone has once given it the starting push,
rolls on of itself,

—John Galsworthy

Honors Day Assembly
set for tomorrow

Honors Day assembly will take place at
'he "K" (10:20) period tomorrow (May

All students are required to attend this
program, which is held annually to
^^cognize outstanding scholars and good
citizens at MDJC.
The program will open with special

remarks by Dr. J.T. Hall, president,
following the talk by Hall, Dean Travis
'nornton will recognize Beta Alpha
acnoiars. Heads of departments will pre-

departmental, achievement, and ser-
"ce and leadership awards.

Dean Robert Warnock will administer
the oath of office to SGA executive council
members for 1983-84.

Dwight Spencer, head of the math and
science department, will announce the
recipient of the Herman Thigpin Scholar-
ship.

Jaymee Vowell will announce the

dedication of The 1983 Retrospect, school
yearbook.

School yearbook distribution regula-

tions will be announced in assembly.
Dean Harmon Boggs coordinates Honors
Day assembly activities.

Banquet to honor athletes tonight
he annual athletic banquet will be held

V
'Monday. May 2) at 6:30 in the

^r^'ver Union Cafeteria.
fie banquet will honor all athletes who

baslh'?^^^^
in either football, basketball.

Che! I

Softball, track and tennis,

attend
^^^'^ an<i Delta Dancer will also

'C^"f^^
speaker for the occasion will be

^skpih
Chancellor, head women's

eibaU coach at the University of
'ssippi.

'

onf^'
extend a formal

**eiive^^
the group. The invocation will

Moorh ^^v- Jerry Beam of the
""^^^^d Methodist Church.

A major highlight of the banquet will be

the presentation of most valuable player

awards in each of the areas of sports com-
petition at MDJC. Dr. Allen Snowden will

emcee the awards ceremony.

The athlete with the highest scholastic

average will receive special recognition

and the J.D. Stonestreet Memorial Award
will be presented to the athlete who has

demonstrated character traits similar to

those exemplified by the late Coach
Stonestreet, a backfield coach here bet-

ween 1954-62. The recipient of this award
is chosen by a faculty committee.

Dean Robert Warnock will recognize

MDJC cheerleaders. Mrs. Betty Aden will

present awards to Delta Dancers.

MDJC to offer guard tminiftg

A Mississippi Correctional Institutions
Training program for guards will be mov-
ed to MDJC in the near future.

The objective of the program will be to
provide training for correctional officers
who will be employed as guards at Par-
chman prison.

Because of overcrowding at the present
location of the program the Mississippi
Law Enforcement Training Academy in

Pearl - the state made plans for "the
move, selecting MDJC. The site designa-
tion was written into a funding law by
Gov. William Winter, indicating that the
branch training program should be
located at MDJC.

According to Dr. J.T. Hall, president of
MDJC. the program will include a max-
imum of six weeks of training for approx-
imately 25 students per training session.
"All of the officers working at Parchman
will go through here for training." said
Dr. Hall.

Dr Hall pointed out that the new pro-
gram will brmg three new instructors
with it. all of whom are working at the
main school in Pearl. Dr. Hall could not
give those instructors names, but those
will be made available later.

Housing for the students will be provid-
ed in a new dormitory which will be con
structed by the state. Dr Hall said that
the dormitory will be located close to the
tennis courts on the road leading to the
maintenance shop.

"A classroom building will have to be
made available for these students, and we
are thinkmg of using that building by the
Horton Science Center referred to as the
Old Canteen." said Dr Hall,

Dr. Hall thinks that the program is a
good idea and believes that there will no
problem with students fitting into campus
life.

These students will be required to pur
chase meal tickets and ID cards just as
other students. Hall said.

TAMMY GARDNER. MICHAEL CARLEY and CHRIS STAUFFER
were cast members of the Children Theater performance of Pin-

nochio presented to area kindergartens and Central Delta Academy
here last Tuesday.



student adjust to change in life style

On Sept. 19, 1976, something happened
that changed the entire course of John
Hobsgood's life.

Hobsgood was a 1976 graduate of Car-

rollton High School. He played football

there. But after that fall night in 1976, he.

nor his doctors, didn't know whether he

would ever walk again.

Hobsgood was involved in a car acci-

dent on his way home from a football

game. He is now confined to a wheel

chair.

Many times after a devastating event in

their lives, some people tend to give up,

accept their disability, and view
themselves as not quite "whole" persons.

But John Hobsgood is definitely a

"whole" person, maybe more so than

some nondisabled people. But life for him
has not been easy since the accident.

For six weeks after the injury, Hob-
sgood was in a major hospital where he

underwent psychiatric therapy. He then

spent six months in a rehabilitation

center.

Hobsgood stayed out of school for seven

years before deciding to attend MDJC
this spring.

"I chose to attend MDJC because it is

small and close to home," said Hobsgood.

His parents, Mr. and Mrs. D, W. Hobsgood

are residents of Carrollton.

Hobsgood gets around fine on campus.
"I have all my classes on the ground floor

of buildings because there are no

elevators here," said Hobsgood.

"When I first came, people took pity on

me," said Hobsgood, "but later they saw
how well I got around, so they didn't feel

sorry for me. Hobsgood plans to major in

electponics or computer technology next

fall.

Hobsgood can be seen between classes

whizzing by in his motorized wheelchair.

He commutes to school in his customized
van.

Hobsgood said that his favorite past-

times are girl-watching and 'partying'.

But Hobsgood won't be seen partying
too much lately because he is currently

running for the Office of Justice Court
Judge of Carroll County.

Quit worrying, get to working
"Worryin' is rockin' in a rockin'

chair .it gives you something to do, but
doesn't get you anywhere"...

This saying dominates two feet of the
wall in my dorm room. Underneath it is a
picture of "Ziggy" rocking his life away
in a rocking chair.

The poster reminds me of some people I

know (myself included) who waste more
time worrying about something than ac-
tually getting around to doing something
about it.

For example, my roommate just walk-
ed in the door and the very first thing she
said was: "Oh, I don't know how I'm go-
ing to get my car fixed." Yet, she and I

both know that worrying about the car be-

ing broken is not going to make it run any
smoother.

I could cite dozens of other examples.
We worry about not getting a date to a
concert, about not making passing
grades, etc.

If we want a situation changed, we have
to get out and do something about it. Wor-
rying about how it will turn out doesn't do
anyone any good.

If we want to improve our grades, we
have to buckle down and study.

With exams coming up, we should
spend our energy on studying. ..not on
worrying about not having studied
sooner.

In summary, meeting a problem head-
on is the only way to begin to solve it.

—Vowell

Softball team loses out at state tournament
The MDJC women's Softball team

coached by Buddy Walden was
eliminated from the North Division Tour-
nament held at Meridian when they lost
two of three games.

In the first game, MDJC defeated Meri-
dian Junior College, 5-4. Leading hitters
for MDJC were Muriel Penn, Tina Gor-
don, and Lee Ann Wilkerson. Gordon got
one home run.

MDJC got a toUl of nine hits to Meri-
dian's five. Winning pitcher was Sandi
Smith.

Northeast defeated MDJC 10-6 in the se-
cond game. Leading MDJC hitters with

two each were Debra Howard, Lee Ann
Wilkerson. and Carla Thomas. MDJC had
10 hits and Northeast had 10 hiU. Losing
pitcher was Sandi Smith.

In the third game, Itawamba Junior
College defeated DelU lO-O, Leading hit-
ter was Muriel Penn with two hits. IJC got
seven hits and Delta had six hits. Losing
pitcher was Sandi Smith.
The Softball team ended the year with a

North Division record of 10-6 and an
overall record of 12-14.

Members of the team who made All-
State are Lee Ann Wilkerson and Tina
Gordon.

JOHN DRIVES HIS own customiz-
ed van to school.

t^netly speaking...^

DerondaMillican commercial a
jor from Cleveland, submitted the a
winning cover design for The Jun
lege Writer, the magazine comnuL^?''
the Mississippi Junior College Cr
Writing Association. Her cover wii^"^
pear on the next issue which is V
published in the fall of 1984.

"®

Debra Lee. electronics technoloev m
jor from Cleveland, was chosen%tM
president of VICA at their conferen
held recently in Jackson.

There will be a seafood feast served ffl

the evenini^ meal in Vandiver cafeter
The May h event is bcmg sponsored bv
both dormitories. '

Seven members of the MDJC Public^
tions slalf and adviser Laney Wooten at
tended the Mississippi Junior College
Press Association conference held last
weekend in Hiloxi

Girls Dorm Council Officers for 1983-84
have been selected by a faculty commit-
tee. They are: president, Gloria Blake
vice president, Beth Parham; secretary'
Gwin Dickson; reporter. Angle Banks'
Special dorm council is Laura Clark
Margie Hodges. Jackie Sanders and Jen-
ny Shaffer.

JimmyW. misses Crystal S.
What will you miss most about MDJC

this summer?
Jan Sykes. Greenwuod: The parties, late

night outs and my road trips.

Michael Bonner, Grenada: Band!
Bryan Tindall, New Jersey: The band

and getting picked on by Tanya and
Hope.

Hope Holly, Greenwood: Picking on
Michael Bonner and Bryan Tindall.

Tanya Hart. Isola: "T.J.'s"

Melynda Crocker. Clarksdale: The peo-
ple and the partying.

Tina McDaniel, Greenwood: Jimmy

Reames and Mike Flowers.
Lena Miller. Greenwood: "T.J.'s" and

my friends.

Bobbie Grantham, Winona: "Well, it sure

ain't gonna be the food."

Leslie Beasley, Greenville: My labs from
12-3 every day.

Gina Jenkins, Indianola: All my friends.

Lisa Jones, Greenville: Raby's and all

my friends.

Amy Jones, Cleveland: T.J.'s and my
friends.

Crystal Streater, Black Hawk; Jimmy.
Susan Beaird, Greenville; Living away

from home.

Baseball Round-
The pitching yearly average for the

baseball team is as follows:

Ernie Burgess, ERA 4.00. record 3-6;
Richard Clanton, ERA 8.31, record 0-2;
Shane Crotts, ERA 7.00, 0-2; Craig Dun-
can. ERA 3.06, 2-0; Kinny Dupont, ERA
2.56, 1-0; Steve Harper, ERA 3.43, 3-3-

Johnny Ray, ERA 2.03, 2-2; Tim Sewell
ERA 6.17, 1-0; Chris Smith, ERA 1.05, O-l!
Team Pitching Average, ERA 4 06

record 12-16.

Batting yearly average: Richard Clan-
ton. .375. AB 8; Pop Jackson. .362. AB 47
Chris Smith, .357. AB 47; Kevin Parker'.
.333, AB 6; Rob Sanford, .321, AB 78;April 27

:51tA executive council selected for 1983-ft4

up for 1983
Art Turner, .317, AB 63; Kelly Sykes.

.298, AB 84; James Lusk, .286, AB 7;

Mack Bradshaw, .281, AB 32; Shane

Crotts, .279, AB 68; Myron Vanlan-

dingham, .250, AB 4; Robbie Pinkerton,

.231, AB 39;

Jerry Serio, .186, AB 59; Steve Harper,

.143, AB 7; David Upchurch, .143, AB 56;

Ernie Burgess, .091, AB 11;

Team batting average, .265, AB 705.

The MDJC baseball team finished the

season with an 8-4 conference record. The

overall record for the season was 12-15.

Of the two divisions in the North, the

Trojan team finished second in one of

them.

f

iNicole Pena
Belzoni

I

Byron Keith Jones
Greenville

Tony Hc^on
Gunnison

Deronda Millican

Cover Design Winner



I
graduation exercises at Mississippi

Delta
Junior College will take place Fri-

day
night- May 13, at 8 o'clock in the MD-

jC
Coliseum,

The ceremony will begin with the pro-

j^ional to the strains of "Pomp and Cir-

cumstance" by Elgar, with Mrs. Merle

Xolbert as pianist. The invocation will be

delivered by Rev. Cornell Daughtry of the

first
Baptist Church of Indianola. Dr.

jT Hall. MDJC president, will welcome

graduates and guests. Tammy Fuller will

present a vocal selection: "Go Gently

Through the Year" by Rutledge.

Deans Harmon Boggs and Travis

Thornton will present the candidates for

graduation. Dr. Hall will confer the

degrees. The ceremony will be concluded

with the benediction given by Rev.

Daughtry.

The 305 candidates for graduation in-

clude;

ASSOCIATE !N ARTS B-EGREE -

Thomas Jacob Ainsworth. Teresa Ann
Aycock, Dale Richard Barger, Diane Kel-

ly Barger. Dorothy Grace Bell, Lola

Louise Berryhill, Larry Alan Boggs.

Leslie Allison Boutwell, Sarah Elizabeth

Bullard, Ernest White Burgess. Stacy

Leigh Colotta, Kathy Lynn Crockett.

Michael Todd Davis, Edmond O'Neal

Donald. David Wayne Floyd, Tamela
Renee Fuller. Luia Mae Gatewood. Tina

Jeanice Gordon, Lisa Ann Hankins.

Deborah Ann Howerton;

Tonya Sue Hurst, Mary Evelyn Jenn-

ings, Cheryl Lynn Jones, Ellis Nicholas

Joseph. Steven Turner Kelly, Linda Joy
Kendricks, Annie Bonita Faye Liddell,

Robert Kent McGee, Polly Mae McNeil.
James Hobson Madison, Timothy Wayne
Martin, Gloria Ann Meeks. Connie Yvette
Morgan, Mary Ann Robinson, Craig Mc-
Ciayton Scott. Brenda Gay Tinnin. Annie
Ware, Bradley Dean Woodcock. Rhoda
Anita Woods, and John Timothy Wright.

Associate in Applied Science: COM-
MERCIAL ART TECHNOLOGY - Deron
da K, Milhcan, Joseph Wicker Sayle.
Todd Arthur Steffen, Nancye Karen
Stowers.

CONSTRUCTION & DRAFTING
TECHNOLOGY - Bobby Joe Chaney Jr..

Ricky Lee Deerman, Thomas Tullio Fer-
racc!, Rennie Richard Haney, Jennifer
Hughes. Michael Bennett Kelly, Rodney
Dean Minor. Calvin Demitri Moore, Car]
Brent Noah, Leigh Renee' Norquist.

Graduation set for Friday, May 13
Hosie Randle. David Lawrence Up-
church, and Constance Ann Willingham
DATA PROCESSING TECH\OLO(;Y -

Denise Palmertree Carollo. Joseph
George Chamoun. Michael David Cor-
rero. Vincent Ray Farish. Gary Richard
Fulgham. Christine Cranberry Graham.
Teresa Elmore Jackson. Shakuntle
Mahatma Jain, Anita Carol Randle.
Laura Ann Rasbury, Bethany Ruth Ray!
Vanessa Jean Sanford. Pat Johnston
Stephens. Lenora Holmes Sutton. Joel
Bryan Tupman, Tammala Delynn Willis,
and Larry Wood.
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY - Tom

Blue, Brent Allen Bolte. Gwen Dora
Cadwell. Marvin Dwayne Coward. James
Morrison Cox IV. Matthew A Davis. Dale
Robert Jacobs. Debra Joyce Lee. Michael
Aubrey Ramsey. James Ewing Russell.
Rudy D. Sullivan, Harvey Edgar
Swindell, and Leonard Trent Wood.
GENERAL BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY - Michael Anthony Bar-
ranco. Tammy Katherme Braswell,
Mildred LaVonne Bryant. Kittie Ann
Chappell. Amy Elizabeth Davis. Jerry
Ford. Kim Yevette Henderson. Melissa
Lynn Jones. Elaine Lenhart, Ruth Ware
McCraney. Tina Louise McDaniei. Carl
Roy Mallard, and Mary Joe O'Neal.
MEDICAL LABORATORY

TECHNOLOGY - Janet Lynn Long. Susan
Denise McCluskey. Linda Ann McGhee.
Karen Darsena Presley. Marilyn Wilson.
Constance Severa Wright, and Princess
Faye Wright.

NURSING TECHNOLOGY - Patricia
Alldread. Margie Benning, Carol T Bur-
rell. Debra Mims Chapin, Alice Phallon
Fancher, Lynda Lamb Gibson. Jean
Marie Grant. James J. Herbison. Rita
Therrell Home. Joan McCain Luecken-
bach, Frederick Ramsey McClendon.
Billie Havens McCormick. Mary Jean
Marien. Mary Coker Mercer. Lynda Prit-

chett Meredith, and Delinda Mickel Mit
chell;

Diane M. Moore. Louise Oliver. Pauline
Grantham Parker. Ellen Luverne Par-
son, Deborah Garrett Pearson, Martha
Land Pope, Kay Andersen Sayner. Debra
Cleveland Sims, Loretta Smith. Tammy
Linda Stokes. Cynthia M. Sturdivant.

Louise Blackwell Tidmore, Glenda Ann
Tingle. Edwina Dunn Turner. Pattie

Dianne Walton. Nellie Estes Weeks.
Marilyn Merbitz Whitfield. Deborah Wat-

"you -mis -soiooL i^oULt)

son Williams, and Joyce Watfora
Williams.

TWO-YEAR SECRKTARIAI
SCIENCE - Shirley Bernieoe Langslon.
Arleen Pleas. Jennette Reece. Mildred
Ann Robinson. Donna Lynne Tupper. and
Jacqueline Renee Voss.

ONE-YEAR SECRETARIAL
SCIENCE - Betty Leverne Aderholt,
Juanita Byrd. Charlene Lola Chambers.
Myra Anita Duvall. Bessie Lanelle
Phillips, Levona Lucille Rickles. Roserta
Reed Terrell, and Kvericna Weaver
TWO-YEAR CLERICAL OFFICE

TRAINING - Shirley Ann Winder
ONE-YEAR CLERICAL OFFICE

TRAINING - Barbara Ann Bland. Linda
Carol Brewer. Mavis Karo! Brown. Dawn
Deninne Fmdiey. Denise Grant. Debra
Ann Howard. Delphine- Newell. Jac-
queline Palmer. Lanita Shae Roberts,
Debra Denise Washington. Lee Ann
Wilkerson. and Patricia Ann Wright.
AUTOMOTIVE MACHINIST Charles

Bass. Verdell Johnson, and Marcus Lynn
Ross.

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - Stanley
George Abney. James Attaway. Samuel
Earl Brown. Johnnie Day Jr . Myron
Anderson Goodwin, Melvin Lamar Har-
ris;

Vance Williams Hill, Kenneth Kyle
Kendall. Curtis Todd Lomenick. Melvin
Kenneth McClinton. John Randal
McGovern. Wendell Robinson. Lee Burt
Watkins Jr . Roy Gene Willis Jr.. and
Alfred R, Young,

BASIC SKILLS IN BUSINESS Velvet
Ann Ball. Marlean Blair. Alberta Burns,

Sylvia Louise Conrod, Ruby Lee Dew. An-
ner Lucinda Lewis. Christine Litlle. Irene

Marie Matthews. Rhonda Gale Smith,
and Danny Thomas,
COTT<)N GIN & INDUSTRIAL

MAINTENANCE - Charles Lamar Ben-
nett, John Evans Ivory. Bennie Peret

Norwood, Edd Ross. Jimmy Lee Smith,
Charles Callaway. Stepp, Robert Earl
Swint. and Derrick Tucker.

DIESEL MECHANICS Nathaniel

Allen. Walter Earl Atkins, William

Thomas Bassie, George Brown Jr..

Gregory Kirk Carradine. Albert Taylor

Crockett, Charles Tracy Davis. Edward
Leroy Jackson. Micah Heche' Martin.

Kenny Franklin Pate Jr., Joe Nathan
Stidhum. Glen Dale Tice. Roland Orvil

Webster III. and Lester Andrew Wilkin-

son.

FARM MECHANICS - George Robert
Davis. Charles Jackson Linebarger Jr
Randy Edward Mims. Tommv Steven
McCrory. Bobby Lee Ollie. William A
Swinney, and Willie Ed Wyatt.
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRiriTV - An-

drew Lee Christian. Tyree Lamac Jnne<;
Kevin Mark Kelly, David Russell Pear-
son. David Rawls. Henry Lee Ray. Gene
A, Richardson. Wayne Rass. James Ar-
thur Sharkey. William Jackson Tadlook
III. Bruce Earl Thomas. Robert Dean
Vail. Glen Alan Woodward, and Wayne
Russell Wright

MACHINE SHOP - Kenny Levi Bullock.
Francis Anthony DiSchino. James
Thomas Fortier. John Murrell Jackson,
Tarie Lea Nuckolls. Larry Edward
Purser. Robert Edward Schroeder. John
Robert Stallings. Kenneth Mark Swindle,
John David Wiggs. and James Roland
Wilkinson.

OFFSET PRINTING - Virgil Wade
Brown. Beverly Joyce Goodwin. Derrod
Johnson, Roslyn Daisy Lewis. Betty Ann
Polk, David Lewis Powell. Bertha Mae
Pryor. Gwendolyn Elaine Sample,
Donald Ames Sims, and Catherine Brown
Stephens.

REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDI-
TJONING - James McNeal Calhoun. Billy

Wayne Cox Jr.. Jerry Wayne Dowdy,
Michael Anthony Elder. Edward Earl
Etheridge Jr . Richard Chris Fulford.
Bobby Lynn Haley. William Todd Hewitt]
Hubert Lloyd Hodges Jr,

;

Reginald Holmes, Mark Anthony Jenn-
ings. James Riley Pearce, Gregory Scott

Wallace, Jeffrey Alan Wallace. Kenny
Vernell Warren. Jimmie Wood Jr , and
Wilbert Wendell Woods.
SHEET METAL - Ruben Alvin Allen.

Calvin Bennett. Marvin Lamar Foster.

Quint Hampton, Marvin Kennedy
Johnson. Joseph Henry Lambert, Sammy
Sylvester Lee, Mitchell Alan Love;
Marvin Gaye Marshall. Roosevelt Mat-

thews. James Lee Robinson, Richard 0.

Shepard. Marvin Marc Turner. Donald
Earl Tyler, James Edward Williams.

Donald Darell Wright, and Willie Earl
Young,

WELDING - Steve Bradley Click.

Clarence L Epps, Clark James Johnson,
Lamar Kirkland, Billy Randolph Morgan,
David Keith Myers. Jerry Louis Shelton,

and Allison Shelton Stepter

THE TROJAN FOOTBALL TEAM collected $397.23 for Jhe St. June
Chlldrens Hospital. Members who participated are Isaac Morris,

Henry Smith, Derrick Merritt, Wade Love, and Jack Turnipseed.



VICA collects money to aid victiit,g

The MDJC VICA ciuD is currently spon-

soring a drive for money to aid victims of

the recent bus tragedy which occurred

when students from Jonesboro, Arkaii-

sas, were enroute to their state skills con-

test,

April 1 was a tragic day for 41

Jonesboro people and their families.

These people were on their way to the

competition in Little Rock, when their bus

overturned. Nine people were killed, and

numerous people injured. Twenty-nine of

these people are still in the hospital; two

are in a coma, six are listed as critical.

These people cannot afford the tremen-

dous hospital bills which their tre
requires. Other state VICA oreani!^?^
are being asked to help their

*^

en!

members. VICA

set a

Mississippi's VICA chapter ha^
goal of $5,000.

S.A. Brocato, local chapter adviser h
asked local club members to donatp t.

'We would hke to extend an invi
Nation

to all MDJC students and facuUv 7
donate what you can to help these rJ?
pie," said Brocato. ^
Donations are being taken in the ma-

office of the Vo-Tech center.

GRAVE SITES are familiar terrain to Donald Moore and Issac Morris.

Working with dead
presents problem
At least two students at MDJC have ex-

traordinary jobs.

Sometimes they drive huge black cars

and take "special cargo" around their

hometowns. These students really enjoy

their jobs, so they say.

They do routine things such as cleaning

up the home they work in, and do other

odd jobs as they come up.

It bounds a little like these students are

butlers - but that isn't quite the case.

Don Moore and Issac Morris work for

funeral homes and their "special cargo"

is dead bodies.

A few raised eyebrows and shocked ex-

pressions are common reactions from

people when they find out what these

students do for a living.

Moore says that when he first began
working for the funeral home in Belzoni

that "being around all those dead bodies

kind cf bothered me, but I guess I'm used

to it now." Moore admits that even now
when he's alone at the funeral home, he

goes out and sits on the porch until so-

mejne else gets there.

Morris, who works for a funeral home
in Clarksdale. related to Moore's feelings.

Morris says: "Yeah, I kno\^what Donald
means; I don't like to turn my back on
them; I've been working for three years,

and I still have a certain dread when I'm
left alone on the job."

It seems as though, it would take a
special and brave sort of person to work
in a funeral home; Evidently, Moore and
Morris are just that brave. But, Morris
does recall his first day on the job when
his bravery was severely tested. "I was
measuring a body for a funeral and had
the body lying over my shoulder," said
Morris, "when some trapped air inside

the body escaped and the body emitted a
sound. I dropped the body on the floor and
ran all the way down the street -crying!

"

Morris recalls that when they found him.
his employers urged him to come back to

work. "But I didn't go near the place for
three weeks, " Moore said.

Both Moore and Morris attest to the
fact that they have learned a great deal
about human nature by working in

funeral homes. "You see just how much
people really care after someone dies,

'

said Moore. "Often, they argue over
who's going to get what the deceased has'
left as property. Many folks get drunk
and stay that way during the wakes."

Morris explained that many folks come
to see the bodies just out of curiosity. "We
have to almost guard the body," he said.

"People are inclined to explore the body

-

especially after a violent stabbing or

shooting."

Morris says they try to pull the body's

clothes off and steal necklaces and rings.

Moore says that many people who come
to a funeral try to find something wrong.

"They complain about the way the body
looks, or, about the face being distorted,

or some similar detail," Moore said.

Morris says that dealing with the

bereaved as they go through the emo-
tional trauma of death is also a chronic

problem.

"I remember one time when my buddy
and I were closing the body for final

transporting to the burial site. I was
holding the casket by one handle and the

arm of a rather large elderly aunt of the

deceased by the other. She tugged so hard
trying to keep me from closing the casket
that we both fell down and the handle pull-

ed away from the casket. The weight of

the casket shifted to my buddy who had a
hold on the other casket handle. That han-
dle popped off. and we had to catch the
casket," Morris said. "Man, that was em-
barrassing."

Morris has many jobs at the home. One
of his jobs is to prepare the deceased's
hair. He claims he likes doing it and
claims to be a rather good barber-
beautician. "There is one drawback to

this part of the job." Morris said. "Now
my sisters expect me to do their hair."

There is one sidebar to this part of Mor-
ris' job. though. If he ever gets fired for
dropping bodies and running down the
street, he could have a future in hair-
dressing, but the customers will probably
have to be "deathly" still.

Anyway, Morris said that he does not
plan a career as a mortician.

Moore, on the other hand, plans to own
several funeral homes one of these days.

In order to become a licensed mortician
in Mississippi. Moore says that he will
have to attend a school of mortuary
science and serve a two vear appren-
ticeship.

"I won't get upset though, if my
business is bad, and I don't have an
average a body-a-week in my funeral
home, as some current funeral home
owners now do," said Moore.

Early to bed and early to rise, makes a
man healthy, wealthy and wise.

—Benjamin Franklin
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Sculpture donated to permanent collection

Professor Charles Gross of the Univer-

sity of Mississippi has donated a double

piece of hanging sculpture to the perma-
nent collection at MDJC. The pieces are
cast aluminum and were featured in an
exhibit which the artist presented on
campus in the spring of 1982.

Mrs. Jean Abrams, art coordinator is a
former student of Professor Gross; and
she says that she 'fell in love with' the
pieces while they were on exhibit here
and wanted them for the college. Due,

however, to a lack of funds for purchase

of the pieces, she had to forget that idea.

In February, on her birthday, she says

she received a card from Professor Gross

stating that he had decided to donate the

pieces to the college.

If bought, the pieces would probably

cost around $1500 or more. They make a

handsome addition to the gallery and

may be seen hanging in the Art Caller)

next to the auditorium doors in Veates

Fine Arts Building.

PRO. CHARLES GROSS presents one of the pieces of sculpture to

Mrs. Jean Abrams, Art Coordinator.







State cut-back affects local budget

DR. J.T. HALL, president, reviews budget cuts with Harmon Boggs, dean of instruction.

Homecoming maids to be elected

The election date for the 1983-84

Homecoming court has been set for Tues-

day, Sept. 20.

The election will be held during "J"

(9:20). according to Dean Robert War-
nock SGA adviser.

"Classes will be interrupted for approx-

imately five minutes, during which all

students will be asked to make their

selection for the court," said Dean War-
nock.'

Students will elect three sophomore

maids and two freshman maids to repre-

sent the student body in special

ceremonies scheduled for Homecoming

Army ROTC programs provide college-

trained officers for the U.S. Army, the Ar-

my National Guard, and the U.S. Army
Reserve.

Capt. Pinasco pointed out that a student

may take the first two years of ROTC
training with no military obligation on the

student's part.

On completion of the first two years' of

course work, Pinasco explains, students

become eligible to take advanced course

*ork at a four-year institution.

Students who successfully complete

four years of training qualify to be com-

missioned as second lieutenants in the

'j' S. Army.

1983. Homecoming Day will be held Satur-

day Oct. 8, but a week-long series of

events will be held prior to the Saturday

night climax.

Warnock pointed out that in order for a

student to qualify as a candidate for the

court, he must present a petition signed

by 20 students, have an acceptable grade

point average, and have no record of

social or academic probation. All

sophomore candidates must have earned

15 semester hours and 30 quality points

the preceding semester.

Election of the court will be simple ma-

jority on the first vote. No run-off election

will be held.

Army Reserve Officers Training Corps

(ROTC) classes are being taught on cam-

pus this fall.

Eighteen students are enrolled in the

first-year class, which stresses the

history of the army. Four students are

enroUed in the second year class, which

emphasizes basic management pro-

cediu-es.

The purpose of ROTC. according to

local instructor Capt. Jeff Pinasco, is to

allow students to pursue miliUry careers

while they are still in college.

Petition for nomination may be picked

up from Dean Warnock's office.

Warnock said that a homecoming

assembly, sponsored by SGA. will be held

Oct. 4. "K" period (10:20) in the MDJC
Coliseum.

"At this assembly, the court will be

presented, along with their escorts. The.

girls will come out one at a time and read

something about themselves, so that the

faculty and study body will learn more

about them," said Dean Warnock.

Pinasco says that the program here is

for the student and can be as much fun as

the student wants it to be.

The MDJC ROTC classes are being

coordinated through the ROTC program

at Delta State University.

Students wanting additional informa-

tion about ROTC should write to Cpt. John

Bangert at DSU. P.O. Box 3293 Cleveland.

MS 38733. The telephone number is

843-4066.

Dr. J.T. Hall, president of Mississippi

Delta Junior College, announced last

week that the college must undergo a five

percent budget cut this fiscal year

"I was recently notified that the college

fund would be cut in the amount of

$140,000 because of the cutback in state

funding^nnounced by Gov. Winter," said

Dr. Hall.

"These budget funds had already been

appropriated by the Legislature." Dr.

Hall pointed out. "The Governor is the on-

ly person who can cut the budget after it

has been appropriated, and this is what

Gov. Winter has done. This is the third

time that it has happened, and it is a poor

way to do business," said Dr. Hall.

Dr. Hall said that one way to adjust the

local budget to the reduced allotment

would be to cut faculty salaries.

"I do not want to do it that way," said

Dr. Hall. Instead, he says that he will

recommend to the Board of Trustees that

there be no reduction in salaries. He will

recommend a reduction in part-time

salaries for night class instructors by 50

percent of the increase they received.

Dr. Hall also will recommend that in-

structional supplies used by the

academic, technical, and vocational

departments be reduced by 10 percent.

All out-of-state travel will be

eliminated, and a severe cutback in in-

state travel will be made.

Dr. Hall siad that other measures that

will be followed to take care of the state

cutback include cancellation of purchase

of new vehicles, library, and media equip-

ment.

"The college budget will be watched as

closely as possible. In January, the

budget will be reviewed again," Dr. Hall

said.

Dr. Hall said that the college will be

hurt only if the cut lasts over a year. "If

the budget Is cut again, there may be an

across-the-board salary cut, or. termina-

tion of some employees," said Dr. Hall.

"All that we can do is hope for better

times," said Dr. Hall.

ATTENTION
Mr. Joe Quon, chief of security, has an-

nounced a new policy. Quon says that

there will be an ID check for students

entering both the men's and women's dor-

mitories each Thursday night.

"This is being done to insure that non-

college students do not enter the dorms."

said Quon.

Military comes to campus
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Opinion * rudeness

Welcome back, y'all

By JAYMEE VOWELL
Hello, everyone, and welcome to (or

back to) "Red-neck Tech". It looks like

almost all of you freshmen have stopped

going to the library for breakfast and to

the coliseum for English.

Everything on campus seems to be get-

ting underway. New groups have been

selected, the band's blowing their after-

noon away, and the English teachers are

getting paragraph-happy.

There have beeHa fe>v changes on cam-

pus over the summer - like the fact that

someone stole the pool tables out of the

Union and hid them in the closet between

the library and Horton - and someone has

almost made off with our very own
haunted building»l?Ut.|t)fiy have left us a

half-finished pa^^fSMl! in.its place.

Classes seem to be getting underway

pretty well - when the students show up.

Folks, that's six cuts a semester • not a

week.

Biology students have been seen carry-

ing plants around in p^per bags and art

Band grows

Band Director Wardell Herring has

boosted the membership in the 1983 Tro-

jan Marching Band to a "resounding" 80

members as the group enters its fall

parade season.

Herring says that he is impressed with

the quality of students this year.

Drum major for the group is Ricky Dix-

on, a Leland High School graduate. Herr-

ing says that, besides performing at all

the home football games, the band will

also travel to three "away" games.

"Emphasis will be placed on entertain-

ing the fans in all our shows," said Herr-

ing.

The band will also do floor shows for

several high schools and will participate

in Christmas parades in the Delta area.

Dates and places will be announced later

by director Herring.

Experience is the child of thought, and

thought is the child of action. We can not

learn men from books.

—Benjamin Disraeli

students can finally be tound under those

tons of paper.

At least one student this year is being

very economical about traveling. Bradley

Wilkinson has been "thumbing" his way
back to Cleveland while |us "Mercedes"

has been in the shop. He is trying to make
it back in time to man his job as a radio

announcer on Stereo 104.

Some students, including some of the

Delta Dancers, spent their Labor Day
weekend at the Jerry Lewis telethon. Two
students even stayed up for the entire

time. Just look for those of us who are

asleep in your class this week.

It also looks like the phone company
has finally made it over to the girls dorm.

We were going to install a phone in our

room, but the workers couldn't find the

wall, what with all the mess in there.

Deanna even had her mattress pulled out

in the middle of the floor because she was
scared she would fall off the top bunk and
break her neck.

The definition of rudeness from a

Webster's Dictionary is stated as being

impolite or discourteous, which is true,

but it should also add, it is an act of total

unneccessary impoliteness or

discourteous.

No one has to be rude, but most of all no

one should be rude. Unfortuantely some

people do not know that and therefore

perform that act of rudeness.

Many people believe that there i«
cuse for being rude. But in all 1

"° Ut-

most everyone has been rude n
"^"^

twice in their life. Hopefully though
people felt regret with their actionc

1^^*

wards. ^'ter-

It is a good thought to hold on rr.

maybe it will help someone rTJjl^
their list of manners, which on the fn^'
1. Do not be rude.

"'"^topis:

May we reconsider?

"Do not let commuting students in the

dormitory." said Dean Robert Warnock,

dean of students. A simple enough quote,

but one that has caused many discussions

in the Stennis-Penrod dormitory.

The discussions usually lead off with

the same question everytime, "What
harm is there if a commuting student

comes in the dorm?"
Dean Warnock gave the female

students the answer to that question with

such reasons as that they would bother

roommates, crowd the dormitory, or even

that they would start borrowing things

without permission.

All are legitimate reasons according to
Dean Warnock, but some students feel
that maybe some sort of a compromise
could be worked out dealing with these
reasons.

The students do not wish to step on
anyones toes and cause any kind of trou-

ble. We would just like for Dean Warnock
to think about this proposition:

(1) Get roommates permission.

(2) Have the dorm students held responsi-
ble for the commuters actions.

(3) Keep the commuter in the dorm room
to avoid crowding others.
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Local decisions reinforce emphasis on education
MissUsippi Delta Junior College has

significantly reduced its enrollment in the
experiemenUl "high risk" student pro-
gram.

Dr. J.T. Hall, president of MDJC, is
leading a sUte-wide effort to toughen en-
trance requirements among Mississippi
junior colleges.

Universities have established "core
curriculum" requiremenu for transfer
students from junior colleges.
These developments during recent

months reflect the growing public in-
terest in increasing academic excellence
in Miss, schools and colleges.

Since about 1977, MDJC, has allowed a
certain number of students whose ACT
composite scores fell below the minimum
of 12 required by the college

These "high risk" students, whose com-
posite ACT scores could not be below nine
were allowed to continue m school if they
passed nine hours and made 18 quality
points in the next consecutive semester.

Recent studies of this group indicate
that approximately 30 percent of those
admitted to class succeeded in their
school work. Consequently, the number of
studente admitted under this program
has been reduced to 100 this year in order
to aUow instructors more time to concen-
trate on students whose ACT scores in-
dicate that they were ready to attempt
college level work. The program will be
analyzed at the end of this school year to
determine the success of this curtail-
ment.

Currently. MDJC is the only junior col-
lege in Mississippi which requires
minimum American College Test score
requirements. Holmes Junior College
plans to adopt a similar policy this year.
Dr. Hall says that he feels that all

junior colleges should adopt a minimum
ACT entrance requirement because such
a regulation would be a positive move
toward educational upgrading.
"I don't think that it is educationally

sound to allow a student to enroll if he
cannot score a 12 on his ACT. except for
talented, high-risk students. It would be
doing the student an injustice to let him
m. because he would probably have to
face failing," said Dr. Hall.

The new "core" requirements schedul-
ed to go into effect for junior college

students translerring to senior college in

1984 have some students here scrambling

to fulfill the new science requirements. A

one-hour physical science laboratory has

been added to the curriculum to help

some students make up their deficiency

in this area. Transfer students entering

under the new requirements must have

completed six hours of English, three

hours of college algebra, six hours of

laboratory science, and nine hours of

tranferrable ele<;tives.

Dr. Hall said that the new requiremen^

may be helpful if the new policy is

ministered fairly to all students. "As long

as the imiversities treat us. the junior cof^

leges, as equals. I think the requirements

are fair. They should, however, g>^^

themselves the same requirements tna

they give us," said Hall.
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President's

Progress

Report

Mississippi Delta Junior College con-

tinues to move forward with the support

of the public in our Delta district.

The School Year 1982-83 recorded ma-

jor progress in the following areas:

Enrollment

We continue to increase with a total full

and part time enrollment of 4,743.

Instruction

We have employed a micro-computer

supervisor and purchased 40 micro-

computers. A total of 486 adults com-

pleted micro-computer courses during

the year. A micro-computer lab has been

established on campus and will be utilized

by day and evening students this year.

Evening courses will also be available at

several off campus sites.

Our medical laboratory technology and

our radiologic technology programs
received national accreditation this year

and our R.N. Associate Degree nursing

program has been accredited by the Na-

tional League of Nurses. The graduates of

these program continue to score extreme-

ly well on the state and national examina-

tions.

The installation of an x-ray machine
costing approximately $92,000.00 gives

the college very fine laboratories for all of

our allied health programs.

Industrial Training

We continue to lead the state in pro-

gram designed for industry and supervis-

ed by our industrial division. Mississippi

Delta Junior College has been the leader
in this area having employed the first in-

dustrial coordinator in the state and also

the first industrial supervisory training

instructor.

Physical Facilities

The old field house has been demolished
and a parking lot will be added at this

location. Tentative plans are being made
now to build a new cafeteria and a new
addition to the vocational technical facili-

ty.

I am proud of other developments in

our programs that space does not permit

me to outline. Most of all I am proud of

the dedicated and experienced faculty

that it is my privilege to work with at MD-
JC and the responsible students that we
serve.

It is my hope that you will be with us for

homecoming and that I will personally

have the privilege of visiting with you on

that date.

HELP! HELP! HELP! The SUnny
Sanders Library is attempting to com-

plete its collection of school yearbooks for

SAHS, SJS and MDJC. They are enlisting

the help of the Alumni Association in com-

pleting this collection. The missing edi-

tions are: 1931. 32. 33 . 34 , 35. 36. 38, 39.

1940, 41. 42. 43. 44, 45, 46. 47. 48, 1950. 52. 55.

If you have a copy of one of these year-

Ixwks and would like to donate it to the

library, it would be greatly appreciated.

The Library would also like to have any

pictures or other materials connected

with the school.
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Carl Grubb

Alan Nelms

Twenty years

of service

Carl Grubb and Alan Nelms have com-

pleted 20 years of service to Mississippi

Delta Junior College and will be honored

at the Alumni meeting at 5 p.m. on Oct. 8.

Carl, a former student at Sunflower

Junior College, received his B S. Degree

from Delta State and his Masters Degree

from Mississippi State. He has had addi-

tional training at Auburn University. He

began his work here while the high school

was part of the college. He coached the

Trojans for many years while Jim Ran-

dall was head coach. He currently

teaches in the Science Department at

Mississippi Delta Junior College.

Alan graduated from the Electronics

Technology program at Mississippi Delta

Junior College and completed his B.S.

Degree at Mississippi State University He

has additional study at Oak Ridge In-

stitute of Nuclear Science. Delta State,

Mississippi State. Southern Mississippi

and the University of Tennessee. He cur-

rently teaches Electronics Technology at

Mississippi Delta Junior College.

Old field house demolished

Those of you that have visited our cam-
pus recently have noticed the demolition

and removal of the old Field House
located in front of the Girls Dormitory.

This is the last of the old buildings, and
just the removal of this building adds to

the beauty of the campus. This site will be

converted to an attractive parking lot to

help accomodate the parking for the Girls

Dormitory and the Student Union.

Dr. Hall, his administrative staff, and

the building committee from the Board of

Trustee studied the possibilities of utiliza-

tion of this building in long range* plann-

ing. Upon the advice of an architect and

an engineer that the cost of remodeling

would t>e too costly in relation to the

usefulness of the building, the decision

was made to remove the old building

from the campus.
This building was constructed as part of

a Federal Project following World War H.

It was originally a barracks located on a

military base and was dismantled and

reconstructed on this campus. In past

years the building was used as an elec-

tronic laboratory, music department,

band, choral and football dressing rooms.

It has also housed the Director of Building

and Grounds and the Security Force.

"An enlargement of parking facilities

on campus will soon begin," said Mr. Sam
Stafford, vice-president of MDJC The
location of this parking space will be
where the old field house once stood, The
building, which was located across from
Stennis-Penrod girls dorm, was removed
by a Greenwood contractor during the
summer.
The field house was dissassembled and

moved to MDJC in 1947 from Camp Mc-
Cain after World War II at the camp it

had been used as an army barracks. At
MDJC it had been used for many ac-

tivities which include a band hall, and
electronics deparment. and a baseball

practicing area. "The building had to be
removed from campus because it had
become structurally unsound," said Mr.
Stafford. "Now the campus can be viewed
more easily from Hwy. 3."

The college was paid 500 dollars for

removal of the field house. The value in

the building was the all-metal frame.

There were no welds in the frame because

it was entirely bolted together. The metal

from the building is now being used in

construction of an building in Greenwood.

GLENN MILLER CONSTRUCTION crew removes the old brick

from the Field House. The Greenwood- based firm is using the

materials in a building project In Leflore County.

We are sure you noticed...

This year we have included the Alumni

Newsletter as a part of the first issue of

the 1983-84 Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

lege Newspaper, The Delta Herald. We

thought you may be interested in current

events on our campus. It also affords us a

much cheaper rate on having this printed.

Hope you enjoy it.
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Minutes of '82 meeting i

The MDJC Alumni Association met at

5:00 p.m. on Saturday, October 2, 1982. in

the Private Dining Room, for a dehcious

dinner prepared by the MDJC Cafeteria.

President Elizabeth Cummings called

the meeting to order and called on Mr.

J.T. Vickers, Sr. of Cleveland to give the

Invocation.

Dr. J.T. Hall, President, welcomed the

group to Homecoming 1982-83 and

reported that full time enrollment was up

this year 12 to 13 percent. He also

reported that a new program had been

added to the curriculum, Microcomputer,

with Mary Ann Townes serving as coor-

dinator of this program. With the in-

crease in enrollment and the big growth

in vocational programs, particularly In-

dustrial Training, expansions were being

discussed for a new cafeteria and an addi-

tion to the Vocational-Technical Com-

plex.

Special Groups recognized at

Homecoming this year were the former

T.J.s and Deltettes. Joe Abrams reported

that 35 returned to the campus with four

of the original 1969 group performing in

the Union before the Alumni Meeting.

Betty Aden had 35 of her former Deltettes

to return and they will perform during

Halftime at the Homecoming game,

Travis Thornton presented the Van-

diver Scholarships. Recipients this year

were Janice Jaco and Marc Kimbrell.

Dwight Spencer presented the Thigpin

Scholarship to Mark Free and to Sharon

Lowry.

Charlie Joiner and Joe Abrams were
presented plaques of appreciation in

recognition of their 20 year service and
contributions to Miss. Delta Junior Col-

lege.

The Nominating Committee composed
of Dr. J.T. Hall, Sandra Moore, and
Shirley Vickers presented the following

nominations for Alumni Officers:

President - Travis Thornton; 1st Vice

President - J.T. Vickers, Sr.; 2nd Vice

President - Lance Baria
;

Secretary-

Treasurer - Brenda McClellan.

A motion was made, seconded and
passed unanimously that these be elected

to serve for the next two years.

Sam Stafford presented the Alumnus of

the Year Award to Dr. Eugene Webb of It-

ta Bena. Dr. Webb attended Sunflower
Junior College and is very active in

various medical organizations in the
state, having practiced in Itta Bena for

the past few years.

The minutes and financial report were
approved as presented by Brenda Mc-
CleUan.

The Annual Alumni Tennis Tournament
was held again this year with Alice
Williams, Charlotte Hobbs and Beverly
Nobile serving as co^hairmen.
There being no further business, the

meeting was adjourned.

Elizabeth Cummings, President

Brenda McClellan,

Secretary-Treasurer

MDJC Alumni Association

Financial Statement

August 31, 1983

Bank Balance, 10-2-82, $316.74;

Deposits: Dues (82-83), $172.50; Tennis
Tournament. $839.00; Alumni Dinner
$51.05.

Disbursements: Homecoming Exp.,
$19.00; Tennis Toum., $293.16; Alumni
Dinner, $69.30;

Bank Balance, 8-31-83. $997.83.

Vandiver Scholarships were awarded
to the foUowing: Marc A. Kimbrell. $200;
Janice Jaco, $200.

Nothing was given to the Thigpin
Scholarship Fund during 1982-83. (We
gave $500 during the 81-82 school term.)

Reunion of 1 962

teamplanned offheA/om„;

Thoughts from

fhe President

Former coach Jim Randall and Jimmy
Bellipanni are making efforts to locate all

of the members of the 1962 State' Cham-

pionship Football Team for a reunion.

This team was the first team from

Mississippi Delta Junior College

(Sunflower Junior College) to win the

state championship. That year, no out-of-

state players were allowed in Mississippi

Junior College football, and all the

players were from within our district.

In 1962, the Trojans lost the first two

games but bounced back to win the next

eight and climaxed the season with a 27-24

victory over the East Mississippi Lions at

Scooba. Fans who saw that game still

comment that it was the most exciting

football they have ever witnessed.

The Trojans reaped many rewards that

year. Buddy Hodges, John Garrison and

Doug Minchew made All-State. Hodges

also made Little AIl-American with three

others (Garrison, Minchew and Lindsey)

receiving Honorable Mention. Coach
Randall was named "Coach of the Year"

in the conference, This was the last year

for Coach Stonestreet to coach.

Events of the day. October 8th, will be:

1. Meet at 3 p.m. in Hospitality Room of

the Coliseum for snacks and memories.
2. Dutch supper at 5 p.m. in the

cafeteria.

3. Special recognition at game.
The members of the team and their

home towns that year were:

David Mize, Louise; David Sellers,

Greenwood; Doug Minchew. Belzoni;

John Garrison, Rosedale; Joe Dean Shan-
non, Friars Point; Edgar Smith, Green-
wood; Marvin Inman. Drew; Benny
Strazi, Greenville; Randy Hodges,
Belzoni; Nathan Hale, Beulah; Steve
Oswalt. Moorhead; Buddy Hodges, Itta

Bena; Bob O'Neal, Minter City; Donald
Vineyard, Boyle; Neal Jenkins, Shaw;
James Belk, Greenwood; David Sher-

man. Greenville; Gregg Tindle.
Cleveland

; Jimmy Chittom. Belzoni

;

Butch Fancher, Greenwood; Morris Lind-
sey, Greenville; Tommy Pierce, Leland;
Johnny Howe. Greenville; Owan Hoff-
man, Rolling Fork; Travis Satterfield,

Benoit; Jerry Hill, Rolling Fork; Tommy
Shumaker, Ruleville; Charles Cascio,
Greenwood; and Frank Lindsey, Green-
ville.

Schoolplans

new cafeteria
Plans are underway for the construc-

tion of a new cafeteria at Mississippi

Delta Junior College. The growth of the

college has been so great in the last few
years that we have outgrown the com-
bination Student Union-Cafeteria. Lunch
lines are long and slow moving due to the

single serving line and limited area for

seating. Dr. Hall and his staff are work-
ing hard to eliminate these crowded con-

ditions.

To help ease the long lines at lunch, we
have moved the game area out of the Stu-

dent Union and converted this space into

additional seating for the overflow crowd
in the grill. New equipment has been pur-
chased for the grill that will speed up the
serving of quick foods for students not in-

terested in the cafeteria lunch. This is

just a temporary adjustment until a new
cafeteria has been constructed.

The need for a new cafeteria has been
apparent for several years, but other
building and equipment needs dictated a
change of priorities. The "Energy
Crunch'* and inflation forced more and
more students to live in the dormitories
rather than commute.

There was an immediate need for addi-

tions to both men and women's housing

and additional buses. This change forced

the cafeteria plans to be put on "Hold" in

order to meet more pressing needs.

The plans for the new cafeteria are in-

complete, but prehminary plans call for a

large seating area that can be divided by
a moveable partition for smaller crowds.

There will be two serving lines with a con-

venient location for tray return to the

dishwasher. Two private dining rooms
are also planned that can t>e converted in-

to one large meeting and dining area. The
kitchen will be a large working area that

can quickly move food to the serving

counters.

The new building will be located just

east of the Student Union with a covered
passageway from the Student Union into

the new cafeteria. There will also be
doors on the front entrance to make it

convenient for students and the general
public to enter the building from a park-
ing lot.

President Hall and the Board of

Trustees of MDJC are working hard to

make adequate funds available for the

construction of this new building.

Highlighfs of 1982 Homecoming

One of the highlights of the 1982
Homecoming was the return of former
TJ's and Deltettes. Thirty five former
Deltettes met for an afternon reunion
with mstructor Bety Aden. After a brief
rehearsal, this group performed at the
halftime show.

Thirty-five former TJ's met with direc-
tor Joe Abrams to reminisce and

rehearse. Four from the original 1969

group were present. Many of them per-

formed in the Union Building prior to the

Alumni Business Meeting.

These groups were among the most en-

thusiastic of returning alumni we have
seen in a long time.

—Elizabeth Cummings

Association,,, I

I
Our Alumni Association supports two

scholarship funds which are used to helo
deserving students at Mississippi Delta
Junior College.

The oldest of these is the Vandiver
Alumni Scholarship Fund. For the past
several years, two such scholarships

were given each year. Recipients of these
scholarships are judged on their

academic ability and performance, the

lack of other forms of financial

assistance, and their mental and moral
character.

As of now, the Vandiver Scholarship is

depleted of funds. For the past several

years, a portion of the alumni dues and a

portion of the proceeds of the Alumni Ten-

nis Tournament have made up over 95

percent of the funds given as the Van-

diver Alumni Scholarship Fund. About

five percent is given by former alumni.

The Thigpin Scholarship is awarded

each year to a freshman going into the

sophomore year with a major in some

field of science. The recipient of this

award is selected yearly by the science

faculty at Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

lege. Moneys from this fund have been

established in a trust with the interest

earned being used to carry out the

scholarship. The Alumni Association also

frequently makes a contribution to this

fund.

With the cost of education, books, and

supplies continually rising and with the

availability of other forms of financial

assistance being cut back or the re-

quirements to qualify for financial aid be-

ing made more rigid, the need for these

scholarships is greater than it has been

since the beginning of the federally fund-

ed aid programs.

Many of you remember the philosophy

of Mr. Vandiver for helping deserving

students. I have heard numerous stories

about how he would bring students to col-

lege or keep them in college with the

assurance that he would find a way to pay

their educational expenses. As an Alumni

Association, we are now calling on you to

help keep Mr. Vandiver's philosophy and

efforts current.

Others of us remember well the wise

guidance, support, and encouragement

which Mr. Thigpin gave and is contmumg

to give. He has been consistent in ms

abUity to communicate with students and

help bring out their best qualities. I do not

believe that we have yet scratched me

surface of funds which can be coUecteo

for this scholarship. /

AU of us need to help keep the efforts oi

these two educators going on and on.

ask for your check for these scholarsmp

funds. Many of us can give a litUe; som

of us could give a lot. Make your cnec^

payable to The Vandiver Alumni Scnoia

ship Fund or The Thigpin Scholarspp

Fund adn mark for "donation". I

tand that this will be tax deductible.

Please accept qiy check for:

Vandiver Alumni Scholarship

Thigpin Scholarship Fimd: $.

Name:
Address: - .

Dates attended Mississippi Delta J"""*'

College or Sunflower Junior College
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Homecoming

activities set

page 5

New buses purchased

Homecoming activities for the 1983-84

vear will begin September 17 with the

\lumni Tennis Tournament and be

climaxed by the football game on October

8 with traditional rival Holmes Junior

QQWege, crowning of the Homecoming

Queen at half-time, and the Homecoming

Dance.

The theme of the events this year will

be "Trojan Mania" which will be in keep-

ing with the excessive enthusiam the

Webb named

Alumnus of

the Year 1982

The Alumnus of the Year Selection

Committee was pleased to present Dr.

Eugene Francis Webb of Itta Bena as

Alumnus of the Year for Mississippi Delta

Junior College.

Dr. Webb graduated from Itta Bena
High School and Sunflower Junior College

before going to University of Mississippi

Medical School and then graduating from
University of Tennessee as a doctor in

General Practice in 1954.

Dr. Webb is married to the former
Mozelle Parker of Sunflower and they

have two children, John Renee and
Eugene Francis, Jr. They have hved in It-

ta Bena since 1J55 where he operates a

clinic there and an office in Greenwood.
Dr. Webb has served as President of

Delta Medical Society, State Family
practice, past Chief of Staff at Greenwood
Leflore Hospital, past Chief of Medicine
and served on boards of many state

medical associations. Since 1976 Dr.
Webb has been on the staff of the Univer-
sity of Mississippi School of Medicine in

Family Practice.

Mississippi Delta Junior College is pro-
ud to have Dr. Webb as the Alumnus of

the Year because of his outstanding ser-

vice to this community and his dedication
and continued service to this institution.

Two new buses purchased by MDJC
last spring have arrived and are in use
One bus (#20) is used for the daily run to
Rolling Fork through Inverness. The
other bus will be used for travel on special
school activities such as football trips

Purchase price of the 71-passenger
vehicles was a total of $42,283.04

MDJC is currently running nine buses
daily in its efforts to provide commuter
service for students traveling to the
Moorhead campus.

students have planned for the week.
A schedule of the events are listed

below:

Alumni Tennis Tournament Sept. 1 7-25
Homecoming Assembly Oct 4 at 10:20 a m
Homecoming Parade Oct, 8 at 1 :30 p.m.
Speciallnterest Meetings Oct, 8at3p.m
Alumni Supper and Meeting Oct. 8 at 5 p m
Pre-game Activities Oct- 8 at 7 p m
FootballGame Oct. 8 at 7:30 p m
Dance ..^^ .-4P»V«lloIlQwinggame

Help Us Find Our Alumni !

Send Us Your New Addresses

Support Your

Alumni Association

Join Today

Game room moved
The Trojan Shield has once again

become a recreation center for MDJC
students.

The Shield, which was once the MDJC
Student Union, is the square building

located between the Stanny Sanders

Memorial Library and the Horton Science

Building.

Pool tables and video game machines

were moved from Vandiver Union to the

Shield during the summer break. "This is

a temporary location for this equipment

forced on us by the overcrowding in the

Union," said Vice Pres. Sam Stafford. He
said that plans are being drafted to build

a new cafeteria and that as soon as the

new cafeteria is built, the equipment may
be relocated.

VICA students

take national

state awards
MDJC students participating in the

State Olympic Skills Contest at Hinds

Junior College won six first place medals,

11 second place awards, and six third

place awards. First place winners who
advanced to the National Olympic Skills

Contest were Brent Bolte, Industrial

Electronics ; Stan Scott, Air-cooled

Gasoline Engine Repair; Randy Morgan,

Welding; Mitchell Love, Sheet Metal;

Kay Stowers, Commercial Photography;

Vicky Gentry. Prepared Speech.

At the National Skill Olympics held in

Louisville, Kentucky in June. Brent Bolte

won second place in Electronics and Kay
Stowers placed third in Commercial

Photography.

"When the new cafeteria is built, the

Union will be converted into a full union

facility, and the game room will be mov-

ed back." said Mr. Stafford.

Plans have also been made to remodel

the grill in the Union. Mr. Stafford said

that funds for all of the construction have

been requested from the boards of super-

visors. He said that their decisions will be

made by the end of September.

"We've known for a long time that the

college had outgrown the cafeteria," said

Mr. Stafford. But. Stafford pointed out.

new wings had to be added to both dor-

mitories and new buses had to take priori-

ty over the cafeteria project.

Speaking

of Bargains

The cost for an academic student to at-

tend Mississippi Delta Junior College is

currently $220 per semester. When you
consider that a normal academic load of

16 semester hours is about 250 clock hours

of classroom instruction per semester,

the cost of attending this college is

roughly 88 cents per hour of instruction.

Of course, the student also receives free

access to all campus school activities,

free use of the library and media center,

and various opportunities for cultural

enrichment apd social developments --

not bad when compared, for example, to

the cost of going to a movie these days.

MISSISSIPPI DF.L1A lUNIOK ( Ol IKif!

ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP FORM

NAMF

ADDRKSS

ZIPCODR

CITY STATE

HOME PHONE

D.ATFS ATTENDED M.D.J.C. OR S.J.C.

OCCLPATION

Annu.tl dues ($5.00 per person, $?..S0 per couple)

MISSISSIPPI DELTA JUNIOR COLLEGE

ALL MM ASSOCIATION

MOORHEAD. MS 38761

Yearbooks

for safe

Did you lose your personal copy of the

Retrospect? Would you like to replace it?

The Business Office of Mississippi Delta

Junior College has offered the Alumni
Association copies of yearbooks from the

years 1963. 1964. and 1966 to present if

anyone would like to purchase one.

The proceeds from this will go toward

the Vandiver and Thigpen Scholarship

Funds. Mail the Mississippi Delta Junior

College Alumni Association your check
for $10, state your year (62-63. 63-€4. etc.),

and we will mail it back. We will pay the

postage.

Ye//ow Dog

Festival

planned

The ninth jinnual Yellow Dog Festival

will be held in Moorhead on Saturday,

Oct. 1. The festival is sponsored by the

four civic clubs of Moorhead and the

Moorhead Chaniber of Commerce.

Festivities will begin at 7 a m, with ex-

hibitors' registration. A series of bands-

tand talent performances will begin at 9

a.m. and continue throughout the day. A

special talent feature this year will be the

Parchman Prison Band. Local and state

political candidates have also been in-

vited to appear.

The festival will be held on the tree-

shaded grounds of the Moorhead Com-

munity Center, adjacent to the famous

railroad crossing," where the Southern

Cross de Yellow Dog." immortalized in

W.C. Handy's 1903 ballad, "Yellow Dog

Blues." In case of rain, the activities will

be in the Moorhead National Guard Ar-

mory.

Local clubs will sell sausage and

biscuits, nachos, hamburgers, fish-on-a,-

stick, crawfish etoufee. ail drinks.

Exhibitors may register on the morning

of the festival, or, they may reserve a

space by writing to: Mrs. S.N. Allen, P.O.

Box 193, Moorhead. MS 38761.

The exhibitor's registration fee is $7.50.

Everyone is cordially invited to come

and spend the day celebrating

Moorhead's historic railroading heritage.

MDJC faculty members Beverly Nobile

and Sandra Moore are co-chairpersons of

this event.
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Why didyou choose to attendMDJC?
Gwen Green - Rosedale; I made MDJC

my choice because I felt the cur-

riculum was very good and the ad-

ministration treated you as a person

rather than just another number.

Sherron Henry - Mound Bayou; Because

it has a good nursing program and it's

close to home.

Margaret Giles - Benoit: It's the best

junior college around and it's close to

home.

Arceal George - Mound Bayou :
Because

if I didn't, my mother wouldn't have

given me the car.

Phyllis Grayson - Rolling Fork
:
Because

I prefer junior colleges and it's close to

home, and it was the best one that I

know of.

TJ's selected

Although they were still looking for a

tenor at presstime. the "TJ's". the local

folk-pop music group sponsored by the

Fine Arts department has organized and

begun practice.

Director Joe Abrams' group for the

1983-84 season includes: Sandy Bell,

Shana Bodie, Janice Aldridge, Melinda

Govero, Linda Templeton, Jennifer

Smith. Chris Stauffer. Michael Carley,

Marvin Young. Andy Cummings. Jay

Madison, David Taylor (bass), Lucretia

Harper (keyboard).

Mr. Abrams said that the schedule of

public appearances for the group is being

drafted. A special event of second

semester will be a reunion of alt "TJ's
"

from 1973-83.

Mrs. Jean Abrams is responsible for

choreography, costuming, and dress

design for the group.

Dear Students:

Morrisons' Cafeteria would like to

welcome you to MDJC. Morrisons' is pro-

ud to be a part of MDJC and to be

associated with you, the student body.

It is not at all possible that we can suit

each and everyones individual taste dai-

ly. It is our duty and privilege as the

cafeteria staff to see that you get a

nutritious meal. We will be promoting
special meals, this semester and next, at

least once a month.

We are continuing to make changes to

better accommodate and serve you.

Renovations of the Trojan Grill should be
completed by second semester. We are
looking forward to greated and newer
changes in the future. With all these

changes, new hopes and plans, we are
always keeping you. the student body,

first in mind.

Thank you,

Glinda S Coats

Morrisons' Manager

This being of mine, whatever it really
U. consists of a little flesh, a little breath,
and the past which governs.

—Marcus Aurelius Antonlus

Eirnest Eard • Mound Bayou: To get a

good trade and to play football. It's

also the best junior college and close to

home.

Vincent Barrnet - Benoit: Because it's the

only place that offered me a football

scholarship and by coming here and

doing well I will get recognition that I

need to get into a senior college.

SMichael Townsend - Humphreys Coun-

ty: Because this is where I wanted to

get started in football. And also, to

continue my education and go onto a

senior college.

Mike Adams - Shelby: To attend

Mississippi Slate Univeftity.

Mark Jenkins - Greenville : To party !
par-

ty! party!

ATTENTION
The MDJC Fine Arts music faculty will

not stage a major musical this spring, ac-

cording to a announcement released to

the Herald last week by chairman Joe

Abrams.

In the recent past, the fine arts faculty

has combined forced to produce such ma-

jor musicals as "My Fair Lady",

"Fiddler on the Roof", and "Oklahoma".

Chairman Abrams' statement reads as

follows: "In the spring of 1983. the Fine

Arts music faculty agreed not to do a

musical this year. We felt the need to use

the year to emphasize and try to

strengthen the existing programs within

the area including band, jazz band, the

MDJC Singers, and the "TJ's". When a

musical is done, for a lengthy period of

time, everything must shut down*

There are just not enough hours in the

day, not only for times necessary for the

above groups mentioned, but also for the

student who are involved in all of the ac-

tivities. Instead of spreading the few

talented students we now have over such

a wide area, we need to enlist and involve

more students so that the few do not have

to do it all.

This break will not only give the fine

arts faculty a chance to promote its

groups and time to recruit, it will also

give students who are not already involv-

ed in these organizations an opportunity

to take part in a dramatic production.

There are many students on campus who
have been involved in dramatics in high

school who might be interested in doing a

dramatic play and who will have time

necessary to commit to a dramatic pro-

ject."

Dance okay

The first SGA-sponsored dance of the
school year was a success, according to
Dean Robert Warnock. dean of students
and SGA adviser.

The dance was held in the Union Thurs-
day night. Aug. 25.

"The dance went off smoothly with
everyone seeming to have a nice time.
The attendance, which was approximate-
ly 300 students, turned out to be pretty
much what we had expected." said Dean
Warnock.

Jimmy Clark of Clarksdale was the disc
jockey for the event.

John Britt - Minter City: Because it's

close to home.

Fred Brown • Greenville: Because I like

the choir and I wanted to be in it and I

do love to sing.

Nikki Taylor - Greenville: Because the

other colleges I got interviewed and

made me feel like a number, but MD-
JC made me feel like a person.

Jennifer Smith - Ruleville: Because that

was the only school besides Jackson

that had X-ray Technology program.

Verria Bramlett - Webb: I heard about it

and it sounded like a real good college.

And so far, I like it.

Shirlean Turner - Benoit: Because of the

excellent nursing program and it's a

way to become a nurse faster
Leslie Branch - Morgan City Ber:>

felt that MDJC has a good acadl'

*

rating and I was chosen to bT'*^
cheerleader. ^ ^

Dessie Reid - Uland: To continue
education and to be a cheerlearipr

to "snake." ^^^^

Bemiece Brown - Shelby: I thought
ii

be a better learning place and it has a
great program pertaining to major

Karen Taylor - Greenwood: Because
junior college is a stepping stone for
entering into a senior college, and this
was my second best choice in'doingso

CAMPUS BRIEFS

BSU activities are underway

The MDJC Baptist Student Union began

this year with a "Welcome-Back" party

which over 200 students attended.

The BSU sponsors and participates in

all major campus events during the

school year according to director Tom
McLaughlin.

The BSU also sponsors Bible Study

every Monday night at 7:30 in the campus
center. The BSU will also sponsor a

fellowship meeting after every ball game.
From Sept. 23-25, the BSU will hold its

annual convention where the election of

state officers will take place. Persons in-

terested in attending the state meeting

should contact Rev. McLaughlin.

McLaughlin said that the local group

will also be developing mission projects

such as visiting retirement homes and

child abuse homes.

Also on the agenda for this semester

will be a mission conference in New

Orleans, La. in November. A trip to Col-

orado will be planned for the spring

break.

The BSU also plans to have a singing

group this year. McLaughlin said that

tryout date and place will be announced

later.

Wesley offers scholarships

The Wesley Foundation, sponsored by
the United Methodist Church, will at-

tempt a schedule of meetings once a week
on campus for all students interested in

affiliating with the group.

The foundation, which is under the

guidance of Rev. Jerry Beam, will be a
major part of the student's opportunity
for religious guidance.

Wesley Foundation will also offer

scholarships or loans to anyone with the
right qualifications.

Further information concerning these

scholarships can be picked up in the Ad-

ministration Building at the counselor s

office.

"The reason that the church is offering

loans and scholarships is that the United

Methodists feel that education is a part of

personal and Christian development,

said Rev. Beam.
Regular time and place for meetings of

Wesley Foundation will be announced in a

later edition.

Cheerleaders boost spirit

With the 1983 football season well

underway, so is the determination and
hard work of the 1983 MDJC cheerleader
squad.

The squads training for this years
season took place on the MDJC campus
August 15-19. The training included runn-
ing one to three miles a day, practicing
cheers, working on dance routines and
spirit raisers. The squad's pep-rallies will

be held in the Vandiver Student Union on
Wednesday's at 6:30 for the game
scheduled on Thursdays at 6 : 30 also in the
student union.

This year the squad will consist of:

Rhonda McDaniel, Leslie Branch. Dessie

Reed, Kathy Anderson, Arlee Beard,

Missy Gammons, Laura Donnelly. Gloria

Blake, and Yvette Stokes. Yvette. who

has been chosen as the head cheerleader

of the squad, would like to ask for the sup-

port from all the faculty and student

body.

"We sincerely hope that the student

body and faculty will support us as well as

the football team this '83-84 season

wish the Trojans luck and success and

hope they have a great season," sa'^

Yvette.



Have you mef,

Janet Blake

"Do you like teaching at MDJC
better than working in the

hospital? Blalte's response:

"Although I enjoyed working, I en-

joy teaching here because I set

my own pace.

Miss Blake is a graduate of the

program here where she is now an

instructor. She was employed as a

technician at Kings Daughters

before coming here.

Ruth Nelms
"Why do you like teaching at

MDJC?" Neims' response: I enjoy
it because of student involvement

and the contact.

Nelms, an MDJC graduate,

received her B.S. from DSU. She
lives in Indianola. She received

her B.S. from Delta State and
Master of Ed. from DSU in 1978.

She holds a CPA Certificate from
the State of Mississippi.

Gary Michael Hendon
"How is the student body dif-

ferent now than when you went to

school here?" Hendon's
response: Students now are more
conservative and dedicated to get-

ting an education.

Hendon, supervisor of

agricultural services, lives In In-

dianola. He received his B.S. from

MSU.
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DORM TALK
B> DONNA MONTGOMERY
The Slennis-Penrod dormitory has real-

ly been jumping with all kinds of ac-
tivities these first weeks of school.

The girls have been decorating their

rooms to make them seem like home.
Some of the walls are covered with in-

teresting subjects. For example, one
room has gone ail-American and put up a
hugh American flag as their wall paper,
Other wails have been decorated with
things that even I wouldn't put on my
wall. Just kidding, girls.

This year's dorms orientation on Tues-
day. Aug. 23, was very interesting to

some of the girls. They really didn't know
that marijuana had such effects as in-

creasing the heart pulse rate, causing
decrease in body temperature, neither

did they know that a high dose may result

in the users suffering distortion in vision

and hallucinations. But we all know that

we have nothing to worry about, cause we
just don't do that kind of stuff. Isn't that

right, girls?

Now that most of them are done with

decorating and hauling stuff, some feel

bored already . 1 guess it was a bad case of

boredom when Teresa Fugett decided to

play fire bug last week.

Teresa was sitting in the lobby, looking

for her prey when Mindy Carter came in-

to view. Teresa sneaked upon her un-

suspecting prey and flicked her bic under

her arm. Mindy in utt,er amazement let

out such a burst of profanity. I wonder
when Teresa will strike again?

Nurses meet

Delta District of Mississippi Associa-

tion of Student Nurses hosted a luncheon

for associate degree program student

nurses at its opening meeting.

Eighty-five student nurses were invited

to attend the event which was held at noon

Aug. 25, in Room 30 of Horton Science

Building.

"Attendance was spectacular, and
everyone seemed to have a great deal of

enthusiasm toward the nursing club,
"

said ADN instructor Patti Levingston.

MASN co-adviser.

Mrs. Livingston said that all of the

guests were encouraged to attend club

meetings which will be held at least once

a month in the nursing science laboratory

in Horton Science Building.

Donald L. Garrett

"How do you feel about the peo-

ple at MDJC?" Garrett's response:

The faculty and student body have

been warnn and welconning since I

began work.

Mr. Garrett is assistant
business manager. A resident of

Greenwood, Garrett graduated
trom Mississippi State University

with a bachelor of science degree
in accounting. He worked 10 years

*as senior auditing accountant for

*he state department.

Sharrell Joy Lambert
"How do you feel about being at

MDJC?" Lambert's response: The

college is an enjoyable place to

teach because of the congenial at-

mosphere and work hours.

Mrs. Lambert is an ADN instruc-

tor. A resident of Leiand, she

received her BSN degree from

Union College. With 14 years of

clinical nursing experience and

two years as a clinical instructor

at Delta Medical Center, Mrs.

Lambert will relieve the teacher

shortage in the ADN program.

Brent Bolte

"What is it like to be a student

here one year and to teach that

class the next?" Bolte's response:

It is an awkward feeling to change

from one side of the desk to the

other.

Bolte, new microcomputer in-

structor, is a native of .Greenville

and a graduate of DSU.

Editors . . Angi* Banks, Mlk*MMks,JaymM

V o w • 1

1

R*port«rt ... Basic Nsws Rsporling Class

Typesetter Ths Ent«rpris»-Tocsln

Printers Qreenwood Commonwealth

Guard program delayed

Tips

The Mississippi Correctional Institu-
'ons Training program for guards an-
nounced last spring wiU still be moved to

*I^JC sometime in the future.

The program will provide training for

correctional officers who will be

employed as guards at the Mississippi

State Penitentiary at Parchman.

Dr. J.T. Hall, president of MDJC, said

that he has gotten the "go-ahead" on the

program, but that there is still no definite

date for start of preliminary construction

1. A warning to all female freshmen in

the Stennis-Penrod dormitory. Don't lose

your dime! To make a local call you have

to pick up receiver, dial number, after the

person answers to the ring, immediately

put dime in.

2. If you have any questions about your

schedule, go to your counselor.

3. If you need to buy some stamps, the

only place to go is downtown to the Post

Office.

4. Remember that if you get an attack

of the munchies and want to go to the

stores downtown you better make it

before 1:00. Mr. Quick is now closing at

1:00 and Jitney Jr. closes at 11:00.

5. Take time to get to know your in-

structors, they really want to help.

6. Get to know your college ad-

ministrators,

7. If your classes are too easy,

challenge yourself. If they are too hard,

try harder.

8. Don't step, spit or sit on your room-

mates, this tends to make them angry.

9. Don't confront a problem when

youVe angry, wail until you're under con-

trol.

10. Do your best even at the most

menial task.
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Trojans lose to Wolves, 35-7 Cafeteria

schedule

TROJAN BOBBY WILLIAMS, no.27. is downed by Copiah's Dwayne

Herringlon, no.19. Trojan Wade Love, no.55, rushes In to help. The

Trojans were defeated In their game 35-7.

The MDJC Trojans were defeated 35-7,

in their opening game of the season

played in Moorhead. Sept. l. The Wolves

of Copiah-Lincoln Junior College, under

the direction of James Sloan, proved too

seasoned and tough for the freshman Tro-

jan team directed by Head Coach James

'Wooky' Gray.

The first quarter was marred by a

series of Trojan strategy upsets. The

Wolve capitalized on these mistakes and

early in the first quarter, back Lange

Porter. No. 22 of Co-Lin, scored on a

23-yard run. The PAT quickly foUowing.

making the score 7-0. The Wolves never

relinquished that early lead.

Nearly every chance the Trojans got to

fight back, the Wolves bit down hard,

causing fumbles or interceptions. At the

half, Co-Lin led 21-0.

Early in the third quarter, the Trojans

showed some promise, when back Lee

Dale Grays scored. Steve Sizemore kick-

ed The PAT.
The Wolves added 14 more points in the

final quarter.

The Trojans will travel to Laurel Thurs-

day night, 17 to play Jones Junior College

Bobcats. They will play in Moorhead

Sept. 24. Their opponents will be the It-

tawamba Chieftains.

Cafeteria Hours:

Monday - Thursday

Breakfast

Lunch

Supper

Friday

Breakfast

Lunch

Saturday

Breakfast

Lunch

Supper

Sunday

Breakfast

Lunch

Supper

10

5

00-8

45-1

00-6

7 00.8:00

10:45.1,5

8:00-8:30

12:00-12:3

5:00.6:00

8

11

5

00-8

30-1

00-5

30

00

30

Students $2.00

Faculty $2.10

Guest $2.65

SUNDAY NOON
Students $3.00

Faculty and Guest $3.15

Student meal tickets are good from Sundiy
supper to Friday lunch.

Experience keeps a dear school, but

fools will learn in no other.

—Benjamin Franklin

Cheerleaders '83-'84
YEA, TROJANS! Leading cheers at the football games this year are the following girls- (from leftlM ssy Gammons Belzoni, Laura Donnelly, Belzoni; Kathy Anderson, Moorhead Rhonda McDaS

"'^^ Greenrd;S
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Homeco
parade^
Homecoming activities are developing

according to schedule with Coach Buddy

Walden as coordinator in conjunction

with the student government association.

Election of homecoming maids was

held last Tuesday, and results are

spotlighted in pictures in today's edition.

On Oct. 4 (Tuesday), at "K" period, the

homecoming assembly will take place.

Details of the assembly were not

available at presstime.

Oct. 8, the final and grandest day of the

celebration, will feature an afternoon

parade, a modeling squad show, an alum-

ni meeting, and the coronation
ceremonies at the night game.
The parade, set for 1:30 p.m. through

downtown Moorhead, will take place. At

ming tofeature
alumni^ royalty
presstime only four people had conUcted
Coach Walden about entering a float in
the parade, but he would like for more
participants to contact him.

"Right now. only four people have ask-
ed about entering floats, but I want
everyone to know that there will be prizes
awarded," said Walden. First prize win-
ner will receive $75; second. $50; and
third. $30.

The alumni will meet at 5 p.m. in the
Student Union. Dean Travis Thornton will

preside at the business meeting. An
Alumnus of the Year will also be
recognized.

The kick-off time for the game with
Holmes Junior College Bulldogs will be
7:30. The MDJC Band and Delta Dancers

will perform during half-time instead of

before the game. Presentation of the

court will be made following the band per-

formance. Dr. J.T. Hall will crown the

queen.

After the game SGA will sponsor the

Homecoming Dance which will begin at

10 and will be held in the Coliseum.

The SGA will sponsor a fireworks

display sometime prior to Homecoming
Day. Coach Walden wants everyone to

know that any group or organization that

wants to enter the parade may do so.

They should contact Walden for further

information.

This year the homecoming royalty will

be presented in the parade in cars instead

of on a float.

Former champs to return
Plans for the reunion honoring the

members of the 1962 state championship

team, which is planned as a highlight of

the Homecoming 1983 celebration, are

developing well, according to Coach Jim-

my Bellipanni, coordinator of the event.

The first state champs wearing Trojan

jersies played for coaches Jim Randall,

Jimmy Bellipanni and Carl Grubb. The
college was then known as Sunflower

Junior College.

"That was really a fine group of boys. I

remember that there were no out-of-state

players on the 33-member team ; it was an
all-district team," said Coach Bellipaimi.

Bellipanni recalls that this team lost its

first two outings, but they struggled hard
and won the next nine straight. They
defeated what was then mighty East
Mississippi Junior College on their home
turf at Scooba for the championship.

Bellipanni has contacted all of the

former team members, and many of

them plan to return for the alumni

celebration.

Among those on the team that were
standouts were John Garrison, a corner-

back from Rosedale; Buddy Hodges of It-

ta Bena who went on to play for Mississip-

pi State; and Steve Oswalt, now mayor of

Moorhead.

"Everyone of these boys has been most

successful in their adult lives. Most of

them are still living around here. Only

nine went out-of-state," said Bellipanni.

Bellipanni said that he hopes that

everyone is looking forward to welcoming

the group back to campus as much as he

is.

Nurses
make
record

score
Barbara Powell director of the

associate degree nursing program, has

announced that the program for

registered nurses at Mississippi Delta

Junior College has received word that 100

percent of its 1983 graduates passed the

National Council Licensing Exam
(NCLEX) given in July 1983.

All thirty-five candidates were suc-

cessful on their first writing.

After passing the exam, the new
graduates are licensed to practice as

Registered Nurses.

Since its inception in 1964, Mississippi

Delta Junior College's nursing program
has graduated 552 candidates who have
become Registered Nurses. A large

percentage of Mississippi Delta Junior

College associate degree nursing
graduates are currently practicing in

hospitals, clinics, health departments,

and nursing homes in the delta area.

Faculty members in the Mississippi

Delta Junior College, Associate Degree

Nursing Program include Meredith

Carpenter, Martha Catlette, Anne Dunn.

Kathlene Hodges, Cynthia Jones, Joy

Lambert, Patti Livingston, Debbie Poe,

Barbara Powell and Nyleene Sheppeard.

'83-'84 Homecoming Royalfy

HOMECOMING MAIDS ELECTED In a campuswide

vote last Tuesday Sept. 20 are (fr. I.) Kae Ferguson,

Carrollton, freshman; Sandy Bell, Inverness,

sophomore; Angela Labella, Indianola, sophomore;

Jennifer Mayes, Drew, Freshman. Not pictured is

Leslie Beasley, Greenville, sophomore. Beasley is

pictured in the modeling squad photo. The maids

will be presented at special coronation ceremonies

during half-time of the MDJC-Holmes game. The

sophomore maid receiving the most votes will be

crowned queen. Her identity will remain a secret un-

til Oct. 8.
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1983 Fall Rains Arrive

Opinion

:i -

FALL HAS OFFICIALLY ARRIVED and so have the accompanying
rains. A man-made rainbow could be seen last week when umbrellas
were removed from storage. Some students had to improvise and used
books to escape the downpour.

Alumni A/coho/
Participating in student activities at

MDJC seems to be worth the time, if

alunmi successes can be used as an
evaluation of this area.

For instance SGA presidents at SJC and
MDJC have done well. For example.

Laura Dunn is now Dr. Laura Jolly of the

Oklahoma State University faculty. Bob
Harper is a lawyer with a branch of the

U.S. military service. Guy Parker has

joined the Mississippi State Park Recrea-
tion service as a director. Mike Cordell

serves as a supervisor from Sharkey
county. Ron Grossi is employed as a

physical therapist program director in a

major hospital. Doug Michew is a

member of the faculty at MSU.
Former publications editors have done

well, too. Renee Blackmon is director of

news services for Northeastern Louisiana

University at Monroe, Marvin Tarver has
joined a Shreveport TV station as news
manager for a staff of 25 reporters.

Walter Harrison, former editor of the

North Jackson Sun, works for Delta
Design Group of Greenville. Terrell Wells
works as an accountant with The Green-
wood Commonwealth. David Rushing has
won many state awards as a reporter for

The Enterprise-Tocsin. Brenda Bell

directs high school publications in

Cleveland.

Walter Taylor, formerly of the
Nashville Tenessean, free-lances for such
publications as Southern Outdoors and
Field and Stream. Ricky Nobile is a suc-
cessful free-lance cartoonist. Ruth Ann
Morgan Free works as a researcher and
staff writer for the Sunflower County
Library system. Freddy Matthews runs
his own talent-booking agency in Texas.
Hundreds more from the fine arts and

sports areas could also be listed.

Alcohol-related traffic crashes are the

leading cause of death for persons bet-

ween the ages of 16 and 24 according to a
recently released Mississippi Highway
Patrol Study.

Drunk driving has been a major cause
of deaths in accidents for several years
now, but this year the state of Mississippi
has '*had enough."

On July 1, 1983. a drunk driving law
with much stiffer penalties than any law
which had previously been written went
into effect. The law stated that "any per-
son who operates a motor vehicle on a
public road is liable for submission to a
test to determine the alcoholic content of
his blood."

A driver found to have 10 percent
alcohol in his blood can be put in jail for 24
hours and fined not less than $200. He will
also have his license suspended up to 90
days, or, until he has completed the
Mississippi Alcohol Safety Education pro-
gram.

The penalities are strict on the first of-
fense, but they increase to much harsher
measures with the second or more of-

fenses.

The law is being enforced and is here to
stay, apparenUy.

The risk the drunk driver takes now are
three-fold: I. He may kill himself in an ac-
cident

; 2. He may kill an innocent rider or
pedestrian; 3. He may be picked up, fin-
ed, and jailed.

Is having that "high" from alcohol
worth these risks?

impatience
Most people have heard the story of Abe

Lincoln, the man who never gave up. He
kept trying until he got it right.

Today, I want to tell you about a guy
who might have been an even greater

leader than Lincoln - this guy might have
l)ecome the greatest leader in the world --

who knows?
But, you see, this guy wanted the

results immediately. He didn't have the

patience to let things work themselves
out. So, he gave up - and he failed.

When this guy decided to go back to

school, he'd been out of the school routine

for a while, so it was hard for him to catch
on. He failed his first test, gave up and
quit school.

He met a woman and fell in love, but he
couldn't wait for her to finish school so he
gave up on the relationship because he
was too impatient. He had failed again.
This guy then went around making ex-

cuses for his failures. He said the elec-

tions were rigged, the teachers had it in

for him, and his woman didn't love him.
If he had been truthful, all that he really

could have said was: "I'm a failure in my
life because I'm too impatient."

Don't let this same kind of thinking trap
you.

If this guy had kept on trying, nobody
could have labeled him a complete
failure.

If you want something badly enough,
you may have to work for it and it may
take some time.

Never give in to impatience. It is self-

defeating.

S 13
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Hello again, everybody! Yes, it seemed

like a short summer and looks like a long

school year again.

By now, everyone has gotten into the

habit of getting up at repulsive hours of

the morning and sleepwalking to class.

Yes, it's hard to wake up for something

which puts you back to sleep.

Commuters should be used to those dull

drives back and forth to Moorhead. One

sure way to keep awake while driving is

to highway patrol-watch. It also helps the

billfold.

Some students wake up with some

awesome car stero systems such as those

who play Van Halen at 8 in the morning.

It seems Moorhead hasn't changed a bit.

The town keeps making money off of

parking tickets just like last year. Even

though we are in college, those

"NO-Parking" signs are still hard to

read.

Many people seem to be stretching

Thursday nights into Friday mornings.

Those cuts are adding up fast. The pool

hall is the "place to be." That hasn't

changed either.

The Delta Herald's new look seems to

have pleased everyone. This year, for the

first time since 1967, the paper is being

printed off-campus. We (the staff) really

appreciate the overwhelming com-

pliments received from students, faculty,

and administration. We hope that there

will be something of interest in each issue

for all of you.

NOTES FROM ALL OVER: New Mexico music profs cut theirown salaries to free money to run summer classes U Ten-newee studenu lobbied the KnoxvUle, Tn. govt, to keep thename of the local Gay Street... The California Student Aid Com-
mission says campus aid offices do as good a job finding cash for
students as private search firms.
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Herald changes

'83-'84 Modeling Squad

THE '83-*84 MODELING SQUAD members were recently selected.

They are (fr. I. back row) Martha Liddell, Belzoni; Heather Boswell. co-

captain, Indianola; Leslie Beasley, Greenville; (second row), Leigh Ann

Golden, Linn; Mollte Smithhart, Indianola; Stephanie Gaston, Belzoni;

Wanda McKlnney, Greenwood; Lisa McMorrough, Belzoni; Melissa

Winters, Indianola; Janice Wilson, Greenwood. Kneeling is Angela

Labella, captain, Indianola. Models not pictured are Kae Ferguson,

Libby Hollowell, and Clyde Ramsey.

Campus Survey

Election procedure discussed
With the elections of homecoming

maids recently behind us, the students

have been discussing the method by
which elections are held in the

classrooms. To get their opinions, a

public opinion poll was taken by the Basic

News Reporting Class. Their question

was. "What do you think of the current

niethod of holding elections in the

classrooms?"

Gail Robinson, Belzoni: **I don't like it,

everyone doesn't get the chance. It should
t>e during the first period on Wednesday.

'

'

Tom Crenshaw, Charleston: "It's

alright, just as long as it doesn't take up
too much time during class period."

Debbie Barth. Greenwood: "It's great,

H takes away time from the class."

Bart Borganelli, Greenville: "I don't

see anything wrong with it. It*s the best

way to get it done."

Charles Perry. Drew: "I don't care.

Too much attention is paid to these elec-

tions and not enough on serious matters

happening on campus."

Pattie Vance. Greenwood: "I didn't

know any of the girls I voted for."

Tracy Tucker. Rosedale: "It's okay

because it is more convenient."

Tina Hall. Drew: "I love it because it

saves time."

Cindi Ford. Isola: "It's okay, because if

it was held somewhere else, many people

probably wouldn't take the time to go."

Linda Wiley. Ruleville: "I like it

because we still can have class, and if it

was held somewhere else, many people

wouldn't come to class."

Shevon Keys. Indianola: "I like it

because if you are in class, you definitely

get a chance to vote."

Mrs. Sandra Moore, Literature: "I do

not agree with how the elections are held,

because my class did not know or were

not familiar with the girls on the ballot."

Chris Stauffer, Inverness: "I think

there should first be a primary election.

This would give everyone a chance to get

acquainted with the nominees."

Delia Thomas. Shaw: "AH nominees

should make speeches and make
themselves known to the students."

Susan Williams. Greenville: "I would

like to see all the nommees lines up and

get to know each one better."

The Delta Herald is being printed off-

campus for the first time since 1%7.

Typesetting for the paper is done in the

Delta Publishing Company
(Enterprise-Tocsin) facilities. Printers at

the Greenwood Commonwealth complete

the paper using camera-ready paste-ups

prepared by the Herald staff.

'We welcome this challenge of larger

format, and altered deadlines, and we ap-

preciate the reader response to the

changed appearance evident in our first

issue this year," said Miss Uney Wooten.

adviser.

The Herald will be published bi-

monthly, except for holidays in an eight-

page tabloid format.

Reporting for The Herald is done

primarily by the Basic Reporting class.

"The expansion of the newspaper gives

the student reporters more practical ex-

perience in journalism, and students are

able to cover events more thoroughly,"

said editor Jaymee Vowell.
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system
computerized

Pertiaps many returning students have

noticed an increased coolness in ttie air

circulating in classrooms this fall. This

new comfort is the result of the use of a

computer for controlling the air condi-

tioning system.

"The reason for a computerized air

conditioning and heating system is

energy conservation, said Mr. Sam Staf-

ford, vice president of MDJC. "We don't

want the units running wide-open with no

one using them, as has happened in the

recent past."

Mr. Stafford said that the temperatures

are pre-set on the computer to turn on in

time for class and cut off at the end of

class. The system also controls use of the

heating and cooling sytem over the

weekend.

Mr. Stafford said that the computer,

which cost $55,000 for purchase and in-

stallation, should pay for itself in three

years or less. "Some schools which have

already had this equipment in use for

some time report that they paid for their

units in less than nine months," said Mr.

Stafford.

MDJC's computer unit is located in Mr.

Jack Harris' office.

Squad
selected

The Delta Dancers are kicking off the

new year with 19 girls. The troupe,

directed by Mrs. Betty Aden of the

Physical Education department, is going

through strenuous daily practices as they

prepare shows for the weekly football and
basketball games this semester.

The group is also looking forward to ap-

pearing at the World's Fair in New
Orleans in May. Further details of this

trip will be announced later.

New dancers this year are Robin
Ainsworth, Tammy Overstreet, Rae
Ferguson, Kae Ferguson, Robin West,
Lisa Sutherland, Maleah Davis, Mary
Johns, Cindy Robinson, Marlece Lusk,
Karla Nobile, Cindy Upchurch, and Nan-
cy Guest.

Returning for their second- year are
Deanna Christman, Angela Acy, Sharon
Richardson, Lynn Chandler, Beth
Brocato, and Jaymee Voweil.

"A captain has not been selected for the
group yet," said Mrs. Aden. "Right now
I'm selecting captains for each game.'*
Captains for the first game were Jaymee
Vowell and Cindy Robinson.

Pool hall

renovated
Knight's Pool HaU on Washington

Street has enlarged its facilities.

The Knights bought the burned-out
buUding next door to their original site,

and are remodeling it.

"We did it to give the kids more room,"
said Mrs Doyle Knight.

The Knights have moved their kitchen
into the new area. They have added a
larger grill and other kitchen items to
replace older ones.

Several booths have been added so that
people can now sit down to eat.

"I've even seen some kids studying as
they eat." said Mrs. Knight.
The Knights added ceiling fans to cool

the new areas. They also plan to add addi-
tional pool tables. New restroom faciliUes
are also being added.

George McDaniel. a pool-haU employee
did most of the major construction work.

Miss MDJC enjoys red-carpet city

By JAYMEE VOWELL
Deanna Christman,Miss Mississippi

i)elta Junior College, had a busy as well

as an exciting summer.

She traveled to the "Red Carpet City of

the South - Vicksburg". to compete in the

1983 Miss Mississippi Pageant.

In the past, Miss Mississippi's have

gone on to win more total money in the

Miss America Pageant in Atlantic City

than have winners from any other state

pageant (except California), Pageant of-

ficials point out that this is a tribute to the

intelligent young ladies who traditionally

seek the title of Miss Mississippi.

"I felt very honored to represent our

school and take may place along with the

other local winners," said Deanna.

Deanna said that the pageant weekend

was very hectic. Thirty-nine girls com-

peted for a total of $23,250 in scholarships

contributed by the pageant sponsors.

Several special guests entertained in

the audience during the breaks in the

competition. Among those were Dianne

Evans, Miss Mississippi 1982; Bobbie

Eakes, Miss Georgia 1982; The Donna

Pope Capdeboscq Dancers; and Jimmy
Mullen and his orchestra.

There were five out-of-state judges for

the competition. Deanna said that the

personal interview was what she was

most nervous about. "I was scared they

were going to ask me a lot of pohtical

questions, and they did. but somehow I

managed to answer them."

Deanna said that the basic rules for

participating in the pageant were surpris-

ingly strict. For example, contestants are

not permitted at any time to enter a

cocktail lounge, night club, bar, inn, or

tavern.

Contestants are not permitted to

smoke. And worst of all, according to

Deanna, is the rule that contestants are

not permitted to speak to any man, in-

cluding male members of their own fami-

ly, unless a hostess is present. Con-

testants are accompanied by hostesses at

all times.

All of the contestants were housed at

the All-Saints campus. After the girls had
retired from their long day, which lasted

from 5 a.m. to 2 a.m., guards were on du-

ty to prevent anyone from entering or

leaving. **We were watched every
minute," said Deanna.

In the talent portion of the pageant,

Deanna Christman
Deanna displayed her country music
singing talent. She sang a Barbara Man-
drell song - "I Was Country When Coun-
try Wasn't Cool". She dressed in blue

jeans and cowboy boots and a western

hat. Although another contestant sang the

same song, Deanna seemed to think that

she represented MDJC quite well.

Deanna was required to have three

evening gowns, a swim suit, shoes for

every occasion, casual outfits, an outfit

for the judges' interview, and three out-

"I expected most of the girls in the

pageant to be snobbish to a country girl

like me, but the majority of them were ex

tremely nice. I met some real friends this

sununer," said Deanna.
Deanna 's conclusion about the whole

experience is that it was well worth the

practice and effort that she put into it.

fits suitable for evening meals. Deanna
said that she spent a large part of her

time this summer looking for the "right"

outfits.

NEW YORK, NY (CPS) - The college
guidebook that drew the wrath of ad-
ministrators across the country a year
and a half ago has just released its second
edition, but with a new name and "a lot of
fine tuning" designed to pacify many of
its critics.

Though it quickly achieved sales suc-
cess, the New York Times Selective
Guide To Colleges drove some ad-
ministrators to distraction when it first

appeared in February, 1982, with a five-

star system that rated schools as if they
were hotels or restaurants.

But what probably irriuted them most
were the descriptions of the social and
academic climates of 265 of the nation's
"best and most interesting" four-year
schools.

Of the University of Rhode Island, for
instance, the book quipped: "As long as
you don't ask too much of URI, it won't
ask too much of you."

Times tries second guide
The guide characterized Marquette as

a campus where "the ROTC types coexist

weU with the holdovers from the sixties."

And the University of Tulsa, it com-
mented, is alright, "but unless you're in-

tent on making big bucks in oil, the

academic life will be better somewhere
else."

Outraged administrators of the schools
receiving such reviews mounted a quick
counterattack on Edward Fiske, the

paper's education editor and editor of the

guide, who assembled the material
published under the Times Books name.
They argued - in letters, interviews

and, in at least one instance, a personal
confrontation in Fiske's office - that the
New York Times imprimatur lent a sug-

gestion of objectivity to what was actualy
subjective material.

Fiske based his reviews of the schools
on responses to questionaires he sent
students on each of the campuses. In spite

of the controversy ~ or perhaps because

of it - more than 80,000 copies of the books

were sold.

Times Books officials say they hope to

match that record with the second edi-

tion. To help get there, Fiske has tried to

blunt the controversy before the book's

official September 28ths publication date

by altering his grading system and

treading a little more softly on the reputa-

tions of the schools that complained loud-

ly in 1982.

Moreover, the new edition -- dubbed

The Selective Guide to Colleges - dropp^
all references to the Times in its title.

The star rating system has been

altered, notes Times Books publicist San-

dy Brawarsky, "to discourage people

from numerically rating schools on the

basis of how many stars they got in a cer-

tain area."
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iNews
\ briefs

The Delta Herald staff would like to re-

niind everyone to please read the Daily

Bulletin.

Xhe third issue of The Herald will be

published October U. Final deadline for

copy is Oct. 5.

The staff is looking for a cartoonist.

Cartoons must be original, and they must

t>e drawn on plain white paper in India ink

or similar material. Cartoons should be

(irawn to a predetermined width. Anyone

Interested in details about dimensions

and content of cartoons should contact

Miss Wooten in the Publications Office.

Stennis-Penrod dorm residents would

like to ask Mr. Charles Wooley to keep the

washing machines and dryers repaired.

Many floods are breaking out in the laun-

dry rooms.

The Herald staff is starting a new col-

umn. If there is anyone who would like to

sell or buy anything through a classified

ad in the Herald, let the staff know. "Lost

and Found" items will also be listed upon

request.

As a reminder: Stennis-Penrod dorm
council officers are: Gloria Blake, presi-

dent; Karen Funderburk, vice president;

Gwen Dixon, secretary; Angie Banks,

reporter.

All club presidents are requested to

turn in their club reporters' name to the

Herald staff. If anyone has any news tips,

original news features, or current and ad-

vance activities, he wants publicized in

the Herald, ,he sould give those items to

Jaymee Vowel (Rm. 6), Angie Banks

(rm. 56), or Mike Meeks. Copy can also be

slipped under the door of the Pub office

upstairs in the Union.

Officers named
The Art Club recently elected officers

for the 1983-84 school year.

Gwen Harbin, Greenwood, will serve as

president. Other officers are : Laura

Smith, vice president; Judy Chatham,

secretary. Both Smith and Chatham are

also from Greenwood. Arthur Thomas,

HoUandale, was elected treasurer and
Diana Williams, Greenwood, was named
program chairman. Adrian Tolliver,

Ctarksdale, will be the exhibits chairman.

The Art club sponsors art exhibits and

programs on campus for art majors,

faculty, students and other interested

people.

Faculty recalls the 'good old days'
nnni hall and theatre di

Most everyone has heard his parents or

other older friends say: "My, how times

have changed ! When I was your age . . .

"

.

Times have changed on the MDJC cam-
pus.

Faculty members who attended school

here can remember when ... you walked
to town with a date and you had to be ac-

companied by a chaperone. Agricultural

high school students and college students

both occupied the dorms. The Homecom-
ing Dance was the only dance of the year

Dr. J. T. HaU. 1946.

Girls weren't allowed the freedom

have today. They had to check in and
check out and there was a curfew . . . Mr.
Sam Stafford, 1942.

There was a Homecoming Parade at

night. Tractors pulled the floats. The

freshman class dressed in ridiculous out-

fits on the night of the parade. There

weren't nearly so many students enrolled

here then . . . Mrs. Kenneth, 1966.

. . . There was a high school on campus.

You couldn't ride in a car with a boy

unless your parents signed a note . . . Mrs.

Cunmiings, 1956.

. . . There were only 25 or 30 females on

campus. There were no married students.

The homecoming elections were more

predictable. They had ah assembly pro-

gram to introduce those running for maid

. . . Mrs. Loveless, 1962.

Dresses were worn very short. Many

guys attended college to stay out of the

Vietnam War, so they worked and studied

hard in order to stay in school . . .
Mr.

Baria, 1971.

There were good student-teacher rela-

tionships. The campus was smaller.

Everyone knew each other. I remember

riding on the "Future Teachers of

America" float, ringing a huge school bell

during the homecoming parade . Mrs.

Bennett. 1955.

Girls could not smoke in public. No

self-respecting girl would dare pull out a

cigarette in public. Everybody did not go

home on the weekends. Delta Junior is

now more like a suitcase college. During

homecoming the freshmen class had to

march in pajamas for initiation at the

football game . . . Mrs. Moore, 1964.

There were few cars on campus then.

There was a pool hall and theatre down

town. They didn't sell beer then. . .
Dean

Travis Thornton, 1952.

. . Everyone worked at Homecoming.

The floats were the highlight of the year,

and they were large. Things have really

changed here since then. The physical

plant is new, the administration is

stronger, and the faculty seems younger

now that I am much older It seems like

stronger language is used today and the

moral standards are lower . . .
Mrs. Betty

Aden, 1956.

Students couldn't ride in cars with

anyone, not even their own parents . . .

Mrs. Vickers, 1957.



Campus News Techniques vary in 'snaking'

Night
school

increases
Three hundred and twenty adults are

enrolled in vocational night class courses

on the Moorhead campus this term.

Enrollment has increased by 120 over this

same time last fall.

Twenty-nine vocational courses are of-

fered in the night program.

"These classes, which attract adults

already employed in their fields, are

designed primarily to help these people

upgrade their job skills or acquire new

ones," said Dr. Ray Whelan. supervisor

of vocational-technical instruction.

The impact of computers on industry is

showing up in night class interest here,

just as it is elsewhere in the United

States. Fifty-three students have

registered for "Introduction to

Microcomputers," which is being taught

in two seven-week classes this semester.

General educational development

classes are a special area of instruction in

the night school program. Forty students

are currently studying basic educational

skills which will allow them to qualify for

high school equivalency certificates in

these GED classes.

Classes meet one or two nights a week

for three-hour sessions. Cost of each

class, except GED classes, is $45. GED
classes are free.

Certificates are awarded to students

who complete the course satisfactorily

and attend 80 percent of the class

meetings.

Notes
Four rooms in Stennis-Penrod dor-

mitory were damaged due to an unex-

pected rain Sept. 9.

The damage resulted when a local

lumber company failed to cover up a hole

workmen had made as they stripped old

roof structure off. leaving only layers of

insulation.

Before completing the job, the

workmen left for two days and during the

rain squall, the insulation layers filled

with water which finally broke through

and damaged the floors of the rooms.

Jack Harris, superintendent of building

and grounds, said that he did not know the

estimated cost of repair for the rooms.

BSU selects

singers
The Baptist Student Union held their

singmg group tryouts Tuesday, Sept. 13,

with ministers of music from several

churches as the judges.

Eight students were chosen: Bruce
Stubbs, Greenwood; Tom Vrieswyk,
Laurel; Steve Stanfill, Leland; Burrell

Leach, Greenville; Ginger Atkins Colum-
bus; Amy Peters, Greenville; Brenda
Harris, Holcomb; and Shona Bodie, Gary.
Rehearsals will begin right away.

Brief: The BSU is trying to organize a
gospel-singing group. They are looking
for several voices and a piano player.
Anyone interested see Tom McLaughlin.

What is your technique in "snaking?"

TERESA FUGGETT, Greenville: It's a

secret.

NIKKI TAYLOR. Greenville: Walk up to

them and say, hey. I'm here to snake you.

MONICA ESTES, Greenville: I would

watch him to see the things he did and if it

was interesting, I would go up and ask

him his name, then strike up a conversa-

tion.

MARCIE RAY, Rolling Fork: Like I did

Bobby, walk up and bite him on the neck.

LISA FRAIZER, Clarksdale: Walk up

and throw myself on him.

JACKIE SANDERS, Leland: When I find

one I'll let you know.

LORI MERCER, Greenville: Like I did

David, go up and pinch him on the rear.

LYNN CHANDLER, Ruleville: If you

want it and he's got it, get it anyway you

can.

ROSE DILTZ, Charleston: The Best.

KAREN BENNETT. Indianola: I don't

have one.

LISA CORNWELL, Glen Allen: TLC.

MELANIE FONDREN, Greenwood: I

don't have a technique, it just comes with

the package.

TERESSA MUNCHER, Greenville:

Which one?

WENDY DAVIS, Greenville: I go up and

say, hey cutie, then I casually pinch them

on the chest.

SUSAN D. WILLIAMS. Greenville: Mak-

ing sure my make-up looks *'ok." Let the

best side of my personality flow through.

Make sure my clothes and hair look "ok."

ERIC THORNHILL, Smile. Winking, or

Staring.

SHIRLEY JEFFERSON. Greenville: Be

the innocent person that I am and they

are attracted to me, just by me being me.

ANGIE CHILES, Belzoni: Smile and

shake their hands and introduce myself.

JENNIFER MAYES, Drew: By being a

friend and using correct English.

LYNN WEAVER, Cleveland: Wink my
eyes, smiling, staring, talking, pinch....

PAM SHERWOOD, Cleveland: Just flash

my baby blues, smile and say "hi" and

that gets it!

STEPHANIE GASTON, Belzoni: Well

with Harry by our side, we don't have to

worry about flirting.

RAE FERGUSON, Blackhawk: Well, it's

really easy. All I have to do is walk in to a

room with Harry and he takes over from

there.

CHARLENE WEAVER, Greenwood: Be-

ing myself and not trying to impress the

young man.

SHIRLEAN TURNER. Benoit: "Walk."

DONNA MONTGOMERY. Sumner: I just

give them the Hl-sign.

WALTER WALKER, Greenville: It's

called sex appeal.

KIM JAMES, Greenwood; I slide

them!

ANITA HANKS, Sumner: I don't snake
get snooked. '

*

RUTH HEARD. Greenwood: I just jum
on them, but for some reason I alwa
seem to miss.

JENNY SHAFFER, Linn: I play Jarza
and swing from the vines.

^

BARBARA JAMES. Las Vegas, Nevada
You go to a place where you think they
are and be very sexy. ^

KAREN "KAY-KAY" TAYLOR,
Qreen.

wood :
Putting on the sexiest dress, a good

makeup job, and using all my personalj.

ty. charm, wit, and be as honest as possi-

ble.

FRED BROWN, Greenville: My one of so
many is to use my charm, by spreading

my personality, being open and keeping

my feelings out up front, and by. lying

ALVIN BALL, Greenville: By being
myself.

HAL "FLASH" GORDON, San Diego
Chilvary and being a Knight in armor
RANDY LANGSTON, Leland: I eat right

get plenty of sleep, and I take Geritoi

every day.

JOYCE BAKER, Greenville: Pleasing

personality.

DONDOLYN HAYNES, Rosedale: Talk-

ing loud and being myself.

Fire sale underway
Fire sales have begun at Gray's Store

on 100 East Washington street due to the

recent fire which damaged both the

building and merchandise.

Local authorities are still investigating

the Sept. 11 fire thought to have been

started by a burglar who entered the

store sometime Sunday. The blaze was
reported about 10 p.m.

"The drawers were torn off the cash

register, and the next day's change was
gone," said Mr. Mark Pilgrim, owner of

the store, who is also drafting and con-

struction technology instructor at MDJC.

"It looked like a burglary and then a

fire was set." said Jimmy Griffin,

Moorhead city manager.

The store contained mostly men's,

women's, and children's clothing.

"Probably $40,000 of inventory was
damaged either by smoke or water," said

Pilgrim.

Pilgrim said the estimate on building

damages is not complete but will be bet-

ween $30-35,000.

Pilgrim said that the fire began in the

kitchenette and burned only the shoe
department next to it. He said that a third

of the roof was damaged from the fire

which reached the attic.

"The first fire sale was Sept. 17, and

will be held each Friday and Saturday un-

til the inventory is reduced to the

unsellable items," said Pilgrim. He said

that it should take about three sales to

reduce the inventory.

After the reduction, Gray's Store will

be remodeled and re-opened.

"We hope to open by Thanksgiving in

time to hold Christmas sales," said

Pilgrim.

PHI BETA LAMBDA OFFICERS for •83-'84 were
recently elected. They are (fr. I.) Elizabeth Smith, In-

verness, reporter; Janet Thonnpson, Greenwood,
treasurer; Tracy West, Greenwood, secretary; Chris
Stauffer, Inverness, vice president; Teresa Gaines,
Clarksdale, president. PBL is an association for
business students and faculty to create an interest
in the field of business.
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Former addict to become counselor
By ANGIE BANKS
A little girl begins drinking and taking

other drugs at age 13.

Now, at age 27, she is on the road to

recovery and wants to teach others not to

make the same mistakes.

Brenda J. Smith of Greenville, better

known as "B.J ", is now an MDJC student

majoring in drug counseling, but about 11

months ago, she was an alcoholic and a

drug addict.

"I've been sober for about 11 months
now. I had to go through treatments and
therapy, but I'm better now. I'm still an
active participant in AA (Alcoholics

Anonymous) and NAL (Narcotics
Anonymous)," said B.J.

B.J.'s case started out just like many
others.

When she was 13. she started drinking

beer and smoking marijuana with the

crowd. Gradually, it wasn't just beer or

marijuana any longer, it was hard liquor

and pills.

Even though B.J. started drinking for

kicks with the crowd, she feels now that

she has learned that a person is born an
alcoholic. "Many people may not believe

this, but they are born alcoholics. They

Dorm fj

0 talk

may never take that one drink to find out

if they are, but I know now that it is

hereditary," said B.J.

B.J. was one of the unfortunate ones;

she quickly t)ecame addicted. "I started

drinking real bad to escape reality. I felt

that my family didn't love me. 1 was put

in 27 different foster homes and by the

age of 16, 1 was put in a mental institution.

My drinking subsequently caused me to

lose everything I had in life. I lost my hus-

band, I lost my baby, and my 5-year-old

son left me.

"Once, I even tried to kill myself. I took

some liquor and pills that didn't mix, but

before I started getting really sick. I call-

ed someone. I didn't really want to die. I

just wanted help, but I didn't realize it,"

said B.J.

The loss of her 5-year-old son finally

made B.J. realize that she had to get help.

"My little son told me he was leaving

me, that he was tired of me being sick,

and that he was scared. Hours after he
had told me this, I just sat and thought.

But. I resolved to find help." said B.J.

B.J. is now recovering from her ordeal,

but she knows that it was not worth all

that she lost. Her current resolve is to

forewarn others before they make the
same mistakes.

"The reason that I'm at MDJCstudying
is that now that I am sober and have look-

ed around. I see little kids. 9-or 10-year-

olds, who are starting out just like I did."

said B.J.

As part of her current efforts, she tells

potential addicts what she has learned
about alcohol and other drugs.
"There are basically four types of

alcoholics. There is the 'binge' alcoholic -

a person who drinks everyday. There is

the 'closet" alcoholic a person who hides
his liquor. Then, there is the dirty clothes
basket alcoholic a person who hides
from everyone that he is drinking." said
B.J

B.J. points out that alcohol and drugs
affect the brain, liver, heart, stomach,
kidneys, and reproductive organs, the
central nervous system, and bowels.
"Alcohol and drugs are cunning, baffl-

ing, and powerful, but they can be
beaten, " said B.J.

B.J. says that there are three main
steps to recovery.

You know, it's really hard to convince

some of you that living on campus is fun.

You think that those of us who stay during

the weekends don't have fun. Let me
shine a little light on that subject.

For example: Last weekend there was

a girl who was desperate for a date. There

was a phone call which she answered. The

guy was looking for a date, so she agreed

to meet him. When he walked in, they

each said; "Hello." What he was quick to

learn was that she not only had this guy

for a date, she also had three others. Four

guys! If you call that not having fun, what

would you call it?

You freshman girls who were curious to

know what the boys' dorm looked like got

your chance on Thursday, Sept. 15. I'm

sure you saw some unusual and in-

teresting subjects on their walls such as .

. . I can't even say, but you get the pic-

ture.

I know that you guys are wondering

when we girls are going to have an "open

dorm." Hopefully guys, it will be soon. I

bet some of you are dying to get over

here, aren't you?

Staff fo attend

workshop
The Publications staff plans to attend

the annual Mississippi Junior College

Press Association (MJCPA) fall con-

ference.

The conference will be hosted by Nor-

thwest Mississippi Junior College on its

Southaven campus, Oct. &-7.

Workshops on yearbook design, news

photography, and feature writing will be

conducted by professional media
representatives from Taylor Publishing

Company the The Commercial Appeal.

Nine students and adviser Laney
Wooten will represent MDJC.

Could we straighten the curve?
The recent wreck at the intersection

of Hwy 3 and Macon Lake road

underscores the danger of that intersec-

tion when drivers attempt it at high

speed.

At least three vehicles have ben

upended in the steep ditch on the north

side of that intersection since this

semester got underway.

The first, simplest, and most obvious

action to prevent these wrecks is slow

down enough to manage the curve.

But the likelihood of that's happening

is not great - nor realistic.

Not everybody will slow down, and

there is the possibility that those who
don't could get killed because of the

dangerous approach curve.

An alternate - perhaps more realistic

- solution would be to ask the county
supervisors to re-route the road. The
curve could be straightened out so that

it would not be as hazardous.

Since the land adjacent to the road
already belongs to tlie college, land ac-

quisition for an altered route should not

be that great a hurdle.

Perhaps this idea could be considered

by the appropriate school authorities.

In the meantime, slow down!

"The first step is admission and accep-
tance of vulnerability to drugs. The se-

cond step is a realization that there is a
power greater than yourself that can
restore you to sanity. The third step is

that you have to make the decision to turn
your will and life over to the care of God
as you understand him."
B J 's motto is: "I can't, God can. and

I'll let him."

"I really want to help someone, just one
person. Then I II feel like all the hell I

went through wasn't in vain," said B.J.

Four injured

in wreck
Four MDJC students received slight in-

juries when the car in which they were
traveling failed to make the curve a( the

intersection of Macon Lake Road and
Highway 3 and overturned into the ditch

on the north side of the intersection.

The wreck occured about 8 p.m.. Sept.

13.

Beth Miles of Greenwood, Jeanie

Politovich of Greenville, Denise Mason of

Schlater, and Joette Kendall of Boyle suf-

fered minor cuts and bruises and frac-

tured ribs. They were taken to South

Sunflower County Hospital in Indianola

where Miles, Mason, and Politovich were
treated and released. Kendall, the driver

of the car, suffered a mild concussion,

and she was kept in the hospital overnight

for observation,

Witnesses reported that

Kendall failed to make the curve, and as

the car in which the four were riding went

over the embankment, it flipped twice

and landed upside down, totalling it.

Student becomes a teacher
Brent Bolte is an instructor here at MD-

JC. There doesn't seem to be anything

unusual io that. But when one considers

that only last year he was a student here

at MDJC, it does seem quite extraor-

dinary.

Mr. Bolte graduated from Greenville

High in '78. He then went on to Delta State

preparing to major in Pre-Med. That

didn't quite work out so he dropped out.

His hobby had always been electronics so

he decided to attend school here and ma-

jor in electronics.

He also worked for a year at the Delta

Medical Center. He did the maintenance

and repair for all the electric and elec-

tronic patient care equipment. He
graduated in the fall of '83 with an AS
degree in electronics.

Brent Bolte teaches a sophomore-level

class of 22 students The official name of

the course is "Introduction to Com-

munication." He said he sometimes feels

a little awkward when the students call

him "Mr." Bolte, especially the ones

older than he. "The other instructors

have been a lot of help." said Mr. Bolte

"I had no idea I would be teaching

school," he said, "I imagined myself

working for some big company like

IBM." He said he doesn't see himself

teaching for a long period of time, but he

does enjoy it. "I was lucky I was asked to

teach," he said.

MR. BRENT BOLTE, microcomputer instructor (right) shows John

Shepher(j, electronics major from Drew, how to use equipment.
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Intramuals attract teams
Sports writers add to fun

The intramural all-male flag football

league got off to a "roaring" start Tues-

day afternoon, Sept. 13, according to Dr.

Allen Snowden, director.

The five teams participating in the

league are: "Greenwood," "Clarksdale,"

"BSU," "The No-Names." and "The

Southern Gentlemen."

Games will be played every Tuesday,

Wednesday, and Thursday afternoon at 4

o'clock.

Snowden said that the team schedule

had not been completed at presstime.

Snowden said that the mixed flag foot-

ball league will kick off sometime in the

next two weeks. Each team will consist of

five female and four male players.

Anyone interested in participating in in-

tramurals should contact Dr. Snowden at

his office in the Horton Science building.

Trojans win one
The Trojans won their first game this

season, Sept. 10, in Clarksdale when they

defeated the Coahoma College team 21-8.

The Trojans came into the game off a

poor showing against the Copiah-Lincoln

Wolves in their home opener in

Moorhead.

The CJC team had also lost their open-

jne game.

Early in the first quarter, Nikita

Johnson, Traojan back, scored on a two-

yard run. The PAT by Sizemore was
good. Halfway through the first quarter,

Trojan quartert)ack Rich Langford threw

a 4S-yard touchdown pass to Kenny
Moore, making the score, 14-0, at the end

of the quarter.

In the second quarter, CJC quarterback

Richard Brown scored on a 12-yard run.

The CJC try for two points was good,

making the score at half-time, 14-8.

Neither team could score in the third

quarter.

Early in the fourth quarter, the Trojans

scored again on a 37-yard pass from
Langford to Moore, making the score

after the successful PAT, 21-B. The Tro-

jans' victory made tham 1-0 in the north

division of the Mississippi Junior College

league.

Trojans lose to Jones

In their third outing of the season, the

Trojans traveled to Laurel Sept. 17 to play
the powerful Bobcats of Jones Junior Col-

lege. They lost 42-0.

By TROY STAFF
Mississippi may be last on the list of

many things, but according to one sports

writer, it is not quite last on the list of the

"Twenty Worst College Football Teams

of 1983-84."

Larry Linderman, writer for Pen-

thouse, fancies himself to be America's

leading expert on college football. And

Linderman has concluded that Ole Miss

should be ranked No. 13 on his list of the 20

least likely to win teams in the United

States.

That's not bad, considering that we

could have been last.

Linderman cites his reasons for Ole

Miss' losing years. The main one he cites

is the Rebel Flag controversy that surfac-

ed on the major TV network newscasts

awhile back. Linderman says that many

of the major black athletes, mostly local

talent, were starting to go off to other

schools where Southern tradition wasn't

so embedded in the school's activities.

As most of you know, head coach Steve

Sloan left after five straight losing years

and has been succeeded at Ole Miss by

former Louisiana Tech coach Billy

Brewer. Sloan moved on to Duke Univer-

sity.

Brewer came from Louisiana Tech U.

with a 9-2 season last year. In a little time,

maybe he can do the same for Ole Miss.

Wouldn't it be great if. one day, Ole Miss

could be blessed with another Archie

Manning?

At presstime, Mississippi Valley State'

Delta Devils were scheduled to travel to
Mississippi Memorial Stadium to try to dn
what hasn't been done in 29 years b
Valley - that is, to beat the Jackson State
Tigers.

JSU is ranked sixth in the National
Division I-AA poll released last Monday
but since the Devils led the Southw^i
Athletic Conference in total offense and
passing yards under the leadership

of

head coach Archie Cooley, I wouldn't say
that it was going to be a one-sided affair

Joe Culpepper, sports writer for the

Jackson Daily News, says that with

Valley State's offense, the Tigers were
expected to use a nickle defense, utilizing

five defensive backs, in its attempt to stop

the bombardment by the Devils.

How did Culpepper's sidelining

coaching pan out?

For those ot you who follow boxing - the

World Boxing Association's lightweight

champ Ray "Boom-Boom" Mancini will

be putting his title on the line against

former World Council featherweight and
junior lightweight champion Bobby
Chacon.

The fight will take place either in late

November or early December. The site

will be announced at a later date by pro-

moter Robert M. Adreoli, who said, in a

statement to the wire services, that Man-

cini will get about $2 million and Chacon

about $1 miUion from the event.

Fall season underway
The Trojans opened their fall baseball

season in Cleveland, Sept. 14. They lost to

the Delta Statesmen, 12-1.

The Trojans, coached by Jimmy
Bellipanni, have approximately 25

members out for fall practice, but by

March, they will field a 22-member team
for Mississppi Junior College inter-

collegiate play.

Coach comments on team inexperience

The fall practice season includes a

5-game series against DSU. Three games

will be played in Cleveland, two in

Moorhead. Bellipanni also hopes to

schedule some games with Mississippi

Valley State University.

"By participating in fall practice, the

team develops experience and an idea of

what they can do in the spring," said

Bellipanni.

By HEAD COACH
JAMES "WOOKY" GRAY
The 1983 football squad reported August

12, 1983 for fall footbaU practice with a
very young and inexperienced football

team.

The squad began the season with 20
sophomores and 37 freshmen. Only six

starters have returned, four on offense
and two on defense, from the 1982 squad
which finished 3-7 overall and 3-2 in the
North Division. However, the squad
returns 15 players who saw some time
last year as freshmen. Twelve are on the
offensive unit and six on the defensive
unit.

The hardest-hit unit because of gradua-
tion has been the defensive unit with only
Wade Love (5'11", 203 lbs.) of Greenville
and noseguard Robert Williams (5'U",
232 lbs.) of Greenwood returning. Ricky
Gross (5'9", 160 lbs.) saw considerable
time as defensive back until he had a knee
injury early in the 1982 season. Early
reports indicated that Gross was at full

strength and should give leadership in the
young inexperienced secondary.
Freshmen have definitely had to take up
the slack and grow up quickly for the 1983
season.

On offense, starters returning are:
sophomore fullback Elbert Jones (5'10",

180 lbs.) of Greenville; Greg JoUiff,
fullback, quarterback (5'10", 203 lbs.) of

Greenwood; tailback Arthur Thomas
(5'10", 177 lbs.) of HoUandale; Lee Dale
Grays (5'9'\ 164 lbs.) of Rosedale and
wide receiver Kenny Moore (6', 173 lbs.)

of Greenwood.

Working with Jones, Joliff, Thomas,
and Grays end Delta State transfer Nikita

Johnson, (S'll". 164 lbs.) freshman runn-

ing back from Rosedale gives the offen-

sive squad a strong suit in the running
game.

Battling at the quarterback position

have been two freshmen: Rick Langford
(6*4", 220 lbs.) of Greenback, Tenn. and
Patrick Pope (5'9". 154 lbs.) from
Rosedale. Pope has run a 9.8 in the

100-yard dash.

Receivers other than Kenny Moore who
will be counted on are Kent Anderson (6',

157 lbs.) wide receiver from Rosedale.
Jimmy Reames, (5'10". 168 lbs.) a
sophomore wide receiver from Leland,
Jerry Johnson, (6', 192 lbs.) tight-end
from Greenville. Other receivers slated

to see action are Earnest Ward of Mound
Bayou, Vincent Barnett of Benoit, Johnny
Walker of Greenville and Terry Bellman
of Winterhaven, Florida.

"Overall team speed and quickness will

be an asset, as size will only be very
average, according in comparison with
some of the big junior college teams the
Trojans will face this year," said Head
Coach James "Wooky" Gray.

The offensive line has been revamped.
Players who will be counted on Rt game
time are: Jack Fallen, sophomore {6'2",

240 lbs.) of Greenville; Adrian ToHver,
sophomore (6'2", 217 lbs.) of Clarksdale;

Lowery Greene, sophomore (6'2", 218

lbs.) of Clarksdale; Michael Gibson,
sophomore (6*2", 237 lbs.) of Greenville;
Derrick Merritt, sophomore (6', 260 lbs.)

of Calera, Alabama.
Freshmen fighting for starting posi-

tions in the offensive line are Craig Sayle
(6'2 ". 234 lbs.) of Memphis. Tenn.; Scott
Lide (6', 244 lbs.) of Huntsville, Alabama

;

Brad Gentry (6'3", 235) of Millington,

Tenn.; Virgil Dennis (6'4", 220 lbs.) of

Greenwood.

Handling the kicking are Steve
Sizemore of Cleveland and Jimmy
Reames of Leland.

A trio of freshmen have been hard in

the battle for the starting position at
linebacker. They are Jerry Clay (6', 202
lbs.) of Belzoni; Kelvin Young (5'U", 204
lbs.) of Cleveland; and Andrew Boyd
(5'U". 192 lbs.) of Slidell, La.
Defensive linemen expected to play are

sophomore Bernard Wilkinson (6', 230
lbs.) of Clarksdale and Jack Turnipseed
(6', 204 lbs.) of Avon. Freshmen who are
counted on for duty are Claude Schick,
(6'1", 212 lbs.) of Harahan. La.; Michael
Townsend (6*. 217) of Isola: Gary Ayers

(6'2**, 232 lbs.) of Memphis, Tenn.; and

Keith Spealman (5'8", 182 lbs.) of Dodd-

sville.

Major losses from the 1982 squad are:

linebacker. Matt James of Greenville;

tight-end, Lee Brackeen of Leland; safe-

ty, David Latham of Hollandale; defen-

sive end, Elja Norris of Rolling Fork; of-

fensive guard, Woody Spencer of In-

dianola; and defensive back, Herbert

Jones of Cleveland.

Split end, Henry Manuel of Itta Bena;

defensive tackle, Charles Bennett of

Alligator; Paul Lewis, tight end of G\eT\

Allen; Edmond Donald, wide receiver of

Lake Village, Ark.; Ray Gertrude of

Greenwood and Jerry Grigsby of

Malvern, Arkansas.

Spencer and James are walk-ons at

Southern Mississippi, while Lewis is a

walk-on at Mississippi State.

Norris signed with Livingston (Ala *

University; Jones with Murray (K.v

Bennett with Southwestern La., Manuel

with Springfield (111.) College, Caradine

with Oregon Tech. Donald and Gertrude

with Millsaps and Grigsby with

University of Texas.

The coaching staff is composed o

Charles Sabbatini, defensive line;
P^ul

Downs, offensive backs; Keith Bender,

offensive line and James "Wooky" Gra>-

offensive backs, receivers and head foot'

ball coach.
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Homecoming
queen of 1983

SANDY BELL of Inverness was crowned the 1983 MDJC Homecom-

ing Queen. The MDJC-Holmes game half-time coronation was the

highlight of Saturday's homecoming events. Other events featured

were a parade, a modeling squad show, an alumni meeting, and a

homecoming dance, photo by Mike Meeks
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Editor speaks too freely
Freedom of press has always been a

major concern of the nation's

newspapers.

Freedom of speech is a part of every-

day life and probably the most important

point established in the Bill of Rights.

Sometimes, however, newspapers take

this freedom too far.

The most recent example of such an

abuse is The Daily MiSsissippian's (Ole

Miss) handling of a story on abuse of

rushees by two campus fraternities. The

problem with the article is the writer's

use of quotations containing obscene

language.

The writer could have made his point

just as effectively - without offending

sensitive readers. Many readers became
alarmed, and some outraged, over the

language instead of over the fraternity

violations.

The use of such language seems to give

the public a distrust of the editorial

motivations of the reportorial staff.

Is the staff trying to air a problem, or,

are they attracting readers through ap-

peals to their baser interests?

Such doubt, once established in the

mind of a conservative public, is ex-

tremely hard to overcome.

Staff pushes deadline
The Publications staff will burn the

midnight oil this week as they push to

meet their first deadline on the 1984

Retrospect, college yearbook.

Jimmy Williamson, editor-in-chief, and

his 22-member staff must finish the open-

ing signature (color section) by October

15.

Vivian Carley, Bill Camjtjsell, Mike
Meeks, Ruth Heard, Ludie Jlosser, and
Troy Stapp are working with Williamson

on the photography, layout, and copy for

the 15-page signature.

Freshman commercial art majors,

under the direction of Mrs. Jean Abrams,
are completing the cover design, which
must also be submitted with the first ship-

ment to the printer, Paragon Press in

Montgomery, Alabama.
"A complicating factor in production

this year is that all color and black and

white candid photography must be stu-

dent produced in order that we may
qualify for state competition," said Miss

Laney Wooten, advisor for the publication

staff. "Needless to say, there will be a

number of re-takes. We hope everybody

will be patient."

Assistant editors to Williamson, who is

a diesel mechanics major from Fort

Walton Beach, Fla., are Ludie Rosser,

Moorhead (faculty and staff); Bill Camp-
bell, Carrollton; Ruth Heard, Green-
wood; Perry Nelson, Greenville (student

directory).

Other deadlines for the book are

November l, December l, and February

1. The 192 page 9" x 12" book will be
delivered in late April.

1

ACROSS

1 Algonqulan
4 Head of

monastet7
9 Slender

ftnial

12 Bother
13 Light brown
14 Deface

15 Lanterns

17 Vilrfy

19 Consumes
21 Transgress

22 Tell

25 More secure

29 One of the

Smiths
30 Radrals

32 Existed

33 Bushy clump
35 Bridge

position

37 Before

38 Dye plant

40 Devout
42 Gl green

43 Lawful

45 flakes

beloved
47 Goll mound
49 Colorful

cheese

50 Callings

54 Andean
animal

57 Time gone by
58 Wash tightly

60 Electrified

particle

61 Morning
moisture

62 Junctures
63 Negative

DOWN

1 Maglie of

baseball

2 Oklahoma
city

3 One who
shows
promise

4 Refrain (from)

5 Exist

6 Small

amount
7 Monster
B Rips

9 Large bird

10 Moccasin
1 1 Anger
16 Actor's goal

18 Attract

20 Sharpen

22 Brazilian port

23 By oneself

24 Weird
26 Tip of yore

27 Mistake

26 Musical

instruments

31 Rock
34 Excavate
36 Football

groupings

39 Tardy
41 Arctic

swimmer
44 Condescend-

ing looks

46 With force

48 Pennsylvania

port

50 Ungentle-

manly one
51 Mature
52 Quarrel

53 Nahoor
sheep

55 Farmyard cry

56 Social insect

59 Samarium
symbol

CROSS

WORD

PUZZLE

Peddling stopped

CORAL GABLES, FL. (CPS) -- A

former University of Miami student's at-

tempt to return to campus with a business

peddling class notes was scuttled recently

by Miami administrators angered by his

advertising.

Former biology major Martin Schroth

set up a booth at registration without ap-

proval, and contended the university had

endorsed his business.

"He said the service was approved by

the dean of Arts and Sciences and that he

had the endorsement of a number of in-

structors when he really didn't," says

Richard Pfau, associate dean of Arts and

Sciences.

Schroth had been soliciting students at

the booth to take notes. He offered to pay

them $100 a semester to take notes.

Schroth would then type the notes, selling

them to other students for $1.25 per class

per week.

The university told Schroth to get off

campus when it discovered his booth in

front of the bookstore during registration.

Schroth now says he may pursue his plans

for the business off campus.

Similar professional note-taking

businesses are thriving on and off other

campuses.

San Diego State University runs its own
service through the campus Copy Center

and Student Services department.

"We hire only graduate students, usual-

ly from within the department for which

notes are being taken, and we require

authorization from the instructor of the

specific class," says Susan Schenkel,

supervisor of the Student Services center.

The graduate note takers get from $9 to

$13.50 a classroom hour, Schenkel says,

and students pay from $12 to $15 per class

for a semester's worth of notes.

Over 2500 students sign up for the ser-

vice each term, she adds.

Baptists dominate

Results of the religious census taken
during fall registration indicate that the

majority of MDJC students are members
of the Southern Baptist Church. Ninety
students indicated that they were not af-

filiated with a religious denomination.
The census information was collected

and compiled by BSU director Tom
McLaughlin and Wesley Foundation
director Jerry Beam
A breakdown on preference follows:

Baptist, 881; United Methodist. 101;

Roman Catholic. 78; Church of Christ, 30;

Pentecostal. 22; Presbyterian. 22;
Church of God, IB; Church of God in

Christ, 13; Christian. 13; Assembly of

God, 8; Episcopalian, 8; Jehovah
Witnesses, 5; Apostolate, 4; Seventh-Day
Adventist. 4; Lutheran, 3; Protestant, 3;

Mormon, 2; Holiness, 1; Full Gospel, 1;

Greek Orthodox, i.

Letters

To the

Editor

\
I
I

Dear Jaymee:
The first issue of the 83-84 Delta He

looked good. ^ *

On page 7 under "tips", the staiemem-
"if you have any questions about vo H
schedule, go to your counselor." We ce"
tainly appreciate the free publicity

But
may we add to that statement? There ar
counselors in the administration

buildin
and the vocational-technical center w
are here to help in any way we can Of
course, we will attempt to answer ques
tions about schedules or any other school
matter. We are also available for pe^.
sonal counseling concerning atw pro^
blems a student may have. If yofi shave
not problems or questions, we would en-

joy the opportunity of just getting to know
you. Feel free to drop by.

Thanks!

Martha Woodall

Campus
survey

J
Coeds assess faculty

Herald question of the week: Who do you

think is the sexiest male faculty member
on campus?
A sampling of answers follows:

Berniece Brown, Greenville - Dr. Gor-

don, because of his personality.

Sandy Bell, Inverness -Joe Ray, because

he looks so sophisticated.

Christie Mullen, Belzoni - Coach Sab

batini, because of his physique!

Tammy Price, Isola - Coach Sabbatini.

because he's got black hair and a gond

body!

Barbara James. Rosedale ~ Mr. Carley,

because I like his personality and the way

he dresses.

Debra Franklin. Belzoni -- Mr. Baria.

because he dresses well and looks good

Denise Fulford, Greenville - Mr. Baria,

because he has a nice attitude and per

sonality.

Lynn Weaver, Cleveland -- Mr, Joiner,

because of the way he walks into the room

in the morning.

The BSU Girls - Brother McLaughlin,

because of the way he wiggles his

moustache.

Stacy Richardson. Cleveland - Mr. Hei r

ing, because when he wears shorts, we

can see his sexy legs.

Teresa Nelms. Indianola - Allen Nelni.'^.

because he reminds me of my daddy

Fran Cable, Greenville -- Mr. Grubb,

because of his nicely built body.

Susie Kirby, Greenville - Coach Vickers,

because he's better-looking, easier to get

along with, and has a better personality
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Junior colleges may establish

statewide hook-up
A $9.5 million project to connect all the

public junior colleges into a computer
network system is under consideration by
an administrative study committee of

junior college representatives and the
Mississippi Legislature.

The computer consultant firm of SCT
Systems Computer Technology recently

made a survey of the computer needs of

the 15 junior colleges in the state.

This firm's evaluation centered on the
feasibility of establishing a main com-
puter in Jackson with terminals located

on each of the junior college campuses.
MDJC's association with this proposed

system was discussed by Dr. J.T. Hall,

data processing instructor Jimmy Free
and others in a meeting held in Stanny
Sanders Library in mid-September with

representatives of SCT.
Dr. Hall is in favor of establishing the

new system. "This system is the most ef-

ficent, economical approach to giving us
the equipment needed to compete in a

computer-based society," said Dr. Hall.

Specific uses of the system are being
defined.

"The system would allow us to handle
payroll, budget, administration accounts,
and some instruction in the fields of math

and science," said Mr. Free, who current-

ly handles much of the registration pro-

cedure as well as instruction in basic and
advanced data processing.

Free pointed out that in the area of in-

struction, computers would be program-

med to follow the textbooks and give each

student individual i tutorial ) attention.

Free said that each college would share

the program and that would demand that

each school follow the same teaching

schedule.

Both Dr. Hall and Free agree that the

main advantage of the system is that the

overall cost would be shared with all 13

MRS. JEAN ABRAMS, art instructor, (center)
demonstates the cutting of a top for a clay slab
pot. Students Lisa Clarke (left) and Ruthie
McDonald of Greenwood look on. Mrs. Abrams
said that this year's ceramics class is one of the
smallest ever - with three students. She said
that the non-art major class is available to

anyone, photo by Mike Meeks

schools. The funding from the Legislature
could be collectively sought, also.

Free said that he itelieves that a major
disadvantage of the system would be
deciding who will govern the network.
Another disadvantage that he pointed out
is that there would be limited types of
equipment on each campus.
As soon as SCT completes its survey,

that report will be submitted to the state
Legislature.

If the Legislature approves the project,
installation will begin in two years.

Service

ceases
Toll-free telephone service to the

United States Department of Education is

no longer available to students seeking in-

formation about their grants.

Joe Ray. director of financial aid at
MDJC, said that the service was discon-
tinued Oct. 1. Ray said that the cutback in

service is part of the federal govern-
ment's efforts to economize.

"What it means to us is that, instead of

a student's being able to call free-of-

charge to inquire about the status of his

financial aid, he will have to either write

a letter, or. pay a $3 or $4 telephone

charge," said Mr. Ray.

Statistics released

Sixteen hundred and 11 students are

currently enrolled in classes at MDJC,
according to a report released this week

by Dean of Student Affairs Travis Thorn-

ton. One hundred and five of these

students are classified as part-time

students (those taking fewer than 12

hours).

Other statistical information in the

report lists division enrollment as

:

academic transfer-681, technical-569, and

vocational-361.

The report also indicates that there are

more females than males attending

school here. There are 709 males and 902

females.

Practical Nursing attracts 109

One hundred and nine students are cur-

rently studying practical nursing in MD-
JC classes located in attendance centers

in Greenville, Clarksdale, Cleveland,

Greenwood, and Indianola.

Joe Cariey, allied health supervisor,

said that 248 candidates were interviewed

for the practical nurses classes which

started their new year in September.

Three of the 112 students who passed ad-

mission requirements failed to report for

registration. Carley said that in order to

enter the program here, an applicant

must have a high school diploma or a

GED equivalency, must be at least

18-years-old, must be physically fit, and
must make 12 on the ACT.
Practical nurses are taught to perform

a variety of nonprofessional services for

patients under the direction of a licensed

physician or a registered nurse.

Carley said that there are five male
practical nursing students in this year's

group.

When students successfully complete
the 11"^ month PN program, they are
eligible to write the state board exam for

licensure as practical nurses.

COLLEa

COMPLIMENTS
& KEEPGOING
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g RAMBLIN' Ti

B> ANGIE BANKS
Hello, everybody!

This is my first time to write this col-

umn this semester and my only hope is

that I can entertain you as well as

Jaymee and Mike do.

We have been here almost two months

now. and you should have learned

something by now, but for the life of me, I

can't think of one thing that I've learned.

No, wait! I have learned to live for

FYidays!

Truthfully, though, I'm sure all of us

have gained some knowledge since school

began.

Take me for instance. I've learned

something that will help me for the rest of

my life -- the ultimate knowledge -- there

isn't anything like a homecooked meal!

(Mama's biscuits are always calling me
home. ) Oh, well, you can't say that our in-

structors don't try.

Now that the topic of classes is out of

the way, let's get down to the topic that's

always on everybody's mind - partying!

Is everybody going snaking on the usual

Thursday nights? Well, I sure try to! On
one of those Thursday nights, I went down

to the local spot in Itta Bena, and, let me
tell you, I had a great time. There was on-

ly one problem every guy I tried to

snake told me he didn't go out with boa

constrictors. Boy, did that make me real-

ly want to crush my prey, like with the

sole of my shoe! I hope you other girls had

better luck.

I hope that everyone really enjoys this

issue of The Herald. We really try to

make it a paper for everyone. We know

that you need all the entertainment that

you can get. After all, if you stay in

Moorhead five days a week, your major

entertainment is watching the grass die.

Modeling
squad

selected
The MDJC Modeling Squad for 1983-84.

which was announced early last week by

director Jackie Franklin, has already

scheduled two shows for this semester.

The group will entertain faculty

members , and the other show is plann-

ed for Christmas week on campus.
Mrs. Franklin said that the group will

also travel throughout the delta area

staging special shows for merchants in

major towns and appearing before civic

clubs.

Models will display many types of

clothing, using their own expertise in

selecting accessories and make-up for

each costume. They prepare for their

shows in the one-hour modeling class of-

fered through the home economics
department here.

Models for 1983 are Leslie Beasley, Kae
Ferguson, Stephanie Gaston. Libby
Hollowell. Martha Lee Liddell, Lisa

McMorrough. Clyde Ramsey, Mollie

Smithart, Janice Wilson and Melissa
Winters.

Alternates are Walterine Ames, Arlee

Beard. Laura Donnelly. Ann Gardner,
Angie Heam, Mary Jane Henderson, Bar
bara James, Jacqueline Sanders, Kim
Sweden, and Pam Wilson.

THE TROJAN GAME ROOM Is a popular gather-

ing place for MDJC students. Pool tables and

video games housed there are in almost cons-

tant use. photo by Mike Meeks

1

Game room attracts crowds profit
By MIKE MEEKS
"Could I have change in quarters,

please" is a very familiar question heard

each weekday by James B. Randall, Jr.

and students who help him run the Trojan

Game Room.
The Trojan Shield, the square, one-

story building located between the Stanny

Sanders Library and Horton Science

Center, has just been renovated and

restored to use as the site for pool tables

and video games. These forms of enter-

tainment were located in the Vandiver

Student Union until this fall when over-

crowding in the cafeteria forced their

removal to the new site.

Game room hours are 8 a.m. -9 p.m..

The area is closed at 5:30 p.m. just long

enough for supper. The room is closed at 3

p.m. on Friday for the weekend.

Four work-study students - Mark

Creasy, Joe Cooley, Joe Myers, and Con-

nie Woods - help operate the game room

with Coach Randall as supervisor.

'There is a large number of students

using the game room this year," said

Randall.

"Since the revenues are up, the location

must be ideal for students passing bet-

ween Tanner and Horton," said Dean
Warnock.

"I operate on $100 petty cash and make
three trips a day to the bank to turn it into

quarters," said Coach Randall.

"Income from the games is 50 percent

higher than last year," said Sherman

Stauffer, business manager. Stauffer said

that the college receives a little over $300

a week from the game room. But Stauffer

pointed out that the room is costing more
to operate this year because of the labor

expense.

"I think the new location is better than

in the Union," said Randall. "I look at it

as having created a better atmosphere

for the Union."

Stauffer said that students have more
area in the new game room and says that

a major advantage is that there is no

noise disturbance in the Union as there

was before.

Dean Warnock, dean of students, says

that the problem of noise-level in the

Union has "improved 65-80 percent oveR

past years."

"From 1-3 p.m. was the noisiest time in

the Union, but it is now the quietest," said

Warnock.

Warnock noted that the Union should

have a certain amount of noise since the

facilities are for controlled student ac-

tivities.

Warnock does see a disadvantage in the

new location, however. "From a super-

visory standpoint, the Union location was

better because, if someone was sick, they

could easily be replaced," said Warnock,

"I do think that the new location is

easier for the kids, because here they

know that I am the only boss," said Ran-

dall.



Qampxss Survey

wish I had taken more....
Herald Question: What courses do you
wish now that you had taken in
school?

RESPONDENTS* answers:
Linda Cooper. Moorhead : Calculus,

^ause I have a hard time understan-
ding the problems in college calculus.
Ray Collins. Greenwood: Accounting. If I

^ad taken it in high school, I would have
^en more prepared for first semester.
R^ih Norris, Greenville: Advanced
Biology, because I'm in zoology now. and
^ don't know what I'm doing,
^laury Jones, Greenville: A foreign

'anguage. I've always been interested
3nd enthused about a foreign language.
Carrie Brassell, Jonestown: Algebra II,

'^^use then college algebra wouldn't be
so hard.

Lee Laughmiller. Leland: Psychology,

because Tm having a lot of problems with

it.

Lillie Bailey. Moorhead: Chemistry, so

that I would be more familiar with the

terms we use in chemistry now.

Nicole Pena, Belzoni: Physics, because I

think it would have helped. The other peo-

ple in my class now took it in high school.

Rosie Fowler. Moorhead: Typing. I'm

taking it now and flunking.

James Cooley. Greenwood: Physics. I

can't pass a test.

Mark Colley. Greenwood: Algebra II. I'm

having a hard time with college algebra

now.

Romelle Mathews. Greenwood: Com-

puter Science, because it's interesting.
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'83 '84 baskefball schedule
Nov. 7

Nov. 10

Nov. 11

Nov. 14

Nov. 17

Nov. 21

Nov. 22

Nov. 21

Nov. 22

Nov. 29

D«c. 1

Doc. S

Dec. 6

Jan. 6

Jan. 6

Jan. 7

Jan. 9

Jan. 12

Jan. 16

Jan. 19

Jan. 20

Jan. 23

Jan. 26

Jan. 30

Fab. 2

Fab. 6

Fab. 9

Fab. 13

Fab. 16

Feb. 20-21

Fob. 23-24

Fob. 27-28

Mar. 1-2

Hinds Junior Collaga
^

Hinds Junior Collofl. ^^^^^^^
Copiah-Lincoln Junior CoIIoqo Moorhead
East Central Junior College Decatur
Ptillllps County Community Coliego Moorhead
Tournament (Boys) "paducha.KY
Tournament (Boys) Paducah. KY
MOJC Invitational Tournament (Qlria) Moorhead
MDJC Invitational Tournament (GIrli) Moorhead
East Mississippi Junior College Scooba
Holmes Junior College Moorhead
Meridian Junior College Meridian
Northwest Mississippi Junior Coliego Moorhead
Phillips County (Girls) 5:00 p.m Helena, AK
Phillips Tournament (Boys) Helena! AK
Phillips Tournomenl (Boye) Helena! AK
Copiah-Llncoln Junior College Wesson
Open
Coahoma Junior College Clarksdale
Northeast Miss. Junior College Moorhead
East Central Junior College Moorhead
Itewamba Junior Coliego Fullon
East Mississippi Junior College Moorhead
Holmes Junior College Goodman
Meridian Junior College Moorhead
Nonhweat Mist. Junior College Senetobia
Coahoma Junior College Moorhead
Northeast Miss. Junior College Booneville

Itewamba Junior College Moorhead
North Division Tournament (Boya)

North Division tournament (Girls)

State Tournament (Boys)

Slate Tournament (GIrIa)

practice underway
By RUTH BELCHER
One always knows that cold weather is

approaching when basketball teams
begin pre-season practice. Moorhead is

no exception.

The men's and women's basketball

teams began their preseason drills

September 13. The teams will meet their

fist opponent. Hinds Junior College, in

Raymond, November 7.

The men's team, under the supervision

of Coach John Vickers, has 5 returning

lettermen including Billy Tardy who led

the Trojans in scoring last year. The
center forward from Belzoni averaged

13.3 points and 8.7 rebounds. Also return-

ing this year are James Turner.

Clarksdale
; Joseph Wilson, Belzoni

;

Keith Vickers, Moorhead; and Jim
Steward, Sunflower. Coach Vickers com-
mented that it was too early in the year to

foresee the team's performance in con-

ference play.

The women's team, under the supervi-

sion of Coach Buddy Walden, also has 5

returning players, including Pam
Crockett, a forward from Clarksdale who
led the Lady Trojans in scoring last

season. Coach Walden said that the other

returning players are Tina Gordon,
Clarksda le

;
Karyn Belk, Greenwood

;

Berkley Kornegay, Belzoni; and Debra
Howard, Hollandale Coach Walden said

that he expected that the team should be

quicker and should play a better defen-

sive game.

Sfapp's Scanner

Wanted...Mixed flag team
By TROY STAPP
What? You say that there's nothing to

do around here?

How about taking a few hours of a cou-

ple of days each week to play in-

tramurals?

Flag football is underway now, and that

will be followed by basketball, softball,

and volleyball.

Intramurals are organized as a part of

student activities coordinated through the

office of Robert Warnock. dean of

students.

Dr. Allen Snowden, supervises the day-

to-day schedules. Dr. Snowden says that

he is also the "best and only referee" for

all intramurals.

Girls who are interested in playing flag

football have their chance also. Dean

Warnock said that he would like to

organize a mixed .team if enough in-

terested girls would contact him alwut

the project. Warnock said that the team

would be composed of 4 boys and 5 girls.

In intramural games already under-

way, the "BSU" is in No. 1 spot, with

"Clarksdale," "Greenwood," and the

"Southern Gents" each tying for third

with records of 1-0.

The Trojans travel to Northwest this

weekend. Hope that you "warriors"

masacre the "paleface" Rangers.

o
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SINGERS

TO PRESENT

I
MESSIAH

The MDJC Singers will present th
Christmas portion of the George
Handel Messiah, on Tuesday nigh!
December 6, at 7:30 in the Vandiver stul
dent Union.

"For the first time since 1975. we havea
chorus capable of doing this work," said
Director Joe Abrams.
Abrams said that the experience the

choir will get from performing this major
work will benefit them in years to come
Abrams said that he hopes to use stu-

dent soloists on the challenging work
Soloists will be announced closer to the
performance date.

The 25-member group rehearses Mon-
day and Wednesday afternoons at 2:io
Section leaders chosen for the '83-'84

Singers are Ruth Heard, soprano; Gwen
Dickson, alto; David Taylor, tenor; and
Marvin Young, bass. Mrs. Merle Tolbert

instructor in music, is accompanying the

group.

LULA CARSON of Shaw (left) and James Cooley

of Greenwood (center) look on as Dr. Evelyn

Kiker, art instructor, points out details of a

political cartoon by Ricky Nobile. Mobile, a

native of Moorhead who attended MDJC, has a

collection of cartoons on display in Yeates Fine

Arts Buuilding. He has drawn syndicated car-

toons for Mississippi newspapers since 1971.

His cartoons have been published in Best

Editorial Cartoons of the Year and Harvard
Political Review, photo by Mike Meeks.

AUBURN SURVEYS
SEX ATTITUDES

AUBURN. AL (CPS) - The real

number of campus rapes and sexual

assault cases may be many times higher

than officials have traditionally believed,

according to a new Auburn University

study on sexual attitudes.

Nearly one out of every six male

students questioned admitted to forcing

women to have sex with them, the study

of over 200 sophomores found.

Moreover, 20 percent of the female

students surveyed said they had been

forced to have sex even though they ob-

jected.

Surprisingly, "very few of the women
defined such situations as rape," notes

Auburn psychologist Barry Burkhart,

who helped direct the study.

"None of these men were ever arrested

or charged with rape, and as far as I know
none of the women had reported what
happened to them," he says.

The reason, it seems, is because all of

the incidents involved what experts are

now calling "acquaintance rape."

"We're finding that acquaintance rape

is a very frequent type of incident that

takes place on campuses," says Dan
Keller, director of public safety at the

University of Louisville and president of

Campus Crime Prevention Programs, an

independent campus law enforcement

association.

"It could typically involve a girl and

guy who meet at a party, then the guy in-

vites the girl home and physically forces

her to have sex. The guy just won't take

no for an answer, even if it means using

force."

The Auburn study shows that most of

the time neither male nor female con-

siders that a rape has occurred, Keller

continues, "because of the traditional

concept of rape as a situation where
somebody grabs you off the sidewalk and
attacks you."

Burkhart calls the results of his study

both "surprising and distressing"

because "they indicate that there's still a

great deal of rape sentiment among
males in our society."

Keller believes that for every case of

reported student rape by a stranger,

"there are dozens of cases of acquain-

tance rape that weren't reported."

Burkhart agrees, saying that despite
the 40 rape cases disclosed by his study,
"campus police had had only two rape
cases reported in the last several years."

J



MICHAEL TUTOR (left) positions an x-ray tube
while Wesley Wyatt, also of Greenville,
measures the phantonn as they practice a chest
x-ray technique. The phantom, which has all the
characteristics of a human body, is used in

Radiologic Technology. The phantom weighs
145 pounds and has artificial internal organs,
photo by Mike Meeks

Phantom appears on campus
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A new addition to the population at MD-
JC is causing a lot of discussion on cam-
pus.

It is not a student nor a staff member,
but it is receiving the recognition that is

generally reserved for extremely impor-

tant visitors on campus, according to

some observers.

The new addition is a $7,700 life-sized

phantom which is to be used by students

in the radiologic technology program.
The phantom is a model of the human

body that works as an example of an
x-ray patient. It has a genuine human
skelton encased in it, along with body
cavities that actually fill up.

Mr. Joe Carley, supervisor of the Allied

Health program, said that the phantom
will enable students to get practically

first-hand experience.

The phantom is a part of the new
General Electric x-ray unit, valued at

$92,000. which has been purchased for the

x-ray lab. This unit, which includes

diagnostic x-ray equipment and a

darkroom, which Mr. Carley feels is as
good as or sup>erior to units used in local

hospitals.

The addition of the new equipment, the

hiring of additional faculty member, and
the completion of other curricular re-

quirements has resulted in the attain-

ment of national accreditation for the pro-

gram, which is headed by Mrs, Tanya
Krone.

Campus computer age dawns
It's the 20th century and one of the

many things that is upon us is the

"computer revolution."

"Computers are being used to help peo-

ple creatively solve problems. We have
walked on the moon, explored the deepest
seas and the far reaches of our universe,

we have conquered diseases, prolonged
human lives, and tapped nuclear energy.
The twenty-first century is upon us, and it

is becoming clear that with it will come
scientific and technical advances that

will continue to change many things. All

aspects of the American culture are
already being affected by the "computer
revolution." says the editorial staff of the

text. Computer Literacy, used for the

microcomputer course offered at MDJC.
"Everyone needs to be exposed to the

electronic computer, because they are go-

ing to affect all of our lives in one way or

another." said Mrs. Mary Townes, in-

structor in microcomputers.

Electronic computers are affecting our

lives in so many ways and they are found

practically everywhere. They are in our

schools, our banks, our factories, our

shopping malls, our hospitals, our offices,

our government and even in our sports.

They are definitely here, and it is

estimated they will be here in a greater

volume as our technology advances.

"It is estimated by 1987, 50 per-cent of

all households will own at least one elec-

tronic computer, and in 1990 that percen-

tage will increase to two-thirds." said

Mrs. Townes.

Mrs. Townes feels that computers in

households are only the beginning.

"Studies indicate by 1985, 12 million com-

puters will be used in businesses in this

country. By 1988, 2 million computers will

be installed in our schools," said Mrs.

Townes. Mrs. Townes feels that everyone
needs to be exposed to the electronic com-
puter so that they will not be left behind in

our society.

"Computers are so widespread that

everyone needs to get to understand them
and learn not to be afraid of them, so they

will not be left behind in the society of

technology of computers," said Mrs.

Townes.

MDJC is presently offering the course

Business Application of Microcomputers
and plans are being made to offer a se-

cond semester course also. The course

will include computerized record
management and decision-making using

microcomputers.

"If you drink.

thoi's your buslnessr

but if you drink end drive.

thot's everybody's

business."

CATHOLIC COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS GREW FASTER
THAN OTHER PRIVATE COLLEGE POPULATIONS LAST

YEAR
Full-time enrollment rose 8% and part-time 4% in fall. 1982,

the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities says.

All private college enrollment grew only 4% over the same

1978-82 period

Dorm g
IB

By DONNA M()\T(;oi\IKHY
II seems as though Halloween and April

Fools' Day are arriving early this year
because of all these practical jokes that
are being played.

For example, a favorite dorm joke
played by Staphanic Dempsy is to sur-
prise her friends by throwing a rubber
snake in their faces. When she pulled that
one on me, I took off like a horse with a
thorn stuck in his saddle. It is a good thing
that she had her door open, because I

would have splintered a closed dorm as I

bolted into the far corner of her room.

You know how it is when you want to
find the right piece of clothing to match
what you're wearing. There is one dorm
resident who has earned the nickname
"Bandana Freak" because she matches
everything she wears with a bandana.
Bandana Freak, you're unique!

News briefs
The local Baptist Student Union has

organized a gospel-singing group to per-

form in various churches around the com-
munity and to participate in other events.

Members of the group are: Bruce
Stubbs, Greenwood; Burrell Leach,
Greenville; Steve Stanfill. Leiand; Tom
Vrieswyk, Laurel; Amy Peters, Green-
ville; Ginger Atkins, Columbus; Brenda
Harris, Charleston.

"This group is undecided on a perma-
nent name and is looking for sugges-
tions," said Rev. Tom McLaughlin, coor-

dinator of the group.

Rehearsals will be held every Tuesday
night.

The MDJC Alumni Association spon-

sored an alumni tennis tournament here,

September 17-18 and 24.

Winners of the mixed doubles were Lin-

da Stinson and Lance Baria; Charles

Bowen and Gay Black.

Winners of the ladies doubles were

Katherine Snowden and Debbie
Woodrow. Winners of the melting pot

were Sara Tapley and Jill Sandroni. Pro-

fits from the tournament ($250) are used

to fund the J.S. Vandiver Scholarships

awarded to MDJC students as needed.

Publication date for the 4th issue of the

Herald is October 25. Copy deadline is Oc-

tober 18. Please turn in club news earlier,

if possible.

Puzzle Answer

rsTaTcMArBlBlolTH eT pfTi
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DBBDD BDBBDBB
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BDBOOBB DDDCID
!DBB BOBBO OBB
BOB BBOBIB BBP
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A NEW WAVE of haircuts hit the Trojan football

team recently. Kicker Steve Sizemore of

Cleveland (left) puts a shine on the shaved head
of defensive lineman Gary Ayers of Memphis,
TN. Although these "Mohaw/k" cuts have in-

spired great team spirit, the Trojans still need
more experience. They lost to Hinds. 34-14, in a
game that was played at Raymond, October 1.

photo by Howell Johnston

Scalps rivet attention

By JANICE WILSON
The usual dedicated football fans seem-

ed a bit distracted when the Trojans took
to the field at the Itawamba-Delta game
played here Sept. 24.

Instead of concentrating on the plays,
they kept watching the players* heads
everytime a player removed his helmet.
And it really wasn't until classes

resumed on Monday that the majority of
the student body and faculty realized that
the Trojans had taken the cheerleaders'
admonition of the previous week "Scalp
Those Indians," seriously.

Eleven Trojans, responding to the
challenge, banded together, armed
themselves with scissors and shavers,
and transformed themselves into
"Mohawk Warriors" and "Mr. T's."
"We did it to show that we believe

enough in ourselves as a team and our
own ability to sacrifice certain things."
said linebacker Andrew Boyd.

The late Friday night transformation
did not quite make them victorious over
the redskins from Itawamba, but they
certainly have caused a stir on campus.
Head Coach James Gray commented:

"I thought it was great. It showed a sense
of comradeship, but most important to

them, it was a sign of strength,
togetherness, and pride. It might be silly

to other people, but, if it brings them
closer together, then it is important to

them."

Girls on campus seemed to have mixed
emotions about the new style.

"I thought they were showing a lot of
originaUty." said Gwen Harbin. Green-
wood. But Judy Chatham, Greenwood,
commented: "I think they got a little car-
ried away."
Then there are those females like Tam-

my Cook, also of Greenwood, who said:
"It doesn't really matter to me."

Besides Boyd, the other members of the
"tribe" are Scott Lide, Huntsville, Ala.;
Lowery Green, Clarksdale; Patrick
Pope, Rolling Fork; Kasey Johnson,
Greenwood; Gary Ayers. Memphis, TN.;
Jack Fallen. Greenville; Craig Sayle,
Memphis, TN.; Andrew Boyd. Slidel(
La.; Keith Jones. Greenville; and Jimmy
Reames. Leland.

"Someone in Indianola asked for my
autograph. They thought I was a
wrestler." said Sayle. who plays at the of-
fensive line position for the Trojans.
How long do the players intend to keep

their new hairstyles?

No one would speculate, but it is a safe
bet that they have a while to make up
their minds.

Unless
. . . they decide to come out in

wigs.

Trojans
lose

A much improved Trojan team met the
Itawamba Indians September 24 in

Moorhead. This was the Trojans' second
Mississippi Junior College North Division

game. The Trojans held one of the most
highly rated teams in the league to a 10-7

score and made their record 1-1 in the

North Half.

Neither team could generate much of-

fense in the first half, but the Indian's

kicker Brad Waycaster managed a
35-yard field goal to give the Indians a 3-0

lead at halftime.

In the third quarter, Tony Cook of the

Indians went into the end zone from the

5-yard line to give Itawamba a 9-0 lead

Waycaster kicked the extra point, mak-
ing it 10-0.

The only score for the Trojans came in

the fourth quarter when quarterback
Patrick Pope threw a 30-yard pass to Ken-
ny Moore. Sizemore kicked the extra

point.

The Trojans travel to Senatobia this

weekend to play the Northwest Rangers,

(eds. note). The staff is indebted to Tad
Cummins, Trojan statistician, for the in-

formation used in game (follow-ups).

Attention!
The 1982 Christmas Mail Call was the

most successful ever. The staff of Armed
Forces Mail Call expresses its apprecia-

tion to those who sent Christmas mail for

distribution to the young men and women
of our armed forces, both across the U S

and around the world. Among pa r

ticipating colleges. Southeastern

Massachusetts University in North Dart

mouth ranked number one nationally,

with Texas A&M at College Station com-

ing in second.

For eight years Mail Call has received

Christmas cards filled with newsy and

friendly letters, from individuals and

groups all over the country. The.se

Christmas geetings are then separated in

to some one hundred different bundles

and sent by first-class air mail to various

facilities of the Department of Defense

(hospitals, chaplains, individual units,

etc.), remote Coast Guard stations, as

well as to Armed Services YMCAs, USOs.

servicemen's centers, etc.

The 9th Annual Christmas Mail Call is

now underway.

For information on how you as well as

your college group or organization can

have a part in this unique program,
please send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope (business-size if possible) to:

ARMED FORCES MAIL CALL, BOX Q,

HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE, NEW
MEXICO 88330, and mention that you

read about Mail Call in this publication.

Thank you!

P S. Mail is sent not only to soldiers -

but also to marines, sailors and airmen!

CHAPEL HILL, NC (CPS) - Black
students' scores on standardized tests are
rising, and the gap between black and
white students' scores will continue to
close at least through the end of the
decade, a new study says.
The study of National Assessment of

EducaUon Progress (NAEP) test scores
- the test is given annually to a nation-
wide sample of studenU aged nine, 13 and
17 - shows "very clear evidence" that

Blacks catch up on scores
black students are much closer to white
students in basic skills than in earlier
generations, says University of North
Carolina psychology Professor, Lyle
Jones, who directed the study.
Black studente' most striking improve-

ment came in the verbal skills portion of
the test, Jones says.

In l%9, black students' verbal skills
scores averaged 20 points lower than
their white classmates'. This year, the

gap has been halved, to 10 points.
The trend coincides with a steady six-

year improvement in Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) scores for blacks and other
minority students.

Last fall the College Board, which ad-
ministers the SATs, reported black stu-
dent test scores were largely responsible
for the first overall rise in SAT scores
since 1963.

Jones says the closing of the gap "is

certainly not due to any one thing." He at-

tributes it instead to the panoply of social

and political changes of the last two

decades.

"Twenty years ago there was very little

association among whites and blacks." he

notes.

Jones expects standardized test scores

for black students to continue upward at

least through the eighties, especially on

the SAT.



Cutbacks continue to plague local budget-makers
ByiMlKEMEEKS
Dr. J T Hall, president of MDJC.

recently announced that another budget

cut in state appropriations is probable.

At the beginning of the semester, the

college underwent a 5 percent cut in the

local budget-a decrease of $140,000. The
decrease was prompted by a short fall in

the state revenue collections. A cut of

146,000,000 was made. This cut proved to

be $2,000,000 short of what was actually

collected.

Hence, the likelihood of another cut

from the state-level to recover $2,000,000.

Dr. Hall said that lately he has been

spending most of his time studying

budgets. He says that his efforts are still

directed toward avoiding cuts in staff

salaries. "It is a tough thing to consider
cutting salaries for everyone.*' said Hall.
"This would probably lead to the ter-
minating of some jobs, but everyone who
works here is nieeded, or. some services
would be cut out."

"Seventy-eight percent of the coUege
budget goes to salaries and fringe
benefits for employees.** said Hall. "Only
22 percent can be cut without salaries be-
ing decreased."

Dr. Hall pointed out that universities
are not cutting salaries and high schools
are not being affected by the cuts. "I
don't want college salaries to fall below
those of high schools. I will try every way
I can, short of closing the doors, to not cut
salaries," said Hall.

Dr. Hall said that current budget-
saving measures include the monitoring
of buying supplies Supplies which can be
purchased later are being delayed to
avoid buildup in inventories at the end of
the year. Hall said that an exact percen-
tage of supplies cut cannot be set. Cut-
backs in instructional supplies greatly af-
fect cerUin areas such as some of the
vocational-technical classes. "You can't
teach without supplies in such classes as
welding, sheet metal, and refrigeration."
said Dr. Hall. Another area that is being
monitored is utility use. "There will be
more days without air or heat in all of the
campus buildings," said Dr. Hall.

Dr. Hall is considering the use of an
energy-free month~a money-saving pro-

cedure already in use at some colleges.
"Everyone will be notified ahead of time,
and they must dress for that day even if it

means dressing like you would to sit in a
duck blind all day." said Dr. Hall. "We
might try it in April."

Dr. Hall said that the H percent sales
tax becomes effective Jan. 1. That Ux is

supposed to give funding for education.
"There needs to be a new lax levied to

get additional funds for education," Dr.
Hall said. "I am very optimistic, if a
special session of the Legislature is call-
ed, that we will be okay."

Dr. Hall said: "if a cut of $40,000 is

made, I can live with that, but if the cut of

$150,000 is made. I will have to make a
drastic move."
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B.F. Smith named alumnus of year

DR. J. T. HALL, president of MDJC, (left)

presents the 1983 Alumnus of the Year award to

B. F. Smith of Leiand. Looking on are Mrs. B. F.

Smith and Dean Travis Thornton. The award was
presented during the alumni business meeting

Oct. 8.

photo by Mike Meeks

By: DELORIS MURPHY
& F. Smith of Leiand has t>een named

"Alumnus of the Year" by the MDJC
Alumni Association selection committee.

Mr. Smith, who recently retired as ex-

^utive vice-president of Delta Council,

attended MDJC (old Sunflower Junior

^Uege) from 1935-37.

Since his graduation from Mississippi

State University in 1939, Smith has com-

piled one of the most distinguished

records in the South as a leader in

agricultural and industrial development.

In his presentation of Smith as the reci-

pient of the MDJC award, Dr. J. T. Hall

cited him for "his prophetic wisdom and
noble efforts in providing leadership to

improve the quality of life of all citizens of

the Mississippi Delta Junior College

District."

Hall pointed out that Smith's counsel in

developing the vo-tech program here was
a major factor in its successful develop-

ment.

Members of the selection committee
were Sam Stafford. Helen Allen, and An-
nie Laurie Castieberry.

AALT makes
perfect

score again
The third Medical Laboratory

Technology (MLT) graduating class
(May 1983) recently received 100 percent
passing scores on the national registry

examination.

The scores, according to allied health
coordinator, Joe Carley, ranged from
125-149 out of a possible 200 points.

'This is our third class of graduates,
and the third time that all class members
passed 100 percent on their first writing,"

said Carley.

Passage on the test is the pre requisite

to becoming a registered technologist.

"Being registered gives the
technologist the qualification to work
anywhere in the United States," said
Carley.

The national registry exam is ad-

ministered by the American Society of

Clinical Pathologists.

Graduates who are registered make
higher salaries and can assume more
duties than can unregistered
technologists.

The MLT program at MDJC is a two-

year associate degree program. The pro-

gram began in 1979 and the first

graduates completed their work in 1981.

MLT students are trained to run all

basic tests in hospitals. Students spend
their first three semesters in classroom
study and in getting "hands-on'* ex-

perience in the campus laboratory. They
then receive training and bench instruc-

tion in a hospital affiliated with the pro-

gram.

Millicent Clark and Jacqueline Muzzi
are instructors for the course.
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Guidelines

suggested

Everyone knows what qualifications he

personally looks for in a good instructor,

but here are a few things that a good in-

structor should never do, if he really has

the students besi interest in mind:

(DA good instructor should never tell

his students that he does not go by the

book, then give them notes on his own in-

terpretations, and then turn right around

and give them a test straight from the

book.

(2) A good instructor should not in-

timidate a student so that he is afraid to

voice his own opinion.

(3) A good instructor should not always

call on only the very vulnerable students.

(4) A good instructor should not embar-

rass the student about anything at any

time.

(5) A good instructor should not cause a

student to get confused by saying one

thing and doing another.

Quite a few students believe that if

some instructors would take notice of this

hst, they would be at the top of the

students' list of instructors who have

taught them the most.

-Angle Banks

smm?
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^ ! JFri'ter comments on Homecoming events

To THE EDITORS:
This year the 1983 Homecoming has a

good and bad part to it.

The first good thing is that we finally

won a football game with any account

other than Coahoma Jr. The band was the

best part of the game on both schools'

parts.

The second, and bad, part of Homecom-
ing was thcdance. The dance would have

been great, but the band which was pick-

ed by the SGA president and vice presi-

dent and not the secretary was a com-
plete flop, to say the least. The black

group waS so very cruel in its perfor-

mance that it really sent people to more

enjoyable spots on Homecom^ ni^ti

Some of us students believe that we
should have another dance to replace the

mess on Homecoming Night. Black

students on this campus thought that the

dance group was very distasteful in their

performance. Whites really don't know
about this indecency because most of

them went on to Itta Bena for their

homecoming excitement.

This was terrible on the whites' part of

this campus. They should have gone to

the dance and seen what happened that

night. This isn't school spirit. People that
lost money on the dance just lost it. I hope
that the SGA didn't pay this band group
for their "soKialled" entertainment.
On Homecoming night there were more

girls in the boys dorm than guys that

night. The girls that were in the dorm
should have been aware of their parents.

After all, there are adults on this campus
who think that teenagers only have sex on
their minds. I have heard that most of the

guys and gals would only like to go over to

the dorms and visit their boyfriends or
girlfriends, maybe to watch TV or play
cards. We are not sex-craving youths, but
young adults. Society tends to label all

teenagers as *'sex fiends, drug addicts or
drinkers."

I believe that we could socialize without
those labels.

Adults should remember that when
they were teenagers, their parents

thought Valentino was provocative and
Elvis was not allowed to show his lower

half on TV. This is the 1980s and young
people now know that bad word "sex

"

doesn't only mean things that go on

behind closed doors.

College-age adults would like to see

changes in the way we are treated and

ruled.

Some of us found that the most exciting

thing on campus Homecoming night was

the fire in the subdivision. Some of us feel

that we were cheated out of a Homecom-
ing and we would like a replacement.

I feel that we should not let problems 1

have sketched go by overlooked.

A concerned sophomore,

Perry Nelson

Campus
survey

.Voting trend?

Herald Question: Since the 1983 election
for governor is right around the comer,
who do you think would make the best
governor - Allain, Bramlett, or Evers?
Respondents' answers:

Ronnie Porter, Greenwood - Evers,
because he's famUiar with the hving stan-
dards of both whites and blacks;
therefore, this gives him the capability of
bettering lifestyles of all Mississippi.

Ricky Gross. Greenville - Allain, because
Xie has good intentions of improving
education and the utility rates.

PylvU Flucker, Greenwood - Allain.
pecause he seems to be concerned about
the sute of Mississippi and its citizens.

Jmh Valentine. Clarksdale -- Allain,
because he deserves the job on his ex-
perience with all types of people.

Diana Page. Greenville Bramlett,
because he seems like he will hold up to
his words.

Bradley Wilkinson, Cleveland - Allain
seems to understand the needs of the
elderly people, and because when I get
old, I want somebody to know my senile,

old-man needs.

Derrick Malone, Greenville - Bramlett,
t)ecause I feel that he's qualified to do the
job.

Eddie Gates, Greenwood -- Allain.
because he's well qualified for the job.
Debra Hall. Angullla - Allain. because I

think he will do what the people want
most.

Darrius Hollins. Moorhead - Allain,
because he shows more concern for the
blacks and elderly.

Local ph/sfc/an needed

Something every place needs is to have
proper medical assistance ' quickly
available.

Unfortunately, Moorhead does not af-

ford MDJC students this help because
there is not a physician practicing in this

community full-time.

If someone is in urgent need of medical
assistance at Moorhead, he has to be
transported to South Sunflower County
(lospital in Indianola.

It's only about 10-15 minutes away
(seven miles), but that length of time
could mean the difference between life

and death in an emergency.
MDJC officials have provided as ade-

quately as they can for students' medical

emergencies. Security and the student af-

fairs personnel transport students to and

from Indianola and to their hometown

physicians when the need arises. This

procedure is, however, awkward, time-

consuming and costly. Money which has

to be budgeted for transporting students

home or to Indianola needs to be used

elsewhere in these budget-crunching

times.

Having a local physician on call for

local citizens of Moorhead and for MDJC

students would be a "plus"

everybody's book.

Angie Banks
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Theater group to revive 'Adam and Eve
"Adam and Eve." a comical musical

rendition based on Mark Twain's short

story will be presented by theater arts

students of Mrs. Diane Saucier second

semester.

Staging 6f the musical will be made in

area junior and senior high schools bet-

ween March 1 and May I.

"We are using the same approach to

this spring presentation that we have us-

ed with "Children's Theater in the fall

semester. We will travel each Tuesday at
*KLM' periods to schools in our eight-
supporting county area," said Mrs.
Saucier.

Mrs. Saucier said that there will be one
matinee and evening performance
presented on campus sometime in March.
Tryouts for the production will be open

to everyone. Casting will be done the se-

WASHINGTON. D C. (CPS) - Giving

credence to their earlier fears that forced

Selective Service military registration

would lead eventually to reinstatement of

the draft itself, student and anti-draft

groups are voicing growing concern over

Sen. Ernest Rollings' (D-SC) new pro-

posal to establish a peacetime draft.

"There's some debate over how
seriously to take this proposal because

every year someone seems to come up
with legislation to re-implement the

draft," says Alice Bell of the Committee
Against Registration and the Draft

(CARD).

"But there does seem to be more in-

terest this time around,
'

* she adds',

"particularly with the U.S. having troops

in the Middle East and Central America."

The draft proposal also is garnering

more attention than previous ones

because Rollings is one of the contenders

for the Democratic presidential nomina-
tion, adds Kathy Ozer, legislative liasison

for the U.S. Student Association (USSA).

Rollings proposes that all men aged
18-to-24 serve at least two years in the

armed forces.

Currently-enrolled college students

would be allowed to finish one semester of

study between the time they were drafted

and the time they would be inducted,

while seniors would get one year to

graduate before beginning to serve.

Rollings introduced the bill 'because he
doesn't believe the all-volunteer Army
has worked," explains Rollings aide Mike
Copps.

"Sen. Rollings feels the present system
perpetuates inequity by placing the

burden of the defense of our country on
the poor, blacks, and the disadvantaged,"
Copps says.

In addition, he says, "if you look at the

demographics we won't have all that

much young manpower coming along in

the future, and it is doubtful an all-

volunteer Army will be able to recruit the

number of people we'll need to maintain
our defense forces."

Rollings' proposal "is very surprising

to us," says the USSA's Ozer, "because
he has been very pro-education in the

past, and the draft is a very unpopular
thing to talk about when you're running
for president."

Copps admits "there is opposition" to

the draft proposal, but adds "Sen. Roll-

ings is proposing what he thinks is

necessary, not necessarily what
everybody wants or will get him votes."

The bill, in fact, began winding its way
through the Senate simultaneously with

the October 3rd national "day of protest"

against the Solomon Amendment, the law
requiring men to show proof of registra-

tion in order to get federal financial stu-

dent aid.

CARD organized campus rallies at

Lehigh, Columbia, Wisconsin, Ramilton
College, Montclair State, Oregon, and
West Virginia.

The U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to

decide whether the Solomon law is un-

constitutional, but won't rule in the case

until 1984. Until then, all male students

must register to get aid.

Rep. Robert Edgar (D-Pa) has in-

troduced a bill to repeal the Solomon
Amendment even before the court rules.

Whether the amendment stays on the

books or not, registration will remain,

and the subject of reviving a full draft has

become current.

The proposals to revive it "are what

we've been warning people about ever

since they reinstituted registration," says

CARD'S Bell.

"In starting registration it was an in-

evitable step in the direction of bringing

back the draft." she says. "After all, (the

government) didn't want everyone's

name just so they could send them birth-

day cards."

X-ray wins 1st place
By: JANICE WILSON
Mississippi Delta Junior College's an-

nual Homecoming Parade began Satur-

day (Oct. 8) at 1:30 p.m. with the band
leading the Delta Dancers and a total of 5

floats, 4 horses, 1 car, 1 truck, and 1 jeep

behind them.
The five floats were constructed by the

Baptist Student Union, the Agriculture

Club, the Diesel Mechanics class, the

Radiologic Technology class, the Spec-

tator Club, and the VICA.
The car contained the MDJC Modeling

Squad; cheerleaders rode in the truck;

and Central Delta Academy cheerleaders

rode in the jeep.

While balloons, bubble gum, and candy

were thrown from some passing cars and

floats, the Agriculture Club threw hay at

a few unsuspecting bystanders.

The parade lasted for 20 minutes as it

went through downtown Moorhead.

Winners of the float awards were-lst

place, the Radiologic Technology class;

2nd place, Diesel Mechanics class; 3rd

place, VICA.

cond week of second semester Time and
place for tryouts will be posted later.
Mrs. Saucier said that she would like to

have two casts - a total of six people - for
this production.

The three characters are "Adam "

"Eve." and "The Snake."
Adam and Eve, a performance which

runs approximately 45 minutes, is an ex-
cerpt from the Broadway musical - The

Apple Tree. This musical is based on
three unrelated short stories. "Adam and
Eve" is featured in the first act of the full-

length play.

Mrs. Saucier says that the 1984 perfor-
mance will be a revival of the MDJC
presentation 10 season ago.

A new (draft smol(ders in Congress

ACROSS
1 Walk
5 Golfer's goal

8 Frog's cousin

12 Type of coal

or shirt

13 Exist

14 Spanish pot
15 Sandarac

tree

16 Little devil

17 Scorch
18 Leased
20 Classify

22 Near
23 Heap
24 Arctic

swimnr>er

27 Word In p.m
31 Scottish cap
32 Showed

concern

33 Be In debt

34 Spider is one
36 Oillseed

37 Iranian coin

36 Article

39 Domesticat-

ing

42 Writer

46 Emerald Isle

47 Cloth

measure
49 Conceal
50 Toll

51 Old
Portuguese
coin

52 Great Lake
53 Manufac-

tured

54 Rested in a

way
55 Repair

DOWN
1 Mast

2 Ripped
3 Verve
4 Entrance
5 Remunerated
6 Limb
7 Mended
8 Hurled

9 Bread
spread

10 Winglike

1 1 Arrow
19 Caesar's

"and"
21 Skidded
23 Danger
24 RR depot

25 Pitcher part

26 Wine cup
27 Operators

28 Electrified

particle

29 Reverence
30 Mesh fabric

32 Facial feature

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE

35 Shrink

36 National

hymn
38 Gold symbol
39 Semester
40 Solo

4 1 1ntellect

42 Landed
43 Lease
44 Norse god
45 Slim as a -

48 Meadow

1 i 4

iS

Id

in HQS QGIQD

oann OQO anaa
EiQiEiEiiD QODinan

nacia EiDociQaiia
oan

oanei noQ
QE! ana aoaa

Affenfion

Andy Fortier, representative of

Mississippi Blood Services, spoke to the

VICA club last week. He presented a sUde
show and set Nov. 8 as the day for a blood

drive on campus.
VICA club members will be helping in

collecting the names of possible donors
and in scheduling times for them. Anyone
wishing to donate should contact a VICA
member.
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Bloopers lead to broadcaster's career

By JAYMEE VOWELL
•v.. and this is Bradley WUkinson.'

This sUtement is almost second nature to

the 20-year-old MDJC student from

Cleveland majoring in business ad-

ministration.

Bradley has been working in the radio

business for almost six years as a disc

jockey at five different stations - WQAZ,

WNLA. WRDC, WABG, and currently at

WCU).
"I gave up McDonald's for radio, and

I'm really glad I did. It's like being in a

play. I get to show my real personality,

and, most of aU, I'm in toUl control," said

Bradley.

But such self-assurance hasn't come

easily for Bradley. He, like almost

everyone else working in broadcast

media, has acquired his own personal col-

lection of "bloopers."

Bradley recalls that one of his most em-

barrassing moments happened when he

first started work at WQAZ (Cleveland)

during his junior year in high school. "I

was on the air at the time, drinking a

Coke, and my boss was in the control

room with me. We were laughing and

talking, but what I didn't know was that I

had inadvertently left the microphone onf

My boss. Abby Taylor, said something

reaUy funny, and I spilled my Coke all in

my lap. Then I let loose a few 'choice

words. About that time I realized the

mike was on. My boss ran out of the sta-

tion leaving me there to answer the

phone if anyone called to complam. I was

scared to say anything else for 10

minutes."
, ^

After finishing high school. Bradley

sUrted (for awhile) to school at MDJC.

He got a job at nearby WNLA in In-

dianola. .

Bradley is not noted for being quiet and

introverted. In fact, he is always up to

something. One weekend, he was

"partying" as usual in the next major

blooper of his radio career.

Bradley recalls: "I drove to Starkville

that weekend for a Mississippi State

game and all that goes along with it. I

sUyed up all night and had to be at work

at 6 that night. When I got to work, an In-

dianola Academy baUgame was on the

air. Around the fourth quarter, I got

bored and feU asleep. My boss had been

announcing the football game live at lA.

When the game was over, he naturally

thought I would turn the mike off for him.

What he didn't realize was that the last

-thing I remembered was the last punt of

the fourth quarter. So, instead of hearmg

music over the air, for the next 15

minutes, listeners heard my boss, John

Lyon, Ulking about how sorry lA was for

losing the first baUgame of the season. A

high-ranking Indianoia official came and

told my boss everything he had just said

over the air. The next thing I remember is

my boss Upping me on my shoulder-I

won't discuss what happened after that!

"

After those episodes. Bradlej^says he

straightened up a "little" on the air. He

worked for WRDC in Cleveland, and then

WABG in Greenwood where he was the

"morning man." Bradley did miss his

early morning assignment (6 a.m. ) twice-

-in a row-but experience and a develop-

ing love of his job have turned him into a

more seasoned, responsible broadcastei:,

Bradley now works the air shift of 4-8

p.m. on WCLD AM and stereo 104 FM in

Cleveland. WCLD is the No. 1 radio sta-

tion in North Mississippi according to

U.S. Albritron ratings.

Bradley says that he works for "one of

the b^t bosses in this area-George

Shurden, Sr "

Bradley eats, sleeps, and works radio.

He even shares an apartment with the

operations manager of his station,

Preston Watkins, in Cleveland.

Bradley says that working in radio is

very exciting and challenging. "You have

to really work at it. It's not as easy as peo-

ple think. It takes a lot of time," said

Bradley.

Bradley's favorite chore working as a

DJ is making commercials. "I like the

creativity behind commercials because i

have to form a mental picture for the

listener to see-and that's the challenge,"

said Bradley.

Just this year, Bradley has decided to

return to school while holding down a

fulltime job at WCLD. "I eventually want

to be a manager in the radio business, and

the only way I can do that is to finish

school," said Bradley.
|

After class on Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays^ he makes a mad dash back

to Cleveland to get ready for his show.

"All I can say is. Stereo 104 is a lot dif-

ferent and more exciting than filling

orders for "Big Mac's and fries, "said

Bradley.

Depot closes Society elects officers

The Depot, a short-lived nightspot in

Moorhead, recently closed its doors. The

Depot was closed due to a large decline in

business. "Students began going

elsewhere," said Paul Staples, owner of

the establishment.

Staples opened The Depot last year to

give students a place to go that was

located in town. "I had talked to the

Mayor and other townspeople about open-

ing a place in Moorhead," said Staples.

"They seemed to feel that there would be

less chance of students getting hurt if the

place was in town."

Staples said that business was good at

times last year.

"We enjoyed the kids at MDJC because

they were real friendly," said Staples.

"I'm sorry, but it just didn't work out."

Chuck Morgan of Greenwood was

managing The Depot.

The building is for sale now. Staples

said that the price for the building is

$25,000 or $30,000 for the building and fur-

nishings. Furnishings include chairs,

tables, lighted dance floor, beer boxes,

and stereo system, etc.

Phi Theta Kappa officers of Zeta Zeta

chapter have been elected for this school

year.

The officers chosen are: Sandy Bell,

president; Tonnie Hopson, vice presi-

dent; Judy Gardner, secretary; and

Teresa Gaines, reporter.

Bell and Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings,
sponsor, recently attended a leadership

meeting at East Central Junior College in

Decatur. Mrs. Cummings said that col-

lege jobs were the topic of the meeting.

New members of Phi Theta Kappa will

be initiated next semester.

To qualify for membership, students

must have superior scholarship and

leadership abilities. Students must also

show evidence of good character and be

involved in campus activities.

The fraternity is a non-secret national

honor society for junior colleges.

The Phi Theta Kappa state convention

is scheduled for February and is being

held in New Orleans. "Our represen-

tatives will attend this meeting if the col-

lege gives us the money." said Mrs. Cum-

mings.

Introducing Bachelor Sandy Sanspree...

By: JANICE WILSON
Mississippi Delta Junior College

Bachelor of the Month is Hosea Harrison

Sanspree, Jr. - better known as Sandy
Sanspree. defensive tackle for the

ighting Trojans.

Eighteen-year-old Sandy is a native of

Atmore. Ala. He is a general education

major here. After leaving MDJC, Sandy
plans to attend either Auburn University

or the University of New Mexico to major
in engineering.

Sandy says that he enjoys all types of

music and sports. One of his special hob-

bies is skinning snakes.

Sandy has a look about him that might
remind you of an eighteenth century

pirate complete with gold earring and
goatee. All that he needs is an eye patch.

Sandy, however, describes himself a bit

differently. "I am 6 feet, 3 inches and 230

pounds of twisted steel and sex appeal in

search of several nice-looking young
women. If you're looking for fun, come to

Rm. 231 after U p.m. and take a
number."

It is suggested that you take $10 with
you in case you're caught by MDJC's
finest.



r
LES LAMB of Greenwood, assistant

photography instructor, explains certain aspects
of a 35MM camera to students in the new
photoghraphy class. From left are Howell
Johnston, Greenville; Will Evans, Cleveland; and
Ruth Heard, Greenwood. This basic photography
class was started this year as an adjunct of the
yearbook.

photo by Mike Meeks

Moorhead officials seek doctor for town

5y. MIKE MEEKS
Representatives of Moorhead recently

made an attempt to attract a fuil-time

toctor to Moorhead. "We tried to sell

Hoorhead and what we have to offer a

aoctor,
" said Steve Oswalt, mayor of

Moorhead.

Six representatives attended a

"Residents Fair" sponsored by Universi-

ty Medical Center in Jackson, Oct. 20. The

fair enables towns to attract doctors by

setting up tables where the senior

residents at the medical school can hear

about the town from, its own citizens.

"This approach enables you to give

your pitch for a doctor," said Oswalt.

Oswalt said that the town paid a $40

registration fee for the privilege of par-

ticipating in the fair.

Oswalt said that results of local efforts

won't be known for a few months since the

senior residents do not usually commit
themselves to anyone until they are ready

to leave their residency studies in

Jackson.

Oswalt said that if his group is lucky,

they may attract a doctor by early next

year.

"We are making a great effort to get a

doctor here on a full-time basis," said

Oswalt.

Oswalt said that Beverly Nobile and

Lawrence Kenneth of the MDJC staff

have prepared a slide presentation on

Moorhead for the table.

Oswalt said that local residents have

been concerned about the need for a doc-

tor for the town and college population

since Dr. A.M. Phillips, long-time local

general practitioner became ill two years

ago. Dr. Phillips recently reopened his

practice on a part-time basis.

Oswalt said that Dr. Crowell and Dr.

Richarson of Drew have been seeing

Moorhead patients twice a week. Many
local people have been going to doctors in

nearby Indianola since Dr. Phillips'

retirement.

"Having a local doctor would improve
chances of students receiving speedy

medical care," said Mrs. Barbara
Powell, ADN director here. "The Nursing

Department is not equipped to handle stu-

dent emergencies, but we have assisted

with advice. Legally, we are not covered

in taking care of students' health pro-

blems."

Currently. MDJC students are
transported to Indianola or to their family

physicians by the staff directed by Dean
Robert Warnock.

Local asbestos survey made
A building inspector who specializes in
^jing asbestos materials surveyed

IJ^^C classroom facilities and domiciles

? for the fibre, which has been
led by some researchers as a cause in

»me lung cancer cases,
^ancy Wilson of HaU-Kimbrell En-
omnental Service climbed into attics,

^
wied under floors, and dug into closets

»hi h
^°^^cted samples of materials

.rfPPeared to contain asbestos.
.

lederal law which went into effect in
"uary 1979 ouUawed the use of asbestos
construction

All secondary schools in Mississippi

were checked for asbestos content last

year.

Dr. J.T. Hall said that junior colleges

have not been required to hold building in-

spections, but that he felt a "moral

obligation" to have local faciUties check-

ed.

Wilson said that buildings constructed

between 1920-1965 are the ones most likely

to contain asbestos fibres. She said that

asbestos was used extensively in insula-

tion and fire-proofmg. "I checked closely

for fibres in ceilings, around pipes, and

elbow joints," said Wilson.

Wilson said that she will take her fin-

dings back to her Oxford-based company.

The company will have the material she

has collected analyzed and then will sub-

mit their fmdings to Dr. Hall.

Dr. Hall said there was no cause for

alarm here about the inspection. He said,

however, that any asbestos materials

would be removed if funds become

available for such a project.
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Dancers

entertain

at party
The Delta Dancers recently performed

at a surprise birthday party for Charles
Saunders of Greenwood.
Close friends of Saunders contacted

Betty Aden, physical education instructor
and dance director, last Monday and ask-
ed her if the group could give a perfor-
mance that night. Mrs. Aden agreed and
the group worked up two numbers for the
party. "It was really a spur-of-the mo-
ment effort," said Mrs, Aden.
The Dancers received a nice contribu-

tion which will go into their fund for their

trip to the World's Fair in New Orleans.

"I am still excited about the group's

performance." said Mrs. Aden. "''The

girls looked like a million dollars."

The Dancers' performance was

scheduled to be done on the lawn, but

because of the rain, the performance had

to be moved into the mansion recreation

room and parlor. "The parlor was about

the size of the dance studio in the Col-

iseum." said Mrs. Aden. Mrs. Aden said

that the group seemed to have enjoyed

performing and received compliments

from everyone.

TERESA FUGETT of Greenville,

a business-accounting major,

was recently awarded the James

W. Lucas, Jr., Scholarship

for 1983-84. The scholarship con-

sists of approximately $800 and is

made possible by the widow of

Lucas in his memory. Criteria for

selection are: resident of the

eight-county district, dormitory

resident pursuing a bac-

calaureate degree, good moral

character, and financial merit.
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Rally

features

parade

The Pep Rally held here Oct. 6 turned

out to be the best one yet, according to

Jack Fallon, No. 79 of the Trojans.

The pep rally featured a parade, a few

cheers by the cheerleaders, and a lot of

fun and joking.

The rally began at 6 : 30 with a parade of

six decorated cars. The "White Ghost"

featured six hyperactive young men who

stirred up a large crowd response with

their partially clad bodies and made-up

faces. Their white Torino sported such

signs as "Go Give Them Hell, Trojans."

The second car in the parade was a

white Maverick entitled "The
Stops Here! " This car was decorated with

white toilet tissue and bathroom ac-

cessories. Driver of the car was Keith

Davis.

Third in line was a bright blue

custom-IO Truck containing the Delta

Dancers. Their slogan was "We Love

You." The truck was driven by Beth

Brocato.

The fourth car was a long black conver-

tible that contained half of the student

body. Leslie Branch drove this ballooned

and crepe-papered car.

The fifth entry was a white truck

decorated with red and white crepe paper

and driven by Dean Wamock. The MDJC
cheerleaders sponsored this entry.

Sixth in line was a white car driven by

"POP" Jackson. The car contained

members of the football team.

Delta Dancers won first, and the White

Ghost received second place cash prizes

from the SGA.

IN A RECENT Trojan automotive parade of

spirit, Delta Dancers drove away with the first-

place award. They received a cash prize from the

SGA. From left In the circle of float riders are

Sharon Richardson, Jaymee Vowell, Robin West,

Maliah Davis, Angel Acy, and Beth Brocato.

photo by Bill Campbell

Singers to present B' way Review
The MDJC Singers will present a

Broadway Review second semester.

Director Joe Abrams said that the

Singers will be undertaking their most
ambitious project in several years as they

stage a show featuring excerpts from 21

Broadway hits.

The group will present the show in

several high schools in the eight-

supporting-county area. They also plan a

night performance on campus April 24.

"Our plans to present the show in high

schools in the area will be modified accor-

ding to the transportation budget," said

Abrams. "We also hope to do a matinee
performance on-campus for the general

public and high schools who wish to

come."

Herald Question: What's your favorite
way of celebrating Halloween?
Sample answers:

Mark Cooley, Greenwood: trick or
treating the girls.

Sherry Gregory. Greenville: enjoying the
haunted house.

Jerry Clay, Belzonl: scaring the devil out
of people.

Abrams said that this program will

allow the Singers to experience the
wonderful world of Broadway music
through excerpts from Music Man. My
Fair Lady. Mame. The King and I. South
Pacific, and Camelot.
"This project will give all the Singers

an opportunity to sing as a chorus and
many of the Singers the experience of
singing the solo lead parts from many of
the musicals. We will be using minimum
staging and costuming ideas because of
budget problems, but we think everyone
involved will benefit," said Abrams.
Abrams urges interested students to

sign up for MDJC Singers (Choir II or IV)
during second semester pre-registration.
Chorus meets Mondays and Wednesdays

Allan GriUman. Drew: throwing water
balloons and rolling yards.
Ray Richard, Greenville: it's the best
tine to get even with someone.
Anthony BiUingsley, Belzoni: being able

at 2:10 p.m.

Abrams said that the Singers are

presently working hard on the presenta-

tion of a part of George F. Handel's ne

Messiah, which they will present

December 6.

Student soloists named to date for th?

performance are Gwen Dickson and Ar

drew Cummings. Dickson is a sophomor

business major and music minor frc

Greenwood. Cummings is a freshn^

voice major from Itta Bena. Both

voice students of Abrams.

"Both the first-semester and secow-

semester presentations are a part ol^

earlier goal of expanding the chorii

area as well as the general music arM

said Abrams. %

to give the kids candy and see them enjoy

themselves.

Mr. Cecil Culpepper. Inverness: lettutf

the kids get out and enjoy themselves.

Dr. Evelyn Kiker. BeUoni: entertainini

the trick or treaters.
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Dorm residenfs hear warnings

By: DONNA MONTGOMERY
Compulsory-attendance dorm meetings

were the order of the day on Oct. U and
Oct. 12. Both men and women dorm
residents heard Dean Robert Warnock
lay down a few rules and regulations thai
we should abide by.

For instance. Dean Warnock said there
seems to be a problem with using the
laundry facilities and with the use of

phones in Stennis-Penrod dorm.
We came up with possible solutions for

both of these problems.
For use of the laundry-it was decided

that when someone's clothes have been
through the wash and dry cycles and are
ready to be folded, the owner of the
clothes should be summoned by intercom
and then given an ample amount of time
to claim them.

We were cautioned not to use the inter-

com before 8 a.m., however.
For use of the phones--il was decided

that phone calls should be limited to 10

minutes. After 11 p.m.. phones go off the

hook. If there is an emergency, the stu-

dent should give the interested party the

phone number of Mrs Carley and Mrs.

Richardson so that they can in turn con-

tact her. Next on the list of dorm-living

problems discussed in the meetings was
the subject of lobby violations.

Warnock pointed out that if anyone Is

caught in the lobby after 11 a.m. who is

not properly dressed, she will be fined

$10.

It is a violation of regulations. Warnock
said, for another student to open the dorm
lobby door after 12 midnight. If a person
needs to get in after midnight, she must
wait for security to let her in. She must
have her ID with her.

Dean Warnock had one subject labeled

"most important" on his list-the oc-

curence of too much traffic behind the

men's dorm after dark. Females are not

supposed to be in the men's dorm parking
lot after dark. Warnock said: "For the

first offense, a girl will be fined $10. and
for the second offense, she will be sent

home."

Dean Warnock seems to think that this

should hit some of us right where it hurls-

in the pocketbooks.

Another topic discussed in the meeting

was the subject of overnight guests in the

dorm. Warnock said that women
residents should not request to be allowed

to have overnight guests in the dorm
unless it is absolutely urgent.

The last admonition of the meeting
came from Joe Quon. chief of security.

Quonsaid: "You. the students, should get

your sugar reports before you get to the

dorm to say goodnight,"

Perhaps what we need to do is to heip
out security and follow all the rules and
regulations of living in the dorms so that

we can be one big happy family.

Planners work on new cafeteria

By: RUTH BELCHER
Future patrons of MDJC's cafeteria

can look forward to shorter lines and

faster service if plans for a new cafeteria

currently on the drawing board
materialize.

Plans are underway for a new structure

expected to cost about one million dollars.

The new addition to Vandiver Union

will face south and be located east of the

union.

Vice Pres. Sam Stafford, who is coor-

dinating the project, says that the facility

is being planned to accommodate a max-

imum of 400 patrons and will be equipped

with two serving lines.

The architectural firm of George

Oakman of Greenville designed the plans

that call for two private dining rooms, a

full kitchen, and a special student affairs

office to provide temporary shelter for

students who become ill at school.

Stafford said the present cafeteria will

become an extended portion of the stu-

dent union.

The cafeteria will be open for service in

about two years. Stafford said that

another year of planning and a year of ac-

tual construction will be required before

the facility can be put to use.

Stafford said that a construction firm

will be selected through public bid pro-

cedures after Oakman has finished its

plans.

"The new cafeteria will be more ade-

quate and better able to serve students

than the present one," said Stafford.

Students nationwide seem to accept strict new drinking rules quietly

(CPS) - This fairs experiments in

clamping down on student drinking - ex-

periments performed almost
simultaneously by a huge number of

schools now - have inspired a series of

^ough new rules on student behaviour, but
2n initial check svith colleges across the

Country indicates students are willingly

adapting to their dryer campuses.
"We didn't have the 'beer suckers' that

*^ve always been around before." Mike
Jewell, a member of the University of

*^entucky's Phi Delta Theta house,

*^rves gratefully. His house and all the

Kentucky fraternities agreed to

hold dry rushes for the first time ever this

faU.

Bar owners near the University of

Oklahoma campus arranged to ac-

comodate a crowd of 5000 students at a

rally to protest the state's new 21-year-old

legal drinking age law, but only 150

students showed up.

Dry rushes and parties elsewhere un-

folded without controversy. "I think (the

fraternities) are finding it brings good

results, and keeps the people away who

only come for the free beer anyway,"

observes Jonathan Brant, head of the Na-

tional Interfratemity Counference.

It also shows "that fraternities are

something besides beer busts," he adds.

Not all student groups are happy about

the way schools are going about controll-

ing student drinking, however.

"We're all for" controlling drinking,

says Bob Bingaman, head of the State

Student Association in Washington, D.C.,

which coordinates state student activities

around the nation and also helped Kansas

and Georgia students ward off drinking

age hikes last spring.

"But students are responsible enough

to sensitize themselves without having

legislatures making decisions for them,"

he argues.

Both legislators and school ad-

ministrators are making those decisions

nevertheless, and at an increasing pace

over the last year.

Maryland, Oklahoma, Arizona State,

Alabama, Virginia. St. Bonaventure and

many others have simply banned drink-

ing on at least parts of their campuses.

Fraternities like those at Kentucky and

North Dakota State voluntarily have

t>egun dry rushes and special alcohol-free

activities.
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Trojans win Homecoming game
The Trojans defeated Holmes Juni

College here Saturday, Oct. 8, \^ -j^^

victory gives the Trojans their second win
of the season.

The Homecoming field celebratio
began with fireworks and a moment

(J
silence in memory of the 1962 backfielri

coach. J.D. Stonestreet.

The fireworks continued as the Trojans
took the lead early in the second quarter
when Lee Dale, Grays running back
scored from two yards out. The PAT was
by Jimmy Reames.

The Trojans added their second
touchdown in the fourth quarter when
Elbert Jones, running back, scored on a
one-yard dive. The PAT by Reames was
successful, making it 14-0.

After the game. Coach James Gray
said: "I was really proud of them.

I

thought the team played a real good foot-

ball game. In the last two weeks, they've

lost to Hinds and Itawamba. We have a
chance, and we showed a lot of character
coming back and winning. I thought it

was a good team effort. We hope that this

victory will lead the players to greater

confidence in themselves."

Coach Charles Sabbatini said, "I think

we played hard and we didn't give up the

big play."

COACH PAUL DOWNS, offensive back coach,

leads the Trojans captains to the field. Coach
Downs said that this is done every game to

check the wind. Team captains decide whether

to kick or receive and on which end of the field it

will be done. photo by Mike Weeks

Former champs celebrate

By JANICE WILSON
An empty, quiet MDJC Coliseum was

transformed into a lively and loud bustle

of about 100 people in less than 15 minutes
when the 1962 state champion Trojans
and their famiUes returned Saturday
afternoon, Oct. 8.

Dean Travis Thornton, 1983 president of

the MDJC Alumni Association and Jim-
my Bellipanni, coordinator of the special

reunion, welcomed 21 of the original 35

members of the team as they returned for

the special reunion planned in their

honor.

Dr. J.T. Hall and former Head Coach
Jim Randall both extended special
welcomes to the alumni in the 3 p.m.
reception. The group was also presented
with miniature footballs, reproduction of
portions of the 1963 Retrospect detailing
their accomplishments and other
memorabilia.

Following the reception, pictures were
taken, tours were conducted, and old foot-
ball clips were viewed.

A special fishfry honoring the players
was hosted by Bob Clark and Carl Grubb
at the Clark residence. Players were

special guests of the college for the Tro-
jan Homecoming game.
Typical comments from the alumni in-

cluded:

Tommy Pierce (right tackle) Cleveland
- "I think this meeting came 20 years too
late. They wait till we're all old; well,

middle-aged and then they have a reu-
nion. This is probably the first time I've
seen these people in 20 years."
Rev. Bob O Neal (tackle) James Cross-

ing; "We had a great group of men and
I'm enjoying seeing them."
The l%2 team members were: Charles

Rabb, manager; David Mize. David
Sellers. Doug Minchew, John Garrison,
Joe Dean Shannon. Edgar Smith, Benny
Strazi, Nathan Hale, Steve Oswalt. Price
"Buddy" Hodges. Rev. Bob O'Neal, Don
Vineyard. Neal Jenkins, James Belk.
David Sherman, Greg Tindle, Jimmy

Chitoom. Butch Fancher. Morris Lind-
sey. Tommy Pierce. Johnny Howe, Owan
Hoffman. Travis Satterfield. Jerry Hill,
Tommy Shumaker. Charles Casio, Frank
Lindsey, Marvin Inman. Randy Hodges
Eugene Phillips. Fred Pike, Louis
Fratesi, Paul Powers and Billy McCoy.

DELTETTES CINDY ROBINSON (standing) and Carta Mobile

pause during the homeconning game performance. The Deliettes

did a routine to the song: "Shake, Rattle, and Roll" which they

dedicated to the '62 champions. photo by Mike Me«*'*



AMY PETERS FEELS THE REAL SPIRIT OF HALLOWEEN
She attended ttie Halloween masquerade dance held last Monday in the union

Turkey shoot
set

THt Vocational Industrial Clubs of

America (VICA) will hold their annual
turkey shoot at the Moorhead National
Guard Armory. Wednesday, November
16.

Shooting will begin at 9 a.m. and end at

2 p.m. Shoot-off for any ties will be from 2

p.m. to 3 p.m.

Competition categories will include

men's and women's gun and how.
Twenty-two match rifles will be fired at

regulation targets normally used by the

guard. Women's targets will be slightly

larger.

The fee will be 50 cents for each three

shots.

A frozen turkey will be given to first, se-

cond, and third place winners, according

to the numt)er of turkeys donated, S.A.

Brocato. club adviser, said.

Profits from the event will go to the

VICA club fund.

f
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Blood drive set up
The annual VICA-sponsored blood drive

is underway on campus today. Technical

personnel from Mississippi Blood Ser-

vices will man the donor station which

will be set up in the Private Dining Room
of Vandiver Union from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

VICA club members have been collec-

ting the names of possible donors for the

past two weeks.

Anyone who has not signed up but who
would like to give blood should stop by the

station during his vacant class period to-

day.

Mrs. Martha Woodall. assisUnt VICA
adviser, pointed out that students who
become donors today qualify their

families to receive an equivalent amount
of blood should they need it during

hospitalization this year.

•'The most important thing about

becoming a donor, though, is knowing

that you are helping someone who will

need blood," said Mrs. Woodall.

Mississippi Blood Services coordinator

Andy Fortier who was on campus recent-

ly to discuss the project with the VICA

club membership said that his organiza-

tion supplies the blood used by all

hospitals in the northwest Mississippi

area.

Students and faculty donated 130 pints

of blood in the drive sponsored by VICA

last year.

S.A. Brocato and a group of VICA

volunteers will be in charge of the

registration and refreshment tables.

Allen injured

in car wreck

William Albert Allen, sophomore from

Morgan City, (better known as Al Allen)

suffered a broken neck and other injuries

in a car wreck, Octot)€r 30.

Allen, the driver of the car and the lone

occupant of the vehicle, failed to make a

curve as he headed toward home early

Sunday morning.

Allen received multiple broken bones

and is presently being treated at Baptist

Hospital in Jackson. He is in traction and

is scheduled to undergo surgery within

the next five to six days. The neck injury

has not caused paralysis.

Al is reported to be doing okay and is

asking about Moorhead people.

iNews
\ briefs

Foods class to entertain board

Representatives from the MDJC
chapter of the Mississippi Student Nurses

Association traveled to Leflore County

Hospital in Greenwood and to Delta

Medical Center in Greenville on Hallo-

ween night to "treat'* patients in the

pediatric wards.

Kim Tarver of Shaw and Sandy Mc-

Clendon of Greenville visited Delta

Medical Center and Hart Howard of Itta

Bena, Lori Mercer of Greenville and Lisa

Cornwell of Glen Allen visited Leflore

County Hospital.

"In addition to distributing goodies, we
all dressed up, but in a way that wouldn't

scare any of the children. Everything

went well, and everybody enjoyed

themselves," said Cornwell.

The Foods class (HEC 1213) is practic-

ing this week for their major semester

project - preparing a gourmet dinner for

*5 guests.

Their "grand finale" is scheduled for

Thursday, Nov. 10, at noon in the Home
Economics laboratory of Horton Science

Center.

Seventeen class members, working

^er the direction of their instructor,^ Jackie Franklin, will serve a

Thanksgiving dinner with all the trinam-

ings to 20 members of the MDJC Board of

Trustees and other special guests. The

cooks themselves wiU also partake of

their own feast.

The purpose of this project is to teach

students how to plan for quantity cookery

and how to prepare and serve gourmet

food," said Mrs. Franklin.

Menu for the event features SUced

Frozen Congealed Salad. RoU Tenderloin

with Shrimp Stuffing, Asparagus Spears.

Surprise Stuffed Tomatoes, Fried Eg-

gplant Slices, Carrots Elegante,

Homemade Rolls. Iced Tea, Coffee, Bak-

ed Alaska.

An added attraction of the event will be

the introduction of the 1983 Modeling

Squad to Board members. Models wiU be

wearing fall fashions loaned by Delta-

area merchants.

Mr. Joe Abrams, Mrs. Jean Abrams,

Mr. Warden Herring, and Mrs. Merle

Tolbert of the MDJC Fine Arts Depart-

ment attended a meeting sponsored by

the University of Southern Mississippi.

October 28, to discuss such matters as

course content, certification, admission

and degree requirements in the fields of

art. music, and theater.

Representatives from five other North

Mississippi junior colleges also attended

the meeting held in Grenada.
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Guesf ediforial

On the value

of a voting right

"I remember when -
.

" This sounds

like a tiring introduction from an adult

who is about to deliver a sermon on the

faults of our youth.

So, you may choose to read no further.

But, I remember when eighteen-year-

olds did not have the right to vote. I

remember when this made them indig-

nant and angry~"oId enough to die in

Vietnam," they yelled, "but not old

enough to vote!"

Time passes. With no sense of history,

many of our youth find life either the

search for pleasure, or, the avoidance of

pain. Responsibility is to be ignored at all

costs.

Voting is the acceptance of one of your

responsibilities.

Dont' vote. Don't accept your respon-

sibility.

Then, as you get older, keep avoiding

your responsibilities - hard work,

faithfulness to your spouse, your country

and your God. Keep this up and one day

you may find that the things you have

taken for granted have been taken from

you.

And then you can say, "I remember

when ..."

Rosemary Golden

political science instructor

Outcome of race discussed

HERALD QUESTION: What effect do

you think the media coverage on the

alleged sexuality of Bill Allain will have

on the outcome of the governor's race in

today's election?

(eds. note: This poll was taken a week

before the race, November 1.

)

Sample answers from 50 respondents

polled follow:

Mr. Cecil Culpepper, social science in-

structor - I really don't think it would

have that much effect because many peo-

ple have already made up their minds

who they are going to vote for,

Mr. Robert Latham, social science in-

structor - I have no idea. I am waiting

with curiosity the answer to that question

myself. However, I think that if more
damaging evidence is not presented,

Allain will probably be elected, but not by

so large a margin.

Barry Simmons. Leland, farm manage-
ment " It may have a slight effect, but it

won't change too many people's minds,

But it has caused embarrassment to our

state and a lot of people will not vote.

Betty Haire. Leland. drafting - 1 doubt

if he wins. People believe the press.

Nobody wants a homosexual.

Mike Gibson, Greenville, machine shop
- It has had a great effect already. 1

doubt he will win. Although I won't

believe it until it is proven, other people

will.

Chris Lambre, Ruleville, secretarial

science -- As a result of the media
coverage, he probably won't be elected. I

think it was just made up for the sole pur-

pose of more voters to elect Bramlett.

Mr. Karl Rushing, electronics instruc-

tor - It makes you think about the choices
we have for governor. If we had William
Winter, we wouldn't have to think again.

Bridgetl James, Rosedale, clerical II -

Every time a person from Mississippi
runs for office, his personal life has to be
brought up. It shouldn't be that way.
James Holloway. Jr., Greenville,

engineering - I think the stories in the
last weeks will affect the outcome of the
election. People are subject to believing
what the press puts out.

Mrs. Thelma Hughes, English instruc-

tor " I think the media have control over

the people.

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth, English in-

structor " I think it will have some effect.

Most people deplore the fact it was
brought out.

Marily Bishop. Winona, accounting - I

was going to vote against Allain anyway,
Dorothy Craft. Greenwood, ADN ~ I

think it was very disgusting and that goes
to show you that Bramlett won't be a good
governor, anytime he will dig in anyone's
past, If you dig in his past, you will find

something bad.

Karen Taylor, Greenwood, computer
science - I honestly think there isn't an
effect. It has improved his standing. The
last poll showed his power over the other
candidates.

Karen Allen. Greenwood, psychology -

I think it's mud-slinging, but even if it is

true, it 'Shouldn't affect his ability to be
governor. His personal life is his own
business.

Mrs. Bethe Williams, speech instructor
" I feel that Bill Allain is being misused in

the press.

Phyllis Jones. Greenwood, elementary
education -- I think that his staunch
backers will not be affected by this issue,
but the undecided people won t vote for
him now.

Don Jackson. Greenville, general
business - One's sexual preference would
not govern the state of Mississippi.

News Briefs

Reminders from Business Manager
Sherman Stauffer: All students are re-

quired to have all accounts cleared before
final exams.

All students must have their ID's with
them in order to be admitted to all games.

Politics is the science of

how who gets what, when
and why Sidney Hiilman
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New service offered

by (.aw Admissions Council

Minorities struggle for change
"I ihink homosexuality is disgusting. If

God had meant for everybody to be

homesexual. He would have had an Adam
and an Adam. or. an Eve and an Eve."

said a friend recently.

Somehow, this statement reminds me
of the once skeptical, but popular, saying:

If God had meant for man to fly. he

would have put men on earth with

wings."

While a lot of bigotry towards homosex-

uals stems from ignorance, some is in-

spired by plain hatred or malice.

Without such people as David Bowie

and Tennessee Williams, both of whom
admitted their homosexuality, the world

would have missed talents that are rarely

seen or heard about in music and
literature.

True, homosexuality has been defined
as "perverted" by Webster's dictionary.
What isn't stated is that when surveys are
run. results indicate that fewer homosex-
uals go to jail for rape and other
perverted acts of violence than do
"straight" men.
There are many bad traits in all races,

sexual preferences, religions, and creeds.
But, minorities in these categories tend to
be victimized by public opinion and
media coverage.

Being strong enough to be oneself in a
minority situation is a constant
challenge. That challenge seems to be
especially difficult now for homosexuals
who are asking for fair treatment by the
public.

JANICE WILSON

A major new service for students who
are thinking ahead to decisions about
post-graduate and professional degrees
and future careers has been announced
by the Law School Admission Council and
the Law School Admission Services.
Developed by the organizations that ad-
minister the Law School Admission Test
(LSAT). the new service is called The
Law Package.

A four-part program of publications,
services and self-evaluation materials.
The Law Package will help students ex-
plore and evaluate their interest in law
school. Students can take a "tryout
LSAT" and request that the Law School
Admission Services score it for their eyes
only. They can use the results to evaluate
their strong points and weak points,

The Law Package will also help
students explore questions about the ad-

PHI THETA KAPPA officers of the local Zeta
Zeta chapter have been selected for the 1983-84

•school year. They are (from left) Sandy Bell,

president; Tonnie Hopson, vice president;
Teresa Gaines, reporter; Judy Gardner,'
secretary.
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mission process and law school, the aims
of legal education, and the range of
careers available with a law degree. To
assist those who decide to apply to law
school. The l^w Package provides a
guide to the admission process.
The Law Package will help students

make important decisions about profes-
sional training and careers. It is designed
to acquaint students with the analytical
thinking and problem-solving abilities

they will develop in law school, and help
them decide whether they really want a
career in law. Freshmen and sophomores
who are indecisive about their career
paths will benefit from this introduction

to legal education and legal careers.

Available from the Law School Admis-
sion Services for just ten dollars. The Law
Package includes:

• YOU. THE LAW AND LAW SCHOOL, a
book that describes legal career options

and what to expect in law school; key
facts about U.S. and Canadian law
schools; a bibliography of prelaw
readings; preparation materials for the

LSAT, including details about the nature
of LSAT questions; and a sample LSAT
with an answer key for self-scoring.

•THE TEST, a tryout LSAT that

students can take and return to LSAC for

a confidential analysis of their test

results.

• INFOHMATION ON FIVE LAW
SCHOOLS that students designate on The
Law Package data form,

•THE ADMISSION PROCESS: A
GUIDE, a booklet that describes major
factors that law schools consider in

reviewing applicants, financial aid infor-

mation; and additional sources of infor-

mation relative to legal education and the

admission process.

Students who desire more information

can request "The Law Package
Brochure" by writing to: Law School Ad-

mission Services, Box 500, Newtown, PA
18940.

Class
offered

A new course called "Art of Dress and
Personal Grooming" will be added to the

curriculum second semester.

The course will be taught by Mrs.

Jackie Franklin, home economics in-

structor in the math and science depart-

ment.

HEC 1553 will emphasize the applica-

tion of design principles of selection and
coordination of clothing accessories. Em-
phasis will be placed on individual groom-

ing, figure problems, make-up techni-

ques, and personal appearance for oc-

cupations and careers.

"This is one of the basic courses usually

offered to Home Economics majors, but

we couldn't offer it because there weren't

enough majors. But now our enrollment

has almost tripled. I suggest that anyone

take the course because the course also

teaches business dress and etiquette,"

said Mrs. Franklin.

"I think it is going to be a fun class, a

practical course, because you can apply it

day-to-day," said Mrs. Franklin.
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Building dollhouses attracts adult interest

By: ANGIE BANKS
Many people do laugh and ask if she is

still playing with dolls, but sophomore

Lori Mercer of Greenville, just looks at

them and says: "No, I'm not playing with

dolls. My dollhouse is a hobby."

Lori's hobby continues a tradition

which is a long-established adult hobby,

according to encyclopedia accounts.

Building a dollhouse and making fur-

niture for it was very fashionable in

Europe about 300 years ago. Designs for

those homes were lavish and com-

plicated. Some houses were six, seven, or

eight feet high. Children were forbidden

to touch them since they were strictly for

adult enjoyment.

Lori's dollhouse, which she has set up in

the dorm, is not quite so large as the ones

in Europe, but for today's economy, the

house is fair-sized.

It is a three-story design. The top floor

is a nursery. The second floor has two

bedrooms and a bath. On the first floor,

there is a kitchen, dining room, a hall.

and a living room. There is even a patio in

front of the kitchen.

In Europe wealthy people had their

dollhouses designed by professionals.

Lori's house was designed and built for

her also, but not by a professional.

Lori's boyfriend, David McCain,

sophomore from Greenville, built it and

delivered it to her as a Christmas present

in 1982.

"At first, David thought it wouldn t

take tliat long to make it, but he said that

once he got started, he realized it would

take some time. It took him almost three

weeks to finish it." said Lori.

After David had given Lori the com-

pleted building, the only furniture she had

to put in it was the bathroom furniture, a

Christmas present to her from her grand-

mother.

Lori has spent much of her leisure time

since Christmas adding to the home fur-

nishings, and today, every room has fur-

niture in it. Only, the bathroom and kit-

chen are completely furnished.

Lori bought some of the furniture for

the house from a hobby craft shop, but

she has made over half of the individual

and intricately designed furniture.

Lori joined the House of Miniatures

Club through which she receives a fur-

niture kit once a month. She has to assem-

ble the furniture. Every piece of this fur-

niture has working parts. For example,

the drawers on the dresser will open and

close.

Like everything else these days, fur-

nishing a house for dolls can be expen-

sive.

For example, a grandfather clock kit

from the House of Miniatures cost Lori

$10. Every piece of furniture she has add-

ed to her collection has averaged at least

$10. Special pieces may cost as much as

$25.

In the 1670's, Peter the Great, ruler of

all Russia, once ordered a dollhouse, but

when it was finished, he refused to pay for

it because he felt the cost (over a million

dollars) was too much even for him.

Historians also note that Mary of Tech
wife of King George V of Great Britain

had a dollhouse constructed which cost
the crown one million dollars.

Lori's house, estimated to cost only $ioo

has inspired in her the desire to expand on
a grander scale. She plans to put her cur-

rent dollhouse in a glass case and then to

start a larger one.

The only problem with starting a new
project is that she may never finish this

one.

"I plan to add carpet to all of these

rooms except on the bathroom floor. Then
I plan to paint, or, wallpaper each room. I

also have a kit for installing interior

lighting. I also want to build onto the patio

and to fix some landscape outside it,"

said Lori.

Even though the hobby is time-

consuming, Lori is quite content with it.

"It is a lot of fun. It keeps me busy and

when I was a little girl, I always wanted a

grand dollhouse. Now I have it," said

Lori.

LORI MERCER, the ov^^ner of the dollhouse, and David McCain,
the architect who created the original desfgn and constructed the
house.

THE DOLLHOUSE, which is approximately 3
X 5 feet, has cost Lori approximately $100.

Herald Question: What do you think the

United States should do about the conflict

in Beirut?

Anthony Billingsley. Belzoni: I think the

U.S. should take immediate action and do
whatever is necessary to protect the other
marines that are left over there.

Rosa Fondren. Greenwood: I wish they
would look at the situation thoroughly and
take any action beside a war.

Butch Hilchins. Greenwood: I think that
if they are to stay over there, they should
be given permission to fight and to pro-

tect themselves.

Evelyn Gray, Hollandale: I feel that they
should take action against the people of

Lebanon or move the marines out.

Chris Staurrer. Inverness: I think they
should take all the Americans out and
drop the atomic bomb on the whole coun-

Campus survey
try.

Randy Hirsberg, Clarksdale: I think that

the marines should be given permission
to take action against the people of

Beirut. All of those lives need not have
been lost.

Lee Simmons. Baird: I think they should
get out of Lebanon or give those soldiers

the right to fight.

Leigh Ann Golden, Linn: I think they
should take the Americans out because it

is not our fight.

Rev. Sutton, Greenville: I feel they
should bring the marines back home
because they are not accomplishing
anything by leaving them there. On top of
everything, the Bible says, "Thou shall

not kill" and the U.S. is now killing its

own men.
Harvard WiUiams, GreenviUe: I think the

U.S. should show aggression where it is

needed.

Gregory Young. Greenville: After being
in the 82nd Airborne Division, I think that
the Marines should now protect
themselves at all cost, and they should
not let the death of their fellow soldiers go
unpunished.

Waller Parker, llta Bena: I feel like they
should be withdrawn because their mis-
sion has gone beyond being a peace-
keeping mission.

Tom Vrieswyk. Laurel: I think that we
should keep tht troops in Lebanon to pro-
tect the inno< enl people and support
Israel 100% in whatever they do.

Evelyn Taylor. Ruleville: I think they
should send politicians over there in the
place of the marines and let them sweat it

out.

Spectators to elect

officers

The Language Arts Department is

making plans for the first meeting of the

Spectatory Society for 1983-84. Members

of the department make recommenda-

tions for membership in this club which is

designed to promote interest in literature

and the performing arts.

The club's first meeting will be held

November 15. Officers will be chosen in

this meeting.

To qualify for membership in the

group, students must have shown

quahties of scholarship and leadership

The highlight of the club's year will be a

trip to the Mississippi Junior College

Creative Writing Workshop in the spring

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth, head of t^i^

department, will coordinate the club's ac-

tivities.
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Beirut crisis affects

local attitudes
The incident in Beirut, Lebanon, Oct.

23, that left over 200 Americans dead has
fweived international media coverage
and has been a primary topic of discus-

sion among Americans everywhere.
MDJC students are no exception.

Capt. Jeff Pinasco, Army ROTC in-

structor at MDJC, said that the tragedy
nas affected his class.

Pinasco said that even though cadets
enrolled in Reserve Officer Training
^rps (the first two years) have no
'^'jfigation to the military, they are in-

terested and concerned about world
events.

In class discussion, they were split in

pPmion. Half the class thinks the marines

should come home, and half t>elieve more
back-up troops should be sent." said

Capt. Pinasco.

Pinasco said that he could not express

his own opinion because of his affiliation

with the armed forces of the United

States.

"The issue is being discussed in class,

and as all American citizens do, they ex-

press themselves. I do not force my opi-

nion on them, and each cadet has an op-

portunity to speak his mind." said

Pinasco.

(eds. note: for other local reactions to

this news event, see the poll elsewhere in

this issue.)

GRAB ENROLLMENT IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
ROSE. RAISING HOPES FOR EASING A FACULTY SHOR-

TAGE.
Science department heads have fretted for years that

undergrads who normally would have gone on to grad school

and college teaching were being lured into private business in-

stead by high starting salaries.

Now the Council of Graduate Schools says science grad enroll-

ment actually went up 6% between 1981 and 1982.

Jaymee makes news
One of the editors of the Delta Herald

has also become a newsmaker.
Jaymee Vowell, sophomore from

Greenwood majoring in broadcast jour-

nalism, recently won the Miss Florewood
State Park pageant and was chosen to ap-
pear on Channel 9-alive Tupelo to tape
seven commercials and two "promos."
On Wednesday, October 12, Jaymee

and Mrs. Linda Vaught of the Mississippi

Department of Natural Resources travel-

ed to Tupelo to do the taping.

"I went to represent Florewood. They
get beauty contest winners at Channel 9
every week." said Jaymee.
Jaymee did seven commercials pro-

moting the station's prime-time program-
ming.

During the "promos" (10 second spots)

which are used as breaks between com-
mercials. Jaymee would say "Hello. I'm
Jaymee Vowell. I'd like to invite you to

join me tonight for a preview of the enter-

tainment coming your way on 9-Alive."

All of this sounds simple, but, as the old

saying goes, looks can be deceiving. "I

kept messing up alot, In one of the pro-

mos. I was supposed to say "there is plen-

ty of comedy in store for you tonight."

But, for some reason, it kept coming out

as, "there is plemedy of comedy in store

for you tonight."

Also, because of my working on radio, I

would read the script real fast and then

slow down. I kept messing up that way
*oo, but we finally got them all finished,"

li Jaymee.

Minnesota slants door

on slam dancing
MINNEAPOLIS. MN (CPS) - Universi-

ty of Minnesota punkers got an unex-
pected rude jolt one recent Saturday
evening when campus officials ordered
them to stop slam dancing during a punk
rock concert.

Back m June university officials placed

a ban on the new dance fad - where part-

ners literally slam. push, and tackle one
another on the dance floor - following

several injuries at a campus concert by
The Dead Kennedys.

"The Dead Kennedys' concert really

made us aware that the phenonmenon of

I

slam dancing had hit campus." recalls

student activities Coordinator Carl
Nelson.

"The band members started diving off

the stage into the audience, and people

just started pushing and slamming into

one another."

Twenty-three students were injured at

the event, two of them with broken bones.

"(After that) I notified all campus con-

cert people that if there was any activity

involving slam dancing, they'd have to

meet with me and explain how they would

insure the health and welfare of the

students," Nelson says.

Otherwise, he adds, "slam dancing is

simply not acceptable on campus and if it

occurs at any concerts the management
will terminate the event."

Nelson's slam dancing ban was put to

its first test at an Oct. 8th concert featur-

ing a local punk band called The
Replacements.

Although the band met with Nelson in

advance and agreed to control any violent

behavior in the crowd, campus officials

temporarily had to break up the concert.

"At the event people started diving off

the stage and there was some fairly ag-

gressive slam dancing going on." Nelson

reports.

"The sponsor notified the band and

members of the audience that the event

would be stopped unless the rowdy

behavior was controlled,"

After a few initial boos and hisses,

though, the crowd mellowed "and there

were only a couple of isolated incidents

which we simply tolerated," he says.
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Seing double can happen to sober folks here
Most everyone has tried to see himself

with his eyes closed.

And most of us wind up looking into the

mirror to confirm our mental image.

Well, all Kae or Rae Ferguson have to

do is to wake up before the other one does

and look at almost exact duplicate asleep.

Kae and Rae Ferguson are identical

. wins born July 8. 1964.

The Fergusons graduated from Carroll

Academy in 1983 where they were both

cheerleaders. They now attend MDJC
where they are both dorm residents and

members of the Delta Dancers.

Although Kae and Rae say they like be-

ing twins, they also like to maintain their

separate identies.

"We wore the same design clothes all of

the time until we entered the ninth grade.

Since then, we've selected different out-

fits, " said Kae.

The parents and friends have to work at

giving them individual status.

"For our birthday. Christmas, and
especially graduation presents, we were
given identical gifts," said Rae.

Being twins has caused confusion in

their relationships with their own age
group.

Kae recalls: "Once, when Rae and Hik-

ed the same boy and she got him, we

didn't talk for a month. ' said Kae. "But

then, one night I got her back because her

boyfriend. Danny, thought I was Rae and

he came up and kissed me." Kae said.

"I took a test for Kae once at Carroll

and failed it." said Rae.

"Rae has accepted a date for me, too,

that I didn't know about, so I've ended up

with two dates on the same night before,"

said Kae.

If you don't know Kae or Rae very well,

they are easy to mistake for one another.

"Our daddy even mixes us up," said Rae.

About the only way friends of theirs on

campus can tell them apart is that Kae is

always holding on to Andy.

"Our dates have even got us mixed up

in the past," said Kae. "We've even

played along with it.
' But she was quick

to add: "Andy doesn't get us mixed up."

Rae and Kae's future plans differ a lit-

tle. Rae plans to go on to school at Delta

State pursing her major in elementary

education. "Kae plans to major in mar-
riage," teased Rae. Kae plans to attend

the school of nursing in Greenwood.

Campus comments

Whom wouldyou
tradeplaces with?

Almost everyone goes through life wan-
ting to trade places with someone else.

MDJC students were asked last week
whom they would like to trade places with
if that fantasy could be realized. Sample
responses follow:

Harold Williams, Greenville: Gov.
Winter, to improve conditions in

Mississippi.

Wanda McKinney. Greenwood: Janice
Wilson, because she could get a date in

three minutes.

Kay Kay Taylor, Greenwood: Janice
Wilson, because she is charming.
Derrick Cooper. Belzoni: Richard Pryor.
I like to play with fire.

Jimmy Reames. Leland: Ricky Gross.
becuase of his fine girlfriend.

James Giles, Benoit: Ronald Reagan. He

could call the troops home.

Cary Hayes. Tutwiler: Rockefeller^.

They are millionaires.

Howell Johnston, Greenville: Mr.
Thigpin. He is the smartest person I ever

met.

Phyllis Grayson. Rolling Fork: Tom Lan-

dry, so that I could own the Dallas

Cowboys.

Cerise Dotson, Greenville: My mother,

because of her intelligence.

Pam Crockett, Clarksdale: Patricia Har-

ris, because she has established her goals

in life.

John C. Gordon, Shelby: Jerry L. Baker,
for them food stamps.

Roger McVane. Leland: Dash Riprock.

for the most intellectual hairstyle.

TJ's on the road again
The "TJ's" opened their fall schedule

with a performance at the ItU Bena-
based "Home in the Woods" Festival. Oc-
tober 8:

The folk-pop group coached by Joe
Abrams, chairman of the Fine Arts
Department, presented a special pro-
gram at GreenviUe Christian School
Harvest Festival, November 1.

They are scheduled to perform at
Pillow Academy, November 18.

They will close their fall season with
performances at the Inverness Lions Club
annual banquet at Silver City Country
Club, December 1, to be followed by a
show for the National Guard banquet at
Camp McCain, December 3.

"The fail season is always a warm-up

for our busy season which is in March,
April, and May," said Mr. Abrams.
"We hope that all of our 'TJ's' will

return for second semester as we will

have an especially busy season this spr-
ing. This is a special group and as such is

renuired to be in, and support, the MDJC
Singers," said Abrams.
The Singers will be presenting their

"Broadway Revue" second semester
and, in addition, to performing in the
revue, they will schedule shows on the
road which will require all the TJ's' par-
ticipation.

The "TJ's" have added two members
since the beginning of the semester. They
are drummer Pete Knight and guiUrist
Redigo Phillips, both of Moorhead.

KAE AND RAE FERGUSON,
or, is that Rae on the left . . .?

College degrees may be worth

more than the jobs fhey bring

MADISON, WI (CPS) - College degrees
are worth much more than most people
think, a new study by two University of
Wisconsin economists asserts.

"The actual return on investment is

probably 150 percent greater than the
standard estimate," says Robert
Haveman, who co-authored the study of
the economic effects of a college educa-
tion with Wisconsin colleague Barbara
Wolfe.

By contrast, the Heritage Foundation -
a conservative think tank with ties to the
Reagan administration -- recently called
for the federal government to stop sup-
porting public education because it costs
more than it generates in additional
revenues for the American economy.
But a recent study by the U.S. Census

Bureau found that college graduates earn
about 40 percent more over a lifetime
than non-grads.

Haveman and Wolfe say degrees may
be worth even more than that when they
figure in the additional values of using
what people learn in college in their post-

graduate lives.

"Additional education is diri' tly

related to better health, the success of

(the graduate's) children in school, anda

number of other benefits that have not

traditionally been counted as part of the

value of education," Haveman says

Better health, for instance, is worth aJi

additional $3000 a year to college grads.

he found. Their kids' better academic

performance is worth about $2000.

By being smarter consumers, g'"^*

save about $100 a year, Haveman atifl

Wolfe contend.

They also calculated values for bette^

family planning, greater involvement i

community and charitable causes, a

less likelihood of criminal
behavior

among educated people.

"If people were given an additio

year of schooling," Haveman i

would be willing to pay th

dollars for the non-earnings

they

that extra year if those benefits

sale."

were if"
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By: MIKE MEEKS
Well hello again. This semester is still

dragging a bit. but it is slowly nearing an
end. It has been a little over two months
since school started, but it seems more
like two years.

Fall activities such as football have
ended, and others are starting. Everyone
knows one activity that will never end at

MDJC - partying.

Since mid-term, many teachers have
seen a rise in students efforts. I believe

Mrs. Golden saw a distinct rise in her
remedial class,

' Don't forget to give up some blood to-

day in the Union. The VICS is sponsoring

a blood drive with Mississippi Blood Ser-

vices.

A helpful reminder is to never look at

your bright, red blood running down the

tube. The sight of this usually helps to

make the pain that ten-inch needle in your

arm hurt more.

Everyone should remember to support

the Trojan basketball teams.

Remember to plan to try your luck at

the VICA turkey shoot November 16.

ADMIRING THE CAMPUS fountain which has
been cleaned out and renovated once more are

(from I.) Charlotte Bellipanni, Mike Barth, and
Ann Gardner. The fountain was put back into

operation after repairs were made on the floor.

Leaks came into the fountain from the earth's

shifting under the foundation, photo by Mike
Meeks — -

t



Trojan roundballers open season
The 1983-84 Women's Basketball Team

looks promising, according to Coach Bud-

dy Walden.

"I'm expecting a better season this

year because the girls are really hustling

and have a super attitude on the court,"

said Walden.

Nine freshmen have joined the four

sophomore returnees this season.

Returning for their second season are:

Karen Belk, Greenwood. 6M" center;

Pam Crockett, Clarksdale, 5'8" forward;

Cathy Duncan, Rosedale, 5'5" guard;

Charlotte Reed. Drew, 5'8" forward.

Crockett was a full-time starter and led in

scoring last year.

Freshman players are: Monica Estes,

Greenville, 5'5". guard; Virginia Gray.

Greenville, 5'3" guard; Tangie (Fish)

McCary, Greenville, 5'6", forward; Katie

Hughes. Inverness, 5'6*', guard; Diane

McColIough, Gl^n Allen. 5'9", center;

Gloria Harris. Ruleville, 5'9". forward;

Lesia Duncan, Rosedale. 5'8". forward;

Arceal George. Mound Bayou, 5'5".

guard; Ada Trippe, Belzoni, 5*6". for-

ward.

After starting the 1982-83 season with a

4-0 record, the Lady Trojans ended the

season with a 6-16 record, but Coach

Walden feels that this losing record

resulted from the loss of three good

players at mid-season due to those

players having failing academic records.

*'Mid-term grades of this year's team is

the best I have had academically since

I've been here," said Walden.

Men's team has five sophomores
The 1983-84 men's basketball season is

currently underway.

Of the 15-member squad, five are retur-

ning sophomores. They are Keith

Vickers. 6'2", guard. Moorhead; Jim

Steward. 6'3", forward, Sunflower;

Calvin Staples, 6*5", center. Drew;

Josephy Wilson, 6'4', forward, Belzoni;

and BiD Tardy, 6'6", center, Belzoni.

Other members of the team are John

Jackson, S'lO", guard. Fair Hope; Alan

Kirk Price, 5'9", guard, Inverness; Ken-

dall Bryant, 5'U". guard. Inverness;

Karl Grubb, 5'H", guard. Moorhead;

Jamie Bradshaw, 6'5", center, Indianola

;

Antonio Starks, 6'!", guard, Drew;

Earnest Coleman, S'll", guard. Shaw;

Royal Johnson. 6'2". forward. Green-

wood; David Moore. 6'3". forward,

Cleveland, Ohio; and Wallace Hope. 6'2",

forward. Indianola.

The 1982-83 club has a record of 9-14. but

Coach John Vickers seems to think this

year's team has great potential. "We've

more talent than we've had since 1976. We
have the best bunch of little hustlers and

the worst bunch of big loafers we've ever

had," said Coach Vickers.

Coach Vickers seems to think that

sophomore Calvin Staples is trying more

than most. "Of the returning sophomores.

Caivin shows more desire to play than the

others, but all of the freshmen seem to

want to play." said Vickers.
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By: DONNA MONTGOMERY
It seems as though everyone was in the

Halloween spirit this year. There were a

lot of costumes worn to the Masquerade
Dance in the Union Monday night which
showed very creative minds at work.

In particular, there were the Trash Bae
Bunch, "E.T." and "Yoda."

^

I have a request to make of a couple of

young ladies in the dorm. Please stop

banging on my door at 11 and 12 at night

My roommates and I tend to get very

upset when you won't let us sleep. Asking

for a favor at that hour of the night re-

quires a lot of Christian forgiving.

In the October 11 issue of the paper, i

told you about the "Bandana Freak."

Now, I can report that we have a

"Checkered Stranger." She wears
checkered hat, mask, and shoes.

Checkered Stranger, you're our own Lone

Ranger!

JACK T. HARRIS, Superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds, ^left) and Freddy
Knighten, maintenance staff, fit a sprinkler

"

head onto the new Trojan Field sprinkler
system. The new system consists of 700 feet of
pipe under the field. It has a capacity of 12
sprinklers, but only four will be used. All in-

stallation work for the system was done by the
local maintenance department.

Buy for Christmas Early

CHRISTMAS
BAZAAR

Annual

ART CLUB SAIE



Promises of 'Christmas to Come' toappear
after Thanksgiving break

,ppr

5

Xhe MDJC campus and the town of

Moorhead will begin showing sings of the

iroaching Christmas season soon after

ryone returns from the Thanksgiving

iliday break. The season will be mark-

I by lights, decorations, and Christmas

iieers.

. The Modeling Squad will stage its an-

lal Christmas Show in the Union,

ivember 29.

The Town of Moorhead will light its

,

I
ee-di"tension Christmas display on

.^nipus and hold its civic club communi-

Christmas party December 1.

•The MDJC Singers will present the
Christmas portion of The Messiah.
December 6. in the Union.

• Stennis-Penrod dorm residents will
gather together materials for their an-
nual Christmas dorm door decoration
competition and open dorm celebration.
They will be competing for prizes of $25.
$20. and $15.

•The MDJC Baptist Student Union is

preparing to sponsor several foster
children by providing them with clothing
and toys for Christmas.

The Moorhead Chamber of Commerce
sponsors the annual campus lighting pro-

ject. Chamber members, assisted by
Town Manager Jimmy Griffin and the

MDJC maintenance staff, will erect the

three-dimensional figures - a snowman,
a santa claus, and a Christmas tree. Pin
lights will also be draped on adjacent

shrubs. The display will again be setup in

the campus area between the Admmistra-
tion building and Tanner Hall. Mrs.
Beverly Nobile. vice-president of the

local chamber of commerce, pointed out

that the lights, which were jointly paid for

by MDJC, the chamber, and local civic

clubs have been completely paid for and
consequently should be especially en-

joyed by everyone this year.

Rev. Tom McLaughlin. BSU director,

said that anyone who wants to help spon-

sor a child should contact him at the

Union.

Details of the MDJC Singers show are
printed elsewhere in this issue. Final

details of the modeling show and open

dorm were not available at presstime.

0
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ANDY CUMMINGS of Itta Bena (left) and Gwen

Dickson of Greenwood will be the featured

soloists at the MDJC Singers program, December

Bazaar underway
{ The Art Club Christmas Bazaar gets

J
underway today in Vandiver Student

p tnion at 10 a.m. The Bazaar will remain

5 open until 2 p.m.
* Original works of art, drawings, and
(painting will be on sale. Proceeds from

\
this project are used to sponsor club

j
aciiivites and to purchase works of art for

othe Yeates Gallery.

\ "The sale project began about 18 years
Mgo with the purpose of promoting art
(Club activities and trips to regional art

JSalleries so that students could meet ar-

fltists firsthand." said Mrs. Jean Abrams,

Mrs. Abrams pointed out that part of

the proceeds from previous bazaars was

used to purchase the wood sculpture that

sits outside the painting room.

Mrs. Abrams says that she hopes all

students and faculty will support the

bazaar. "We hope that everyone has not

spent all of their money at the Garden

Club Bazaar which was held yesterday.

We don't object to the garden club having

a bazaar on campus, but it's a town ac-

tivity and ours is a campus activity," said

Mrs. Abrams.

ft^M**.3tlviser ^ ^ r»-.n—ft.-.B.Ae>.»B^B*-^**^*****-^***^^^****^

BURRELL LEACH, an MDJC
drummer, evokes thoughts of the

traditional Christmas season as

he and other band members
prepare for the Delta Winter Car-

nival in Greenwood, December 2.

-photo by Mike Meeks
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LETTERS TO EDITOR

...Ghost of Christmas Past

Dear Miss Wooten:

Here's your traditional ghost of

Christmas past; Recently as I punched

the "repeat" button on my stereo to play

(for the umpteenth time, and much to the

distress of my two teenaged daughters)

"Rhapsody in Blue. "
I thought of MDJC.

In one of those moments of introspec-

tion which seem to occur frequently to

one approaching the close side of forty, I

tried to recall just when and where I had

first heard "Rhapsody." The answer was

quick: one drowsy morning in a music ap-

preciation class taught by Mr, Joe

Abrams. I was certain at the time he was
wasting good time on me. But now,

almost two decades later, I am impressed

with the volume that stuck. I remember
the Bach fugues, the opera of Wagner and

many other pieces that serve to enhance

the-sometimes-drabness of adult life.

And always the arriving fall winds loft

more than a barrage of whirling colors

from grey tree limbs. Their touch also

cyclizes my memory; I see again the MD-
JC campus of l%2. It seems now that we
only attended in the fall; spring is merely
a green blur. The fall scene of a carpet of

leaves-all crisp and blazing-against the

backdrop of aging building and under the

great oaks is etched in my memory like

delicate strokes of a sculptor in marble.

With those memories come the succes-

sion of great personalities that were the

real force in forging the ideas of a

backward teenager: Laney Wooten on the

front lines of an impossible war when
dealing with the products of Delta ra-

tionale, but she steered me to Hem-
ingway; grumpy but requiring Mrs. Har-
din who insisted that we learn to write

well
1^
calm and effirient Coach Randall;

Coach Stronestreet who always managed

to smudge the side of his pants leg with

chalk in the algebra class; and Mrs.

Stoneslreet who impressed me with the

beauty of Shakespear; Leslie Steele who

taught us to learn for ourselves; and Mr.

Joiner who left us with the determination

for serious scholarship in our work. We
also had a guy with the unlikely name of

(would you believe it?) "Thigpin." It had

to be a nickname, but no.

Coming from Greenville, I was used to

the common names of Brown, Jones or

even the oriental ending of "ng", or the

Italian ending of "I," but never

"Thigpin." Still, I overcame the amuse-

ment when I saw that here was a man
who, in spite of his name, was intelligent

and capable. This lesson was only the

first of many to come my way in two plea-

sant years at MDJC.
I have returned to the campus once

since graduating in 1964. That was one

humid summer afternoon years later

when the campus was quiet; I stood on

the steps of Tanner Hall l only just opened

when I began school) and played for

myself the tons of reeled film in my brain.

The walkways and stairs were busy once

again and everything was as it had been.

For many minutes I recalled (as now) the

variety of elements chiseling away, shap-

ing our character-our lives. Only when
we realize this early in life can we make
the most of every experience.

Good luck in everything.

Charlie Henderson

Bartlett, TN.

(eds. note: Henderson was co-editor of

The Sunflower Petals, school newspaper,
while he was a student here. The name of

the paper, has since been changed to The
Delta Herald. Thanks for the "Christmas
present." Charlie. Wooten.

. . . a child's life (depen(js on Faith

"It is well settled that the state has a

special duty to protect minors and, if

necessary, make vital decision where the

condition is life-threatening."

This statement was made this fall by
the Tennessee Court of Appeals. It sounds
perfectly logical, but in one case, I'm not

so sure.

The case has its origins in an event of

last June. At that time, 12-year-old

Pamela Hamilton was diagnosed as hav-
ing a rare form of bone cancer. Pamela's
chances for survival were good, the doc-

tors said, if chemotherapy treatments
were started immediately. If no
treatments were given, they predicted
that she would die within months.
But Pamela's parents' church opposes

medication in the belief that Go6 alone
can effect a genuine cure. Pamela's
father is the pastor of the Church of God
of the Union Assembly in La FoUette.
Tenn. Her father refused to allow Pamela
to undergo any further treatment, argu-
ing that her faith would heal her.

State officials filed suit to detain
Pamela for treatment, but Hamilton
hired lawyers and left his home to escape
state authorities.

Patients, by law, do have the right to
refuse medical treatment. Pamela has
said that she is ready to die when the Lord
Ukes her. She says that she desires to let

the Father in Heaven dictate her fate.

"I don't want to be sick. I want to be out
of the hospital, to go home with my mama
and daddy." Pamela said. "I do not want
radiation or chemotherapy because I do
not want my hair to fall out," she said.

She decided to be returned to her father
or ... to her Father.

The Tennessee Court of Appeals found
Pamela to be a "dependent and neglected
child" and placed her in state custody to

begin medical treatment.

When Pamela heard the ruling, she
broke into tears and defiantly resisted
when ambulance attendants tried to put
her on a stretcher.

Pampla is now in a guarded room at
East Tennessee Children's HospiUl in
Knoxville. Pamela's chances for survival
have slipped from 75 percent to less than
25 percent during the months of litigation.

This case is almost the classical con-
frontation between the constitutional
right to freedom of religion and the
government's role as a protector of
children's Uves.

Should Pamela and her family have
been able to decide what they want to do
with their physical beings?
Should Pamela have been able to die in

peace-happy, knowing it was her choice?
I believe so.

Jaymee VoweU

VICA Club Presi(dent Mike Gibson (left) and Rocky Vaughn,
parliamentarian, assist Mississippi Blood Services in preparing
the bloo(j for packaging in the recent club-sponsored blood drive

on campus. One hundred and fifty-nine students and faculty

donated blood. Mr. S. A. Brocato, club adviser, said the drive was
the most successful ever held here.

--photo by Mike Meeks

News briefs
The annual VICA-sponsored fruit sale is

underway on campus. Club members
have been selling fruit for about three
weeks. Last year VICA raised $7,000 with
this project.

S.A. Brocato, club adviser, said that
profits from the sales will go into the fund
to help send local students to state and na-
tional competition.

The MDJC Modeling Squad will stage

its annual Christmas Show, the night of

Nov. 29 (Tuesday) in the Vandivei Stu-

dent Union Building. Additional details of

the show were not available at copy

deadline time.

Several members of Phi Beta Lambda
attended a three-day conference in Biloxi,
Nov. 4-6. They were accompanied by their
adviser. Mrs. Mary Ellen Holloway.
The workshop was held to prepare of-

ficers for more effective leadership in
local chapter work.

PBL officers Teresa Gaines, Chris
Stauffer. Tracy West. Sandra Berry join-
ed students from 12 other states at the
conference. Among the speakers they
heard were Scott McCain of Louisville.
Ky., and Ronnie Musgrove. a Batesville
attorney who is a former state president
of PBL.

Students interested in joining Publica-

tions staff second semester should sign up

for "College Publications" listed under

journalism on the master schedule.

Students who would like to participate but

who have schedule conflicts should see

Miss Laney Wooten in Publications Office

upstairs in the Union.

The BSU is raising money for the World

Hunger Relief and for student summer

missions. The group is selling gosp^

records and tapes for $10 each. Six dollars

goes to World Hunger and $4 goes to sum-

mer missions.

Whether you live on Ohio, Arizona,

Moorhead, Miss., your very next brea

wiU include a millionsxld atoms of oj^

ygen and nitrogen once breathed by Bud-

dha, Christ, Plato, Newton, and Einstem-
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Patrol head warns Give the new governor a chance

holiday motorists

JACKSON - Speed law violators and
drivers under the influence of drugs or

alcohol will be targets of special attention

by enforcement units of the Mississippi

Highway Safety Patrol during the four-

day Thanksgiving holiday weekend.

Col. Donald Butler, patrol chief, said

the 102-hour observance begins at 6 p.m.

on Wednesday, November 23 and ends at

12 o'clock midnight on Sunday, November
27,

Butler said last thanksgiving 11 people

were killed on Mississippi highways

Four of the 10 fatal accidents were caused

by drivers traveling the wrong way in the

wrong lane of traffic. The second leading

cause of last year's accidents was drivers

losing control of their vehicles and
crashing.

"This is the first Thanksgiving obser-

vance since the new DUI law has been in

effect and we hope it will serve as a deter-

rent to the drinking driver. State troopers

will be out in full force on highways under
ihe patrol's jurisdiction. All days off and
annual leave have been canceled to pro-

vide maximum manpower on the roads."

The Thanksgiving observance 12 years
ago when a record 33 people were killed

was listed as the deadliest holiday in a

16-year summary provided by the

Highway Patrol's Statistical Division.

Musicians
to present

recital

Music students will be presented in

recital Nov. 29, at 2: 10 p.m., in the Tharp
Auditorium of Yeates Fine Arts Building.
Voice students of Mr. Joe Abrams,

J'oice and piano students of Mrs. Merle
Colbert, and band students of Mr. Wardell
Herring will be participating.

Many of these students are music ma-
jors and as such, must achieve a certain

Performing level in their chosen area,"

Mr. Abrams. chairman of the Fine

Department.
The public is invited to attend the pro-

gram.

The governor's election is over and Bill

Allain has won whether many people like

it or not.

His being elected showed that the peo-
ple of Mississippi undoubtedly wanted
him for governor.

Have you heard the one about Bill

Allain and Leon Bramlett in heaven? This

one, along with scores of other similar

stories, happens to come up in conversa-

tions everywhere.

People are also talking about the

allegations against Allain. Many are con-

cerned that these accusations will make

Mississippi look bad. The innuendoes cer-

tainly will not help.

Some people of the public believe that

he won't be able to do as good a job as so-

meone else.

Even if Allain is homosexual, that

shouldn't interfere with his duties as

governor. Allain has done a good job for

the state so far. Why shouldn't he do as

good or better now?
At least Bill Allain should be given a

fair chance as governor - the same

chance that any new governor would get.

By: Mike Meeks

Election discussed
Two students in Stennis-Penrod dor-

mitory :

"Well, we have a queer for our gover-

nor," said one voice.

"Yea, I know. I think that stinks. Did

you go and vote? I sure didn't," the se-

cond voice replied. "No, I didn*t vote

either," said the first voice.

Unfortunately, it seems that this kind of

commentary is typical of human beings.

We complain about something, but we
never try to participate to help get the

results we would like to have.

Surely, by election day, everyone knew
that one of the leading candidates in the

governor's race was rumored to be

homosexual. Everyone also should have

known that he could possibly be our next

governor.

Most of the post-election voices that we
have heard didn't even try to vote. There
are few outraged voices from those who
voted for losing candidates They have
accepted the majority decision. They
know that they at least tried for different

results.

The voters know that there is nothing to

do except hope that the people of

Mississippi actually chose the right can-

didate.

Disgruntled non-voters ought to have to

live with their frustrations.

•-Banks

g RAMBUN' Q

Hello, everyone.

Folks, this is the last issue of The Delta

Herald for this semester, and it is also the

last time for me to speak with you as a co-

editor of The Herald.

Yes, they are kicking me out of here.

They told me I was so smart that I didn't

have to come back. They also mentioned

something about being tired of seeing my
ugly face. . .

I just want to say that I've enjoyed be-

ing part of the student body at Mississippi

Delta, and I've enjoyed being on The

Delta Herald staff. I hope I gave you all

something interesting to read at least

once in a while.

I bet I know what really happened

though. Everytime you saw an article

with "Angle Banks" above it you all said:

"Good, here is something I can read

tonight. It'll put me right to sleep." I

wasn't fooled for a minute. I knew it all

the time!

Putting all kidding aside, there is

something I want to say which I am very

serious about. I want to say "Thank you"

to Miss Wooten -- the person who tried

more than anyone else to help me learn

something.

Also thanks to Jaymee and Mike for

putting up with me.

I guess I better close. I wish I had

something brilliant to say. but all I can

think of is that I'm really going to miss

Moorhead, and. most of all. I'm going to

miss the Moorhead people.

ANGIE BANKS
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Delta student appoaches stairway to stardom

By JAVMEE VOWELL
Karia Kay Jones, an 18-year-old

freshman from Belzoni, just may be on a

"Stairway to Stardom."

Three weeks ago, Karla received the

"Best Overall Talent" title in a Stairway

to Stardom pageant, November 5 in

Jackson.

Although Karla said she was "shocked"

by winning. But winning really isn't

anything new for her.

Karla began singing four years ago in a

youth choir at church. She liked it so

much she joined the chorus at her high

school, Humphreys Academy. She was
selected to be featured in the school's

quintet, and was awarded the honor of

"Most Outstanding Chorus Member'

'

there. In the summer of 1982, Karla

represented Mississippi in a national

singing competition. Karla sang "Ice

Castles" there, and she was selected from
126 contestants to perform in a talent

show.

Karla was approached by Billy Faye
Shute. chorus director at Humphreys
Academy, to compete in the "Stairway to

Stardom" pageant.

Karla sang "Out Here On My Own"
from the movie. Fame. She was one of 17

girls, ranging in age from 13-25, who par-

ticipated in the pageant which was held at

the Holiday Inn. Karla was one of six girls

who advanced to the finals.

During the finals, Karla ran into a little

bad luck - but not too bad, considering

that she won. In the middle of her perfor-

mance, Karla's microphone quit working.

"But instead of freaking out, I just kept

on singing." Karla said. "That accident

may have actually helped me.
'

After the other finalists were
eliminated, Karla was asked to sing

again,

Karla received a trophy taller than she

is for winning the "Stairway" contest.

She will also make a recording and it will

be sent to New York. She did the videotap-

ing for this part of her prize last weekend.

Karla will also advance to the "Stale

Hemisphere Pageant," January 28. Most

everyone on campus knows Karla Kay,

but if you don't, she is easy to spot. She

always has a group of people following

her around pleading: "Please sing,

Karla," or, if there is a sudden silence in

a dorm room that moments before has

been lively, look around, and you'll be

sure to see Karla sitting in a circle of

friends, getting ready to sing.

But, be sure not to say a word, or, you'll

be given a sharp "Shh!, Karla is going to

sing!" Everyone seems to enjoy the per-

sonable girl with the guitar in her hands'

rendition of many popular songs.

Karla is majoring in psychology. Her
plans are to continue her studies at Delta

State University. But, if she keeps winn-

ing talent contests, she may have to

become a part-time scholar with a profes-

sional agent and a singing career.

f

I!
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OFFICERS OF THE VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
CLUBS of America were recently elected. They are
(front row, from left) Mike Gibson, president; Alice
Knight, vice president; Paula Austin, secretary-
Stephen Ross, treasurer, (back row, from left) Ken-
dall Berch, reporter; Rocky Vaughn, parliamen-
tarian; Terry Williams, student adviser; Richard
Hannah, state vice president.

-photo by Mike Meeks

Karla Jones

SINGERS
TO PRESENT
MESSIAH

By: RUTH BELCHER
"Hallelujah's" echo down the empty

aisles of Yeates Fine Arts Auditorium.

The tone is solemn as voices ring in the

air with determined persistence.

The MDJC Singers are rehearsing for

their Christmas show. The Singers are

preparing for their performance of the

Christmas portion of The Messiah.

The Messaih is an oratorio written by

G. F. Handel, a German-born British

composer who lived from 1685-1759.

The oratorio present a portrait of Christ

from his birth to his crucifixion. The MD-
JC Singers will sing the portion depicting
the birth of Christ, and end with the

Hallelujah Chorus.

"I have not attempted, since 1975. to

present The Messiah because of its com-
plexity and degree of difficulty," said Mr.
Joe Abrams. director of the singers. "To
do this work, you must have a well

organized chorus with the enthusiasm to

devote themselves to the piece." The
Messaiah was chosen for this year's pro-
duction because it is a classic work and it

is a good experience for the group.
Abrams noted.

Two soloists will be featured in the pro-
gram. Gwen Dickson, alto, Greenwood,
will sing '0 Thou That Tellest Good
Things to Zion." Andrew Cummings.
soprano. Itta Bena. will perform 'For
Behold Darkness Shall Cover the Earth."
Traditional Christmas songs will also

be performed by the Singers. The show
can be seen by all students Dec. 6, at 7:30
p.m. in the Vandiver Student Union
Building.

"My students will never be the same
because of the experience of becoming
aware of The Messiah. Everytime they
hear it from now on they will feel
something inside and understand the
emotions behind The Messiah. It is a
wonderful piece, and I believe the singers
will do it justice." said Abrams.

Grenada
before
invasion

(CPS) " Jeffrey Hough was scared m
was away from home and his new w
back in Baltimore. Six days before he n
seen the evidence of a bloody coup on th
tiny Carribean island on which he went
school. He was later to learn the deposed
leader of the island had been murdered
The new government had ordered Hough
and his med school classmates not to
leave campus without permission, and to

be in bed by a new curfew time
\\

threatened to shoot violators on sight

And on October 25th, the shooting did
begin on and around St. George's Medical
School's Grenada campuses.

The school itself is headquartered
in

New York, and caters generally to

American students who cannot get into

med schools here. St. George's maintains
two campuses on the island, one called

True Blue, the other Grand Anse, near the

now-famous 10,000-foot airstrip built by
the Cubans. Ninety-five percent of the

students are American. None expected an
invasion for midterms.

But life at the school had "just seemed
to go from bad to worse" after the coup in

which Prime Minister Maurice Bishop

lost his life, says Tom Fioretti, another

American on the campus.
A week after the coup, "the local

government instituted a martial law with

curfew." he adds. "The order they issued

was very severe. They said violators

would be shot on sight. There was a lot dI

unrest on the island. As far as the school

went, people were becoming very scar e

scared to the point where half the schi .

wanted to pack it up and go home."'

Fioretti, who did his undergraduate

work at the University of Maryland's

main College Park campus before

emigrating to St. George's, says the med
school faculty decided "to see how things

went ' the week of October 24th before

deciding whether to call the semester off.

Things did look brighter at the beginn-

ing of the week, when the government

lifted the curfew,

"I even went to class Monday after-

noon," Fioretti says.

One school administrator was quoted

soon after the invasion began as saying

the worst was over by then, and that

students were safe.

Forearms united

According to a study last year of 170

married couples in San Francisco,

published by United Press International,

the length of forearms is a significant

criterion for judging whether or not a

man and woman will be compatible.

Genetic researchers Marie Pennock

Watkins and Arlen Price say couples with

similar-sized forearms enjoy better

chances for domestic harmony than part

ners whose arms don't match. The very

worst combination, and best candidates

for a rocky relationship, they said, are a

long-armed man and short-armed
woman.
The arms were measured from the

elbow to the tip of the middle finger. The

researchers cautioned, however, that

their findings are preliminary and uncor-

roborated.

I



RetrospectWho's Who Revue to be staged
fceauties

and Handsomes for the 1984

rospect will be selected by out-of-

(jistrict
judges in a special revue to be

<ed the night of January 17 in Tharp

^^jitorium of the Yeates Fine Arts

puilding.

lans for this revised approach to the

junction of 20 students ( 10 men and 10

ttomen) for the feature section of the

yearbook were drafted last week by Dean

Robert Warnock, who advises the MDJC
Student Government Association and by

Miss Laney Wooten. publications adviser

for the yearbook.

Miss Wooten and Dean Warnock also

added to the criteria for nominees for Mr.

and Miss MDJC. Mr. and Miss MDJC will

be elected by campus-wide vote of the stu-

dent body.

Contestants for all four categories --

Beauties. Handsomes. Mr. MDJC. Miss
MDJC - will be nominated by petition,

signed by 20 students at MDJC.
Petitions for nominations may be pick-

ed up at the Union Information Desk
beginning December 5. The petitions,

which must bear the nominee's signature
as well as other students' signatures,

must be returned to Dean Warnock no
later than noon. December 16.

In order to qualify for nomination in

"Who's Who." candidates must meet the
following requirements:

• Must be currently enrolled at the time
of the revue.

• Must be at least a third-semester stu-

Pre-regisfration 1o begin Dec. J

Pre-registation for second semester

course work at MDJC will begin Thurs-

day. December 1, and continue through

Friday, December 9.

SOPHOMORE STUDENTS will pre-

register. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1

AND FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2.

FRESHMEN STUDENTS will pre-

register DECEMBER 5 THROUGH 9 AC-
CORDING TO THE FOLLOWING
SCHEDULE:
Students whose last name begins with

letters A - G - Monday, December 5 ; H - 0
Wednesday, December 7; and P - Z -

Friday. December 9.

Students unable to pre-register at the

designated time, may pre-register from
8:20 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. on Monday.
December 12.

A sophomore is a student who has com-
pleted 24 semester hours and had 48 quali-

ty points beginning with the 1983 fall

semester.

Pre-registration will be conducted each
school day. December 1 - December 9
from 8:20 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.; from 1:00

pm to 3:00 p.m. in Room 36A. Horton
Science Building.

Students will report to Room 36A during
a vacant period to have schedule approv-
ed, complete schedule card and to pick up
instructions for registration.

All schedule planning sheets must be
signed by a faculty advisor when
presented to the Dean of Instruction for
final approval. Faculty advisors are
listed under each program of study in the
college catalog.

All pre-registration procedures should

^ completed prior to the Christmas
Holidays.

On January 9 and 10, students will

report for registration according to their

assigned numbers to pick up class cards,

pay fees and have ID'S punched.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL pre-

registration will be handled by Vocational

Technical Counselors under the direction

of Dr. Ray Whelan. Pre-registration will

be conducted in the vocational and
technical classrooms.

Students enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the time in-

dicated by Vocational-Technical
Counselors

;

Construction and Drafting Technology:

Educational Business Data Processing

Technology ; Electronics Technology

;

Farm Management Technology ; Medical

Laboratory Technology; Radiologic

Technology; Automotive Machinist;

Automotive Mechanics; Basic Skills in

Business; Combination Welding; Cotton

Gin and Industrial Maintenance; Diesel

Mechanics, Farm Machinery
Mechanics; Industrial Electricity;

Machine Shop; Offset Printing;

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning; and

Sheet Metal.

Students enrolling at MDJC for the first

time this academic year will report on

Monday or Tuesday, January 9 and 10, at

8:30 a.m. to Room 35. Horton Science

Building.

Second semester schedule and schedule

planning sheets will be available in the

Student Affairs Office Monday,
November 14.

Students in sequence courses should

continue under the same instructor and

same class period, unless a change is ap-

proved by Dean Boggs.

Student could profit from hunger
Do you realize that you have the poten-

lo make 50 percent profit on a dollar?

1^. you - the typical Mississippi Delta
'"nior College dorm student.
Are you willing to take the risk?
The only investment that you are re-

I^ired to make is one dollar. Yes, just one
»3per-George.

^cre is all you have to do.
Go to the local store and buy some food-

•''^^ken or candy bars or potato chips.

^3t choice is completely up to you.
Then, take it back to the dorm and hide

it-very well!! For example, you might

stuff it in your socks in the deepest part of

your underwear drawer.

Around 10:30 p.m., take it out and wave

it at your roommates. Tell them - "yes,

you can have it, but it's going to cost you

$2." They'll fight one another for it.

See how easy it is. You could be on your

way to l)ecoming a millionaire-if it

doesn't work well, at least you won't go

around hungry

!

Vowell

dent.

• Must have a cumulative 2.0 QPA at the
end of the fall semester of 1983.

• Must have no record of disciplinary
probation.

Each candidate for Mr or Miss MDJC
must meet the above requirements and
must also be a member of a school-
sponsored group. •

ALL CANDIDATES MUST PAR-
TICIPATE IN THE REVUE

Pictures of the Beauties and Hand-
somes will be made for the 1984
Retrospect immediately following the
revue on January 17 (Tuesday night).

The election for Mr. and Miss MDJC.
which will be supervised and sponsored
by the SGA Executive Council, will be

held "B" period (9:20 a.m.). January 18
The run-off election will be held "J"
period. January 24,

The "Who's Who" selection is open to
all students -- commuters as well as dor-
mitory students who qualify.

"We hope that everyone will consider
these selections seriously since they will
be representative of MDJC of 1983-84 to
everyone who looks at the I9K4 Retrospect
in years to come. This new approach will
require extra effort on the part of many
people, and the staff and I will appreciate
everyone's help with this," said Miss
Wooten.

Details of the Revue will be announced
later.

State'sbudget deficit challenges

colleges and universities

At Herald copy deadline time, the

Mississippi Legislature was convening in

a special session to consider ways and
means to solve the state's continuing

budget deficit.

The special session was called by Gov.

William Winter after he had met with

state University and junior college

presidents at the Governor's Mansion last

Friday.

"This meeting was called at the

presidents' request." said Dr. J.T. Hall,

president of MDJC.
Dr. Hall and other college presidents

attending the meeting were told that if

another budget cut were to be made to br-

ing state spending in line with current

state revenue collection, state agencies

would be faced with a 20 percent cut.

"If a 20 percent cut went through, it

would mean a cut of $560,000 for

Mississippi Delta Junior College," said

Dr. Hall. Dr. Hall said, that in order toad-

just to this kind of a cut, he would have to

let 16 employees who don't have contracts

go and he would also have to decrease

everyone's salary by 12 percent effective

immediately. "These two steps would

mean only $321,000 with $149,000 left to

find." said Hall.

"Twenty percent is unacceptable so we
must do all thai we can to insure that the

Legislature increases taxes," said Dr.

Hall.

Dr. Hall said that the Governor told the

group in last Friday morning's session

that he would recommend to the

Legislators that they increase the ' 2 per-

cent sales tax scheduled to go into effect

January 1 be increased to a full one per-

cent and that it be put into effect

December I, a month earlier than

originally planned. Governor Winter also

said that he would recommend that cor-

porate income taxes be collected quarter-

ly instead of at the end of the year.

Dr, Hall pointed out that if the

legislators pass these bills there should be

no need for further cuts, but that the

money already cut in early fall would not

be replaced.

Dr, Hall said that he has been contac-

ting legislators of the eight supporting

counties of MDJC aware of the need for

their support of the governor's proposals.

"I see this as a very lean year, but I am
very optomistic," said Dr. Hall.

EXAM SCHEDULE
FIRST SEMESTER 1983-84

December 13-16

Tuesday, December 13 a-15-10:20AIS. AIXX

10:35-12:40 NRZZ
1:30-3:40 ENG 1113

ENG 1123

BSB0013

8:15-10:20 0
10:35-12:40 EMW, ERZZ

1:30-3:40 CQU,CQYY

8:15-10:20 6
10:35-12:40 LVYY

1:30-3:40 JTXX

8:15-10:20 F

10:35-12:40 G
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Personal Experience

Growing up sometimes happens in one moment

By: RUTH BELCHER
The stench was overbearing. The smell

of ruined food, sweat, and urine peeled off

the dull walls. The heat was heavy on my
shoulders as I made my way down the

long corridor.

The TV's blared soap operas and

stories of miseries in the background.

Rugged faces stared at me with blank

eyes from behind the bars.

I stopped in front of cell number 127.

This was the Jackson County Jail, and my
brother's home for the next four months.

I stood in front of the cell trying to

muster courage I did not have before

stepping behind the bars. The sound of the

metal bars locking shut sent a shiver up

my spine as I lost touch with freedom.

The familiar figure looked strangely

unfamiliar in the jail uniform -- grey

overalls. At this instant, the bitterness I

had been trying to hold down swelled into

my heart and tears burned in my throat,

How could he do this to me?
Two months before this incident, I had

been enjoying the summer sunshine with

my brother. The Gulf Coast beaches were

beautiful and the waters clear as I relax-

ed before I had to start high school in

August.

In minutes, this all changed. My
brother was caught with possession of

marijuana with the intent to sell. In those

few minutes, I had to mature faster than I

probably will at any single time again.

My first reaction was fright. I was

scared of having my brother placed with

criminals. Criminals were big and mean

with no decent qualities. My brother had

taught me to ride a bike, to skate, and to

climb the highest tree without breaking

my neck. He probably felt silly at those

tea parties - drinking out of doll cups and

eating potato chips, but he had never said

so. This was my protector, my teacher,

my tower of strength. This was not a

criminal.

After I gradually got rid of my fright,

then I felt bitter. I had always leaned on

my brother for courage and faith. I plac-

ed him a step above the rest of the world,

Growing is always hard, but growing

and learning that the world is not as

perfect as we at first believe is a kick in

the stomach.

My hero was not a knight in shining ar-

mor. I was having to realize that he was

an average person who made mistakes.

The world was proving to be evil and dark

as well as sunshine-filled.

I finally realized that I would have to

give my brother support if he was to

make it through and still have some sense

left. I went to see him everyday, and, for

the first time in my life, I really got to

know the person behind my brother. I also

came to know the other prisoners and

realized that they, too, were average peo-

ple who had stumbled somewhere.

I started taking an electronic football

game with me to the jail, and my brother

and I started tournaments.

Gradually more and more men started

joining in, and the games became a

means of escape. There was one young

man who lived in the cell across from my
brother's, who never spoke a word to

anyone or made any contact with the

other prisoners. He started coming to the

Rec room during our games and watching

the excitement. He was made our

scorekeeper, and official referee of thest^

very important tournaments, Although '

didn't know his name at the time
|

adopted him for my own. He was so milch
like my brother it made my heart ache
He never received any visitors and

i

couldn't help wondering if he had a kid

sister somewhere who didn't know how to

reach out to him.

My brother was released and quickly

began putting his past behind him. Our
"scorekeeper" did not quite make

it

About a month after my brother had lefi

jail, he told me that authorities had found

the scorekeeper dead in his cell with a

razor blade in one hand and a blood-

soaked letter apologizing for his life in the

other.

I went to his funeral one dismal Sunday

evening and watched as the cheap

wooden casket was lowered into the

county-donated plot. I cried. I cried for all

the men in jails who would never be

reached, and I cried because the world

was not perfect like it was supposed to
I

Ange decides on future plans

By: JANICE WILSON
Going out on your own is a different and

frightening experience for anyone, but

it's something most everyone here at

Mississippi Delta Junior College is trying

to prepare himself to face.

Angle Banks, co-editor of The Delta

Herald, is graduating in December and
hopes to join America's work force,

"I've only had one job in my life. Last

summer I worked at the Pizza Hut in

Greenwood and that's about as far as my
job experience goes. You get really

scared when you don't know what's fac-

ing you," said Angle.

One of the reasons she is a bit hesitant

about going to work is that she wants to

stay close to home, and she realizes that

there are not many jobs close to Glendora
in her chosen field of journalism.

Angie says that she's close to her entire

family, but especially close to her
mother. "Ask my mama. I am nothing
but a 'mama's girl." I love my parents so
much. I think they are proud of me."
Angle's parents perhaps have good

reason to be proud of her. The 5*1" blond
with blue eyes is a self-proclaimed
"country girl." She believes in love,

vows, and friendship.

Because she wanted to move into a dif-

ferent environment. Angie chose to at-

tend Northwest Junior College following

her graduation from West Tallahatchie

High School.

"My family and my best friend wanted
me to come to MDJC, but I spent the first

year at Northwest where I liked the peo-

ple and the school. But. eventually, I

decided to transfer to MDJC. Financial

considerations, its nearness to Glendora,
and its communications program, were
•^11 factors in my deciding to change
schools. I had decided by the end of my
freshman year to change from a real

estate major to a major in journalism,"
said Angie.

Angie says that she does not regret hav-
ing made the change. "Miss Laney
Wooten has helped me to become a better
writer and a better person." said Angie.
Angie says that she has had only one

job; but in actuality, she has worked hard
most of her life, an experience that may
prove to be an asset in today's highly
competitive job market. Angie has spent
all of her life on a Delta plantation, since
her father's occupation is plantation
manager. In addition to developing the
self-sufficient leisure activities that the
isolated plantation child has to acquire,
she has worked on the plantation as a hoe-

hand. She and other members of her

family chopped cotton for three summers
between her 7th and 10th grade years in

school.

Angle's determination to get the job

done has also benefitted the Herald staff

this year. She has coordinated the paste-

up of the eight-page tabloid, She, along

with Mike Meeks and Jaymee Vowell,

have done much of the copy-editing for

the six issues of The Herald produced
first semester.

Angie says that her experience editing

the publications has been both a problem
and a pleasure.

"Meeting constant deadlines gets to be
a worry, but one of the things I will

always remember about MDJC is the

staff trip to Biloxi last semester. I had not

seen the Coast until we made that trip. We
really learned a lot. and we had a good
time doing it," said Angie.

Angie says that her favorite writers are
Janet Dailey and Carole Mortimer.
"They represent how I would like to

write. They catch the reader's attention

fast and keep his attention. They leave
him wanting more. That's how I want to

write. I'd like someday to work for a
magazine. Right now, I'll settle for a job
with a weekly newspaper." said Angie.

Choir to be expended
Students are urged to sign up for the

MDJC Singers second semester, accor-
ding to Joe Abrams, director of the group.
Mr. Abrams points out that this group

will present a Broadway Revue as their
second semester project.

"There will be an opportunity for
students to just sing in the chorus if that is

what they want to do. Then, we will have

traditional tryouts for students desiring
to sing solo parts as we will do highlights
from many musicals," said Mr. Abrams.
"Because there will be many musicals

represented, we will be able to involve
many more students than if we were do-
ing just one revue." said Mr. Abrams.
Abrams pointed out that there will be a

chance to sing the role of "Eliza Doolit-

le or "Alfred Doolittle" from My Fair
Lady. "Curly," "Uurie." "Will." or
Ado Annie" from Oklahoma among
many selections that will be used
"Students simply need to sign up for

Choir II (freshmen) or Choir IV
(sophomores). If there is a conflict, see

said Mr. Abrams.

Angie Banks

Dates fo note

Dates of Note
Nov. 22 Thanksgiving Holiday Begins

Nov. 24 Thanksgiving Day
Dec. 15 Bill of Rights Day
Dec. 17 Wright Brothers Day
Dec. 19 Hannukah
Dec. 25 Christmas
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. MIKE MEEKS
his past weekend thousands of

issippi hunters invaded the woods in

rch of one thing -- a trophy buck,

peer hunting has almost become a

miiv tradition among Mississippi

Miniers From opening day. most hunters

nk constantly
about ways to get a deer.

hunter, through continous hunting

ps. has developed his own tactics that

are best. Four avid Greenwood hunters

mmented on what they think are pro-

active hunting methods.

First, the essential equipment would be

^arni rugged clothes and. of course, a

aim Hunters can choose from plain

moufiaged suits to duckhead

c^iniouflaged pants and shirts. "To be

^ble to sit and wait for a deer, the most

iportant thing to have is a pair of warm

jyois." said Mike McDaniel.

What is a good all-round deer gun?

These hunters agreed on the time-

honored "30-30" rifle. "A "30-30" is a real

good short-range brush gun." said Dar-

rell Parrish. "Too many deer have been

killed with a 30-30 not to use one." said

Mike Barth.

Transportation in deer hunting has

become an ever-widening area. In this

area three-wheelers have become in-

creasingly popular amoung outdoorsmen.

A three-wheeler enables a hunter to get

deeper into the woods to places which

couldn't otherwise be reached," said

Barth. "They are also a great asset when

hunting a deer by yourself," said Steve

McDaniel.

Portable tree stands have also become
popular. "A portable stand enables a

hunter to be versatile in the area he can

hunt, ' said Barth. Parris said that tree

stands are needed in deer hunting

Tips on deer hunting listed
because the hunter can see a lot belter
and the deer can't smell or see you as
easily as on the ground.
The best areas in which to hunt are

agreed on by most experienced deer
hunter. Barth said that he usually takes a
stand near deer food, namely any type of
acorn trees or green foliage.

"I prefer to hunt close to scrapes or
trails that are being used regularly by
deer." said Parrish. A deer scrape is a
pawed-out area of ground made by a buck
in rut to tell does that he is m breeding
condition. Any day during the season the
possibility of taking a buck exists but
there are times when a hunter's chances
increase.

"I believe opening day and during the
rut to be the best time to take a trophy
buck." said Mike McDaniel. "On opening
day he is not yet aware that hunters are
looking for him and. during the rut. he is

busy looking for a doe instead of watching
for hunters." Steve McDaniel said that

another likely time is before a storm front
because then animals are moving about
looking for food.

Two major keys to killing a deer are
time and patience. "If you don't have pa-
tience to sit on a stand, you probably will

never kill a deer, ' said Parrish. "The
more time you spend in the woods, the
closer you get to killing a deer." said
Barth.

Being able to kill a trophy buck is not
the main thing a deer hunter enjoys. "I
just like being in the outdoors if I don't

even see a deer," said Mike McDaniel.
"To me the real enjoyment of deer hun-
ting is just seeing wildlife of any kind."

said Steve McDaniel. "The thing I enjoy
most is working to prepare for a hunt and
just being in the woods," said Barth.

Bachelor

MIKE BARTH sits in a portable tree-climbing stand while he
discusses the day's hunt with Mike McDaniel (left) and Steve
McDaniel. Portable stands and three-wheelers are two of the
most helpful additions to a deer hunter's equipment.

-photo by IVlike Mecks

k ofthe Month
Mississippi Delta Jun:

Dancers to do Christmas show

Willie Pop Jackson

Mississippi Delta Junior College's

"Bachelor of the Month" is Willie "Pop"
Jackson, sophomore data processing ma-

jor from Greenwood. Jackson is also se-

cond baseman for the intercollegiate

baseball team here.

Pop Jackson, who is the son of Mr. and

Mrs. Lee Jackson, is a "definite credit"

to MDJC. according to Balerie Gray,

Belzoni.

Pop is 5' 11" and weighs 170 lbs. He has

brown eyes, black hair, two dimples, and

straight even teeth that shine whenever

he shows his always contagious smile.

Pop enjoys soul and rock music while

he studies hard for an accounting test.

When he leaves MDJC. he plans to attend

Florida State University,

He is a 1982 graduate of Greenwood

High School. He enjoys calligraphy and

playing all types of sports. Students here

seem to agree that he's well-loved and is

someone that everyone can get along

with.

Jackson says that he thinks of himself

in these terms: "I am cool, calm, col-

lected, and handsome - or, so the ladies

say."

The annual Christmas dance recital

featuring the Delta Dancers is scheduled

for Tuesday. Dec. 6. at 2:15 p.m. and

Wednesday. Dec. 7, at 7:30 p.m.

Although all dance classes taught at

MDJC will present a dance number, the

program will feature the Delta Dancers

(guys and gals), The program will

demonstrate a variety of dance patterns

including tap. jazz, modern, disco,

areobics, and "surprises."

The new male dancers and their part-

ners who will be performing are: Bradley

Wilkinson and Jaymee Vowell. Jay

Madison and Deanna Christman, Sandy

Sanspree and Mary John, Carl Grubb and

Robin West. Jimmy Reames and Karla

Nobile.

John Counts and Cindy Robinson, Robin

Augostinelli and Rae Ferguson, John

Jackson and Beth Brocato, Andy Noah

and Kae Ferguson. Nat Baker and Angela

Acy, Jim Steward and Lynn Chandler,

Steven Richardson and Sharon Richard-

son. Terrell Raby and Cindy Upchurch,

Mike Gibson and Lisa Sutherland, Jim

Kelly and Robin Ainsworth, Kendall

Birch and Marlece Lusk, Andrew Boyd

and Nancy Guest, and Randy Hirsberg

and Maleah Davis.

Instructor and choreographer for the

group is Mrs. Betty Aden of the Physical

Education department.
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Country music has meaningfor some
By JAYMEE VOWELL

Many students think that country music

is right at home here at MDJC. The
average country music listener is more
interested in the song content than in how
the music is packaged.

Country music also offers a broad spec-

trum of variety, ranging from (he drawl-

ing Tennessee Ernie Ford type music to

Johnny Lee's upbeat bootbanging music.

I personally know that even a pro-hard

rock lover can come to enjoy country

music. There's a country song out there

for everyone. I began working at a radio

station last summer spinning pop hits un-

til midnight every night. Then suddenly
the station switched formats entirely to -

you guessed it -- country music!

Ugh! I thought. I envisioned having to

bring toothpicks to work with me to hold

my eyelids up and cotton bails to stuff in

my ears to blot out all of that whining,

moaning, and groaning.-

I thought sure I would become an
automatic redneck complete with hay
between my teeth.

But that wasn't the rase - well, at least

the part about staying awake at work -

I'm not sure about becoming a redneck.

I've become a country pusher all the

way,

I do admit I do sometimes sneak a bit

and listen to some real jamming music,

but when I go home every weekend and

work at least II hours playing country

hits, it has an effect on me. Most of these

country artists. I've discovered, really

have a message to deliver.

And I bet that even some of you Rock-N-

Roll buffs have been seen out at Boss

Hoggs' tapping your feet to that country

music. Country music isn't just for

Grandma and the weird guy with manure
between the cracks in his tennis shoes.

Country music is for everyone.

Here are comments from some true-

blue country music lovers to back me up;

Angela Ace, Greenwood -- 1 like country

music because it has a good beat. It's

easy to dance to. I give it an "83."

Tammy Cook, Greenwood; I like it

because it's good drinking music.

MDJC ART CLUB OFFICERS are (from left) Gwen Harbin
.

president; Laura Smith, vice president; Adrian Tolliver, exhibits
chairman; Judy Chatham, secretary. Kneeling are Arthur Thomas,
treasurer; and Diana Williams, program chairman. The club is
designed to promote interest in the field of art. The club sponsors
programs, field trips, and art exhibits on and off campus.

-photo by Mike Meeks

Sharon Richardson. Greenwood: I like

it because it has a good beat and it's fun to

listen to.

Karen Belk, Greenwood - It's fun to

dance to.

Marcie Ray. Rolling Fork - It's good

partying music.

Teresa Fugeti, Greenville - I like it

because I was raised on country music.

Tracy Langford, Vicksburg - I like

"Alabama" and a little bit of Hank
Williams, Jr.. because it's good drinking

music.

Harry Briscoe. Clarksdale ~ I like it

because it doesn't give you a headache

when you listen to it.

Andy Brown, Biloxi -- I like it because

it's easy to drink to.

David Browning. Greenwood -- 1 like it

because it makes me money.

Robin Augosttnelli, Clarksdale - I like

"Alabama."
Steven Richardson, Greenwood - I like

Kenny Rogers and "Alabama" and the

rest of it isn't my style.

Coach Walden - I like it because I'm a
hillbilly rednpck That's the onlv thin^

\

had to listen to in school. We didn't hav
TV. We listened to the radio. Country w
all that was on. It's in my blood
favorite song is by Earl Thomas "HoIh!^^
Her and Loving You."
Donald Jackson, Greenville - 1 like Ken

ny Rogers and Dolly Parton because their
music is easy to listen to.

Lillie Bailey. Moorhead -
i lij^g

because a lot of the songs are r

like "Islands in the Stream."
'elaxing

Jimmy Williamson. Ft. Walton. Florida
" I like it because it's more like true life-

it tells stories of true life.

Deanna Christman, Greenwood - Coun-
try songs have meaningful words. You
can understand them and relate to the

music. I just love country music because
it is just the only kind that I can sing

Angie Banks. Glendora - I like country
music because I'm a country person

I

can relate to the songs a lot better than

rock-n-roll because they usually tell about
something that really does happen in life

Basketball scoreboard
Nov. 7 at Hinds

Men lost 90-68

Women lost 79-61

Nov. 10 Hinds in Moorhead

Men lost 80-42

Women won 78-76

Nov. II at Copiah-Lincoln

Men lost 81-70 ^
Women lost 75-51

CHRiSTlfiAS

Fruit Sale

FRESH FROM FLORDIA

Navel Oranges

Hamlin Oranges

Tangelos . $
1
QOO

Pink Grapefruit $^00

40 lbs. per carton

Delivery Date, Dec. 5th

See any VICA member

io place order
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National news media cover Franklin's visit to MDJC
Two professional reporters -- Joe Boyce

Time magazine and Julia Malone of

The Christian Science Monitor were on

jmpus last Wednesday (Oct. 6).

Botti reporters were winding up a two-

ly tour of the Second Congressional

itrict with candidates Robert Clark and

Ifebb Franklin.

Boyer, Malone, and Franklin were

its of the Moorhead Rotary Club for

Tunch in the Private Dining Room of Van-

diver Union.

Malone. whose publication is based in

Boston, spends most of her time in

Washington. D.C. on Capitol Hill as a

special political correspondent.

Boyce has been chief of the South

Bureau for Time magazine for nine

years. The bureau covers 11 southern

states. The bureau has offices in Houston,

Texas, and Atlanta, Ga.

Boyce said that he will file stories on

each U.S. senatorial and house of

representatives candidate in his coverage

area. His story on Clark and Franklin will

appear in next week's issue of Time.

Malone said that she has assignment to

file two 800-word stories on the local can-

didates. She said that she has been focus-

ing on the white voter strength for Clark

as well as local sentiment for the can-

didates' platforms.

Both reporters spent about 30 minutes
talking with publications staff members
telling them about their background and
training for their jobs.

Boyce was born in Danville, 111., but
moved to Chicago at the age of 15. He at-

tended John Marshall Law School and
Roosevelt University in Chicago. He
worked for the Chicago Police Depart-
ment for five years. He was then
employed by The Chicago Tribune for
ffiur years.

Malone is a graduate of Vanderbiit
University where she majored in political

science. She says that her typical day
'>egins at 6:30 a.m. with a press con-
ference with TipO'Neillspeakerof the
House Her day ends at 7 p.m. as she
finishes up her story at home.

Homemakers seek

«ew careers
Many "displaced homemakers" are at-

tending the classes at MDJC. according
Mrs. Martha Woodall, coordinator of

special groups here.

l^isplaced homemaker is a term used to

'^^ntify a housewife who has been divorc-
^ or widowed and who is now facing the
Problem of supporting herself and her
chUciren said Mrs. Woodall.
Courses in which students who fall into

category enrolled include elec-

ts, drafting and construction, and
- processing.

"s Woodall recently attended a
^placed homemakers" regional con-

^ntion held in Orlando, Fla. She heard a

'
^''esenutive of the AFL-CIO describe

organization's fight for equal pay
^'^a equal job rights for women. She also
^^''d an attorney discuss legal rights of

''^en in divorce suits. She also attended
^niinar discussion of methods used by
"^n in startmg their own businesses.

CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE Webb FrankllT^d Vo-lech
Director Charles Foley discussed the need for technical education
Tunding.

JOE BOYCE of Time described his job for Linda Bell and other
members of the basic reporting class.

Campaign '82

PRISCILLA PARKER of The Herald staff talks with Julia Malone

of the Christian Science Monitor about the typically long day a

reporter leads.



Ramblin

nyPRISCILLA PARKER

Now that Homecoming is over, it will

probably be quiet untU Halloween rolls

around.

Thoughts have already been gomg

through my head about how I'm gomg to

dress up for Halloween.

Keep your eyes and ears open so that

when the Halloween dance is announced.

you'U be sure to hear about it. and make

sure that you wear a fancy costume.

There are plans to offer a "scariest

dresser" award.

I haven't decided yet what the weather

wants to do. After two unusually cold

days, it has turned unusually hot. Predic-

tions are that we may see wWte flakes

again this winter.

Thanks to the huge crowd who showed

up for the "TJ" show in the Union.

Those of you who heard Coach

"Wooky" Gray speak at Homecoming

assembly know that he talked about need

for support for the team from the student

body and faculty. Even if the Trojans

aren't winning, no one should cut them

down. They seem to be trying, and I

believe they give it their best shot.

If you were at the Homecoming game,

you know how little excitement there was.

And it wasn't Hinds that lacked the ex-

citement. When you go to the football

games, try showing them you care by

yelling, hollering, whatever you like.

Show them your support!

I hope that you plan to vote in the com-

ing general election. Did you forget to

register? Representatives to the U.S.

Congress should be considered carefully.

They are the ones who make decisions

that affect how much tax we have to pay,

among other things. They also control col-

lege funding at the federal level.

Everyone seems to be as busy as I have

been. Watch your cuts!

See you as 1 ramble on.

Five-0 hints
MR. JOE QUON. chief of security,

asks that all students please park

where they are allowed to park.

Too many students are getting

tickets, and Mr. Quon says that the

force hopes to cut down on these

violations.

*'H you have a ticket, please go by

and pay your fine. These can add up

fast," said Mr. Quon.

Intramurals

begin
Sign-up for intramural football for

women will begin Oct. II. Teams wiU be

chosen the following week. Tournament

finals in men's football wiU begin Oct. 18

Intramurals are for students and sUff

to participate in competitive and non-

competitive, organized and mformal

sports activities as their time and mterest

permits, according to Dr. AUen Snowden,

director of the program.

The program offers competition m flag

footbaU basketball, free throw, bike

races, tennis, tug-of-war. and weight hf-

ting.

Men's intramural teams, their quarter-

backs, and their records are as foUows;

Nothing but the Best, Ernie Burgess, 4-1;

The Eagles, Anthony Lawson, 1-4;

Fighting Cocks, Michael Watts, 4-1; BSU,

(quarterback's name not available). 0-5;

The Wrecking Crew, Kenny Dupont. 2-3.

"There are too many members on each

team to name them all," said Dr.

Snowden.

Trojans falter

The Trojans lost 14-0 to the Hinds

Eagles on Homecoming night. Both

teams entered the game with 1-3 records.

The first quarter was scoreless until the

Eagles mounted a drive in the last

minutes and scored on a five-yard run.

The PAT was good.

Both the second and third quarters

were a see-saw battle for control of the

ball, with no scoring.

Early in the fourth quarter, the Trojans

were driving down field, but the Trojans'

strongest effort to score was stopped

when a pass by Lamar Kirkland was in-

tercepted and the Eagles ran it in for a

touchdown. Hinds' PAT was good.

Kirkland and Greg Jolliff completed

five of 18 passes for 119 yards and two in-

terceptions. Arthur Thomas led in yar-

dage, getting 37 yards. Combined rushing

netted 55 yards. Lee Brackeen had three

receptions for 55 yards, Henry Manuel,

one for 48 yards, and Paul Lewis one for

16 yards.

Matt James led the Trojan defense with
nine unassisted tackles and eight assists.

Herbert Jones made two interceptions.

Ray Gertrude and David Latham had one
interception each. Todd Powell and
Derome Belcher each had one-half of a
sack.

The Trojans' next game is against Nor-
thwest here, Oct. 14. The Holmes game
and the Northwest games are important
to the Trojans because if they win these,

they'll have a chance at the playoffs.
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photographers Mike Meeks.RuthJfeard
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Alumni honor
dedicated doctor

The MDJC Alumni Association honors

an "alumnus of the Year" at its fall

business meeting each Homecoming

Saturday.

The nominees for this honor are judged

by three criteria: school record, success

in his chosen field of work, and contribu-

tion as an alumnus to MDJC.
Dr. Eugene Webb this year's recipient,

qualifies easily as an alumnus to be ad-

mired.

As a student at Sunflower Junior Col-

lege, Dr. Webb compiled an outstanding

record in extra-curricular and classroom

activities. He was a member of Phi Theta

Kappa and valedictorian of his class here.

After earning his medical degree from

the University of Tennessee, Dr. Webb

established a famUy practice in Itu Bena
in 1955. Since that Ume, Dr. Webb has ex.

panded his service to Greenwood.
Or'

Webb has served as chief of staff anrt

chief of medicine at Greenwood-Leflore

Hospital. He is president-elect of the

Mississippi Medical Soci^-Delta area

Dr. Webb has served in. the U.S. Marine
Corps. He is married and the father of two

children.

In the midst of his many professional

and personal responsibilities. Dr. Webb
has found time to serve as team physician

for the Trojans and to attend alumni func.

tions at MDJC.
Dr. Webb represents alumni who

should be role models for current

students.

TJ alumni celebrate
Thirty-five Trojannaircs (TJ's)

gathered here for the 14-year reunion of

the group Saturday, Oct. 2.

Former "TJ's" came from Alabama,

Louisiana, and Arkansas as well as

Mississippi. Twelve of the 14 groups were

represented.

5 Mr. Joe Abrams, director, said that

telephone calls came from as far away as

Houston, Texas, from former *'TJ's" who
were unable to get here for the reunion.

Five members of the charter izroup.

Paul Harper, Jean Smith Willingham

Kay Carr Walker, and Raymond Stevens!

attended.

Mr. Abrams said that the group shared

memories by looking at pictures and

costumes from each year. The alumni

participated in the program at the Union

building Saturday afternoon.

Mr. Abrams said that the effort was so

successful .that the "TJ's" will honor the

class of 1972-73 singing group at the TJ

spring concert in 1983.

Many singers

join chorus
The 1982 Singers is the largest Tint

semester group in the seven years of tfaii

organization's existence at MDJC.
Mr. Joe Abrams, director, said that the

31-member group has a "pleasant" pro-

blem - there are more singers than then

are chorus robes.

"I don't know what we are going todo

about this," said Mr. Abrams. "Wehavt

some very talented singers, and we are

planning several programs during the

semester."

Abrams has already scheduled two per

formances. The singers will perform il

St. Joseph ffigh School. Oct. 29, andal

Riverside High School, Nov. 5.
^

Abrams plans to set up a women

»

ensemble and a men's quartet. Student

accompanist for the group is HatM

Rosser. Mrs. Merle Tolberl, pi^r.o

structor, also accompanies the^hoD^S*

1.

WANDA MIMS, a 1970 graduate

of MDJC with a major in home
economics, has been appointed

district naanager of Morrison's

Food Service, Inc. - Jackson area.

One of Miss Mim's respon-

sibilities is overseeing the MDJC
cafeteria. Miss Mims was on cam-

pus Oct. 1 to meet with Business

Manager Sherman Stauffer. Since

her graduation from MDJC. Miss

Mims has completed a bac-

calaureate degree and has
qualified as registarou dietician.

In addition to being an outstan-

ding student at MDJC, Miss Mims
represented MDJC in the Miss
Mississippi Pageant in 1970.

OCTOBER 11-18 Cdllerdclf
IMS . . . Mid-Semtr?er Week

13 8:30-12. ACTWorkshopubrary
Delta Area Personnel and Guidance Assoc.. Library

14 7 : 30 - football, MDJC vs. NW, Home
17-18 SUte Phi Theta Kappa Conv.. Memphis

Oct. 11.1982

I
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pell Grants
Keinstated
students who are attending college

eterans'
benefits, or, on social secur

L^ivors' benefits are once again eligi

eceiveaPell grant.

We have received word that these I

categories of students, who were dele

from
Pell grant eligibility in the fede

cutback this summer, have bt

reinstated in the Pell grant progr

under a new congressional ruling," s

Hrs D.K. Baria, local coordinator of

VA program.

Mrs. Baria said that current infori

tion
indicates that veterans will be el

ble for grants amounting to one-thirt

Dieir veteran's benefits.

All veterans and social security

vivor recipients who want to apply for

pelJ grant should see Mr. Joe Ray, direc-

tor of financial aid.

' Mr. Ray will know exactly how much
financial aid should be received within

the next three weeks, if all applications

are oroperly filled out," said Mrs. Baria.

VICA OFFICERS 1982-83 - Connie Willingham, sophomore from Moorhead has been electfiripres.dent of the VICA (Vocational-Industrial Clubs of America) preslS foMh?s yearwith Connie are: John Thompson, Gunnison, vice preslden
; JamerL Robinson BeSr

Trojans win overHolmes

Jackie Sanders

Leiand

Zanders travels
with Brass Band
_^^e most students are relaxe(^ in the

Sand
the summer break, Jackie

UlaT '
^^"^^^^ education major from

^J^ia. was out practicing flag 14 hours a

^^^jtie plays bass clarinet and twirls
the

"^uie in the Trojan band.

Com
selected in a preliminary

I^^Petition for all Mississippi students,

Leiand last year, to participate in

BfJ^"ier tour of the Memphis Blue

Jackie joined 27 other
jj^^ou from all over the United States

^
rie tour. Between June 19 and Aug 23,
'^QQ traveled to 15 states and Canada

to perform in college stadiums. The group

sometimes presented as many as five

shows a day.

'The purpose of the band is to offer a

chance to compete against other corps."

said Jackie. Jackie said that she learned

how to spin the flag and perform routines

with a group much larger than any that

she had marched with before.

Two other Mississippians. one from

Delta State University and one from East

Side High School in Cleveland, also

traveled with Jackie and the Memphis

Blue Brass group.

The Trojans defeated the Holmes
Bulldogs, 1981 state champs, 13-12 on the

Bulldog's home ground, Oct. 7. The Tro-

jans upped their record to 2-4 overall and
2-1 in the conference.

The Bulldogs were the first to get on the

scoreboard on a 24-yard field goal. No one
else scored in the first quarter making the

score Holmes - 3, MDJC - 0.

Once again, the Bulldogs were able to

score in the second quarter. Their first

score came on a 20-yard field goal, and
their next score came on a five-yard pass.

The two-point attempt failed, making the

score at half-time 12-0 in favor of Holmes.
No one scored in the third quarter. The

fourth quarter was a complete turn

around with Lamar Kirkland racing 51

yards for the Trojan's first touchdown in

three games. Brad Woodcock was suc-

cessful on the PAT making the score

H6lmes - 12, MDJC - 7. The Trojans pulled

ahead of the Bulldogs with 4:51 to go in

the game on a 36-yard pass from Kirkland

to Lee Brackeen, The two-point attempt

failed, making the final score MDJC, 13 -

Holmes, 12.

Kirkland completed seven of 18 passes

for 115-yards with three interceptions. He
also led the Trojans on the ground by get-

ting 67 yards on six carries. Arthur

Thomaswasnex^ with 36 yards on ID car-

ries. Brackeen was the leading receiver

with four interceptions for 79 yards.

Robert Williams led the Trojan defense

with II solo tackles and three assists.

Wade Love had a fumble recovery and an

interception. Irving Neal also had an in-

terception. Todd Powell had a quarter-

back sack. Elja Norris and Derome
Belcher each had one-half of a quarter-

back sack.

MDJC fields

80 member band
The 1982-83 Marching Band with 80

members is the largest in MDJC history.

The band is under the full-time direc-

tion of Mr. Warden Herring, who is in his

second year here, 1983 mark.s the 20th an-

niversary of the MDJC band.

"This is our most outstanding band to

date," said Mr. Joe Abrams, fine arts

chairman. "I think the band's new show
which they did for homecoming is the best

I have ever seen here."

When Mr. Abrams came to MDJC in

1962, he directed the MDJC-Moorhead
High School Marching band.

"This combination of 7th graders
through college age had to perform for

the high school games on Friday nights,

and the MDJC games on Saturday

nights," said Mr. Abrams.
The first all-college band was fielded

here in the fall of 1963. It was composed of

25 members and the Deltette Dance
group.

CALENDAR
OCTOBER 19-26

19 9 a.m. Mid-Semester grades due in

Students Affairs Office

22 1:30 p.m. TJ's at Greenville Christian

23 7:30 p.m. football game, away
East Central Junior College

25-26 Administrative Junior-Senior College

Conference at Hinds



School symbok

under attack

CPS - It's another bad year for school

mascots.

The University of Mississippi's official

mascot and the Confederate symbols its

fans like to use at football games are

under siege by alumni, a cheerleader and

a civil rights group. Baylor's two

mascots, meanwhile, have fought each

other to the death in front of a tv camera.

Over the last decade, a number of

schools have dropped athletic imagry

that offends some of their students.

Stanford and Dartmouth, for example,

both dropped Indian symbols out of

respect for Native Americans' feelings.

At Dartmouth, conservative students are

trying to convince the school to re-adopt

the old symbol. At SUnford, some alumni

have mounted a similar campaign, even

to the extreme of sneaking an Indian on

horseback into Stanford Stadium during a

football game last October.

Marquette replaced its "Willie Wam-
pum" mascot with a more dignified

"First Warrior" several years ago.

And last year Imperial Valley College

in California finally dropped its school

mascot, the Arab, on the grounds it was

offensive to Arab students.

But while alumni, students and ad-

ministrators fought over mascots, at

Baylor the mascots fought each other to

the death.

In late August Baylor's new mascot, a

55-pound bear named Chuck, was mauled

to death by retired bear mascot Judge,

now a 700-pound adult.

The incident occured when the tv crew

of PM Magazine arrived on campus to do

a segment on the bears. The crew put the

two in the same play area. But just as the

cameras started rolling, Judge -- who has

been retired for two years but who still

has a Baylor home in thanks for leading

the school to the 1974 Cotton Bowl -

abruptly attacked Chuck, who had been

scheduled to make his public debut this

faU.

"Chuck was just going through his

training, and was doing quite well,"

mourns Baylor spokesman Spencer

Gross. "The tv people wanted Chuck and
Judge to be photographed together. We
don't really know why, but during the

filming Judge attacked and killed

Chuck."

"Judge has generally been an easy-

going kind of bear," Gross adds.

Baylor has replaced Chuck with Chuck
II. Chuck II will probably serve for two

years, when he'll be too big to handle, and
will be given to a zoo. Gross says.

Judge, meanwhile, "has been very
well-behaved since the incident," and will

continue to live at Baylor.

Stowere compares Ole Miss with Moorhead

Dear Editor.

Gee. are things different at a university

compared to junior college. Well, fellas,

it's time to ramble. Boy, I like saying

that. It brings back so many memories of

my year at Mo'head. Oh yeah, I was going

to tell you about the difference in a

university and a junior college. First of

all, there is the drive. It takes me five

minutes to drive to the Head from my
Macon Lake homage, but it takes two

hours to drive to my university from

Macon Lake. (This can be expensive to

the normal speeder like me, sometimes it

cost about $35 to come home, if you pass

too close to a curve.)

Next, the dorms are a bit bigger here.

As a matter of fact, they have more than

one dorm a piece for males and females.

In Moorhead the boys have their choice of

first or second floor. Here at my universi-

ty we have one dorm with U floors, they

even have three elevators that sometime

work. This brings me to my next point.

These dorms may be bigger but they're

older and only have one bathroom per

floor with "community showers." So

thank God when you complain about shar-

ing a shower with six guys, we've got to

compete with about 100.

What's the enrollment there at the Tro-

jan place? 2,000 maybe. We have close to

10,000 people. That's German, Iranians,

(they sure talk a lot when they walk

through the grove) etc.

You name it and we can find a couple

here - probably on my floor of 'The Zoo.
'

'

Now at the Head you have two basic car

stickers, one for students and one for

faculty. Here at Ole Miss they have a dif-

ferent color for every dorm and fraternity

house. You can only park where you live.

There are plenty of places on campus, but

you can't park there.

Which brings me to my next point. At

Moorhead a parking ticket is $2 and they

stop giving them after 2 p.m. every day,

Well, up here it cost you $5 a fine and they

give tickets 24 hours a day. I got one at

4:43 a.m., now that's early in the morn-

ing. I parked there at 9 p.m., does that ex-

plain how they patrol?

Now, I'd like to talk about elections. At

Moorhead it's not that big of a deal. I

mean, look at your SGA Prez (just kid-

ding, Larry), but really, elections at

Moorhead are no big thing. Here at Ole

Miss running for homecoming queen is

like running for president of the United

States. They have rallies where all the

girls come to the boy's dorm lobbies,

(which look like hotels themselves) and

do cheers and songs like a republican

primary.

Now class is quite different here. In one

class I have three instructors. Each one

preaches on his special learning em-

phasis. We in turn are supposed to devour

all three and pass the course. While I was

at Moorhead I read maybe two full length

books, here at Ole Miss I've aheady read

two books and have three more that I

know to read this year.

Now everybody knows that Thursday

night is party night at Moorhead. Yyou
either go to the Depot or the Pool Hall or

both, to drink beer. Yes, Thursday night

is party night at Ole Miss along with Mon-

day night, Tuesday night. Wednesday
night, Friday night and Saturday night.

We have many "Depots" to attend, but

they have different names that fit their

location. The Gin is an oid gin. The Abbey
is in an alley, along with many other

places.
,

These are where you go if your frater-

nal association is not having a function.

Fraternities can be a "Depot" all to

themselves, and they usually are. But lit-

tle does anyone know of the studying they

require of you. If they don't have you,

they don't have your money.
Now to get into one of these social clubs

you must participate in rush, either for-

mal or open. In this process you learn the

art of telling people what they want to

hear or the art of fooling people.

Food at Ole Miss is quite different. At

Moorhead you have one choice, if

your meal ticket. Here you can eal^t
the grill, the Alumni House, or ths
Cafeteria on your meal plan. Also^
you're in Moorhead and you wish to na
Uke of fast food you either go to Indianob
to the golden arches, or, to the local Mr
Quik for a greasy snak pak and some
lucious "logs". But up here, you don't
have to leave your dorm room. You

just
pick up the phone and call Dominoes Pi^.

za or Mr. Gattis or Victors or Tommy's
Delivery which has every kind of sand-
wich you can imagine.

The religious life at Moorhead is great!

They have a BSU and a Wesley Founda-
tion with excellent leaders and memt)ers
The same goes for Ole Miss. They have

even more here though, like; The
Moslem Foundation, Buddhists, and
other such religions. It's kinda weird to be

taking communion and you hear some
Islamic chanting next door, but you get

used to it.

Now, there are many things I could talk

about, but this is the last one. At

Moorhead, there aren't many arguments,

the biggest I heard was not to wear blue

jeans to the Homecoming Dance. Now
here at Ole Miss, we've had a big rabble

over discrimination. It's been 20 yeare

since the first black cheerleader refused

to wave a rebel flag stirred some folks up.

It's all a bunch of bull. Now, I wave a

Rebel flag to support my Rebel football

team. I wave it hard when Kent Austin

(white) passes for 20 yards, and I wave it

just as vigorously when Buford Magee

(black) breaks up the middle for lOyards.

So, whatever people tell you, don't believe

it. Come see for yourself.

Well. I've enjoyed rambling out my

thoughts to you. I appreciate your

reading this. Oh, yes! By the way. havea

nice day

!

Sincerely,

Editor-at-large

Mark Stowers

Monday

Oct. 18, 1982
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It's been a while since I've written

dorm talk, so first tell me, how is

everyone doing?

I hope that you are still in good health.

From what I've heard, most people won't
be after mid-term grades go out. I'm
plenty far away from my parents, but I

grant you that won't keep them from fuss-

ing.

Enough on that subject.

Congratulations to Carol Belvedresi for

making president of Phi TheU Kappa.
Ditto to Amy Jones who is president of

Phi Beta Lambda. She's one of my
"roomies." and I'm proud of her.

I've had many of you ask me when the
cutest room contest will be. I haven't
forgotten about it, and I plan to judge on
Oct. 27, so you still have almost two weeks
to fix up your room.
Leah Coleman has been getting roses

sent all the way from Greenwood. She
must be pretty special to Mike, huh,
yeah?

I've seen alot of Mike Jackson around

the dorm lately . Lee Childers must be get-

ting pretty sweet on him - enough to go

steady anyway.

Charlotte Curtis in room 56 will be gel-

ting married in November. That's going

to leave Angle Banks and Linda Chin

together. "Mrs. Rich" and Mrs. Carley

had better hurry and get them another

roommate to referee their fights. Just

kidding, of course.

Even though State has lost a f^^'

games, I hope all you State fans don't g'^

«

up on them. I don't want to see the SU

Bama score, though. And since

boyfriend is a "Bama" fan, I'm havi:i

hard time convincing him that State

chance.

To those of you who use the interc

please treat it with a little more respe^'^

and at the same time be cou^teou^
^

others. Too many people are be

awakened by this system only bee

people speak too loud.

Put your head on "go" and fix >

room up.
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LEIGH GOLDEN of Linn is

a business education major. Leigh

Ann Is a member of the Modeling

Squad, Spectator Club and Phi

Beta Kappa.

"DINKY" KNIGHT of Moorhead
is majoring in Radiologic
Technology. Dinky is an officer of

the VICA club.

Williamson

SANDY BELL of Inverness is a
Pre-med major..Sandy was elected
1983-84 Homecoming Queen. She
's president of Phi Theta Kappa.

Meeks

LUDIE ROSSER of Moorhead is

a pre-medical major. He is a

member of the Spectator Club,

Phi Theta Kappa, and is co-editor

of The Retrospect.
Meel<s

JAMES REAMES of Leiand is

majoring in pre-engineering. He is

a member of Phi Theta Kappa and

was named to the "Honorable

Mention" team of the Mississippi

Junior College football associa-

tion.

fx

i

TERESA GAINES of Clarksdale

is a business education major.

She is a member of Phi Theta Kap-

pa and Phi Beta Lambda.
Meeks

MIKE MEEKS of Greenwood is

majoring in journalism. He co^

edits The Delta Herald and works

as feature photographer for The
Retrospect and as photographer

for The Greenwood Com-
monwealth.

Honors committee names eight to Hall of Fame
Faculty Honors Committee recent-

earned eight sophomores to the 1984

"J=^pecl Hall of Fame.
are Sandy Bell. Teresa Gaines.

Ann Golden. " Dinky" Knight. Mike
' *ts. James Eteames. Ludie Rosser and
Id Taylor.

f^'teria used for nomination to the Hall

of Fame are: candidate must be a

sopomore; must have a 3.0 average

through the first term of the sophomore

year; must have attended MDJC for

three semesters: must have given service

and contributions to the school program;

must possess qualities of leadership,

loyalty, character, overall excellent

school citizen-ship and must have poten-

tial for community leadership in adult

life, and must be presenUy enrolled at

MDJC.
The Faculty Honors Committe is head-

ed by Harmon Boggs. dean of instruction

The members of the committee are: Mr.

Abrams. Mr. BeUipaik i. Mrs. Boyer. Mr

Brocato, Mrs. Cummings. Mrs. Franklin.

Dr. Gray. Mrs. Kiker. Mr Latham. Mrs.

Powell. Mr. Spencer, Dr. Stephen, Mrs.

Shuttleworth, Mr. Thornton. Mr. War-

nock. Mrs. Watson, Dr. Whelan, Miss

Wooten, Mrs. Holloway and Mrs. Liv-

ingston.
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Singles Bar? Si! Barefeet? No!

By: JAYMEE VOWELL
Betty Card, a freshman here, spent at

least one month of last semester quite a

bit differently than most people here.

Betty was an exchange student in Mex-

ico from August until September.

During her senior year at West

Tallahatchie High School. Betty was

chosen to attend the Rotary International

Youth Leadership Conference at

Pickwick Landing State Park in Ten-

nessee. Ninety-eight juniors and seniors

attended the conference where they

heard professional leaders deliver lec-

tures. But the lectures were not what

caught Betty's adventurous heart

;

rather, it was the talks given by two ex-

change students from South Africa and

Australia that did.

"I was fascinated," said Betty, "just

thinking about being able to travel for a

year, living in a foreign country, going to

school there, and learning a new culture

with everything provided."

Betty said that even though applying to

become an exchange student involved "a

lot of red tape" like filling out forms, go-

ing to interviews, and having a physical,

she decided to apply. Betty said that she

hoped to be sent to South Africa or

Australia, but since those spots were fill-

ed, she was selected to go to Mexico.

Betty arrived in Hermosillo, Mexico, in

August of 1983. Betty's host family was

the generous family of Carlos Baranizini.

Although the Baranizini's had five

children, two of whom were still living at

home, they set Betty up in her own room,

Betty learned that they were a wealthy

farming family who owned extensive

acreage in peach orchards, and an

airplane.

In correspondence with the family prior

to her arrival, Betty had learned that

Hermosillo was a beef-producing state

with a population of one million.

On her arrival, Betty quickly learned

more about the city. "The city was very

large and broken," said Betty. "One of

the saddest things I remember was see-

ing hundreds of little kids in ragged
clothes pushing popsicle carts up and
down the streets. I bought a popsicle from
them every day ."

Betty said that the city was like the

U.S.A. insofar as public transit goes,

"except." she laughs, "they get 40 Mex-
icans in one vehicle!"

It took Betty a while to get used to the
"unusual" food in Hermosillo. "I swear
every meal we had tortillas, cheese and
com," Betty said. "There were no elec-
tric ranges there at all. everyone used
gas. They would take a raw tortilla and
throw it on the burner to cook it - it was
gross," said Betty.

Betty said that the Mexicans are also

very fond of lemonade. They grow
miniature lemons, squeeze them
themselves, and drink lemonade every-
day. She notes that the Mexicans also boil

food more than Americans do. "They
never fry chicken, just boil it." said Bet-
ty. "I refused to eat boiled cucumbers,
though," she said.

Betty discovered that the Spanish eat
on a different schedule, too. "We had
breakfast, then we didn't eat again until

around 2 p.m. when we had a huge meal.
Then around 10 at night, we would have a
light snack." said Betty.

The high school that Betty attended was
completely Spanish. Betty said that one
good thing about going to school in Mex-

ico is that their school day is shorter than

the typical American school day. They at-

tend school only from 8 a.m. to 12 noon.

Another thing Betty liked about school in

Mexico was that, since she could neither

speak nor write Spanish, she wasn't re-

quired to take any tests or do any

homework. "All the kids wanted to talk to

me," said Betty, "because I was from a

foreign country."

Spanish school did offer some sur-

prises, Betty noted. "I just about fell out

the first day of school when a guy got up

and lit a cigarette during class. I learned

that students can smoke in class if the

teacher does," said Betty.

Mexican schools have much less

discipline than American schools do,"

said Betty. "Kids yell at each other out of

windows and get up and just walk out of

class. I guess it's a lot like college," said

Betty.

After class, Betty spent her time wat-

ching TV, playing tennis, or swimming.
She learned that Spanish youngsters liked

the same things that Americans do. They
listen to the same music, they have MTV,
and they like to watch HBO. On
weekends, they go to the disco one night

and the next night is "cruising night."

"They ride up and down a four-lane

highway for hours on end," said Betty.

All the kids wear designer jeans -

"absolutely no Levi's," said Betty. The

Mexican boys love to drink "cervasa" -

Mexican beer." Betty says.

The main difference between her

friends in the U.S. and her Mexican ac-

quaintances, says Betty, is the way Mex-

ican girls are treated.

"The girls are never alone, They are

always in a large group or have a

chaperone • and these are 17-year-olds!"

said Betty.

The Spanish-Catholic girls, on the

whole, are petite, quiet "nice" girls. They

would be disgraced if they were seen

drinking, smoking, or swearing, said Bet-

ty

"Girls there are required to be in by 10

p.m.. But what did seem odd was that if

they were allowed to leave at 10 p.m.,

they could stay out until 2 a.m.!" said

Betty.

Another oddity that Betty found

disconcerting is that it is improper for

Spanish girls to go barefoot!

Betty said that like most Mexican
families, the Baranizini family are

devout Catholics. They attend every

mass. In almost every room of their

home, there is a picture of Jesus, Mary or

the Pope.

"I was really surprised when I asked

my houseparents if I could go to a local

'singles' bar and they gave me an en-

thusiastic 'yes.' Going to bars seems to be

accepted there," said Betty.

Although Betty was enjoying her stay in

Hermosillo, she cut her visit short for

several reasons. One reason may have

been that she was starving. But the main
reason was that Betty needed the services

of an orthodonist, and one was not

available in Hermosillo. Betty said, too,

that she didn't get along really well with

her housemother. "I prefered not to at-

tend mass every time, and I spoke my
mind rather freely." said Betty. In other

words, Betty did not conform to the

lifestyle of a Spanish young lady,

Betty returned home to the "good ole

USA" in late September.

An expert is one who knows
more and more about less

and less » Nicholas Murray
Butler



Year-end statistics show sharp increase in registration

Year-end Statistics Show Sharp In-

crease In Registration.

During the last 4 months of 1983,

18-year-old men headed to the post office

in greater numbers to register with Selec-

tive Service. Three major world events -

the downing of the Korean jetliner, the

bon]bing of the Marine headquarters in

Beirut, and the invasion of Grenada • can

partially explain the increase in registra-

tions.

To date 11.3 million men have
registered with Selective Service. Ap-

proximately 98.6% of the draft eligibles

(men Ijorn in 1960-1%4) have registered.

Alaska, Wyoming, Nevada, and Florida

are the highest ranking states in the coun-

try with compliance rates at 100%. Ohio
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and Washington are at the median level

with compliance rates of 99% each.

California is the lowest ranking state with
a rate of 89%. Other examples are Mon-
Una 98%, Georgia 97%. Alabama 98%,
and Vermont 98%.

Mississippi's young men born in the
years 1960-1964 have a compliance rate of

97.75%, which ranks Mississippi 37 in the

country. COL Edgar F. Rapp. Jr.,

Mississippi State Director, stated that,

"this increase in registration shows me
that young men today love their country
and are willing to accept the respon-

sibilities that living here entails. Over 11

million young men have registered so far

and I'm very proud of those who are
Mississippi citizens.*'

The compliance rate for year of birth
1965 is only 87% which indicates that
many of those currently reaching their
18th birthday have not registered on time.
They should comply with this federal law
immediately.

Young men born in 1960 and later years
must register within 30 days of their 18th
birthday. At this time a man must
register with Selective Service to receive
federal student aid and job training
l)enefits.

Registration. It's quick. It's easy. And
it's (he law.

For further information, please con-
Uct: COL Edgar F. Rapp, Jr.. (RET).
(601) 949-6212.

Valentine's ...a Great Tradition

Everyone knows that today is Valen-
tines Day - a day for lovers. It is observed

on Feb. 14. the date on which Saint Valen-

tine was martyed.

On this day most men and women send

candy, flowers, letters, cards or even

gifts to their sweethearts, friends and

members of their family. It is a time for

people who cannot say the words "I love
you,'* to send a gift or a card that will say.
it for them.

Valentine's Day involves many dif-

ferent customs and is celebrated dif-

ferently all over the world. Many of the

old customs involved ways in which

single women could learn who their

future husband would be. For instance, in

Europe and Italy some unmarried women
would get up before sunrise on Valen-

tine's Day and stand by their windows for

hours waiting and watching for a young
man to pass. The young women believed

that the first one they saw or someone
that looked like him would marry them
within a year.

In Denmark, the Danish men sent a

Valentine called a qaekkebrev (joking

letter ) to the young ladies. The man wrote

a rhyme but did not sign his name. In-

stead he signed the Valentine with dots,

one dot for each letter of his name. If the
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Campus News
Eric Quon. son of the late Mr. Joe Quon.

has been appointed new campus security
officer. Quon, 28. is the newest and
youngest member of the staff. He is a law
enforcement graduate of DelU SUte
University and the Miss. Uw Enforce-
ment Academy Quon said he would like
to pattern himself after his father who
was noted for being friendly, courteous,
and being able to work with all students
and faculty on campus.
Quon will be patrolling areas around

the Union, the game room, the library,
and girls dorm.

"We ask students to
welcome Eric to MDJC with cooperation,
friendship, and responsibility." said
Dean Robert Warnock. i

woman ffuessed his name she was
rewarded with an Easter egg at Easter.

In the 1700's unmarried women pinned

five bay leaves to their pillows on the eve

of Valentine's Day. They pinned one left

to the center of the pillow and one to each

corner If the charm worked, they saw
their future husband in their dreams.

Valentine's Day is a time to let people

know you care about them so if you do not

tell them you love them on the other 364

days in the year tell them on Feb. 14. Hap-

py Valentine's Day.

ACROSS

1 Conjunction

4 Transaction

8 Blemish
12 CSA general

13 Monster
14 Assistant

15 Crony:

colloq.

16 Ordered
18 Puzzled:

coltoq

20 Jot

21 Prefix: down
22 Write

23 Fastidious

27 High card

29 Ethiopian

title

30 Liquid

31 Maiden loved

by Zeus
32 Sittch

33 Possesses
34 Note of scale

35 Judges
37 Offspring

38 Affirmative

^9 Egyptian

lizard

40 Wager
41 About
42 Barracuda
44 Bras
47 City in

New York
51 Greek letter

52 Cry of

Bacchanals
53 Spanish pot
54 Negative
55 Cushions
56 Liquefy

57 Diocese

DOWN

1 Mountain
range

2 Tidy

3 Mislead
4 Pier

5 The self

6 Military units

7 Citrus fruit

6 Fruit: pi.

9 Cover
10 Poem
1 1 Spread for

drying

17 Near
19 Symbol for

cerium
22 Animal's foot

24 Pronoun
25 Give up
26 God of love

27 Opera by
Verdi

28 Female
student

29 Legal matter

30 Pale

32 Breaks
to bits

33 Torrid

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE

OPINION

36 Man's
nickname

37 Colonize

38 Longs for

40 Broom of

twigs

4 1 Artificial

language
43 Hebrew letter

44 Unruly chMd

45 Footwear
46 Carry
47 Corded

doth
46 Eggs
49 Food fish

50 Cloth

measure

Innocent gossip can hurt

"After I moved the third time I thought

maybe, just maybe everything will be

o'kay-l)oy, was I wrong."

It is true that I had one abortion and it is

true that everyone in my hometown knew
about it and that it did cause problems

with my family.

But the problem is that this story has

be^n expanded into: three abortions, two

miscarriages, and one baby!

No one seems to care that this exagera-

tion has occurred. "After all, who
believes dorm gossip anyway," stated a

friend recently.

"I've seen a lot of nice people being

talked at>out for no reason. Some people

seem to thrive on gossip, People should

watch out for themselves - not everyone

else," said Jan Ferguson.

Gossip, according to The American

Heritage Dictionary is "trifling, often

groundless rumor, usually of a personal

nature."

Some of the girls of the Stennis Penrod

dormitory in recent weeks seem to be

gaining their nourishment from the hear-

say in the dorm, instead of the campus
cafeteria.

"All I know is that everyone always

knows what's going on before it actually

goes on-this is why some people won't go

here ( MDJC ) because everyone knows or

thinks he knows everyone else's

business." said another friend.

In youths' struggle for independence,

equality, and acceptance, sometimes the

lesser things go unnoticed-such as walk-

ing on one's friends. 1

-Uanice Wilson
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Happy Valentine s Day to all my classes

Mrs Moore.

To the fireman: Let me put out your fire

this Valentines Day! From: The

firelady" to the "fireman" with love.

To all the girls in the dorm from A to Z,

Angela Acy to Sherry Zachary and all in

between. Love, love, love. Mrs. Rich.

To Patrick. From Cathy: Since it's Valen-

tine's Day, Patrick, I especially want to

say with all my heart -• I love you more

and more in every way.

To my buddies: Marilyn, Donna. Wendy,

Gwen. Jenny, Lynn. Beth, Susie, Lisa.

Ginger. Teresa, Sally. Gina, Shona and

Leigh Ann Have a nice Day! Love, Ruth.

To Missy McWilliams. Lisa Southerland,

and Melinda McNeer, Happy Valentine's

Day and thanks for helping to brighten up

my days. Love ya'll, Melanie.

Jaymee, I love you very much and just

because I'm not in school doesn't mean
I'm not going to reach our goal! Happy
Valentine's Day. Love Bradley.

Jane Harris. Please be my Valentine

because I love you. I'll always love you

forever. Love always. Robert Prine.

Valentine Love Lines

Jimmy, you are my year round" Valen-

tine. You are the warm in my heart and

the light in my eyes, and I love ya'. Ruth

To: Barkley Thanks for your friendship. I

hope it will get belter. Happy Valentines

Day. D P. ,.

Bobby, On this occasion, I would like to

say -- you are my man, in every way. You

are so sweet, so kind, and I'm glad you re

mine.

To the Best Boyfriend in the World. Buck:

Happy Valentine's Day. Love ya always

and forever, Laura.

Peppie, Happy Valentine's Day ! Susan

To Sandy: Thanks for being all the

wonderful things you are to me. I love you

with all my heart! Yours always and

forever, Jennifer.

Teresa, Friendship is like the seasons.

They come and they go. But you are like a

smile. You're with me always. Happy
Valentine's Day. Wendy.

To the Best Boyfriend in the World

Palmer: Happy Valentine's Day. Love ya

always and forever, Diana.

Production underway
on literary magazine
All the Shakespeares and William

Faulkners of MDJC will display their

talent in this year's At Pen Point. MDJC's
Hterary magazine.

The magazine will contain manuscripts

done by students of the Language Arts

faculty. Entries have been selected from

the material submitted for consideration

for the state creative writing competition.

Four categories of belles lettres

material will be included in the

magazine. These are short story, poetry,

formal essay, and informal essay,

Deadline for submission for entries to

At Pen Point is Feb. 10.

Printing will begin shortly after March
1.

Typesetting for this year's edition will

be done by microcomputer students

under the direction of Mrs. Mary Ann
Townes. Pasteup and design will be done

by Publications Workshop students under

the direction of Miss Laney Wooten. Art-

work will be original pen and ink draw-

ings by art students of Dr. Evelyn Kiker

and Mrs. Jean Abrams. Printing will be

done by students of the offset printing

class taught by S. A. Brocato.

The theme for this year's magazine is

Delta Personalities."

The 6"x9" magazine will be printed on

ivory paper with brown ink. It will con-

tain 44 pages. MDJC was the first junior

college in this state to print a literary

magazine. This year's publication is the

16th edition.

'

Happy Valentine's Day, Grandmama.

Love. Matthew. Nicky and Brooks

|

Roberts

Happy Valentine's Day. Mr. Baria

Guess who!

Dear Robert, Because of lack of space.

I'll say I love you and tell you the rest

later, in private. Love. Jane.

Jeffery, I love you more than you know,

more deeply and completely as the days

come and go. Jeffrey. I love you. Happy

Valentines Day, Cathy.

I

Bradley, I love you not only for what you

are, but. for what you are to me. I love

you not only now. but forever. Jaymee

John, Here's to six more wonderful mon-
ths! And to our first Valentine's Day
together! I love you lots! Always and
forever, Beth.

To Bull and Jerry, "You old handsome|
devils, you. Yes! ! from those DeBonaire
dolls-Cathy. Caria, Kay and Joyce.

To Adrain, Happy Valentine's Day
Remember I will always love you no mat-
ter what. Love, Kay-Kay.

Tu jours moi, Happy Valentines Day To:|

Denise From : Joe I

Happy Valentines To: Willie and Mrs
Dimples.

Happy Valentmes Day From: The MDJC
"Wrecking Crew" - Cookie. Baby T".
Margaret. Coco, Exxon. Inez. Babs.
Crigi, and Betty Boo.

To: 'Junior." There's love m my hi*|
everyday for you. but there's a
love for you today. So, be mine today

^'^1

leveryday. Happy Valentine s Day u"^'
always. Pie

Uvel

To Shannon, With all my heart, I lovey
and hope you have a wonderful Vale"
tine's Day. I will be thinking of you o
Valentine's Day. Love ya, Melanie

"

Happy Valentine's Day to Big Ku.,

Leigh Ann. Lisa, and Owen. Don i luigt^i

my Valentine's gift. Love, Mother

Barry Simmons. Louis Hubbard, Hob

muggins, Steve Lillo, Stacy Broadwater,

Scott Broadwater, Danny Roberts. Bill

[Campbell, Todd Heigle, and Mike Sud-

Iduth, We love ya'll. Ruth and Jenny

To all of my students: I love you mosi

^

the time. Mrs. Meiba Halbrook.

[To: The sweetest, most adorable guy on

campus. I have a crush on you. Froni:|

Wanda McKinney.

: To Linda

:

You are a sweet person. Thank you for

putting up with me as a room-mate
Love, Vera

I

Happy Valentines Day to Glen G. From

S.S. your secret admirer.

Happy Valentines Day, Mississippi Delia

Girls Basketball Team. Please Help me

WJB

Happy Valentines! To: Karla

Charlotte From: Katie

jTo: Sandy Smith Always and Fotevfl

Love. Al.

Dear Bill; 1 love you! Susan
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Staff to sponsor

cutest and best dressed

contest tonight

By; STACY BROADWATER
Valentine Dance

The Delta Herald staff is sponsoring a

contest to determine the best dressed girl,

guy, and the cutest couple at the Valen-

tine's Day dance to be held tonight in the

coliseum.

The best dressed guy and girl will be

judged on neatness, appropriate attire,

colors of the season, and on having the

Valentine spirit. The cutest couple will be

judged mainly on their Valentine spirit

toward each other, but also on the other

criteria stated as well.

The attire for the evening will be semi-

formal. Girls should wear dresses and

guys should wear coats and ties.

The guy and girl chosen as best dressed

will receive a box of candy. The cutest

couple will receive a free 8x10 picture of

themselves as a couple taken the night of

the dance.

The judges will be various members of

the faculty attending the dance.

Admission to the dance, which is spon-

sored by the girls dorm, is free.

Anyone wishing to attend the dance, but

who is not an MDJC student, must be the

date of someone who is a student at MD-
JC.

The dance will start at 8 p.m. and is

scheduled to be over at 11 p.m.. but Dean
Robert Warnock stated that a special

dance committee may get together

around U o'clock to discuss how the

dance is going and decide whether to ex-

tend it over until 11:30 or 12 o'clock.

Pictures of the contest winners will be

published in the Delta Herald.

Dates set for Singers

Broadway production

The MDJC Singers' production of "A

Broadway Revue" will be presented April

10 at 7:30 p.m. and April 11 at 1:30 p.m.

The show will feature 28 songs from 21

hit Broadway musicals.

Both performances will be staged in

Tharp Auditorium of Yeates Fine ArU
Center.

Mr. Joe Abrams, solo director, lyricist,

and scorer of the show, says that

costumes and sets for the production will

be designed and constructed locally.

Mr. Abrams says that tryouts for solo

parts are currently being conducted and

full chorus practices for the show will get

underway soon.

Marvin Young of Rolling Fork and An-

dy Cummings of Itta Sena have already

been cast as soloists. Young will sing the

role of "Tevye" in FIDDLER ON THE
ROOF and "Alfred Doolittle" in MY
FAIR LADY. Cummings will sing "Don

Quixote" in MAN OF LA MANCHA and

"Emile de Becque" in SOUTH PACIFIC.

Student assistant for the production is

Jay Madison. Mrs. Merle Tolbert of the

Fine Arts faculty will be the accompanist.

Intramural match set for tonight

The intramural mens basketball teams

are scheduled to play tonight at 6: 15 in the

coliseum. These games are part of a

series of intramural games which began

Jan. 16. The men s teams play each Mon-

<iay and Tuesday nights at 6:15 and the

women on Wednesday night.

Dr. Allen Snowden. coordinator, says

that this year more students are par-

ticipating than ever before, although, he

is still looking for more girls who are in-

terested in playing.

There are nine men's teams and four

women's teams at this time. The teanis

consist of dormitory students. The men's

teams are. "The Invaders " coached by

Kirk Price ("That's the uncoachable

ones" said Snowden); J.U. Banks.

"Eagles"; Terry Williams.

"Bombsquad"; Demetrius Brooks.

"Zone Busters ; Greg Jollif. - Hollandale

Raiders"; Alexander Wilson. "Doctors

2"; David Banks. "Blazing Bullets":

Lamar Kirkland. the "BSU " team The

women's teams do not have names.

Only two teams, the "Invaders" and

"Eagles." are undefeated. These basket-

ball games will continue until the end of

February An intramural tournament

will conclude in the first week of March

and bring the season to a close.

PEOPLE WHO RECEIVE ROSES this Valentine's Day will certainly

be getting quite an elegant gift, considering ttiat the price on long-

stemmed red roses ranges from $40 to SlOO this year. Mike Hanson of

Greenwood expresses his puzzlement as he decides whether or not to

"say it with flowers."

(Photo by Meeks)
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By: JENNY SHAFFER
Dorm Talk

This time around finds new rules being

enforced in the girls', dorm. For instance,

no one is allowed to use the intercom

unless someone has a telephone call and

then it has to be during a cerUm time.

Let's see how long this will last.

"Open dorm" was held here recently.

There were a lot of visitors wandering

around. Some were unwelcome. All and

all. it turned out to be a success. At least a

few of the rooms were cleaned for a

change.

Valentines is upon us, and a few of the

girls are hoping for flowers and cards

from their loved ones. Let's hope they

aren't disappointed. I would be happy

with a Daisy.

Oh, when any of you girls go out for the

evening, please remember to Uke your

"I.D.'s." We are required to have them

with us every night instead of just on

Thursdays.

I think we should all welcome Mr. Eric

Quon to the security staff.

THREE MEMBERS Of the Mississippi Delta Junior College band attended the All-State Band Clinic ar

nerformed for the Southern Conductors Conference held at the University of Southern Mississippi last wee

They were chosen on the basis of performance throughout the year. The members are from left: Stai

Broadvtfater, Tommy Crenshaw and Perry Nelson.

Should legal age for beer-drinking be changed?
Campus survey

In a poll taken on campus recently,

students were asked to comment on a sub-

ject currently under consideration by the

Mississippi Legislature: "Should

Mississippi raise the legal age for drink-

ing beer from 18 to 21?"

STEVE SIZEMORE, Cleveland. Ac-

counting: "I feel that the age limit should

be left at 18, because young people can

handle responsibility."

MIKE ANTHONY, Belzoni. General

Education: "Like Sizemore. I think that

teenagers can handle more responsibili-

ty, so the age limit for drinking should be

left at 18."

LARRY CARTER. Hollandale, Sheet-

metal :
' 'Teenagers are a lot more mature

than most people give them credit for. I

think the age limit should stay at 18."

LILLIAN INGRAM. Leland, Pre-

Nursing: "I t)elieve that the age limit

should stay at 18, and not switch to 21."

BONNIE JACO, Drew. General Educa-
tion: "I want the age limit to stay at 18.

because there is nothing to do around
here."

GARY AYERS, Memphis. Tenn.,

Criminal Justice: "I want the age limit to

stay at 18. bu( I think we could enforce

stricter laws so that people won't get

hurt."

WILLIE BROOKS. Hollandale. Com-
puter Sciences: 'i feel that the age limit
should be changed to 21, because for the
few 18-year-old people that can handle
responsibility, there are thousands who
can't."

STEPHAN STANFILL. Leland,
Biochemistry: "The age limit should be
changed to 21, because, younger people
don't know what they want out of life and
drinking could mess them up."

NORMA ASHMORE, Lyon, General

Education: "I think that it should be rais-

ed because there are too many problems

with young people now-a-days, and drink-

ing only makes it worse."

MRS. DUNN, Department of

Nursing Instruction: "I feel that not only

should the age limit be changed to 21, but

stricter laws ought to be made."
LINDA ALEXANDER. Indianola.

Clerical: "It should be changed because

at age 18 people don't know what they

want out of life and drinking would be a

bad start."

ROBIN WEST. Drew. Clerical: "It

should not be. Usually people who are told

not to drink are the ones who do so,

(rebellion)."

BARBARA ROGERS, Greenville,

General Business: shouldn't be; no
matter what age they are if they want to

drink they will any way."

FRANKLIN CLARK, Greenwood, Con-

struction and Drafting: "It should be

because drinking-and driving is bad."

WILLIAM TADLOCK, Construction
and Drafting, Greenville: "It shouldnn be
because if you a^e old enough to be
drafted, you are old enough to drink."

ANDREW WELLS. Greenville. Con-
struction and Drafting: "It shouldn't be
because if you are old enough to be legally
responsible, you are responsible enough
to drink."

CHRISTOPHER HAYNES, Greenville.
Construction and Drafting : "It should not
be because if you are old enough to be pro-
secuted as an adult you are old enough to
drink."

JAMES LUSK. Ciarksdale, Construc-
tion and Drafting: "It shouldn't be raised

because if you are old enough to vote you
are old enough to make your own deci-

sions."

BILL McCLELLAN, Indianola, Con-
struction and Drafting: "It shouldn't be
because it would do more harm and would
increase drug use."

MR. SONNY BROCATO. Indianola,

Faculty: "It shouldn't be because if you
are old enough to vote you are old enough
to drink."

VIDIA DOTSON, Greenville, Data Pro-
cessing: "Yes. I favor it because there
are too many drunk drivers killing inno-

cent bystanders. It should have been 21

from the beginning."

MRS. BEVERLY NOBILE, Moorhead,
Librarian: "I have mixed reactions. If

the law is passed teens will still find a way
to get it, thus there will be more illegal ac-
tions going on by the dealers and the peo-
ple buying it for them. Passing the law
won't be the solution to the problem, but it

would be nice."

MRS. DORIS ROYER. Moorhead.
Librarian: "Yes, I favor it because I feel
that 18-year-olds are not old enough to
know how serious drinking is. They are
not mature enough."

KATHY ANDERSON, Moorhead.
PrePhysical Therapy: "Yes. the law will

keep beer out of the hands of American
youth and they wouldn't get hooked on a
lot of other drugs and would stay out of
trouble."

DARIUS HOLLINS, Moorhead. Com-
puter Science: "Yes. it would cut down on
accidents due to alcoholism and the
parents may become more responsible
and protective of their teens and realize
that It IS really important and a real pro-
blem among youth."

HALBERT GORDON, Ruleville: "No

don't favor raising the drinking aj

because after being in the Military ai

seeing that a person 18-years-old, isser

ing his country, and placing his lifeonll

line, I believe that he is old enough

drink at 18. If he can not uphold li

responsibility then the right should I

taken away from him. Not everyone a(

18 is irresponsible.

LISA ROWLAND, Greenwood. Speed

"If the law is passed and the legal agei

buy beer is 21 , it still will not have a maji

impact because right now peple youngi

than 18 are consuming beer."

JOHN ROGERS. Drew, Generi

Business: "Yes, I favor it, becau^e Idoa

believe in drinking. There are too mai

immature people who are too young I

drink. The younger the person the la

responsible they are to drinking And tlx

don't stay off the road causing danger

innocent people."

DEMETRIUS BROOKS, Indianola, A

counting: "Yes. I favor it because"

many teens are getting killed as a resu

and beer is not good for your health

JAMES WRIGHT. Caile. Genen

Business: "Yes, I strongly favor lhe«

but I also feel that if people under 18**

to drink they are going to do it

B.J. SMITH. Greenville.
the H

Rehabilitation: "Yes, I favor
^.

because you see more
chemical dependence problems no»

days and it affects their school*^^

There are more people 15-21 being tr^

for alcohol abuse than there are 21 w

60. Personally though, I feel that

won't be passed because 18 ^"M
voting age. If the law is passed,

'i

™J|
down on the mortality rate

teenagers."



'Weather girl' talks to Rotarians

0dia

on

TaCY BROADWATER
^

While of television WXVT in

jle told the Moorhead Rotary

bout her
career in meteorology, the

of
meteoroiogy itself, and her per-

life at their meeting in the Private

Room of MDJC*s Vandiver Stu-

nion Feb. 1.

obtained a little experience in the

during and after college by work-

radio shows and appearing on

I'weather spots for "Good Morning.

!Irhey had some little footstools in front

^chairs there and. being the graceful

, [hat I am. I tripped over one of them

fell on national TV." Pam said,

gut my big break came when 1 decid-

to
place an ad in Broadcasting

Miine. George Jones, who was the

^s director at channel 15 at the time,

, It and asked me if I wanted to come to

Greenville. Mississippi, to take over the

weather show there. To tell you the truth.

I didn't even know where Greenville.
Mississippi was." Pam said.

Pam has wanted to be a meteorologist
since she was twelve.

"When I was a twelve-year-old girl,

some of my friends and I were playing
Softball when we saw these two clouds
come together. They met and formed a
donut shape, them the bottom fell through
and it formed a tornado." said Pam.
The children watched that tornado go

around the baseball field, and watched
two more tornadoes after it passed. Pam
said that she was so scared that she went
down into the basement of her parent's
house and didn't want to come out that en-

tire summer. Her dad finally decided that
something had to be done about her fear
of the weather.

'He got me to read a book on
meteorology I got interested ... and I've
been interested in it ever since." Pam
said.

Pam travels to Stoneville every day to
gather information at the National

Weather Service station there, which
receives its information from National

Weather Service headquarters in

Washington. D.C.

"Our weather reports are more ac-

curate (for our area) than Jackson's

because the meteorologists and radars in

Jackson have trouble accurately keeping

up with weather that is as far away as the

Greenville area.

"We are right between places like

Jackson, Little Rock, and Memphis, but

we're not really that close to any of them,

so it's hard tor mem to give an accurate

forecast for our area.
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"That's why I'm here, because we need

a meteorologist in our area (in order to

obtain) an accurate forecast... By the

time they get the information into the

computer, it's old news, but it's still pret-

ty accurate." she said.

Pam While is married to a

meteorologist and is expecting her first

child in April.
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HE '84 EDITION OF The Retrospect was

Inished Wednesday, Feb. 8 at 1 a.m. This is the

t time in the history of the yearbook's

iblication, that every candid has been taken

printed by students. The student directory

iction was produced by Lamb's studio. The

k contains about 789 candids. Delivery on

book is expected in late April. Some of the

ludents who worked on The Retrospect are

left) Nicole Pena, Linda Golden, Kim

les, Jimmy Williamson, Mike Sudduth,

idie Rosser, and Bill Campbell. The yearbook

MS edited by Jimmy, Ludie, Bill and Ruth

leard.

(Photo by Howell Johnston)
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Chem Lab Accident Series Opens Safety Question

SCREASING LAWSUITS
psadena.Ca. (CPS) - In the latest of a

ily series of serious mishaps at col-

Schemistry labs nationwide, a Califor-

flnstitute of Technology student was
Mally injured January 4 while conduc-

I
a "routine" lab experiment on cam-

Second-year graduate student Ramsay
liJiitar was severely injured when a glass

he was using in a basic, inorganic

^ihesis procedure suddenly burst sen-

shards of glass throughout the lab.

lysicians say one piece of the glass

vered Bittar's main neck artery,

'ving his brain of oxygen for up to

hours while the blood vessel was
ically grafted back together,

don't recall a more serious

'lory accident in the 12 years I've

led here," John Berkaw. Bittar's ad-

lold the Cai Tech newspaper,
similar mistakes have endangered
»ls and left faculty and schools

to lawsuits -- at a number of other

tees over the last several years.

University of New Mexico student.

"Stance, is suing that school for $2.7

million after he was severely burned by

acid during a lab class last summer.

The student alleges the university and

instructor did not properly maintain safe-

ty sUndards in the lab, and failed to con-

sider the danger of inexperienced

students handling the acid.

Last April a University of Tennessee

laboratory nearly burned down before of-

ficials discovered several gas jets (used

to supply studenU' Bunsen burners with

gas) had been left on and ignited.

Often, however, the danger to lab

students is less obvious.

Rutgers, for instance, had to close its

Smith Hall laboratory facilities two years

ago after the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration detected

dangerous levels of estradiol benzoate in

the building.

Seventeen students and faculty

members have sued the school, claiming

they suffered side-effects from exposure

to the cancer-causing substance.

And in 1982. 60 University of

Washington chemistry students were ex-

posed to a still-unknown chemical vapor

which mysteriously engulfed the Bagley

Hall building one afternoon.

Such incidents are rare, according to

Steven Foster, program manager for the

National Association of College and

University Business Officers, because

university labs tend to adhere to proven

safety standards.

"The lab procedures tend to be very

sound based on the fact that there aren't

(more) accidents." Foster says, adding

that he doesn't know of many lawsuits

resulting from such incidents.

"But college (lab) teachers in general

don't have the safety training that good

industrial sector scientists receive

notes Malcolm Renfrew, safety columnist

for the Journal of Chemical Education.

•Even with reasonable precautions,

(accidents) can happen." he says. Thuigs

like good lab supervision, use of face

shields, safety shields, and exhaust hoods

can help minimize chemical accidents.

Furthermore. Renfrew adds, lawsuits

against colleges and lab instructors are

occurring "quite often these days

especially if there's a feeling that the Ub

was not maintained and safety standards

were not practiced properly."

Indeed, lab accidents happen "fairly

frequently, and some of the elements of

omission exist in almost every one," says

John Walker, director of Risk Manage-

ment and Insurance at the University of

Alabama-Birmingham.

And although many schools try to dodge

potential lawsuits by claiming they are

protected by the doctrine of sovereign im-

munity - which keeps sUte agencies

from being Uken to court - "people have

found that institutions can be gotten at by

suing specific individuals," instead,

Walker says.

"I now recommend that all teachers

carry liability insurance available

through such places as the American

Chemical Society." said Renfrew, "cause

if there's an accident, there's likely to be

a suit."

Edward Bittar, the injured Cal Tech

student's brother, says the family has not

considered legal action yet. while BitUr

remains in "very guarded" condition in

the hospital.
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RAMBLIN' "'ke meeks

Well, this semester is well underway as

are the tests that everyone always

remembers. The campus is back to nor-

mal and everyone is waiting on spring

holidays. It really seems like spring is

already here since the temperatures have

been fairly warm each day. It is even

warm enough to fish.

Everyone should remember the Valen-

tine dance tonight since they will be judg-

ing for the best dressed guy, girl, and cou-

ple.

I hope everyone has been supporting

the basketball teams. The season is

almost over but baseball and softball

season will soon begin, Help the ball

teams off to a great start and support

them at all of the horpe aames.

LESIA DUNCAN OF ROSEDALE (No. 15) of the Lady Trojans
shoots a basket during a recent game between Meridian Junior
College and the Ladies. The Ladies were defeated 91-74.

(Photo by Meeks)

Spectators plan for aeative writing meet

Freshman and sophomore students tak-

ing English classes and members of the

Spectator Society MDJC's student

literary club, will be attending Mississip-

pi's 6th annual Junior College Creative

Writing Conference at Holmes Junior Col-

lege in Goodman, March 6. The Con-

ference will feature a keynote speech

made by a prominent writer, who has not

yet been named, and individual sessions

on the writing of short sfories, essay,

dramas, and poetry.

"The purpose of the Conference," said

Mrs. Sandra Moore, coordinator of the

Conference for MDJC, "is to encourage

literary among junior college students."

Another major feature of the day-long

event will be the judging of first, second

and third places in each of the above men-

tioned four categories. Mississippi Delta

has been the^ recipient of a number of

awards since the Conference's inception

al MDJC in 1979.

Past award winners include: In 1979 -

Robin Rushing, formal essay; Deborah

Blanks, short story.

In 1980 - Joyce Keen, formal essay;

Steve Combest, formal essay ; Ron
Turner, poetry.

In 1981 - Mike McCain, informal essay;
Alvin Spencer, informal essay.

In 1982 - Marvin Tarver. formal essay;
Mike McCain, short story; Ricky Randle.

In 1983 - Deronda Millican. cover design

for the Conference's publication, "The

Mississippi Junior College Writer";

Deloris Moore, informal essay; Pamela
Perkins, drama; Levona Rickles, drama.

The students who will represent MDJC
this year had not been chosen at press

time.

The judges in each of the four

categories will be: Essay - Elizabeth

Bowne Minn, a free lance writer and

teacher of a creative writing workshop al

the University of Southern Mississippi

Drama - Helen W. Kellum, assist.mt

professor of theatre arts, director of

undergraduate studies, and staff direilor

for the University Theatre and Summer
Showcase at the University of Mississip-

pi

Short Story - Dr. Price Caldwell,

associate professor of English al

Mississippi State.

Poetry - Carroll Case, a businessman,

artist, and writer of short stories and

poetry from McComb, Miss.

Any students outside the Spectator

Society who wish to attend this year s

Conference needs to get in touch with

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth. the clubs

sponsor. Mrs. Shuttleworth said that she

hopes most of the members of the Spec-

tator group will attend the Conference.

She also hopes to take a school bus so that

as many people who wish to can attend.

VICA to host contest
The VICA Club will host the tenth an-

nual high school VICA District I local

preliminary contest here. Feb. 17.

Approximately 250-300 high school
students will be on campus for the one-
day competition.

Schedules for the event is as follows:

registration 9-10 a.m.
; leadership contest

10-11 a.m. in the vo-tech building; lunch
break at 11 a.m.; skills contests in the vo-
tech center 12 noon-4 p.m.; award
ceremonies 5:30-7 p.m. in the MDJC Col-
iseum.

Judges for the local contest will be the
MDJC vo-tech instructors and students.
Students will compete in the skills of ex-

temporaneous speaking, job interview-
ing, prepared speech, opening and closing
ceremonies, conducting club business,
welding, sheet metal, machine shop!

bricklaying, auto mechanics, mechanic

drafting, architectural drafting, elec-

trical trades, carpentry, information,

cabinet making, and job demonstration.

The top three winners in each category

will advance to the state contest which

will be held in Jackson.

High school vo-tech centers which wiH

be represented here Friday are Carl Keen

of Clarksdale. Coahoma Agricultural.

Desoto County, Grenada. Greenwood.

Holly Springs, Holmes County, Hum-

phreys County, Independence, John P-

Kennedy. Leland, Madison County. North

Panola. Oxford Lafayette. Quitman Coun-

ty. Sharkey-Issaquena. Winona, Yazoo

City, and Water Valley.

VICA will set up a concession sUnd for

the visitors near the vo-tech center Fri-

day.

/



Herald spotlights winners in Valentine's contest

TERRY DANNER, Moorhead.

cutest guy

JENNIFER SMITH of Rulevilte

and Sandy Sanspree of Atmore,

Alabama were selected cutest

couple.

SHARON
cutest girl

LEWIS, Greenville,

The Delta Herald
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Local historian talks

to Spectators
Dorothy Turk, guest speaker at last

Tuesday's meeting of the Spectator Club,

is writing a book about Leland.

Mrs. Turk explained that her project is

3 part of the Historic Leland Foundation's

fforts to record an accurate account of

Aland's past and present.

Mrs Turk said that the first problem
^'ith her research is that "99 percent of

'^^ things already written are wrong."
^'t^ Turk said that apparently people

'^on t bother to look things up and rely on

vord-of-mouth resources for fact.

Mrs. Turk, who is Leland High School

''brarian. spends her summers working

the history.

Mrs. Turk holds a B.A. degree m
English from Southwestern in Memphis,

an M.L.S. degree from DelU State

Univeristy. and an education specialist

degree in media and technology from the

University of Southern Mississippi. Mrs.

Turk has also taken courses in creative

writing and research.

Mrs. Turk plans to complete this

history so that it will be in publication by

1986.
. ,

Mrs Turk says that the tentative title of

the book is: "Leland, MS -- from Hellhole

to Beauty Spot."

Graduation deadline

March 2

The deadline for making application to

graduate is March 2. StudenU who want

to participate in the May 11 ceremony

must fill out the forms in the Student Af-

fairs office by this date.

Applicants must have credit for 64

semester hours by the end of the semester

in order to meet graduation re-

quirements.

Cap and gown renUi. including diploma

will cost each graduate $20.

"Approximately 388 graduates are ex-

pected to receive degrees," said Dean

Travis Thornton. "And students who app-

ly for graduation must participate in the

ceremony."

The application procedure requires:

names, major, and measurement.

Graduation will be held in the MDJC Col-

iseum on May 11 at 8 p.m.
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By: JAYMEE VOWELL
Hi! It has finally rolled around to my

turn to "ramble" on with you.

These past two months have flown by so

quickly, it's unbelievable. I mean. I'm

still turning test papers with 1983 for the

date.

But I guess they have been rather

typical Moorhead days. I finally realized

that I was in a rut when someone asked

me: "What's new?" and I was at a loss

for an answer!

I suppose my subconscious wanted to

change that status - so it did -- but how!

Last week, Miss Wooten -- you know

her, she's the lady who catches studenU

in the Union, drags them upstairs and

keeps then there until 1 a.m. in the morn-

ing •- well, anyway, she sent me to Green-

wood in a school car - a particular blue

school car. But I didn't get to Greenwood

in a blue car - somehow it was actually

green when I got there. Actually, what

happened was that the blue car was lock-

ed and the green one had the keys in it so

- that's how a car changed colors.

pean Robert Warnock and Security

were turning a few shades of angry red

when they discovered who the culprit

was. I suppose I should be thankful that

they are allowing a car thief to write in a

school publications.

Wendy Davis who "went along for the

ride" almost broke her other hand while

she was beating my head after they ac-

cused her of stealing the car.

Seriously, though, I do owe an apology

to Security and Dean Warnock for all the

trouble I caused.

It seems like no matter how hard I try

to satisfy people, it always backfires on

me....

For instance, issue before last. I decid-

ed to surprise everyone in Publications by

doing some work. I laid out page 8 and

page 1 so that the whole paper would be

ready to be sent off. but, knowing me. you

could guess - I laid it out completely

backwards and I had to stand there and

watch Kim James and Janice Wilson rip

up two full hours of work and then do it

over!

Mrs. Caldwell, my biology teacher, top-

ped the list this week though. She threw a

huge, green, slimy thing in front of me

and quite forcefully said "skin it.

Jaymee." I could have croaked.

Well. I have some good news for those

of you who need some livening up. Boss

Hogg's in Greenwood is going to be open

Thursday night, March 1. It will cost $5 to

get in and there will be two bands there -

and me. of course. The best part, though,

is that all the proceeds go to benefit MDA.
I'm sure that you've heard the saying that

"a conscience doesn't keep you from do-

ing anything, it just keeps you from en-

joying it." Well, now you can enjoy it too,

because you can get drunk and say that

you are doing it for a good cause!

I was sorry to see Kae Ferguson quit

dancing. I will really miss her. She must

have been having trouble. I heard that

she was telling customers at the Pizza Inn

that the restaurant offered "candy girls

with PYT's" on top and that she was

"Working Hard for Money" when she

took their order.

Just kidding Kae -- good luck to you.

On a more serious note...

The Delta Herald Staff and I would like

to offer our sincere condolences to both

Mrs. Golden and Mrs. Clark on the loss of

their loved ones. Mrs. Golden's husband,

Robert, died Feb. 10 and Mrs. Clark's

mother, Mrs. Nell Stonestreet. died Feb.

8. Mrs. Stonestreet retired from the MD-
JC English faculty several years ago.

i Opinion t
* . *

The chose is on!
Okay, girls!

It's time to pick your prey and get to

work!

Feb. 29 is rolling around, and Cupid is

sharpening up his bows. This is "Leap
Year - the one chance every four years

for women to openly pursue their mark.
"Leap Year" is the name given to

every year that has 366 days. The average
number of days in a year is 365>/4. When
Julius Caesar was reforming the calen-

dar sometime ago. he decreed that the

calendar should be aligned with the solar

calendar. To accomphsh this, it was
decided that one full day would be added
to the calendar every fourth year.

The tradition that developed after this

addition was made was something Julius

Caesar probably never had thought
about. "Leap year" came to be a time
when girls chased the boys - instead of

vice versa.

During eariier years at MDJC, this

celebration became a "wild tradition" on
this campus. In 1948, students of MDJC
(Sunflower Junior College as it was called
then), started calling this time "twerp
week."

Twerp week started on Feb. 14 and

lasted until Feb. 29. During this

boisterous time, girls could ask any boy

on campus for a date. The only excuse the

boy could give for turning down a date

was that he already had one.

The girl planned the date, picked the

boy up. and. of course, paid for the date.

The date was usually to an on-campus ac-

tivity because coeds then had to have
special permission to leave in the com-
pany of a young man. The girl bought
gifts for her date and showered him with
attention. According to newspaper ac-

counts from 1948, this was a welcome
change for the guy, who usually had the
burden of finding a date. Twerp week
usually ended with a dance at which the
cutest couple was awarded a prize.

Girls! So your Prince Charming hasn't

called you in a month? Your knight in

shining armor hasn't ridden into your
life?

Get up off that lazy chair and stop
waiting for the call! He is out there and
this is your chance to stake your claim!
You'd better hurry; you won't have

your chance again until 1968! . . . offlcially,

that is.

Campus
survey

Views on ideal mates diffe

Adrian Tollver (19'>2) Clarksdale: She

has to be pretty, friendly, go along with

my hare-brain ideas, and in love with me.

Mrs. Melba Halbrook. Belzopi: Any

man that will put up with me, and that's

what I have.

Debra Brock (19) Greenwood: He has

to be intellectual, witty, have a good job.

money, no kids. I have to be his only

heart. He must be fine, handsome, strong

and very capable.

Eddie Gates (19) Greenwood: She has

to be pretty, sexy, cool, nice, funny, and

intelligent. If you fit this description look

me up.

Jerry Baker (20) Shelby: Som^pne that

will walk side by side with me and accept

my love and respect in all ways.

Joyce Jordan (28) Greenville: My ideal

mate would have King Soloman's

wisdom, Abraham's faith. Job's patience.

David's passion, and Jesus love. These

things would make him most handsome to

me.

Wanda McKlnney (19) Greenwood: He

has to be a gentleman, kind, caring, in-

telligent, loving, fun to be with, charm-

ing, and cute. (Greg Joliff, Ray Collins.

Pup).

Michael Taylor (19) Clarksdale. She

has to be at least between the ages of

17-26, nice personality, good looks, fine

shape, brown or black eyes, average in-

telligence, wear tight blue jeans and she

can't talk country.

James Butler (21) Rosedale. Someone

who likes me for what I am and accept

my point of view, sUy by my side in bad

times, just as well as the good times. Most

of all, 1 want a nice young lady who will

respect me and also have respect for

herself.

Donna Montgomery (19) Sumner. I

want a man who will accept me just as I

am, stand by my side, and accept all my
love and respect that I have to give.

Elbert Jones (21) Greenville. In-

telligent, respect me at all times. Carry

herself in a decent manner whether with

me or not. Must have a religious

understanding.

Alice Porter (19) Greenville. 5'8, 150

lbs., light brown skin, intelligent, very

handsome, great personality. He must

spoil me to death. Must only love me.

Kenny Smith (19) Greenwood. Devoted,

understanding, and intelligent. Got to be

a virgin.

Alfonzo Ricks (19) Glendora. Long

black hair, brown eyes, smooth skin, soft

spoken, not self-centered. Must like

music. Must be close to my own age and

know how to cook. Must be a Christian.

Patricia Tucker (24) Greenville. At

least 6'2. Must respect my views. Must

not be jealous or lazy. Got to be trustwor-

thy. Must be a sociable man and like

children.

I want to be alone Greta
Garbo

Adrea L. Johnson (18) Greenville,
i

would prefer my ideal mate to be a con-

siderate, caring, and a loving person. He
must be tall, dark, and extraordinarily

handsome. He should be generous and not

self-centered. And lastly, enjoy the things

I do.

Gwendolyn Dickson (19) Greenwood.

Must be wanted by all. Quiet, faithful, in-

telligent, and strive for high goals. Hand-

some, smooth skin, low-cut hair, eyes that

hypmotize. tall and built. Must believe in

God.

Kathy Bennett (19) Grenada. Tall and

handsome with a nice personality and

with great respect. Caring and close to

my own age. Not jealous and very in-

tellectual.

Eric Quon, Security. Tall, aggressive,

ambitious, graceful and elegant and when

she walks she glides.

Theo Sutton (22) Greenville. She must

be nice looking, prefer long hair but

doesn't have to be, intelligent, a Christian

lady, and somebody my height or shorter,

my age or younger not too fat and not too

skinny.

Danny Willis (19) Greenwood. She must

stand out from the rest of the crowd Per-

sonality and dressing ability an absolute

must. She must also be adventurous

Chuck Foley (19) Moorhead. Good look-

ing, nice body, good character, brought

up well, fairly smart, no common sense,

well off financially! ! ! ! Penny Hawkins.

Angela Clinton (19) Greenville. Tall,

brown skin, good sense of humor, has to

be very intelligent, has to be a gentleman

above all. Must have very high goals.

Must be built, and, resonably attractive.

Must be industrious.

Verria Bramlett (18) Webb. A very

handsome, tender loving, masculine,

respectful and energetic man. He must

have a clean ride, good job, and very

sociable. Most of all must have a nice per-

sonality and love me only.

Shelia Sewell (19) Silver City. A very

nice looking young man who dresses well,

has a nice personality, intelligent, a great

sense of humor, talented, kind, caring,

and loving. And a man who has a strong

belief in his religion.

Shirlean Turner (18) Benoit. My ideal

man is a man who has the ability to

penetrate me in such a way that I will res-

pond. Must have the will power, strive to

the best and never settle for less 61

handsome and dimples that set off his

smile.

Beverly Nobile, Librarian. My hus-

band.

Connie Woods (18) Mound Bayou. Very

kind and intelligent, a good personality

and straight up ... no children.

/
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Auburn holds death watch for $1 2 million dog

The question of right or wrong in put-

jng a criminal
to death is always popping

Ln conversations.

Recently, the state senate voted against

bill to change the form of capital punish-

ment from the use of lethal gas to lethal

jection. The injection would have meant

lleath in a few seconds and probably no

^^Would this have been a better way to

kill a capital offender who had killed peo-

ple for apparently no reason at all?

What difference does it make how the

execution is carried out?

Capital offenders should be executed

without thinking about whether the act is

humane.

Their victims were killed mercilessly,

many had been kidnapped, raped, and

then killed.

Some killers empty a revolver into their

victims.

Jimmy Lee Gray, who was executed in

September, had kidnapped, raped, and
sodomized a three-year-old girl, had suf-

focated her in a mud puddle and had toss-

ed her body from a bridge, This was all

done while he was on parole from Arizona
for murder.

Was this humane?
Many people think that public hangings

ought to be brought back for capital of-

fenders. This probably would be a major
deterrent to crimes.

Certainly the overriding idea to be con-

sidered in any discussion of capital

punishment is -• the criminal was not at

all worried about his victim -- why should

society worry about the criminal's

agony?

"Meeks

AUBURN HOLDS A DEATH WATCH
FOR A $12 MILLION DOG
AUBURN. AL (CPS) - Auburn Univer-

sity is waiting for a dog to die.

When the 16-year-oId canine, now suf-

fering from heartworms, dies, the univer-

sity will inherit over $12 million.

The bizarre death watch comes about
because of an oil heiress's love for dogs
and because her veterinarian's son hap-

pend to go to Auburn 20 years ago.

Musketeer, the dying dog, is the last

survivor of some 150 stray dogs adopted
during the last years of Eleanor Ritchey.

heiress to the fortune of the family that

founded Quaker State Oil Company.
In her will. Ritchey bequeathed her

estate, then worth about $4 million, to the

dogs. When the last of the dogs dies, the

will stipulates the estate -- now worth
over $12 million - should go to Auburn's

animal research center.

When composing her will in the mid-

sixties, however. Ritchey had no specific

Congressman reviews issues
Webb Franklin (R. 2nd Dist.. Miss.),

spoke to the Moorhead Rotary Club in the

Private Dining Room of the Vandiver Stu-

dent Union, Feb. 15. on current interna-

tional and domestic issues.

In his speech, Franklin said that he

believes that troops should be withdrawn
from Lebanon, but he does wonder if the

troop withdrawal will leave the way open
for fighting to resume between Israel and
Syria.

About domestic affairs. Franklin said

that the strongest recovery America has
seen in 30 years is underway, and that the

future is "rosy and bright." Franklin
pointed out that housing starts are up 38

percent - the largest increase in the

history of America. Franklin also noted
that unemployment in 1982 was 10% per-

cent Franklin panted out that this figure

has declined to below 8 percent.

"The federal deficit is $200 billion more

than we take in in Washington. This

deficit exists not because people are not

taxed enough, but because the govern-

ment spends too much," said Franklin.

"If it were my decision, I would decree

that no budget would be overspent -- no

ifs, and's or but's."

The way for local citizens to help get

federal spending down. Franklin said, is

to elect representatives who will respond

to their requests. Franklin said that he

believes that the American people will

show how they feel when they vote this

year by selecting representatives whom
they feel will best handle their tax

dollars. Franklin said that it is hard to cut

back federal programs because nobody

wants his program cut.

"Even my 78-year-old grandmother,

who calls me Billy Webb, told me. 'If you
start messing with my social security.

I'm not going to vote for you either!"'

said Franklin.

In a question and answer session which
followed his prepared remarks, a club

member asked Franklin about changing
the legal drinking age on beer.

"I don't think we in Washington should

be responsible for those decisions." said

Franklin. They should be left up to the

states, I think we made a grave mistake
when we changed the speed limit from 70

or 65 to 55 mph •- the more we take on the

responsibility for making those types of

decisions, the less you wilt expect your
state legislators to do."

''^M I Km- I'NV &\T OVeJ^eifiHT AND HAVe TOO MUCH jN NT/

research center in mind. So she "asked
her veterinarian if he knew of a good

animal research center she could donate

the money to." explains Auburn
spokesman Roy Summerford.
The vet didn't, but had a son enrolled at

Auburn at the time. He called Auburn to

ask if it had a research center. He found

out it had the Scott Research Program.
Upon hearing of his discovery, Ritchey

decided to write Auburn's name into her

will.

At the time. Ritchey had about 150 dogs

at her Fort Lauderdale. Fla., mansion,

taken in "to overcome her loneliness."

Summerford says.

When Ritchey died in 1968, she left a

$4.5 million estate to the dogs and. even-

tually, the research center.

In the interim, inflation and the Florida

land boom have increased the value of the

estate's holdings to more than $12 million.

"Now Musketeer is the only remaining

dog, and he is supposedly in progressively

bad health," Summerford says. "The dog

has trouble walking because of old age,

and also has a bad case of heartworms."

Musketeer, along with his 149 now-

deceased brethren, lived at a special Fort

Lauderdale kennel built with the pro-

ceeds from Ritchey s fortune.

Auburn, in truth, has been earning in-

terest on the fortune since the early

seventies. It currently nets about $960,000

a year from the spec'-I trust fund.

In 1979. some of the interest money

went to build the first stage of a $1.6

million research center, now renamed the

Scott-Ritchey Research Program for ob-

vious reasons. A second. $2 million stage

is now planned for the campus. Summer-

ford says. Interest from the trust fund

will also pay for the second stage.

When Musketeer wags his last wag,

however. Auburn will gain title to the

principal of the estate, too, and

theoretically can sell off all or part of it.

Lest people think Auburn officials are

ghoulishly counting Musketeer's breaths,

though. Summerfield points out Auburn

doesn't plan to do anything with the prin-

cipal.

"Our plans are to keep the money in-

vested even after the dog has died, and

keep collecting the interest earnings." he

says.

Tradition offers

a good excuse

This is a "Leap Year." Girls are sup-

posed to chase the guys. If you could

chase a guy around campus who would it

be?

Patricia Armstrong, comp. sci. major

from Indianola - Derrick Cooper; Linda

Dodd, sec. sci. major from Greenville -

Broderick Johnson. Kathy Anderson,

pre. phy. thy. major from Moorhead -

Everett McDaniel; Bettie Martin, med.

rec. major from Greenville - Eddie Gates.

Carolyn Morris, soc. work major from

Belzoni - William Clark; Shirley Ander-

son, gen. bus. tech. major from Inverness

- Jimmy Cooley; Barbara Hebbler. soc.

work major from Indianola - Antonia

Starks; Tammy Purnell, journalism ma-

jor from Moorhead Mark Cooley ;
Janice

Wilson, journalism major from Green-

wood - Warden Jones; and Baleria Gray,

clerical II major from Belzoni • Vincent

Barrett.
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MELINDA GOVERO, Green-

wood, brown eyes, brown hair,

5'41/i"

JAYMEE VOWELL, Greenwood,
green eyes, brown hair, 5'5"

JANICE ALDRIDGE. Itta Bena,

brown eyes, brown hair, 5'5"

DESSIE REID, LeIand, blue
eyes, light brownhair, 57"

Rotarians select

16 contestants

for pageant
The Miss Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

lege Scholarship Pageant has been

scheduled for Thursday, March 8 at 7:30

p.m. in the coliseum.

Ralph Ross, president of the Rotary

Club and co-ordinator for the pageant

says, "The girls selected to be in the

pageant must exhibit qualities such as

friendliness, intelligence, talent, leader-

ship and interest in school projects."

LESLIE BEASLEY, Greenville,

blue eyes, blonde hair, 57"

NANCY GUEST, Drew, brown
eyes, brown hair, 57"

ANGELA LABELLA, Indlanola,
brown eyes, black hair, 57"

KARLA NOBILE, Moorhead,
brown eyes, black hair, 5*6"



practice

underway
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The faculty of MDJC makes the first

selections of girls in the different depart-

ments of classes. "There are usually 30 to

40 chosen and then the number is cut

down to around 15 to 20," said Ross.

The girls that are lett to go to the con-

test are judged on talent, beauty, and per-

sonality. Talent is the most important

part of the judging. It consists of 50 per-

cent of the scoring; beauty and personali-

ty make up the other 50 percent. The win-

ner is the girl whose composite score is

the highest in at least two of the three

categories.

"The Rotary Club has sponsored the

pageant for 17 years and we feel that each

girl that competes in the pageant is a win-

ner, because she has expressed talent,

poise, and quality and we are proud to

have her in our pageant," said Ross.

JENNIFER SMITH. Ruleville,

brown eyes, brown hair, 5'6"

SANDY BELL, Inverness, brown
eyes, brown hair, 5*5"

10

\

/

JANICE WILSON, Greenwood,

brown eyes, black hair, 5*4"

HEATHER BOSWELL. In-
dlanola. blue-green eyes, light

brown hair, 5*10"

STEPHANIE GASTON, Belzonl,

hazel eyes, brown hair, 5'5"

CHRISTIE MULLEN, Belzonl.

blue eyes/brown hair, 57*'

TAMMY PRICE. Isola. hazel

eyes, blonde hair, 5*5"

KAE FERGUSON, Carrollton,

hazel eyes, brown hair, 5'6"
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Vo-tech adds computer drafting system

THE CAD (computer aid drafting) computer probably won't

replace the conventional nnethod of drafting. A set of plans taking

40 hours on the table would take about 80 to produce with the com-

puter. Anthony Embry of Lambert draws a set of house plans using

the conventional method.

\

ARCHITECTURAL as well as electronics,

mechanical and electrical drafting capabilities
are programmed into the CAD (computer aid
drafting) system. Steve Fuquay, electronics
technology instructor, practices drawing an
electronics diagram with the computer.

The computer will never replace the

conventional method of using the drafting

Uble to draw plans." said Mark Pilgrim,

construction and drafting technology m-

struclor. The computer he is referrmg to

is the CAD (computer aid draftmg)

system which was installed in the draf-

ting room of the Vocational Technical

building about three weeks ago.

The computer is programmed to do ar-

chitectural, electronics, mechanical and

electrical drafting. Tony Honeycutt, con-

struction and drafting technology instruc-

tor, said that the system was designed to

do mostly repetitives work in drafting.

The computer consists of an instruction

terminal, a color monitor on which the

drawing is displayed, a plotter which puts

the drawing on paper and a keyboard.

The value in using the computer lies in

its ability to make exact copies and to

provide quick modifications. For exam-

ple, a company such as Jim Walter

Homes that uses a set design of houj^
plans is able to store them in the com
puter. When a buyer wants to charw.
something on his house, the operatorlj

the company has only to push a button

and a window can be changed to a door

without redrawing the plans.

"Several industries in the area
are

looking into changing over to this

system" said Honeycutt. "One in pap.

ticular is Cives Steel in Rosedale"

Honeycutt said that classes in use of the

computer are to start here second

semester of next year.

The instructors who teach the computer

course are still learning all the functions

of it.

"We received two or three days school-

ing when the system was installed." said

Pilgrim. "In three or four weeks we will

attend a thorough school on the use of the

computer."

The cost of the CAD system was $50,000.

THIS SET of house plans was drawn recently by Honeycutt with

the aid of the CAD.

^^^^ r

TONY HONEYCUTT, Construction and Draf-

ting Technology instructor, types in instruc-

tions for the CAD (computer aid drafting)

system. Looking on are students (from left) An-
dy Wells of Greenville, David McKinn of Car-

rollton, and James Lusk of Clarksdale. The draf-

ting system is the newest computer in the voca-

tional technical department.



One more time

a new campus satellite network appears
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PVV YORK, NY (CPS) - A specialized

ous version of cable television has

on line to ten campuses, and

^nizers hope to wire the rest of the

ntrv soon.

he new venture, called the Campus

work, is run by three veterans of the

Eated Campus Entertainment Network

which flopped a year ago after

-ing to sell pay-per-view extravaganzas

[about 40 campuses,

iut "this is a brand new company,"

^sed CN's Brad Siegal. "This is not

j;N coming
back."

Prhere are some campuses that would

L not. CEN broadcasting three pro-

"

to certain campuses in the fall of

2 agreeing to provide advertising and

^uipment in return for the lion's share of

ticket
receipts.

But attendance at many of the shows

was disappointing. The shows - CEN
broadcast a Devo concert in October.

1^82, a performance of the show

Sophisticated Ladies" in November,

and a December Who concert - often con-

flicted with finals, holidays, or party

weekends. Students frequently complain-

ed of misleading advertising - they

thought they were going to see in-person,

not televised, shows and fuzzy picture

quality from bad satellite transmissions.

Under the strain and in debt to some of

the campuses, CEN suspended its pro-

gramming in January, 1983. promising to

return with a full slate of shows during

the 1983-84 school year.

But over the summer, Seigal and his

cohorts, with backing from Satcorp, a

New York marketing firm, bought CEN's

assets and altered its concept into a more

traditional specialized cable network.

Now. CN will place equipment on par-

ticipating campuses, and send three

hours of programming a week to them via

satellite. Campuses have the right to

rebroadcast the shows - mostly syn-

dicated programs like Second City TV,

music video, and a European mystery

show - several times, and can use the CN
video equipment for free up to 20 extra

hours a week.

This is a good opportunity for us to ex-

periment, and get in on the ground floor of

on campus satellite programming," says

Barry Bonifas. campus program coor-

dinator at the University of Idaho, one of

the charter CN subscribers.

Washington State, the University of

Minnesota at St Cloud, and the Universi-
ty of New Mexico are among the ten cam-
puses Siegel names as charter
subscribers.

Siegel says CN is looking for other cam-
puses with "smaller halls" of 800 to 1000

seats.

For the "charter subscriber" campuse
he finds through June. Siegel says there'll

be no charge. CN will pay for the initial

video equipment.

"It's a definite risk on CN's part, and
not on the school's part." he says.

CN hopes to make its money by selling

advertising on the programs.

In doing so. it faces competition and a

dismal record for advertiser-supported

non-broadcast tv.

The competition comes from regular

broadcast and cable television, which,

now has made significant inroads onto

college campuses.

It also comes from University Satellite

Systems, a putative network of educa-

tional programs, sports events and

special campus shows much like CN's.

Unveiled last summer by tv veterans Don
Ohlmeyer and Jerry Weintraub, USS had

hoped to go live in January. However, it

has yet to begin programming.

Moreover, none of the advertiser-

supported cable networks - from Cable

News Network to MTv is profitable.

Yet Siegel hopes to draw students from

other entertainment media through

"intelligent programming."

He says CN also hopes to start pay-per-

view shows like CEN's sometime in 1984.

In "pay-per-view," viewers pay to watch

a specific program instead of paying to

see a whole channel, or watching free

broadcast tv.

Siegel says CN's pay-per-view plans in-

clude two concerts, two or three "early

release film premieres," a comedy show,

and a "major" speaker

V Until the shows appear, he says he'll be

working on signing up more schools, in-

cluding the 40 subscribers CEN had when

it folded. At the time. CEN had two-year

contracts with all the schools.

"We're in conversation with all of

them" Siegel says. "CEN owed some

campuses money, small amounts. Sat-

corp is making good on those

agreements."

Parchman Band entertains

The Parchman Band of Mississippi

State Penitentiary performed before an

enthusiastic crowd in the Vandiver Stu-

dent Union during the lunch hours Feb.

23.

The band played their favorite rock,

pop, soul, and country songs such as:

"F^inny How Time Slips Away." "Still

"^ing Time," and "Jail House Rock."

Wendal B. Cannon and Peggy Griffin.

Penitentiary staff administrators who
supervise the band, said that the band
travels from state-to-state to perform.

Cannon, director of the band for 22

years, has played with stars like Jerry

Lee Lewis and Elvis Presley. He smgs

and plays keyboard with his prison group.

"The band was esUblished in 1962 for

inmates with singing, dancing, and in-

strumental talent," said Griffin. Audi-

tions are open to all inmates. Gnffm said

that the competition to become a band

member is fun because the 13-band

members also have the privilege of see-

ing more of the ouUide world than do

other inmates."

JAY MADISON

Music makes Jay's world go 'round

"Momma's in the kitchen . . and we

was swangin." The eye travels across the

group of six female singers and the one

male singer aad he is Jay Madison.

The 23-year-old smiles as he leads the

popular country tune. Pretty soon the

crowd begins to get into the act :
feet start

Upping. heads no longer stationary pivot

to the beat of the drums, and Jay's smile

grows larger with each new note sung

When the concert is over Jay is con-

gratulated and given numerous com-

pliments from students and alumni alike.

After the crowd has left, the musical in-

struments and equipment are loaded into

the beat-up old bus and costume parts are

turned in once again -- it has been another

successful show for MDJC's T.J.'s.

"Where's Lou?" asks Jay. "Here I

am " yells Lou breathlessly as she con-

tinues to carry out the musical equip-

ment. "Your shoes aren't here," states

Jay with a stern look and suppressed

laugh. "I have to make sure of

everything. I'm props man," he says as

bows and shoes are collected.

Jay shows different parts of his per-

sonality to everyone he meeU and usually

everyone comes away from a "chat" with

him feeling happier and a bit more

peaceful.

"Jay's such a nice person. He's a very

kind and considerate person. He tries to

make everyone feel good about life and

themselves," said Wanda McKinney.

Mr. Joe Abrams. instructor of music

education and director of the "T.J.'s",

said that, "Madison will always be involv-

ed in his community, the arts, and music-

these things will always be a part of his

life"

Although. Jay has been asked to sing at

a number of different places he slates

quite plainly, "that no one has ever ac-

tually said that I have a good voice, but no

one has said I have a bad one either - so I

keep on singing - I love to sing.

"

"Once a preacher actually took time

from his sermon to ask me to sing a song

again that I had just sung not long before -

this compliment makes me feel warm m-

side even now,"

Two other things that makes him feel

like a "real good singer" are the two

scholarships that were offered to him by

the Univeristy of Mississippi.

When Jay. an accountant major, leaves

MDJC, he plans to. "work as an accoun-

tant, get married, have children and be

happy."

"I define 'music' as a way of expressing

oneself to others. When I can't^^J"*

them I can always sing to them. I feel that

singing and music reach out to more peo-

ple than Ulking does."

I
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Eight-hour practices held at all-state band clinic

Three members of the MDJC Concert

Band, Stacy Broadwater. Tommy Cren-

shaw, and Perry Nelson, along with direc-

tor Warden Herring, participated in a

band clinic and concert as members of

the 1983-84 Mississippi Junior College AI!-

State Band. This year's annual clinic was

held Feb. 8-11 at the University of

Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg.

Director Herring said that the All-State

Band's members were selected this year

on the recommendation of their director

on the basis of achievement and perfor-

mance during the past year. The band in-

cluded 95 skilled musicians from 1 1 junior

colleges throughout the state.

"The size and instrumentation of the

band are pre-set." said Mr. Herring.

"The selection (of band members) is

made based on instrumentation." For ex-

ample, the All-State Band had plenty of

qualified trumpet players available over

the state, so Mr. Herring was restricted to

selecting only two trumpet players to

represent Mississippi Delta.

Tryouts for positions within the band

were held on the night of arrival in Hat-

tiesburg. Feb. 8. at 8 p.m. Starting the

next morning at 8 : 45 a.m. . band members
practiced frohi 8 to 9 hours a day rehears-

ing for the concert that was performed on

Saturday at 1:15 p.m. The musical com-

positions played in the concert included

the British Eighth March by Elliot, Sym-
phony No. 1 by Bukvich, Faces of Kum Ba
Yah by Zdechlik, and Symphony No. 2 by

Chance, among others. The concert was
open to the general public with free ad-

mission.

Outside the average eight hours of

practice each day. "We had free time at

night to meet people from all the other

bands and to go out," said Stacy Broad-

water, a band member from MDJC, Mr

Herring made a big reputation for

himself by beating all the other band

directors at tennis. He made some of

them mad, too. Not just by beating them,

but by asking them if they would refer lo

him as 'Master' whenever they saw him.

Bachelor of the Monfh -

Twenty-one-year-old Wardell Jones -

February's Bachelor of the Month -

keeps his mind in shape by solving

mathematical problems, traveling,

meeting different people, driving, and

praying.

Wardell is 5'8" and weighs 160 lbs. He is

a 21-year-oId second year electronics ma-

jor here. Wardell is a native of Gunnison

where most of his family -- 3 brothers and

11 sisters - still live.

Wardell plans to work in Florida when
he leaves here.

Black-haired, brown-eyed Wardell has

been described as handsome, gentleman-

ly, courteous, and talented.

"Wardell is handsome, not cute, but in-

stead, he is a manly kind of handsome,"

said Mary Ann Palmer, freshman.

Warden's dream of working includes an

amibition most people wouldn't dare try --

Wardell wants to be a stunt driver.

"Last summe: . I had an accident that

could have taken my life, but I really en-

joyed the idea of danger," said Wardell.

"The only thing that saved my life was
my friend repeating again and again

'Jesus. Jesus .
.' my life almost ended

that day. I'll never forget the accident or

that day no matter how long I live."

Wardell has been described as one of MD-
JC's well-kept secrets, according to Carol

Stone.

Wardell won the title of most handsome
sophmore male in the Who's Who contest

and loved it. "That was really a nice feel-

ing." he said.

Before Wardell came here, he attended

Tougaloo College and Delta State Univer-

sity where he majored in accounting.

Wardell is proud of two childhood ac-

complishments - he learned to count at

the age of 4 and he could drive at the age

of B. He likes listening to soul and pop

music. His favorite sports are football,

tennis, bowling, hockey, and basketball.

Wardell is a member of the "Eagles",

intramural basketball team.

Wardell has traveled from Tennessee to

New Jersey and everywhere in between.

"I've been to almost every state except

New York and Hawaii." said Wardell. "I

like to travel and get away from it all. It's

like a poem I keep remembering - 1 am a

part of all that I have met ...
."

WARDELL JONES

II^Questron
CORPORATION

America's newest and fastest-growing nation-

wide corporation invites you to earn next year's tui-

tion before June.

If you are energetic, outgoing, ambitious, and
you enjoy meeting new people, we may just have
the opportunity you've always wanted.

Work part-time or full-time.

Set your own hours.

We need Local Representatives and Area
Coordinators.

For continuing students, this expands into a

highly-lucrative summer position, which flexes

back in the fall to fit your academic schedule.
Many permanent positions are available nation-

wide, as well.

This is a rare and unique ground-floor opportuni-
ty which probably will not repeat, once the
necessary personnel have been acquired.

To apply, send a self-addressed, stamped,
business-size envelope. Application form and in-

formation will reach you by return mail.

Questron Corporation

Suite 204
2012 Grove Avenue

Richmond, VA 23220

i i
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MDJC to raise fees

Kent Anderson, a freshman from Rosedale, breaks from the

starting line as he prepares for upcoming track meets.

Dr. J.T. Hall, president of Mississippi

Delta Junior College, has announced that

an increase of $30 per semester will be

made in the schooPs matriculation fee.

beginning with the fall term of 1984-85,

The new matriculation fee will be $250 per

semester

Bus transportation fees for MDJC-
transported students will be increased

from $60 to $80.

"This increase will still put us below the

average cost of other junior colleges."

said Dr. Hall. The president said that the

main reason for the increase is to offset

the decrease in slate funds experienced

this year.

Dr. Hall said that he had the choice of

either cutting faculty salaries or increas-

ing tuition. Dr. Hall said that he does not

plan to recommend a cut in salaries to the

board of trustees. He also stressed that

there will be no faculty salary increases

because there are no funds. "Four other

junior colleges in Mississippi have
already had to cut salaries for next

year." said Dr. Hall.

MDJC has had to increase tuition for

the past three years. Dr. Hall said that he

hopes this will be the last increase for

some time.

The increase is expected to generate

approximately $125,000 in additional

funds. Dr. Hall pointed out that the in-

crease will, of course, fluctuate with

enrollment , "What might t>e a little for an
individual will be a tot to the college."

said Hall.

"The counties, the state, and students

are the three sources of income for MD-
JC. All of them are broke right now," said

Dr. Hall. "The student is the only one we
can ask for more money from."

Hall also pointed out that a bus survey

taken shows that almost 100 percent of the

riders are on grants, so the increase in the

bus fee will not affect them.

Dancers to celebrate America

The Delta Dancers will present

"Celebrate America" Wednesday, April 4

at 2:15 p.m., Thursday. April 5 at 7:30

p.m., and Friday. April 6 at 7;30 p.m. in

the Tharp Auditorium of the Yeates Fine

Arts Building. This year's spring show

will be presented in memory of Mr. Joe

Quon.

All dance classes taught at MDJC will

present a dance number; although, the

program will feature the Delta Dancers

(girls and guys). The program is a varie-

ty program consisting of patriotic, tap,

jazz, modern, disco, aerobics, comedy,

and surprises. Included in the program

will be dances to "Heartbreak Express",

"God Bless America". "Dixie". God's

Country". "Roll On Mississippi'*

"Footloose", "Let's Hear It For The
Boy", "99 Red Balloons."

The Delia Dancers have been invited to

perform at the World's Fair in New
Orleans Tuesday. May 15. Selections

from the "Celebrate America" program
will be presented in several appearances

at the American and Mississippi Pavilion.

The programs are free to the public, but

donations will be accepted at the door to

help the dancers with their trip.

Rhonda Eubanks from Ruleville hand

made a "Trojan" afghan that fits a dou-

ble bed and donated it to the Delta

Dancers for a fund raiser. Further details

on this project are available from any

Delta Dancer.

Honor society adds 61 new members
Sixty-one students were initiated into

'e Zeta Zeta Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa
aternity last night at 7:30 in the Tharp
Wditorium.

The organization is a non-secret na-
tional honor society for junior colleges,

'•'he purpose of the society is to recognize
and encourage scholarship among junior

*^oilege students. The fraternity seeks to

' ovide the opportunity for the develop-
ment of leadership and service, en-

"^ouragement of scholarships for advanc-

education and personal enrichment of
'-^^ student.

To be eligible for membership in Phi
^eta Kappa a student must be enrolled

^ a two-year college and have ac-

ulated the numl)er of credit hours to

designate full-time status. He must have

at least a grade-point average of a "B"

and have established academic ex-

cellence as judged by the faculty. He

must also be of good moral character and

possess recognized qualities of citizen-

ship.

New members are Bonnie Anderson,

Diane Ballard. Lonnie Barnes, Sandra

Barry, Susan Beaird, Gloria Blake,

Robert Box, Vivian Carley, Russell Carr.

Leatha Cook. Cindy Courtney, Logan

Crittenden. Andy Cummins, Gwendolyn

Dickson, Linda Dodd, Jimnoy Dry, Donna

Elliott. Shawn Mike Evans. Cindy

Forbes, Barry Gentry, Leigh Ann Golden.

Katie Hughes, Barbara Hutchinson.

Warden Jones;

James Kelly, Phil Kelly. Bruce Ken-

non, Billy Kimbriel, Alice Fay Knighl,

James Lusk, Keith McDaniel, Michael

Meeks, Corlis Miller, Dorothy Mitchell.

Dale Nicholson. Pamela Parks, Melissa

Pilgrim. Charlie Pleas, Ronnie Porter.

Charlotte Read. Ludie Rosser, Lisa Sha-

moon. Kayla Simon, Elizabeth Smith.

Evelyn Simpson. Janice Smith. MoUie

Smithhart, Scotty Smyly. Calvin Staples,

Joe Steinwinder, Linda Templeton,

Michael Thomas, Patli Vance, Jaymee
Vowell, Jom Vrieswyk, Betty Ware.

Tracy West. Terry Wetzel. Debra Wig-

gins. Karen Williams and Terry

Williams.

Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings, MDJC
business instructor, is chapter adviser.

Eli in Concert

Thursday, April 6, 9 p.m.

MDJC Coliseum

Admission^SS
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Stop procrastinating!
Ramblin'

"Never put off until tomorrow what can

be done today"....

Hbw many of us have heard that saymg

and have thought to ourselves -- that's

very true. .And how many of us have said

that to ourselves and then kept putting

things off?

Sometimes procrastination only makes

things inconvenient.

But, sometimes, it can actually affect

our future.

For instance, by putting off making

definite plans for attending college next

fall, we could be putting a serious

ot>stacle in our paths.

Today is April 3. That means that there

are approximately five weeks of school

left.

Great, huh?

But before the spring fever hits you too

severely, you need to stop by the

counselors office and see what needs to be

done about securing financial aid for next

fall about getting transcripts to the pro-

per authorities, and making application

to admission to a senior college, if you are

a sophomore who plans to complete his

schooling here this spring.

If you are planning to return to MDJC

in the fall, you need to be deciding what

courses you are going to take in the fall.

Failing to make financial aid applica-

tions by the last day of this month could

mean loss of your necessary federal grant

or special scholarship. The 'early birds'

will be the recipients of dwindling govern-

ment and private grant money next fall.

Failing to pre-register early may mean

that you wind up in a course you didn't

really want to take just to satisfy minimal

credit hour requirements.

Remember -- if you take care of your

future - you can enjoy your present.

— Vowell

Reflections

on the arrival of spring
A gentle breeze blows, and the chill of

winter at last makes its final appearance.

At the thermometer rises, changes occur,

and these are the signs of a new season.

One by one sweaters, are carefully folded

and put away, blankets, worn by winters

past, are seen hanging on the line to dry

after a thorough washing and it's in the

air. It's springtime,

It happens slowly, and at first without

notice. The days get longer and the even-

ings shorter. You find yourself wondering

why, after it's dark, you don't have

enough time to finish your algebra, read

your English and watch "Dynasty".

Somehow the English is put off, and

algebra is done during the commercials.

The weather is just warm enough to make
you wish you hadn't taken all six cuts in

Western Civ. the first two weeks of school

and had gone to French once in a while.

Winter clothes are shed and new

fashions appear. As the new outfits flow

from Paris, you break out the old faithful

cutoffs. They're faded and patched and

white with age. but they hold the

memories of springs in the past. The rip

above the back pocket proudly sym-

bolizes the barbed fench and old Mr. Mc-

Crutter's cow you swore you could beat

across the field. The grass stains tell of

the many sunny spring afternoons spent

lying in fields of clover dreaming and
watching the clouds roll by.

Spring is a time of remembering and
dreaming. The tales of yester-year seem
warmer in the sunshine of spring and the

thoughts more reconcilable. The lazy

hours of early spring are a perfect timeto
relax and let your imagination fly. The
dreams and promises made in the spring

may not all come true, but they sure

make the winter months easier. The child

in every person comes alive with the bud-

ding of the trees. Doesn't the graceful

sight of a kite in mid-flight still make your

heart do a little skip? Remember those

old sneakers put away at the back of your
closet? The torn, dirty ones with no laces?

Bring them out and try them on. Those

companions of your youth will help you

remember the races after school, fishing

on Saturdays, and the many walks on

laid-back spring afternoons.

"Spring is a time of new births, a

renaissance, and new life, but it is also a

time of reminiscing of an earlier life.

Spring is one last thing - love. The

human heart seems to have a mind of its

own in late March and early April. No one

is safe or immune from the wildest fever

known to man. Those without a mate go

on one of the wildest hunts of the year.

Women gasp in horror as last year's

bathing suit doesn't exactly fit as it did.

The race is on to get a dark tan before the

swimming season hits, and the beaches

crowd with sun-lovers. All of this in hope

of attracting the opposite sex. Love found

in the Spring stays sweet all year long.

Spring will be over May 20. The warm
breeze will turn hot and attitudes will

worsen. Make the most of this time. Live

a little, dream a little and love a little.

Nothing is impossible or unreachable in

these months of blissful sunshine. The
mistakes and wrong turns made in the

winter should be put aside until later Spr-

ings warm their memory. Spring is a new
hope for the future and a new memory for

the past.

— Belcher

By JANICE WILSON
Hi, everybody!

The Delta Herald sUff's at work agam

after our long hiatus, and we're ready to

Uke on anything - every MDJC's Securi-

ty Force - for a story.

Our members who have survived in-

clude:

Jive-talking Jaymee (car thief extraor-

dinaire) . She manages to talk her way out

01 anything, except Delta Dancer prac-

tice.

Mimicking Mike Meeks. He can

reproduce the layout of any area

mechanic's garage. IncidenUlly. you

might ask Mike and Jaymee where they

got their matching midget cars. 1 can

almost guarantee they aren't telling.

Baby Ruth Belcher. The candy bar

"ain't got nothing on her." She speaks

five languages -- 'jailhouse blues',

dieter's delight', 'almost French', 'pig

Latin', and 'Hey, are you sure you really

want your dessert.' She eats the locks off

prison cell (Publications Office) along

with the help of Daring Dentures Donna,

Donna is the original author of 'Where's

the Teeth.' Donna's steel-plated teeth can

cut through anything -- even Jerry's neck

and L.W.'s cast-iron grip.

Jumping Jimmy Cooley can jump

many things in a single bound. He can

even jum officer Eric Quon and Dean

Rabb Warnock when they come chasing

us with their M-16's in tow.

Talkative Tammie Purnell. Tammie's

so talkative she tells you what you're do-

ing tomorrow night - even whe/e and who

with.

Goodlooking Alfonzo Ricks. He's the

guy who makes our picks. That's how we

got out of Publications for spring break.

Tiny Michael Taylor, He is so little that

Minnie and Mickey Mouse claimed him

as a dependent on their 1983 income tax

statement.

Michael is the only one who can get away
from L.W. He's so small that she never

knows when he's in class or not. He steals

lop secret plans from the Dean as to when
our next dorm meeting is and exchanges

this information for hack writing.

Laverne and Shirley are so close that

united they stand ~ counting Jiving

Jaymee's physical preference poll until 2

a.m. each night.

Perfect Janice Wilson. I'm so perfect

that in the last two months, I've had 12 of

20 boyfriends tell me to get lost, 11 bruises

from Vicker's tennis class. 10 books to get

up and walk away, nine toes broken, eight

muscle fibers torn, seven dog bites, six

space cadets say, *Hi!', five 'f's' on my
report card, four hangnails, three tire

punctures, two colds, and the flu.

Miss Laney Woolen. She's the leader of

'the group' and the 'head honcho' Miss

Wooten is known for her steel-trap mind

and iron grip - the better to catch and

keep Jaymee in Publications just long

enough to write her assignments.

Now for the ramblin' comments this

time.

I would like to thank 12 terrific girls for

their jokes and endless hours of kindness

- the MDJC Pageant contestants. You're

all winners in my book.

The four finalists have the congratula-

tions of the staff. Melinda Govero, Miss

MDJC of 1984, has our support. We know

she will represent the school well.

The Modeling Squad has had a line of

successes in their shows lately. They've

had nothing but good reviews wherever

they've been.

I'd like to thank Mr. Ralph Ross and the

Moorhead Rotary Club for providing

what I'll call a pleasurable memory. I'll

always cherish the year's worth of ex-

perience I got in the three short nights

and days of the pageant. Thanks again!

Congratulations to all our state winners

-- the creative writers, the business

leaders, and the agriculture leaders. (See

the rest of this story elsewhere in this

issue.) ^

Goodbye now for 'the group.'

April Baseball Schedule

April 5 East Mississippi Scooba
April 6 North East Moorhead
Aprils Northwest Moorhead
April 9 Itawamba Fulton

April 12 North East Booneville

April 14 Holmes Goodman
April 18 Division Playoff

April 19 Division Playoff

April 27 State Playoff
April 28 State Playoff
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Jfant to know your blood type? See MLT
April 8-14 is National Medical

laboratory Week, and. in observance.

Medical Laboratory students at MDJC
will be performing hematocrits (a check

for
anemia) and blood-typing, free of

charge, on students who would like to

take
advantage of this testing.

Tests will be performed from 12:30 -

> 30p ni.. April 12, in the MLT classroom

in the Vo-Tech Building.

Clinical latwratory professionals, a

group of more than 250,000 individuals

who provide vital health services to the

public, will be recognized during National

Medical Laboratory Week.

The Laboratory Professional - Con-

tributing to Quality Health Care." the

week's theme, emphasizes the clinical

laboratory practitioner's role in the

health care delivery system. The cam-

paign is sponsored by the American

Medical Technologists (AMT), and the

American Society for Medical

Technology (ASMT).
Professional clinical laboratory person-

nel include medical technologists,
laboratory technicians and assisUms!
bioanalysts. clinical chemists,
microbiologists and pathologists. They
are educated and experienced individuals
who conduct a wide range of laboratory
tesU essential to the detection, diagnosis,
treatment, and study of disease. They are
employed in hospitals, independent
laboratories, clinics, research centers,
universities and doctors' offices.

In small laboratories, tests such as
analysis of blood and other body fluids
and examination of tissue samples may
be performed by one individual.

In larger institutions, clinical
laboratory personnel often become
specialists m such areas as hematology,
blood banking, chemistry, nuclear
medicine, microbiology and histology.

Training for a profession in the clinical

laboratory is available locally. MDJC has
an accredited Medical Laboratory
Technology program which admits 15

students per year for the two year pro-

gram. The first three semesters are spent
in traditional classroom study and prac-

tical application of laboratory testing in

the well-equipped campus laboratory.

This is followed by 29 weeks spent in one
of the affiliated hospitals gaining prac-

tical experience in laboratory procedures
and operation of laboratory test analysis

equipment.

The affiliated hospitals are Northwest
Miss. Regional Medical Center in

Clarksdale, Greenwood Leflore Hospital

in Greenwood anti Delta Medical Center
in Greenville. At the end of the training

period, students take a national examina-
tion for registration as a laboratory pro-

fessional. For the past three years, 100%
of the MDJC graduates have made a

passing score on the national test.
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Bridal array

to be shown

Mississippi Delta Junior College Model-
ing Squad will present their annual spring

Bridal Array. April 16 at 7:30 p.m. in

Tharp Auditorium of Yeates Fine Arts

Building.

The models, along with selected escorts

and faculty children, will present various

types of wedding attire -- ranging from a

simple home ceremony to a gorgeous

garden wedding and the formal double-

ring ceremony.

The show will also feature various

booths spotlighting china, silver, floral

arrangements, and photography.

Models are Angela Labclla (captain).

Heather Boswell ( co-captain ) . Molly

Smithhart, Melissa Winters, Wanda
McKinney. Kae Ferguson, Janice Wilson,

Lisa McMorrough, Stephanie Gaston,

Martha Lidell, I^cslie Bcasley, Leigh Ann
Golden (co-captain).

The Modeling Squad is extending a

special invitation to parents, faculty, and

students to their annual show. There will

be a $1 charge.Campus-cruising survey

MDJC'ers discuss legalized gambling
Herald "campus-cruising" question:

Should gambling be legalized in the state

of Mississippi? Why? Why not?

Dr. Etna Pearson, Tutwiler: No, I don't

think it should be. I think it would br-

ing a lot of bad things with it. But I

would personally like the lottery.

Stephen Stanfill. Leland: No, it should not

be legalized. People would be throwing

their money away. It would bring in a

lot of criminals that would take away
your money.

Perry Nelson, Greenville: Yes, because it

would bring an income to this poor

state. The lottery would give people

something to test their luck on.

Lisa Johnson, Greenville: It should be
legal. Horse racing should be because
it's fun. I enjoy playing the horses
myself.

Dennis Bouchard. Greenwood: I'm for it.

It would mean money for the state. It

would be something to do on the

weekends.
James McNair, Belzoni: I think it should

be legalized because its a sport bet-

ween individuals and if they dare to

challenge each other, let them get at
It.

Mark Pilgrim, Moorhead: Yes, so the

state can get the revenues. People are
doing it anyway. It might as well be
legalized.

Hilary Sikes, Indianola: I am definitely

against it. I think it's wrong because
gambling tempts too many people to

spend too much money they don't have
or should be using to support their

families. Too many families would be

destroyed as a result. There is too

much vice in the state already. There
are certain types of gambling that en-

courage organized crime. Once
legalized gambling is established, it

*ill be like an albatross around our
necks and we'll never get rid of it.

Tom McLaughlin. Moorhead: No, I

don't believe it should t>e for two
'easons. One being biblical: the Bible

says "Thou Shalt not steal" and
gambling is trying to gel your money
'"to my pocket without having earned
't. The second reason is political. Look

what happened to Atlantic City. They
have had to spend more money to pro-

tect the city and the people and to stop

the corruption. This cuts into the

revenues the city would otherwise be

getting. Gambling has not benefitted

the city, only harmed it.

LaShell Crowder, Itta Bena: I personally

think that gambling should be legaliz-

ed in Mississippi because it creates

more jobs, more activities for people,

and of course more money for the win-

ners.

Marquetta Diggs. Rolling Fork: I think it

should be legalized because it's a

quick way to make some money if you

are in debt or broke. It would bring

more money into the state along with

tourists and jobs.

Jerri Green. Rolling Fork: It should be

legal because it creates jobs and it's a

quick way to make some easy dough.

Debra Smith. Moorhead: No. I don't per-

sonally care for it. It's such a tempta-

tion to start and once you did it would

be hard to stop.

Ray Whelan, Indianola: I'm for a

statewide lottery that is state operated

and controlled with the revenues going

to support education. Education needs

the money.

Charles Wooley, Greenville: Yes, it would

bring more income into the state.

Karia Jones, Belzoni: No, because it

could get adolescents into a lot of trou-

ble. You might win a lot but the

government will eventually get it.

Jeff Langley. Greenville: No, it would

start out as a casual bet but like drugs

and alcohol it would turn into an un-

controllable habit. It's a sickness. You

would be spending all your money try-

ing to support your habit. It might

seem fun and exciting, but it will get

out of control and you will be in over

your head.

Mrs. Carolyn Roberts. Moorhead: No, I

do not like it. We have enough pro-

blems in everyday life without adding

this to it. We need to educate our kids,

but not in gambling- Gambling

destroys families and that has happen-

ed to some families in Moorhead.

Mrs. Montez Weaver. Moorhead: I think

a lottery is good because the proceeds

go to worthy causes and would help

needy people. But I am against gambl-

ing. It's for the birds

Lawrence Kenneth, Moorhead: Yes,

because the state desperately needs

the revenue to pay my salary.

Mrs. Doris Boyer, Indianola: No, because

it would bring in more vice to

Mississippi. People would start buying

lottery tickets instead of buying a

gallon of milk for their kids. People

delight in a game of chance, it's

human nature.

Mrs. Betty Harris, Moorhead: Yes, I'm

for a lottery. People from Mississippi

are already going to Arkansas. Loui-

siana, Alabama, and Las Vegas to

gamble legally so we might as well

legalize it also and keep the money in

Mississippi

Mrs. Daughtry, Indianola: No, morally I

think it's wrong. The poorer people of

Mississippi will be the ones spending

money they don't have. We could raise

revenue in other ways. It's just an in-

vitation to organized crime. It takes a

steady hand to hold a full cup.

Jena Mosley. Greenville: Yes, it would be

beneficial to the state and personally, I

love money.

Betty Hearn. Moorhead: No, because it

will bring in a lot of bad things that the

state doesn't need because we already

have enough bad things.

Diana Williams, Greenwood: Yes,

because we are doing it anyway you

might as well make it legal. It's fun!

Bill Campbell. Carrollton: Yes, because

it's a person's perogative. If they want

to, let them try to win some money. I

think it could be fun.

Tommie Perrin, Moorhead: Yes. it would

bring more people and money to the

state.

Coach Walden, Indianola: If it means

more tax money for the state, I am for

it. People are going to gamble whether

it is legal or not. We might as well

benefit from it.

Inez Kales. Greenwood: No, because I

think it's very dangerous.

Sandy McMHIIon, Greenwood: Yes, I

believe it should be. People arc gambl-

ing in secret anyway, so it should be

legalized, I really don't see any harm
in it. It probably wouldn't get as bad in

our state as it is in Las Vegas or any of

the other big gambling cities.

Denise Powell, Greenwood: No, I do not

believe it should be legalized. It's just

another way for the people to waste

their money foolishly.

Cherrle Zachary, Cleveland: No, gambl-

ing is one of the main sources of illegal

crimes, and even though it increases

tax contribution, it is harmful to the

state.

Suile Hawkinii, Pace: I think it should be

legalized if it is done discreetly and if

it brings money to our state.

Jay Relter. Greenwood: It depends on

what type of gambling is being used

for. If it can help the state, it should be

legalized.

Keith Spealman, Doddsville: Yes, if it

would bring a high level of income into

the state.

Tammy Boyle, Belzoni: If the gambling

is to benefit something or some cause,

then I think it should be legalized.

Ginger Atkins, Columbus: I don't think

gambling should be legalized because

there is too much crime already going

on.

Tard Baiis.Schlater: No, because I can't

see where it would help an individual.

There are several ways it might hurt

someone. Therefore, I say it shouldn't

be legalized.

Arlee Beard, Moorhead: Gambling
shouldn't be legalized because it cor-

rupts the human mind. Gambling

areas also serve as a major ring for

other crimes.

Tommy Buford. Itta Bena: Yes, it would

bring money into the state, people are

gambling anyway illegally.

Wade Love, Greenville: I think it should

be legalized on the fact that it goes on

around every state whether or not its

legalized, it's going to be done against

the law.
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Singers to present concert

The MDJC Singers will present their

spring concert. "Showtime", Tuesday,

April 10* at 7:30 p.m. and Wednesday.

April 11 at 1 p.m. in Tharp Auditorium.

The programs will be free to the public,

•'Showtime" will feature a musical look

at the worlji of Bropdway lhr-»ugh ex-

cerpts from several Broadway hits.

Among those being performed are Music

Man. Man of La Mancha, South Pacific.

Oklahoma. Grease. My Fair Lady.

Showboat. Sound of Music, Carousel.

Paint Your Wagon. Fiddler on the Roof.

Chorus Line, and Annie.

Director Joe Abrams said that 19

students have been selected for soloes

and duets. They are Archie Goodwin,

Lynn Carson, Gwen Harbin, Burrell

Leach, Gwen Dickson, Derrick Cooper,

Laura Donnely. Jackie Sanders. Tom
Vrieswyk. Lucretia Harper, Andy Cumm-
ings, Marvin Young, Shona Bodie, Sandy

Bell, Jennifer Smith, Jay Madison. Melin-

da Govero, David Taylor, and Chris

SUuffer.

'HmewcapoN..
ireersHiGHeRaHD,

HiGKeRevewwl

Mrs. Merle Tolbert, instructor of music

at MDJC, is accompanist for the group.

"We hope to have everybody's 'Golden

Favorite' in the show," said Mr. Abrams.
Mr. Abrams chose the popular music

theme for second semester's recital to

contrast with the classical serious music
of the first semester recital. "The Singers

did the Christmas part of Handel 's

Messiah first semester; so, with this

show, the group will have had varied

choral experience which is the goal of a

group like this," said Abrams.

You WANfrroiAic£.

Jusr WHATAK^ you
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Schools confident students will use

more aid to pay for hikes

Administrators say they're confident

students will be able to absorb another

year of huge tuition increases by resor-

ting to more student loans

and using more financial aid, despite a re-

cent study showing that financial aid is

drying up for students.

Lehigh, for example, is trying to offset

a nine percent tuition hike for next year

by making more loans available to

students, says Agnes Gifford of the

school's treasurer's office.

At Chicago State University, Budget

and Planning Director Wayne Rath says

students won't be priced out of school

"because major scholarship amounts

also increase in a percent equal to in-

creases in tuition. That's been consistant

over the years."

It may also be changing.

"Nobody really expects that federal

programs will grow by very much the

next few years." says Dennis Martin of

the National Association of Student

Financial Aid Administrators in

Washington. D.C.

A January, 1984 College Board study,

moreover, concluded federal aid to

students has declined by 21 percent since

1981, making campus costs markedly

more difficult to finance.

The study blamed the phasing out of

Social Security benefits for students and

toueher restrictions on Guaranteed Stu-

dent Loans (GSLs) for letting tuition in-

creases outpace increases in student in-

come and aid each year since 1980.

As a result, students have been going

deeper into dept to pay their way, Martin

says.

While some schools like Lehigh have

big "institutional" loan funds to help

students finance their educations, Martin

says "community colleges and some of

the smaller public colleges and indepen-

dent colleges" have trouble making up

the increased costs to students.

Even if they can, Martin adds students

can't keep going into debt indefinitely.

"It's conceivable," he says, "that

schools that can't balance the need for

their own fiscal health with students'

ability to pay will find themselves with an

unacceptably high default rate in the

future."

And new federal laws keep some

students from borrowing more money
even if they want to.

Northern Arizona student Albert Ar-

vallo. for one, works summers but must

keep his school work jobs to a minimum.
"If you work, they will cut down on your

(student) loan."

"My parents' income went up, and now
I won't qualify for a loan." says Becky
Johnson of Bismarck Junior College in

North Dakota.

"My parents* income, although not big.

was at a level i couian t quaitiy tor aid

echoes DePauI junior Jeni Jagow,
"They've taken us to the limit." ad

Delaware senior Scott Webber.

Some students say they're over th

limit. "My sister won't go to school now,"

says Vivian Burge of Los Angeles City

College.

"She was on her way to college, but now

she's looking for a training program"
becuase LACC has become too expensive

for her, Burge says.

"Tuition," explains Michael Alexander

of Chaffey College in Alta Loma, Cal,

"puts an additional burden on poor peo-

ple. We will see a change in our student

population because there will be fewer

colored, Hispanic and fewer minorities

overall."

Washington State junior Judith Dillard

says she knows of "people who aren't

coming back here" because of rising tui-

tion.

Enrollment figures, however, suggest

higher tuitions haven't driven many peo-

ple out of college in the past.

Despite 45-to-73 percent hikes in the last

three years in 14 southern states,

"southern enrollments have been in-

creasing steadily," reports Joseph Marks

of the Southern Regional Education

Board.

'Good Ole Tro/'



"Gilligan^^ returns to mainland
jAVMEE VOWELL

strange things sometimes happen to

pjC students over the spring holidays,

ings like breaking bones, getting mar-

j or going snow skiing but this holiday

ason one of the strangest things hap-

ned to a student who has now been

^cknamed"Gilligan."

It was a pleasant Sunday morning as

men. one of these an MDJC student.

I the Fort Walton Yacht Basin in a

-foot Stanus pleasure craft. This

'supposedly' three-hour fishing trip turn-

into one of Jimmy Williamson s. MD-

C diesel mechanic student, biggest

ghtmares. Along with Williamson were

ike Sawyer and James Thomason, both

om Florida.

The trio left the Yacht Basin about 11

m, Sunday. March 18. and did not touch

dry land until around 1 :30 p.m. the follow-

ing Tuesday.
An engine coil went bad around 3:30

Sunday afternoon, then to top it off a

storm blew up. The three men tied ropes

to each other "because if the boat capsiz-

ed during the storm we wanted to all be

together," Williamson said.

Since they expected to be gone only

three or four hours the group had taken no

provisions with them.

Meanwhile, back on dry land the

authorities were getting worried. They

sent a 44-foot boat from Destin's Coast

Guard Station, and an 82-foot vessel from

Gulfport to look for the trio. An aircraft

from Mobile, Alabama also joined in the

search. The Okaloosa Today, a local

newspaper, was reporting that three men

were missing.

But it was not until Tuesday that a
Navy helicopter returning from a flight
over the Gulf finally spoiled the boaters.
They were drifting in the Gulf of Mexico
V2 miles south of Pensacola in their
disabled pleasure craft. The Navy
helicopter reported it to the U.S. Coast
Guard in Pensacola.

Williamson said. "We were lost, lonely,
scared, hungry, and didn't know what
was going to happen the next minute."
When the group finally was back on dry

land again around 1:30 Tuesday after-

noon, all three men kissed the ground and
said 'Thank you God.'

"Gilligan" was hungry and thirsty, but

otherwise okay but most important of all -

Gilligan had returned to the mainland.

Sunrmnary of Title IX's legal odyssey
Last week's U.S. Supreme Court deci-

'on in the Grove City College case cap-

a long history of court battles over

ays colleges discriminate on the basis of

ender.

1972: Title IX of the Higher Education

endments of 1972 is passed, declaring

at schools that receive federal funds

ust agree not to discriminate on the

sis of gender, or they face losing those

iederal funds.

1975: The government requires all in-

itutions receiving federal funds to sign a

pledge they comply with Title IX.

1977: Hillsdale College in Michigan

refuses to sign compliance statement, but

government's efforts to cut off its federal

funds are stopped by the courts. A long

legal fight ensues.

1978: Grove City College refuses to sign

the compliance statement, too, and the

Carter administration sues to force it to

sign or give up its federal monies.

Last year's tour of Atlantic Coast Con-

ference schools did elicit some protests.

Maryland students succeeded in forcing

actual shooting sessions in an off-campus

location.

Playboy itself doesn't dislike such con-

troversy. While "we don't strive to throw

fuel on the fire." Salyers says the publici-

ty helps. "You ban the book in Boston,

and guess what everybody reads?"

Asked what she expected will happen

when Playboy arrives in Champaign.

Daily Illini Managing Editor Barbara

Taylor says. "The same thing that always

happens. Grassroots (groups) will pro-

test. With the high incidence of rape and

acquaintance rape on campus, it's really

bad timing."
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prof charges

students for

grades
After budget cuts forced him to fire his

student grading assistant, a University of
Georgia math professor decided to
dramatize the campus-wide cutbacks by
charging students $10 a piece to have
their papers graded.

"Last fall the University of Georgia's
state funding was cut by $2.6 million as
part of a state-wide budge cutback," ex-

plains UGA spokesman Larry Dendy.
"In order to meet that $2.6 million fun-

ding decrease the university made
various cutbacks, including eliminating

some teaching assistant and grading
assistant positions." Dendy says.

But Math Professor Ted Shirfrin didn't

take the loss of his grading assistant as

gamely as administrators had hoped,

Shifrin kept his grading assistant, and
started charging students a $10 grading
fee to pay the assistant's salary.

But university administrators quickly

squelched the new practice and made
Shifrin refund the voluntary fee to

students.

"He was trying to make a point about

the effects of the budget cutbacks. ' Den-

dy says. "But he did it in a totally inap-

propriate manner and was told such by

the dean of the college."

Several students did refuse to pay the

grading fee, he says, and all have their

money back.

Shifrin prefers not to discuss the inci-

dent with reporters, adding (hat "I was
hoping the whole thmg had blown over."

Sign-up for summer session to begin in April

The summer session is divided into

hree three-week terms. Classes meet two

imety minute periods per day, Monday
hrough Friday. Classes begin at 8:30

-m. and the second period will end at

- 00 p.m. Only one course may be

iieduled per term. A maximum of nine

emester hours credit may be earned dur-

^ the summer session. All credit earned
academic courses during the summer
^ion is transferable to any accredited

'iege or university, provided student

^ not already earned 64 or more
' mester hours within their major.
^0 dormitory facilities or college bus

i^rvice will be available for the summer
^^ssion. The College Grill will be open 8

lo 1 p.m.

^re-registration: April 9 - April 13, 8:30

"1 to 4 p.m., MDJC Students Only;
on! 16 - May 21, Open To All Students.

^ass periods, 8:30- 12:00; Break, 10:00

10:30.

Terms: First Term. May 21-June 8; Se-

ond Term, June 11 - June 29; Third
Term. July 2 - July 20; July 4. Holiday.

Special terms for these courses: (1)

"man Anatomy and Physiology
^tricted to MDJC Nursing Students)

0 1514 Anat & Phys - May 21 - June 20;

*0 1524 Anat & Phys - June 20 - July 20.

'2) General Chemistry; CHE 1211 &
1213 - May 21 - June 20; CHE 1221 & 1223 -

'''»ne20-July 20.

•^ost: Tuition - Thirty dollars per

semester hour. ($90)

Pre-registration Fee - Ten dollars ($10)

per three semester hour course. Non-

Refundable. This fee also serves as a

class reservation fee and will be applied

to the total cost for the term.

Refund Policy: Pre-registration fee,

none. Tuition - None after classes begin.-

Class Attendance: Approved absence

may be permitted only in the event of per-

sonal illness, or death in the immediate

family and in no case will more than two

absences be allowed each term.

The College reserves the right to

withdraw any course listed on the

schedule if enrollment does not justify it

being offered.

Applicants entering college for the first

time must meet all admission re-

quirements. Transient students from

other colleges will be admitted on a letter

of good standing issued by the college or

university

last attended. No pre-registration or

registration is done by mail or telephone.

For further information write to Dean

of Student Affairs, Mississippi Delta

Junior College, Moorhead. MS 38761.

First Term. May 21 - June 8: Course:

BIO 1133 Gen Bio I. Science Building.

Room 12, Caldwell, instructor.

ECO 2113 Prin of Eco I, Science

Building, Room 13. Stephen.

ENG 1 1 13 Comp I ( n . Science Building.

Room 18. Halbrook.

ENG lUSCompI (2).Science Building.

Room 10. Watson.

ENG 1 113 Comp 1(3), Science Building,

Room 7. Phillips.

ENG 1123 Comp II. Science Building,

Room 28, Bennett.

ENG 2323 Eng Lit I. Science Building,

Room 37. Shuttleworth.

MAT 1313 Col Alg, Science Building.

Room 15, Mrs. Snowden.

PHY 2243 Phy Sci I, Science Building,

Room 20. Spencer.

PSY 1513 Gen Psy, Science Building.

Room 29. Grubb,

BAD 1113 Bus App Microcomputers,

Vo-Tech, Staff.

Second Term. June 11 - June 29: Course

BIO 1143 Gen Bio II, Science Building,

Room 12; Caldwell.

ECO 2123 Prin of Eco II, Science

Building, Room 13. Stephen.

ENG 1113 Comp I. Science Building,

Room 31, Gordon.

ENG 1123 Comp II <1J, Science

Building, Room 18, Halbrook.

ENG 1123 Comp II (2). Science

Building, Room 10, Watson.

ENG 1123 Comp II (3), Science

Building, Room 7, Moore.

ENG 2333 Eng Lit II. Science Building.

Room 37. Shuttleworth.

EPY 2513 Child Psy, Science Building,

Room 28. Spencer.

HIS 1113 W Civ I. Science Building,

Room 32, Culpepper.

MAT 1323 Trig, Science Building, Room

15. Snowden.

PHY 2253 Phy Sci H, Science Building.

Room 20, Spencer.

SPT 1113 Oral Comm., Science

Building, Room 36B, Williams.

BAD 1113 Bus App Microcomputers,

Vo-Tech. Staff

Third Term. July 2 - July 20: BIO 1313

Botany I. Science Bldg., Room 12,

Caldwell.

ENG 1123 Comp 11. Science Bldg.,

Room 31. Gordon.

EPY 2523 Adol Psy, Science Bldg..

Room 29, Grubb.

HIS 1 123 W Civ II, Science Bldg., Room

32, Culpepper.

PSC 1113 Am Govt. Science Bldg..

Room 7, Golden.

BAD 1113 Bus App Microcomputers,

Vo-Tech. Staff

Special Term. May 21 - June 20: BIO

I5I4 Anat & Phy I (1). Science Bldg.,

Room 9. Grubb

BIO 1514 Anat & Phy I (2), Science

Bldg., Room 6; Pearson.

CHE I2I1 & 1213 Gen I, Science Bldg.,

Room 17, Dunn.

Special Term. June 20 - July 20: BIO

1524 Anat & Phy II (1), Science Bldg.,

Room 9. Grubb

BIO 1524 Anat & Phy II (2). Science

Bldg., Room 6. Pearson.

CHE 1221 & 1223 Gen II. Science Bldg.,

Room 17, Dunn.
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Grants aid students

By RICKS & MEEKS
Pell Grants are a major source of finan-

cial aid for many students at Mississippi

Delta Junior College.

With these grants, which are provided

by the federal government, students pay

for tuition, books, dormitory housing,

transportation and other educational ser-

vices.

Approximately 1.010 students at MDJC

are currently receiving this form of gift

aid.

The typical commuting student at MD-

JC receives $988 from Pell grant funding.

Of this amount, the student is required to

pay the school for one year's tuition

($755) and commuter bus fare ($120). He

must also pay for his books and other

educational expenses incurred.

The typical dormitory student is eligi-

ble to receive up to $1,063 because his

school expenses are relative higher.

Housing and board for campus residency

are computed by federal administrators

of the Pell Grant on the basis of fees listed

in the college catalog. The toUl cost of a

year of schooling at MDJC for a dorm stu-

dent averages $1,535. That average is

broken down as follows: tuition. $455;

board, $780 and room, $300.

Refunds for unused balances of Pell

Grant funding were returned to eligible

students last Wednesday by MDJC
Business Office personnel. Not all

students received refunds since they had

exhausted their grant aid. "Refunds this

year will average around $213 for com-

muters," said Mr. Joe Ray. financial aid

director at MDJC. Ray pointed out that

vocational students received a larger

amount than did academic and technial

studenU because they do not have to buy

as many books as do other students. The

typical dormitory resident attending

school here has to supplement his Pell

Grant to cover basic school costs.

Being a military brat results in experience

Robert "Bob" Huggins has experienced

many things in his life and being raised

by a miliUry family has only helped to

help him gain more experiences.

His experiences include traveling,

Robert has been to Colorado. Sweden.

Australia. England, Germany and Paris.

His father is a lieutenant colonel in the

Air Force. Bob and his parents currently

live in Panama City. Florida, where his

father is stationed.

When Robert was younger he enjoyed

traveling, but at different times he faced

some hostilities toward himself and his

family due to their military status. He has

been in several fights because "the kids

just wanted someone to pick on and beat

up." said Robert.

"One day while in junior high school my
friends and I were standing around in a

ski lodge trying to warm up before we had

to start the cold trip back home. My
friend from Alaska (his name

was Yung), and his girlfriend and I were

playing some video games. Everything

was okay until some guys came over and

started making fun of us because of my
dad. We ignored them, but no matter

what we did they kept bothering us until

one of the guys really made Yung and me

mad when he upset Yung's girlfriend with

mean insults. So we got into a fight. I still

know it was a stupid reason to fight so-

meone, but I guess we had taken our

limit. We were pretty young." said

Robert.
' I've enjoyed seeing some of the things a

lot of people only dream about seeing and

going to places where others would like to

go. but sometimes I wish we could just

stay in one place for a while.

"I'm majoring in machine shop

because my uncle is in that line of work

and eventually I might Uke over his

business if I'm not working in Florida or

someplace else." said Robert.

Robert listens to music, takes pictures

and plays his guitar in his spare time He

is a self proclaimed 'quiet person who
gets in some very unquiet scrapes.'

Robert who is a 20 year-old native of

Greenwood, works on the annual staff

here at MDJC. Robert says. *'The

Retrospect represents a lot of time, work,

energy and talent.

We worked so hard on this book, but it

was really worth it."

DEB PEDEN, vice president of the Mississippi Delta Junior College

nursing club (left) and Sharon Causey, president of the club, hold a

$620 check to the Mississippi Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Peden was

responsible for the community project of raising the money. The

money collected by donations was given to the foundation at the

Mississippi Association of Student Nurses held at Biloxl.

Caucus method of selection explored
By JAYMEE VOWELL

The backbone of the democratic pro-

cess is the "grassroots" procedure which

leads to national party conventions.

There are two ways that staes choose

delegates to the national nominting con-

vention - the primary method and the

caucus method.

Because the caucus method, used by

Mississippi, has created so much confu-

sion this year, more and more Mississip-

pians have become interested in how the

method works.

Mrs. Rosemary Golden, political

science instructor, and Hilar>' Sikes, an

MDJC student, are two Mississippians

who have expressed this interest. Mrs.

Golden has participated in her home
precinct and Sikes has attended a

workshop involving the selection process.

In conversations with Mrs. Golden and

Sikes, this reporter has gained a better

understanding of how the caucus system
operates.

A caucus IS a meeting of all interested

voters at the local level. They vote to

select delegates for the declared

nominees of that party. They follow

guidelines for this voting which have been

set up by the county party chairman
under the direction of national head-
quarters.

The local precinct meeting is the first of

three steps at the state level in Mississip-

pi. Delegates elected in the local precinct,

attend the county convention. At the coun-
ty convention, the delegates elect a coun-
ty executive committee which then elects

a county chairman and officers to go to

the district convention. There is a conven-
tion held in each of the five congressional
districts of the state. Delegates from the
district convention attend the state con-

vention. There, representation for the

state executive committee is selected.

That committee elects the state chairman
and officers for the national convention.

At the national convention, the

delegates elect a national committee
which writes the party platform and
nominates candidates for president and
vice president.

conventions for the Democratic
party were held March 17. Republican
Party precinct caucuses were held March
30.

In Mississippi, the Democratic Party
requires a would-be participant m the

caucus to take an oath of loyalty. The
Republican Party does not require this

oath.

Sikes' interest in the caucus method led

her to attend a workshop on the subject
held in Oxford Feb. 25. The workshop was

co-sponsorea by the League oi women

Voters and both major political parties m

the state.

Sikes thinks, that this year, more than

ever before, it is important to be i"^^
^

in the caucuses because she learned a

the workshop that four justices to the U.s>

Supreme Court will be vacating their

positions. Since a conservative presiden

would name judges of conservativ

philosphy, and vice-versa, specific issu

in law that affect everyday lives are go-

ing to be affected.

Sikes also learned more about vt^

delegate election process at the forum-

Mrs. Golden has been selected as

delegate to represent the Boyer-Uw

precinct at the county Democratic co«^

vention.
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-pie "TJ's" are on the road with their

uai Spring Tour of the MDJC district,

they have a busy month ahead of

m
The l5-member group will perform at

arkey-Issaquena Academy at 2: 10

March 30, and at Humphreys

ademy at 2:30 p.m., April 13.

On Sunday. April 15, the "TJ*s" will be

rt of the Radiothon at Greenville's

^vic Center sponsored by Radio WNIX

and the Mississippi Firefighters
Memorial Burn Center to help raise

money for the center.

On April 27, they are scheduled to per-

form for Indianola Academy students at

12:30 p.m.

The group will conclude their spring

tour with a campus show. Tuesday, May
1. at 7:30 p.m. in Tharp Auditorium of

Yeates Fine Arts Center.

Fair appearance planned

Warden Herring, MDJC band director,

accepted an invitation from the

rld's Fair Tourism Agency to present

magic show at the Mississippi

'

vilion of the World's Fair in New

leans. La., May 27-28.

Herring will be entertaining the crowd

th his famous magic tricks, such as:

nging a scarf into an egg. putting a

ord through the neck of a living person,

nging a person into an animal, and

d reading.

"1 will be doing a special type of magic

"ed 'down-home Mississippi magic'

th lots of audience participation," said

erring. "I play a magic history cassette

before every performance. I enjoy
'

g magic because it is fun, and I have

good time making people laugh."

But Herring says that it is a very expen-

ive hobby and he does not usually charge

any fees.

Herring says that although his shows

are well received, he, like all magicians,

makes mistakes, but he has learned how
make a mistake look good.

Like any other young person, I was
'^scinated by magic, and 1 wanted to be

able to entertain people as I was enter-

tained by magicians," said Herring. "It

looked like it was a lot of fun and I've

discovered that it really is.

Herring has performed for almost

every kind of event in Mississippi.

Herring usually dresses in a traditional

formal attire of a magician for part of his

performance, and in the other part he

dresses more casually without the coat

and bow lie.

A member of the Society of American
Magicians. Herring has been doing magic
about 20 years. He prepares himself for

performances by exchanging magic ideas

with and practicing with many other pro-

fessional magicians who are his friends.

Herring and the other magicians work

hard preparing themselves for shows.

Herring said that magic is his hobby

just as fishing and hunting are for some
people. His oldest son Michael assists him

in his shows, and he really keeps the show

moving.

Herring's family and friends will go

along with him on the trip to New
Orleans.

Iowa officials movr to break up a

gambling ring at a small Christian col-

lege.

Sioux County prosecutors say they'll

eventually charge 12 students at small

Northwestern College in Orange City with

tjookmaking and running a gambling

operation.

Maryland is 'losing ground' against

cheaters, says anti-cheatlng enforcer.

Judicial Programs Director Gary
Pavela says the school's 3-year campaign
against cheating hasn't left "the situation

any better than it was" when the cam-
paign began.

"Our public image." he concedes,

"may be somewhat better than the reali-

ty
"

In recent weeks, one survey found that

50% of the Indiana Univ. students admit

they've cheated.

Another study claimed 78% of the

students at the Univ. of Delaware have

cheated.

More fraternities fall Into (rouble.

A New Mexico State student has sued

Sigma Alpha Epsilon at Univ of Texas at

El Paso because its members allegedly

beat him during a visit to UTEP.
And prosecutors have charged Tau

Gamma Theta members at Cal State-

Chico with crimes in connection with a

pledge's death last September.

Univ. of Florida police, moreover,

recently announced they've charged six

U.F. Pi Lambda Phi members with the

Winners in Rotary Scholarship Pageant
MELINDA GOVERO of Greenwood (no.9) won the Miss Mississippi Delta Junior College pageant

sponsored by the Rotary Club in Moorhead recently. Melinda will represent MDJC in the Miss

Mississippi Pageant in July. Other finalists, aM of whom received cash awards, are (fronn left) Heather

Boswell. Indianola; Karia Mobile. Moorhead; Stephanie Gaston. Belzoni; and Jaymee Vowell. Green-

wood. Money from the 18 pageants which the Moorhead civic club has sponsored has gone into a

scholarship fund which has aided

nearly 200 students in attending college. Wanda Gayle Geddie (right) currently reigning Miss

Mississippi, emceed the production which was staged in the MDJC Coliseum.

gang rape of a 17-year-old girl last

September.

The six students claim the gin waa a
willing participant" in the group sex.

•Mystery Prof Paul lYafton get six

months for fraud In connection with
simultaneous teaching jobs.

Crafton was found to be teaching three

different subjects at three different cam-
puses under three different names last

spring.

All told, he's taught at nine campuses
under nine names in the past few years,

and submitted 79 job applications to 55

schools.

Cal-Berkeley moves to protect campus
stray animals from research.

In Decemt>er, a prof and grad student

conducted experiments on a stray cat

they found on campus, but subsequent

disciplining actions were stymied
because the campus had no rules

specificallv forbiddins the nractice.
Berkeley has now written new

guidelines for animal research on the

campus.
C.l.A. recruiter Dale Peterson says

students are breaking down doors to Join

the agency.

Peterson says campus recruiting,

which used to be marred by picketing at

best and violent confrontations at worst,

has been going great for the agency this

year.

He attributes the change to a

resurgence of patriotism.

Vote

for

your

favorite

bachelor

For the last four months The Delta

Herald has run a "Bachelor of the

Month" column, Now, we would like you

to choose your favorite Bachelor of the

Month. Below are the four bachelors,

place an "x" by his name and return this

portion to the Publications Office.

The results will appear in the next issue

of The Delta Herald.

Sandy Sanspree

Pop Jackson

Richard Riddell

Warden Jones
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Pam Perkins

Harold Williams

Laura Smith

cpvPMR!pRESENfAfrESoK Post-Secondary Agriculture Club
SEVEN REPRESENiAiivtaoiiviis» = -

ondarv Aqriculture Clubs this week in Cedar
are attending the national

Srae Se, TnsSorT Ta m%na?e:rtS^^ at MDJC, are the club's advisers. Stu-

George -r^.. ^oore Greenwood, first place in soybean production; An-

dent
ranch management; Joe Davis Wilcox, vice presi-

thony O Bryant, Greenwoo^
p^o k President of the club; Rex Bratton, Itta Bena, first place

mspec ated cVo s S^^^^^^^^^^^^^ City, first place in impromptu speaking; Clinton White,

Greenvine first In fa^^^ and'ranch management and third in public speaking.

Local students win state honors

Members of three MDJC students

organizations have recently won several

state awards

Three students from the Spectator Club

won awards at the Mississippi Junior Col-

lege Creative Writing Association sixth

annual workshop held at Holmes Junior

College March 6. They are Harold

Williams, first formal essay; Pamela

Perkins, first in drama; Karen Allen, se-

cond in short story.

MDJC art student Laura Smith submit-

ted the winning design for the Junior Col-

lege Writer, state hterary magazine.

Students from 14 of the state's junior

colleges competed in the creative writing

contest, which was judged by senior col-

lege personnel and professional writers.

Donna Elliott of the local chapter of Phi

Beta Lambda won first place in business

communications in the State Leadership

Conference of Phi Beta Lambda held in

Jackson March 9. Donna competed with

representatives from 15 other junior col-

leges and five senior colleges to win her

award. She will now progress to national

competition in a conference to be held in

Atlanta sometime this summer.

Teresa Gaines received the Rufus T.

Jones Scholarship award at the PBL state

meet. Teresa was selected on the basis of

her academic record and her contribu-

tions to Phi Beta Lambda activities.

Teresa is president of the local chapter of

PBL.

MEMBERS OF THE PHI BETA LAMBDA association recently received

awards at the State Leadership conference. Standing from left are Mrs.

Mary Holloway and Mrs. Patsy Dowell, both sponsors of the MDJC
association. Seated are Donna Elliot, left, who won 1st in the state In

business communications and Teresa Gaines, who won the Rufus T.

Jones scholarship.

Five members of the Post-Secondary

Agriculture Club recently won first place

awards at the state convention of Post-

Secondary Agriculture Clubs of

Mississippi . They are Todd Moore, first in

soybean production; Anthony O'Bryanl,

first in farm and ranch management;

Rex Bratton, first in specialized crops

contest; Maxey Parish, first in impromp-

tu speaking; Clinton White, first in farm

and ranch management. At presstime,

they, and adviser Jimmy Langley. were

in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where the na-

tional competition for agriculture

students was being held.

Librarians to tour

Sharing ideas and advice with friends

may be the answer to most of life's com-

plicated problems. And that's the

problem-solving approach that the V6

public junior college librarians in the

state will be using at their annual library

conference April 5 and 6.

"The purpose of this meeting is to g«

all the library directors, library

assistants, and media personnel at the

different colleges together to discuss

their problems," said Mrs. Dons Boyer.

head librarian at MDJC. "Many of u»

share common problems, and when we

put our heads together, sometimes we

find solutions," Mrs. Boyer said. "Ana

many of us have problems that other

schools have had and solved, and in tni

way, we learn from each other."

The conference will begin April 5
a

Holmes Junior College where the pa
'

ticipants will tour the campus^ a

presstime, seven of the 16 junior coHeg

had announced they would be attendji*

this year's meeting. On Friday. ^P""'^'

the group will move to MDJC's ^^^^J
where another tour will be conduct

The meeting will begin at 10:30 ^fj^
day with a meeting in the confere

room of the SUnny Sanders
^^^^f^^ m

day's activities will end with a dinner

the banquet room of the Union.



Pre-registrafion to begin next week
registration for students who plan

n to MDJC for the fall semester

ll^s been schedules for Wednesday

Monday. April 25 and 30.

registration will be conducted each

Anril 25 a"^ ^^^^ ^

a rn from 1:15 P m. to 3:00 p.m. in

36A Horton Science Building,

rfenls will report to the Science

to have schedule approved, corn-

schedule card, and to pick up in-

structions for registration.

On August 20 and 21 students will report

for registration to pick up class cards,

pay fees, have ID cards and annual pic-

tures made.
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL pre-

registration will be handled by vocational

and technical counselors, Mr. Ralph Ross

and Mrs. Martha Woodall under the

direction of Dr. Ray Whelan. Pre-

registration will be conducted in the voca-

tional and technical classrooms.

Students enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the time in-

dicated by Mr. Ross and Mrs Woodall r
•

Construction & Drafting Technology,
Educational Data Processing
Technology ; Electronics Technology

;

farm Management Technolog>', Medical

Laboratory Technology; Radiologic

Technology; Automotive Machines!; Cot-

ton Gin & Industrial Management; Diesel

Mechanics; Machine Shop; Refrigeration

and Air-Conditioning.

First semester 1984-85 schedules and
planning sheets will be available in the
Student Affairs Office. Monday. April 16.

Students majoring in curriculums other
than those listed in the college bulletin
should have their schedule approved by
Mr. Ray or Mr. Baria.

Returning students for the school year
1984-85 should pick up and complete a re-

admission form in the Student Affairs Of-

fice prior to pre-registration.
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State board mandates 'core curriculum^

A new "core curriculum" requirement

(or graduation from a sUte college or

university has been instituted by the

Board of Trustees of the State Institutions

of Higher Learning.

Beginning with the fall semester of

1984, each student who enrolls in a

Mississippi college or university must

complete six semester hours of English

omposition. three hours of college

ilgebra. six hours of laboratory science,

and nine hours of humanities and the fine

arts,

This change, which is causing financial

problems at some state universities,

should create no major difficulties here,

according to Dean of Instruction Harmon

Boggs.

"The only change from our present cur-

riculum will be the laboratory science re-

quirement," Dean Boggs said. "Some

students who made above 15 on the ACT

have not been required to take a

laboratory science in the past, but now

there will be no non-laboratory science of-

fered."

Dean Boggs anticipates few problems

due to the new "core" curriculum.

"The only problem will be that the in-

structors now teaching science will have

to find time to teach the lab." said Dean

Boggs.

"I am in favor of the change because

now we know what to expect from all the

universities." said Dean Boggs. "Before,

each school had its own curriculum, and

our transfers had to plan their classes

here around the school they were plann-

ing to attend after MDJC."

"The only problem 1 see is that some

students do not need that laboratory

science. A business major, for example,

does not need a lab. For those cases a non-

lab physical science should be suffi-

cient.' Dean Boggs said.

Dean Boggs said there could also he a

problem concerning the new re-

quirements for college algebra. "A stu-

dent may want to go from one year of high

school algebra straight to college

algebra. He may not foresee the need to

take intermediate algebra and. thus, may
have to lake six hours of algebra here to

get the required three," said Dean Boggs.

Press staff wins two awards at state contest

The Delta Herald won two awards at

Mississippi Junior College Press

ociation convention held in Biloxi,

\pril 6-7.

The Herald received a 3rd place cer-

ate for make-up and design of the

ge tabloid, and a 2nd place certificate

one of its editorials - "Minorities

Judges for this year's competition were

Victor Covillion and two assistants from

utheastern Louisiana University.

Couvillion called The Herald "the most

active tabloid in the MJCPA because

akes the best use of tabloid horizontal

truggle for Change", written by Janice

Wilson.

'^youi. especially on the front page."

Couvillion called Wilson's editorial a
tsy little editorial." He also noted that

^ept in a very few areas of the nation.

3 junior college writer to show the

^"rage to stand up for the rights of gays
*ould be rare indeed. In fact, at some col-

'•^^ her suggestions and remarks would

bly have been censored."

Eight students accompanied by adviser

^"ey Wooten attended the conference
*^ich featured workshop sessions led by

"l^resentatives of the Gannett press in

^^^^^on and The BUoxi Herald Sun cor-

Poration.
category.
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'...Drunk ladies are ridiculous^
"There is nothing more ridiculous than

seeing a lady drunk. Men are silly

anyway, so it really doesn't matter with

them, but who will drive the man home if

his girl friend or wife is drunk, too!" -

Those comments came from an instruc-

tor recently in a classroom discussion

here.

Her remarks followed her students'

discussion of the number of drunk girls

who are making Thursday night study

sessions in the dormitory almost impossi-

ble.

What's happened to "getting drunk" or
accomplishing major goals in college.

Achievement of goals can bring excite-

ment, joy, and a kind of giddiness that

doesn't make one appear rude,

boisterous, and out-of-control.

The rewards of life, good health, and

developing our abilities shouldn't be lost

sight of as we try to have fun in college.

- WUson

Measles shots required for college

starting with the fall semester of 1984,

all students who enter a public university

for the first time will be required to show

proof of immunization for measles and

rubella, according to an announcement

issued last week from the Mississippi In-

stitutions of Higher Learning.

This announcement followed a direc-

tive issued by the Mississippi Board of

Health in compliance with a federal man-
date.

In the past year there has been a nation-

wide increase in the number of cases of

measles reported. Health officials at-

tribute this increase in part to the fact

that public health clinics have charged a

small fee in the last two years for the

measles vaccinations. For many years

prior to the cutback in federal health care

funding, pre-school children and others

Dorm Talk

By JENNY SHAFFER
Hey there again!

There's been a lot of partying going on
around here. Recently, a big Macon Lake
party was held. I think everyone went,

because you could have heard a pin drop
that night in the dorm. I know Lynn
Chandler and Donna Pearcy made their

presence known there. Gina Sewell
wanted everything spoken softly to her
the next day.

The days are getting warmer and
everyone seems to be looking for enter-

tainment outdoors, from sunbathing to

motorcycle riding. Take my roommate
for instance. Her boyfriend took her
riding one day. She decided she wanted to

drive, but she almost ran into the fence
outside the men's dorm.
The end of school is almost here, I know

everyone is looking forward to that. Has
anyone stopped and thought about how
boring it will be after school? I heard
Marilyn Bishop say it was going to be
hard to occupy her time. She won't have
Kelley or Sandy to bug her.

See ya next time!

were given the innoculations free of

charge.

Rubella, German measles, is a viral in-

fection that can cause extensive damage
to a pregnant mother and her fetus. If in-

fection occurs in the first eight weeks of

pregnancy, statistics indicate that the

frequency of defects is about 50 percent.

The most common defects are deafness,

mental and motor retardation, cataracts,

and cardiac defects.

The new regulation requiring proof of

immunization requires that the student

seeking admission to the university show

proof of one of the following: (1) proof of

immunization received after the first bir-

thday (2) positive measles and rubella

serology with date (3) a doctor-

documented history of having had
measles with the date of the disease.

History of having had rubella will not be

accepted.

All women of childbearing age should

be vaccinated against measles and

rubella. A woman who is not vaccinated

before pregnancy cannot be vaccinated

during pregnancy because the vaccine is

made of a live virus which produces

similar effects to a full case of rubella.

Because of this characteristic of the

vaccine, all pregnant women, women
suspecting pregnancy, or women an-

ticipating pregnancy within three months

who seek admission to a university will be

exempt for one semester from immuniza-

tions.

If a person has a medical disease which

will cause a permanent contraindication

to immunization, or was born before 1957,

he will be permanently exempt from im-

munization.

Rm & URgan

lAinoRiTy Poor

By JAYMEE VOWELL
WeU, here we go again - shootinp

buU!

To tell you the truth, I'm sort of at a w.
for words after that libelous "Rambr
in the last issue. I thought about si?
Janice after she accused me of

car thief -- not to mention 'jive-iaik^
*

big mouth, slave driver, lazy' and q^'
my 'limo' a midget. ^
But, then again, if she were to go to i^i

there would be no one to do the work t£ii
never get around to, and I sure couWn'^
handle that.

^*
So, Janice, consider yourself lucky {fn

the time being), but remember - reveMi
is sweet, and I have a taste for sweeb

It seems that quite a number
of

students around here have taken quite an
interest in baseball, but unfortuna

I'm not talking about the team. It s<

that there is a place called "Third Base
in Belzoni,

and it is drawing students like a magnet
It really seems to be in full swing on

Wednesday nights

!

And, after almost a full u
,„

"celebrating America" I know about it

girls who wouldn't mind a vacafionb
Russia. Just kidding, it's not that bad.

and it's worth all of the effort, maybe. But

the flourescent fingers, charcoaled faco,

the *wet-look' hairdos, and embarrassing

mistakes almost make you wonder

You know, as I sit up here, alone, in the

Publications Office, with the muffled

sounds of students in line downst ursai

the cafeteria, the faint smell of ml; and

rubber cement surrounds me, and il'j

almost sad to think that in a few weeb

time, ril no longer be a student here. I

have used Moorhead as a stepping stone,

and I'll be gone. This will be the last col-

umn of "Ramblin* " that I'll ever write

Sorry, I didn't mean to get all dramatic

and mushy, but it's kind of lonesome feel

ing to be leaving.

I know that I'll hear some interesting

details when the Publications crew g<

back from that trip to the coast M
Janice can keep Mike straight and oi

places he shouldn't be. I hope some

keeps him from getting lost on the

the way that he did last year. I hope

my doesn't offer to take them boa

though, or we may never see them a

(but maybe that wouldn't be so b;id

At the time I'm writing this. I

know who will be the next Ca

Queen" of Belzoni, but several stu

are participating in that pageant I

they are going to have to criticize 0

the Tuna" and name their favorite fla'

of catfood! Only kidding! It is really

honor for every girl to be in the pag

Well, I've rambled enough. Besid

have more important things to d

participating in the number one tu ^

suming activity of Moorhead - sleepi

Vf

Life is just one damned
thing after another - Frank
Ward O'Maliey
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Honors day slated for early risers
The

IVlDJC will hold its annual Honors Day
program Wednesday morning, May 2. at

8 20 in the MDJC Coliseum.

pres. J.T. Hall will present the opening

remarks.

Following his talk. Beta Alpha scholars

\vill be recognized. Phi Theta Kappa

students will be given recognition on the

program.

Department heads will then present in-

dividual awards in three categories - (i)
top student in a departmental area (2)

achievement in a given subject area (3)

service and leadership.

Following departmental awards, the in-

duction of student body officers for
1984-85 wiU be made.

The last event on the program will be
the recognition of the 1984 faculty honoree
of The Retrospect dedication.

Editors of this year's book will make
this announcement.
Dean Harmon Boggs coordinates the

Honors Day program.
All students and faculty are expected to

attend the assembly.

Delta Herald, April 17. 1984, page 3

Court

changes

Title IX

THE ROCK GROUP 'Eli' recently performed in the MDJC coliseum for a crowd of about 150. Dean VVar-

nock said that the ticket sales paid for only about one-half of.the cost of the concert.

Lack of interest dooms tennis team
What happened to the tennis team of

1984? Mississippi Delta Junior College

will not have an intercollegiate tennis

team this year according to Mr. John

Vickere who usually coaches this sport.

Coach Vickers ran an announcement in

the student bulletin and numerous ads

notifying students of the approaching ten-

nis season and the need for players, but

apparently this did not work.

*We were granted a week's grace

period to find a few more tennis players

and we did, but we didn't get the number

of players required," said Vickers.

"Four boys and four girls is the

minimum a team can have." said

Vickers. "We had five male players and

three female players - all we needed was

one more girl."

"Even with the Spring deadline and the

grace period we didn't have enough quali-

ty players. This is the first time in 12

years that MDJC has not had a team. If

people prefer other activities of collegiate

sports it's no one's fault - it's no big deal,"

said Vickers.

Student and women's rights advocates
say they are "dismayed but not
necessarily surprised" by the

controversial U.S. Supreme Court deci-

sion to limit enforcement of laws insuring
that colleges can t discriminate on the
basis of gender.

The high court ruled that Grove City
College - a small, independent hberal
arts college in Pennsylvania - doesn't
have to prove all its departments comply
with anti-discrimination laws just
because some Grove City students
receive federal financial aid.

The ruling is expected to affect alt col-

leges.

Under the law -- Title IX of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1972 schools

that receive any federal funds are forbid-

den to discriminate on the basis of

gender.

Women, of course, have used Title IX to

force colleges to promote and pay women
on merit, to let women in medical and law
schools, to draw up sexual harassment
grievance procedures, and even to pro-

vide women with equal athletic oppor-
tunities, among many other uses.

And while sources are unclear how the

new decision will affect those new pro-

grams, all concur women have lost their

most effective legal weapon in fighting

sex discrimination.

"It leaves women really dependent on

good will rather than on law," says Ber-

nice Sandler, director of the Project on

the Status and Education of Women in

Washington, D.C.

At issue is whether an entire college or

just the college program that directly

receives federal funding must comply
with Title IX.

The Carter administration, when it

sued Grove City in order to pose a signifi-

cant test case, claimed that if any part of

a college - including the students receiv-

ing federal aid - benefitted from federal

money, the whole school must comply
with Title IX.

In 1982, however, the Reagan ad-

ministration announced it supported a

"program-specific" interpretation of Ti-

tle IX, pending the Supreme Court's deci-

sion in the Grove City case.

1 984 Football Schedule

AUGUST
30 MDJCvs. Gulf-Coast in Moortiead, 7:30

SEPTEMBER
8 MDJC vs. Itawamba in Fulton, 7:30 p.m.

13.. . .
MDJC vs. East Central in Moorhead, 7:30 p.m.

20
'

. . . . .

' MDJC vs. Coahoma in Moorhead, 7:30 p.m.

29 ............. MDJCvs. Jones in Ellisville, 7:30 p.m.

OCTOBER
4 MDJCvs. Holmes in Goodman, 7:30 p.m.

13 MDJCvs. Northwest (HC) in Moorhead. 7:30 p.m.

18* MDJC vs. East Miss, in Moorhead, 7:30 p.m.

27 MDJC vs. Northeast in Booneville, 6:30 p.m.

NOVEMBER
1 MDJC vs. Copiah-Uncoln in Wesson, 7:30 p.m.

Badminton tournament continues

The intramural badminton tournament

is still in progress. The singles competi-

tion is in its second round. The doubles

competition is in its first round.

Coach Buddy Walden, sponsor of the

tournament, said that brackets are

posted in the MDJC Coliseum and that

dates of subsequent matches will be an-

nounced in the Union.

Winners in the first round of singles

event were: Johnny Watford over Cathy

Duncan. Humphrey Ju over Willie Leach,

Jerry Qay over Derrick Cooper. Michael

Wilkerson over Tangie McCray, Dwayne

Tabor over Pam Crockett, Walter Adley

over Christin Martin, and Burrell Leact*

over Billy Tardy.

Winners to date in the doubles first

round are Jerry Clay and Calvin Young

over Mike Sudduth and Derrick Cooper

and Johnny Watford and Burrell Leach

over Pop Jackson and Ray Collins.

Coach Walden said that the tournament

should be completed in about two weeks.



Track team
preps

for meet
By JIMMY COOLEY
The 1984 track team will perform April

18 at Holmes Junior College in a qualify-

ing meet for the state championship.

Calvin Staples, who was last year's

state high-jump championship winning

with a jump of 6' 10" - has returned this

year and appears to be in champion form

once again.

The Trojans' 44a-relay team hasn't lost

a meet yet.

The state championship meet is

scheduled at Holmes Junior College April

26.

Track team members this year are

Randy Langslon, triple jump; 440-relay,

mile relay; Vincent Barnett, 440 relay,

mile relay, 440 dash; Dennis McNeal,
hurdles; Billy Tardy, one-mile run; Mit-

chell Russell, mile relay, 440 dash; Lee
Dale Grays, hurdles ; Calvin Staples, high

jump; Mike Adams, 100 yard dash, 440

relay; Kent Anderson, 100 yard dash, 220

dash, 880 relay, 440 relay; Patrick Pope,
100 yard dash, 880 relay; Charles Wadl-
ington, shotput; Gene Richardson, mile
relay; Keith Jones, pole vault; Claude
Schick, discus; Scott Lide, shotput; Roy
Sias. shotput; Jimmie Cooley, 880 run.

Six sophomores from the 1983 Trojan

Football team have received scholarships

to play football at senior colleges, beginn-

ing with the 1984-85 season. They are Ken-

ny Moore, Mississippi College; Ricky

Gross. Southwest Oklahoma ; Authur

Thomas, Oregon Tech; Elbert Jones.

Oregon Tech; and Dwayne Brooms, Ten-

nessee Martin.

Lady Trojans fake firs* home game

Third baseman Arceal George slamm-

ed a homerun through a gusting wind in

the first Lady Trojan doubleheader of the

home season March 21.

George waked up the sleepy spectators

with her hit as the Lady Trojans went on

to wipe out the Itawamba Indians 10-0 in

the first game. The Trojans tired out in a

hurry, though, and the Itawamba team

beat them 10-6 in the second game. Pit-

cher Marge Stewart is credited with both

the win and the loss for the" Trojans.

Leading hitters for the Trojans were

Sandra Howard and George.

Thp I ^dy Trojans' record at presstime

is . 3-13

By ALFONZO RICKS
Coach John T. Vickers described the

1983-84 basketball season as the worst in

10 years. The Trojan men ended the

season with a 6-21 record.

Vickers said that problems ranging

from academic cuts to illnesses (flu,

allergies) may have been the leading fac-

tors in the downfall of the players.

Vickers also attributes the team's failure

to inconsistent performance, "The
players were just not mentally tough,"

Vickers said.

The head coach also pointed out that, by
the end of the season, only eight players

were still on the team, making it hard to

practice.

Leading scorer f«r the men's tegm for

the season was Kurt Price with 11.4

points. Lead rebounder was Billy Tardy
with 7.7 points, followed by Calvin Staples
with 6.7 points. Leading in assists was
Price with 7.1. Price also led in steals.

Staples led in field goal percentages with
56 percent. Leading in free throw percen-
tages was Joseph Wilson with 68 percent.

THE 1984 LADY TROJANS Softball members are (back row from left) Susan Beaird, Wendy Davis, Ada
Trippe, Virginia Gray, Barbara Burley, Christie Mullen and Lesia Duncan. Front row from left are

manager, Barbara Taylor, Diane McCullough, Sandra Howard, Tangie McCray, Caria Thomas, Jennifer
Mayes, March Stewart, Cathy Duncan and Arceal George.

Coaches review season

Coach Vickers says that his strategy for

next year is "to recruit better players!

"

Head Coach Buddy Walden said that his

Lady Trojans basketball team showed a

lot of progress this year in spite of their

losing record of 6-17.

"We had only three sophomores on the

team, and we started three freshmen, so

we should have acquired some good ex-

perience which will pay off next year,"

said Walden.

For the Lady Trojans, lead scorers

were Pamela Crockett, averaging 19

points per game, and Lesia Duncan
averaging 15 points per game. Duncan
also led in rebounds with 6.3, and in steals

with three points per game. Virginia

Gray led in assists with 3.5 points per

game followed by Duncan with two.

Dianne McCullough led in field goals with

a 45 percent average. Charlotte Reed led

in free throw percentages with 72 percent.

For the record

1 983-84 Basketball Results

(men) (women)

Hinds 90-60

Hinds 80-42

Co -Lin. 81-70

Phillips 85-72

Hinds 66-32

PRC 66-74

East Miss. 85-73

Holmes 88-81

East Central 56-60

Meridian 71-68

Northeast 99-75

Phillips 95-66

Co-Lin. 66-64

Coahoma 87-65

Northeast 81-59

East Central 40-30

Ittawamba 85-82

East Miss. - 66-74

Holmes 61-60

Meridian 70-76

Northeast 41-73

Coahoma 83-88

Northeast 81-69

Holmes 53-57

Northeast 78-58

Coahoma 83-54

Northeast 65-66

East Central 65-61

Itawamba 72-74

East Miss. 74-67

Holmes 84-67

Meridian 90-72

Northeast 76-58

Coahoma 77-68

Northeast 7&-67

Itawamba 83-66

Northeast 97-62

Hinds 79-61

Hinds 76-78

Co Lin 75-51

Phillips 60-63

Hinds 65-62

Co Lin 73-66

East Miss. 10(h :

Holmes 84-64

East Central 54 56

Meridian 73-69

Phillips 61-75

Co Lin 67-58
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Baseball team battles tough opponents in March

gy MICHAEL TAYLOR
MDJC Trojans baseball team ended the

first half of the season in March, with the

record of 7-16-1.

The race began when the Trojans split a

double header with East Central. The

Trojans won the first game 2-1 and drop-

ped the second 2-9. The winning pitcher in

the first game was Guy Sheffield of the

Trojans, and the winner for the second

game was Deerman of East Central.

The race continued when the Trojans

took on East Mississippi and failed 2-H

with Gilbert taking the loss as pitcher.

The Trojans took on Coahoma on the

road, and won the first game 13-3 and tied

the second 7-7. The winning pitcher was

Tony Upchurch of the Trojans.

In other games, the scores, the teams,

and the wmning and losing pitchers are as

follows: The Trojans lost a double-header

against Gulfcoast 2-14 in the first and 3-13

in the second. The losing pitcher was

Sayles in the first game and Sheffield in

the second.

The Trojans lost to Paducah 7-2 in the

first with Deerman as losing pitcher. The

Trojans 3, Paducah 0 in the second with

Sheffield as winning pitcher. The Trojans

dropped (M against Dupage in the first

with Sayles losing. The Trojans won 9-0 in

the second with Smith as the winning pit-

cher.

The Trojans dropped both games 5-16.

0-9 against Meridian with Gilbert and

Sayles as losing pitchers.

The Trojans lost to Utawamba 0-9 in the

first game and Sayles was the losing pit-

cher. The Trojans 2. Utawamba 7. with

Sheffield credited with the loss.

The Trojans 3. Holmes 7. while Shef-

field was the losing pitcher in the first

game. The Trojans won the second 7-1

and Gilbert was the winning pitcher.

The Trojans dropped the double-header

2-3 and 1-4 to Meridian, while Deerman
was the losing pitcher in the first and
Sayles was the loser in the second.

The Trojans won a double-header 264),

6-4 against Coahoma while Smith and
Bart)era were winning pitchers.

The Trojans lost the double-header 3-9,

1-11 against Northwest while Sheffield

and Gilbert shared a loss.

"This has been a hard season and we
have played good ball clubs," said Coach

Jimmy Bellipanni. "It is hard to compete

against teams with scholarship players.

But the main factor in our losses is that

we haven't hit the ball."

Track team comes in 2nd at 1st home meet

The MDJC track team finished second

overall at their first home meet for the

1984 season.

The Trojans lost first place to the

Rangers of Northwest Junior College.

The meet was held Tuesday, April 3, on

Trojan Field.

Although the Trojans had good in-

dividual placements, they couldn't com-

pile enough points to capture first. Par-

ticipating schools were MDJC, Holmes,

Coahoma, and Northwest.

Point winners for the Trojans in field

events were: Long jump, V. Barnett. 1st

place. 21'2"; High jump. Staples. 1st

place. 6*5"; Discus, 2nd place. Wadl-

ington, 123'; Discus, 5th place. Lide; Pole

Vault, 2nd place. Jones, 9"6"; Triple

jump, 2nd place, Langston, 40'; triple

jump, 4th place. Anderson, 38'9"; shot

put. 2nd place, Wadlington, 42'10"; Shot

put. 4th place. Barnett. 41'7'-^j'*.

Point-gainers for Trojans in running

events were 440 relay. 2nd place, 42.6.

(Pope, Anderson. Adams. Barnett); 440

dash. Staples, 1st place, 52.5; 440-dash,

Russell. 5th place, 55.0; 100 dash, 1st

place. Adams, 9.94; 120 high hurdles, 1st

place. McNeal. 15.1;

120 high hurdles, 4th place. Grays.

15.60; 880 relay, 3rd place, 1.32,

( Langston. Anderson. Barnett. and

Adams); 880 run team placement; 4th

place. Cooley; 5th place Tardy; 440 in-

termediate hurdles, 3rd place, McNeal.

1.02; Grays 5lh. 220 yd. dash. 1st place.

Anderson. 22.25; Mile relay. 2nd place.

3.36 (Barnett, Staples, Russell and Tar-

dy).

The Trojans have no distance runners.

Point standings were as follows: Nor-

thwest, isl place. 96>'>; Delta, 2nd place,

72'^; Coahoma, 3rd place, 56''i; Holmes.

4th place. 39^ points,

In the four meets the Trojans have run.

they have finished 2nd at Holmes, 3rd at

Holmes, and 2nd at MDJC. "The Trojans

are doing fairly well considering that they

have no disUnce runners. They receive

no track scholarships, so everything they

do is voluntary. The Trojans are running

for the sheer enjoyment and for the glory

of winning as a team." said Coach Paul

Downs.

Weather hampers spring football practice

COACH "WOOKIE" GRAY, head football coach, looks on as Virgil Dennis, a center (left) and Scott

Lide an oSsL guard, (iar right) take hold of the weights that Cl-de Schick^

'^.^S^.a "70 per
lifted Coach Charles Sabbatini, director of the weight program, which began Feb. 1, said that /u per

Jent of the players are now bench-lifting 250 pounds or better and 78 percent are squatting 350 pounds

'or better.

The eight weeks of spring football prac-

tice (Feb. 6 - March 9) were hampered by

spring rains and other forms of inclement

weather,

"The team definitely has not practiced

as much as it needed to." said head coach

James "Wooky" Gray.

Coach Gray said that the basics were

emphasized in spring drills. "We were

concentrating on blocking, tackling, cat-

ching, running without fumbling, and just

being tough mentally and physically,"

said Coach Gray.

Gray said that offense will not change

alot next season. "We are still using the

I-formation, drop-back, bootleg, and pass

attack." said Gray.

Gray said that his team needs a good

fullback to run inside effectively.

"Our team's first goal is to win our first

game, and drive toward the North

Mississippi championship, game by

game," said Gray.
.

Thirty players were out for sprmg

training. Gray currently has the players

enrolled in a weightlighting program,

Gray was assisted in spring practice

sessions by Coaches Paul Downs and

Charles Sabbatinni. and student assistant

Keith Bender of DelU State University,

Most women are not so

young as they are painted -

Sir Max Beerbohm
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Science department to sponsor assembly on energy

The MDJC science and mathematics

department is sponsoring an "Energy for*

Today and Tomorrow" program in the

M.E. Tharp Auditorium, April 23, beginn-

ing at 9 a.m.

Mr. Dwight Spencer, department chair-

man, urges everyone to attend. He pro-

News Briefs

Mr. Lance Baria is the president-elect

of the sUte junior college counselors

association. He will be in charge of

publicity as well as the program.

The American Cancer Society held a

Spelling Bee in the Fine Arts Auditorium

March 30. Delta area junior-high students

participated in the program. Mrs. Betty

Watson was the pronouncer and Dr. Jim-

my Gordon and Mrs. Rebecca Shut-

tleworth were the judges for the competi-

tion.

mises that it will be "an enriching pro-

gram for the student body".

Mississippi SUte University graduate

Bob Cox will coordinate the multi-media

program and will be available to answer

questions.

The program will be divided into nine

assemblies and will cover such topics as

conservation of energy, resources,

availability, and future supplies.

MSU is providing this program through

a grant from the U.S. Department of

Energy.

The seminar is open during "B", *'C".

"D'\ "F", and physical educati.
periods. Mr. Spencer asks instructor<t7
clear with him before bringing

classes^

Everyone is welcome to attend the pro.
gram, Spencer said.

THIS IS A PAGE FROM the 1925 Retrospect showing the girl's dorm lobby, superintendent's office, din-

ing hall and boy's dorm lobby when the college was Sunflower County Agricultural High School. This

copy of The Retrospect was discovered in the Teague collection and is the only copy in the Stanny-

Sanders Library.

*

Teague papers donafed fo Library

The annual Sophomore Student Art Ex-

hibition will be held April 16-May 3 in the

Yeates Fine Arts Gallery.

The exhibit will include drawings,

watercoiors, oil and acrylic paintings and
commercial art projects.

Students whose work is to be included in

the show are Judy Chatham, Gw4n Har-

bin, Laura Smith, Diana Williams and
Adrian Tolliver. These students have
been taught by Mrs. Jean Abrams and
Dr. Evelyn Kiker.

NOTES FROM ALL OVER: Boy

George and Culture Club had to cancel

their April concert at Iowa State because

a tractor pull contest scheduled the col-

iseum first.. Notre Dame Food Services

cooks say $20,000 it spent for a copy of

Yale's cookbook was "a waste of money"
because "a lot of the recipes just won't

work.

Guess who.

The Stanny Sanders Memorial Library-

recently obtained some prized reading
material that belonged to Mr. Earl
Teague of Moorhead. These materials are
in the form of old magazines, MDJC
handbooks and catalogs, and old
newspapers.

Mr. Teague, a plumber in Moorhead,
died in 1974 and left in his attic and safe,

valuable keepsakes from his past. His
family recenUy contracted the library

and offered the library staff any
materials they wanted out of the house.
Mrs. Doris Boyer, head librarian at

MDJC, said, "Mr. teague was an avid-
reader, he took four daily newspapers.

His attic was insulated with newspapers
dating back to 1867. He had issues of
several different magazines dating back
to 1907."

Mr Teague was a well-known collector
m Moorhead before his death. In his safe
were blueprints from numerous houses
and businesses in Moorhead. Water plans
from most of the city's buildings was also
in the safe.

The library received the 1915-1916
1916-1917, and 1917-1918 handbooks from
the Sunflower County Agricultural High
School. Various pictures from the high
school dating back to 1916 was also ob-
tamed. Volume l of The Retrosoect

published in 1925 was also in the Teague

collection.

The magazines received were Harper's

New Monthly Magazine September 1870.

Esquire - April 1949, Hollands 1948. Mc

Call's 1948 and Redbook - 1948. Hollands

is no longer published. The library receiv-

ed issues of The Delta Hub. a Moorhead

paper published in 1942, The Sunflov^'^^

Tocsin, published in 1917, and The Com-

mercial Appeal and Jackson Daily News

dating back to 1937.

"These materials wiU be processed and

made avaUable to the student body lo

serious research," Mrs. Boyer said
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College tax breaks help those who need them least

Most programs that give parents tax

breaks for paying for college tend to help

families that would send their children to

college anyway.

and virtually exclude families who need

the most help in financing college educa-

tions, the College Board has found in a

study of education tax exemptions.

Moreover, President Reagan's pro-

posals to broaden some tax exemptions

for college payments could cut into fun-

ding for the direct student aid programs

that help the neediest students the most,

says Lawrence Gladieux, director of the

College Board's Washington office.

The board estimates that about 65 per-

cent of the families that t)enefit from the

federal tax laws aimed at helping them
pay for college have incomes al)ove the

national median.

"Although middle and upper-middle in-

come families benefit most from current

and proposed tax shelters, most of them
probably would have participated or in-

vested in a college education without

these incentives," Gladieux says.

The incentives now include exempting

scholarship and grant money from taxes,

letting parents take deductions for their

college-attending children, and subtrac-
ting the amounts of college loans from
taxable income, as well as other accoun-
ting measures.

President Reagan has proposed enac-

ting new tax incentives, too.

In February, he again proposed allow-

ing parents to deduct part of what they

pay in tuition from what they owe in

taxes, and letting people set up special

education savings accounts that would
generate tax-free interest.

"We wanted to raise a caution about

adopting poHcies that sound good -- such

as reinforcing family saving for a college

fund - but which are very expensive,"

Gladieux explains. "I fear that if (they

are) put in place, it would indirectly cut

into the support for direct student aid pro-

grams."

He adds that "if the nation wants to

give priority to encouraging youngsters

from less-advantaged families to attend

college, current and proposed tax breaks

do not appear to meet that goal as well as

conventional student aid based on need."

The study also found the tax breaks

reduced the amount of money the govern-

ment took in 1982 by $1.85 billion.

MDJC hits airwaves
"MDJC - A Place to Grow" is the

slogan currently being shown on local

television stations, heard on popular

radio stations, and it's soon to be read in

area newspapers.

"For the last two years, there has been

no media coverage of the college. We
want to increase enrollment and attract

the 'better' student, so we decided to go to

the media this year.

5 We hope to attract the typical

freshman just out of high school as well as

the atypical freshman - perhaps a

housewife returning to finish her college

work after her children are in school,"

said Travis Thornton, dean of student af-

fairs.

The current advertising campaign is

being conducted by Delta Design Group -

a Greenville - based firm hired by the col-

lege. The material has been written and

produced by Walter Harrison, a Universi-

ty of Southern Mississippi graduate, who

is a former editor of the student

newspaper at MDJC.
Delta Design produced four television

commercials for Channel 6 and Channel

15. These commercials feature graduates

of MDJC who have done well in their

career areas. They include a forester, a

vice president of a bank, a band director,

and a vocational field representative.

"These people are not professional ac-

tors," said Thornton. "They come across

just as they are - real people
"

David Browning, a sophomore political

science major, taped the radio spots cur-

rently being used.

Dean Thornton said that adver-

tisements concentrating on the cost of at-

tending MDJC will be run in district

newspapers in July.

Dean Thornton did not release figures

on the cost of the media campaign. "This

campaign is costing us quite a bit of

money," said Dean Thornton.

Big campus crowds,

missins Mondale 'spunk'

When a lonely candidate named Gary

Hart visited Albany in May, 1983. Gov.

Mario Cuomo was too busy to see him.

Hart's organizers gave up trying to

book a room at the State University of

New York - Albany (SUNYA) campus
because, as one organizer remembers it.

they were worried the candidate couldn't

draw a crowd big enough to fill one.

Things have changed. In the weeks

before the April 3rd New York primary,

the campus chapter of Americans with

Hart had about 100 volunteers, about 40 of

whom were "active," says Michael

Schmall, the campus campaign's co-

coordinator.

And while there is student support for

both Walter Mondale and Jesse Jackson

on the campus, Patty Salkin, the

officially-uncommitted head of the

Albany State Young Democrats, con-

cedes that "from what I've seen and per-

sonal contact, I'd say there's a lot of stu-

dent interest in Hart."

Indeed, for the first time since 1972. a

Democratic presidential candidate seems

to have caught fire among a broad cross

section of students around the country.

Over 5000 students heard Hart speak at

the University of Illinois two weeks ago.

About 1200 showed up to listen to him at

Cal-Berkeley. while another 300 couldn't

get in. During the Massachusetts

primary, Hart handily won student

precincts in Amherst.

Now Eric Schwartz, Hart's youth coor-

dinator, speaks of mobilizing a nation-

wide volunteer corps of 10,000 students to

match Walter Mondale's volunteers from

organized labor.

At Marquette, Hart seems to be draw-

ing a lot of support on a campus that is

"about 80 percent Republican. ' reports

Kevin Jereczek. president of Marquette's

Young Democrats' chapter.

With the possible exception of schools in

New York and Pennsylvania, adds the

nominally-uncommitted Dave Smith of

Young Democrats' headquarters in

Washington, D.C.. "campuses are pro-

Hart as opposed to Mondale."

"I sense a great lack of enthusiasm and

lack of inspiration for Mondale," says

Cathy Campbell. Berkeley's student body

president.

Campbell believes Hart's "spunk" and

faithful evocation of the Kennedy style

probably help attract student support as

much as anything.

Mondale's student organizers content

their volunteers are more concerned with

issues than Hart's.

"Students who look at the issues and not

at appearance are swinging to Mondale,"

claims Valarie White, national student

coordinator at Mondale headquarters

Economizing can help

You can cut the cost of lighting your

dorm or home by following a few simple

rules.

If you need a bright light, bum one

100-watt bulb rather than two 60-watt

bulbs. The lOO-watt bulb costs less to burn

and gives more light.

Clean bulbs and fixtures, Clean bulbs

give up to 50 percent more light.

Install dimmer switches and. as often

as you can, dim the lights. Make sure

lights are off in rooms that are not fre-

quently used.

Position lights in corners, not against

flat walls, for better reflection. Use

lighter colored paints on walls for addi-

tional reflection.

On sunny winter days, take advantage

of the sunlight and heat from windows

that face south by raising blinds and

opening curtains.

ANGELA LABELLA of Indlanola, captain of the Modeling Squad

assists Moily Smithharl of Indianola with her garter whiie they

preiare 'or the Mississippi Deita Junior College ^odehng Squad

Spring Bridal Array. The annual show held last n.ght featured

various types of wedding attire.
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VICA Winners are (back, from left) Stephen Ross, Richard Hannah,
William Vaughn, Robert Christian, Terry Williams, Mike Gibson,
Austin Washington, Robert Box, Edwin Harberson, Tommie Perrin,

Kevin Reynolds; (front, from left) Barry Skelton, David McCain, Max

Shaw, Paul Kimbriel, Cynthia Wells, Lloyd Smith, Joseph Barker,

Cynthia Thomas, Macianne Blaylock, Jeffrey Scott Hendrix, Debbie

Parker, William Clark, Earnestine Griffin, Tonnie Hopson, William

McClellan.

V/CA Winners to compete at the national level

The local chapter of Vocational In-

dustrial Clubs of America once again set

the pace for all other VICA chapters in

Mississippi at the state competition held

in Jackson recently.

Six students won first place in state

competition, the club elected a state of-

ficer, and the club was named club of the

year for the 13th straight year.

The first place winners were Joseph

Barker, industrial electronics; Ernestine

Griffin, job interview; Jeffery Scott Hen-

drix, diesel mechanics; Bill McClellan,

carpentry; Gary Patterson. sh( metal;

Cynthia Thomas, prepared spe

The six state winners and Robert Box,
who was elected reporter for the state

organization, will attend the national con-

vention in Louisville, Ky., the last week of

June.

MDJC also had 18 students to take se-

cond and third place awards at the state

meeting.

In the 13 years that VICA has t>een com-
peting at the slate level, it has won 84 first

places, six second places, and eight third

places. The local club also elected one

student to national office and 22 students

to state office.

. Winners of second place awards this

year are as follows: Macianne Blaylock,

in practical nursing; Billy Paul Kimbriel,

display; David Wayne McCain, air-cooled

engine repair; Barry N. Skelton, preci-

sion tooling; James Earl Tyler, sheet

metal; Andrew M. Wells, mechanical
drafting; and Cynthia P. Wells, job

demonstration.

The "opening and closing team" com-

posed of Michael Aycock, William Clark,

^

Mike Gibson, Tonnie Hopson. Stephen D. <

Ross, William D. Vaughn. Austin

Washington, and Terry Williams placed

third at state level.

I

Other third place winners were Tom-

mie Edward Perrin. graphic communK-a_

tions; Missy Pilgrim, medical la

technology; and Kevin Reynolds, air con-

ditioning and refrigeration.

Instructor named to national office
Mr. Jim Langley. Farm Management

instructor, has been named to the Na-
tional Board of Directors for the
American Post Secondary Agriculture

Student Organization.

Langley will serve a two-year term. He
will be responsible for setting up
guidelines for competition.

This national organization is in its sixth

year of operation and is a branch of the

high school originated Future Farmer of

America The new organization includes

15 states.

Mr. Langley and four MDJC students -

Mike Flowers, Joe Davis Wilcox, Clinton

White and Todd Moore - attended the

convention on March 28 in Cedar Rap'

Iowa. .

]

Mississippi will host the 1985 nation

convention in Jackson.
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SGA officers selected for '84-'85

five
students have been chosen to

on the Executive Council of the Stu-

jfpl
Government Association for 1984-85.

[
tide, psychology major from

ville. Ala., will lead the group as

lent. Working with Lide will be Joe

pre-engineering major from

^l!eenville. first vice-president; Stephen

gtanfiil.
biochemistry major from

L^laiid.
second vice-president; Keith

Snealman, general education major from

Dodtis ville.
secretary; and Alfonzo

Ricks,
journalism major from Glendora.

reporter.

These officers were selected from a

field of eight applicants.

-Phe
candidates were judged on at-

itude
personality, recommendations,

academic average, and personal inter-

view

Current student government jfftcers,

Oean of Students Robert Warnock. facul-

ty
representative Sandra Moore, and MD-

JC Faculty Association Vice Pres. Laney

Woolen served on the selection commit-

lee

) lie I984-B5 officers were sworn in at the

Honors Day ceremony last Wednesday
morning.

The 1984-85 Student Government Association officers are, from left: Keith Spealman secretary; St^^^

Stanfill, second vice president; Scott Lide, president; Joe Roncali, first vice president; and Alfonzo Ricks Jr.,

reporter.
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Second crawfish festival set for downtown Moorhead

ihe second annual Mississippi

Crawfish Festival will be held in

downtown Moorhead, May 19.

All crawfish lovers are invited to come

and join in the day's activities which will

include a "Peeling and Eating" contest,

an "Ugliest Dog" contest, and a "Mudbug
Derby."

"Crawdaddy Alley". ArU and crafts will

be highlighted on Washington Avenue,

and "Antique Alley ' will be located on an

adjacent street.

The Miss Sunflower County Farm

Bureau wives will sponsor a "Crawfish

Tasting" Tent featuring all kinds of

crawfish'dishes, Tickets for the Usting

will be available at $1 each.

Band and other special live musical

entertainment will be entertainmg in the

downtown park from 9 to 5 that day. All

kinds of music will be included.

Ken IJarberson. an MDJC vocational

student, won the $100 prize in the

"Peeling and Ealing" contest last year.

All of the food will again be set up m

I
Cheeileader tryouts set for May 5

MDJC will hold its annual cheerleader

*ryouts. Saturday. May 5, at 10 a.m. in the

^'andiver Union Building.

F'our freshmen and four alternates will

chosen.

Each person chosen will receive a $100

l^Uion scholarship for first semester and

* *50 tuition scholarship for second

I
semester.

I C>ean of Students, Robert Warnock. who

I
IS coordinator of this group, has issued

I

mailout bulletins, posters and applica-

tions to counselors at 36 public and

private high schools in the supporting-

county area of MDJC to inform students

about the tryouts.

Tryouts wiU be open to both males and

females.

Judging will be based on a point system

of 100. Students will be rated on execu-

tion, appearance, voice projection,

overall ability to display leadership. A

candidate must score at least 70 to be con-

sidered for the squad. .„„^^p
Warnock. retiring sophomore

cheerleaders, and student government o -

ficers will serve on the judging commit-

t66.

"This year, we are making a greater ef^

fort to get word to more people." said

Warnock.
Winners of the tryouts will be announc-

ed May 5.

Moorhead Merchants are currently

sponsoring a shopping bonanza with the

drawing for $500 prize money to be held at

6 p.m. the day of the festival.

All profits from the festival go toward

local and state charities such as the

Moorhead Community Chest, the scout

troops, and the Mississippi Kidney Foun-

dation.

"Bachelor of the Year" Is

Willie Pop Jackson, a

1 9-year-old sophomore from

Greenwood, majoring in data

processing.

Congratulations to the other

candidates, but especially to

this special young man - Pop

Jackson - "Bachelor of the

Year."
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Memories like the corners of mv mind...

Well,'"it's about over. Amid the cries of

joy and screams of laughter, there is that

mixture of emotions always felt when a

school year ends. It's an odd assortment

of feelipgs - some are scary and

uncertain.- while others are giddy and

happy. But long after these initial

emotions have faded, the memories will

remain.

It's hard not to look back on the past

school year and not feel something, Some

of those memories you may want to forget

- like the time you danced on the pool

tables at the Pool Hall - and then there are

the memories that will only grow sweeter

- a lone kiss by a star-light fountain on

that Thursday night. It was these times

that made up our year, and it will be these

moments we remember long after

Western Civ. is forgotten.

Somehow when you glance back

ByGWEN HAKBIN
RUTH HEARD

Hi everyone! This is our first and last

attempt at writing Dorm Talk since our

roommate Jenny deserted us and moved

to Greenville taking our "Jam" system

with her. A lot of the girls seem to have

been pretty excited about the open dorm

held April 17. At least it got a lot of us to

clean up our rooms. Take Kim James, she

held "Spring Cleaning" in her room. I

heard she was recruiting people who

visited her room, so I stayed away for a

while. Heck. Ruth and I didn't even touch

our room.

Well. soon, it will be time for some

massive cramming considering finals

began Friday. I wonder if thai will make

Gwen spend any less time in Indianola?

Ruth has been talking about Gradua-

tion an awful lot. I hate that I won't be

graduating, too. Ruth also has to take pic-

tures of the graduation, Good luck, kid!

Well, we both know Jenny has really en-

joyed writing Dorm Talk for you guys,

especially when she got to keep us up all

hours trying to find out what was going

on.

How in the world will everyone survive

without the lobby to congregate in this

summer? I know this will be really tough

for a few - namely - Melanie McNeer.

However she will have her "Heiney" to

keep her company.

Oh, have ya'll heard the latest - Jackie

Sanders (from Leland) looks like Diane

Prince whf*n she has glasses on? When
will she turn in to Wonder Woman?
Wonder what mysterious things we will

find as we are moving out?

I know some people like Sharon, Beth,

Angela, Karen, Jennifer, and Angle

haven't seen the front of their rooms in

weeks, but that's okay. Everyone likes

the lived-in look.

We would like to say goodbye and good

luck to "Mrs. Rich ' since she will be leav-

ing us. We wonder who will take her

place? Have a nice summer, everyone!

through the year, the bad limes don't

seem that awful after all. While wntmg

the term paper was not my idea of a

thrilling Thursday night, there was a

sense of accomplishment when it was

over. And while it seemed there was

never any lime to sleep because of an

early morning exam, there was a great

feeling of pride when you knew you had

done your best and it resulted in a job

well-done. And under all those gripes and

grumbles was always that sense of duty

and the desire to prove yourself by your

schoolwork.

In nine short months we have grown -

grown in ways not visible to the eye. We

are more assured, more determined than

we were when we enrolled in August. This

year, like any other year, had its ups and

downs. There were broken dreams along

the way, but somehow they don't seem to

matter now. We will never remember the

times we failed - the times life seemed

impossible. We will remember the

triumphs, little as they were, and those

will carry us on. ^^nir
There are many who are leavmg MUJL

this year. Graduation means an end to

one life and the beginning of another.

The graduates will be taking on new

responsibilities, whether it be a new

school or a new job. They will be leaving

friends, new and old. with whom laughs

were shared and shoulders were lent

when they needed one the most.

But most of all they will be leaving a bit

of themselves in the classrooms and in

the halls where they lived and learned

these past months, and in the hearts and

souls of these proud graduates goes a

little piece of Moorhead that they will

carry forever. — Belcher

X'M NOT WoRRieD
aBOUT ^^GaRY

HaRT

Hi& New
ipeas.

HecK, \/4e Ra*^

a caMpaiGN
OF MevJ

ipeas Four

VeaRS aGo!

Ths VoTeRS
WOH^T FaLL FOR

THaT ONG
aGaiNi

The end of school has finally arr
and so have my last days at MoorhH!?
You know all the time you are in schn^i
you think about how glad you will be i

get out. Then after a couple of years v

wish you were back. Maybe this com
from thinking about all the fun and pa^
ties instead of about the work.

There are many things about this year
that will always be remembered by many
of us. Mrs. Shuttleworth's English

Lit

classes never will be forgotten
( no matter

how hard you try). I am positive Douj;

and I will never forget. Thursday nighu
at The Kleaners and Friday mornings

in

Mr. Worsham's Trigonometry class, Mr
Latham's discussions, and freeway

ijei^

ween Greenwood and Moorhead each day

and what Jimmy, Bob and Janice told me
about our trip to the Coast will remain
with me for a long time. Most of a!! I win
remember the people at MDJC I was
associated with and met through working

on this paper. In saying goodbye to MD-

JC, I want to greatly thank Miss Laney

Wooten for her steady efforts in helping

me these two years.

BETA ALPHA
SCHOLARS
SPRING 1984

•

I

FRESHMEN Sem.Hr. Credit

14

17

H
16

15

Cynthia P. Courtney

Andrew Lee Cummings
Dorothy D. Mitchell

Mollie Smithharl
Catherine J. Webster
SOPHOMORES
Karen Denise, Allen

Bonnie C. Anderson

Joseph Edwin Barker

Sandra Swindle Barry

Donna Ann Elliott

Teresa Lynn Fugett

Teresa Ann Gaines

Bruce Kennon
Billy Paul Kimbriel

Lisa C. Shamoon
Scotty Lamar Smyly
David F. Taylor

Terry Lynn Wetzel

Returning Beta Alph Scholars

Tammy Gardner Bruckner 47

Jimmy Dale Dry 79

Judy L. Gardner 49

Betty Jean Hearn 61

Tonnie Ray Hopson 76

Tracy Lynn Roberts 114

Stephen Day Ross 106

Kayla Simon 54

Linda C. Templeton 51

52

51

48

55

51

53

51

49

45

52

48

58

52

Cum.

Q.P.A.

4.00

4,00

4.00

4,00

4.00

3.82

3.53

m
:m
3.71

3.77

3,71

3.69

3,82

3.94

3.79

3.52

3,50

400

3,92

3.94

395

3,55

3.80

3.73

3.80

3,82
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Bashful males outnumber females
, Plier this semester an informal poll

i.nfi
with student interests and

,des was conducted in the dorms,

poll consisted of 38 questions

ncerning everything from preferences

"i^iiDstick to religion.

*

The results have been tabulated after 12

w rs of effort by five staff members.

VOTE- The validity of the findmgs

Henend 'on the truthfulness of the

M«indents' answers,

the dating area of the poll it was

.. covered that there are 40 guys at

JinlC who have been wanting to ask

meone out and just haven't got the

nme up to do it yet! Now for a little

encouragement, guys there are 29 girls

campus that have been waiting for you

loaslt them out. So. maybe, less than half

of vou
guys will be turned down. Care to

(est the odds?

There is one guy though whose odds are

running 100 to 0 on being turned down and

that s Magic Johnson, who was

mentioned explicitely on several answer

^^There may be some problems arising,

though, because 32 guys admitted that

Uiev have a steady girlfriend, whi e only

26 eirls say they have a steady boyfriend!

When we got right down to the bare skin

essentials it was discovered that MUJt s

girls favorite part of the male anatomy is

Uie overall build. The guys' favorite part

of the female anatomy is the buttocks,

with the face following a close second. So

fiirls whether you're coming or going you

are putting one of your best features

forward.

Oh by the way. girls, the guys on

campus say that they don't care in the

least whether you wear lipstick or nail

polish. So why go to all the trouble.?

Girls and guys both say that personality

and having a good time comes before

looks when they go out on a date. Also

they both say they like a combination of

the loud, show-off and quiet-shy type

personality. But you know how Moorhead

people are - impossible.

Guys, the thing that turns MDJC girls

off the most is arrogance - they can't

stand it. So keep your trap shut about

yourself and concentrate on one of her

favorite subjects - herself! Be sure to

stand in good light too. because the

immediate turnon is your body.

Following closely is friendliness. So

guys, remember to speak everytime you

see that special girl, not just when you are

in the mood to.

Girls, the thing that turns off the guys

around here most is being overweight So.

start pumping away at the extra pounds

everyone has added during the winter -

it's almost bikini time again. The guys

say that they don't like heavy make-up

either. So. let that natural beauty you all

have shine through. And of course,

knowing guys, the thing that immediately

turns them on is a girl's body and a

beautiful face.

We also found out that the guys on

campus prefer girls with blue eyes and

brown hair over all others. They also like

a medium length of hair over long.

Surprisingly only one guy on campus says

he likes short hair on a girl. Guys favor,

first the sexy overall look, and second an

outdoorsy overa 1 1 look

The girls on campus differ only a little

from the guys in this area. They prefer

boys with brown eyes and black hair.

Their favorite hair length is short with

medium a close second. They difimtely

are not at all for the very short hair look.

Like the guys, the girls prefer the sexy

overall look and then the outdoorsy ook.

Even though way over one-half ot

MDJC students plan on attending a major

university in the future. MDJC students

spend more time after class goofing off

with friends - more than anything else -

even doing homework! When they get out

of school only 43 students plan on sUying

in Mississippi, the rest are leaving the

Magnolia state. As far as being successful

^ fhe future, the girls at MDJC have

higher hopes than the boys do. The

number one response from the girls was.

"very successful" and the numl)er one

answer for guys was "mildly successful"

.

Four people at Moorhead doomed
themselves as not being successful at all.

Most students do not think the U.S. will

have a woman president in the next 20

years. But. surprisingly, 35 guys think we

will and only 30 girls think we will. The

guys are exactly split down the middle on

the issue of drafting women. One-half

think they shouldn't be. The other half

think they should be. The girls favor two

to one the drafting of women. We found

out in taking this survey that even in the

election year there are 33 dorm students

who are not registered voters.

We also found out that 22 girls and 13

guys find themselves often discriminated

against because of race. sex. or religion;

although the majority say they are not

discriminated against.

An interesting situation may occur in

the next few years because when the

students answered the question. "Do you •

plan on getting married within the next

four years." 32 girls replied yes. while

only 26 of the guys said yes. Most

students, however, said they will be

getting married later and three students

claim they will never get married,

The majority of dorm students don't

work on a paid job at all. although 62 work

at part-time jobs.

Most students at MDJC say they attend

church on a regular basis and a close

second, say they attend every now and

then. Only two girls say that they never

attend. As far as considering themselves

a good Christian the majority says. yes.

while 39 say they do not.

The typical MDJC student listens to

rock music. Country music came in

second followed by soul, then classical

and tied for last place and jazz and

religious music.

In the Drug Abuse portion of the survey

we came up with some enlightening
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answers. In all areas, the majority of

MDJC students say they completely

abstain from alcohol use. marijuana use.

hard drug use. and even cigarette use.

Twenty-four students drink alcohol once

every two or three months. 12 drink once

a month. 27 drink once a week. 13 drink

three or four limes a week, Thirty-one

students have tried smoking reefers, but

only 12 students claim to use it frequently.

Eighteen students said they would

consider taking hard drugs. As far as

cigarette smoking is concerned, of the

students that do smoke, the majority

smoke a pack a day.

The question was asked, "U you were

suddenly rich what would you do first."

The girls' number one answer was "buy a

car", while the conservative guys said

they would "invest it first" and "then buy

a car." Only four students would make a

contribution to charity.

Two questions were asked about the

student himself. The first question was

"Do you consider yourself attractive?'

The number one answer for the guys is

that they think they are average looking.

The girls, a little more vain, are tied

between very attractive and average.

Only 14 students think they are

unattractive,

5 When asked about being intelligent the

number one answer for the guys and girls

was yes, A close second is average. Seven

girls say they aren't intelligent at all.

Some questions about living in the

dormitory were also asked The majority

of guys think that the majority of the

dorm rules and regulations are fair. Only

22 think they aren t fair. But with the girls

it was a different story Two to one the

girls do not think the dormitory

regulations are fair. Almost all of the

girls and guys like it "okay" to be living

in the dorm. Eighteen love it. though, and

five dislike it, Most students are living in

the dorm on their own choice; although 31

are staying because of certain

requirements.

Members of the 1983-84 Troian basebal, team are bacK row

Billy McClellan, Tony Deerman, P°P
J^.^„'^,^°"obe^^^^^^ Chock Foley

o Eddie Garrison, Billy Barber, Chuck



AAANDY BROWN

By JANICE WILSON
"When I began working here I made $15

a week, it wasn't a lot. but it was a good

time - a happy time, things were a lot

simplier back then," said Mandy Brown,

head cook for Mississippi Delta Junior

College. She has worked here for 38 years

and plans to retire at the end of this school

year.

"When I was younger MDJC was

Sunflower County Agriculture High

School and Junior College. Jimmy Nobile.

now a security guard at MDJC, was a

high school student."

Every morning at 5:30 a.m. I set out

walking from my home to the school

where I made biscuits - 22 pans a day. five

days a week until I was moved up to a

higher position as cook and eventually

head cook." Brown said.

"The staff in those days was a lot

smaller than it is now. I didn't have seven

or eight different bosses." said Brown.

"In all of the 38 years I've moved here

I've only been absent because of sickness

and I'd like to thank President Hall for

saving my job for me when I was sick,

that was so nice of him," Brown said.

"I don't think anyone can beat my cook-

ing - give me a recipe and I can cook it.

I've enjoyed my job whether it was ap-

preciated or not and now I'm ready to go

knowing I've done my best," Brown said.

RICHARD HANNAH of Merigold, an electronics major, operates thecomputer terminal of the Vl-I Pick and Place robot replica while

saSTth^^hl inn
^1^."*/°"'=^ "^3'°^ f^o-^ Drew looks on. Hannah

said that the mdustnal type robot was built with aid from elec

i[n7«i^nS^'m";^jK[n%"S ^^LT^'

McCord wants
to win one

Robert Whitten McCord, audio-v
coordinator at MDJC. spends a lot oiT'
time running - both on the job and in com
petitive meets during his leisure hour^

*

McCord has been doing a lot of wishino
lately, though. ^

"I've been in 55 races so far. and i
^^^in

be in the one sponsored by the crawfish
festival here," said McCord. '

i ^
wishing that no one will show up so that I

can finally win one of these races

Robbie began running four years ago
When he finally entered his first race he
couldn't believe that he was beaten' by
everybody -- including "the little old

ladies and the six-year-old kids."

"I felt so bad I promised myself that I

would run better than that the next time

and I did," said McCord. "At least. 1

came in with the head pack. I try to get a

little better with each race."

McCord said that he has tried to make
slow and steady improvement in each

race. I really enjoy running - even if I am
getting old." said McCord. "It's like they

say - old runners don't wear out, they slim

up," said McCord.

Student 'rides the

rapids' to class

Most students know the sound of the

alarm clock too well. There is a shoi

bleating sound followed by sudden

smashing sounds. The impact jars

something loose inside and silence is

restored.

Next, there is the blind stumble to the

shower. The gritty floor and breath-

taking odor is enough to wake the

sleepiest soul. On comes the water which

somehow brings me into the real world.

As I finish my shower, I dry off, being

careful to dry my feet. I step back into my

room and realize that my shower has

come an olympic-sized puddle in my

floor. I yell to my roommate, The

shower leaks." He replies. "Yah, I've

been treading water for the last 15

minutes." I dive onto my bed and gather

together all strands of dry cloth. Towels,

sheets, and dirty clothes go into the

murky liquid. These garmets have the

same affect on the puddle as a cotton baN

would on an ocean. I grab a chair and

push it in front of a mirror so I can stana

and dry my hair without becoming a hgW

bulb. I dress and slip into my wet suit ana

"stroke" to the door. I open the door ana

ride a white water rapid across the cam-

pus. As I enter the science building, peo^

pie stare at my wet suit. I nnake my v^aj

to the bathroom. Within minutes I emerg

in a wrinkle-free shirt and pants, a t)rig

plaid tie and a blue book bag. Well it Iook^

like it is going to be another average a .

Yes, this story has its basis in ru

^

Some elements have been ^^^^^^^^

prove a point. All names have

deleted to protect the innocent and gu r

Special thanks go to "Jacques cou^
^^^

and his crew" for filming an under-

documentary on the spot.
drained

Also thanks to repair crew who ard

^ Sianfi"our ocean.

I



DAVID MCCAIN (left and TODD HEIGLE begin "pigging" out at the

annual VICA cookout held recently. Mr. S.A. Brocato, VICA sponsor

S It 100 Chickens, 150 pounds of catfish and ^''^^^^'.'^'"^s

to go with these were served at the event. The cookout .s paid for by

funds raised by the club over the year.
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The computer

race is on

Are computers beginning to dominate

education? Are junior colleges a part of

this?

In the spring of 1983, The Institute for

Studies in Higher Education, conducted a

national survey to determine the status of

microcomputing in small two-year

colleges.

This survey reveals that almost all

colleges with over 5.000 students had

begun to use computers for

administrative purposes, but only one-

third of the small colleges of less than

3,000 students were using computers.

Bender and Conrad (March 1984

Communitv and Junior College Journal)

report that there are 1000,000 computer

systems in secondary schools alone.

Estimates are that the majority of

university freshmen by 1984 will already

have had 50 hours of hands-on computing

experience.

Bender and Conrad point out that the

junior colleges are taught between the

two, since funding and staffing have been

slower to develop in these institutions.

They are unable to appeal to those high

school graduates who are searching for a

college with an extensive computer

program.

The result. Bender and Conrad say. is

that surveys developed in the last year

indicated that administrators have made

a drastic turn away from an attitude of

regarding computers as toys to one of

realizing the serious necessity and

professionalism of the new age.

Honors Day List

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS: Teresa

Fugett, General Business - Accounting;

Teresa Gaines. Business Education;

Owen Dickson, General Business - Two

Year; Kelley Moore, Secretarial Science -

Two Year.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS: Cindy

Courtney. Accounting; Teresa Gaines.

Shorthand; Lori Stotler, Typewriting;

Kelley Moore. Typewriting; Sandra

Barry, Business Law ; Donna Elliott.

Business Communications and Business

Statistics; Diane Rounds. Basic Skills in

Business - Office Machines.

SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP
AWARDS: Teresa Gaines, Phi Beta

Lambda.

FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENTAL AW.\RDS: David

Taylor, Music.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS: Andy

Cummings. Freshman Music Theory;

Andy Cummings. Voice - Freshman

lAbrams); Gwen Dickson, Voice -

Sophomore (Abrams); Perry Nelson,

Music History; Andy Cummings. Music

Literature; Jay Madison, Voice

(Tolbert); Shaye McCrory. Pamtmg;

Gwen Harbin, Commercial Art.

SERVICE & LEADERSHIP AWARDS:

Tracy Kelly, Band; Jerry Baker, Band;

Stacy Broadwater, Band; Johny Wig-

ington. Band; Wesley McGaugh. Band;

Dale Deloach, Band; Walter Adley,

Band; Ricky Dixon. Band; Stephen Stan-

fill, Band; Burrell Leach, Band;

Jay Madison, MDJC Singers - TJ s;

Marvin Young. MDJC Singers - TJ s.

Sandy Bell, MDJC Singers - TJ s; Shona

Bodie. TJ's; Gwen Dickson - MDJC

Singers; Derrick Cooper, Band.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
EDUCATION DEPT.

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS: George

Carr, Physical Education.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS: Linda H.

Spring Personal & Community Health;

Linda H. Spring, First Aid; James Logan

Crittendon. Personal & Community

Health

SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP
AWARDS: Kendall Bryant. Basketball;

Calvin D. Staples. Basketball. Sandra

Lynn Chandler, Co-Captain. Delta

Dancers, Cynthia Ann Upchurch, Co-

Captain, Delta Dancers; Michael J-

Serio. Baseball; Charles M. Foley. Foo -

ba Manager. Hugh Kirby Gnffm, Foot_

ball Manager; Eddie Cates Track

Manager; Kay Johnson. HPR; Lula Car-

son. HPR.
LANGUAGE ARTS DEPT.

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS: Tammy

Gardner Bruckner. English; Karen

Allen. French and Spanish; Mike Meeks.

Journalism. ^.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS: Charlie

Pleas, English Literature; Lois Jones.

English Literature; Teresa Fugell.

English Literature; Charlotte Reed.

American Literature; Andrew F. Brown

American Literature; Jeanette

Meadows. English Composition; Janice

Smith, English Composition; J"""™y ^'^^

chell. English Composition; V.van

Carley. English Composition; MolI.e

Smithhart. English Composition; Corlis

MUler. French I. c-AnpRSHiP
SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP

AWARDS: Janice Wilson. Journalism;

Nicole Pena, Language Arts; Stephen

Stanfill. Language Arts.

MATH & SCIENCE DEPT.
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS: Patti

Vance. Physical Science (Physics &

Chemistry); Scotty Smyly, Math.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS: Marsha

Rochelle. General Chemistry; Scolty

Smyly, Physics; Margaret Rinicker.

Physical Science; MoUie Smithhart.

General Biology; Pamela Perkins.

Anatomy & Physiology, Microbiology;

Jeannie Politovich. Home Economics.

SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP
AWARDS: Angela Labella, Captain,

Modeling Squad; Heather Boswell. Co-

Captain, Modeling Squad; Leigh Ann

Golden. Co-Captain, Modeling Squad

NURSING DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS: Evelyn

Simpson. Nursing;

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS. Nursing:

Leatha Cook. Jamesetta Nunn Ella

Barnes Pam Perkins and Alice Clark,

SERVICE & LEADERSHIP AWARDS.

Nursing Club: Mildred Lamberth^

Deborah Peden. Joyce Tonos and Sharon

Causey.

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT AWARDS: Charles J.

Montgomery. Criminal Justice.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS: Bettye

Dilley. General Psychology; Phyllis

Jones. Child Psychology; Evelyn Simp-

son. Child Psychology. Scotty Smyly.

Child Psychology. William 0 Reilly

Adolescent Psychology; Margaret

Rinicker. Educational Psychology. Tam-

my Bruckner. Educational Psychology.

Timothy P. Askford. U.S. History;

Guy Lamar Long. U.S. History; Russell

Carr. Western Civilization. Andrew Cum-

mings, Western Civilization; Mollie

Smithhart. Western Civilization; Andrew

Floyd Brown. Western Civiliza ion;

Catherine J. Webster. U.S. History;

lames Butler. U.S. History,

V(KATU>NAL-TECHNICALDEPT^
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS: Bill Mc-

Clellan. Construction i Drafting

Technology; Sandra Barry. Data Pro-

cessing Technology; Richard Hannah.

Electronics Technology; Norman

Strawbridge. Farm Management

't:;S'scott. Medical Laboratory

Technology; Kayla S.mon. Radiologic

Technology; Joe Washington. Diesel

Mechanic^^^ Barry Skelton, Machine

Shop; Kevin Reynolds, Refrigeration &

Air Conditioning,

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS: Andrew

Wells Construction & Drafting

Technology; Dianne Mitchell. Data Pro-

cessing Technology; Robert Bo^-

ironies Technology; Andy Noah. Farm

Management Technology; J»r"""y ^^y-

Medical Laboratory Technology; Bobbie

Spiller. Radiologic Technology, Robert

Bennett. Auto Mechanics; Jimmy Lee

Brooks. Diesel Mechanics;

Johnny Harris. Farm Mechanics; Tony

Deerman. Machine Shop; Tommy Per-

rin. Offset Printing; Paul Ue. Refrigera-

tion & Air Conditiomng. Karen Monday.

LPN Clarksdale; Linda Jones. LPN -

Greenville; Marianne Blaylock. LPN -

Greenwood.



Mouu nripans Bound - Delta Dancers who'will perform at the World's

c V ^n mw Mav are (back row, from left): John Counts, Jerry

Peleg ?n Jim Kelly, JohSkson, Steven Richardson; (middle row

frtm pfn Robin West, Robin Ainsworth, Jaymee Vowell, Cindy

RoWnion Karia Nobi?e Lisa Southerland, Stephanie AAcClendon, L,sa

MaHece Luskfvernon Ray, Nancy Guest, Sharon R.chardson, Angela

Acy, Jere Johnson, Beth Brocato.

Dancers to perform at World's Fair

The MDJC Delta Dancers will perform

during the opening week of the World's

Fair (May 14-15) in New Orleans.

The theme for the Dancers perfor-

mances will be "Celebrate America.
"

The program will consist of patriotic

numbers such as "God's Country". "Roll

on Mississippi", and "God Bless

America."

The group will leave at 8 a.m. May 14

and return after noon on May 17. They are

scheduled for three shows at the

Mississippi Pavilion (May 14 9:30 p m..

May 15 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.).

They will also perform at the American

Pavilion on May 15 at 3 p.m. This pavilion

is the largest covered stage at the Fair.

The group has been performing all year

and has accepted donations from schools

and individuals totaling $2300 as their on-

ly method of fund-raising for this trip.

The dancers have traveled to 10 different

schools, performing every Thursday

beginning in February. The presented

two recitals on campus - one in December

and another in April. They also perform-

ed at the MDJC pageant and at several

basketball games.

The Delta Dancers have 20 studeni

dancers. Travelling with the group will be

seven male students who have danced

both semesters, the sound and lightu't:

technician, and 12 school officials and

chaperones. ,

Mrs. Betty Aden is director ana

choreographer of this group.

Burned out: many college presidents want to quit

Despite what students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators might think, college
presidents don't have it made in their life

at the top. at least according to a still-to-

be-released study by the Association of

Governing Boards of Universities and
Colleges.

On the contrary, college presidents'

jobs are filled with stress, long hours, few
payoffs, and a feeling of isolation -- fac-

tors which cause one out of four to teeter

on the edge of resigning, according to

Marian Gade, one of the researchers

working on the report, "Strengthening

Presidential Leadership."

Gade and her fellow researchers have
interviewed more than 800 college
presidents, their spouses, and other lop

university officials for the study.

While three of four of the presidents say
they like their jobs, one out of four would
like to resign at the first opportunity, the

study has found.

Only 25 percent of the presidents say
they thoroughly enjoy their jobs, the

researchers report.

Half say they like their jobs more than
they dislike them.
The rest are more or less disillusioned

and burned out. ready to leave office for

another position, the study shows.
The stress, loneliness of the job. and

long hours required of college presidents

are the main reasons for the widespread
dissatisfaction, Gade says.

"Few people really know what a com-

plex job the presidency is, even at a small

institution," she points out. "The causes

of stress are those of financial pressures,

working full-time, seven days a week, 24

hours a day. of dealing with collective

bargaining, and more and more state and
federal controls."

Presidents are also a lonely lot. she

says, who don't identify with faculty, are
politically separated from ad-
ministrators, and typically not ap-
preciated by their boards of trustees.

Indeed, turnover among college
presidents in the last year seems to con-

firm the study's early findings.

Smith College President Jill Conway,
for instance, announced her resignation

last month, saying she needed more time

with her family and had had enough of i^'^

pressures and strains of her IC)'^

tenure.

In February, Walter Leonard, pre

dent of embattled Fisk University

predominantly-black college on the i'"

cial skids - said he was so drained b\

constant pressures that he wanted to q

before his planned retirement thiJ>

ing December. ^^^f

And Cecil Mackey. five-year P^^^'

of once-beleaguered Michigan

recently announced he will leave n

fice in June 1985, under pressure iron

board of trustees. ,

Among other things, the

upset with Mackey's hiring of heaa

ball coach George Perles in 1982.
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^
The person in the "Guess Who?" picturt

issue No. 11 was correctly identified ai

Irranklin Bennett, a sophomore from Itt

Bena majoring
in computer science.

Dance Can^

to be offered

MUJC will provide a low-cost day camp

summer for youngers interested m

^

The instructors will be Mrs. Betty

Jen dance and physical education

'nstructor and members of her Delta

Dancers troupe this year.

The camp will be run for three weeks

nd it will be divided into three sessions,

only 30 applicants will be accepted m

pach session.

All classes will be taught in the Dance

Studio in the MDJC Coliseum.

Cost of the camp for each child will be

$40. Each camper will receive a tee shirt

for participation.
, . *

On Friday of each session, the students

will present their routines on stage and

will be judged on their performances.

Trophies will be awarded to

outstanding campers.

Campers will also have the option ot

buying a color 8x10 group picture taken

bv Lawrence Kenneth.

Each camper will be insured for injury

up to $1,000 with a $25 deductible clause.

MRS MARY ANNE TOWNES. Microcomputer instructor, proofreads a typeset copy from the
Jff^J^j

pTpoM U^^^^ while Jan Sykes (from left) and Ulysses Edwards look on. Sykes and

LwarrllonS a number of other students helped in the typesetting and proofing of the works

toTpubth^^^^ magazine. This is the first edition to be typeset by the Microcomputer class.

Pool Hall sets deadline Softball team forfeits game

Doyle Knight, owner of Knights

Recreation Center, set May 1st as the

deadline for all bills to be paid by MDJC
students.

MDJC students owe Knights $2000 in un-

paid debts.

Knight hasn't gotten really worried yet

about not getting paid.

"Usually. 95% of the students pay their

bills, they can be a group of responsible

young people. Now. I only have to worry

about that 5%," said Knight.

He also said, "MDJC has been good to

me and so have its students. They're a

good bunch of kids and I've enjoyed hav-

ing them this year and I hope to see them

again next year."

Head resident to retire after 1 0 years

Mrs. Richardson is originally from

Kemper County, Miss. She then moved to

Seattle, Washington, where she was mar-

ried and had seven children.

Before she left Washington, one of her

daughters gave her a gift she says she 11

never forget - a chance to visit such

places as France. Germany, England.

Holland. Italy. Ireland and Austria.

"Now. I'm looking forward to the travel

I'll do when school is out. I'm going back

to Seattle for a month and then to

Scotland and probably Germany." said

Mrs. Richardson.

As Mrs. Richardson sat observing

studenU in the lobby, she talked of the

changes in students, faculty. MDJC and

Moorhead.

"Students were more serious about

their studies when I first arrived here in

the 70's". said Mrs. Richardson. "When

a girl left the dorm she had to sign in and

out. explain where she would be, who she

would be with and when she'd be back in

the dorm. „
"The dorm closed at 11 p.m. Everyone

was in their rooms by this time, and if not

their parents were called and told that

their child was missing."

Well I've been here for 10 years and

each one has brought me some sort of new

and funny experience." said Mrs. Alma

Richardson, head resident at Stennis-

Penrod dormitory. "The one I thought

was real funny was when we had been

having a''peeping Tom' and no one could

catch him until one night when one of the

fiirls spotted him. and they all got

Together and chased him all the way back

to the boy'5 dorm. There they finally

caught him I don't think that boy ever

was the same after the girls got hold of

him
'

'

Mrs Richardson is retiring this year

and in her words. "1 have mixed feelings

and I've enjoyed working here, but I m
also looking forward to school being out.

Mrs Richardson says that the City of

Moorhead is almost exactly the same

"The campus has changed a lot. New

buildings have been put up - the cohseum.

but the faculty is also practically the

same." said Richardson.

"I guess I will really miss this place

some, but right now I miss my 17 grand-

children and the thought of traveling

more." said Richardson.

The Softball team forfeited their last

game and decided not to go to state

competition this year because of what

Coach. James "Buddy" Walden calls

"insufficient interest."

"A lot of the problems come from the

fact that a lot of the softball players were

also on the basketball team, which means

that all of their cuts were taken for

basketball." Walden said. "By the Um«

Softball season rolled around they didn I

have enough cuts to finish the softball

season.'*

"There was just insufficient interest in

the game due to conflicts with classes and

outside interests," said Walden.

"If you don't have a whole-hearted

team effor^l. then you don't have a team."

Walden said.

At the termination of the season, the

team's record stood at 5-15.

Friday. May 4

EXAM SCHEDULE
SECOND SEMESTER 1983-84

May 4-9
8:15- 10;20F

10:35- 12:40 EMW.ERZZ

1 :30- 3:40 ENG 1113

ENG1123
BSB0213

8:15- 10:20 AIS.AIXX

10:35- 12:40 NRZZ
1:30-3:40 6

8-1 5 -10:20 CQU.CQYY
Tuesday, May 8 10:35 • 1 2 40 LVYY

1:30-3:40 0

8:16- 10:20 JTXX
Wednesday, May 9

1 0:35 -12:40 0

1 -30 Graduation Rehearsal in Coliseum

Graduation Friday Ever,lng, May 11. 8:00 P.M. Mississippi Dei.a Coliseum.

Monday, May 7
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More students choose to graduate this year
^ . ^r^v. r:,.,onHnIvn Elaine

Three- hundred twenty-eight students

will soon be leaving MDJC behind them.

This is the number of candidates schedul-

ed to participate in the graduation

ceremony on May U at 8 p.m. m the

Mississippi Delta Junior College col-

iseum. , ., . „
Reheal^al for the graduation exercises

will be an : 30 p.m.. Wednesday May 9, in

thecolis'feum.

According to Dean Harmon Boggs.

Dean o< instruction, there will be 163

Associate in Arts degrees awarded. 100

Associate in Applied Science degre^. and

65 Certificates of Graduation awarded.

"This is an unusually large number of

graduates,* and a higher than normal

percentage are receiving A.A. degrees.*'

Dean Boggs would also like to remind

all graduates to make sure that all fees

and fines are cleared up before gradua-

tion. All overdue books or materials due

to the library must be returned and fines

paid before a student can graduate.

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS DEGREE: Bon-

nie Carol Anderson. Sandra Carline Bell,

Susan Renee Boone. Alice Faye Brown.

Tammy Gardner Bruckner. James

Butler. Russell Lloyd Carr. Julia Lynn

Carson, Judith Dianne Chatham, William

Burke Dale, Donna Ann Elliott, Tambry

Ann Elmore, Shawn Michael Evans.

Mary Melissa Ewing. Artie Yvonne Ford.

Teresa Lynn Fugett. Teresa Ann Gaines;

Emma Mary Gamble. Leigh Ann

Golden. Sharon Ruth Heard. Cathy Jo

Jackson. Antoinette James, Leslie Kaye

Johnson, Loisdean Wanda Jones. James

Carey Kelly Jr.. Tracey Dianne Kelly

Jessie King. Thomas Wayne Lott. Alan

wTyne Loveless. Keith Frankhn

McDaniel. Christine Jones Mar m

Michael Wayne Meeks. Odella Miller.

Jena Carol Mosley;

Bessie Mae Murray. Mae Bell Nero

Karia Gay Nobile. William Robert

O'Reilly, Walter Parker. David Perkins.

Charlie Mill Pleas HI, Charlotte Suzanne

Reed, Charles Richardson. Sharon Ru h

Richardson. Ludie Eugene Rosser, Sheila

Denise Sewell. Bettye Laura Smith. San-

dra Kaye Smith, Scotty Lamar Smyly,

Sherman Christian Stauffer Jr.. Joseph

Carter Steinwinder;

James Louis Strickland. John Wing

Szeto. David Fredrick Taylor. Evelyn

Teresa Taylor. Michael Eugene Thomas.

James Harrison Turner. Zina Bethune

Turner William Benjamin Upchurch,

Jaymee Sue Vowell, Terry Lynn Wetzel.

Michael Whatley. and Diana Mane

Williams.

ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE -

CONSTRUCTION & DRAFTING
TECHNOLOGY: Betty Yee Haire, James

Orman Lusk. William Lee McClellan,

Romelle Caralye Matthews. William

Harold Moore. James Lloyd Smith.

Theoldridge N. Sutton. Sandra Swindle

Barry. Charles Franklin Bennett Jr., Cin-

dy Forbes, Judy Lynette Gardner. Robin

Denise Gordon. Donna Diane Graves.

Shevon Sabrina Keys, Angela Mary

Labella;

Kenneth Nichols. Charlotte Curtis

Sewell. Melissa Reaves Shamoon, Dianne

Elizabeth Smith, Mickey Wayne Taylor

and Betty Ann Ware.

A man must have a certain
amount of intelligent ig-

norance to get anywhere
Charles Franklin Kettering

FLECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY:

Ce^^c cirnelius Austin. Joseph Edwin

^

Barker Lonnie George Barnes Charles

La ?y beloach Jr.. Richard Allen Han_

nah Tonnie Ray Hopson, Byron Keith

Smiles Tardea Jones' Billy Paul Kim-

%'len Shaw Kotts.

Arthur Monty, Michael W.Uiam 0 Dell,

Stephen Day Ross. John David Shepherd

Brian David Tindall. Glen Edward

Walker and Terry Bernard Wi 'ams^

GENERAL BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY: Gwendolyn Ronita

Dickson. Marie Hibbler, Cheryl Lynne

Homod, Dorothy Jean Hunter. Roger Lee

McVane, Laura Louise Moore. Margare

Delmont Patterson. William Terrell

Raby. Juha Marie Ridley. Barbara Jean

Rogers, and Melissa Karen Southerland^

FARM MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY: Kie Tharpe Davis and

Thomas Jan Vrieswyk.

MEDICAL Ivf!;
TECHNOLOGY: Rose Ann Diltz.

Dorarean Dix. Constance Sweet Dodd.

Delise Grubbs. Rebecca Lynn Holland.

Cynthia Ann Hughes. Janice Hayes Jaco,

Debra Darlene McDaniel;

Melissa Ann Pilgrim, Sheila Wise

Pryor Shirley Ann Scott. Linda A. Shaw,

Laconna Shay Shepard, Larry Arlington

Wade and Lisa Khan Webb.

NURSING: Ella Dotson Barnes, Bever-

ly Jeannette Biggers, Charles Ocie

Carpenter, Leatha W. Cook. Aliene Galey

Downs. Deborah Shields Downs, Barbara

Elaine Gaines, Theresa Davenport Han-

cock. Lanora McCorkle Howard, Cynthia

Tatum Jackson, Martha Sue Kuhn.

Mildred Holcomb Lamberth. Melinda

Keith McNeer, Bobbie Gean Miller ;

June Cathleen Miller, Maury Lynn
Morlino, Dale Nix Nicholson, Carole Nor-

thrip, Jamesetta McGary Nunn, Emry
Oxford, Pamela T. Parks. Rose Marie

Riley, Stacey Forrest Shapley, Evelyn
Skelton Simpson. Phyllis Jean Weaver,
Margie Lynn Webb and Deborah Cum-
mins Whatley.

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY:
Stephanie Ann Dempsey, Barry Rich-

mond Gentry, Gregory Martin Grissom,

Ira Berkley Hall, Alice Fay Knight,

Robert Kent McGee. Tammy Diane Shef-

field, Kayla Withers Simon, Bobbie Ann
Spiller, Michael Tracey Tutor, Karen
Jeanell Williams and Wesley Earl Wyatt

Jr.

TWO-YEAR SECRETARIAL
SCIENCE: Demetric Lonette Doaty. Lin-

da Ann Dodd, Betty Grammer Hearn.

Maury Elizabeth Jones, Melanie Ann

McNeer, Valerie Townsend and Tracy

Elizabeth West.

ONE-YEAR SECRETARIAL
SCIENCE: Ulysses Edwards and Loretta

Payton.
TWO-YEAR CLERICAL OFFICE

TRAINING: Geraldine Cole.

ONE-YEAR CLERICAL OFFICE.
TRAINING: Linda R. Alexander.
Melonie Denise Sheffield Beckham,
Oreada Oreanda Bolden. Charles Mae
Briggs. Marsheila Bright, Belinda Jean

Collins. Jewel Cork, Mary Elizabeth Ed-

wards, Shirley Ann Epps, Diane Hall,

Tina Louise Hall. Joyce Marie Howard,

Tammy Lynn Jacobs. Terri Rea
Jackson;

Barbara Caril James, Dorothy Mae
James. Elizabeth Johnson, Virgire Lee.
Beverly Ann McCoy. Patricia Ann Mc-
Coy. Jerry Dean Moffett. Atlee Robinson,

Gwendolyn Elaine Sample. Carol Lynn
Stone. Willie Bea Taylor. Carla Mae
Thomas, Tracy Desha Tucker, and Robin
Lynn West.

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS: Gary
Allen Barnett. Robert Errol Benneti

Timothy Paul Labella. Gerald Frankim
McClure. Curtis Leslie Newton, William

E. Pickett Jr.. Micheal Rich. Jimmy '

Di.^h!irH<:nn Max Jacob Shaw \t,A.Richardson, Max Jacob Shaw, Judson

Harlan Steen III, James Tyner and
Nakiath Young.

BASIC SKILLS IN BUSINESS: Qilda

Ann Anderson, Curtis Jean Christian,

Michelle Elaine Clay, Rosie Lean Cooper',

Margaret Renette Giles. Minnie Pearl

Henderson. Josie B. Hibbler; Deloris Mae
Jones. Shalinda Lloyd, Joyce Yvonne

Perkins, Sandra Denise Richardson,

Diann Preastly Rounds, Dorothy Jean

Sharkey and Crystal Lorrian Tucker.
^

COTTON GIN & INDUSTRIAU
MAINTENANCE: Derry Woods.

DIESEL MECHANICS: Jimmy Lee

Brooks. Isaiah Flowers, Percy Undray

Harris, Markel Todd Heigle, Jeffery Scott

Hendrix, Steven Ray Holland. Robert

Clifford Prine. Ellis Henry Roberts Jr..

Joe Harvey Washington and Jimmy Dan

Williamson.
|

FARM MECHANICS: Michael Adams,

Walter Kent Adley, James Kent Ander-

son, Robert Jame Atkins. Charles l

Sarnuel Earl Brown, Samuel Earl Furd.

Glenn Dale Guider. Johnny Harris Jr..

Gary Darrelle Hayes, Marvin Darnell

Smith, Barry Andrew Tharp. and Danny

Kaye Woodard.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY: Ken-

neth Earl Boyd, Ronald Wayne Britt,

Robert Kennedy Christian, Bradford Col-

lins Howell. Leroy Little, Terry Demetris

Lloyd, Dennis McNeil, Maurellis Powell.

James Franklyn Shoffner, Darryl Kirk

Wilson and Willie Ed Wyatt.

MACHINE SHOP: Robert Micha«

Bellipanni, John Hollis Collier III, Bob!

Gene Glenn. Leedale Grays, Robe

David Huggins, Elbert James Jon«

James Jay Kilgore. James B Lee I

Robert Glenn Lowe, Michael Stewj

Neese, Christopher Jon Potter. Ke\

Leon Robison. Darrell Wayne Simpsc

Barry N. Skelton. John Henry Wiitch(

and Avery Clinton Yates.

OFFSET PRINTING: Rebecca Diai

Calhoun. Glenn Mitchel Donald. Terr

Turner Goodwin, Lamar Harris. Kum^

Jewerl Hunter. Tommie Edward Pern

and Teresa Yount Spaggiari.

REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDI

TIONING: Dumas Rodney Adams. Mosie

Crigler. Lamon Earl Diamond Jr., James

Curtis Giles, Billy Rosevelt Gilliam

Thomas Michael Hunt, Michael Waym

Little. William Gary McGehee Jr

Charles Louise Monroe, Albert Le^'

Cakes, Tommy Alven Oswalt, Kenneth o

Phillips, Kevin Ray Reynolds. Issac Rusn

and Roosevelt Young.

SHEET METAL: Kendall ^rya"^

Larry Wayne Carter, Johnnie Johnson,

Timothy Jonathon Morris. Gary ^
wayne Patterson. Darrell Poore. w
Edward Price. Carl Lee Robinson;

Jerry Louis Shelton. Roy Bouvier ^a*^

Luster Earl Tolbert. Michael ^o^'*

Townsend. James Ear! Tyler. Curtis i>«

Whitehead and Willie Lee Wilhams.

WELDING: Marvin Lamar Fosi •

Carlton Singleton. Joseph Smyly. K><^^'

Adrian Stewart. John Elmer Tham
j

Marvin Marc Turner and Willie

Young.







omecoming election set
homecoming court elections ot 1984

P'^*^^
Tuesday. October 9 The

', take place in classrooms at

'lnod«9:20-10:IO).

I,
nominee lor the court will be

rmined by petitions signed by 20

nts The petitions for the homecom-

leclions must be turned in to Dean

Warnock's office by noon Sept. 27.

^ sophomore maids and two

iman maids will be selected by

lar vote.

le

En

In qualifying for the nomination, a
sophomore must have earned 15 semester
hours and :w quality points during the
preceding semester A freshman whose
academic and conduct records are accep-
table is eligible to become a candidate.
The court will be announced and

presented Tuesday. Oct, 9 at the
homecoming assembly program in the
MDJC Coliseum The theme selected for
the assembly program is "Who do you
want to call - RANGERBUSTERS."

The sophomore maid who receives the

highest number of votes is automatically

elected queen

The election will be conducted by the

student election committee of the SGA ex-

ecutive council.

Petitions for the election are currently

available at the Information Desk in the

Union.

— Street dance -i
The SGA is sponsoring a street dance

Thursday night. Seplomber 27 The dance
will be staged in the area south of the

Vandiver Union Building Hours will be
from 8 p m to 12 p m
The musi -al talents of Jimmy Harris,

disc jockey of Clarksdale. wili provide
background music lor dancing
No admission tee will be charged

Students and guests are invited to the
dance, which will bt» very inloi mal
"This sure promises to be a (unfilled

evening, and everyone is invited to

come." said Allonzo Ricks. SGA counci
member
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2nd year

Nurses all pass
^or the second straight year, all of the

>duates of the Mississippi Delta Junior

Associate Degree Nursing pro-

I have passed the National Council of

S'f^g Licensing Examination on the

writing, according to information
^tly received by Barbara Powell.
tJtor of the local program

"sexam. which is given nationwide in

'y and February of each year, must be^ graduate nurses before they

granted licenses to practice as

ered nurses.

^niy-six graduates of the local pro-

1 took the exam 1 25 sat for the test in

!*^'Ppi; one took the test in New
' Of the 708 graduates from

throughout the slate who took the test this

year. 611 passed.

MDJC is one of only three nursing pro-

grams in the state to have all of its

graduates pass the exam on the first take

this vear

Graduates have three chances to take

and pass the exam before they are re-

quired to return to college for additional

classroom instruction

In Mississippi there is one diploma pro_

gram 14 associate degree programs, and

seven baccalaureate degree programs

for nursing students.

This is the 2(ith year of operation for the

associate degree program here There

have been 579 graduates of this program

registered since it opened m 1964.

Ladies night

at the coliseum

underway

nTge nuXrs to take part in the f.rst Ladies N.ght m the Col^

seum^' last Tuesday night. This new activity Pjanned by the

Women's dorm council, to help everybody acquire those svel^

S?^ an3°LTt energetic feeling will be held every Tuesday from

8 to ifp m Miss Vivian Carley is overseeing this activity.
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Autumn-season ofchange
By Rl'TH BELCHER
The changes can be seen.

The telltale signs are everywhere.

Summer's departure and the beginning

of school have left many students dazed

and feeling lost And while they are trying

to cope with the sudden changes, nature is

adapting to the gradual change in the

season.

People's moods change as drastically

as the falling leaves in early autumn. The

gaiety and spontaneity that came with hot

temperatures and lazy afternoons are

replaced by serenity and wistfulness.

For MDJC students, this restored

seriousness is directed toward new

classes. There is, admittedly, in this new

wave of students a freshness and

eagerness.

But fall is dominated by a sense of

dissolution and the end of the vigorous ac-

tivities of summer. This is the time when

Uns fade, and the body suffers from

chlorine withdrawal. Plans and dreams

made in the bright summer sunshine

seem to be forgotten as the hush of

autumn falls on the world.

And in this time of silence and self-

examination, new goals are made. The

decision to return to school is a significant

resolution and not one made lightly. Most

of the students at MDJC realize this, and

they begin the year with an understan-

ding that college is a stepping stone and

the direction taken determines the road

that will direct the rest of their lives.

The discipline of returning to school in

the autumn haze. then, is to jar your self

Co-editors work on first issue

into recognizing the many "firsts" that

are happening now.

For some, this could be the first time

they have lived away from home. The ex-

citement of living on your own can die

quickly when you see your parents drive

away and leave you holding whatever

pieces of home that you have brought to

school with you. It suddenly hiU you - you

now live in the MDJC dormitory and you

have left home behind. The realization

that home and childhood are now

memories which have to be put away can

quieten any freshman's spirits.

But even for those who remain at home

and attend school, there are new ex-

periences. You are now making all your

plans happen, and the dreams made in

summers past can really come true as

you make the most of your education v
realize that what you do now can
mine if those dreams will ever be a real

This school year holds much promise
and hope. There will be tough times
times you will want to cut and run. bui
those times must be faced with deter
mination.

Along the way you will find new friends

friends that will help you through the bad
times and laugh with you at the good

times.

Tears will be shed, tempers will flare

and hearts will be broken; but there wlli

be new dreams to share, new secrets to

whisper, and new laughs to exchange

This new year will be what you make it.

Make it the best.

JANICE WILSON (left) and Ruth Belcher, co-editors of The Delta
Herald for the fall semester 1984, make plans for the first issue.

(Photo by Jim Kitchell)

1
THE MOORHEAD CHAMBER of Commerce hosted a "welcome

back" watermelon cutting for dormitory students, their parents, and

the MDJC faculty Sunday afternoon, Aug. 20. Mr. and Mrs. Steve

Oswalt and town manager Jimmy Griffin, all of the Town of

Moorhead administration, were on hand to greet guests and to serve

watermelons. (Photo by Lawrence Kenneth)

We want letters!

The editors of The Delta Herald invite

anyone who has a grievance, or. who has

something worth saying, to send a letter

to the editors.

The editors reserve the right to edit the

letters for libelous or ol)scene content.

All letters which meet the aforemen-

tioned requirements and which bear the

writer's signature will be published.
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Dorm Talk President updates local angle

Bv JAN FERGt'SO.S

First of all. I would like to welcome all

the freshmen to MDJC There seems to be

an over-abundance this year, which is

fantastic!

They are lucky to have come m alter

the dormitory has been fixed up

We have new carpet, a playroom, new

furniture in the lobby, and a new roof over

our heads.

Another new addition is Miss Vivian

Carley She is the assistant dorm

mother" along with her real mother,

who is head resident here. Good luck.

Miss Carley We will do our best to make

things easy on you - for now!

Our first dorm meeting was Aug 27. It

was very successful. Caria Jones, the

dorm president, made it entertaimng as

she pointed out the "dos and don ts" of

dorm life.

We had "Open Dorm" Sept. 4. Some

guys did a good job of entertaining ,
some

were shy . and some were very friendly

Altogether. I think everyone had a lot of

lun. There will be more throughout the

vear.

It is good to have fun on campus, but

remember to study hard and go to

classes. Let's try not to break our record

of 52 cases sold m one night at the Pool

Hall.

Security guard

completes

LEA training

Mr. Jimmy Nobile. security guard for

Mississippi Delta Junior College, who

graduated from the Mississippi Law En-

forcement Academy Aug. 31. is the first

junior college security officer to receive

this training.

All security personnel hired after July

1, 1981, are required to undergo this

speciahzed training in order to meet re-

quirements of a new state law.

Mr. Nobile received training in DUI en-

forcement, fire arm instruction, accident

investigation, officer survival, and nar-

cotics and other dangerous drugs detec-

tion

Mr. Nobile returned to his duties here

Sept. 1.

Dr. J.T. HALL
President

Welcome to Mississippi Delta Junior

College!

Let me start this column off right. My
name is Scott Lide, and I'm your Student

Government President.

By all indications we are going to have

a great year. The pool hall reported that

over 52 cases of beer was sold on the first

night everyone returned to campus We
had about 200 people at the movie Cad
dyshack last Tuesday night We also had

a fantastic pep rally for the Gulf Coast

game.
Before I go any further, let me in-

troduce my council: Joe Roncoli is my
first vice president; Steven Stanfield is

my second vice president; Keith

Spealman is my secretary; and Alfonza

Ricks is my reporter. We will be working

hard to bring this campus closer together.

Student poll

and to have a fun time while doing it.

We have a lot of thmgs in the works for

this semester. We are considering bring-

ing in more films to show on campus. We
want to show newer, first-rate movies

such as Trading Places. Forty- Eight

Hours and Romancing The Stone But the

only way we could do that is to charge ad-

mission to the show.

It would only be 50 cents to one dollar,

depending on how much it costs We have

a street dance planned for the middle of

the month, and a few other things along

the way
I feel that this year can be the year of

the Trojan, but 1 need your help to do it.

Participation is the name of the game so

the only way that this is going to be a good

year is to be involved. Let's make it our

year!

Scott Lide

Expectations differ
Herald Question: Is college life what

you expected it to be?

Respondents' answers. (50 freshmen

were interviewed)

:

Evelyn Lankston. 1ft. Belzoni general

education: It s a lot different from high

school. You don't have principals running

around saying. "Do this! Do that!"

Barbara Allen. IH. Silver City,

secretarial science: No. I thought it

would be a lot more exciting and there

would be a lot more to do

Laura Brown, I'J. Belzoni. general

education: I didn't think it would be so

boring. I think it needs a disco'

Debra Lewis. IH. psychology: No I

didn't expect to hear the bells ringing.

That's too much like high school

Linda Smith. 18. (ireenville. business:

Yes. it is what I expected I just don't like

college.

Janice Thomas. 19. Greenville, general

education: No. I figured the people would

be snobs, the classes would be harder,

and the teachers would be hard to get

along with.

Druscilla McGee. Beulah. general

education: Yes I like it because I feel

that I'm getting a good education.

Debbie Gordon. I«. <;reenville. accoun-

ting: No. Here, you can light up a

cigarette in the hall and the teachers

don't say anything!

Ivy Young. 20. Belzoni. clerical: Yes, In

high school I was at a certain place at a

certain time and there were no freedoms

like college has.

Vicki Crawford. 17. (;reenwood,

general education; Yes People are dif

ferent and attitudes are better.

Paige Bariola. IH. Itta Bena. pre-

nursing: No. classes are very different

Rena Beckwith. IH. t'oila. nursing: No,

There is more responsibUity.

Clara Wiley. Ift. Webb, clerical: Yes. I

thought It would he harder Our high

school teachers had told us that it would

be

Eddie Jackson. IH. < larksdaU-. auto

mechanics: Yes. The females in high

school were friendlier than they are here.

Ricky Evans. Ift. (ireenwood. auto

mechanics: Yes. In college I can learn

much better In high school, we had to

work hard. In college, the school work is

up to the individual

Kenneth Huuley. IH. Clarksdale. diesel

mechanics: Yes Because to me college is

better than high school Because in col-

lege, I have a lot more freedom and

responsibility. In high school I had to go

home to mother, whereas, in college I go

home to an empty dorm.

Jennifer Harris. 17. Winstonvllle, jour-

nallKm: Yes In college, the classes arc

harder and the teachers do not explain in

full detail I exiK'cted harder classes but

not the tense atmosphere. In college I'm

afraid to ask questions, hut in high school

we openly asked questions.

Sandy Milner. 20. Indianitln. secretarial

science: No. I expected college to be in-

teresting at all times. And it is. The

classes, the people, the teachers make me

enjoy coming to school.

David Mc<;ee. IH. Greenwood, public

relations: Yes I expected to meet more

interesting people The people here aren't

as outgomg as the people in high school.

Everythmg else is okay.

Liiai 1 !•» b^**'"e> — o

Optimism keynotes prexy's remarks

Dr James T Hall, president of

Mississippi Delta Junior College, says he

is more optimistic about this school year

than he has been in some of the past 17

years of his tenure as president • last year

'"e'^ai^fof decreased student enroll-

ment and two cuts in slate-support tun-

ing made after the school year was

underway. Dr Hall and other leaders in

mTs^issippi institutions of higher learning

Ta? to struggle to ^over essent^

budgeury expenditures in the school

'"^UT'^r. we had to cut the school

budget to the point that I considered such

money-saving measures as instituting an

"energy-free month." said Dr Hall *An

energy-free month is one in which no heal

or air conditioning is used in campus

facilities*.

"We aren't in the same place that we

were last year financially, but we aren't

adding new courses of study this year We

are improving the studies we offer." said

Dr. Hall. He cited the purchase of

microcomputers in the expanded pro-

gram for technical students, the insUlla-

tion of a computerized drafting machine

and a computerized milling machine and

the addition of a working darkroom for

photography students, as among the addi-

tions which have been made.

Dr Hall also said that even thougn new

courses of study have not been added on

the Moorhead campus, the college has

opened an academic evening division in

Greenwood this fall He said that college

transfer classes designed to accom^

modate area adults are being offered

through the use of the Old Greenwood

Hospital facilities. This program is a part

of the Continuing Education Division of

the College.
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Turnovers spoilseason-opener
By RUTH BELCHER
Seven turnovers in one night can he

cosUy to any football team -- especially if

that team is playing an opponent with as

much talent as Gulf Coast Junior College

has. This is what the MDJC gridders did

at their season-opener, August 30.

In the game played on a very

unfootball-weather night here in

Moorhead - the mosquitoes and the

humidity actually dominated the game --

MDJC surrendered the ball through five

fumbles and two interceptions in the 27-0

loss to the GCJC Bulldogs.

The fan turnout was heavy despite

temperatures in the low 80s. The hot,

muggy night was to blame for

diminishing the strength of the Trojans'

defense. That, combined with the

mistakes made by the offense, led to the

loss.

"Our offense needed to control the ball

better in order to give our defense a rest."

said Head Coach James "Wooky" Gray.

"But our lack of depth in most of the

defensive areas made the problem

worse."

The turnovers began in the middle of

the first quarter when the Trojans fumbl-

ed on their own 11-yard line. Alan

Williams of Gulf Coast recovered the ball

and made the touchdown. The PAT was

good and Gulf Coast led 7-0 at the end of

the first quarter. ^

With 6:39 left in the second quarter,

Gulf Coast scored on a two-yard pass

from Anthony Harris to Sean Logan. The

PAT failed, and Gulf Coast led 13-0. On

the very next play. MDJC fumbled the

ball and Gulf Coast recovered on the MU-

JC 30-yard line. On the next snap. Harns

threw to Randy Pembrook who ran down

the field for a score. The PAT made it 2(M)

as the half ended.

MDJC's first possession of the second

half was the closest they came to scoring.

Linebacker Kelvin Young recovered a

Gulf Coast fumble at MDJC's 48-yard

line Quarterback Patrick Pope came

through with a 13-yard pass to Lavon

Davis on fourth down. Ronnie Terrell

then ran for a 13-yard gain to the Bulldog

12, but then fumbled the ball.

The last score of the game came after

Gulf Coast recovered a Trojan fumble on

the 50-yard line. David Russel ran the two

yards for the touchdown. fltf
Top receiver for MDJC was Lavoi^^

Davis who caught two passes for a total of

33 yards. Fullback Jerry Clay was the top

rusher with 37 yards on seven attempts.

Patrick Pope rushed for minus 34 yards,

connected on six of 25 attempts for 77

yards, and threw two interceptions.

"I think the turnovers hurt us more
than anything else, but we also dropped
some passes at key points in the game,"
Gray said. "We knew the Bulldogs were
going to be hard to beat because they end-

ed last season with a 11-1 record, com-
pared to our own 4-6 record. We played

the best first, and now we are ready for

the rest."

Trojans win first road game
By RUTH BELCHER
A steady defense performance and an

improved offense helped push the Trojans

past the Itawamba Indians Sept. 8 at

Itawamba Junior College. The accuracy

of quarterback Patrick Pope helped steer

the Trojans to a 34-7 victory over the In-

dians.

The Trojans' first scoring drive started

with 3:31 left in the first quarter.

After Kenneth Hauley returned an In-

dian punt to the 38-yard line. Pope carried

the ball for the first down. Pope then con-

nected with Jerry Clay for a 43-yard gain.

Clay then carried for two yards which put

the Trojans on the Indian's six-yard line.

Ronnie Terrell scored the touchdown on a

hand-off. The PAT by Ronnie Fulgham

was no good, and the Trojans led 6-0.

The next Trojan score came early in the

second quarter when Eddie Gates caught

an Indian interception on the 17-yard line.

Clay then carried 12 yards to the five-

yard line. Pope then carried the ball for

the touchdown. On the two-point conver-

sion, Pope connected with Clay, and the

Trojans led 14-7 with 11:41 remaining in

the half.

The strong Trojan defense kept the In-

dians out of the end-zone until late in the

first half.

Because of a long Trojan punt by

Fulgham, the Indians started from their

own two-yard line. Micheal Brown then

broke away for a 95-yard touch-down run

THE TROJAN DEFENSE recovers an Itawamba fumble at the
September 8 game that ended in a 34-7 Trojan win. (Photo by
Suzanne Tate)

that put the Indians on the scoreboard.

The PAT by Mitche Eubank was good,

and the score was 14-7 at the end of the

first half.

After the intermission, the spirit seem-

ed all but gone from the Itawamba In-

dians. A major reason for this was the

persistance of the Trojan defense. In the

third quarter, the Indians quarterback

was sacked three times and three two in-

terceptions. They never got any closer to

the end-zone than their own 44-yard line in

the third quarter.

Capitalizing on the lackluster perfor-

mance of Itawamba.MDJC began a scor-

ing drive with 2:21 remaining in the third

quarter. Hauley returned a short Indian

punt to the 34-yard line. Fulgham then

carried the ball to the Indians 12-yard

line.

Ronnie Terrell carried for the

touchdown. The PAT was good by

Fulgham and the Trojans led 21

7

Following a short possession by the In-

dians, the Trojans got the ball back with

14:02 remaining in the fourth quarter and

on the next two plays Jerry Clay carried

the ball to the 43-yard line. A long run by

Nikita Johnson gave the Trojans the

touchdown and a lead of 27-7. Fulgham's

PAT made the score 28-7.

The Indians moved the ball well on

their next possession, but could not

culminate on their drive. They were fort-

ed into a punt and the Trojan return b>

Hauley set up another scoring drive^

series of carries by Johnson put MDJ

within scoring distance. Clay ran for tn

touchdown, and the score was 34-7. m
PAT by Fulgham failed.

The Indians got within scoring disianc

late in the fourth quarter, but a tight man

on-man coverage by the Trojans heraiaeo

the passing offense.

' Our defense played hard, and they

stopped some of the big plays that could

have hurt us." Coach Gray said. "Botn

the offense and the defense looked gt>o*^

against the Indians - a lot of ii^^

provements were made from a

ago," Gray said.

This win brought the Trojan record

M.
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School spirit-will it fizzle?

A TROJAN BALL CARRIER makes slow headway against the rugged

Gulf Coat defense. The Aug. 30 game ended in a 27-0 Trojan loss.

(Photo by Suzanne Tate)

By JANICE WILSON
Last year, school spirit - lack of it -

was a problem at MDJC
Thai's changed this year, but is it

lasting?

The first pep rally proved to be one of

cheer, goodwill, and real school spirit.

The rally, which lasted about an hour,

featured the football team, spirited DelU

Dancers, band members, and

cheerleaders.

The spectators made very lively

responses to all groups. Their pay - bub-

ble gum and other unhealthy morsels •

added to the fun.

When the big night finally arrived - the

opening home game - hot weather, too

many turnovers by an inexperienced

team, and insects proved to be too much

for the spirited Trojans who sat on the

sidelines and watched the game.

Between breaths of muggy air. walks to

the concession stand, screaming kids and

swatting mosquitoes, the mighty Trojan

cheering section began leaving one by one

as it became apparent that even the great

Trojans would suffer defeat at the hands

of the Gulf Coast Bulldogs.

School spirit wilted and cheerleaders

were reduce<* to blackmailing the few

fans left with the last of that unending box

of goodies.

That's not the way to keep spirit alive,

folks!

Next time, bring a can of 'Off
!

'. a bridle

for the little kid, and a determination to

keep the chant going until those players

are mesmerized into believing that they

can't lose!

Seriously, encouragement from the

sidelines can make a lot of difference.

Coach commenfs on prospects

Fall baseball practice began Aug. 28 for

the MDJC intercollegiate team. Head

Coach Jimmy Bellipanni says that the

main disadvantage that the group has

demonstrated is lack of experience.

Bellipanni says that, with only six

returning players, he expects this year's

team to be strong defensively and weak

offensively. Fifteen players are par-

ticipating in daily practice sessions.

The Trojans won 14, lost 19 and tied one

game in their 1984 spring collegiate

season.

"This year's team might be a little bet-

ter than last year's, but it is hard to tell

right now, " Coach Bellipanni said.

Returning players are Jerry Seno,

Greenville; steve Sizemore, Clarksdale;

Jeff Fondren. Sidon; Russell RoberUon,

Greenwood; David Gilbert. Rosedale;

and Eddie Garrison. Cleveland.

"We lost a third baseman, shortstop,

and a second baseman through gradua-

tion. All of our outfielders are freshmen,

but they are good defense players,"

Bellipanni said.

David Gilbert is the only returning pit-

cher, but other prospects are Mike Wig-

ington, Clarksdale; Steve Jauragin.

Greenville; Charles Sizemore.

Clarksdale; Johnny Pitts. Ruleville.

"We classify fall practice as a learning

practice. We scrimmage against such

teams as Delta SUte and Valley SUte.

'

Bellipanni said. A schedule of these fall

games will be announced in the daily

bulletin as they occur

Bellipanni said that he expects Nor-

thwest Junior College and East Mississip-

pi Junior College to be the toughest op-

ponenU in the league and the strongest in

the state.

Dean discusses drugproblem
The annual drug orientation workshop

coordinated by Dean of Students Robert

Warnock during registration each fall

*as held in the Yeates Fine Arts Building

August 31.

A representative of the Federal Bureau
'J^ Investigation was on campus for the

niorning session. He told the men
students assembled about the danger and

risks of drug abuse.

^ampus Paperback Bestsellers

y|» Name o( tfw Rom. by Umbeno Eco (Warner. $4 95 )

'

O"- ID an Italian monastery

^^*w»ofE»c*tef»c«, byT J PetersandR H WatermanJf
rp*, sa 95 ) A look at the secrets o* sdccesstui Business

"'^••'•ods. by John Naisbitt fWarw $3 95)
'9 America s toiure

> One Mi«H/t» Manager, by K Blanctwrd 4 S Johnson
" -'"^ Se 95 ) Mow lo increase your productivity

lD« Out Times, by Berke SreattieO (Liltte Brown,
^ Canoor^s irom the comic Stnp •Bloom County

a Unb. t)y Shirley MacUaiiW (Bantam $3 95 I

- W^i^aines memoiis

"'I^WW Whrea. by Jackie Collini tPockel, $395 J

- -''><>u'OLLSll*woltt>eworT^enOehlndl^e»T»^

^'^ Highly, y^,,j,,g^ Leal Moon <Fawceti %39S )

St lite at me back roads o' America

* Color py,ple, by ALoe Walker iWasfwngtor Square

95 I Winner of the 1983 Amerrcan Book Awrard

Stanmer ol Kaiya. try Trevaman (BaHarl-rw, $3 95 i

-'"'lOMirig romantic itinlier by w>e aulbof o1 Shibomt

L

Douglas Cartiere, who is affiliated with

the special drug enforcement investiga-

tion team of the federal agency, told his

audience that judges have been known to

impose fines of $1 million

and sentences of one to five year in prison

on drug offenses.

Following Cartiere's remarks. War-

nock spoke on the dangers of alcohol. He

stressed the dangers of being caught on

campus with alcohol in your possession.

The seminar was repeated on videotape

for the 200 women residents attending the

afternoon session

"Alcohol-related accidenU are the

most common type of accidents and have

the highest mortality rate among 18-24

year-olds." Warnock told the afternoon

group. Warnock pointed out that adults

across the United States are starting such

groups as MADD (Mothers Against

Drunk Driving) and KAD (Kids Against

Drugs). "These are the kinds of pro-

grams that are needed more than

anything else now - especially on this

campus," said Dean Warnock.

Dancer to appear at bowl

By RUTH BELCHER
Cindv Robinson, sophomore from

Greenwood, will be dancing to the tune of

swaying palm trees and the roarmg ocean

by the first of the year. Cindy is one of the

350 dancers chosen across the state to

represent Mississippi in the Aloha Bowl in

Hawaii next January.

Cindy was one of five DelU Dancers

selected bv Director Betty Aden to go to

dance camp at Mississippi College in

Clinton. In this camp, held the last week

in June, professional instructors in dance

judged the performers individually. Dur-

ing the mornings new routines were

taught and the dancers were evaluated at

night. Each group had to perform an

original routine. Using their routine call-

ed "Thriller", the Delta Dancers brought

home a trophy.

The other Delta Dancers who par-

ticipated in the group were Missy

Jackson, Greenwood; Robin Ainsworth.

Greenwood; Laurie Skelton, Greenwood;

and Cathy Manning, Cleveland.

Of the 350 dancers, eight "supersUr

nominees" were selected to go to Hawaii.

Robinson was also selected to go to

Dublin. Ireland, for the St. Patricks

Festival but she has not made a decision

on that appearance yet.

Besides winning the trophy for their

dance routine, the Delta Dancers won the

spirit pom-pom. "The work was the

hardest I've ever done, but it was fun too.

and I'll never forget it," Cindy said.
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Coach named to Hall of Fame

Jim Randall, former head coach and

athletic director at Mississippi Delta

Junior College, has been named to the

Mississippi Association of Coaches Hall ol

Fame.

Randall, who served as head coach

here for 27 years, is one of five coaches

selected by the group for lU 1984 award_

Randall is the first junior college coach

to be recognized by the Mississippi

Association whose membership is made

up of high school coaches throughout

Mississippi.

Former Mississippi Gov. W. ham

Winter presented Randall with a plaque

Tommemorating this honor at a spec.a

awards banquet held during the annual

Mississippi Association of Coaches clinic

in Jackson mid-August

Reading from State Concurrent Resolu-

tion number 529. Winter said: "Jim has

recently been honored by his selection for

induction into the Mississippi Association

of Coaches Mali of Fame as an honorary

inductee. This honor represents the

culmination of 30 years of coaching ex-

perience in the sporU of football and

track and service in the capacity of

athletic director.

During the course of his career at

Mississippi Delta Junior College. Randall

guided his teams to outstanding win-loss

records and to numerous championships

including the Mississippi Junior College

North Division football Championship in

1971. 1972 and 1973 and the Mississippi

Junior College Slate Football Champion-

ship in 1962. 1972 and 1973

James B. Randall, became the state s

youngest junior college head football

coach ai age 26. and as the years passed

his tactics in games and location

him the nickname 'Delta Fox" u
then that Randall became a esta'

legend in the slate junior college

Randall's other achievements

becoming the first Mississippian
to

as president of the National Juni

lege Football Coaches Associati

1975-76. He has also served as the A-
tion's vice president

Randall was also named to the N'ati

Football Foundation s Hall ol Fame
1981 . He was selected for his contrit

to the development of amateur af

1984-85 cheerleaders
DAILY TWO-HOUR practices and lots more time spent on sign-

making are all part of the cheerleaders' responsibilities here.

Cheerleaders are (from left) Randee Alford, Greenwood; Teres
Wade, Isola; Joy Turner, Isola; Mary Porter, Greenwood; Missy
McWilliams, Louise; Tammy Price, Isola; Christie Mullen,

Belzoni; Jennifer Mayes, Drew. Miss Vivian Carley is

cheerleader adviser this year. (Photo by Lawrence Kenneth)
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ocal student government association

^^ers will attend the Mississippi Junior

ege Leadership and Training Con-

nce in Jackson. Thursday. Sept. 20

Friday. Sept. 21.

e representatives for Mississippi

i,a Junior College are Scott Lide. presi-

Joe Roncali. vice president;

hyphen Stanfill. vice president: Keith

.jiman, secretary and Alfonzo Ricks

reporter. Representatives from all of

l^ovie review

the 15 state public junior college are ex-

pected to participate

They will hear guest professors lecture

in the training workshop on such subjects

as getting college officers work m groups,

to achieve time management and lo com-
pete with modern-day communications
skills.

Dean Robert Warnock. SGA adviser,

will accompany the local delegation to the

conference.

Faculty techniques vary
QVESTION: What is your best way of

getting a student's attention?

Harold Worsham, mathematics: I do
something nutty.

Melba Halbrook. English: ! say it's my
time.

Rebecca Shuttleworth. English: I speak

with authority.

Charlie Joiner, history: Ladies and
Gentlemen!

Mary Katherine Dunn, chemistry: I

demonstrate.

Jimmy Gordon. English: I call on them.

Robert Latham, sociology and history: I

tell them human interest stories.

Mary Ellen Holloway accounting : I

threaten them «

fixtures

Cecil Culpepper, history: I yell.

Sandra Moore, English: I tell a joke.

Top moneymakers draw crowd
RVTH BELCHER

People around the United States sought

lief this summer from the soaring

peratures in many ways. One popular

-ape was to seek refuge in an air-

nditioned theatre and watch one of the

mmer's hits.

This new wave of moviegoers breathed

w life into Hollywood with the sum-

er's top five movies breaking many

les records.

The surprise hit of the summer was

rple Rain, which marked the movie

but of Prince, the bad boy of rock. Pur

pie Rain is a semi-autobiographical film

bilt around his music.

The film itslef is not strong -- Us

strength lies in Prince's presence. But,

while Prince does have cinematic

charisma, his acting cannot be called

anything more than execrable. Many of

the sexually suggestive scenes were in

poor taste and offended many viewers.

Many agree that Prince would do better

just to remain the hero among funk fans.

The second big moneymaker this sum-

mer was not that much of a surprise.

Ghostbusters grossed over $7 million in

its first three weeks. It combined the

natural talents of Bill Murray and Dan

Ackyrod with hilarious situations, and the

result was good, clean comedy in rare

form. It was different than most of the

other movies released in that it was

suitable for the entire family to view.

Youngsters did not find the ghosts either

threatening or frightening, and this was

refreshing after some of the hits that have

capitalized on children's fears.

The third movie that drew crowds was

The Karate Kid. This film was the typical

good " versus - evil story, but unlike

many movies teaching morals, The

Karate Kid's plot was developed with

beauty. The characters, instead of being

flat, dull people, were three-dimensional

and their personalities were brought out

with expertise. Instead of focusing on

violence, this movie grew as a young boy

reaching maturity and discovered the

new world around him. This movie will

leave anyone cheering and feeling good

about himself.

The fourth big movie of the summer

months was expected to be a hit because

of the reputation for success of its direc-

tor. Steven Spielberg, Spielberg was

responsible for last year's biggest hits.

E T and Raiders of the Lost Ark This

summer, he had Gremlins,

But even with the same director, in no

way does Gremlins deserve to be com-

pared to E.T. This movie was geared

toward the young but the young are the

last ones who should have seen it If the

rating PG-13 had been conceived before

Gremlins release, it would have cut down

on many children spending a very

frightemng night at the movies. This

movie developed kids' interest with the

cuteness of the small creatures, but it

then destroyed this atmosphere with a

cruel paradox. Any movie that depends

on the fright of young children to make
money is a betrayal to all moviegoers

whose pleasure is dictated by

moviemaker's self-imposed code of

ratings.

The final movie that made it into the top

five was Indiana Jones and The Temple of

Doom. This movie's success was due en-

tirely to the fine acting done by the stars.

Harrison Ford. Kate Capshaw, and Ke

lluy Quan The story itself never really

gets started and must constantly be push-

ed along by its adventurous, but very

predictable, scenes. The Temple of

Doom, also directed by Spielberg, is

another movie not recommended for the

young There are bloody scenes where

human sacrifices are made and people

are slowly tortured lo death Some of the

scenes are too much even for some

adults This movie does not display the

flair and excitement shown by Raiders of

the Lost Ark.

Good Ole Tro/
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Director says VICA to be stronger than ever
L/IIC^^l^l OCljrv^ V

......e never was any coumaoou. our Mr. Foley a^^^^^

•'Mississippi Delta Junior College will

have a VICA club this year, and it will be

stronger than ever." said Charles P.

Foley, director of Vo-Tech education

here.
,

Foley's statement was m response to

rumors which have been circulating that

the club, which has been the largest stu-

dent organization on campus m recent

years, would not be continued this year

because of conflicts f
'oca'

organization experienced at State vil.h

competition last spring.

VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs ol

America) is open to any vocational o

technical student, and. in the past^ has

been very strong at MDJC. Jroume

sorted last year at the state-wide com-

p^tmon when disputes arose between he

MDJC group and other sUte personnel.

There never was any doubt aooul our

having a VICA Club, but we are still

und^tled on how it will be done this

year." said Mr. Foley.

Mr Foley said that an announcement

would be made by September 14 about the

group s decision to affiliate or not to af-

filiate with the sUte organization.

That decision was being made too late

for inclusion in the edition of The Herald

Jones to lead council
Four students have been picked to

serve on the Stennis Penrod Women's

dorm council for the 1984-85 school year.

Mrs. Isabel! Carley. head resident of

Stennis-Penrod Women's dormitory,

chose Karla Jones, psychology major

from Isola. to serve as president of the

dorm council. Also chosen were Barkley

Kornegay, data processing major from

Belzoni. to serve as vice president ;
Mary

Porter, journalism major from Green-

wood, will be the secretary and Janice

Wilson, also a journalism major from

Greenwood, will serve as reporter for the

dorm

"The officers were chosen because they

showed characteristics of leadership,

personality, good attitude and 1 knew

they could and would to the job if asked."

said Mrs, Carley

The 1984-85 dorm council was introduc-

ed to the women of the dorm at the first

dorm meeting by President Jones.

At the first meeting Jones took charge

of the decision-making, introduced the

newly elected activities council, and ex-

plained some of the projects they are

starting. Jones said that the council will

sponsor -Ladies Night at the Coliseum"

this year. This night will feature the

BOBBY KNOX and MARCIA RAY made the move into college life

seem like fun as they hauled load after load of accessories design-
ed to make the room seem like home. (Photo by Lawrence Kenneth)

"Work Your Body Program." Jane Fon-

da's workout tape, weight lifting and jog-

ging. Jones also appealed to dorm

residents to bring their grievances to the

dorm residents or to the president of the

council.

BSD feeds
multitudes

H\ AI.F<)N/<» HICKS JK

The Baptist Student L'nion held a

"Welcome Back" party Tuesday night.

August 22. The presentation ot two slide

shows and one film enlightened viewers

on three subjects: Meaning ot BSU.

Remembering, and Past Hellecliuns

One hundred and eighty banana splits

were served to the group. Rev. Thomas

McLaughlin, director ol BSU, said. "We

believe that students can make a dif-

ference and go arm-in-arm with the

church. We don't take the place of the

church; instead we work with it

"

Serving on this year's BSU Council are

Kevin Hunsucker. president. Johnny

Watford, vice president; and Linda

Baker, secretary. "This is a non-

meml)ership organization." said Rev.

McLaughlin. "You can't join - just

come."

The "Upward Journey " choir singers

were selected Monday. September 27 at 7

p.m. They are: soprano - Lucretia

Harper, Rita Nelms. Patty Page; alto -

Ginger Atkins. Stacy Broadwater; bass -

Stephen Stanfill. Joe Roncali and Bruce

Stubbs.

Tryouls will t>e Tuesday. October 2 at 7

p.m for the "Gospel Group ", a feature

attraction tor the "Upward Journey
"

singers.

The ensemble will be open for bookings

starting October 29. They plan to sing at

local Baptist churches All groups will

hold regular Tuesday night practices

Mr. Foley also said that sponsors and
advisers and the year's activities wquIh
be planned after the decision concernmo
affiliation had been made. ^

"We are going to put last year's pro.

blems behind us and start afresh,"
said

Mr. Foley.

Ramblin

By JAMCK WILSON
Hi. everybody. I m Janice Wilson, jour-

nalism major from Greenwood and co-

editor of T*ie Delta Herald along with

Ruth Belcher, also from Greenwood.

As we begin the school year, we would

like to say "hello" to our newest additions

to the faculty and wish them a good year.

We would also like to extend our

greetings to the MDJC freshmen We
hope they don't make the same mistakes

that we made our freshman year

Dean Robert Warnock has already

giv^n his annual drug orientation talk to

all dorm residents, and he has made it

completely clear that he won t have any

"foolishness" this semester.

Dorm heod residents are asking that

dorm students go against tradition and

not take dorm furniture apart ibedsi. or

move it around i dressers t so that the lur-

niture may remain intact another HHi

years (just kidding i.

The Herald staff extends its sympathy

to Dr. James Gordon Jr, and Mrs. Betty,

Gordon Watson on the death of Iheir

lather. Mr James Gordon Sr. of Clinton.

Dr. Gordon and Mrs. Watson are

members of the Language Arts taculty

here

Everyne should remember to support

the Trojan football team and to come to

the games and pep rallies.

A word ot warning: All students should

be careful where they park, how fast they

drive, and how sober they are when they

are operating automobiles. You never f

know who might be watching.

The Delta Herald is introducing a new

feature with this issue. The feature, en-

titled "Swap Shop" is designed to allow

students and faculty to run classified

advertisements for any items they want

to buy. sell, give away. or. promote

There will be space for ads for the

"needy" - those who want a ride home,

study partners, textbooks, etc.

Ads should be presented in legible

handwritten form to the Publications Ol

fice. upstairs in the Union, no later than

Monday afternoon of each week.

There is no charge for this service

ATTENTION — Any female who might have a
reason for contacting a student living in

the Edwards • Stonestreet Dormitory - See
Campus Security.

j

NEEDED DESPERATELY — Two personal and
community health books. Contact Angela
Summeruth or Nevavisha Spain.

I

PART-TIME WORK m Greenwood area
available. For additional information, con-
tact the Student Affairs financial aid of-

fice.

[WANTED — A Pentax K-100 camera - cheapl
Contact Janice Wilson in Stennis Penrod
Dormitory. Rm, 19.

ATTENTION — The back side of Edwards

Stonestreet Dormitory is off limils '

females. Individuals violating this pol'Cy

must see Dean Robert Warnock^

NEED USED CAR — Mr. Joseph Ray. h"^^

cial aids director is looking for a 9°°^

ed car at a reasonable price. You can c

tact htm in the counselors office in the

ministration Building. —

APARTMENT AVAILABLE - Rent-free ^J^f;

Isola for a couple. See Dean WarnocK

further details.

i



Homecomingto climax
C ^ meeting. 4 : 30 p.m.

^ • Ocl.S MJCPA 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Jackson

With crowning
The Homecoming hope.u.. .or 1984 .re: Crom leH - b^. row, B.Uy And.-n V,,n.^

.^''"''.trArocurol
Whittaker, Vermon Ray, Veronica Brown, Mary Porter, Cora Wathlngton, Chria iKt.i.

Rrt,„d School Teachers

Brasher Jacqueline Hamer. [middle row[ Jenny Collin*, Vickie Craw.ord, Sarah
SUnny Sanders Library

Johnson Joy Turner.Randee AHord, Laurie Skellon, Melissa AUord, Melissa James.
22 BSU singing program

Ifront rowl Tammy Pernell, Dwana Phillips, Janice Aldrldge, Lucretia Harper, Miss, junior and senior

Zue.ln^Sanders^ennl.er Mayes. Nanc, Gues., Ginger Ry.ls, Lis. Gllher,. Cindy Mri^^
Robinson, and Janice Wilson. [Photo by Jim KItchell]
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Trojans belt Tigers
By RUTH BELCHER
Heavy celebration was in order follow-

ing the MDJC win over Coahoma Junior

College September 20, played here at

Moorhead. The 42-7 Trojan win now gives

the lead in the North division solely to the

Trojans. Before this game, the lead was

shared with Coahoma.

It was a nearly flawless display of foot-

ball power that gave MDJC its surprising-

ly easy victory over Coahoma.

The Trojan's first scoring drive started

early in the first quarter when Jay

Johnson, a kicker from Coahoma,

deUvered a short punt to the Tiger 43-yard

line. The Ronnie Terrell got the ball on a

handoff, and he rushed to the 25-yard line.

A touchdown by Ronnie Fulgham was

called back because of a holding penalty

against the Trojans. Terrell carried the

ball into the endzone for the first score of

the game. After the successful PAT by

Fulgham, the Trojans led 7-0.

Another short punt by Johnson once

again placed the Trojans with the ac-

curacy of their passing offense. This was

demonstrated in a long complete pass

from QB Patrick Pope to tight-end Chris

Burford. This put the Trojans on the TD
and the socre was 13-0. The lead advanced

to 14-0 after Fulgham's PAT.

Following a punt by the Tigers, Ken-

neth Hauley returned the ball for the TD.

It was brought back, however, as a result

of a personal foul called against the Tro-

jans. A series of carries by Nikita

Johnson placed MDJC on the 16-yard line.

A pass from Pope to Lavon Davis made

the TD to put the score at 20-0. Fulgham's

PAT made it 21-0 at the end of the first

quarter.

The Trojan's next seven points came on

a 70-yard carry by Terrell. A two-point

conversion was made good by a complete

pass to Jerry Clay. The Trojans had a

lead of 29-0 with 12 ; 35 remaining in the se-

cond quarter.

The next Trojan score resulted from a

Trojan recovery of a Tiger fumble on the

Trojan 16-yard line. This was the deepest

that Coahoma had penetrated, thus far in

the game, into MDJC territory. After the

Trojans got the ball moving down the op-

posite end of the field, it was apparent

that the Tiger defense could not keep

back the crafty Trojan offense. The

switch-up from running to passing and

then back to running kept the Tigers

guessing. The Trojans blew the game

open when Pope completed a touchdown

pass to Davis to make the score 35-0. The

point after by Fulgham was good and the

score was 3W).

The Trojan's shut-out was spoiled when

the Tiger's offense gained enough

momentum late in the third quarter to

move the ball. Two complete passes from

QB Derrick Collins to running back

Kelvin Tate put the Tigers, for the first

time, within scoring distance. J.D. Moore

carried for the TD and the only Tig^
score of the game. The PAT by

Johnson was good and the score was
at the end of the third quarter.

After the Coahoma score the Troja

came alive again, and began the fin

scoring drive of the game. Quarterba
Dennis Wright carried for the score

42-7. The PAT failed, so the score rema
ed 42-7 as the final gun went off.

The most dominant force in the gar
was the Trojan defense, which
tercepted three passes and limited

total amount of Tiger offensive yards

"We confused them by adding our pass-'

ing as a new defensive weapon. We ran

some, then threw some, then switched

around. The team really looked good
Coach James Gray said.

While the partying is still going on at

MDJC, reality did set in as the next Tro

jan opponent Jones Junior College loom

ed on the horizon.

BALLCARRIER discovers strong Trojan defense when he en-

counters Eddie Gates (LB, 52).

DENNIS McNEAL, (DT, 10), and Gary Ayers. (DT, 65) stopped many

attempts made by Coahoma offense.

Trojans terrorize Warriors
By RUTH BELCHER
The Trojan offense dominated the scor-

ing in a game against the East Central

Warriors September 13. Quarterback
Patrick Pope directed an explosive of-

fense and relied on a stingy defense that

put the Trojans over the Warriors by a
score of 38-14.

The spirited Trojan offense began the

scoring with only 48 seconds expired on
the clock. Fullback Ronnie Terell carried

on a handoff from Pope for the
touchdown. This put MDJC out front 6-0

and this was the closest the score ever
was.

The Trojan defense showed its strength

on the Warriors' first possession. Kenneth
Hauley, a defensive back from
Clarksdale, intercepted a Warrior pass on
the Warrior 25-yard line.

Then a series of carries by Terell put
MDJC on the Warrior 20-yard line. A field

goal by Rodney Fulgham made the score

9-0 in favor of the Trojans.

The Trojan defense went to work again

when East Central got the t>aU after the

kickoff. Vincent Bamett, a defensive

back from Benoit, intercepted a Warrior

pass on the Warrior 31-yard line. Nikita

Johnson then carried to the 21-yard line

on a handoff. On the next play Johnson

ran the ball in for the touchdown.

F^ilgham's PAT made the score 15-0 with

8:05 remaining in the first quarter.

Ricky Goss. a fullback from East Cen-

tral, returned the kickoff to the 36-yard

line. On the next play Charles Wadlington

intercepted a Warrior pass on the 39-yard

line. Pope threw three consecutive com-
pletions to Johnson that moved the Tro-

jans down the field. A complete pass to

Lavon Davis placed them on the Warrior

4-yard line. Chuck Smith then carried for

the score. The two-point conversion suc-

ceeded and the Trojans led 24-0 with 5:01

remaining in the first quarter.

The next score also resulted from a
East Central turnover. The Warriors
fumbled on their own 30-yard line and the
ball was recovered by the Trojans within
scoring distance again. Jerry Clay then
carried the l>al! into the endzone and put
his team in the lead 30-0. Fulgham made
the score 31-0 with his PAT.
The Warrior offense finally went to

work late in the second quarter when
Warrior Quarterback John Fulton com-
pleted a pass to Greg Nowell and placed
his team in Trojan area, somewhere they
had not been before in the game. Nowell
made the score 31-6 with 3:01 left in the
half. The PAT by Mike Hawkins was good
and the score was 31-7.

The score remained 31-7 until late in the
game when Kelvin Young intercepted a
Warrior pass deep in Warrior territory.

Quarterback Dennis Wright handed-offto

Carl Hannah for the touchdown. The PAi

by Fulgham was good and the score was

38-7.

In the final seconds of the game East

Central pushed into the endzone after a

long carry by NoweU. The PAT

Hawkins made the score 38-14 as tH*

game ended.

"We more or less beat ourselves

tonight. We turned over the ball on key

mistakes and the Trojan defense is
^^JJ

strong for us to make those mistakes.

Coach A.J. Killpatrick. head coach ol

East Central said.

Mississippi Delta now shares the Nor^b

division lead with Coahoma both
,

records in the division. The victoO '

proved Delta's record to 2-1 overall
\
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Schedule of Homecoming Activities

sept 29-30 Alumni Tennis

Tournament

9 Student Assembly

presentation of Homecoming Court

10 : 20-11 : 10 - Coliseum

(jgt 13 2 p.m.. Homecoming Parade

3:30 p.m., Alumni

Registration and Fellowship,

Vandiver Student Union

5 p.m.. Alumni supper &

meeting, Vandiver Student Union

7p.m.,pregame activities,

football field

7:30 p.m., football game.

Miss. Delta Jr. College vs.

Northwest Miss. Jr. College

Following the game.

Dance - Coliseum

20 years service

Smith-1 983 Alumnus
Mississippi Delta Junior College was

pleased to nominate Mr. B.F. Smith,

retired Executive Vice President of the

Delta Council, as Alumnus of the Year.

The Alumnus of the Year selection com-

mittee described Mr. Smith as a classic

leader - persuasive, knowledgeable,

dynamic and truly one of the outstanding

graduates of this institution.

Mr. B.F. Smith attended this institution

when it was known as Sunflower Junior

College during the years of 1935 through

1937. This was the time when Mr. J.S.

Vandiver was president and he well

remembers Mr. Vandiver's spirit and en-

thusiasm for this college.

Smith joined the Delta Council in 1947

after four years of service in the U.S. Air

Corps and a brief association with the

Veteran Administration. During his 25

years with the Delta Council, he achieved

a distinguished record in planning and

directing a broad program aimed at

directing all phases of the Delta-area

economy including industrial develop-

ment.

He was also a leader in helping

Mississippi Delta Junior College develop

a vocational-technical education pro-

gram. Throughout his entire career with

the Delta Council, he worked to improve

the quality of life for the people of the

Delta.

Mr. Smith is now retired, living in

Leland and continues to give his time and

talents to the Delta Council.

Alumni honor 2 staff members
Jean Gardner Abrams, Art Coor-

dinator, instructor of Art at Mississippi

Delta Junior College, started teaching at

MDJC in the Fall of the 1964 school year.

Hired to teach English, she was given one

art class to help keep her happy and was

told that art would probably not catch on

so she had better be prepared to become a

full time English teacher.

Three art majors who had not even

known that Art would be offered that year

helped to get the first class started and

spread the word to others. A lot of en-

couragement also came from then

Academic Dean. Herman Thigpin, who

told Jean that each time she found enough

students to fill another art class, he would

drop a section of English and add the art

to her curriculum.

Also in an effort to build the program,

she offered night classes for adults in

painting. The night students became

staunch allies in spreading the good word

about the art program and the classes

also turned out adults all over the Delta

who paint for fun. Additional visits to high

schools and civic clubs helped to sell the

new program, and three years later the

college had a full time art program. A

year and a half later Dr. Evelyn Kiker

joined the Art faculty after coming

through the MDJC program and

graduating from Delta State.

Numerous other successful students

are now scattered throughout the sUte

and in several surrounding states as com-

mercial advertisers, college instructors,

high school and elementary instructors,

layout artists, television advertisers and

artists, display artists, etc.

In addition to teaching art. Jean keeps

up her professional standing as an artist.

Her work has been displayed in one-

woman and group exhibits and com-

petitive shows throughout the South. She

has work in a number of public and

JEAN ABRAMS
BETTY HANCOCK

private collections.

She is listed in Who's Who of American

Women, has served as a past president of

the Mississippi Art Education Associa-

tton, past president of the Mississippi

Junior College Art Teachers Assocation.

past president of the MDJC Faculty

Association, and she finds time to help

husband Joe, who is chairman of the Fine

Arts Department and a music instructor,

with his musical group, the T.J.'s. by

designing their costumes and doing their

choreography.

She also participates in his church

music program by singing in the choir he

directs at First Baptist Church, Winona,

and by singing solos from time to time

and doing duets with Joe.

She is the mother of two children.

Catherine Abrams McBride. who attend-

ed MDJC. Mississippi College and the

University of Mississippi and now leaches

second grade, and Robert Wade Abrams,

who attended MDJC. the University of

Southern Mississippi, and now works with

an oil exploration firm in Tyler, Texas

Mrs. Betty Hancock

Betty has completed 20 years of service

at Mississippi Delta Junior College

Betty has worked most of her life as a

bookkeeper first at Morgan and Lind-

sey, then West Packing Co., then

Moorhead Gin. and now Mississippi Delta

Junior College in the Business Office.

She graduated from Indianola High

School and later took Accountmg at MD
JC.

Her husband. Bill, also is employed by

Mississippi I>elU Junior College and

teaches Automotive Mechanics.

She is the mother of three children, all

of whom attended MDJC. Charlotte is

now a teacher at Leflore County. Nelda is

a registered nurse, and Paula is

employed at Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

lege.

President's Letter

By J.T. HALL

It is my hope that you will be with us for

Homecoming, and that I will personally

have the privilege of visiting with you on

that date.

Homecoming is a nostalgic trip into the

past in many ways and as 1 correspond

with you on this date. 1 find myself reflec-

ting on some of the accomplishments of

MDJC during the past few years. 1 am
proud of many things at our college and I

would like to share some of these things

with you.

I am proud of our Board of Trustees.

They are dedicated to this institution and

work well with the staff and faculty on

common goals. They work in unison and

always with a vision of improving the

educational opportunities for the students

the college serves and will serve in years

to come. A good college program begins

with a good board of trustees. Without

this, progress is not possible.

I am proud of an exceptionally fine

faculty and administrative staff. These

people are well qualified, loyal to the in-

stitution and dedicated to the students

they serve. Our faculty and administra-

tion work well together and have common

goals. Without this, progress would not be

possible.

I am proud, also, of our students. They

come to us from many backgrounds and

are representative of the families that

make up the population of the Mississippi

Delta. Some are well off financially, and

some are poor, some are white and some

are from minority races, some have a

very good academic background and

some are poorly prepared. The one thing

they have in common is that they are part

of this Mississippi Delta that our college

serves and they have chosen MDJC as the

road to advancement.

Our Board of Trustees and each

member of the faculty and staff - all - are

dedicated to making this progress possi-

ble for each of them. Without students

who work well together for the goals each

individual wishes to accomplish, progress

is not possible.

Sure, I am proud of the modern

facilities that we have been able to con-

struct the past few years and many other

things. These are part of the material

things that go into the making of a good

college. However, the heart of an institu-

tion is the people that serve it. the board

members, the faculty, and the student.

They give it the direction it will take and

control the destiny of the future.

I am also proud of our Alumni. Pro-

gress would not be possible without your

support and the support of the other tax-

payers that make it possible to pay the

bills. Won't you come and be with us on

October 13 and meet some of these people

that I am so proud of. I think you will be

proud of them too.

a
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Especially for Alumni

IT'S NO LONGER STANSEL, to Administration, to Coleman Hall

these days for students who move around the old quadrangle area.

Instead they make their way from Norton, to Tanner, to Scroggms

Administration, to Yeates Fine Arts, or, to Stanny Sanders Library.

These are those, or course, who still like to sit and wait for that

10-minute tardy bell.

FOOD SERVICE AT MDJC has changed since the 1950s. Instead of

grits, gravy, sausage and biscuits every night, Morrison's offers

students a choice of two meats, vegetables, and other trimmings,

but the tradition of complaining about the food has not changed.

faces and facades change....

LOUNGING in front of Stanny Sanders Library.

Photos by Lawrence Kenneth

Media Center Director
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1,1/f fradifions reflect pride, progress, qualify

ALUMNA MILLIE (Stonestreet) CLARK teaches medical laboratory

technology at MDJC. MLT graduates at MDJC have maintained a

100 percent passing record since this program was reestablished

on campus three years ago.

ROWS OF MODERN LATHES add symmetry to machine shop

photos. Machine shop Is one of 12 vocational training programs of-

fered by MDJC in its daytime curriculum. The CAD-CAM setup

described elsewhere in this issue allows the college or offer

"high-tech*' training in this area.

THE MICROCOMPUTER REVOLUTION has occurred here, too. Vo-

tech students have 80 machines available to them for mastering

computer skills.

MEMORIALS MADE TOTHE
VANDIVKR SCHOLARSHIP

ALl'MNlKVNl)
Contributor: Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Foley Jr . in memory of Mr. Joe Quon

and Mrs. Gladys Knight.

Contributor: Mr. and Mrs. Al Loveless;

in memory of Mr. Joe Quon. Mrs. Gladys

Knight and Mrs. Nell Stonestreet.

Contributor: Mrs. S.S. Meisburg; in

memory of Mrs. John Casey and Mr
Hooker Coen.

Thoughts from the President

of the Alumni Association

Our Alumni Association supports two

scholarship funds which are used to help

deserving students at Mississippi Delta

Junior College.

The oldest of these is the Vandiver

Alumni Scholarship Fund. For the past

several years, two such scholarships

were given each year.

Recipients of these scholarships are

judged on their academic ability and per-

formance, the lack of other forms of

financial assistance, and their mental

and moral character.

As of now, the Vandiver Scholarship is

depleted of funds. For the past several

years, a portion of the alumni dues and a

portion of the proceeds of the Alumni Ten-

nis Tournament have made up over 95

percent , given as the Vandiver

Alumni Scholarship Fund. About five per-

cent is given by former alumni.

The Thigpin Scholarship is awarded

each year to a freshman going into the

sophomore year with a major in some

field of science. The recipient of this

award is selected yearly by the science

faculty at Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

lege. Moneys from this fund have been

esUblished in a trust with the interest

earned being used to carry out the

scholarship. The Alumni Association also

frequently makes a contribution to this

fund.

With the cost of education, books and

supplies continually rising and with the

WE ARE SURE YOU NOTICED
Again this year we have included the

Alumni Newsletter as a part of the

Mississippi Delta Junior College

Newspaper. The Delta Herald. We
thought you may l>e interested in current

events on our campus. It also affords us a

much cheaper rate on having it printed.

Hope you enjoy it.

Please Accept My Check For:

Vandiver Alumni Scholarship Fund

$

Thlgpln Scholarship Fund:

Your Name:.

Address:

availability of other forms of financial

assistance being cut back or the re-

quirements to quality lor linancial aid be-

ing made more rigid, the need for these

scholarships Is greater than it has been

since the beginning of the federally fund-

ed aid programs.

Many of you remember the philosophy

of Mr. Vandiver for helping deserving

students, I have heard numerous stories

about how he would bring students to col-

lege or keep them in college with the

assurance that he would find a way to pay

their educational expenses. As an Alumni

Association, we are now calling on you to

help keep Mr. Vandiver's philosophy and

efforts current,

Others of us remember well the wise

guidance, support and encouragement

which Mr, Thigpen gave and is continuing

to give. He has been consistent in his

ability to communicate with students and

help bring out their best qualities. I do not

believe that we have yet scratched the

surface of funds which can be collected

for this scholarship

All of us need to help keep the efforts of

these two educators going on and on. We

ask for your check for these scholarship

funds. Many of us can give a little; some

of us could give a lot. Make your check

payable to The Vandiver Alumni Scholar-

ship Fund or The Thigpin Scholarship

Fund and mark for "donation" I unders-

tand that this will be tax deductible.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

TREASURER'S REPORT

8/31/83

DEPOSITS:

$997.83

9/19/83

9/23/83

9/23/83

9/30/83

9/30/83

10/6/83

10/11/83 Dues

Tennis Tournament .

.

Dues
Vandiver Scholarship

$175.00

$27.50

$20.00

$25.00
Thigpin Scholarship

^^^^ ^
Tennis Tournament •

^^^^

$27.50

$119.00

$64.00
Alumni Dinner $12 50

11/1/83 Dues

11/9/83 Dues
•

njoo
2/13/84 Scholarship (Vandiver)

2/14/84 Dues ' j^j^o
2/28/84 Vandiver Scholarship •.•

^:MENTS: -45 00
PosUge, Alumni Newsletter

Judge Little (3 plaques)
57

Paul's Jewelry (Queen'sGift)

Hobson's fT«nnis Tournament)
$200 00

MDJC -Scholarships 1st Sem '^^

MDJC Cafeteria (Alumni Dinner)
$200 00

MDJC - Vandiver Schol. 2nd
$929 58

DISBURSEMENTS:
10/3/83

10/3/83

10/3/83

10/4/83

10/6/83

10/21/83

3/6/84

Balance 8/17/84
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MDJC AKUMNI ASSOCIATION

BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES
OCT. 8. 1983

The Alumni Association held its 1983

Business Meeting in the Private Dining

Room of the Student Union on Oct. 8 at 5

p.m.

The meeting was called to order by

Alumni President Travis Thornton who

called on John Vickers Sr. to give the m-

vocation.

Dr. J.T. Hall. MDJC president,

welcomed the group to Homecoming 1983

and gave a brief report on the growth and

development of our junior college.

Because of the increase in enrollment,

President Hall reported that a new

cafeteria and an addition to the

Vocational-Technical Complex were pro-

jected tor the near future.

Jimmy Bellipanni reported that the

1962 Championship Football Team was

honored at Homecoming this year with

the reception in the HospiUlity Room of

the Coliseum. Of the 35 members of the

team. 21 attended the reception along

with their families (about 75 people).

They also enjoyed a fish-fry in their honor

at the home of Bob and Millie Clark. This

team will be remembered as the 1962

State Junior College Champs.

The minutes and treasurer's report

were approved as presented by Brenda

Loveless, SecreUry-Treasurer.

Lance Baria reported that two Van-

diver Scholarships would be given this

year by the Alumni Association. These

$2Qq scholarships, based on need as well

as academic performance, went to David

Taylor, a music major, and to Suzanne

Beckum, a pre-X ray major.

Dwight Spencer reported that since

there were no applicants, a Thigpin

Scholarship was not given this year.

However, he did report that he had

recently seen two previous recipients of

the Thigpin Scholarship: Mark Free and

Walter Neal Martin. Mark is at Delta

SUte university and in the National

Guard and in the SMP Program. Neal is

at the University Medical Center havmg

just recently been accepted into the Den-

Ul School as a third year student.

The Alumni Association agam spon-

sored a Tennis Tournament with pro-

ceeds ($195.82) going to the scholarship

fund Tennis Tournament Committee was

composed of Lance Baria. Alice Williams

and Charlotte Hobbs.

Twenty-year Service Plaques were

presented by Travis Thornton to Carl

Grubb and Alan Nelms in appreciation of

their service and contributions to Miss.

Delta Jr. College.

Mr. Sam Stafford reported that he and

his committee composed of Helen Allen

and Annie Castleberry met and selected

an "Alumnus of the Year" who had met

all qualifications. Dr. Hall presented this

award to Mr. B.F. Smith of Land.

Mr. Smith, past executive director of

Delta Council, attended the junior college

in 1935-37 and has been outstanding in his

chosen field and in his support of the

junior college particularly in the

establishment of the vocational-technical

programs. Dr. Hall also read a

"Resolution of Accommodation" which

was presented to Mr. Smith by the Board

of Trustees. Mr. Smith's wife. Mary

Alice, was also present.

There being no further business. Presi-

dent Thornton declared the meeting ad-

journed.
— Brenda Loveless, Sec.-Treas.

IGHLIGHTS OF 1983

HOMECOMING - One of the

highlights of the 1983 Homecom-
ing was the reunion of the 1962

State Championship Footall Team
and their families. Twenty-one of

the former state champions from

as far away as Virginia made it

back for the reunion. After an in-

formal get-together and some
brief talks by Coach Bellipanni

and Coach Randall, they watched

some of the old game films before

being treated to a catfish supper

by Bob and Miller Clark. Seated

from left are Nathan Hale, Billy

McCoy, Doug Minchew, Marvin In-

man, Benny Strazi, Edgar Smith

and Randy Hodges. Standing from

left are Coach Jimmy Bellipanni,

Jimmy Chittom, John Garrison,

Price (Buddy) Hodges, Butch Ran-

cher, Morris Lindsey, Johnny
Howe, Neal Jenkins, Charles

Casio, Tommy Pierce, Travis Sat-

terfield, Bob O'Neal, Steve
lOswalt, James Belk, David Sher-

man, Frank Lindsey, and Coach
Jim Randall.

—?4

Librarians seek old Yearbooks

Yearbooks for sale in Office

HELP! HELP! HELP! The Stanny

Sanders Library is attempting to com-

plete its coUection of school yearbooks for

SAHS, SJS and MDJC. They are enUsting

the help of the Alumni Association in com-

pleting this collection.

The missing editions are: 1931, 32, 33,

34, 35, 36, 38. 39, 1940, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,

47, 48, 1950, 52, 55.

If you have a copy of one of these year-

books and would like to donate it to the

library, it would be greatly appreciated.

The Library would also like to have any

pictures or other materials connected

with the school.

Did you lose your personal copy of U)e

Restrospect? Would you like to replacj

it? The Business Office of Mississippi

Delta Junior College has offered
the

Alumni Association copies of yearbooks

fronri the years 1963, 1964, and 1966 top^

sent if anyone would like to purchase ooe.

The proceeds from this will go towui

the Vandiver and Thigpen Scholarehip

Funds. Mail the Mississippi Delta Junior

College Alumni Association your djeck

for $10, state your year (62-63, 63-64. etc.),

and we will mail it back. We will pay tbe

postage.

NAME
ADDRESS
ZIP CODE
HOME PHONE
DATES ATTENDED M.D.J.C. or S.J.C.

OCCUPATION^

Annual dues ($5 per person, $7.50 per couple)

Mississippi Delta Junior College

Alumni Association

loorhead, MS 3B761

1962 Football Champ



r Dorm Talk ^
By MARGO PONY
In the coming nights, I think every girl

in Stennis-Penrod will remain awake -

change in hand, and goodies on the way -

to study hard for nine-weeks exams. I

hope our money and appetites decrease

as our mental knowledge increases.

Attention, all Freshmen! Those are not

mythical creatures those security

guards. They really do make sure that

you have you IDs when you come back to

the dorm at night.

The last weeks in the dorm have been

dedicated to fun. We have had our 505

night in Pres. Karla Jones* room, and all-

out rock-n-roll in Miss Carley's room.

Now, I can't even study for mid-terms

(Oct. 8-12) without music.

The lobby comes to life from the hours

of 7 to 11 every night with arrivals and

departures of dating couples.

Mrs. and Miss Carley and the dorm
residents have really enjoyed this year

(so far), and we had a great time in the

big birthday party held on the 24th for all

girls in the dorm born in August and

September. The cake fight after the party

was a lot of fun, too.
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Algebra scares fresh

*'Mr. Magic/' Wardell Herring, performs his special kind of magic with this

year's band and Delta Dancers.

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The MDJC band has changed over the

last three years.

Wardell Herring, band director, says

that the changes occurred because of im-

provements in recruiting, quality of

students, and complexity of performance

attempted.

Herring says that the size of the band

has grown gradually. When he arrived at

MDJC in 1981, there were only 15 band

members. In 1982, there were 18 in the

homline, and in 1983. he had increased the

size to a 30-piece hornline and a

35-member auxiliary, a total of 65 in the

marching band. This year, he has 40

horns, 11 percussionists, 12 rifles and

flags, 14 Delta dancers and one drum-

major - a total of 78 members.

Herring says the band's size is about

average for a Mississippi junior college

t«nd. East Mississippi Junior College.

East Central Junior CoUege, Southwest

Junior College, Holmes Junior College

and Copiah-Lincoln Junior College are all

smaller than MDJC. Pearl River Junior

College, Hinds Junior College and

Itawamba Junior (Allege are the same

size as MDJC.
Herring thinks the band has made pro-

gress m size, but he is more concerned

with the quality of sound. With a college

band, he says, quality should count more

than size.

"The individual ability of each member

is at a high level.'* Herring says. "The

students are from good band programs

and averaged from five to six years of

band experience when they entered col-

lege. They have a strong sense of self-

accomplishment and a high level of com-

prehension." There is no 40-piece

homline anywhere that can match this

one," said Herring.

Herring has recruited some of the

choice Iwndsmen from the high schools of

the eight surrounding counties. Herring

has also signed two out-of-district

members - brass players, Tommy Cren-

shaw of Charleston, and Jeffrey Horn of

Houston and one out-of-state member,

Greg Piazza of Arlington, Texas. One of

the members, Daniel Logan of Rolling

Fork, has gone as far as the Mississippi

Lions All-State Band. Logan is the first

student from the MDJC band ever to have

participated in the prestigious band.

Herring feels he has done very well in

recruiting considering the fact that

Coahoma Junior College. Mississippi

Valley Stale University, and Delta State

University are ail recruiting in the same

area.

By KATHY JONES
Some of MDJC's l>eginning freshmen

received a surprise during pre-

registration schedule planning.

These students learned that there is a

new "core curriculum" requirement for

algebra. The curriculum, made by the

Board of Trustees of Institutions of

Higher Learning, and announced last

April, requires that students who are

enrolled in a junior college for the first

time must complete three semester hours

of College Algebra in order to transfer to

a major university, unless that student's

ACT scores already meets the universi-

ty's admission requirements.

In addition, MDJC's requirements state

that a student must have completed two

units of high school algebra or three hours

of intermediate algebra before entering

College Algebra.

Needless to say, freshmen whose high

schools did not offer or require Algebra 11

and sophomores who were not required to

have these extra three hours last year but

are required make it up this year, are less

than pleased.

"1 hate algebra with a passion! I can't

believe I'm going to have to take six hours

of it and only get credit for three!" said

Melissa Cameron, a freshman.

Another freshman. Kathy Jones, said,

"Not only am I upset that I was not in-

formed at>out this in time to work it out on
my schedule, but, 1 am also very upset at

my high school. To some people, it may
not be a big deal. But I feel that maybe
my high school should have done more to

prepare me for college."

According to the Dean of Instruction

Harmon Boggs, the change in the "core

curriculum" is for the better. "Prior to

this change, each school could make its

own curriculum requirements. Our
transfers had to plan their classes here

around the school they planned to attend

after MDJC. Now the students know what

is required of them." said Boggs.

The new curriculum, which went into

effect this fall semester, has not caused

any major difficulties at MDJC, accor-

ding to Dean Boggs. "Mast of the students

were informed about the changes during

pre-registration and schedule planning

and for those who were not. there will t)e

plenty of time next semester to make the

appropriate changes. In the future, all of

these requirements will be in the

catalog," Boggs said.

Dean Boggs also said that these

changes have not affected the math in-

structors' workloands. However, he said

that If an increase in student enrollment

of approximately 150 lo 200 students had

occurred, then it could have been a pro-

blem.

^Trivial pursuit—
I • How many catfish ponds are there

Ibetween Moorhead and Greenwood adja-

Icent to Hwy. 82?

• What color are MDJC Pres J T.|

Hall's eyes and SGA Pres. Scott Lide'j

eyes'*

Changes spur

improved band
"Everyone wants the best students and

tries to make his program look better

than the others," Herring saysr "Our ob-

jective is to sell this program to high

school students by making them aware of

the advantages of scholarship and of

small college life. We are now to the point

where we can be more selective and still

have a good program."

Herring says the trumpet section is the

strongest section in the band with low

brass section second. The woodwind sec-

tion has increased considerably since

there are more clarinets than last year.

Herring says he is looking forward to

this band season because of the great

changes the band has made.

Herring's plans for the band this mar-

ching season are to perform at the MDJC

home football games, three out-of-town

games, (Jones Junior College. Holmes

Junior College and Northeast Junior Col-

lege) and several parades including the

Delta Band Festival in November.

The half-time show this year is a semi-

corps show with music to create excite-

ment. The highlight wiU be the opening, a

rotating diamond. It is difficult because

the diamond has to spend on axis for 90

degrees without losing iU shape. No one

does the same thing. The opening number

will be "Crown Imperial." a British cor-

onation march, a very stately, yet

physically and technically demanding

piece.

"Land of a Thousand Dances" will be

the number for the Delta dancers, and the

guard feature will be "Puttin' on the

Ritz."

The closing, or, theme song will be "Ole

Man River" because of its association

with the Mississippi River. Herring says

he plans to use the same show throughout

the year with several additions. A pre-

game show will be added for homecom-

ing. Stand music is a variety of pop/rock,

marches, and classics.

His post-marching plans include a

4-day tour to local high schools with a

floor band for recruiting purposes in

November. Appearances at several

parades, including the Delta Band

Festival, where the floor band will per-

form at the Civic Center.

Adding to the glamour of the band this

year, will be the guard and percussion

units outfitted in new uniforms. The per-

cussionists will wear khaki trousers and

blouses accented with red berets, cum-

merbunds and ascots. The guard wiU

wear white blouses, red shorts and black

cummerbunds.
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Week-long celebration begins Monday
By: Mary Porter

The coronation of the 1984 homecoming

queen will be held Saturday, October 13,

during the halftime celebration.

The four-day homecoming festivities

will begin Monday. October 8 and end

Saturday, Oct. 13.

The SGA. Coach James B. Walden,

Dean Robert Warnock, and Mrs. Jackie

Franklin will be in charge of the

homecoming festivities.

The theme selected for the celebration

is "Who Are You Going To Call -

RANGERBUSTERS."
The events for the 1984 homecoming

week will be as follows:

Monday. October 8

6:30 p.m. - The cafeteria will have an out-

side buffet. The "Clean-Cut" Band

from Greenwood will play during

and after the buffet.

7 p.m. - The homecoming court will prac-

tice for the assembly program.

Tuesday. October 9

10:20 - 11:10 a.m. • There will be an

assembly program in the MDJC Col-

iseum. The cheerleaders, the DelU

Dancers, and the MDJC Marchmg

Band will perform at the assembly

program. The public is invited to at-

tend the assembly program The

emcee of the program will be Scott

Lide, president of the SGA. At the

assembly program, the homecoming

court, escorted by football players,

will be introduced. The queen will not

be announced at the assembly pro-

gram.

7:15 p.m. - The MDJC modeling squad

will have a fashion show in the

Yeates Fine Arts Building prior to a

movie. The movie, "Animal House,"

will begin around 8 p.m.

Thursday, October 11

U15 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. - The Parchman

Band will do a two-show perfor-

mance.

4pm - The homecoming court will have

a field practice under the supervision

of Mrs. Franklin.

6:30 p.m. - A pep rally will be held in the

coliseum.

8:30 p.m. - There will be firework displays

between the coliseum and the

Edward-Stonestreet dorm.

Saturday. October 13

3:30 - 5 p.m. - There will be a reception in

the Vandiver Student Union for

returning alumni members.

5 p.m. - The alumni will have a meeting in

the private conference room. The

alumni president is Dean Travis

Thornton.

2 p.m. - There will be a homecoming

parade. Approximately 15-20 units

will be included in the parade. The

parade will begin in front of the stu-

dent union and take a right on Hwy.

3. The parade will continue until it

reaches the red light. The parade

will then take a left on Washington

Street. The parade will pass in front

of the bank and continue around the

bank. The parade will take the same

Vo-Tech receives computers
By SHANNON ESTES
MDJC has spent nearly $100 thousand

on two new computer systems this year.

The computers were purchased to help

the vocational education students keep up

with the fast-growing industry.

Computers are becoming more and

more popular in the modern industralized

world. It is becoming mandatory that

workers in all fields know how to use

some sort of computer. In essence the

$100 thousand MDJC and the State of

Mississippi has spent on the new com-

puters is just a drop in the bucket, com-

pared to the knowledge of modern

technology the state will be getting back.

The two computers are the Computeriz-

ed Aid Drafting and Computerized Mill-

ing Machine. They are more commonly
called the CAD and the CAM. These com-

puters were acquired through the Depart-

ment of Vocational Education of

Mississippi.

The CAD is located in the drafting

room. The programer lays the plan by in-

serting a series of code numbers into the

computer. The plan shows up on the

screen, and when ready, the machine will

produce the full plan on paper in any one
of eight colors chosen by the programer.

There is a telephone in the back of the

CAD. If something goes wrong with the

CAD, the programer can call a number in

the home office and have it updated over

the phone. The CAD costs between $50

thousand to $60 thousand.

The CAM is located in the machine

shop. The programer can lay out the

design through a series of code numbers.

Then the code numbers are put into a

machine and the computer programs the

machine and corrects the mistakes. When

metal stock is put into the machine, it will

be cut according to the design. The

machines are so accurate that all the

pieces of one design will be within one

thousandth of an inch. The computer

speeds up proc*uction and one man can

work up to three machines with this com-

puter. Though it costs about $47 thousand,

it does save money for the employer.

Lambda to install officers
By MARTHA WILLIAMS

Installation of the 1984-85 Phi Beta

Lambda Association officers of Mississip-

pi Delta Junior College will take place Oc-

tober 3 in the conference room of the Stan-

ny Sanders Library. The service will be

the first official meeting held by the local

organization, according to Mrs. Mary

Ellen Hoiloway. adviser.

Advisers of the organization are Mrs.

Hoiloway, accounting instructor, and

Mrs. Patsy Dowell, secretarial science in-

structor.

Officers elected by a majority of cur-

rent members are Kacky Webster, presi-

dent; Jenny Collins, vice president ; Lori

Stotler, secretary; Dale Hale, treasurer;

and Pam Holeman, reporter.

Plans for the organization activities

have not yet been discussed. However,

Mrs. Hoiloway said: "We will have some
special projects, guest speakers in the

business field, and lots of members."

The Phi Beta Lambda Association, in-

augurated at Mississippi Delta Junior

College in 1974, is a national-affihated

professional organization. It is designed

to provide opportunities for college

students to develop competencies for

business and office occupations. Pro-

grams are planned to assist students in

establishing career goals and to develop

competent aggressive business leader-

ship.

Meetings of the Phi Beta Lambda
Association are on the first Wednesday

morning of each month at 8:20 in the con-

ference room of the Stanny Sanders

Library.

Anyone taking at least three hours of

business courses or majoring in business

who wishes to become a member may
contact one of the organizations advisers.

A $12 per-year membership fee is re-

quired.

f Swap shop
WANTED - A cartoonist for The Herald.

Apply to Miss Laney Wooten, Publica-

tions Office.

FOR SALE — Compound bow. Bear Polai

L.T.D., all accessories "plus six arrows"

and Kelpin Kwiver. Call 686-2670 in

Leiand. Ask for Bob or Scott.

WANTED — A health book. Ask for Janioe

Utice.

VICA decisions

pending

By RUTH BELCHER
As of September 24, no definite plans

had been made for the VICA club at MD-
JC this year.

It was reported in the first issue of The
Herald that this year's VICA group may
not be state-affiliated because of disputes

last year because the local club and the

state organization.

At an interview September 24, Charles

Foley, director of vo-tech education,

said: "No decision has been made on how
the club will be run this year, and no date

has been set on which any such decision

would be handled."

In the past the local VICA organization

has set the pace for other chapters in

Mississippi in the number of individual

award winner and club records awards it

has garnered. For the past five years,

MDJC has been the host for the regional

high school Northwest Mississippi VICA
competition.

route back to the student union.

The floats entered in the parade

be judged by a private committee
selected by Coach Walden. The win-

ners will receive $150 for first prize

the second prize winner will receive

$100 and third prize winner will

receive $50.

7:30 p.m. - The MDJC Trojans will be
hosting the Northwest Rangers at the

football stadium. The Northwest
Marching Band will perform prior to

the game. At halftime, the homecom-
ing queen and her court will be

escorted by their fathers. The alumni

president will present the queen with

a gift. Lide will present the queen

with roses. Immediately following

the game, the SGA will sponsor a

homecoming dance in the coliseum.

The dance will last until 2 a.m. Jim-

my Harris from the Sound Center in

Clarksdale will entertain the au-

dience.

Ramblin

'

By RUTH BELCHER
Hi, everybody! This is my first attempt

to do Ramblin', and I hope that I can live

up to the examples set in the past.

The Delta Herald staff strives to please

all its readers, but sometimes this is im-

possible. We welcome any suggestions,

comments, or advice on how to make im-

provements.

Now that the first month or so of school

is over, everyone is about to settle into a

routine.

A piece of advice to all of you beginning

freshmen and even you returning

sophomores - watch those cuts! This is

football season and I know that most

everyone likes to go out after the game,

but, all too fast, those Friday morning

cuts add up and you can find yourself cut

out of a class. Remember -- that's six cuts

a semester, not a month. You are going to

want a couple of those when winter rolls

around, and that bed just feels too good to

leave.

Speaking of football season - all you

Trojan fans should get out and support

the team. Our football team is off to a

great start this year, and all of us have

reason to be proud, not only of our football

team, but of our school. Let's show

everyone what it means to be a Trojan.

We all should be proud of this school,

but some parts of the campus reflect a

different attitude. The problem of litter

has become a serious one at MDJC. Even

with several trash cans placed around

campus, the debris is accumulating in

certain areas. This debris does not give a

favorable image to outsiders who visit

our campus. Let's show everyone how we

feel about MDJC - put garbage where it

belongs, in the can.

Homecoming is just around the corner,

and everyone seems to be busy. This

year's homecoming promises to be ex-

citing as a weeklong schedule of events is

planned. The chmax will be the crowning

of the queen during half-time of the foot-

ball game against Northwest. Be there.

Residents in Stemiis-Penrod dormitory

are warned against breaking any of thi^

year's regulations. To do so can prove to

be costly. A burn in the newly bought

carpet can cost a resident a $25 fin^- ^
irons are better off left off the floor and on

ironing boards.



1 984Homecoming Queen
CINDY ROBINSON was crowned tne 1984 Queen of Homecoming. October 13 during the half-

time of the ballgame between the Trojans and the Rangers. Her court members are (from left) Jackie

Hamer, freshman maid; Kathy Manning, freshman maid; Jennifer Mayes, sophomore maid, and

I ucretia Harper, sophomore maid.
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SGA proposes new area for socializing

Council seeks reaction from students

Does the MDJC student body need an

on-campus location reserved for dates?

The SGA Executive Council is currently

surveying student interest in establishing

such an area.

Robert L. Warnock. dean of students,

said. "Student couples just need a place

to get away from it all. without having to

spend a lot of money for gas to gel there."

The council's proposed plan is to use the

guest lobby of the MDJC Coliseum for this

as a dating area.

They are proposing that this large

room, which is already well-fumished be

partitioned with plywood, and that a color

television which the college already has,

be moved into the lobby.

According to council planners, the TV

dale room would be available only to

couples who register with the council

supervisors Sessions would be monitored

closely by the officers of the council.

The planners suggest that the area

would be opened on Monday. Tuesday,

and Wednesday nights from 8 to 10

o'clock.

••I consider this to be a great alter-

native to the hustle and bustle of the lobby

in Biennis Penrod dormitory, which

allows very little time for seclusion, said

Alfonzo Ricks. SGA council member.

The Council members would like lo

have student response to their plan.

Students interested in pursuing the pro-

posal should conuct Scott Lide. Stephen

SUnfill. Joe Roncali. Keith Spealman or

Alfonzo Ricks.

) I favor the new Oate room

( ) I oppose the new date room
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Ramblin

By RUTH BELCHER
•tithe names have been changed

It's on campus. It's at the football

games. It's in the dorms. It seems to be

everywhere that students gather. One

student, ti^Christy Barnard, said: "After

a hectic day, I really need it."

It is marijuana, and for 20 million

Americans it has become the illegal drug

of choice. Though public concern - and

media interest - currently centers on the

growing use of cocaine, it's still 'pot'

that's used by more people. Nationwide

surveys show that the daily use of mari-

juana is lower among women than men,

but it is used by both more casually now

than probably even before. "I regard

smoking a joint or two as no more signifi-

cant than drinking a can of coke,"

«Judith Fain, a student in Stennis

Penrod dorm said.

"Fifteen years ago. marijuana use was

a political statement. Today, it's totally

casual." ^ Frank Forman said, but not

totally carefree.

Though the warnings of the 1970s have

been shown to be dubious, there is suffi-

cient evidence in certain health areas at

least to suggest caution should be used by

marijuana smokers.

The main concern among researchers

is the effect of marijuana-smoking among
pregnant women. Research has revealed

a pattern of lower birth weight in babies

born to women who regularly smoked

"pot" during their pregnancies. This

makes the babies more susceptible to

neonatal illnesses such as lung disease

and makes them less able to fight them.

It is suspected thai marijuana may also

be partly responsible for "fetal alcohol

syndrome" - the collective name for

several birth defects attributed to the

mother's use of alcohol during pregnan-

cy.

Should women at)solutely not smoke pot

when pregnant? "If you are going on the

presumption that it's best not to expose

yourself to anything possibly hazardous

during pregnancy, then don't use mari-

juana," a Greenwood doctor said.

The most recent campaign against the

use of 'pot' by women or men has been

launched by the American Lung Associa-

tion. They are especially concerned about

preteens and adolescents because their

young lungs are particularly vulnerable

to the effects of the drug.

Evidence about potential drug lung

damage has emerged gradually since

1964, when scientists first isolated delta-9-

tetrahydro-cannabinol (THC) the compo-

nent mainly responsible for the mari-

juana "high".

There are similarities and differences

between marijuana and cigarette-

smoking.

Marijuana smoke is usually drawn

deeply into the lungs by one, or a few,

deliberate deep breaths, while tobacco

smoking is generally automoatic,

repetitive and variable. Also, because

marijuana is a "street drug", it is subject

to contamination. Because filters such as

water pipers are not used regularly, con-

tamination is more likely to occur.

Another danger comes from paraquat,

a potent herbicide that authorities have
occasionally used in an effort to destroy

marijuana crops. But even as resear-

chers are gaining evidence that mari-

juana is hazardous, medical teams are

finding beneficial uses for it. It is

reported that Queen Victoria's doctor

recommended that her Majesty smoke
'pot* to relieve menstrual cramps.

Today, ophthalmologists have
discovered that smoking 'pot' reduces the

pressure inside the eye. And it reduces
the discomfort of cancer patients ex-

periencing the side effects of their treat-

ment.

Though marijuana may have a degree
of value in certain medical situations, for

general "recreational" use it's potential

drawbacks must still be of concern to the
smoker.

CHARLES C. JACOBS of Cleveland has been named "Alumnus of

the Year" for 1984 Jacobs

served in the Mississippi Legislature from 1952-64. He is currently

the senior member of the firm of Jacobs, Griffith, Eddins, and

Povtfell.

Nerds: then and now
By JANICE WILSON
To be a "nerd" means that you do

something that your peers find unappeal-

ing.

Once upon a time nerds might have
been known by their clothing penny
loafers, kahki pants, hornrimmed specs.

oxford shirts, and argyle socks. Now, all

of these are very fashionable attire.

Pink and green were once known as

nerd colors but are now linked with the

semi-popular preppy trends.

Currently, you can read such defini-

tions of nerd as that one made by a

Millsaps student and quoted in a Jackson

paper: "Nerds speak foreign language

fluently in America."

There are those who call the extremely
curly hairstyles worn by many lately
"nerdy".
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Such judgments may be funny or

relatively harmless.

But when someone classifies another as

a "nerd" because he chooses to display

his intellignece, or, to be friends with so-

meone who looks different, then that's a

somewhat more serious situation.

Consider what history has to say about

people who dared to be different.

Elizabeth 1, a very different persor

from the typical lady of her day. Ie<

England to its status as world power.

Harriet Tubman, a very strange and

strongwilled field stave, helped over 1,000

slaves escape to freedom.

Strange little Woody Allen in our own

time, has made major contributions to

film comedy and creativity.

It makes you wonder: Are the "nerds

those who assert their individuality, or.

those who allow themselves to be dictated

to in everything from what to wear to

what to think?

The Little I know I owe to

my ignorance Sacha

Guitry
• ( f f i * % tff 1 1 T*f •

-
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Music influences creativity
By RUTH BELCHER

"So if you're tired.

of the same old stories.

Darling, turn some pages.

Because I will be here.

When you are ready.

To roll with the changes."

These words form Roll with the

Changes by REO Speedwagon can mean
many different things, but to Suzanne
Beckum they are inspiration.

Suzanne, a disc jockey from Greenville,

uses the records she plays as an influence

in her own writing. The poetry she com-
poses originates at the radio station

where she works - which is WDDT, - and

the music is reflected in her poems.

Taken by the morning winds of April:

Into the thundering rains of May.

Forlorned by wicked unspoken words;

Betrayed with heart sickened thoughts.

This particular poem was written by

Suzanne while spinning records one even-

ing when she worked at WDMS in Green-

ville.

"You see, my general interest is peo-

ple. I love talking to different types of

people. They fascinate me - especially

music people. They have a certain gift

from God to make music that people en-

joy." Suzanne said.

Music is such a large part of Suzanne's

life that her air name, Nikki Taylor, was
influenced by music. Nikki comes from a

member of Linda Ronstadt's band and

Taylor comes from James Taylor.

Suzanne (Nikki) began working at

WDMS when she was 15-years old as pro-

gram director, music director, public ser-

vice director, and air talent ( disc jockey )

.

She began working for WNIX in 1982 as
public service director and air talent. **I

began writing poetry in the fall of 1982,

when I was 19. At first I just played

around . sort of trying to test my imagma-
tion." Nikki said.

When she moved to WDDT this year,

her interest in writing followed also. "I

feel I write my best while listening to

music or while doing a show," she said.

Nikki decided to return to school and she

presently is a sophomore at MDJC and a

Pre-X-ray major , "I thought about

mayt>e majoring in communications, but

I knew I did not want to dee jay and move
from town to town all my Ufe."

Nikki's hobbies include listening and
playing music, writing, horseback riding,

and spendmg time with her "fellow" - Jon

Ruscoe. Jon is also a great influence in

her writing in that a lot of her poems
center on him and their feelings for one

another. One poem written at the radio

station not long ago shows this:

For the times that we share.

And the times that we care.

For what you do.

And what you mean to me.

When you are with me and

Not for who you are

When you are without me •

I love you.

I love you.

"My favorite reason for dee jaying is

that I love to make people happy. It

makes them happy when I play their

favorite songs for them. Writing. I do for

me," Nikki said. "I get a certain feeling

when I play music and know that so-

meone, somewhere, is enjoying it That's

thv**"«ling I have to have to write."

SUZANNE BECKUM listens as music stimulates her writing.

Working student makes time for school

By KATHY JONES
How many times have we heard so-

meone say. "I hate school!"? Well, there

is one student at MDJC who obviously

thinks it's great.

David Ogletree, a 31-year-old freshman

from Clinton, Miss. . travels approximate-

ly 435 miles each day in order to attend

school.

Ogletree. an employee of Electronic

Data Systems out of Dallas started this

daily routine t>ecause of his job. He has to

travel everyday from Clinton To Green-

viUe as part of his job responsibilities. In

January, he decided to attend college and

major in Psychology.

"MDJC was the closest college," said

Ogletree. "Plus, I had heard some really

wonderful things about the staff here.

They are super. MDJC is not redneck

Suvap shop
Wanted-Photographer. See

The Herald Adviaer.or,

editors

tech, as everyone thinks!"

Ogletree, who has worked for EDS for

7*2 years, says that attending college is

his main priority.

"If my job got in the way, I would quit

work," he said.

Ogletree spends 16 to 18 hours a day on

the road, and says that he never gets

more than four hours of sleep each night.

"I get up at 3:30 a.m. and put on my
dress suit (a requirement for his job)."

said Ogletree. "then I start my trip to

Greenville. On the way, I stop on

Highway 49, just south of Yazoo City, and

change into my jeans and tennis shoes,

t>ecause I hate wearing a suit. I don't

worry about getting caught, because it's

still dark at that time. Then, I go to

Greenville, finish my business there, and

head for school. I leave school and get

WANTED — A Pentax K-100 camera - cheap!

Contact Janice Wilsofi in Stennis-Penrod

Dormitory, Rm. 19.

t>ack to Greenville around 4 p.m. I go to

the YMCA, workout, shower, change

back into my suit and head for home. I

usually get there by B p.m."

Ogletree, who received praise from

Mrs. Sandra Moore, one of his instruc-

tors, says that he does most of his study-

ing in his car.

Ogletree plans to attend the University

of Southern Mississippi after MDJC. He
has not made up his mind which field of

Psychology he will enter.

Ogletree feels that there are two impor-

tant qualities he has which will make him
a good psychologist. "First I am very

perceptive about people. I love everyone

I've ever met," he said. "Plus, I've got

more insecurities than anyone I've ever

met in my life!"

Wanted-Colunanut for

Dorm Talk

See Janice WiUon or

Ruth Belcher

Davtd Ogletree

For sale -color telcviBion.

Needs work. $75

Sec Laney Wooten
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Trojans triumph over Bulldogs
Bv Rl'TH BELCHER
Some nights it s the mistakes that add

up to a loss.

That's what happened to the Holmes

Junior College Bulldogs. Oct. 4 when they

lost 37-0 to the Trojans MDJC's strong

defense and Holmes' own offensive pro-

blems made it a long day for the Bulldogs.

Fans expected a very close game bet-

ween the two teams, but Holmes had not

read that script. The horrendous display

of misUkes by the Bulldogs evolved into

the loss. The most dominant force in the

game was probably the Trojan defense,

which intercepted four passes, forced two

fumbles, and limited the total offensive

yards of the Bulldogs.

In the beginning of the first quarter,

neither team could put together many

first downs, and both failed to get within

scoring distance. Half-way through the

quarter David McGhee, a defensive back

Scott's column
Have you ever done a job and had so-

meone else get the credit for it? If you

have, you know how the offensive line

feels about football.

If you are not sure what an offensive

lineman is -- that's all right - because no

one ever hears about them.

The offensive linemen are the ones that

block for the backs. They are the guys

that make it possible for backs to run for

the touchdown.

When and if a back scores, it is his

name that's announced over the loud

speaker, not the lineman who opened up
the hole. It is sad, but true.

Any good offensive lineman would

rather play defense. At least, he has a

chance to make a tackle.

But it takes a different kind of player to

be on the line. He's got to be able to accept

the fact that the back gets all the

limelight. He also has to be able to take

from Delta, intercepted a Bulldog pass

deep in their territory On the next play.

Ronnie Walters took the ball on a hand-off

and carried for the score. The PAT by

Rodney Fulgham was good and the score

was 7-0 with 4:09 remaining in the first

quarter.

The Bulldogs hopes of winning were all

but extinguished when, on the Trojans

first possession in the second quarter.

Chris Buford ran for the touchdown. The

PAT by Fulgham failed but the Trojans

lead had increased an injury to his leg

during the scoring drive.

The third quarter began with a spirited

Trojan offense, ready for the game away.

Ronnie Terrell carried for the touchdown

which made the score 19-0. Quarterback

Patrick Pope drilled a pass to Terrell to

complete the two-point conversion. The

score, with 9:53 left in the quarter, was

21-0. This began to place the game out of

blame for the back's blunders.

The only people that really give

linemen any credit are the backs. They

know that the linemen are the only ones

between them and the defense. The backs

appreciate the linemen. Will anybody

else?

Let's hear it for the band!

If anybody has stopped long enough to

give them a listen, they'll find out that the

Trojan Band is the best it's been in years.

They give the football team great support

and put on a fantastic half-time show.

With the Delta Dancers out there shak-

ing their...hands, the show is a no-miss

situation. So, come on out and watch the

band perform at the next game.

One final note. Thanks for the turnout

for the street dance. Maybe next time,

we'll have it inside.

reach of the Bulldogs.

The despondence of the Holmes offense

led to the snowball effect of mistakes. On

the Bulldogs first possession of the third

quarter, an interception was recovered

by Charles V.'adlington. Chuck Smith car-

ried to make the touchdown. The PAT by

Fulgham failed but the score was 27-0

with 4:48 left in the third quarter.

But even with this lead there was no

rest for the weary. The MDJC defense

pounded on, and this led to another in-

terception made by Charles Wadlington.

The offense could not seem to drive the

ball into the end-zone and could only get

within fieldgoal position. Rodney

Fulgham did succeed in making the

fieldgoal and adding three more points to

the score to make it 30-0.

The Bulldogs defense seemed to be

making a great comeback when Keith

Block, of Holmes, intercepted a Trojan

By KUTH BELCHER
A balanced rushing attack and

unyielding defense spurred the Jones

Bobcats to a 35-15 triumph over the Tro-

jans at a Sept. 28 game in Ellisville.

Jones Junior College, ranked in the top

20 among junior college football teams in

the nation, actually trailed twice in the

game. Injuries and penalties seemed to

plague the Trojans from the opening

moments of the game. Scott Lide, guard,

received a knee injury in the first

quarter, and Patrick Pope, quarterback,

was taken out of the game with a damag-
ed ankle in the second quarter.

The Bobcats put the first score on the

board with a one-yard run by Antonio

Pruitt. The extra point by Bradley

Blakeney failed, and the score stood 6-0 in

the first quarter as the Trojans could not

really get their offense rolling.

At the beginning of the second quarter

it looked like it was going to be a close

game as the Trojans started their first

scoring drive. Ronnie Terrell, a fullback,

carried for the touchdown on a hand-off.

The point after by Rodney Fulgham was
good, and the Trojans led 7-6.

The Bobcats went to work again when
they received the ball following the Tro-

jan score. They were able to advance the

ball because of the efforts of Jim Stanley

and Antonio Pruitt. It was a completed
35-yard pass to Curtis Pray that made the

score. The PAT by Blakeney failed and
the score was 12-7 as the half ended.

The Bobcats widened the gap to 15-7

early in the third quarter when Blakeney
scored on a 28-yard field goal After that.

news briefs

The Zeta Zeta chapter of Phi Theta
Kappa will attend the state convention of
this national junior college honor society
when that group meets in Meridian Oc-
tober 21 and 22.

Andy Cummings is pesident of the local
chapter. Other officers are Kacky
Webster, vice president; Janet
Prestridge, secretary; and Katie Hughes
reporter. Mrs Elizabeth Cummings is
local adviser for this group.

pass.

But not to be outdone. David McGhe*
the Trojan defense recovered a Bulldog

fumble. With 21 seconds remaining on the

clock. Michael Stalworth made the final

touchdown of the game. The PAT was
made by Fulgham. and the game ended
37-0 in favor of MDJC.
Pope connected for six out of 14 a|.

tempts for 97 yards and two touchdowns.

Individual pass receptions was Chris

Buford, two for 45 yards and one
touchdown, and Ronnie Walters, three for

43 yards and one touchdown. The leading

rushers were Ronnie Terrell, 17 for 55

yards and one touchdown. Chuck Smith,

eight for 39 yards and one touchdow n, and
Michael Stallworth. seven for 36 yar(:s

and one touchdown. The total amount of

offensive yards was passing. 97 and
rushing, 290 for a total of 387.

nothing seemed to go right for the Tro-

jans. They were penalized nine times for

71 yards compared to the Bobcat's five

for 40 yards.

Jones capitalized on this, and started

another scoring drive early in the fourth

quarter. It was an 8-yard touchdown run

by Jim Stanley that put the Bobcats oui in

front by a score of 21-7. The PAT by

Blakeney was good and the score was
22-7.

The Trojan offense bounced back laier

in the quarter and started their own scor-

ing drive. Ronnie Walters carried for the

score and made the score 22-13. The two-

point conversion was made good by a

completed pass to Ronnie Taylor The

score was 22-15.

On the Trojans' next possession, they

failed to move the ball and they were forc-

ed to punt. Chalres Damplee, of Jom s,

blocked the punt and returned it for .i

touchdown. The extra point by Blakeney

was missed and the score was 28-I.S.

The final score resulted from a Ini

yard run by Henry Byrd. This made ii '

score 34-15. The PAT was good by Pi

Ewbanks. The final score: 35-15 in fif

of the Bobcats.

'We played good, but we made cnn 1

mistakes," said Head Coach James Gs

"\ thought we could have had a chaiut-

when the score was 22-15, ' Gray said

There were no interceptions throwti 1

the game and Pope gained 34 yards on u>

carries. The leading receiver was Rom 1

Walters with four receptions for 1.50 y;n

and one touchdown. The Trojans' leadi

rusher was Ronnie Terrell.

Members of the Baptist Student Union

will travel to New Orleans. La., to attend

the Student Missions Conference at the

New Orleans Baptist Theological
Seminary. November 2. 3 and 4,

The Rev. Tom McLaughlin. BSU direc

tor. said, "This would be a great time to

mix fun and fellowship. Everyone
welcome."

Delegates will pay a $12 fee for room
and board, in addition to the cost of other

meals and side trips. A possible side-trip

being considered is a day at the World's

Fair.

THE UNSUNG HEROES of MDJC - the offensive line (from left)Jim Besselman. Scott Lide. Craig Sayle. Roy Sias. and Brad GentryThey surround quarterback Patrick Pope

Bobcats defeat Trojans
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THE CROWD AT the Homecoming Assembly, October 9. watched
as the cheerleaders continued the pep rally.

"CLEAN CUTT", a Greenwood-based band, set up for the outdoor
concert held October 8 after the cookout on the south side of Van-
diver Union.

Homecoming
in review FIREWORKS LIT UP THE SKY over MDJC. October 1 1 , In a display

held between the Coliseum and Edwards-Stonestreet Dormitory.

THE HOMECOMING PARADE made its way down the streets of

Moorhead Saturday afternoon, October 13.



THE MODELING SQUAD MEMBERS and a-temates are (from
.^^^^^^^^^^^^

Kim Sweeden. Chris Buford, Leslie Beasley, Mel.ssa A'^o^d Bj"hard Lee He ry^^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^^^^

Mosco, Mary Porter, Melissa Gore, Janice Wilson. Walter Walker, Ken Jones, Me,

Smithhart and Melinda Anderson.

Wave
This year the MDJC Modeling Squad is

going to try some new themes for their

shows. The squad plans to give a few "fun

and unique" shows this year.

Leslie Beasley, sophomore member of

the squad, suggested that the models give

a "new wave" show. The models will

wear the latest in pink attire in this show

scheduled for sometime in November.

The squad will also present their tradi-

tional Christmas show and spring bridal

show.

.

Thirteen out of 27 students made the

squad. They are Melissa Alford of Sidon;

Leslie Beasley of Greenville; Chris Bur-

ford of Greenville; Melissa Cameron of

Greenwood; Jenny Collins of Greenville;

Ken Jones of Shaw; Kim Mosco of

Cleveland; Bernhard Lee Perry (Bernie)

of Jacksonville; Mary Porter of Green-

wood; Molly Smithhart of Indianola;

Walter Walker of Leland; Janice Wilson

of Greenwood and Melissa Winters of In-

dianola.

In early September, 27 students tried

out for the squad. Mary Porter, one of the

students who tried out said, "Tryouts

were a nerve-racking ordeal. First we

went through an interview in which we

were asked about previous experience as

a model and about our personal lives.

After the interview we were asked to walk

and pose on stage. I was very excited

when I found out I made the squad."

Enrollment reaches new high
Some of you may have been waiting to

find out what the fall enrollment is for this

year. Weil, the stats are in, and here is

what it looks like for the year 1984-85.

According to Dean Travis Thornton,

head of student affairs, the total student

enrollment is 1,627 students, including the

168 students enrolled in night courses at

Greenville and Greenwood.

A breakdown of this figure shows that

IMDJC has 347 vocational students; 547

technical students; and 733 academic

students. Dean Thornton also said that

this is an increase of 16 students, over the

enrollment last year at this same time.

Dean Thornton said that the number of

night school students have almost doubl-

ed since last year.

Thornton also added that the largest

number of students come from
Washington County, with a total of 522

students. There are 93 out-of-district

students and 28 out-of-state students

enrolled here this fall.

The judges also chose five altei nai^^

They 'are: Melinda Ande-on^
^[^

Monroeville, Ala.; Lachele Ch.W

Silver City; Melissa Gore of KO'

Fork; Kim Sweeden of GreenviH^

Patricia Warren of Isola.

Trivial pursuit

Answers to last issue's
questions

There are 36 catfish ponds adj

Hwy. 82 between Moorhead and

wood ^iril^^kk''

2. President Hall's eyes are browtt*^

President tide's eyes are *»*"*^ #ef«

Questions for this issue: y
the Stanny Sanders Memorial

Horton Science Building, a"**

Penrod Dormitory built? .

2. What town in the Delta was

as a Prohibition colony?
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By RUTH BELCHER
The televisions in the dorm blare their

pjessages to everyone hstening.

The issue-of-the week parade marches

flfl
Abortion, drunken driving, homosex-

uality, drug abuse, child pornography,

rape, cancer - one by one -- moviemakers
for television take a cause, put stars in it.

and promote it as a breaktrhough in

social progress.

These TV crusades have many familiar

faults " the biggest one being that they

are too ponderously educational.

These crusades - have grown at such a

rate that many viewers have chosen to ig-

nore the tragedies.

One tragedy that did not get lost in the

shuffle was The Burning Bed. This made-
for-TV movie was seen on NBC Oct. 8 bet-

ween 8-10 p.m. Unlike the attempts done

in the past, this movie takes the

ponderously educational" subject and
makes it watchable.

The issue this time is wife-beating; the

story, as usual, was based on a true inci-

dent. On March 9, 1977, Francine Hughes
poured gasoline around the bed where her

ex husband lay sleeping in a drunken
stupor Then she lit a match and sent the

man who had repeatedly beaten her for

mi)re than a decade out in a burst of

fbmes. By the time the flames had
engulfed the house, Francine had climbed
into her car, driven to the county jail, and
hysterically admitted to the crime.

At her trial that year, a jury of 10
women and two men heard how Mickey
Hughes had battered his wife for 14 years,
and had threatened her with death if she
tried to leave him. Their verdict ; not guil-
ty by reason of temporary insanity.
Feminist groups, who say that at least
one in 10 women nationwide suffers abuse
at the hands of a husband or lover, said
lhat the decision was an affirmation of a
woman's right to self-defense against
violence in the home.

The TV movie, written by Rose Leiman
Goldemberg from a book by Faith McNuJ-
ly. told the story of Francine's marriage
as she had related it to the attorney ap-
pointed to defend her on a murder charge.
The movie's biggest surprise was Far-

rah Fawceit, who gave a remarkably in-
tense and believable performance as the

much battered but vindicated wife. Her
'*^er-girl face was disfigured with cuts

' bruises that conveyed both the

helplessness and the courage of the
^ornan trapped in the nightmare.
Paul Lemat portrayed the dangerous

husband. Francine's attorney was
J^ichard Masur. The achievements of

'^Ih of these actors are not subtle. The
•niire cast was uniformly excellent.

Directed by Robert Greenwald. whose
^ork includes the 1982 TV film. In the
(Custody of Strangers, the movie avoided
^pfitimentality. Its portrait of a lower-
middle class marriage was as incisive
*nd cold-blooded as anything TV has
'^''^n Yet. the violence is frequently

•^rplayed to good effect.

The Burning Bed did not hide its sym-
pathies; this is Francine's story all the
**y- But the human complexities were

y recognized. Between his violent

®s. Mickey was sincerely repentant.
*^en charming as he whined for one more
chance It was also significant that he
•^^ver beat his children. And the various

relatives and authorities to whom Fran-
cine turns in vain for help are not evil or
callous - they are just ineffectual.
Now, seven years after her trial. Fran-

cine lives in Jackson. Mich. She recently
reported in a popular magazine that she
would not watch thp movie about her life.

Francine married Mickey whe she was
only 16, and the abuse began just weeks
after the wedding She began to devote
herself to their children: Christy, Jimmy
and Dana. When she was pregnant with
her fdurth child. Nicole. Francine reach-
ed a point of desperation.

On the advice of a local social worker,
she filed a divorce decree and applied for
welfare. But even after the divorce was
granted in April 1971. Mickey refused to
honor it.

On the day of his death. Mickey flew in-

to a rage and started beating Francine.
Then Mickey made her burn her books
from secretarial courses she was taking
and threatened to take a sledge hammer
to her car so that she wouldn't be able to
drive to school.

That night she took stock of her life and
the desperate actions resulted.

Vandalism hurts
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Visitors to MDJC often look first for

VANDIVER STUDENT UNION What
they find is VAND VER STUD ION
Because of all the time and labor in-

volved, the letters on the side of Vandiver
Student Union are both expensive to buy
and to mount," says Mr Jack Harris,
superintendent of buildings and grounds
at MDJC
The Vandiver Student Union Building

was completed in 1968. The first year the
sign was mounted, the letters remained
untouched. Every year since then, two or
more of the letters have disappeared.
"The missing letters are an example of

a thoughtless student," Harris says. "The
students probably take their initials. We
haven't yet caught anyone, therefore,

there is no penalty set."

Harris says that it is hard to catch the
guilty person. "If the students would stop

and think about the trouble behind buying
and mounting the letters, I am convinced
the problem would stop."

In 1975, five letters were taken. The
total cost to replace them was $60.50

($12.10 per letter). "This was the cost for

the letters alone. It doesn't include the
cost of labor. The MDJC maintenance
department mounts the letters and the
men have to be paid." Harris says.
The funds for the letters come from

taxes. "The students' parents, the tax-
payers, are paying for the letters

'

The letters are made of cast aluminum.
To mount the letters, a sheet of paper is

placed on the wall to measure for holes.
Once holes are bored, cement is poured
into the holes The screws on the back of
the letters are placed in the holes and are
set to dry. The only way to dismount let-

ters would be to chip away the brick and
pry the letters loose.

Harris has already attempted to
replace the letters once this year but was
unsuccessful because the company he
uses no longer carries that style He plans
to continue to search for that style, but if

he does not find it, he plans to buy a new
set and mount them higher up on the side
of the building This, he says, should be a
solution to the problem.

Phi Betas install Officers

THE NEWLY INITIATED OFFICERS of Phi Beta Lambda are (from left)Kacky Webster, president;

Jenny Collins, vice-president; Lori Stotler, secretary; Dale Hale, treasijrer; Pam Holeman, reporter,

and Kelly Heisle, installation officer.
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Staff attends workshop
Eight MDJC Publications staff

members and adviser Laney Woolen at-

tended the Mississippi Junior College

Press Association annual fall workshop at

the Sheraton Regency Hotel in Jackson on

October 4 and 5.

MDJC newspaper editors. Janice

Wilson and Ruth Belcher, attended the

Oct. 4th session, which included two

workshops - one on newspaper design and

another on magazine writing.

Dr. Gene Wiggins, journalism pro-

fessor at the University of Southern

Mississippi, and editor of the official

Olympics' newspaper. Olympic Spirit.

was the featured speaker of the

newspaper design workshop.

Dr. Wiggins told of his experiences this

summer as the editor of the Olympic

newspaper.

The paper was ranked fourth in the

world for Olympic coverage. It competed

with and ranked above the Los Angeles

Times

The 123-paged newspaper included col-

ored pictures and was typed completely

by computers. It is the first automated

paper in the United States.

Wiggins said the staff consisted of 10

meml)ers - four photographers and six

reporters.

The paper ran daily for \5 days and cost

$3 per person per issue.

Dr. Wiggins received an Olympic gold

medal for his work, along with free room
and board.

The speaker at the magazine writing

workshop was Allyn Boone, editor of the

first Mississippi free-lance magazine.
Mississippi: A View of the Magnolia
State:

Ms. Boone said the magazine has no
staff, but is produced by students (about

75%). U is a feature magazine with no

newsstories The publication focuses on

Mississippi tradition and all good aspects

of Mississippi. The photography is also

done by free-lance photographers All the

advertisement is donated by Mississippi

businesses.

MDJC reporters - Shannon Estes. Mary

Porter, and Vernetta Whittaker - and

yearbook managing editor; Melissa

James and photographers - Jim Kitchell

and Suzanne Tate - attended the Oct. 5th

session along with journalism instructor

Laney Wooten. There were three

workshops scheduled. The first

workshop. Television News, featured Cal

Adams from WAPT. a Jackson broadcast

station.

Mr. Adams spoke on the difficulties of

getting into television and of what it takes

to succeed in the field.

The Yearbook workshop was led by

Jacqueline Edmondson, of Taylor

Publishing, Dallas. Texas.

Edmondson presented a slide show of

excerpts from some of the country's

leading college yearbooks.

The convention ended with the annual

yearbook awards ceremony where the

results of the judging of the junior college

yearbooks were announced. The judging

was done by Louisiana Tech journalism

professor, Ron White.

The results were as followed: first

place, Jones County Jr. College; second

place, Northeast Jr. College; third place,

Southwest Jr. College; fourth place,

Mississippi Delta Jr. College; and

Honorable Mention, Northwest Jr. Col-

lege and Hinds Jr. College.

Jones Junior College hosted the conven-

tion.

Spectator begins year
By SHANNON ESTES
The Spectator's Society has issued let-

ters of invitation to prospective

members The students were selected by

their language arts instructor. The in-

structors selected the students they felt

had the best ability and interest in

language arts and creative writing. The
instructors will find out how many of the

students are interested tomorrow at 8:25

a.m. when the group holds its first

meeting of this year in Stanny Sanders
Library.

The Spectator's Club is sponsored by
the Language Arts Department and is

coordinated by Mrs. Rebecca Shut-

tleworth. The purpose of the organization

is to "strengthen and enrich" the educa-
tional program of these students. This is

done by finding opportunities for social

and cultural growth through encouraging
creativity, attending dramatic and
literary programs, and utilizing com-
munity resource persons,

Mrs. Shuttleworth explained. "Utilizing

community resource persons means br-

inging in people and other writers to talk

about writing they have done and the pro-

cess of writing in general..."

Mrs. Shuttleworth said the club has a
small program during its monthly
meetings, but the main program is the
creative writing workshop in April. This
year the workshop will be held at Itawam-
ba Junior College in FuUon. Miss.

Mrs. Shuttleworth says there is a cer-

tain amount of dedication and respon-

sibility involved in the membership. She
said, "Members are expected to attend
faithfully to every meeting, though the
only real responsibilities lie on the of-

ficers." Mrs. Shuttleworth also said one
of the responsibilities is posting notices.

Mrs. Shuttleworth said. "I hope all who
are invited will consider this an honor,
which it is, and will attend the meeting."

Conscience is the perfect in-

terpreter of life " Karl
Barth

Bob Clark auto machinist

I J

Miss Vivian Carley Jorm
i

assistant

Mrs. Mattie Farmer secretary Mrs. Jean Bennett »ecretary

Keith Bender coach Mrs. Martha Bailey ADN

"Jl^ Featuring new staff

Mrs. Shirley Powell ADN



MLTs makeperfect score
MARTHA G. WILLIAMS

\:ississippi Delta Junior College

lical Lab Technology students ranked

in the top 22 percent of the students from

295
programs in the United States writing

(lie
National Registry test for Medical

Technology students.

The results of the August 1984 National

Registry released by the American Socie-

ty of Clinical Pathologists show that of the

15 Mississippi Delta Junior College

Medical Lab Technology graduates to

take the exam, all 15 passes.

This marks the fourth consecutive

year we have been 100 percent passing.

We have never had a failure since the col-

lege based programs first graduating

class in 1981," said Joe Carley, superviser

of Mississippi Delta Junior College Allied

Health Programs.

The maximum possible score on the
registry was 214. The medical lab
technology class mean score was 168
High scorers were Larr>' Wade from
Belzoni. with 196. and Missy Pilgrim from
Moorhead, with 193.

Medical Laboratory Technicians are
trained to run all basic laboratory tests
normally conducted in a hospital or other
clinical facility. Mississippi Delta Junior
College students spend the first three
semesters in traditional classroom study
and hands-on experience in the campus
laboratory. They work under the direc-
tion of a technologist or pathologist.

Mrs. Jackie Muzzi is program director
and Mrs. Millie Clark is educational coor-
dinator.

^ LATE NEWS ... ^^ Trojans have won the J
J North Division Champion- ^
J ship with an overall record ^

of (6-4). Even though Trojan

J lost to Co-LIn 10-7, East ^
Mississippi lost to Pearl ^

1^ River giving them a record

J of (5-5). )f
if Trojans meet Jones Jun- )f
M lor College here Saturday )f
M night, Nov. 10, for Ist )f
M round of sUte Champion- )f

ship playo^s. Game time )f
will be announced later. )f
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Parking causes problems
By MARY PORTER
Commuter parking is a chronic pro-

blem on the MDJC campus.
Some commuters say that the confusion

Is caused by the lack of designated or

color-coded areas for commuter students.

I think that there should be areas for

commuter parking only," said Kathy
Jones, freshman, Greenville.

There aren't designated areas for com-
muter students at MDJC, but there are

adequate parking spaces available to all

students who drive motor vehicles on the

MDJC campus. There are approximately
125 commuter students who drive motor
vehicles to school. There are approx-

imately 1000 parking spaces on the MDJC
campus for student parking. The MDJC
campus has four areas available to com-
muter students. The areas are as follows:

300 spaces along the campus side of

Hwy.3

200 spaces from the Stennis-Penrod

Hall to the football field.

350 spaces parallel to the football field

200 spaces on the northside of the Vo-

Tech building.

The 350 spaces parallel to the football

field are hardly used. Distance is the

reason why many commuter students

complain about that parking area. "The

parking spaces across the street from the

football field are too far from my
classes." said Ronnie Porter, sophomore.

Greenwood, "and when I'm late getting to

school, I park anywhere I can."

"I don't like to park there because there

is no sidewalk across the grass," said

Jones. Many commuters said that on

rainy days it is very hard for them to

carry their books in the rain across a wet

and grassy field.

"It is too far for me to walk from that

parking space to my classes in Tanner

Hall," said Patricia Warren, sophomore.

Moorhead. Some commuters said that the

parking spaces for them should be closer

to their classes.

Even though there are adequate park-

ing areas at MDJC, many commuter
students receive tickets daily for parking

in improper areas. The improper areas

are the reserved spaces for faculty,

visitor or restricted (yellow curb). There

are several restricted areas. The areas

are as follows:

...the half-moon area in front of the

Vandiver Student Union Building from 8

a.m. until 2 p.m.

...the two spaces next to Tanner Hall

marked 'Handicapped'

...all lines and curbs painted yellow

...both sides of Cherry Street

...all reserved areas

...faculty apartment parking lots

The MDJC security guards' policy is to

give only one ticket a day to students who

park in improper areas. "If students park
in improper areas, they will receive a
ticket," said Mr, H.G. Home, the senior
security guard The purpose of the tickets

is to enforce law and order on students
who park in improper areas The citation

fees or tickets for 'No Parking Space'
areas are $5. The Yellow line' or 'Curb
Violation' is $2.

Every student should be alert to the
number of tickets received and the

limited period in which he can pay the
tickets. Every ticket must be paid by the
end of the semester in which the ticket

was given to the student. Any student who
refuses to pay the tickets will not receive
his final grades nor a transcript to

another college, according to ad-
ministrative sources.

PARKING HAS POSED PROBLEMS for student who have explored

new alternatives to the official parking lots.

THERE ARE PARKING SPACES available to the student, but some

require a certain amount of walking to get to class.
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Supreme Court upholds Solomon
By JANICE WILSON
The disputed Solomon Amendment

which binds federal financial aid for

education to draft registration was

upheld this summer by the United SUtes

Supreme Court.

The amendment has been challenged

by Judge Donald D. Alsop of St. Paul,

Minn, in the U.S. District Eight Court of

Appeals. The Amendment was reaffirm-

ed in a 6-2 decision by Supreme Court.

Judge Alsop had struck the amendment

down last year, ruling it unconstitutional

because he said the amendment inflicted

punishment without the protection of a

judicial trial and also violated the 5th

Amendment privilege of protection

against self-incrimination.

"If you didn't have the Solomon

Amendment, you'd be discriminating

against 96 percent of this nation's young

Americans and in favor of four percent

who violate the law." said Rep. Gerald

Solomon (Rep. N.Y.) who authored the

law.

Solomon had attached the amendment

to the 1982 Defense Department Ap-

propriations Act. It parallel a similar

amendment to the Job Training Partner-

ship Act of 1982. The Job Training Part-

nership Act is an estimated $3 billion

dollar program that provides vocational

training opportunities for at least one

million underprivileged youths and

adults.

Solomon said his amendment is worth

the time and actions required to enforce

it. "If one student has to register for the

draft, then so must all the others. It is im-

portant for the government to go after

every last violation of the law and to use

all available means to do so," said Rep.

Solomon.

In addition to Judge Alsop and student

protestors, Solomon I is not supported by

some college officials and collegiate

organizations in the United States.

"I can't think of anybody of higher

education that is supportive of this

amendment." said Al Somberg of the

American Association of University Pro-

fessors, an 80,000-member group. Other

college organizations against the amend-

ment include The American Council of

Education, the National Association of

Student Financial Aid Administrators,

The New York State Association of Finan-

cial Aid Administrators.

College officials of the University of

Minnesota at St. Paul issued Curiae

Curiae briefs challenging the amend-
ment's constitutionality on the grounds of

discrimination

Although this amendment involves

students' here at MDJC. Joseph Ray,

director of financial aid. said, "We really

don't have any kind of resistance to the

law. We have encountered a few young
men who did not register and who attemp-

ted to receive financial aid. but we didn't

have any problems with them. We sent

them to the post office where they signed

up, and we completed the processing for

financial aid."

Rep. Solomon is considering another

proposal to present to the courts, which is

already being commonly called

"Solomon H".

Solomon II would deny food stamps,

housing loans, and passports to those who

don't comply with the registration re-

quirement.

This new proposal is designed to

answer critics of Solomon I who argue

that college students are being singled out

for the draft registration rolls.

Rep. Bob Edgar ( D. Penn. ) is one of the

congressmen who make this objection.

"I'm not proposing that student^i be
treated differently. They already face
maximum jail sentence of five years anrt
up to $10,000 in fines, if they fail ,

register. Why add further penalty. This
amendment targets a particular section
of the population and denies it equal pro.
tection of the law," said Rep. Edgar
Rep. Solomon said that his new amend-

ment would cut across the draft-age
population. "We are looking wherever
there is a substantial amount of money
and support given to people of that

registration-age category. Once this

category realizes that the government is

serious and that they may suffer
penalties for their civil disobedience, they
may decide it is not really important for

them to take this stand."

Dear Marie Carson
Dear Marie,

Agatha is like a sister to me. We've

been close for years and are still close

even though we are in junior college. The
problem is that I think Agatha's becom-

ing an alcoholic. Her drinking is affecting

her grades and she's begun to "hang out"

with the party people on campus. I feel so

sorry for her, but I don't know what do to.

I've covered for her a couple of times with

her parents and teachers, but I'm

wondering if this is the best way to help

her get herself straightened out.

Signed: Concerned

Dear Concerned,
'

A frank, loving and calm talk explain-

ing to Agatha that you think she's in trou-

ble and needs help is the first thing you

can do for Agatha. Then you should

recommend that she call the local

chapter of "Alcoholics Anonymous".

Q\e by:

01e Troj M8.V

/ V

oiner Doc.Beanson
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Calendar of Events
NOVEMBER
1 MDJC's last game

of the football season

energy workshop in Jackson

Miss. Judicial College

meeting in the library

conference room

meeting of 1 50 Boy Scout

leaders in Fine Arts building

Thanksgiving holidays begin

dance program
(See schedule of basketball games elsewhere
in paper)

1.8.15

9

10

20
28.29



f Dom Talk

Bv MELISSA
JAMES

Hey! I'm Melissa, and I'm going to fill

ou in on what's been happening in and

around
Slennis-Penrod Dorm.

To start off, did you hear about, or,

ather did you see the togas the girls were

wearing on Wednesday night. They were

on their way to a party at Third Base.

There were some really outstanding out-

fits Two eye-catching toga l>eauties were

Leslie Beasiey and Karla Jones.

Leshe Beasiey was draped in a plain

white sheet with a gold belt wrapped

around her waist. Her hair was decorated

in a rainbow of colors, and her arms were

covered with a variety of chic gold

chains. Karla. on the other hand,

displayed her individuality in her Greek

toga and her down-home cowboy boots.

Girls are still stretching their bodies

every Tuesday night trying to get in

shape and keep their figures slim and

trim. U you have a few extra pounds you

would like to lose, or, shape up, join the

girls on Tuesday nights at 8:30 in the Col-

iseum.

Did you hear about the prowler in room

#34? "He" tore the screen off!

Unlike last year, Homecoming night

here at Stennis-Penrod was very quiet.

There is a computer working late nights

here in the dorm. It seems that this com-

puter has been busy calculating the

weights and ages of all the teachers. You

would be surprised at the results.

/ Belle's Box \
Girls List - Top 10 places to meet boys.

1. Party

2. Job

3. Concert

4. College

5. Amusement Park
6 Beach

7. Fast Food
8. Mall

9. Church
klO. Museum d

Glamour seeks
top 10women
MDJC students are invited to par-

ticipate in Glamour Magazine's 1985 Top
Ten College Women Competition. Young
women from colleges and universities

throughout the country will compete in

Gfamour s search for 10 outstanding

students. A panel of Clamour editors will

select the winners on the basis of their

solid records of achievement in academic
studies and/or in extracurricular ac-

tivities on campus or in the community.
The 1985 Top Ten College Women will

be featured in Glamour's August College

Issue. During May, June or July, the 10

winners will receive an atl-expenses-paid

trip to New York City and will participate

in meetings with professionals in their

area of interest.

Anyone who is interested in entering

the search should contact Laney Woolen,

Pub. Office., for more information. The
deadline for submitting an application to

Glamour is December 7, 1984.
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THE DELTA DANCERS' entry was the winner of the Spirit Parade

that made its way around campus Oct. 25 to rally support for the

game against Northeast.

Social dating area in full operation

Dean of students optimistic

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The social dating area proposed by the

SGA is now in full operation. At least that

was the expecUlion of SGA advisor.

Robert L. Wamock, dean of students, at

presstime (Oct. 25).

The SGA Executive Council, under the

guidance of Dean Warnock. proposed the

social dating area for student couples to

have a quiet place to themselves without

spending gas and money.

"There was no place on campus lor

couples only. What brought on the idea

was the frequent gathering at the girls

dorm," said Dean Warnock.

The guest lobby of the MDJC Coliseum

was chosen as the best place for the

dating area.

"Ideally, it ought to be in the Union,"

Wamock said, "but there is no place

available. The Council considered the

private dining room, but there are too

many other functions taking place there.

The large commuting area was an idea,

but it is too open and noisy. The day-

student room was also an idea, but it only

has chairs and tables and people prefer

couches. The commuting area of the

Union, however, is the backup plan right

now."

The times for use of the area are Moii

day, Tuesday and Wednesday nights from

8 to 10 o'clock. The students are to

register by signing their names. Dean

Wamock is using workstudy students as

monitors and supervisors.

The only regulations are that one must

have a date since it is designed for

couples only. Also, such things as card

playing, eating, or loud activity wiU not

be allowed since the area is supposed to

be a quiet place, conducive to visiting,

Dean Wamock says that he hopes the

plan works, but he is skeptical about iU

locaUon. "We are going to try it." he

says. "U 11 doesn't work, we'll try

something else."

Hattoweeufuninthe Union
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Opinion Poll

Mondale-Reagan: neck and neck on campus

The Delta Herald sUff took a cross-

section of student opinions on the nationa

election being held today. In the poll

Uken last week, the questions asked were

"Are you going to vote-' U so. who are

you going to vote for in the Presidential

race?" and "Who are you voting for in the

Mississippi senatorial race?'*

Of the 80 students polled, all said they

were going to vote. Opinions were split

however, on the question of candidate

choice. Mondale had a slight head with 41

votes to Reagan's 35. Four were undecid-

ed William Winter had the majority ol

student votes with 37 as opposed to

Cochran's 22. Twenty-one students were

undecided.

Samples of respondents reasons for

their choices follows:

Lora Lindsey. Water Valley -

Radiologic Technology: "I'm voting for

Reagan because I think he deserves

another chance in office. He has made

some major improvements and he needs

four more years."

Miss. Senatorial race - undecided.

Samantha Brown. 18. Greenville - Data

Processing: "Mondale. He's going for the

poor. Also, he's a Democrat.

Senatorial race - undecided.

Lea Christian. 18. Greenwood -

Business: "Reagan. I think he's the best

man." „ , ,

Senatorial - "Thad Cochran. He s also

the best man."

Ellis Townsend. 19. Drew - Computer

Science: Presidential - undecided.

Senatorial - "Winter. I like his ideas."

Michael Lewis. 21. Greenville -

Business: "Mondale, because he has bet-

ter policies than Reagan."

Senatorial "I'm going to vote

Democrat, (Winter)."

Gary Woo. 20. BeUoni - Business:

"Mondale. He's more qualified because

he was once vice-president. I'm tired of

Reagan. It's time for a change."

Senatorial - "Thad Cochran. 1 don't

think Winter is qualified to do a senator's

job. Cochran has been senator for a long

time. I think another term would do the

state good
'

'

Donna Hill. 23. Cleveland • General

Education: "Mondale. I feel he is more

qualified and that he'd keep his campaign

promises."

Senatorial - undecided.

Stella Beckum. 19. Clarksdale -

Business Technology: Presidential -

"Undecided. In all elections, candidates

promise to help the poor and deprived,

but when they get the office, they forget

what they've said. I think the best man

whether, democrat or republican should

win. The one that will truly and sincerely

help the American people."

Fannie Bush. 19. ItU Bena - Social

Work: "Mondale. Because he's out to

help the poor."

Senatorial - "Winter. He's a

Democrat."

Yvonne Meeks, 19, Drew - Clerical:

"Mondale. Reagan seems to help the rich

only, and he has wasted thousands of

dollars on d^ense spending instead of

helping U.S. economy. Plus, he's too old."

Senatorial - "Winter. Thad Cochran has

held the office too long. 1 think William

Winter would contribute a lot to

Mississippi because of the job he did for

governor."

Janet O'Bryant.

Secretarial Science: "Reagan. He s

RepubHcan and I just think he can get the

^'Lt"torial - "Thad Cochran. Winter is

^Z^^ce Riley. 18. Ruleville - Physical

Therapy: '•Mondale. I'm off Reagari.

He's doing more harm than good and it s

time for a change."

Senatorial "Winter is more q"aj»f»ed

because he was once governor and he did

a good job."

Reginald Carr. 18. Political Science -

Cleveland: "Mondale. I believe in what

he's going for. He makes a lot of sense.

Senatorial - "Winter. He doesn't seem

to discriminate. He seems to Uke both

sides."

Tim Evans. 18. Greenville - Accoun-

ting- "Reagan. I believe that a four-year

term isn't sufficient for any one man or

party to complete their term."

Senatorial race - undecided.

Ronnie Porter. 20. Greenwood -

Business Technology: "Mondale. I think

he's better qualified. I think he can relate

to both rich and poor. It seems he's trying

to help everyone. He doesn't want an

aristocracy."

Senatorial - "Democrat all the way.

Vivian Carley. 28. Moorhead - Head

Resident: "Reagan. I definitely feel he s

the better man for the position. He's done

a good job so far."

Senatorial - undecided.

Alfonzo Ricks Jr.. 19. Glendora - Jour-

nalism: "Mondale. Because his policies

lean more toward the disadvantaged than

Reagan's. He's trying to slow arms race.

1 think he's being more honest about his

tax proposals
"

Senatorial "Winter. He has proved

himself as governor and has gained the

faith of Mississippians."

Debra Gayden. 19. Rome - Pre-

Nursing: "Mondale. I'm ready for the

Republicans to move out. I feel it's time

for a change,"

Senatorial - "Winter, because hes a

Democrat."

Bunnie Thompson. 23. Kosciusko - Nur-

sing: "Mondale. Because Reagan tried to

get the rich to send their children to

private institutions to get tax breaks and

he tried to cut the senior citizens' social

security and tried to make it where the

people working now wouldn't get theirs."

Senatorial - "Winter, because he's a

Democrat."

Sonja Malone. 19. Greenville - General

Education: "Mondale. Because I'm a

Democrat. Mondale is for aids for the

poor.^*

Senatorial - "Winter, because Thad

Cochran opposed the CeTA program and

federal student aid."

Leanna Epsen. 19. Greenville -

Business Administration: "Mondale. I

feel Reagan has done enough for the U.S.

He's too old to run another term."

Senatorial - undec i ded.

Linda Grays. 21. Clerical I - Pace:

"Mondale. He has real good ideas and

seems more honest than Reagan."

Trinelius Ivory. 19. Basic Skill and

Business - Ula Bena: "Mondale. Reagan

wants to cut back Social Security."

Rose Adams, 21. Clerical 1 - Shelby:

"Mondale. He's the better person and I'm

just the Democrat all the way."

Marvin Crowder. 18. Offset Printing -

Itta Bena: "Mondale. He has a powerful

plan and budget that is going to benefit us

all

"

Senatorial - "Winter. He knows the con-

dition of the people and has a more

economical mind than Cochran, en-

couraging people to work and be indepen-

dent. He knows how to get what he

^fTa'^old Ransom. 30. Air Conditioning

and Refrigeration - Greenville:

-Mondale. He supports the poor and

minority. Reagan is for the nch.'

Senatorial - "Thad Cochran. He wants

to bring down utility rates and taxes in

Mississippi." .

Ezell Pates. 30. Air Conditioning and

Refrigeration - Cleveland: "Mondale^

Reagan hurt a lot of poor people and high

school teenagers. It can't get any worse if

Mondale is elected."

Senatorial - Winter.

Bobby House. 19, Sheet Metal - Uta

Bena: "Mondale. He has more to offer

than Military Service. He offers better

jobs, Social Security, helping the needy.

Senatorial - "Winter. Don't know

anything about Cochran."

Jerry Baker. 20. Social Work - Shelby:

"Mondale. Reagan has caused controver-

sy in the American system."

Mrs. Boggs. Business teacher -

Moorhead: "Reagan. He has done more

for the country than others, he has

brought people together and he has an ap-

peal and feeling for people that others

don't have."

Senatorial race - "Thad Cochran. He s

the best man for the job."

Quint Hampton. 21. Auto Mechanics -

Beulah: "Mondale - because I'm tired of

seeing Reagan in office."

Senatorial - Winter.

Lonnie Ford. 20, Air Conditioning and

Refrigeration - Cleveland: "Reagan,

because he doesn't have us in a war yet."

^uPPog^ep To Sq ?

Julie Bagley. 19. Hollandale - Sec.

Science: "Mondale. I don't think Reagan

has done anything to help the U.S. since

he's been in office."

Senatorial - "Winter. I think he can do a

lot for Mississippi."

Verria Bramlett, 19. Webb - Business

Administration: "Mondale. I don't see

any improvements in our country under

Reagan's administration. Mondale seems

to mean what he says."

Wendy Parrish. 18, Greenwood -

General Education: "Reagan. He hasn t

done anything that bad so far."

Senatorial - "Thad Cochran, because

he's Republican and my daddy told me i

vote for him."

Melissa Gore. 19. Data Processing

Rolling Fork: "Reagan. 1 think he's try

ing to do the best he can. If he had more

Republicans he could do more."

Todd Moore. 21, Farm Management

Greenwood: "Reagan. 1 think he's doing

a good job, he's for the farmers."

Senatorial - Winter.

Rene Williams, 20, Clerical - Green-

wood: "Reagan. He's doing a good job

getting us out of this mess Carter got us

into."

Senatorial - "Thad. He's doing a real

good job."

Harriet Moore. 21, Data Processing -

Greenwood: "Reagan. 1 don't like Mon-

dale's policies. He is going to raise taxes,

and Reagan budget cuts were necessary.

I don't like Mondale, period."

Scott Lide. 19, Psychology - Huntsville.

Ala.: "Reagan. I like his passive attitude,

he's proud to be an American and he's not

going to take a cheap shot."

Senatorial - Thad Cochran.

Teretha Lewis, 21. General Business -

Beulah: "Mondale. He will do more for

the blacks than Reagan. It's time for a

change."

Senatorial - "Winter. He was a good

governor and he'll represent us better in

the Senate." — ^
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Veeps make history
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By BUTH BELCHER
>rh€y share second billing below their

parties' champions, but the classic mat-

ching of Geraldine Ferraro and George

Bush is turning into a first-rate contest.

Besides the obvious difference of gender

and the novelty of a woman running on a

major party ticket for Vice-presidency,

this clash of styles has attracted more at-

tention and average than ever before

given to vice-presidential candidates.

Today, people around the country are

going to the polls to cast their vote. Not

only should these votes consider the

presidential candidates be before casting

their votes, but they should also give

thought to the candidates' running mates.

In background, politics, experience, and

personality, the two No. 2's are very

diverse. She is an Italian-American of

working class parents, who held no higher

office than that of assistant district at-

torney before her dramatic rise through

the Democratic ranks of congress. He is

the scion of an old-mo nied line of East

Coast WASP'S who made a fortune in oil

t)efore beginning a public career.

What makes this campaign so impor-

tant Because Ronald Reagan is 73, Bush

IS receiving added scrutiny as a man who

may inherit the Presidency; Ferraro,

who does not generate that interest,

represents the first major test of a

gender-balanced ticket.

At nearly every stop along her cam-
paign trail, Ferraro has been sujected to

heckling by "right-to-life" groups oppos-

ed to her stand on abortion. She personal-

ly opposes abortion but supports a

woman's legal right to choose one. She op-

poses the stationing of American soldiers

in Beirut, and the wide use of American
troops in Central American conflicts. She
believes that raising taxes and cuts in

defense spending will help to decrease the
federal deficit and enable the government
to give more funds to the social service
programs. For the past four weeks she
has been talking about the issue of war
and peace and the need for a negotiated
arms agreement.

Former l)omber pilot George Bush's
campaign style shares the
characteristics of the Stealth bomber,
whose production he endorses. He comes
in fast and low-key. accomplishes his mis-

sion of rallying Reagan-Bush supporters

without appearing on enemy radio

screens. He once favored federally fund-

ed abortions in exceptional cases, but now
supports Reagan's anti-abortion policy.

He believes in peace-through-strength in-

cluding a build up of nuclear weapons.

He sees the need to cut social programs
in order to decrease the deficit, and to sta-

tion troops in Central America to protect

peace.

Ferraro runs a scrappy, quip-witted

campaign. She draws enthusiastic

crowds and equally emotional hecklers.

Bush is favored as a potential President

by 61 percent over Ferraro's 33 percent

and is eager to avoid any fighting that

might lead to an upset. He keeps his

distance, trading heavily on the aura of

the Presidency.

Whatever the outcome is in Noveml)er,

Campaign *84 is one that won't be easily

forgotten since it has made history in

matching vice presidential candidates.

rv \y ^

JANICE WILSON, a member of the 1984-85 tennis team, warms up
before practice. The team is beginning preparations for the inter-

collegiate matches next spring.

Tennis team reorganizes
By MARTHA (;. WILLIAMS

Mississippi Delta Junior College inter-

collegiate tennis team is in the pr(M?ess of

reorganizing under the leadership of

Coach Lance Baria.

The last tennis team Mississippi Delta

Junior had was the state champion group

in 1980, under the leadership of Coach

John Vickers. The practice of fielding a

tennis team came to a halt in 1982.

"Tennis was terminated here because

of lack of interest." said Coach Baria.

"but I feel there is lots of interest in the

sport. I don't know if I'm going to lead the

team to a state championship. It is too

early to say because I don't know the skill

of the other teams We're just beginning

to practice and we're stiil in the process

of reorganizing. However, I am looking

forward to coaching the team and the

players seem to be excitied about it. too."

Mr. Baria. who has been a full-time

counselor here for five years, plays tennis

during his leisure time. He coached an

adult men's team in Orange Park, Fla.,

where he lived for six years.

Mr. Baria said, "I'm reorganizing the

tennis team because I think it is a wor-

thwhile sport. Once you learn to play ten-

nis you can carry it with you the rest of

your life. In some sports you need more

than one person to play. In tennis you only

need one friend to enjoy a great game. It

is a good recreational sport and I enjoy

playing myself." Mr Baria played on the

Delta State tennis team when he was a

student there.

Players who have indicated an interest

in the team are: Johnny Watford. Trey

Moore, David Brown, Richard Manning,

Mark Kelly. Janice Wison, Shelia Keeton,

Anne Bell, Christy Mullen, Tammy Price,

Missy McWilliams and Diane Keenum.

Co-editor of the Delta Herald, Janice

Wilson is a member of the intercollegiate

tennis team, Janice agrees with Mr.

Baria that it is too soon to say much about

the team. She said, "We are all optimistic

about it, we see our faults and we're

working on them."

The players are preparing themselves

for the competitors. Part of preparation

is spring and fall practice, and a

"challenge-ladder" system The tennis

games will consist of four singles and two

doubles in both men and women matches.

Mr. Baria said that the first inter-

collegiate game will be scheduled for

March. The exact dates for the games are

not known yet. However, the junior col-

leges who will be scheduled to play in the

matches are Jones, Meridian, Mississippi

Gulf Coast and Pearl River.

Team practice time is Monday through

Friday from 3 to 5 p.m. on the tennis court

near the coliseum.

Persons interested in playing on the

tennis team may reach Mr. Baria in the

counselors office of the Administration

building Players joining the team are not

required to live in the dormitories.

Svirap shop
NOTICE — Whoever borrowed some longi

orange-handled scissors from room #27,

girts gorm please return them.

:0R SALE — Cubic zirxonia necklace and

cocktail ring. Both $30. Come to Room

I»19 to see Dorothy^

^OUND — A sweater was left In the Study

Room of the Stennis Penrod Dormitory.

Please see Mrs. Carley to claim It.

NOTICE — Stennis Penrod Dormitory will

be locked on Friday and Saturday nights

at 9 p.m. See Campus Security for,

assistance.

WANTED — Experienced .
studeni

photographer. See Miss Wooten ir

Publications Office In UnJ
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Balladeer

Entertains

Society

By SHANNON ESTES
Over 50 students attended the Spec-

tator's Society's first meeting. The guest

speaker for the first meeting was Rev.

Sam Morris of the First Methodist Church
in Leiand. Rev. Morris gave a demonstra-

tion lecture on ballads and folk songs.

Rev. Morris, accompaning himself on

the guitar, told the club the history of the

ballad, explained the ballad, and then

sang a few of them. Then Elev. Morris

discussed folk songs and folk singers,

such as Jim Croce. He also discussed

some of the influences that inspired the

writers of ballads and folk songs to com-
pose certain songs such as those about
broken hearts, or spiritual matters.

The meeting was held in the Conference
Room of the Stanny Sanders Library,

Wed., Oct. 17. According to Mrs. Rebecca
Shuttleworth. adviser to the club, around
100 invitations were sent out in advance of

the first meeting.

NASA foresees citizen voyage
By RUTH BELCHER
Ten..nine..eight..you are lying on your

back gulping oxygen piped into your

helmet. The auxiliary power units rumble

70 feet below and your pulse races. The

three main engines crescendo with a blast

that penetrates your bones. Your eyeballs

begin to press into the sockets
;
your chest

pushes heavily against your rib cage, If

this is you, and it could t>e, you are taking

the ride of the century.

A month ago NASA announced that the

first citizen voyager would be put aboard

the space shuttle in late 1985 or early 1986.

Additional civilians will be taken up-free-

through 1988.

Thousands of Americans, including

Waiter Cronkite, Bob Hope, movie direc-

tor Steven Spielberg. Plorida Con-

gressman Bill Nelson, and authors James
Michener and Stephen King have said

they want to go. And the rest of us could

now get a shot at what technicians have

had to themselves for the last quarter of a

century - the thrill of space.

With "Space Flight Participant" Pro-

gram, as it is called, NASA finally will

deliver the ultimate payload of a con-

sumer society-the tourist. Although some
celebrities and VIPS have lobbied to be

taken aboard an early flight, NASA has

announced that a teacher will go first.

Citizens from all walks of life - jour-

nalists, politicians, students, poets - will

get a chance to apply.

Applicants need be only moderately fit:

resting pulse under 100, blood pressure no

higher than 160-100. There are no size or

age limits. For the first trip 100 teachers

will be nominated in early 1985 by a na-

tional l:>oard of peers.

Intensive training will begin six months

before blast-off. The trainee must become

fluent in NASA's own language. To help

prepare for possible emergencies, can-

didates will spend time in an altitude

chamber where atmospheric pressure

will be reduced to one-fourth that on

earth. They will also be subjected to ox-

ygen deprivation, which can produce

euphoria, hot and cold flashes and tunnel

vision.

What can the first space civilian ex-

perience? This is the way NASA
representataives describe the ex-

perience :

You are 140 minutes into your voyage.

Your craft has leveled off at 160 miles

above the earth, and it's time to fold and
stow your launch seat. You are now free

to enjoy the ride - unless you are like the

unhappy 52 percent of shuttle astronauts

who suffer the miseries of space sickness.

But this can be treated with drugs or by
resting quietly in an unright position.

When you are feeling better, you can a
from the mid-deck, which has a
12-inch window, to the cramped

n"rt!
deck above, where the pilot sits You •

have certain mission responsibilities

first teacher, for insUnce, may cond
televised classes from space Th*
paraphernalia for these activities

whatever personal mementos you hrvl
along - will be restricted to be about

»

items.
*

Smokers must get along without Even,
tually you will be assigned a tour of
in the gallery. The rations, freeze-driedi
heat-sterilized, come in containers

that
are slotted into a food tray to keep ihem
from floating off in mid-preparation
Crew members are allowed to order such
delicacies as shrimp Creole, turkey
tetrazzini, and chicken and noodles in ad-
vance of the flight.

The great temptation will be to resist

sleep for the astonishing pleasures o(

earth-watching. Shuttle crews have spot-

ted the wakes of oceangoing ships and

black highways knifing through yellow

wheat fields. Cities at night pass like

crowded constellations, while the stan

themselves pierce the blackness as

brilliant points of light without twinkle.

The show is indeed, out of this world.

It's about time NASA let us in on it,

Classesexplore color match New-Wave influencesfashion
By MARY PORTER
The Modeling Squad is promoting beau-

ty on campus by introducing the "Color

Me Beautiful Program" sponsored by

Amway Cosmetic Company.
Jenny Collins, freshman at MDJC and a

member of the modeling squad introduc-

ed the program to Mrs. Jackie Franklin,

the adviser of the modeling squad. The

program is designed to help the squad

learn the correct method of applying

make-up. The program is also designed to

teach the models simple t>eauty tips.

Mrs. Linda Pierce, the local moderator

of the "Color Me Beautiful" program will

be visiting the MDJC campus throughout

the school year to help models and

students who are interested in the pro-

gram. Pierce wiU give lessons in applying

make-up and color analysis. The purpose

of Pierce's lessons will be to teach the im-

portance of staying beautiful.

Pierce says that there is one important
step that should be taken before applying
make-up. A color analysis or matching of

skin tones and clothing colors should be
made. A color analysis enables a person
to use the correct colors of make-up to

match the clothing worn or the hair style.

A color analysis is also used to analyze
the correct bases, eye shadows, blushes
and clothing for different skin tones. The
color analysis relates the skin tone to the
four seasons. When the skin has been
analyzed, the correct application of
make-up can be applied to the face.

Pierce said that if any student is in-

terested in getting a color analysis, he
can contact her by writing to her.
Pierce's address is Mrs. Linda Pierce,
1827 Lance Dr., Greenville. MS 38701.

By JANICE WILSbN
"Punks." or, "New-Wave " per-

sonalities were almost totally unheard of

in the United States until the mid-

seventies when the British musician
David Bowie appeared on American
television as his strange, androgenous,

punk character "Ziggy Stardust". Ziggy

Stardust shocked a nation with his ap-

pearance on a show sponsored by CBS en-

titled Rock Legends of Today and Yester-

day. Not only did Stardust add a new
sound to the American music industy, it

began a punk, new-wave craze in the

United States. Now, punks can be seen
almost everywhere in America.
Punkers are usually very easy to iden-

tify. Men may have pierced their chests

with safety pins, while women are more
conventional with their spiked orange
hair and green finger nail polish.

In Wisconsin night clubs that cater to

punkers usually have such strange names
as The Down Under, which is totally

black except for two purple kangaroos
that guard the doors.

In Chicago old established joints such
as Hooligans and Teddy's have turned
new-wave which has shocked even the
owners of the clubs. "I still don't unders-
tand why the young people have to shave
their heads." exclaimed a slightly stunn-
ed Maxine Walsh, owner and manager of

The Arcade and Faces, two of the top

rated new-wave bars in Missouri.

New-Wave in England has inspired

such bands as the "Go-Ck>'s" in America

who in turn have given rise to sudi

neophyte bands as "Kafta", "The

Hunted". "Dark Facade" and Bad

Boy".

Although, new-wave and punk styles

are often confused, they are not the same.

New-wave is a branch of the punk rage.

New-wave isn't as intense as punk.

While punk tends to rely on a harsher

brand of clothing-leather, jewelry safety

pins, and accessories-chains. New Wave

is usually thought of as being "hyser"

with its hair of pink, blue and yellow as

compared with punkers mohawks or no

hair at all and new-wavers are usually

more remeniscent of the "sixties" styles.

Famous punker Billy Idol likes to think

of himself a "nalter mild" with his spik;

ed, bleached hair, black leather, ai

studded, spike boots. "I think I'm the

of person a girl wouldn't mind takid

home to mother," said Idol in a recent

terview with Hits magazine.

Punk bands are usudlly linked

satanistic groups and cults with their t(

Bibles, broken rosaries, inverted cn

and supposed chants underlining soniei

their songs. Even so, they have infiuf*

ed the fads of yesterday, fashions of U

and music of tomorrow.

news briefs

KEITH BENDER, a Trojan football coach, discoversihe art of colormatchmg ,n the Home Economics-sponsored project

Dwight C. Spencer, cKairman of the

math-science department here, has been

promoted to Lieutenant Colonel in the

Mississippi National Guard. Spencer i^^

currently the chief of the operations and

training branch of the Detachment 2 Stale

Area Command Mississippi Army
tional Guard. Camp McCain Weekend

Training Site.
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Trojans bust Rangers
,BtTH BELCHER

It
was the night of the Trojans. The

ietv of Homecoming climaxed Oct. 13

hen the Trojans faced the Rangers from

rthwest. The lively evening ended with

^Trojans crushing the Rangers 43-0 in a

ibulous show of football power.

Even the weather seemed to cooperate

the evening's activities. The mUd

peratures and clear skies just added

he nnal touches to a somewhat perfect

ight for the many Trojans fans that turn-

Id out to watch the game. The entire

Evening held a magical, maybe even

nystical effect.

Neither team could get their offense

moving during the first quarter of the

game The Trojans demonstrated their

Lolosiveness early in the second quarter

when quarterback Patrick Pope con-

nected with Lavon Davis to set the Tro-

ians on the Rangers 45-yard line. Ronnie

Terrell following a series of carries, put

MDJC on the 15-yard line. Patrick Pope

kept the ball and scored on a one-yard

run. The PAT by Rodney Fulgham put the

Trojans ahead 7-0.

The Rangers' execution was horren-

dous. Fumbles, interceptions, and block-

ed punts
- Northwest committed them all.

Their defense also lacked the ag-

gressiveness to slow the Trojan offense.

Their one defensive weapon was their

punting. Late in the third quarter, the

Trojans were forced to begin a scoring

drive deep in their own territory. Then

Pope handed-off to Lavon Davis who hit

Ronnie Walters on a 49-yard flea-flicker

scoring pass. The PAT by Fulgham was

successful and Delta had a 14-0 lead as the

I

half ended. ^. . .

After the haU-time activities, which in-

cluded crowning this year's homecoming

queen Cindy Robinson, the Trojans went

back to work. Early in the third quarter

Pope scored on the Trojans* longest run in

recent history, when he raced 95 yards on

a keeper. Once again Fulgham added to

the score with his PAT. The score was

21-0 in favor of the Trojans.

Minutes later defender Eddie Cates

blocked Northwest Greg James' punt out

of the end zone, giving the Trojans a safe-

ty and two more points. Late in the third

period, Charles Wadlington intercepted a

Ranger pass and put MDJC within scor-

ing distance once again. After a carry by

Terrell and a long complete pass to

Davis. Delta was within the 10-yard line.

Terrell scored on a nine-yard run. The ex-

tra point by Fulgham was good and MD-

JC held a 30-0 lead after three periods of

play

The next Trojan TD came in the fourth

quarter when Micheal Townsend, a

lineman, blocked another of James' punts

and recovered it himself in the Ranger

end zone. The PAT by Chuck Smith of

Greenville missed and the score was 3W).

The last score of the game came when QB

Dennis Wright hit Keith Block with a

10-yard TD pass. This time Smith's extra

point was good and the game ended in a

43-0 Trojan victory.

Northwest threatened only twice in the

game and both times surrendered the ball

on fumbles. MDJC fumbled three times

but recovered all three while NWJC

fumbled four times and lost three.

The Trojans upped their North record

to 5-2 overall and a perfect 4-0 in league

play. The Rangers fell to 2-1-1 in the divi-

sion and 2-4-1 overall.

THE TROJAN OFFENSE are all In motion as ball carrier Ronnie Ter-

rell strives to gain yardage.

Answers to last Usue's trivial pursuit

questions:

Moorhead wan founded as a Prohibition

Colony.

The Stanny Sanders Memorial Library

was completed In 1972. Ilorlon Science

Buildlnf{ was completed in I96H and

Stennis-Penrod was completed in 1977.

Questions for this Issue:

1. How many students are enrolled in

General Education here al MDJC?

2. What foreign languages are taught

here? Who is Ihf instructor?

Trivial Pursuit

Lions claw Trojan defense
By RUTH BELCHER
MisUkes - that was the name of the

game Oct. 18 when MDJC hosted the East

Mississippi Lions. The Lions shut down

the Trojans potent rushing atUck, limited

(heir passing, and made their way past

le generally stingy Trojan defense to

leliver Delta a 24-12 loss.

It could be seen early in the first

carter that it was going to l>e a long

i&ht for the Trojan fans who turned out

tor the last home game. On the Trojans'

'rst possession, QB Patrick Pope was

^>cked by East Miss, defensive end,

ichard Honeycutt.

MDJC was forced to punt from their

own 21-yard line. A complete pass from

East Miss, quarterback David Coleman

lo Ed King put the Lions on their own

''-yard line. Ron Brewer received Col-

eman's next pass and scrambled his way

'0 the one-yard line. Coleman kept the

^ and carried for the score. The PAT

*>y Steve Sampson was good and the Lions

•lad a 7-0 lead.

With 9:11 remaining in the first

"garter, things were looking up for MDJC
hen Michael Adams intercepted a Col-

i*an pass. Pope drilled the baU to Lavon

^vis who ran to the 39-yard line for a

^jan first down. On the next play;

•however the ball was fumbled with EM-

coming up with it. Greg Jones, on a

^'^d-off carried to the Trojan 37-yard

^ Coleman completed to Ron Brewer

* the 19-yard line and to Gerald Bailey

on the nine-yard line. Jones carried the

ball intp theendzone for the score and a

13^ EMJC lead. The PAT by Sampson

made it 14-0. and things began to darken

for the Trojans.

The DelU offense looked much better al

the beginning of the second quarter. After

three incomplete passes, Pope made the

first down on a keeper. Jerry Clay took

the ball on a hand-off to put the Trojans

within scoring distance.

Johnson carried for the score and that

shortened the Lion lead to 14-6. The PAT

failed so the score remained 14-6 with 9:05

left in the first half

.

Later in the second quarter, the Tro-

ians began another scoring drive keep m

their own territory. Their offense was aid-

ed by two penalties against the L.ons for

illegal procedure and delayed hit. A

series of complete passes from Pope to

Chris Burford and Nikita Johnson moved

the ball closer to the endzone. it was

Johnson who carried for the score to

make it 12-14. The two-point conversion,

which would have tied the game, failed so

the score remained 12-14. ^
.

East Mississippi came right back after

the kick-off and began movmg the baU

again Receptions made by Bailey and

Walter Buck, once again put the Lions in

danger of scoring. Their offense,

however could not muster enough yards

to make the TD. so Sampson was called

on to attempt the field-goal. It failed, and

the half ended in a score of 14-12.

On the Lion's first possession of the

third quarter, it was apparent that they

wanted to spread the lead. And they did

just that in a matter of a few minutes A

carry by Jones put them close to the end-

zone, but it was a complete pass to Buck

that made the score. The PAT was good

ii9d the Lions had a 21-12 lead. The final

score of the game came late in the fourth

quarter when Sampson once again kicked

a fieldgoal. The final score: Lions 24 -

Trojans 12.

PATRICK POPE, quarterback, scurries away from East Mississippi

defenders to score a touchdown.
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Coaches see good outlook

for basketball
By MARTHA WILLIAMS
Mississippi Delta Junior College

basketball coaches are expecting a

"terrific" season this year.

Each coach says that his returning let-

termen are great assets and that

freshman recruits will add height advan-

tages which the 1983-84 teams did not

have.

James "Buddy" Walden, head coach of

the women's team said: "I'm optimistic

about the upcoming season because we
have six returning lettermen - three of

whom are starters. We have more height

in our players than we've ever had in the

five years that I've been here."

Returning lettermen are: Ada Trippe,

5'6"; Katie Hughes. 5*6"; Virginia Gray.
5*3"; Gloria Harris, 57"; Diana Mc-
Clough. 5'9"; and Lesia Duncan, 5'9".

Freshmen are Sandra Williams, 6*;

Elaine Bailey, S'U"; Martha McKnight,
5*9"; Flyree Branch. S'U"; Vintinia

Davis. 5'6"; and Mildred Holmes, 5*5".

Last year's record for the women's
team was 7-18. Lesia Duncan, one of the

returning lettermen, received the most

valuable players award last year. She

was one of the leading scorers and re-

bounders. Coach Walden does not paint a

completely rosy picture of the prospects,

however.

"We've been practicing since the se-

cond week of school and I'm concerned

about rebounding this year because the

girls weren't rebounding good last year,"

said Walden, "The defense this year lacks

quickness."

>"However, there is more height in of-

fense this year," Walden said, "and of-

fense should be better. We have better

shooting ability, better practice material

and the players are more spirited than

last year's team."

One of the teams Coach Walden would
like to beat this year is Northwest Junior

College. The Northwest Jr. College team
was the National Junior Champion in

1982-83 and second runner-up in the nation

in 83-84.

John Vickers, head coach of the men's
team, said, "It's impossible to predict

how the season will turn out. We have

ART
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CHRISTMAS
BAZAAR
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beautiful talent, a beautiful place to play

and it all depends on how good the coach

is."

"Every coach expects to win every

game he plays," Vickers said, "I expect

to win the last game we play."

Last year's record for the men's team
was 6-21. The height of the men players

ranges from 6'7" to 6'.

Returning lettermen are Earnest Col-

eman, Kirk Price, Kendell Byrant, An-
tonia Starks, Jim Stewart and transfer

Brandon Taylor. Jim won't be able to

play because of injuries.

Freshmen are Reginald Carr, A.C.

Crawford, Alvin Battle, Fred Polk,

Timothy Morris. Jody Kelly and Joe Bin-

ing.

Coach Vickers said, "I expect more
from transfer student Brandon Taylor.

Brandon is the tallest player on the team.
He has speed and great jumping abihty.'*

Taylor, 6'7", transferred from Norfork
State University of Virginia. He played
one semester of basketball there.

"I plan to give 200 percent to the team."

said Brandon. "We treat each other liw

family. There is lots of enthusiasm
the guys appear ready to play."

Like Walden, Vickers is realistic abow
potential problems that they each hav
Coach Vickers said, "The weaknesL

of the men team players are discipiinT
they are impatient on offense

arwi
defense, and they block off poorly
don't have as good shooters as we've had
in the past.

"I graduated several lazy players from
last year's team. Our strength is speed
The players have got to learn patience
They have got to get closer to the basket

The players are more spirited and havea
great deal of hustle," Vickers said.

"I like every one of the players this

year, they are good human beings. If you
don't believe how good they are, just ask

the players," Vickers concluded.

At presstime, the Trojans were
scheduled to open their season with a

home game here last night. (See 1984*

season schedule elsewhere in the paper).

Intramurals underway
By SHANNON ESTES
MDJC's intramural athletic program

for students and staff is well underway
this semester.

Supervisors of this activity are Dr.

Allen Snowden and student assistant

Larry Holder. Dr. Snowden will be suc-

ceeded by Coach Keith Bender second
semester.

In Intramurals players participate in

minimus contact sports which require no
special athletic training. They are funded
through student activity fees. The sports

provide athletic opportunities for both

men and women.
The flag football has four teams this

semester BSU, Band Boys, Greenwood,

and TAH. The four teams are playing for

a trophy which will be awarded at the end

of the semester.

According to Dr. Snowden, there is

really no coach for intramurals. Snowden

says, "They are just a bunch of kids get-

ting together and having fim." He also

commented on the fact that there are a lot

of good attitudes among the players this

year.

NOVEMBER
5
8
9
12
15
19.20

19.20 .

27

29
30
DECEMBER
3

6

8

10

JANUARY
7

10

14

17

21

24

28
31

FEBRUARY
4

7

11

14

18. 19.20
21. 22. 23
25. 26

27. 28

Basketball Schedule ***
"S

Hinds Junior College, in Moorhead

Hinds Junior College, in Raymond
. . . . Southwest Mississippi Jr. College, in Moorhead

Copiah-Lincoln Junior Colfege. in Wesson

East Central Junior College, in Decatur

Pearl River Jr. College Tournament (Men). Poplarville

Copiah-Lincoln Jr. College Tourn. (Women). Wesson

East Mississippi Jr. College, in Moorhead

. Holmes Junior College, in Goodman

East Central Junior College, in Moorhead

- Meridian Junior College, in Moorhead

- Northwest Miss, Jr. College, inSenatobia

Phillips Co. Community College, Helena, Ark

Southwest Miss. Jr. College, in Summit

Copiah-Lincoln Jr College, in Moorhead

Phillips Co, Community College, in Moorhead

Coahoma Jr, College, in Moorhead

, NortheastMiss, Jr. College, in Boonevilfe

Itawamba Junior College, in Fulton

East Miss- Jr, College, in Scooba

Holmes Junior College, in Moorhead

Meridian Junior College, in Mendian

Northwest Miss. Jr. College, in Moorhead

Coahoma Jr College, in Clarksdale

. . . Northeast Miss, Jr. College, in Moorhead

Itawamba Junior College, in Moorhead

North Division Tournament (Meh)

North Division Tournament (Women)

Stale Tournament (Men), North Site

State Tournament fWrtmenl. South Sit_£.



Many Trojans make All -Star,

All-State teams

All Star " Junior College: sophomore
Patrick Pope, sophomore Brad Gentry,
sophomore Vincent Barnett. sophomore
Charles Wadlinglon. sophomore Claude
Schick, and sophomore Kelvm Young.

All-State Defense North Division, isl

Team - Claude Schick; 2nd Team.
Michael Townsend. Vincent Barnett.
Charles Wadlington. Michael Adams.

Ayers.Honorable Mention - Gary
Kelvin Young. Eddie Cales

All-State Offense North Division, 1st
Team - Patrick Pope. Brad Gentry; 2nd
Team - Ray Sias. Scott Lide. NikiU
Johnson. Jim Besselman; Honorable
Mention - Craig Sayle. Ronnie Walters.
Ronnie Terrell.

Kenion XXIH • Brad Gentry and Claude
Schick

The Delta Herald
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Dancers to present Christmas program
The dance classes of the Physical

^^ducation Department will present a

A'o-show recital, "Rocking Around the

hristmas Tree." The first performance

^ill be Wednesday. Nov. 28 at 2:15 p.m.

The second performance will be Thurs-

day. Nov. 29 at 7:30 p.m. Both perfor-

rnances will be in the Scroggins-Yeates

Fine Arts Administration Complex.

The Physical Education Dance classes

^ill perform. Mrs. Betty Aden will direct

he recital. Aden is the director and

horeographer of the Delta Dancers and

^e dance classes.

Seventy students will participate in the

hristmas recital. Both female and male

dancers of the DelU Dancers will be

'matured. The female dancers are Cindy

Hobinson. captain; Marlece Luck. Robin

^insworth. Nancy Guest. Vernon Ray.

"-isa Gilbert. Missy Jackson. Melisa

Alford. Tracy May, Kathy Manning,

Vicki Crawford, Laurie Skelton and Chris

Brasher.

The male dancers are Todd Livingston,

captain; Bobby Clark. Paul Brown. Mike

Wigington and Bobby Maxey.

The dancers will perform dance inter-

pretations to Christmas music The

dances and music will be jazz, country,

western, modern, tap and novelty

"The show will not be long, therefore.

the dancers will look forward to seeing

everyone," said Mrs. Aden.

The public is invited. There will be no

admission charge to either one of the

recitals, but donations will be accepted.

Hammons talks to artists

By PERNELl. & CAMERON
^

Allan Hammons, a 1966 graduate Gi

MDJC and a former commercial art in-

structor here, spoke to the art club

members at their November meeting

about a career in commercial art.

Hammons is a commercial artist who

has his own advertising firm in Green-

wood.

After graduating from MDJC. Ham-

mons attended Delta State University for

a time but dropped out He then worked

as a freelance artist for two years. Ham-

mons advised club members not to follow

his example about formal education if

they want to succeed as commercial ar-

tists.

"I consider myself to have been one of

the lucky ones who make it in spite of

inadequate study in a school," said

Hammons. ,

Hammons, who has been in business for

ir years, has worked for such firms as

Sony and Baldwin.

An exhibit of Mammons' work is cur-

rently hanging in the Yeates Fine Arts

Gallery.

Hammons suggested to the group that

anyone who is going into the illustrating

business should recognize that it is hard

work, and that it requires dedication, and

determination and requires the ability to

communicate.
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The Quiet Month VICA projects underway

By RUTH BELCHER
November is a lonesome month. The

wind whispers. The flowers fade. The

animals scurry for shelter. November

whines - searching for its own identity. It

does not have the glories of Indian Sum-

mer and not yet of the winter. November

holds us in silent expectation. It makes

something in all of us look forward to the

testing that is to come.

You can hear it in the moaning of the

wind. You can see it in the falling leaves

and you can taste it in the tang of the

autumn air. Somewhere a protected

flower still glows with color, but it is not

unaware that its time is limited.

The persistent wind tugs at the last few

faded leaves clinging to the trees. Here in

the Delta it is harvest time as farmers

race against Mother Nature. Among

students, spirits are high because this is

the quiet time before hectic exams and

the hustle of the approaching holidays.

The hint of coolness in the air brings alive

the feelings that have lain dormant

through the summer.

It is a time for quiet. Colors wane

because the forces of life concentrate

their energies on survival, not on display.

The indigo October skies fade to light pur-

ple then to dark brown. Ponds echo this

tone in the chilling waters. The chorus of

frogs and crickets diminishes and falls

silent, and the sound of a lone wasp or a

sudden dog's bark is startling in the grow-

ing stillness.

Novemt>er is a time of withdrawal, yet

there is cleanness in the sharp air. The

trees lose their signs of life and soon will

stand as gray silhouettes against gray

skies. This leaves the woods open to the

slanting rays of the sun. Neighbors who

were screened off by the foliage during

the summer seem suddenly closer.

At the first frost, flowers shrivel and

fade but not without the promises of

bursting with color and life come the first

of March.

There is a certain pleasure in clearing

away the brittle remains of summer and

raking them into a neat pile. Then in the

cold of early dust we, too, withdraw to our

chosen shelter and pass the time away
with laughter and good friends. It's a time

for long walks in the cool, brisk air with

that special someone and then snuggling

in front of the television. As you warm
your toes before the fire, you munch on

popcorn and sip hot chocolate that always
seems to taste better in the cool air. These
quiet solitary moments should be cherish-

ed, as they pass much sooner than we
want.

The riot of colors may pass with Oc-

tober but each turn of the cycle brings

something new and fresh. The excitement
whispers to us as we breath in the intox-

icating air. We know that right around the

corner something is waiting for us.

November waits. And so do we. The grays

of November have prepared us. We look

over a landscape brushed in neutrals,

girded against the coming cold, and we
can no longer deny the beauty of this quiet

month.

Students can still apply for Pell Grant
By SHANNON ESTES
MDJC students who are having finan-

cial trouble should not give up hope.
Pell Grant applicants have until May 1,

1985. to get their applications on file.

According to Mr. Joe Ray, financial
aids counselor, this should give all MDJC
students who have not applied for the Pell
Grant this year time to do so.

Mr. Ray points out that students who
are attending MDJC first semester may
still apply by second semester and
receive retroactive reimbursement for
first semester costs.

Mr. Ray estimated that 1,025 students
received the grant last year. He also
estimated that close to $840,000 in grant
money was issued to MDJC students last
year. He says that number may be larger
this year, coming close to $850,000.
Ray says that commuting students

seem to fare better from the grant. He
said that the average refund for com-
muters is estimated at $350. Dorm
students usually do not get refunds. The
average cost for a dorm student is $1 095
(this figure does not include the cost of
books), but the maximum grant for dorm
students is $1,075.

Ray said that if a student receives a
grant for both semesters and quits before
the second semester, he draws no money
for the second semester. If a student
receives a grant and drops out before the
checks go out. he will receive no refund
The grant will then cover only the items
charged to MDJC during school atten-
dance. The student's check then goes
back into the grant account.
Ray said that if a student sUrts as a

full-time student and drops to a part-time
student sUtus. his grant is reduced.

Hay said that commuting students cur-

rently on Pell Grants and any other

students who are eligible for refunds from
the grant can expect refund checks dur-

ing the week of Nov. l6-21i These checks
are issued through the Business Office.

Notices will be posted in the Daily
Bulletin concerning the day of issuance.

The 1984-85 VICA Club at MDJC is well

underway with activities and plans for

the year, both at the local and state-

affiliated level.

The club's first meeting was Oct. 31

where officers were elected and advisers

chosen. Plans were also drawn up for the

schedule of events for this year's club.

The VICA club has 270 members and 43

advisers - that's including secretaries,

directors and counselors.

Membership is open to any interested

vo-tech student who pays dues and who
agrees to attend the meetings held twice a

month.

VICA has had a chapter on the MDJC
campus for 12 years.

Officers for this year's club are presi-

dent, Rocky Vaughn, machine shop; vice

president, David Banks, electronics;

secretary, Carrie Brassell, MLT;
treasurer, Karen Funderburk, MLT; stu-

dent adviser. Greg Lomax, A/C and
Refrigeration; parliamentarian, Dennis
McNeal, sheet metal; reporter, Denice
Manning, offset printing. MDJC also has
one member who was elected to office at

the state convention last spring. He is

state reporter Robert Box, electronics

major.

Since its organization last month, this

year*s club has been busy with many ac-
tivities. The VICA float won Ist place in

the Homecoming Parade. A VICA-

Trivial Pursuit
Answers to last issue's questions

:

There are 170 general education students

at MDJC.
French and Spanish are the foreign

language courses offered here. Mrs. Bet-

ty Watson is the instructor.

Questions for this issue: 1. What are the

names of the tallest basketball players ~

male and female - playing for MDJC?
2. How old is Laney Wooten? (a prize

will be given for this correct answer.

)

sponsored blood drive will take ni

the Union, Nov. 27. The club is aho '^!!"

process of selling fresh fruit as a f

raising project.

The VICA group has a proud histn
since its beginning in 1970. Before ea*]!
state convention, instructors ch
students by grades and contest - usuaT
about 35-45 students are selected to c
pete at state convention. This year
competition will be held in Mehdia^'
They compete against other junior col
lege students. .

First place winners at the state level
progress to national competition.

This
year that competition will be held in

Phoenix, Arizona. In the past. 21 students
have been eligible for national competi-
tion. MDJC is the leading VICA club in

Mississippi having won over 200 medals
It has been named outstanding club in the
state for the last nine years. S.A. Brocato
is head adviser of VICA.

Classes

rescheduled
By MARTHA WILLIAMS
For the first time in several yeai

Mississippi Delta Junior College's

semester course work of Accounting,

Zoology, and Basic Photography will be

offered to students second semester
"It is an opportunity to students who

might need the repeat courses, said Har-

mon W. Hoggs, Dean of Instruction We
have not had the oportunity in the past to

do this and now that we have the teaching

personnel, we decided to see how the

students will react to the courses."

Accounting 1213 instructor is Mrs. Eilen

Holloway.

Mr. Herman A. Thigpin will be the in-

structor of Zoology 2414 and Chuck Lamb,|

Beginning Photography (JOU 2513).

Cotoge Pioss Service
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Dating area inspires comment
..VEBNETTA WHITTAKER

The social dating area proposed by the

cGA is still not open because many objec-

^ons were raised to the first proposed

location,
according to Dean Robert War-

oock,
adviser to the SGA.

The social dating area, which had been

proposed as a solution to guys gathering

at the girls' dorm and the problem of no

orivate place for dating couples, will not

^ opened until an acceptable place is

found.

Besides the coliseum, commutmg

area, and the private dining room, one of

the P E. classrooms has been con-

sidered," said Dean Wamock.

As of now, there is no set opening date

for the room.

MDJC dormitory students seems to be

enthusiastic about the dating area and op-

timistic about its popularity.

Of a poll of 22 dorm students, 16 thought

it would be totally successful and would

eliminate the gathering at the girls'

dorm. Others said it would be successful,

but would not solve the problem of guys

coming to the girls* dorm.

The respondents reasons are as

follows:

Timothy Morris, 19. Greenwood.

Criminal Justice: "It'U be all right with

me. 1 definitely plan to use it. But I don't

think it will solve the problem of the

gathering at the girls* dorm because it

closes too early."

Tammie Hodnett, 18. Anguilla. Pre-

Nursing: "I think we need one. A nice

cle?n place. 1 think students would like it.

It will add to social life at MDJC."

Beth Pritchard, 17. Belzoni. General

Education: "I think it'll defmitely be a

success since students seem to find it

hard to find anything else to do. If it

doesn't eliminate the problem of gather-

ing around the girls' dorm entirely, it will

certainly reduce it."

Elizabeth Malane. 18. Sumner. Pre-

Med; "I think it will help the gathering at

the dorm, but not stop it. The main reason

guys come to the dorm is to pick up

girls."

Tammie Duthu. 18. Belzoni. Offset

Printing: "Yes. It should be very suc-

cessful. I definitely think it will solve the

problem of guys coming over every

night."

Karia Jones, 19. Belzoni. Psycology:

"Yeah. Because it will keep the boys and

girls from having to stand outside in cold

weather and be a place for them during

the fall."

Diane McCullough, 19. Glen Allan, Pre-

Nursing: "Yes. Because it gives couples

a place to go and enjoy each other's com-

pany in private."

Elaine Bailey, 18, Moorhead. Speech

Pathology: **Yes, I feel the dating area is

a unique idea. It will give the girls lots of

privacy and keep the guys from having a

sneak preview (invading the girls'

privacy).

Kenneth Hauley, 18, Clarksdale. Diesel

Mechanics: "I think the place reaUy wiU

be a success. In the summertime, it was

warm enough for couples to walk around,

but now that it's cold, they need a warm

place to go. I still don't think it wiU solve

the problem of guys coming to the girls'

dorm."
Josie Hibbler. 20. Indianola. Offset

Dear Marie Carson

Dear Marie.

I am very nervous and I always break-

out before a big test, and now, I break out

even before dates. Everyone tells me I

am pretty, but. Dear Marie, I am so self-

conscious that I*ve begun standing up my

dates or being a terrible date and I don t

get asked out again. I really need help!

Signed, Self conscious in Stennis

Dear Self-conscious,

You should see your dermatologist. If

you don't have one, get one. Before you

see your doctor, you might try a new

facial cleansing system, and until

pimples have disappeared, skm bases

and other foundations may be applied to

the face. Lydia O'Leary has designed a

foundation especially for extra coverage.

It conceals pimples and in some cases

stitches and birthmarks.
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Printing: "I don't think it will work. I Just

don't think people will go there.*'

Jerry Baker. 20. Shelby. SocUl Work:
"Personally, I think it*s a great idea

because it will be a way for people to talk

and enjoy each other's company ^staying

respectable of course)."

Reginald Carr. 18. Cleveland. Political

Science: "I don't think it will be popular

among our dorm students. It will be a lot

of chaos because the area is too small. I

don't think it'll last. 1 don't plan to use it

at all.**

Joy Turner. 18. Isola. General Educa-

tion: "I think it's a good idea. In a way it

could be successful, and in a way not. In

the way it will be successful is because

people will have a place to go where they

won't be subject to gossip. In the way that

it would not be successful is that couples

won't go to the coliseum.'*

Betly Card, l«, Sumner. Secondary

Education: "I think it's a good idea, but

due to the conduct of most of the people on

campus. I think it's a shot in the dark

because people tend to be destructive. I

just don't think they could handle it."

Debra Lewis. 18. Greenville.

Psychology: "I like it. It'll give couples a

place to go other than sitting in front of

Stennis."

Pat Mullen. 20, Merlgold, Fashion

Design: "I think it will be successful as

long as people don't take advantage of it.

It'll be all right as long as people don't run

it in the ground and make it too much of a

good thing.

Christopher Haynes. 19. Greenville.

Construction and Drafting Technology:

"I think it's a great idea. Because the

Union closes at 9, it's too cold or too hot

(mosquitoes) outside. You can only stay

in the girls' dorm for 10 minutes. Girls

aren't allowed at the boys dorm U it's

comfortable it will he a nice place to

lounge around and talk."

Sonja Malone. 19, Greenville, Gen. Ed.:

*'I feel the dating area is much needed at

MDJC. I feel it would be very popular'
among dormitory students."

Carol Stone, 20, Lexington. Gen. Ed.:

"I'm all for it. It would give couples time

to t>e along without being disturt)ed by
dorm mothers, librarians, or security. I

just hope it would be used in a proper

manner befitting college students."

Kelvin "Snoop" Young. 19, Boyle. Gen.

Ed.: "I think it is much needed. The
Union, which is all we really have, closes

entirely too early, and there is no place to

go. Plus, it's getting cold, and we can't

stay outside when it's cold. I think it's go-

ing to be very popular among student

couples."

Patrick Pope. 19, Rolling Fork,

Business: "I think it will t>e a success

because there are definitely a lot of

couples here and you won't have to leave

campus for privacy. Plus, it's getting cold

and we can't stand outside anymore. I

think it will definitely be a solution to the

gathering at the girls* dorm."
l^ulNf Smith, 18. Greenwood. Pre-

Engineering: "I think it would be great.

It'll give couples a chance to be together

without disturbance. It should t>e very

successful because we are adults and we
should be entitled to privacy without peo-

ple standing around watching us."

CPA talks to Students
By MARTHA WILLIAMS
Jamel Abraham, accountant and assis-

tant comptroller of Producer's Feed

Company of Isola. was guest speaker at

the Phi BeU Lambda meeting on Wednes-

day, Nov. 7.

Abraham stressed the importance of

setting realistic goals. He challenged the

business students with his philosophy,

"You can be anything you want to be if

you are willing to work for it."

Abraham, who is a CP A. in Isola, at-

tended MDJC in 1973-75.

He graduated from Delta State in 1977

with a degree in Banking and Finance.

Abraham returned to Delta SUte in 1979

and received a degree in accounting and

later became a Certified Public Accoun-

Unt.

JAMEL ABRAHAM talks to PBL

members.
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Pre-registration to begin Nov. 28
^

. . , Technology; Educational Busin€

Pre-registration for second semester

course work at MDJC will begin Wednes-

day, Nov. 28. and continue through Thurs-

day. Dec. 6.

Sophomore students will pre-register

Wednesday. Nov. 28 and Thursday. Nov.

29.

Freshman students wiU pre-register

Dec. 3 through 6 according to the follow-

ing schedule:

Students whose last name begms witn

letters A-G Monday. Dec. 3; H O Wednes-

day. Dec. 5; P-Z Thursday. Dec. 6.

Students unable to pre-register at the

designated time, may pre-register from

8:20 a.m. to 11 a.m. on Friday. Dec. 7.

A sophomore is a student who has com-

pleted 24 semester hours and had 48 quali-

ty points beginning with the 1984 fall

semester.

Pre-registration will be conducted each

school day, Nov. 28 - Dec. 6 from 8:20a.m.

to 11:45 a.m.; from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. m
Room 36A, Horton Science Building.

Students wiU report to Room 36A durmg

a vacant period to have schedule approv-

ed, complete schedule card and to pick up

instructions for registration.

All schedule planning sheets must be

signed by a faculty adviser when

presented to the Dean of Instruction for

final approval. Faculty advisers are

listed under each program of study m the

college catalog.

All pre-registration procedures should

be completed prior to the Christmas

holidays.

On Jan. 7 and 8, students will report for

registration according to their assigned

numbers to pick up class cards, pay fees

and have ID's punched.

Vocational and Technical pre-

registration will be handled by

Vocational-Technical Counselors under

the directon of Dr. Ray Whelan. Pre-

registration will be conducted in the voca-

tional and technical classrooms.

Students enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the time in-

dicated by Vocational-Technical

Counselors:

Architectural Design and Construction

Technology; Educational Business Data

Processing Technology; Electronics

Technology; Farm Management
Technology; Medical Laboratory

Technology; Radiologic Technology;

Automotive Machinist ; Automotive

Mechanics; Basic Skills in Business;

Combination welding; Cotton Gin and In-

dustrial Maintenance; Diesel Mechanics;

Farm Machinery Mechanics; Industrial

Electricity; Machine Shop; Offset Prin-

ting; Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

and Sheet Metal.

Students enrolling at MDJC for the first

time this academic year will report on

Monday or Tuesday, Jan. 7 or 8, at 8:30

a.m. to Room 35, Horton Science

Building.

Second semester schedules and
schedule planning sheets are- available

in the Student Affairs Office

Students in sequence courses should

continue under the same instructor and

same class period, unless a change is ap-

proved by Dean Hoggs.

Swap shop
FOR SALE — Re-curve bow
arrow holders, camouflage
covers, $40. Call 246-5629

FOR SALE — Suede Blazer
For more Information call

887-1555 and ask for
Minette Galloway.

WANTED - A K2-100 Pentax
camera. If you locate one,
call Janice Wilson at

453-6976'or the girls dorm.

WANTED — Photographer
for the Delta Herald
newspaper. Apply in

Publications Office in the

Union.

ATTENTION — Alterations

or clothes-making can be

done at a small fee by:

Angenetta Rm. no.42 and
Cookie Rm. no.43 In the

girls dormitory.

ATTENTION — Bible-Study

every Wednesday night at

8:30 p.m. in the Girls dorm
lobby.

Campuses nationwideplan Thanksgiving 'HungerFast'

Students on over 100 campuses will fast

on the Thursday before Thanksgiving "to

call attention to world hunger and to find

out what it's like to do without food."

At the University of Illinois-Urbana, for

instance, greeks and dormies will fast

and use the proceeds from their unused

meal tickets to feed famine victims in

Ethiopia.

And Morehouse College students, who

last year raked in the largest per student

contributions of any campus in the coun-

try, will try to set a new record, says cam-

pus fast coordinator Freddie Asinor.

The one day, national event is being

coordinated by Oxfam America, a U.S.

branch of the Oxford Committee on

Famine Relief based in Oxford. England.

"Many of our most active chapters are

on college campuses and are run by

students and faculty members." says Ox-

fam America spokewoman Sara

Newstadel. adding her organization's

membership has jumped in recent years.

Although this Nov. 15th will be the

group's nth annual day of fasting, she

says media coverage of the current

famine in Africa, along with an improved

American economy, have made many

people more aware and more concerned

about the world hunger problem.

More than 100 college campuses will

participate in this year's fast, Newstadel

says.

"Last year over a half million people

participated in the fast," she says, "and

raised over $500,000 for the Oxfam

America hunger drive."

Much of the support for this year's

drive, as with previous years, she says,

"is due to help from colleges and campus-

affiliated religious organizations."

Despite all the talk of student apathy

and lack of concern with social issues

among today's college studente, "I think

we've got a very active and concerned

group of students on today's campuses,'

says Father David Turner, of the Univer

sity of Illinois' Newman House.

Most of the campus' frats and dorm

residents will forgo their meals on Nov.

15th and give their money to Oxfam in-

stead, he says.

Morehouse College hopes to break last

year's $1 per student contribution record

by bringing in over $2000 for the hunger

strike, says coordinator Asinor.

Many campuses also will end their fasts

with a "hunger banquet," adds Oxfam's

Newstadel.

MALINDA ANDERSON (left), Patricia Bramlett and Angenette

Wright were among the food class members who cooked the meal

for the Hawaiian Luau.

LOUIS FANCHER of Greenwood and Ben BlacWey of Rolling Fork

were among the 40 dignitaries and special guests at the Hawaiian

Luau staged by the Foods class of the Home Economics (Science)

department, Nov. 8 in the Home Ec Lab.
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Popcorn echoes through history

„v RUTH BELCHER

pop' Pop! The sound of popping com

hoes through the halls of the girl's dor-

*^iiory It is the food most consumed by

lo junk food addicts in the dorm.

You can hear the familiar pop and siz-

late into the night as hunger pains hit.

popcorn. It's the sentimental good-time

f all American foods.

PoDCorn is the voice of the people. Even

,hP President of the United States serves

Sllfuls with melted butter at White

House movie screenings. It has helped us

smile through broken hearte and bad

movies soothed us while we studied for

exams and waited for boyfriends who did

not phone. It's the exact prescription to

raise any spirits -- a simple, un-

coDhisticated friend. Popcorn has been

there with us and it has left little salty,

buttery marks in our hearts.

But it is not a new experience. To the

early Indians, popcorn was the currency

of trade, and friendship, a symbol of fer-

tility a sign of hospiUlity. It was the first

hostess gift in American history. Invited

to the Pilgrims' harvest meal, the Indians

brought along a bag of popcorn as a

demonstration of good will. The occasion

is honored to this day with Thanksgiving

dinner. . . _
An utterly American tradition, popcorn

the only type of corn that pops. From

the beginning, the funny little vegetable

was an agricultural phenomenon of the

Western Hemisphere. Archeologists ex-

avating in Peru. Mexico and the

southwest have unearthed preserved

obs of popcorn dating back thousands of

ears Somewhere in history, an Incan

first tossed a cob on the fire, and then was

astonished when the kernels suddenly ex-

ploded into a bouquet of white blossoms.

In the 19th century, peddlers at fairs

and street corners enticed eager

customers with bagfuls of popcorn. Then

n \m came F.W. Rueckheim who

dreamed up a type of popcorn that has

turned into an American favorite. His in-

vention - hot roasted popcorn laced with

peanuts and sloshed with streams of

gooey molasses - became the first brand

name in the popcorn business. Cracker

Jack.

And now. popcorn is the latest in the

snack food rage Thanks to the swarm of

new fast-food popcorn shops with their

anything-goes flavors. 65 flavors can be

found in the coast-to-coast shops. Choices

range from strawberry and amaretto to

jalepeno. pizza, clam -chowder,
watermelon, and licorice. But the no.l

seller is still the old-fashioned, buttery,

salted variety.

The unchallenged king of the personali-

ty kernels is Orville Redenbacher.

Devotees swear by his big yellow kernels.

Not only do they pop out huge and tender,

but nearly all of them actually do pop.

leaving only a few duds to make tooth fill-

ings fly.

Popcorn is one of the few foods that

won't do you in. Eaten plain, air-popped

popcorn contains virtually no sodium and

only 108 calories in a one-ounce serving.

And the American Cancer Society lists

eating popcorn among its non-cancer

causing activities, along with having a

good laugh - which usually goes hand-m-

hand with eating the giddy food. And

when it comes to pigging out on popcorn,

millions agree too much of a good thing

is wonderful.

Belles' Box
3 qls. popped popcorn

one-third cup melted margarine

2 tablespoons dry taco sauce mix

2 tablespoons taco sauce

Combine melted margarine with dry

taco sauce mix and pour over popcorn.

Pour popcorn into large bowl. Toss well

with Uco sauce. Makes three quarts.

VERRIA BRAMLETT keeps bowls of corn heaped high for out-of-

class munching.

Coca mage chang
By RUTH BELCHER
For 100 years, from Freud to Delorean.

cocaine has been America's source of

euphoria and despair. "I took for the first

time 0 05 gr. of cocaine.. .a few mmutes

later I experienced a sudden exhilaration

and a feeling of ease." said Sigmund

Freud in 1884. .
,

Today, seven decades after a gnsly

procession of ruined lives resulted in

federal restrictions on the drug, 4.5

million oeople still use the substance^

Bv the late 1880s. a "feel-good phar-

macology based on the coca plant and its

derivative, cocaine, was hawked for

everything from headaches to hystena^

Caurrh Mwders for sinus trouble and

headaches - a few were nearly pure co-

caine - introduced the concept of snor-

ting. But no cocaine product won a more

adoring public than coca wine. It enjoyed

a reputation as a treatment for insonoma.

anemia, impotence, flu and melancbo^.

A botUe of Peruvian wine of coca was of-

fered fo $1 in the 1902 Sears Roebuck

catalog.

To early Coca-Cola drinkers, it was

'dope'
" America's favorite soft drink

once was the "real thing". When Dr. John

Styth Pemberton's concoction was first

dispensed from an Atlanta soda fountain

on May 8, 1886. it was a mixture of water

and coca-laced syrup. Coca-Cola, aimed

at the temperance market, was first bottl-

ed in 1984. Cocaine was removed from

Coke in 1903.

By the turn of the century, cocaines

aura of innocence was gone. The drug had

acquired a grostesque new imagery:

elongated fingernails to carry cocaine to

the nostril, nasal douches to soothe

disintegrating tissue, hypoderm^

needles to deliver vastly strengthened

doses. Cocaine's pendulum was swinging

the other way.
.

Newspaper headlines sent up warmngs.

and the Harrison Narcotics Act of 1914,

which limited drug distribution, sent up

the price. The drug came to music m the

1920S and sUyed most of two decades. It

turned up in such songs as the popular

"Cocaine Lil". On screen. Hollywood

shared this ambivalence. Douglas Fair-

banks Sr.'s Detective Coke Ennyday

knocked out s'nvigglers with injections

from his fast needle in 1916 in The

Mystery of the Leaping Fish. According

to a 1923 Journal of the A merican Medical

A»5ociotion. that dreamy faraway look

favored in the cinematic close-ups of the

•20s was often cocaine-induced.

World War II put an end to the party. A

minor drug of the 1960s, cocaine came

SLck intTvogue with the 1969 film Easy

Rider whose pair of antiherosnorlere set

a ice for the decade that followed^ R^k

and Roll picked up the beat. A 1970

Cratefut Dead release had Casey Jon«j

"Driving that train/High on cocame.

And in 1971 Steppenwol/s released

"Snowblind Friend". Woody A^len of An-

nie Hail made fun of it and Superfly

dealth cocaine to the black and under

world. Only in the past year in such

movies as Scar/ace. has cocaine

,

^umed its dark role as a destroymg

angel.

As users learned that the white powder

was eating into their nasal tissues, they

also discovered "freebasing". Free-base.

.

a nearly pure essence produced by

dissolving the powder in ether and then

drying it. is smoked. On June 9, 1980. the

volative ether exploded in Richard

Pryor's living room, burning the come-

dian over more than half of his body. John

Belushi. the barrel-chested, madcap star

of Animal House. The Blue Brothers, and

NBC's "Saturday Night Live", was not so

lucky. He died of an injected overdose of

heroin and cocaine. The most notorious

celebrity case is that of Joh Z. Delorean.

The jet-setting ex-chief of his own sports

car company, was released on charges of

trafficking and racketeering in cocaine.

Today, the confession of addicted

celebrities and athletes and the advent of

cocaine hot lines and detoxification

centers are signs that the cocaine user ,s

one again wising up - for the second time

in a century of abuse.



Trojans cage the Tigers
By ruth belcher .

Except for two major injuries received

by Trojan players, everything else was

satisfying about MDJC's 42-7 victory

against the Northeast Tigers.

The Oct 27 game, played at Booneville.

assured the Trojans of a wimiing season

as they uped their record to 6-3 and kept

their chances for a play-off spot ahve.

The night was beautiful for a Trojan

victory as temperatures stayed at about

60 degrees and clear skies were domi-

nant. The only thing lovely for the Tigers

was the homecoming court presented at

half-time.

Early in the first quarter. MDJC

received^a punt after NE failed to make

the firet down- Ronnie Walters returned

the punt for 88 yards and made it cl^r

that the Trojans had come to Boonevaie

to play serious football. It was Jerry Clay

that scored the touchdown. The extra

point by Rodney Fulgham was good, and

the Trojans were ahead 7-0.

The Trojans got the ball back again late

in the first quarter, after another Tiger

punt. Nikita Johnson put Delta within

scoring distance when he carried for a

first down at the one-yard line. It was also

Johnson who made the score to lengthen

the lead to 13-0. Fulgham's extra point

was good and to make the score 14-0 as

the first quarter ended.

Delta began another scoring drive at

the beginning of the second quarter. A

completed pass from Patrick Pope to

Chris Burford picked up another Trojan

first down and put MDJC at the door of

another touchdown. Another completed

Cats bob Trojans

By RUTH BELCHER
It was a cool night Nov. 10 in Moorhead,

and the wind howled as the Bobcats from

Jones County faced the MDJC Trojans in

the sUte playoffs. It was a hard-fought

game but when the final buzzer sounded,

it was JCJC that walked away with a 10^

win and the opportunity to play Gulf

Coast in the sUte championship game.

The Trojans played a stronger game

than when they lost to the Bobcats 3&-5

during the regular season at Ellisville.

The Trojans made it clear from the open-

ing seconds that they were going to be dif-

ficult for Jones to handle.

The game remained scoreless during

the first three quarters of play, and dur-

ing much of the way Delta had the advan-

tage. But, even though the Trojans took

the ball away four times in the first half -

grabbing three interceptions and recov-

ing a fumble, they never could penetrate

Jones endzone.

On each possession, the lYojans turned

the ball over on downs at the JCJC 18, 23

and 32-yard lines. The Trojans also fell

short on a 47-yard field goal attempt by

Ronnie Fulgham in the first half. After

these missed opportunities, the Bobcats

broke loose in the third quarter and.

sUrted a drive from their own 36-yard

line. Four minutes into the fourth

quarter, Tim Stanley nailed a four-yard

touchdown pass to CurUs Pray. The PAT

by Bradley Blackney was good and the

score was 7-0.

The standoff between the two teams

resumed again, with neither side able to

muster much yardage. But with 1:33 re-

maining in the game, the Bobcats worked

their way into position for Blackney to

drUl a 32-yard field goal. The score

became 10-0.

The Trojans, trying desperately to

score, turned the ball over on their nine-

yard line. Bobcat quarterback Mark

Chandler circled on a keep and made the

final score. The point after by Blackney

failed and the game ended 16-0.

Jones, ranked no. 10 in the country, pil-

ed up the most yards with 93 ( 44 rushing.

49 passing) to Delta's 73 (62 rushing, 11

passing).

The key was defense. MDJC defenders

worked superbly in choking off the Bob-

cats in the first half. But in the final

seconds, the gallant defenders faded.

Christmas Seal People Warn Pot Is Dangerous to Lungs

pass from Pope to Ronme Terrell made

me score, and the score was 20-0 in the

Trojans' favor as the half ended.

It looked like the Tigers were going to

make a comeback in the third quarter

when they recovered a Trojan fumble_ It

wasn't long, however, before the Trojan

defense went to work and caused another

Tiger punt. Eddie Johnson returned the

punt to the Tiger 26-yard line. Then

Johnson carried for the touchdown to

make the score 26-0 with 7:55 reniaining

in the third quarter. Fulgham faked the

PAT and Dennis McNeal passed to

Michael SUllworth to make the two-point

conversion. The score was 28-0

The Tigers' only score came later m tne

half when Pope fumbled the baU on a

quarterback sack. The touchdown was

made by Ray Holloway, which made tht

score 28-7 at the end of the third quarter

It was at this sack where Patrick Pop^

received an injury to his neck and

taken out of the game.

The next Trojan score resulted from a

65-yard touchdown run by Johnson

Fulgham's PAT was good, and the Tr^

jans led 35-7. The final score came aftera

Tiger punt. Carl Hannah took the ball ona

handoff and returned it 60 yards for the

touchdown. Check Smith kicked the pat

that made the score 42-7. This was the

final score as the buzzer sounded.

Scott Lide, a sophomore guard, injured

his knee in the game and was also taken

out. He was unable to play in the Co-Lin

game, and it was not known at presstime

whether he would play again this season.

Co-Lin drops Trojans

By RUTH BELCHER
Mother nature and Copiah-Lincoln s

bic-play offense combined to stymie MD-

JC leading to a 7-10 loss Nov. 1 at Wesson^

Cloudy skies were present when the

game opened, but the Trojans went right

to work against the strong Co-Lm

defense. After a series of carnes by

Nikita Johnson, a completed pass to

Lavon Davis placed the Trojans near Uie

one-yard line. Johnson earned the ball for

the touchdown with 9:04 remaining in the

first quarter. The point after was good by

Ronnie Fulgham, and the score was 7-0.

On the remaining possession of the first

period the Trojans could not mxKter

enough offensive power to move the ball.

The Co-Lin offense also suffered from a

lack of successful plays. The second

quarter began like it was going to be an

uneventful period when the rain clouds

opened up. Within seconds, the field, the

players, and the fans were soaked as the

rain poured. The wet conditions resulted

in several turnovers. Co-Lin fumbled

twice with Eddie Cates and Kelvin Young

recovering the balls.

The third quarter was no different. The

rain was stiU coming down and the

mistakes were still turning over the baU.

MDJC lost the ball twice due to fumbles

'AS<r.i%:itr- .T^y^--, - Colleoe Press service

which were recovered by the Co-

defense. However, none resulted in

big plays by the Co-Lin defense. 1

fumbled the ball deep in their territory

and it was recovered by Claude Schi

MDJC had to turn the baU over on do

when they faUed to gain the yardage.

Early in the fourth quarter the Co-

offense finally came alive and drove th

ball down field. The touchdown came ona

six-yard run by WiUie Holmes. The PAT

by Flynn James was good, and the score

was tied 7-7 with 14:33 left in the game.

The final score came in the final seconds

when a punt by Fulgham was blocked.

James kicked a field goal as the game

ended in a score of 10-7.

The leading rushers of the game were

Nikita Johnson (17 carries for 46 yards

and Chuck Smith (six carries for 31

yards).
.

Defensively the top tacklers were Vi

cent Barnett (10), Kelvin Young 'sevea

stops with four assists), and Muiu^ei

Townsend (six). .

"It was an extremely hard played

game played under miserable conditions^

We played hard. It was a hard game tor

us to lose," Coach James Gray said

Nearly 3 million adoles-

cent children are now
smoking marijuana in our

country, says the Ameri-

can Lung Association —

The Christmas Seal

People.

The Christmas Seal

Campaign helps support

the work of Lung Associa-

tions across the nation,

which have recently

launched an education

project to teach young
people about marijuana's

health risks.

More than one-third of

high school students ad-

mit they have used mari-

juana in the eighth grade

or earlier. The American

Lung Association warns

that smoking marijuana is

dangerous to the lungs, es-

pecially those of children.

Among the items avail-

able in the new program is

a parents' news magazine

that advises what to do

before a child is faced with

peer pressure to smoke

cigarettes or marijuana,

and what to do afterwards.

A poster for children with

advice from the cast of the

hit TV show FAME is also

available, with the legend:

"Don't let your lungs go to

pot"

Tbenagers who are cur-

rent cigarette smokers are

11 times more likely to be

marijuana smokers, says

the Lung Association.

"Cigarettes are considered

a 'gateway drug* to the use

of marijuana!' vwiras the

Association.

For more information on

marijuana, contact your

local American Lung
Association.
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Basketball Scoreboard
ROBERT MOORE

Lady
Trojans outgun Lady

Mississippi
Delta Junior College Lady

ans led by last year's most valuable

'^^\r Lesia Duncan, gunned down the

^'^dv Eagles
of Hinds Monday night, Nov.

^in Moorhead. Duncan, who was the

^'

nie's high scorer with 19 points, was

fllowed by two other Lady Trojans in

A ble figures. Freshman center Sandra

Williams,
making her collegiate debut.

ared in 1? points while second year

^aver Katie Hughes added 14 points.

^
Hinds Lady Eagles also had three ^
layers in double figures with second

^ar player Tamra Haggard hitting 17

'

ints followed by Mina Conlee scoring

1
points, and Sharon Smith chipping in 13

„nts The game was pretty intense with

\(h teams Uking leads by as much as

,ie points during the game. Virginia

ray hit two free throws with 9:15 left to

niav in the game to put the Lady Trojans

ahid to stay with a score of 5(M8. The

final score was Lady Trojans 72. Lady

Eagles 64.

Hinds Eagles blast Delta Trojans

Mississippi Delta Junior College Tro-

jans hosted Hinds Jr. College in its

season's opener. The Eagles came into

town fired up and ready for the Trojans.

The Trojans found themselves behind

early in the game and could never get

closer than five points to the Eagles. The

Eagles led the Trojans by as many as 16

points early in the game. The Eagles went

on to rout the Trojans by a score of 69-54.

Coach John Vickers, reflecting on Tro-

jan's play stated, "I thought we played

good defense. I was less disappointed

after watching the video of the game. We

played good ball, but we lost."

The Delta Trojans had two men in dou-

ble figures with Brandon Taylor scoring

26 points making him the game's high

scorer, Kendall Bryant added 12 points.

The Hinds Eagles were led in scoring by

Alray Lewis hitting 21 points, and Alvin

Morris scoring 10 points.

Lady Trojans whip Lady Eagles

in a dramatic finish

Mississippi DelU Lady Trojans travel-

ed to Raymond to play Hinds on Nov. 8.

The Lady Trojans brought into the game
with them a record of 1-10. The Lady Tro-

jans had registered an impressive victory

over Hinds on Nov. 5 in Moorhead.

The game was played at a very fast

pace. Both teams had leads by as many
as nine points during the contest.

The strong point of the game ws the

great play contributed by the Lady Tro-

jans bench. In post-game comments

Coach Buddy Walden sUted, "I thought

our bench helped us a lot. It was the dif-

ference in the game. Elaine Bailey, Vin-

'inia Davis and Gloria Harris played well

the bench."

The Lady Trojans were down by one

P^int with 13 seconds left to play »n

^^gulation. Virginia Gray went the length

the court and hit the game-winning

^sket on a 16-foot jump shot with five

^onds left to play in the game. Katie

'^ghes added a technical free-throw

^ause of an illegal time-out by the Lady

Ragles.

REGINALD CARR tries for a free throw in the Trojan - Southwest

Bears game played here Nov. 9.

LESIA DUNCAN puts two points on

jans in the Southwest game.

The Lady Trojans had three players

scoring in double figures. Sophomore

Virginia Gray led the way with 17 points

Katie Hughes added 11 points, and

freshman forward Flyree Branch chip-

ped in 10 points. Elaine BaUey grabbed

rebounds and Flyree Branch pulled

down seven.

The Lady Eagles had three players in

double figures scoring. Tamara Haggard

scored 20 points, Mina Conlee hit 16

points, and Carla Fielda chipped m 10

points.

the scoreboard for the Lady Tro-

Hinds Eagles Bomb Delta Tro^

^
mLssippi DelU Junior College tra^^^^^^

ed to Raymond to play Hinds Jr. College

Faeles on Nov. 8. The Delta Trojans had

^'n^L by Hinds earlier on NOV. 5.^

^To^ns were looking to even the score^

but the Eagles had ideas of their own. The

^'^4 surted on a roll early and qu.ckly

had the Trojans by a 12-point def icit The

Trojans managed to cl.mb within two

Z^is as the first half came to an end and

with Hinds leading 26-24.

The leading scorer for the Trojans were
Kirk Price hitting 18 points and Kendall
Bryant scoring 12 points. Coach John
Vickers added, "I thought Hinds
'fundamentaled' us to death. We gave a

good effort to overcome a 12 point deHcit

to be down by only two points at half-time.

We shot poorly early in the first half. In

the second half our execution of fun-

damentals was very poor. We didn't re-

bound, failed to block the boards, and
didn't run our offense with any intensity."

With three minutes to go in the game
Hinds led with 57-48. At game end the

score was 70-52.

The Eagles had two men in double

figures scoring Robert Rendolph poured

in 24 points and Alray Lewis added 13

points. Prol>ably the biggest play of the

game was the containment of Trojans'

Brandon Taylor. Taylor, who had scored

the points earlier against Hinds, could on-

ly produce three points in the game.

Lady Bears Knock Lady Trojans
From Unbeaten Ranks
On Nov. 9, Lady Trojans of Mississippi

Delta hosted the Lady Bears of Southwest

Mississippi. The game featured a clash

between two previously undefeated

teams. Both teams came into the contest

with records of 2-0. Both teams played

scrappy ball and sloppy ball throughout

the entire game. As it turned out. Lady

Luck frowned on the Lady Trojans, The

Lady Bears, led by the hot shooting of

Sharon Fielder, defeated the Lady Tro-

jans in a heartbreuker. The final score

was Lady Bears 58 - Lady Trojans 56.

Coach Buddy Walden rather disturbed

at his team's lackluster effort sUted, "I

thought we played sorry in every phase of

the game, especially in not hustlinK
"

The Lady Trojans boasted two players

in double scoring. Lesia Duncan scored 24

points land Flyree Branch added 12

points. The Lady Bears were led by

Sharon Fielder who poured in 31 points.

Southwest Bears Trounce

Delta Trojans

The Trojans hosted the Bears on Nov. 9,

for their third game of the seaspn. The

Trojans came into the game, as the loser

of their previous two games. While on the

other hand, the Bears came with an even

record of M.
Both teams sUrted out quickly in scor-

ing with the Trojans Uking an early lead

by five points, The Trojans managed to

let the lead slip and the Bears came from

behind to go up by as many as 10 points

before the first half ended The Bears put

a claw on the Trojans' offense and then it

stiffened The Bears won impressively,

going away with a score of 55-44.

Coach John Vickers sUted, 'We played

in spurts and lacked consistency offen-

sively and defensively. With three

minutes left to go, we were in the ball

eame. We missed several free throws and

had a defensive breakdown that took us

out of the game We did a very poor job in

rebounding Southwest took advantage of

our lack of height."

The Trojans were led in scoring by Ken-

dall Bryant's 10 poinU. The Bears were

paced by Mark Butler, who scored 22

points.
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Technology advances
colleges

Bv RUTH BELCHER
computers have been on the campus of

MDJC for a while now. but they are

becoming more and more P^o'"'";" /?
the country becomes more conriputer.zed

According to figures recently released

bv the IBM corporation, within the next lo

years every major university m the na-

tion will use computers as a means ol

assisting professors in their teaching

duties. This approach is already being

tried in some of the larger universities,

and the results, so far. have been promis-

'"ah example of this is Clarkson Univer-

sity's new world of freshman studenU^

Clarkson. located in Potsdam. NA'. had

a freshman population of 890 students at

the beginning of this school year. Every

incoming student was issued a computer

in August, and the tutorial terminals ahve

revolutionized campus life. The notion of

a personal computer for every college

student is becoming a reality. Incommg

freshmen at Drexel University in

Philadelphia and Stevens Institute of

Technology in Hoboken. N.J., are re-

quired to buy computers.

Carnegie-Mellon in Pittsburgh hopes to

have all of its students' personal ter-

minals linked to the school's computeriz-

ed library system within two years.

For its own freshmen class, Clarkson

chose a Zenith Z lOO. a desk-top model

that can also use many of the programs

written for the popular IBM PC The

^2 !^ cost is added to the students^^^^^^^^

over four years. At graduation, the com

puters are theirs to take.

At least half the freshmen had little or

no previous experience with computers.

Attitudes began to change after onenta-

Uon lectures'and practice sessions with

their small-screen dorm mates. Aii

re hmen. whatever their majors, were

^quTed to take a course in computer

programming to give them a sence of

mastery over their machines^

Word processing was the first benefit

provided by the computers. The more

ambitious students began exploring the

computer s full range of application irom

demonstrating models of gravitation

force in physics class to balancing

checkbooks and sorting out telephone

charges against roommates.

The college's new computer erea has

changed the lives of upperclassmen too.

About 600 of them have purchased their

own zs Those who don't own machines

often congregate in the school's three ter-

minal rooms.

But there are disadvanUges to a com-

puterized school also. One student ac-

cidentally spilled a soft drink on his

keyboard, causing more than $100 in

damage. Too late, he learned that another

freshman had begun a sideline business

of selling plastic covers to protect the ter-

minals. In October, a power outage occur-

red the night before many English papers

were due.

If the computer revolution ever reaches

the dorms at MDJC. it is inevitable that

new uses will be found for the machines.

How about utilizing it to keep track of whff,

you have a date with Monday night. Tues.

day night, etc.?

It could be useful in making that pocket

money stretch, The possibilities
are

endless. So let's say hello to Mr. Chips.

Creativity stimulatesfashion

Bv JANICE WILSON
The weather thermometer goes down

quilts and blankets are pulled out of

storage, and coat collars are pulled up to

protect ears from weather.

With the change in weather comes the

change in clothes fashions for the new

^^tudents here may be slow when it

comes to zoology, but their fashion

knowledge surfaces when the subject of

clothes is mentioned.

What is the "latest look" for MD-

''^Sereral years ago students here as well

as in the rest of the South were into the

natural" look with very little concern

for "real"' fashion. "Now. everyone,

esoecially females, seems to be trying

harder to appeal to the opposite sex

peers, and authority figures, saidVidia

Dodson, a sophomore accounting major

from Greenville.

"The preppy fashions of last year don 1

seem to have really left the fashion sceiu

Instead, they've grown and advanten

from loafers and Izods to loafers in a

newer color such as orange and to th

wearing of subdued plaid pants.

Walking shorts are beginning to giv

way to jogging shorts and "sporty" at

tire.

Current fashion-conscious folk try

imitate the athletic body of the 80s and th

healthy look of Christy Brinkley - Gonei

the emaciated look of the 60s and the

popularity of "Twiggies."

With good health has also come a wild

and free look in colors. You can s"

orange minis, purple tank tops, green

hair and fingernails.

Students at MDJC don't have green

hair yet. but there is talk of a mass scalp-

ing by some of the guys on campus, Will

that be the latest fashion trend here?

They must not be expecting a cold winter.

VICA's '

Christmas Fru
Sale

1st QnalUy Fresh
Florida Fruit

PlnkGrapefrnlt $12.00

Tang e los $14.00

Hamlin Oranges $14. 00

Navel Or angesSl 7.00

See anyVICAmember to

purchase fruit.
November 27, m^
8:30Q.m.- 2:30 p.m.
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Students scramble to mix Christmasfun with school life

\ ^

The approach of Christmas on campus

i/pvident even though frantic prepara-

tion for final examinations is also under-

*
MDJC band members have already ap-

„Ired in three Christmas Band Festivals

Greenwood. Cleveland and Wmona.

Girls in Stennis-Penrod are plannmg

designs for the Christmas door competi-

Hon Prizes for the three top doors will be

awarded on the basis of decisions by three

Ses to be selected by the head

residents from Moorhead townspeople.

The monetary prizes for the best doors

will be $15. $10 and $5. At presstime. no

date had been set for this competition.

Campus Christmas lights will be turned

on Thursday. Dec 6. These lights are set

UP annually by the Town of Moorhead and

the Moorhead Chamber of Commerce.

A series of on-campus Christmas-based

reciUls and parties will continue through

next week.

The TJ's will present a recital tonight in

Vandiver Student Union at 7:30.

BSU Banquet -Decs
The BSU council will present a

Christmas Banquet "Christmas
Hawaiian Style," Wednesday, Dec, 5 at

7:30 p.m. in the Baptist Student Union.

"Upward Journey" will be in concert.

The president of the BSU. Kevin Hun-

sucker, and his council will direct the ac-

tivity.

The banquet is part of our mission

work," said Rev. Tom McLaughlin. BSU

director. The nine "Upward Journey"

members are Lucretia Harper. Ginger

Atkins, Rita Nelms. Teresa Chatham.

Patty Page, Joe Roncoli. Burell Leach,

Bruce Stubbs and Stephen Stanfill.

"Upward Journey" is under the direction

of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Abrams.

"Upward Journey s selections will be

"Lift Up The Urd." "Pass The Salt."

"Little Children Rejoice," "He Is The

Lamb," "Come Let Us Worship."

"Majesty," and "I Love You Lord."

Tickets will be sold for the program.

The $2 admission charge will include the

supper. Advance tickets can be purchas-

ed from any BSU member Tickets can

also be purchased at the door.

Models Show-D^c.6

The modeling classes at MDJC will pre-

sent an on-campus holiday program

"Yuletide Fantasy," Thursday. Dec 6. in

the auditorium of the Scroggins Yeates

Fine Arts Building at 7:30 p.m. The pro-

gram will feature the 1984 Modeling

Squad.

The modelina classes, the squad, and

several children related to squad

members will perform in the program.

Mrs. Jackie Franklin. Home Economics

instructor, will direct the program.

The program will be divided into four

scenes. The scenes are as follows: I.

Shopping 2. Christmas Eve Party 3.

Reading of Carols 4. New Years Eve.

Each scene will include modeling from

the'squad members and the children in

the program. As an added attraction,

Santa Claus will participate in the pro-

gram.
The models will appear in three basic

attires during the program • "pajamies",

dressy, and evening attire.

The models will Iw from Delta area

stores such a J. Kantor, Melon Patch,

Looking Good, The Lady Next Door. Lon-

don Shoppe. Cheerleaders and Jacobs.

There will be 13 female models and

three male models parlicipating in the

program The female models are Melissa

Winters; captain. Molly Smilhharl; co-

captain. Melisa AUord; Melinda Ander-

son. Janice Wilson, Leslie Beasley,

Melissa Cameron. Lachele Childs, Jenny

Collins. Melissa Gore, Kim Mosco. Mary

Porter. Kim Swecden and Patricia War-

ren. The male models include Chris

Buford. Bernie Perry and Walter Walker.

The public is invited. There will be no

admission charge.

Ramblin'

By MARY PORTER

Staying up late to study for exams

can cause many sleepless nights. To

prevent sleepless nights, we offer

some thoughts.

Have you ever wondered how much

sleep you need to function efficiently

everyday? Did you know that one-

third of your lifetime is spent sleep-

ing? What you do know is that if you

get less than six hours a day. your

body will not function properly.

Would you believe there is no

specific reason why you sleep? There

is one theory that states that night-

time was a perilous time for

prehistoric people, so they slept.

The weather, your health, the hard-

ship of schoolwork. and your emo-

tional state can affect the amount of

sleep you get. The amount of sleep is

determined by the individual.

Statistics show that the average

sleep time for adults is seven to eight

hours. Only six in 10 people fit into

this group.

The imporUnce of sleep is the etli-

ciency it produces. There are two

types of sleep They are REM and

Non-REM REM is defined as rapio

eye movement. Non-REM is defined

as no movement of the eyes.

REM is more beneficial.

If you have a problem getting to

sleep here are some helpful tips:

1 Don't smoke. Nicotine is a

stimulant; therefore it takes longer

for a smoker to sleep.

2. Don't exercise late at night.

3. Don't use sleeping pills.

4 Don't nap during the day.

Also check your body temperature

if you are having problems sleeping.

If your temperature is rising, you

may have a rough night of sleep. If

your temperature is dropping, you

probably will have a peaceful night of

''Exercising and eating the right

foods can help you sleep. Exercising

caTmaintain your temperature for

four to six hours.

U can be very helpful If you do.

t

several hours before your bedtime^

F^s that conuin a h.gh volume of

su^r can relax the body ; therefore,

vou can doze off to sleep

The best 'Sleeping p.U" may be to

study daily so that you don t pan.c

over exams.

mm PATRICIA GOUGHE, a French

Jwoman, who currently teaches

«French to English students in

London, visited MDJC French

classes last Wednesday^ The

23 year-old Avignon native to d

Betty Watsons students

Tbout the contrasts in French and

American culture. Goughe is

Visiting briefly with the am. y of

-Mrs Bet Wooten ofClarksdale.



Scroogism-
Christmas allergy
By SHANNON ESTES

Christmas. Here in the U.S. the

word has several different meanings.

To some it means the joy of gmng

and receiving, the joy of bemg with

the famUy, the birth of Chnst, warm

houses, and lots of good foot to eat. To

others it means a dreadful illness.

This illness is called "Scroogism.

The Christmas Allergy is quite

common these days and is spreading.

With all the hustle and bustle of the

modem worid, it isn't hard to catch.

The symptoms are easy to diagnose^

Frowning faces, upturned noses and

grumpy voices are just a few of the

signs

The troubled people are determin-

ed to have an unhappy holiday. They

complain that Christmas is just a

scam to boost sales. They call the

holiday spirit "just a bunch of

hogwash" and a waste of time and

money. In the most serious cases,

they even protest the decorations on

light poles. There may be hope,

however, if the patient isn't too far

Although it is true that Christmas

has gotten commercialized in the re-

cent years, it is still acceptable to

give homemade gifts, and it is true

That that majority of the people rule

this country. If they want ornaments

on light poles, then they shall have

ornaments on light poles.

The main purpose of the celebra-

tion is to honor Christ by being kind

to someone and making someone

happy. If this is the Scrooge idea of

hogwash. then he may be in trouble

someday.
,

But help is on the way for

"Scroogism".

There is a remedy that may help -

or even cure - this dreaded allergy. It

is called a good dose of kindness.

Give a Scrooge a dose or two and he

will probably feel obligated to return

the favor. He may even cure another

person. A little bit of kindness goes a

long way. This medicine is not

guaranteed to work every time, but it

is better than nothing at all.

Campus Visitation Problem

By VENETTA WHITTAKER
Is there a problem with finding a place

for guys and girls to visit on campus?

Visually the problem is a very signifi-

cant one. In observing students during the

evenings and nights, one may have notic-

ed that their search for s place to sit and

talk is like searching for a needle in a

haystack. The excell number of students

in the Union and the loitering around the

girls dorm is visible evidence that there is

definitely a need for a place designed for

co-ed visiting.

Of course there are places to go. but

each has its fault. The gameroom closes

at 9 p.m. every night, which is all right,

only many consider 9 o'clock still an early

hour.

The lobby of the girls' dorm is off-limits

to guys except to pick up dates. As for just

sitting in the lobby and holding a conver-

sation with a girlfriend or girlfriends, it is

a definite '*do not". The men's dorm is

totally off-limits to girls except for sUn-

ding outside in front of it and even then,

one must be «corted by a security of-

rtjsr. The beautiful pond scene in the

batk of the girls* dorm is off-limit^ to

^ys for some unknown reason. So, where

are students to go?

> Thus far, the Union seems to be the only

solution to the visitation problem. The

iJi^n could be an ideal place because of

thjopen area, ping pong tables, dnd plen-

ty, of chairs. But for those who want to

taik and sit quietly, the open area and

loud noise could reverse the rising

population of the Union.

I
Still, the question arises, where are the

; datiftg students to go?

A good question.

Dear Marie Carson

Dear Marie,

I'm an average student in my class

work and studies. So far I've maintained

an "A" average. My problem is my
boyfriend. He wants me to spend all my
free time with him. I love him and don't

want to lose him. But it has become a

strain keeping up with the relationship

and my studies. I'm going to let one or the

other go. What shall I do?

Tortured in Stennis

Notice

Dear Tortured.

Before you decide to let go, try to find a

workable solution where you could divide

your time properly between him and your

studies. Try setting aside certain hours

each afternoon or night for homework

and remaining hours for time with him.

When you have carefully thought it over

and have possibly worked something out.

Ulk to him, tell him how much he means

to you and how much school means to

you. Present your solution to him. He

should understand. If he doesn't, you

might be wasting your time on the wrong

person.

This issue is a Final Examination pro-

ject for the Basic Reporting class.

Members have researched, written,

designed, and pasted-up the contents of

this paper.

Algebraand reality
_ thniiah thev are flunking alee

By MARTHA G. WILLIAMS

Algebra is a mathematical system

used to generalize certain

arithmetical operations by using let-

ters or other symbols to stand for

numbers. It is also a mathematical

system of confusion designed to

reveal the ignorance of man.

To sUte it in terms of a general law

- **Its symbols stand for the con-

tradiction of its operation." Utters

are used to induce headaches, create

brain damage, and reduce the over

crowding of classrooms. Algebra has

the power of making you treat with

the deepest suspicion what you would

normally believe.

Students enrolled in algebra

courses are the most conspicuous on

campus They are the quiet ones who

appear to have only intellectual in-

terests or tastes. More than likely

though, they are flunking algebra.

Maybe its that their intellectual pose

is only an "outer covering".

However, it could be that they have

the ability to recognize and unders-

tand a "con" when they see one. It

may simply be their way of saying,

"1 refuse to have my mind distorted

by letters and symbols."

Students passing the course are the

ones appearing to have the most fun.

They usually go on to become

engineers, architects. Some actually

become algebra instructors.

Students subjected to this science

of positive computerized thinking

know that algebra is an obscenity, an

insult to mankind. The reason it is

hated with a passion by many is that

it is really a generalized nonsense

system of mathematical pain.

Food for Thought

By SHANNON ESTES

Have you ever wondered why food

is such a versatile part of our

language? I really don't know

myself. I guess you could say

America has gone food-crazy.

Americans love to eat. That's ob-

vious. They love food so much they

describe themselves with it. For in-

stance, crazy or different people are

called "Fruit Cakes." "Froot

Loops," "Crackers," "Nuts," "Nut

Megs " A slow-witted person is call-

ed a "Peanut Head". Two very alike

people are referred to as "two peas m
apod."
From a different angle, a heavyset

person may be called, "Meat Loaf,"

"Dough Boy," or "Jelly Bean." On

the other hand, a rather thin person

is called "String Bean," or

"Spaghetti Legs."

People even name their children

after foods such as "Ginger." or

"Candy," etc. It is a compliment to

be called sweet as sugar, but an in-

sult to be called, egg head, fish-eyed,

or onion head.

A fellow may call his sweetheart,

"Sugar," or "Cupcake". A short and

sweet giri is called, "Short-cake". A

hyperactive person is said to be a

"Jumping Bean".

A coward is said to be

"lily-hvered" or "chicken". A brave

person is referred to as "tough as

beef. A bothersome person is known

as a "turkey".

A grandmother may call a grand-

child, "Pudden." "PoUto Head" is a

name for a bald person, and so on.

There are so many names and

phrases using foods it would be im-

possible to list them all. I guess this

goes to show - you are what you eat.
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MDJC has its own Santa's Helper

COTT LIDE displayb aou..

ns and trucks that he and hisl

Illy make as a hobby (photo by'

Kilchell)

[
Commentary]

Students find campus life boring

by Melissa Cmieron

"I'm so bored."

That expression comes out of the

mouths of almost every MDJC stu-

dent.

How do the students spend their

time?

Most of them either study or sleep.

There is nothing interesting to do bet-

ween classes and in the afternoon.

The school needs to sponsor more

challenging activities for students'

free time.

We have had a few speakers to

come to MDJC. but most of them

were not open to the whole student

body - just to certain clubs or

classes.

Most students would give up three

hours of sleep to listen to an in-

teresting speaker or to see a good

movie or play.

We have no drama or lyceum ac-

tivities on campus. Students should

be challenged by college-level enter-

tainment.

The students also might enjoy an

activity night where the guys and

gals can get together and play cards

or Trivia Pursuit and other games or

just sit around and talk and watch

TV. The school alsu needs to sponsor

afternoon activities for guys and

girls. The girls have an aerobics

class at night but most of the girls go

out on Tuesday nights so why can*t

we have one in the afternoon say

around 4 : 00 or so, then the girls could

get their exercise and go out too The

guys could even join in if they

wanted.

Maybe if some of the students got

together and presented some ideas to

the student body we wouldn't hear

the phrase "I'm so bored, ' quite as

much.

By MELISSA CAMERON

Most everybody has a hobby. Most
people's hobbies coincide with their
characters, but Scott tide's hobby
seems totally out of character.

Scott, a 260 pound guard for the
MDJC Trojans, makes wooden toys
during his spare lime.

Toy-making has been Scott's hobby
for about 10 years.

"We first started out dabbling in

wood carving and simple toys Now.
we have a shop with more
sophisticated equipment which we
use in cutting out the designs." said
Scott, who shares this hobby with his
family.

The Lides make all kinds of toys.

They make cars, dump trucks,

trains, dolls and at Christmas, they
make Santa Clauses.

"I spent the Thanksgiving holidays
making wooden Santa Clauses for an
antique shop. We sell them there for

$12 and $6 of that being profit. ' said
Scott

Scott says his favorite toys are the
cars and dump trucks.

Scott's interest in toy-making
began, when, as a small boy. he
helped his father keep tools and
materials handy
"Then, as 1 grew more skilled. I

began to be involved in making the
toys for extra spending money." said
Scott.

"Besides, this kind of work helps
me relax, and puts me in a better
frame of mind." said Scott.

Quite a contrast to the bone-
crunching tackles that Scott is so
famous for at MDJC, isn't it?

Courtokays
linking draft

A court okay of a law forcing Tennessee
students to prove they've registered for

the draft before they can enroll at a state

school could mean students in other

A states soon may have to prove it. too,

draft opponents say.

But at the same time, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Education last week said

students' honesty In signing military

registration forms has been so complete

the department won't require colleges to

prove their students' registration in order

to get student aid.

Until now students' signatures on a

form swearing they'd registered for the

draft had been proof enough that they'd

actually signed, but as of January 1, col-

leges themselves would have been

responsible for proving students who
wanted federal aid had registered.

Tennessee's new law requires student*

to sign forms certifying they've

registered with Selective Service just to

enroll in a state school, much less to

qualify for federal student aid

As a result. Memphis Stale University

refused to let 19-year-old Thomas Vogel

start classes because he refused to sign

the compliance form.

Vogel then sued the university and the

state, claiming the law unconstitutionally

involved the state in enforcing federal

Selective Service laws.

Pointing to a controversial July, 1984

Supreme Court ruling upholding they

Solomon Amendment the federal law

which requires students to prove they've

registered for the draft before they can

get federal financial aid U S District

Judge Thomas Wiseman recently approv-

ed the Tennesse law.

"As the nation's defense goes, so goes

that of the states, " Wiseman ruled.

No one is sure how much such laws

help. "I don't believe we've ever found a

nonregistrant because (he) refused to

sign a college compliance sheet," says

Selective Service spokeswoman Joan
Lamb, "There is no reciulrcmcnt for col-

leges to do anything like turn over the
names of students who don't sign a com-
pliance form,"

In fact, the Selective Service has pro-

secuted only 17 of the estimated 500.000

nonregistrants, Lamb adds.

Both I,amb and the Education Depart-
ment say they're impressed with the

number of students who have complied
with the registration law and the Solomon
Amendment.
Edward Elmendorf . assistant

secretary of education, last week said he
was so impressed with students'
"honesty" that he was relieving colleges

of the chore of proving students were tell-

ing the truth when they signed their com-
pliance statements.

Still, registration opponents say they
expect more states will keep trying to link

college to the military m other ways.
A number of states - Massachusetts,

Maine, Pennsylvania. California, and
West Virginia among them - already

have toyed unsuccessfully with laws to

keep nonregistrants from getting state

aid, says Nora Leyland. a spokeswoman
with the Committee Against Registration

for the Draft (CARD)
"I foresee more states enacting

Solomon-like bills tying all kinds of aid

and access to draft registration." she

says. "It's not going to automatically

happen in every state because the

political horizons are so different. But I

think some states will definitely try."

The Selective Service's Lamb,
however, doubts such state laws will af-

fect many students.

"The Solomon Amendment was ter-

rifically helpful (in getting students to

register)," she says. "We saw a tremen-

dous jump in registration in the fall when
many students were returning to school

and applying for aid."
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^DJC-Then and Now

fcv SHANNON ESTES

Resources for the story are The

Mississippi Public Junior College Story,

^ames B. Young. James Ewing. Universi-

% Press of Miss.. 1978.

^%MDJC is located in the center of the

Mississippi Delta. If you ask. almost any

student can tell vou that the Delta has a

long and colorful history. What many

students don't know, however, is that the

school itself has a history just as in-

teresting.

The area where MDJC now stands was

once the home of Sunflower Agriculture

High School. The high school was founded

in 1911 During the 20's and 30's. the town

of Moorhead was a thriving railroad

town. This is one of the reasons Moorhead

was selected as the site for the junior col-

lege, because it provided easy transporta-

tion.

The Sunflower Junior College was

founded in 1926. but it was in connection

with the Sunflower Agriculture High

School. That year the first college

freshmen were enrolled. There were 26

freshmen enrolled in September of that

year. The President of the school was Mr.

J.S. Vandiver who was in charge of both

schools until 1935.

Mr. Vandiver practiced close supervi-

sion over college finances. The budgets of

the first year contain comments he made.

He complained about the increase of

yearly costs, but praised the income

brought about from stud fees for the col-

lege bull. He even commented on the

death of the college mule which died that

year while pulling a plow. Even under his

close supervision, however, the school

still was in need of money.

Mr. Vandiver practiced "quality educa-

tion at a low cost" by making expenses as

low as possible for the students. Tuition

for a boarding student was $146 per

semester ($37.50 for summer school) in

1926. However, Mr. Vandiver was a strict

believer in self-discipline, and was com-

pared to the stereo-typed schoolteacher.

He tried his best to get his students to

study hard. Class cutting wasn't permit-

ted, because the majority of the students

were boarding. The ill students were

quarantined to the infirmary, and they

made up the hours on Saturday study ses-

sions. Boarding studenU were allowed to

return home only three times a session,

and then only if they were on their best

behavior and had good grades. Students

were discouraged from smoking and

were allowed to smoke only in their

rooms,

In 1928 all college students were allow-

ed to choose from the old vocational cur-

riculum or the newly introduced

academic courses. An academic student

was required to take six hours of the

following: English, Foreign language.

History and either Math, or Chemistry.

On the other hand, the vocational

students were required to take History,

English, and a choice of Math. Language,

or Science, with six to 12 hours of

Agriculture, Commerce, Home
Economics, Music. Bible or Expression.

To graduate, a student had to have

completed 60 hours of college work, and

four or more hours of extracurricular ac-

tivities (Physical Education, Band, Glee

Club, and/or Literary Science).

Under Mr. Vandiver's administration

the college paper, then called the

Sunflower Petals and the yearbook. The

Retrospect, were started. Mr. Vandiver

was the very first administrator to deal

with the federal aid programs. The

federal aid programs were started during

the depression to help students get an

education.

From the programs buildings were im-

proved, and 32 working students were put

on the work program. The work program

students were paid 30 cents an hour to

help with their expenses.

The teachers at Sunflower Junior Col-

lege were closely supervised, also. They

had certain oaths which were the basis of

their contracts. There were 18 of the in-

structors, all of whom were kept busy.

They were encouraged by him to further

their education to a Master's degree by

use of summer school.

They were paid an average of $125 per

month with room and board. However,

the instructors had duties such as super-

vising the dorms and study halls,

chaperoning, and directing extracur-

ricular activities as well as teaching five

classes.

Mr Vandiver resigned in 1935. and was

replaced by Mr Paul West. That year the

college enrollment was up to 318 students.

Under Mr. West's administration

students were allowed to shop downtown,

but only under supervision, The high

school was replaced, and two new dor-

mitories were built. He also added farm

buildings, and an athletic building and a

stadium.

During World War II the population of

the male students dropped and the cur-

riculum was designed to help the war ef-

fort. Sunflower Junior College built a fly-

ing school and many faculty members, in-

cluding Mr. West, served in the Army ad-

ministrataive Personnel division, and

other divisions as well. During this time

the school was put on a semi-military

basis, and all athletic programs were

dropped.

Mr. W.B. Horton succeeded Mr. West,

who resigned because of an illness, turn-

ed his administration towards financial

strength. He wanted to change the cur-

riculum to show the area's changing

economy. He turned the dairy farm into a

cattle farm, raised tuition and used Army

surplus goods. In addition he encouraged

the forming of the local National Guard

unit, and disregarded many of the old

restrictions. He set up a free busing

system in 1953, and salaries for teachers

doubled. After his death in 1966, he was

succeeded by Mr. Herman Thigpin.

In September of 1966 Mr. Thigpin was

replaced by Mr. J.T. Hall. Since that

time, the student work-study program,

which was started in January of 1966, has

been in use, Dr. Hall hired an addition to

the faculty - full-time student counselors

- in 1967. Nine vocational, and nine

technical programs have been started.

Classes have been located in Delta cities

and towns to help students who wish to

work and attend the college.

The Vandiver Student Union building

was Anally completed in 1968. The Union

contains a cafeteria, a student grill, a ^
game room, a lounge, and private dining

area. Also included in the Union are the

conference rooms, the guest suites, the

publications and dark room, and the stu-

dent government office.

The brick and glass Horton Science

building was completed in 1%8. This

building holds class rooms, and
laboratory areas. It also holds offices,

'

and a lounge for the faculty.

The Vocational-Technical Center con-

tains classrooms and laboratory space

for most vocational and technical courses

offered here. The building was finished in

1968.

There is also a 375-acre farm owned by

the school.

The Stanny-Sanders Memorial Library

now holds around 29,000 books. This is a

great advancement from the 2,000 book

holdings of the 1926 Sunflower Junior Col

lege library. The new library was finished

in 1972,

The Stennis-Penrod Dorm (Stennis is

named for the sister of Senator Stennis i

was built to hold 218 women and was

finished in 1968, and an addition was built

on in 1977.

The Edward-Stonestreet Dorm was

designed to hold 176 men, and 24 more

rooms added in 1980. The original struc-

ture was finished in 1973.

Tanner Hall was completed in 1962,

while the Scroggins-Yeats Fine Arts-

Administration Complex was finished in

1963. The Trojan Shield was completed in

1959, and the Coliseum was flnished in

1976. The Athletic Field and the Stadium

were completed in 1966, but the Baseball

Field wasn't constructed until 1974. The

Softball field wasn't finished until the fall

of 1980.

MDJC has come a long way from the

four, or five buildings in the 1920s, to an

advanced junior college or more than 20

buildings. So, as one can see. the school

commonly called "Redneck Tech" isn't

really rednecked after all.

THE VANDIVER STUDENT UNION
which currently is the center of

student extracurricular life was
completed in 1968. (photo by

Vernetta Whittaker)

THE BUILDING ON the far left was

the brand new Student Union

when this picture was taken in

1960. (photo by Lew Lamb)
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Today^'sgeneration profitsfrom yesterday's heartaches

VERNETTA WHITTAKER
^'

fleaching for the dreams that spell

lorrow. A stronger generation a com-

on.

and member of SCLC. and Andrew
Young, politician who later became U.S.

Congressman from Georgia and U.S. Am-
bassador, arranged bail for them.

In 1%4. Hamer tried to work with the

Mississippi Democratic Party on the

precinct level, but did not. Because
Hamer couldn't work with a traditional

party, she organized and chaired the

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party

(MFDP). opened to Blacks and Whites

The MFDP attempted to get the delega-

tion at the Democratic Convention in

Atlantic City to "unseat" regular

Democrats and reorganize with the bi-

racial MFDP delegation as Mississippi

representatives. The attempt failed.

Later that year, Hamer announced mten-

tions of running against incumbent Jamie

Whitten for U.S. Congress and lost the

election.

The MFDP failed, but it played key role

in the force behind Congress finally pass-

ing the 1965 Voting Rights Act.

In 1968, at the Chicago Democratic Con-

vention, a biracial delegation called

Mississippi Loyalist Democrats, succeed-

ed in replacing "regulars" in the House.

Hamer was a member of that delegation

and served as committeewoman for the

Mississippi Democratic National Conven-

tion.

Besides her political endeavors, Fannie

Hamer devised a plan for feeding

Sunflower County's needy blacks and

whites through "Freedom Farms", a pro-

ject that provided land and plots for food

animals and vegetables to be raised.

Fannie Lou Hamer received numerous

awards and recognitions for her work.

She had been associated with such

famous names as actor Harry Belafonte,

Civil Rights leader. Martin Luther King

Jr., U.S. Congressman and ambassador,

Andrew Young. Mississippi Civil Rights

leaders Charles and Medgar Evers. and

many others.

Mrs. Hamer died on March 14. 1977. in

the Mound Bayou Community Hospital

after malignant cancer spread

throughout her body.

Could living in the shadow of such a

famous parent affect two girls living here

mtfiie meaning of this song verse is clear-

H depicted in the lines of many young

^lack Americans today, some more than

I
i^ps It is definitely the case with two of

,, MDJC students whose mother was

^mong those who made those song lyrics

Ksningful.
w j^nora Aretha, and Jacqueline Denise

Hamer of Ruleville, are the daughters of

i ^elate Civil Rights activist, Fannie Lou

Hamer.

VVho was Fannie Lou Hamer?

Born Fannie Lou Townsend on Oct. 6,

1917 she was the 20th child of a

sharecropping family of Ruleville, Miss.

Until 1962, Fannie Hamer's life was no

different from the lives of other Black

Mississippians who were oppressed and

impoverished. In 1942, Fannie married

Perry Hamer, unable to have children,

(he couple later adopted two daughters

,im Fannie's niece who had died in 1966.

In the summer of 1962. when Fannie

Hamer was 45-years-old, she attended a

meeting sponsored by SCLC, Southern

hristian Leadership Conference and

^^CC, Students Nonviolent Coordinating

Hbnmittee where she first heard talk of

"changing oppression of Southern Blacks

She decided then to exercise her right to

vote and on August 31. 1962, Fannie

Hamer, along with 17 other Blacks went

to the Sunflower County Courthouse to

register to vote, making history as the

first to start Black voting in Mississippi.

Fannie Hamer did not pass the literacy

lest until January 1963. By this time, she

was working as field secretary for SNCC.

and very active in the Civil Rights move-

ment On June 9. 1963, Fannie Hamer was

confronted with a practice among law en-

forctmenl at that time. Hamer and a

roup of SNCC and SCLC members were

iurnmg from a workshop in Charleston,

.s After arriving at Trailways bus sta-

rt Winona, the group was arrested

'and beaten. Hamer suffered kidney

damage and developed a blood clot in the

ft eye tht permanently impaired her vi-

tion
James Bevel, a native Mississippian

" Peace on earth, GomI Will lo Men-

Merry Christmas from the Publication Staff

Jacqueline llamer

in the Mississippi Delta who. indirectly,

were very key people in their mother s

dream?
Lenora. 19. and Jacqueline, 18, both

seem very proud of their mother and are

very aware of her impact on Mississippi,

but are not affected very much by peer

reaction and other public reaction lo their

mother's reputation. This can be partly

explained by the age of this generation at

the time of their mother's work.

"Cookie" and "Nook", as Jacqueline

and Lenora are often called, are

graduates of Ruleville Central High

School and are now students at MDJC.

Lenora is a clerical major and ('ookie is

in General Education with intentions of

entering pre-nursing.

Lenora was born on Oct 29. 1965. and

Cookie was born Sept 22. 1966, to Fannie

Hamer's niece, Dorothy Jean Ross and

Sylvester Hall of Ruleville

The girls' mother died in 1966. when

Lenora was one-year-old and Cw)kie was

two-monlhs-old Fannie and Perry

Hamer adopted the girls and raised them

as their own daughters.

So how do Cookie and Nook feel alwut

living in the shadow of their mother?

'i don't feel any different." Lenora

says "1 feel like an average person.
"

I don't feel any different either." says

Cookie, "but I do think it's an honor to

know that someone in my family did so

much for people both Black and White.

For instance, the Freedom Farms were

for Blacks and Whites Momma would

givt lo anybody All they had to do was

ask
"

Both girls say that people don't treat

them differently because of who they are

"No. they don't. " says Cookie, "and I

hope they don't start. I want to be treated

like everyone else."

Cookie, who is the more talkative one of

the two. also said that many people don't

really know her mother 'In my
hometown everyone knew her But at

school not many people know that Nook

and I are her daughters. People will ask

my last name and ask am I any relation to

Fannie Hamer, but that's about as far as

it goes."

It is evident that Fannie Hamer was in-

Lenora Hamer

volved in many activities and because of

her work, she didn't spend very much

time at home.

"We really understood what she had to

do," says Cookie, 'especially when we

became of age. We had housekeepers and

our father when we were younger"

Because of who they are. ('ookie and

Nook have had the opportunity (o travel

to many places and meet many people

"We've been to such cities as Atlanta,

Ga and New York, besides places in

Mississippi," says Cookie

"People are always having programs

for Momma and invite me and Cookie,"

says Lenora. "This year, there was a pro-

gram at Jackson State University honor-

ing Momma An oil painting of her was

presented to me and Cookie"

In attending different meetings and

programs the sisters have met such peo

pie as Coretta Scott King, wife of the late

Martin Luther Jr.. L.C. Dorsey,

Mississippi Civil Rights activist. Charles

Evers, Andrew Jackson, who spoke at

Mrs Hamer's funeral. Jessie Jackson,

Owen Brooks. Senator of Georgia. Julian

Bond. Charles Mcl.Kiurm, and Unita

Blackwell. "There are more, but we were

young and it's hard to remember them

all Most of them were at the funeral ser-

vices. " says Lenora.

It is said that children reflect their

parents It can oe said of Cookie and

Lenora. Cookie seems to exemplify

definite leadership qualities. Proof of this

was winning Freshman Maid at MDJC by

popular vote She is outspoken and seems

unafraid to stand up for the things she

believes in. Lenora is less Ulkative. but

seems to be strong willed and serious-

minded. Both girls have a Ulent which

definitely reflects their mother in them.

Fannie Hamer sang in churches and at

meetings. They, like her. both love to sing

and have lovely voices. In Ruleville, the

sisters and three friends have a singing

group called the "Faith Singers."

Both girls are typical examples of two

people living in the shadow of a famous

parent, and like other young Mississip-

pians are benefactors of what Fanme

Hamer left behind.
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Dorm Talk
:

HeUo I'm Nelle and I'm going to bring

you up-to-date on whafs been cooking at

Stennis-Penrod.

When I say cooking, I literally mean

cooking. Almost every week someone s

popping popcorn on either one. or

sometimes, all three wings, and Oh Boy

The whole building is filled with the smell

of fresh popcorn. It's giving us all a great

gift idea for Christmas, like a popcorn

popper ,. (hint to your boyfriends).

The lobby has turned into a regular

cinema. The girls have recently had the

pleasure of viewing Halloween. High

Road to China, and Footloose.

The girls have gotten new water

heaters installed. Let's hear it for modern

technology.

Udies' Night is still on. so. remember

girls, Tuesday nights at 8::K). let's work

those bodies.

The October-November birthdays were

celebrated Tuesday, Nov. 13, in the lobby.

Some of the girls made their debut in

enterUinment by participating in the

Ulenl show. Prizes were given for the

three best performances, which all the

girls had the honor of choosing. Cookie

Hamer won 1st place with her rendition of

•Always and Forever" .
Second place was

"Karla J. and Company" for presenting a

hilarious skit, and 3rd place went to

Janice Wilson for her creative dance

number. "I Wear My Sunglasses at

Night". Afterwards, there was food and

dancing. Plenty of dancing! Everybody

shook a leg, including the head residents.

Mrs. and Miss Carley.

Facing oblivion some yearbooks
regroup as businesses

^^^^ ....... c- r> rr\t>

Faced with student apathy, money

woes and mismanagement, college year-

book staffs this year are finding it Ukes

more than snappy copy and pretty pic-

tures to sell yearbooks.

A number of colleges, weary of late

yearbook deliveries and having to bail

yearbooks out of financial trouble, now

are demanding the books pay their own

way.

Last week, for example, the University

of Alabama simply slashed the press run

of its yearbook to cut losses because it

came out late.

The Corolla staff bitterly called the

move "a lack of faith in our abilities."

But many of the yearbook ventures

seem to be responding by installing more

efficient, professional operations.

The University of Massachusetts year-

book staff, for instance, last month con-

fronted an ultimatum to do better or junk

its book by bringing out the 1983-84 Index

three weeks ahead of deadline.

"Students were getting tired of the

yearbook," says John Mooradian, UMass

Student Government Association (SGA)

treasurer. "It was always late and the

quality was bad. And the student fund

can't support a late, expensive yearbook.

The SGA, after initially trying to

withhold all funds for the yearbook, told

the staff it had to prove it could produce a

high-quality book on time, and then sell it.

"This year the book is of exceptional

quality." Mooradian boasts. "Student

reaction has been very good."

Yearbook staffs note they aren't always

to blame for bad reaction or missed

deadlines.

Alabama's Corolla staffers recall so-

meone stole their computer and five disks

that held a third of the book, forcing them

to start over and change deadlines.

Yearbooks also have suffered from stu-

dent apathy, observes David Honnold of

Taylor Publishing Company's College

and University Division, which prints

many campus yearbooks nationwide

If a school with 10.000 students includes

the yearbook price in its student activity

fees, only about 40 percent will actually

pick up a yeartwok," he says.

"Students think 'Why buy a yearbook

when, for the same price, you can buy a

couple of six packs?' " agrees Brian

Mooar, 1984-85 editor of Kent State's year-

book.

Usually, the combination of high costs

and the student apathy caused by poor

quality can kill a yearbook without stu-

dent government or administrative

threats.

That's what nearly happened at Pacific

Lutheran University in 1981.

"The quality was poor," admits 1984-85

Saga editor Dana Tigges. "But since then

we've hired and maintained a good staff.

The quality of the book has gone up and

the administration is more enthused

about financing it. so we're really en-

couraged."

Kent State felt the student apathy

crunch in 1976 when the university

tranferred yearbook funding from the

school budget to the Student Publication

Policy Committee.

"Funding dropped from $15,000 to

$1500," Mooar recalls, forcing students to

buy the books separately instead of pay-

ing for them as part of their tuition.

"Since then we've had to change our

thinking around," he concedes. "We've

had to take a large step away from mak-

ing it a photographer's gallery with no

copy.

Kent State now publishes more color,

more copy and more "names with faces,"

to entice purchasers. Mooar notes

Arizona's yearbook staff hopes the

same tactics and4)roviding free coveraf

to 3ll clubs, fraternities and sororiu

will convince more students to buy booi

this year. ^
Bradley University's sUff expe*:is

price cut and more student portraits wi

boost sales of the financially-trouDie

^"fiut^at Stephens College in Columbii

Mo., student apathy is only part oi

"domino effect" threatening yean

financing, contends yearbook advis.

Connie Beachler.
,

"We seem to start with a decent

that dwindles, so quality goes down,

lamer.ts. "Fewer and fewer students

the t)ook and that exacerbates the

cial situation." ^q.

While many schools face the same
y^^^

blems of falling subscription saie^

declining quality. Taylor's Honnoia

the number of colleges with year

has remained fairly sUble for tne

five years, and has risen since tn

60's and early 70's decline.
^

During those years, "yearbook p
^

tion dropped off, probably b^f"^.^-^iu

dent apathy, the same as w't"'/'^;
,„

and sororities. It wasn't the thing

the tit^o he savs.

bu
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German exile speaks out on communism
pv SHANNON ESTES
Mr. Seigfned Hirlh. an East German in

exile, was the guest speaker at the third

meeting of the Spectator Society this

year.

Mr. Hirth talked about his ex[>enences

in the Communist world.

The room was packed with curious

students who wanted to hear what is hap-

pening behind the "Iron Curtain".
Although Mr. Hirlh can not speak
English, he had Mr. Fred Mueller of
Morgan City as his interpreter.

Mr. Hirth told students and teacher that

"to understand Communism you must be
bom into it." He said that the things

Americans hear on the news about the

Communists are trur, but that the
Americans will never fully understand
the Communist philosophy l)ecause they
have not experienced ttie pain of the
everyday life under the foreign regime.
Mr. Hirth explained that he was asked

to leave East Germany because, as a
government official, he questioned that

MR. SIEGFRIED HIRTH told the

Spectator Society about the

reality of life as a Communist as

Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings (right)

and his wife listen, (photo by

James Sewell)

Trivial Pursuit

higher officials were living better than
the everyday people. He said, that he
knew one higher-ranking official who had
about five cars. Mr. Hirth's ret>ellion was
against the law. He was warned after

speaking out for the first time, but on his

second offense of speaking out, he was put

in prison until his trial. He was sentenced

to eight years imprisonment.

After 2'.^ years of negotiating, a West
German Organization helped him gain his

release. He said that he had to agree
never to return to East Germany, though.

This means that he can never see his

family and friends who still live in East
Germany.

His mother is a high ranking Com-
munist official who avoided persecution

t)ecause she disowned him. Mr. Hirlh told

his audience that he still communicates
by writing letters.

Hirth said that the party officials keep

people in line by perfecting special

punishment, and by using the KGB, A
form of special punishment is taking peo-

ple into windowless basements that have

cages in the centers of (hem. The guards

then strip the prisoner and tie him upside

down for 48 hours. He said the party

police also t>elieve in solitary coniine-

ment as special punishment.

Hirth noted that high-ranking Nazis

converted to high-ranking Communists
following World War H.

Hirlh also noted that people in Com-
munist countries do not know much about

the United States. "For instance, the

everyday person cannot watch U.S.

television," said Hirth.

Audience reaction to Hirth's talk in-

dicated that listeners had suddenly

developed a keener understanding of

democratic freedoms.

Students donate blood

Answers to last issue's questions:

1. The tallest female basketball player

IS Sandra "Shooting Star" Williams at 6'.

and the tallest male basketball player is

Brandon "Sky" Taylor at 67".

2, As of yet. no one has guessed Miss

Laney Wooten's age.

Questions for this issue:

1. How many games have the girls' and
boys' basketball teams won?

2. What are the most common flavors of

Jello served in the cafeteria?
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MDJC students donated 169 pints of

blood in the blood drive held here Nov. 27.

This drive has been sponsored for the last

five years by the local VICA chapter.

"This is one of our yearly civic service

projects." said S.A. Brocato. chapter ad-

viser.

The drive donations were down slightly

from last years record high collection of

180 pints of blood. The blood was collected

by the professional staff of Mississippi

Blood Services. The local blood will be ad-

ded to the plasma supply which is made
available by the slate agency to Delta-

area hospitals.

Swap Shop

ATTENTION - Please dear all books and

lines before or on Dec. 6.

LOST - Spanish book entitled

"Foundation Course in Spanish". It

found, return to Mrs. Watson or Calvert

Taylor.

WANTED - Next semester 30 or more

students who do nothing but study

enroll in Algebra courses, or Basic News

Report ing^
,

LOST - Pair of eyeglasses in a brown
' case. If found, return to Mrs. Watson or

Calvert Taylor.

KXAMINATION SCHEDULK
FIRSTSKMESTEK I9H4-85. Dec. Il-H

Tuesday, Decemt)er 11 , , 8:20- 10:20 JTXX
10:30- 12:30 NRZZ

1:20 - 3:20 ENG 1113

ENG1I23
BSB0013

Wednesday. December 12 8 20 • 10:20 B
10:30- 12:30EMW. ER2Z

1:20 - 3:20 AIS. AIXX

Thursday. December 13 8:20 - 10:20 D
10:30- 12:30F

1:20 - 3:20 CQU.CQYY

Friday. December 14 8:20- 10:20LVYY
10:30- 12:30G

Final Examinations will be held at the hours indicated above. In courses in

which no examination is to be given on the scheduled date, the last meeting for the

course will be held m the examination period for that course.
^

SEMESTER GRADES ARE DUE INTHE STUDENT AFFAIRS' OFFICE BY 5

p.m., DEC. 14, 1984.
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Lady Wolves beat Lady Trojans

The Udy Trojans of Delta traveled to

Wesson to play the Lady Wolves of Co^Un

Nov 12 The game started out evenly with

both" teams trading baskets. The Lady

Trojans got into early foul
^t.^<>f

found themselves falling t)ehmd. Co-Lin

undoubtedly was the biggest team he

Udy Trojans had faced thus far in the

season. Co-Lin using their tremendous

size and good outside shooting was abMo

dominate the much smaller Lady -IVo-

jans. As the half neared to an end. the

Lady Trojans were almost blown out. The

score at the half was 45-21. Lady Wolves.

In the second half the Lady Trojans

tried desperately to get back mto the

ballgame but to no avail. The Lady

Wolves wouldn't let up despite being out

scored in the second half by the Lady Tro-

^^T?,e final score was 76-60, Lady Wolves.

With the loss the Lady Trojans dropped to

2-2 while the Lady Wolves improved their

record to 3-0.

The Lady Trojans boasted two players

in double figures scoring. Lesia Duncan

^ored 23 points and Virginia Gray hit 10

Vints. Leading the Lady Wolves in scor-

ing was Sandra Johnson's 19 points,

Theresa Smith scored 15 points; Jackie

Nori hit 13 points; and Victoria

McDonald. 11 poinU.

Trojans lose again

The Delta Trojans traveled to Decatur

to take on the East Central Junior College

Warriors. The Trojans, losers of iU four

previous games, continued to keep the

- monkey on their backs. The Trojans were

yet unable to get into the win column. As

usual the Trojans came out of the starting

blocks slowly. The Warriors up by 11

points and it was 14:53 showing on the

clock before the Trojans' first basket. At

the half, the Trojans were down by 13

points, 35-22.

Basketball scoreboard
By ROBEKT IVim)RE

The second half was pretty much the

same as the Trojans started slow and per-

mitted five minutes to elaspe before their

first basket. The Trojans trailed by as

many as 21 points and couldn't g'efany

closer than nine points as they were

rooted by the Warriors.

The final score was 71-56, Warriors.

The Trojans boasted two men in double

figures scoring. Kirk Price led all scorers

with 24 points; Earnest Coleman came off

the bench to score 13 points. East Central

was paced on scoring by Mike Mills 16

points; Drew Garvin scored 13 points;

and Dexter Myricks hit 10 points.

Wolves gain victory

' MDJC Trojans played the Co-Lin

Wolves. Delta came into the contest

losers of its previous three games. Co-Lin

was unbeaten at 2-0. DelU desperately

tried to find its way into the win column

this season but to an avail as Co-Lin saw

to it that they wouldn't.

It's beginning to sound like a re-run for

the Trojans. Everytime the Trojans laced

up their sneakers, it's the same story at

the end of the game - a loss. Some pro-

blems that the Trojans have encountered

in the three previous and this one is that

the Trojans offense starts off slow, incon-

sistency of the inside game, and the in-

ability to catch up. The factors have

costed Trojans tremendously. It's not

that the other teams are much better than

the Trojans, but the Trojans probably

lacks confidence within themselves.

Whenever the Trojans get their first vic-

tory, better results will probably happen

because then they will at least know that

they can win.

The final score was 66-53, Co-Lin

Wolves.

Kendall Bryant and Kirk Price led the

Trojans in scoring with 14 and 11 points

^lS::tliamsledCo-Linm

10 points.

Lady Lions nip victory

After a long road trip tnat saw the Lady

Trojans split four games, they returned to

the friendly confines of the DelU Col-

iseum on Nov. 27 sporting a 4-3 record

The Lady Trojans played host to East

Mississippi Junior College Lady Lions.

The Lady Lions record was 4-1. The Lady

Trojans had lost in their previous outing

to Co-Lin and the Lady Lions had fallen

victims to Gulf Coast.

The Lady Lions paying no regard to the

home court of the Lady Trojans got out of

the sUrting blocks quickly. The Lady

Lions were ahead as many as 15 poinU in

the first points in the first half before the

Lady Trojans rallied back to cut the lead

to seven points. At the half the score was

37-30, Lady Lions.

In the second half the Lady Lions seem-

ed to improve their outside shooting. The

Lady Lions ran up 17 points on the Lady

Trojans. The Lady Trojans found a

"second wind" and managed to climb

within two points but couldn't get any

closer as they were defeated by the Lady

Lions 82-76.

Coach Buddy Walden, commenting on

his team's play, said, "I thought our tran-

sition game was very poor, they (Lady

Lions) beat us down the floor everytime.

We are improving every game and will

have a better ball club at the end of the

year." The loss drops the Lady Trojans

record to 4-4; while the Lady Lions im-

proved their record to 5-1.

Sandra Williams led the Lady Trojans

in scoring with 24 points ; Lesia Duncan

followed with 16 points; and Katie Hughes

added 12 points. The Lady Lions were„
in scoring by Amy Chandler's 30 poin^

Cleo Spann scored 15 points; and Lor

Brown hit 12 poinU.

Trojans break losing streak

On Nov. 27. the Delta Trojans piay^^

host to East Mississippi Lions.
Delia

came into the contest with a seven gamt

losing streak and East Mississippi

sporting a record of 1-4.

Delta came into the game desperat

wanting to start on a positive note.

"

Trojans indeed started out that way

Trojans did something unusual in that

they started out of the blocks quickly. The

Trojans got off to a six point lead The

Trojans also did something they've been

unable to do this far into the season and

that's lead at the intermission break. As

the half ended the Trojans were leading

28-22.

In the second half the Trojans coa-

tinued to pour it on the Lions. It was no
;

doubt that the night of Nov. 27 belonged to*

the DelU Trojans. The Trojans ledj

throughout the game and wound up wino-'

ing by a score of 76-70.

Coach John Vickers, excited about his

first victory of 1984. stated, "I was happy

for our team because they have really!

worked hard all years. The guys showed

good character during the losing drought.

We kept our poise and unity. We played

good sound ball throughout the game and

executed when we were supposed lo
"

The Trojans' record is 1-7, East

Mississippi dropped to 1-5.

Leading the Trojans in scoring was

Brandon Taylor with 26 points, Kirk

Price scored 16 points; and Kenc

Bryant hit 12 points. Leading E

Mississippi was William Reed and Jat

Walton with 13 points each and Ei

Caldwell with 10 points.

THE TJ^s will present "A Salute to

the Holidays 11" tonight at 7:30 in

Vandiver Student Union. Among

the members who will be appear-

ing are (from left) Joe RoncaM,

Burell Leach, Janice Aldridge,

Marvin Young, Shona Bodie, Jay

Madison and Lucretia Harper,

(photo by Barbara Hutchinson)
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Mr. & Miss MDJC election set for Wednesday
The election for the titles of Mr. and

Miss Mississippi Delta Junior College for

the 1984-85 school year will be held

Wednesday. Jan. 30 itomorrow).

The voting will take place during the

"B" period (9:20) in classrooms. Those

students who are not in class during that

time may pick up their ballots at the In-

formation Desk in the Union.

The person receiving a plurality of

votes in each category will be declared

winner

Every candidate entered in the election

is a full-time student who has earned a

minimum of 42 semester hours credit and

holds at least a 2 0 grade average. Can-

didates must be involved in at least one

extracurricular activity which is a part of

the total MDJC organization,

Other requirements for entrants includ-

ed filing a petition for nomination before

the qualifying deadline of Thursday noon,

Jan 24. The petition had to be signed by

the nominee as well as by at least 20 other

students.

The election will be conducted by the

SGA election committee under the direc-

tion of Dean of Students Robert Warnock.

Winners of the titles will be featured in

the 19B5 Retrospect.

VICA sells

1700 cases

Over 263 VICA students made this

year's fruit sales better than last year.

Mr. S.A. Brocato director of VICA said

that the students sold around 1,700 cases

of fruit this year. He said this year was

better than last year, and the students

had good attitudes about sellmg the fruit

as a fund raiser.

Mr Brocato explained that the voca-

tional Industrial Club of America was

organized to help Vo-tech instructers

teach the studenU leadership and skilled

trammg. ^ ^.

Mr Brocato said that although there

will be no VICA fair this year, the VICA

chapter plans to send 35 students to the

VICA State Convention April 10-12.

"We always expect to do good (at the

convention)." said Mr. Brocato.

'l^ve Unes...

your ads.

5^70day

see pg

Steven Richardson
Brad Daughtry

Anthony Embry
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Editorial
Back-to-school trauma

bv SHANNON ESTES

'second semester is underway. Cars are

buzzing in and out of the parking lots all

day long. Students are talking as they

stroll slowly across campus. Outside

some of the classrooms, small groups ol

students patiently await their next class^

Once again, teachers are teachmg and

students are studying. This is the scene a

visitor to campus would see. To him, it

would appear that an ordinary day is m

batUe with a dread disease. The Winter

Hibernation Syndrome has struck.

The symptoms of this malady are late

sleeping goofing-off, and extreme

leS about going anywhere and
doing

""b'!!;' the faculty is administering the

remedy. They have studenl.s enrolled .n

Ts n^ny early morning classes as possi-

bte they are holding long lab sessions

and they are assigning volumes of

homework.

Second semester always seems harder

for many students. This may be because

everyone has just gotten used the relaxa-

tion of the Christmas holidays, when they

are required to return to campus. Some of

the courses may be harder than they were

first semester. Maybe everybody is just a

little bit tired of school. Whatever the

reason, almost all students agree that the

Hibernation Syndrome is hard to over-

come.

There is a brighter side of all of this

though.

After a few weeks, we will no longer

think that second semester is 122 days of

eternity. Time, will pass a little faster,

and we will adjust to our new schedules

Getting up in the morning will be easier.

Before we know it. May will be upon us,

we'll come back to life with the leaves and

grass, and the back-to-school trauma will

be over -- for a while at least!

Where have all the g&Ulenie

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Have you ever wondered what happen-

ed to gentlemen? It definitely seems that

society has seen the last of the good ole

polite guys.

Back in the 1400s - the Age of Feudalism

- courtesy toward women was stressed

heavily. In fact, gentlemanly conduct and

courtesy toward the weaker sex were two

major points in the criteria for

knighthood. Opening doors for women,

taking a lady's coat, or pulling out a

damsel's chair at the Uble were common

everyday practices for young males of

that time. Sir Gawain, one of the legen-

dary knights of the round table, and one of

King Arthur's most trusted friends, was

also known as the moSl courteous knight.

Gawain was given this name because of

his chivalrous nature and gentlemanly

actions.

Well, has time changed that much smce

the days of Sir Gawain?

It certainly has. Nowadays, if a girl

doesn't open the door for herself, she

might get her nose broken because it

slammed in her face. If a lady doesn't pull

off her own coat inside of a building, she

probably will be wearing it in a 70-degree

room. Or, if a woman does not pull out her

own chair, she might have to eat her din-

ner standing.

Courtesy toward women is very rare. In

this day and time, when a lady encounters

a gentleman, she should thank him hear-

tily for his courtesy and consider herself

lucky among women.

The reasons for the extinction of the

gentleman species are unknown,

although it could be blamed in part on the

ERA movement. Women are demanding

equality in so many areas - the job. the

home, and even the sports scene. Men are

shaking their heads and taking on the at^

titude that if women can do the rugged

hard tasks men do, then they can open

their own doors, pull off their own coats,

and pull out their own chairs. This at-

titude is only natural for a baffled male

generation who are probably wondering

what ever happened to the tender dainty

woman.
Then another reason for the disap-

pearance of the gentleman could be that

males are just no longer taught courtesy

towards women. Each generation

bypasses courtesy lessons, so, as time

progresses, the gentlemen are slowly laid

to rest.

We are not saying that every man isn't

courteous. Somewhere, a few of those

heart-melting knights in shining armor

still exist, even though searching for one

is like searching for that golden needle in

that mile-high haystack.

The answer to the question "where are

the gentlemen?" is like others of life's

unanswered questions. The world's most

courteous knight (Sir Gawain) would pro-

bably turn over in his coffin if he could see

the world now.

April 10

Pub date for At Pen Point set
The publication of the literary

magazine. At Pen Point is set for April 10,

1985.

This year's At Pen Point is the 17th edi-

tion of the MDJC literary magazine. The

magazine was first published in the fall of

1969. At Pen Point holds the honor of be-

ing the first junior college literary

magazine ever published in Mississippi.

At Pen Point consists of creative works

by MDJC students. StudenU write one

work or several works under four

categories:

Short stories, 1-act plays, informal and

formal essays, and poetry. "The purpose

of the magazine is to provide an outlet

and means of recognition for creative

writers." says Miss Laney Wooten, coor-

dinator of the magazine.

Students will submit original

manuscripts to their English Composition

teachers, who will select the five best en-

tries and submit them to Miss Wooten.

At Pen Point is locally produced. The

manuscript is typed by the microcom-

puter classes under direction of Mrs.

Mary Ann Townes. This is the second

year the microcomputer class has set At

Pen I'f^int.

The magazine is 6x9 and averages 40 to

44 pages. Paste-up will be done by the col-

lege publication lab under directon of

Miss Wooten. Art classes under Mrs. Jean

Abrams and Mrs. Evelyn Kiker will draw

the illustrations, and the offset prmting

class under S.A. Brocato. will complete

the magazine for distribution.

At Pen Point will be distributed through

the Freshmen Composition classes at no

cost. "We are proud of the publication

because it represents the original

creative efforts of student writers and

student artists, as well as microcomputer

and printing students." said Miss.

Wooten.

English Composition teachers are set-

ting individual deadlines for entries. The

deadline for submitting all copy to the

publications office is Feb. 10. Production

will begin Feb. U. and will be sent to

vocational printing class by March 22
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Ramblin'

By JANICE WILSON
studying!

No matter what is said about it, very

few actually enjoy it. and fewer admit to

actually doing it, but somehow a good ma-

jority of students do pass their courses

and some graduate.

In high school studying was usually

done in the bedroom between the hours of

6 and 10 p.m., but somehow was overlook-

ed on a daily basis.

Studying in college does take place, but

not from 6-10. Dorm students huddles

from 7:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. Everyone walks

the halls numbly muttering lines of

English literature. The problem is. the

next day we pass out in some distraught

teacher's class and awaken lo Chaucer

and more assignments.

So, what's a person lo do?

Certainly not study. Studying only

makes you age prematurely - especially

when you have to learn such words as

"kennings " and "cantos".

And. after all. some adults tell us that

we'd be better off with plain stories about

plain people such as Dick and Jane. After

all, Dick and Jane never had affairs, stole

things, or killed their next-door

neighbors.

Dorm Talk

Happy New Year and welcome back!

I am sure everyone has made his or her

individual resolutions and changes to help

make 1985 a really rocking new year.

Well, Stennis-Penrod dormitory has been

through some major changes also.

At the beginning of second semester,

when girls or guys entered the dorm, they

were corraled by two panel board parti-

tions. As of Jan. 22. the partitions were

taken down. Still, when students walk into

the dorm they must be careful least they

should run into the registration desk. Yes,

a registration desk.

Both the partitions and the registration

desk are a part of a new trial plan to try to

curb the gathering at the girls' dorm. It is

established that the girls' dorm lobby is

open to guys only to pick up dates, not to

sit and visit. The registration desk are for

guys to show some identification and tell

whom they want to see. This information

is written in a registrar's notebook.

But there was a mutual complaint

among several parties that many guys

come to the dorm with no cerUin girl m

mind, which the residents say poses a

problem- If two to three guys come m and

neither wanU to pick up a date, only to

socialize, the partitions and the desk are

invalid since the lobby will be "crowded"

once again.

On the other hand, other parties are

8 p.m.-IOpjTi.

against the desk and partitions because

they feel both are hindrances to growth.

The girls feel that they are bemg treated

like less than adults when their dates are

asked to "sign in."

On Tuesday, Jan. 15, the head

residents. Mrs. Isabell and Miss Vivian

Carley called a dorm meeting During the

meeting. Dean of Students. Robert War

nock, held a question and answer session,

where the girls voiced their opinions on

the dorm situation.

Another change

A trio of bright orange doors is sUnding

in the middle of the dorm lobby. The

residenU explained that the purpose of

the doors is to block the view of passing

visitors, professors, teachers, etc. The

girls, however, are discontent because

they feel that the doors take away from

the beautifully deocrated lobby. During

the dorm meeting. Karla Jones, president

of the dorm council, presented a petition

of names to Dean Warnock concerning

the doors as well as the partitions and the

desk.

Besides the main discussion of the desk

and door dilemma Dean Warnock. who

presided over the meeting, reiterated

rules, and made announcements concern-

ing several activities planned for Spring.

So, welcome back girls!

Grill open on Tuesdays
Smiles and laughter were common

sights as a new outlet opened on campus

for recreation and enterUinment. The

Trojan Grill was opened on the night of

Jan. 22 from 6 to 10.

The Grill will be open every Tuesday

night from 8 to 10. On opening night, the

Grill served approximately 35 to 40

students and at least two faculty

members (Adviser Laney Wooten and

Dean of Student Affairs Travis Thorn-

ton). .

The Grill featured music, hot food, ano

the "25 cent Special" - a small coU and a

lK»x of popcorn. Each week the Gnll will

offer different specials - values for under

a buck - according to cafeteria manager.

Glinda Coats.

The mild success of the night eatery

spurred hopes of having the facility open

for longer hours and more often - perhaps

Thursdays as well as Tuesdays.

•This is a good idea. I hope we have

more of it." said Vemetta WhitUker of

Greenwood.*
You can't take it with you --

George Kaufman

4;^

v..

I
Evelyn Baskin

Baskin joins staff

Mrs. Evelyn Baskin has joined the MD
JC staff as instructor of nursing science

in the associate degree program

Mrs Baskin. a 2»^year-old native of

Winona, is a graduate of Mississippi

University for Women She holds a

Bachelor of Science in Nursing^and she is

completing wor* on a Master of Science

in Nursing this semester.

She has worked as head nurse at

Grenada County Hospital in Grenada,

and as charge nurse at the Methodist Cen-

tral Hospital in Memphis in the Car-

diovascular Unit.

Mrs Baskin says that she had the op-

portunity to choose between MDJC and

Delta State University. "I chose MDJC

because it is smaller, everyone knows

each other, and it feels more like a family

atmosphere." she said.

Mrs Baskin feels that she is going to

enjoy teaching here even though this is

her first teaching experience.
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Atkins-Atlas of theDelta
B> JANICE WILSON
Who says television is a bad influence?

When Gerald Atkins was only 10. he.

like so many of his contemporaries, wat-

ched a lot of TV. It gave him a goal.

Gerald's goal was to have muscles like

the men on television - so Gerald started

going to his local gym ( the Southern gym
in Greenville). He gained a few new

muscles, but not the "real" bodybuilders.

So he then began the rigid diet required

of powerlifters and twdybuilders. Then

his small frame really began to change.

He went from a scrawny little kid to a

sinewy young man. His whole life chang-

ed as he the "little" guy - made the

high schoorfootball team and open com-
petition in weight lifting in his gym.
But that change did not come easily for

Atkins. He has spent at least four hours

daily during his adolescent years going

through a strenuous physical fitness

routine, He watches his diet carefully,

eating a special diet or carbohydrates

and protein. He doesn't indulge in smok-

ing and drinking.

The 5'6" Atkins left the Southern gym
and went on to compete in more challeng-

ing weight lift meets. He won his first

award at the age of 13 when he took the

"Mr. Mississippi" title in his weight deci-

sion. He then went on to win the Southern

Classic. The Greater Cotton States and

the Bayou States body building cham-
pionships. Atkins qualified for the "Mr.

America" title by his previous wins in the

southern half of the U.S. The competition

was held on the world's fair grounds in

New Orleans on Oct. 19. He had to com-
pete out of his normal weight class

because, "somewhere I gained one extra

pound • I went to New Orleans that

weekend weighing the exact weight need-

ed to enter my weight group. 154 pounds

and under • but somehow I gained a pound
overnight and I didn't eat anything." said

Atkins. "I woke up the morning of the

competition one pound heavier and
i

whole different weight class. '
^

Atkins went into competition
with

prayers of his family and hope that
somehow he'd make it into the finals
After a day of judging. Atkins won the 4th
place in the championship.

"If I'd have moved up one more place
(to third) I'd have gone to the "Mr
Universe" competition, but next time ri|
have better luck and I will mainUin my
weight," said Atkins.

Atkins is a business major here at
Mississippi Delta Junior College. He in-

tends to finish his two-year course and
then attend a four-year university.

Gerald Atkins appears to be like any
other student here on campus in blue-
jeans and a T-shirt and some might think
he is, but, take off that T-shirt, and under
it will be found "Mr. Mississippi" and
maybe the next "Mr. America."

Gerald Atkins

Yearbook staff pushes toward deadline
"Production of the 1985 Retrospect is a

slow, but steady process." says the editor

of the yearbook.

According to Melissa James, managing
editor of MDJC's yearbook. The
Retrospect, the annual will be completed
on time even though production started

rather slowly.

The Retrospect is totally student pro-

duced. All copy is written by student

writers and pictures are taken by student

photographers and photography classes.

The artwork is done by classes under
Mrs. Jean Abrams. The cover design was
determined by the annual cover design

competition sponsored by Mrs. Abrams.
The cover design competition is held

among art students. The winner of the

competition will be announced in April

during the awards program and in the

yearbook. The yearbook is being produc-

ed by Paragon Publishers of Mon-
tgomery, Ala.

The yearbook is issued to students at

the end of the year. The cost of the year-

book, which is $15 is included in students'

fees at the beginning of the year.

The half of the yearbook which includes

the opening section, theme and student

directory has been completed. The se-

cond half of the yearbook, which consists

of organizations, sports, index, dedication

and closing, will be completed Feb. 1,

1985.

At present, the yearbook staff is work-

ing on sports and organizations. The staff

is also presently electing the dedication.

Expected delivery of the yearbook is

April, 1985.

Writers to compete in state contest
MDJC student writers will compete in

the Mississippi Junior College Creative
Writing Contest for the 7th year since the
competition began.

According to Mrs. Sandra H. Moore,
English instructor at MDJC. the
Mississippi Junior College Creative
Writing Association (MJCCWA) was
organized March 1979 with MDJC acting
as the first host The Junior College
Presidents' Association helped organize
the organization and continues to support

the association, Mrs. Moore added. "The
creative writing contest is a literary com-
petition among junior college students in

participating junior colleges, ' says Mrs.
Moore.

The categories for the Creative Writing
Contest are poetry, short fiction, formal
and informal essays, and drama. MDJC
students will submit manuscript to

English Composition teachers. Some of

the selections entered will be used in At

Pen Point, MDJC's literary magazme.
This year the Creative Writing Com-

petition will be held at Itawamba Junior
College in Fulton, Miss., on Tuesday,
April 2, 1985. Judges for the contest are
Orley Hood of the Jackson Daily News
formal and informal essays ; Carroll

Case, freelance writer and artist - short

stories, and Charles Ghigna, poet in

residence at University of Alabama in

Birmingham - poetry. At presstime, the

judge for drama is not known.
The winning works will be awarded 1st.

2nd, and 3rd place or Honorable Mention.

First, 2nd. and 3rd place are all monetary

awards. Certificates will be given also.

Winners will be announced at the

workshop and in the Delta Herald.

"MDJC has an outstanding record of

winners. We (MDJC) usually win no less

than 1st place very year." said Mrs

Moore.

.Staff plans six more papers

Delta Herald staff members are work-
ing on their second semester series of the
newspaper.

Editor-in-Chief. Janice Wilson, along
with her coolers, will publish an eight-
page tabloid bi-monthly throughout the

semester. The next issue will be publish-
ed Feb. 5.

A special Valentine's Day issue is plan-
ned for Feb. U.

In every issue, each story is written,
typed and edited by the sUff. Layout and

pasie-up is also done by the staff
Features and editorial writing
assignments will be alternated between
editors this semester.

Other publication dates for the

newspaper are March 5. March 26, April

9. and April 30.

"I think we have a good newspaper
staff, and they are working very hard,
said Wilson.



Dating room opensto students
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The dating room proposed by the SGA

,
^ecutive council earlier in the semester

,^as completed in the week of Dec. 3-7.

1984. and officially opened Jan. 15. 1985.

Dean of Students. Robert L. Warnock,

ho is adviser to the SGA, proposed the

room as a place on campus for student

couples to go after hours. Student opinion

polls were taken as to the popularity of

the datmg room, and of those taken, the

majority was highly in favor of the dating

om.
Several places were proposed for the

ddling room, including the guest lobby in

the coliseum, the commuting area, and

ihc commuting student's TV room. The

room is located on the second floor of the

nion building. The suite has been re-

painted and furnished with couches,

lounge chairs, and TV for couples to sit

and talk. Eating, loud noise, games or

card playing, or students without dates

are not allowed in the dating room, which

IS designed especially for couples.

Besides the completion of the dating

^rea, a series of weekly activities have

;n set into motion by Dean Warnock. A
TV room has also been opened for those

students who don't have dates but just

want to visit with each other

During the day. the room is a lounge

area for commuting students The TV
room, which is also located on the second

floor of the Union building, is equipped

with chairs, couches, tables for games
and card playing, and the TV for those

boys and girls who want to watch televi-

sion.

The schedule for both areas is as
follows: 6 to 10 p.m. on Tuesdays through
Thursdays (Mondays will be opened if

there are no sports activities scheduled.

)

"The success of the dating and TV area
remains to be seen," says Warnock. "but
I do think it will be a major change for the
better. As Dean of Students, I sincerely
want to help students to meet their needs.
If students are satisfied with their sur-

roundings. I feel that their attitudes in

general will be much more positive. The
dating room. TV room, and any other ac-

tivity is designed to give students a choice
of social outlets."

The Trojan Grill. located on the first

floor in the Union building, will open at

Women residents
protest change

Im

A few changes in designs and rules oc-

curred in Stennis-Penrod dormitory im-

ediately following the Christmas
*inlidays.

The major rule change is that male

visitors in the lobby must leave their ID's

I the desk in the lobby. When they depart

a maximum of 10 minutes later - the

's are returned to them.

This new rule has promoted debate,

dispute and a petition. Special dorm coun-

cil meetings and a dorm meeting with

Robert Warnock, dean of students, has

also been held.

Dorm Council President Karla Jones

ew up the petition expressing discon-

ent with the rules change and to the new
additions to the lobby decor. This petition

'Aas signed by over 100 women residents

of the dorm
The residents found the new bright

orange door that stands in the middle of

the lobby objectionable. Dorm Head Resi-

dent. Mrs Isabell Carley, explained that

the door was added to protect the women
from curious stares of passers-by as they

moved down the hall of the south wing,

which is located immediately behind the

glass front door.

In the dorm meeting with the Dean,

residents stated their objections and of-

fered solutions. Warnock said that he

would think about the suggestions.

Many residents are still unhappy,

though. For instance. Sylvia Hall of

Greenville said. "When I became 18. I

thought I was adult. My parents treated

me like an adult, and I know that I acted

like an adult. Now. I come to college to

find that I am treated like a child again!

That upsets me."

"We feel like prisoners," said Louise

Smith of Greenwood.

mghl. twice a week, aependmg upon stu-

dent response Refreshments will be sold

at cut l aies and money will be provided
for students to listen to their favorite

records on the sound system.

Dean Warnock has also scheduled
movies to be shown in the coliseum/
Police Academy was shown Jan. 16.

Other activities include Ladies' night

every Tuesday night at 8:30 for girls, in-

tramural volleyball for boys and girls,

and Open Dorm twice a month, once for

girls, and once for boys.
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Belle's Box
10 Places to Study:

1. Library (including private study
rooms)

2. Dorm room
3 Study room un dormitory)

4 Bathroom
5 Lobby of Girls' Dorm
6 Outdoors

7 In bed

8. In cafeteria while eating

9. TV room
10. Anywhere quiet

School continues in snow
By SHANNON ESTKS
MDJC. like the U.S. Mail, does its best

to operate during rain, sleet or snow.

Though a fresh blanket of snow covered

the ground and temperatures and people

became chilled, classes met as usual on

Monday. Jan 21

Mr. Sam Stafford, vice president of

MDJC, said that the cold weather will br-

ing higher utility bills Stafford said. "If

you can imagine the cost of gas bills of

your home, as compared to the volume of

the school, you can see how much the cost

of heating the school can be. " Mr Staf-

ford also said there was a problem with

the gas pressure which resulted in a

healing situation for the cafeteria
^
Mr.

Stafford said, "The cafeteria wasn't

heating like it should have."

The cold also became a problem for

some of the buses Mr Nelson, of the

Maintenance Dept., said that some of the

buses wouldn't start that morning, and
one of the buses couldn't make it because

of the road conditions Although the

weather was bad, there were no bus ac-

cidents.

Though in some places the weather was
too t>ad for the buses to make it, the roads

weren't iced over very badly in the

school's area. School was continued

through the day. and a number of

students were glad they didn't have to

make up those classes.

Ag students rack-up state honors

MDJC Agriculture Club students won

armload of awards in the state Post-

Secondary Agriculture Club competition

held the week of Dec 10. in Senatobia.

Brad Shirley of Cary, Miss., won the

contest in Farm and Ranch Business and

Job Interview (Cotton Production)

contest. Mike Lewis of James Crossing,

*I"ss.. won the Beef Cattle Management
contest. Max Parish of Greenville. Miss..

*as elected State Reporter.

Mr. Jimmy Langley. farm manage-

ment technology instructor, and adviser

to the local club, said the overall results

were similar to last year's, but there were

not as many local entrants as had been

planned Langley said that of the eight

who wanted to compete, four were unable

to go because the state competition was

held the same week as exams here.

In addition to Langley. Shirley. Lewis,

and Parish. Tim Horton of Ruleville.

Miss., also attended the state meeting.
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New study blames large families
Large families, working mothers and

bad high schools are to blame for the

decline in college entrance exam scores,

two new students assert.

Studies over the years, however, have

traced the long decline in average scores

-- Scholastic Aptitute Test (SAT) scores

fell yearly since 1963 before beginning to

level off in 1982 •- to sixties social

upheaval, television, education budget

cuts, lax school discipline and even at-

mospheric nuclear testing.

But people would do better to blame the

large families popular in the fifties for the

drops in SAT and ACT (American College

Testing) scores, Loyola College for

Baltimore researcher Richard Franke

contended in a report released over the

holidays.

"Small children learn better from their

parents, not from siblings." he explains,

"Lot of kids in a family dilute the effect of

the stimulation by the parents."

Franke claims SAT scores of siblings in

large families, where children receive

less individual personal attention, can

drop an average of 20 points per child.

While Education Testing Service ( ETS)

researcher William Fetters agrees

Franke's study probably is accurate, a

new ETS survey pins the low scores on

decreased emphasis on academics

among high school seniors.

High dropout rates and students'

displeasure with their schools' academic

quality "suggest that the major factor

contributing to test score decline was a

decreased academic emphasis in the

eduational process." the study says.

Franke's study is an offshoot of

Univeristy of Michigan Progressor

Robert Zajonc's 1976 report, which lied

the disappointing test scores to family

size. Zajonc predicted scores would

stabilize, then rise in the early eighties

when children of the 1960s' smaller

families hit college age.

When Zajonc's expected 25 point rise in

1984 test scores turned out to be only four

points. Franke began examining the

minimal mcrease.

"I cast around for things that would af-

fect test scores," he says. "I went back (o

(Zajonc's) theory to get effects, and last

summer looked at the impact between

parents and kids."

Franke found the projected rise in test

scores caused by smaller families was

counteracted b..' decreased parent-child

contact as more women entered the work

force.

"Working mothers (are) secondary

factors in determming test scores."

Franke contends. "It explains almost all

variance in the decline and in the subse-

quent rise."

Franke discounts the effects of separa-

tion and divorce on the scores because

"remarriage also has risen."

But as the percentage of working

mothers shot from 10 percent in 1968 to

nearly 40 percent in 1984. more children

received only minimal adult attention, he

notes.

"Children with two working parents

lace the same problems as children from

large families, and with the same results

:

lower college test scores." Franke says.

The ETS study, based on National

Center for Education Statistics research

begun in 1972 which tracked high school

students' curriculum choices and

achievement test scores, recommends

schools try to raise test scores by improv-

ing academic standards, but not at the ex-

pense of programs for disadvantaged

students, researchers stress.iriiiicilll a^i v,v^ ovui ^au.3vu wj oiiicaiii,i laiMiii^o r^aj SlUuenib, reSearCncrS Sll

Valentine messages for sale by pub staff

Send a message to your Valentine!

The Delta Herald will run a special

Valentine's Day edition. It will feature

classified advertisements for MDJC

students, faculty and staff. Adver-

tisements will cost 50 cents each. No more
than 25 words can be used in each ad.

Ads can be purchased from the Publica-
tions Office, and the Herald staff and ad-

viser.

But the study ignored 1984's improvT
scores, although Fetters says a curr
ETS draft proposal credits a

^
turn in the amount of homework"

f,,r h!^

slight scoi^ increases. ^
Despite Fetters' and Prank

research, many experts remain unctJ
meed by study conclusions about eii}^

test score declines or the 1984 revival

"We don't absolutely know why scor«
have risen." comments George H Han.
ford, president of the College Boanj
which administers »he SAT.

"It's naive to conclude in the coniexi
oi

the decline.' he adds, "that national
ai

tention to the quality of education is no
longer necessary."

But Franke argues educators should

look at the test score decline in the

broader perspective of intellectual
m-

cline."

"The U.S. history of this century

history of substantial intellectual g;i,

he adds. "The decline of college entrarict

exam scores is only a blip in the perspec-

tive of the twentieth century."

News Brief
Special reminder to club reportei

Please get the announcements of sum

semester events to the Herald stall as

soon as possible so that the newspaper

can present advance stories on your ac

tivities. Leave this information in Janice

Wilson's box in the Publications Offic.

Fall semester honor roll (1 984)
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS— FALL.

1984:

Timothy Paul Ashford, Michael E.

Bedell. Andrew Cummings. Bettye

Ellis Dilley, Jimmy David Dry, Ulysses

Edwards, Karen Ann Funderburk.
Elizabeth Hathcock. Pamela Gail
Holeman, Chuck A. Kimes, Debra Metts
Lipe. Dorothy D. Mitchell, Rita Lee
Nelms,

Janet H. Prestidge, Elizabeth Prit-

chard, Florence L. Provenza. Tracy Lynn
Roberts, Rene Parish Seymour. Janice
Marie Smith. Mollie L. Smithhart, Brian
G. Switzer, Roseanne Vining, Andrew
Mark Wells and Madonna Dell Wicker.

SCHOLARS LIST:
Camille D. Allen. Maura Dawn

Ashcraft. Mary Peyton Eaird, Sheila A.
Barfield. Paula Paige Bariola. Ruth
Belcher. Marilyn Kay Bishop, Lydia Fay
Blakely, Mary Jane BIythe, Deborah
Box, Robert David Box, George David
Breland, Beulah E. Brown. Charles W.
Buford, Bemice Cail, Frances K. Carter,
Lisa Rae Clark. Tracy Lynn Clark. David
Lee Coleman, Richard L. Collier, Cynthia
P. Courtney.

James L. Crittenden. Donna Marie Cur-
tis, Bradley L. Daughtry, Diana Burt
Davey, Vintinia Davis, Marguetta L.
Diggs. Roosevelt Diggs, Rebecca Ann
Dodd. Bruce Dean Dozier. Carol Suzy
Ellis. Jeffrey K. Flemmons, Charles R.
Fyfe. Hiller S. Gilfoy. Halbert Gordon Jr.,

Lmda Shiriile Grays, Howard Kelly Grif-

fin, Wanda Gail Guest, J. Dale Hale. Pen-

ny D, Hawkins, Kelley M. Heigle. Joseph

M. Higdon. Harry S. Hitchins. Randy
Milton Hobgood, Renee Hawkins Hood,

Morris S. Howard. Katherine B.

Hughes, Kevin A. Hunsucker, Barbara 0.

Hutchinson, Melissa G, James, James F.

Kitchell, Henry E. Krone Jr., Michael Ed-
ward Lane, Guy Lamarrt Long, Karen
Kay Miller, Charles J. Montgomery,
George Lee Norris, Bettina Renee Ong.
Jo Anagail Peden, Patricia A. Phillips.

Ronnie A. Porter. Rebecca L. Richmond,
Russell Robertson. Richard A. Russell,

Hiram Shavers, Roy Thomas Steed, Lori

Lynn Stotler, Lisa Joy Sykes. Thomas W.
Ward. Dorothy R. Warren, Catherine J.

Webster, Mary Catherine White, Vernet-
ta Whittaker. Pamella C. Williams, San-
dra Williams and Cherrie Ann Zachary.

HONORS LIST
Janice Kay Aldridge. Ida Elizabeth

Allen. Johnny M. Anderson. Melinda A.
Anderson, Wanda B. Arbogast, Dolores
A. Austin, Paula R. Austin. Lillie Mae
Bailey. David Eugene Beams, William L.
Beckham, James M. Besselman. Earlet-
ta M. Billings. Shirley Ann Blancher
Laurie Beth Boike. Carrie Lee Brassell!
Rex David Bratton. Dora Denise Brewer!
Donna R. Bryant. Barbara A. Burley!
Sharron L. Causey. Laura Lea Chatoney
Lea M. Christian. Alice E Clark. Hazel
Clunan. Linda Jane Collins. Timothy 0
Collins. Travis E. Cooper Jr.. Angela G
Cordell,

Lisa K. Cornwell, John W. Counts.

Denise Powell Cox, Laurie E. Craig,

Terri E. Creel, Kathy 0. Cremeen. Kathy
L. Davidson, Gaye Garrett Davis. Jerry
Earl Dixon, Linda Ann Dodd, Faye C.

Drayton. Cathy Denise Duncan, Lisa

Danielle Ellis. Rebecca Ellis, Jan Aleisha

Ferguson, Steve M. Fowler, Jeffrey E.

Gacesa, Janis Johnson Gann, Debra Ann
Gayden, Archie Ray Goodwin. Debra
Ellen Gordon, Tammy Lisa Grant, Jerri

Green. Deedra Joy Guest. Gloria Jean
Hannon.

Thomas Bernard Hardin. Gloria Jean
Harris, Jamie Sue Hawkins, Christopher
Haynes, Jackie D. Hemmingway,
Carolyn D. Herbison. Sharon P. Hodnett,
Marvin E. Holeman. Diane H. Holley.

James C. Holloway Jr., Monica Ann
Holmes, Katrina D. Holt. Jessie J. Hor-
ton, Louis L. Hubbard, Edward Leon Ir-

vin. Johnnie R. Jackson. Glenda Faye
James. Jonathan Keith James, Barbara
D. Johnson. Wilmetta R. Johnson,
William Jerry Jones. Michele S. Kapp,
Shelia Dianne Keeton, David Louis Kuhn,
Vivian Teretha Lewis. Lora Ami Lindsey,
Deletree Ann Lott. Gary Randall Lott!
Byron Thomas Lowe. Kathy Denise Man-
ning. Cheryl Lynn Manor.
Melinda L. McClellan. Lafern

McDaniel, Sandra Ruth McDcnald,
Drusella Resha McGee. Steven Alan
McKay, Tommy Earl McKinzie. Sanra L,
McMilion. Dillard L. Melton, Thomas D
Meredith. Freddie J.L. Mickel. Rhonda
L.N. Milford. Coriis L. Miller, Jacqueline

Miller, Diana Jo Milne. Sandra D. Mil

Scott Mitchell, Steven M. Mitel

Rebecca Higgs Mobley, Harriet T

Moore, William Todd Moore. Anne i

dren Morgan. Frederick P. Neal. Lila

Nelms. Carol Louise Nelson, Deborah

Nicholson, James E. Olmi. Andrea

Parker. Jacquelyn E. Parker. U
Knight Patton. Pamela Perkins, Dw

Phillips, Dwight R. Phillips, Thomas

Piazza. William E. Pickett. Mary

Porter. Jacqueline Pratt. Michael^

Prestridge, Joseph Ross Ramsey.
~

M. Handle, Shaye L. Rawson.
Lisa Kay Reed. Mary Elizabeth

Shiriey Denise Rice. Lester G. Rowla

Mary Karla Royal, Jonice Rae Rutland.

Charity L. Sales. Andrea Lee ScfrtJ,

Jamie Rushing Sexton, Joyce Anne Shef-

field. Bonnie Beth Shiff , Paula Dodd Sitn

mons. Olivear M. Sims, Steve L«*

Sizemore, Ernestine W. Smith. Stephen

B. Stanfill, Mary Bailey Steele, r*"

Barret Stigler. Emily Karen Still.

Elizabeth Stone, Robert D. Swinf

Kimbrelly S. Tarver.

Michael A Taylor, Byron Ellen

Judy Bailey Turner. S. Joyce

Paula Jean Ware. Cora L. Washin

Linda Sue Watson. Holly E ^

Melanie Ann Wiggers, Melanie Ann

gers. Cherly Wilburn. Mary
Wilkins, Anthony T. Williams. Curtis

Williams. Elizabeth Williams, Susie

Williams, Wanda Gail Williams. M'

Dawn Winters. Kelvin Earl Young.

Marvin Leon Young.
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Trivial Pursuit

Dear
>

Answers to last issue's questions: 1.

The five flavors of Jello served in MDJC's

cafeteria are cherry, orange, lemon,

lime, and peach.

2. At presstime. the Lady Trojans

basketball record is 9-9. and the Trojans"

record is 4-14.

Questions for this issue: 1. How many

English professors are there on staff at

MDJC?
2. How many candidates are there for

Mr. and Miss MDJC?

AAarie Carson

Dear Marie Carson.

I am the greatest procrastinator in the

world. No matter what I do. I can't seem

to get out of my bad habits of not going to

breakfast. I oversleep, even with two

alarm clocks set. I wait until the last

minute to fill my car up with gasoline. I

have been stuck on Hwy 82 more times

than I can count. I definitely don t study

for classes. I really need your advice.

Dear Procrastinator.

If you are as bad as you say that you

are, then you do need advice, and this is

what I advise: Get another clock and

really use it instead of turning it off when

it goes off! The next time it rings, get up.

Make a schedule - budget your time.

Have someplace to be or something to do

and stick to it. Find someone who really

cares for you (like you) and promise this

person that you will not procrastinate in

1985. and you will be a useful person
DETOUR! The Town of Moorhead is currently undergoing a multi-

million dollar street and sewer improvement project. Commuters

traveling in from the north to campus have found Hwy. 3 blocked at

the railroad crossing. Town officials say the detour should be

removed within a week if work progresses on schedule.

Basketball Scoreboard

I

Mississippi Delta played Holmes in the

consolation bracket on Nov. 20 as a result

of their previous losses in the round-robin

tournament. Holmes was beaten by

Hinds; Delta was defeated by Peari

River.

The game was pretty close in the early

going with Holmes taking a lead by as

nuch as eight points before Delta fought

:»ack to make it close Holmes led Delta at

the halftime 26-21

In the record half. Holmes pulled off

from the Trojans with the balanced scor-

ing of three player:.. Holmes outscored

Delta tremendously to take a victory over

the Trojans.

The final score ws 75-49, Holmes.

Brandon Taylor led the Trojans in scor-

ing with 10 points and Joe Vinning scored

eight points. Holmes" leading scorer was

James Lehaman with 16 points; Micheal

Kance scored 14 points and Johnny James

hit 11 points.

After getting off to a good start with twc

wins, the Lady Trojans quickly found out

how to lose two games in a row. The

down, but out Lady Trojans. Uaveled to

Decatur to play East Central Junior Col-

lege Lady Warriors on Nov 15 The Lady

Warriors were losers of their two

previous games and both teams were try-

ing to get on the winning track.

The Lady Trojans played a much belter

game than they had displayed in their

previous outings against Co-Lin The

game was played on a fast pace with both

teams taking various leads throughout

the contest. The score at the half was

45-44 Lady Trojans. The game was ex-

citing in that the Lady Trojans defense

had allowed a season-high 86 points while

their offense scored a season high 88

points The final score was 88-86 Lady

Trojans. The Lady Trojans improved

their record to 3-2; while the Lady War-

riors dropped to 0-3

The Lady Trojans were paced in scor-

ing by Lesia Duncan s 22 points; Sandra

Williams 19; Diane McCoHough hit 17

points and Katie Hughes chipped m 10

points. . ^
Pacing the Udy Warriors in scormg

was Joy Eichelberger s 30 points and

Karen Miller scored 10 points.

The DelU Trojans traveled to Poplar-

ville on Nov !9 to play Pearl River s

round-robin tournament. Four teams -

Hinds. Holmes. Delta and host. Pearl

River - participated in the double elimina-

tion tourney. (After the first game, the

winners play each other and the losen.

play in the consolation bracket).

The Trojans coming into the game were

playing much better than their 0-5 record

,ndic;ilf'd Pearl Kiver was a loser of its

first game.

The game was by far the best game the

Trojans had played cohesively this

season and with a few breaks here and

there the game could have easily gone in

the Trojans direction.

The Trojans played good team ball in

the game, with the exception of a few

menUl mistakes. Considering the fact

that the Wildcats were playing at home,

the crowd wasn't much a factor for there

were only about 80 or so spectators scat-

tered about.

The Trojans were down by one point at

the half by a score of 2615 and that is the

closest that they've been to their op-

ponents so far this season at the intermis-

sion break.

The final score was 6&^1. Pearl River.

Kirk Price led the Trojans in scoring

with 14 points; Brandon Taylor 15; Tim

Morns 10 Pearl Hiver s leading scorers

were Donald Dunston and Steve Gouner

each with 12 points and Carl Fiver and

George Clark with li points each.

The Mississippi DelU Lady Trojans

traveled to Raymond to play the Hinds

r^dv Eagles in the first round of the

Robin College Tournament on Nov 19 and

20.

The Lady Trojans defeated thf Eagles

65-61 with a halftime score of 29-2H lead by

the l^dy Eagles.

The l^dy Trojans led in fouls with 21 to

the Lady Eagles 12. The Lady Trojans

shot five out of II shots at the free throw

while the Udy Eagles dominated with 13

out of 20 ^ ^
The leading scorers were Sandra

Williams with 16; Gloria Harris 10; and

l>esia Duncan 10.

In the second game the Lady Trojans

hosted the Co-Lin Wolves

The Lady Wolves defeated the Trojans

with a score of 73-59. The Lady Wolves

also led the halftime with a score of 35-28.

The Lady Trojans shot one out of two

free throws while the Lady Wolves cap-

tured 17 out of 25. The Lady Trojans also

led in fouls with 20 to Co-Lin 6

Leading scorers were Lesia Duncan 18;

Diane McCoullough 17; and Vintinia

Davis 10. , .

The defense was better in their first

game, but they played better against Co-

Lin this game than the previous one. The

free throw shots were an advantage to the

other team.

Co-Lin won the tournament with a

record of 2 and 10.
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Hall of Fame members named

Katie Hughes Pam Perkins Mollie Smithhart Kacky Webster Andy Cummings

Revue set for Feb. 5
The second annuaJ Mississippi Delta

Junior College "Who's Who" Beauty

Revue will be held Tuesday. Feb. 5, at

7:30 p.m. in M.E. Tharp Auditorium.

The Student Government Association

and The Retrospect Staff co-sponsor this

event.

A panel of three judges from outside the

MDJC district has been chosen to pick six

sophomore beauties, four freshman
beauties, six sophomore t>eaus and four

freshman beaus.

Candidates for beauties will be inter-

viewed during the afternoon and then

they wiJl compete in evening gown com-

petition during the stage revue.

Beaus will be selected through after-

noon interviews only. Winners will be an-

nounced the night of the pageant.

Nominees filed petition by noon, Thurs-

day. Jan. 24, in order to qualify for the

competition. Criteria for freshman can-

didates are that they be full-time students

currently enrolled and that they have 2.0

grade averages.

Sophomore candidates must be full-

time students who have completed three

semesters of work with at least a 2.0 GPA.

Pictures of all winners will be featured

in the 1985 Retrospect on the condition

that they have pictures made at the

scheduled time.

Practice for the pageant will be held

Monday afternoon, Feb. 4, at 3.30 in the

auditorium.

The faculty committee for the pageant

includes Robert Warnock, chairman;

Laney Wooten, Wardell Herring, Joe

Abrams, Tonya Krone, Jackie Franklin.

Lance Baria, Dr. James Gray, Bill Mor-

ton. Beverly Nobile, and Dean Travis

Thornton.

April 17

Circus setfor campusshow
The circus is coming to town!

The Al. G. Kelly-Miller Brothers Circus
will be held on the Mississippi Delta

Junior College campus. Wednesday,
April 17. at 7:30 p.m.

It wiJI set up between the Edwards-
Stonestreet Dormitory and the Coliseum.

Tickets go on sale March 1. Advance
tickets wit be $4 for adults and $3 for

students until the day of the performance.

Tickets sold at the door will cost $5 for

adults and $4 for students.

The circus appearance here is being

sponsored by the Moorhead Chamber of

Commerce.
Mrs. Sandra Moore of the MDJC facul-

ty is general chairman of this event. She
will be assisted by other members of the
faculty and by a committee of Moorhead
residents including co-chairperson Lois
Ingram.

Newsbrlefs

New...
see pg.Z

VKRNKTTA WIIITTAKER

SHANNON KSTKS

yk

Need a bumper sticker? Seven make all-state band

The new "Follow me to MDJC" bumper
slickers are available lo students al the
Student Affairs office.

The bumper stickers are red with while
lettering and footprints.

In choosing the design for the sticker.
MDJC administrators looked ai designs
submitted by 11 members of the Commercial
An class. The winning design was done by
Shaye Rawson of Vaidcn.

There were 5000 stickers ordered and 2000
have been disiributed to students on campus.

Seven MDJC "Delta Spirit" Band members
will be attending practice sessions at
Mississippi State University on Jan. 30—Feb.
as members of the Mississippi Junior College
All— State band. Wardell Herring, band
director, said they have been selected for their
outstanding contributions to junior college
instrumental music. They are Verneila

Whiiiaker. Tlommy Crenshaw. S'acy

Broadwater. Dcil Swinford. Jennifer Collini

Daniel Logan, and Derrick Cooper. Herrin

said that the guest conductor for the all—

band this year is Mr. Ray Young lri>'

Louisiana Tech University. After these 'i'*

days of practice the band will be presen't'*^

'

concert on Saturday. Feb 2. ai 2p.m.
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Weather damages campus buildings,

interrupts spring semester schedule

BvWIUSONandESTES
Mother Nature struck Mississippi Delta

Liiiior
College with a vengeance the week

of Jan. 21 with a rain storm that later

l*umed into a sleet storm.

Estimates of the damages to buildings

,nd equipment are still being determmed

;,v
insurance adjustors and school of-

, ,ciais but those damages are expected to

m into hundreds of thousands of dollars

Five buildings on campus were affected

t^.,
the storms and subfreezing

lemperatures of the January weather

•The problem wasn't the storm alone.

he problem really began when the

temperature dropped from 65 to four

degrees in 12 hours time." said Jack

Harris, superintendent of buildings and

^
The^result was that water already on

he roofs from the storms was then frozen

causing the roofing to contract. When

the ice thawed, the roofs began to expand

and finally cracked open.

Tanner Hall students were wading

pieces of the ceiling and water when they

returned to their classrooms Monday

morning. Jan. 21

Instructors offices located on the se-

cond floor of Tanner were flooded, caus-

ing damage to books, equipment, and fix-

tures.

A pipe leading to the air conditioning

system in the MDJC Coliseum burst, and

flooded parU of the coliseum.

Stanny Sanders Library also had roof

leakage problems Losses were heaviest

in the Media Center area where equip-

ment was ruined.

The Vo-Tech Center roof leaked affec-

ting equipment in the Architectural Draf-

ting area.

A major loss in the storm damage in

Yeates Fine Arts Center was a baby

grand piano and other musical equip-

ment

A day after Mr Harris had told Horald

reporters: "I hope the weather changes

for the better Mother Naiuio sirm k

again

A thick blanket of ice covered

everything m the Mississippi Delta from

Feb 1-6. causing school to be dismissed

for four days. Though the ice lingered on.

school was resumed on Thursday. Feb 7

Students returned to school wearing

their warmest attire The sidewalks are

still frozen, so special caution was taken.

Some spots on the roads and bridges were

still slick, also, but no major injuries

were reported.

The main question around the MDJC

campus was how. or if. the four missed

school days would be made up Harmon

Boggs. dean of instruction, said that no

decision had been reached at presstime.

Dean Boggs said that a decision would,

however, be reached at a later date.

He said the sports and other activities

were pretty well on schedule. He said the

basketball team was only one game

behind after playing two games the week

of their return to school Dean Boggs said

the coaches were arranging to have the

missed game made up before the tourna-

ment ,

The bad weather made driving on the

roads hazardous during the missed days.

Lola Nelson, accounting major, of

Moorhead said. "The roads were iced

over, and if they hadn't scraped them, the

roads would probably still he aed over.'"

Melvin Mobey. a commuting bus rider,

said. "The roads were real slick. You

couldn't drive the way you wanted to.
"
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Valentine's Dance set

A Valentine Day's Dance will be hosted

by the Student Government Association

tonight immediately following the basket-

ball game. ».r»ii-

The dance, which is open to all MDJC

students and their dales, will be held in

the Vandiver Student Union. ID s will be

checked at the dorm, but there is no ad-

mission charge.

SGA President Joe Roncali said that

the event will be semi-formal- "This

means that no blue jeans will be allowed

Guys snould wear slacks and girls should

wear dresses."

Disc jockey for the event will be Jimmy

Harris of The Sound Center of Clarksdale.

Roncali said that a special door prize

will be awarded at the dance-

Working with Roncali on this project

are Stephen Stanfill. Keith Spealman.

Alfonzo Ricks and Adviser Robert War-

nock.

WVr, & IWlrs. MDJC for 1984-85
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Rotarians to stage

1 9th pageant

The 19th annual Mississippi DelU

Junior College Scholarship pageant will

be held March 7 at 7 p.m. in the MDJC

Coliseum.

The Moorhead RoUry Club will once

again sponsor this pageant, which is a

local preliminary to the Miss America

pageant.

The emcee for the Moorhead pageant

will be the currenUy reignmg Miss

Mississippi. Kathy Manning of Drew

Rev. Jerry Beam, director of the

pageant this vear. said that selected

faculty members and Rotarians

Dominated over 40 girls for the pageant

Rev Beam did not know at presstime

whether there would be 13 or 15 girls par-

ticipating in the pageant.

ConlesUnU will participate in swim-

suit, evening gown, and talent competi-

^*°Rev Beam is hoping that this year's

pageant will be as successful as was last

year's "We had approximately 250

students and area residents in the au-

dience." said Rev. Beam.

The MDJC Fine Arts department will

again sUge the production

Proceeds from the pageant go into a

scholarship fund

Judges for this year's competition will

be chosen by MDJC President J T HaU.

BRADLEY LANE DAUGHTRY.

radiologic technology major from

Indianola. has been elected "Mr^

MDJC" in the election conducted

by the Student Government

Association. Daughtry led the

ticket in the first vote. No runoff

contest was necessary in the elec-

tion which matched him against

Anthony Embry and Steven

Richardson. Daughtry. son of Rev.

and Mrs. Cornell Daughtry. is ac-

tive in BSU work. He will be

featured in the "Student Life" sec-

lion of The 1985 Retrospect.

MELISSA DAWN WINTERS,

elementary education major from

Indianola. has been elected "Miss

MDJC" for 1985. Melissa defeated

Jennifer Mayes in the runoff elec-

tion held last Monday morning

(Feb. 11). Melissa is a member of

the Modeling Squad and BSU. She

is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

A.B. Winters.
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Editorial

'/ love you\.. more than just a statement

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
"I love you." Te Quiero " "J'aime tu."

No matter what language is spoken, the

statement "I love you" is said very often

in the course of a day . Whether the person

who's saying it knows what he is saying is

a different question.

The definition of love is a controversial

one indeed. Webster's New World Dic-

tionary defines love as a strong affection

or liking for someone or something or a

passionate affection for one of the op-

posite sex. Although both definitions may
be true, both are general, shallow mean-

ings. There is reason to believe that love

means much more that strong affection.

Looking around, one can see two people

who have spent their lives together,

decades, even scores bound as one. If so-

meone were to ask those people what held

them together, surely they would say

something more than strong affection.

Of course, affection is only a part of the

Intramurals attract dorm
students after classes

"Intramural sports has sparked in-

terest among dorm students." says Coach

Keith Bender, director of intramural ac-

tivity at MDJC. Bender says that the pur-

pose of the intramural games is to give

dorm students something to occupy

themselves after hours.

"It's just another one of the activities

planned for students." says Bender.

For the past month, boys' intramural

basketball teams and girls' teams have

been participating in a series of basket-

ball games leading up to a championship

game.
The intramural teams are chosen and

organized by an interested dorm student

or a student off-campus who gets special

permission from Coach Bender to

organize a team. The student acts as a

team captain and choses a team. The

team can consist of any number of

members but can have no less than six,

The teams compete against each other

tn a round-robin tournament where each

team plays every other team. The teams

play an average of eight games each. The

two teams with the best overall records

will play in the championship game. The

winner of the championship game wilt

receive a championship trophy.

The intramural basketball games are

held in the Trojan coliseum every Tues-

day and Thursday. The gametime is 6:30

to 9 p.m.

The names of the boys' basketball

teams and their present records are the

Rockets, 1-1; Leland Slamma Jamma,
1-2; Blue Demons, 1-1; Sweet Six, 2-1;

Fun Bunch, 0-3; PPE, 1-1; Lakers, 3-0;

BSU. 1-3; Nasty Bunch, 3-0. The girls'

basketball teams and their present

records are the Lady Stars, 2-0; Get-a-

long Gang, 0-2; Dreamers. 0-2.

Coach Bender has also set dates for in-

tramural volleyball. The volleyball teams

will be chosen the same way the basket-

ball teams were chosen, and the round

robin tournament will be conducted in the

same manner as the basketball tourna-

ment. The volleyball tournament will be

held every Wednesday. At presstime,

names of the volleyball teams are

unknown. There are seven boys teams,

four girls teams, and one coed team.

Bender says that intramural basketball

and volleyball will end around the week of

midterms (Feb. 25 - March 1).

After volleyball. Bender has planned an
arm wrestling contest for boys and girls.

Contenders will compete under two divi-

sions; males under 200 pounds and males
over 200 pounds and girls under and over

120 pounds. Along with the arm wrestling,

a Slam Dunk contest has been planned.

The slam dunk contest is a one night com-
petition for guys only.

At presstime, the dale for the arm
wrestling contest has not been set. The
Slam Dunk contest is set for the last week
in February.

Note from the editors-

Today's four-page edition is a special

effort on the part of The Herald staff,

typesetter Debbie Reynolds of The
Enterprise Tocstn and the Greenwood
Commonwealth production staff to com-
plete our Valentine Day's plans promised
in issue number 7 (before the ice storm in-

terrupted the schedule).

We will return to the eight-page format
with issue number 9 scheduled for March
5.

Editor-in-Chief Janice Wilson
Associate Editors Shannon Estes. Vernetta Whitta»/er

Photograptier Jim Kitchell
Reporters students in Basic Reporting Class
Typesetter Ttie Enterprise-Tocsin

The Greenwood Commonwealth J

complicated thing called love but so are

such things as understanding, patience,

courtesy, respect, and value.

Two people must seek to understand

each other, learn about each other and

find things they both have in common.

Each must be patient because every

human has faults.

Loving a person means accepting the

faults. Courtesy means being aware of

each others' feelings, opinions and

values. Respect means treating
earti

other with deference and esteem. V

really summing all qualities into one
*

person values his mate, he
automatically do all of the other thim

quired for love.

When two people who have spent their

lives together say "I love you -thev

definitely mean more than strong -

tion.

f Rambling
By VERNETTA WHITTAKEH
There is a history behind those shiny

red foil hearts, chocolate candy, and

feminine smiles. Valentine s Day is not

just a day thought up for lovers. It is a

special day named after a real person

who died for a real cause.

Of course different authorities believe

different tales. Some believe Valentine's

Day is linked to the Roman holiday

Lupercalia. Others believe the day is just

a special holiday set aside for lovers.

Then there is a majority that believe the

most widely accepted and most

reasonable story that Valentine's Day

was named after a St. Valentine.

The legendary St. Valentine lived dur-

ing the period of Christian persecution in

Rome. St. Valentine was a priest who was

beheaded in the name of Christianity by

Claudius of Goth in 296 A D.

In Norman-French, a language spoken

in Normandy during the Middle Ages, the

word "galantine" sounds like

"valentine" and means "gallant" or

"Lover".

As to the date February 14. the legend

says that St. Valentine became a martyr

to Christians in Rome, and in 469 A.D..

Pope Gelasius named Feb. 14 as St.

Valentine's Day in Valentine's honor.

The English, however, say that the

earliest records of Valentine's Day show

that it was the day when birds chose

mates. A different calendar was used

before 1582. and Feb. 14 came later in the

Spring than now when it comes in the

Campus poll

winter.

Somewhere in history. Valentine's

mixed with romance and became

world's love holiday, the day thai couples"

looked forward to take extra measures

express their feelings for each other.

Today, most people are not concemedJ

with the origins of Valentine's Day. only.;

with the happiness it brings to both y(

and old. There are many traditions

customs from older ages that are stilT

practiced today. The custom of e.\ehang-

ing valentines is traced to English poet.

Geoffrey Chaucer.

The traditions of giving gifts date

to the Middle Ages. Traditional gifts in-

cluded songs, lines of poetry, screnat

where young suitors sang to tl

sweethearts, fruits, candy, money

flowers. The English gave baked g(

buns with raisins, carraways seeds

plums.

Today, practically the same gifts are

given. Flowers, poetry, money, songs,

and candy are given each year

sweethearts everywhere. The flou er and

candy industries in the V. S make

millions each in February. Card in-

dustries also compete for business. Stuff-

ed toys and jewelry industries are m the

picture also during the love month

It is very evident that Valentine's Day

has a permanent place in industry, and

the hearts of people as well as nn the

calendar.

Deltans define love
Question: What is your personal defini-

tion of Romantic Love?
Typical answers among the 40

respondents polled informally:

Charles Allen. Greenville, business
technology: 1 think it is sharing that in-

timate moment with the one you love.

Clara Wiley. Webb, clerical: Being
faithful to your male.

Jerry Ferguson. Greenville, business:
Trust, understanding and intimacy.

Betlina Ong. Clarksdale. history

:

Honesty between two people.

Mrs. Snowden. mathematics instruc-

tor: Romantic love is just love on the sur-
face, not a love based on complete
understanding of each other.

Minnette Galloway. Indianola. atcooB-

ting: When a gentleman conducts hiniseu

as a gentleman, and lady conducts hersfli

as a lady, and they are sensitive to each

others' needs.

Andrea Johnson. Greenville. nu'd»»

records: Romantic love to me is

David does little things to make me feel

special and loved.

Dianne McCollough. Glen Allan.

nursing: Romantic love is when God at-

tracts two people together, to share thetf

love and emotions.

Shirley Cooper. Rosedalc. cleriial

My definition for Romantic Lx)ve is ^
man. being faithful, trustworthy,

most of all loving me



By KOBKKT MOORE
Lady Trojans Defeat Lady Bulldogs in

overtime. 73-69.

It took the Lady Trojans to the end of

regulation plus overtime to turn back the

stubborn Lady Bulldogs of Holmes. The
Lady Trojans led throughout the first half

and almost all the second half. The Lady
Trojans had leads by as many as 10 or

more pomts at various times in the game
Despite the large deficit facing the Lady
Bulldogs, they refused to fold and quit In-

stead, they reached down and found a se-

cond effort to get back in the ballgame to

take the lead. The Lady Trojans were
able to fight off the bark of the Lady
Bulldogs and defeated them 73-69.

The Lady Trojans were led in scoring

by Flyree Branch's 23 points. Lesie Dun-

can and Katie Hughes had 12 points each,

and Sandra Williams scored 10. The Lady
Bulldogs were led in scoring by Debbie
Douglas. 29 points, and Cornie Dent. 10

points.

Holmes Tops Delta. 64-35.

Mississippi Delta, coming off its first

victory, traveled to Goodman to play

Holmes in an attempt to capture its se-

cond victory. Needless to say. the Tro-

jans" hopes quickly vanished as Holmes
came out red-hot. Holmes led Delta by as

many as 13 points in the first half before

Delta narrowed the score 34-25 at the end
of the first half. Holmes continued to pour

it on Delta in the second half and
destroyed any hopes of them coming
back. The Trojans were led in scoring by
Jody Kelley and Brandon Taylor. Both

had 10 points. Kirk Price added eight

points. Holmes Bulldogs were led in scor-

ing by Michael Ranee's 20. James
Lehman hit 17 points, and Eric Payton
scored 15.

Delta Trojans lost 51-50 in heartbreaker

to East Central.

Mississippi Delta Trojans, playing the

tough and hard, lost a tough game to East

Central on Nov. 30, in Moorhead. The Tro-

jans fought East Central hard throughout

the contest. As a result of their hard-

tough defense, the Trojans were leading

at the half by a score 29-27.

In the second half the Trojans con-

tinued to play well despite giving up their

half-time lead. East Central went up by

as many as six points in the second half

before the Trojans made the game close

again The final score was 51-50. East

Central.

iBasketboll Scor^fy<^^7dl
The Trojans were led in scormg by

Brandon Taylor's 12 pomts. Fred Polk
scored 10. and Earnest Coleman hit nine
points E:ast Central was led m scormg by
Michael Mills" 13 points and Kenny
Morgan scored 10.

I>ady Trojans demolish East Central
l-ady Warriors 72-55.

Reserve Ada Trippe came off the bench
to score 10 points to help the Lady Trojans
turn back the Lady Warriors Trippe.
seldom used by the Lady Trojans,
responded to the task well when summon-
ed off the bench to play The Lady Tro-
jans had defeated East Centraf Lady
Warriors earlier and were looking to
make it two in a row The game didn't
figure to be a blow out, but turned mtoone
as the Lady Trojans beat the Lady War-
riors in almost every phase of the game
The Lady Trojans were led in scoring

by Katie Hughes' 12 points. Mildred
Holmes hit U points, Ada Tripped paced
10. and Lesia Duncan chippe^d in nine
points. The Lady Warriors were led in

scoring by Joy Eechleberger's 16 points,

and Karen Miller hit 12.

Lady Trojans whip Lady Bears.

Despite the great shooting performance
of Sharon Fielder, the Lady Trojans were
able to defeat the Southwest Lady Bears

on Dec. 10. in Summit Fielder led all

scores with 37 points, but it wasn't enough
as the Lady Trojans posted a 61-57 vic-

tory. Leading the Lady Trojans in scoring

were Lesia Duncan with 24 points, Elaine

Bailey and Katie Hughes added 10 points

each. The Lady Bears were led in scoring

by Sharon Fielder's 37 points, and Debra
Downs hit nine points.

Bears Defeat Trojans 70-60.

James Brown of Southwest led three

team members in double figures scoring

as the Bears defeated the visiting Trojans

of Delta. Southwest, who led throughout

most of the game, was down to the Tro-

jans by one at the half, 32-31. Delta was
led in scoring by Brandon Taylor's 24

points. Earnest Coleman and Kirk Priced

added 11 each.

Lady Eagles knock off Lady Trojans

76-73

Mississippi Delta Lady Trojans played

host to Meridian Lady Eagles on Dec. 3.

On paper, the game should have been a

blowout in favor of the Lady Trojans, con-

sidering all the odds against Meridian

But in this game, as we sometimes find

Coaches association

honors Bellipanni
By SHANNON ESTES
Athletic Directoi Jimmy Bellipanni has

received a special award for 25 con-

secutive years of service as a baseball

coach The plaque was awarded to him on

Jan 28. 1985, by the American Baseball

Coaches Association. He was notifed of

this award by regional chairman "Boo"

Ferris of Delta State University.

"Coach Jimmy' has been coaching for

over 30 years. "I've enjoyed it.
" he said,

"seeing the attitudes and rewards of the

kids playing without scholarships has

been very rewarding to me "

Coach Jimmy has spent his entire

junior college coaching career here at

MDJC. He said he has been offered oppor-

tunities to go elsewhere, but he has been

satisfied right here. A few of his players,

such as Bob Ethridge and Butch Inman
have even gone on to the pro's

Coach Jimmy's partmg remark at the

close of a recent interview was that he

also plans to coach the baseball team next

year if he receives some assistance.

out. the odds do more harm than good.
Meridian was clearly outmatched by the
Lady Trojans everywhere except in the
heart.

The Lady Eagles paid no attention to
the Lady Trojans homecourt. size, or
record, for that matter The Lady Eagles
came out and Xook it to the Lady Trojans,
As a result of good hustle and consistent

hard play, the Lady Eagles came away
with the victory over the l^dy Trojans
The l^dy Trojans were led in scoring

by Lesia Duncan's 19 points. Vintinia

Davis and Sandra Williams scored 13

points each The L^dy Eagles were led in

scoring by Dian Claytons 25 points,

Jonielle Williams. 18 points, and An-
tionetle Diggs and Sandra Coleman hit 14

points each

Trojans shool down Eagles 84-65.

Mississippi Delta, rebounding from a
tough loss, looked to regroup and get
things together Regroup is what the Tro-
jans did do and as a result they made the

Meridian Eagles their No.2 victim of the

season The ever progressing Trojans
played good defense and executed their

offense well to take a commanding half-

time lead 38-23 The Trojans displayed

good outside shooting and balanced it

with a good inside game,
Brandon Taylor led the Trojans in scor-

ing with 19 points Reginald Carr hit IS

points, and Earnest Coleman hit II The
Eagles were led in scoring by Carl Pete's

nine points,

Bryant's last-second shot falls short for

Trojans.

Kendall Bryant's last second shot to lift

the Trojans to victory fell short as the

Trojans fell victim to visiting Co-Lin, Jan.

7. in Moorhead. The game marked the

Delta Trojans' 2nd half season play

opener. The Trojans, who had earlier lost

to Co-Lin. 66-51. played a much belter

game. The Trojans led early in the con-

test by as many as six points. The
halftime score was 36-32. Co-Lin. The
final score was 64-63, Co-Lin.

Leading l)e\Xa in scoring was Brandon

Taylor with 18 points Kirk Price scored

16 points, and Kendall Bryant, returning

from an early season ankle injury, scored

12 Pacing Co-Lin in scoring was Dontroz

Williams with 20, and Vincent Harris and
Robert Harris with 10 each.

Poor shooting plagues Ijdy TrojanH in

loss.

T'eb. lA, 1985

Poor shooting, a problem that has lurk-

ed in the shadows of the Lady Trojans
since the season started, once again
beseiged the Lady Trojans. This time
they were playing host to the Co-Lin Lady
Wolves.

The Lady Trojans played against a
much larger team, in terms of height, and
were outmatched on the court The in-

ability to convert baskets in the clutch,

cost the Lady Trojans a victory

The l^idy Trojans were paced in scor-

ing by Sandra Williams' 13 points, and
Desia Duncan scored 12 The Co-Lin Lady
Wolves were led in scormg by Sandra
Wallace's 15 points. Jackie Von, 13 and
Michelle Adams hit 10.

I4idy Trojans return favor, defeat

Phillips

Lady Trojans, led by the outside

shooting of Sandra Williams, defeated

Phillips Community College Lady
Ridgerunners at the Delta Coliseum in

Moorhead The Trojans led 38-26 at the

half and went on to defeat Phillips 69-59.

Williams led the Trojans with 25 points.

Vintinia Davis followed with IH. and l^ia
Duncan scored 10 The Ridge Runners
were led by Mary Harris with 18 points

and Betty Ranks with 10

Despite blowing lead. Trojans win.

After leading the Phillips Roadrunners

by as large a margin as 19 points, the Tro-

jan men recorded their third victory of

the season. The Trojans led throughout

the contest, but the Phillips team
wouldn't fold. They tied the Trojans at 80

points, but Brandon Taylor broke the tie

with a couple of freiMhrows to salvage the

victory for the 'lYojans Final score, 82 80

(Trojans lale January and February

games will be reported in the next issue*.

Trivial Pursuit

Answers for last isNue's queiitioait:

There are eight English instructors on

the MDJC staff There were six can-

didates for Miss MDJC and three can-

didates for Mr MDJC
Questions for (his iHitue:

1 What is Cupid's part in Greek

mythology?

2 Mow many married couples are there

on the staff of MDJC

EVENING Kioll^

\.f\»JAU.V, SAlVMiORm Ift SpUMJS R6P0RT SUCCBSS IN TieiR POPUUmoU-



Happy Valentine's Day,

Anthony.
Love Rita

Valentine's

cials

Happy Valentine's Day to Ms.
Aden and the Delta Dancers. I

love Yall.

Love Marle€e

Happy Valentine's Day EJdie. I

love you so much.
Love Always, Lisa

To Mother,

Love and catfish.
Laney

To Louise, Janice, Bunnle, Mary,

and Sonja,

I wish you all a very happy

Valentine's Day. I'm glad you

are my friends.
Nette

Happy Valentine's Day to Jeff,

PeeWee, Stephen, Kim, Tate.

Sonny, and Todd M.
Love, Terry, Teresa, Melissa,

and Caria

To my lovely Pearl,

Happy Valentine's Day.

Love Charles Jackson, Esquire

To all MDJC females, especially

Janice Wilson.

Happy Valentine's Day

,^ from, Mitchell Russell

To Charles Jackson,

You're a very special man and

I love you. Happy Valentine's

Day.
Love, Pearl

Happy Valentine's Day
To Bertha, my mother, one of

the most wonderful mothers a

person could ever have, and to

my Dad.
I love you, Fannie

To Vernetta,

I'd like to wish you a very very

happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Dave

To Linda,

You're a very special lady and

I'm really glad I met you. Happy
Valentine's Day.

Love, Dave

Margaret Giles,

No matter what happens in our

lives. I'll always love you forever

I hope this Valentine's Day is full

Love, Alexander

To RWM,
Happy Valentine's Day!! ! ! ! !

!

Love Always, CJ

Happy Valentine's Day to Todd,

Brad, Joey, Jim, and Jeffery [bka

"Frootloops". We love you.

Robin, Marlece, Missy, and
Tracy (bka "Jr. Frootloops

James,
A friend is a person with whom

I may be sincere. Before him I

may think aloud. Ralph Waldo
Emerson

Dorothy

To my mother, a very special
lady,

I love you very much, Happy
Valentine's Day.

Love, Reginald

To Janet, |^^^
You're a super roommate.

Friends always, Julie

¥ ¥ ¥
To Mom,

You'll Aways be my bes
Valentine!

From Eddie Jackson

To the guys in Rm.#115,
Knowing you three has been

one of my highest pleasures. I

love you.
Happy Valentine's Day. A friend

and Chocolates Kisses.

Aunt Laney

V Happy Valentine's Day Marlece,
Missy, and Tracy.

Love Ya, Robin

Lisa, Happy Valentine's Day.

Thanks for being a friend.

Love, Melissa

To Mike Wigington,
Hove you, Lisa.

To Patty Page.

You have made this a

wonderful year for me I wish a

Happy Valentine's Day and I look

forward to many more with you.

Love, Joe

Happy Valentine's Day to my
Mom and all my friends around
campus.

From, Aqutlla Williams

Happy Valentine's Day to my
mother, my sweetheart Ricky,

my loving roomates, and all my
friends.

Love Always, Angenetta

nappy Valentine's Day

To Mother, Kelvin, Daddy,

Renita, Grannie, Pa Pa, Harry,

Tawnya, Lil— Harry, Tay—Tay,

Roommates, and friends.

I love you all, Sonja

I would like to wish Happy
Valentine's Day to the two most
important men in my life, my
father and Dale Quinn, my
fiancee.

Love, "Minette"

To Yvelte,

My feelings for you have
reached immeasurable heights,

and knowing that you're mine
make my days look bright.

Happy Valentino's Day.
Love, Eddie

To Amber,
Love and l\^&M'5.

Aunt Laney

To David,

I hate it when we are apart, but

it makes my love for you grow

stronger.
All my love, Julie

V V ¥
To Lisa,

You're a great person lo room

with.
Friends forever, Julie

To Gina,

I love you.
Frank

To San.

"What lime puts together no

force can break apart"

Sweetheart, our love has stood

the test of time. We now go on

into eternity. Happy Valentine's

Day. I love you.
Jerry

Belle's Box
Ttie Best Brands for Valentine's:

1. Russell Stover

2. Whitman Sampler
3. Pangburns
4. Bachs

5. Schrafft

6. Elmers
7. Brocks

8. Queen Anne
9. Borden

10. M&M

• Dorm Talk •

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Hello again January has come and

gone. Stennis-Penrod has had a gp
start for a great year.

The partitions that were at the entran

of the dorm lobby are now gone t
panel boards were taken down Jan

\

The registration desk is still present, but

so is a more positive attitude toward
t

desk. Students seem to have accepted
t

ID policy and the desk attendants and t

dorm residents are smiling.

Paramount visited the dorm for th

first time in 1985. On Jan. 21. the gir

watched Police Academy.
New auxiliary lights have t>een instal

ed in the dorm. The lights are the exte

sion of a system installed in the Unio

Building.

January 29 was an "Open Dorm" nigh

at Stenr.is-Penrod. From 6:30 to 9 p.m..

tjoyfriends. brothers, and cousins visited

with residents.

Earlier, residents had spent free tim

cleaning, sweeping, and vacuuming in

preparation for the evening. After 9 p m..

residents and friends headed over to the

Trojan Grill for hot food and fun. Thflj

night was a big success and student

seemed to have enjoyed themselves.

The dorm lawn, like the entire campus

is still covered at presstime with an ic

white carpet. The winter storm that ble

through Mississippi hit the Delta on Fe

1. Since school was closed for four day

some dorm residents who were strand

here had more lounging time than the

perhaps wanted.

Most of the girls returned on Sunday,

but roads and highways interfered with

travel plans for some who did not return

until Monday.

Notice I

Returning to school after having been

out a while? Widowed? Divorced''

Separated? A homemaker who needs

something different to do?

Do these words describe you?

If so, you have something in commo
with approximately 300 other studen

enrolled at Mississippi Delta Junior Co

lege.

"You are one of many 'nontraditiona

students here," Mrs. Martha Woodal

MDJC special services counselor, e

plains. "A non traditional student isdefi

ed as someone over 22-years-old and so*,

meone who has entered the collt

system after a delay in his formal educa

tional training of several years."

Mrs. Woodall says that special counse"

ing and support services are available t

this group of women through her office.

Next Wednesday morning (Feb. 20) a

8:30. Mrs. Woodall will hold an organiza

tional meeting to discuss the possibility

forming a group to discuss issues a

common concerns of non-traditiona

students.

The meeting will be held in Room 5

the Vo-Tech Center.

"Anyone who wants to be involved i

this group, but who cannot attend th

meeting, should contact me about 'he

special services which are available-

said Mrs. Woodall

Mrs. Woodall's office is in the Vo-Tec

center. Her office hours are from 8 a.n^

4 p.m.
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Winners, from left, Melissa Winters, MoIIie Smithbart, Cindy Bobinson,

Tammt Price, Jennifer Mayes, Lucretia Harper, Kathy Manning, Mary
Porter, Lisa Clark, Melissa Alford.

Belles and beaus selected for Retrospect

The second annual Who's Who Beauty
Revue sponsored by the Student Govern-

ment Association and The Retrospect was
held Feb. 12. following a Feb. 5 cancella-

tion because of the icy weather.

Cy Williams, drama coach; Mrs. Jim-
my Moore, cosmetology instructor; and
Mr Jimmy Wilhams. business manager;
all of East Mississippi Junior College of

Scooba. were this year's judges.

They judged a field of nine campus
males and 23 females to choose four

freshman beauties, six sophomore
beauties, three freshman beaus and six

sophomore beaus.

Freshman beauty winners are Mary
Porter. Greenwood; Melissa Alford.

»iv JANICE WILSON

Greenwood; Lisa Clark. Indianola.

Kathy Manning. Cleveland.

Sophomore winners as beauties are

Lucretia Harper, Itta Bena; Jennifer

Mayes. Drew ; Melissa Winters. In-

dianola; Mollie Smithhart. Indianola;

Tammy Price. Isola; Cindy Robinson,

Greenwood.

Beaus are Bobby Clark, Greenwood;
Todd Livingston. Greenville; Michael
Wigington. Clarksdale; Brad Daughtry.

Indianola , Russell Robertson. Green-

wood; Anthony Emhry, Lambert; Stacey
Broadwater. Cleveland; Tommy Cren-

shaw, Holcomb.

Judging began Feb. 12 at 4 p.m. with in-

terviews with the contestants and was

completed that night beginning at 7:30

p,m with the evening gown and dress

competition That part of the judging was
held in Tharp Auditorium of the Yeates

Fine Arts Center

The stage was gently lit with small

white lights intermingled with baskets of

pine needles. These baskets were ac-

cented with red crepe paper, emphasizing

the Valentine mood.

The haunting singing voice of Karia

Jones accompanied on the piano by Der-

rick Cooper and the magic tricks of Band
Director Wardell Herring made the night

one to be remembered.

The Revue was coordinated by SGA Ad-

viser Robert Warnock.

Campus
reroofing

underway
The roofs of Tanner Hall, the Fine Arts

buildmg and a section of the Vocational-
Technical building are presently
undergoing repair The buildings were
severely damaged by the ice storms that
blow through the Delta in January and
February The pressure of heavy rain and
ice on the roofs of the buildings caused
major leaks and left massive holes m the
ceilings of the buildings

According to Dr. J T Hall, president of

MDJC. every year buildings are slightly

damaged by inclement weather, but the

major winter storms this year have
created the need for extensive and im-
mediate repair "We first attempted to

patch the roofs of the buildings," says Dr.

Hall, "but now they are beyond patching,

probably because of age and deprecia-

tion."

Dr Hall said that he called for

emergency bids from contractors, (an
emergency bid is one that is quoted from
considered contractors without getting a

three-weeks notice

In ordinary bids, me school would have
to wait a three-week grace period ) . In the

Feb 14 meeting, the MDJC Board of

Trustees, accepted the bid from Brown
Sheet Metal and Roofing of Greenville.

Tanner Hall, which was built in 1968,

will get complete new roofing. The elec-

tronic and machine shop section of the

Vo-Tech building will also be repaired,

and the bandroom and auditorium in

Scroggins-Yeates Fine Arts building will

be repaired.

The total cost of repairs for the three

buildings is $75,399 The roof of Tanner
Hall is $23,839; The VoTech building.

$16,968. and the Fine Arts Building,

$34,592. At the beginning of the year,

money was allotted in the budget for such

emergency repairs, ' says Dr Hall,

Work has already begun and will con-

tinue as weather permits. Hall says the

work on the tmildings should be com-

pleted by the end of March if weather

illows it.

students to compete in scholarship bowl
Four MDJC students have been

selected to participate in the new scholar-

ship lx)wl being sponsored by the Univer-

sity of Mississippi.

They will be in Oxford on March 22. 23

to take part in the competition with

representatives from the 15 other public

junior colleges in the state.

Harmon Boggs. dean of instruction.

said that the bowl will be a question and

answer type timed competition similar to

the GE College Bowl which has been

featured on television for several years.

The student group with the most points

at the end of the competition will win and

will receive scholarships to attend Ole

Miss as prizes.

Andy Cummings of Itta Bena. Suzy

Ellis of Greenwood, Rita Nelms of In-

dianola, and Russell Robertson of Green-

wood will represent MD.*C in the competi-

tion

Mrs. Elizabeth Cummings, business in-

structor, is coaching the group for the

event. Mrs. Cummings said that a faculty

committee selected the students with the

highest ACT scores, the highest grade

point average, and the most recommen-

dations by teachers to represent the col-

lege. In addition to Mrs. Cummings,

members of the selection committee were

Dean Boggs, Dwight Spencer and Mrs. .

Rebecca Shuttleworth.
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Moorman dances to Indian drums
By SHANNON ESTES
No. MDJC is not under Indian attack. In

fact the bizarrely dressed person on cam-

pus last week is a student.

Brett Moorman, a major in Architec-

tural Design and Technology, dressed in

full ceremonial Indian regalia, made a

speech to Mrs. Watson's Comp I class on

Wed., Feb. 13. about Indian dances and

dance costumes. The speech was made in

the recording studio of the Stanny-

Sanders Library.

According to Moorman, the costume

cost about $400 to make and is worth

about $4,000 now that the work had been

put into it. He said most of the costume

was hand made, and that it is not a com-

plete outfit.

He showed the class a type of head-

dress, called a roach, which is made of

porcupine quills. The choker he wore

around his neck was made of sinew and

plastic hairpipe. He said real bone could

be purchased for the choker and the

breastplate, but bone is more costly.

Moorman said as the Indians traveled

around, they picked up things to wear.

The peace medal he wore is a symbol of

this. He also explained that the medicine

bag he wore could contain almost

anything which was valuable to the per-

son wearing it.

The otter skin, which draped over his

shoulders, was a real pelt. The small mir-

rors on the otter hide, and the mirror

board were symbols of the fact that In-

dians liked to admire themselves. The

armbands, he said, were brass. He said

the shirt was inexpensive to make, but the

ribbon work on the leggings cost about $25

per inch. Moorman said the leggings con-

tained about 30 inches of ribbon work. The

fan he held in his hand was made of a

turkey feather and bead work. He said

each bead was painstakenly sewn on by

hand.

Moorman told the class that even the

colors of some items had a special mean-

ing - such as - red stood for the first born

son - blue stood for the second born son,

and so on,

He said that the dances used in the con-

tests, are dances of the Sioux Indians. He

also said that they aren't as easy as they

look and he told the class that there are

special steps and movements which have

to be m3de, such as bowing to the drum-

mer on a certain beat.

He said the Indian dance contests he

participates in are based on a point

system. Judges watch the competition

and take off points for each mistake

made. In the end. the person with the

most points is the winner.

He said there are three kinds of dances

:

Fancy dance. Strain Straight dance, and

Old Style. Moorman's next competition is

in Jacksonville, Tenn. Moorman said he

started participating in the dances about

five years ago in the Boy Scouts.

Lights installed for emergencies
While walking through the corridors of

the girls' dorm, or entering the Union,

you may have noticed two round lights on

the wall.

These Ughts are auxiliary, or emergen-

cy lights. In a case of power failure, the

units are backup sources of lighting.

According to Jack Harris, superinten-

dent of buildings and grounds, the idea of

the auxiliary lights stemmed from the

power failure in Moorhead in late

November, 1984. The lights went out

around 5:30 (during suppertime) and

stayed off for about 45 minutes. "We had

been considering emergency lighting

systems for a long time," says Harris.

"The blackout just prompted action.

"

The light units are battery-operated

and are programmed to turn on when

regular lights turn off. The batteries are

not regular carbon batteries, but are seal-

ed cells that have an average life of five

years. The units are equipped with bat-

tery chargers for recharging the bat-

teries. The lights are programmed to pro-

vide light for 90 minutes at a time.

Harris says that MDJC ordered 33 light

uniU from Stewart Irby Co. in Jackson.

The cost of each unit was $46. The total

cost for the units was $1,440. "This total

didn't include the materials used to in-

stall the units, " says Harris. The total

cost of other materials needed for in-

sUllation was $370.66. The Maintenance

Department, along with Mr. Fitts*

refrigeration/air conditioning class in-

stalled the units.

At presstime, six lights have been in-

stalled in the Stennis-Penrod dormitory,

and the Union. Two lights have been in-
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Stalled in the Administration building,

and three have been placed in the Vo-

Tech building. Harris says that six units

will be installed in Horton Science

building, four in the Fine Arts building,

and six in the library.

To determine the number of units to go
in each building, Harris says that the

buildings were carefully analyzed to see

where the units would project the most
light. "For example," says Harris, "in

the girls' dorm, there are two units in the

east and west wings, one in the south

wing, and one in the lobby. We placed the

units as we saw need. The coliseum

already has emergency lights. Now every

building except Tanner Hall has lights.

Since Tanner isn't used at night, we didn't

see any use for emergency units there."

Campus News

The Mississippi Private Band Clinic

will be held at MDJC on March 29. More

details in the next issue.

Mid-term grades are due in the Student

Affairs office today. The Student Affairs

personnel plan to send out grades to

students on March 7 or 8. "These are

nothing but progress reports - just to let

everyone know how they are doing," said

Travis Thornton, Dean of Student Affairs.

BRETT MOORMAN displays his

unusual dance costunne for Mrs.

Watson's English class.

By JANICE WILSON
Writing from one's imagination can

always cause problems - what happens

when everything's been done? Current

popular music and television soap operas

seem based on the policy: you repeat

yourself constantly and make money on

your redundancy.

Agnes Nixon, creator and chief writer

for General Hospital, One Life to Live and

Loving gets away with murder, adultery,

embezzlement and other acts of crime aU

in the name of fresh story lines. Althougn

I have yet to see a fresh story line, Nix^

has managed to earn a toUl of over 28

miUion dollars in her 4<H>dd years oi

writing. Her latest characters, how^''^

are still stealing husbands, robbmg sal«

and enjoying their reign of terror over

everyone.
.^j^

Pop music is typically the same wiw

pop groups like "Kajagoo-goo" and
*

at Work", who write and rewrite sonp

that all sound alike and continue to

money. The pop music industry last y

raked in over $125 mUlion

this year takes in over three miii'

dollars daily.

Makmg this kind of money, who wo

bother to change redundant
'**

styles?
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Creative writers submit manuscripts
By SHANNON ESTES
MDJC creative writers will have a

•hance to present their work to profes-

lonal writers on Tuesday, April 2.

The event will be hosted by Itawamba

Junior College at Fulton, Miss., and the

Mississippi Junior College Creative

Writing Association.

Mrs. Melba Halbrook, English instruc-

tor, said the writing is judged in four ma-

Df areas: formal and informal essays,

poetry, short stories, and one-act plays.

The judges will be Carroll Case, a short

story writer; Orley Hood, a columnist

with the Jackson Daily News: and
Charles Ghigna. poet-in-residence at the

Alal}ama School of Fine Arts. The drama
judge had not been named at press time.

Mrs. Halbrook said the teachers try to

encourage students to write in these dif-

ferent categories. "However." said

Halbrook. "we usually get little response

from this kind of request. Most of the

writing that's submitted comes from
specific assignments from the whole

class and many come from examination

themes."

The entrants are Formal Essay:

Harold WiUiams, Ruth Belcher; Informal

Essay: Andy Cummings. Ruth Belcher;

Short story: Matt Higdon. Beulah Brown;
Poetry: Daniel Logan and Kathy Jones;

One-Act Play : Edgar Miller. Pam
Perkins.

Halbrook said that this association is

the only one of its kind for junior colleges

Halbrook said the students have worked

very hard to polish their writing, which

had an excitement atwut it, t)ecause their

work is t>eing submitted to the competi-

tion She said. "For the kids who go, it's

an experience they will never forget."

Halbrook said the association was

formed about eight years ago, and its pur-

pose is to encourage young, potential

writers. Its first meeting was held here at

MDJC. "Ever since that time," said

Halbrook. "our students have won in

every compeition We teachers are ex-

tremely proud of our students, and we are

one of the few junior colleges which does

not have a creative writing class."

An average day for a commuter Faculty art on exhibit

By SHANNON ESTES
The alarm clock goes off with a loud

echoing ring. A hand blindly reaches over

10 turn off the menacing noise, but misses

its target. A crash hammers against the

ears as the fragments of a lamp spin

across the floor Another average day for

the MDJC commuter has just begun.

The lifeless body slowly rises up. groan-

ing all the time, and stumbles, sightlessly

around the house until fully dressed - ex-

cept for the shoes. The still lifeless person

IS amazed at how objects like shoes can

just walk away by themselves. Finally,

the shoes are recovered and placed on the

feet, and the commuter scrambles out the

door.

The ignition key whirls to the right, and

the gas pedal hiU the floor. The engine

turns several times before starting. The

car jumps out of the driveway and quick-

ly races down the street. Then the com-

muter realizes he has all the wrong books.

So. the car returns to the driveway, and

the passenger runs into the house, gets

the right books, and scrambles back to

the car.

Then, once again, the car races down

the street. While the sun peaks over the

treetops, the commuter wonders how late

he really is. The car desperately zooms

down the road, trying to get the student to

school on time. Blue flashes streak

through the morning air and the car slows

to a complete stop A patrolman takes the

student's license and returns them with a

piece of paper. Then the car spins down

the highway again. When the sun reaches

full height above the trees, the car wheels

into the parking lot - 60 miles from i»s

starting point.

The student, who is now half awake,

discovers he had picked up the right

books the first time. The cardoor slams,

and the student goes to class in disgust

Mrs. Jean Abrams and Dr. Evelyn

Kiker will present their annual faculty art

exhibit. March 18 - April 5 in Yeates Fine

Arts Gallery, The Gallery will be o|>en

during reguair school hours for this ex-

hibit.

In addition to being staff memt>ers

here, both Mrs. Abrams and Dr. Kiker

are noted Mississippi artists.

One major item in this exhibit will be

Mrs. Abrams' watercolor of snowbirds.

This painting was on exhibit in the C.W.

Wood Gallery at the University of

Southern Mississippi during the month of

February. This exhibit was the seventh

annual Mississippi Artists Juried Exhibi-

tion. (All works are judged in a juried ex-

hibit).

Artists living in Mississippi, or who are

natives of Mississippi, entered paintings

to be judged in this show each year. A
member of the Yale University art facul-

ty critiqued several hundred entries and

selected 28 paintings for the Southern

show.

Both Abrams and Kiker have selected a

mixed media collection for the MUJC ex-

hibit.

Dr. Kiker is a member of the BelMni

Four professional artists group The

group, whose other members are Rita

Halbrook, Lurline Slaughter, and Irene

Gantz. joined together in 1963 when a

Methodist preacher began a painting

class in the top of the church They have

won awards in both Jackson, Miss, and

Memphis, Tenn. The group does both

abstract and realistic works Dr Kiker

has also been recognized individually and

has sold numerous paintings to both

public and private collectors.

No admission will be charged for the

MDJC show, and the public is invited to

attend.

Students to attend classes on Good Friday

MDJC students will be required to

make up two of the 4'^ days missed

because of the icy weather in early

February, but the spring break holidays

will not be shortened as had been

rumored.

However, administrative officials have

cancelled the holiday which had been

planned for Good Friday. April 5.

According to Dean Harmon Boggs, the

school can get in the planned number of

class hours by utilizing the two full days

of April 5 and May 3.

The starting date for second semester

examinations has t>een moved from Fri-

day. May 3. to Monday. May 6. The exam
schedule will be adjusted so that exams

will still be completed by Wednesday,

May 8.

Dean Boggs said that there is no law re-

quiring junior college to hold classes a

certain number of days per year as there

is for public secondary schools, but that

there is an agreement with the Mississip-

pi Junior College Commission which sets

a minimum number of days of attendance

to be used in yearly schedule planning.

Faculty members here have been ad

vised that they may require additional

make-up work in their classes as they

may find it necessary

MDJC students were dismissed at noon,

Jan. 31 and classes did not resume until

Thursday. Feb. 7.

Belle's Box
10 Ideas for decorating walU in dorm

rooms:

1. Posters (singers, animals, models,

etc.)

2. Pictures (all kinds)

3. High school composites

4. Mirrors

5. Calendars

6. Memo pads

7. Schedules

8. Cards (Christmas, birthday, etc.)

9. Hand fans

10. Pom Poms

Dorm Talk

By JANICE WILSON
"Roaches here, crickets there, wasps

flying everywhere, time to cry, time to

fear, time to get these insects nut of

here!"

My chant grows daily with each addi-

tion of new vermin that consUntly invade

my dresser drawers, shoes, and luggage.

These pests infringe on my well-being and

my sanity With each passing day, insects

muliiplv and compound my troubles

Now. I have not only insects to worry

about, but also, mid-term grades. The

dorms are filled full of worried students

contemplating how to arrive home before

their progress reports do.

Dorm students have gone so far as to

describe m detail their life of torture or

homelessness when their reports arrive

home.

. Beauty's in the air! Girls in the dorm

have gone all out to beautify themselves

with exercise, starvation, and new

hairstyles. These methods seem to be

working if the three telephones' constant

ringing and the cards, candy, and flowers

left at the girls' dorm on Valentine's Day

was any indication.

GotU go. Jamce.

TEN YE>RSOF,UH,
•'£X)0O(rW' IN THE.

50/1ET UNKW WOW'T

HOT ljOSm(;^0URPM?EHT5,

m
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Robin Ainsworth Chris Brasher Deanna Christman Jenny Collins

Pageant contestants prepare for Thursday night

The hustle and bustle associated with the

Miss MDJC Scholarship Pageant is currently

causing frayed nerves, exploding tempers,

and frantic cases of stage fright.

Moorhead Rotarians have selected con-

testants and sold ads. The vocational

printers, under the direction of Mr. Sonny

Brocato are currently collating a 24-page

pageant booklet which they have printed.

Rotary Club President, Rev. Jerry Beam, is

balancing church responsibilities with keep-

ing coaches and fine arts staff members both

happy about staging the event in the col-

iseum, Lawrence Kenneth and Miss Laney
Wooten have been counting pageant con-

testants, and Janice Wilson is still looking for

a good talent routine. Even Mrs. Jackie

Franklin is beginning to frown.

But, in spite of it all. the 19th annual

pageant will be as successful as the last 18

have been.

The Fine Arts Department, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Joe Abrams, is staging the event

which will take place in the Coliseum Thurs-

day night, beginning at 7. This coordination

involves decorating, setting sound and

lighting, helping contestants with their

modeling techniques and talent.

The first rehearsal was held last night. Con-

testants will be introduced to Miss Mississippi

Kathy Manning and begin interviews Thurs-

day afternoon.

Suzy Eiiis Melissa Gore Janice Wilson Marlece Lusk
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Terri McCrory

Mary Porter

Laun ^Keiion

MelindaGovera

1
'4

/

Miss Mississippi

Kathy Manning of Drew
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Basketball Scoreboard

Lady Trojans Whammy Lady Tigcret-

tes 85-79.

Sandra Williams scored 21 points to

help the Lady Trojans to a first-time vic-

tory over Coahoma, during Coach Buddy

Walden's tenure as coach. The Lady Tro-

jans started the game slowly, but they

were able to regroup to overcome an ear-

ly eight-point deficit by the Lady Tigeret-

tes. The Lady Trojans led at the half

46-35. Others scoring for the Lady Trojans

were Lesia Duncan with 18 points, Diane

McCollough added 13 points, and Vintinia

Davis bucketed 10 points. Lady Tigeret-

tes' Sirlentine Adams led all scores with

28 points, and Kristie Robinson scored !4

Delta Trojans Turn Back t'oahoma

Tigers 91-81.

Arter a long first half struggle that saw

the Trojans lose a dozen games, and as

many as six consecutive losses at one

stretch, results have begun to favor the

Trojans. The Delta Trojans, who have

worked hard from the onset of the season

have put together a two-game winning

streak, their longest of this year thus far.

Brandon Taylor hit 25 points to help the

Trojans defeat Coahoma and put the

streak at two games. Kendall Bryant hit

23 points, Kirk Price added 15. and

Earnest Coleman paced 10 points.

Coahoma Tigers were led in scoring by

Eddie Valden's 24 points, Billy Spear

scored 23 points and Paul Williams added

10 points.

Northest Lady Tigers Destroy Lady

Trojans 83-63.

Northeast's Kinshinge Sorrell poured in

25 points and helped the Lady Tigers

defeat the visiting Lady Trojans. The

Lady Tigers led throughout the game and

defeated the Lady Trojans soundly. The

Lady Trojans were led in scoring by Lesia

Duncan's 18 points. Diane McCollough

scored 13 points, and Katie Hughes hit 10

points. Northeast Lady Tigers were led in

scoring by Sorrell's 25 points, Ara Garder

hit 21 points, and Trina Bullock added 18

points.

Delta's two-game Winning Streak Stop-

ped by Northeast.

Mississippi Delta Trojans took its two-

game winning streak to Booneville. Un-

fortunately results didn't favor the Tro-

jans. Northeast defeated Mississippi

Delta 73-56. Northeast led Delta

throughout the contest by as many as 20

points, but at various times the Trojans

cut the lead to four points. Mississippi

Delta was led in scoring by Brandon
Taylor's 21 points, and Kirk Price added
nine points. Leading Northeast in scoring

was Calvin Fields with 22 points.

Roosevelt Combs added 14, Robert Evans
and Perry Perrin had 12 points each, and
Ricky Burress brought up the rear with

10.

East Mississippi Lady Lions Claw Lady
Trojans 90-77.

Mississippi Delta Lady Trojans started

the night on fire against East Mississippi

Lady Lions. The Lady Trojans did

everything right and as a result went up
by as many as 16 points early in the

ballgame. East Mississippi Lady Lions

just had too many guns for the Lady Tro-
jans. The Lady Trojans, playing with only

nine players, just couldn't match the

stamina throughout the night against the

Lady Lions. The Lady Trojans put forth a

great effort but stfll came away short, the

game was tied at 73 at the end of regula-

tion and the Lady Lions put on the fire as

they outscored the Lady Trojans 17-4 in

overtime.

The Lady Trojans were led in scoring

by Lesia Duncan's 33 points, Gloria Har-

ris scored 16, and Diane McCollough hit 11

points. The Lady Lions were led in scor-

ing by Amy Chandler's 32 points, Gloria

Cooper scored 22 and Loretta Brown chip-

ped in 14.

Trojan Take Bite out of Lions 70-67.

Mississippi Delta playing for their sixth

victory of the season, got it as they down-

ed East Mississippi Lions. The Trojans,

playing good ball offensively, trailed

most of the game by as many as six

points, but were able to tie the contest late

and send it into overtime. In overtime the

Trojans got out to a lead and never looked

back as they escaped with a hard earned

victory. The Trojans were led in scoring

by Brandon Taylor's 23 points, and Tim

Morris scored 21. East Mississippi was

led in scoring by Lows Murray's 21 points,

Fred Morris scored 19 and Barry

Caldwell paced U points.

Lady Indians Defeat "Cold" Lady Tro-

jans 49-44.

The Lady Trojans lost their 10th game
of the season thanks to poor outside

shooting. The Lady Trojans played

Itawamba Lady Indians close in the con-

test, but couldn't overcome their inability

to make the baskets in the clutch. The

Lady Trojans were led in scoring by Lesia

Duncan's 14 points, Gloria Harris scored

12 points, and Katie Hughes hit 10 points.

The Lady Indians were led in scoring by

Stephanie Davis. 18 points, and Annette

Jones, seven.

Carr's Jumper Scalps Indians 58-56.

Reginald Carr hit a 20-foot jumper with

five seconds left to go in the game to help

enable the Trojans to defeat the Itawam-

ba Indians. The ironic part is that Carr

was sick the night before the game, shot

the first ball in the game which was an

"air bair*. and thus was still able to

emerge as the game's hero on his last

shot. The Trojans were led in scoring by

Kirk Price's 17 points. Brandon Taylor

scored 12 and Ronnie Kent hit eight

points. The Indians were led in scoring by

Jim Weatherspoon's 21 points, and Kevin

Jones scored 16.

Lady Trojans Put the Clamp on The
Lady Bulldogs.

Mississippi Delta Lady Trojans, playing

rather scrappily and sloppily, found

themselves l>ehind early against the Lady
Bulldogs. The Lady Bulldogs, trying to

avenge an earlier loss against the Lady
Trojans started out on the right track;

The Lady Trojans were able to regroup
and get back into the game behind the hot

outside shooting of Gloria Harris. The
game was close throughout the contest

with each team trading basket for baske(

The game was not decided until the last 30

seconds of play when Lesia Duncan made
a steal and put the Lady Trojans up by
four points to stay. The final score was
76-71. Lady Trojans. The Lady Trojans
were led in scoring by Gloria Harris' 21

points. Katie Hughes scored 18 points,

and Lesia Duncan hit 16. The Lady
Bulldogs were led in scoring by Debbie
Douglass' 30 points. Barbara Harris. 16

points, and Barbara Priner scored 10

points.

Trojans Fall Short to Bulldogs.

Mississippi DelU Trojans playing ever

so well came up short against the Holmes

Bulldogs. The revised Trojans found

themselves behind early by as many as

nine poinU. but were able to overcome

the deficit until the last minute. The Tro-

jans had numerous opportunities to win

the ballgame but failed to capiUlize. The

Trojans displayed a well balanced game

coupled with the outside shooting of Ron-

nie Kent. The Trojans were led in scoring

by Ronnie Kent's 16 points, Brandon

Taylor scored 15 points, and Kendall

Bryant and Kirk Price had 12 points each.

Holmes was led in scoring by Eric

Payton's 21 points, Michael Ranee, 13

points and Anthony Small scored 12.

Meridian Returns Favor, Defeats Delta

in O.T. 80-76.

After being blown away by the Trojans

earlier, the Meridian Eagles got even

with the Trojans by downing the Trojans

80-76 in overtime. The Eagles fought back

from an eight point halftime deficit to

overcome the Trojans. Needless to say, it

was a tough pill to swallow for the Tro-

jans. The Trojans were led in scoring by

Brandon Taylor's 26 points. Tim Morris

scored 19 and Ronnie Kent hit 17 points.

The Meridian Eagles were led in scoring

by Kyle Richard's 26 points, and Alvin

Oliver scored 18 points.

Northwest Rangers Put Ice on Trojans

Offense 83-61

.

Despite the freezing and icy roads, Feb.

4th, the Northwest Rangers made the trip

to the Delta anyway. The trip wasn't for

nothing as the Rangers blew the Trrojans

out 83-61. The game was fairly close for

awhile, but the Rangers depth was able to

overcome the Trojans lack of depth. As

usual. Brandon Taylor led the Trojans in

scoring with 19 points. Kirk Price scored

13 points, and Kendall Bryant scored 10

scores. The Northwest Rangers were led

in scoring by Ricky Barrett's 29 points,

and Ronnie Miller's 13.

Lady Rangers drop Lady Trojans.

The Lady Rangers, led by the number
two scorer in the nation in junior colleges,

trampled the Lady Trojans. Rhonda
Mikes scored 15 points despite bursting

her ankle early in the game. Lady Tro-

jans Lesia Duncan tried to help the Lady
Trojans stay close by scoring 17 points.

But the Lady Rangers who were ranked

15th in the nation were too strong for the

Lady Trojans. The final score was 72-59,

Lady Rangers. The rest of the Lady Tro-

jans scoring in double figures were Gloria

Harris with 14 and Katie Hughes scoring

10 points. The Lady Rangers were led in

scoring by Angela East's 21 points. Jackie

Joiner scored 16 points.

Meridian pins Delta 80-76 in Overtime.

Kyle Richard's 26 points led an Eagle
comeback, Feb. 6th. to defeat visiting

Delta. Delta, who led and dominated most
of the game, wouldn't put the Eagles

away. And as a result Delta witnessed

another "should have won" victory slip

through their fingers. Brandon Taylor led

Delta in scoring with 26 points. Other
scoring for Meridian Eagles were Alvin

Oliver scoring 18 points, and Kent Brown
scoring 11 points.

Girls didn't play Meridian girls because

the women (Meridian) dropped
their

basketball program the second semester

Lady Trojans Nip Coahama Lady
Tigers 70-69.

Diane McCollough led the Lady Trojans

to victory Feb. 7th over Coahoma Lady
Tigers as she poured in 25 points. The
Lady Trojans, who were behind much of

the game, fought the defeat to capture a
victory. The victory marked the second *

time that the Lady Trojans defeated the

Coahoma Lady Tigers - a first for the

Lady Trojans and Coach Buddy Walden.

Lesia Duncan scored 18 points and Katie

Hughes scored 14 points. The Lady Tigers

were paced in scoring by Lenetla

Washington's 25 points. Sirlestine Adams
scored 16 points and Kathy Robinson hit

13.

Coahoma Tigers return favor, defeat

Delta 71-64.

Coahoma Tigers, looking for revenge

against the Delta Trojans, found it as they

downed the Trojans. The Tigers playing

with the home crowd behind them easily

defeated the Trojans. The Trojans were

led in scoring by Kirk Price's 24 points,

Brandon Taylor scored 13 points and Ron-

nie Kent hit U ponts. The Coahoma

Tigers were paced in scoring by Eddie

Johnson's 23 points Jindith Williams

scored 14 points and Paul Williams scored

'

12 points.

Northeast Lady Tigers defeat Lady

Trojans 72-59.

Kunslringe Sorrell's 23 points led th

Lady Trojans to victory over the Lady

Trojans, Feb. 11th. The Lady Tigers

played a good solid game as they put good

defense on the Lady Trojans offense. The

Lady Trojans were led in scoring by Ada

Trippe's 16 points, Gloria Harris scored

14 points and Lesia Duncan hit 11 points

Other Lady Tigers scores were Ara

Garder scoring 18 points and Trina

Ballock hitting 12 points.

Tigers Claw Trojans 55-52.

Calvin Fields' 15 points helped boost ihe

Tigers of Northeast to a victory over

homestanding Delta. The Tigers rated the

top team in the conference, showed no pi

ty on the Trojans as they downed the Tro

jans 55-52, ina game that was much wider

than the score indicated. Brandon Taylor

led Delta in scoring with 14 points. Kirk

Price scored 13 points, and Kendall

Bryant added 12 points. Roosevelt Com^

scored 14 points for Northeast and Ronnie

Elam scored eight point to help round out

their scoring.

Lady Trojans scalp Lady Trojans.

Itawamba Lady Indians defeated the

Lady Trojans. Feb. 14th, in a close con-

test. The Lady Trojans, much to the

dismay of their coach, kind of destroyed

themselves by making turnovers and

missing costly free throws. The Lady Tr^

jans were led in scoring by Lesia

can's 19 points, and Diane McCoilou^

scored 11. Patrice Malphas led the Lad;.

Indians in score, with 16. Stephanie Davi-

scored 15 points, and Annetta Jones hii '

points.

Indian Defeat Trojans in O.T. 10:Mf*-

The Delta Trojans came out of "

dressing room at the beginning or Oiie

game and were run right back in as th«

Indians went on the war path. In the se*

cond half the Trojans found their com-

posure and managed to make a ball ga^"*
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of what seemingly was to be a blowout
Kirk Price led Delta in scoring the 31
points. Brandon Taylor scored 26 points
and Kendall Bryant hit 16 points to round
out the Trojans scoring.

Charles Roberson's 31 poinU led the In-
dians onslaught, Kelvin Jones hit 17
points, and Larry Hyde added 13 points
Udy Indians End Lady Trojans Season

93-82.

After what had sUrted out to be a pret-
ty good season, the Lady Trojans dreams
were put to an end by the Lady Trojans
Feb. 19th. Playing in the first-round of the
tournament at Itawamba, the Lady Tro-
jans lost to Itawamba Lady Indians and
thus had to unlace their sneakers until
next fall. The Lady Trojans made a
valiant effort but the Lady Indians were
just too much for the Lady Trojans. Play-
ing in her final game as a Lady Trojan
Lesia Duncan scored 27 points, Katie

Hughes playmg m her final game scored
2 pomts. and Gloria Harris playmg m her
nnal game scored 13. Patric Malphas* 37
pomts led the Udy Indians rally. Annette
Jones poured in 37 pomts. and Jackie
Jones added lo points.

Trojans Season ends in Overtime with
Defeat by Itawamba.
After earlier playing the Indians m

overtime and losing, the Trojans had
vengeance on their mmd. Plagued by
sloppy play and turnovers, the Trojans
practically gave the victory to the In-
dians. With the loss, the Trojans long
disappointing season came to an end The
final score was 79-69. Itawamba Brandon
Taylor led Delta in scoring with 21 points
Earnest Colemans scoring 16 and Kirk
Price added 14 for Delta. Indians leading
scorers were Charles Roberson with 21
points. Larry Hyde with 17 and Jim
Wealherspoon add 14 points.

Season set back
The Lady Trojans softball team may

need to specialize in the slow pitch so that

they can get their season underway.

The Trojans, coached by Buddy
Walden, had to cancel their opening prac-
tice on Feb. 26 because of bad weather.
And they have rescheduled their opening
game of the season, planned for March 7.

to sometime after the spring break.
Coach Walden said the cancellation was
necessary because they had not been able
to get in enough practice lime.

When they do get started, the Ladies
are scheduled to play 14 games. All will

be doubleheaders. Game time for the

home matches will be 2:30 p.m.

Coach Walden expects to field a
25-member team. Returning players for
the Lady Trojans are Lesia Duncan. Ada
Trippe. Dianne McCulIough. Barbara
Burley and Jennifer Mayes. Burley led
the team in hits last season and was given
the Most Valuable Player award. Dun-
can, whom Walden considers to be his
best fielder, will be playing shortstop.
McCuIlough will be the only starting pit-

cher from last year's team returning this
season.

MDJC's record in the spring of 1984 was
10 wins and 12 losses.

Coach Walden expects Northeast and
Itawamba to be the lop teams in the
North Half Hinds and Meridian will lead
in the South Half Division.

TENNIS TEAM - 1985 (sitting, from
left): Anne Bell. Missy
McWiniams. and Dianne Kennum.
(Standing) Burrel Leach, Johnny
Watford. Tammy Price, Janice
Wilsf>n.

(Several members are not oir
tured).

^

SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
Thursday. March 7 Hinds Junior Colleoe at Raymond
Monday. March 18 Coahoma Junior College at Clarksdale
Wednesday. March 20 Northeast Miss. Junior Colleoe at MDJC
Tuesday, March 26 Hinds Junior College at MDJC
Thursday, March 28 Northeast Miss. Junior College al Boonevllle
Wednesday. April 3 Mawamba Junior College al MDJC
Thursday, April 4 Northwest Miss. Junior College at Senalobla
Monday, April 8 Coahoma Junior College at MDJC
Wednesday. April 10 Meridian Junior College at Meridian
Tuesday, April 16 Itawamba Junior College at Fulton
Thursday. April 18 Northwest Miss, Junior College at MDJC
Monday. April 22 Meridian Junior College at MDJC
Friday, April 26 state Tournament at Meridian
Saturday. April 27 Regional Tournament at Meridian
Coach Buddy Walden

All Qamet Start al 2:30 p.m.

Trojan baseballers open season
By CARL COBB
Baseball season has started again, and

with it have come some surprises and
some disappointments, according to head
Coach Jimmy Bellipanni.

Bellipanni has a lot of good things to say
about his ball team, and he feels good
about the upcoming season.

Probably one of the most important fac-

tors for his, and other teams in the North
Division of the Mississippi Junior College

Intercollegiate Association, is that every
game piayeti will count in the North Half

title chase this year. "This is good for

most every team in the conference, as it

will require more pitching rotation, and
teams will not be able to save a particular

pitcher for a particular game," said

Bellipanni.

Disappointments also have followed

Coach Bellipanni this year. For instance,

he will field a team without the services of

David Gilbert, first baseman and left-

handed pitcher, and Rot>ert Penn. a third

baseman. "We lost Gilbert to marriage

and we lost Penn because of failing

grades." said Bellipanni.

However, Bellipanni points out that the

Trojans picked up Mark Rayburn of

Clarksdale and David Brown.

The pitching staff is off to a good start,

and will be composed of the following

players: Tim Collins, Pat Downs. Rich

Olmi, John Pitts. Joe Horton. Tommy
Lemonis, Mark Rayburn, Charles
Sizemore. Mike Wigington. Mel Stanciel

and Tate Wood.

The outfield will be stronger than last

year because of more speed. Playing

deep will be David Brown. Rob
Lunceford, Joe Horton, John Pitts and

Steve Sizemore.

"Coaching could be our strongest posi-

tion," Bellipanni said, "because of such

veterans as Jerry Serio and Robbie

Hughes." The coach said that both

players will share duties, but Hughes will

t>ear more responsibility for the season

because he has the ability to handle pit-

chers t)etter.

Bellipanni said that the infield is also

looking stronger than last year with such
players as Greg Domino, Pat Down, Ed-

die Garrison. Bobby Clark. Russell • "With players such as these, we intend
Robertson. Jeff Fondren. Freddie on being a team to reckon with in the
Williams. Dewayne Kelly and Rodney North Division this year." said Bellipan-
Fulgham. ni.

MftslaalppI Oalta Junior College

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Saturday. March 9 / Northwest at Senatobia
Sunday. March 10 Kishwaukeeat MDJC
Friday, March 15 vVilllam Penn al MDJC
Sunday. March 17

j p^^^^^^ ^^JC
Tuesday. March 19 J Holmes at MDJC
Saturday. March 23 , Northwest at MDJC
Sunday. March 24

; DuPageat MDJC
Monday. March 25 Itawamba at Fulton
Wednesday. March 27 £^3, at Scooba
Saturday. March 30 Coahoma at MDJC
Monday. April 1 Lincoln Land at MDJC
Tuesday. April 2 Meridian at Meridian
Thursday, April 4 Northwest at MDJC
Monday, April 8 ^lark at MDJC
Tuesday. April 9 Holmes at Goodman
Saturday. April 13 Northeast at Boonevllle
Tuesday. April 16 Itawamba at Moorhead
Wednesday. April 17 clark at Newton
Saturday. April 20 East MS at MDJC
Coach Jimmy Bellipanni

Equipment Manager • Sandy Wilson
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PRACTICE MAKE PERFECT. Pole

vaulter, Rodney Fulgham, prac-

tices for season opener.

The major unanswered question about

this year's intercollegiate tennis season is

whether the weather will permit a good

season.

Last year's tennis team did not develop

because of lack of interest and talent

among players on campus.

This year the team stands 13 strong

with such players as David Brown.

Johnny Watford. Burrel Leach. Trey

Moore, Janice Wilson, Sheila Keeton,

Anne Bell, Tammy Price, Missy

McWilliams, Diane Keenum, Gma Bap-

tiste. Tammy Cook and Memrie Creswell.

Tennis season officially begins the

week after spring break with the first

match scheduled for March 21. MDJC will

play Holmes on the Goodman courts.

Trivial Pursuit

Answers to last issue's questions:

\. In Greek mythology. Cupid's counter-

part is the love god. Eros.

2. There are 11 married couples on staff

at MDJC.
Questions for this issue:

1. Who recently won the titles of Mr.

and Miss MDJC?
2. Who was the 1984 Miss MDJC?

Track team outlook good for this season
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER

ALEX ROSS
Despite the departure of two key run-

ners. Coach Paul Downs, head coach of,

the MDJC track team seems very op-

timistic about this year's team.

Downs, who is head coach of the track

team for the 7th year, says that the in-

coming freshmen should make up for the

loss of Vincent Barnett and Michael

Adams, who both set state records in 440

and 880 yd. relays. Besides this honor,

Barnett also won the state long-jump

championship. Both sophomores signed

football scholarships to senior colleges.

Downs also lost sophomore, Calvin

Staples, who signed a track scholarship

with University of Southern Mississippi.

Returning sophomores include Patrick

Pope - (who is state holder of the 100 yd.

dash), 100 yd. dash, 440 and 880 yd.

relays; Charles Wadlington - shot and

discus; Randy Langston - triple jump. 440

and 880 yd. relay ; Kent Anderson, who set

North Division record - 220 yd.; Dennis

McNeal, who also set the North Division

record for 120 high hurdles - hurdles;

Michael Hood and Ross Ramsey -

distance. Last year the track team was

ranked 2nd in the North Division and 4th

in the state which, according to Downs,

was a very good year.

Even though the sophomores will make

the nucleus of the team. Downs says that

he will also rely on his newcomers.

Freshmen tracksters are Rodney

Fulgham - pole vault ; Alvin Battle - Mile

;

Quinton Edwards - shot and discus; Ron-

nie Kent - 440 yd. dash ; Levon Davis - shot

and discus; Reginald Carr - high jump;

and James Bell - mile.

Track is a volunteer program at MDJC.

It is open to those male students who ran

track in high school and wish to continue

their track careers. Track is not a

scholarship program although Downs

says that next year track will possibly

become a scholarship program like other

sports on campus. However, MDJC track

stars are eligible to sign track scholar-

ships to senior colleges.

MDJC's track season begins March 20

when MDJC goes on the road to Hinds Jr.

,

College in Raymond. Due to Spring train-

ing in football, Downs says that during

the first few meets he will be using about

!>. members, After Spring training.

Downs expects about 20 members.

As to the success of this year's team.

Downs seems confident. "After we get

started, we'll do as well as we did before.

We're expecting another good year."

Cobb's Conversations

A talk with coach Downs about football

By CARL B. COBB
Date: Feb. 22. 1985

Place: MDJC Coliseum. Coach Paul

Down's office

Subject: Intercollegiate football spring

training.

Cobb: Coach Downs. Spring training is

underway now. How do you feel

about that and about the upcoming

season?

Downs: We feel pretty good about it.

We've got 40 guys coming out for

football, and they all look great.

Cobb: Forty players is a lot of players for

a school of this size, isn't it?

Downs: Not really. We've got 26

returnees, and 14 walkons.

Cobb: I understand you had a fair season

last fall. Will graduating players

from last year's team affect this

year's competitiveness?

Downs: 1 think it will. We had 12 players

to graduate and sign with four-year

schools last year, so it's bound to af-

fect us some.

Cobb: Some graduated, but you still have

some good players returning from

last year, right?

Downs: That's right. Players such as

Rodney Fulgham, Lavon Davis, Ron-

nie Walters, Jim Besselman, Jeb

"After our first match, there will heap,

proximately two matches per week
|f

play well, maybe we'll make the stai^

tourney in Meridian in April 24, 2S and

26." said Lance Baria, coach.

"Right now. I'm using the challenge

system to see who the better players on

the team are and the ones that will be

starting players." said Baria.

Other matches scheduled for MDJC are

East Central at Decatur, March
28.

Holmes in Moorhead. April 2; Northw(

at Senatobia. April 4; Holmes at G(w

man. April 9; East Central in MoorheaS

April 15; and Northwest in Moorhead,

April 18. A match may also be scheduled

with Co-Lin Junior College, but no date

has been set.

Students to vie

at PBL meet
Representatives of the MDJC cha|

of Phi Beta Lambda, national honorary

business fraternity, will attend the PBL

State Leadership conference, which will

be held March 7-8 at the Holiday Inn

Downtown in Jackson.

A special feature of this conference is

that students from all of the major junior

and senior public colleges of Mississippi

compete in business skills.

Areas of competition this year are

Parliamentary Procedure. Business

Communications. Business Law.

Economics, Accounting I, Data Process-

ing I and II, Typing and Shorthand

Students who compete are selected on

the basis of grades and faculty recom-

mendations. Mrs. Mary Ellen Holloway,

PBL adviser, said that local represen-

tatives had not been chosen at presslime,

Mrs. Holloway said that contestants

from 15 other junior colleges and four

senior colleges will take part in this

year's skills competition.

State winners are eligible to compete in

the national PBL contest which will be

held July 5-8.

Hobson, and Scott Bell will be with us

again. Of course, these aren't our on-

ly players, but these are the ones that

we feel will make a difference this

next season.

Cobb : You said the season looks good, but

who will the toughest competitor be

this year?

Downs: Our toughest competition is this,

and every year, Gulf Coast. They

gave us trouble last year, but we still

finished with a 6-5 record.

Cobb: I'm wondering. Has there ever

been a player that graduated from

MDJC. signed with a four-year col-

ATTENTION — Everyone please bring youf

ID to the Coliseum. You will be asked tor

_it

FOUND — Encyclopedia in Stennis-Penrod

dorm. Inquire at Rm. 19^

WANTED — A Wilson Legacy tennis rac-

quet. Contact Janice Wilson in Stennis-

Pen rod. ^
WANTED - More tennis players lor the in-

tercollegiate tennis team. See Lance

Baria in the financial aids office m the

Administration Building.

lege and then gone on to play profes-

sional football?

Downs: Sure. We've had Charles Bennet,

who just recently signed with the

USFL's Portland Breakers. Then

there's Greg Williams who now plays

for the Washington Redskins, Joe

Hall who is with the New Orlea^

Saints, Johnny Barnett with the L.A-

Express, and EIja Norris soon wiU

join a professional team The

coaches here are proud of our boys,

and we hope that you and the r^^*^

the students at Mississippi Delta fed

the same.
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Phi Theta Kappa initiates 50 Herald staff

The Zeta Zeia Chapter of national honor
society. Phi Theta Kappa held its initia-

tion ceremony Monday night March 18, in

Yeates Fine Arts Auditorium.

Devotion was given by Kacky Webster,

vice-president of Phi Theta Kappa, and
Dr. J.T. Hall, president of MDJC gave the

welcome address. Members Katie
Hughes. Robert Box and Logan Crit-

tenden, gave the purpose of Phi Theta

Kappa, Criteria for membership and ex-

planation of the symbol. Andy Cumm-
ings, president of Phi Theta Kappa,
delivered a president's address and
swore in new members.
New members are : Paul Ashford,

Paige Bariola, Ruth Belcher. Marilyn
Bishop. Mary Jane Blythe, George
Breland, Beulah Brown, Bernice Cail.

Laura Chatoney, Lea Christian, Donna
Curtis, Brad Daughtry. Diana Davey.
Marquetta Diggs. RoseveltDiggs, Rebec-

ca Dodd, Suzy Ellis. Karen Funderburk,

Kelly Griffin. Wanda Guest. Matt Higdon.

Hairy Hitchins. Barbara Hutchinson,

Melissa James. Diane Keenum;
James Kitchell. Debra Lipe, Guy Long,

Jeannette Meadows. Rita Nelms. John
Newbaker. Bettina Ong. Pamela Perkins.
Redigo Phillips. Beth Pritchard. Mary E
Reed. Tracy Roberts. Russell Robertson.
Rene Seymour, Steve Sizemore. Lori
Stotler. Lisa Sykes. Dorothy Warren.
Cathy White. Vernetta Whittaker. Mary
Wilkins, Curtis Williams, Wanda
Williams, Melissa Winters and Marvin
Young.

The local chapter of Phi Theta Kappa, a

non-secret national honor society for

junior colleges, was begun at MDJC in

1947. Membership is composed of

students whose grades rank in the upper
10% of the college enrollment and who
receive endorsement by the faculty com-
mittee on honors and awards, and from
active fraternity members.
Phi Theta Kappa sponsors are Mrs.

Yvonne Bennett. Mrs. Elizabeth Cumm-
ings, Mr. Jimmy Free. Mrs Evelyn
Kiker, and Mr. Dwight Spencer.

Band topresent salute to Sousa

The MDJC concert band has scheduled
its annual spring concert for Tuesday,
April 2.

Mr. Warden Herring, band director,

says that he is very enthusiastic about the
concert. "The concert will be very unique
in the respect that not only will the band
play contemporary music, but modern
concert music and traditional concert
music."

The music includes. "American Civil

War Fantasy", "Light Calvary Over-
ture". "Battle Hymn of the Republic",
which will feature guest soloist. Karia
Jones; "Balladair '. which will be con-

ducted by guest artist, Mr. Joseph
Abrams; and "Chariots of Fire", featur-

ing guest organist. Merle Tolbert.

The concert band will also perform an
"Introduction to Sousa". a musical
tribute to John Philip Sousa. Herring says
the band will choose selections from the

following Sousa music: "El Capitan",
"Liberty Bell". "Stars and Stripes

Forever". "Washington Post", "High
School Cadets", and "Concoran Cadets".
As a part of the tribute to Sousa. a slide

show will t>e shown.

The show will portray Sousa as the

"March King". There will also be a slide

show during "Battle Hymn of the
Republic" portraying scenes of America.
"The concert will be a very diversified

program." says Herring. "There will be
something for everyone, all ages."
This year the concert band consists of

54 members, all of the marching in-

trumentalists. plus instrumentalists from
the guard (flags and rifles) and musi-
cians who did not participate in the mar-
ching band. "This year's concert band is

the largest and best I have worked with in

my four years at Delta," says Herring
The week of April 1-5 will be recognized

as "Delta Spirit" week. During this week,
the jazz band will perform in the Union,
and smaller ensembles like the brass
choir, percussion and woodwind
ensembles, will put on performances.
Herring says that the purpose of "Delta
Spirit" week will be to give any students

who have had band experience the chance
to view the band and possibly sign a

scholarship for band next year.

Besides performing for "Delta Spirit"

week, the MDJC jazz band will tour local

high schools in the Delta.

to attend

spring awards

conference

The Delta Herald staff will be attending

Mississippi Junior College Press Associa-

tion Spring Awards meeting on April 12-13

in Biloxi.

The staff will be staying at the Ramada
Inn in Biloxi and the banquet is being

. hosted by The Dixie Drawl of Pearl River

Junior College.

Staff members Janice Wilson. Vernetta

Whittaker, and Shannon Estes and other

former staff members have submitted en-

tries in every competition. These areas

consist of Features, Columns. Sports.

Photography, Advertisements. News
Stories, and Cartoons. Workshops and
entertainment have also been prepared
by the Dixie Drawl office.

i

1
v-->

RENE SEYMOUR won first place
in the state in Shorthand Skills

Competition at the recent Phi
Beta Lambda State Leadership
Conference In Jackson. Seymour
defeated competition from 15
other junior colleges and four
senior colleges. Her shorthand in-

structor is Mrs. Patsy Dowell.

SGAto host picnic

The SGA picnic for all students and

local residents will be hosted on April 9,

The outdoor event will feature live enter-

tainment.

The picnic will take place outside the

Student Union and everyone is invited to

participate, said Joe Koncoli. president of

SGA, Koncoli said that hamburgers will

be served.

VICA blood drive underway
By SHANNON ESTES
VirfA is busy with two projects. Today

the ' lub is sponsoring a blood drive and

on /ipril 11, the group will send members

to the VICA State Competition

The blood drive is being held to help the

Mississippi Blood Service It is being held

in the Student Union and will last from

6:30 a m. until 2:30 p m.

Sonny Brocato, VICA sponsor, said that

VICA is trying to beat last semesters

record of 141 pints of blood, Brocato said.

"We would like for everyone to come over

and donate."

The VICA State Competition is being

held in Meridian Brocato said that MDJC
Is planning to send 35 students to com-

pete. The students will compete in

Automotive Machinist. Automotive,

Mechanics, Basic Skills in Business.

Welding. Gin Management. Diesel

Mechanics. Farm Mechanics. Machine

Shop, Industrial Electricity. Printing,

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning and

Sheet MeUl.

Creative writers to travel to Fulton April 2
By SHANNON ESTES
The spectators Club met Wednesday

March 20. to draft plans for their trip to

the creative writing workshop The com-
petition is being hosted by the Itawamba
Junior College at Fulton on April 2.

The Mississippi Junior College Creative

Writers Association Workshop will begin

at 8:30 a.m. m the Fine Arts Auditorium

at Itawamba Junior College. According to

Ken Bishop president of MJCCWA. there
is a large number of entries in the com-
petition this year.

The writers have a full day ahead for

them beginning with registration beginn-

ing at 8 a m From 8:30 until 9:30 will be
the openmg session, which will include a

business session, a welcoming session, a
consultant introduction and the competi-

tion results.

An Essay session will begin at 9:30a.m.

and a break will take place from 10:30 un-

til 10:45. At 10:45 the Drama session will

begin and will end at 11 : 45 with the begin-

ning of the short Fiction session. At 12:45

the group will adjourn for the luncheon

prepared by MJCCWA. The Poetry ses-

sion will commence with a few words

from the keynote speaker at 1 p.m. and

will end at 2:15.

The consultants for the workshop are

Orley Hood, essay; Helen Kellum,

drama: Charles Ghinga, poetry and

keynote speaker; and Carol Case, short

fiction. Announcements of the wins will

be made at a later date.
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Spring fever rises
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER

It shines through every facial expres-

sion. Smiles broaden and nerves twitch as

the sun beams brightly on bare skin. The

thermometer slowly reaches up to 60, 70,

even 80 degrees. Guys and girls gradually

shed jackets and sweaters, and more into

shorts, crop tops, and yes. even bathing

suits; and teachers now calculate more

absentees than ever before. Polaroids.

Foster Grants and GQ shades suddenly

appear to shade eyes from the sun. Spring

has arrived at MDJC.
Winter '85 has blown away and in the

nick of time. I'm sure you have heard of

rain-dancing, well, the girls in Stennis-

Penrod have been performing sun-

dances, praying for the sun to shine so

that they can wear their new spring out-

fits. One can hardly blame them though.

They have spent the entire winter starv-

ing and exercismg themselves into a fren-

zy, just to look good in the latest fashions

their parents promised to them if they

lose "x" number of pounds.

All of the residents of the girls' dorm

now know the purpose of the beautiful

pond scene in the back of the building. It

makes a great deck for sunbathing and

for showing off new figures as well as new

bathing suits. Is a new wardrobe worth

sacrificing that delicious cheesecake

served in the cafeteria?

Not only have the girls gotten into

shape but have spent their last dimes on

fashion magazines for the latest trends in

summer hairstyles and makeup. All kinds

of lotions and potions for arms and legs,

and yellow, green, and practically every

other color under the sun has appeared in

lipstick, eyeshadow and fingernail polish.

and cute co-eds have all but begged, bor-

rowed, or stolen to get these precious

items Lookout men! I foresee many fall

weddings as a result of this exorbitant

manhunt.

The guys are no exception. If the

weightroom could talk, it would amaze us

all at the conversations held between the

sound of weights clacking together as

guys work to expand small,

underdeveloped muscles into large bulk-

ing masses, just so that they can look de-

cent in that new muscleshirt.

Spring fever, however, extends far

beyond co-eds getting pretty and guys

getting muscular. It is definitely a bless-

ing to both teachers and students that se-

cond semester nears its end during spr-

ing. The weather is so fair and pretty that

students find it hard to concentrate on

Students react to beer law

studying. The campus has become very

beautiful during spring with trees bud-

ding and spring foliage appearing
in

every nook and cranny.

While teachers talk of exponents. terrrT

papers, and Europe, students think of sun
and fun. Couples are once again seen sit-

ting by the fountain, and groups are

gathering at the courtyard around the

Union. It is no wonder that students are

taking advantage of cuts that they force

themselves to save during the winter.

All of the above are symptoms of the

contagious spring fever. It is nothing lo

worry about though. It happens every

year. Spring fever is as common as the

common cold. There is no known cure for

spring fever. The only possible solution is

to let the fever run its course and hope

that you don't cut out of class before you

get over your case.

By SHANNON ESTES
A new law has been passed to make the

punishment for selling beer to under-aged

customers much heavier. The bill has

been passed by the Mississippi State

Legislature and will coincide with the

recently passed age limit law that raised

the drinking age from 18-21.

Under the new law. the first offense for

selling beer to underaged persons could

bring a loss of permit for three months
and a $500 fine. The second offense could

bring a $1,000 fine and a permit loss of up
to six months. On the third offense the

business could lose the permit for one
year and receive a $5,000 fine.

The age limit was raised to meet a

deadline set nationwide by the U.S. Con-

gress. Failure to do so could have
resulted in the state's loss of five percent
of its federal highway funds. The bill

passed the state senate in January but

has just been approved in the House and
signed by the Governor. However, the bill

will not go into effect until October 1.

This law will not affect members of the

armed forces on military installations or

people drinking with a spouse over 21.

If local reaction to raising legal age
from 18-21 is any indication however, law

enforcement offerers are going to have a

hard time making the new law effective.

Do you think minors will abide by the

new regulation that no beer be sold to

anyone under 21?

Debra Malone. 30. Psychology: No,

because they didn't obey the law before it

was raised to 21. It was done to benefit the

state, not the student.

oioria Hudson. 18. Clerical: No,
because it doesn't make any sense. Some
one older is still going to get it for them.
Robert Winn, 19. Diesel Mechanics: It's

okay with me, because I don't drink it.

Patrick Williams, 21. Social Work: No.
they won't because they're too rebellious.

Brad Shirley. 19. Farm Management:
No. If we're old enough to exercise the
same responsibilities, such as paying
Uxes and dying for our country, then we
are old enough lo drink.

Cathrine Love. 18. Pre-Nursing: No.
Because they think they are grown
already. Laws, or no laws, it wouldn't
make any difference to tiiem, unless it

was enforced.

Arlee Beard, 19. Home Ec: No, they
won't obey it. Even if it is the law they can
get it any way They can get someone to
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get it for them.

Willie Williams. Farm Management.
21: No. because the students have their

own way of life. They make their own
rules, no matter what the law says.

Max Parish. Farm Management. 21:

No. Most people 18-21 feel that if they arp

old enough, and responsible enough to

vote and serve in the military, they

should be allowed to buy beer. This issue

should have been left to the people, not

the government.

Carolyn Washington, 18, Biology educa-

tion: Yes, because students under 21

aren't able, or aren't supposed to be able

to make such a decision as to whether or

not they are old enough to drink beer, or

any such beverage.

Ramblin'

By SHANNON ESTES
Here in the United States people are

always complaining and catling for a

change. That's the good thing about a

democracy - things can always be chang-

ed for the better.

Being free is something many
Americans take for granted every day.

They enjoy the luxuries of freedom, but

they neglect the responsibilities that go
along with them. The right of jury duty is

looked upon as a chore by some. Many
people just do not want to be bothered

with it. They do not think of the time when
men were tried and sentenced by a few

men from a different social class.

Many Americans do not vote. These
vote-dodgers are afraid that voting may
take a few minutes of their valuable time.

But voting is a right that assures us that

we run the government. If we do not like

the performance of a politican, we just

vote him out in the next election. This

Trivial Pursuit

Answers to last issue's questions:

1. Melissa Winters and Brad Daughtry

recently won the titles of Mr. and Miss

MDJC.
2. The 1984 Miss MDJC was Karla

Nobile.

Questions for this issue:

1. Who was the 1983 Miss MDJC and 1st

runner-up to 1985 Miss MDJC?
2. Who recently won the title of 1985

Miss MDJC?

I

right is so important people in other

places die for it every day.

America may not be the perfect Ulopia)

with her unemployment and inflation, but*

things could t)e worse.

These people who are unhappy with the.

chores of jury duty and voting have never

thought of how unhappy they would be if

the government consisted of a few fellows

who dictate everything and everyone.

Such dictatorship in countries such as

Russia involves telling people where they

work, how many hours to work and even

what to eat.

The US must be doing something right

because people are waiting in line to gel

in and very few choose to leave for good

We have many rights in this country

Our future as a nation, and as individuals

rests totally in our hands. What we ^

with our lives is completely up to us a:

that is the greatest right of all.
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Dear Marie Carson
Dancers to present

three performances

Dear Mario Carson.

I am dating a young man who is in a

Florida college, and I really care about

him. but I don't know why I am constantly

flirting with other boys while he's away.

I m afraid someone will tell him what I'm

doing, and \ don't want to lose him.

Please help.

Lost in Flirting

Dear l-osl In Flirling.

If you care about your boyfriend as

much as you say. you will try to be more
thoughtful and trustworthy Picture

yourself as your boyfriend and how his

flirting would affect you. If this doesn't

help, maybe you really want to date so-

meone else and don't know how to go

about breaking off a secure relationship

with your boyfriend

The MDJC Delta Dancers and the

Physical Education dance classes will

present their annual Spring dance recital.

"That's Dancing"

The program will be hold Wednesday.

March 27. at 2: 15 p.m. and Thursday and

Friday nights. March 28 and 29 at 7: HO

p m in the MDJC Fine Arts Auditorium

The program will consist of all modern

dance and aerobics classes taught at MD-
JC. Each class will perform one number

Also faculty children and outstanding

campers who attend the summer dance

camp will participate

The program will feature the widely

known Delta Dancers, the auxiliary

THE DELTA DANCERS are: (front row, from left) Paul Brown, Clarksdale; Bubba

Pilgrim, Moorhead; Todd Livingston, captam, Greenville Cindy Robinson, Green-

wood Bobby tVlaxey, Inverness; Tracy f^ay, Centreville. Second row: Betty Aden

director. Greenwood; Brooke Hays, manager, Greenville; Chr,s Brasher, Clarksdale^

Brad Winters, Clarksdale; Nancy Guest, Drew; Marlece Lusk, Gieenwood M, sy

Ja-kson Greenwood; Vernon Ray, Greenville; Laune Skelton, Greenville, Kathy

Ma'nn.na Qeverand Third row: Vicki Crawford, Greenwood; Rob,n Amsworth.

Greenwood LlsVGNbert, Clarksdale; Melissa Alford. Sidon. (Not pictured, Dwayne

Simpson, Indianola.
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Kid brother tired ofthe title

Bv JANICE WILSON
Richard Manning, brother of Miss

Mississippi. Kathy Manning, and a

freshman business major is proud of his

sister, but just a little bit tired of

everyone referring to him as Miss

Mississippi's "kid brother."

When Kathy won the title of Miss

Mississippi, my parents and I were so

proud and still are. but sometimes it gets

to be a bit much when people say that I'm

acting stuck up because I don't say "hi"

to them, or constantly walk around being

nice to everyone. I didn't speak to these

people I didn't know before the pageant.

so why should I speak now and sometimes

I'm tired, or. I'm not in the mood to be

cheerful. I'm not being stuck up. I'm be-

ing human," Manning said.

"My sister is a good person with a great

personality. She can get along with

anyone. I love and respect my sister

because she knows it's hard smiling

because you're supposed to. or being at

some meeting when you'd rather be in

bed, but she does it and does it well. I hope

one day to marry someone like my sister;

beautiful both inside and out," said Mann-

ing.

Miami-Dade ranks as

top community college
Hoping to show other, more beleagured

community colleges how to bail out their

"bucketsful of problems. " some top col-

lege experts and even a major national

campus association are plotting to make

an example of the largest community col-

lege in the country.

They're hoping to inspire others to copy

it.

So while most educators avoid national

rankings of campus programs like the

plague, the American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges

(AACJC) enthusiastically has embraced

a new survey calling giant Miami-Dade

Community College the best two-year col-

lege in America.

"We need to look at the best, find out

what they do. use them as models and

write about them." explains George

Baker, one of two University of Texas

professors who surveyed 14 education ex-

perts around the country.

"Community colleges have bucketsful

of problems, ' he declares. He points to

"declining enrollments and budgets,

(and) conservative, angry legislators

who are trying to cut budgets."

Baker and co-author John Roueche

ranked Lane Community College in

Oregon, DeAnza College in California.

Jefferson Community College in Ken-

tucky and Triton College in Illinois just

below Miami-Dade in dealing with those

problems.

The researchers hope their study of

Miami-Dade's success becomes a

blueprint for other community colleges

bogged down by funding worries.

"Miami-Dade is a rare institution in an

unusual environment." Baker says. "In

meeting the criteria, it was far and away
the best."

Only a few years ago. community col-

leges were the stars of the nation's higher

ed system.

They seemed best able to draw students

returning to school to learn more
marketable skills and other students who.

in the midst of the recession and fears of

aid cuts, couldn't afford to go to more ex-

pensive four-year colleges.

Bad times began when the economy im-

proved, making it less urgent for people

to retrain themselves, and when states

began cutting the two-year college

budgets.

"Of the 1.300 community colleges in the

nation," Baker adds, "about 1.000 are

publically funded, with students paying

only a small amount (of tuition)."

"The primary problem is they're striv-

ing to be excellent colleges while servic-

ing a broad range of people, " says Jim

Gollattscheck. the AACJC's vice presi-

dent of communications services.

"They're spreading themselves thin,"

he adds. "They need to find more efficient

ways to cope with students from such a

wide range of backgrounds."

Miami-Dade copes very well, Gollatt-

scheck notes.

Since 1%1. Cuban. Haitan and other

Latino immigrants have flocked to

Miami-Dade, giving it one of the largest

international student populations in the

country, researcher Baker says.

"Anyone can do well with bright kids."

he maintains. "But Miami-Dade is in a

volatile area and has a 53 percent Latino

population. The language differences

make it tougher."

In 1978, southern Florida's rising im-

migrant tide and the school's increasing

enrollment forced Miami-Dade ad-

ministrators into system-wide reforms,

says Roy G. Phillips, vice president and

public affairs.

Students sign contracts to meet

academic standards. Those who fail to

honor the contract are dropped.

Miami-Dade also hat. a general educa-

tion curriculum reform that targets high

tech communications systems and a

remedial program lor students deficiont

in academic skills.

"We're well ahead of things you're see-

ing in other institutions lately," adds

Miami-Dade President Robert McCabe,

"especially regarding communication

with students and faculty development."

Six weeks into each term, for example,

the school gives each of its 43,000 students

a progress report. McCabe explains.

The reports direct students with pro-

blems to specific faculty members or ad-

visors for help.

"The school supports its students,"

Baker says, "but in return it demands
and expects a lot from them."

RICHARD MANNING and his

sister, KATHY MANNING.

Officer Nicholson dies

James Clay Nicholson. 58, died

February 16 after a long fight with

cancer. Mr. Nicholson was a member of

the MDJC Security staff.

A member of the Baptist Church.

Nicholson began working here in

February of 1978. He had previously been

a member of the Greenville Police

Department.

Mr. Nicholson is survived by his wife

and a stepdaughter.

Breazeale joins staff

By JANICE WILSON
The new member of the Security staff is

Ralph W. Breazeale of Ruleville.

The 58-year-old Breazeale replaces

Jack Nicholson. Mr. Breazeale worked

for the Highway Patrol for 26' 2 years and

retired. He then worked on Chief of Police

in Ruleville.

'After I retired from my job as Chief-

of-Police in Ruleville I decided to work

somewhere else. I heard about the joj

opening at Mississippi Delta Junior Col

lege. Since I went to school here mysel

and lived close enough to commute,

thought "why not" so here I am trying M

do a good job and do it right!" sai^

Breazeale.
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Ellis to represent MDJC in Miss Mississippi Pageant
By JANICE WILSON

MARGARET SANDIFER

^^arol Suzanne (Suzy ) Ellis of Greenwood

Aas crowned Miss MDJC in the scholar-

ship (}ageant held March 7 in the MDJC
Coliseum.

The pageant is sponsored by the

Moorhead Rotary Club and is a

preliminary to the Miss Mississippi

pageant.

Contestants were judged in evening
gown, swimsuit. and talent competition.

First alternate for the title was Deanna
Christman of Greenwood. Chris Brasher

of Clarksdale was second alternate. Third

alternate was Jennifer CoUms of Green-
ville. According to Mr. Ralph Ross,

Moorhead Rotary Club treasurer. Ellis

receives a $150 cash scholarship and has
her expenses paid to the Miss Mississippi

pageant in Vicksburg. Christman
receives a $100 scholarship. Brasher. $75;

and Collins. $50.

Decisions were made by a panel of five

judges. They were Mr. and Mrs Peyton
Crowder of Mississippi State University.

Suzanne Ellis

MissMDJC 1 985

Mrs Rush Valentine also of MSU. and
Mr and Mrs Jerry Cefalu of Vicksburg.

Mr and Mrs Cefalu are affiliated with

the Miss Mississippi pageant.

The annual Miss Mississippi Delta
Junior College Scholarship Pageant pro-
duced a tall 5'8" blonde-haired, green-
eyed beauty i;s the new Miss MDJC.
Miss MDJC of 1984. Melinda Govero.

crowned this year's winner. Carol

Suzanne Ellis. Ellis is the daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. L.C. Ellis of Greenwood.

"When I first heard my name ! couldn't

t>elieve it. I thought I was mistaken or.

maybe they were," Ellis said. "I finally

reahzed they meant me when Melinda

crowned me All of the girls were so pret-

ty and talented I'm happy I won.

"After the pageant was over. Kathy

Manning, Miss Mississippi, gave me
some words of advice. She told me to

'work hard because it all pays off in the

end.'
"

Keeping this in mind. Ellis has already

begun looking for a new song to sing in the

Miss Mississippi Pageant "1 sang Vou

Light Up My Life for the Miss MDJC. but

now I need something else, I will try my
best to represent MDJC the way il should

be represented, " said Ellis.

Ellis received a $150 scholarship to the

college of her choice, $300 for clothing for

the slate pageant and travel expenses

paid for the Mississippi pageant to t>e held

July 17 20 in Vicksburg.

"My parents were really proud of me
and my brother was more excited than I

was." Ellis continued 'My boyfriend and

my brother got into this big fight about

who was more important to me -- my
brother or my boyfriend they were so

funny."

"When I leave MDJC I plan to attend

the University Medical Center and get my
degree in nursing. I hope to specialize in

rehabilitation," said Ellis.

Spanish scholars

compete here

The annual High School Spanish Con-

test was given here March 23 under the

supervision of Mrs. Betty Watson,

modern language mstructor here.

Eighty high school students from the

Delta area took the test in the Stanny

Sanders Library.

The test consists of three testing styles

-a written grammar test, a reading com-

prehension test and an audio response

test Students entered the competition on

either the first year, the second year, or

third year levels.

'The answers sheet are sent to

Mississippi State University where they

are graded by a computer. We have had

some Mississippi students to win this

competition before. I hope they'll do as

well this year." said Mrs. Watson.

All winners at the state level

automatically admitted into the national

high school Spanish contest.
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Al G. Kelly MHIer Bros. Circus
M LTD.

Auspices: Moorhead Chamber oS Commerce
till

WED
4:30 and 7:30 P. ML M.D.J.C. Campus



Lakers win

intramural

basketball title

The Lakers edged the Rockets 59-57 to

nring an end to the intramural basketball

activities. The Lakers were crowned the

tournament champions February 28.

There were eight teams and all of them
played about five games each The first

Aith a 6-0 record was the Nasty Bunch.

rJiere was a tie for second with a record

oi 4-2. with the Lakers and the Rockets,

The Sweet Six was next with a 3-2 record.

There was a tie for sixth place with

Leland and the Fun Bunch. The Final

Team was BSU with a 1-5 record.

Coach Keith Bender directs in-

iramurals here.

Hi everybody! I'd like to say a special

ni" to the night prowler who seems to

i ive struck the dorm area again. Some
young man seems to get a real kick out of

playmg "Peeping Tom" and scaring half

the girls in the dorm.

The SGA-sponsored a "steak night"

last week which featured a semi-formal

dinner for all dorm students. The meal
seemed to go over quite well, especially

*ith some of the 'bigger' male students.

No one wearing shorts was allowed at din-
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MDJC LAKERS - left to right: (kneeling) Alonzo Marvin, forward, Havana Florida;

Robert Moore, forward/guard, Belzoni; Eddie Gates, co-captaIn, forward/center.

Greenwood; Kendall Bryant, coach, Inverness; Kent Anderson, co-captain,

guard/forward, Rosedale; Lee Ford, center/forward, Columbus, Ga.; Oliver Manuel,

guard/forward. Itta Sena; Demetrius Brooks, guard, indianola; Wallace Hope,

center/forward, Indianola. (Not pictured. Kirk Price, coach, Inverness and Dennis

McNeil, guard, Rosedale)

Dorm Talk

ner - this was really a change.

Cross-stitching, crochet, and knitting

seem to be the most popular and calming

hobbies in the dorm lately - everyone

seems to be in the creative mood.

The movie. Tightrope was shown the

other night. I really wish I could say that

it was a good movie, but it was kind of

slow, and I fell asleep on the couch in the

lobby.

Sports seems to be something the girls

are getting into now with softball and ten-

nis. Everyone seems to be carrying a mitt

or a racquet.

room Such actions may not help graaes.

but they guarantee that most people know
what's happening on "General Hospital"

and "All My Children."

Studying seems to be on the decrease

with each passing day As the weather

turns warmer, everyone seems to be leav-

ing the books behind and has opted for

getting a tan. or. for going cruising down

faculty road, or. for gossipmg in the TV

Moorhead's campus life seems to have

a strange effect on dorm students.

Although students arc always complain-

ing about being bored, they somehow
always seem to find some reason for com-

ing back. I've seen many of last year's

graduates on campus lately.

Opinions mixed on federal aid
As many as 2.5 million college students

could lose their financial aid funding next

year if the education budget President

Reagan sent to Congress February 4th

passes, education proponents warn.

The budget proposals incorporate

many of the worst fears expressed by

educators since the November election.

And while education grous last year

succeeded in pressuring Congress to

overrule most of the president's educa-

tion cuts, officials worry they may not be

»s lucky this time.

Reagan wants to cut next year's stu-

**ent aid budget by $2.3 million, a 27 per-

cent decrease from the $9 million ap-

propriated for the current funding year,

•ccording to Education Department

•pokesman Duncan Helmrich

Under Reagan's plan, the entire educa-

tion budget would be slashed by nearly $3

billion " from $18.4 billion to $15.5 billion -

for the upcoming fiscal year.

"But (the current $18.4 billion budget)

includes a $750 million appropriation for

payment of prior Pell Grants and
Guaranteed Student Loans (GSLs) debts,

so we're really only talking about a little

over a $2 billion cut," Helmrich says

Student aid will suffer most of the

decrease.

Under Reagan's proposal:

• Students with family incomes over

$32,500 will be cut from the GSL program,

begmmng with the 198&-87 school year.

• Those with family incomes above

$25,000 would be denied Pell grants. Na-

tional Direct Student Loans (NDSLs). or

College Work-Study funds.

• The State Student Incentive Grant and

Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grant programs will be eliminated.

• Assistance programs for interna-

tional education, foreign language study

and the Fund for the Improvement of

Post -Secondary Education will be cut

drastically or eliminated.

• Funding will be frozen for remedial

education, block grants, handicapped

education, bilingual learning programs,

and vocational and adult education pro-

grams.

"We see (the proposals) as a very ma-
jor assault on education and student aid."

says Dallas Martin, executive director of

the National Association of Student

Financial Aid Administrators.

"More than one million students will be

made ineligible by the $25,000 ceiling on

the Pell Grant. NDSL. and Work-Study

programs." Martin contends.

"Roughly one million more will be

displaced by the $.'}2,500 cap on GSLs, and

another 300.000 will be affected by the

cuts in state grant program," he predicts.

Congress must still review and approve

Reagan's proposals, or pass its own ver-

sion of the education budget.

Martin frets he and his colleagues face

a hard battle to beat back the proposed

cuts.

"We're in a totally different environ-

ment this year," he explains. "Last year

was an election year and no one wanted to

do anything too unpopular."

This year, he says, "because of the

tremendous pressure to control the

deficit, we should not assume that Con-

gress will automatically step in and

reduce the cuts."
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Seven compete in RAT tourney
Seven students represented MDJC in

the Recreation Activities Tournament
held March 3-4, at Meridian Jr. College.

The Recreation Activities Tournament
(RAT) is a program supported by

Mississippi junior colleges that gives

students who do not participate in regular

student activities a chance to display

their skills by competing against other

students from other schools in recrea-

tional Karnes.

The competitive games in RAT include

checkers, backgammon, chess, foosball,

spades, table tennis (singles), table ten-

nis table (doubles), and 8-ball pool.

MDJC had three first place winners,

Elaine Bailey • Backgammon; and Fan-

nie Bush and Sinetha McGill - Spades.

There were four second place winners

from MDJC, Todd Livingston and Lesia

Duncan - foosball; and Reginald Carr and

Jerry Clay - Table Tennis (doubles),

Reginald Carr also placed third in table

tennis (singles).

MDJC was among seven other
Mississippi junior colleges to participate

in RAT. Other colleges included,

Mississippi Gulf Coast - Perkinston Cam-
pus, Hinds Junior College - Utica Cam-
pus, Pearl River Junior Ollege, Copiah-

Lincoln Junior College, Northeast Junior

College, and Meridian Junior College -

HosU.

Vandalism costs taxpayers^ creates hazards
Vandalism is costing the prankster as

well as the school. That's the opinion of

Mr. Jack Harris, superintendent of

buildings and grounds, and his statistics

support his belief.

Harris' remarks were prompted by the

recent act of vandalism in which eight

stop signs on campus were painted out so

that the lettering cannot be read.

"I don't think that the prankster is

aware of the cost of the signs or of the

time and labor involved in removing the

paint," said Harris. Harris said that each

sign cost $39.85, making the cost of new
signs, $318.80.

"There is also the cost of paint thinner

to consider, not to mention labor costs,"

said Harris.

"The point is that these expenses are
being paid by the taxpayers the

pranksters and their parents," said Har-
ris.

Harris says that he is concerned about
the matter because not only does this sort

of vandalism cost, but it also creates driv-

ing hazards, but it is a major flaw in cam-
pus t>eauty.

Harris pointed out that in an effort to

remove the paint, some of the original

paint was taken off of the signs. This

could be hazardous to a driver who
doesn't see the word." said Harris.

"I'm not expecting the pranksters to

stop. I'm only attempting to make them
aware of who they are hurting," said Har-

ris.

Swop Shop

ATTENTION! Do you want to sell, trad
* swap an item? Contact The Delta h

^'

office. These classifieds are free to^

JC students and faculty.

FOR SALE — Reasonably priced sch-
supplies. Room 57, Girls Dorm.

*

FOR SALE — Avon Cosmetics. See
Room 6. Girls Dorm. Jan.

FOR SALE — Avon Cosmetics. See Liia
Porter, Room 55, Girls Dorm.

FOR SALE — "Bikes" Real milk cfiocoiate
almond bars. 50 cents. Room 57.

FOR SALE — Almond Caramel Kruncfican-

dy bars. 50 cents. Room 11, Qiris Oorm

LOST — A college algebra book and an
English literature book. If found, pleas*
contact Janice, Room 19, Girls Dorm,

WANTED — A Wilson Legacy tennis rac-

quet. Contact Janice, Room 19, q\j\^

Dorm.

FOUND — An encyclopedia In Stennls-I

Penrod. Inquire in Room 19.

Private band contest to be held here
Twenty-five private school concert

bands will compete in the Mississippi

private school l>and competition which

will be held on MDJC campus on March
29. The contest will be held in the MDJC
Fine Arts building from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

According to MDJC band director. Mr.

Warden Herring, the private school ac-
tivities association chose MDJC because
of the central location. "There will be a
band coming from Tennessee, and the
association attempted to make travel

easier for the band." says Herring.
"Each year the association alternates

locations, one year in the North and next

the South. This year is the first year MD-
JC facilities have been used for this com-
petition."

MDJC's band does not have direct in-

volvement, but several of the members
will act as stage crew and monitors for

^ ^

fiX)

the competition.

The concerts are open to any interested

MDJC students. Students who do attend

are asked not to enter while a band is in

performance, only between perf(

mances.

MDJC 1985 intercollegiate baseball team members are (first row, from left) Johnny
Pitts, Robert Lunceford, Fred Williams, Charles Sizemore, Steve Sizemore CoachRaymond Everett. Second row, from left: Billy Barber, Jeff Fondren, Ed Garrison
Melvm Standi, Jerry Serio, Ricky Olmi, Russell Robertson, Dave Brown Third row'

tTw ^'J'm-^k'"??;
"^y''"'"' "^"^ Tommy Lemonis!

Tate Wood, Michael Wigington, Bobby Clark, Greg Domino. Head Coach Jimmy
BeM.panni IS kneeling at far left. At presstime, March 20, the Trojans had won fiveand lost eight. Their next game will be Wednesday night, March 27, in Scooba
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AMONG THE MODELS in the bridal show Thursday night will be, from left, Kinr>

Mosco, Melissa Winters, Mollie Smilhhart, and Pam McKeel.

Models to present bridal show
The MDJC Modeling Squad will present

the 12th annua] Bridal Show. April 11, at
7:30 p.m , in the M E. Tharp Auditorium
of Yeates Fine Arts Center.

This show uill feature the latest fashion

in bridal apparel, with special emphasis

on wedding day dresses for the bride and
all her attendants.

Models Melissa Alford. Mary Porter,

Mollie Smithhart, Melissa Winters and
Kim Mosco will be the featured "bride".

Other members of the squad will model
bridesmaids' dresses and trousseau out-

fits

Modeling the latest fashions for the
bridegroom will be MDJC students Bobby

Clark, Russell Robertson. Karl Grubb,
Jim Steward, and Derrick Cooper
Models have been working for a month

on promotion for the show, the script, and
fittings of clothes they will model. All of

the brides apparel is being furnished by
Jacob's of Leland.

The squad has also had pictures made
in casual and dresswear by Lawrence

Kenneth of the Media Center, These
slides will be featured in the pre-show lob-

by setting.

Following the bridal show, models will

host a traditional wedding reception.

Director of the Modeling Squad is Mrs.

Jackie Franklin, home economics in-

structor.
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is a popular election possible?
*'I wonder who chooses the student

government association president here."

someone asked me last week.

Most students here don't seem to know

how the student leaders here are chosen.

Usually, SGA presidents and represen-

tatives in colleges are chosen and voted

on by popular election, but Mississippi

Delta Junior College isn't known for doing

things in the usual way.

SGA leaders here are chosen by a stu-

dent faculty-committee appointed by the

Dean of Students.

This method of appointment seems out-

dated and somewhat unfair to the student

population here.

Students need a council that is well

known and respected throughout the cam-

pus. Students need a council that they can

take their ideas and protests to. and have

them heard, and have something done.

We need a council that is visible in

every aspect of college life, and who are

positive role models.

I don't feel that this is true at MDJC.

On MDJC's campus, student council

leaders remain unknown until they ap-

pear - visionlike - for Homecoming or

Honors Day.

Open elections might change this whole

facade. Why couldn't nominations for

these posts be made by a student-faculty

committee and then voted on by the stu-

dent body at-Iarge?

In this way, we would at least be follow-

ing in part the realistic democratic tradi-

tion of self-government.

After all. that is supposed to be the

'American Way', isn't it?

— Janice Wilson

Editorial

Dorm Talk

Hello, once again!

There are only four more weeks
school left until summer vacation. Now'
the time for resumes to be made and sent
to area business employers.

Dorm rooms are going to change once
more from bright and lively rooms to ihe
boring, pale beige rooms they were at the
beginning of the fall semester.

The Baptist Student Union sponsored
a

"Come Together" in the campus Union
Very few spectators showed up for the
event that included refreshments and a
singing group from Arkansas Tech.

The band presented their spring show
April 2 with a tribute to Sousa. The pro-
gram lasted for approximately an hour
and boasted a record attendance. Karia
Jones' vocal rendition of "The Battle

Hymn of the Republic" was very moving
in the finale of the band's show.
Residents of the Stennis-Penrod dor-

mitory stayed up until late many nights in

the last weeks to watch the movies which
were being shown in the lobby. The
movies were either funny or intriguing

with "Christine". "The Woman in Red '

and "The Godsend". No wonder
homework has been slow.

Lately, the afternoon hours have been
reserved for sports and tanning - not

necessarily in that order.

The Delta Dancers presented their an-

nual spring show recently and the one-

hour, 45-minutes show showcased
talented dancers, great aerobics, and

good music.

Staying up late seems to be contagious

around Stennis-Penrod dormitory. Girls

are getting in later and later and studying

later.

Black Entertainment Television video

shows seem to have made a big splash

with such singers as Rod Stewart. Vanity,

Lionel Richie, and Tina Turner.

Everyone seems to be humming some
song or other.

Weil, I've gotta go. It has been an e.x-

perience. See you in Milwaukee
sometime.

— Janice Wilson
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VICAcollects141 pints

of blood this year
The local Vocational Industrial Clubs of

America (VICA) Chapter collected 98
pints of blood in its recent drive to help
Mississippi Blood Services personnel col-
lect blood for Mississippi-area hospitals.
The drive was held March 26 from 8:30

a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in Vandiver Student
Union.

Though the club's goal of beating last

semester's drive record of 141 pints was

not met. VICA members do not feel that

they failed. About 108 people tried lo

donate blood, but 10 potential donors wei

rejected because of health or age rea^'

"We usually just have one drive pff

school year, and we have almost doubled

our yealy record of blood collected

through the two drives we have siag^
this year," said S.A. Brocato. club head

adviser.
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Four place in creative writing state competition

Winners QF Creative Writing awards are. from left, Ruth Belcher, Beulah Brown,
Kim Clements, and Pamela Perl^ins.

Female finds fun in auto mechanics

Four MDJC students won state honors
in the Mississippi Junior College Crealive
Writing competition for 1985.

Pamela Perkins won first place in

drama for the third straight year. Ruth
Belcher won third place in formal essay.
Kim Clements won third place in poetry,
and Beulah Brown won honorable men-
tion in short fiction.

MDJC was the only school among the 1

1

competing junior colleges to win recogni-
tion in all four categories.

Results of the annual competition were
announced at the Mississippi Junior Col-

lege Creative Writing Association
Seventh Annual Workshop held April 2 at

Itawamba Junior College. Nine students
and six faculty members attended the
Fulton-based conference.

Judges for the competition were
Charles Ghigna, poet-in-residence. The
University of Alabama School of Fine
Arts; Helen Kellum of The University of

Mississippi Drama Department; Orley
Hood of the Clarion-Ledger, and Carroll

Case. Mississippi short story writer and
poet.

Perkins' play. A Matter of Integrity.

deals with a conflict resulting from
negligence on the part of a nurse in a nur-

sing home setting

Belchers essay. "White Euphoria",
originally appeared in The Delta Herald.
under a different title. It deals with the
evolving public attitude toward the use of

cocaine.

Kim Clements' poem. Mother's Dream
Machine, is a free-verse lyric.

Brown's short story, "Stress Test'*,

deals with her experience as a mother
who has returned to school.

All of the compositions will be publish-

ed in the 1985 issue of "At Pen Point".

Prof talks about

political science

careers
Dr. Kenneth Mitchell Political Science

professor from Mississippi Stale Univer-
sity spoke to Mrs. Rosemary Golden's
10:20 political science class Monday,
April 1 . Dr. Mitchell stressed that he feels

a Liberal Arts education is important
because it gives the student a cross sec-

tion of sciences, social sciences and
humanities.

He focused on careers in political

science and the point was made that

politics must continue because it is the
best means the people have of resolving

conflict. Dr. Mitchell exchanged views
with students about some state govern-

ment issues such as teacher pay raises.

Students were given a chance to ask
questions about different programs and
courses of study at Mississippi State and
Dr Mitchell gave them some ideas of job

openings in certain fields

By SHANNON KSTES
Engines roaring, tires burning,

gasoline fumes, and grease stains from
working on cars is something only a guy

could love, right? Wrong. Just ask Beulah

Brown, also known as "Sam", and she

will tell you differently.

BeuJah can tell you from first hand ex-

perience how much fun working on cars

can t>e. She can also tell you about the ex-

citement of being a racing car mechanic.

She is a 31-year-old architectural

design major from Benoit. Her ll-year-

old son Bobby is more in favor of hunting

and fishing right now, but he does like to

hand her wrenches while she is working.

Beulah got her start in the racing

business while working for a man named
John Early. Early was a "Mustang Man"
who restored classic Mustangs. One day

he decided lo build a car, and she became
a part of the pitcrew. Asphalt was the

type of racing the crew participated in,

and most of the races were held at Five

Flags Speedway in Pensacola. Fla She

said, "I never had the desire or nerve to

become a driver."

There are several events that will

always stay with her, such as the first

race when the engine blew She said there

were other times, too, such as the day
their car crashed off the back turn and
they couldn't see Brown said. "It was
real scary, but he (the driver) was okay

and the car only had minor damage. The
whole time your adrenaline is running

and it is very exciting."

Beulah said racing is not a cutthroat

competition. She said all the time

everyone wants their car to win, they will

help the others if they need help, such as

through a tx>rrowing a wrench, a helping

hand She said being in the pits gives you

a feeling of brotherhood. "It is like one

big family." she said. Though their team

never won they did place second and

third. Brown said she was the only

woman on a crew, however.

Brown said at first she thought racing

was going to t>e difficult, but she was
"quite well accepted". At firrst the men
tested her to see if she knew what she was
talking about by asking her questions.

When they did discover that she was a

good mechanic they respech^I her
When she was alwut 14, her sister, who

was a hairdresser, cut her hair short.

There was a man who worke<l for her
sister named Sam One day her sister

mistook her for the guy and called her
"Sam" She said everyone t>egnn to call

her Sam as a joke and the name soon
stuck with her.

This summer she plans to teach her son
to drive, but her thoughts on driving are
strong. She said, "Kids like to drive fast

and I can understand that, but they don't

know what fast driving can do."

Beulah has a number of talents. Not on-

ly is she a mechanic, and an architectural

design student, she can also write short

fiction stories

Beulah won Honorable Mention at the

Mississippi Junior College Creative
Writer's Workshop. She said she doesn't

look upon the award as Honorable Men-
tion, but rather as a "fourth place."

She said, "Of all the races I have been
to and all the jobs I have had. going t>ack

to school has been the most exciting

event."

The Circus is coming to town

Advance tickets on sale in Union -$4
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French students translate works

LORI STOTLER and Laurie Boike have completed the typesetting

for the 1985 At Pen Pointunder the direction of their microcomputer

instructor, Mrs. Mary Ann Townes. They processed 65-pages of type

for the student literary publication.

Mabel Shelton, left, and Richard Woodruff are two of the studenU In Vocational
Printing class who are working on the literary magazine, At Pen Point. The students,
who are working under the direcUon of S. A. Brocato, will make delivery on the book
soon.

ie Carson
Dear Marie Carson.

There is a boy on campus that I am
crazy about. Only he doesn't know it! I

know it's stupid for a 19-year-oid to have a
"crush" on someone, but I can't help it.

I like him. but I know he doesn't think of
me that way What's a girl to do?
Signed, Crazy with Crush

Swap Shop

Dear Crazy with Crush.
I think you are crazy - this you admit

too. If you like this boy as much as you
say then why not tell him. or. throw some
well thought-out hints (about how you
feel) to him He might surprise you and
give you a call, and then again, he might
not!

But tell me. isn't it better knowing for
sure, than being frustrated and confused?

FOR SALE — Reasonably priced school
supplies. Room 57. Girls Dorm.

FOR SALE - Avon Cosmetics. See Jan.
Room 6, Girls Dorm.

FOR SALE — Avon Cosmetics. See Lisa
Porter, Room 55. G irls Dorm.

FOR SALE - "Bikes" Real milk chocolate
|\aimond bars, 50 cents. Room 57.

LOST - A college algebra book and an
English literature book. If found, please
contact Janice. Room 19

. Girls Dorm.

WANTED - A Wilson Legacy tennis rac-
quet. Contact Janice, Room 19 Girls
Dorm.

FOR SALE — Almond Caramel Krunch can-
dy bars. 50 cents. Room 11. Girls Dorm.

The second-year French class began a

slightly unusual homework assignment

March 25.

Mrs. Betty Watson, instructor, required

a 4-member group to compose a poem or

essay in English. The compositions were

then translated into French at the next

meeting of the class.

Poems and essays were written by

Ruth Belcher, Tammie Pernell. Janice

Wilson and Cherrie Zachary.

Mrs. Watson required these students to

copy the compositions into notebooks for

use as references and keepsakes.

"Poetry of good style in English will

also have good rhythm in French as well

as in English," Mrs. Watson said.

"I consider this class to be an unusually

talented and creative group of young

ladies," said Mrs. Watson.

A sample of the original work is this

poem by Ruth Belcher. English version:

Dreamer Child

She frolics with the clouds,

Sings by the sunlight.

She whispers with the moon,

Dances by the starlight.

Her head knows no trouble,

Her heart knows no pain.

The sea knows her feelings.

The wind knows her name.

Can you hear the song she sings?

Dreamer Child,

Her heart in her hand.

The lyrics are written in the sand.

Rolling with the waves.

Walking in the rain,

Don't bother to ask

If it's all insane.

She's a Dreamer Child.

With imagination gone wiid.

French version:

L'Enfante Reveure

Etle gambade avec les muages,
Chante par la lumiere du soleil,

Elle chuchote aver la lune.

Danse par la lumiere de I'e'toile,

Sa tete me connait pas de chagrin,

Son Coeur me connait pas de douleur

La mer connait ses sentiments.

Le vent connait son nom.

Ecoutez-vous la chanson qu'elle chante?
Enfante Reveure
Son Coeur en sa main.

Les lyriques san e'crits dans le sable.

Roulant avec les vagues.

Marchant en la pluie,

Ne vous ennuyez pas a demander
Se cela est tout fou

Elle est I'Enfant Reveure
Avec L'imagination affoles.

VA encourages vocational training

The Veterans Administration has an-

nounced two pilot projects which are in-

tended to further encourage the voca-

tional rehabilitation of certain veterans

receiving VA compensation or pension

payments.

VA Regional Office Director, Samuel J.

Maraman, said the programs apply to

certain veterans receiving need-based

VA pension and to a special group of

veterans with total disability ratings.

Under the new vocational training pro-

gram for pensioners, each veteran, under

age 50, who is awarded pension during the

period beginning February l. 1985, and
ending January 31, 1989, is required to

undergo a vocational evaluation.
Veterans over 50 may participate on a
voluntary basis. If the evaluation in-

dicates that the veteran's achievement of

a vocational goal after rehabilitation is

feasible, the veteran may elect to par-

ticipate in an individually designed pro-

gram of vocational training and employ-

ment services.

Although an individual's pension may
subsequently be terminated due to

employment, health care eligibility will

be protected for three years.

The other pilot project requires

veterans who were awarded total disabili

ty compensation on the basis of individual

unemployability on or after February l,

1985. to take a part in a VA vocational

rehabilitation program unless the in-

dividual's achievement of a vocational

goal is not feasible. Also, during this

period, an individual's total disability

rating based on unemployability may not

be reduced if the individual becomes
employed, unless the employment con-

tinues for 12 or more consecutive months.

These pilot projects are part of the

Veterans Benefits Improvements Act of

1984, signed by the President on October

24, 1984.

For additional information or

assistance, call the VA Regional Office

toll-free at 1-800-682-5270 statewide; in the

Biloxi/Gulfport area call 432-5996; in the

Meridian area call 693-6166; and in the

Jackson area call 960-4873.

COLLEGE READING LIST. 1964



Ramblin'

pv VERNETTA Whiltaker

Is there any difference in the way a left-

handed person functions and the way a

right-handed person functions?

Contrary to what many Ijelieve, there

,c Whether a person will be left or right-

inded is determined early in that in-

dividual's childhood.

In studying left-handedness, the first

question that comes to mind is "how does

one become a lefty?" Neurologists report

ihat left-handedness stems from a "tiny

neurological quirk". The brain has two

hemispheres, each controlling different

functions. The right half controls spatial

skills, while the left half controls

language -- that is, in the 90 percent of the

population that are right-handers. But

sometimes the right hemisphere takes

control of the language in left-handers.

Experts call this exception "anomalous

dominance". The dominance organiza-

tion of the brain of a left-handed person is

unlike that of a right-handed perrson.

Consequences of anomalous

dominance, or problems of the left-

hander, are developmental problems like

dyslexia (reading backwards) or stutter-

ing.

Left-handers suffer learning

disabilities three times more often than

right-handers, and left-handers have a

higher percentage of immunity diseases

than do right-handers.

Researchers have concluded that the

sex-determining hormone, testosterone is

to blame for the problems of left-

handedness. Besides influencing sexual

'.raits and behavior, testosterone is the in-

terior designer in the brain, affecting the

sizeand arrangement of its neurons. High

levels of testosterone may slow the

j
growth of the left side of the brain, thus

I causing two consequences. First, by giv-

ing the right sphere relatively more

^power, it leads to left-handedness since

V the right side of the brain controls the left

1 side of the body, and the left side of the

brain controls the right side of the body.

Second, in extreme cases it produces

learning disabilities, because the brain's

left sphere affects language develop-

ment.

Testosterone also influence the immune

system, it reduces the size of the thymus

gland, which enables the body to

distinguish its own tissues from

transplants. Without these "recognizer"

tells, the body attacks its own tissues.

This disorder is called autoimmunity.

Even though it seems that the odds are

against the southpaws, it is far from true

that left-handers are mental washouts.

Back in the 1960's. lefties were accused of

t)emg witches. The world has outgrown

such nonsense, but still left-handers are

often made to feel inferior since they are

a nninority in the world of right-handers.

Even though left-handers must still con-

tend with v^-atches that wind on the wrong

side, notebooks bound on the left side,

scissors made for right-handers, and din-

ner parties that turn into elbow jousts.

are a number of artists, including

Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci, who

are left-handed, and music and

"lathematics have more than their share

^ talented southpaws.

Concert

setfor

April 18
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Artists in silhouette

The MDJC Singers, under the direction

of Mr. Joe Abrams. will prresent their an-

nual Spring show. "A Salute to Spring. I"

Thursday. April 18. at 7:30 in the M E.

Tharp auditorium of the Yeates Fine Arts

Center

The Men's Ensemble will sing "Praise

ye the Lord" and "The Water is Wide"

and "For Men Only". "Take Two"

( feature soloists Derrick Cooper and John

Holloway). "Hello Dolly". "Chmbin Up

the Mountain" "Auru Lee" and "Music

Man" (featuring soloist Burrel Leach).

The Women's Ensemble will sing "Now

is the Month of Maying " and "Blues in

the Night."

The entire Chorus will smg "Break

Forth O Beauteous Heavenly Light". "Go

Not Far From Me O God". "Hallelujah.

Amen", "My Lord What A Morning" and

"Ain't a That Good News".

Trivial Pursuit

Answers to last issue's questions:

1. Deanna Christman was Miss MDJC
1983 and 1st runner-up to Miss MDJC 1985.

2. Carol Suzanne Ellis is Miss MDJC
1985.

Questions for this issue:

1 . What is on the sign at the entrance of

Moorhead?

Sophomore ait ma\on whose worki go on eihlbit toon ar«» from left, Sh»yo

McCror> . Sanimie Poiu, Markce Luftk, Barbara Hutihtnaon •

Sophomores to hang exhibit

The work of four outstanding

sophomore art majors will be featured in

the annual student art show of the MDJC
Fine Arts Department this year.

The four students are Barbara Hutchin-

son. Greenville; Shaye McCrory Rawson.

Vaiden; Marlace Lusk. Greenwood, and

Sammie Potts. Hollandale

Works of the four students from the

first semester of their freshman year

through the second semester of the

sophomore year will be exhibited.

Samples will include acrylics, oils, sket-

ches, and commercial art designs.

The show will open April ir> and hang

for three weeks. The public is invited to

view the exhibit in Yeates Fine Arts

Gallery during regular school hours.

VICA to compete in state Olympics

April 11. 12. 13 are the days the VICA

students will compete in the Post-

Secondary State Skills Olympics. The

event will be held in Meridian, and the

students will compete in both leadership

contests and skills competitions.

David Banks of Greenville and Cecil

Webb Jr. of Greenville will also campaign

for state offices in VICA for 1985-86.

Banks will try for the vice presidency.

Webb will run for state reporter to suc-

ceed Robert D. Box of Greenwood, a local

VICA chapter 1984-85 state reporter.

Leadership contests include Opening

and Closing. Job Interview, Prepared

Speech. Extemporaneous Speech, and

Job Demonstration.

Skills contests include electrical trades,

auto mechanics, machine shop, elec-

tronics, machine drafting, offset printing,

sheet metal, welding, air-cooled engine

repair, air conditioning and refrigeration,

diesel mechanics, architectural drafting

medical lab technology, and practical

nursing.
. ^, .

,

Contestants in the Opening and Closing

are Banks. William T. Clark. Greenville.

Ann Greer. Hollandale; Denise Manning.

Greenville; Laura Patton. Moorhead;

William M Smith. Houston; Angelo

Turner. Beulah. Kocky Vaughn. Tulwiler.

MaryK Garrard of Greenwood is com-

peting in the Job Interview contest. The

Prepared Speech contestant is K.K.

Henderson. Greenwood Job Demonstra

tion contestant is Carey Lee of Sidon.

Contestants in the skills areas are as

follows: Tracy Roberts. Mwrhead. MLT;

Karen Funderburk. Greenwood. MLT;

Charles Anderson. Rosedale. Electnca

Trades; Robin Denley. Greenville. Diesel

Mechanics; Chrisiopher Haynes. Green-

Honors Day set

for May 1

The annual Honors Day Activities will

be held Wednesday. May 1. during "AA

%'^n of Instruction Harmon Boggs will

coordinate the program which will Uke

place m the MDJC Coliseum The pro-

gram will last approximately one hour

Students will receive awards for

achievement, service and leadership, and

departmontal arcnmplishments.

Joe Roncali. president of the Student

Government Association, will swear in of-

ficers for the 1985-86 school year

Dean of Student Affairs Travis Thorn-

Ion will announce Beta Alpha Scholars.

The Retrospect Staff will present a

copy of the 1985 Retrospect, yearbook, to

the faculty member chosen by the staff

for this year's dedication.

ville; Architectural Drafting; Roderick

Hopkins, Greenville. Auto Mechanics;

Linda 1-ance, Greenwood. Practical Nur-

sing; Denise Manning. Greenville. Offset

Printing; Dennis McNeil, Pace. Sheet

Metal; Donald Heed. Belzonl. Welding;

Monroe Richmond Jr , Leiand - Air-

cooled Engine Repair; Eric Rushing.

Greenville, Machine Shop; Andrew

Wells. Greenville. Machine Drafting;

Joel Wells, Greenville. Air Conditioning

and Refrigeration; Brian Gregory

Switzer. Indianola. Industrial Elec-

tronics.

Since the local chapter of VICA was

founded in 1972. the club has amassed 169

state awards and 21 national awards.

Faculty members who will accompany

the group to Meridian are S.A. Brocato.

William FItts. Jackie Muzzi and Dianne

Huscoe.

Announcement

Any student interested in entering the

Radiologic Technology <X Ray) courses

for 1985 must have a completed applica-

tion on file with the Student Affairs office

by May I. 1985 This is due to a change in

the curriculum requiring A&P to be taken

this summer Interviews will be held the

first part of May for consideration for the

program Contact Mr. Joe Carley or the

radiology Instructors for further informa-

tion.
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May 10

Graduation exercises scheduled
Three hundred and eight students are

candidates for graduation in the annual

commencement exercises scheduled for

Friday night. May 10, in the MDJC Col-

iseum.

Processional for the exercises will

begin at 8 o'clock. Music for the proces-

sional "Pomp and Circumstances" by

Edgar, will be played by Mrs. Merle

Tolbert of the MDJC Fine Arts faculty.

The invocation will be delivered by Rev.

Tom McLaughlin of the Baptist Student

Union at Moorhead. Students and guests

will be welcomed by Dr. J.T. Hall, presi-

dent of MDJC. The welcome will be

followed by special music, a vocal rendi-

tion by Andrew Cummings. sophomore

music major.

Candidates for graduation will be

presented by Deans Harmon Boggs and

Travis Thornton. Dr. Hall will confer the

degrees. Benediction will be said by Rev.

McLaughlin.

Practice for graduation will be held

Wednesday afternoon, May Bat 3:15.

Candidates for graduation are as

follows:

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS DEGREE •

Janice Kay Aldridge, William Albert

Allen H. Timothy Paul Ashford. Lillie

Mae Bailey. Ruth Belcher, Marilyn Kay
Bishop. Debra Ann Brock. Barbara Ann
Hurley, Laura Lea Chatoney. Earnest L.

Coleman. John Wayne Counts Jr.. James
Logan Crittenden, Andrew Lee Cumm-
ings. Debra Blackwebb Dean. Marquetta
Loann Diggs. Ricky Dixon. Ruby Nell

Drisdell. Leanna Epson, Edward Ray
Garrison. Debra Ann Gayden. Karl
Howard Grubb. Gloria Jean Harris.

Harry Stafford Hitchins, Lena Mae

Holmes. Katherine Hughes, Barbara 0.

Hutchinson. Leslie Branch Jarretl.

James F. Kitchell, Margaret Elizabeth

Knox, John Burell Leach. Guy Lamar

Long. Marlece Lusk. Stacy Lynn Luster.

Jeanette Ann McClure, Sandra Ruth

McDonald. Sandra Leigh McMillon,

Oliver Manuel. Jacqueline Annette

Miller. Robert T. Moore Jr., Charles E.

Murrah Jr., Elizabeth Dean Norris. Lisa

Diane Nylander. Tammy Delois Pernell.

Tammy Virginia Price, Shaye McCrory

Rawson. Jay Kevin Reifers. Danny Brice

Roberts, Russell Griggs Robertson,

Joseph Frank Roncali, Mitchell Glen

Russell, Steve Lee Sizemore. MoIIie Lynn

Smithhart, Walter Bernard Smyly Jr.,

Keith Stanley Spealman, Stephen Bailey

Stanfill. James Walter Steward III.

Howard Bruce Stubbs, Karen Yvette

Taylor, Kathi Ann Taylor, Lisa Anne Wat-

ford. Janice Smith Wilkinson, Sherry Ann

Williams, Janice Marie Wilson, Melissa

Dawn Winters. Susan Louise Wood, and

Cherry Ann Zachary.

.'ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE -

Architectural Design and Construction

Technology: Michael Joseph Barth.

David Eugene Beams, Roger Bright, Carl

Franklin Clark. Anthony Charles Embry,
Steven Mitchell Fowler, Christopher

Alexander Haynes, Louis Littleton Hub-
bard, Jonathan Keith James, David
Frank McMinn, Bobby Jerald Utz Jr., An-
drew Mark Wells.

DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY -

Bernice Cail, Cynthia Peeples Courtney,

Wanda Gail Guest. J. Ruth Jackson.
William Jerry Jones. Harriet Tyler
Moore. Dwight Redigo Phillips. Gina
Marie Sewell, Marvin Leon Young.

"Receiving the bad grades doesn't bother me. It's having to enter the lobmarket prematurely that gets my goat."
'

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY -

Robert David Box. Dean Wakefield Chris-

tian III, Richard Arthur Christian, David

Lee Coleman, Jerry Earl Dixon, Henry

Eugene Krone. Wesley Lee Moore, John

Wallace Newbaker, Scott Dewayne
Oliver. Richard Allen Russell, Brian

Gregory Switzer, Cynthia Sewell Walker.

Curtis Lee Williams, Harvey Ellis

Williams.

GENERAL BUSINESS
TECHNOLOGY - Denise Powell Cox,

Cathy Denise Duncan, Lisa Kay Ed-

wards, Chiquita Winona Johnson. Vivian

Teretha Lewis, William David Pearce.

Lavern Pearson. John Daniel Rogers II.

Donna Marie Starnes.

FARM MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY - William Lamar
Beckham.
MEDICAL LABORATORY

TECHNOLOGY - Carrie Lee Brassell,

Jimmy David Dry. Karen Ann Funder-

burk, Lois Lett McClellan, Angela Renee
McClendon. Dillard Lamar Melton. Jo
Anagail Peden, Tracy Lynn Roberts.

Ginger Ann Ryals.

NURSING - Wanda Arbogast. Dolores

Annette Austin, Earletta Mae Billings.

Mary Lynn Bramlett, Donna La'Rose

Brooks. Francis Warnock Cable. Sharron

Lynn Causey, Alice Elizabeth Clark. Lisa

Kathleen Cornwell. Kathy Diane Cre-

meen, Kathy Lynn Davidson, Faye

Drayton, Janis Johnson Gann, Sharon

Porter Hodnett, Karen Freudenberg

Holley, David Louis Kuhn, Sandra Kaye

McClendon. Lori Lea Mercer, Corlis

Laveme Miller, Diana Jo Milne, Anne

Fondren Morgan. Connin Nellum,
Deborah Lynn Nicholson, Debra
Dunaway Peden.

Pamela Perkins. Bonnie Beth Shiff.

Olivear McCaskill Sims, Ruby Dale Ware
Slade. Mary Lorraine Steele, Kimbrelly

Sosebee Tarver. Miriam Joyce Tonos.

Judy Bailey Turner, Linda Sue Watson,

Jane Mitchell West, Madonna Dell

Wicker, Elizabeth Luvertha Williams.

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY - Paula

Renee Austin, Bradley Lane Daughtry.

Mary Elizabeth Reed. Wanda Gail

Williams.

TWO-YEAR SECRETARIAL
SCIENCE • Mary Jane Blythe, Thelma

Ann Boyde, Valeria June Brown, Donna

Marie Curtis, Ruby Jeannette Meadows.

ONE -YEAR SECRETARIAL
SCIENCE - Gilda Ann Anderson. Laura

Ann Davis, Deloris Gerald Parker, Janet

Lynette Simmons. Betty Barrett Stigler.

Georgia Mae Williams.

TWO-YEAR CLERICAL OFFICE
TRAINING - Katie Mae Armstrong.

Laurie Beth Bolke, Tearetha Ann Lee,

Cynthia Renea McGowan, Yvonne
Meeks. Carol Louise Nelson, Madeline

Shantia Richardson. Cynthia Carol

Robinson. Lori Lynn Stotler, Mary Alice

Wilkins.

ONE-YEAR CLERICAL OFFICE
TRAINING - Mary Ann Applewhite. Dora

Denise Brewer, Vernice Brown, Shirley

Ann Cooper, Janice Elizabeth Ervin,

Baleria Ophelia Gray. Virginia Arm
Gray, Linda Shirille Grays, Phyllis

Denise Grayson, Helen Jean Griffin, Pen-

ny Darlene Hawkins, Linda Faith

Houston, Glinda Faye James, Per
Lewis, Fannie Mae McCooI. Jenni.

E)enise Mayes, Linda Murray,
Glor

Jean Robinson. Linda Ann Smith, Er
Karen Still, Lisa Catherme WaggoJ
Charlene Bernice Weaver. Clara
Wiley. Virginia Irene Williams, p(
Ann Young.
AUTOMOTIVE MACHINIST . Ever

Ball. Max Jacob Shaw.
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - Ooml

Raymond Austin. Timothy Scott Broad-
water, James A. Childress. Ricky Evans
Quint Hampton, Carl Hannah. Deangelo
Devert Hendrix. Michael Robert Hill

David S. Hipp, Roderick Lynn Hopkins]

Eddie Terry Jackson, David A. Tedford

Ralph Walters Jr.

BASIC SKILLS I N BUSINESS - Carolyn

Ann Darden, Ren Ella Davis. Evelyn

Denise Gordon. Eanesten Mabry Harris,

Sylvia Ann Hawkins, Lela Helen Haves!

Barry Lynn Howard, Delores An

Johnson. Joyce Ann Jordan, Del(

McGhee. Dianne Moore, Deborah

Page. Sherrie Jean Primus. Margar

Jean Robertson, Daphne Carolyn Robij

son, Shirley E. Sanders, Somonia Belri?

Shepard, Patricia Quinn Smith, Debor^

Terry.

COTTON GIN & INDUSTRY
MAINTENANCE - Dennis Websl

Lamb.
DIESEL MECHANICS - Robin Gl

Denley, John Raymond Francis, Geor

Riley Freeman.
FARM MECHANICS - Elige Dai

Malcom Lee Foster, Alfred Lee Jor

Alvin Ronail Parker, Monroe Richmor

Lester D. Walker Jr., Perry

Williams.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY
Charles Kent Anderson, Cynthia Elaij

Carter, Thomas Warren Davis. Jai

Blanton Downs Jr.. D.S. Edwards. Bil

Rosevelt Gilliam, Michael Orlando Llo)

Larry Duane McDaniel. Charles Rich;

Vanlandingham.

MACHINE SHOP - Anthony Van D(

man. Lee Melvin Dobbins, Michi

Phelon Gibson. Randy Horace Johnsc

David Paul Kimbriel. Gerald

Nuckolls, James Hollis Presswood.

OFFSET PRINTING - Tamilin Deni

Duthu. Margaret Renette Giles, Josie

Hibbler, Hilda Denise Manning. Dorothy

Jean Neal, Lula Reece, Mabel Ann

Thomas, Micheal Walls. Richard Keith

Woodruff.

REFRIGERATION AND AIR COSnl-

TIONING - William T. Clark. Lonnie

Allen Ford III, Paul William Lee. Oien

Lomax. Medell Alfonso Mason, H;HroW

David Ransom, Gene A. RichardsoD.

Ralph A. Smith. Richard Hayden Smi

Michael SUllworth. Jerry Kenneth

ford, Austin Craig Washington. Jo®

David Wells, Glen Alan Woodward

SHEET METAL - Alvin Levell Baii^^-

Justin Ervin Bozeman, John Lee Br^' •

Elvin Christmas Jr., Dennis '
*

Melvin Mobey. Larry Donell No>«

Angelo Alan Turner. Ronald Wal"

Vernard Fitzgerald Williams.

WELDING - Oscar Levell f"^

Clayton Edsal Lee, Ronald Keith M(

tyre, David Harold Martm, Carl

Perry. Donald Ray Reed, Donald

Tyler, and Alexander Wilson Jr-
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Campusfashionsfollow national trend ofhold, bright colors
Now that it is spring and the weather is

viarm and sunny, students are peeping in

(heir closets and wondering "what can I

put on that is cool and in style?*'

There are hundreds of new trends popp-
ing up in spring and summer clothing
ranging in sizes, colors, and prices. So
there is no reason for a coed to go without
the latest look too long

Cropped pants and shirts are "in" to-

jy. Cropped outfits are definitely not
u'W, It is just that our generation did not

jxist when cropped pants first hit the
fashion scene. Cropped pants derived
from the stove-pipe jeans worn back in

(he 1950's, Stove-pipe jeans were those
(hat had very slim legs that reached to

the ankles. Cropped shirts are direct
descendants of the tee-shirts cut to the
Miid-fiff. also worn in the sock-hop days.
Today, cropped outfits come in every

color imaginable Bold reds, hot pinks,
dashing blues and virgin while.

Even though cropped outfits have
t>ecome very popular, jeans will never
iose their place in the closets of America.
Jeans have remained forever popular
t)ecause of their versatility. Jeans go with
. verylhmg - sweatshirts. Fox shirts.

Izods. Polos, muscleshirts. button-down
oxfords, and of course, any kind of tee-

shirt

Tee-shirts are also veterans in the
world of clothing. Plain or printed, the
cool cotton garments are versatile
enough to wear with jeans, shorts, or
warm-ups. Tee-shirts are also very inex-
pensive. White tee-shirts are usually
bought in packs of twos or threes. Iron-

ons make them fun and attractive. Fabric
markers can be bought in a dollar-store.

Tee-shirts can show off original designs
and ideas of its wearer.

In 60-to-80 degree weather, what stu-

dent wouldn't want a pair of shorts to not

only keep cool, but to show off finely tann-
ed legs. Shorts are the "international"
summer wear. There are several dif-

ferent styles - Bermuda, Jamaican,
Safari. Hawaiian. Cargo, and of course,
the American walking shorts, tennis

shorts, and gym shorts.

On the more dressy side, conventional
slacks are still very much in the fashion
picture. Pants in solid colors like blue.

red. yellow and while prepare any coed
for a day of classes.

Dresses and skirts are appearing in
bold stripes, plaids, checks and other
prints. Dresses are also made with lights
cottons and blends for the cool airy look
Shirt dresses are slowly taking
preference over conservative fitted
dresses.

A new clothing fad of the decade has got
heads turning and eyes blinking - the new
fluorMccni clothing Yes. the glow in the
dark summer wear. Bright lime green,
orange, yellow, and pink have appeared
in shirts, shorts, pants, skirls and socks
There are matching accessories; head-
bands, fluorescpni bangles, scarves and
shades.

Speaking of accessories, just as much
or more money is being spent on ac-
cessories as on actual clothing, gold
chains are seen everywhere. Tuisl beads,
dangling earrings, colored stockings, and
large multi-colored necklaces and beads
are matched with summer outfits.

Shoes and purses are not excluded. The
trends in summer fashions are flats,

multi-colored canvas gym shoes, along
with conventional sports shoes Sandals
are as popular as ever, but with a new
flair. The Trojan sandal is now the style.

Trojans come in different colors to be
worn with skirts, shorts or pants.

For men. fashionable dressing has
become just as important as is to women.
Besides jeans, college guys are wearing
khakis, and workpants of all shades with
oxfords, and a variety of stylish shirts.

Printed and solid shorts are worn equally
by men. Most guys are into bright colors

and one may see a bright green, or plaid
sportscoat on the college campus. Bright
yellow, pink green, and lavendar have
also appeared in neckties, caps, socks
and belts, which proves another fashion
fact of the 80's; bold bright colors are
definitely in.

Boat shoes, loafers, Pierre Cardin. Sad-
dles, Playboys, and other dress/casual
shoes are carefully coordinated with what
guys are wearing.

If there is one among many who is

uncertain about a style or fad. visit your
local college campus. There you will find

your greatest fashion experts.

LOUISE SMITH models popular TODD LIVINGSTON wears tradi

striped pants and pastel box-cut tional blue jeans and a Polo,
shirt.

Cheerleader tryouts set

Radiologic Tech students

to compete in quiz bowl
Members of the Radiologic Technology

t^lub will attend a Spring Registry Review
Saturday, April 20 and four sophomores
^ ill complete in a state-wide Student Quiz
Bowl competition Sunday. April 21. The
seminar and Bowl will be in Hatliesburg

the Paul B. Johnson State Park and is

sponsored by the Mississippi Society of

Radiologic Technologists. Competing in

the Quiz Bowl are Paula Austin and Brad
Daughtry from Indianola. and Liz Reed
and Wanda Williams from Greenville.

The winning team receives a plague and
cash award. MDJC placed 3rd in the com-
petition last year. Students will be accom-
panied by instructor Janet Blake and
Tonya Krone, R.T. Club sponsors.

for Thursday
Tryouts for the 1985-86 Trojan

cheerleading squad will be held the after-

noon of April II in the Vandiver Student

Union. The session will get underway at

4:30

High school students in the eight-county

supporting district of MDJC have been in-

vited to compete for one of the eight slots

on the squad The competition is also open

to current college students.

Tryout practices will be held on April 9

and 10 in the Union, "We will use these

sessions to determine how many students

are interested in being cheerleaders, and

we will also teach them a practice
routine," said Mary Porter, cooptain of

the cheerleader squad.

Each contestant will be required to do
one cheer of individual choice and one
cheer taught by the squad
MDJC cheerleaders perform at all foot-

ball and basketball games scheduled in

the MDJC intercollegiate seasons.

Scholarships are awarded to the

students who make the squad Judges for

the Aprril II tryouts will be Dean Robert
Warnock. adviser Vivian Carley, and the

football team.

Last issue of the 1984-85 Herald

hope you have enjoyed our efforts
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Administrators set up tornado

system for campus

A tornado alert system has been

esUblished on the MDJC campus.

Students and faculty were recent y

notified of the guidelines of this systeni in

a notice posted in the Un.on and

distributed in faculty mailboxes.

The guidelines are as follows:

When a Tornado Threatens - Daytime

When a tornado threatens during the

day when class is in session, you will hear

our city-wide alarm. This is the same

alarm sounded at noon every Friday.

This will be a high-low modulating sound.

Take cover in your building. Do not try to

move outside to another building unless

you are instructed to do so.

GIRLS DORM: Move to the hallway of

the middle wing or get under your bed

with a pillow over your head.

COLISEUM: Move to the football

dressing room.

UNION BUILDING: Move to the Mor-

ton Science Building hallway.

VO—TECH: Move to the hallway of the

Main Building next to the Administration

offices.

HORTON SCIENCE: Move to the

ground floor on the Northeast side

hallway.

LIBRARY : Move to the hallway next to

the conference rooms or move to the Hor-

ton Science Building.

TANNER HALL: Move to the four

HnwnstaiVs classrooms or. the north s.de.

TdmTnISTRATION BUILDING: Move

,nthe vault in the Business Office or in the
to the vau" . (he hallway.

^^"rfNEART^Bm^^^^^
Move to the

''band. SPEECH & ART DEPT.: Next

^'bOyIdoS! Move into the bathr

or under your bed.

When a Tornado Threatens - Night

1 As soon as a watch is issued, campus

security will open the Horton Science

Buckling. This is our most secure buildmg

°V sSty will inform the girls dorm,

boys dorm, library and any other classes

in session and also the Dean of Students

that this building is open. Also, security

will esUblish communication with these

croups at that time.

3 Security will open the front door on

the south side of the Union.

4 Security will inform everyone to

listen for the city-wide warning alarm

system This is the same as the fire alarm

except in a tornado warning, this alarm

gives off a high-low modulating sound.

5 U a warning is issued, proceed to the

Horton Science Building. Do not run.

Walk fast.

Professional cartoonist Ricky Noblle

describes his techniques to commercial

art students. Noblle, an MDJC
alumnus, has won national acclaim for

his syndicated cartoons on Mississippi

politics.

Pre-regktration setforApril 24, 29

MDJC students who are planning to at-

tend classes here during the fall semester

of 1985 may begin picking up semester

schedules and planning sheets for pre-

registration at the Student Affairs Office,

Monday, April 15.

Pre-registration for returning students

will be held on Wednesday. April 24 and

Monday. April 29.

All schedule planning sheets must be

signed by a faculty adviser before they

are presented to Dean of Instruction Har-

mon Boggs during pre-registration for

final approval. Faculty advisers are

listed under each program of study in the

college catalog.

Dean Boggs will conduct pre-

registration each of the two days schedul-

ed between the hours of 8:30 - 11:30 a.m.

and from 1:15 - 3 p.m. in the Horton

Science Building. Room 36A.

Students majoring in curricula other

than those listed in the college bulletin

should have their schedules approved by

Joe Ray or Lance Baria, counselors

located in the Student Affairs Office.

Vocational and Technical pre-

registration will be handled by Vocational

and Technical Counselor Ralph Ross

under the direction of Dr. Ray Whelan.

That pre-registration will be conducted in

the vocational and technical classrooms.

Students enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the times in-

dicated by Ross: Architectural Design

and Construction Technology; Educa-

tional Data Processing Technology ;
Elec-

tronics Technology; Farm Management

Technology ; Medical Laboratory

Technology; Radiologic Technology;

Automotive Machinist; Cotton Gin and

Industrial Maintenance; Diesel

Mechanics; Machine Shop; Refrigeration

and Air-Conditioning.

Returning students for the school year

1985-86 should pick up and complete a re-

admission form in the Student Affairs Of-

fice prior to pre-registration.

School

to begi^i

May 27

Dean of instruction Harmon R. I

posted the schedule for the iS«198, sunJsession at MDJC.
Summer school is open

i

students and students from olherr
and universities.

Pre-registrat.
summer school will be April 8-12

JC students and April 15 - May 27 fn^J

students.

The summer session is dividei
three-week terms. Classes mee
90-minute periods per dav M«
through Friday.

Classes begin at 8:30 a.m Thjr,«|
class period wil be from 8:30 a iT

1,

a.m.. the second class period wiillnJ
from 10:30 a.m. -12 p.m. Only one.

may be schedule per term. A m^^^l
of nine semester hours credii mav t^l

earned during the summer session v

credit earned for academic
coursesidui I

ing the summer session is transfarablt

to any accredited college or univasitj

provided the student has not already

earned 64 or more semester hoursi

their major.

The first term runs May 27 to ii|

the second term, June 17 - July 3, Sihtl

third term, July 8 - July 26. Special ternal

are scheduled for the following cou^

Human Anatomy and Physiologj]

(restricted to MDJC nursing

radiologic students) - BIO 1514 Amiomjl

and Phys . will run May 27 to June 2$. an

BIO 1524 Anatomy and Phys., June26l

July 26; General Chemistry CHE 121

and 1213 will also run May 27 to June 36,1

and CHE 1221 and 1223 - June 26 Ju y

»

Tuition for summer courses is|J)pef

semester hour ($90). A pre-registiatiflt

fee of $10 per three-semester hmom\

will serve as a class reservation f«*a»i

will be applied to the total cost for

^
terrm. Both the pre-registration fee

"

the tuition is non-refundable.

Students are expected to attend i^er;

class meeting. Approval absences ffl|y^

permitted only in the event of i^r^^

hiess, or death in the immed.at

and in no case will more than i«

of good standing issued by the com

university last attended.

Examination Schedule

Second Semester 1984-85 May 6-8

Monday, May6 8:20-10:20D

10:30-12:30LVYY

1 :20 - 3:20 Eng 1113, Eng 1123. BSB 0213

Tuesday. May 7 8:20 - 10:20 AIS. AIXX
10:30- 12:30F

1:30 - 3:20B

Wednesday, May 8 8:20- 10:20 JTXX
10:30- 12:30 CQU,CQYY
1:20 - 3:00 EMW.ERZZ

3:15- Graduation Rehearsal in Coliseum

Final Examinations will be held at the hours indicated above. In courses in which no

examination is to be given on the scheduled date, the last meeting for the course will

be held in the examination period for that course.

Semester grades are due in the Student Affairs' Office by 12 noon Thursday, May 9,

1985.

TJs' to present

'Salute to Spring II'

The "TJ's" will present a concert. "A
Salute to Spring. 11". Tuesday night,
April 30. at 7:30 p.m. in M.E. Tharp
Auditorium of Yeates Fine Arts Center.
This group, directed by Joe Abrams,

chairman of the MDJC Fine Arts Depart-
ment, will sing "I've Got the Music In
Me", "Yesterday Once More", "Lady".
"Silhouettes". "Girls Just Want to Have
Fun", "Blue Skies". "We are Many. We

are One", "daybreak . ^,3.

won't Last a
Da^W-tho^g,,

Honestly Love You • "^^ginthe

of Your Life'V-Touc^^^^^^^

ing", "We've Got

Onstage

TonigJit

It* ^Soloists are Jay ^j^rgai*

Holloway, Shona naHarP^'

difer, Rita Helms
Lucr

.

Cummings, andJamce'* 1





Retro Staff Unveils Plans

The yearbook staff has drafted plans

(or the 1986 Retrospect

Melissa James, editor-in-chief of the

Retrospect says that the sUff has named

divisions of the yearbook and has selected

the theme.

This year, the theme for the

Retrospect will be 'MDJC-Where the Ac-

tion Is!' " said James.

The sUffs next step will be to select a

cover design. It will be chosen from

original creations drawn by students in

the art department.

The yearbook will include 192 pages in a

9x12 format The first signature will in-

clude the four-color pictures

The working deadline dates for this

year s book are Oct. 22. Nov. 30. and Dec

y Oct. 22 will be the last date for all four-

color work to be completed. James

pointed out.

The sUff has great expectations for this

yearbook. "It is going to be the best year-

book MDJC has ever had!" said James.

James feels that this year the

Retrospect will reflect much school spirit

and MDJC's pride in school organization

through action photos.

The yearbook will also display the

academic program offered at Mississippi

Delta, and the administration which puts

forth the effort to maintain MDJC's stan-

dards.

Staff members include associate

editors Perry Nelson and Charlene

Clunan. and photographers Harry
Briscoe, Jim Kitchell. and the Beginning

Photography class.

If anyone would like to work on the

yearbook staff, contact Miss Laney

Wooten. adviser, or one of the editors in

the Publications Office. Photographers,

writers, and typists are needed.

Moorhead. ^^iss

Delta
Herald
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Board to Let Bids for New Cafeteria
Kv SHANNON ESTES
Ung lunch lines may be a thing of the

;ist. according to MDJC Vice President

Sam Stafford. The problem may be solv-

ed with a new cafeteria.

Today. MDJC is Uking contract bids on

the proposed cafeteria. Thursday, in its

regular meeting, the MDJC Board of

Trustees will decide if any bids are accep-

table

The cost is expected to be around $1

million.

The new cafeteria, which will be

located between the Student Union and

the main parking lot. will have two serv-

ing lines to speed up the service. "It

should solve all of the current serving

problems." said Stafford.

Stafford said the new building will con-

tain approximately 1.800 square feet.

"The kitchen will have plenty of room for

any kind of service demands that the col-

lege here may make," said Stafford

A special feature of the new cafeteria

will be a private dining room, which will

seat 100 people. This area will be user* (or

Special meetings and for visitors.

There will be parking space in the front,

and, at the rear of the building, and a ser-

vice drive will go all the way around the

building.

The new building will be used only as a

food service area The Book Store andXhe

Gnll will be left in the Union Stafford

said that the present dining area in the

Union will be converted into a recreation

area for the students,

The exterior of the rectangular-shaped

building will be made of brick and will

match the Vandiver Union as closely as

possible,

"The project should be finished by the

fall of 1986," said Stafford, "if we have

good building weather,

"It is something we have needed for a

long time, and we knew we needed it. but

the economy got bad. We had to cut our

budget tremendously and we felt we

should wait until the economy was right

before we built."

Homecoming Electionset
MDJCto Develop 'Qassic'Homecoming

Homecoming Committee Meets

The theme for this year's homecoming

,s "A Return to a Classic Trojan

Homecoming". ^ ,

The theme was decided upon by a panel

of three committee members - Miss

Laney Wooten. Mrs. Sandra Moore, and

sophomore Mary Porter.

Throughout the homecommg week, au

events and activities wiU be centered

around a "classic".
• What we hope is that people will make

creative inlerpreUtions of the theme,

says Mary Porter. "For instance,

classical music, and classical heroes in

hterature. even classic Coke. ine

homecoming week will feature classical

music and classical attire at the

homecoming dance, and the varioi^

organizations wiU use the theme in mak-

ing the homecoming floats. "Most of all.

said Porter, "we want to encourage the

Trojans toward a classic homecoming

victory." ^ ,

Porter also says that there are hopes of

having a costume parade in the tradition

of freshmen pajama parades MDJC used

to sponsor. "We feel that a costume

parade would be a way to involve those

students in homecoming activities who

otherwise would not participate, says

Porter.

The faculty homecoming committee

met Wednesday. Sept 4, to discuss plans

for homecoming week. Sept. 30 - Oct 5.

Dean Robert Warnock. chairman of

the committee presided Subcommittees

were chosen to cover specific area of

homecoming.

The Homecoming election date is set

for Sept. 18 during B period. The

homecoming court will be composed of a

Queen from the sophomore class, and two

maids from the freshman class

To be eligible for election, sophomore

girls must have earned 15 semester hours

and 30 quality points during the preceding

semester, a 2.0 academic average, and

must be in good standing with ad-

ministration.
.

Freshmen must be in good sundmg

with administration and must have good

academic standings. Both the

sophomores and the freshmen must sub-

mit a petition of 20 signatures Election

will be determined by popular vote.

Voting will be done on Wednesday.

September 18, during B period

The committee also discussed enter

tainment for homecoming week. At

presslime. dates have not been set. ex-

cept for the homecoming assembly set for

Oct. I. at 10:20 (Q period) in the coliseum,

and the annual homecoming dance, which

will be Tuesday night. Oct 1. from 8 p m
to 12 a m During the homecoming

assembly, the homecoming court will be

presented, and the band, cheerleaders

and football team will be introduced. The

SGA will be in charge of the program.

This year, by the decision of the com-

mittee, the homecoming queen will be an-

nounced at a formal homecoming dance.

The homecoming parade will be Satur-

day. Oct. 5. at 2 p.m There will be a float

competition, in which prizes will be given

to the best individual costume and best

decorated floats.

President
Welcomes
Students

It is a privilege lor me to welcome you

to the MDJC cai. pus for the 1985-86

school year. I hope your stay here will be

both profitable and enjoyable for you

Mississippi Delta Junior College has

been offering quality education to

students from the Delta area for the past

59 years. The college is accredited by the

Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools and meets the same standards as

all the universities. This assures you easy

transfer of credits should you desire to

transfer to a university for advanced

study

Please be advised that the facultj und

administration are here to serve you.

Your problems are our problems if you

will only bring them to us, Please let us

know if there is anyway that we can serve

you as our goal is to see you successfully

complete the course of study that you are

enrolled in, Rememb<'r that we are in-

volved in this learning process along with

you If you fail, we fail, and I do not like

failure anymore than you do. Give it your

best effort and we will give it ours.

Thank you for choosing MDJC as your

college Let us all work together to make

sure that you made the right choice.

Sincerely,

Dr. J.T Hall

President

Or. J.T. Hall
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EDITORIALS

Why Don't You Join the Fun?

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
SHANNON ESTES

Welcome Back, Trojans!

It has been a long hot sumnner.

Everyone has had his share of sun and

fun. Now it is time to hit the books once

again.

The 1985 Delta Herald staff extends its

heartiest welcome to all returning

sophomores and a special welcome to

beginning freshmen.

To the sophomores, we say. make the

grades and live it up! You have one more

year to make memories at MDJC. Make

the best of it. Show the freshmen what be-

ing an MDJC Trojan is ail about.

To the freshmen, we sincerely hope that

your first year at MDJC is all that you ex-

pect, and much more. We at MDJC

strongly believe that an individual's first

year in college should be an exciting,

learning experience. We encourage you to

join the various organizations on campus

and become active members of MDJC
happenings. Remember, your school can

only be what you make it.

The Delta Herald is an official publica-

tion at MDJC. It is the Trojan newspaper.

The tabloid is published bi-monthly and is

a member of the Mississippi Junior Col-

lege Press Association. In this publica-

tion all reported campus events are an-

nounced, all sports events, music events,

and organization programs are covered.

Besides coverage of campus news, The

Delta Herald has feature stories,

editorials and columns.

This year, The Delta Herald will

feature a new column. Besides Ramblin'

and Dorm Talk, a book/movie review col-

umn will be added, beginning with the se-

cond issue.

All students interested in pursuing a

career in Mass Communications are en-

couraged to join The Delta Herald staff.

The staff, however, is not limited to Com-

munications majors. Any student who

worked on a high school paper or who has

experience in writing or photography can

work on The Delta Herald staff.

For more information on The Delta

Herald, conUct Miss L. Wooten, director

of publications in the Publications Office

on the second floor of the Union, or con-

tact Vernetta Whittaker or Shannon

Estes.

Have a great year, Trojans!

Need Help on Studies?

Inexperienced college students cover a

wide range in their interpretations of the

process of study. Students who enter the

college environment after having been

out of education for some time face even

more confusion.

For some, reading the text is study.

Others agonize over an assignment with

no constructive work accomplished and

think they have studied: Painfully

memorizing facts (major, minor and in-

significant) is studying for some.

Students acquire study habits from room-

mates, friends and instructors. However,

large numbers of intelligent persons con-

tinue to flounder through courses which

ought to be pleasant stimulating ex-

periences because they persist in believ-

ing they have studied when they really

have not.

Thursday afternoon. September 12 at

one o'clock in Room #7 in the Vo-Tech

building, there will be a study skills

seminar. A systematic study procedure

will be introduced. Suggestions for learn-

ing new study habits will be presented.

The program will be directed toward

students who are re-entering school after

being away for some time. But. any in-

terested student is invited to attend. If an

individual is interested but has a conflict,

he may contact Mrs. Martha Woodall in

the Vo-Tech building.
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Elena Forces Cancellation

of Game at Gulf Coast

By VKRNETTA WHITTAKER
Due to Hurrican Elena, the Trojans'

first game against Gulf Coast Junior Col-

lege at Perkinston was cancelled on Fri-

day. Aug. 30.

Head football coach James Gray says

that the decision to cancel the game was

made by both the administration and the

coaches. '*Our main concern was the

safety of our students." said Gray.

According to Gray. MDJC learned on

Friday morning that the storm was

directed toward the Mississippi and

Florida Gulf Coasts. The coaches decided

to cancel the hotel reservations. "We
figured that if the weather cleared, we
could make the trip on Saturday morn-

ing." said Gray
However, the weather did not clear and

the hurricane's direction was unpredic-

table. At 2:30 Friday afternoon, the

coaches and administration reached the

decision to cancel the game. "Both the

coaches and players were disappointed,"

said Gray. "We (the team) were anxious

to play, but I feel that no football game is

worth risking the safety of our team. We
will just have to make the best of the

situation."

As for rescheduling. Gray says Gulf
Coast wanted to play the game the follow-

ing Sunday. "I felt it was impossible for

MDJC to play Sunday and Thursday con-
secutively," said Gray At presstime, the

game had not been rescheduled.

Gray says that if the game does not af-

fect final standings, then the game will be
cancelled permanently. If it does affect

the final outcome, then the game will

have to be played after the last scheduled
game. "The final decision will be made
by the Mississippi Junior College
Presidents Association." says Gray.
Gray says that he was extremely confi-

dent going into the Gulf Coast game. "I

usually go into a game with the attitude

that the team can be beaten. I knew Gulf

Coast was a tough team, but our team had
worked hard in preparation for the

game. ' says Gray. "We were very strong

defensively, and our kicking game was
sound."

Gray says that for the time being, the

Gulf Coast game is behind him, and he's

"looking to the upcoming games."

Trojans Lose to IJC

in Season's Opener
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Crucial mistakes and opening-game jit-

ters were the primary causes of the Tro-
jan downfall to the Itawamba Junior Col-

lege Indians Thursday night. Sept. 5. at

Trojan Field

The Trojans were defeated 14-21.

Strong defensive play by both teams
highlighted the game which was played
on a hot, muggy night, typically filled

with late summer swarms of Delta in-

sects.

In the first quarter. MDJC seemed cool

and collected and played solid Trojan
football. They scored early in the game
when IJC fumbled on its first series of

downs. Trojan Archie Kobinson earned
the t>all from the six yard line for the

touchdown Kodney Fulgham kicked the

PAT. making the score 7-0 at the end of

the first quarter.

A series of defensive standoffs by twth

teams dominated second quarter play un-

til Trojan David McGhee broke the

monotony by intercepting a IJC pass.

IJC's defense held, though, and the Tro-

jans were forced to punt. IJC also had

short possession, and on the Trojans' next
possession. Archie Robinson fumbled the
ball. IJC recovered the ball and scored.
The conversion was good, tying the score
7-7.

Almost immediately, the Indians
scored again when they recovered a fum-
ble made by Trojan Ed Harbison. The
conversion attempt was wide, making the

score 7-13 at the end of the first half.

In the second half, it was more of the
same with both sides maintaining strong

defenses and also fumbling away poten-

tial scoring opportunities.

MDJC scored first in the second half

when Levon Davis threw the ball to Ron-
nie Walters, who in turn passed to Rodney
Cooks for a touchdown The PAT by

Fulgham was good and MDJC took the

lead. 14-13.

With at>out two minutes left in the

game, IJC swiftly moved the ball down
the field for a touchdown. IJC's two-point

conversion was good, making the score
14-21.

Cheerleaders Win Honors at Camp
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The 1985 MDJC cheerleading squad

won awards in several categories in the

cheerleading camp at Memphis State

University Aug, 12-16.

MDJC sent eight cheerleaders to the

camp, which is sponsored by UCA,
University Cheerleading Association. Ac-

cording to Mary Porter, a sophomore

member, the squad was judged in five

categories: fight song routine, sideline

cheers, home cheers, camp cheers, and
chants. Porter said that the squads were
judged each day in each of the five

categories and at the end of the week
awards were announced.

In the course of the week, the MDJC

squad won two red excellent ribbons for

camp cheers and home cheers, the spirit

stick, and a blue "superior" ribbon and
sideline cheers.

The squad won two gold "superior" rib-

bons for fight song dance routine which

placed them in the final competition.

In the finals, the MDJC squad won third

place in overall fight song competition

and the "Most Spirited" award for all-girl

squads.

Porter said that the squad had worked

to prepare for the camp by having a week
of pre-camp practice.

The MDJC squad consists of three two-

year members and five first-year

members, plus a new edition, the Trojan

mascot. The squad is chosen by tryouts

and panel-judging "Tryouts are held in

the spring of each year and mid-summer
as the sponsors see fit," said Porter.

The cheerleaders practice from 3 to 5

p.m. Monday through Thursday. Porter

said that the squad will attend all football

games Besides the games, the

cheerleaders will perform at pep rallies.

Sophomore co-captain Randee Alford

said that the squad has a goal to be better

than past MDJC cheerleading squads,

and that she feels that they have reached

that goal.

"We are more dedicated, more

knowledgeable of our responsibilities as

cheerleaders, and we are definitely more
spirited than we were last year," said

Alford. "We are prepared to do our part.

Wc are asking for more response and sup-

port from our student body
"

Members of the squad are sophomores -

Randee Alford, Greenwood, co-captain;

Mary Porter, (;reenwo<xi, Teress Wade,

Isola; and Meg Selby, Charleston;

freshmen, Carol Cummings,
Cumtwrland, co-captain; Sheryl Dunn,

Greenwood. Alicia Peden, Schlater;

Angie White. Belzoni; and mascot, Kenny

Jenkins, ('hecrleader sponsor is Mrs.

Paige Sabbatini.

MDJC CHEERLEADERS did not mind taking a break for the photographer since

they had just finished a two-hour practice session. The cheerleaders will travel to

their first out-of-town game this season when they will follow the team to East Cen-

tral at Decatur this Saturday (Sept. 14). Members of the group include, from left,

Meg Selby, Mary Porter, Sheryl Dunn. Teress Wade, Randee Alford. Carol Cumm-

ings, Kenny Jenkins (mascot), Angie White, and Alicia Peden. photo by j.m Kneheii
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Moorhead Hosts

Watermelon Fest

The Moorhead Town Council and

Chamber of Commerce hosted a

watermelon cutting at MDJC AugM8^

The watermelon cutting, held m front of

the Stennis-Penrod Dormitory was for

coming students, parents, and MDJC

^^The^e were 50 ice-cold watermelons

cut and Moorhead dignitaries were pre-

sent to greet students. Off^^if
»V" k

Mr. Steve Oswalt, Mayor of Moorhead.

and Mrs. Oswalt; city manager Jimmy

Griffin and crew; and town councilmen.

Jack Harris and Bob Clark.

This is the second year that the town of

Moorhead has sponsored a watermelon

cutting for MDJC.
"It is one of the ways in which the town

of Moorhead shows its appreciation for

having a junior college located in our

town." said Mayor Oswalt.

Trivial Pursuit

Questions for the first issue:

1. How many players are there on the

Trojan football team?

2. What is the name of the co-ed who

presently holds the title of "Miss MDJC"
and who is the drum-major for the '85-'86

"Delta Spirit"?

A reward will go to the first person who

presents the right answers to these ques-

tions. Turn in your answers ( in person ) to

Miss Wooten in the Publications Office in

the linion.

Creative Writers Corner

ACROSS

1 Metric measure
4 A state, abbr

6 Haste
1 1 Unit of currency

13 Vulture
15 Isle abbr
16 Winged
18 Eat
19 Beverage
2 1 Algerian

seaport

22 Saint abbr

23 Clothing

26 Health resort

29 Journey lorth

31 Woody plant

33 In the year
abbr

34 Chinese
distance
measure

35 Simian
38 Still

39 Italy abbr
40 Teutonic deity

41 Want
43 Paddles
45 Beast of burden

47 Acquiescence

50 Pianissimo
abbr

52 Christmas carol

53 Vast age

56 Unit of Iranian

currency

58 Aquatic
mammal

60 Behold'

61 Brook
63 Reverberations

65 Disreputable

66 Latin

coniunction

67 Enemy

DOWN
1 Mine entrance

2 Flower

3 Spanish article

4 Lively dance
5 Macaw

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

6 General aspect

of landscape

7 River in Italy

e Goals

9 Redacts

10

12

14

17

20
24
25

Spanish
nobleman
Los Angeles
abbr
Again: preftx

Sour
Swiss river

Toll

Confederate
general
Couple
Emmets
nsect
Ventilates

Short jacket

Moccasin
Thrifty

administration

Difficulty

Devoured
Extra
Mediterranean
vessel

Choose
Entreaty
Butter
substitute

colloq
. Part of face

Rupees abbr
Possessive
pronoun
Symbol for

rhodium
Forenoon
Resulting from

© 1984 United Feature Syndicate

A Hamburger That Ate A College

By BEULAH "Sam" BROWN
The wind was cool, blowing gently

across the campus of the small junior col-

lege. The moon, al the peak of its beauty,

managed to slip through the cloud cover

and projected an eerie halo about itself. A
thick mist hung in the air. and dripped

down to soak the ground below. A single

howl of a dog broke the stillness.

The classrooms were empty, resting

from the daily invasion of students.

Everyone in the area was asleep. Well,

almost everyone!

One person was there, hidden deep in

the recesses of the Norton Science

Building. In a dimly lit laboratory there,

Dr Stark R, Madd was busy with her fien-

dish work.

By day. the mild-mannered Dr. Madd
was sweet, friendly, and full of humor.

She was often seen laughing and joking in

the hall with her students But. by night,

she was there in her lab. devising yet

another dirty trick to play on her students

in Micro Lab.

"Ha-Ha!," she laughed wickedly, "they

will never be able to figure out what hap-

pened to these cultures. I've con-

taminated them with a new radioactive

mutation solution. This is going to be fc>et-

ter than telling them that sperm have

teeth. This could be even better than glu-

ing extra fingers and toes on the skeleton

in my classroom,"

But when she set the beaker of cultures

too close to the edge of the table, it crash-

ed to the floor. Frantic that it might eat a

hole in the tile, she ripped off her lab coat

and mopped up the spill.

After thoroughly cleaning the floor, she

made her way outside. As she stood in the

shadows of the building, she thought of

how she would dispose of the stained lab

coat.

"There must not be any evidence of my
deeds," she whispered to herself. "Dean
Boggie would never stand for it."

She carefully looked in all directions

and then raced to the green dumpster by
the Student Union. Breathing heavily, she
checked for security again. Then she hur-

riedly tossed the soaked lab coat into the

trash container.

While she was driving home, she con-

gratulated herself again on her wit and

genius. She seemed to enjoy the pain she

inflicted on her students. What they call-

ed sadistic, she called revenge. She

relished her revenge on all those students

who had tortured her with their blank ex-

pressions and their low test scores.

She didn't care. Her name said it all.

Dr. Stark Raving Madd.

With morning, the hustle and bustle of

students and faculty of Mostly Dreary

Junior College returned. Another lesson

was taught. Another student slept

through it.

By lunchtime, most students were

hungry enough to eat at the cafeteria and

snack bar. After lunch, remains of their

hamburgers made their way to the dump-
ster.

And it was in that very dumpster that

Dr. Madd's lab coat lay hidden. Beneath

that lab coat, something strange was hap-

pening. A half-eaten burger was chang-

ing, mutating.

The chemical on the lab coat mixed

with the grease on the hamburer, causing

the reformation of its molecular struc

ture.

The hamburger began to live, breather,

grow, think and hunger. 'Thump-Thump

-- its heart began to beat.

Soon the creature filled the dumpste"

Only a thin layer of discarded vegetables

covered it.

An unknowing employee brought a bar

rel of garbage to be emptied.

"Gee. this dumpster filled up fast,

thought. "Maybe I should stomp it dow"

to make room."

As he opened the top. the monster open-

ed its huge mouth. "Ahhhh! ! !
!," the boy

screamed, and disappeared.

A woman from the grill walked outsioe

and yelled. "Andy. Andy - never can una

that boy when you need him. Guess i

have to empty this barrel myself, sn

thought as she moved toward the dump-

ster. .

(Who will be the burger monster's ne

victim! What a*vful fate is in store lo

MDJC? See the concluding episode
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Tradition Stronger Than Ever

>
1*-

A dozen or so pretty girls working hard

at dance routines four days every week,

so that they can perform 42 shows a year

- sounds like the routine for the chorus

line of a broadway musical, or perhaps

the Rockeltes? No. actually that is

description of the routme of MDJC's

dance group the Deltettes

The Deltettes worked out 12 hours a day

for two weeks during the summer, and

currently they are workmg out two lo

three hours each day Monday through

Thursday, under the supervision of Dance

Director, Mrs. Betty Aden.

The Oeltette troupe is a traditional

dance-drill group which was started at

MDJC in I960 and was originally a part of

the band, said Aden,

They still perform with the band at

parades and football games, but now they

are an independent group which performs

for civic clubs and other organi/^lions

They also present two dance recitals each

year Mrs Aden explained that each

Deltette now receives a $500 scholarship,

and two credits.

Aden proudly describes her dancers as

"dedicated, proud, and responsible young

women." She said that after the two

weeks of practice this summer, the girls

went to dance camp at Mississippi Col-

lege.

I took nine of them to dance camp,

she said, -and they did a fantastic job

Thev came home with the spirit award.

Missy Jackson has been chosen to be a

Superstar Drill Team member and plans

to go to the Aloha Bowl in December
"

This year's Deltette team of 14 girls has

three sophomore members who serve as

captains They are Missy Jackson of

GrcH'nwood. Tracy May of Centreville

and Stephanie Brown of Alligator.

The troupe does most all types of danc-

ing The group becomes the Delta

Dancers after the first semester and are

then aided by a number of male dancers.

The Delta Dancers are a physical educa-

tion group which is designed to keep the

Deltettes dancing all year.

"Because of the skills which they

display in performances, the fact that the

girls have had no majorette experience,

or dance training amazes many people.
"

said Aden She points out that some

Deltettes have gone on to become ma-

jorettes, or dancers at major universities.

I^st year the group performed at the

World's Kair in New Orleans. They have

their hopes set on a major performance

like this again for the HVae year Aden

said thai no shows other than the

Christmas recital have been planned at

this time. "We are working on getting

some shows planned." said Aden

Aden said, "We are interested in get-

ting more girls on the squad We can have

as many as 20 The girls gam confidence.

res[joiisibillty. and maturity from par-

ticipating in this organization."

If anyone is interested in becoming a

dancer, or in contributing to Missy's trip

to the Aloha Bowl, they should contact

Mrs Aden or one of the dancers

The Deltettes are Robin Ainsworlh;

Stephanie Brown, capt ;
Michele Bur-

chfield. Paula Conner; Vicki Crawford.

Sherry Creel; Tahtia Denton; Lisa

Gilbert; Tammye Godsey; Missy

Jackson, capt ; Annette Lee; Kathy Man-

ning; Tracy May. capt.; and Wanda

Ramage. mgr.

•GIRLS this is the way you're supposed to look Dance

Director Betty Aden tells the Deltettes in one of their many

afternoon practices, pnoto by Lawrence Kenneth
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Head Coach Expects Good Season in Football

MDJC head coach James "Wooky"
Gray feels that the Trojans will do excep-

tionally well this season if his returning

players give maximum performance, and

if transfers and some key freshmen per-

form specific duties.

Gray says that he is pleased with the

results of daily practice. "There is an
overall positive attitude. The team is

really working hard, and work is still a

necessity in order to operate well enough
to win key games." says Gray.
Offensively, the Trojans have only two

returning offensive linemen. Jim
Besselman. a 6'3'/4". 266 lb. sophomore
from New Orleans, will operate at right

guard, and Scott Bell, a 6'5". 266 lb.

sophomore from Excel, Al., will perform

at right tackle.

Starting at center will be Joey Med-
ders, 5'n". 221 lb. sophomore from
Clarksdale. Ed Harberson. a 6' 3", 237 lb.

sophomore from Cleveland, will be at left

guard. Freshman Karl Bernice at 6' 8".

260 lb. will be at left tackle. At tight end.

the candidate is freshman Bonzell Denson

at 5' 10". 198 lb. from Rolling Fork, while

at wide receiver, Ronnie Walters, a 4'4"

sprintman will be the key to the MDJC
passing game.

In the backfield. Chuck Smith, a 5*8",

248 lb. sophomore from Greenville and

Keith Block a 5'10", 166 lb. freshman

from College Park, Ga.. John Williams.

5*10". 176 lb. from Clarksdale and

Deander Stevenson. 5*10", 172 lb.

freshman from Clarksdale.

Levon Davis, 6*1", 184 lb. sophomore

from Indianola will be quarterback.

Other candidates are John Canale, 5*1",

178 lb. freshman from Greenville and

Greg Harris, 5'8", 170 lb. freshman from

Greenwood.

Defensively, the bright spot for the Tro-

jans is the three linemen. Jeff Hudson,
5*1", 282 lb. sophomore from Greenwood,

Robert Heath, 5*1", 269 lb. sophomore
from Grand Bay, Al., and Elige Davis.
6'r'. 287 lb. sophomore from Cleveland
were all starters last year and have
returned. Freshmen Ricky Gosa of

Greenwood, Andy White of Laranger,
La., and Bob Portwood of Greenville are
performing well also.

At inside linebacker four players are
candidates; Sylvester Hall, a sophomore
from Cleveland. Ellis Townsend, a
sophomore from Drew, Lee Ford, a
sophomore from Columbus. Ga.. and
Todd Lott of Greenville. At outside
linebacker there are four candidates:
sophomores Dale Randle of Cleveland.
Justin Bozeman of Belzoni, Al Hamby of
West Monroe. Al.. and Steve Robinson of
Greenville.

"In the secondary, graduation really
hit the Trojans hard." says Gray.
"Richard Smith of Greenville is the only
remaining. There are eight players com-

pleting for the secondary: Kenny Haulev
of Clarksdale. Tyrone Miles of KoWil
Fork, David McGhee of Greenwood
Casey Cobb of Vienna, Ga.. James Bank
of Drew, Eddie Jackson of Clarksdal^^

Derek Smith of Greenville, and Je^^
Jackson of Rosedale.

In kicking game, Rodney Fulgham
oi

Boyle, will be handling the puntiiit
chores. He will be backed up by Jo|JP|
Canale of Greenville. Extra points will be

'

handled by Greg Harris of Greenwoi
and Chuck Smith of Greenville. Kicking
off will be Levon Davis. He will be backed
up by Rodney Fulgham. Kenny Hauley

will return punts for the Trojans.

The Trojans will kickoff their season ai

home Sept. 5. against Itawamba Junior

College. Gray said that this season is con

sidered to be a rebuilding season for thr

Trojans. "I'm confident that if some
players handle their tasks, a lot of teams

will be in a for a surprise," says Gray

1985-86 Trojan Team

Ff TROJAN FIELD

Trojans to Play East Central Next Saturday
The MDJC Trojans will travel to East

Central Junior College in Decatur on
Saturday, Sept. 14.

Head Coach James "Wooky" Gray says
that he is not particularly worried about
East Central. Assistant coach Charles

Sabbatini who had the opportunity to view
East Central in action, says that their
team is very much improved compared
with last year. East Central's team is a
new and mobile one. The offense is the
multiple type. They use two to three dif-

ferent formations. Sabbatini says that the
Trojan defense is versatile and adaptable
to given situations. "The East Central
team is more talented and more together.
They will be a test for their opponents,"
says Sabbatini.

Sabbatini said that in East Centr;

first game against Itawamba, they ma^

few mistakes.

Coach Sabbatini also says that he ft

that East Central's home advantage
be a minor factor in the game.
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OP ED and Features

Campus Sidewalk Poll

Freshmen React to First College Days
•is college whal you expected?"

RICHARD SMITH. 19. Greenville Com-

puter Science: No. I never thought it

would l>e like high school with the bells. I

thought we would be allowed to leave

classes any time we pleased.

SEREATHER ROBY. 22. Drew. Nurs-

ing: Yes. College is a place where I can

get a good education and learn how to

support my family.

FRED WILLIAMS. 23, Rolling Fork.

Farm Mechanics: No. There is too little

to do after we get through studying. The

grill doesn't stay open long enough. The

teachers sometimes don't understand we

need time to learn certain things. We stay

in the building too long.

CHUCK HAYES. 18, Greenwood, Com-

puter Science: No. There is more time to

do things than I expected. There are a lot

K-ss study requirements. I don't like shar-

j a room with six people.

LISA WASHINGTON. 20, Drew.
' lementary Education: No. 1 thought I

uld have the same boring classes every

ly and never get to see my friends until

l ie weekend.

STEVEN BURCHFIELD. 18. Shaw.

Computer Science: No. I have been here

three weeks and my classes aren't as

hard as I expected. I enjoy my teachers

even though they aren't as easy as I

thought to get along with.

TINA SIMMONS. 18. Cleveland.

Medical Records Administration: No. It

seems like high school. My courses are

easier than high school even though they

are on a higher level. The students act as

though they are in high school

JO ANN HAWKINS. 19. Sunflower.

ElemenUry Education: Yes, I expected

hard work and a good education, My
teachers are nice and the work they give

me tells me what I have to do to get a good

job.

ANTHONY CRAWFORD. 20.

Clarksdale. General Education: No. I ex-

pected college to be hard with no rest

from the books. College has helped me

learn to budget my money.

REGINALD WILLIAMS. 22. Green-

ville. Business: Yes. Moorhead itself is a

good college. It is cheaper, but you still

gel a good education.

GERALDINE GRAHAM. 18. Green-

ville. Medical Records : No. It's not whal I

expected. The courses are easy, the

Ramblin'

By SHANNON ESTES
There was once a junior college m a

•^maW Mississippi town which had very

w decorations. Nothing new was ever

>een There was nowhere for the students

t.» sit outside except for the building steps

oon the students began to take the cam-

pus appearance for granted. Many people

wandered about blindly never nolicmg

anything, and many did not care at all.

But finally someone did notice the cam-

pus and did care. Then, one summer, that

Nomeone put his imagination to work and

did something about the situation. That

person shared his desire to beautify the

campus with others and soon a team of in-

dividuals were working together to reach

'*8oal
,

First they made park benches for the

students to sit on. Then they made a

flower bed around the trunk of a tree.

I They also planted shrubs here and there

to brighten up the place. When he

students surted to school they used the

benches to study on. and commented on

how different the place looked. The hard

work paid off and the volunteers received

the satisfaction of being appreciated.

This school is MDJC and the y^r is

1985 On behalf of the student body. I

would like to take this opportunity to say

•thanks- to Mr Jack Barns, superinten-

dant of buildings and grounds. Mr. i^n

Brewer, instructor of Industrial Electnci-

ly. and the Maintenance sUff for ail their

hard work.

teachers are easy, but the people are not

the same as in high school.

CALVIN RAC.GS. 18. Greenville. Auto

Mechanics: No. U s not what I expected.

because the campus is so boring, but I'll

liven it up in due time We'll make

something happen.

BHENDA KELLY. Belzoni. Pre

Nursing: Yes. Exactly, It's very hard

when you don't understand. But once I get

the hang of it. it's okay.

One class I go to is like throwing Chinese

on the board and saying 'read this'.

BHENDA BALDWIN. Belzoni. Pre-

Nursing: No. It's more than I expected.

It's different and sometimes hard, but if 1

had attended while I was younger, it

would be much easier.

LISA BROWN. 17, Indlanola. Elec-

tronics: It's not whal I expected, I didn't

expect lo be in class all day, I get tired of

looking at the same people every day. But

what 1 hale the most is that the buses

don't like to slop and pick us up,

JOE SUDDUTH. General Business.

Greenville: Yes. it s exactly what I ex-

pected It's fun The people are friendly

and the girls are nice. I came here to

meet girls and party, and both are great.

SHIRLEY BROWN. 17. Basic Skills In

Business: Yes Whal I like is you don't get

whippings. The teachers are the same as

in high school. I'm relieved that you don't

have to be in class all day. The only thing

I hale is thai we don't get free lunches.

DKNISE OLLIE. 18. Accounting. Ilia

Bona: No. it's a lot easier, I expected it lo

be a lot harder and a lot more interesting.

It's dull,

ANNIE SMITH. 17. Pre-Nurslng: No. I

expected it lo be a lot more difficult and

exciting,

PHYLLIS POWELL. 19. Office Ad-

ministration, llollandale: College is bel-

ter than 1 expected I have much more

time than usual lo do more exciting things

and meet new petiplo

CORINE ARRINGTON. 21. tieneral

Education. Shaw: No. I expected college

to be much harder, and I was expecting lo

have lo be much more aggressive

PATRICIA AHESIA WHITE. IH. Social

Work. Shaw: No. I thought college would

be harder. I have free time to do all my

work, and more lime for socializing.

Jenkins Interprets Trojanism

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
There is more to the funny-looking

character who performs with the

cheerleaders at pep rallies and football

games than meets the eye.

The Trojan mascot, a new addition lo

the MDJC cheerleading squad, is not only

the symbol of "true Trojanism" as it is

being promoted by the cheerleaders, but

he is also the product of one student s

desire to promote school spirit.

Kenny Jenkins, a sophomore Data Pro-

cessmg major from Eupora is Ihe man

behind the helmet of the Trojan mascot^

Not only is Kenny acting out the role of

the Trojan, he is also responsible for

originating the entire idea. Kenny seems

to be the type of person who looks at

something thai seems impossible and ask

"why not? '

. . .

According lo Kenny, the idea was just a

figment of his imagination. He mentioned

the idea to his girlfriend AJicia Peden.

who is a cheerleader, and she relayed it to

the cheerleaders and Dean Robert War-

nock who all thought it was a great idea^

Dean Warnock then priced a mascot

uniform and discovered that a trojan

costume would cost $900.

•This dampened the idea." says Ken-

ny
But determined to make a dream a

reality Kenny personally sought to find a

cheaper means of gelling the uniform

He Ulked to his sister who recommend-

ed a seamstress from Ilia Bena He and

his sister priced material, and Kenny

searched for a trojan helmet.

His search lead him to "Costumes by

Josette" in Pascagoula. where he pur-

chased a helmet for $50 He found sandals

at Charles Conerly's in Greenwood The

total price of the mascot uniform, all

pieces included, was $120.

Kenny says that being the Trojan

mascot is a new experience "I am all for

trying new things." says Kenny,

thought it would help boost school spirit

that IS the whole purpose. I'd like to see

not only dorm students, but faculty, and

commuters involved in promoting

'^^Kenny says that he discovered thai

there was a lot more work to being a

mascot than as he puts it. "acting crazy

•I have to learn slunls along with the

cheerleaders." said Kenny "At practice.

I also critique the cheerleaders from a

student's point of view. I teU them

whether or not a new idea would appeal lo

W also says that he was very ner^

vous during his first performance at he

first pep rally I was nervous, but I

remembered my purpose for being there

and I let go,
"

Those who saw his performance can all

agree that there is definitely more to the

Trojan mascot than his funny looks.

KENNY JENKINS
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Head Coach Expects Good Season in Football

MDJC head coach James "Wooky"

Gray feels thai the Trojans will do excep-

tionally well this season if his returning

players give maximum performance, and

if transfers and some key freshmen per-

form specific duties.

Gray says that he is pleased with the

resulU of daily practice. "There is an

overall positive attitude. The team is

really working hard, and work is still a

necessity in order to operate well enough

to win key games." says Gray.

Offensively, the Trojans have only two

returning offensive linemen. Jim

Besselman, a 6'3'/4", 266 lb. sophomore

from New Orleans, will operate at right

guard, and Scott Bell, a 6'5", 266 lb.

sophomore from Excel. Al., will perform

at right tackle.

SUrting at center will be Joey Mad-

ders. 5'ir*, 221 lb. sophomore from

Clarksdale. Ed Harberson. a 6' 3", 237 lb.

sophomore from Cleveland, will be at left

guard Freshman Karl Bemice at 6 8 ,

260 ib. will be at left tackle. At tight end.

the candidate is freshman Bonzell Denson

at 5' 10" 198 Ib. from Rolling Fork, while

at wide receiver, Ronnie Walters, a 4'4"

sprintman will be the key to the MDJC

passing game.

In the backfieid. Chuck Smith, a 5 8 ,

248 lb sophomore from Greenville and

Keith Block a 5'10". 166 lb. freshman

from College Park. Ga.. John Williams

5'10", 176 lb. from Clarksdale and

Deander Stevenson. 5'10", 172 lb.

freshman from Clarksdale.

Levon Davis, 6'1". 184 Ib. sophomore

from Indianola will be quarterback.

Other candidates are John Canale. 5'1".

178 lb. freshman from Greenville and

Greg Harris. 5'8", 170 Ib. freshman from

Greenwood.

Defensively, the bright spot for the Tro-

jans is the three linemen. Jeff Hudson,

ST', 282 lb. sophomore from Greenwood.

Robert Heath, 5*1". 269 Ib. sophomore

from Grand Bay, Al.. and Elige Davis.

6*1". 287 Ib. sophomore from Cleveland

were all starters last year and have

returned. Freshmen Ricky Gosa of

Greenwood, Andy White of Laranger.

La., and Bob Portwood of Greenville are

performing well also.

At inside linebacker four players are

candidates: Sylvester Hall, a sophomore

from Cleveland, Ellis Townsend. a

sophomore from Drew. Lee Ford, a

sophomore from Columbus, Ga., and

Todd Lott of Greenville. At outside

linebacker there are four candidates:

sophomores Dale Randle of Cleveland.

Justin Bozeman of Belzoni, Al Hamby of

West Monroe, Al., and Steve Robinson of

Greenville.

"In the secondary, graduation really

hit the Trojans hard," says Gray.

"Richard Smith of Greenville is the only

remaining. There are eight players com-

1985-86 Trojan Team
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pleting for the secondary: Kenny Hauley

of Clarksdale. Tyrone Miles of Roiling

Fork. David McGhee of Greenwooj^^

Casey Cobb of Vienna. Ga.. James Banks

of Drew. Eddie Jackson of Clarksdale

Derek Smith of Greenville, and Jessie

Jackson of Rosedale.

In kicking game. Rodney Fulgham of

Boyle, will be handling the punting

chores. He will be backed up by Jof

Canale of Greenville. Extra points will

handled by Greg Harris of Greenwt

and Chuck Smith of Greenville. K
off will be Levon Davis. He will be backed

up by Rodney Fulgham. Kenny HauU

will return punts for the Trojans.

The Trojans will kickoff their season,

home Sept. 5. against Itawamba

College. Gray said that this season is c(

sidered to be a rebuilding season for

Trojans. "I'm confident that if some
I

players handle their tasks, a lot of tear

will be in a for a surprise." says Gray.

Trojans to Play East Central Next Saturday
The MDJC Trojans will travel to East

Central Junior College in Decatur on

Saturday. Sept. 14.

Head Coach James "Wooky" Gray says

that he is not particularly worried about

East Central. Assistant coach Charles

Sabbatini who had the opportunity to view

East Central in action, says that their

team is very much improved compared
with last year. East Central's team is a

new and mobile one. The offense is the

multiple type. They use two to three dif-

ferent formations. Sabbatini says that the

Trojan defense is versatile and adaptable

to given situations. "The East Central

team is more talented and more together.

They will be a test for their opponents,"

says Sabbatini.

Sabbatini said that in East Cent

first game against Itawamba, they n

few mistakes.

Coach Sabbatini also says that he

that East Central's home advantage

be a minor factor in the game.
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Head Coach Expects Good Season in Football

MDJC head coach James "Wooky"

Gray feels that the Trojans will do excep-

tionally well this season if his returning

players give maximum performance, and

if transfers and some key freshmen per-

form specific duties.

Gray says that he is pleased with the

results of daily practice. "There is an

overall positive attitude. The team is

really working hard, and work is still a

necessity in order to operate well enough
to win key games." says Gray.

Offensively, the Trojans have only two
returning offensive linemen. Jim
Besselman, a 6'3'/4", 266 lb. sophomore

from New Orleans, will operate at right

guard, and Scott Bell, a 6'5", 266 lb.

sophomore from Excel, Al., will perform

at right tackle.

Starting at center will be Joey Med-
ders, 5*11", 221 lb. sophomore from
Clarksdale. Ed Harberson. a 6' 3", 237 lb.

sophomore from Cleveland, will be at left

guard. Freshman Karl Bernice at 6' 8".

260 lb. will be at left Uckle. At tight end,

the candidate is freshman Bonzell Denson

at 5' 10". 198 lb. from Rolling Fork, while

at wide receiver. Ronnie Walters, a 4'4"

sprintman will be the key to the MDJC
passing game.

In the backfield. Chuck Smith, a 5'8".

248 lb. sophomore from Greenville and

Keith Block a 5'10", 166 lb freshman

from College Park, Ga.. John Williams.

5'10", 176 lb. from Clarksdale and

Deander Stevenson. 5'10", 172 lb.

freshman from Clarksdale.

Levon Davis. 6*1". 184 lb. sophomore

from Indianola will be quarterback,

other candidates are John Canale, 5*1".

178 lb. freshman from Greenville and

Greg Harris, 5'8". 170 lb. freshman from

Greenwood.

Defensively, the bright spot for the Tro-

jans is the three linemen. Jeff Hudson,
5*1", 282 lb. sophomore from Greenwood,

Robert Heath. 5'1", 269 lb. sophomore
from Grand Bay, AI., and Elige Davis,

6'l". 287 lb. sophomore from Cleveland
were all starters last year and have
returned. Freshmen Ricky Gosa of

Greenwood. Andy White of Laranger,
La., and Bob Portwood of Greenville are
performing well also.

At inside linebacker four players are
candidates: Sylvester Hall, a sophomore
from Cleveland, Ellis Townsend. a
sophomore from Drew, Lee Ford, a
sophomore from Columbus. Ga., and
Todd Lott of Greenville. At outside
linebacker there are four candidates:
sophomores Dale Randle of Cleveland.
Justin Bozeman of Belzoni, AI Hamby of

West Monroe. Al., and Steve Robinson of

Greenville.

"In the secondary, graduation really
hit the Trojans hard." says Gray.
"Richard Smith of Greenville is the only
remaining. There are eight players com-

pleting for the secondary: Kenny Haulev
of Clarksdale. Tyrone Miles of Roiiin
Fork. David McGhee of Greenwood
Casey Cobb of Vienna. Ga.. James Banks
of Drew, Eddie Jackson of Clarksdale
Derek Smith of Greenville, and Jessie
Jackson of Rosedale.

In kicking game, Rodney Fulgham
Boyle, will be handling the punti
chores. He will be backed up by John
Canale of Greenville. Extra points will be
handled by Greg Harris of Greenwood
and Chuck Smith of Greenville. Kicking
off will be Levon Davis. He will be backed
up by Rodney Fulgham. Kenny Hauley
will return punts for the Trojans
The Trojans will kickoff their season at

home Sept. 5, against Itawamba Junior
College. Gray said that this season is con-

sidered to be a rebuilding season for the

Trojans. "I'm confident that if some key

players handle their tasks, a lot of teams
will be in a for a surprise," says Gray,
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Trojans to Play East Central Next Saturday
The MDJC Trojans will travel to East

Central Junior College in Decatur on
Saturday. Sept. 14.

Head Coach James "Wooky" Gray says

that he is not particularly worried atx)ut

East Central. Assistant coach Charles

Sabbatini who had the opportunity to view
East Central in action, says that their
team is very much improved compared
with last year. East Central's team is a
new and mobile one. The offense is the
multiple type. They use two to three dif-

ferent formations. Sabbatini says that the
Trojan defense is versatile and adaptable
to given situations. "The East Central
team is more talented and more together.
They will be a test for their opponents

"

says Sabbatini.

Sabbatini said that in East Central

first game against Itawamba, they ma

few mistakes.

Coach Sabbatini also says that he fee

that East Central's home advantage

be a minor factor in the game.
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OP ED and Features
Campus Sidewalk Poll

Freshmen React to First College Days
"Is college what you expected?"
RICHARD SMITH. 19. Greenville Com-

jjuler Science: No. I never thought it

would be like high school with the bells. I

Ihought we would t>e allowed to leave

classes any time we pleased.

SEREATHEK ROBY. 22. Drew. Nurs-

ing: Yes. College is a place where I can

get a good education and learn how to

support my family.

FRED WILLIAMS. 23. Rolling Fork.

Karm Mechanics: No. There is too little

to do after we get through studying. The
grill doesn't stay open long enough. The
teachers sometimes don't understand we
need time to learn certain things. We stay

in the building too long.

CHUCK HAYES. 18. Greenwood. Com-
puter Science: No. There is more time to

do things than I expected. There are a lot

less study requirements. I don't like shar-

ing a room with six people.

LISA WASHINGTON. 20. Drew.
Klementary Education: No. I thought I

would have the same boring classes every

day and never get to see my friends until

the weekend.

STEVEN BURCHFIELD. 18. Shaw.

Computer Science: No. I have been here

Ramblin'

liy SHANNON ESTES
There was once a junior college in a

mall Mississippi town which had very

lew decorations. Nothing new was ever

seen. There was nowhere for the students

tosit outside except for the building steps.

Soon, the students began to take the cam-

pus appearance for granted. Many people

wandered about blindly never noticing

anything, and many did not care at all.

But fmally someone did notice the cam-

pus and did care. Then, one summer, that

omeone put his imagination to work and

lid somethmg about the situation. That

)erson shared his desire to beautify the

ampus with others and soon a team of in-

dividuals were working together to reach

a goal

First they made park benches for the

students to sit on. Then they made a

flower bed around the trunk of a tree.

They also planted shrubs here and there

to brighten up the place. When the

students started to school they used the

benches to study on. and commented on

how different the place looked. The hard

work paid off and the volunteers received

the satisfaction of being appreciated.

This school is MDJC and the year is

1985. On behalf of the student body. I

would like to take this opportunity to say

"thanks" to Mr Jack Harris, superinten-

dant of buildings and grounds, Mr. Don

Brewer, mstructor of Industrial Electrici-

ty, and the Maintenance staff for all their

hard work.

three weeks and my classes aren't as

hard as I expected. 1 enjoy my teachers

even though they aren't as easy as I

thought to get along with,

TINA SIMMONS. 18. Cleveland.
Medical Records Administration: No. It

seems like high school. My courses are
easier than high school even though they

are on a higher level. The students act as

though they are in high school.

JO ANN HAWKINS. 19. Sunflower.

Elementary Education: Yes, I expected

hard work and a good education. My
teachers are nice and the work they give

me tells me what I have to do to get a good
job.

ANTHONY CRAWFORD. 2U,

Clarksdale, General Education: No. I ex-

pected college to be hard with no rest

from the books. College has helped me
learn to budget my money.

REGINALD WILLIAMS. 22, Green-

ville. Business: Yes. Moorhead itself is a

good college. It is cheaper, but you still

get a good education.

GERALDINE GRAHAM. 18. Green-

ville, Medical Records: No. It's not what I

expected. The courses are easy, the

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
There is more to the funny-looking

character who performs with the

cheerleaders at pep rallies and football

games than meets the eye.

The Trojan mascot, a new addition to

the MDJC cheerleading squad, is not only

the symbol of "true Trojanism " as it is

being promoted by the cheerleaders, but

he is also the product of one student's

desire to promote school spirit.

Kenny Jenkins, a sophomore Data Pro-

cessing major from Eupora is the man
behind the helmet of the Trojan mascot

Not only is Kenny acting out the role of

the Trojan, he is also responsible for

originating the entire idea. Kenny seems

to be the type of person who looks at

something that seems impossible and ask

"why not?"

According to Kenny, the idea was just a

figment of his imagination. He mentioned

the idea to his girlfriend Alicia Peden.

who is a cheerleader, and she relayed it to

the cheerleaders and Dean Robert War-

nock who all thought it was a great idea.

Dean Warnock then priced a mascot

uniform and discovered that a trojan

costume would cost $900.

"This dampened the idea." says Ken-

ny

But determined to make a dream a

reality. Kenny personally sought to find a

cheaper means of getting the uniform.

He talked to his sister who recommend-

teachers are easy, bu! the people are not

the same as in high school

CALVIN RAGGS. 18. Greenville. Auto
Mechanics: No. It's not what 1 expected,

because the campus is so boring, but I'll

liven it up in due time. We'll make
something happen.

BRENDA KELLY. BeUoni. Pre
Nursing: Yes. Exactly. It's very hard
when you don't understand. But once I get

the hang of it, it's okay.

One class I go to is like throwing Chinese
on the t)oard and saying 'read this*.

BRENDA BALDWIN. Belzoni, Pre-

Nursing: No. It's more than I expected.

It's different and sometimes hard, but if I

had attended while I was younger, it

would be much easier

LISA BROWN. 17. Indianola. Elec-

tronics: It's not what I expected. I didn't

expect to be in class all day. I get tired of

looking at the same people every day. But

what I hate the most is that the buses

don't like to stop and pick us up

JOE SUDDl'TII. <;eneral BuninettH.

Greenville: Yes, it's exactly what I ex-

pected. It's fun. The people are friendly

and the girls are nice. I came here to

ed a seamstress from Itta Bena. He and

his sister priced material, and Kenny

searched for a trojan helmet

His search lead him to "(Costumes by

Josette" in Pascagoula. where he pur-

chased a helmet for $50 He found sandals

at Charles Conerly's in Greenwood The

total price of the mascot uniform, all

pieces included, was $120.

Kenny says that being the Trojan

mascot is a new experience "I am all for

trying new things." says Kenny "I

thought It would help boost school spirit

that is the whole purpose I'd like to see

not only dorm students, but faculty, and

commuters involved in promoting

spirit."

Kenny says that he discovered that

there was a lot more work to being a

mascot than as he puts it, "acting crazy
"

"I have to learn stunts along with the

cheerleaders." said Kenny "At practice.

I also critique the cheerleaders from a

student's point of view I tell them

whether or not a new idea would appeal to

students
'

Kenny also says that he was very ner-

vous during his first performance at the

firel pep rally I was nervous, but I

remembered my purpose for being there

and I let go
"

Those who saw his performance can all

agree that there is definitely more to the

Trojan mascot than his funny looks.

meet girls and parly, and both are great.

SHIRLEY BROWN. 17. Basic Skills in

Business: Yes. What I like is you don't get

whippings. The teachers are the same as

in high school. I'm relieved that you don't

have to be in class all day. The only thing

I hate is that we don't get free lunches.

DENISE OLLIE. 18. Accounting. Ilia

Bena: No, it's a lot easier. I expected it to

be a lot harder and a lot more interesting.

It's dull.

ANNIE SMITH. 17. Pre-Nursing: No. I

expected it to be a lot more difficult and
exciting,

PHYLLIS POWELL, 19, Office Ad-

minlslralion. Ilollandule: College is bet-

ter than I expected. I have much more
time than usual to do more exciting things

and meet new people.

CORINE ARRINGTON. 21. General
Education. Shaw: No, I expected college

to be much harder, and 1 was expecting to

have to be much more aggressive.

PATRICIA AIIESIA WHITE, 18, Social

Work. Shaw: No, I thought college would

be harder. I have free time to do all my
work, and more lime for socializing.

r

KENNY JENKINS

Jenkins Interprets Trojanism
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Dorm Talk

By LISA HOKE
Residents of Stennis-Penrod Dormitory

are currently preoccupied with making
their "first home away from home."
How do their new lifestyles suit them?
I talked with several girls about dorm

life last Tuesday.

Here are samples of their thoughts:

DAWN HARPER, a very busy In-

dianolan, loves dorm life. Even though

she is only 15 minutes from her real fami-

ly, she says that she has assumed many
responsibilities that have made her grow

up. She has had to learn to share her

space and to be neat and organized. Dawn
feels that at MDJC, she is not treated as

she would t>e on a larger college campus.
"We are not just freshmen, but sisters,"

said Dawn. She hopes to transfer to the

University of Mississippi Medical Center

to study X-Ray. Dawn says that she must
make herself study, but she believes that

it will be worth it.

BRENDA SHACKAEL who graduated

from Winona Academy, says she never

dreamed that college life would be so dif-

ferent. One of the big changes for Brenda

is becoming used to flat land after havmg

spent her life in hilly Winona. Brenda, a

two-year X-Ray major, studies and walks

during her out-of-class time.

LEIGH KNIGHT, 18. from Belzoni.

loves her new life in the dorm. She says

that she has grown more mature and is

meeting new challenges by being on her

own. Leigh, who worked last summer for

a lawyer, has enrolled in secretarial

science so that she can become a legal

secretary.

First impressions usually stick in my
mind, and as I walked into the room of

LISA DUNN from Indianola. the first

thing I noticed was a stuffed clown dangl-

ing from the ceiling. When I asked what

that meant, she laughed and said that it

represents the fun and laughter that she

enjoys. Lisa is already becoming famous

for "pig-out" sessions in which everyone

gets together and "chows down". Lisa

plans to go into Hotel Management, or.

Child Development.

LISA PEARSON. 18. from Gunnison, is

a Bayou Academy graduate. Lisa says

thai she finds that junior college has

made the whole idea of college life easier

to deal with. She says that she did not

want to be thrown into a large university

"with no knowledge of college life what-

soever." Lisa says that dorm life is not as

private as life at home is and that she

must shoulder more responsibilities.

Lisa's only regret so far is that she

doesn't have a refrigerator!

SHEILA JACKSON from Louise differs

from her friends in that she does not miss

"homelife" She said that she gets

homesick sometimes, but she loves the

challenge of "fending for herself". Sheila,

a General Education major, believes that

her classes are far easier than they were
when she was in high school.

JERILYN BRITTON, 17, from HoUan-
dale, is a Deer Creek Academy graduate
who is majoring in General Business
here. 1 asked her if being slightly younger

than some of the other student reside
had affected her new lifestyle. Her r^n\^^

"No, I have to discipline myself just as ail

the others do. " She only misses the conv
nience of being at home.
KIM WOODS. 18, from Greenwood

said
that living at MDJC is not too different
from living at home.
TAMMY HUDSON. 19, from Schlater

says that she feels loaded down with
responsibilities since she moved into the
dorm.
MARSHA NORWOOD, 21, fronj

Cleveland, is attending MDJC to find a
career in Elementary Education. She has

just completed a hitch in the U.S. Air
Force. Marsha believes that she has
fewer responsibilities here than she had
at home and during her "Mission
Abroad".

For one reason or another, all of the

dorm residents I talked with have led me
to conclude that I have missed oni by

choosing to commute to school inste^ifi nf

staying around for the "dorm life."

Whittaker Heads

Honor Society
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The Zeta ZeU chapter of Phi Theta

Kappa fraternity at MDJC elected of-

ficers for the 1985-86 year at the first

• meeting held Wednesday. Aug. 28.

New officers are Vernetta Whittaker,

president; Melissa James, vice-

president; Bettina Ong. secretary; and
Elizabeth Pritchard, reporter.

Besides election of officers, the group
made plans to attend the two Phi Theta

Kappa conventions. The first convention,

which is the state convention, will be held

in Canton on Sept. 14. The second conven-

tion is the regional convention which will

be held in Biloxi on Nov 3 and 4.

Phi Theta Kappa is a non-secret na-

tional honor society for junior colleges.

The membership is composed of those

students whose grades rank in the upper
ten percent of the college enrollment and
who receive endorsement by the faculty

committee on honors and awards and
from active fraternity meml)ers.

There are presently 13 members of Phi

TheU Kappa. Phi Theta Kappa sponsors
a re Mrs . Elizabeth Cumm ings . Mrs

.

Yvonne Bennett, and Mr. Dwighl
Spencer.

Puzzle Answer

!

SEVERAL DOZEN STUDENTS make their way daily to the

new campus benches in the quadrangle for study sessions.

MDJC VICE PRESIDENT Sam Stafford shows Kathy Mann-
mg, Joe Harkins and Wade Hollins the blueprint of the new
student cafeteria which should be under construction soon.
The group is standing on the site for the proposed structure
- the area just east of the Vo-Tech Center.

Cannpus

Undergoes

Facelift
The MDJC campus has undergone

some "redecorating" this summer.
Mr. Jack Harris, superintendent of

buildings and grounds, said that he and

others wanted to give the campus a "park

look."

Harris said he got the idea while

visiting his daughter, a Greenwood resi-

dent, who lives near a city park decorated

with benches and flower beds. Harris said

he sketched the park bench design and

showed it to Mr. Don Brewer, industrial

electricity instructor, who agreed to help

construct the benches.

Harris said that the new benches are

handmade. The legs are metal tubing

formed into shape by the members of the

industrial electricity program here.

Members of the local buildings and

grounds crew did the woodwork. Benches

are already in place near the Union and

on the front quadrangle of the campus,

More benches will be added in the area

around the Vo-Tech building, the Col-

iseum, and the Trojan Lake.

Other summer campus t)eautificatton

efforts include placing the sign on V r

diver Union on the higher walls of ii

structure, building a flower bed aroun )

the large oak near the Fine Arts compit

and restoring the campus fountain to

operation.

News in Brief
Four graduates of the spring i-'

X-Ray technology class of MDJC who ^

for their licensure board in July have -

i

passed on the first writing.

Notification of their success has been

received by Mr. Joe Carley. director ol

the Allied Health program here.

These graduates are Paula Austin. I"'

dianola; Brad Daughtry, Indianola; VVan

da Williams, Greenville; and Mary Heeo-

Greenville.
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Committee finalizes plans
for classic Homecoming

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Several special activities have been

planned for the Trojan Homecoming
week, beginning Monday, Sept. 30 to Oct.

5.

Dean of Students, Robert Warnock,

chairman of Homecoming activities said

that the main purpose of the activities is

to get more involvement from the student

body - both commuters and dorm
students.

"The Homecoming committee, SGA,
girls' dorm council, and cheerleaders are

all working toward this end," says War-

nock. "We are trying to get all students

and organizations involved in some
aspect of Homecoming.
The theme for this year's Homecoming

is "A Return to a Classic Trojan

Homecoming" All activities planned for

Homecoming will be centered around the
theme. The girls' dorm council has plann-

ed a dress code for each day of Homecom-
ing week, beginning with Traditional Day
when everyone wears attire derived from
an earlier era. and ending with Red and
Black day.

The dorm council also will be responsi-

ble for decorating the coliseum for the

Homecoming dance and seating ar-

rangements for the Homecoming court.

The Homecoming committee has set

the date for Homecoming assembly for

Tuesday. Oct. 1 at 10:20 (Q period). Dur-
ing the assembly, the Homecoming court

will be presented and the football team,
band. Delta dancers and cheerleaders

will be introduced,

The Homecoming dance is set for Tues-

day night. 8 to 12 p m During the dance,
the Homecoming court will be presented
and the Homecoming queen will be an-

nounced The dance will feature a live

band. At presstime. the band has not been
decided, but it will be chosen from three,

Xavion, Baghdad, or Mannequin
The girls' dorm council has also plann-

ed a window and yard exhibition for the

Stennis-Penrod dormitory. The girls have
planned to dress wooden mascots in tradi-

tional dress and mount them upright int

he front of the dorm. All girls living on the

north side of the dorm with windows fac-

ing front will be encouraged to decorate

their windows according to the theme.

On Homecoming Day, Oct. 5. the

Homecoming parade will step off at 2

p.m. Besides the MDJC "DelU Spirit",

cheerleaders aind Homecoming court, the

parade will feature a costume parade in

which any student can dress up and par-

ticipate in the parade. There will also be a

float and motor vehicle competition.

Prizes will be given for the best costume

and the best float or motor vehicle. First

prize will be $75, second prize, $50 and

third prize will be |25.

The Homecoming game is scheduled

for 7:30 p.m. The Trojans will host the

Holmes Junior College Tigers. The half-

time activities include a band spectacular

and presentation of the Homecoming
court.

Art clubplans bazaar Guitarist to present concert here
The annual Art Club Bazaar will be held

Oct. 17 in the lobby of the Yeates Fine

Arts Building.

"T-shirts, arts, crafts, visors,

monogrammed items, and airbrushed

items will be among items to be sold,"

said Andrea Scott, president of the club.

David Taylor, a Commercial Art major

from Greenwood, will also be there

demonstrating the use of an airbrush.

Sophomores of the club will use the

money to donate a piece of art to the Fine

Arts building. For example, the wooden

structure outside the building was

donated by the club.

After the purchase has been made, if

there is any money left, the club plans to

take a trip or donate the money to next

year's club.

The students who are officers of the

club are Andrea Scott, Greenwood, presi-

dent. Greg Piazza of Arlington, Texas,

serves as vice president. John Makamson
of Sidon is in charge of entertainment.

Reports are Edward Blackstone and
David Taylor, both of Greenwood. Carol

Wilson of Benoit serves as freshman
representative.

The club has meetings on Thursdays at

12 noon in the Yeates Fine Arts lobby.

There are no club dues to be paid, and

anyone may join the club.

Giovanni De Chiaro has been called

many names and had many comments
made about him. Fortunately, most, if not

all, of those comments have been praises.

New Jersey Music and Art Magazine
art editor stated that. "De Chiaro is such

an excellent guitarist that he is worth

making an effort to hear any time."

Soon the students at MDJC will be able

to make that effort to enjoy his talent.

De Chiaro. a classical guitarist, will be
in concert here at the MDJC campus at

2:10 p.m. on Sept. 25. tomorrow, in the

M E. Tharp Auditorium In the Yeates

Fine Arts Building The concert is free

and all students and faculty are urged to

attend.

A graduate of Kean College, the New
York-born De Chiaro has made ap-

pearances throughout the nation in-

cluding a recital at the prestigious

Carnegie Recital Hall. De Chiaro has

been described as a young master of his

instrument, a first-rate guitarist, and a

first-rate musician. He is currently in

residence at the University of Southern

Mississippi at Hattiesburg. According to

David Spangler of the New Jersey

Record. "De Chiaro combines intellect

and emotion in such a way that the guitar

in his hands has no choice but reach

beyond what you might have thought

were its limits." The public is invited to

come and surpass these limits with him.

1 985 Homecoming Court

Suzy Eltis

Sophomore
Greenwood

Kathy Manning
Sophomore
Cleveland

Vernetta Whittaker

Sophomore
Greenwood

Cassandra Barnett

Freshman
Greenville

Alicia Peden

Freshman
Schlater

4
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The value ofself-esteem

Ramblin'

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Over the past two decades, the two-year

colleges have been the fastest growing

segment of American higher education.

These institutions offer.the first two years

of college-level work as well as job-

oriented instruction designed to prepare

students for immediate employment.

They do not grant bachelor's degrees, but

they do give associate degrees or other

awards below the baccalaureate.

According to W. Vance Grant. Educa-

tion Statistic specialist, in the fall of 1963.

there were 634 two-year colleges with an

em-oUment of 845.000 students. In 1973, the

number of institutions had grown to 1.140

and enrollment had increased to 3.010,000.

By 1983. there was an additional number

of schools accredited by the National

Association of Trade and Technical

Schools, making the number of schools,

1,271, and overall enrollment, 4.726,000.

Grant also said that through the years,

there have been increases in the propor-

tion of college students enrolled in junior

coUeges. In 1963. 18% 6f all college

students were enrolled in junior colleges.

In 1973, the number was 31%. and in 1983

38%. Junior colleges have also enrolled

larger proportions of first time entering

freshmen. Freshmen enrollment increas-

ed from 30% in 1963 to 54% in 1983 of the

total college population.

In 1983 junior colleges enrolled 35% of

the male student population and 40% of

the females attended junior colleges.

Grant says the outlook for the junior

college is bright for the next decade. Low

tuition, convenient locations and pro-

grams designed to fit part-time and older

students are attracting an increasing

share in total college enrollment.

The National Center for Education

Statistics projected that, by the next

decade. 40% of all college students are ex-

pected to be enrolled in two-year colleges.

By SHANNON ESTES
Self-esteem is an essential part of

school life. Putting down the school and

finding fault with every little detail is no

way to act. Possessing a permanent

pessimistic personality does no good for

anyone. School is what you make it. and,

if you wish, you can make it a nice place

to be.
. . . f

Sure, for most people college is a lot of

hard work. That's still no reason to put

down the school. Besides if it were not

hard, everyone would be here. We

students sometimes forget that colleges

are here for our benefit, and that we

should be proud to have the opportunity to

attend.

We have a lot to be proud of here at MD-

JC. Our athletic teams have a habit of do-

ing well each year. Our creative writers

bring home awards from the creative

writers competition each year. The Delta

Herald won third place in the statewide

competition last year, and the band and

Deltettes are doing well.

Being bored is also a problem. I sup-

pose boredom is one reason for some

students to lose their school spirit. There

is a way to cure boredom and show school

spirit. Get involved.

There is a club for the person who has

the time to participate. VICA is open to

the Vo-tech students. The Art Club is open

to students interested in art The Lyres

Club is for music-oriented students, while

the Physical Science Club is for future

engineers and scientists. The Foreign

Language Club is for students taking a

foreign language, and the Spectator Club

is open to anyone who wants to broaden

his cultural horizons.

The Retrospect is another way to get

"where the action is". The Delta Herald

is always looking for students who are in-

terested in working on the paper, and par-

ticipants are not limited to just reu
and photography. This year we have

a,

ed a "Creative Writers Corner" whu r

open to anyone who has a creative
1

1

of work suitable for publication.
"

There are still other ways to

school spirit. Voting in last

Homecoming election was a gooci

supporting the school. Each year
sponsors a blood drive. It only takesi

minutes to help a worthy cause,

benefits each donor's family in case of

emergency. The list goes on and on.

It is true, however, that we must lakea

step back and take a look at things from a

neutral point of view from time to timc-

We need to see things as they really are so

we can correct our mistakes, but even

this can be done with pride.

After all, if we do not take pride
r

ourselves, who will?

"Old Troj" on Friday Morning
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Faculty to complete self-study
1

An institutional self-study, conducted

every 10 years by members of the

Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools, is underway at Mississippi Delta

Junior College.

Each member institution, through the

Commission on Colleges, conduct com-
prehensive examinations of his activities

and formulate recommendations for im-

provement. The process is designed to be

participatory. On each campus, faculty,

administrative officers, staff, students

and trustees are asked to serve on com-

mittees which examine all aspects of tl

institution, report their findings ar

make appropriate recommendations.

At the culmination of the study,

visiting committee of professional pet

is sent to the campus to assess the educa

tional strength of the institution and

report its findings.

The team is scheduled to visit MDJCm

the spring of 1987.

Mississippi Delta Junior College has

been a member of the Southern Associa-

tion since 1930.
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Construction to begin next week on cafeteria

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Construction on a new cafeteria for

MDJC is scheduled to begin by Oct. I.

In a meeting held Sept. 12, the MDJC
Board of Trustees accepted a contract bid

on the new facility from Roy Collins Con-

struction Co. of Cleveland. Ms. The firm's

bid was $1,270,000.

Oakman-Harvey Architects of Green-

ville are the designers for the new struc-

ture, which is expected to be completed

by the fall of 1986.

Vice president Sam Stafford, who

handled the details of the bid procedure,

said that he and other members of the ad-

ministrative staff are looking forward to

seeing the building completed.

**We have known for several years that

we needed a new cafeteria. We outgrew

the facility that we have in Vandiver

Union at least five years ago, but because

of budgetary problems, we could not

make our plans a reality until this year,"

Stafford said.

SUfford pointed out that most of the

money needed to pay for the building is

already on hand, and that college officials

are confident that the funding needed for

completion can be secured during the

next fiscal year

Stafford said that a pre-construction

conference to work out details of moving

equipment and other materials to the

building site has already been held with

the general contractor and the architect.

SUfford said that the new building will

contain approximately 16.000 square feet

The cafeteria is designed to seat 400 and

the main dining area will feature two ser-

ving lines. The building will also house a

private dining room with a seating

capacity of 100. Other space in the

building will be used for a kitchen, a food

preparation area, food storage area, deep

freeze walk-ins. and a loading dock. The

entrance will feature a solar enclosure.

The building which will be located due

east of Vandiver Union adjacent to the

football parking area, will face south.

There will be 45 parking spaces m the

front of the building and a service drive

will go all the way around the building

The rectangular-shaped building,

which will have a sloped roof, will have a

brick exterior and other features which

wUI match Vandiver Union as closely as

possible.

A variety of floor materials will be used

in the interior of the building These in-

clude pre-cast terrazzo tile, quarry tile,

ceramic tile and carpet.

• The healing and cooHng system for

the new structure will be the most

trouble-free type on the market. " Staf-

ford said "Much of the equipment from

the existing cafeteria will be used in the

new building."

Members of the building committee, a

special sub-committee of the MDJC
Board of Trustee, are Bobby Steinreide,

Herbert Hargett. Robert "Brick" Mason,

Helen Allen, Jack Harper. Dr. J.T. Hall,

and Stafford.

Artist's perspective-iVIDJC
cafeteria

Sam Stafford

Presldcnl

MDJC Alumni Association

Homecoming for Mississippi Delta

Junior College will be Octolwr 5 This will

be a time of fond memories for many of us

who were fortunate enough to attend this

institution. As incoming President of this

Alumni Association, it's my privilege to

welcome you back to the campus and

urge you to attend our Alumni meeting in

the Private Dining Room of the Vandiver

Student Union Building at 5 p m This will

be a great time to meet old friends, hear

the latest progress ^report, help make

plans for the future, and enjoy the

fellowship of an Alumni dinner.

Mississippi Delta Junior College has a

rich history dating back to its beginning

as an agricultural high school in 1911, The

first college classes mel in the Fall of 1926

with the new college called Sunflower

Junior College The college became fully

accredited with the Southern Association

of Colleges and Schools in December.

1928. and has a record of continuous ac-

creditation and membership for 57 years.

We start a new self -study this year with

an evaluation team to visit our campus in

the near future to determine if we are

maintaining the high standards

necessary to remain in good sUnding

with this accreditation agency.

Our Alumni are scattered throughout

the United Stales and the world in posi-

tions of authority and distinction. We

have doctors, attorneys, teachers, scien-

tists, ministers, industrial managers, col-

lege presidents. Air Force generals,

biiiness giants and many other suc-

cessful career people who give credit to

this institution for an educational founda^

lion that allowed them to compete and

succeed in a very competitive world.

Let me urge you to be on campus for

Homecoming on Oct. 5 and enjoy he

parade, visit on the campus, attend the

Xlumni meeting and enjoy the football

game along the crowning of the

Homecoming Queen All of these ac-

tivities should bring back memories of

some of the happiest days of our lives and

should make us proud to be alumni of

Mississippi Delta Junior College.
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President's progress report

It is a pleasure for me to welcome you

to Homecoming, and I look forward to

seeing you at some of the planned ac-

tivities. ^ .

I have used this column m past years to

give you a brief progress report and I am

happy to teU you that we stil! have pro-

gress to report. Three main areas of pro-

gress that I wish to mention are as

follows:

1 Academic: Our entire faculty and

staff are engaged in a Southern Associa-

tion of Colleges and Schools Self Study

which wiU be completed this year. We will

evaluate our effectiveness as a college

and then be better able to work toward

improvements where they are needed.

The visiting committee from the Southern

AssociaUon will be with us next year and

this will be another learning experience

for us. This committee will be composed

of represenUtives from various out-of-

state colleges. .

2. Vocational-Technical: Our Industnal

Training Division is responsible for all of

the pre-employment training for new in-

dustries locating in our eight-county

junior coUege district. We are proud that

the training program we offered to Boe-

ing was one factor that induced them to

I locate at the old Greenville Air Force

Base.

We have budgeted $600,000 this year for

Boeing training. Our program is housed

in the Greenville Pjblic School Voca-

tional Technical Center. Our instructors

are teaching two eight-hour shifU per day

and our first classes will end on Oct. 4.

These students will be elmployed by Boe-

ing at that time and we will begin another

class. We are very pleased that we can

provide this training that will assure

needed employment for many of our

Delta people. We hope that this wiU be a

permanent training program.

3 Construction: Construction on a new

cafeteria will be underway the later part

of September. Roy Collins Construction

Company of Cleveland, Miss, was the suc-

cessful bidder at a construction cost of

$1,270,000. The estimated time of com-

pletition is 365 working days.

This building will have a much larger

dining area with two serving lines which

should eliminate standing in line for a

long period of time as our studenU are

now experiencing. Moving the cafeteria

out of the Vandiver Student Union

Building will also free this building of the

congestion we now have.

I hope you will be with us for Homecom-

ing and that I will have the opportunity to

visit with each of you personally.

Dr. J.T. Hall

President. MDJC

Delta Medical Center
, MISSISSIPPI

BARBARA ADAMS, Delta Medical Center recruitment nurse,

talks to MDJC Associate Degree Nursing students Olevar Sims

and Wanda Arbogast about job prospects.

ADN graduates serve the Delta

News in Brief

Former studenU of Mrs. Thelma
Hughes, 65, English instructor, and Miss

Maurine Mclnnis, 82, librarian, will be

saddened to learn of their deaths in late

spring.

Mrs. Hughes, who had taken early

retirement from MDJC in 1983 because of

her failing health, was residing in Leland

near her daughter, Mrs. Butch Inmon, at

the time of her death.

Miss Mclnnis, who retired from MDJC
in \9n\, had returned to French Camp

Academy where she was serving a full-

time librarian and houseparent. She died

there on their final day of exams. May 15.

The Associate Degree Nursing Pro-

gram at Mississippi Delta Junior College

began in 1964 and has been accredited

since then by the Board of Trustees of

Stete Institutions of Higher Learning. The

program has also been accredited since

1981 by the National League for Nursing.

Since 1966, 614 graduates of the Associate

Degree Nursing Program have become

registered nurses. Student enrollment

ranges from 90-100 students each year.

All courses in the Associate Degree Nurs-

ing Program will apply toward credit for

a baccalaureate degree in nursing

through direct transfer or through valida-

tion exams.
Mississippi Delta Junior College

Associate Degree Nursing Program is

one of 14 associate degree nursing pro-

grams in Mississippi which provided 66

percent of the newly licensed registered

nurses in Mississippi in 1984-85.

Graduates from the Mississippi Delta

Junior College Associate Degree Nursing

Program have a 95-100 percent passing

rate on the "first write*' of the National

Council Licensing Exam for Registered

Nurses. The usual number of graduates

ranges from 30-40 annually.

The majority of the graduates remain

in the Delta area where they provide

health care services in hospitals, clinics,

nursing homes, home health agencies,

and health departments. According to

health care professionals who employ

MDJC graduates, the Mississippi Delta

Junior College Associate Degree Nursing

Program is highly respected in the health

care community. The program has a

stable curriculum and has a staff of ex-

perienced faculty members.

English instructors participate in new writing project

Mrs. Yvonne Bennett and Mrs. Sandra

Moore, members of the Mississippi Delta

Junior CoUege English Department, par-

ticipated in a summer writing workshop

at The University of Mississippi. The

workshop was designed to apprise junior

college faculty of current developments

and methods in the teaching of writing

and to engage them in special projects

designed to enhance their own com-

munication skills. Demonstrations on

state-of-the-art techniques included the

Trivial Pursuit
Questons for this issue:

1. In the Scroggins-Yeates Fine Arts

Building, how many people can the

auditorium seat?

2. Which MDJC faculty member has

been with the school the longest?

EDITORS NOTE: Lutricia Drayton

correctly answered the first issue

"Trivial Pursuit" questions. Drayton's

prize was a milkshake from the grill. The
first person to reach the Publications Of-

fice with the correct answers for this

issue's questions will receive a prize.

use of computers in the teaching of

writing.

The workshop was the first phase of a

two-year model program designed to

establish an institutional continuum in

support of education for writing com-

petency.

The intended outcome of this program

is multifold. Junior college faculty who

complete this experience will: (1)

become better equipped to teach writing

at their own institutions, (2) be members

of the coalition of junior colleges and

serve as liaison for the model program,

(3) be asked to work with faculty in their

own English departments and ultimately,

with other faculty in their institutions who
are interested in enhancing writing skills

across the curriculum, and (4) serve as

assistant instructors for a course that The

University of Mississippi faculty will of-

fer on junior college campuses for secon-

dary and elementary school teachers.

A second intensive three-week cur-

riculum development workshop will be

conducted on The University of Mississip-

pi Oxford campus during the summer of

1986. The same junior college faculty will

be asked to return and participate in the

completion of the program next summer.

The model program will culminate dur-

ing the 1986-87 academic year with the of-

fering of a special course designed ex-

pressly for elementary and secondary

school teachers in every junior college

district in Mississippi.

Wilson appointed to Public Information Post

A Public Information/Sports Informa-

tion Office has been formed this year with

the purpose of making Mississippi Delta

Junior College more visible to residents

of the eight counties served by the school.

Joe Wilson of Indianola is the director

of this office. He comes to MDJC after

working as a reporter, writer and

photographer for seven years with The

Enterprise- Tocsin newspaper in In-

dianola.

"Many people know only that there is a

junior college in Moorhead. My job is to

make them more aware of the many fine

opportunities and programs which we
have here at MDJC," Wilson said.

The Public Information director's job is

to see that the general public is kept in-

formed about what is happening at

Mississippi Delta and about who is doing

it. Newspapers, radio and television sta-

tions will receive a steady stream of news

releases concerning activities on campus
as well as what is happening at the col-

lege's satellite centers.

Student groups and their activities will

be publicized with photos sent to

hometown papers. Occasional feature

stories on the many different prog^^J^

offered at MDJC and about some ol in

more interesting students will also

sent to area papers.

Sports at MDJC will also receive lu

share of publicity. All teams and spor

activities wUl be covered with weew^

reports being sent to the media concer

ing tJipir progress. ^
"One of the long range goals oi i

Public Information Office is to change

prevailing perception of MDJC as a sm

junior coUege to that of a growing co

munity college," said Wilson.
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Thompson takes over as baseball coach

Terry Thompson has begun his duties

as head baseball coach at Mississippi

Delta this year coming from East

Mississippi Junior College in Scooba.

While at East Mississippi. Thompson's

teams compiled a 17&^9 record over a

four-year period winning a state cham-

pionship in 1985 with a 41-16 record. The

team was ranked 17th in national junior

college standings.

Coach Thompson is a native of Green-

wood and attended Greenwood High for

three years and Pillow Academy for one

year, graduating in 1971. Thompson was

drafted by the Chicago Cubs out of high

school and signed with the National

League club in 1971 . He also played m the

Cleveland Indian organization Coach

Thompson attended MDJC and graduated

from Delta State University with a BSE

and MED degree.

Terry served as an assistant coach

under long time Trojan coach Jimmy

Bellipanni from 1974-77 before takmg

over as head coach at West Rome High

School in Rome. Ga.. for three years. He

moved to East Mississippi in 1981.

The MDJC baseball program is off to a

good sUrt in Thompson's first year. The

Trojans will play an expanded schedule

this year with 29 games on tap for this faU

and 62 for the spring. Forty six players

heg&n practice in August and the team

has since been reduced to 29. Mississippi

Delta hopes to be competitive quickly in

the tough Mississippi Junior College

Association and NJCAA region XXHI and

Easter District. Coach Thompson says

that the Trojans have an abundance of

talent on hand but are very inexperienc-

ed. Twenty-three of 29 players on the

roster are freshmen. Good pitching and

an explosive offense are expected to be

the Trojans strength this year.

U the young players mature before spr-

ing, the Trojans could be a contender (or

the stale title and the playoffs in 1986.

Traek teamnamedRegion 23 champs Jerry Thompson

The 1985 MDJC track team has been

named the Regional XXIII Champion by

the National Junior College Athletic

Association. The Trojan team won both

the North Division Meet and the State

Meet thus qualifying it to be named the

Regional Champ. The team has been

presented trophies by the Regional Direc-

tor of the NJCAA for the state and

regional championships.

At the State Meet the Trojans placed

first in 13 of the 16 events. Six of the first

places set new state records.

The nine young men who won the first

places qualified for the National Junior

College Track Meet in Odessa, Texas, for

their respective events.

According to Trojan track coach Paul

Downs, the Trojan track team

represented MDJC well at the National

Meet held in Odessa, Texas, last spring.

This week-long competition allowed the

nine-member team the opportunity to

compete with other outstanding junior

college track individuals. In fact, one

Mississippi Delta runner was offered a

track scholarship to the University of

Nebraska because of his outstanding per-

formance at Odessa.

Paul Downs was chosen 1985 Mississip-

pi Junior College Coach of the Year. Dur-

ing his seven years at MDJC. the Trojans

have won the North Division Meet twice

and for two other years the track team

was State Runner-Up Since arriving on

the Mississippi Delta campus as the track

coach, Paul Downs* teams have always

had winning seasons.

With the return of several talented

athletes from the 1985 championship

team and the committment ol some

outstanding freshmen, the 1986 track pro-

gram could once again dominate the

Mississippi Junior College Track League.

Downs says.

The members of the 1985 Regional XX-

III Track Championship team are:

Patrick Pope, Rolling Fork; Randy

Langston, Leland; Kent Anderson,

Rosedale; Carl Hannah, Greenville;

Charles Wadlington. Shaw; Rodney

Fulgham, Boyle; James Banks. Drew;

Dennis McNeal, Rosedale; Ronnie Kent,

Greenwood; Alonzo Harvin, Miami, Fla.;

Reginald Carr. Cleveland; and Cari

David Grubb, Greenville.

Deltettes perform at World's Fair

The Delta Dancers performed at the

New Orieans World's Fair opening week

May 14-17, 1984.

Twenty female dancers, 10 male

dancers and 12 chaperones and school

personnel rode the chartered bus. The

group stayed at the Ramada Inn. Mrs.

Betty Aden, director of the Deltettes

recalls the event:

"We left from Moorhead at 7:30 a.m. on

Monday, the 14th. We had two breaks on

the bus. and had to change buses in

Jackson. This allowed an hour of fun

shopping at the Metrocenter.

"We arrived in New Orleans about 5

p.m. and had a meeting with a represen-

tative from Fiesta International who

handled our performances.

"Tuesday we attended the Fair to give

our first performance at the Mississippi

Pavilion. We were really treated as VIPs.

We made three appearances at the

Mississippi Pavilion and one at the

American Showcase. We gave 30

min.-toH)ne hour performances.

"Wednesday the group had reserva-

tions for brunch at Brennans. The after-

noon was free. The students enjoyed tour-

ing the New Orleans shopping mall and

seeing other exhibits. That night different

groups rode the trolley cars and ate at

well-known restaurants; others went on

the steamboat cruise.

"It was a great experience and the

dancers would like to thank Dr. Hall, Mr.

Stauffer. and all of these who made con-

tributions to help us go on this trip.

Notes from

thet>and director

By WARDEIX HERRING
Director of Bands

The MDJC "Delta Spirit" band is In full

swing preparing a very special program

for Homecoming '85. This will be one of

the big events of the current fall season.

Our year began with a week of band camp

that put us on a competitive level with the

better junior college band programs in

our stale. Our band is made up of 80

members who are proving themselves to

be unmatched by past MDJC bands

Our fail will be completed with a show

band lour of the Delta that will serve as a

showcase for our instrumental music pro-

gram and will also help attract quality

students to our school. We began these

tours last year and they were a big suc-

cess. We look forward to the tour and a

few selected Christmas parades before

closing the semester with a Christmas

show,

Alumni of MDJC should be very proud

of this band and the recognition it has

brought to our school.

Delta 'Spirit' to present patriotic show
By KAREN COOK
The "Delta Spirit's" 1985 Homecoming

show, according to MDJC's band direc-

tor. Warden Herring, will be one "like

this college has never seen before". He is

developing a patriotic theme.

Two other important dales on which the

band wiU stage special features are the

Oct. 31st Halloween game and the Sept.

26th game against Jones Jr. College.

In following the patriotic theme for

Homecoming Herring said there will be a

fireworks display, a salute to the veterans

of the United States, and many other sur-

prises He has selected several local

veterans from World War I. World War

II. the Korean War, and Vietnam to speak

at half-time.

The Halloween show will include

goblins, magic, and a masked band as its

features. Highlights planned for the Jones

game include several surprises from the

"Delta Spirit" to the "Maron T>'phoon '.

such as a visit from the characters of the

land of Oz. explained Herring.

Herring said the band is looking for-

ward to going on the field against Jones

Jr. College. .

"We are rivals and know they are twice

our size; however, we wiU be just as ef-

fective," said Herring.

Herring believes band camp, held one

week before school sUrted. really made

the difference in the band's performance

level this year.

-It gave the band time to become com-

petitive against some of the finest junior

college bands." stated the band director^

This year the band, which consists of

the horn line and guard, increased from

about 70 to 80 people - an increase of 10.

Herring said that the horn line is better

than last year's as far as abUity. and that

he is pleased with the effort everybody is

giving He also said they are doing real

fine, and he is real happy with the band

program. The marching unit marches 94

with the Delta Dancers.

Herring said he is pleased with the pro-

gress of the guard also. The guard is

about the same as last year's in size

"Sophomore Karen Tidwell is working

with the rifles, and freshman Sharon

Spells is working with the flap; the

guard is beginning to look much better,

said Herring. .

The show music this year consists

basically of the tunes: "Firestorm

-The Horse". "Boogie Woogie Bugle

Boy" and "Over the Rainbow". Jennifer

Collins. Don Corbin. Tommy Crenshaw

and Chuck Hays have horn solos in these

songs. Michael Binion break dances to

"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy".

Soon a change will be seen m the DeiW

Spirit's" uniforms. Black slacks are on

order to replace the red ones. The Shako

haU will also be replaced by the Aussie,

which is like a cowboy hat with one side

turned up, explained Herring.

Speaking of uniforms the guard recent-

ly took a short trip to Greenville to pick

out flag and rifle uniforms. They wear red

blouses under black jump juits and black

China doll shoes, said Herring.

After football season the band has some

floor shows planned at various high

schools. They will also be participating in

some Christmas parades - two which in-

clude Greenwood and Winona's parades.

In reference to the band program as a

whole. Herring stated. "We have ac-

cepted the challenge with eagerness and

enthusiasm. With a little more effort from

each band member the high standards of

excellence in performance are within

reach."
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MDJC trains workers for Boeing

Mississippi Delta Junior College and

thrttate^epartment of EducaUon

Vocational-Technical Division, entered

into a training agreement in June of 1985

to provide training for the Boeing

MiliUary Airplane Company and lU sub-

sidiary, Boeing Mississippi. Incor-

porated. The programs are pre-

^ployment and are designed to meet

^ific Boeing criteria for potential Boe-

ing employees.

The classes are scheduled for a period

of eight weeks, eight hours each day and

are being conducted in two shifts from 7

a m. until 3:30 p.m. for the first shift and 5

p m. until 1:30 a.m. for the second shift.

Other classes are scheduled and the

following areas of training will be ad-

dressed as they relate to the aircraft in-

dustry - sheet metal, electricity and high-

reliability soldering, aircraft systems

and avionics. The course lengths will

vary based on curriculums rfevi^d to

S certification levels in the respective

areas of training.

The numbers of ^rameesjl vary^as

ed on contracU awarded to Boemg

Mississippi, incorporated and other train-

ing needs as they occur.

Industrial services answers trainingrequests

By DOUG ADAMS
Boeing MiliUry Airplane Company has

followed the lead of munerous manufac-

turers which have availed themselves of

Mississippi DeiU Junior College In-

dustrial Services. The training of poten-

tial employees for Boeing's modification

center in Greenville is underway under

the direction of vocational-technical

education personnel for MDJC.

"The enthusiastic response and rapid

implemenution of a training program to

suit Boeing's requirements demonstrated

by Mississippi Delta Junior College has

been far in excess of our expectations.

The training being provided by MDJC is a

real shot in the arm for our new Green*

ville facility.
"

Comments such as these, attributed in

this case to Ray Jacoby, Boeing training

director, have been echoed throughout

the Delta in the last decade. Under the in-

novaUve and farsighted leadership of

President J.T. Hall. Mississippi Delta has

the first junior college in Mississippi to

employ a full-time industrial training

coordinator whose exclusive job respon-

sibiity is working with new and expanding

industry in the college district The suc-

cess of this program at DelU has led to

the funding of similar positions at the re-

maining junior colleges by the state

department of vocational-techmcal

education.

Since its inception in the late 1960s.

Mississippi Delta Junior College In-

dustrial Services has been responsible for

training thousands of employees

representing over 100 DelU industries

ranging from steel fabrication to catfish

farms, Much to the credit of those who

have nurtured MDJC's industrial training

program - including President Hall and

Vocational-Technical director Charles P.

Foley - industrial developers represen-

ting communities throughout the Delta

refer to the training offered by the college

in much the same vein as Carl Mauldin

refers to the American Express Club, ad-

vising industrial prospects that "you

don't start a plant in the Delta without

training through MDJC."

In addition to conventional industrial

training, MDJC. responding to requests

by the Delta Council and concerned

manufacturing companies, was the first

community college to offer a client-

centered first line supervisory manage-

ment training program. Over 50 com-

panies and hundreds of area supervisors

and managers have profited from this

course.

Through its Industrial Services Pro-

gram. Mississippi Delta Junior College is

assisting in industrial development as

well as enriching the lives of citizens

throughout its eight-county district. Like

those involved in training for Boeing,

many Deltans have had their first ex-

posure to a potential employer through

training by Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

lege. Additionally, many have had their

employment skills renewed and up-

graded through the college industry ser-

vices programs, industrial Services is the

employment training resource of the

"Delta's Community College."

Offset printers get new press

S.A. BROCATO shows offset printers the new rotary press.

By CHRIST! ALFORD
The offset printing class in the

Vocational-Technical building has pur-

chased a new printing machine to be in-

stalled for use.

S.A. Brocato. instructor of the offset

printing class, says the new machine,

made by Diddle Glazer. was purchased

early in the summer. Brocato said the

new machine, called the rotary press, is

much more modern than equipment cur-

rently in use in his course.

The rotary press prints on rolls of paper

which are cut into sheets instead of print

out sheets. The rotary press can print 500

feet a minute. The paper that the MDJC
printing class uses comes from Flesh, a

company in Indianola.

Brocato feels training on this machine

will provide a wider variety of job oppor-

tunities for offset printing students.

"Being able to operate the rotary press

will enable the students to easily find

employment with the Flesh company,"

he said.

Brocato says there should be no pro-

blems in training printing students on

both old and new machines. The new
rotary press has not yet been used

Brocato says that if the machine is pro-

perly set up and students adapt quickly to

operating procedures, he will begin

operation at the end of the semester.

Media Center
serves

allphases

The Educational Media Center cov

many directions in its services

Mississippi Delta Junior College. Housed

in the Stanny Sanders Library,
the

center's educational audio-visual-vi

resources assist faculty in th,

classroom instruction and aid students

their grasping of necessary concepts.

Numerous current non-book type

resources in specific areas of study are

maintained in the Media Center. These

materials - from high resolution video-

cassettes to high fidelity audio cassttiess

- are made available to fulfill supplemen-

tary instructional needs within both

academic and vocaitonal-technical pro-

grams.
Students are able to go to the Media

Center during their free time to study a

review audio/visual materials whi

their instructors have assigned them

study. This method saves classroom ti;

and also lets students study the conce

at their own pace.

Production services rank high in

Media Center's support of curricul

development. College instructors

need instructional programs, which

either cannot find commerci

prepared or find too expensive to p

chase, turn to the Media Center to asi

them in producing videocassett

slide/cassette, transparency presen

tions. Some programs are developed

help explain or summarize concept-

Other programs might be developed

save instructor's time in redundant ex

planation of simple procedures. For ex

ample, the Media Center helped develop

three videocassette programs for the

microcomputer class. These were used to

show Mrs. Mary Anne Towne s students

how to properly load paper in three dif-

ferent models of computer paper

printers.

Television production also ranges

avenues not geared to typical classro

instruction, as other college activi;

benefit from videotaping. Analysi

critiquing, and the sheer joy of s

themselve sperform are the inspirati

videotaping sporting events spei

classes, dance programs, and nalt u

performances of the band.

In coordination with the indus

training divison of the college, trai

programs have been produced for

dustries within five counties ot

Mississippi DelU. These programs

designed to help orientate new employ

or update skills or knowledge to cu

employees.

A new addition to the Media Center

year will be th epurchase of a video

jector for displaying videocassette

grams on a five-foot-wide screen,

television enlargement system wni

away the image size

26-inch television set. Program

more easily viewed by larger group

ing this system. Plans for utihzation

range from use within classroom pr

lations to movies shown by the ^

Government Association.

In the future, the Educational i«

Center will add an inter-

video/microcomputer system for

utilization and increase its reii

within television production an

fidelity audib recording.

to

I

i
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Phi Theta Kappans study leadership methods

By PRITCHARD & WHITTAKER
Two officers of Phi Theta Kappa at MD-

JC attended a state Phi Theta Kappa

leadership convention, Sept. 14. in Can-

ton, Ms., the national headquarters for

the Phi Theta Kappa honor society.

Vice-president Melissa James and

reporter Beth Pritchard. along with spon-

sor. Mrs. Yvonne Bennett, attended the

one-day meeting held for the purpose of

helping Phi Theta Kappa members

develop and improve leadership skills.

A total of 100 officers, members, alumni

and sponsors from the tri-state area

heard lectures on the sources of leader-

ship and the responsibilities of leaders.

Special emphasis was placed on develop-

ing a better understanding of followers

and breaking down communication bar-

riers that may diminish productivity.

"The lectures gave me greater con-

fidence in exercising my duties as an of-

ficer of Phi Theta Kappa." says Prit-

chard.

Other topics included discussion of this

year's Phi TheU Kappa theme. "Ethics

and Today's Media: An Endangered

Alhance"'" Intergroup discussion among
members of various Phi Theta Kappa
chapters enabled students to share ideas

on how to incorporate this theme into the

programs and initiations of their in-

dividual chapters, the overall activities of

the various campuses, and everyday

workings of their own communities.

James said that she really enjoyed the

day. "The conference enhanced my
understanding of what a true leader

should be I feel that I have profited

greatly from the experience."

Guatemala native speaks to Foreign Language Club

By SHANNON ESTES
When the Foreign Language Club held

its first meeting Wednesday. Sept. 11, in

Tanner Hall, Fabiola Francis, originally

from Guatemala, told the club members

about her experiences in her homeland.

Francis told the group how earth-

quakes, which are common in the region,

are even more terrible than hurricanes.

"You can't run from an earthquake." she

said, "because you never know when or

where they are going to start, and once

they start, everything shakes. You can

actually feel the ground moving." She

said once she even saw the ground open

up right in front of her. On one occasion

every house in her village was destroyed,

except the one she lived in. she said.

Francis said life in Guatemala is not as

bad as Americans seem to think. She said

the military does not give the average

citizen much trouble *'as long as you stay

out of trouble". She went on to say that

the government has to keep up its army
because of the Sandinist and other

threats. She also said that the govern-

ment there likes to be independent from

other countries. "They do not want the

Russians in there and they do not want

the US in there." she said. "Guatemala is

a nice place."

Francis also discussed the educational

system in Guatemala. She said that once

a student has finished the 12th grade, he

can go to Guatemala City and attend free

college. She said that there are no en-

trance exams for colleges. They don't

believe in them. If it takes a long time to

pass a course, the student just keeps go-

ing until he does, she said.

She taught the students a native Indian

dance called 'El Son." She said the local

people there like to party and dancing is a

favorite custom. Francis promised to

teach the students the famous "Hal

Dance" at the next meeting.

Mrs. Betty Watson, foreign language

instructor, is the club adviser Watson

says that the club is open to all foreign

language students. The club will meet

regularly, once a month The members

will begin practicing Christmas carols in

French and Spanish starling with the next

meeting. 'We have some good singers

this year." said Watson.

Members are Leslie Thomas. Susan

Fulhiove, Michelle Burchfield. Michelle

Faris. Chuch Hayes. Andrea Parker,

Gresandra Washington. Carolyn

Washington, Elaine Bailey. Richard

Smith. Shannon Estes. VernetU Whit

Uker. Reginald Carr. Calvert Taylor.

Fabiola Francis. Jammye Godsey. Linda

Knighten. Lisa Hoke. Julia Eubank and

Sarah Johnson.

Diamond
Squad
organizes

By SHERYL Dl'NN
The Diamond Squad is a new program

started this year by head baseball coach

Terry Thompson and his wife The Dia-

mond Squad will work at all home games
and the squad members will alternate

working the away games.

The group will work in the concession

stand, in the dugout, chase foul balls,

work in the recruiting program, and keep

up with stats.

"Another big part of the Diamond

Squad is the bat buddy program," says

Mrs, Thompson.

"The bat buddy program is where the

girls choose one or two t>aseball players

as their bat buddy , They do special favors

for the players on game days and special

occasions. They also keep scrapbooks for

their bat buddy
"

The Thompsons started this program at

East Mississippi Junior College and it

was very successful for them there "All

people involved really enjoyed the pro-

gram," says Mrs, Thompson. "It was a

lot of fun."

The girls will wear shorts and T-shirts.

When the weather gets colder they will

switch to either jeans or warm-ups.

An organizational meeting for the

squad was held on Sept 9 in the Coliseum,

Each girl filled out an information sheet

and Coach Thompson talked about the

program. There was no formal tryoul

since this is the first year for the pro-

gram,

Mrs. Thompson said that everyone is

invited to come watch the 198.V86 Trojan

Baseball team perform on the field and

the Diamond Squad on the sidelines.

Creative writers corner

The conclusion ofThe Hamburger that ate a College'

Bv BEULAH "Sam" BROWN
The creature soon grew too large to be

contained in the dumpster. The

"thump-thump of its heartbeat grew

louder and more menacing as it pushed

its head through the thick, galvanized

iron lid of the green container.

Mickey, a young man who worked in

the bookstore, saw the monster and ran

quickly to inform Dean Boogie of what he

had seen.

In no time at all, ROTC students were

assembled and told to put the campus

under martial law. Nursing students sat

up first-aid stations, and the faculty

gathered to discuss the possibility of

destroying the beast.

Meanwhile, the jumbo burger made its

way to the Fine Arts Building. Jay. an

unknowing voice student, practiced a

melody in the choir room Jay sat the

piano with his back to the door. The

monster crept through the doorway and

stood behind the singer.

•Thump-thump " - the monsters heart

beat in rhythem with the student's music^

"Grr! " The monster seemed to growl

his approval. Hearing the noise. Jay turn-

ed, looked up and screamed.

Back at faculty meeting, teachers were

arguing about how to kiU the monster.

Psychology teachers argued that the

group should try to reason with the

monster. "After all." they contended,

"the monster's hostility could have been

caused by poor potty training."

Suddenly, an ROTC student burst into

the conference room. "I saw it!" he ex-

claimed. "It's headed for the Vo-Tech,"

"Good job," commended Dean Boggie.

"Is that all?"

"Well, no sir." replied the cadet. "He's

wearing a lab coat with a name across the

left pocket."

Dr. Madd. on hearing the cadet's

report, slipped out of the meeting, and

went back to her lab. Once inside the lab,

she hurriedly put one of the contaminated

slides under the microscope After a mo-

ment of study, she lifted her eyes from the

scope. She sat motionless, tears stream-

ing down her face.

"I created this thing." she whispered.

"It's up to me to destroy it."

Hours later, at the Dean's office, the

drafting instructors explained their plans

for a trap to catch the monster sandwich

"We'll set the trap up outside, lure the

monster into it and then kill him." the

DDT pair explained

"How can we lure it into the trap? What

can we use as bait other than a human?"

wondered Dean Boogie.

"Only a human will work," said Dr,

Madd. who had been listening in the

background.

Dean Boogie turned to see Dr. Madd

standing at the conference room door.

Her face showed sorrow and pain.

"Who would volunteer for such a

thing?" asked Boogie.

"Me," Dr. Madd responded "Anyone

could be the bait, but only I can kill the

She held out a frosty beaker conUining

a thick brown liquid, and said. "Only I

have the formula that will kill it."

By midnight, the trap had been readied.

Dr Madd stood inside the cage, awaiting

her fate A safe distance away, the dean

and other faculty members awaited the

night's events.

The burger monster had not eaten since

he had inhaled the voice student He spot-

ted Dr. Madd, and carelessly made his

way toward the trap.

The trap had two doors one at the

front, and one at the rear Dr Madd was to

back away from the creature, and escape

through the rear door.

In one hand. Dr. Madd held the beaker

of formula. In the other hand, she held a

notebook containing her notes about the

monster.

Madd watched as the creature entered

the cage She did not move, as the

creature came closer and closer. She fell

her own heart pounding in unison with the

creature's.

As the monster grabbed Dr Madd. she

threw the contents of the beaker in iU

face.

The monster began to shrink. A cloud of

greasy-smelling smoke rose into the air,

surrounded Madd and the rapidly disap-

pearing creature.

When the smoke cleared, Dr. Madd lay

crumpled on the ground, covered in the

slocky brown liquid

All that remained of the monster was a

grease-sUined lab coal with Dr. Madd's

name over the left pocket.

Dean Boogie knelt over Dr. Madd. He

lowered his ear to her Imouth and listened

to her confession about the creature.

"What was in the formula that killed

the hamburger? he asked her.

"Chocolate milkshake." she replied.

She pushed the notebook into his hands

and died.

Dean Boogie stood, whiped his teary

eyes, and said. "ChocoUte milkshake!!

What better way to get a bad burger

down!"
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Delta and East Central battle to 1 3-1 3 standoff

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
In a hard-fought battle to the end, the

MDJC Trojans Ued the East Central War-

riors. 13-13 on the night of Sept. 14.

It was a t)eautiful night for football. The

sky was clear and the temperature rang-

ed in the 50's. The game, played on the

E:ast Central field, was action-packed

frt)m the beginning to end. Mistakes on

the part of East Central early in the game

were causes for the first Trojan

touchdown.

On East CentraKs first possession,

Issac Harris fumbled on the Trojan*s

36-yard line. MDJC's Jeff Hudson

recovered the fumble. MDJC quarter-

back, Levon Davis, carried the ball 12

yards to the 24-yard line, getting a first

down. Davis then passed to MDJC wide

receiver. Ronnie Walters, who gained

another first down by running 13 yards to

the 11-yard line. Chuck Smith carried the

ball another seven yards, but failed to get

a first down.

An East Central penalty, however,

gave the Trojans first and goal on the one-

yard line, and Smith made the

touchdown. Trojan kicker. Rodney

Fulgham's conversion was good, making

the score 7-0.

With 8:47 remaining in the first

quarter. East Central was stopped by the

awesome Trojan defense and was forced

to punt to MDJC. An MDJC penalty forc-

ed the Trojans back to the Warrior

20-yard line. Davis carried the ball to the

15-yard line. After a carry by Deander

Stevenson, MDJC was penalized a second

time and moved back to the nine-yard line

with a second down.

East Central's Michael Groves in-

tercepted a screen pass intended for

Deander Stevenson and scored a

touchdown, making the score 7-6. The
PAT was good, tying the score at 7-7 with

7:11 to go in the first quarter.

MDJC's Bonzell Denson returned the

kick-off to the 50-yard line putting the

Trojans in good field position. In a series

of carries, Davis passed to Walters for a
first down. In a second series of plays,

East Central's Eric Bailey sacked Davis
on the third and eight. Going for the

fourth-down conversion, Davis passed to

Stevenson in the end zone, out-of-bounds.

Compliments of the Trojan defense. East
Central was forced to punt to MDJC once
again.

After two incomplete passes intended

for Stevenson and Walters, Davis carried

the ball to the 46-yard line for a first

down. However, on the second carry, a
pass intended for Ronnie Walters was in-

tercepted by East Central's Andreal
Tabb. The scoring drive was unsuc-
cessful, and East Central punted to MDJC
at the beginning of the second quarter.

After consecutive attempted scoring
drives by both teams, the second quarter
resulted in four MDJC penalties, a fum-
ble, an MDJC fumble recovery, and a
touchdown. With 2:39 to go in the second
quarter, MDJC's John WiUiams ran
12-yards for a touchdown. The PAT was
no good, leaving the score 13-7 near the
end of the first half.

Third quarter was slower due to the ef-

forts of both defenses. The East Central
defense proved its competence by sack-
ing Davis three times, the Trojans return-
ed the favor when Trojan Richard Smith
sacked East Central's quarterback,
Richard Basil, at the end of the third
quarter, and Eli Davis sacked Basil again

at the beginning of the fourth quarter.

A crucial mistake on the part of the Tro-

jans resulted in the last touchdown made

in the game. During a MDJC possession^

East Central's Kelvin Lyons intercepted

a pass intended for Walters on the Trojan

43-yard line. East Central's Basil carried

the ball 54 yards for the touchdown. The

conversion was no good, tying the score

once again at 13-13. The game ended with

an unsuccessful 17-yard field-goal at-

tempt by Trojan's Rodney Fulgham. The

score, 13-13.

The Trojans will play host to Jones

County Junior CoUege on Thursday, Sept.

26.

fCANDIDATES FOR 1985 HOMECOMING Court are (I. to r) Tonya
Satterfield, Indianola; Melissa James. Isola; Angie White
Belzoni; Detria Tubbs, Greenville; Alicia Peden. Schlater- Carol
Cummings. Cumberland; Cassandra Barnett, Greenville- Michele
Burchfield, Indianola; Lutricia Drayton, Greenville; Jenny Collins
Greenville; Meg Selby. Charleston; Mary Porter. Greenwood- Lisa
Porter, Rolling Fork; Vernetta Whittaker, Greenwood; Kim Mosco
Cleveland, and Suzy Ellis. Greenwood. Not pictured are Diane
McCollough. Glen Alan; Kathy Manning, Cleveland; Roxanm
iPnne, Sumner; and J^.ancld^Ramage, Greenwood f

Tennisteam
prepares

for fall season
The MDJC tennis team is gearing up for

a special fall season of action on the
court. The team, under the coaching

Iq.

struction of Mr. Lance Baria, is prepar-
ing for this additional season in advance
of its regular spring season.

The fall season, slated to begin in Oq.
tober will last as long as approachina
winter permits. The spring season is plan-
ned to begin sometime in February as
soon as weather permits, also. Schedules
for both seasons were not available at
press time.

Participation this year has been
somewhat successful with 13 players on
the squad so far and several others

scheduled to appear. Two returning

players are Johnny Watford, Greenville-

Burrell Leach, Greenville.

Newcomers are Barry Weeks
Cleveland; Tommy McKenzie, Green-

ville; Allen Brooks, Greenville; Hum-
phrey Ju, Greenwood; Richard Manning,

Drew; Mark Kelly, Clarksdale; Diane

Beckwith, Belzoni; Laura Wilkinson,

Mayersville; Christi Alford, Greenwood;

Tammy White, Greenville; and Kevin

Hunsucker, Greenville.

Coach Baria said that he expects a bet-

ter season than last year's. He com-

mented that due to better players, he

foresees a stronger team and an improve-

ment over their fifth place ranking in the

State Junior College Tournament. Also,

according to Coach Baria, the team is ex-

pected to do better in the spring season

because the purpose of the fall season is

to keep players in shape.

Baria added that persons interested in

participating on the tennis team are

welcome to come by the Financial Aids

office and contact him.

HOMECOMING SCHEDULE

Mon., Sept. 30 - Girls' Dorm exhibit

Tues., Oct. 1 - Homecoming Assembly

10:20 {Q Period) in coliseum

Homecoming Dance - 8-12 p.m. col-

iseum

Wed., Oct. 2

Picnic • 5-6 p.m. in front of Student Union

(TJ's will perform)

Thurs.. Oct. 3 - Parchman Band. 12 noon

in Union

Sat., Oct. 4 - Homecoming Parade - 2

p.m. Town of Moorhead

Homecoming Buffet - 5:30 p.m. Cafeteria

Alumni meeting 5 p.m. Private Dining

room

Homecoming game - 7:30 p.m. MDJC

Stadium

Dress Code
fylon.. Sept. 30 - Traditional Day

Tues., Oct- 1 Dress-up Day

Wed.. Oct. 2 - Tee-Shirt Day

Thurs., Oct. 3 - Tacky Day
Fri.. Oct. 4 - Red and Black Day

Corrections & Clarifications

In the first issue, the square footage of

the cafeteria should have been 16,000 in-

stead of 1.600. This was a reporter's error

In the story on the Deltettes, Stephanie

Brown should have been identified as a

manager instead of as a captain Tn

Deltettes become an independent dance

at the beginning of the second semester

when they assume the title "D«'^

Dancers". During the fall term, they ar

an adjunct of the MDJC Marching Bard

These errors resulted from contradictorv

informant sources.



Manning reigns 1 985 Queen ofHomecoming

KATHY MANNING, sophomore data processing major from Cleveland, Is Queen of

Homecoming at MDJC for 1985-86. Manning was crowned in special half-time

ceremonies on Trojan Field Saturday night, Oct. 5.
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EDITORIALS

On Mid-Term evaluation time

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
In two weeks mid-term grades will be

sent home to parents expecting to see As

and Bs from their darling little freshmen

they sent to college a month and a half

ago. The questions is. will the darUng Ut-

ile freshmen be as happy as the parents to

see their grades go home?

There is no need to shoot the postman or

make sure little brother or little sister in-

tercepts the mail before mother does. The

time for blood, sweat and tears is the first

day of classes when the instructor makes

the first assignment.

As freshmen, most students are wide-

eyed and awed by all the spare time they

seem to have in college. When in high

school, every hour was a set class; in col-

lege, every class is scheduled every other

day. Many think that they have gotten

lucky; but the purpose of the three-hour,

every-other-day class is to give students

ample time to carefully prepare class

assignments and plenty of study time.

When used in proper way, this time is

plenty for a student to get all schoolwork

properly taken care of. But college is a

time of experimenting - learning the

hard way. Most freshmen learn at the end

of the nine weeks that the **spare" time is

really not spare at all, but precious

daylight hours which the student uses to

secure a proud look from his parents

when his grades arrive home.

Most of us have heard the tern^s

"partyology", "party animal*', and

"party machine" associated with college

life. These terms are not totally cursed in

that a healthy social life is an important

part of an individual's growth. But, we all

must realize that just as there are limits

to everything we do, there is a limit to

partying. Having a **good time", so to

speak often takes priority over our real

purpose for being in school. This is when

4he above terms become a concern to

teachers and adults.

We must admit that we are turned on by

the freedom of decision we are given

when we enter college. We are young

radults taking responsibility for our ac-

tions. But going out everyday of the week

and neglecting studies is not a way to pro-

ve our adulthood. However, establishing

priorities, using time wisely, and putting

our futures in perspective is a way to pro-

ve to our parents and teachers that we are

growing up.

We are not saying that one should not

have fun. All work and no play makes

Jack a dull boy. But as adults, we should

put extra-curricular activities in the pro-

per place. Growing up also means not

scheming and crying when grades arrive

home, but facing parents and doing better

next time.

"Oh sura I just love midterms. In fact, they're my favorite pastime

outside of watchir^ soap operas and eating refined sugar."

Are you handicapped?

By LISA HOKE
The President's Committee on Employ-

ment of the Handicapped has designated

the week of Oct. 6-12, 1985 as National

Employ the Handicapped (NETH) Week.

As we have several handicapped students

here on campus, we want to take the time

to recognize them and their ability.

We have assigned parking spaces and

ramps for easy access to some of the

buildings, all made for our handicapped

students here at MDJC.
But, even with these aids, attending

class is difficult for someone with no use

of his legs, or arms. It takes a special kind

Congress may tie aid to keeping a 'C average

College students may have to maintain

a "C" average in the future in order to get

federal fmancial aid.

The grade requirement is just one

change in the aid system Congress is now

debating as it tries to pass the Higher

Education Reauthorization Act of 1985.

The grade measure, proposed by

senators Don Nickles (R-OK) and Clair-

bome Pell (D-R.I.). has been proposed

unsuccessfully before.

But chances for its passage may be

good this time, sources say. because

legislators are looking for relatively

painless ways to cut the federal budget

and because of recent publicity about bad
students who get financial aid.

Currently, students only must be in

good standing and make "satisfactory

academic progress" toward a degree to

receive federal aid.

"Unfortunately," Nickles said during a

hearing earlier this month, "there have

been problems with this open-ended

definition.

"Because of this open-ended opportuni-

ty for abuse, I beUeve we need to have a

more specific standard."

Nickles originally advanced his idea

after a 1981 audit found nearly 20 percent

of the students who got aid had less than a

"C" average. Ten percent had a

cumulative CPA under 1.5.

Congress also is debating a bill to let

graduate students, who generally face

higher education costs than undergrads,

borrow more federally-guaranteed loan

money and pay it back over a longer

penod of time.

The reauthorization process, which ef-

fectively sets federal higher education

policies for the ensuing five years, usual-

ly triggers a slew of proposals that never

become law.

But if federal loan programs are to be

changed, the changes will first emerge
during these congressional review ses-

sions.

The grading bill would put aid reci-

pients whose grades fall below 2.0 on pro-

bation for a term.

If the student doesn't improve by the

end of the probation period, he or she will

be denied federal aid.

Administrators would be empowered,
however, to extent the probation period

for hardship cases, such as extended il-

lness.

of person to go against his physical

limitations and reach for the goals that

belong to him. In this respect, "the rest of

us" are handicapped because we take our

abilities for granted because we have

never quite had to overcome severe

physical limitations.

People who have physical disabilities

are sometimes called "handicapped".

But we should find some new words to

describe them. The students you will

meet here on campus are successful peo-

ple. They all have a special problem to

overcome, but are doing it so successfully

that the term "handicapped" seems inap-

propriate.

They all have a strong need or aesire to

achieve as much as possible. They have

confidence in themselves and they are

working very hard to reach their goals.

Psychologists and other specialists who

study human behavior are learning that a

person's values and motivation are of ut-

most importance. When these specialists

are asked to identify children or adults

who are likely to be high achievers, they

look for those who Don't Quit, for those

who believe deeply in themselves and in

the importance of their goals and who

keep trying.

Perhaps the folks who don't have this

trait of perseverance are the truly han-

dicapped.

V
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NOTICE: Letters to the Editors

Welcomed
The staff of The Herald is publishing

letters to the editors. Any student who
wants to voice his opinion, or, make a sug-

gestion on any aspect of campus govern-

ment, organizations, athletics, or, dorm
life and commuting, may have it printed

for the benefit of the student body. These
letters will be printed on the second page -

the editorial page - of The Herald.

Corrections and Clarifications

The tagline under Coach Thompson's

name should have read "Terry" instead

of "Jerry". The type for this Hne was set

in Greenwood on Monday morning, and

Letters should be turned m to Shannon

Estes or Vernetta Whittaker in the

Publications Office.

Letters must be signed, but the identity

of the writer will be withheld upon re-

quest. Letters should be properly written,

in good letter form, and in Standar

English. The Herald will not publish let-

ters containing obscene, or, other vulgar

language.

the editors did not see it after it had been

set. The performance by the "TJ's" listed

on the Homecoming Calendar was incor-

rect l)ecause of a reporter's error.



Concert

set
The Mississippi College Chamber

Choir under the direction of Dr. James

Glass, will perform here. Wednesday,

Oct 23, at 2:10 p.m. in the Tharp

Auditorium of Yeates Fine Arts Center.

Their performances is the second pro-

gram in a series of "Wednesday After-

noons" for students and faculty, which is

being sponsored this semester by the MD-

JC Fine Arts Department.

"This is another of our efforts to pro-

vide opportunities in fine arts for students

and faculty - particulary commutmg

students," said Joe Abrams. Fme Arts

department chairman.

Abrams said that program specifics

are not yet available, but the general pro-

gram format will include both classical

and popular music.

ACROSS

1 Corded cloth

4 Cooled lava

6 Floats

11 Foreigners

13 Permits

15 River in Italy

16 Robot bomb
18 Babylonian

deity

19 Proceed
21 Period of fasting

22 Merit

24 Nuisance
26 Unit of Chinese

currency

28 The first woman
29 Ancient chariot

31 Formally precise

33 Teutonic deity

34 Turkish flag

36 Killed

38 Savings certifi-

cate: abbr.

40 Jump
42 Bread

Ingredient

45 Parcel of land

47 Baker's
products

49 Gaming cubes

50 Word of sorrow

52 Title of respect

54 Note of scale

55 Negative prefix

56 Sham
59 Symbol for

ruthenium

61 Dark red

63 Makes amends
65 Evaluates

66 Concerning

67 Poem

DOWN
1 Knock
2 Encomiums
3 Greek letter

12

24

29

21

25 26

17

\5y

Latest hairstylesfeature duektails

By SHERYL DUNN
Some are long. Others are short. If you

look hard enough you can even find some

that green, red, yellow or white. What are

they? Duck tails.

Duck tail were inspired by Tom

Bailey, lead singer of the "Thompson

Twins." Bailey first started the trend in

1980 after the group's first album was

released. Readers of Rolling Stone

magazine joined the craze after seeing

Bailey with his long red Uil on the cover.

Tom Bailey's duck tail was below his

wai3t until a fan jumped on stage during

one of his concerts and cut his duck tail.

Both males and females on campus are

sporting duck tails. Some students even

have dUferent colored duck Uils. Rit dye

can be used to dye the tail. Bleaching is

also used to achieve a . 1 , new color.

How does one go about ootaining a duck

tail? They can be obUined by cutting

your own hair. You can also go to a beau-

ty shop and they will do it for you. Ed-

ward Mormon, a stylist at Shirley's

Downtown in Greenwood, is known for

cutting the duck tail to suit the customer.

Mormon's fee for this is $8.

Some people like duck tails. Others

don't. Regardless of all reactions, one

fact is clear. Duck tails are becoming

very popular.

4 Dye plant

5 Item of property

6 Restaurant

workers

7 Everyone

6 7 8 9 10

13

IT

,23

28

14

8 Escape
9 As far as

10 Veer

12 Printer's

measure
14 More rational

17 Break suddenly

20 Greek mountain

23 Diphthong

24 Hebrew letter

25 Narrate

27 Flower

30 Profound

32 Reward
35 Young ladies

37 Bemoan
38 Require

39 Unit of currency

41 Fuel

43 Frightened

44 Symbol for

tellurium

46 Symbol for

tantalum

48 Besmirch

51 Blemish

53 Heraldry:

grafted

57 Fish eggs

58 Execute

60 Employ
62 Sun god
64 Negative

1984 united Feature Syndlceta

nuCKTAlLS CAN BE CURLY - as Is Mike Peden's (right) or,

?hey can be plaited. Tahtia Denton. Greenville, wears the

plaited version.

Quest for beautiful eyes

A search for the Most Beautiful Eyes m

Mississippi is being conducted by the

Mississippi Affiliate of the Nattonal^

ty to Prevent Blindness, a "on-profit tax-

exempt, health agency. The Most

Sifii Eyes in Mississippi will see the

^^ts of San Juan. Puerto Rico, the co^

t^l is open to males and females of all

^^All that is required is a close-up. color

photo of the entrant's ey^. ^'"8
^.7/,;

on the back of the entry orm and a $10

dollar Ux deductible en^y fee All en

irants must be received by Oct. 15. The

photo will be usd to choose 10 f.nalisU.

who will then be judged by a panel of

celebrity judges on Nov. 16 at Norlhpark

Mall in Jackson. MS. The winner in the

Most Beautiful Eyes in Mississippi Con-

test will receive a trip for two to San

Juan the first alternate will win a 35mm

camera. All 10 finalisU will receive a

group of other fine prizes.

Entry forms for the Most BeauUful

Kyes in Mississippi Contest may be ob-

Uined through the Jackson Jayce^. or

the National Society to Present Blind^

ness 115 Broadmoor Dr.. Jackson.

or call the Society at (601) 362-6965.

C<^eQe Ptea service

Trivial Pursuit

Robert Moore was the first person to

report the correct answers to last issue s

"Trivial Pursuit" questions. Moore wiU

receive a free chocolate milkshake from

The Grill, if he will come by the Publica-

tions Office.

Questions for this issue:

I Who is the mayor of Moorhead:

2. When was MUslssippi admitted to the

Union?
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Organizations ^

« X ^ *oiu*/^ri.Qhnn *TJs' to sing At Home In The Woods
Herald staffers to attend fail worksnop »

'
«

Bv SHERYL DUNN
'The Mississippi Junior College Press

Association fall workshop will be held m
Natchez on Oct. 10 and U at the Ramada

Inn Miss Uney Wooten. adviser, and,

five sUff memt>ers from the Herald will

be attending the convention this year.

The group wiU leave on Thursdy morn-

ing. They will register from 10 -
1 p.m. At

1 p.m. a business meeting will be held.

SUrting at 1:45 several workshops will

take place. Several distinguished guest

speakers have been lined up for this

year's convention. Rhett Powell, a

former photographer for Life Magazine

wiU conduct the photography workshop.

Jim Elsberry. advertising manager for

the Natchez Democrat, will be the

speaker for Newspaper Advertising Sales

workshop. There will be a Radio Jour-

nalism workshop. It will be conducted by

Bob Capazzo, local director of WNAT/W-

During the convention wmners ol me

1984 yearbook competition will be an-

nounced.

MJCPA holds two workshops every

year. The fall convention highlights the

yearbook judging. The spring convention,

usually held on the Gulf Coast, em-

phasizes newspapers.

Larry Stanford, state adviser, is serv-

ing his second term. Mr. Stanford is from

Pearl River Jr. College at Poplarville.

Serving as hostess for the fall meeting

will be Judy Emerick from Co-Lin at Nat-

chez.

Phi Beta Lambda installs officers

Installation of Phi Beta Lambda of-

ficers for 1985-86 was held last Wednesday

morning.

Officers are: Pam Collins, president;

John Holloway, vice president; Leigh

Knight, secretary; Iris Bailey, treasurer;

and Buster Holeman, reporter.

Rene Seymour, who won first place in

state PBL competition last year, was the

installing officer for the ceremony which

was held in the library conference room.

Phi Beta Lambda is a professional

organization designed to provide oppor-

tunities for college students to develop

competencies for business and office oc-

cupations. Programs of this organization

are planned to assist students in

establishing career goals and in develop-

ing competent, aggressive business

leadership.

Phi Beta Lambda is sponsored by Mrs.

Mary Ellen HoUoway and Mrs. George

Dowell, both members of the MDJC
Business Department.

Dues for PBL are $12 per year.

Membership is limited to students enroll-

ed in business curricula.

By CHRISTI ALFORD
The "TJ's", MDJC's folk-pop musical

group will begin iU show series this year

with an appearance at the "Home In The

Woods" Festival in Itta Bena. Saturday,

Oct. 12.

"This is the kick-off show for the TJs.

We have been invited to perform at this

event for the past four years," said Joe

Abrams, director.

Group practices for this show are being

held daily - Monday through Thursday -

from 3-5 p.m. in the Yeates Fine Arts

Center practice room.

"The TJs are making a most dramatic

change in style and music this year. The

group will have an entirely new look,"

said Abrams.

The group will sing current contem-

porary sounds and a patriotic number.

The girls are doing a 20s number and the

guys are doing
'

' Next to Lovin,
'

' a piece of

music from a 1975 musical

"Shenandoah." The group also plans to

honor Elvis' 50th birthday with an Elvis

medley.

Included in the TJ's drastic change are
the costumes. "The costumes vary fronj

flappers to jazz, Broadway to country

etc.," said Jean Abrams, costumes
designer and choreographer for the

group.

The TJ's campus matinee will be Nov
19 in the Tharp Auditorium. In this show
the group will review hits from Broadway
to Vaudeville. Second semester, pieces

from the Big Band Era and pieces from

major movies will be added. In both

shows, solos chosen by each individual

group member will be performed.

Members of the group include, Lucretia

Britt, Moorhead; Sonny Harper, Bluetop;

Mike Smith, Clarksdale; John Holloway,

Indianola; Shona Bodie, Cary; and Jay

Madison, Pascagoula. Sylvia Redwine.

Burrell Leach and Scott Frank, all of

Greenville, are also members of the

group. Schwanna Teague, Leland
; Wendy

Parrish and Christi Alford, both of Green-

wood, also take part in the performing

group.

Estes head Foreign Language Club

Officers of the Foreign Language Club

for 1985-86 were elected at the Sept. 24

meeting of the group which was held in

Mrs. Betty Watson's classroom in Tanner

Hall.

Shannon Estes of Rolling Fork is presi-

dent. Fabiola Francis of Greenwood is

vice president. Calver Taylor of Green-

Models launch fall season
Models - both male and female - have

been selected and the fall series of shows

is underway.

The 14-member group presented a

15-minute show in Vandiver Union last

Tuesday which featured fashions for

Homecoming.
On Nov. 14, the squad will present a fall

fashion review for members of the MDJC
Board of Trustees when that group is

honored at a harvest feast which the

home economics foods class will prepare.

Mrs. Jackie Franklin, home economics

instructor, coordinates the activities of

the modeling squad. Mrs. Franklin

organized the first modeling squad here

in 1974 to give students interested in

fashion design an opportunity to test their

skills in planning and staging fashion

shows in cooperation with retail mer-
chants. In the 11 years of the group's ex-

istence, she has worked with merchants
and civic groups in the eight-supporting-

county area of the college in staging

many fashion shows with student groups.

Mrs. Franklin will assist the 1985-86

squad in staging special Christmas,

bridal and spring fashion shows this

school year.

Members of this year's squad are

Kimberly Mosco, captain, Greenville;

Carol Cummings, Mantee; Julie

Eubanks. Alligator; Suzan Fullilove,

Drew; Pink Nicholson, Greenville; Kathy

Brooks, Moorhead; Tonya Saterfield, In-

dianola; Angie White, Belzoni; Lisa

Clark, Sunflower; Carla Benson,
Charleston; Bobby Clark, Greenwood;

Joey Medders, Clarksdale; Todd Liv-

ingston, Greenville; Danny Irvin, Sidon.

VICA drafts plans for 85-'86

wood will serve as treasurer. Vernetta

Whittaker of Greenwood is reporter, and

Reginal Carr of Cleveland is social chair-^

man. Mrs. Watson is club adviser.

The group, which meets monthly, gives^

members an opportunity to study^

customs of foreign lands.

News in Brief

Adult Basic Education and General

Educational Development classes (GEDt
are offered free of charge to 14 groups in

the eight-county area served by MDJC
Persons who are in need of improving

their educational skills are encouraged to

attend.

At the present time, MDJC is operating

three classes in Moorhead, two in Hollan-

dale, one in Areola, four in Greenville,

twt) in Belzoni, and two in Drew.

MDJC will educate 300 or more

students in GED classes this year, if the

trend of the last three years continues.

All classes are taught by certified

teachers with experience and training in

adult education.

The MDJC chapter of the Vocational In-

dustrial Clubs of America (VICA). held

its first meeting for the 1985-86 year on

Sept. 11. VICA, a national club for

students in vocational and technical

fields, helps teach students leadership.

The MDJC chapter has been selected as

the best club in the state for the last 10

years.

According to Mrs. Martha Woodall, a

VICA adviser, no date has been set to

select this year's seven local officers. The
19es-86 officers, and competitors from
each Vo-Tech shop, will travel to the state

convention in Jackson in April. While at

the state convention, students will com-
pete in various areas of study. State of-

ficers will also be elected during this

time.

Two VICA members from MDJC were
elected to state offices last year. They are

David Banks, state vice-president, and
Cecil Webb, state reporter.

VICA will sponsor a blood drive, in

cooperation with Mississippi Blood Ser-'

vices, on Nov. 7. VICA asks that all MDJC
students try to participate in this worthy
cause. Last year, MDJC donated enough
blood to supply any student who might
have needed blood.

Two fund raisers have already been
scheduled for the 1985-86 year.

They will include an annual fruit sale,

and a turkey shoot. VICA is also consider-

ing participating in the Cash for Trash
contest, sponsored by WDDT radio in

Greenville.

Since none of the dues from members,
stay on a local level, VICA relies on fund
raisers to send its competitors to state

and national conventions. Thirty-five to

40 people are sent to state conventions,
and eight were sent to the national con-
vention.

VICA will also be giving a fish fry for
the Craft Committee on Sept. 26th., The
Craft Committee acts as advisory com-
mittee to the faculty members of VICA.
Student members will participate by
cooking and serving at this function.
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Winner says pageant competition gets tough at state level

The Boardwalk in Atlantic Gty may be

ar removed from the crossing of the

Southern and the Yellow Dog. However.

*hen host Gary Collins crooned "There

She Is..." to the Miss America audience in

honor of Mississippi's own Susan Akin,

two Trojans bristled with excitement.

Suzy Ellis, MDJC's representative in

the annual Miss Mississippi Pageant and

Doug Adams, the Moorhead Rotary

Club's pageant director, share their

thoughts on Miss America and the Miss

America Preliminary Pageants, in-

cluding the Miss MDJC Pageant, in this

interview with the Delta Herald.

HERALD: Suzy, how well did you come

to know Susan Akin during the Miss

Mississippi Pageant?

SUZY: "I wouldn't want to give anyone

the impression that we were best friends,

however, we did meet. As a matter of

fact, we spent one afternoon together sun-

bathing. I really liked Susan. It is hard to

grasp the pressure that Susan was under

as the front-runner in the Miss Mississip-

pi Pageant. I thought that she handled all

of the pressure with grace and style, and

of course, she was very friendly to me-

I'm very proud to say that I have met and

competed with Miss America."

HERALD: Mr. Adams. ..

DOUG ADAMS: "I know, you want to

know what a nice guy like me has to do

with Miss America?"

HERALD: Well, since you put it that

way...?

ADAMS: "I first met Susan Akm when

she performed at the Miss Mid Delta

Pageant in Indianola last year. At that

time she was "Miss SUte Parks". Shortly

thereafter my wife's friend, Marsha Tm-

dall of Indianola, returned from having

judged the Miss University of Mississippi

Pageant to tell us that she had just

selected the future Miss Mississippi at

Ole Miss. That future Miss Mississippi

was Susan Akin."

SUZY: "Is this modesty, or, are you

just dragging this story out?"

ADAMS: "All of the above. What Suzy

is prompting me to tell you is that my wife

and I were invited to Vicksburg to par-

ticipate in the Miss America preparation

for Susan Akin."

HERALD: How did this come about?

ADAMS: "My wife. Pat, and I worked

with Suzy to prepare her for the Miss

Mississippi Pageant. My specialty in this

^reparation was the interview portion of

he competition. During the pageant it

was mentioned to us that Suzy had done

an excellent job in her interview with the

judges. We thought that this was the

typical pageant flattery until we received

a call from a pageant official inviting us

to participate in interview preparations

for Miss Mississippi."

HERALD: Suzy. what sort of prepara-

tion did you have to make for the Miss

Mississippi Pageant?

SUZY: "My first preparation was over-

coming the shock of being Miss MDJC!

Our pageant judges recommended that I

attend other local pageants to see the

level of competition and get a feel for

pageant atmosphere. Mis MDJC was the

first 'beauty pageant' I had participated

in. As a matter of fact, it was the first

pageant I had seen other than on televi-

sion. Attending other pageant was a com-

plete shock to me. I could see how well

prepared the contesUnts were, their

dresses were gorgeous, their talents were

unbelieveable. their stage manner gave

the impression that they had been in

pageants aU of their lives I was scared to

death to think that I would have to com-

pete on the same stage with Miss Univer-

sity, Miss Hattiesburg. Miss USM
ADAMS: "I like to tell people that we

don't play Slate. Ole Miss or Southern in

football or l)asketball. l>ut we do play

them in Miss Mississippi. If our Miss MD-
JC isn't prepared for his level of competi-

tion..."

SUZY: "Fortunately. Doug introduced

himself on campus and indicated to me
that Pat. his wife, would help me with my
hair and make-up. When I told Pat that I

was lost in terms of dresses, gowns,

swimsuit. talent - our pageant judges had

recommended that I change my song for

the Miss Mississippi Pageant - but 1 didn't

know what to change to - Pat quickly

came to my rescue. She arranged for

Coach Sabbatini and his wife, Paige, to in-

troduce me to Jane Fonda. At the same

time. Pat's friend Marsha Tindall gave us

the names of those who could help us with

gowns, and a swimsuit. With help from

Marsha Woolen we began to look for all of

the rehearsal clothes that are necessary.

With Pat s help I began to work as hard

as I could. Pam Breazeale, who was first

allernate in the Miss Red Head U.S.A.

Pageant, began to work with me on poise

and modeling techniques. I knew how far

I would have to go in a short time to be

competitive with the other local pageant

winners I had seen. All this lime I was

listening to the news on the radio, reading

the newspaper, and digesting as much

general information as I could so thai I

could understand the interview questions

Doug was asking me."

HERALD: In other words, you did not

win Miss MDJC and then go to Vicksburg.

SUZY: "I hate to even think of having

done that knowing what I know now."

ADAMS: "Well, it is cerUinly possible

to do that. In my opinion winning Miss

MDJC and going to Miss Mississippi

without extensive preparation would be

the equivalent to winning a neighborhood

touch football game and going to the

Super Bowl to play the Raiders! Junior

college girls don't have the 'pageant

savy' to compete with their older, more

experienced senior college counterparts

without extensive preparation. You have

to remember that local directors across

the stale prepare their girls for state com-

petition just as Miss Mississippi is

prepared for the Miss America Pageant.
"

SUZY: "Unless you have been to Miss

Mississippi you can't comprehend it

Marsha Tindall. who was a finalist in

Miss Mississippi and is a pageant judge

Tricia Berry, the director of the Miss Mid

Delta Pageant, and others tried to tell me

what the Miss Mississippi Pageant would

be like There is no way to prepare so-

meone who has not been there. Susan

Akin has slated that she has been involv-

ed in pageant competition all her life and

has entered over 100 pageants. Combine

that with the fact that Mississippi has one

of the highly touted pageants in the coun-

try as evidenced by the number of Miss

Americas and top 10 finalists we have

produced and you begin to sense the

magnitude of the Miss Mississippi

Pageant."

ADAMS- '*I agree with everything that

Suzy is saying. In light of the degree of

difficulty in Miss Mississippi it would be

of interest to you to know that Suzv did

very well. We were told th-r s-ji -i

points with the judges in even, ca .^ A'^r.

and were overwhelmed with the com-

pliments we received on Suzy from

pageant officials and those who know the

pageant business. 1 can't tell you how well

pleased we were by the time and energy

that Suzy expended in an effort to be a

creditable representative of MDJC and

how rewarding it was for us to see her

recognized and complimented as a viable

pageant contender along with girls like

Susan Akin.

HERALD: Suzy. you mention all of the

hard work and preparation, but was the

pageant fun?

SUZY: "Oh. yes! As I said in my run-

way speech, it is a never -to-be-forgotten,

oncein-a-lifelime experience I can't tell

you how much the opportunity to repre-

sent Mississippi Delta in the Miss

Mississippi Pageant has meant to me. 1

feel that the pageant helped me in so

many ways, I am more poised and more

confident. Losing weight for the pageant

and learning hair style and make-up

techniques has added a dimension which

did not exist for me prior to my pageant

participation In addition. Miss MDJC is a

scholarship pageant. The scholarships

awarded to the finalists are very helpful.

HERALD: Based on your pageant ex-

perience, would you recommend the Miss

MDJC Pageant to others?

SUZY: "By all means As I have said, I

envy my successor. If she benefits half as

much from pageant participation as 1

have, she will find herself a changed per-

son in so many positive ways. I'm looking

forward to our pageant and hope that I

can help all of the girls who wish to par-

ticipate."

HERALD: You mention helping the

contestants, what advice would you give

them?
SUZY: "First, don't be shy. I was so

reluctant to enter the pageant. The swim-

suit and talent competition scared me to

death. Looking back on the pageant. I see

it as a great confidence-builder My first

advice would be to "go for it". Everyone

profits from participation. Of course, the

winner will have a great deal of work in

front of her but she will also have the ex

perience of a lifetime, an experience that

few share. Working with Doug is an ex-

perience!

ADAMS; "Should 1 comment on that!

Working with Suzy will be such an asset

for our contestants due to her experience.

As I told her when she returned from the

pageant this past summer, she is the ex-

pert, she has been there

SUZY: "Well, I cerUinly don't consider

myself a pageant expert in the sense that

I know all there is to know I would only

hope that I could be half as much help to

my successor as Marsha. Tricia. Pam.

Pat and Doug were to me. I can't tell you

how lost and out of step I would have been

without them."

ADAMS: "Well. Suzy was fun to work

with Her enthusiasm was conUgeous.

We're counting on Suzy to help us prepare

this year's Miss MDJC. Suzy and I share

the opinion that when girl is sent to

Vicksburg to represent Mississippi DelU

she should, as they say in the recruiting

ads for the Army. "Be all that she can

be".

Our pageant is a high point in the spring

semester and we hope to make it an en-

joyable expenence for the girls and an

entertaining evening for the audience

HERALD: Will Susan Akin host our

papeanf
, .

ADAMS: "No. Susan will be involved in

her Miss America schedule. Our pageant

emcee v.iU be Miss Mississippi. Nan

Sumerall. Susan's firet alternate. U you

think dynamite doesn't come in small
packages, wait till you sec Nan Sumerall.
You've got a real treat in store. Of course,

Suzy will perform also. We're looking for-

ward to a fun evening on March 6th.

SUZY: "Please pass along to anyone
who is interested in our pageant my
desire to help them or share any informa-

tion that will be of benefit to them."

ADAMS: "Suzy, I've taught you well.

The same goes for me. I don't mind if

girls stop me on campus to ask about our

pageant."

SUZY: "Watch out!"

ADAMS: "You are right. I might let

,
Ralph Ross handle that."

Suzy Ellis and Doug Adams

Belle's Box

Mow to make a wall shelf...

MATERIALS: 1 storage crate, 4 to 8

pushpins, pencil.

STEPS:
I. Find a preferred spot on the wall.

2 Position crate on the wall, and with

pencil, trace crate. Draw lightly so that

pencil marks can be wiped off wall.

3 Push a pin in each corner of the

drawn box, then push another pin beside

each first pin.

4. Hang crate on pins.

These shelves make excellent

nightsUnds and food shelves for dorm

rooms. They also are great for

decorating.
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Movie quality

jadesin'85

By LISA BOS
'

I do not cu.^- er myself an **oW fogie

who complains about the good old days,

but I am inclined to agree that the movies

of 1984 contain more quality material and

hold the reader's interest longer than do

the 1985 attempts at moviemaking.

For instance, in 1984 Severely Hills Cop

hit the box office with a boom ! This was a

successful comedy about a detective, Ax-

el Foley (Eddie Murphey) who is thrown

into the culture of Beverly Hills with only

the cocky charm of his boyhood ghetto.

Axel is using his vacation time in-

vestigating the murder of his friend in the

"posh'* area and winds up being arrested

himself, but not without requesting the

arresting officers to pull over if they spot

any movie stars on the way to the station.

He pops in and out of jails all through the

show, but he never once loses his sense of

humor.

I rate this show as being a good, down-

to^rth movie. What happened to all the

movies like Beverly Hills Cop?

Also, in 1984. John Hughes, came up

with another excellent feature in Sixteen

Candles. This is about Molly Ringwald

who turns 16, but is forgotten even by her

family in the chaos surrounding her older

sister's wedding. She gets no attention un-

til she comes in contact with the senior-

class stud trying to get rid of a faithful

junior high follower. She is noticed and

turns out to have the best 16th birthday

ever. Everybody likes a clean, happy en-

ding!

This summer. Pale Rider, with Clint

Eastwood was released. In this straight-

faced western, Eastwood plays God by

riding into Carter Crick and saving what

is left of the settlement after killing off

the evil strip miners who have laid waste

to the land. He save the good folks, kills

the bad folks, and dodges a rivalry bet-

ween a mother and her daughter for his

affections.

He ends up in a showdown with a gaudy

gunslinger and rides off the scene as

quickly as he came on. This is the same
routine theme of good overcoming evil as

it has been for centuries. In my opinion

you wouldn't have a rerun if you could

come up with an original.

Chevy Chase and his co-stars portray

the Griswalds family who have won a trip

on a TV quiz show in National Lampoon's

European Vacation. This movie contains

tacky, out-if-date jokes that make you

feel that you have been projected back in-

to the future instead of the summer of '85.

The family returns to the good old USA
where the people don't talk funny and

they end the story there, without theme
and without purpose.

Cotton classing had always been a

man's worid until the government m-

sisted that minorities be accepted mto

this field of work. So. when I went to work

as a cotton classer, 1 soon discovered that

being female meant that I would not be

accepted by my male confederates. AU of

them were weU into their fifties and had

very definite ideas of what a woman

should be allowed to do or not do.

As I walked along the narrow haU

leading to the classing room, I could hear

boisterious male laughter. Good. I

thought; they are going to be mce and

friendly. An aging, bald, pudgy litUe guy

with a cigar between his teeth opened the

door to the men's breakroom. "Come

here, guys," he called. "You have got to

see what the President's done now." They

all gathered around me, staring as if I

were a pig at auction. I managed an

almost silent good morning and hurriedly

made my way into the classing room. I

breathed a sign of relief as the heavy

meUl door closed behind me. It was cold

in the classing room, but I feld a trickle of

perspiration on the back of my neck.

WeU, there is no danger of freezing to

death, I thought with a sudden chill, as I

made my way to Uble six - my own per-

sonal torture chamber.

The men came into the room in groups

of two and three. "Safety in numbers"

ran through my mind. Each one was

nudging the other as they slowly filed by

my table. They were mumbling to one

another just loud enough for me to hear.

"Ten to one she won't last two hours."

One of them even gave me a bold wink

with a suggestive smirk playing on his

lips. I could feel the red glow creeping up

my neck, my face flaming, tears stinging

my eyes. I turned quickly away, fighting

the humiliation, and forced myself to con-

template tackling my first tray of cotton^

The trays were large flat cardboard

boxes sucked in rows in tall metal racks

at the end of the classing tables. Some

were fuU to capacity with 75 to 100 paper

bound cotton samples weighmg 12 to 14

ounces each. I knew they were awkward

to handle because of the flimsy cardboard

and the loose weight of the samples.

Placing both feet firmly on the floor and

trying desperately to position my trembl-

ing legs, I gave one big tug on the over-

fiUed tray. It did not move.

Glancing nervously over my shoulder, I

could see the men anxiously waitmg for

my next move. 1 tugged agam. Two

samples hit the floor with a loud thud. The

tray was now out of the rack, and I was

holding what seemed like a thousand

pounds of sliding, roUing, paper-bound

demons. Only three or four feet back to

the table I told myself, but where was the

table? I couldn't even see the floor

beneath my feet. The twisting pain in my

back had made its way to my shoulders.

My arms were fast losing any strength

they had ever had.

The cotton samples shifted. I could see

the men, all watching, waiting - waiting

for me to drop the tray. I stood there hor-

rified as the cardboard tray folded

together like an accordian. Cotton sample

flew through the air, finally coming to a

halt in piles around my feet. Waves of

roaring laughter drowned out the moan I

could no longer suppress.

Hastily 1 set the tray on my classing

table and picked up the scattered cotton

samples. I replaced them in the tray, ven-

ting my anger on them as I did so, a hard

squeeze on one, and a not so gentle push

on another. I'm your master now, I said to

Homecoming
Court

myself.

1 puUed the paper wrapping from
i

slightly battered sample. Opened ^
sample, I realized not only did 1 haveio

be accurate in determining the grade aoj

staple of the cotton, but I also had t|

maintain speed enough to class

samples in eight hours. I spread the

pie carefully on the big black table, loot

ing closely at each layer to evaluate
the

color and the leaf and trash content of the

cotton.

This is easy, I whispered to myself,
i

felt the tension in my back slowly ebbii^

away. Now to pull the staple. Taking a

handsized piece of cotton from either side^

of the sample, I began to pull the sUple.'

It's too quiet, I thought. I glanced around

the room and. heaven help me, I had

audience. I felt the moisture in the pal_

of my hands. The cotton was wet and

sticky against my hands. My audience

was staring as if spellbound. What, no

remarks? Maybe they have lockjaw, i

thought. My relief was short-lived,

'

now it was pantomime time.

Several of the men were making m

ing gestures in reference to the female

anatomy that would have shocked Dr

Sigmund Freud. "She won't class 70C

samples today with that dainty sUple

technique," wheezed the pudgy cif

smoker. I did not class 700 samples

day. or the next.

The gruelling days passed slowly,

swollen, bleeding hands ba^l healed, leav

ing large crusty calluses on ly knuckles

My '-xssing speed was gou<i now The

men reluctantly toieratea m> prest-ncj

ignorf d their subtle hints that T ih<

class the easy cotton and continued

all my own back-breaking lifting,

couldn't they just accept me as a perse

mumbled woefully to myself.

I talked to myself quite often, since!

men always huddled together like foott

players planning their next strategic

move. The classing room door opei

and in walked the supervisor. He cai

briskly, straight to my table, holdinf

long white sheet of paper.

What now, I sighed to myself. "Dot

I'm posting your checklot return on
'

bulletin board," he said ^
,

monotone voice. Is it that bad,

pondered. My legs would not move^

feet felt as if they were glued to the tU

and with a sinking heart I dropped

head in dismal defeat. The men anxioi

gathered around the bulletin board C«

smoker said, "Out of 800 samples

made 100 on grade and 100 on staple

Another man said, "How about that"

As they were returning to their classi

tables, one of the men stopped, hanC

me one of his cotton samples and

"How about helping me with this tot

cotton?" With spirits soaring ^"^^

smile I said, "Sure, anytime." Teaw

were stinging my eyes; this
^'"^^JJ^i

were tears of joy. I had been accepteaur

to this man's world of cotton classing

Years have gone by now, and about

half of the 800 cotton classers

employed by the United States Dej

ment of Agriculture are women. 1

now that the pain and humiliation

fered were instrumental in bringing

about. Hopefully, someday

will not have to suffer indignities as

but will be accepted readily on their s

and their abilities.
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Xavion draws crowd for Homecoming Dance
By KAREN COOK
The hottest sound in the Delta, Xavion.

swept MDJC students off their feet Tues-

day night, Oct. 1, at the homeconiing
dance held in the coliseum.

The band played hits from popular rock

groups along with their own songs. "Elat

Your Heart Out," by Xavion, was a

favorite song of many of the students.

The five-member band got started

three years ago in Memphis. Each were

in separate bands at the time but were all

friends. They decided to leave the bands

they were playing in and form their own,

said the lead singer.

The band decided upon a name by tak-

ing all the letters of the alphabet, putting

them in a hat, and drawing six out. Then
they arranged the letters and came up
with the name Xavion.

Dex Dexter, who is the lead singer, is

la-years-old, single, from Perow, Ind. He

has been singing in front of large au-

diences since he was a child.
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School vehicles

damaged
"The first time I ever sung in front of a

large crowd was in a second grade talent

show," said Dexter. "Later 1 decided I

wanted to be a singer after watching per-

formers on the Ed Sullivan Show."

Derwin Adams, keyboard player, 23.

unmarried, from Chicago, 111., has been

playing 11 years and learned by taking

classical music at Memphis State Univer-

sity.

Slugger Tucker, drummer, is 20 years

old and married. He is originally from

New York City. He taught himself how to

play the dnims.
"He used to practice in the l)asement of

his house in Memphis," said Dexter.

Bass player. Skip Lewis Johnson III, 19.

single and from Honolulu, Hawaii, has

been playing base 11 years. He taught

himself how to play also said Dexter.

Kevan Wilkins. lead guitarist, is a

single 19-year-old from Los Angeles,

Calif., who has been playing the guitar

five years.

The l>and manages themselves. Dexter
and Wilkins write most of the lyrics, but

the whole t>and writes the music, said

Johnson.

Xavion records for Electra and have
recorded one album so far The title of

this LP is "Burning Hot." and it took

about two weeks to record it estimated
Johnson.

The group went on tour with Hall and
Gates last year.

Xavion performs every weekend and
sometimes during the week.

"We usually practice about three or

four hours a week." said Johnson.

Xavion is presently working on their se-

cond album which will be released in the

spring, said Johnson.

Six of the vehicles owned by MDJC
were damaged in vandalism which occur-

red alwut midnight Sunday. Sept. 29.

The cars and vans were parked in their

regular places near the MDJC Coliseum

when they were sideswiped by someone

apparently leaving the baseball field

areas.

"Someone hit the doors, backed up and

hit them again." said Jack T. Harris,

superintendent of buildings and grounds.

Harris said that authorities have not

determined the exact cost of the damage,

but he estimates that it will cost $2-$3

thousand to have the vehicles repaired.

"Nothing this bad has ever happened

before. Maybe at Halloween, some of the

cars get soaked, or glass is busted, but

nothing as major as this," said Harris.

'Godsong' to appear here

News in Brief
Delta-area supervisors will hold their

annual fall workshop and legislative plan-

ning session on the Mississippi Delta

Junior College campus, Oct. 15.

The group wiD assemble in Tharp
Auditorium at 4:30 p.m. They will be

guests of the college for a catfish supper

at 6:30 in the Private Dining Room of

Vandiver Union.

All county supervisors, board at-

torneys, chancery clerks, and state

representatives have been invited to at-

tend this meeting.

By SHERYL DUNN
"Godsong" will present a special con-

cert Oct 9 in the Tharp Auditorium in the

Yeates Fine Arts Center The concert will

start at 9 p.m.

Mark Kelly and Ross Woodard, the duo

that make up the group, have been

friends since they were seven years old.

They used to sit in front of the record

player listening to Elvis Presley and sing

along with him. After that early interest,

Two LPNs determined to succeed
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
No matter what age or in what condi-

tion a person finds himself, where there is

a will, there is a way to do anything.

There are no substitutes for ambition and

determination. At least not to Bunnie

Thompson and Dora Cobbins, two ADN
students living here at MDJC.
Both of these individuals are presently

licensed practical nurses (LPN) who

decided to come back to school to become

registered nurses. Both students travel

from Holmes and Attala counties to at-

tend MDJC. Bunnie, a 24 year old from

Kosciusko, decided to come back to

school after three years of being an LPN
at Holmes County Hospital in Lexington.

Bunnie syas her main reason for coming

back to further her education was for job

security.

"The job market is competitive, and

many hospitals are beginning to use more

registered nurses." Bunnie also said that

the practical nurses' duties were limited

in the hospital. "The practical nurse

usually can not give intravenous

medicines (shots), and can not work with

critical patients. Even is a practical

nurse knows how to perform these duties,

her rank limits her," says Bunnie.

Dora, 29 year-old from Lexington who

has been an LPN at Holmes County

Hospital for five years, says that job

security is also a major reason she decid-

ed to further her education. Another

reason was her desire to do all she could

to help people.

Her mam reason, however, was her

family. "I wanted to come back because I

Itnew that if I didn't in a few years, I

Wouldn't have a job," said Dora.

"The Mississippi Legislature is

presently debating the nursing profes-

sion. They are attempting to employ

more registered nurses. Eventually, all

LPN s will have to go back to school to

become registered nurses," said Dora.

Besides job security, however, Dora

has two children. "In coming back to

school. 1 had my family, as well as myself

in mind. There are things they wanted

that I want them to have, and of course 1

could always use extra money.
'
says

T>ora. ^ , . J
Both students said that the limited

duties of the practical nurse was a very

important reason for their return to

school. "I wanted to do more to help peo-

ple." says Dora. "There are duties I knew

I could perform, but wasn't allowed to. I

feel that since I'm in nursing, I should try

to be the best in it,"

Dora is a freshman ADN student and

Bunnie is a sophomore. Both agree that

the program is difficult, but the results

are rewardmg.

V

tney went door-to-door singing for people.

In 1979 Mark gave his life to Christ and

Ross became a Christian in 1980. Mark
taught himself to play the guitar, which

they use on stage, and the two started

practing

They sang in church on Sunday and

everyone told them how good they sound-

ed together. Mark and Ross started

writing their own music and the two now

go to colleges and churches to sing. This

past summer "Godsong" went to Atlanta

and made a demo tape.

"We are looking forward to singing for

the college," says Mark. The duo hope

everyone will come to the concert, which

will feature their own music and songs by

other artists. Their program includes

about eight original songs in their show of

contemporary gospel music. They will

sing an original song entitled "Peter's

Song" which has proven to be a crowd

favorite.

There will be no admission to the con-

cert. College students and members of

area churches are invited to attend

Newsmaker

Mwlco city Mayor AGUIRRE

Dora Cobbins Bunnie Thompson
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Trojans defang Tigers in their territory Flag football underway

By VERNETTAWHITTAKER
The first day of fall turned out to be the

good omen for the MDJC Trojans as they

defeated the Coahoma Junior College

Tigers 21-0. Saturday, Setp. 21. m
Clarksdale.

The Trojans wasted no time in provmg

that they meant business. On the Trojan's

first possession, fullback Chuck Smith

carried the ball from the 48 yard hne for a

touchdown. The Trojans succeeded in a

two-point conversion effort, but because

of a penalty, the extra points were no

good. The Trojans were moved back 10

yards and Trojan kicker Rodney

Fulgham made the one-point conversion,

making the score 7-0 in the first quarter.

On first possession, a CJC penalty mov-

ed the Tigers to the Trojans* 20 yard line.

However, an MDJC penalty for pass in-

terference moved CJC to the 15 yard line

with a first and 10. Nevertheless, a Tiger

penalty, unsuccessful carries, and a

quarterback sack by Trojan's Ellis Town-

send forced CJC to punt.

The MDJC possession was short, and

the Trojans punted to CJC. A CJC penalty

for roughing the kicker gave the Trojans

the ball once again on the Tiger s 30 yard

line. The first quarter ended at 7-0 in

favor of the Trojans.

The second quarter started off slow

with CJC punting to the Trojans. On the

punt-return, Trojan Kenneth Hauley

fumbled and recovered the ball on the

five yard line. It was at this point, that

CJC finally realized the Trojans had ar-

rived, when Trojan quarterback Levon

Davis ran 95 yards for a touchdown. The

the second quarter.

PAT was good, making the score 14-0 in

CJ*:; was once again unsuccessful in its

scoring drive and punted to MDJC. The

Trojans, however, punted to CJC after

three unsuccessful carries.

CJC could not seem to get a play m
edgewise due to the MDJC defense On

the CJC possession, Trojan's James

Banks intercepted a pass intended for

Coahoma's Alonzo Hunt on the 30 yard

line. After three plays. MDJC quarter-

back John Canale passed to lightend

Bonzell Denson on the 42 yard line for a

first and 10. The second quarter ended

with CJC scoreless to MDJC's 14.

The strong Trojan defense and CJC

penalties stopped the Tigers' scoring

drive cold in the third quarter. CJC was

given another chance to score when MD-

JC was unsuccessful in its score attempt.

It was Tiger ball on the Trojan's 20 yard

line. CJC gained another first and 10 on

the 32 yard line with a pass from CJC

quarterback Wade Streeter to Alonzo

Hunt.

On the CJC second down. Trojan's

David McGhee intercepted a pass intend-

ed for CJC's Hunt and carried it to the 22

yard line. Smith then carried the ball 30

yards for the touchdown, making the

score 20-0. An MDJC penalty for delay of

game forced the Trojans back 10 yards.

However, Fulgam's PAT was still good,

making the score 21-0 at the end of the

third quarter.

Throughout the fourth ;uarter. CJC

was unsucc ^sful in all attempts to score.

The final score was 21-0 in favor of MDJC.

Flu vaccine available now

By SHANNON ESTES
A common respiratory disease occurs

every year and is spread by person-to-

person contact. In 1984. Mississippi alone

reported 562 cases and 16 were fatal. This

illness is called Influenza.

- County health departments are offering

influenza immunizations providing pro-

tection against the current prevalent

strains of flu: Phillipines, Chile, and Rus-

sian. Recipients will again pay $4 per shot

to help cover the cost of the vaccine and

its administration.

The flu shot is available to all Mississip-

pians, but the SUte Health Officer, Alton

B. Cobb, M.D., M.P.H., emphasizes the

need for those at high risk to be immuniz-

ed.

''Vaccination has proved to be the most

effective way of protecting those people

at great risk. Those are people over 65

and people of any age with a chronic il-

lness such as diabetes, severe anemia, or

heart, lung, or kidney disease," he said.

The Sunflower County Health Depart-

ment has scheduled flu shots to be given

Monday, Tuesday. Thursday, and Friday

from 3-5 p.m. weekly for as long as the

vaccine holds out, When the vaccine runs

out, the health department will try to get

some from other counties, said a

spokesperson for the department.

Symptoms include fever chills,

headache, muscle pain, tiredness, mild

sore throat, and inflamation of the nasal

passages. Also, a cough that is often

severe and long-lasting is another symp-

tom. Most patients recover on their own
in about seven days.

Four teams are participating m the in-

tramural flag football season on campus

this fall. Their names are "BSU .

"Belzoni", "Greenwood", and the "Air

Connection".

There are still openings for more

teams according to Dean Robert War-

nock, supervisor of intramurals during

this team.

All intramural games are played on

Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4:30 p.m. on

the field just east of Stennis-Penrod dor-

mitory.

Warnock said that a championship

playoff will climax the season. Trophies

are awarded to the winners of this game.l

The difference in flag football and

regular intercollegiate football is thai

participants are tagged instead of tackled,

to stop the play.

•'Even though the physical contact isi

not as abusive as it is in regular football

the competition is very spirited.
' said

Warnock,

CLASSICAL GUITARIST Giovanni De Chiaro played to a

small audience here in his matinee performance in Tharp

auditorium, Sept. 25, but he received a very enthusiastic

response. De Chiaro will be presented in concert here

sometime next spring Those who missed the first concert

should plan to h-ar iiim when he returns. He's well worth the

time.



Blood Drive

scheduled Nov. 7
A blood drive sponsored by VICA

ocational Industrial Club of America)

,11 be held from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Wednesday. Nov. 7. in the Private Dining

Room of the Vandiver Student Union.

Mississippi Blood Service represen-

tative Donna Gowan along with VICA

Club members will conduct the drive.

The VICA club will attempt to collect

their usual minimum goal of at least 100

pigts or more, said S.A. Brocalo, VICA

club sponsor.

Any student weighing over 100 pounds

and with no medical historv* of heart con-

ditions, low blood count and other pro-

blems is eligible to donate blood.

Mr Brocato urges every eligible person

to participate.

"We feel that the blood drive is one of

the most worthwhile projects we have
We hope someday that we can say that we
saved somebody's life by donating

through the VICA club," Mr. Brocato

said

The club sponsors one blood drive each

semester
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Spectators to hold first meeting Wednesday
The first meeting of the Spectator Club

for 1985-86 will be held Wednesday, Oct.

23. in the Conference room of the Stanny

Sanders Library.

Members of this group are recognized

by instructors of the Language Arts

department and are invited to join the

club.

The club has been effective for nearly

eight years, said Rebecca Scott Shut-

tleworth, head of the Language Arts

Department. It was organized sometime

in the late 1970s.

"We decided that there was a need for a

literary club and that students here could

profit from exposure to writers and

writing." said Mrs. Shuttleworth.

The club is sponsored by each instruc-

tor of the Language Arts department. The

Department includes courses in English,

Library vandalism

on the increase
By CHRIvSTl Alford

If you are guilty of tearing out a page in

a library book or magazine, writing on

library material, or, taking material

from the library without permission, you

are guilty of breaking the law (The

Mississippi Code Section 29-3-303).

In section 39-3-303. the law sUtes that

any person who violates the provisions of

that section is guilty of a misdemeanor

and will be punished by a fine not to ex-

ceed $500. or by a jail sentence not to ex-

ceed six months, or, both.

"This law applies to MDJC and its

students. Proper action will be taken

against anyone who breaks these rules,"

said Mrs. Doris Boyer, head librarian.

Mrs. Boyer and the other librarians at

.MDJC are concerned about the sharp in-

crease in vandalism of library holdings.

''...Other items are

being dropped in there

such as dead raccoons,

live possums, beer

bottles, and stuffed

bell peppers..."

"This problem has been going on for

some time, but it has recently gotten

worse." said Mrs. Boyer. "For example,

the library has a 20-volume collection of

Better Homes and Gardens cookbooks. Of

those 20, only one has not been damaged.

Eight of the nine New York Times

newspapers sent to us this fall have ar-

ticles ripped from them Whole chapters

are being ripped from books. Ink is being

dropped on material. Some of the

material is being stolen."

"MDJC installed a book drop on the

highway for students' convenience, but

other items are being dropped there such

as dead raccoons, live possums, beer bot-

tles, and stuffed bell peppers," said Mrs.

Boyer.

The head librarian said that the staff

has stepped up their efforts in checking

students as they enter and leave the

library. "Since we don't know who is van-

dalising library property, we must con-

tinue to check our students.
"

If any MDJC student is caught destroy-

ing material, he will be banned from fur-

ther use of the library and reported to

Dean Robert Wamock.
"The punishment will be left strictly up

to him." said Boyer.

Foreign Languages, and Journalism.

The students selected portray some

basic interest in creative writing.

Throughout the year the Spectator Club

invites writers and others to speak at

meetings. Members also attend dramatic

and literary programs in the area They

meet once a month on Wednesday at open

period. Specific dates are announced.

Retrospect Rates

The 1985 Retrospect was rated as one ol

the top six yearbooks in the Mississippi

Junior College Press Association Com-
petition this year.

Dr. John Pettibone of the University of

South Alabama was the judge for this

year's competition.

Results of the competition were an-

nounced at the MDJC Kali Workshop

which Publications staff members

recently attended in Natchez.

Melissa James, assisted by Perry

Nelson and Charlene Clunan, edited last

year's book.

DELTA HERALD editors Shannon Estes and Vernetta Whittaker talk-

ed with Gov. Bill Allain in Natchez last week.
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EDITORIALS
~~Cv^^U^ivsare helpful, not harmful

vvvvvvvvv
Ramblin

The Vandiver Student Union closes at

10 00 p.m. nightly. The library closes at

9 00p m.. In the girls' dorm, the curtains

are pulled at 10:00. and the doors are

locked at 11:00. on weeknights. girls

must be in the dorm by 1:00 a.m.and 3:00

a.m. on weekends or ids will be taken by

security. Security officers down coffee

and keeps a wide-eye open for the

unusual.

Curfews and time limits seem to be

attached to every building. AU places on

campus close too early by the studenU*

standards. The question is. why?

There's a saying that nothing good

happens after dark. When we take a look

at recent history, we find that statement

is somewhat true. Such notorious

criminals as the California n^gh^^^^^^"'

Son of Sam. the hillside murderer in

Canfola. a^d even Jack the Ripper did

their dirty deeds after the sun had set in

the West The Oct. 8 death of the coed on

the Northeast Junior College campus m

Booneville. Miss, occurredbetween the

hours of 12 and 2 a.m..

The administration at MDJC has set

curfews, not to imply that MDJC coeds

are children that need to be told when to

come in. but young ladies who need to be

protected from such persons as the one

who killed the Northeast student

StudenU do complain about the curfew

at MDJC; the most common complaint.

..rn^anadultandamberngteated^^^^^

child."Well, this may be true. We are

adults and we do not like curfews but we

^ast consider the ^^^^'^ of

:S is only doing his part m keeping

bad incidents from occurring ^^^"^
'''it seems that curfews are harsh amd

meant in cruelty. They always do. But

when we consider the fact it is done for

TtHdents protection, i^hould ma^^^^

more understanding and grateful that we

have a caring administration and security

staff.

MississippiHistoryfuttofinteresting
trivia

By SHANNON ESTES
Most people don't realize how in-

teresting local history and trivia really is.

The state is full of fascinating facts and

stores that most of us take for granted.

For instance, how many states do you

know of that have tried and hanged a Vice

President for treason?

Mississippi is full of interesting facts.

The area of Natchez, caUed "Natchez

under the hill", consists of only one street

now. At one time there were 300 or more

feet to the area, but the Corps of

Engineers straightened out the l)end in

the river near Natchez and the under-the-

hill part was washed away in time.

On top of that, the soil of Natchez is

unlike any other soil in the world, except

mainland China. It consists of sand which

is on top of clay.

Mississippi raises more pond-raised

catfish, more cotton, and more paper

shelled pecans than any other place in the

world. The Mississippi river is the third

longest river in the world, and if it had

been surveyed correctly during it s

discovery it would be the second longest

river in the world.

Mississippi has had six to eight flags,

depending upon which part you live in,

since its discovery. She has had a civil

war fought on her turf. She has had her

share of major floods in the past century,

and she was one of the first states to pro-

duce junior colleges.

The stories behind Mississippi's Indian

tribes are interesting, also. The Natchez

tribe is claimed by some to be related to

some of the Central or South American

tribes. The Choctaw and Chickasaw

tribes were, at one time, one tribe. When

they were moving into the Mississippi

area they were being led by two brothers.

Each of the brothers had a stick which he

stuck into the ground every night. One

morning, one stick stood straight and one

leaned to the south. The brother whose

stick stood straight decided to stay there

with his followers, and the rest followed

the other brother to the south. Those

became known as the ChocUws.

The names of the local towns and areas

are just as interesting. Many people

believe that the town of Anguilla was

named after an Indian. The truth of the

matter is the "An" part came from a

woman's name (Anne) and the "guUla

part came from the African name for

village.

The town of Nitta Yuma came from the

Indian word for "bear track". When some

of the early explorers came down Deer

Creek their Indian guide saw a bear track

and exclaimed "Nitta Yuma" at its pre-

sent sight.

The town of Kosciusko was named after

the revolutionary hero Kosciusko.

The facts mentioned here are just the

tip of the iceberg. Mississippi is filled

with aU kinds of interesting material just

waiting to be uncovered by someone who

is willing to take the time to find it.

By SHANNON ESTES
A freshman girl at Northeast Missij

pi Junior College was found murdei,

her dorm room early on the morniL
Oct. 8. Her drill rifle appeared to b?
possible murder weapon.

No motive for the crime was h

mediately identifiable.
Authoritti

speculated that the murderer had cli

ed through the window of the dorm n
because the screen on that window

been cut.

Early reactions to the story rai

from shock to disbelief that such

episode had occurred on a Missis

junior college campus.

Northeast has a reputation for

very strict on security and enforcemi,

of curfew. Its location inside the cit

limits of a fairly large town also sect

to lend added security.

Last year oiu- women's dorm had itsj

own midnight prowler who seem«d'

harmless at the time. Now, one

wonder just how hamless this person

ly was.

Stricter security measures on a!! ji

college campuses will probably be

result of the Northeast episode.

One way for the students here to

guard against this kind of attack woulc

to start some kind of watch similar toi

neighborhood watches that some com

munities now support.

Another way for students to heip pro-

tect themselves might be to keep a dorm

buddy around after dark.

One thing is certain, however,

everything that can be done to prevent

anymore of this kind of crime from hap-

pening should be done.

There are all kinds of people rui

loose in this world, so extra

should be taken by everyone - even

of us who move about on a tranquil

Mississippi Junior College campus.

Dorm safety questions raised following murder at Northeast

By SHERYL DUNN
On Tuesday. Oct. 8, a coed was beaten

to death in her dorm room on the Nor-

theast Junior College campus in

Booneville.

How safe are the dorms here at MDJC?
Are students protected from an incident

such as the one that occurred on the Nor-

theast campus?
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Commissioner of Public Safety Jim

Roberts issued a statement after the

murder of Northeast saying that

homicides on college campuses in

Mississippi are rare.

According to Dean Robert L. Wamock,

dean of students, who is in charge of cam-

pus security at Mississippi Delta, this

campus is adequately protected. "We've

added another security guard at night

and the trees in front of the girls' dorm

are being trimmed for visibility pur-

poses," said Warnock. The campus is also

very well lighted."

Two security guards patrol the campus

at night, checking to see that everything

is in order and nothing suspicious is going

on. At least one security guard is on duty

at all times.

The girls dorm area, as well as the

parking lot at the boys dorm, is well-

lighted. Lights have also been put up all

over campus.

Girls' Dorm occupants have a set of

rules and regulations to follow that help

ensure their safety. The girls have a

curfew of 1 a.m. on Monday thi

Wednesday and 2 a.m. on Thursday.;

girl comes in after curfew, a seal

guard lets her in and her I.D. is Ukenl

'*Many girls wonder why they har

curfew since they are in college.

Dean Warnock. *'Curfews are set

security purposes and to avoid situat

like the one on the Northeast campi**

There has never been an incide

happen on the MDJC campus like thci

at Northeast.
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Should all faculty members
require student essays?
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By BETTY WATSON
Dr. T.J. Ray. from the University of

Mississippi, conducted a workshop on

writing at MDJC Tuesday, Oct. 15. In

speaking to our teachers, he emphasized

the fact ihat students in every field of

study must be able to communicate well

in order to succeed. In implementing

training for this skill, he said, all teachers

should require of their students some

writing.

A major cause for emphasis on writing

skills is an economic reason. Mississippi

is competing with other states in trying to

attract new businesses. Companies will

not locate here if the potential work force

can not cope in a high-tech world.

Leaders in business and professional

areas are calling for workers more profi-

cient in handling paperwork. In that

paperwork, it is content of writing that is

of greatest importance. "Leave the

niceties of grammar to secretaries and to

work processors," he said. Thanks a lot.

Dr. Ray!

I disagree with him on that point. I

believe that good standard grammar

makes writing clear and easy to unders-

tand. I agree, though, that a person's

ability to communicate is the best indica-

tion of the success he can achieve in his

field.

The idea that all teachers should re-

quire writing is not new, but it is not a

very popular idea among professors. Not

many people are going to jump at the

chance to grade term papers. It seems to

me. however, that there are at least two

good reasons for having students to write.

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITORS

NOTICE: Letters to the Editors

Welcomed
The staff of The Herald is publishmg

letters to the editors. Any student who

wants to voice his opinion, or. make a sug-

gestion on any aspect of campus govern-

ment, organizations, athletics, or. dorm

life and commuting, may have it printed

for the benefit of the student body^ These

letters will be printed on the second page -

the editorial page - of The Herald.

Letters should be turned m to Shannon

Estes or Vernetta Whittaker m the

Publications Office.

Letters must be signed, but the identity

of the writer will be withheld upon re-

quest Letters should be properly written,

in good letter form, and in Standar

English. The Herald will not publish let-

ters containing obscene, or, other vulgar

language.

First, students learn by writing. Anyone
who has ever suffered through a cor-

respondence course would agree to this

point. As simple an assignment as writing

an outline of each lesson helps the student

to structure material in order to learn it

for himself. This type of writing is not

necessarily graded by the professor who
assigns it.

Second, handling paperwork for certain

types of work is a learned skill which the

student can acquire. Business and profes-

sional paperwork usually consists of

reports, summaries, defense of pro-

posals, evaluations, explanations and

commands to other workers.

So. if I were a teacher in another

discipline, I would give short assignments

with varied emphasis. I would ask for a

short report on a magazine article, telling

one point the author made about

something related to our work.

Another time, I would assign a short

summary, or an explanation of a point in

a new unit of work. I would occasionally

let students show how to do something, or

tell how a process is carried out. As Dr.

Ray suggested. 1 would check primarily

for content, and I would give at least as

much positive feedback as negative for

each paper. I would give students one

good form for field reports, progress

reports, and lab reports, and I would tell

them to use common sense in adapting

forms to work requirements.

I would not assign a 10-page footnoted

term paper and ask Mrs. Watson to check

the grammar.

Study—2year college students

as dependent on aid

as 4-year students
Contrary to popular belief, community

college students are as dependent on

financial aid as their counterparts at

four-year institutions, a recently released

survey indicates.

The survey, conducted by the United

States Student Association (USSA).

shows that about 30 percent of community

college students say they would be forced

to drop out of school if they didn't have

financial aid.

Because costs are lower at two-year

schools, many state and federal

lawmakers assume financial aid is not as

important to community college students

But the report's authors say that

because community college students

have less income, they are as dependent

on financial aid as students attending

more expensive four-year schools.

USSA legislative director Kathy Ozer

says the survey results will be used in the

group's federal lobbying effort, and as

part of the plans to expand organizaing

activity on the nation's 1.300 community

college campuses.

"The results of the survey didn't sur-

prise us. but we are encouraged by the ex-

tent to which community college students

say they want to get involved more.
"

Ozer says.

"A lot of people told us this is the first

time anyone had asked them what they

thought about higher education issues.

The survey, funded by about $40,000 in

grants from the College Board, the Ford
Foundation and the American College

Testing Service, is based on the views of

atwut 100 community college students

who testified at five hearings USSA held

last year, and on questionnaires com-

pleted by about 1,000 community college

students.

The survey shows that:

• About 40 percent of community col-

lege students did not have easy access to

financial aid information when they first

enrolled.

• Students and their families are in-

timidated by the complexity of financial

aid forms.

• About 40 percent of community col-

lege students behcve the federal formula

used to compute financial aid eligibility

overestimates the amount a student's

family can be expec'ed to contribute.

• Most community college students feel

they don't have enough impact on campus

governance,

• Community college students are less

likely to participate in school activities

than students at 4-year schools because of

work or family obligations

Ozer says that among other proposals,

the survey results will be used to lobby for

legislation requiring schools to set aside

some of their financial aid money for

part-time students.

Academic faculty takes a look at computer software

PR T.J. RAY of Die Miss shows instructor Charlie Joiner how to use

computer software in the teaching of history.
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MDJC shoppers scarce

in downtown Moorhead

Belle's Box

Bv HAROLD WILLIAMS
A recent survey conducted by The

Herald reveals that Moorhead nnerchants

believe that students at MDJC do not shop

in downtown Moorhead and that they con-

sequently have little positive effect on the

economy of downtown Moorhead.

Merchants were quick to point out that

the school itself and its employees who

Uve in Moorhead do have some effect.

Reactions of some area merchants in-

terviewed in the survey follow:

Harry Collins. Collins* Drug Store: The

college does have an impact on the

economy of Moorhead by producing

a lot of foot traffic through the town,

and with this traffic business will

naturally come. Although 1 don't get

many student customers, I receive

business from school employees who

Uve in Moorhead.

Henry Abies, Moorhead Cleaners: There

is a difference in business when

school is in session. I clean the band

uniforms and the bed dressings used

in the nursing program. There is also

some business in the summer from

employees who live here.

Joe Acree. Donald's Drug Store: My
main business is from employees liv-

ing in Moorhead with a little from

students. There is. however, a

significant summer decrease in ac-

tivity.

C.J. Wong, Lamb's Grocery: Student

business is nominal but school

employees do have some effect.

Although we have a large enough

variety and competitive prices,

students don't know of our business.

Janie Landrum. J&J Package Store: The

college has a definite impact on

downtown economy, but we get very

little business from it because most

student are underaged. The Alcohol

Beverage Control Division (ABC) re-

quires us to t)e extra strict and I per-

sonally wouldn't sell to underaged

kids anyway. At the beginning of

school we usually get a lot of

underaged customers trying to buy,

but they quickly get the message,

NO!
Doyle Knight, Knight's Pool Hall: I

wouldn't have any business if it

weren't for the college. 99 percent of

my customers are students. During

the summer I close up altogether.

The kids come in (more at night than

day) eat and play pool with no

behavior problems. The school is a

definite benefit to my business.

Sylvester Ingram, Ingram's Grocery: We
get very little business from the col-

lege. Our prices are competitive, but

because of our location, many
students don't even know us. We are

well-known for our foot-longs and

will be adding new features to im-

prove business.

Ann Roberts. Roberts* Yellowdog
Restaurant: The college has a

definite impact on business because

we close the restaurant down entire-

ly during the summer. During school

there is a particular increase in gas.

junk food, and Skoal sales. We have

some student regulars who become

like members of the family the nine

months they are here.

Shirley Pilgrim. Pilgrim's Department

Store: Students have a definite im-

pact on business, apparent by less

store traffic during the summer. We
try to show our appreciation of the

school by offering students a 10 per-

cent discount with I D s. We also

stock the articles of the cafeteria

uniforms. We're glad to help because

the college does more for the com-

munity than most people realize

Elizabeth Coleman, manager. Double-

Quik: The students have a slight im-

pact on business. Because there are

also many people who stop through

on their way to work all the time,

there's never much of a business

slowdown.

Bing Barner. Vice president, manager of

Bank off Moorhead: There is an in-

crease in transactions at the first

part of the school term and also

around the time grant checks are

given out. We get some new accounts

but most students use their

hometown bank accounts. We are

also no more wary of students than

we are of others who have no ac-

counts here and actually have less

trouble with student checks bounc-

ing.

All of the merchants were unanimous in

their voicing that they are glad to have

the business from students that they

already receive. They all would like to get

more student trade.

Make Halloween '85 a delicious one

with a different twist for apples as sug-

gested in the Octok>er issue of Seventeen

Snap, Crackle Chocolate Pops

Materials:

7 medium size Mcintosh apples

7 popsicle sticks

1 pkg. (12 oz.) semisweet chocolate

morsels

2 teaspoons shortening

3/4 cup coarsely chopped peanuts

Steps:

1. After washing, drying and removing

stems from apples, insert popsicle

sticks and stand apples on a cookie

sheet lined with wax paper.

2. Melt chocolate over medium hot

double-boiler. Stir in shortening.

3. Dip each apple into chocolate, until ap-

ple is covered halfway.

4. Lift apply out and let chocolate drip

over boiler.

5. Sprinkle nuts over covered apple.

6. Refrigerate one hour before serving.

"It takes everybody

working together to

make the community
grow

BUBBA PILGRIM of Pilgrim's Store shows Karen Tidwell and Ottis'

Spurgeon a pair of jeans.
DALE KIMBRELL makes an order while Keith Wells enjoys his free

time in the Moorhead Pool Hall.
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Jdayor believes merchants could attract more college trade

fjiayoT Steve Oswalt of Moorhead

(jiscussed his views on the causes of the

lack of student trade with downtown

Moorhead merchants with a Herald

reporter recently.

The mayor pointed out several reasons

which he thinks are possible causes of the

trade problem. He also suggested some

possible remedies.

The mayor also emphasized that fact

that the town's sales tax revenue rises

during periods when the college is in

regular session with dormitory occupan-

cy

The 1984 monthly sales tax reports m-

(Jicate that sales tax collections in

Moorhead during the months of October

and November rose to $5,324.36 as

compared with the yearly low of

$2,745.69 in July. The mayor said that

these figures seem to indicate that the

students do have some effect on the

downtown economy, but he stresses that

it could be much better.

The mayor said that prices are higher

on many items in Moorhead than they are

in neighboring towns. He explamed that

l)ecause Moorhead is not a large town,

prices have to be slightly higher in order

for merchants to turn a profit.

Another reason cited by Oswalt for the

lack of students trade locally is the fact

that many merchants do not cater to the

college. "With all of the potential

customers that the college has to offer, it

would be practical for merchants to stock

items that they know the students want to

buy." the mayor said.

Mayor Oswalt also said that it is the

merchants' responsibility to go out and

get business "It's as if they (merchants)

are satisfied with business as it is. but

they know that they could use the

students" business," he said. "Placing

ads in the college paper is a way of attrac-

ting attention to a business, but if you

want to attract business, you run student

specials, offer student discounts, or

something to get the message across - I

want your business"

"To my knowledge." the mayor added,

"only one merchant (Pilgrim's) has done

something like that."

Oswalt also said that improving the ap-

pearance of the downtown area might

make more people willing to shop there

Oswalt said that the merchants and the

community need to work together to

make the students feel more at home in

Moorhead.

In addition to the annual watermelon

cutting which the town of Moorhead spon-

sors. Oswalt suggested that the town

perhaps could promote student interest

by stagmg a street dance or a downtown

picnic.

"It is alarming with the college here

that we don't have a larger downtown

area for all of the potential business,"

said Mayor Oswalt. "The college is a big

part of Moorhead and its business alone

can help the community to grow if the

merchants take advantage of it. I wish

the situation could be corrected. It takes

everybody working together to make the

community grow."

Sidewalkpoll

Do you shop in Moorhead?

Dear Marie Carson

HAROLD WILLIAMS
In a campus sidewalk poll, several MD-

C students were given the opportunity to

xpress their attitudes about trade with

oisinesses in downtown Moorhead. They

were asked such questions as; "Do you

shop in Moorhead? Why don't you shop in

Moorhead? and What would you buy if

you were to shop downtown?" The

responses are as follows:

DIANE KELLY. Belzoni - Yes. I would

like to shop in Moorhead because

most of the stores I've been in have

nice things to choose from at

reasonable prices.

LEONARD HUDSON. Greenville - 1 don't

shop in Moorhead except to buy beer

and gas because they are necessary.

Besides, the stores look deserted.

LORETTA McCOOL, Louise - I've never

been to downtown Moorhead. but if I

do go and something catches my at-

tention. Ml buy it.

f

SHIRLEY BROWN. Indianola - I don't

shop here because my sisters don't

come. If I need anything. I will buy it

in my hometown because it has a

wider selection.

INEZ KATES. Greenwood - I don't shop

in Moorhead because I don t like the

style of their clothes.

SARAH JOHNSON. Drew I don't shop in

Moorhead because the appearance of

the stores does not attract my atten-

tion.

TINA SIMMONS. Cleveland - I have

never been shopping in Moorhead

because I'm always too busy study-

ing.

CAROLYN STEELE. Sunflower - Yes. I

have shopped here but the prices are

extremely above-average.

JEREMIAH SELMON. Leiand I don t

shop in Moorhead because I don t

have time, and 1 wouldn't buy

anything mainly because I do all of

mv shopping at home.

DEIRDRE HVGGINS. Moorhead - Yes. I

have shopped here but the prices are

above average and the quality is

below standard.

ALICE JOHNSON. Inverness - I haven't

shopped in Moorhead because I don't

think it has a good shopping center.

ALEX ROSS. Leiand - I don't shop in

Moorhead because the stores do not

appeal to me. If I did buy something

it would probably be lunch.

CASSANDRA McPHERSON. Isola - I

don't shop here because the shoppmg

centers here don't have the kinds of

clothing I like.

MARIAN WILKINS. Greenville I

haven't shopped here yet, but I would

if I saw some clothing I wanted.

MISSY COCKRELL. Rolling Fork - I

don't shop here because I go home

everyday and don't have time. I

would probably buy food.

JAMES OAKES. Moorhead I don't shop

here because the selection is not

large enough. If I did buy anything, it

would probably be food.

MELISSA SQUALLS. CarrolUon - I

haven't shopped here yet because the

stores are always closed when 1 go

downtown. I would probably buy

clothing.

DENISE OLLIE. Uta Bena - 1 have had a

chance to shop in Moorhead and I

bought several articles of clothing.

CHARITY SALES. Greenville I don't

shop here because most of the stores

I went in were dusty, the clothes

were priced too high, and weren't my

style.

DAVID McGHEE. Greenwood I don I

shop in Moorhead because the adver-

tising is not appealing and costs are

too high.

A.C. CRAWFORD. Rosedale - 1 don't shop

here because the stores don't have

anything I like and prices are too

high.

Dear Marie Carson.

I'm a freshman General Education

major here at MDJC. I was an honor

student in highschool. and I am used to

making A s and B's. My problem is that

since I've been in school, I haven't doing

so well in my studies. 1 spend adequate

studying, but I still fall short on test

grades. What is the problem? Is college

that much different from highschool?

Signed.

Honor Student

Dear Honor student.

College is different from highschool.

just because you aren't making a* and

B'in college doesn't mean you aren't any

smarter than ytm were in highschool. The

first semester of college is a time for

adjustment. You're entitled to make

some low gradges. College classes are

harder than highschool. Instructors leach

reading, writing, and arilhemalic on a

higher level. If you know that you've done

your best in your classes, don't worry if

your grades are not A's orB's. To make

sure, however, that you are doing your

best, spend a little more than

"adequate" time studying.

LISA PORTER pumps gas at Doublekwik.
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Paper staff attends MJCPA meeting

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
While they were learning about dif-

ferent aspects of college journahsm, five

members of the Delta Herald staff also

caught a glimpse of Mississippi history in

the town of Natchez.

Delta Herald editors, Shannon Estes

and Vernetta WhitUker, along with

photographers, Jim Kitcheil and Harry

Brisco, and reporter Karen Cook attend-

ed the fall meeting of the Mississippi

Junior CoUege Press Association on

Thursday. Oct. 10 through Friday, Oct. U
in Natchez. Through the eyes of the

editor, the trip is described as followed:

The group left campus at 10 a.m.,

Thursday morning and arrived at the

Natchez Ramada Inn at 1:15 p.m. The

first two workshops began at 1:45. The

group spht up and Shannon, Jim, and

Harry attended a photography workshop

on proper techniques for good

photography for newspapers and year-

books. Karen. Miss Laney Woolen, and I

attended a yearbook layout workshop

presented by Jacqueline Edmondson, a

representative of Taylor Publishing of

Dallas. Texas.

We sat in workshops until 4 o'clock with

only a 15-minute break and no food. The

subject of the 3 o'clock workshop was

newspaper advertising sales which was

appropriate for me and co-editor Shan-

non, since the Delta Herald will soon sell

advertisements. The workshop was

presented by Jim Elsberry, advertising

manager for the Natchez Democrat: the

Natchez newspaper.

After the workshops, our director

decided that we young Deltans needed to

be exposed to some real Mississippi

history, so she booked us for a 5 o'clock

tour on a riverboat. It was 4:15. and we

were to meet the group at 4:45 This gave

us 30 minutes to unload luggage and eat.

Instead of unpacking. Karen and I went to

the hotel restaurant.

We knew we would have to eat fast so

we ordered quicky sandwiches, grilled

cheese and tomato. For the next 25

minutes, we sat listening to our stomachs

growl waiting on grilled cheese. At 4:30.

we were served, and at 4:50 we were

meeting the group. What happened bet-

ween then is a mystery to me.

The riverboat ride was very nice. The

two captains were some characters. One

whose name was Mike acted as narrator

for the trip. Mike had a very broad

knowledge of Mississippi River and

shared with us some very interesting

facts. But Mike could also outlie a

crosstie.

*

How is this for Mississippi history?

There were two Indian lovers of dif-

ferent tribes whose families would not

allow their relationship. The sUr-crossed

lovers in their desire to be together ran

away The father of the young maiden

had a change of heart and decided to per-

mit the relationship for his daughter s

happiness. He sent a posse to look for the

couple who were by now long gone.

The maiden's name was Crossing Deer,

and the brave's name was Falling Rocks.

The father of Crossing Deer later learned

that he was a grandfather. Crossing Deer

and Falling Rocks had produced a son,

Slippery when Wet. When you are on the

highway watch out for Crossing Deer or

Falling Rocks!

And I thought the story was true. They

say if you learn to drive a sUndard-shift

car, you can drive anything with a steer-

ing wheel, including riverboaU. I should

know, I drove a riverboat.

Miss Wooten proceeded to show us the

wonders of Natchez which included

Under the Hill, a small viUage that really

is located under a hill. We had the

pleasure of eating under the hill at the

Cock of the Walk, a historically decorated

restaurant. We had a delicious dinner of

catfish. You can take us out of the Delta,

but you can not take the DelU out of us.

Miss Wooten promised us walking tour

of downtown Natchez at 8 Friday morn-

ing. For people who are used to getting up

at 10:00, this was an offer we couldn't

refuse. The tour was very educational

though. We saw some of the beautiful

antebellum homes that Natches is so

famous for, the St. Mary's Cathedral, the

oldest cathedral in Mississippi built in

1700s, and other old buildings such as th**

King's Tavern, which is just wha( u
a tavern built in 1789. We had the ot

tunity to taste French doughnuts
pliments of our director, the grou^
"beignets" pronounced ben-ye.

Besides the historial building a^d
doughnuts, we also saw the place wi

Gov. Bill Allain gets his haircut, and
saw Gov. Bill Allain. Yes, Gov
evidently took time from his

schedule to come to Natchez for a haii

**Just like old times," were his
enatfl

words.

Such a wonderful morning couldn't]

forever, and at 9:45 we were sittir

another seminar. This seminar was
qq]

writing and was presented by Carolyn

Smith, feature writer for the Nqic

Democrat Times and author of a

this seminar also very educational,

our staff brought home some very he
writing techniques.

The conclusion of the meeting was

yearbook awards ceremony. We are

ud to annoimce that the MDJC Retm^
received Honorable Mention in the y
t)Ook competition. Of 15 junior coil

yearbooks judged, the Retrospect ranked

fifth.

The Delta Herald staff would like to

thank the administration for a wonderful

learning experience.

;

'C

Professional Feature writer Carolyn Smith
tells student journalists about the

highlights and pitfalls of feature writing.

The Herald staff sits outeide a coffee shop in Natchez [L-R Karen Cook, Harry Bri

Veraette Whittaker, Shannon Estes, and Miss Wooten].

The river boat captain tells his passengers
fascinating stories about Natchez-under-
the-hill [Photo by Harry Briscoe].

Years Ago...
"Rat Fink" Anger

"Students at Amherst College are protesting a
new set of parietal rules, including a so-called 'rat
fink' clause which makes all residents in each dor-
mitory responsible for reporting violations of the
social code," College Press Service reported on
October 5, 1965.

A view of the Mississippi River Bridge from the Ramada faio in Natdi«<

wwfcabops were held [Plioto by Jim KItchel].

the
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Trojans defeat Holmes in homecoming victory
The MDJC Trojans enjoyed a 31-14

lomecoming victory over the Holmes

lunior College Bulldogs, Saturday, Oct. 5.

Both teams were scoreless in the first

^quarter. Early in the second quarter

however. Trojan Derrick Smith
recovered a fumble in the Bulldog end-

zone for a touchdown. The PAT by

Rodney Fulgham was no good making the

score S-O with 6:46 left in the second

quarter With 3:02 left in the game
quarterback John Canale passed to Keith

Block who ran five yards for a

touchdown. The Trojans failed at the two-

point conversion, leaving the score 12-0 at

ha Iftime.

Holmes made the only touchdown for

the third quarter. Quarterback Ricky

Carter scored a touchdown from the one

yard-line. The PAT by Shane Johnson

was good bringing the Bulldogs back into

the game with 12-7.

In the fourth quarter. Richard Smith

blocked a Holmes punt Justm Bozeman

recovered the ball for the Trojans and ran

for an eight yard touchdown The PAT by

Fulgham was good and Trojans lead. 19-7.

Holmes came back with an eight-yard

touchdown pass from Carter to Michael

Steele. The PAT was good, with 7:04 left

TroiansfalltoNWJC21-28
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The MDJC Trojans fell to the Nor-

thwest Junior College Rangers, 21-28,

Saturday, Oct. 12 in Senatobia, Miss.

The Trojans seemed very enthusiastic

about the game as they held the Rangers

scoreless most of the first quarter.

The Trojan defense proved to be the

strong force when MDJC Andy White

recovered a Northwest fumble on the 40

yard-line. On another Ranger first and 10,

Northwest fumbled again and Trojan

Tyrone Miles recovered the ball on the 30

yard-line. MDJC did not score however,

and punted back to Northwest.

The first touchdown was made by a

pass-off from Northwest quarterback

Leon Reed to Houston Agnew. The PAT

by Ranger kicker, Jary Tindall was good,

making the score 0-7 with 2:32 left in the

first quarter.

A penalty and an unsuccessful field-

goal attempt by Rodney Fulgham gave

Northwest possession of the ball on the 32

yard-line. Northwest was unable to score

and punted to MDJC.
The Northwest defense held the Trojan

offense tight and it seemed that kicking

was going to dominate the game. Nor-

thwest Agnew broke the kicking

monotony when he fumbled the ball and

Trojan David McGhee recovered. Delta

declined a Northwest penalty and receiv-

ed first and 10 on the 43 yard-line. MDJC
still could not score and punted to Nor-

thest.

However, on Northwest's first and 10.

Steve Ross fumbled, and MDJC's Cor-

nelius Johnson recovered the ball giving

the Trojans first and goal.

Quarterback. Levon Davis carried the

ball for the first Trojan touchdown. The

PAT by Fulgham was good, tying the

score at 7-7 with 6:32 left in the second

quarter.

An intercepted pass intended for

Deander Stevenson gave Northwest a

chance at a field-goal which the Rangers

failed, ending the first half.

The first touchdown of the third quarter

was made by Doug Shaw for the Rangers.

The PAT made the score 7-13. The Tro-

jans were not to be outdone. On the MDJC
possession, Davis passed to Victor

Mosson who ran 71 yards for a

touchdown. The PAT was good tying me
score once again at 14-14.

The Northwest Rangers, thoroughly

shaken up fumbled the ball again, and

Trojan Dale Randle recovered the ball

and scored the touchdown, the PAT was

good and the Trojans lead the Rangers

21-14.

The Trojan defense was on the move

and Reed felt the sting of Delta's Casey

Cobb as he sacked him on the 23 yard-line

To further the injury, Trojan Ricky Lum-

ford intercepted a pass intended for

Ranger Michael Edmondson, and Reed

later fumbled again and Trojan Steve

Robinson recovered.

Northwest regained their bearing and

scored a touchdown late in the third

quarter when Reed threw a pass to

Robert Brown The PAT was good, tying

the score for the third time at 21-21.

In the fourth quarter, the final

touchdown of the game was made by a

pass from Reed to Anthony Campbell.

The PAT was good and the Rangers lead

21-28. The Trojans were unable to score

again leaving the score 21-28. Northwest.

Creative writers comer

in the game. Deander Stevenson scored

another Trojan touchdown on a 71-yard

run. The two point conversion was no

good, making the score 25-7. With 53

seconds left in the game. Trojan Rodney

Cooks scored on a 60-yard punt return.

The PAT was no good. The game ended at

31-14 for the Trojans.

Newsmaker

DON JOHNSON

Country Nights

By MICKEY WHEELER
The night is young-warm yet peaceful 1

stand along at the end of the rickety old

wooden house, gazing into the starlit sky.

I hear the halcyon sounds of the com-

munity From the bayou bank behmd the

house comes the strange chatter of

crickets, carrying on their private con-

cersations. The evening is tranquil. I

decide to wander.
.

Across the black-top. a cotton field is

easy to see because of the snow-like top.

Down the road rests an old black juke

joint, which has been there for quite some

time. Inside is a dilapidated juke box with

very few records; one old pool Uble,

almost worn out; and a grill for cooking

hamburgers, very good hamburgers at

that, m that back room, a crap table

keeps the older Blacks busy. The younger

ones occupy the front. As usual a fnenc^

game of spades is going on at one of the

raggedy old Ubies. Charlie and Enc

Gr^e two brothers, and the local

drunks argue over a game of pool.

"Eric, I'm gonna shoot you. Don't

make me shoot you now, Eric."

"Hey Percy! Charlie, he got this gun

again."

Generally neither one is right in the

argument. But Charlie wins because Eric

chickens out after being threatened by his

younger brother. They never cause any

trouble; they just mainly run their

mouths.

Mable. dressed in a huge red dress with

a dingy old apron wrapped around her

over-sized hips, stands behind the grill

making the hamburgers. Every once in a

while she turns around and smiles, show-

ing every gold tooth in her head. Beads of

sweat gather on the brow of her shining

black face as she slaves over the scor-

ching grill.

Outside across the bayou, engines of the

John Deere tractors roar. Up the road an

old cotton gin is seldom used but becomes

very reliable when needed. Tonight is is

in full operation. Surrounding the gin. old

house trailers are the homes of the Blacks

who work at the gin and keep the juke

joint rocking.

Beside one of the trailers rests an old

1967 Cadillac with no tires. Most of the

windows have been broken out by the

young Black kids as they play on the

abandoned ride. Out in the once-black-

topped road, the kids frolic at chase and

kick-the-can as the dogs nip at their heels

Down the road an old country store with

a very badly faded sign is the stomping

ground for the community rednecks. In-

side. Harold and Richard quarrel over

who is going to buy the next round of beer.

The store keeps pretty busy, especially on

rainy days. This is where all the farm

hands go to blow all their bill money. The

only sounds mside tonight are the

cUshing of pool balls as Billy Ray. dress^

ed in a pair of unbuttoned overalls, and

Clarence Tyler, wearing a pair of combat

boots, play their everlasting game of

pool.

Over in the corner sits the owner of the

store, a faded old Wonder Bread cap per-

ched on his head. As he relaxes on a milk

can, sipping an Old Milwaukee, he wat-

ches the two play the game and spit

tobacco juice on his squeaky hardwood

floor.

The mosquitoes hum in my ears as I

move on back toward home. As usual, the

television is blasting in the house next

door. Mrs. Timbs always watches the Fri-

day night movie.

Inside my house I hear the cuckoo clock

strike eight. Now 1 know it's my bed time.

As I walk through the shabby old screen

door. I look back All 1 can see is a dark,

yet peaceful, little community right at my

door steps.
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Trojans to face regional champs
in season's opener

John Vickers. who is entering his 18th

year as head coach in men's basketball

here says the competition in the

Mississippi junior college intercollegiate

basketball league this year is expected to

get tough quickly for the Trojans.

Vickers' conclusion is based on the fact

that MDJC will face the 1984-85 regional

champions Hinds Jr. CoUege - in their

season's opener. Nov. 4. The Trojans wiU

play Hinds in the Raymond gym.

"We will open our season against the

regional champs, and I hope that our

team and the student body doesn't get

discouraged after our first game," said

Vickers.

The Trojans play a return

doubleh^ader against Hinds here on Nov.

7.

Vickers' team will be out to improve

their 6-21 record compiled in 1984-85.

The Trojans have five returning

players on the squad. They are Reginal

Carr, forward. Cleveland; Ronnie Kent,

forward, Greenwood; Jim Morris, center,

Greenwood; AC. Crawford, forward,

Rosedale; Fred Polk, forward, Green-

wood.

New members of the squad are: Leslie

Taylor, guard, Pace; Patrick Herman,

Walden optimistic about Lady Trojans chances

The Lady Trojans open their 1985-86 in-

tercollegiate season, Nov. 4. when they

play Hinds Jr CoUege at Raymond.

As he enters his eighth year of coaching

women's basketball at MDJC. Coach

Buddy Walden continues to be optimistic.

Walden. whose team posted a 12-13

record in 1984-85. said that even though

last year was his most successful year

here, he expects this year to be much bet-

ter.

Walden is relying heavily on his four

returning sophomores to give the needed

leadership to carry the 10 freshmen

through the year.

Walden has scheduled 23 games and

three tournaments for the 1985-86 inter-

collegiate season.

The women's team has been practicing

once a day - Monday through Thursday -

since Sept. 1. Beginning this week, the

team will participate in twice-daily prac-

tices on a six-day-a-week basis. They will

also have two night practices weekly.

The Lady Trojan roster includes:

Elaine Bailey. 6' center/forward from

Moorhead; Mildred Holmes, 5'6" guard

from Shaw; Martha McKnight. 5*8"

center/forward from Belzoni; Sandra

Williams, 6' center/forward from In-

dianola ; Bessie Banks, 5'9" forward from

Beulah; Ramona Bolden, 57" guard from

Chicago, 111., Mary Dodson, 5'5" guard

from Clarksdaie; Pearlie Dunson, 5'7"

forward from Anguilla;

Joyce Hendon, 5'3" guard from In-

dianola; Shelia Jackson 5'6" guard/for-

ward from Louise; Lisa Pearson, 5'H"

center from Gunnison; Lori Wilkerson,

5'8" forward from Belzoni; and Joyce

Wilson, 5'9" forward from Rosedale.

Basketball 1 985-86 Basketball Schedule

Nov. 4 Hinds Junior College at Raymond
Nov. 7 Hinds Junior College at MDJC
Nov. 8 Southwest Miss. Junior College at Summit
Nov. 11 Copiah-Lincoln Junior College at MDJC
Nov. 14 : East Central Junior College at MDJC
Nov. 18 East Miss. Junior College at Scooba
Nov. 21 Holmes Junior College at MDJC
Nov. 22 East Central Junior College at Decatur
Nov. 25,26 Miss. Delta Invitational Tournament (men) at MDJC

(Hinds, Pearl River, Holmes, MDJC)
Nov. 25,26 Invitational Tournament (women) TBA
Dec. 5 Northwest Miss. Junior College at MDJC
Dec. 9 Southwest Miss. Junior College at MDJC
Jan, 6 Copiah-Lincoln Junior College at Wesson
Jan. 9 Phillips County Community College at Helena, Ark.
Jan. 13 Coahoma Junior College at Clarksdaie
Jan. 14 Phillips County Community College at MDJC
Jan. 16 Northeast Mississippi Junior College at Booneville
Jan. 20 Itawamba Junior College at Fulton
Jan. 23 East Mississippi Junior College at MDJC
Jan. 27 Holmes Junior College at Goodman

3 Northwest Miss. Junior College at Senatobia
® Coahoma Junior College at MDJC
10 Northeast Miss. Junior College at Booneville
13 Itawamba Junior College at MDJC

Feb. 17,19,21 North Division Tournament, (men) TBA
^^*^'^ North Division Tournament (women) TBA

p K ^^^^ Tournament (men) TBA
^cD^ 26,27 State Tournament (women) TBA
All home games begin at 6 p.m.
All games doubleheaders.

guard, Shelby; Andre Harris, forward,

Shelby; Fred Lenard, center, Clarksdaie;

Roosevelt Thomas, guard, Anguilla; Jim

Perry, guard, Greenville; Reginald

Dunigan, center, Anguilla; Dan Dixon,

guard, Greenwood ; Donnel Thomas,

guard, Anguilla; Robert Johnson, center.

Greenville; Earnie Huckelberry. guard,

Clarksdaie.

Sandra Williams
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Pre-registration to begin
Pr^registration for second semester

course work at MDJC will begin Monday,

Nov. 18, and continue through Monday,

Nov. 25.

Second semester schedules and
schedule planning sheets will be available

in the Student Affairs Office Friday, Nov.

8.

Sophomore students will pre-register

Monday and Tuesday. Nov. 18 and 19.

Freshman students will pre-regist^p

Nov. 20-25 according to the following

schedule: students whose last name
begins with letters A-G Wednesday, Nov.

20; H-0 Thursday, Nov. 21; P-Z Monday,

Nov. 25.

Students unable to pre-register at the

designated time, may pre-register from

8:20a.m. to 11:45 a.m.; from 1:15 p.m. to

3 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 9.

A sophomore is a student who has com-
pleted 24 semester hours and had 48 quali-

ty points beginning with the 1985 fall

semester.

Pre-registration will be conducted each

school day. Nov. 18-25 from 8:20 to 11:45

a.m.; from 1:15 to 3 p.m. in Room 36A,

Horton Science Building.

Students will report to Room 36A during

a vacant period to have schedule approv-

ed, complete schedule card and to pick up

instructions for registration.

All schedule planning sheets must be

signed by a faculty advisor when

presented to the Dean of Instruction for

final approval. Faculty advisors are

listed under each program of study in the

college catalog.

On Jan. 6 and 7. students will report for

registration according to their assigned

numbers Co pick up class cards, pay fees

and have ID's punched.

Vocational and Technical pre-

registration will be handled by
Vocational-Technical Counselors under

the direction of Mr, Lamar Leggett. Pre-

registration will be conducted in the voca-

tional and technical classrooms.

Students enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the time in-

dicated by Vocational-Technical
Counselors:

StudenU enrolling at MDJC for the first

time this academic year will report on

Monday or Tuesday. Jan 6 or 7 1 8 : 30 a m
to Room 35, Horton Science Building.

Students in sequence courses should

continue under the same instructor and

same class period, unless a change is ap-

proved by Harmon Boggs, dean of in-

struction.

ffotc? / learned IhaveMS
By MICKEY WHEELER
After 30 shots of snake-venom vaccine

and five turbulent years, Vm finally get-

ting my life going in the direction I want it

to go.

Ever since my graduation from

Ruleville Central High School in 1981, I've

lived up to the name given to me by my

family and friends - Bone Lazy.

I felt the only way to prove them wrong

was to find myself a good reliable job. i

did just that.

I started working for Exxon Shipping

Company in Baton Rouge, La. in October

of 1982. The job I had was hard but worth

every penny I made. As time passed. I

started feeling kind of down. I always felt

tired, as though I couldn't get enough

rest. Every bone and muscle in my body

began to ache. I thought maybe it was

from throwing 75-pound lines all day. I

really didn't pay much attention to it until

the night of Feb. 13 when my back was

killing me. I did everything to make it

stop hurting. I tried everything. I even

had the cook, who weighed about 240

pounds, walk on it. I didn't think it could

hurt any worse than it already was.

The next morning I was feeling fine. We

were breaking our tow down getting

ready to go through a lock. We were going

through our regular routine. There were

three of us on the head of the barge -

mvself. the tankerman. and the first-

mkte. I had a 75-pound line draped oyer

my left shoulder. All of a sudden I fell to

the deck of the barges. 1 woke up 2»/2

hours later in the emergency room of the

Freeport Community Hospital in

Freeport, Texas

The doctor said I had gone into shock. I

thought I had been given a shot to relax

me because I suddenly realized that 1

could not move a muscle I asked the doc-

tor what the problem was. He just looked

at me very concerned and said that he

could not give me anymore answers at

the moment. 1 sUyed in traction the

whole month that I was in the hospital.

I was finally dismissed from the

hospital - still unable to move - and was

transported to the University of

Mississippi Medical Unit in Jackson.

I was there for about three weeks. I was

treated by several different doctors - 13 to

be exact. Although I underwent several

different kinds of tests, nothing showed

up. I told the doctors my life history all

the way up to the day I fell.

They finally told me that they thought

what I had been feeling was the attack of

a deadly disease, M.S. or Multiple

Sclerosis. , ^ a
All I could think was. "why me? I had

always heard of bad things happemng to

others, but I never thought I would be one

of the unfortunate beings

Multiple Sclerosis is ranked as one of

the four major dread diseases in the

world today. I really liidn't know how to

feel when they told me that they didn t

know if I would ever be able to walk

again. In a way I felt lost. I fell as though

I had wasted my life. They explained to

me what some of the symptoms of M.S.

I had nine of the symptoms. Blindness

in one eye. tingly sensations in my legs,

unsteady walk or balance, stiff muscl^

intention tremor, jerky movements of he

arms. aUxia, jerky movements of the

legs. These were just a few of the symp-

toms.
, 1 U ^ t/^

I asked the doctor what hope 1 had to

ever walk again. He told me that there

wasn't very much. He then told me about

an experiment they had been working on.

He said that they weren't sure it would

work, but it couldn't hurt anything if I

wanted to try it out. He said I would have

to sign some release papers that would

keep the hospital free of any malpractice

suit.

In other words. I would be a guinea pig.

I felt that I didn't have anything to lose, so

I signed the papers.

Venom from three different kinds of

snakes was injected into my body along

with steroids and vitamins. The venom

came from three very deadly snakes: the

Cobra, the Indian Crate Snake, and the

Cotton Mouth.

After about eight shots I felt the blood

sUrt to circulate in my hands and legs

again. I felt as though my body were star-

ting to awaken.

There are five people that I know of who

are taking the venom treatmenU and all

five are doing fine. They are living nor-

mal lives.

I usually compare my life with the life

of a man in my hometown who also has

M S. I'm walking and running everyday. I

do all the things 1 enjoy doing, such as

playing football, tennis, basketball and

other sports. He is at home every day.

confined to a wheelchair just because he

doesn't believe that the treatmenU work.

I don't really know how the venom

helps but I know it does because I am en-

joying my life every day I plan to do so as

long as I can I plan to go right on with my

education and hope things continue to get

better. . . . . ^, ^
One thing I don't believe in is giving up.

There surely has been a change in my

life since the day I woke up in the hospiUI

and couldn't move I thank God for all the

fine doctors who helped pull me through

this scare of my life.

Blood pressure

check set

for Wednesday

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Any person who wishes to have his or

her blood pressure checked may visit the

Union tomorrow, Nov. 6. A Blood

Pressure Screening Program will be held

by the students in the Associate Degree

Nursing Department at 11 a.m. • 2 p.m. in

the Student Union.

Evelyn Baskin, nursing instructor, said

that the blood pressure screening will be

available to all MDJC students, faculty

and staff members and members of the

community. The program is a class pro-

ject and free of charge. A faculty

member/registered nurse will be present

to assist the students in the screening.

High Blood Pressure or hypertension is

a disease of regulation in which the

mechanisms that keep arterial pressure

within normal range are malfunctioning.

There is no known cause of hypertension

and no known cure.

Hypertension is one of the leading

causes of heart attack and stroke in the

United States. It is ranked as the leading

cause of heart attack and stroke-related

deaths in Mississippi

Every student is encouraged to have his

pressure checked. Literature and pam-

phlets from the American Heart Associa-

tion will be available to students and

other participants.

"1!

Mickey Wheeler
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LETTERS
TO THE
EDITORSWW
Dear DelU Herald Editor.

I thought the article in the last issue of

The Delta Herald entitled "MDJC Shop-

pers Scarce in Downtown Moorhead" was

very interesting and very true. The shop-

ping in Moorhead is limited and very few

students actually shop in town.

But I totally disagree with the state-

ment made by the manager of Double

Quick. She stated that MDJC students

have a slight impact on business there. I

feel that the students have a greater im-

pact on business at Double Quick than at

any other store in Moorhead. Some of the

students don't always eat in the cafeteria

and when they don't they go to Double

Quick. The dorm students get a lot of

snack food, sodas, and chicken from that

store. Some of the students buy cosmetics

and other personal items as they need

them. I think that students have a great

impact on Double Quick's business.

Angenetta Wright

sophomore. Greenville

Dear Delta Herald.

In the last issue of The Delta Herald,

there was an article on the influence of

MDJC student shoppers on business in

downtown Moorhead. A statement in that

article attributed to Mrs. Elizabeth Col-

eman, manager of Double Quick read:

"The students have a slight impact on

business."

It is my knowledge that most of the

students at MDJC shop at Double Quick.

It seems to me that the students here

have a great impact on business at the

store. A group of girls and I feel that we
can refute Mrs. Coleman's statement.

Students do shop there even though the

prices are above average.

Minnie Davis

freshman, Greenwood

CORRECTIONS & CLARIFICATIONS
Double Quick was misspelled in the last

issue because of a reporter's error.

Vandalism is everyone's problem
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
A State highway runs alongside a

federally funded institution of higher

learning. The campus is a small one, but

a very pretty one with plenty of shrub-

bery and big healthy trees. The buildings

are large complex structures of architec-

tural genius. There is a beautiful fountain

in the center of the campus for the scenic

benefit of passing travelers and students.

There are also several garbage dump-

sters in view from the highway. But alas,

the dumpsters have been overturned, and

as one comes closer, he sees that the foun-

Uin is polluted, and the water is con-

taminated.

One of the members of the State Board

of Trustees for the Institutions of Higher

Learning passes by on his way to his of-

fice in Jackson. He stops by and sees the

trash lying over the campus, and the

polluted fountain. What conclusions is

this board member going to draw about

the inhabitants of this campus?

On Oct. 21, the Superintendent of

Buildings and Grounds discovered that

someone had overturned the garbage

dumpsters on the lawn of the boys' dorm.

Some weeks earlier, someone had van-

dalized the campus vehicles. The library

has become a main target for destructive

hands. Other small vandalists acts in-

clude writing on the campus ironing

boards in the girls' dorm, throwing gar-

bage in the Trojan pond, and burning the
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carpet in the dorm rooms.

Vandalism is the destruction or defac-

ing of public property for no apparent

reason. Usually the vandals are people

who have personal vendetUs against peo-

ple in authority, or other psychological

problems that cause them to destroy

public property. Often vandalism is done

out of meanness or arrogance. Vandalism

cost millions each year in America.

For the past month, vandalism has

been on an increase on campus. It has

stirred comment from campus officials.

The question of why vandalism is so ram-

pant is a mind-boggier and is presently

unanswered. Campus officials seem to be

at wits-end. They punish the people they

catch according to policy, but what about

the people who go uncaught? Here's food

for thought.

Vandalism repair is funded by tax-

payers. Taxpayers are parents, grand-

parents, teachers and students.

Everytime property is vandalized, our

parents, or we, pay for it. It is an u
necessary spending of federal funds. Va
dalism is ugly. It takes away from th*
beauty of buildings, lawns, and cam!
puses. Vandalism is an act of ignoranc'
and stupidity due to its destructiveness*

For college students, it is a sign of im
maturity, childishness, and a sign that we
cannot be trusted and need to be controll
ed by our authorities.

It is said that a book is judged by its

cover. The story of the board member
was just a hypothetical illustration. If the
story had been true, the board member
probably would assume that the students
of that campus are an unruly, uncaring
group. When the board prepares to allot

federal money to college and universities

the sight of that campus would flash back
in the mind of that board member.
The appearance of our campus tells

spectators exactly what kind of people at-

tend our college. It is up to us to make the

right impression.

Ramblin'

Editors are not inhuman
By SHANNON ESTES
Contrary to popular belief, editors are

human, too. They just seem inhuman.

This is especially true before, during and

after a paper has been published. Let's

evaluate this subject and find out why.

Student Editors have to learn to

become editors by entering the editing

field. They start by not knowing what

they are getting into. Then they write

"Journalism" down beside "curriculum"

on their enrollment sheet (a possible first

mistake). They struggle through three

major classes - Basic News Reporting,

Basic Photography, and Editing I.

These three classes are enough to filter

out all of the pupils who are smart enough
to change their majors. However, there

are some who are gluttons for punish-

ment!

For these students who are hardheaded
enough to come back for "Round two",

the fun begins. They get to write

"Journalism" down a second time la

possible second mistake ) . They are
privileged enough to get to dig up
assignments for student reporters, and
themselves. Then they are allowed the

privilege of correcting millions of

mistakes, rewriting hundreds of

sentences, looking for grammar errors,

and a few other specilized jobs which can-
not be mentioned in a respectable
publication.

Then they receive the honor of typing

and retyping all of the items that need
typing, just before they write the
headlines. Often this is started at noon
and finished just before midnight.
Double-checking all of the copy is another
job the editors just adore.

Pasting all of the typeset copy down on
a sheet of blue and white paper follows
double checking. Not even long hours,
tired eyes, and sweaty palms can stop
dedicated journalists, though. The
editxir's work includes one more job.

Distributing the finished product all

over campus is the final job of the editors.

The editors and their team of writers hud-

dle together and plan their routes which

go all over campus to make sure

everyone has easy access to the paper.

Then it starts all over again.

During the process editors are often

seen walking in a daze. Sometimes this

stems from a lack of sleep, and

sometimes this is a sign of deep thought

Yes, even editors are capable of this from

time to time. Usually this deep thought is

focused on one repeating sound, "What

will make a good story... a fair story

any kind of story!"

Too often an editor's memory will burn

out. This can be detected when they are

asked how they got into Journalism and

they reply "I have no earthly idea."

It is not uncommon to see one of these

people sitting alone in a corner with a pad

and pen. The pad will be blank, the pen

will be motionless, and the face will be six

different colors at once. Hair will be pull-

ed and teeth will be gritted. This is

nothing to worry about. These are only

the signs of writer's block. This happens

about six times a day sometimes more in

severe cases. If the facial expression

reminds you of Damion Thorn, call a doc-

tor.

With all the worries of the journalism

field a person would think that the editors

would give it up sooner or later. Many

times an incident will occur that will

make the editor want to do just that, but

there is an unexplainable desire to cover

a story that keeps coming back. When the

editor stays away too long, this urge

starts to haunt him until he gets back into

the field of writing again.

Editors are human, too, They only

seem inhuman. Just how human remains

to be answered Perhaps we will know '.n

time.
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VICA to hold Turkey Shoot Nov. 20
The annual Turkey Shoot sponsored by

the VICA Club (Vocational Industrial

Clubs of America) will be held at the

Moorhead National Guard Armory. Nov.

20.

Hours for the shoot will be 9 a.m. - 2

p.m.

"If by 2 p.m., we have some people who

are tied for a first place, they will be

allowed to shoot after 2 p.m.," said S.A.

Brocato, VICA adviser

Brocato said that the club guarantees
that it will award at least U turkeys.

There will be three awarded in the men's
gun division, three in the women's gun
division, three in the men's bow division,

and two in the women's bow division.

Brocato says that the club hopes to get

all of the turkeys donated for the competi-

tion.

Brocato explained that to enter the

competition, a participant must pay an

entr>' fee. Each participant will be given

three chances to hit a target. The partici-

pant who scores the highest wins the

turkey.

"You can furnish your own weapons,

or. use those that will be available at the

shoot," said Brocato

Each participant will be charged SO

cents for each three shots.

SWAP SHOP
ASSORTED
styles. $1

.

COLOR BELTS, all sizes and

See residents of Room no, 65.

FOR SALE — Silver Unicorn pants, light blue,

size 7 Brand new. never been worn $15.

See Cassandra Barnett. Angenetta Wright or

Jacqueline Hamer in Room no-40.

ALTERATIONS and MINOR SEWINQ |obs tor

small fees. See Angenetta Wright or Jac-

queline Hamer in Room no 40

Night killed

By KAREN COOK
Ladies' night, which had been held on

Tuesday nights in the MDJC Coliseum,

has been cancelled permanently because

of lack of participation.

Instructor Vivian Gallaspy, who was
teaching aerobics to the girls, was being

paid out of the dorm funds Since so few

girls attended, the decision to cancel was
made by Gallaspy and Mrs. Isabell

Carley. head resident of Stennis Penrod.

"It wasn't fair to use dorm funds con-

tributed by the girls on an activity only a

few took part in," said Mrs. Carley.

FLOOR PLAN

MOORHEAD.MISSISSIPPI _

OAKMAN HARVEY
ARCHITECTS. A.I.A.
SSlC"VJTSB. 387(Jl. 378 8825
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Organizations

Provenza heads SGAplanning
By KAREN COOK
This year's Student Government

Association president Florence Provenza

hopes to make all students aware of what

the SGA is and what it offers them. She

has set goals that she hopes to achieve in

making this year a successful one for the

SGA.
"I want to use my time encouraging

students to get involved and help them

become better citizens and leaders," said

Provenza.

**Tfae SGA is an association organized

to help communication among students

and faculty. It gives students an oppor-

tunity to develop leadership qualities/'

explained Provenza.

Provenza beheves that this year the

students are gradually becoming more
aware of the SGA. The association has

worked hard by "word-of-mouth" and by

posting activities to accomplish this. Pro-

venza said that the SGA tries to plan a

variety of activities that appeal to dif-

ferent types of people.

Provenze, 36, is a data-processing ma-
jor who is married and lives in Green-

wood. She was hesitant about revealing

her age because she doesn't want
stiKtrats to have an "old fogey" impres-
sion of her. She is a full-time student,

wife, and a supervisor of a group working
at Scot-Tane in Itta Bena. She has worked
as an ofHce manager before and has also

organized fund raising drives within her
conununity.

Provenza was chosen as the president

of the SGA after filling out an application

and being interviewed by Dean Robert
Wamock, SGA adviser and a faculty-

student advisory committee.

"I want the students to understand that

the SGA is an organization formed to

benefit them, but they have to exercise

their privilege to voice their opinions

through it," said Provenza.

"Every student is automatically a
member of the SGA, and every student
has a right to state his or her opinion. Do-
ing this helps students grow socially and
academically," said Provenza.

"A student may voice his opinion by

simply attending a meeting. There is an

invitation in the daily bulletin which in-

vites students to come to the meetings

any time they like. If you really want to

take an active part all you have to do is

ask," said Provenza.

The SGA heads such activities as the

homecoming election, homecoming

assembly, and the presentation of the

queen at the game and dance. The

association who works with committees

such as the food committee and the dorm

committees, Provenza said. Much time

and student involvement was used in

preparing, organizing, and rehearsing for

the homecoming activities that took place

homecoming week. Provenza said the

SGA Council appreciated the faculty and

administration for their guidance and

leadership and for student participation

in making Homecoming "85-86" a suc-

cess.

"Without their efforts and enthusiasm

to get the task done, homecoming would

not have been the success it was," said

Provenza.

She said there are many more activities

planned this year in which student in-

volvement will be necessary for these ac-

tivities to be successful. Provenza hopes

that students will continue being

"school-spirited."

"Don't think of homecoming as a en-

ding but a beginning," said Provenza.

Provenza , her first vice-president

Daniel Logan, and her second vice-

president Stacy Broadwater attended a

two-day convention in Jackson which was
held Sept. 26 and 27. Seminars and con-

ferences were held with other SGA's from
Mississippi colleges and universities.

Provenza said they got new ideas that will

help build up MDJC's Student Govern-

ment program.
"The convention made us aware of the

difference between leaders and
managers. It also gave us several activity

ideas." said Provenza.

Ole Miss presented the program. It

Florence Provenza

covered the three areas that the SGA
works in: service, representation, and ac-

tivities, with an emphasis on activities.

One particular idea Provenza obtained

from this convention was to have a

workshop whereas everyone is invited to

attend. It will be on the subject of how to

plan programs.

"Everyone - sooner or later -- will need
to know how to plan and organize in life."

said Provenza.

After she had talked with SGA
members from other Mississippi col-

leges, Provenza says that she believes

that MDJC's organization ranks high

among SGAs in the state.

"These people said that they can't get

their students to participate in activities.

Such is not the case in Moorhead. MDJC
ranks a little above average." said Pro-
venza.

"I think the SGA at Moorhead cares
about performing a service." said Pro-
venza. "and the students here have shown
how they care by participating and mak-
ing activities worthwhile."

Dear

Marie Carson

Dear Marie Carson.

I'm a 19-year-old sophomore here at

MDJC. In my opinion, Tm a rather at-

tractive young lady, and I am proud of

myself on being very nice and respectful.

I am well-liked by my peers. My mother

told me that when I came to school I

wouldn't have any problem finding a nice,

compatible guy. but in the two years I've

been here I haven't found any such per-

son. I have a lot of friends who are guys,

but I haven't encountered that special so-

meone yet. I am beginning to think that

something is wrong with me. What is it?

Signed,

Wondering

Dear Wondering,

Just because you haven't had a

boyfriend in college doesn't mean you are

any less attractive or not liked by males

You must consider the fact that mos
guys entering school for the first two

years are shopping around - just like you

Most of them don't want serious relation

ships during those years because they

feel they need that time to explore or ex

periment. They are 'checking out' the

prospects so to speak.

You seem to be in a big hurry to settle

down. Don't be. Be patient and wait; pa

tience is a virtue. The special someone

you are looking for is going to appear

when you least expect it. You must keep

being a friend to both the guys and the

girls. Who knows? You may be a prospec

for someone right now.

Sincerely,

Marie Carson

Football season over, band keeps marching
By KAREN COOK
Just because football season is over

doesn't mean the MDJC marchband
won't be performing anymore. Their

post-season activities will include floor

shows at high schools and Christmas
parades in the Delta area, which are
presenUy being planned by the band
director, WardeD Herring.

In floor shows the band tours high
schools and plays music from football

season and other popular songs ; the rifles

and flags perform . and the Delta Dancers
dance. Floor shows are shows of enter-

tainment, full of stunts and tricks, geared
to the high school student, explained Her-
ring.

While visiting these high schools, band
members will not only perform, but also

hand out literature about MDJC - this is

the main pmrpose of floor shows.
"We want to attract attention to the coir

lege as well as the band program. In do-
ing this we want to reflect a family-like
atmosphere and make it look as though it

is a lot of fun going to the Delu. ' said
Herring.

The band will perform in four floor
shows this year. They will be at
Cleveland, Nov. 12, 10:35; Greenwood.
Nov. 13, 8:15; CTarksdale, Nov. 14, 10:25;
and Coahoma, Nov. 19. n:00.
Herring said that the band will march

in about four parades also. They will be in
the Greenwood morning parade and the
Christmas parades in Winona,
Clarksdale, and Cleveland. The band will

play Christmas selections.

The "Delta Spirit" band performed a
spectacular half-time show, Oct. 31. at the
last football game. The show was based
on Halloween. It was filled with tricks and
treats to end the season right.

The show basically consisted of the
same songs. The opener was
"Firestorm." Then "Eli's Coming"
featured the Delta Dancers.
Next the band played "Ghostbusters"

and entertained with a number of tricks
they had planned such as ghost floating
around in the air while two
"ghostbusters" tried to catch them.
"Auld Lang Syne" was then played as a
salute to the departing sophomores, and

the faculty and friends who have sup-

ported the band during this football

season. This was to say "thanks for the

encouragement." Herring said. Last, the

band marched off the field playing the

Trojan fight song, "Go Trojans Go." For

some band members this was their final

performance on the MDJC football field.

Recently the MDJC band performed at

Delta State's halftime, Saturday, Oct- 26.

because the Troy State University band

from Troy. Ala., did not come to the

game.
"DSU was very impressed with our

show and the improvements we have

made. This is truly the best the band has

been here in years," said Herring.
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Decors reflect personalicies

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
When you walk through the girls (kftm,

you may think that you are in an intonor

(jecorating class. ^
MDJC coeds have done some very in-

teresting things to make "their home

away from home" more homelike.

Many girls have brought trophies and

awards for desk and wall decorations.

Components, sets and jam boxes are also

popular for decoration as well as enter-

tainment. Family portraits are also a hit.

But. besides these common ornaments,

girls have taken steps to beautify their

rooms. The latest trend is the use of

name art" cut from different colors of

construction paper and arranged on the

wall.

Personal license plates, graduation

sashes, and composites are also being us-

ed.

One of the newest ideas is the use of bir-

thday cards on walls and desks. One stu-

dent uses a petrified rock as a

paperweight. Another uses a coin bank as

a decorative piece.

Milk crates are seen in large numbers

in the dorm. These crates are used as well

shelves, nightstands, clothes bins, and

bookshelves

Metal trunks in hues of blue, green, and

brown, as well as basic black make great

TV stands.

Senova Hall, sophomore clerical major

from Shaw, uses her handiwork as a wall

decoration. Afghans that Senova has

made make very bright picture-like addi-

tions to her dorm walls.

Certainly one thing can be said for

dorm decor - it represents the individual

tastes of the dorm population.

Senova Hall

AsAIDS scare creeps toward them, colleges aim

for rumor control fearing 'massive disruption'

Soon after a psychologist visited the

niversity of Arkansas campus last spr-

ing to urge that gays be quarantined to

stop the spread of AIDS. Gay Pride Week

in Fayetteville became an unusually

traumatic episode.

Members of gay and lesbian groups

were verbally assaulted in letters and

newspaper advertisements, and threaten-

ed with a makeshift bomb that fizzled

\;fore its makers could detonate it pro-

perly.

"It made us nervous because they were

so loud and so adamant." says Linda

Lovell. an officer of the university's gay

and lesbian group.

'There's no question AIDS is being us-

ed as an excuse to mask hatred of gays."

While campuses never have been very

friendly to gay groups -- heterosexual

students, administrators and even state

legislators in Oklahoma. Texas.

Washington, D.C., Maryland and other

places regularly have tried to ban or hob-

ble the groups - college medical officials

say intensified anti-gay activity is likely

to be one of the first signs AIDS hysteria

has spread to campuses.

It could get worse, they say. if AIDS

(acquired immune deficiency syndrome)

becomes widespread in the heterosexual

community.

Most health officials note that,

statistically, every college campus in the

United States soon can expect to have at

least one student, teacher of ad-

ministrator with AIDS.

And many say that without preventive

measures, it's only a matter of time until

the hysteria now swirling around primary

and secondary schools precedes the

disease to colleges.

A number of national higher education

groups already are trying to fashion

guidelines for coping with the disease and

the fears surrounding it.

**U's going to depend on the extent of

the educational efforts made by institu-

59^jWc cm£6e ew)^ M^we
C'.*&Oe «tf$s Service

tions, ' says Dr. Richard Keeling of the

University of Virginia medical center,

chairman of an AIDS task force establish-

ed by the American College Health

Association.

"If college officials take a narrow

perspective and make little in the way of

an educational effort, rumors and discon-

tent will fester." Keeling warns, "and col-

leges will get swept along in the same

AIDS hysteria that affects other

segments of society."

Experts fear a massive disruption of

college life: students fleeing dorms,

teachers insisting their offices be moved

far from colleagues with the disease,

students refusing to take classes taught

by AIDS victims.

Keeling says in the dozen or so cases in

which administrators have had to deal

wiht AIDS victims, they have responded

correctly.

But Lovell thinks Arkansas officials

were part of the problem.

"Our adminstration does not feel any

ethical or moral need to provide informa-

tion on AIDS or to make public comment

when others spread false information,"

she complains.

"They let a speaker who calls for the

quarantine oK gays come to campus, and

they don*t say a word about it."

Dr. Robert Wirag, director of the

university's health center, says hts staff

was prepared to respond to inquiries

about AIDS.

But he says it would have been a

mistake to make an unsolicited public

presentation at the lime.

**If we had. we would have poured more

fuel on that emotionally-charged fire." he

says.

Lovell, however, notes the uproar

dissipated after state health officials held

a press conference in Fayetteville and

branded the anti-gay rhetoric false and ir-

responsible.

"That took a lot of the arguments away

from the anti-gay crowd." Lovell says.

AIDS fears apparently also prompted

onlookers at a University of Texas parade

last spring to verbally assault and pelt

gay marchers with beer bottles, rocks

and garbage.

"The violence ws justified." a liberal

arts major subsequently wrote to the UT
student newspaper. "At least greeks give

aid to the community instead of AIDS."

But Keeling ultimately hopes college of-

ficials can repeat their recent success in

calming fears about herpes.

"At one time," he says, "people

thought herpes was the end of the world."

"But if it appears that (AIDS) is seep-

ing into the heterosexual population, then

we're going to see some real problems on

college campuses, predicts Dr. Kevin

Patrick, director of the student health

center at San Diego SUte.

Additionally, students living in close

dorm quarters may be more frightened of

catching the disease.

Decisions about letting AIDS victims

live in dorms should be made on a case-

by-case basis, members of the task force

Keeling heads said in a preliminary sUle-

ment issued last month.

"There is no medical reason whatever

to alter dormitory assignments simply

because of a gay or bisexual roomnwle."

the statement added.

There's no need to isolate afflicted

teachers, either There is no medical

reason to keep professors with AIDS from

teaching classes. San Diego SUle's

Patrick says.

Keeling declines to identify schools

where officials learned they had students,

faculty or sUff who either had or had

been exposed to the AIDS virus. Between

five and 20 percent of those who test

positive for the virus later develop the

disease.

But a University of Colorado student

was diagnosed as having AIDS several

years ago.

The victim soon thereafter was unable

to attend classes, and died some 20 to 22

months later.
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1985-86 SPECTATOR CLUB officers are (from left) Melissa James, president;

Vernetta Whittaker, vice president; Beth Pritchard, secretary; Melinda Bender,

treasurer; and Sheryl Dunn, reporter.

Spectators elect officers

New membere of The SpecUtor Club

beard two of the group's advisers explain

the history and objectives of the

Language Arts-sponsored group at its

first meeting.

Seventy-five students attended the

organizational meeting of the club held

Oct. 23, in the Conference Room of Stanny

Sanders Library.

Mrs. Sandra Moore told the group that

the club, which was organized 10 years

ago, takes its name from The Spectator, a

popular newspaper published by Joseph

Addision and Richard Steele, English

essayists and journalists of the 18th cen-

tury.

Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth. in com-

menting on the objectives of the club, said

that the Language Arts faculty wanted to

give the student something he would not

experience in the classroom.

Mrs. Shuttleworth pointed out that par-

ticipation in the state creative writing

association is developed through the

Spectator Club.

In other business, club officers for

1985-86 were named. Melissa James,

mathematics major, Isola, has been

elected president. Other officers are vice

president, Vernetta Whittaker, Green-

wood; treasurer, Melinda Bender,

Moorhead; reporter, Sheryl Dunn, Green-

wood; secretary, Beth Pritchard, In-

verness.

Psych
class

trains
By SHERYL DUNN
The Child Psychology Class recemi

had the opportunity to work with realJiJ
children.

The class held a Halloween party
30 at *'D" period for five children
2-3.

"The party gives the students a ch;
to work with children first-hand,

"

's.j

Mrs. Brenda Grubb, instructor
of

class.

The students decorated the room wlL.
Halloween pictures and crepe paper The'
students were also in charge of entertain

ing the children. They played "Pin
tail on the Cat" and "Put the Head on L
Pumpkin" with the children. Ed Harby
son told the children stories. '

After playing all these games, ihe^

children were rewarded with sandwiches
potato chips, and cookies.

The students in the class said the

was fun and they learned more at

children. "They are smarter than mc
people realize," said Suzy Ellis. "I notic

ed this while they played the games."

Child psychology is a study of

psychological, social, intellectual, and

emotional development of a child fromi

prenatal to 11 years of age.

Trivial pursuit

1. Which president of the United States

organized the first White House Press

Room?
2. Who is the current deputy press

secretary to Ronald Reagan?

Robert Moore again was the first per

son to reach the Publications Office with

the correct answers to the last Trivial

Piu^uit. Moore gets another chocolate

milkshake from the Grill when he com«

by the Publications Office.

MLT checksfor sickle cell

Home Ec to prepare feast

A Thanksgiving Feast for SO people will

be prepared by the Food Selection and
Preparation Oass of the MDJC Home
Economics Department as a part of their

study of quantity food selection and
preparation.

This feast, which will be prepared
under the direction of instructor Jackie
Franklin, will Uke place in the Home
Economics Laboratory of Horton Science
Center. Nov. 14, at noon.

Special guests for this occasion will be
the 19 members of the college Board of

Tnatees, local administrators, and other

students.

The three-course meal will include hors
d'oeuvres such as fried cheese, cheese
straws, sausage swirls, Hawaiian bread,
potato skins, and assorted vegetables.

The main course will feature Mantan-

bre (steak rolled and stuffed) and side

dishes of orange rice, orange cups, broc-

coU and combination salad.

Guests will choose from a variety of

desserts which will include, Hershey Pie,

Peanut Butter Pitei and Coconut Cream
Cake.

Mrs. Franklin explained that each stu-

dent in the class is responsible for cooking

one or more dishes.

Members of the class are Linda Baker,

Ellen Bratton, Carol Cummings. Beverly

Johns, Barbara Johnson. Annie Jue,

Diane Kelly, Nancy McQueen. Ora
Moore. Pink Nicholson, Darlene Sutton,

Angela White. Rhonda Wyms, and Arlee
Beard.

By KAREN COOK
The Medical Lab technology class

tested 39 volunteers for Sickle Cell

Anemia Thursday. Oct. 24. in the Medical

Lab classroom of the Vo-Tech building

and found two carriers with the disease.

Mrs. Jackie Muzzi. Med Lab instructor,

was in charge.

"These tests were taken to see if any of

the persons tested either had or was a

carrier of Sickle Cell Anemia, and also to

give blood types if anyone wanted to know
their own," said Cecil Webb, medical lab

sophomore from Charleston.

Webb explained the procedure used in

testing. First, a blood specimen was ob-

tained by a finger stick or venipuncture.

Then a measured amount of blood was

put into a test tube containing reagents.

The blood and reagents were then mixed

together and allowed to sit for five

minutes. Last, the blood was spun for five

minutes in a centrifuge.

*'If the defective hemoglobin reacts

with the reagents, it wUI give a posiUve

result. If the hemoglobin does not read

with the reagents then the person is nor

mal," said Muzzi.

A positive test result, however. doesM

necessarily mean the person has Sio*

Cell Anemia. He could just be a carnoj

"A victim's cell takes on a cresce^

shape, and a carrier's cell looks normal,

said Webb.
,

Health agencies report that one oui^

every 10 blacks is a carrier of Sickle

Anemia.

The Medical Lab students who

these tesU were Tammie Allan,

Greer, Tina Patton, Lisa Porter, Micr

Reynolds, and Cecil Webb.

"If there is anyone who would

Sickle Cell Anemia test run on mm.

Med Lab class members invite rum

come over to the Med Lab room.

Webb.
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FEATURES
Creative writer's corner

The haunted house on County Line Road
By LUCILLE MEEKS
We packed the last boxes on a Wednes-

day night. We were tired, but we were

looking forward to Thursday. We were

finally moving from County Line Road

I had been in that little red house for

16> years, and I could hardly believe that

we were moving.

We were loading the last pieces of living

room furniture when it all began.

The house shook for at least 30 seconds

as if an earthquake were happening.

When it stopped, though, everything was

still in place. Nothing had moved.

The nine of us divided into groups of

three to search the house.

The twins, Melvin and Marylen, and I

searched the girls room. After we had

stood in the middle of the floor for about

five minutes and could see no reason for

the shaking house, the pillows on the bed

began to toss themselves around the

room. The lights consUntly blinked off

and on. We screamed frantically and ran

to join the others in the living room.

They all spoke in scared tones about the

strange things that they had witnessed

cracking windows, shattered cups, and

more.

As we sat there whispering, we heard a

loud laughter suddenly coming from the

bathroom. We slowly opened that door.

There was no one there.

We had watched movies where houses

were possessed or haunted, but never did

we think that anything like this could hap-

ped in real life.

We all sat there with "scared to death"

written all over our faces.

"Now. what do we do?" asked my
youngest sister, Mary. "Nothing we can

do," answered my sister Jenny, "but wait

until tomorrow and get out."

So that was our plan. We would go to

bed and wait. But what would we do if

something happened while we waited?

We were too scared to think about that.

We tucked in that night with one thing

in mind. "What's happening to our

house?"

As I lay there thinking, some strange

force lifted me from my bed to the ceiling.

It held me there steady for about 30

seconds. Then, I began to spin around in

the air. As I was spinning, I heard the

laughter again. Suddenly, it stopped. The

force dropped me back into bed. I thought

time had stopped. I fainted.

The next thing I knew, it was 2 a.m.

For a few minutes my thoughts were

blocked. Then, suddenly. I remembered.

I had seen it in a movie once. I had also

read The Amityville Curse twice.

I jumped out of bed and ran to Daddy's

room.

' *Daddy . Daddy
.

" I screamed
.

" I've got

it Our house has a poltergiesl. Now. I'm

wondering by whom. I mean, who died

here?"

"What are you talking al)out?" he ask-

ed sleepily.

"Did anyt>ody die in our house?"

"Let me see," he said. "I remember

Mr. Lee. Mr. Jon Lee.

1 took a deep breath and began my ex-

planation.

"Poltergeist means that a ghost is

haunting the house. The majority of the

time, it refuses to let anyone who move in

live happily. In our case he doesn't want

us to leave because we've been here so

long."

But we had to leave.

The next morning we began loading the

truck that we had borrowed from the

neighbors. Then it sUrled again. But this

time it was more chaotic.

The roof on the house flew to the other

side of the road. The house sUrted

trembling, but this time it lasted longer at

least 10 minutes. The electric stereo that

we loaded on the truck began to play at

high volume. The porch that was at least

two feet off the ground fell.

Then we - mamma, Marylen. James,

Jenny and I - saw a vision of an old man
reaching out his hand for help. For what

nobody knew Suddenly, he disappeared.

Then we heard a loud laughter coming

from the bedroom. We saw furniture in a

room that we had cleared. The furniture

was at least 50-years-old, The laughter

turned into crying. A man crying. The

same old man that we had seen was lying

on the bed weeping hysterically. He

reached into the air and got a bottle of

aspirin from something or someone. He

threw the aspirin on the floor and con-

tinued crying and moaning. Then he and

the furniture disappeared again.

What was he telling us?

We had seen enough for one day. As we

walked back to the front, walls began to

collapse behind us.

We escaped unharmed. From the entire

house I mean. Even Mr. Lee,

The house we live in now is safe. But

strange things do happen. I think that Mr.

Lee followed us.

The next time you go through Holly

Ridge, drive past the red house on County

Line Road, You will see the house still

standing as if nothing had happened.

But we remember - especially on

Halloween.

( focus)
Thigpin's devotion pays off

for others

HERMAN THIGPIN, dean emeritus, has devoted his lifetime to teaching.

By SHANNON ESTES

A tall. thin, light-complexioned man

walks into the room and greets his

students with a cheerful "hello". A white

lab coat is draped over his body, while a

pair of wire-rimmed glasses assist his

deepset brown eyes. He checks the roll

and begins class explaining the day's

lesson in Zoology. The students also

receive brief lessons in language, history,

psychology, and other fields as well. This

is an ordinary day in classroom 31 of Hor

ton Science Center as Mr. Herman

Thigpin begins class.

Mr Thigpin came to MDJCm 1937 after

teaching at Leake County Consolidated

School, Ole Miss. Vanderbilt. and in

Monroe, La His first teaching class was

Botany, but he has branched off into

Zoology in recent years At first he taught

only Pre-Med students, he said, but now

he teaches students of other curricula as

well. .

Mr. Thigpin has been officially retired

since 1976. but has continued teaching. "I

enjoy teaching and working with people,

especially young people," he said.

Though he has been teaching here for

more than 40 years, he continues to teach

because teaching is his hobby. "Some

people hunt, or fish. I like to leach." he

said.

Mr Thigpin said the first thing that at-

tracted him to his school was the fact that

the Biology students made the top grades

in the annual literary contests. He said

the students here were more motivated,

more academically oriented, and had

higher standards than at other colleges.

Mr Thigpin said his stay here was sup-

posed to be for only three years but he lik-

ed the closeness between the students and

the faculty, and decided to stay.

"In senior colleges you don't really get

to know the students because the classes

are so much larger." he added

Since he came here in 1937, "Mr. Thig

has been the Dean of Men. the Registrar,

and the Academic Dean, He has also had

the yearbook dedicated to him on several

occasions. Mr. Thigpin doesn't receive a

salary for teaching. His only compensa-

tion for his work is a meal ticket and cam-

pus lodging. .

Countless thousands of students have

profited from Mr. Thigpins unselfish

dedication to his favorite hobby -

teaching.
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Trojans End Season with 5-1-3 Record

•*I was real pleasaed with the victory

over East Mississippi. It was a great com-

eback from the Northwest loss," said

head football Coach "Wooky" Gray com-

menting on the Trojan win over the East

Mississippi Lions. Thursday. Oct. 17. in

Scooba.

Gray said that he felt that the Trojans'

team showed a great improvement in the

last three games as well as in this game.

Both the Trojans and the Lions were

scoreless most of the first quarter. The

Trojans scored the first touchdown of the

game when quarterback, Greg Harris

passed to Levon Davis in the endzone with

42 seconds ieft in the first quarter.

Rodney Fulgham's PAT was no good,

leaving the score. 6-0.

The defense was a driving factor as the

Trojans held the Lions scoreless most of

the second quarter. With 1 :27 left to go in

the second quarter, the MDJC offense

broke loose again for the second Trojan

touchdown. On a reverse pass. Harris

threw to Levon Davis, who in turn threw a

55-yard pass to wide-receiver. Rodney

Cooks, boosting the score 12-0. The PAT
was good making the score 13-0. The

Lions, however, suddenly came to life.

With 1:02 on the clock, East Mississippi's

Joseph Green caught a 39-yard

touchdown pass. The PAT was no good

and the Trojans led the Lions 13-6 at the

half.

The Trojans came back fired-up and

scored the first touchdown for the second

half. Harris passed the ball to John

Williams who scored the touchdown and
upped the score 20-6 with 9:45 left in the

third quarter. The PAT was good making
the score 21-6.

The Lions could not seem to regain

their composure and with 3 : 42 left in third

quarter, the Trojans succeeded in a

21-yard fieldgoal attempt raising the

score 24-6.

The Lions made the last touchdown of

the game early in the fourth quarter. East

Mississippi's quarterback made a five-

yard run with 10:56 left in the fourth

quarter. The PAT was no good and the

final score was 24-12 for the Trojans.

Northeast

The Trojans arose victorious, 31-23, in a
muddy battle against the Northeast
Tigers. Thursday, Oct. 24.

The Tigers came on strong early in the

first quarter and scored the first

touchdown of the game. Northeast
quarterback. Rod McVay threw a
touchdown pass to Preston Bradford.
Tiger kicker Michael Dooley kicked the

extra point giving the Tigers a score of

seven to the Trojan's zero. It did not take

long, however, for the Trojans to turn the

game around. With 4:42 left in the first

quarter. Trojan Deander Stevenson ran

95 yards on a punt return for a touchdown.

Rodney Fulgham's PAT was good tying

the score 7-7.

The Tigers refused to give up and at

9:45 in the second quarter, Dooley suc-

cessfully kicked a field goal upping the

score for the Tigers, 10-7. On the kickoff

return, however, the Trojans made the

second DelU touchdown. Quarterback

John Canale connected with John

Williams for the touchdown. The PAT
was good, and the score was 14-10 in favor

of the Trojans at the half.

The Tigers scored their second

touchdown early in the third quarter.

With 13:15 left in the third quarter.

McVay passed to Chris Phelps for the

touchdown. Dooley's PAT was good, giv-

ing the Tigers the lead at 17-14.

The Trojans took the lead once again

when Northeast fumbled the ball and Tro-

jan Steve Robinson recovered. Quarter-

back Greg Harris pitched to John

Williams who carried for the touchdown.

The PAT made the score 21-17.

On the Northeast possession, the Tigers

attempted an unsuccessful field goal with

3:27 left in the third quarter. On the

following Delta possession, the Fulghani

kicked a field goal, mcreasing the lead to

24-17.

The Trojans also made the first score of

the fourth quarter when John Canale

passed to John Williams in the endzone

for a TD. The PAT was good and the score

stood at 31-17 with 14:02 left in the fourth

quarter.

The Trojans were by now, well in con-

trol of the game. On a Northeast first and

10. Delta's Eli Davis sacked Tiger QB
McVay on the 21-yard line. On the MDJC
possession the Trojans fumbled the ball

and Northeast recovered the ball. Derek

Smith regained the ball for the Trojans by

intercepting a pass intended for Brad-

ford.

The Trojans, however, punted to Nor-

theast. Northeast made the final

touchdown with 0:27 ieft in the game
when McVay passed to Timmy Barnett.

The PAT was no good, and the final score

was 31-23 for the Trojans.

Co-Lin

The Trojans ended their 1985 regular

season with a victory over the Copiah-

Lincoln Wolves, 20-13. Halloween night in

Moorhead.

It was a cool, wet game played on a

field which had been steadily rained on all

week. The temperature had dropped from

a high of 70 to a cool 58 degrees

nightfall.

The Trojans scored first with a
touchdown coming early in the second

quarter. There were 12:59 minutes left in

the second quarter when QB John Canale

took a Co-Lin punt on the first and lo and

pitched to John Williams who ran

53-yards for the score. Rodney Fulgham
made the PAT good.

Co-Lin scored their first touchdown

near the end of the second quarter.

Johnson threw a pass to Paul Wenthworth

in the endzone. Their PAT was good,

making the score 7-7 at the half.

Trojan Richard Smith intercepted a Co-

Lin pass near the end of the third quarter,

and on the next play carried the ball into

the endzone for the score. Fulgham's

PAT was good.

At the beginning of the fourth quarter,

Co-Lin*s Gary Covington fumbled and

Delta recovered on the 20-yard line. John

Williams then scored on a run. The PAT

by Fulgham was not good, making the

score, 20-7.

On the kickoff return, Co-Lin scored the

final touchdown of the game. The Wolves

moved the ball to the goal line and Frank

Shannon made the TD. Trojan Derek

Smith blocked the PAT.

Give us 30 minutes.
Give someone a lifetime!

MS DELTA JR. COLLEGE
Bloodmobile Visit

Ihursdoy, November 7
8:30m - 2:30 m *

Student Union

(Private Dining Room)

Mississippi Blood Services

Sponsored by VICA
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Local group

to organize golf

By KAREN COOK
Do you play golf? A MDJC golf team is

being organized this semester and will be

ompeting in tournaments this spring. If

ou are a golf player, then you are en-

ouraged to join the team. To become a

nember of the MDJC golf team contact

her Dean Robert Warnock, dean of

-iUdents, student union; Counselor Joe

Ray Administration office; David

^ Room 212; or Bill Markham,

»m 243.

The team will participate m a junior

>llege golf tournament in the late spring.

,ui preparation for this and other competi-

tion this spring, the team will hold its

actices at the Greenville Municipal

olf Course.

"Everyone who plays golf and is in-

_ jted in playing on the team is invited

jwn," said Markham.

Keating to speak to the Spectator Club

By HAROLD WILLIAMS
"We can live anywhere in the world,"

says Bern Keating, a Mississippi-based

writer/photographer who has been

around the world four times and traveled

to 120 countries. This well-travelled

Greenvillian will soon be coming to the

MDJC campus.
Keating will be guest speaker at the

next meeting of the SpecUtor Club on

Wednesday, Nov. 20. at 8:20 a.m. in the

Tharp Auditorium of Yeates Fine ArU.

.

All club members and the public

are invited to attend.

Leo Bernard Keating has been a full-

time freelance professional writer of non-

fiction since 1960. As a

photographer/writer he has written ex-

tensively about his travels. He has also

become recognized as an Arctic expert

among journalists, (he was one of only

two journalists to cover the sailing of the

Northwest Passage).

Keating has published nearly 500 ar-

ticles for publications such as Life, The

New Yorker, National Geographic.

Playboy, and Reader's Digest. He has

also written 25 books (more than any

other Mississippi writer) including The

Mosquito Fleet, Life and Death of the

Aztec Nation, The Mighty Mississippi,

and Gulf of Mexico.

He and his wife Franke are an

established travel writing and
photography team. They were recently

commissioned by the Mississippi Board

and Department of Economic Develop-

ment to write and illustrate Mississippi, a

t>ook depicting the state and its people as

the Keatings see them.

Keating was bom in Fassett. Quebec.

Canada in 1915, the son of an American

father and a Canadian mother. His family

moved to the United States when he was

four. He received a B.A summa cum

laude from the University of Arkansas in

1938 where he met his future wife Marian

Frances West, of McGehee. Ark He and

his wife settled in Greenville in 1946

where he became a commercial
photographer Keating drifted into

magazine photography in 1950.

Deltans prepare for the Thanksgiving Hunt--A major tradition

SHANNON ESTES
Once again deer season has opened

here in the Delta. This annual event is

looked forward to all year long by the

veteran hunters from 12-112. Guns are be-

oiled, deer stands are being scouted,

those who haven't already bought

iting licenses are doing so now.

While some are setting scopes,

erhauling four-wheel drives, or check-

out the hounds, others are already in

woods starting their battle of wits

llh the animals. Some hunters have

idy brought home meat from the

itive weapon season earlier this

ir.

or some hunters, hunting is a way to

away from the noises of moderniza-

i. For some it's a way of getting close

nature and curing the call of the

r spirit. Whatever the reason, the

iuit of game is a tradition that goes

to the earliest Americans.

The American Indians hunted animals

food and clothing. No animal was kill-

without a specific purpose, and no part

any animal killed went unused. The In-

used everything from the hide down

Ihe bone marrow. Some Indians were

(dependent on the animals that they

^ -ted with them
Many of the white settlers had long

iotten the art of hunting. These im-

nts had to learn hunting skills from

Indians in order to survive.

The early settlers also found that their

hunting skills could help them fight wars.

The British seemed to be surprised to be

fired upon by an enemy they couldn't see.

Through the years hunting has become

a national tradition. Many people in every

state participate in some kind of hunting.

Here in Mississippi deer are considered

big game because the deer is the largest

animal legally hunted. Not long ago there

was another kind of big game being

hunted regularly.

The late President Theodore Roosevelt

loved outdoor sports, especially hunting,

and he hunted all kinds of big game. On

Nov 13. 1902. Roosevelt stepped off a

train at Smedes PlanUtion in Sharkey

County to hunt black bears. Two days

after stepping off the train, Roosevelt had

his chance to shoot a Mississippi Black

Bear, and refused to do so. The bear was

only a cub and Rooseveli wanted only to

shoot grown animals. On Nov 16, 1902. a

Washington newspaper ran a cartoon of

"Teddy's Bear" which resembled the

"Teddy" bear we know of today.

Hunting is a tradition which very few

countries can enjoy. It is part of our

heritage and has been for over 200 years.

It has passed from father to son, and in

some cases father to daughter, ever since

the first Americans came here, and wiU

probably continue to do so until there are

no more hunting lands left.

Li.

HUNTERS talk about

the record buck that "got away" in

front of Bear Camp store. This

store is named in honor of Teddy

Roosevelt's hunt in this area.

X'
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Dorm visitation problem
Bv CHRISTl ALFORD
Once again, the argument arises con-

cerning visitation privileges in the

Stennis-Penrod Women's Dorm The

general rule for visiUtion sUtes that a

girl may have a male guest in the lobby

for 10 minutes only. Students must admit.

10 minutes fly when a girl is trymg to get

dressed. ^ ,. .

The boys always seem to find

themselves waiting at least 10 mmutes

after the time their date has been set. The

visitor just stands around in the lobby

feehng as though 1,000 eyes are piercmg

through his skin. After, for what the boy

feels is an eternity, the desk-worker's low

voice speaks. "Your time is up - you'll

have to wait outside."

Embarrassed, he turns aimlessly and

heads for the door. MeanwhUe, the girl is

in her room in a frenzy trying to get to the

lobby before her guest's 10 minutes are

up. LitUe does she know, he has already

been told to wait elsewhere. Finally, the

girl enters the lobby and peeks out of the

window and sees the back of her visitor's

head because he is gazing into the street.

This embarrassment seems to cause

conflicts between the girl and her guest.

Luckily, there is one exception to the rule.

This exception is called "Open Dorm

This is a time when the girl is allowed to

have male guesU in her room.

But. if the students can be trusted for

two hours on open dorm nights, why can't

the studenU be trusted for 10 minutes in

the lobby. Usually on "open dorm", the

dorm mothers are roaming the hall mak-

ing sure of the whereabouts of each

visitor. This is not always true. Many

times, the dorm mothers sit in the lobby

and socialize with some of the guys, while

others are visiting girls in their dorm

rooms. No problem seems to arise from

open dorm, so why the big "protection

act'* on regular days? The students are

trusted then, and if any unaccepUble

behavior were to occur, it would most

likely happen during "open dorm", not in

the lobby on a 10-minute time span.

Administrators want the students to act

like adults, but refuse to treat the

StudenU like adults. If the 10-minute time

span Stays in effect, maybe the students

should sUrt acting like children. Then,

the students could have supervisors to

make sure they eat their vegetables and

make sure the students get to bed at a

reasonable hour.

Colleoe Preu Service

Designerfood^ anyone
By KAREN COOK
They are red and hot. They arouse

some students' temperatures to red hot.

The cafeteria workers seem obsessed

with them, and the food is possessed by

them. The MDJC cafeteria has been in-

vaded by gruesome little creatures - pi-

mientoes!

Many students who used to like pimien-

to cheese sandwiches don't anymore

because they are practically "burnt out

"

on pimientoes. The red bits of spice have

become a student's worst enemy. When

they take a bite of mashed potatoes, the

little red devil is staring them in the face.

They reach for their com. and it's

decorated with the grotesque red bits of

pepper. They probe through their green

beans and find one stashed underneath

the vegetables. It's no use; MDJC is done

in. It won't be a giant monstrous ham-

burger that will eat the MDJC college. In-

stead, it will be a tiny piece of pimiento.

Pimientoes come from a tree called the

Jamaica pepper. It is an allspice used to

add flavor to food and to improve the

taste - yes. "to improve" the taste of the

food, and also to make it appear more ap-

petizing. Vet the mashed potatoes are

fine with just gravy and no "Jamaica

Joe's" swimming in them. Now, the fried

chicken looks as though the cooks used it

for a weapon to fight off a "killer pimien-

to" on its way to the frying pan - the bird

lost ! The fried chicken almost always has

chips of pimientoes on it.

However, the picture is beginning to

look clearer. The MDJC cafeteria is try-

ing to present latest in "uptown" foods.

The new fad must "designer food" With

pimientoes and a litte "shrubbery" dab-

bled on and about the food, the MDJC
cafeteria will be among the "in crowd"

college cafeterias.

What do the consumers of this popular

food need to watch for next? How about

"punk pie"? Food coloring would really

make the food fashionable! Imagine -

pink and purple lima beans.
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Do Thanksgiving and Christmai

come too close together?
By SHANNON ESTES
Whoever sets the dates for the holidays

should stop and think about the holiday

schedule. Thanksgiving and Christmas

are within 30 days of each other, which

may or may not be a good thing.

Both of the holidays are for family

gatherings, goodwill, and lots of good

eating. These reasons are important

enough to have the holidays, but they do

have their good and bad points.

The good points to the two holidays

have their advantages. For instance, if

you happen to miss the family gathering

in November you can always make it up

in December. At these family gatherings

you get to see all of the relatives who live

far away, and you get to see the new addi-

tions to the family.

The good food is probably the best part,

though, including everything from main

courses to desserts. You can eat until you

can't eat anymore and not worry about

being ill-mannered, because everyone is

so busy snatching and grabbing that they

don't notice you.

After midnight the goodwill sets in

when most everyone is tipsy, and the ones

who aren't, are laughing at the ones who

are.

Along with the good points come

bad ones. Now, I'm not agaij

Thanksgiving, Christmas, family gat

ings, good food, and good will, but thi

are limits to everything. One family

together is enough for any family. All this

feasting is nice, but it kills people's diets.

New Year's Eve has enough partying to

last all year long! Besides all of Hiai

everything mentioned costs mone> md

that's not mentioning other added a

such as travel money, Christmas gil

etc.

There are several ways we can ta(

this problem. One way is to m(

Thanksgiving up to Labor Day and hav(

'•Thankfull-Labor Day".
"Labor-Thanksgiving". We could m(

New Year's Eve to Christmas ai

declare it the nationally recognizeri Npvp

Year (after all, they moved old t

Washington's birthday). If those two m

gestions aren't satisfactory, then

could combine them all and declare

month of December as "The Men

Thankful New Year Party Month" ai

solve all of the problems.

Moorhead lacks entertainment
By JOANN STANTON
What is MDJC's major extracurricular

attraction? Where does a student go to

have a good time in Moorhead? One

answer often gives is the recommenda-

tion that the student join a club. This solu-

tion, however, is often of little use

because the club offers once-a-month ac-

tivities at most.

The usual response from one student to

another is "anywhere but Moorhead",

but that answer is not very helpful.

So. what does the student with no vehi-

cle do with the occasional free time he

has?

This question is often asked by dorm
residents -- especially minority students

whose social choices in Moorhead are

limited because of the lack of decent

places openely freely to Blacks in

Moorhead. Most of these students

MDJC's social happenings to be a major

disappointment. .

Students need something to look
>j

ward to. Perhaps dances should be pi

ed more often, in a neutral territory

the student union where many stud

like to hang out. Perhaps more formal

fairs involving the entire student

should be planned. More frequ

assemblies involving the entire stu

body might be helpful.

Students certainly cannot be ver)

fluential in getting the cooperation

downtown merchants, but they can

that the MDJC planners will Uke '^^^

cond look at making MDJC a pla^e
^

students think of as being more exd

and stimulating.

hopf

it
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Role reversal may be the answer

j^, SHKRVK DUNN

^0 executives are working for the

le company. They are doing the exact

,.ie job, yet one is being paid $10,000

are than the other The higher-paid ex-

jtive is male, and the lower-paid ex-

jtive is female.

v, hy are they not paid the same amount

ihey are doing the same work?

It is called job discrimination^ ay

nployers think they can pay sonieone

^0 wears a skirt less money.

Many current studies indicate the ex-

nt of this job discrimination. For in-

knce. according to a Glamour magazine

iidy. over half of the working women in

.United Slates are underpaid. Fortune

^gazine backs this finding up. They cite

1982 government study which showed

at 42 percent of the working wonten

fcrt not being paid what they should be

siving. In 1984, Fortune said that a

DW-up study showed that, instead of

reasing, the number of women
linated against in the workforce

id increased to 63 percent.

If a male and a female are doing the

le job, why should they nqt receive

pay?

Most men disagree with this

bilosophy, of course.

Perhaps, however, if the male had to go

a role reversal situation, he

would understand the working woBiau^s

argument. '
*^

For instance, why not let a male spend

one week going through a typical

itinerary for a woman? The routine

might, for a typical day, go like this, get

up at 5:30 a.m.. cook two pounds of bacon,

three cans of biscuits, make coffee, get

the children ready for school, iron his

wife a blouse, clear the kitchen dishes,

and get himself ready by 7:30 a.m. After

this morning workout, he would work an

eight-hour shift alongside a female. He
would get a $160 check at the end of the

week while she received $240. From his

$160, he would pay household expenses,

children's school supply needs, and other

demands, having $10 left to "splurge" on

himself at the beauty salon.

It is obvious that most men would not

tolerate this situation.

After a male has tried to visualize

himself in this situation, he probably has

begun to have a change of heart.

Strikes, rallies, letters, and talks with

government officials have not been of

much help to women trying to change this

situation.

Perhaps role reversal should be

demanded until enough maids can come

to appreciate the working woman's

plight.

i

Blood pressure
check

Equal rights raises comment

ON WEDNESDAY, Nov. 6, the

ADN class checked blood

pressures for 219 people. Seven-

teen were referred to doctors

because they were found to hStve

elevated readings. Here, Jackie

Parker checks Trisha Phillips'

blood pressure.

, HAROLD WILLIAMS
There has been much dispute over the

sue of the employment of women,

fthe proposed Equal Rights Amend-

lent, not passed but adopted in principle,

tly allowed women to enter job

Ids which were traditionally con-

"man's work". That proposal

, not unreasonable since it is only fair

it women should be allowed to seek the

_r of their choice, if they are capable

performing the job requirements.

What is unreasonable is the latest issue

"comparable worth" which will adjust

ly scales so that salaries for jobs held by

len would be comparable to those

positions traditionally held by males.

This is called pay equity (equal work for

equal pay). However, it is not.

"It is not fair to pay an entire profes-

sion the same wages as another profes-

sion that has been determined to be of the

>ame value to an employer," said

^nce M. Pendleton, chairman, United
~

lies Commission on Civil Rights, in a

;nt speech. (The commission recently

ejected comparable worth.)

It is also unfair to pay women equal

;es when they work beside men but do

produce an equal amount of produc-

ity, but the Equal Pay Act of 1963 re-

ed employers to do so. The solution

Id be to fire such employees, but the

lan would undoubtedly cry that her

Its had been violated. FYom a personal

ience, a woman emplo>- *>y the

postal service, which spelled out the re-

quirements of the job, did not perform an

equal amount of work which made her

male counterparts have to work harder in

order to produce the same amount of out-

put. Yet they all were paid the same. Un-

fair.

Actual fairness would be to hire three

women, pay them salaries which would

equal those of two men (if that is the

number needed to equal output)

That is what comes of women entering

nontraditional women's jobs, the situa-

tion would be remedied if they were not

allowed to do so, but in the interest of fair

play, they are.

It was reported in an article in Com-

monwea/th that most women do not want

to work nontraditional jobs, but rather

reorder the wage scales to suit their

wants. "Women's" jobs have historically

paid less than "men's" jobs but this

might be due the theory of supply and de-

mand, (i.e. Women are more numerous

than men. There are more than enough

women to fiU traditional positions but not

entirely enough men to fill traditional

men's positions. Result, the scarcity of

men drives the price of men higher)

Also, according to Mr. Pendleton, "Men

are usuaUy physically stronger than

women, and they tend to work in jobs that

have a higher probability of physical

harm. Because of the increased nsk,

these jobs command higher wages.

Job evaluation in the attempt to deter-

mine the same value of jobs by com-

parable worth supporters is based on four

points.

1. Skill; 2. Effort; 3. Responsibility re-

quired on the job; 4. Working conditions

under which the job is performed.

In most male jobs the fourth point is

enough to justify higher wages, but sup-

porters of comparable worth close their

eyes to this.

"What would happen if supply and de-

mand were to drive wages in one par-

ticular occupation?" asks Pendleton in

his speech. "Would the shorUge of

warehouse workers, causing wages to m-

crease, require the clerk-typisU to

automically receive higher wages?"

Answers to questions like those and

other unequitable problems should be

brought to light by supporters of com-

parable worth, in the name of the same

fair play wiUi which they use as a shield

in arguing their cause. Also, they need to

consider that the policy of comparable

worth is aimed to eliminate differences in

wages between sexes. This will not

eliminate discrimination. More likely, it

will encourage discrimination The whole

picture needs to show - not just the "good

parts", and the problems remedied. This

would make comparable worth an accep-

Uble idea.

CORRECTIONS
The overall season record for the Tro-

jan football team is 5-3-1 (five wins, three

losses, and one tie) not 5-1-3 This was a

reporter's error.

There was an error in the Turkey shoot

story. Participants may not supply their

own weapons as was reported. This was

an editor's error.

The band show for the last game of the

season, described in "Band Marches

On"... was cancelled after the paper had

gone to press.

In the football story on the Co-Lin

game. Richard Smith scored one of the

touchdowns attributed to Chuck Smith.

This was an editor's error.

WAP
TYPISTS - S500 weekly at home! Write:

P.O. Box 975. Elizabeth, NJ 07207.

ALTERATIONS tnd MINOR SEWING (obs lof

small fees 3e« Angenetta Wrtght of Jac-

queline Hamer in Room no. 40.

In the story on sickle cell

testing. Cecil Webb was lirted at a

Charleston resident instead d a Greeo-

ville resident. Student reporter failed to

supply this information The pbraae...

with this disease, following the word

"carrier" in the first paragraph should

have been omitted because it is redun-

dant.
"

-OR SALE - 1977 Dodge Colt. 4^oor.

4-3peed. New AM/FM stereo with

'cassette player. Uses regular gas,

32-mlle8 to the gallon. Excellent condi-

tion. One-owner. See Jack Harris, supt..

Bidgs & Grounds Office. ADM BLDG.
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Creative writers corner

The Sage
By MAMIE DUNIGAN
When I went to work this particular

night in early May, there was a spring

breeze blowing. I could smell the dirt in

the fields like the smell of rain on freshly

turned earth. The farmers had been

preparing their fields for spring plantmg

that day although the cotton rows were

barely visible under the starlight. A feel-

ing of peace and everything being right in

the world prevaUed over my sense of

aloneness.

AutomaticaUy, I drove my old yallow

Volkswagen bug into the parking lot m
front of the nursing home. The porch

Ughts out front shone on the rocking

chairs, which were stUl moving as if with

voluntary powers. The residents had pro-

bably just vacated them and gone inside.

Walking into the brightly decorated lob-

by, I noted what obviously was the end of

a party. Some of the residents, along with

some of the nursing sUff who were

assisting them, called out to me as I came

in. They were laughing and talking and

eating the remainder of a chocolate cake

decorated with blue and pink roses with

green leaves I knew that someone had

had a birthday even though there were

not any candles on the cake.

Mrs. Estes, one of the residents who is

100-years-old and just as energetic as a

child, greeted me with smiles and began

telling me of the fun she had had during

Mr. Smith's birthday party. She said that

Mr. Smith's family brought the cake, and

the kitchen donated the cheese, crackers,

and fruit along with the lime sherbet

punch. J • -i J
Later, when I made rounds and visited

Mr Smith, he was lying on the bed with

his "Farmer Jim'* overalls on. Because

of his hearing problem, I stepped closer to

his bed, so that he could see my hps move,

and called out, "I heard you had a birth-

day today?" He replied smiling, "Yes, 1

did. I was 9l.years-old today."

"That is a long time." I commented. He

continued to smile, but looking rather

sad, sighed, "Yes, a long time, but a short

life. Yes sir, a short life."

He continued to speak in a quiet

reminiscing sort of way about the things

he had done in his life. 1 thought for a mo-

ment he had forgotten I was there. He

went on about his childhood, growing up

on a farm, feeding the chickens and milk-

ing the cows. He remembered the times

his brother and he rode the old gray and

black mules down to the creek to swim in

their favorite spot, while the sun set

behind a bank of pink clouds bidding

goodbye to another hot June day.

He communicated to me his nosUlgia

upon leaving home to go to work on the

railroad and later meeting his wife and

raising their children. Mr. Smith men-

tioned a time back in the twenties, not

long after World War I, when times were

Handcrafts makegood gifts

As the hohday season approaches,

students here are joining the rest of

Americans in the delightful frenzy of fin-

ding presents for all their friends and

relatives.

But they, like many other people, are

faced with a limited budget and a long

list. One doesn't seem compatible with

the other.

So what are they doing to solve the pro-

blem?
At least two local students are making

their own presents. They are also offering

their handicrafts to the public for sale.

Senova Hall has crocheted and knitted

afghans on sale in Stennis-Penrod.

Leigh Ann Adams makes handcrafted

jewelry - bracelets, earrings, necklaces -

which she sells through speciality shops

and to individuals who contact her.

Adams, en elementary education major,

commutes from her home on East Barton

in Greenwood.

Other gift ideas which MDJC'ers could

consider are needlepoint plaques (kits

are available in discount stores for very

low prices), fruit baskets, and live plants.

Another good place to shop for distinc-

tive Christmas items is the community

bazaar. Most towns in the Delta stage

church or civic club bazaars where very

nice gifts are available at bargain prices.

And don't forget the faculty hand-

crafters. Mrs. Shirley Vickers and Mrs.

Beverly Nobile of the Stanny Sanders

Library staff have a variety of interesting

gifts for sale. Mrs. Brenda Grubb.

psychology instructor, sells handmade
collars.

Bookstore set for season
Santa's elves are busy getting ready for

Christmas, but they have nothing over

Mrs. Montez Weaver, manager of the

campus bookstore.

Mrs. Weaver is also preparing for the

holiday season and says that the

bookstore is featuring many new items

for Christmas gift ideas.

Besides the greeting card collection,

the bookstore has stocked Hallmark

candles and candlehoiders. The candles

come in traditional Christmas colors, red,

green, and white, plus other assorted col-

on. Books and novels are also featured.

This year, the bookstore is taking special

orders for books and novels not in stock.

To order books, students should contact

the bookstore attendants. Mrs Weaver,

Mrs. Carolyn Roberts, or Mrs. Jackie

Phillips.

The ever-popular sweatclothes with the

MDJC insignias are in abundance. A new

sweatshirt has been added. The sweat-

shirt is solid white with hearts and Miss.

Delta printed on the front. The shirt sells

for $11.50. Mrs. Weaver says that in

December the bookstore will have the

matching sweatpants. Other clothing ad-

so hard living on a farm that homespun

clothes were all they had to wear, and

their meals consisted of ground com

cooked in water with butter and salt as its

only seasoning.

Mr. Smith became silent for a while.

And then, as though he remembered my

presence, he looked at me as if the

world's problems were upon his

shoulders. It seemed as if he wanted to

transfer those problems to me. At that

moment. I felt a penetrating sadness. He

began to speak, "It would mean more

than life itself^f the people of the world

would accept, love, and try to understand

one another. If somehow the government

would drop the bureaucracy and govern

in the manner that God intended."

Lying on his back with his hands placed

one upon the other over his heart, Mr.

Smith tried to emphasize his next words

by saying, "A person lives this life, and it

seems to hurry by. All the mistakes a

man makes. Life itself is a continuous

changing kaleidoscope of good times and

bad times. You can't go back and change

them, you know. So Vm telling you

because you seem to want to listen. Stop

for a minute and reason things out

because all the good times and all the bad

times in life go together to make a man

who he is." Then he patted my hand and

said, "Tomorrow is another day, so don't

make the mistakes this old man did ffoJ
go on about your business, and v\\

right."

I stood and looked down on him for

moment, but his eyes were closed. Her
replaced his hands upon his chest on
top of the other. He appeared to be

deep sleep. His chest was rising and fi

ing in an even rhythm. In the soft

coming into the room from the halL

could see the wrinkles around his moi
and eyes from years of laughter. al<

with the signs of hardship and pain,

untimeliness of the moment gave rr

feeling of being in a vacuum. I ti

slowly and walked out of his room cl

the door quietly behind me. The .

soimd was the screech of my nurs

shoes on the tile floor.

I cannot begin to know what happei

to me in Mr. Smith's room that night. L

until this day I continue to have an ii

pregnable sadness. The encounter hasi

fected the way I deal with people. I fo(

my attention not on their actions, butj

their persons.

Frequently. I put myself in their sit

tions and in doing so somehow underst

them better. After an encounter with

rather difficult person. I thank Mr. Smil

for sharing his widsom with me. I ha^

been told that wisdom is divine, and if

is true, I also thank God.

00000 00 0000000000^^^^^^1

Dorm Talk
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The semester is nearing its end, and the

top priority of the girls in Stennis-Penrod

is to get those grades up. For the past

ditions include the Wild Cherry collection

of shirts, tee-shirts, and umbrellas and

rain jackets for the winter weather.

Besides sleepshirts. jerseys, and tee-

shirts, the bookstore is selling babv

clothes with the MDJC insignia. T*
clothes range in sizes as small as "six

months" to "toddler."

A new style of sweaters is also being

displayed for purchase in the bookstore.

Sweatervests with the MDJC monogram

are featured. The vests come in red or

gray and cost $16.80. The 100 percent

acrylic pullover sweater in red with white

stripes is also a new addition selling at

$19.60.

The bookstore is featuring specials on

jewelry including rings, earrings, and

necklaces. Other gifts are watches and

watchbands, visors and keychains. The

bookstore also has the famous grfeen

lipstick that is altered by an individual's

body chemistry to produce a perfect

shade of red. Along with the green

lipstick, blue and brown shades are also

sold. For the cooks, the bookstore is sell-

ing recipe books for filing recipes, and for

the letter writer Halbnark stationery in

special designs is being sold.

The bookstore also boasts of many
special services, such as stamps and

envelopes for those letters to Santa. The
managers are encouraging all students to

visit the bookstore and get a headstart on

Christmas shopping.

month, the library has become

popular hangout, along with the dor

study-rooms. Freshman Chandra Wil

comments. "I would sleep in it if I could.'

It is basketball season at MDJC, and co-

eds have now diverted their attention

from the tough guys of the gridiron to the

lean mean guys on the court. The girls

seem to be having a ball on Mondays and

Thursdays, eating early in order to get

dressed for the games at 6. If only the col-

iseum wasn't so far away from the dorm.

On Thursday, Nov. 6, the October-

November birthdays were celebrated

with cake and punch. Unfortunately,

there was too much celebration, and the

basketball manager fell victim to a cake

fight by the players.

The most recent issue to develop in the

dorm is the issues of male visitation at the

giris' dorm. Usually when girls coine

back on the weekends, males are allowrt

to assist them with their luggage. This is

no longer the policy due to some

misbehavior on the part of our student.

When guys come in to pick up a date,W
must once again sign a register Bow

rules are only temporary, but in u»

meantime, girls have feathers rufned m

protest. The visitation procedure seentf

to have become a constant problem and

evoking response from students.

Putting hullabaloo aside, the more

serious studente are quietly and pa^*^^^

awaiting the Thanksgiving holidays, a

so am I.

A dorm decoration contest is the maF

event for the Christmas 1985 celebran

in Stennis-Penrod dormitory. ^
Plans for the door decoration co"^P*^

lion will be the same as those held

cent years, according to Mrs. i

Carley, head resident. This contest wi

held the week before examinations
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Foreign Language Cluh tours Rushing Winery

SEVERAL of Mrs. Wat-

son's Foreign Language students

visited the Winery Rushing in

Marigold. This is the first winery

in the state since the Prohibition.

It was founded in 1977.

THE GROUP TAKES a look at the

plaque which states name, date,

and area of the Winery Rushing.

According to tradition, no one

else may use the winery's names

for the name of a wine. (I. to r.)

Fabiola Frances, Tahatia Denton,

Tammy Dogsey, Sarah Jones, and

Mrs. Watson.

Club plans Christmas party

The Spanish tradition of breaking the

pinala will be re-enacted at the Foreign

Language Club Christmas party schedul-

ed for the Stanny Sanders Library Con-

ference Room in early December.

Mrs. Betty Watson, club adviser, ex-

plained that the pinaU is a hollow card-

board, or, papier mache container

(usually formed in the shape of a fish, a

bird, or. an animal ) that is filled with can-

dy and small gifts. Children are bhndfold-

ed and given long sticks with which they

attempt to break the container. When a

child is successful, the goodies spill out.

and all of the children enjoy the treats.

Club members will also join in singing

traditional Christmas carols in French of

Spanish. A special feature of the party

food will be the Buche de Noel (a cake

shaped like a Christmas log and iced in

chocolate), which Mrs. Watson wiU bake

for the group.

MR. O.W. "Big Tom" RUSHING
told the students about the

awards his family's wines have

won. He also said the Rushing

Winery supplied the wine for

President Reagan's Jackson trip a

few years ago.

MR. RUSHING explained that the

bottling process starts with the

sterilization of the bottles on the

"bottle washer". Then the bottles

are filled, corked, labeled, and

packed upside down to keep the

corks moist and airtight.

JULIE, SARAH, and FABIOLA

taste the Rushings' muscadines.
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BSU plans harvest celebration

Bv KAREN COOK
The Baptist Student Union wiU hold

their annual Harvest Banquet Wednes-

day Nov. 20. at 7:30 p.m. in the BbV

center Everyone is invited to join in the

Thanksgiving celebration, said Rev. Tom

McLaughlin. BSU director.

The theme for this year's banquet IS A

Country Harvest." and the decorations

wiU be centered around the theme.

Everyone will be dressed in a counto;

style The menu will consist of smoked

bam. potatoes, green beans, corn and a

dessert "All of which the social commit-

tee will be in charge of preparing." said

McLaughUn. The BSU singing group,

"Upward Journey." wiU provide the

entertainment for the occasion.

"The BSU is an arm of the Southern

Baptist Church. The one here at MDJC

was built bv Southern Baptist Churches m
this jumor college district. It is an

organization of like-minded students who

come together to celebrate the love of

Jesus." explained Rev. McLaughlin.

"Most of these students are Baptist;

however, there are many who belong to

other evangelical churches. They get

together, study the Bible, and fellowship.

The BSU foundation is built on it being

Chnst-<;entered, student-led, and church-

oriented."

"We are here to minister to students

and faculty through a Baptist prospec-

tive," said Rev. McLaughlin. "Our

primary Usk is to share Jesus and train

students in their faith. It doesn't make

any difference what denomination a per-

son is because if they want to share Jesus,

then the BSU is the place to be."

The governing body of the BSU is made

up of the students. There is a council

which is made up of two bodies - the ex-

ecutive body and the freshmen body. The

executive body is the ruling body which

consists of chairmen of various commit-

tees who govern the BSU and head up the

particular area they are in charge of. At

the present time these are the members

of the executive council - their positions,

or the committee for which they act as

chairmen: Burell Leach, president;

Michael Hood, vice-president and chair-

man of summer missions; Cathy Brooks.

secreUry; Jennifer Collins, chairman of

community missions; Mark Kelly and

Wesley McGaugh, co-chairmen of wor-

ship; Willie Leach, center chairman;

Margaret Sandifer. chairman of social

committee; and Pam Wolfe, publicity

chairman.

Fifteen freshmen were just elected to

form the Freshmen council. They will act

as vice-chairmen to the executive

members. The freshmen council is in

training for the time in which they will

take over next year." Their positions are

not set as of yet but will be assigned

soon." said McLaughlin.

Organizations which function out of the

BSU include the flag football team and

the "Upward Journey" singing group.

The team ended the season with a 2-4

record. The last game, which was for the

championship, was against the "Air Con-

nection," who won the game 13-0.

For the team's last regular ballgame

and the championship game they wore

new blue shirts with a red design of the

Art Club makesprofit

By CHRIST! ALFORD
"The MDJC Art Club's fall bazaar was

pleasing," according to President Andrea

Scott of Greenwood. The club made ap-

proximately $250. The money will go into

a fund that has been set up by the club.

The club plans to donate a piece of art to

the Fine Arts Building.

Tbe members of the club were pleased

with the response they received from the

bazaar. ''Everything went fine, except

the airbrushing didn't do as well as we

thought it would," said Scott.

Scott also said, "There are no definite

plans of a Christmas Bazaar. We may do

something for Christmas, but as of now,

nothing has been set or made definite."

Choir plays to small audience

The Mississippi College Chamber
Choir, under the direction of Dr. James

Glass, presented a choral music program

to a small audience in the Tharp

Auditorium on Wednesday, Oct. 23.

This presentation was the second in a

series of "Wednesday afternoons" being

sponsored by the MDJC Fine Arts

Department.

The 25-member group gave a

chronological performance of works by

great masters including Franz Schubert,

Georg Bizet, and Mendelssohn. A sub-

group of the chamber choir also

presented several selections.

A special feature of the performance

was the appearance of MDJC former stu-

dent, Archie Goodwin, as a member of the

choir.

Subscribe to the Delta Herald. It's informative, it's exciting and it is FREE. Just send
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Name

City _
SUte _ Zip

SubMribe now for spring semester

BSU COUNCIL - (I. to r.) Stanley

Farrell, Wesley Magaugh, Mark

Kelly. Mike Hood; (front) Margaret

Sandifer. Cathy Brooks, Pam
Wolfe, and Burell Leach.

sUte of Mississippi and the letters BSU on

them. The idea for the shirts was Wesley

McGaugh's, a team member, and they_

were designed by Rev. McLaughlin. The
team members were: Donald Coleman,

Scott Frank, Sam Heam, Mark Hobart,

Michael Hood, Kevin Hunsucker, Mark
Kelly. Kevin Kirby, BureU Leach, WUhe
Leach, Ronnie Lester, Wesley McGaugh.
Glen Tice, Johnny Watford, and Johnny

Wigington.

The other function, "Upward Journey,"

travels Sunday nights leading worship

services in various churches of this eight

county district. They usually present a

45-minute program where they sing along

with soundtracks.

So far the group has performed at

several Baptist churches in the Delta

area. These include Moorhead, Cruger,

Greenfield, and Cowart Baptist churches.

"Upward Journey" will be traveling

every Sunday night for the rest of this

semester and every Sunday night next

semester. The students of the group came
up with the name "Upward Journey."
The singers are BureU Leach, tenor;

Scott Frank, bass; Sylvia Redwine,
soprano ; Jennifer Collins, alto ; and
Margaret Sandifer, alto. All the singers

are from Greenville except for Sandifer,

who is from Charleston.

Regular activities that take place at the

BSU are noonday, Bible study, after-

game fellowship, and council meetings.

"Noonday is a 15-minute devotion set in

each day that last from 12: 15-12: 30 p.m. It

is open to anyone who wants to come by -

students or faculty." said Rev.
McLaughlin.

The students are in charge and usually

have a prayer, share a scripture, poem,

thought, or song during noonday.

"It is a positive time to get an uplift

diu-ing the day," said Rev. McLaughlin.

Bible study is held on Monday nights at

7 p.m. in the center. "As well as studying

the word, there is fellowship, and

refreshments are served," said

McLaughlin.

After-game fellowship was an activity

that took place during football season and

will be continued during basketball

season. Sports-oriented films were shown
- sports bloopers. Each film ended with a

message from Christian athletes

Refreshments were also served.

Coimcil meetings are held Monday

nights at 6 p.m. at the BSU. The BSU

council meets to take care of business,

which ranges from giving reports to keep

everyone aware of what is going on and

also to the planning of parties.

"These meetings are open since the

council is open to suggestions and ideas

that may meet spiritual needs," said Rev.

McLaughlin.

Upcoming events include a trip to a ski

retreat in Colorado, a mission trip to New

Orleans in February, and a mission trip

during spring break to Daytona Beach,

Fla.

Also four MDJC students from the BSU
have applied for summer missions to

Alaska, Hawaii, Minnesota and Florida.

The BSU is open daily from 8 a.m. to 3

p.m. and from 6 to 10 p.m.

"We invite everyone who wants to grow

spiritually to come by. We are not looking

for perfect people, but we do believe we

can t>e of some help to people with their

spiritual needs." said Rev. McLaughlin.

"A fellow who is always
declaring he is no fool

usuaUy has his suspicions."

Wilson Mizner



Trivial Pursuit

Answers to last issue's questions:

1. President Theodore Rooseveltl

organized the first White House Press
|

Room.
2. Larry Speakes from Merigold is the

current deputy press secretary to Ronald

Reagan.
Questions for this issue:

1. What town in Mississippi was known

as "Chimneyville" after it was burned

and only chimneys were left standing?

2. Where in Mississippi is the nation's

oldest tree farm located?

3. Where was the first Coca-Cola put in-

to bottles?

State deficit brings cutbacks
Page 7

By VERNKTTA WHITTAKER
The State of Mississippi an-

nounced last week thai the state budget

has to be cut by 4.32 percent.

According to Dr. J.T. Hall, president of

MDJC, this means that MDJC has to trim

its budget by $138,000. "The overall

budget cut for junior colleges is

$2,600,000, " said Hall.

The question arises of what parts of the

school budget will be trimmed. Hall said

that in past years, the cuts have been

taken from many areas of the school

budget. Dr. Hall said that this year there

will be no faculty salary cuts.

Hall said that the budget area most

likely to be cut is purchase of new equip-

ment and supplies. "The department
heads will meet with the administration,

and we will decide where to reduce by
recommendation." says Hall. 'The facul-

ty heads will also meet to discuss possibly

cutting instructional supplies." Other

areas to be considered for trimming are

library supplies and maintenance funds.

Dr. Hall says that a possible reason for

the statewide budget cut is the

misesUmation of taxes by the Mississippi

Legislature.

"The Legislature created new taxes

and estimated what the taxes would pro-

duce. Evidentally, they over-estimated

the income and in the end. did not have
the money that they had appropriated to

the schools. This forced the institutions to

have to cut their budgets, " says Dr. Hall.

The law states that if, at the end of Oc-
tober, the income is less than what has
been estimated, then the governor has a

right to cut funds.

The state universities were also forced

to cut their budgets. "The eight major
universities gat the same 4.32 percent cut

as junior colleges," said Hall.

This is the fourth budget cut over the

last five years. The last budget cut occur-

red in 1983.

Congress considers changes in FederalAid setup

College students who fit the category of

•'party animals" loafing their way

through school may find themselves to be

an endangered species if new legislation

regarding financial aid pending in the

United States Congress is passed.

These students will find it harder to

"party til you puke", make below-

average grades in school and receive

federal money for financial aid - all at

the same time.

Congress has already passed one bill

stiffening the requirements to receive aid

and is debating two additional proposals

that would make requirements more str-

ingent. Their actions are prompted by the

need to reduce the financial budget.

One of the proposals centers on the Pell

Grant. This proposal, which has been re-

jected once by Congress, would require

studenU to maintain a "c" average to

receive a grant. This proposal has been

resubmitted in this session by the founder

of the Pell Grant program concept, Sen.

Clairbome Pell. (D. RI) and is co-

authored by Sen. Don Nickles (R, Okla.)

"This proposal is not likely to pass this

session either." said Joe Ray. financial

aids director, "but it has a better chance

than in the past since Sen. Pell is backing

the change this time."

A second proposal under debate is an

attempt to place a ceiling on the amount

of income qualifying studente may have

to receive aid. If the bill is passed, any

student with a combined family income

over $25,000 a year will not even be able to

apply for a grant.

Ray said that this proposal is not likely

to pass because of a lack of equity. "The

proposal is not fair because the living

standard of a family of three earning

$25,000 would be very different from that

of a family of eight earning the same

amount."

Ray says that it is certain that one of

the three proposals will affect MDJC

students in 1986-87.

TJs to perform tonight on campus

Local people will have the opportunity

to see the "TJs" in action on campus to-

day or tomorrow. They will present a two-

part fall concert with the first part

scheduled for7:30 p.m. tonight (Tuesday)

and the second for tomorrow afternoon

(Wednesday) at 2: 15.

Both shows will be presented on the

stage of Tharp Auditorium in the Yeates

Fine Arts Center.

The "TJs" have been reorganized tms

year into two separate groups within the

overall troupe. The two new groups have

been named "Show Biz" and "NashviUe

Junction" by director Joe Abrams.

Abrams explains that "Show Biz wUl

features Broadway hits in its shows.

Their current repertoire includes

"Dink-a-Doo (made famous by Jimmy

Durante), You Knew Suzy .
Ma .

and several other Broadway classics.

Members of this group are Shona Bodie,

Gary Christi Alford. Greenwood; Wendy

Parrish. Greenwood; John Holloway. In-

dianola; Burell Leach. Greenville; and

Jay Madison, Pascagoula.

The second group, "NashviUe Junc-

tion" performs country hits such as

"Down on the Bayou .
^nd an dd

Hank Williams classic. Elvira

Members of the Nashville Junction are

Scott Frank and Sylvia Redwine. Green-

viUe; Susan Fullilove. Drew; Shuwanna

Teague, Leland; and Mike Smith.

Clarksdale.

Abrams says that he plans to increase

membership in these groups to 12 by se-

cond semester.

A special feature of the fall concert is

an Elvis Presley medley sung by the en-

tire "TJ" troupe.

Abrams says that for the first time, the

••TJs" ae incorporating full-time

choreography for their routines. Under

the direction of Mrs. Jean Abrams, art

coordinator at MDJC, they have combin-

ed music with elemenU of dance. She has

also designed new costumes for the

^e "TJs" joined Rep. Webb Franklin

(R Miss.) in a Veterans' Day Show m

Greenwood held on the Leflore Coimty

Courthouse lawn Nov. U. As a result of

this appearance, the groups were

featured briefly on local television that

"'fbrams is encouraging everyone to at-

tend the faU concert. "There will be songs

to suit every taste." said Abrams.

That change is the new requirement

by the U.S. Department of Education

which demands more validation on great

appHcations. "Validation" means that all

information on every application will be

scrutinized rather than the 35 percent of

total applications presently being check-

ed.

Ray said that this change has resulted

from a study made on several college

campus nationwide which revealed that

much of the information reported by

students on grant applications is invalid

or false.

Ray points out that the result of the

validation requirement will be an in-

creased work load on college financial aid

offices. It will also slow down the process-

ing of grant applications because of more

"red Upe" in checking every deUil of in-

formation. "This change will mainly put

the responsibility on studenU and college

officers to reduce error in grant awards,"

said Ray. Such errors could be costly

since the amount of funds awarded last

year to the 1.027 MDJC students receiving

grants totalled $844,672 - an average of

$822 per student.

He offered some tips to students to help

prevent errors in filing their grant ap-

plications (new forms will be out

sometime in January) Ray said that er-

rors could mean delays in processing of

up to 11 weeks. "This could mean that a

student could miss a semester of school if

his school doesn't have a waiver policy

like MDJC s." Mr. Ray said

Ray said that every student who needs

financial aid should:

• apply for financial aid as early as

possible so that you'll know what is need-

ed to receive aid.

• keep a copy of your tax return and

your parents' return from the preceding

year.

• be sure all information is true and

correct.

Coutitv /V\aikel
DISCOUNT f000 STOff£S

"THE NASHVILLE JUNCTION" Is

one part of the MDJCs TJ's

Travelin' Road Shows. Here, they

are performing at the Lewis

Grocery picnic on Saturday, Nov.

9 (I to r.) Scott Frank, Schwanna

Teague, Sylvia Redwine, and

Michael Smith.



FRED LENARD goes for two

points against Co-Lin on Tuesday,

Nov. 12.

Basketball

scoreboard

Lady Trojans 104 Mary Holmes 82

Leading scorer, Shelia Jackson (30)

Leading rebounder, Sandra Williams (12)

Lady Trojans 92 Utica 100

Leading scorer, Bessie Banks (20)

Leading rebounder. Sandra Williams (9)

Lady Trojans GO Hinds Eagles 61

Leading scorer, Sandra Williams (14)

Leading rebounder, Bessie Banks (15)

Lady Trojans 78 Hinds Eagles 76

Leading scorer, Sandra Williams (27)

Leading rebounder, Elaine Bailey (13)

Lady Trojans S2 Southwest 49

Leading scorer, Mary Dotson (12)

Leading rebounder, Bessie Banks (14)

Lady Trojans S3 Co-Lin 70

Leading scorer, Mary Dotson (18)

Leading rebounder, Bessie Banks (IB)

Trojan Men 68 Hinds 64

Leading scorer. Ronnie Kent (21)

Leading rebounder, Andre Harris (9)

Trojan Men 59 Hinds 57

Leading scorer, Ronnie Kent (14)

Leading rebounder, Andre Harris (15)

Trojan Men 57 SW Bears 58

Leading scorer, Andre Harris (18)

Leading rebounder, Andre Harris (8)

Trojan Men €7 Co-Lin 93

licading scorer, Fred Lenard (22j

Leadmg rebounder, Andre Harris (6)

Many Trojans toparticipate in All-Star

The Trojan inrtuence will be evident m

the Mississippi Junior College Football

All-Star Classic when that event takes

place in Tupelo, December 7.

Coach James "Wooky" Gray and his

assisUnU will coach the North Squad and

six Trojan players have been named to

the North All-Star squad. Student

cheerleaders and the student manager

for the North team will also be from MD-

JC.

Coach Gray and his assistants. Charles

Sabbatini. Paul Downs, and Keith

Bender, will go to Tupelo right after

Thanksgiving and spend the week prac-

ticing with the players.

The six MDJC players named to the

North Half squad are Levon Davis,

quarterback from Indianola; Chuck

Smith, fullback from Greenville; Ellis

Townsend, linebacker from Drew; Scott

Bell, offensive tackle from Excell. Ala.;

Jeff Hudson, defensive tackle from

Greenwood; and Jim Besselman, offen-

sive guard from Metarie, La.

Randee Alford, co-captain of the MDJC
cheerleaders, said that her group is very

excited about the Tupelo event. "This is

the first time any squad from this school

has been chosen, and we are looking for-

ward to it," said Alford.

The cheerleaders, accompanied by

their sponsor. Paige Sabbatini, plan to go

to Tupelo on Friday before the Saturday

game. "We want this trip to be fun for the

girls, too, because this is an honor." said

Dean Robert L. Warnock, cheerleader ad-

viser.

Scouts from senior colleges and

possibly the pro ranks are expected to be

at the game which will be played on the

Tupelo High School Field at 1:30 p.m

Student manager for the North Half will

be MDJC manager Robert Lunceford of

Dothan, Ala.

The South team will be coached by the

football staff of Jones Junior College.

1
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Trojans make All-Star, All-State

TEN TROJANS HAVE BEEN NAMED to All-State team of the Mississippi Junior

College Football Association. They were elected by conference-wide vote of the

member junior college coaches. The players are (from left, botton row) Levon
Davis, honorable mention, quarterback; Chuck Smith, second team, fullback;

Rodney Fulgham, honorable mention, place kicker; John Williams, second team,
tailback; Jeff Hudson, second team, defensive tackle, (from left, top row) Lee Ford,

second team, linebacker; Jim Besselman, second team, guard; Scott Bell, first

team, offensive tackle; Elige Davis, honorable mention, defensive tackle; Ellis

Townsend, honorable mention, linebacker. Six of these players will take part in the
all-star game at Tupelo. They are Levon Davis, Smith. Bell, Besselman and Hudson.
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Mr. & Miss MDJC election scheduied for Jan. 29

The Mr. and Miss MDJC election will be

held Wednesday, Jan. 29 at 9:20 a.m.. B

period. Voting will be done in classrooms

and at the Information Desk in the Union.

Requirements for candidacy in the Mr.

and Miss MDJC election are:

1. Candidates must have completed

three semester hours at MDJC as a full-

time student.

2. Must have earned a minimum of 42

hours of college credit, and have a

minimum of 2.0 GPA as of the end of the

Fall semester 1985 (or "S" for vocational

students )-

3. All participants must be enrolled as a

full-time student for the Spring semester,

1986.

4. Must be actively involved in at least

one extra-curricular activity outside of

the classroom.

Applications for Mr. and Miss MDJC
were available at the Information Desk in

the Union and Dean Warnock's office on

the second floor of the Union. A picture of

the applicant was submitted with the ap-

plication. The application deadline was

Jan. 17.

The results of the election will be an-

nounced during the second part of the

Who's Who revue. The Mr, and Miss MD-

JC election is sponsored by the MDJC

yearbook, The Retrospect.

Miss MDJC
Candidates

Shona Bodi. Su^ EUi. Mary Porter

Missy JackBon D. McCollough MeliBBa James Shirley Rice
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Editorial-

Legislatureacts swiftly

By HAROLD WILLIAMS

The Mississippi SUte Legislature kick-

ed off its 1986 session staring a dismal

1»7 budget in the face. SUte lawmakers

wiU be faced with the problem of trimm-

ing the budget to avoid another Ux in-

cr^se The session is scheduled to last

three months during which time

legislators wiU attempt to sort through

budget problems and other legislative ob-

^Tow^ver, during the first week in ses-

sion, the legislature was able to pass

several major bills without much delay

One such biU was the controversial

"blue law" bill. In a 31-21 vote the Senate

passed a measure that leaves restrictions

on Sunday business operations up to local

government. (This bill is similar to one

Uiat was approved in the House last

y^r).
,

....

Another measure expected to spend lit-

tle time in deliberations is the proposed

biU dealing with gubernatorial succes-

sion. The House of Representatives, with

a 114-7 vote, approved an amendment to

the sUte constitution that would allow

governors to serve back-to-back terms.

This measure is also predicted to pass

wiui ease in the Senate since a similar bill

was approved there in 1978. If passed by

the Senate, the measure will go before

SUte voters in the form of a constitutional

amendment in November.

Two education bills passed both houses

during the legislature's first week in ses-

sion. The first was a $600 million

Minimum Foundation Program which

conUins the $1000 pay increase for the

sUte secondary school teachers. The se-

cond was a $44.8 million bill funding pro-

grams of the Education Reform Act of

1982 Thirty-five millions dollars will go

toward the sUtewide public kindergarten

program scheduled to begin this fall.

Another bill creating a stir but not like-

ly to pass, in the opinion of veteran

legislative watchers, is a proposal to

close four sUte universities. The proposal

by Sen. Gene Taylor of Bay St. Louis is to

close Mississippi Valley SUte University.

Mississippi University for Women. DelU

SUte University, and Alcorn State

Cfocus)
By SHANNON ESTES
Have you ever noticed that the leaders

of the sUte have trouble deciding how to

suy broke? For insUnce, not long ago the

legislature was divided on the subject of a

new penitentiary. Some wanted to put it

in one spot, some wanted to put it in

another spot, and some didn't want it at

aU.

Now it*s the subject of education. Some

want to cut out these programs, some

want to cut out those programs, and some

don't want to cut any programs.

Wanting to or not. they all agree, final-

ly, that something has to be cut. It's not

just the senators and legislators this time.

They have the help of many others. Now.

some want to make cuts on junior col-

leges, some want to make cuts on senior

colleges, and some don't know what they

want to cut.

After they decide which areas they

want to cut on. they can't decide where to
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go from there. Should they cut this much

from that, or that much from this? It

sounds confusing because it is confusing.

After all, spending money is no easy job!

I have a solution to the problem The

sUte can model itself after the federal

government and borrow twice the amount

it needs and be in the red for a long time.

A wiser way. though, would be to find

where millions of dollars are being

wasted on things that are toUlly not need-

ed and put that money into the educa-

tional programs.

What ever the sUte leaders do. it can't

be done in a day. It's going to take time

and cooperation from everyone involved

to straighten out this mess. The main

thing to keep in mind is, after this pro-

blem is over, keep a watch on how money

is being spent so that the sUte can sUy
out of the red, and so that it doesn't get in-

to this situation again.
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Dean *'T'* says State

requires QPAs, not BUDs.

Ole Troi

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITORSWW

Dear Mr Estes:

1 recently read the November 5, 1985.

issue of the DelU Herald. 1 was disap-

pointed to learn of our Manager's, Mrs.

Elizat)eth Coleman. sUtement that the

students of MDJC made no difference in

our store's sales.

We at Double Quick. Inc., have always

been aware of the economic contribution

that the students of MDJC make to our

store as well as the other businesses of

Moorhead. It is for this reason that we
have introduced new deli items, fountain

drinks, and other items that are more to

the tastes of the college aged consumer.

We also frequently run specials and pro-

motions that are aimed at saving our

customers money.

We have always tried to support Delta

Junior College. We are very proud of the

College, its students, and the fine faculty

members. I am an Alumnus of MDJC,

and a resident of Moorhead, so the college

is very imporUnt to me as well as to Dou-

ble Quick, Inc. We are in business in

Moorhead to serve the students of MDJC

and the commimity.

In closing, I would like to say to the

students of MDJC, yes your business does

make a difference, and we thank all of

you for your continued patronage.

Sincerely.

Skeetie Griffin

Executive AssisUnt

Clarifications

The time given for the CQU exam was

incorrect in issue numt)er six. The error

was a typesetter's mistake.

Trivial Pursuit

Question for the issue:

1. After what school official is the Van-

diver Student Union named?
2. The MDJC gameroom has not always

been a gameroom. Before it was an ar-

cade, what was it?



' Dorm Talk

vebnetta whittaker

1h old year has come and gone, and

brought new ideas, new styles, and of

^,^e new resolutions.

Hon't know about the new ideas, but

li styles will become old styles and

dilutions will be broken.

The
residents in Stennis-Penrod have

some resolutions, and some of them
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Delta Dancer attends Aloha Bowl
thai Ujhat^kUOr a rw^rcnn lilr»C tn ehnnninrt cirrhtooAinff onH ciinKothina A^^^^

L broken the same ones,

y Carley, head resident - "I resolved

to lose weight and relax more. I try

to make resolutions that I can keep. I

also resolved to read the Bible

more." .

licia
Peden, Schlater -- "My resolution

is to keep my grades up and to do bet-

ter in my classes. So far I've kept up

in my classes."

eg Selby. Charleston - "I resolved to

lose 30 pounds. I've lost 11 pounds."

ary Ann Plunk, Clarksdale -- "I resolv-

ed to party, to lose weight, and to

study. I have broken the second

in(£a*WilIiams, Indianola -- '*I resolved

to try to be nicer to everyone."

landra Wilson, Benoit - "My resolu-

tions were to be nice to my boyfriend

and to lose weight. So far I've gained

five pounds."

nita Stewart, Marks - "I resolved to

lose weight, and to make straight

As."

ithryn Carter, Greenwood - "One of

my resolutions was to stop arguing

so much, and I broke it the first day I

came back to school."

baron Spells, Greenwood - "My resolu-

tion was to study Zoology and get an

"A" this semester."

larch Stewart, Rosedale - "I resolved to

make better grades, to stop partying,

and to go to church more often."

Gloria Foster, Rosedale - "My resolu-

tions were to stop telling hes, to leave

unwanted guys alone, to be faithful to

my own boyfriend, and to spend

more time with my daughter."

It is said that whatever a person likes to

do, this is what he or she will excel in.

This statement is certainly true in the

case of Missy Jackson, co-captain of the

Delta Dancers at MDJC. Missy's love for

dancing and her superb ability to dance

won her an opportunity to dance under

the simny skies of Honolulu, Hawaii this

Christmas in the 28th Aloha Bowl
festivities.

Jackson, a 19-year-old sophomore at

MDJC, was selected to attend the Aloha

Bowl this summer at Mississippi Col-

lege's Annual Dance Camp. She was one

of 18 girls chosen for outstanding pei-for-

mance in the camp. She was one of eight

to attend the Aloha Bowl. "The girls

selected had a choice of either the Aloha

Bowl in Hawaii or a trip to Ireland," said

Jackson. "I chose Hawaii because I have

always wanted to go there."

Jackson spent, as she describes it, "10

glorious days in Honolulu," Dec. 20-30.

While on the island. Jackson and the other

150 members of the Superstar Drill team

spent eight hours each day practicing for

the Aloha Bowl festivities. "We practiced

from 8 a.m. til 12 p.m. at Fort Derussy

Military Base on Wakiki Beach," said

Jackson, "then we would practice from 6

to 10 at the University of Hawaii practice

field." „ -

Jackson also said that even though the

team practiced almost constantly, there

was plenty of time for other things such

as shopping, sightseeing, and sunbathing.

Jackson said that the temperature was 85

degrees everyday. iThis would explain

the tan that she is now sporting.)

On Dec. 28, the drill team performed in

the Aloha Bowl parade, the pre-game

show, and the half-time show. Jackson

also had the opportunity to watch the

Crimson Tide of Alat)ama defeat the

University of Southern California, 28-3.

The game was televised on ESPN
satellite station.

For the Aloha parade and the pre-game

show, the drill team wore black leotards

with sequined white skirts. For the half-

time show, the team wore leotards with

silver sequined skirls. "The uniforms

were simple so that there wouldn't be any

difficulty getting them for 150 girls," said

Jackson.

Jackson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy

Jackson of Greenwood, said that she has

loved dancing almost all of her life. She

took dance lessons at the Martha Geeslin

School of Dancing where she learned tap,

toe, ballet, and jazz dancing. Jackson was

also a jazz dancer at Greenwood High

School her junior and senior year.

Jackson sa\^ that she will continue to

dance after graduating from MDJC. "1

am considering USM," says Jackson.

"I'd like to try out for the Dixie Darl-

ings.
'

MISSY JACKSON

"Serendipity is looking in a

haystack for a needle and
discovering the farmer's

daughter.'
Julius H.Comroe

Another budget cut will require morebelt tightening

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
On Thursday, Jan. 9, the MS SUte

Fiscal Management Board, under the

direction of Gov. Bill Allain, cut an addi-

tional $25.5 million from the state's

budget. This dfction has raised the total

amount of cuts around the state in the

past two months to $73 million.

In November 1985, the legislature an-

nounced that the state budget had to be

cut by 4.32 percent. This cut the overall

junior college budget to $2.6 million. The

January cut is 4,480.000 in the overall

junior college budget.

According to Dr. J.T. Hall, president of

MDJC. this cut will mean more trimming

of the school's budget. "MDJC, along

with the other sUte supported junior col-

leges will have to trim an additional

percenUge from the budget," said Hall.

Hall also said that the Legislative

Budget Committee that recommends the

state budget for the next fiscal year

recommended a 10% cut for the overall

junior college budget, 10% cut for the

universities, and a percenUge from all

Who's Who beauty revue set for Feb. 4
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The 1986 Who's Who Beauty Revue has

oeen scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 4 at

|30 p.m. in the Tharp Auditorium of

'eates Fine Arts Center.

The revue, which is sponsored by the

MDJC yearbook, the Retrospect, will

feature candidates for sophomore and

freshmen beauties, and sophomore and

freshmen beaus. Of the candidates, 10

*»auties will be selected, six sophomores

*nd four freshmen, and 10 beaus will be

selected.

According to Robert Warnock, dean of

""dents and chairman of the revue, the

^.^dges will be selected from outside the

flktrict. The beauties will be judged in in-

^Sview and evening gowns, and the

^Vus will be judged by interview and will

^Bpiesented at the revue. The inter-

will be conducted at 4:30 p.m
Iniesday (Feb. 4).

I ffi the second part of the revue, the

'^^ulls of the Mr. and Miss MDJC election

be announced. This year as a new

*3lure the modeling squad will present a

fashion show throughout the show. "This

is the first time that the modeling squad

will perform during the revue." said War-

nock.

Warden Herring, band director at MD-

JC, will emcee the revue. According to

Warnock, entertainment and decoration

committees had not been decided at

presstime.

The requirements for beauties and

beaus are as follow:

1. Sophomore candidates are those full-

time students who have completed three

semesters of college work as a full-time

student, earned a minimum of 42

semester hours of college credit, and

have a minimum 2.0 GPA (or three

semesters with an "S" on each semester

for vocational studenU) as of the end of

the fall semester 1985.

* 2 Freshmen candidates must have

earned a minimum of 14 semester hours

college credit during the fall semester

1985 with a minimum of a 2.0 GPA ( or "S

for vocational students).

3. All participants must be enrolled as a

full-time student for Spring semester,

1986.

4. Candidates for most handsome must

go through an interview on the day of the

revue. Beaus will be selected during the

afternoon interview. Coate and ties are

required.
, , .

5 Candidates for most beautiful will be

selected during an onsUge revue at 7:30.

Evening gowns will be required.

The person running in the selection

must sign a petition giving an approval.

The person submitting the application

must sign the petition, and the petition

must be signed by 20 students before 12

noon, Friday, Jan. 24,
^ , ^

Faculty members, students, and clubs

and organizations in campus may submit

an application to sponsor a candidate

slate agencies. "The total appropriation

for the 15 junior colleges was 60 million.
"

said Hall. "The total is now 54 million."

Hall said that the last cut hurt the

school. "We had to cut $180,000 from our

budget." said Hall "This time we only

have to cut about $25,000. We can live

through this year. We will just have to

find more room to cut back"

Trimming the budget would be dif-

ficult, but Hall said that he is optimistic

that there will be more money Hall said

that he does not plan to touch the

teachers' salaries which make up about

75% of the school's budget. "It has not

been decided just yet." said Hall, "but

possible areas that can be cut are the in-

structional supplies and maintenance."

Hall also said that services and programs

will be considered for cuU. "We feel all

our programs are good, so it will be hard

to make a decision."

Hall's opinion on the long range outlook

on the state financing for junior colleges

was that it would take several years to

come out of the slump.

"It's difficult to look that far ahead

right now. but as for MDJC is concerned,

whatever money we have, we will spend it

wisely. We've gone through lean years,

and we've seen better years," said Hall.

One liners

with people.

called ch.racter

^rr'^nrvouro^n "experience or

convictions.
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Twenty-Six make straight A record first semester^•J „ r^:„.:„«..:et.^H HOLMES COUNTY - Disti

The Distinguished Scholars, Scholars

and Honors lists for the Fall semester at

Mississippi DelU Junior College have

been released. They are listed below by

counties.

Students making a grade pomt average

of 4.0 are listed as Distinguished

Scholars. Those making a CPA from 3.5

to 3.9 are listed as Scholars and those

making a GPA of between 3.0 and 3.5 are

hsted as Honor students. To be con-

sidered for any type Honors recognition,

a student must carry a minimum load of

12 academic hours and have no grade

lower than a "C".

BOLIVAR COUNTY - Distinguished

Scholar, Chuck A. Kimes; Scholar.

Audrey Lee Jones; Honors - Mary A,

Borganelli. Donald L. Bracken.

Ronald L. Bracken. Cynthia Davis,

Senove Jean Hall, Dondolyn B.

Haynes. Zona A. Higginbotham, Jeri

Hiter, Lark Allen Kline, Shelia

Patrice Lee, Sandra K. Medders.

Edith M. Miller. Cecelia Davis Or-

man, Mary Lewis Peterson. Dale

Randle, Judy M. Reynolds, Shirley

Denise Rice. Audrey Smith, Paula

Ware, Carol Kuhn Wilson.

COAHOMA COUNTY Distinguished

Scholar, Bettina Renee Ong; Honors

- Lisa Ann Gilbert, Margaret T.

Hawes. Mark Kornegay, Sharon

Vanlandingham, Mary A. Wilson.

HUMPHREYS COUNTY - Distinguished

Scholar. Elizabeth Pritchard;

Scholar. Robert C. McMillian;

Honors - Veronica R, Black. Justin

Bozeman. Leah Duthu, Fay Laverne

Elder, Keith Hood, Renee Hawkins

Hood. Melissa James, Brenda

Rodgers Kelly. Arthur Lamkin. San-

dra Milton, Mamie Rankin, Michele

Reed. Cindy Rutledge, James
Walker Sory. Donna Fay Veuleman,

Scott Wade.

LEFLORE COUNTY Distinguished

Scholars - Faye Price Barnes,

Katherine A. Bowers, James E.

Makamson Jr.. William Quinn

Smith; Scholars - Leigh Anne

Adams, Carla Clark. Pauia Conner,

Don Corbin, Gaye Davis. Suzy Ellis.

Fabiola Francis, Cherry Lynn Gor-

man. Karen Kennedy. Kinriberly

Kimes. Florence Provenza, Hiram

Shavers, Nora Vinegaray; Honors-

Susan E. Bratton. Lucretia H. Britt.

Roddy Broadway. Kathryn Carter.

Vickie Gentry, James Griffin.

Charles Hays. Nanette Hodges. Tam-

my Hudson. Shelia Dianne Keeton.

James Kitchell, Cynthia Diana Mar-

tin David McGhee, Randall Nichols.

Brenda OBryant. Denise Ann Ollie.

Darren Parrish, Alicia Ann Peden,

Tracy Pickett. Rebecca Rayburn.

Samer Youssef Rustom. Andrea Lee

Scott Suzanne Marie Smith. Sharon

Denise Spells. Kerry Swinford. Dons

Watkins. Dorothy Watt. VernetU

Whittaker, Kimberly Dawn Wood.

SHARKEY COUNTY - Distinguished

Scholar. Shona Bodie; Scholars -

Elizabeth Claypool, Phyllis Grayson,

Lisa Ann Porter; Honors - Elizabeth

Byrd, James Ernest Logan. Carolyn

Thornhill.

SUNFLOWER COUNTY - Distinguished

Scholars - Carole King Anderson.

Nancy J. Cummins, BiWodd, Fred-

die Pate, Hilary Sikes, Lisa Sykes;

Scholars - Mary Peyton Baird.

Melinda Bender, Angela Burchfield.

Jeffrey Gacesa, Dawn Harper. John

Holloway. Monica Holmes Brad-

shaw. Robert Dale Kisner. Steven

McCay. Andrea Parker, Mike Stein-

winder. Holly White; Honors - Tam-

mie Miller Allen, Keith Aycock.

Emerson Barnes. Lisa Clark.

Bradley Cooper, Travis Cooper Jr.,

Rebecca Ann Dodd. Joy Elliott, Lisa

Michelle Farish, Kathryn Gibson.

Lenora Aretha Hamer, Jackie Hem-
mingway, Jessie Horton, Deidre

Huggins, Sharon Kent. Penny Sue

Lanham, John Love, Shirley Jean

Martin, Scott Mitchell, James A.

Moore HI. Timothy James Oliver.

Henry Pate, Laura Knight Patton.

Stephanie Randall, Tonya Satter-

field, Joyce Ann Sheffield. Patrick

Sibley. Karla Dawn Spealman,
Carolyn Washington, Randy Wells.

Sandra Williams.

ANNOUNCING

International House
Fashion Jewelry

425Hwy.82E
Indianola, Ms.

EARRINGS — 3 pr. for $5

(over 200 pairs to choose from)

SUNSHADES — V2 off

Large selection of belts, buckles, bracelets and other

accessories to complement your wardrobe.

VISA, Mastercard accepted.

Lay-a-way for the Spring.

WASHINGTON COUNTY - Distinguished

Scholars • Donn Bryant, Jeannette

Conguista. Tom Davis, Wayne

French. Kevin Hunsucker. James

Johnson Jr.. Frederick Neal, Clayton

Seymour. Rene Seymour ;
Scholars -

Johnny Anderson, Debra Lynn

Dawson. Jan Ferguson. Patty Gantt,

John Leach, Christopher Lott, Clara

McGary, Donna Miller. Sharon Lynn

Muncher. Maxey Parish, Donna

Carol Ricotta, Tammie Triplett,

Susie Williams; Honors - Ida

Elizabeth Allen, Mona Anderson,

Brenda Baldwin, Gina Baptiste.

John Canale, Barbara Candy,

Patricia Carter, Harrison Castien,

William Coleman, Derrick Cook,

Angela Cordell, Robert Cothran.

Terri Creel, Thomas Dobbs, Monica

Renee Estes, Marion Ginn. Kathryn

Ann Greer, Jeffrey Lee Hicks, Bob-

bie Hinds, Valerie Lee Horton, An-

drea Hoszowski. Cynthia Johnson.

Dianne Johnson, Freddie Lee Jr.,

Debra MetU Lipe, Deletrece Ann

Lott, Dianne McCoUough, Lafern

McDaniel, Tommy McKinzie, Kim
Messer, Freddie Mickel. Betty Lynn

Moorman, Krista Sabbatini, Bar-

bara Simmons, Derek Smith,

Pamela Tatum, Thomas Ward,

Gwendolyn Ann Ware. Cora

Washington, Sheila Wells, Melanie

Wiggers.

HOLMES COUNTY - Distinguish^
Scholars -Pamela H.Collins Marvi
E. Holeman. ' ^

TALLAHATCHIE COUNTY
Distinguished Scholar, Frances iT
Carter; Scholars - Anita Karen Cook
Rhonda Carol Pharis; Honors !

Michelle S. Cooper, Margaret r'

Selby, Sandra Y. Williams.

ISSAQUENA COUNTY - Honors
Roosevelt Diggs.

CARROLL COUNTY - Honors -

Alan
Jackson, Rhonda Milford. George
Buford Mosley, Russell Smith

GRENADA COUNTY - Honors - Mym
Beck, Janice Rae Rutland.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY - Honors -

Ernestine Smith, Leslie Am
Thomas.

YAZOO COUNTY - Honors, Hazel'

Clunan.

ATTALA COUNTY - Honors. Bunnie Jeai

Thompson.
AMITE COUNTY - Honors. Tracy ^}

May.
JACKSON COUNTY - Honors, James

Madison.

QUITMAN COUNTY - Honors, Jacquelyn

Parker.

YALOBUSHA COUNTY - Honors, Ura
Ann Lindsey.

**Nothing is waste that

makes a memory/'
Ned Rorei

Basketball scoreboard

Jan. 6— Lady Trojans 54 Co-Lin 84

Leading scorer, Elaine Bailey, 11

Leading rebounder. Bessie Banks, 11

Jan. 9— Lady Trojans 61 Phillips 65

Leading scorers, Mildred Holmes, 12

Bessie Banks. 12

Leading rebounder, Elaine Bailey, 17

Jan. 13— Lady Trojans 59 Coahoma 49

Leading scorer. Bessie Banks, 18

Leading rebounder, Sandra Williams, 20

Jan. 14— Lady Trojans 78 Phillips 65

Leading scorer, Sandra Williams, 26

Leading rebounders, Elaine Bailey, 12

Sandra Williams, 12

Jan. 6— Trojan Men 66 Co-Lin (i7

Leading scorer, Andre Harris. 18

Leading rebounders, Andre Harris, 12

Reginald Dunigan, 12

Jan. 9— Trojan Men 68 Phillips 67

Leading scorer, Fred Lenard, 20

Leading rebounder, 14

Jan. 13— Trojan Men 66 Coahoma 71

Leading scorer, Ronnie Kent, 21

Leading rebounder, Andre Harris, 17

Jan. 14— Trojan Men 56 Phillips 64

Leading scorer, Fred Lenard, 17

Leading rebounder, Andre Harris. 10

New artist draws Old Troj

"Just a good ole boy never meaning no
harm," is a phrase from the theme of The
Dutees of Hazzard which describes MD-
JC s "ole Troj."

"Ole Troj" is an idea which was
created four years ago by a freshman art

student. It was created to stereotype the

"good ole boy" image of a freshman at

Mississippi Delta, explained Miss Laney
Wooten. Publications director. It

represents a typical MDJC's student's
views of the world. The word "Troj" is

derived from the Trojan mascot.
"Ole Troj" is a cartoon used as a

editorial comment on campus problems
and personalities. The best graphic made
of the cartoon so far has been drawn by
David Taylor, a sophomore art major. It

is a simple pen and ink drawing that is il-

lustrated in a single-format cartoon

There is one problem with trying w

have "Ole Troj" in every issue of ine

Delta Herald - there aren't many gow

ideas submitted for the gag lines. The a

department will draw the picture, but

Publications Office must come up witn

gag line.
,

. ^
"The newspaper staff and I would c«

delighted for students and facu x

members to submit their ideas.

Wooten.

The first in a new series of "Old Troj

cartoons begins with this issue.

Nick Long, general education maj

from Greenville, is the artist;



graduation forms due
pplications for graduation are
liable in the Student Affairs office,

dline for applications is March 3

le two-part application includes a

oma application form and a cap and

n rental form. The graduation fee of

which covers the cost of the diploma

ig with robe rental fee, must be paid

he time of application. Candidates

do not pay the graduation fee will not

ivf a diploma on the scheduled date

raduation.

le graduation ceremony is set for

I 9 in the coliseum. Candidates for

juation may follow one of three pro-

ms: a course of study leading to a

ree of Associate of Arts, a degree of

ociate in Applied Science, or, a Ter-

minal Diploma.

The candidate must spend the two

semesters immediately preceding the

date of graduation in residence. Transfer

students must complete at least one-half

of the number of hours required for

graduation and earn a quality point

average of 2.0 during this period of

residence.

According to Harmon Boggs. dean of in-

struction, all graduation plans have not

yet been decided. "The date is final, but

there are more details to be worked out,"

said Boggs.

Boggs said that he is expecting about

300 graduates. "We usually have at least

that number graduating," said Boggs.

The
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Ten named to 1 986 Hall of Fame
Pen students were named to the 1986

)JC Hall of Fame on Wednesday, Jan.

students named are Pamela Collins,

ita Processing, Sidon; Travis Cooper

.,
Airway Science, Shaw; Suzy Ellis,

e-Nursing, Greenwood; John
)lloway, General Business, Indianola;

Melissa James, Matnemaiics, Isoia

Rhonda Milford, AD Nursing, North Car-

rollton; Elizabeth Pritchard, General

Education, Belzoni; Florence Provenza.

Educational Data Processing, Green-

wood; Rene Seymour, Secretarial

Science 11, Greenville; and Vernetta

Whittaker, Journalism, Greenwood.

Selection to the Hall of Fame is an
honor bestowed upon outstanding

sophomores. Nominees are selected from

students who have completed the first

term of the sophomore year and have

maintained a scholastic average of 3.0 or

better during that time. Only those

sophomores who have been in school for a

maximum of three consecutive full

semesters are eligible. Candidates are

scored on qualities which include service

and contributions to the school program,

leadership, loyalty, character, overall ex-

cellent school citizenship, and potential

leadership in adult life. Students are

nominated by the faculty.

Suzy Ellis Rhonda Milford Rene Seymour Travis Cooper. Jr. Vernetta Whittaker



Job satisfaction worth more
than money ^FQCU^

By SHANNON ESTES ^ .

College students are often t)omt>arded

with comments from friends and

relaUves about their career education.

Many well-meaning people often suggest

careers to enter, comment on which jobs

nav the most and how long or short the

w^ams are. The students often become

depressed when people remark about

their long vears of studymg.

Before thev have really completed their

educations, "too many talented students

sUrt to listen to their friends and change

their majors when the course gets

frustrating, or even drop out when the go-

i.ifi gets tough. When this happens these

not 'Ik- Even if the job pays more, that

income does not seem as important as is

being happy with the career.

Job satisfaction can not be replaced

with money. !f a student changes majors

because he or she is not happy m that

field, then a change is a wise decision.

However, if the student changed to please

someone else, then a mistake has been

made Each person has his or her own

^*Those who want to go to college but do

not because they listened to too nriuch

negative thinking will always wohder

"what if" They will never know if they

could have succeeded. Those who drop

out after sUrting will also wonder * what

if" they had made it?

It seems then the best advice to give

anyone is listen to the positive thinking as

well as the negative thinking, and then

clet ide for himself. If he is willing to pay

lUv price, then eventually all the frustra-

tu.ii and long hours will pay off in a career

that is interesting and challenging.

students, faculty react to Blue Laws repeal

By HAROLD WILLIAMS
Not many people seem to be singing the

blues over the Mississippi Legislature's

decision to revise the state's blue laws.

The Senate and House have approved a

bill that leaves enforcement of the blue

law restrictions entirely up to local

government. Enforcement of the laws

throughout the state ranges from strict in

some places and nonexistent in others.

The repeal becomes effective July 1 of

this year

The "blue laws" get their name from

the Puritan tradition of binding laws on

observing Sundays in blue paper.

Mississippi's laws were imposed in

1820. The laws prohibit the sale of "any

wares of mercantibility. goods, or chat-

tels." as stated in the Mississippi Code.

Eighty-two types of goods (such as food)

are exempt. Violation of Mississippi law

is a misdemeanor punishable by a $200

fine for the first offense and $500 for

subsequent offenses.

In a poll of both students and faculty,

the question of personal feelings over the

blue laws repeal was raised. Responses

are as follows:

Martha Jernigan. Indianola : I think the

laws should stand and the stores should

stay closed to keep Sunday holy.

Lisa Beckworlh, Sidon : I agree with the

Legislature's repeal because I think it

should be left up to the merchants if they

want to open on Sundays.

JoAnne Hawkins, Sunflower: I feel that it

should be up to the storeowners if

thev want to open or not.

Jeremiah Selmon. Leiand: I agree with

the repeal because of the scarcity of

certain people's time.

Mr. Harold Worsham: I think sUte

government should sUy out of the af-

fairs of private merchants.

Cheryl Lee, HoUandale: I feel that the

question should be left up to

storeowners and local people.

Shon Bruce, Greenwood: I think that all

stores should open on Sunday after

church services.

Mr. Charlie Joiner: It doesn't matter to

me one way or the other because I

manage to get all my shopping done

in six days.

Mrs. Mary Caldwell: I think the state

laws should be repealed and the mat-

ter left up to the municipalities.

Bobby Campbell, Cleveland: I think store

owners should be allowed to run their

businesses as they please.

Dr. Etna Pearson: I think the matter

should be left to the individual mer-

chants and citizens.

Mrs. Bonnie Spencer: I think the matter

should be left for the merchants to

decide for themselves.

Mrs. Becky Doyle: I think the matter

should be left up to public pressure

which would close any store not

desired to be open.

Good show by almost everyone

The production crew who staged the

Who's Who Beauty Revue and the MDJC
Modeling Squad director and members

who produced the fashion show at inter-

mission (and who also did the stage

decorations) did a great job.

All contestants and other participants

who were in this event deserve much

praise for the efforts they put forth. There

was a large, and for the most part, ap-

preciative audience made up of parents,

students, and faculty.

Even a simple production such as this

one requires hours of time, some money

and much attention to detail on the part of

people who also have many other respon-

sibilities.

The only sour note of the evening occur-

red when a few (less than 10) members of

the audience exhibited their red-necky

ways by cadence-clapping a. d shouting

at th«: m.'flols as they made iheir ap-

pearances.

A double-ration of praise should go to

those models who maintained a fast-

paced, almost professional-level show in

spite of the rowdies.

The rowdies only managed to label

themselves as ignorant of the conventions

of common courtesy. Unfortunately,

visitors in the audience may remember

the Moorhead event by the rowdies'

behavior, too.

By HAROLD WILLI \MS
The 1986 session of the state legislature

has proved to be a battle of the budget

State legislators have debated the
possibilities of a state lottery, closing

state universities, and even reducing
its

own membership in efforts to trim the

1987 budget.

Senator Howard Dyer's Senate con-

stitutional Committee has proposed

esUblishing a state lottery to help educa-

tion. Dyer estimates that legalized

gambling could bring $70 million annually

to the state. The proposal is expected to

face a difficult fight because the Senate

rejected a similar proposal last year

A joint Senate and House committee

heard the comments of state university

presidents on the effects of huge cuts in

university budgets. The presidents argue

that cuts of $32 million would mean more

tuition hikes and massive faculty and

staff layoffs.

The Senate voted to reduce the size of

the Legislature by more than one-fourth.

The proposal would reduce the member-

ship of the Senate from 52 to 42. House

membership would be reduced from 122

to 84. These reductions could save state

taxpayers $1 million a year in legislative

salaries and expenses. If passed, the

measure would take effect in 19%.

In other legislative action, the Senate

voted 46-1 to pass an already House-

approved bill to let voters decide on the

gubernatorial succession issue in

November.
The Senate has also adopted bills allow-

ing statewide banking and interstate

banking. (The House has not adopted any

legislation on banking yet.)

Both the Senate and House have ap-

proved a $10 million cut for the State

Highway Department next year.

The House killed a bill requiring man-

datory seat belts for Mississippi drivers

and front-seat passengers. Opponents

argued that personal safely measures

should be a matter of choice of in-

dividuals, not law.

The deadline for introducing legislation

has passed. All general legislation had to

be reported out of committee by midnight

Thursday. Feb. 6. Any legislation not

reported out of committee automatically

dies. This deadline came the day after

Vice-President George Bush was schedul-

»ed to speak to a joint-session
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Dancers in midst of spring tour of Delta
The Delta Dancers began putting their

how on the road in early February. Their

lext performance is scheduled for

'hurs., Feb. 13, at Coahoma County High

;chool in Clarksdale.

Then they will go to Humphreys
academy at Belzoni Feb. 20. They will ap-

)ear at the Miss MDJC Pageant March 6.

)ther appearances include Indianola

Academy, Mar. 20; Carroll Academy,
Mar. 27; T.L. Weston High School. Apr.

17; and Strider Academy in Charleston,

April 24.

The group has already performed at

Delta State University and Riverside

High School

Mrs. Betty Aden, dance director and
choreographer for the physical education

department, said that the shows last from
30 to 45 minutes and feature 10 or 12

routines with a variety of costumes.

5 The Dancers have scheduled their spr-

ing recital for April 8. 9, 10. During this

time, Mrs. Aden pointed out, special

recognition will be given to Delta Dancers

who are on scholarship. This group in-

cludes Robin Ainsworth. Greenwood;

Stephanie Brown. Alligator; Angela Bur-
chfield. Indianola; Paula Connors. Sidon;
Tammy Godsey, Clarksdale; Melissa
Jackson. Greenwood; Thomas Lemonis,
Greenville; Bobby Maxey, Inverness;
Tracy May. Centreville; Bubba Pilgrim,
Moorhead; Alicia Peden. Schlater; and
Michael Sanders. Schlater.

Foreign Language Club plans spring activities

^ UTTLE EAPLV in the- NEA^ TV

£,iAer Vpok ^euioe 6UJ/wf, Mta\Aei-.

By JACQUELINE WARE
The Foreign Language Club is planning

several activities (or the Spring.

Shannon Estes, president of the

Foreign Language Club, says that the

club is planning a field trip to eat at a

local Chinese restaurant. The club is stu-

dying international foods, and how
foreign dishes are prepared. Estes said

that during the meal, the manager will

speak to the group about how certain

Chinese dishes are prepared.

Besides the field trip, the club also

plans to have their annual British Tea at

the Antique Mall in Indianola. The club

will have at least one native French of

Spanish speaker. The club will also attend

a Catholic Church service in Indianola,

there the priest will give a lecture on

Catholic holidays and religious

ceremonies.

During the first semester, the club went
to Bushings Winery in Merigold, to ex-

amine the process of how wine is made.
In December, the club had a Christmas

party. They sang Christmas songs in

French and Spanish. They studied

Christmas in other lands. Fabiola Fran-

cis, a pre-med student from Guatemala, a

member of the club, entertained the

group with stories on the life style of her

country.

The Foreign Language club is spon-

sored by Mrs. Betty Watson, foreign

language instructor here. Mrs. Watson

has been the sponsor of the club for 16

years.

The club membership includes students

who are interested in French and

Spanish, and also some instructors.

The club meets every third Wednesday

in the month. The first meeting of the se-

cond semester will be held Feb. 19 at 8:30

a.m. in Tanner Hall. Room 204.

There are no specific qualifications to

join the club. Any interested students or

faculty members are welcome.

Crew to continue tree planting

When the Department of Buildings and

[rounds launched its latest campus

leautification project last fall, it did not

top with the planting of new shrubs and

ilacement of 27 new benches. It also con-

inued a project it had started nearly 10

ears ago - planting trees.

The crew began their transplanting late

ast November, and by the beginning of

he Christmas holiday, they had placed

104 new trees on the main campus.

Jack Harris, superintendent of

buildings and grounds, James Randall,

continuing education director, and Arch

Pearson of Pearson's Nursery in In-

dianola have supervised the transplan-

ting project. New trees have been added

to the lawn in front of Stennis-Penrod

dorm, on the side of the vo-tech center, by

the coliseum, and as borders by the tennis

court and the band practice field.

Harris said that the planting would

start again soon, and that about 50 more

Irees will be planted.

"The ground has to be wet enough to

^^eep the balls of dirt on the roots of the

trees together, so we are waiting on a

good rain for this," said Harris. Harris

said that gum. sycamore, and cypress

trees all long lived varieties in the Delta

have been selected for the project.

The trees have all been taken from the

school forest located on the south side of

the campus.
"The cost of transplanting these 10-12

foot trees from our own stand is not near-

ly so great as it would have been if we had

had to buy these trees," said Harris.

Harris said that he expects about an 85

percent survival rate on the project.

MDJC's major reforestation project

was started in 1976. At that time, the

school had almost 200 acres of farm land

which had, in the early days of the school,

been used as a training ground for voca-

tional agriculture students. When the

farm was discontinued in the 1960s, the

land was rented.

However, the income from the farm

was not enough to cover the problems in-

volved in land rental, Harris explained,

and the decision was made to plant the

farm land in trees. About 78,000 trees - m-

cluding five types of hardwoods - were

planted on 60 acres of the farm.

This project was developed by Steve

Burgess of the Mississippi State Forestry

Commission. The resulting sUnd of trees

continues to flourish.

The Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Simian
4 Spanish for

"yes"
6 Degree

1 1 Goal
13 Angry outburst

15 Coniunctlon

16 Musical drama
18 DItlseed

19 In favor of

21 Moslem prayer

leader

22 Chinese
distance
measure

23 Rigorous

26 Uncouth person

29 Escape
31 Break suddenly

33 Sun god
34 Babylonian

deity

35 Snake

38 Affirmative vote

39 Negative prefix

40 Pan of "to be"

41 Form
43 Quarrel

45 Female ruff

47 Teil

50 Symbol for

tantalum

52 Fuel

53 Priest's

vestment

56 Semi-precious
stone

58 Dress protector

60 Chaldean city

61 Iterate

63 Puzzle

65 Plague
66 Note of scale

67 Choose

DOWN
1 Above and
touching

2 Young salmon

3 Teutonic deity

4 Cuttlefish

6 Newspaper
paragraphs

6 Endurance
7 Roman 101

8 Spoken
9 Sudden fright

10 Dutch town

12 Proceed
14 Latin

conjunction

17 Rodents
20 Poem
24 Paper measure

25 Low Island

27 Solo

28 Arrow
29 Fright

30 Crippled

32 Nuisance

36 Offspring

37 Appease
42 Let fall

44 Edibie seed

46 Public
storehouse

48 More unusual

49 By oneself

51 Name tor

Athena
54 Protuberance

55 Unruly child

56 Conjunction

57 Fondle

59 Symbol tor

nickel

62 Equally

64 Proceed

© 1904 UnitSdFMtur* Synaicat«

Col»eoePf»"Sefvte©
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FEATURES
Creative writers corner

A trick on granny

By TERESA WALTERS
I was about 10 years old when my

brothers and I went to stay at our great-

grandmother's house for the summer

Our first day there, I thought of the^ea

of playing a trick on Granny. The boys

watched me with eagerness.

I went into the house, removed he

brown bitter-sweet snuff jar from the

mantel, and placed an identical snuff jar

filled with sand in its place.

Granny came in sweating and very

tired from being in her flower garden.

Granny said to me. "I need a dip of my

Garrett s bitter-sweet snuff to settle my

stomach." . , .

She removed her dentures, picked up

the brown snuff far filled with sand and

opened it. Then she pulled on her bottom

Hp until it was about 12 inches in diameter

and 14 inches long, threw her head back

until it rested on her shoulders, and took a

big, big, dip of F.F. Ferguson sand from

my sandbox.

I saw Granny pause as if in a state ot

suspended animation; her eyes bucked

and rolled like a wild deer, her face curl-

ed with deep frowns like a Halloween

witch and a big gush of mixed wind and

sand flowed out of her mouth like a mon-

soon. -

Granny gasped and took off with the

speed of lightning to the bathroom. Then

Granny called my brothers into the room

and asked them who had done this awful

deed By this time, I had made it to the

back of the house, and that is where Gran-

ny met me with that big black three-foot

long gin strap with holes in it.

I knew she was going to whip me. so I

told her, "Granny, I love you with all my

little heart and soul and all that I can hold

in my sweet little innocent hands."

She told me, "Those little hands cannot

hold me. As she began to whip, I was

pleading to her for dear life.

I said, "Granny, please whip me light-

ly, do not frail the hell out of me. " But she

did.

I learned from this experience never to

trick great-grandmother.

War comes to the Delta

By SHANNON ESTES

Due to the recent interest in Civil War

movies such as "North and South" and

"Blue and Grey", the Delta Herald had

done some research on local Civil War ac-

tivities. Many people do not realize that

the siege of Vicksburg causec\ many

associated battles scattered all over the

sUte - not just at the city of Vicksburg.

Feb. 16. 1863 was the date of the first

Union Forces landing in Greenville.

These forces left shortly after finding no

Rebels, but returned after one week.

The second arrival in Greenville was

the beginning of a long, drawnout con-

flict It was during this visit that Con-

federate Lt. Col. Samuel W. Ferguson

fired upon the Yankee ironclad. The

Union tried and failed to capture

Ferguson, During this conflict the Union

forces confiscated and burned all possible

supplies to Vicksburg. They failed,

however, to capture Ferguson's only can-

non after scattering his troops across the

Delta countryside.

In March General William Sherman,

under the orders of General Ulysses S.

Grant, took several boats down Deer

Creek in an attempt to gain control of the

Sunflower and Yazoo Rivers. Once this

was done. Vicksburg could be attacked

from the northern side. Rear Admiral

David D. Porter took his ironclad down

Steele's Bayou and Black Bayou, then

crossed over to Deer Creek. This was

done to avoid the Confederate forces at

Snyder's Bluff on the Yazoo River.

The expedition down the bayous was a

slow process. First the trees and other

obstacles had to be removed from the

ship's path, and this left the Union men
open to Lt. Col. Ferguson's fire. Ferguson

moved the larger part of his men to Roll-

ing Fork, and left the remainder of his

men to cut down trees in the ship's way

between Greenville and Rolling Fork.

Rear Admiral Porter asked for more

soldiers to rid him of the annoying Rebels

who were cutting down trees and sniping

at his men. Sherman himself came to the

aid of Porter by guarding Black Bayou

from Ferguson's men while Porter mov-

ed on.

During this fighting the Southern

planters felt it their patriotic duty to their

Confederacy to burn their crops to keep

the Yankees from capturing it.

On March 18, Porter in his desperate

pursuit to Roily Fork, met still another

challenging obstacle. The large portion of

Ferguson's men had carefully blocked

the creek seven miles north of Rolling

Fork. Porter began to clear the trees, but

suddenly came under heavy rifle fire

from the well hidden Confederate

soldiers.

Union Lt. McLeod Murphy traveled 70

miles down the Yazoo and various bayous

to help Porter fight the Rebs. He was

slowed by the Ferguson Rebels a little

over a mile outside Rolling Fork and stop-

ped completely just a few hundred yards

from the town.

Lt. Murphy dragged his guns to the top

of an Indian Mound to give him leverage

over the Ferguson Rebels. In the mean-

time, the Confederates blocked Porter's

rear escape and pinned him down with

even more gun fire. By nightfall Con-

federate reinforcements had arrived

from Vicksburg and Porter was helpless

against Ferguson's cannon fire. Murphy

was forced to retreat by the Rebel rein-

forcements.

While these expeditions were being car-

ried on in the western part of the delta the

Confederate ironclad "Arkansas ' made

her trial run around the Greenwood and

Yazoo area, fought a few scrimishes and

moved down to Vicksburg.

By March 19, Sherman had Union rein-

forcements on the way from Steele's

Bayou. That very afternoon Union Col.

Guiles A. Smith with 80 troops reached

the battlefield and 16 hours of fighting

raged on until the ironclad was free to

runback towards Greenville.

Sherman attacked the rear of the Con-

federate forces and they too fled

upstream. Rear Admiral Porter turned

and headed towards Yazoo by a different

route was not able to reach Yazoo City

after making it to the Yazoo River. He
again fled back to the Mississippi River to

safety.

In April Grant ordered still another

"Bayou Expedition". This time to Gen.

Steele. Grant wanted to draw Rebel

forces away from Vicksburg to the Delta,

this time intentionally. Steele formed a

brigade of black soldiers to aid his

already existing forces during the expedi-

tion. This made his forces much larger

than Ferguson's battle-weary Con-

federates.

Ferguson realized the difference in size

and began to fight guerilla style, attack-

ing unexpectedly from the rear and flee-

ing through the swamps. The Union

forces were again stopped and pushed

back. Steele left the area in late April.

Col. Ferguson continued to fire upon

Union ironclad long after Vicksburg fell

in July of 1863. In August of 1864. the

Yankees burned Greenville to the ground.

When the Washington County Courthouse

was set afire, a black man named Martin

Marble saved the county records from

destruction.

General Grant wanted to take the

Yazoo Pass because its waters flowed

continuously from the Mississippi (six

miles south of Helena, Ark., to

Vicksburg.)

Grant's troops started coming down

various waterways to reach the Pass. His

intentions were to follow the Tallahatchie

and the Yazoo Rivers and blow up the

levee at Yazoo, but he was stopped again

by trees that were cut down along the

river banks. The Confederates, under the

leadership of Capt. Ben Sturdivant and

Lt. W.A. Gillespie, fired upon the tired,

frustrated Union soldiers. Their short at-

tacks worked.'

On March 10, Grant was 10 miles south

of Ft. Pemberton. Ft. Pemberton sat near

Greenwood and was equipped with eight

guns along the riverbanks.

The Union-Clad "Chillicothe" tried to

fight her way past the Confederate strong

hold, but was hit and forced to retreat on

March 11. The "Dekalb" replaced the

"Chillicothe" but also failed to penetrate

the Rebel fort. An attack by land was
ordered and after days of fighting Grant.

Newsmaker

Presidential Candidate

CORAZON AQUINO

fell back to plan another route.

During the confrontation of March and

April of 1862, three Confederate ships,

were lost. These losses weakened

Southern forces in the area.

"The Star of the West" sank in tl

channel that connects the Tallahatcl

and the Yazoo Rivers. The story of

"Dew Drop" and the "Emma Belt'

main partially untold, but one story hasi

that Confederate Brigadier Gener^

Stephen D. Lee was informed that tl

"Dew Drop" was missing. He sent tl

"Emma Bett" to find her. The "D«

Drop", unaware that the help was on

way, was sunk by her own crew to avo^

capture near Moorhead. The "Emi

Bett", after reaching the area, was sui

to avoid capture six miles north of li

dianola.

St. John's Episcopal Church in Om

Allen was used as a hospital durmtf

Civil War battles. The lead from the

windows was used to make bulle*^-
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Cafeteria staff serves quantity, stresses quality
Bv JOANN STANTON

The MDJC cafeteria system which is

affiliated with Morrison follows a daily

routine which dorm residents are'

thoroughly familiar with. A major goal of

the cafeteria is to provide quality foods.

But the residents are perhaps un-

familiar with the quantity of food con-

sumed daily. The amount of food served

is
determined by the number of students

who eat in the cafeteria. The number is

usually around 600 to 700 for lunch and 400

for supper. About 75 percent of MDJC
students eat in the cafeteria, according to

Mrs. Glinda Coats, manager.

It would take about 269 pounds of

chicken, 31 pounds of roll mix, three

gallon cans of potatoes, 36 pounds of ham
and 300 meat patties to serve one day's

"meat and potatoes."

Mrs. Sylvia Peacock, assistant

manager of the MDJC cafeteria, .said,

"Although the cafeteria food doe^ not

satisfy everyone, a balanced meat is what

the cafeteria workers are concerned with

giving the students. However, dishes that

the students don't take are taken off the

line. Some of the foods that have been

taken off are ocean perch, five-ounce

ground beef patties and liver. French

fries, hamburgers, cheese cake, potatoes

and salad are some of the foods that are

very popular," Mrs. Peacock said.

"The cafeteria has a great responsibili-

ty to the public." said Mrs Coats. "It's

practically the only place around where

the public can eat, especially on Sun-

days."

A new Coke dispenser is the latest addi-

tion to the cafeteria. The Coke dispenser,

which was installed at no cost to the

cafeteria, was furnished by the Coca-Cola

Company.
"A majority of students suggested that

we get a new machine," said Mrs. Coats.

"Now. there are six drinks offered in-

stead of the three we used to have. Diet

Cola, Sprite, Cherry Coke. Coca Cola and

a Dr. Pepper are the drinks offered. We

try to do all we can to please the students

within reason," said Mrs. Coats.

The cafeteria is opened on weekends to

basketball players. Others who wish to

eat in the cafeteria during that time must

pay for their meals. The cafeteria also

caters to certain events such as banquets

and dinners.

The food in the cafeteria is supplied by

Marco Food Distributors which is an af-

filiate of Morrison. "The food served in

the cafeteria is prepared by the same

recipes as the ones served in Morrison's

restaurants." said Mrs. Peacock,

"except they have a bigger menu."

Delta Spirit offers challenge on record for overloaded car

The Mississippi Delta Junior Coll-

eae "Delta Spirit" Band set a world's

record(or at least an MDJC record)

I

Monday Jan. 13, they crammed 17

people weighing a total of 3,011

pounds into one car and successfully

I
drove the overloaded vehicle on one

'

complete circuit of the Moorhead

I
campus.
The band is now challenging any

other group on campus to try and

better ther mark.

The feai wo iccomplished Monday

afternoon whtn the 17 men pushed,

shoved and squeezed their way mto

band member Willie Leach's 1970 New

York, nicknamed the "U.S.S.New

Yorker" because it resembles an

aircraft carrier, and cruised the

campus.
Band members included Willie

Leach, Jay Wilson, Sam Hearn, Kerry

Swinford, William Blake, Chip Coop-

er, Brad Cooper, George Norris,

Tommy Crenshaw, Stacy Broadwater.

Daniel Logan, Johnny Barrett, Jim

Logan, Eddie Henson, Mike Sanders,

Don Corbin, and Chuck Hays.

"This fantastic feat has been

accomplished with a lot of guts and

fortitude and now a challenge is bemg
issued to any official organization of

MDJC'Delta Spirit Band Director

Warden Herring said Monday.
Rules specify that the vehicle used

must be a production 4-door

passenger car( no station wagons,) all

doors must be closed with no limbs

hanging from any window, and the

loaded car must be safely driven for

one complete circuit of the campus.

Any group wishing to try and claim

the record must meet or exceed the

number of students completely enclos-

ed in the car and must exceed the total

weight.
' We are issuing this challenge to all

the lesser groups on campus but we
don't think that anyone will be able to

top this feat," a band member said

after unfolding from the vehicle.

The band members also said that

they rode in complete( but rather close

comfort.), The U.S.S. New Yorker is

equipped with power windows and

seats, radio and climate control as well

as several unusual accessories includ-

ing passenger assist sterrina and an

ariti-smoking device ( a non-function-

ing cigarette lighter.)

I nnan Eddie Henson, Mike

Back row (Tom .e..l Johnny
;37wi'lson, Sam Hearn. Kerry

?""L""v":.r. .cn. WiUia^'r: Travis Copper. George Norr.s.

?:ry Cren'sr,::, s\acv Broadwa.er, Oavid Lo«an.
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Goodpractices raise coach's hopesfor baseball season

By ALEX ROSS
.

The Trojans will open their 1986

baseball season next Monday, Feb. 17.

against Utica in Utica. Gametime is I

^
Their first game on the home field will

be Friday, Feb. 28, when they will play

Gulf Coast here in a doubleheader slated

to begin at i p.m.

The Trojans have 27 doubleheaders

scheduled for the 1986 season. Five of

those 27 are against out-of-sUte op-

ponents.

Coach Terry Thompson, who was ap-

pointed to the baseball coach's position

vacated by Jimmy Bellipanni at the end

of the 1985 season, says that his goal for

the 1986 Trojans is the same one that he

has had with every other team that he has

coached • to produce a national cham-

pionship team. »*rMr. t^r^rr.

Thompson, who came to MDJC from

East Mississippi Junior College, coached

the Scooba-based team to the Mississippi

Junior College Championship last year.

But Coach Thompson is quick to point

out that another major goal that he has

for his team is that the players become

good students. Thompson says that he

stresses taking schoolwork seriously and

maturing emotionally.

"I would like for each player to pro-

ject a positive image for MDJC. for each

one to become a good citizen, and to reach

his potential," said Thompson.

Coach Thompson thinks that his 1986

edition of the Trojan intercollegiate

baseball team is progressing very weU^

"Spring practices, which have b^n

aided by good weather, have allowed

good practices," said ThomPSon.

Although the Trojans have only 20

players, down from 46 during the fall

season. Thompson thinks this is a good

number. He says that they are easier to

work with in his attempt to produce a win-

ning tradition.

Coach Thompson thinks they have

matured a lot since the fall practice

season. The Trojans are more consistent

and they are learning to play together as

a team. Thompson says. He also says that

MISSISSIPPI DELTA 1986

SPRING BASEBALL SCHEDULE
FEBRUARY
17 Utica, 1:00, dh, at Utica

21 Gulf Coast. 3:00, dh, atPerkinston

22 & 23 .
Pearl River, 1 :00, dh, at Poplarville

28 & Mar. 1 Gulf Coast, 1 : 00, dh, at MDJC
MARCH
3 Coahoma, 1 :00, dh, at MDJC
7 Meridian, 1:00, dh, at Meridian

15 Pearl River, 1:00, dh, at MDJC
16 Paducah, Ky 1 : 30, dh, at MDJC
18 Northwest, 1 :00, dh, at MDJC
19 Hinds, 2:00, at Raymond
22 Holmes, 1:00, dh, at Goodman
23 Dupage, IL, 1:30, dh, at MDJC
24 Northeast, 1:00, dh, at Booneville

27 Itawamba, 1:00, dh, at MDJC
28&29 Lincoln Land, IL, 1 : 00, dh, at MDJC
APRIL
1 .^^ . . East Mississippi, 1 :00, dh, at MDJC
2 \.rr.. .T.

.''

Clarke, 1 :00, dh, at Newton
4 Lincoln Land, IL, 2:00, at MDJC
5 Coahoma, 1:00, dh, at Clark^dale

7 Clarke, 1:00, dh, at MDJC
9 Northeast, 1:00, dh, at Senatobia
11&12 Hinds, 2:00, at MDJC
15 Holmes, 1:00, dh, at MDJC
16 Meridian, 1 : 00, dh, at MDJC
19 Northeast, 1:00, dh, at MDJC
20 Utica, 1 : 30, dh, at MDJC
22 Itawamba, 1 : 00, dh, at Fulton
26 East Mississippi, 1 : 00, dh, at Scooba
MAY
3&4 State Championship series Semi-Finals
10 & 11 State Championship Series, Finals
16-18 Region XXIII Tournament at Meridian

they are -^ri ctnd should be able to score

a lot of > with their hitting abilities.

Thompson say^ that, although he lost

two pitchers because of eligibility mat-

ters, he has great confidence in his pit

ching staff.

"I would like for the faculty, students

and all other MDJC supporters to come

out and cheer for the Trojans. I think that

this is a necessity in producing a winning

program," said Thompson.

Eight teams

participate

Intramural basketball started Jan. 15

here with a pre-season game designed to

allow all of the participants a chance to

size up their competitors.

Coach Keith Bender, who is in charge of

intramurals, said that the round-robin

schedule for basketball has attracted

eight teams. At present, there are six

men's teams and two women's teams.

Names of the teams and their sUndings

at presstime are: The Express, l-O; Delta

Connection, 1-1; L.A. Lakers. 1-0; Baptist

Student Union, 0-1; The Stuff, 0-3;

Rednecks, 2-1; The Lady Lakers, 2-1.

The basketball series will end with a

round robin single elimination tourna

ment. Bender says this will determine the

most valuable player, the overall winning

team, and individual trophy winners.

Intramural volleyball also started Jan.

27. The volleyball teams are The Bump,

A.C. Crawford Players, and The DelU

Connection.

Interested students may join the in-

tramural action by contacting Coach

Bender between the hours of 2 and 3 p.m.

in the Union.
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Back row [from left] Michelle Burchfleld, Alicia Peden. Cassandra Barnett,

Angle Lofton, [front row] Vernetta Whittaker, Suzy Ellis, Kalhy Manning.

Jenny Collins, Shona Bodle, VIcki Crawford

James, Jenkins win IVIr., IVIiss title
rasnal and dress wear in the lates

Melissa James of Isola and Kenny

Jenkins of Eupora have won the titles of

Mr and Miss MDJC for 1985-86 by

popular election and will be featured in

the 1986 Retrospect.

Ten coeds have been selected for inclu-

sion in the Beauties section of the 1986

Retrospect.

The four freshman representatives are

Angie Lofton, Greenville; Alicia Peden,

Schlater; Cassandra Barnett, Greenville;

and Michelle Burchfield, Indianola.

The six sophomore representatives are

Vicky Crawford. Greenwood; Shona

Bodie, Cary
;
Suzy Ellis, Greenwood; Jen-

nifer Collins, Greenville: Kathv Manning,

Cleveland; and Vernetta Whittaker,

Greenwood.

The coeds were selected by a panel of

three judges from the Aolmes Junior Col-

lege faculty in the annual Who's Who

Beauty Revue held last Tuesday night,

Feb. 4, in Tharp Auditorium of the Yeates

Fine Arts Building.

The revue is co-sponsored by the Stu-

dent Government Executive Council and

by the Retrospect staff.

Outside the auditorium last Tuesday

night, the weather was mild and humid.

Inside, however, the atmosphere was

warm and cheery, as 17 contesUnU

paraded down the runway in sequmed, or,

lacy ball gowns. Emcee for the occasion

was the mellow-voiced director of MDJC

Bands, Mr. Wardell Herring.

The second part of the program

featured the announcement of the results

of the Mr and Miss MDJC election which

had been kept secret following the

campus-wide voting held Jan. 27. SGA

vice presidenU Daniel Logan and Stacy

Broadwater presented gifU to James and

Jenkins.

The 1986 Modeling Squad, under the

direction of Mrs. Jackie Frankim,

presented a pre-spring fashion show dur-

ing the intermission of the revue. Models

displayed five outfits for summer sports.

casual and dress wear in the latest

fashions provided by area clothiers.

The stage production was coordinated

by Robert Warnock, dean of students. He

was assisted by Mrs. Franklin, Bill Hor-

ton, Joe Wilson, Mrs. Beverly Nobile,

Lance Baria, Buddy Walden, Keith

Bender, Malinda Bender, and Dean

Travis Thornton.

Photographs of the beauties and Mr.

and Miss MDJC were Uken by Lawrence

Kenneth, media center director, im-

mediately after the show.
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Nurses to sponsor bloodpressure screening

. ^n. Who don't realize faculty -emt^r wUl t. present at all

"An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure." That old saying seems to

be the motto of the sponsors of the High

Blood Pressure Screening to be held here

Feb. 19. f ^
Members of the local chapter of the

Mississippi Associ^on of Student Nurses

and their advisers will conduct the

screening which will be held in Vandiver

Union from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

-This screening is a prevenUtive-type

Belle's Box

Valentine's Day is almost here. It is

time to whisper into the guys ears about

Valentine's treats. Besides all of the

chocolate that will be circulating among

coeds, here are some other delighU that

you will probably see:

Roses (and other flowers), stuffed

animals, cards, stationery, jewelry, a

romantic evening ^including candles),

colognes or perfumes and Up gloss or

make-up.

IF ANYONE HAS ANYTHING to buy or sell and

wants free advertisement in the Delta

Herald's Swap Shop, contact Shannon

Estes, Vernetta Whittaker. or Miss Wooten in

the Publications office.

To Eddie Jackson,

Happy Valentine's Day. It was

Great while it lasted. Hope you

get your-self together real soon.

I'm still waiting.

The lovely one who turn 3 you on

so much.

To Lisa Beck,

To a sweet girl and a beautiful

one. Wear a heart for me on
Valentine's Day.
Love ya.

Man with the Devil eyes.

ToA.C,
Happy Valentine's Day. Just

wanted to let you know that you

have made my life glorious; keep

on being wonderful.

Love,

Angenetta

Happy Valentine's Day to Nicky

Matthew and Brooks.

From Grandmother Carolyn
Roberts

medicine for people who don t realize

they have high blood pressure, said Mrs^

Evelyn Baskin. club adviser for the ADN

group Baskin says that high blood

pressure goes undetected many times

because, if they feel good, many people

don't go to a physician for regular

checkups. This screening offers a chance

for such people to have their blood

pressure checked without seeing a doctor.

Baskin said that a registered nurse-

faculty member will be present at all

times during the screening.

The nurses' group also sponsored a

screening here in the fall. In that screen-

ing of the 139 tested. 12 persons were

found to have high blood pressure.

High blood pressure is a common il-

lness If it goes undetected for too long, it

could lead to a stroke or heart attack.

High blood pressure usually can be con-

trolled with medication.

SGAto host Valentine Dance

A Valentine's Dance will be held in the

Coliseum on Feb. 13. The event will start

at 10 p.m. or immediately after the

basketball game, and will end at 1 a.m^

The dance is for MDJC studenU only and

ID'S must be presented.

Robert Warnock, dean of students, says

the dress will be casual to semi-formal

and the music will be provided by Jimmy

Harris, Sound Center Stage, of

Clarksdale. Harris brings his own

lighting system. Warnock said some of

the students are working on decorations.

He said, "We had good attendance last

year, and we expect good attendance this

year."

Trivial Pursuit
Answers to last issue's questions:

1. Vandiver Student Union is named

after J.S. Vandiver. the first president of

MDJC. Vandiver served as president

from 1918 to 1935.

2. The MDJC gameroom has not always

been a gameroom. Until 1968, the

gameroom as we know it today had been

the Student Union. After the completion

of Vandiver Student Union Building, the

small building became the gameroom.

Questions for this issue:

1. What was the original name of

Mississippi Delta Junior College?

2, What was the name of the MDJC
newspaper before it became The Delta

Herald?

Valentine's Day love notes

To Melissa,

Your blue eyes are like lakes, so

cool and clear, yet with a burning

desire to be friends with

everybody. Bring your heart to

all on Valentine's Day. Love ya,

Your Friend

To Raymond:
I wisi

Valentine's Day

you. I can't wait until October.

Love,

Linda

/mond:
ih you a very happyN/^
tine's Day because I love ^

Happy Valentine's Day to all my
homeboys from the big "G"
(Greenwood). Especially Jeff

Hudson and Ronnie Kent.

Love you Guys,
Minnie Davis

ToS.,
Since I don't have the nerve to

face you and I'm scared of

rejection, this is the closest I wih

get to tell you that I love you.

R

To Mrs. Golden,

Even though your wit is dry and

your humor is cold, and all the

notes you give are long, your

class is the best.

Love ya,

Your History Class

To Sha,

Even though you weave a

tangled web in the darkroom,

thank ya for working with us.

The unknown man

To that special one person in my
life. You are the apple of my
eyes-the one who makes my days
brighter.

Ilove you!

Teny

To Miss Wooten,
Even though we don't always
meet our deadlines and you do
get frustrted at us, we appreciate

all you work on the annual and
the paper.

Love ya.

Publications Staff

To my Sweetheart,

The sun filters through the

ancient trees, to warm the

ancient earth, and in this ancient

world of ancient life, only my
love for you is.

UVal

To Doc. Snowden,
The preacher man said it's the

end of time,

If you don i listen to me you

are going to fall behind.

Calc I Class

Dorm Talk

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Everyone has settled in, and classes

are well underway. Now the coeds are

awaiting the Day of Crimson and Cream.

Bits of conversation include what each in-

dividual is wearing on Valentine's Day,

how many stuffed animals and foil hearts

she will receive, and for some, which

boyfriend is going to give what.

Intramural basketball has become a

big event for some of the coeds around the

dorm. There are three female teams com-

peting for the championship title.

They are the Lady Lakers with a record-

of 2-1; the Rednecks, 2-1; and the Oreos,

0-2. The girls on the Lady Trojans Basket-

ball team have taken to the sidelines as

coaches for the intramural teams.

Mildred "Pat Riley" Holmes, a Trojan

guard, along with Sandra Williams, the

Trojan center, are co-coaches of the Lady

Lakers. Trojan forward, Elaine Bailey

coaches the Rednecks.

Besides intramural basketball, coeds

are seeking the other means of getting

physically fit. Some are playing in-

tramural volleyball, walking around the

track, and jogging around the track.

Quite a few have even resorted to those

awfully painful situps.

These dedicated coeds realize that Spr-

ing is almost here, and they just want to

be ready when the sun comes out to shed

those coats and show a new figure. Can

vou blame them?

#1

To Audrea,
The lady who has inspired me to

the 3 reme! \

S\aj 6weel.

Love always. Happy Valentine's

Day.
Andre

To James Crawford,

The man in my life. MDJC is

lonesome without you darlin'.

The love I have for you grows

stronger and deeper each day. I

love you.

Your love,

Betty Smi th

To Harry,

To the only fowl-up, mess-up,

good news, bad news, elephant-

eared, donkey-necked, beatle-

eyed royal pain in the rear we
know.
Anonymous.

Happy Valentine's Day to all of

the people I've met here at

MDJC.
LaradaGrigsby

4

To Amber and Will,

A very happy Valentine's Day.
Aunt Laney



Junior colleges get

third budget cut;

more feared in '87

;v
HAROLD WILLIAMS

The Mississippi Legislative Buri«el

'oinmission and the Fiscal M';i<iiifii»*nt

loard has proposed a lu perce-.. : L-duc-

ion in Mississippi Public Junior 'Jollege

ippropriations for fiscal 1987.

State junior college officials have in

formed the state legislature that the $6

tnillion cut would forte employee layoffs

and tuition hikes.

Closer to home, if proposed appropria-

tion
reductions go through. MDJC could

lose $642,000 in state funds, almost 22 per-

cent of its sUte funding. In a staff

memorandum dated Feb. 14, Dr. J.T.

Hall president of MDJC. said that "cuts

of this magnitude could only result m

reducing personnel and salaries." Also m

an interview with The Enterprise-Tocsin,

Hall stated that cuts would be made from

all departments (clerical, maintenance,

administrative personnel, and faculty^

He also said that the budget cut could

mean doing away with some programs of

study, although he doesn't know at pre

sent which programs. In the Delta

Democrat-Times, Hall said that 75 per

cent of the school's budget is tied lo

salaries and other compensation for

employees, and the other 25 percent is

consumed by constant expenses such as

insurance, telephones and utilities.

The budget cuts proposed for the 1987

fiscal year, according to media reports

attributed to Dr. George Moody, ex-

ecutive secretary of Miss. Public Jr. Col-

leges, which begins July I, will force the

15 state junior colleges to consider laymg

400 of their 4.000 faculty and sUff

members oil', or. lowering salaries lu per-

cent.

Decisions on whether to lay-off

omplovfo^ or reduce salaries by June 30

wil! ('« iuit up to officials on each campus.

Layoff notices would go out in April.

Junior college officials contend that

salary cuts will hurt Mississippi junior

college teachers whose pay is among the

lowest in the Southeast. The average pay

for faculty in 1985 ($21,474) was lower

than that of some high school teachers.

Another point brought out by Hall in the

Tocsin interview was the probability of an

MDJC tuition raise to adjust to the cut-

back in funds. He said that tuition would

probably be raised by ten percent. Pre-

sent tuition costs at MDJC are $275 for in-

state students and 1575 for out-of-state

students. Student enrollment of full and

part-time students is about 3,600. Officials

are afraid that, in addition to higher tui-

tion, expected cuts in federal financial aid

might cause a decline in the

.')8.000-student enrollment in the junior

college system.

The junior colleges started the current

fiscal year last July 1 with about $60

million in state funds before budget cuts

were ordered in November and January

to make up for a lack of anticipated tax

collections. Total reductions for MDJC

forced $204,761 to be cut from the present

fiscal 1986 budget. The school's operating

budget is about $9 million.
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Social problems class

to visit Parchman

By SHA GANNAWAY
Mr. Lath am's social problems class has

been studying crime and the criminal

justice system including corrections for

the past six weeks. On March 19th. 30

students will spend the whole day at Par-

chman.
They will be taken on an organized tour

by Parchman's Public Relations director

Jean McBride. The students will visit

various camps, different quarters, the

classification center, the receptiwi

(where the criminals are first brought in

lo be finger printed, photographed etc.)

They will also be allowed to visit the max-

imum security unit, and the gas chamber.

Later in the day the students will be

allowed to listed to inmates as they each

tell their own story, Students will not be

allowed to take any kind of knives, gun.

tape recorders, or cameras.

...from the desk of the Dean
Mid-semester grades are scheduled to

be released on March 7 or 8. Grades are

due today in the Student Affairs office.

Mid-term week was Feb. 24-28.

Harmon Boggs, dean of instruction, ex-

plained that mid-semester week is

designated to give teachers a chance to

evaluate their students, write progress

reports about the students and send stu-

dent report cards to show the students

how they are progressing during the

semester. During this time the teachers

may give tests in the evaluation of the

students, but tests are not required.

Budget proposal would drop million students

In unveiling his proposal for the tefi' i ai

budget for the 1987 fiscal year, Presiden'

Reagan last week announced he onct-

again wanted to reduce the govei nmtnU s

role in running and financing American

higher education.

The president proposed drastic educa-

tion cuts in every one of his past budget

plans. Congress, while agreeing to cuts

less severe than the president wanted m
1981 and 1982, let some college funding

creep upward in subsequent years.

Among the suggestions in the presi-

^dent's proposal for the 1987 fiscal year,

[Which stretches from Oct. 1. 1986 to Sept.

|30, 1987, were plans to:

Push students Off Aid

The proposals, if passed, would cut off

^(leral aid to one million students.

End Interest-Free Loans

,
Students would begin paying interest on

jtheir Guaranteed Student Loans from the

[day they got them. Under the Reagan

plan, students would pay a rate tied to

"Current interest on Treasury bonds - now

seven percent - while still in school, and

then the Treasury bill rate plus three

percent; . v points after they leave school.

Siudents could begin repaying the in-

terest immediately, or borrow more to

cover the accumulating interest charges.

Change The Subsidy To Banks

While borrowing students are still in

school, the government currently pays

about 3.5 percent interest to banks that

make student loans. It would cut the sub-

sidy to three percent if Congress ap-

proves the proposal.

Cut Pell Grant Funding

By cutting Pell Grant funding from $3.4

billion to $3 billion, the administration

hopes to stop subsidizing some 500.000

students each year. The administration

also wants to make Pell Grants harder to

get by tightening income need tests for

them.

Merge & End Various Programs

The president proposed to cut the Col-

lege Work-Study Program, which helps

schools and nonprofit groups pay student

employees, by about 40 percent, and

merge it with the Supplemental Educa-

tion Opportunity Grants program. He

wants to eliminate the SUte Student In-

centive Grant and National Direct Stu-

dent Loan programs altogether.

Reduce Vocational Aid Funding

The Education Department budget for

vocational education programs for fiscal

1987 would be cut by more than half, to

$408 million from this year's $842 million.

Create A New Student

Scholarship Fund

The department would funnel $1 million

in scholarships to prospective math and

science teachers under a one-year-only

ChrisU McAuliffe Scholarships program.

Create A New Loan Program

A new program, run by colleges

themselves, would loan up to $4,500 a year

to undergraduates and $10,000 to grad

students. Repayment schedules would be

tied to how much students subsequently

earn after graduation, with each year s

payments limited to 15 percent of annual

income.

THE TROJAN BASEBALL
team practices for the game

against Meridian to be played

there, March 7.
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Editorially speaking

High Schools Should Prepare Students

By SHANNON ESTES

CoUege Algebra. English Composition

History and Biology are four cours^ that

are required for almost any academic

field of study on any junior or senior cam-

pus. CoUege work should be a little dif^& for Uie average student but th^e

classes are almost impossible for Uie

students who have not been prepared for

these courses. .

In the past, high schools trained their

students for the working world because

most jobs did not demand a college

degree. Things have changed since that

time Good-paying jobs which do not de-

mand some sort of coUege education are

few and far between. High schools should

DOW be preparing their students for col-

lege, but the sad truth is, many stUl do

not.

When the majority of students from a

school are unusually weak in one or more

subjects, this should be a sign to the

eSucMional system that something is no

working. H may be true that high sc^^^

students of today are not as motivated as

in vears past, but all unmotivated

students have to have a reason for their

school system. It is hard for students to

concentrate on their school work when

there is a distracting peer who gains all o

Z attention by irritating others. Usual^

the annoying student does not want to be

in school and is being forced to attend. No

one can teach anything to anyone^

Teachers are there to help students learn

for themselves, but if a person does not

want to learn, then no teacher in the

world can help him.

Teachers as a whole can't take all the

blame either, because most teachers take

pride in their work. However Just as there

are students who don't want to be in

school, there are teachers who don t want

to be there. There actually are teachers

who teach for one reason, not to educate

the students, but to draw a salary. If the

teacher is not interested in the subject

neither will the student be interested^

Another problem in the high school

system is the childish habit of blaming so-

meone else. Students blame teachers and

faculty members, teachers and faculty

blame the students and Parents and the

parents blame the teachers. All of this

blaming is not going to solve anything. It

only allows problems to get worse.

Parents should swallow their pride and

find out what their children's problenis

are If it is discipline, then they should

remember that discipline begins at home^

If it is something else, they should talk

Clarifications

In the Delta Dancer story, two

members of the squad were not included

on the scholarship list.

Vicky Crawford, Greenwood and Nick

Long, Greenville, are also members of

the DelU Dancers. This was a reporter's

error.

for College

to the school officials about the situation.

School officials should take a look at

their teachers and find out where their

weaknesses are. If the faculty's attitudes

improve, so will be students'.

We college students can also do our part

by explaining to high school students how

important these classes are, and how a

little effort now can save alot of

headaches later. We can also talk to

school officials because we know from

first-hand experience where the

weaknesses are. and we know just how

serious this situation is.

This is a serious problem and

something needs to be done. If you have

any suggestions, the Delta Herald

welcomes your letters on this subject

A drop of Ink may make a

million think.

February named public junior college month

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER

On Dec. 6, 1965. Ronald Reagan, presi-

dent of the United SUtes issued a pro-

clamation that declared February 1986 as

National Community CoUege Month. This

was done to recognize the important con-

tributions of community, technical, and

junior colleges to the total education

^^On™a more local level, BiU Allain.

governor of Mississippi, also issued a pro-

clamation on Jan. 16 declaring February

1966 as Pubhc Jumor CoUege Month in

observaUon of the contributions of the 15

junior coUege districts in Mississippi.

The U S. Congress realized commumty

coUeges have provided many educational

opportunities at costs and locations ac-

cessible to people of aU backgrounds. Not

only has the junior coUege provided quali-

ty education for the teenaged student out

of high school, but also for the older

adults who seek a secondary education.

As community-based institutions, the

junior coUeges or technical schools pro-

vide more varied programs, more

specialized training, and more "hands

on" experience.

The state legislators also realize the im-

portance of Mississippi's 15 junior coUege

districts. The proclamation states that

the 36 'Campuses in the state are

geographically accessible to all

Mississippians and provide post-

secondary education to 59,000 students.

The coUeges provides over 500 vocational-

technical oroKrams and various
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The above proclamations, the state

more so than tiie national, say a lot for a

generation whose educational system

overall does not seem to equal that of past

generations. The efforts of the legislation

means that they are trying to change for

the better.

Declaring February as National Junior

CoUege Month also makes us more aware

of what our institution is doing for the

upgrading of education in the Delta. MD-

JC, one of the first three junior colleges in

Mississippi is geographically located to

serve the eight counties of the Delta.

Each year MDJC produces an

estimated 3200 transfers and graduates.

The majority of these students go on to

live productive lives.

For examples, Mr. Dwight Spencer,

Physical Science instructor here at MD-

JC, attended Miss. Delta and was in-

itiated into the Phi Theta Kappa. He is

now a sponsor of Phi Theta Kappa Mrs.

Yvonne Bennett is also a former graduate

of MDJC who now teaches EnglishJlfiM

She too was initiated into Phi Theta Kap-

pa and is now a sponsor of the same

chapter. Dr. J.T. Hall attended MDJC

and later became president of the same

institution. And the list goes on.

The junior college is an asset to its com-

munity and state. It is fortunate for the

community colleges nationwide that the

legislators feel the same.

^ ms&... sew
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Focus

Distinguished

JuCo

graduates

This year some 1 ,200 community,

technical, and junior colleges will award

more than-400,000 associate degrees. The

average age of these graduates will be 29.

Fifty-eight percent be women.

Distinguished Americans who are

graduates of junior colleges include:

Charles CoHinwood, Walt Disney,

Elinor Donahue, Katherine Dunham.

Fred Friendly, Rudy Gatlin. John Paul

Goebel. Arthur Goldberg, Bill Haire.

Fred Haise, William Hanna, John Han-

nah. Cordell Hull. B.R. Inman;

Jeane Kirkpatrick. Calvin Klein, Jim

Uhrer. Richard Lockridge. John Cougar

Mellencamp, William "Fishbait" Miller,

Francine Neff, H. Ross Perot. Caleb Pir-

tle. William Powell, Dan Quisenberry,

Jackie Robinson. Kathrine Ross. Alvin

"Pete" Rozelle. Chuck Scarborough.

Martha Scott. Sam Shepard;

O.J. Simpson. John Sisco. Don Sutton.

Gladys Swarthout. Maxwell Taylor. Dick

Verneil. John Volpe. Bill Walsh. John

White, Frank "Fuzzy" Zoeller.

—copied from the

Community. Technical. and

Junior College Journal

PRESIDENTS FROM MISSISSIPPI'S 15 public junior colleges joined Gov. Bill Allain

as he signed a proclamation declaring February, 1986 as "Public Junior College

Month," in recognition of the comprehensive services these institutions provide

for an Mlssissippians. At the signing are. (I. to r.,) Dr. W.O. Benjamin, Itawamba

Junior College; Dr. J.T. Hall, Mississippi Delta Junior College; Dr. George Moody,

director, Junior College Association; Dr. Clyde Muse, Hinds Junior College

District; Dr. Barry L Mellinger, Gulf Coast Junior College; Mr. Horace Holmes,

Southwest Junior College; Dr. Terrell Tisdale, Jones Junior College; Dr. Eddie

Smith East Central Junior College; Dr. William Scaggs, Meridian Junior College;

Dr Billy Thames, Copiah-Lincoln Junior College; Dr. Marvin R. White, Pearl River

Junior College; Mrs. M.R. Thorne. Holmes Junior College; Dr. McKinley Martin.

Coahoma Junior College; Mr. Harold White. Northeast Mississippi Junior College

and Dr. David Haraway, Northwest Mississippi Junior College.

Forecaster sees a great student job market soon

While they may not be able to tell it

Ahile they're beating the pavement look-

ing for work in what recent reports

predict will be a tight job market this spr-

ing, students will be sitting pretty when

the Information Age finally dawns, social

forecaster and author John Naisbett says.

Job applicants are going to find the

employment market shifting more and

more in their favor as firms will compete

lo hire declining numbers of college

graduates, he predicts.

And in a seller's market, Naisbett -

author of Megatrends, the successful

book about emerging social, economic

and political trends -- says students are

entitled to ask questions like: What is the

company's vision? Can employees par-

ticipate in it and reap benefits, perhaps

through employee stock ownership

plans? Is there profit-sharing for aU, and

are women paid fairly?

The questions are far from impudent,

Naisbett says. And what's more, a

quickly-growing number of young,

generally high-tech companies actually

expect them.
The companies, which tend to be less

hierarchical than Fortune 500 firms and

to concentrate more on "nurturing"

employees, are leading the way toward

re-inventing the corporation. Naisbett

asserted in a recent interview.

Not coincidentally. Naisbett discusses

these new-age firms at length in his new

book, "Re-Inventing the Corporation."

He also notes collegians are in a good

position to take advantage of them in the

job market.

New companies are springing up at a

rate unequalled since the 1950s, but the

fine balance of labor and capital has

shifted significantly since then, he says.

Labor used to be cheap, and money

dear. Now, he explains, labor is the most

valued resource.

"It's because companies know iney

need creative minds that can apply

technical knowledge." Naisbett says. "A

knowledge of software isn't as valuable

as being able to design software pro-

grams that revolutionize industry."

To get jobs in the Information Age,

Naisbett recommends students "not con-

centrate on specific information skills,

but learn how to learn and how to think.'

"As we become more high-tech, we are

also becoming more high-touch." he says.

citing a renaissance of interest in the arts

and literature.

Naisbett attributes the rise of the

"nurturing company" to the rise of cor-

porate women who see a manager as a

nourisher, not an order-giver. Women are

also bringing intuition - another

characteristic of entrepreneurial times -

to the Information Age.

But many campus placement officials

warn students had best think twice before

grilling prospective employers about

world visions during interviews.

"Companies are marketing themselves

differently because they see what's on the

horizon, and that's a lot less graduates

agrees John Shingleton, placement direc-

tor at Michigan SUte.
,,„^.u^

But it's still not a seller's market for he

non-technical student, he says, and the

role reversal Naisbett envisions dunng

job interviews is "a ways off."

Naisbett predicts liberal arts students

will be increasingly valuable in a

"high-touch" society because of their

abUity to apply knowledge and crea e.

While Shingleton agrees those ab.liti^

can be invaluable, businesses have yet to

"^wSrc^mpanieslike^^^^^

have announced they like liberal arts

students, but I don't see them recruiting

these people. Instead, they take people

with the technical training to do the job

now, and that's who they recruit."

At best, a liberal arts degree is con-

sidered "an added skill because it sug-

geste an ability to synthesize informa-

tion." says Richard Hill, executive vice

president of the National Association of

Personnel Consultants.

For the young, bright and well-

educated, "we already have something of

a seller's market." Hill adds, but that

doesn't mean corporations are changing

as quickly as Naisbett suggests

"I don't see companies becoming less

hierarchical, or, for that matter, chang-

ing their marketing strategies that much

in the next three years," he explains^

"They don't want to make a guess about

which way things will go"

Hill agrees with Naisbett's observaUon

that diverse educations
have great appeal

to many employers.

"They like the balance of diversity, a

technician with liberal arts courses, a

journalist with a technical minor an at-

torney with a chemistry or biology

degree," he adds.
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Food committee influences cafeteria changes

Pimentos only by choice and assurance

that careful attention is given to hygienic

processing of the food shipped to the MD-

JC cafeteria are tv,o of the consequences

of the SGA Food Committee s work this

^^e four-member committee has met

several times with Mrs Glinda CoaU^

MDJC cafeteria manager, to discuss

complaints filed by local students about

cafeteria food.

"These meetings have been very con^

structive. Mrs. Coats is always mterested

in responding to our requests." said Mary

Porter, food committee member.
Serv ng

with Porter on this group are WiUie

Leach. SUcy Broadwater, and Daniel

^P^er pointed out that student com-

plaints about the excessive decoraUng of

food with pimentos was relayed to Mrs

^ts, and she directed her sUff to cut

«n fhPir use Students also com-

^'t^Sl^srerved the processing of

meat and other Morrisons P^odueU.

They learned that Morco's uses a com-

Duterized shipment and order method^

The group also watched workers process

400 ^unds of ground beef at one tune^

"iVtook only four minutes for the small

nattesand only 10 minutes for the large

^ iS to be formed to be passed through

IrLzer tunnel, and emerge ready for

^•^PTr^^plfaS my knowledge of

where the food we eat comes from, and

how it is processed," said Porter.

Hall talks to industry reps

Dr. J.T. Hall, president of Mississippi

Delte Junior CoUege. participated in the

Industrial Site Consultants' Tour spon-

sored by the Mississippi Department of

Economic Development, Feb. 19, in

Greenwood. Coordinators for this event

were Chip Morgan and other Delta Coun-

cil executives.

Dr. Hall was invited to comment on

education's support of industrial develop-

ment at the luncheon meeting held at the

Greenwood Country Club.

MDJC is recognized by industrial

development leaders and by state of-

ficials as the leading state junior coUege

in serving the economic growth of

Mississippi through its start-up and

upgrade programs for industry.

Industrial and community leaders from

all over the DelU participated in the day-

long event which emphasized the

economic profile of the Mississippi Delta

to representatives of major corporations

from throughout the United States. The

Greenwood meeting was one of two such

meetings being held in Mississippi this

month.

Alex Malouf of Greenwood served as

moderator for the program.

Dear Marie Carson

Dear Marie Carson.

I have a sUght problem with my

boyfriend. 1 know that he loves me. at

least that is what he says, but he is too

jealous. I'm 19-years-old, and I know how

to conduct myself. Sometimes he acts as

though we are married, and 1 can't sUnd

him acting that way until we are married.

He says that he has been hurt before by

someone else, but I feel that he has got to

understand that this is a different rela-

tionship with a totally different person.

Although we do understand each other,

it seems as though sometime we are on

two different wave lengths. I can't begin

to say just how stubborn we act toward

each other at times. All I know is that I

don't want to lose him, but jealousy is

tearing us apart. Help me please.

Signed.

Troubled

Dear Troubled.

One of the most important factors in

having a successful relationship is trust.

It is easy to say that one trusts his mate,

but action speaks louder than words.

Trust is a very important part of love.

True, your boyfriend may love you, but

evidentally he lacks trust in you because

he is jealous and overly possessive. Until

he is able to trust you more, than he will

continue to be jealous.

You are also right about being a dif-

ferent person in a different relationship.

Just because he has been hurt by so-

meone else doesn't mean he should ex-

pect the same from your relationship. Not

only does he not seem to trust you, he

seems to lack confidence in your judge-

ment.

The best solution to any problem is an

open line of communication. Tell him how
you feel. Find out why he is so jealous,

and assure him of your love and loyalty

The rest is up to him.

Signed.

Marie Carson

JANET O'BRYANT and STEVEN ROBINSON enjoy a steak supper

hosted by the SGA for dorm students on Feb. 12.

At penpoint production underway

Various MDJC departments are gear-

ing up in preparation for printing the 1986

issue of the campus literary magazme, At

Penpoint. The magazine is a 6x9 publica-

tion composed of up to 52 pages of onginal

manuscript and art work by MDJC

students.
. ^ j u

The manuscripts are selected by

members of the Language Arts Depart-

ment who pick the best manuscripts sub-

mitted by students in the areas of short

story, formal essay, informal essay,

poetry, and one-act plays.

In 1967. the magazine was founded as

the first literary magazine published by a

Mississippi junior college.

According to Miss Laney Wooten,

technical coordinator and adviser to the

publications staff. MDJC is the only

junior college in the state that has a total-

ly student-produced magazine. Type will

be set by MDJC micro-computer students

under the direction of Mrs. Mary Townes.

The magazine will be printed by the offset

printing class under the direction of Mr.

S.A. Brocato.

Art work for the magazine will be pro-

duced by students of Mrs. Evelyn Kiker.

Paste-up will be done by students in the

publications workshop.

The magazine is scheduled to be

distributed about April 15, by the

Language Arts instructors.

This issue will be the 18th edition of AT

Penpoint. The magazine was created as a

showcase for students who exhibited an

interest in creative writing.

With the founding of the magazine

years ago, this interest became recogniz-

ed throughout the state. Currently there

are 14 literary magazines produced by

members of the state junior college

Creative Writing Association.

"It's a research

project. I'm trying

to find out which

desserts my
thighs ore

immune to,
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Miss MDJC Pageant set for Thursday
VERNETTA WHITTAKER

The 19th Annual Miss MDJC Scholar-

hip
Pageant will be held Thursday,

March 6. at 7:30 p.m. in the coliseum.

Six coeds will parade down the run-

way in the local pageant sponsored by the

Moorhead Rotary Club. ContestanU seek-

0 the title are Shona Bodie, Gary ; Jen-

nifer
Collins, Greenville; Mary Porter,

Greenwood; Aliria Peden, Schlater; An-

igie White^Belzoni! Chris Hrasher,

llarksdale.

There are four judges for the competi-

tion-

We have a panel of excellent judges

IBS
year " sayd Doug Adams, pageant

lirector and member of the Rotary Club.

One of the judges has judged other girls

who have gone on to the Miss Mississippi

and Miss America pageants."

The panel of judges includes Joe

Rankin, a well-known pageant judge who

has judged in several local pageants

throughout Mississippi; Kay Boolos who

will direct the Miss Mississippi pageant

this summer, and her husband; and Bar-

bara Travis, fashion consultant for the

Metrocenter in Jackson.

The contestants have been in a series of

pre-pageant practices. According to

Adams, other former pageant contestanU

and people affiliated with beauty

pageants have made appearances on

campus and directed rehearsals During

the practices, the contestants learned

proper turn techniques, head movements,

and beauty tips. Mrs. Pat Adams, a

licensed cosmetologist, has directed the

contestants in proper hairstyles and

make-up for pageants. "The purpose of

the pre-pageant practices is to better

prepare the girls for pageant competi-

tion," said Adams.
On Wednesday, March 5, the seven con-

testants will be the guests of the Rotary

Club for dinner in the private dining room

in the Union. Judging will begin with per-

sonal interviews at 4 p.m. on Thursday.

The judging will continue in the evening

when the girls will be competing in even-

ing gown, swimsuit, and talent competi-

tion. Nan Sumrall. the reigning Miss

Mississippi, will emcee the program.

Entertainment will be provided by the

MDJC jazz band, the Delta Dancers, Miss

Mississippi, and Suzy Ellis, the out-going

Miss MDJC. Admission for the pageant is

$1 for students and $2 for adults.

After the pageant, the new Miss MDJC,
her runner-ups, and remaining con-

testants will be the guests at a Patron

Party in the Hospitality Room of the Col-

iseum.

Miss MDJC will receive scholarship

money, clothing expenses, and an all

expense-paid trip to the Miss Mississippi

pageant in July.

The pageant production is under the

direction of Adams. Fine Arts Depart-

ment personnel will prepare special

entertainment for the pageant.

MDJC

Around this same time last year, a

beautiful blonde Greenwood native was

ctiosen to reign as the 1985 Miss MDJC.

Carol Suzanne EUis, the 5'8", green-eyed

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Ellis of

Greenwood, represented MDJC in the

Miss Mississippi pageant in Vicksburg

last summer.

Now Ellis will crown her successor on

hursday night in the 19th annual Miss

IDJC Scholarship Pageant.

EUis, a pre-nursing major here at MD-

I
JC, says that reigning as Miss MDJC this

year has brought about much personal

rowth. "I think about how scared and

»ervous I was about the work I had ahead

M me. and then I think about the results,"

says Ellis. "I feel that I am a much t>etter

person. I am now less inferior, and I have

learned a lot about pageants.

Ellis says that the year has been great

in that she had so much support from

everyone here. "While I was preparing

for the state pageant people would com-

pliment me on the changes in my ap-

pearance, or they would urge me to keep

up the good work," says Ellis. "They

were so friendly, and I am so ap-

preciative for all the support. It was nice

to know that so many people cared and

watched my progress."

In her responsibilities as Miss MDJC,

Ellis acted as a recruiting representative

for MDJC and spoke at local civic func-

tions and auxiliary groups. She traveled

with Warden Herring, MDJC director of

bands, to promotion meetings.

At MDJC, EUis is drum major in the

band, a member of the Phi TheU Kappa,

an Honor Scholar, a member of the 1986

Hall of Fame, a sophomoe beauty, a par-

ticipant in the Scholars Bowl, and a

sophomore maid on the 1985 Homecoming

Court.

In the pageant, EUis wiU sing the open-

ing number with Nan Sumrall. Miss

Mississippi. She will sing two more

numbers. Uke her farewell walk, and

crown the 1986 Miss MDJC. Ellis says

that the year has passed by all too fast.

"The year has gone by so quickly," says

EUis. "If I could do one thing to change

this year, I would change the time of the

pageant. I would put it off as long as

possible. I'm not ready to give it all up."

Ellis' future plans are to graduate from

MDJC and attend the University Medical

Center in Jackson. She says that she does

plan to participate in another beauty

pageant if the chance arises. "It's a great

experience and so much fun," says EUis.

"I'd lUte to wish good luck to the con-

testants. To whoever wins, congratula-

tions. She has got a lot to look forward to

and a lot of work to do."

Chris Brasher Shona Bodie Jenny Collins Alicia Peden Marv Porter Angle White

Now that Spring is slowly creeping in

the college coed is seeking a quick

method of losing weight. Here are some

proven weight-loss methods that only

take two to three weeks to produce

Belles' Box Tsu-ups (todays to two weeks to feel

slimming results)

2. Protein diet (protein in liquid or

powder form, or. fish or meats)

3 Dexatrim (three weeks plus)

4' Vegetable dieU with very httle meat

or bread ( 10 days to three weeks)
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The Lady Lakers- were victorious over

the Oreos In the Intramural champion

Tammy Beamon

The Lakers won the boys* intramural

championship game on Feb. 26.

(L-R, seated) Rueben Hudson, Ronnie Jones, Keith Reynolds, Carlton Moore,

Renwick Evans, and Bennie Walker. (L-R, Standing) Leslie Taylor, Coach;

Quentin Edwards, Carl Bernice, Ricky Lunford, Ricky Stewart, and Jesse Jackson
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Men's record shows more wins than losses
o., VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The MDJC Trojans ended the regular

eason on Thursday, Feb. 13 against the

Itawamba Junior College Indians in the

oliseum. The Trojans won 54-52 in a se-

cond
overtime.

The Trojans played 25 games and ended

^th a record of 15-10. The team advanced

to the
play-offs seeded number two.

On Feb. 17, the Trojans played East

Miss, in the North Division Tournament.

The Trojans defeated the Lions 71-68 in

double overtime. On Wed., Feb. 19. the

ITojans were defeated in their second

play-off game against the Holmes Junior

College Tigers. 57-55.

The Trojans will travel to Northwest

Junior College to play in the regional

tournament on Feb. 27.

In regular season play, Andre Harris

le. d the Trojans in rebounds with an
overall total of 314. Fred Lenard was se-

cond with a total of 122. Harris le. d in

steals with a total of 48. Roosevelt

Thomas followed ith a total of 44.

Harris also le d in free-throw percen-

tage with an overall 79 percent. Taylor

followed with 68 percent. Ronnie Kent

le-.d the team in scoring with a 15.0

average. Harris was second with an

average of 14.12. Kent also le; d the field

goal percentage with 51 percent; Harris

was second with 45 percent.

Lady Trojans end

with 10- 16 record
The Lady Trojans ended their regular

wason on Thursday, Feb. 13 against

the Lady Indians of Itawamba Junior

College. MDJC was defeated 67-86.

On Feb. 18, the Lady Trojans traveled

10 Northeast Junior College to Play the

Itawamba Indians once again In the

women's North Division Play-offs.

Delta was eliminated with a final score

of 73-83. The Lady Trojans ended the

season with a record of 10-16.

Sophomore Sandra Williams le d the

team In scoring with an overall record

of 442 points. Sheila Jackson was

second with a total of 275. Elaine

Bailey Ift d the team In rebounding

with total : 236. Williams followed with

a score of 228. Mildred Holmes lejd

the team in steals with a total of 55,

and Sandra Williams le* d in free

throws with an overall 51. In field

goats,Wllliams also le; d with a total of

195. Sheila Jaclcson was second with

124.

1985-86 SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
MARCH

Hinds Junior College at MDJC
24 Coahoma Junior College at MDJC
26 Northeast Miss. Jr. College at Booneville

31 Coahoma Junior College at Clarksdale

APRIL , ,

1 Hinds Junior College at Raymond

2 Itawamba Junior College at MDJC
8 Northwest Miss. Jr. College at Senatobia

10 Northeast Miss. Jr. College at MDJC
15 Itawamba Junior College at Fulton

16 Northwest Miss. Jr. College at MDJC
25 State Tournament, TBA
28 Regional Tournament, TBA

MDJC vs Co-Lin 66-76

leading scorer, Andre Harris 18

leading rebounders. Reginald Dunigan 12

Andre Harris 12

MDJC vs. Phillips 68-67

leading scorer, Fred Lenard 20

leading rebounder, Reginald Dunigan 14

MDJC vs. Coahoma 66-71

leading scorer, Ronnie Kent 27

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 17

MDJC vs. Phillips 64-58

leading scorer, Fred Lenard 17

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 16

MDJC vs. Northeast 86-98

leading scorer, Ronnie Kent 28

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 20

MDJC vs. Itawamba 62-68

leading scorer, Andre Harris 14

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 15

MDJC vs. East Miss. 71-57

leading scorers, Andre Harris 16

Roosevelt Thomas 16

leading rebounders, Andre Harris 13

Fred Lenard 13

MDJC vs. Holmes 75-72 (2 OT)
leading scorer. Ronnie Kent 21

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 15

MDJC vs. Northwest 63-85

leading scorer, Tim Perry ??

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 14

MDJC vs. Coahoma 61-60

leading scorer, Andre Harris 15

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 15

MDJC vs Northeast 79-97

leading scorer, Andre Harris ??

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 13

MDJC vs. lUwamba 54-52 ( 2 OT)
leading scorer, Leslie Taylor 14

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 13

North Division Tournament

MDJC vs. East Miss. 71-68 (2 OT)

leading scorer, Leslie Taylor 16

leading rebounder, Andre Harris 11

MDJC vs. Holmes 55-57

leading scorers, Ronnie Kent 11

Andre Harris 11

Leslie Taylor n
leading rebounder, Andre Harris 6

Tim Morris 6

Lady Trojans open season
The Lady Trojans will open their 1986

intercollegiate season with a home game,

March 20, against Hinds Junior College.

Gametimeis2:30p.m.
The Trojans have scheduled 22 games

(11 doubleheaders). They will enter the

state tournament April 25, and the

Regional Tournament April 28.

Eighteen players reported for the first

day of practice, Feb. 24. Lady Trojan

Coach Buddy Walden, who is beginning

his ninth season as a softball coach here,

says that only two of the 18 players are

returnees. They are Janet O'Bryant and

Elaine Bailey.

The team is currently practicing four

days a week for two hours each day.

Although he has lost two key players,

Lesia Duncan and Dianne McCoUough.

Walden expects this year's group to be

strong on defense and hitting. But he is

Silence never makes ony

blunders.

concerned about the pitching strength of

his team.

The Trojan softball team posted a 13-13

record last year.

Ray has high hopes for golf team

The Trojan golf team has been

^organized for the first time in several

hears.

The six-member team was scheduled to

"pen its competition with a match yester-

m at Co-Lin. Trojan golf coach Joe Ray

kid that the team "has high hopes for a

l^ood season."

The six players are David Langley,

Jutomotive machinist, Clarksdale; Dar-

Goss, pre-engineering, Greenwood;

*« Whatley, general education, In-

fanola; Clay Seymour, accounting,

freenviUe; and Bill Markham, air condi-

ining and refrigeration, Greenwood.

"We've got a good team," said Ray.

^veral players have been member- of

school teams. The only problem we

had is not being able to practice as a

at Delta State with no charge to our

school." Ray said. The team then goes to

Hinds Junior CoUege on Apnl 22, for the

last tournament and back to Hinds for an

18-hole game on April 29 and 30 to deter-

mine who the state and regional cham-

pions are.

"I feel like we have an excellent team

this year. Providing the weather is good

so we can pracUce, I think we can win the

SUte Championship. I believe a golf team

will give the young men who want to play

a chance to do so, and a chance for the

school to represent itself in competition.

It may also help the players further their

education, because senior colleges

sometimes offer scholarships to golf

players." Ray said.

team because of the weather.*'

"The course we practice on is at Delta

State. Dr. Kent Wyatt, Delta State presi-

dent, and Dr. Derrall Foreman. Delta

SUte golf coach, have been nice enough to

let us use the DSU facilities," Ray said.

Ray said that a five-man team wiU

compete against seven other junior col-

lege teams in three tournaments and in

the state and regional championships. He

said all of the junior colleges that have

teams competed at Co-Lin yesterday, but

the results of that match were not m by '•^

deadline. The other competing teams

were Co-Lin, Jones County. Pearl River,

East Central. Gulf Coast, and Meridian.

A golf tournament wiU be hosted by

MDJC on April 19. "The event will be held

DAVID LANGLEY tees off in

practice tor the golf team's

next meet, scheduled for

DSU's course, April 8.
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Musclemen win inin Body World Competition

B> VTRNETTA WHITTAKER

People do many things as a form of a

hobrorpastime.Some peoplejolle^^

rocks, insects, stamps, corns and

like, some people play
^^^^^^^^J^

or dance. Eddie Jackson of Clarksdaie

:;dGlenTiceofGreenvmeUftwei^^^^^^^

acastime,and as a result of their

diligence and exceptional abUity m

sport they both won first place in the

World weight Lifting Competition

**VaS" Is Jackson is called won first

place m the Open division. Jack said that

he had been Ufting welghU since high

school -we were required to lift weighU

for footbaU." said Jack, who played foot-

baU for the MDJC Trojans for the past

^"Aft^r'^football season, I just continu^

to lift weights to keep myseU m shape.

Jack said that Glen Tice suggested to

him to enter the Body World competition^

•*I surted going over to Body World and

working out and had been for a month

before the competition." says Jack.

Glen Tice, a first-year electromcs ma-

jor placed firet in the Novice division and

{hird in the Open. Tice said that he had

been lifting weighte at Body World for one

and a half years.

"1 like to do it because it takes up most

of my life," says Tice. "It keeps my body

in shape too." Tice says that he had

always watched body building competi-

Uons and it became a favored sport.

There were three divisions of competi-

tion the Novice, a division for body

buUders who are one-year members of

Body World and who have never com-

peted in a major competition; the Open

division a caugo^^l^^^^^^^^^

Tt^nage b^S^^^^^^ -'^

he cTuld^onVenter the Open division

wher^s Tice could enter both the Novice

^"CrSam began with an h^^^^^^^^^^^^

half of warm-ups for all competitors. The

tinaeer division was held first, then the

N^vicfand finally the Open. Each con-

Tc^tant in each category was judged on

body symmetry or P^opo^^
'infl^ack

dominal or stomach muscles, and back

muscles. ... „ i-

There are two stage presenUtions In

the first, all contestanU entered the sUg^

and performed half-turns and call pos^

bv the judges. The finalists were chosen

and f^ed once aga.n in the second sUge

presentation. From this presenUt.on, the

winners were chosen."
open division. Jack was the u.n-

ner out of five finalists, including Tice.

Jack posed to the song. "Computer Love

bv Kraftwerk. He was recogmzed as hav-

ing the best arms and abdominal

""^icl^on first place in the Novice divi-

sion and third place in the Open^He posed

to the song. "Lay it Down" by flat.

Both Jack and Tice say that they will

continue to lift weights. "I am going to

continue in hopes of possibly playing foot-

ball again," says Jack.

Tice says he would like to go to hi

Dorado. Ark., to compete in the Mr

Arkansas competition. "If I can place, it

would be an honor." says Tice. "If not. I

definitely plan to continue to compete and

try to get bigger and better."

Eddie Jackson Glen Tice

USM to demonstrate new system

A computerized system that gives

junior college students on-the-spo

evaluations of their academic credits will

be introduced by the University of

Southern Mississippi Wednesday. March

26 on our campus.

Prospect for tennis team looks good
Bv ALEX ROSS
MDJC's intercollegiate tennis team will

open their 1986 season on March 20, at

home. Their opponents will be Hinds Jr.

CoUege.

The 12-member team is coached by

Lance Baria. The team members are

Johnny Watford. Allen Brooks. Hum-

phrey Ju. Danny Irvin. Kevin Hunsucker.

David Beams, Tony Johnson. Jeff Lusk,

Diane Beckwith, Laura Wilkinson. Tam-

my White, and Libby Byrd.

They are currently practicing Monday

through Friday at 3 p.m. on the tennis

courts.

MDJC has scheduled 10 teams to play.

They play five matches against each

team. The teams are scheduled to com-

pete in boys singles, boys doubles, girls

singles, girls doubles, and mixed doubles.

The matches begin at 4 p.m.

Coach Baria thinks that the team

should be able to win its district and

qualify for the state tournaments.

"I would like for all MDJC's supporters

to come out and support the Trojan tenms

team." said Baria.

"The new system makes the transcript

evaluation process two to three times as

fast as it used to be," said Cheryl Saliba,

senior USM admissions counselor for

high school and junior college relations.

Saliba who visits each junior college in

the state at least twice a year to work on

admissions and transcript evaluations

will demonstrate the new system here at

10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Horton Science

building. .

USM the first senior university m tne

state to implement this type service, has

begun to use the new technology at junior

colleges throughout the state. Prepara-

tions began last summer to acquire the

system, which is imporUnt to USM s nee

transfer students make up about half ot

the university's enrollment.

For the evaluation, a student shouio

provide a copy of his or her transcript.

Trivial Pursuit

Answers to last issue's questions:

1. The original name of Mississippi

DelU Junior College was Sunflower

Junior College.

. The name of the MDJC newspaper

before it became the Delta Herald was

the Sunflower Petal. The newspaper was

originally a single-sheet publication.

Alexander Powell, Greenwood,
answered the trivia questions.

Questions for this issue:

1. Who was the winner of the first Miss

MDJC Scholarship Pageant?

2. How did St. Patrick's Day come
about?

SCHEDULE

MARCH Hinds Jr., at MDJC
20 ....East Central, away

25 Northeast, away

26 Co-Lin, at MDJC
27

APRIL Holmes, away

1
. East Central, at MDJC

3 Northeast, at MDJC
10 Hinds, away

t5 ..Holmes, at MDJC
16 Co-Lin, away
21

28.29,30
State Tennis Tournament - MiUsap^

A fool aliva^fs finds some
greater fool to admire him



Horton, Willingham take

top honors in agriculture

David Willingham and Tim Horton,

both sophomores in the Farm Manage-

ment program at MDJC. have won top

honors in the 1986 National Postsecon

dary Agricultural Student Organizaiion,

Willingham, a Moorhead resident, won

the Agricultural Chemicals Av^.ird of

partners in Agricultural Leadership/Per-

sonal Education. Evaluation and

Hecognition (Pal/Peer), a program of the

National Postsecondary Agricultural Stu-

dent Organization (PAS).

Horton, a Ruleville native, won the Ag

Power Machinery and Job Interview Con-

^^s state winner. Willingham received a

plaque and $100 cash during a PAS

awards ceremony in Bismarck, N. Dak.,

March 19. The prize also included partial

travel expense to the PAS National Con-

ference held at that time. The

PAL/PEER Agricultural Chemicals

Award is sponsored by FMC Corporation,

and a company representative was

among the national judges.

Horton also received plaques in

recognition of his achievement at the

awards ceremony.

me PAL/.iitH projpc* encourages

students' technical and professional

development through two phases.

Postsecondary agricultural students con-

duct PAL surveys with local agribusiness

to identify job skills. During the Peer

phase, students devise and carry out their

own educational plans. Eight project

areas specify guidelines upon which

awards are made.
' The PAL/PEER project is sponsored

by six leading agriculture companies and

organizations, who provide financial sup-

port and project guidance.

The National postsecondary

Agricultural Student Organization is the

vocational organization for students in

postsecondary institutions offering

associate degrees or vocational diplomas.

Founded in 1980. the organization em-

phasizes the development of technical

and personal skills to be used in the

workforce. Leadership opportunities,

state and national competitions and

educational projects are stressed. Jimmy

Langley and George Dowell are advisers

to the local chapter.
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Students win honors
Three members of the MDJC chapter of

Phi Beta Lambda placed at the state con-

vention held in Jackson on M ifoli f> and 7

Pamela Collins of Sidon placed first in

the Business Law category, Clay

Seymour, Greenville, placed second in

Economics, and John Holloway. In-

dianola. placed third in job interviews.

Rene Seymour, a sophomore Secretary

Science major who placed first in Shor-

thand last year, was selected for "Who's

Who in Phi Beta Lambda'*.

Besides the four award recipients, two

other members and two sponsors attend-

ed the two-day convention held at the

downtown Holiday Inn. Elizabeth Prit-

chard of Belzoni and Marvin Holeman of

Cruger attended the meeting along with

sponsors. Mrs. Mary Holloway and Mrs.

Patsy Dowell.

According to Mrs. Holloway, students

are selected ' a-iend the convention by

teacher rtHimimfiidation. There were 16

categories ot competition. "Competition

included a one-hour test." said Holloway,

"The highest scorer wins first place in

that category. All first place winners are

eligible to compete in the national Phi

Beta Lambda competition to be held in

Washington, D C, on June 30 through July

3."

Sixteen junior colleges and four univer-

sities attended the convention. "The

overall- total was about 150 students,*'

said Holloway.

Phi Beta Lambda is a national

organization for business students. The

MDJC chapter was organized in 1974.

Through 12 years of existence. MDJC had

had 10 first place winners and numerous

second and third place winners. MDJC

has also had two state officers.

Organization in Bismark. North Dakota.

PHI BETA LAMBDA winners (I. to r.) John Holloway. Pamela Collins,

Rene Seymour, and Clay Seymour.

•ganization in BismarK, r«ionn i^«..v">-
^ ,

Band to celebrate Spring
in concert tonigm

._;.icnr- nearances by the concert band, the dixie contemporary

The Mississippi Delta Junior In-

strumental Ensemble will be presented in

a spring concert, Tuesday. April 1, at 7

p.m. in Tharp Auditorium of the Yeates

Fine Arts Center. ,^ . „
The theme for the concert is Spring

Celebration."

"This concert will feature a special swr-

prise presentation from a acuity

member who has shown inter^

arts." said band director, Wardell Herr

ine **He will serve as guest conductor.

Herring said that celebration will last

at^ul eo minutes. It will feature a|^

nearances by the concert band, the dixie

Cnd th? chamber brass ensemble and

the jazz band. Instrumental solos will be

^'rfUed by Tommy Crensh^^^^^^^

Broadwater. Jim Logan and Karen

Tidwell.

The music will be an array of tradi-

tional, classical, contemporary and

Bourbon Street which will be done by the

Dixie band." said Herring.
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Writers Conference will attract local group

Bv HAROLD WILLIAMS
The MDJC Language Arts Department

IS preparing to attend the Mississippi

Junior College Association's 1986

Creative Writing Conference.

This conference will be held April 11. on

the Jeff Davis - Gulf Coast campus

Faculty and student reps will attend a

workshop featuring professional writer of

fiction and the junior college creative

writing in which manuscripts submitted

by students of the 15 sUte junior colleges

are judged and critiqued. The areas of

competition are short story, poetry, for-

mal essay, informal essay, and one-act

plays. Each college is allowed two entries

per category.

The Creative Writing Conference has

been in existence tor 11-12 years. The pur-
pose of its creation was to "honor
distinguished junior college writers "

said Mrs. Sandra Moore, an MDJC
language instructor.

Could we consider activities cuts?

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
The cut system at MDJC is designed so

that each student is allowed six cuts in

eveo' 3-hour class.

It may be true that for the student who

comes to school only to attend classes and

who. of course, is not involved in ex-

tracurricular activities, the six cuts

should be adequate.

But what about those students who par-

ticipate in extracurricular activities such

as sports, music, clubs, organizations,

and school publications? These programs

require frequent travel, special prac-

tices, conventions, workshops, seminars,

etc.

Consider the football players during

football season. Nine out of 10 have either

used their cuts or have gone over their

quota. And the football team only plays 10

games. Consider the basketball and

baseball teams who average 20 to 30

games, or. the case of the baseball team -

56. There seems to be no way possible for

them to stay within six cuts.

Let us look also at members of the

various organizations. The Phi Theta

Kappas attended two seminars this year,

and Phi BeU Lambda has just returned

from their state convention. The
members of the Spectator Club are plann-

ing an upcoming overnight stay on the

Coast for the Mississippi Junior College

Creative Writing Association's creative

writing competition.

The Foreign Language Clubs have been

very active also, taking two educational

field trips this year. The band and "TJs"

have been on tour to local meetings and

high schools performing. The band also

travels with the football team and attends

the Mississippi All-State Honor Band

each year. And last, but not least, the

Publications staff members who attend

two annual workshops each year.

The six-cut svstem works fairly well for

those students in only one organization,

but for those students who belong to more

than one activity, this system can and

most often does, pose a major problem.

It is fortunate for these students that

there are some understanding teachers

who allow make-up work, tests, and labs.

There are, however, teachers who en-

force the six-cut system very strictly.

Some teachers make the students who

do participate in extracurricular ac-

tivities feel guilty about that participa-

tion.

A simple solution to the problem could

be for the administration to consider giv-

ing a limited number of additional cuts

designated as ** activity cuts" for use by

students interested in the enrichment and

self-development gained through ex

tracurricular activities.

All teachers could then follow the same

cut system more evenly. Such a system

would eliminate the extra worry of excus-

ing extra absentees and planning make-

up appointments for the campus athletes,

musicians, club members, and reporters

Retrospect to be issued in late April

By SHA GANNAWAY
The Retrospect staff had to work extra

hours the week of Feb. 7 to catch up from

where they had fallen behind because of

their waiting for the results of the "Who's

Who" competition.

The theme of this year's book is
'

'
MDJC

- Where the Action Is", and according to

Miss Laney Wooten, yearbook sponsor,

"has taken a great deal of action."

She said the staff ha^ worked hard

many nights since early January. She

said some nights they have worked as late

as 1 a.m. The final shipmc.it was made to

Paragon Press on Thursday, Feb. 6.

This year's book promises to be one of

the best yet. It consists of 192 pages, 16 of

which are color. It is a 9 by 12 publication.

It has a original cover design, done by

MDJC commercial arts students, and ac-

cording to Miss Wooten, two other sur-

prises. The photography was handled by

the Basic Photography class with the

assistance of Mr. Lawrence Kenneth,

media center director.

The co-editors of this year's book are

Melissa James and Perry Nelson. Nelson

The Delta Herald

Mrssissippi Delta Junior College

Moorhead, Mrssissippi 36761

Published by and for

Mississippi Delta Junior College ' JUNIOR

Member of the Mississippi Junior

College Press Association

Published bi-monthly

Co-Editors Shannon Esles, Vernatta Whittaker
Photographer Sha Gannaway. Ted Williams
Reporters students in Basic Reporting class

and Publlcattons Workshop
^"'u'" Harold Wlltiams
l-«y<»"»» Lucille Reece

Jo Ann Stanton
Typesattar The Enterprise-Tocsin

The Greenwood Commonwealth

and James Causey set type for the stu-

dent directory on campus Microcom-

puters.

Everyone on the staff has worked to

create original layouts. Most of the work

is done through the pbulications

workshop.

Late April delivery is expected of the

yearbook. A $15 charge for about one-half

the cost is covered by first semester

registration fees. The rest of the fee is

paid by the school. Yearbooks will be

distributed through the Business Office in

the Administration Building.

[m

Ragile tulips fall to vandal
By SHANNON ESTES
Not long ago The Delta Herald ran a

series of stories and editorials on the fact

that this school has made an effort to

beautify its campus for the sake of the

students.

As a phase of this project, a tulip bed
was planted around the oak tree in front

of the administration building. Many of
these tulips were destroyed by some per-

son or persons on the Monday following
Spring Break. This person clearly has no

consideration for the beautification ef-

forts. The maintenance crew was able to

replant many of the 400 bulbs, but the site

is still scarred by the villanous act.

Although the majority of the students

do not indulge themselves in destroying

property, it only takes one such simple-

minded act to ruin the reputation of the

whole student body. It is too bad that

simple-minded vandals cannot be iden-

tified and dismissed from school.
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VERNETTA WHITTAKER
fjUicia

Ann Peden. a 5'5'". brown-eyed

suty.
was crowned the 1986 Miss MDJC

Thursday. March 6. in the 19th annual

jss
MDJC Scholarship Pageant,

peden. a freshman Political Science

^jor, is the 18-year-old daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Delores Peden of Schlater. At

ijC her activities list shows participa-

as a football cheerleader, election to

homecoming court, selection as a

lUty, and performance as a Delta

^ncer.

Ipeden said that she was shocked when
,y called her name. "I really didn't ex-

to win. I was under the impression

only those whose talent was singing

,(j
the edge over the other contestants. I

jdn t
think my talent would be com-

petitive." said Peden. "I am very excited
that I won though. I am really en-
thusiastic about the upcoming pageant in

July."

Peden said that she has begun prepara-
tions for the Miss Mississippi Pageant in

Vicksburg. "On March 17, I went to

Vicksburg to get fitted for my runway and
competition gowns, and my swimsuit.
Doug and Pat Adams felt that I should
start preparations early." said Peden.
Other preparations include losing more

weight. In the local pageant, Peden
weighed 115 pounds. At presstime she
weighed 113 pounds. Her plans are to lose

eight more pounds. "My ideal weight is

105 pounds," she said. "I'd like to lose two
to three inches from my waist and hips."

Peden is in the process of takmg physical
education classes at La Physigne in

Greenwood. "I'll be working out on
weekends.

'

Doug Adams of MDJC will coach Peden
in interviews. Pat Adan^s will be working
with Peden on beauty techniques in

make-up and hair. Pam Brazile will be
coaching her in proper turns and stands.,

Peden said that she plans to change her
song for her talent. "I will dance, but not

to the same song," said Peden. "Pat is in

the process of choosing a song."

Peden said she realizes that she has a
lot of work before the Miss Mississippi

Pageant. "I know that I'll have to work
hard, and I'm really looking forward to

the pageant."

lue jeans remain popular casual wear
L SHANNON ESTES
Blue Jeans are probably the most
Ipular clothing item in the western

misphere. They are by no means a

iern creation, but before World War II

tnim jeans were only associated with

Iwboys, farmers, and other laborers,

pt until the hero image of John Wayne
U the outlaw image of James Dean did

kns actually start working their way in-

[the world's popular fashion market.

taecent years have seen jeans on young
lople, old people, presidents (Jimmy
rter and Ronald Reagan), and royalty

k-incess Anne of Great Britain and

rincess Caroline of Monaco). The blue

an industry has developed from a

Idom-seen, small-market business into

pillion dollar a year operation in less

sn 30 years. In 1977, the denim industry

I two pair of jeans for every person in

country (New York, Nov. 12, 1979).

Denim clothing has been around for a

pg time and many people are surprised

[ind that the item did not originate here

ill. As a matter of fact, even the names
\n and denim are foreign. The term
enoese" meant twilled cotton from
m and was later called jeans in

Jlish. The 1695 Oxford Dictionary

fed denim as having been derived from
(French term "Serge de Nimes" which
int "the city of Nimes" where the

3teria! was being produced.

The Founder of the most famous line of

Enitn products was also an immigrant.
Evi Strauss came to New York from
avaria in 1847, and his climb to clothing

fcess started immediately. His first job
"lew York was selling clothing house to

Jse In 1850 he was lured to California

'he gold rush, but Strauss' wealth did

emerge from the ground. He opened a

0 goods store, and moonlighted by mak-
trousers from canvas. His trousers

popular with people because they
fre tough and long-lasting. As their

spread, the trousers became known
'"Levi's". By 1871 Strauss had switched

canvas to denim, and in 1872 another

Migrant made a contribution to the
*t'Ie industry.

Russian-born Nevadan, named Jacob
Jvis, developed a pattern for three cor-

pockets held together by copper
'Is He sold this idea to Strauss who
^ patent and put the riveted pockets

'^'s jeans in 1873.

In 1874, the Levi Strauss Company was
manufacturing denim pants', vests, coats,

jumpers, and shirts. All of these products

possessed the metal rivets. 1886 was the

year the famous patch brand was started.

Until after World War II the denim in-

dustry saw very little profit gain. The
market widened gradually and in the

JEANNIE COLLINS wears the

traditional American Deninn.

1960s, when social status t)ecame less im-

portant, denim became a way to escape

family class. Jeans soon became iden-

tified with hippies and anti-war

movements.

The 1970's saw older people and join the

list of denim wearers, while Americans of

the 1980s saw jeans become the most com-
mon fashion item on the market.

Blue jeans became popular in other na-

tions during the 1970s, also. The first

foreign demand for American denim pro-

ducts appeared in France, England, and
Germany. The demand followed in Italy,

Spain, Scandmavia, Mexico, Japan,
Australia, and finally the rest of the

world. The demand became so great that

manufacturing facilities were built by

Levi Strauss and Company in the com-

munist country of Hungary. The Blue Bell

Corporation is currently discussing

similar manufacturing agreements with

the Soviet Union, and both are hoping for

a market as successful as that of Levi's in

Hungary.

Recent years have also seen many new

names added to the list of manufacturers,

such as Wranglers, Oscar De La Renta,

Calvin Klein, Yves Saint Laurent, etc.

The competition is stronger and the

market is larger.

Not long after the worldwide demand

for American jeans and other denim pro-

ducts began to flourish a crime wave hit

the markets. Imitations of the popular

items filled a large portion of the demand

Black Market jeans are designed to look

exactly like the original brands, right

down to the forged labels, but most are

not as well made as the originals. Selling

stolen jeans is also a hot market. Even to-

day trucks loaded with blue jeans are be-

ing hijacked.

Counterfeiters are engaged in a heated

war with reputable, manufacturers. Ar-

rests have won a few battles for the

manufacturing companies in recent

years, but with a world hungary for 380

million pairs of jeans each year, this war

js likely to continue for quite some time.

i

ALICIA PEDEN was crowned the
new Miss MDJC on Thursday,
March 6.

Students get

carried away -

to Buck's lot
By HAROLD WU.MAMS
Some MDJC student motorists have

gotten "carried away" as a consequence

of parking on the west side of Hwy . 3. Dur-

ing the school week following Spring

Break, several cars parked in the no-

parking zone opposite the campus were

towed away by city officials.

"This is the first time we*ve ever had to

tow anyone's car but the students had to

be shown that we mean business, " said

City Manager Jimmy Griffm. After going

through the time and $600 expense of re-

painting the yellow lines marking the pro-

hibited zone, the City Manager went so

far as to add "tow-away zone" signs to

the present "no parking" signs. "I even

personally told students not to park there,

but some had to finally be made ex-

amples," said Griffin.

The city manager cited safety and con-

sideration for residents on the street as

reasons for the precaution. Parking on

both sides of the highway significantly

narrows the highway which causes a pro-

blem with so much heavy equipment and

large trucks coming through. Several ac-

cidents have occurred over the past few

months t>ecause of this.

"We*re not trying to be hard on

students because they are part of the

community, too." said Griffin, "but it is

necessary." Robert L. Wamock, dean of

students, said that the towing was not

authorized by the college, but "If the city

saves one life by taking that action, it's

worth it."

Five students' cars were towed to City

Hall by Buck's Auto under the direction of

city officials. They were held until the

owners paid a $500 ticket and a towing fee

of $20 for a small car or $35 for a large

car. As a consequence of this action, the

city manager indicated that he believes

the problem is solved.
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Williams, Harris to play m All-State game
Bv VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Two outstanding MDJC basketball

players have been selected to participate

in the 1986 Junior College All-Star game
on Thursday. April 3.

Sandra Williams, a 6" forward and

center on the Lady Trojans basketball

team, and Andre Hams, a 6'5"

guard/forward on the Trojans basketball

team will travel to Holmes Junior College

in Goodman, to play with the North Ail-

Stars against the South team.

Williams, a sophomore medical records

major here at MDJC. led the Lady Tro-

jans in scoring, free throws, and field

goals. She was also second in rebounds.

William's overall average in assists is 2.0,

in rebounds, 10.0 - the best on the North

team; and in scoring. 18.0 - the second

best on the North team.

Harris, a sophomore accounting major,

led the Trojans in rebounds, steals, and

free throws. He was second in field goals

and scoring. Harris' overall assist

average is 2.0; his rebound average is 12.8

- the best of both the North and South All-

Stars. Harris" scoring average is U.2. He

is one of three tied for third in scoring in

the North Division.

The coaches for the North All-Star

ladies' team are Dale Peay, East Miss.

Jr. College and Ella Stampley, Coahoma

Jr. College. The coaches for the North All-

Star Men's team are Harvey Childers of

Northeast Jr. College and Eddie Davis of

East Miss. Jr. College.

Foreign language group studies

Roman Catholicism

f

Sandra Williams Andre Harris

By SHANNON ESTES
The Foreign Language Club visited the

Immaculate Conception Catholic Church

in Indianola, March 19. Rev. John Volar

was the host for the event.

Volar explained to the group the

various religious holidays and customs

such as Easter. Lent. Midnight Mass, Ash

Wednesday, first Communion, baptisms,

the stations of the Cross, and different

types of services such as weddings and

funerals. He told the group about the

rosary and the different prayers, also.

Volar was eager to answer all of the

visitors' questions as he gave them a tour

of the church.

He also explained the modifications in

the Roman Catholic Church made during

the Vatican Council ol 1968.

Mrs Betty Watson. Foreign Language
instructor, said. We went there because

the people in every country that we study

are Catholics. Therefore Catholic

holidays and customs are a big part of

their lives. In order to understand the

people, we certainly need to understand

the basic facts about the Catholic

religion. I enjoyed learning about the six

basic Catholic religious holidays. Father

Volar explained to us about All Souls Day
and All Saints Day, making their connec-

tion to Halloween more understandable.

"I certainly was interested to find that

Father Volar had attended Mississippi

College as I had," said Mrs. Watson.

Art club stages Spring fling

By SHANNON ESTES
The annual Art Club "Spring Fling

was held March 26 in the Union P iMi _

Even more artistic talei.c will be

presented at the Sophomore Art Exhibi-

tion, April 7 - May 2.

The "Spring Fling" was planned and

held by the Art Club and Mrs. Jean

Abrams, sponsor. The club sold various

art products, and raffled off a black and

white television to raise funds for the pur-

t'li.ise of a eompuier system for the Art

iJepartment. This addition would enable

students to become acquainted with com-

puters for graphics and capabilities.

The "Spring Fling" was organized dur-

ing an art club meeting on March 19.

The Sophomore Art Exhibition will be

held in the art gallery school days from 10

a.m. until 3 p.m.

Baseball Scoreboard
Record 13/11/1

Meridian

Leading hitter

Pitcher

Tied (or 2nd in .

14-3 won
Tom Dillard 3 for 3

Drew Rice

ni\ Record 5/3

8 5 wi.n

Joe florton (homerun)
Tom Dillard

Pearl River

Leading Hitter

Pitcher

7-0 lost

Brad Kornegay

2 for 3

9-2 lost

Brock McMurray 3 for 4

Tom Dillard

Northwest

Leading Hitter

Pitcher

3-1 lost

Brock McMurray 2 for 4

Drew Rice

5-1 lost

Tom Dillard 2 for 2

Tate Wood

Paducah. Ky.

Leading Hitter

Pitcher

3-0 lost

Brad Kornegay (double)

Joe Horton

3-1 won
Mike Flanagan 2 for 4

Brock McMurray

Holmes
Leading Hitter

Pitcher

11-3 won
Brock McMurray 2 for 4

Mike Wigington

3-1 lost

Russ Davis (double)
Brock McMurray

Dupage
Leading Hitter

Pitcher

1-0 lost

Brad Kornegay (double)
Joe Horton

6-6 tied

Tom Dillard 2 for 3

(no decision)

Northeast

Leading Hitter

Pitcher

11-0 won
Russ Davis 3 for 4

Russ Davis

9-6 won
Bubba Harrist 4 for 4

Tom Dillard

Dancers to project magic
By LUCILLE REECE

If the Delta Dancers had performed in

the days of the great Houdini. he would
have changed his style of magic to

"Dance Magic" - so some local dance
show veterans say

Their recital, to be held April 9. 10, and
11, in the Tharp Auditorium of the Yeates
Fine Arts Center, will demonstrate their

theme, "Dance Magic*'.

Warden Herring, band director, will

open the matinee with his own magical
presentation.

Other activities will include perfor-

mances by all dance and aerobics
classes, faculty children, members of the

summer dance camp, and surprise
dances.

No admission will be charged, but

donations are encouraged. They will be

taken at the door to supplement the

Dancers' travel expenses.

The Dancers have three more perfor-

mances scheduled after the recital to

complete their spring tour.

Recently, the Dancers participated in

the first annual statewide Jazz Classic,

held here.

They won first-place performance

trophies for large groups, and the males

and females tied for first place in small-

group competition.

Dancer Missy Jackson was chosen by

the classic's dance instructors as the

most outstanding dancer of all com-

petitors in the state. She was judged on

participation, skills, technique, and

showmanship.

Don't try to cross a bridge
until you're sure one Is

there.



Cheerleader tryouts to open
Cheerleader tryouts begin April 24.

Although no football team would be com-

plete without a cheerleader squad,

cheerleading is not all fun and games ac-

cording to Robert Warnock, dean of

studente.

Warnock said that cheerleaders are

selected on the basis of abihty to execute

a cheer, attractiveness, neatness, per-

sonality, the ability to work well with a

team, and students who are good in the

classroom. The squad is selected by the

present three SGA members, the outgo-

ing sophomore cheerleaders, the Dean of

Students, the assistant Dean of Students,

the two other faculty members. The girls

are scored on a scale of 1-10 and go

through an interview. The majority of

voters are students.

"The girls who are selected to be

cheerleaders work very hard. Being in

good physical shape is important because

being active in the heat could cause an in-

jury if you are not in shape," said War-

nock. "During the summer the girls run

in the morning to get into shape and they

go to cheerleading camp at Memphis

State."

A brochure has been mailed to all high

schools in the MDJC district to invite all

seniors who are coming here next year to

try out. All returning MDJC students are

also welcome to try out.

All cheerleaders receive a $100 tuition

scholarship with uniforijis and travel ex-

penses paid. Warnock said: "In essence

all it costs is a lot of time and a lot of hard

work."
All students interested in trying out for

the 1986-87 squad should report to the MD-

JC Coliseum at 4 p.m. on April 24.
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Phi Theta Kappa to initiate new members
phi Theta Kappa has scheduled its an-

nual initiation ceremony for Tuesday,

April 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the Tharp

Auditorium.

Old and new members met Wednesday,

March 26, to pay dues and practice for the

program. According to Mrs. Elizabeth

Cummings, sponsor of Phi TheU Kappa,

42 new members will be inducted into the

honor fraternity. "Last year we had 50

members to be inducted into the

organization," says Cummings.

New members also received invitations

to be sent to family and friends. They also

were given scholarship information on

the four-year colleges that award Phi

Theta Kappa scholarships.

The members of Phi TheU Kappa are

nominated and selected by faculty

members and old members. They are in-

ducted on the basis of leadership, outsUn-

ding achievement, and character.

Presently there are 13 old members in

the organization. This year the group at-

tended the state meeting in Canton m
September and the tri-state regional con-

vention held in Biloxi in November.

Sophomore members who plan to

transfer to universities are eligible to

receive scholarships for the foUowing

Mississippi schools; Ole Miss. University

of Southern Mississippi, Delta State

University, Mississippi State University.

Blue Mountain College and Mississippi

University for Women.
Although Phi Theta Kappa is a junior

college honor society, MSU, Ole Miss.

USM, DSU, and MUW have graduate

chapters.

College to offer

seminars
A workshop entitled, "Starting, and

Managing Your Own Business" will be

held April 17, 22 and 24 at the Greenville

Vocational Center on 350 S. Raceway

Road in Greenville from 6 to 9 p.m. each

night.

The three-session, *'how-to-do-it

workshop is sponsored particularly for

women who are aspiring entrepreneurs,

small business managers, department

store managers, profit center managere,

and bank loan officers. Areas to be

covered in the seminar are the business

plan, calculating needed capital, cash

now forecasting, sources of funding,

financial statements interpretation,

general management, some aspects of

marketing, and other related topics.

Registration fee for the workshop is $10^

This fee includes instructions and

seminar materials. The fee must accom-

pany the registration form. If space is not

available, the applicant will be notified

and money will be refunded. The major

portion of the actual cost of the workshop

is being paid by Mississippi Delta Junior

College, Single Parent/Homemaker pro-

The MDJC, Single Parent/Homemaker

project is also sponsoring a seminar for

women entitled "Opportunities."

This meeting will be held in the Old

Public Library Building on W-

Washington Street in Greenwood on April

28 through May 2 from 9 a.m. - 12 noon.

For further information contact Mar-

tha Woodall, MDJC, Moorhead, MS 38761,

or call 246-5631.

SGA selection set for April 30
April 30 is the day that 1986-87 Student

Government Association (SGA) ex-

ecutive officers will be selected.

The offices to be filled are president,

vice president, and secreUry.

Robert Warnock, SGA adviser, said the

officers are selected by a committee com-

posed of the incumbent student ex-

ecutives and three faculty members.

StudenU who would like to become SGA

officers must fill out an application fur-

nished by Dean Warnock's o"»ce a"^

must come in for an interview. These

Snts' credentials will then be review-

eli by the committee during the interview.

Warnock said the process is similar to a

job interview.
.

Warnock said that during the inter-

views the committee looks at each stu-

dent's grade point average, willingness to

serve fellow students, work experience

that involves leadership, and leadership

capabilities.

"The students who are selected will

have a chance to develop their leadership

capabilities by going to a workshop in

Jackson." said Warnock. "They will meet

monthly and plan student activities. The

SGA helps plan and supervise activities

and gives students an opportunity to ex-

change ideas with the faculty and ad-

ministration. We have an open policy,

that is we are open to discussion. If there

is a problem that is bothering students,

we always listen."

Warnock said that though the discus-

sions do not always bring about change,

quite often the administration is able to

explain why certain changes cannot be

made, which gives students a better

understanding of the situation.

Interviews for the 1986-87 offices will be

held in Dean Warnock's office.

Parker to participate in summer program

By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
Andrea Parker, a sophomore pre-med

student at MDJC, has been selected to

participate in the Health Careers Oppor-

tunity Summer Study Program in Fort

Worth, Texas, this summer.

Parker, a 19-year-old resident of

Ruleville. is an honor scholar, having a

GPA of 3.63. She is also an initiate ol Pm

Theta Kappa and an "A" student in

organic chemistry.

Parker, says that Jean O'Brien, an

employee of DelU Medical Center and a

student in the organic chemistry cUss

susyjested to her that she apply for the

program. "I completed the application,

and Mrs. Doyle and my high school in-

structor and counselor. Mr. Thomas Ed-

wards, wrote letters of recommendation

for me," says Parker.

The eight-week program selects

m^iority students throughout the Umted

States It is an academic program and

fhpT^iteria for application are based on

financial background, science cours^*^^

or better), classification (must oe a

^Uomore). and letters of recommenda-

'^"^he program will be held June 8

thJi. Aug. 2 at Texas College m Ft.

^CSof the program thatParker

wiU be studying is entiUed Osteopathic

says that after finishing at !^
jC s^I^ wvU continue her studies at Delta

State University.
Af^drea Parker



"""l^re adequate student leadership needed
\y\\Jl W C*^ «^

„. ^, «i.h the ad-
Selection of 1986-87 SGA of

w™ ThPQP off cers meet with tne aa ._.„u^„«e«^n

School clubs and other organizations

need the best quahfied students to serve

as officers of these groups. These officer^

are the ones who help plan events and

shape campus life. These officers also

reorient the school at sUte and nationa

meetings and in competitions against

^'rw've^ far too many well quailed

students here never apply themselves to

anything that is not required.

This is a great setback to the school and

to O^^e students. The SGA. in part.culajN

is the governing body for all students

here These officers meet with the ad-

ministration to make suggestions and to

express grievances.

Without the best qualified represen-

Utives on this organization's executive

council, this liaison effort can be a

disaster.

Selection of 1986-87 SGA officers will

take place here soon-

Political Science majors, vocational

leaders, and any other well qualified

studenU interested in the welfare of this

student body should submit their applica-

tions soon.

Pre-registration scheduled for April 23, 28
X ^

Fiprtronics presented to the D<
..... .i«c romouter Technology. Electronics v

Pre-registration for students who plan

to return to MDJC for the fall semester

1986 has been scheduled for Wednesday

and Monday. April 23 and 28.

Pre-registration will be conducted each

day from8;30toU:30a.m.andfroml:15

to 3 p.m. in Room 36A, Morton Science

Building.
. „ .

Students wiU report to the Science

BuUding during a vacant period to have

schedules approved, to complete

schedule cards, and to pick up instruc-

tions for registration.

On August. 25 and 26, students will

report for registration to pick up class

Ta?^! pay fe^, have ID cards and year-

book pictures made.

Vocational-Technical pre-registration

will be handled by vocational and

technical counselors, Mrs. Sherilyn Jones

and Mr. Ralph Ross under the direction o

Mr. Umar Leggett. Pre-registration will

be conducted in the vocational and

technical classrooms.

StudenU enrolled in the following pro-

grams will pre-register at the time m-

dicated by Jones and Ross: Architectural

Design and Construction Technology;

Computer Technology; Electronics

Technology; Farm Management

Technology; Medical Laboratory

Technology; Radiologic Technology,

Automotive Machinist; Cotton Gin and

Industrial Maintenance; Diesel

Mechanics; Machine Shop; Refrigeration

and Air-Conditioning.

First semester 1986-87 schedules and

planning sheets were made available in

the Student Affairs Office, beginmng

yesterday.

All schedule planning sheeU must be

signed by a faculty adviser when

presented to the Dean of Instruction for

final approval. Faculty advisers are

listed under each program of study in the

college catalog.

Students majoring in curricula other

than those listed in the college bulletin

should have their schedules approved by

counselor Joe Ray, or, counselor Lance

Baria.

Returning students for the school year

86-87 should pick up and complete a re-

admission form from the Student Affairs

office prior to pre-registration.

CAFETERIA STAFF COOKS ITALIAN STYLE, April 2. (from left) Lin-

da Baker, Retha Bailey, Michelle Burchfteld, and Steve Dezell dig in-

to the pasta and the salad on the buffet table.
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SCHOLARS BOWL -- Scholars from Mississippi's junior colleges

competed for $140,000 in scholarship money in the second annua

"Ole Miss Scholars Bowl" held recently at The University or

Mississippi. The junior colleges were represented by four-member

teams who were quizzed in basic areas of science, social science,

humanities, professional programs, letters and the fine and perfor-

ming arts. Representing the Mississippi Delta Junior College cam-

pus were (from left) Adviser Elizabeth Cummings of Itta Bena

Rebecca Dodd of Sunflower, Suzy Ellis of Greenwood, ElizabeUj

Pritchard of Belzoni and Mike Steinwinder of Indianola. The MDJO

team competed against 15-20 other teams and made it to the

semifinals.

Corrections and clarifications

In the article. "Peden Prepares for

State Pageant", the name Pam Brazile

was misspelled. The correct name is

Breazeale. In that article also. Peden's

parents are Mr. and Mrs. John Peden. not

Delores Peden.

In the article, "Students Get Carried

Away - to Buck's Lot", the ticket amount

should have been $5. not $500. This was a

typist's error.

Ronnie Kent, a 6*11* guard from Green-

wood, and Elaine Bailey, a 5*11*
f<»»'^^^'J

from Moorhead. participated in the 1986

All-star game as alternates.

I
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,^2^^ students find enjoyment in singingVERNETTA WHITTAKER
Bennie Walker and Leslie Taylor of

pace are two guys who discovered at an

garly ag® ^^^^ ^^^^y ^^^e a talent in com-

p^jri
- each possesses a beautiful singing

0ce that blends very well with the other,

(le
two presently sing duets and lead

als in local gospel groups or rock

nds.

Besides singing, Taylor and Walker

ave other things in common. Taylor is

e youngest of a family of five children,

d Walker is the youngest son of a fami-

of 10. Both are graduates of Rosedale

igh School.

Taylor, a 20-year-oId freshman
physical education major, played basket-

l^il in high school and is a starting guard

on the
Trojan team. Walker, a 2(>-year-old

jhman farm mechanics major, is also

an athlete, having played football in high

school.

Both Taylor and Walker began singing

at an early age. Taylor, who has been

singing for nine years, started when he

was 11 years old. Taylor comes from a
pusic-oriented family. His older brothers

tjave also performed in quartets and sing-

ing ensembles. Walker began singing at

age 13. Both guys began singing in their

home churches.

Taylor says that their friendship

tarted, as he puts it, very haphazardly.

'We were at the park one summer about

eight years ago. I was playing basketball,

d Bennie was there singing," says

aylor. "I knew Bennie by face only. I

had seen him at school, but we never held

conversation or anything. I was a 7th

ader, a year ahead of him. I heard him

singing, and I just dropped the ball.

"I had been looking for a singing part-
ner for quite some time and his voice was
perfect. I immediately went over and ask-
ed Bennie if he would be interested in
joining a group. He said that he would
have to get his mother's permission."
Taylor, who is the more outgoing and

talkative of the pair, says that the two im-
mediately hit it off. "We started talking,
and one thing after another just happened
to put us together," says Taylor.
"Usually every night when Bennie was at
the park, his parents would come to get
him before dark. On the night we met,
they forgot to come, so I invited Bennie to

spend the night with me. We got together
and sang practically the whole night. My
mother had to come and make us go to

bed."

Taylor said that, afterwards, the two
became very close friends. "Bennie
would spend nights with me and vice ver-

sa, and of course, we would sing," said
Taylor.

The two, along with another friend, An-
thony Lawson, formed the "Pace Trio".

Taylor's church pianist, Willie Jones,
worked with the group, and they would
sing in local churches.

"Our performances were very
limited," said Taylor. "We were very
young and neither had a driver's license.

Transportation was a real problem for

us."

Taylor said that the group was very ac-

tive for six months. "We slacked off about
mid-winter because Bennie t»egan to lose

interest. It was around that time also,

Models present show April 17

y LUCILLE REECE
The Mississippi Delta Junior College

odeling Squad will present their Annual
ring and Bridal Fashion Show, Thurs-

y. Apr. 17, at 7:30 p.m.

The show will be held in the Tharp
uditorium of the Yeates Fine Arts

nter.

"The show will give sneak previews of

e bridal, spring and summer attire,"

id Mrs. Jackie Franklin, modeling
uad supervisor.

During the show, the modeling squad

will preseTit a mock wedding ceremony to

show the modern fashions in bridal attire.

The models will also demonstrate the

latest in spring fashions for college

students. Fashions will be furnished by

the merchants of the eight-county area

which supports the school.

The models will also perform for the

Business and Professional Women's Club

of Indianola on Sunday, April 20. The

show will be centered around attire for

career women.

TJs select new music
y SHANNON ESTES
The "TJs" have lined up four new

shows for audiences in the Delta area. To
along with the new shows, the group
selected a unit of new music for the

performances.

The TJs' men, "The Sharps and A
^lat \ performed for the Miss MDJC
Pageant March 6.

The group will appear in Rolling Fork
^the Public Library on Sunday, April 6.

This performance will be in honor of Na-
"onal Library Week.
On Saturday, April 19. the TJs will do a

l^ow for the Central DelU Academy High
«:hool Reunion in Inverness.
The "TJ Spring Show" will be held for

students on Tuesday. April 29. This
show will be held in the Fine Arts
^^iditorium at 7:30 p.m.

The TJ magic will be spread all across

the Delta as they go live on WDDT in

Greenville for the "St. Jude Hospital

Radiothon" on May 4.

The group's new music includes "Wake

Me Up Before You Go-Go", "Careless

Whisper", "Missing You", "Time After

Time", "Out of Touch", and "Neutron

Dance".

The TJs had planned to attend Expo '86

in Canada, but the trip was cancelled due

to recent budget cuts.

The TJs have scheduled three more

performances on this semester's tour.

They will be appearing at Pillow

Academy on April 16, at St. Joseph's

School in Greenville on April 21. and at

the Mississippi Crawfish Festival m
Moorhead, May 3.

that I became interested in varsity
basketball." says Taylor.
Despite other interests, however, in the

spring of the next year, the group
reorganized. Lawson did not return and
was replaced by Darelyn Washington.
The group still had great difficulty
because Walker who had been singing
fifth tenor, lost his voice and dropped to
bass. "We didn't need another bass," said
Taylor. "We needed a fifth tenor;"
Taylor said that with long, intense prac-

tices. Walker's voice was finally
developed. The group began to venture to
other churches in other communities in
the Delta.

"We began to get invitations from
Mound Bayou, Shelby, and Cleveland,"
said Taylor. "We would also represent
other churches at singing programs and
anniversaries. If the church couldn't get
enough choir members to travel, we
would take their place." Taylor adds that

transportation still was a big problem.
Until Taylor's I7th birthday, the group

sang strictly gospel music. On the night of
Taylor's birthday party, his brother, and
some members of his band got together
after the party. "They showed us some of

their music and we began to sing it. They
immediately asked us to join them," said
Taylor.

The band performed in various
nightclubs. Both Walker and Taylor were
surprised at the reception they received
from the audiences. "It was as if we were
famous musicians or something," said
Taylor. "Ladies would scream and cry or

reach out to us when we sang."
Taylor said that they continued to sing

with the band, but it began to interfere
with other activities. "Not only did it

begin to interfere with my basketball, it

also began to interfere with church," said
Taylor. "We would come in late on Satur-
day nights and would be too tired to go to
church on Sunday. My mother would see
how tired we were and would let us sleep.
But she soon told us that we couldn't
manage both and that we needed to
decide which would we do, gospel or
secular music. We both had deep roots in.

the church so we chose gospel."
Taylor also noted that one of the main

reasons for their quitting the band was
empty promises. "They promised tours,
records, etc., but after performances, we
wouldn't see any of the money. They
brought us small items, but I still felt as if

I was being used at times."
Taylor quit the band completely while

Walker continued. Even though Taylor
quit the band, he and Walker continued to
sing together. "We both love to sing and
singing brought us together in the beginn-
ing. As far as I'm concerned, it will

always be Bennie and Les," says Taylor.
On this comment. Walker nods in agree-
ment.

Taylor's future plans are to finish MD-
JC and continue school at Delta State

University. Walker says that he is

undecided about school after MDJC. Both
Taylor and Walker agree that no matter
what happens, they will continue to sing -

together."

LESLIE TAYLOR and BENNIE WALKER
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Downs anticipates winning season
By VERNETTA WHITTAKER
"Despite losing some good talent from

last year's team. I think we are still the

team to l>eat." says Coach Paul Downs,

head coach of the MDJC track team.

Downs bases his opinion on the defen-

ding sUte champions' present record.

The MDJC tracksters won their first two

practice meets and the state meet on

Wednesday, April 3. at Copiah-Lincoln.

MDJC returned home in first place trail-

ed by Gulf Coast. Holmes, Jones. Co-Lin,

Hinds and Coahoma junior colleges. On

Tuesday. April 8. MDJC won their invita-

tional meet against Co-Lin, Holmes, and

Coahoma junior colleges.

This season the Trojans track team has

20 members, 19 from the Delta, and one,

James Bell, from Lake Providence, LA.

The team consists of 13 freshmen and

seven sophomores. Freshmen include Pat

Coleman, Cleveland - 100-meter and

200-meter dash and 400-meter and

800-meter relay;

Pat Harris, Cleveland - long jump .
Avis

Neal, Cleveland, discus; Ricky Lunford,

Cleveland - 400-meter and 800-meter

relay; Leslie taylor. Rosedale - 400-meter

and 800-meter relay; Victor Mosson,

Greenville - 400 and 800-meter relay;

Greg Harris, Greenwood - 400 and

800-meter relay, Keith Parker, Greenville

- triple jump;

Tim Perry, Greenville - 100-meter

hurdles; Keith Reynolds, Shelby -

1600-meter relay; and Fred Lenard,

Clarksdale • triple jump.

Sophomore tracksters are Andre Har-

ris, Shelby - 1600-meter relay; Carl Han-

nah, Greenville - 1500-meter run,

leoo-meter relay, and 40a-meter hurdles.

Hannah holds the state record in the

hurdles.

Other sophomores are Ronnie Kent,

Greenwood - 400-meter dash (state

champ) and 1600-meter relay; James

Banks, Drew - high jump ( finished second

in state last season) ; A.C. Crawford, Gun-

nison - discus; James Leavy, Greenville -

800-meter and 1500-meter run; Michael

Hood, Belzoni - 1500-meter run; Quentin

Edwards, Benoit - discus; and Rodney

Fulgham, Boyle - pole vault.

Fulgham won the state in pole vaulting

last year. He suffered a foot injury and

has been sidelined since the beginning of

the season.

In their first meet at Holmes Junior

College, the Trojans placed first in the

400-meter relay (Coleman, Lunford,

Mosson, Taylor) 42.2, the 800-meter relay

(Coleman, Lunford, Mosson, Taylor)

1:30.6. the 400-meter dash (Kent) 50.9, the

400-meter hurdles (Hannah) 58.3, the

100-meter dash (Coleman) 10.6, and the

1600 meter relay (Kent, Andre Harris,

Hannah, Bell) 3:28.8.

The Trojans also finished first in long

jump (Harris) 2r5", the triple jump

(Parker) 42'ir' and the 800-meter dash

(Leavy) 2:14.

In the second meet held at MDJC, the

Trojans finished first in the 400-meter

relay (same team) 43.1, the 1500-meter

run (Leavy) 4:55, the 100-meter dash

(Coleman) 9.8, the 400-meter hurdles

(Hannah) 50.7, the 800-meter relay (same
team) 1:32.6, and 800-meter run (Leavy)

2:11. The Trojans also won the 400-meter

Baseball scoreboard
Record: 20-14-1 . 3rd place in Div Division Record: 7-5

Itawamba
Pitcher

Hitter

B-S lost

Drew Rice

Mike Flanagan 2-3

9-8 won
Russ Davis

Tom Dillard (2 homeruns)

Lincoln Land
Pitcher

Hitter

3-2 won
Brock McMurray
Brock McMurray 2-3

5-2 won
Albert Nilander
Bubba Harrist 3-4

East Miss.

Pitcher

Hitter

4-2 won
Tate Wood
All with one

8-4 lost

Marty Lormand
Russ Davis 3-3

Tennis team wins

District HI Title
The MDJC tennis team has won the

District II title for the second straight
year. Both the men and women have now
qualified for the sUte tournament which
is to be held in Jackson. April 28-30.

Johnny Watford, AUen Brooks. Kevin
Hunsucker, David Beams, Humphry Ju
Diane Beckwith. Laura Wilkinson, Libby

Byrd, and Tammy White are the players
who qualified for the tournament. Those
who win in the State Tournament will

have a chance to play in the Regional
Tournament.
Coach Lance Baria said the remaining

matches are with Co-Lin, Hinds, Jones,
Northeast, and Northwest.

hurdles (Hannah) 58.2, 1600-meter relay

(same team) 3:32, the high jump (Banks)

6'4" and the shot put (Edwards) 42*10".

On Tuesday, April 8, the Trojans won

their invitational track meet. The Tro'
placed first in the 400-meter relay ^^h^
800-meter relay, and the isoo-mete^
relay.

^

PATRICK COLEMAN completes the last lap of the 400-meter for the

Trojans. This is one of many events that the Trojans won in the track

meet they hosted here April 7, The Trojans won the meet. Other

members of the Trojan 400-meter team are Leslie Taylor, Ricky Lun-

ford, and Victor Mosson.

Softball scoreboard

Overall Record 6-4

Division standing 6^

Hinds — lost 1(M and 11-9; leading hit-

ter, Tammy Beamon (homer) and Tam-

my Beamon (triple) ; T. Beamon, pitcher

both games.

Coahoma — won 18-8 and 21-8; leading

hitters, Davis, Dotson (homer) and Shelia

Jackson (triple); T. Beamon, pitcher

both games.

Hinds - lost 11-8 and 10-4; leading hit-

ters, Laura Wilkenson (3 singles) and

Elaine Bailey (homer and four singles) T.

Beamon, pitcher, both games.
Itawamba - won 10-4 and 14-4; leading

hitters, Vintinia Davis (1 homerun and 2

singles) Linda Risks (4 singles) Tammy
Beamon (4 singles); T. Bemon, pitcher

for both games.
Northeast - won 6-1, 14-6; leading hit-

ters Mary Dotson (2 homers, 3 doubles

and 1 single) Mildred Holmes (2 doubles)

T. Beamon, pitcher for both games.

MARY DOTSON at bat for the Lady Trojans against Coahoma Junior
College.



EXAM SCHEDULE
Second Semester 1 985-86

May 2-7

Friday. May 2 8-20 - 1 0:20 AIS. AIXX
10:30- 12:30 NRZ2

1:20-3:20 ENG1113
ENG 1 1 23
BSB0213

Monday. May 5 S:20 - 1 0:20 CQU, CQYY
10:30-12:30 EMW, ERZZ

1:20-3:20 JTXX
Tuesday. May 6 8 20 -

1 0:20 B
10:30- 12:30F

1:20-3:20 LVYY
Wednesday, May 7 8:20 - 1 0:20 D

10:30- 12:30G
1 :30 Graduation Rehearsal in Coliseum

Final Examinations will be held at the hours indicated above.
In courses in which no examination is to be given on the scheduled date,

the last meeting for the course will be held in the examination period for the
course.

Graduation Friday evening, May 9, 8 p.m. Mississippi Delta Coliseum.

r
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Students Win at VICA Convention
The local chapter of Vocational In-

dustrial Clubs of America (VICA) came
home from their state convention with

many awards. They garnered four first

places, four second places, two third

places, the "club of the year" award, and

the state presidency.

Kim Claridy, a medical technology ma-

jor from Greenville, waged a successful

campaign for the 1986-87 presidency at

the convention which was held in Meri-

dian April 10, 11, 12.

The first place winners were Charles

Kimes of Cleveland, in Electronics; Judy

Reynolds of Cleveland, in Medical Lab
Technology; Edgar Minton of Greenville,

in Practical Nursing; and Chandra
Morgan of Coila, in Job Skills.

The second place winners were
Virginia Wallace of Greenwood, Nursing

Assistance; Quentin Edwards of Lamont.
in Sheet Metal; Tena Wiley of Green-

wood, in Extemporaneous Speaking A

seven-member team consisting of Mona
Anderson, David Banks, Kim Claridy,

Troy Nichols, Pamela Tatum, Kathryn

Greer, and Pamela Tatum won second in

the Opening and Closing ceremony.

The MDJC club was named "club of the

year" for the 12th consecutive year.

MDJC Students Place in State Writing Competition

The Winners at the Creative Writers Conference

(L-R David Ogletree. Keith Albrecht, Michael Causey, and Harrison

Honors day is tomorrow

Honors Day Assembly will take place

tomorrow (Wed., April 30) at 8:25 a.m. in

the MDJC Coliseum.

This annual event, which is coordinated

by Dean of Instruction Harmon Boggs

will recognize students who have

distinguished themselves through

academic efforts and good citizenship in

school-sponsored activities.

A traditional highlight of the assembly

is the announcement of the faculty reci-

pient of The Retrospect dedication.

The assembly will be opened by Dr.

J T. Hall who will deliver brief remarks.

Phi Theta Kappa initiates and Beta Alpha

scholars will be recognized.

Department chairpersons will then pre-

sent individuals awards to outstanding

students nominated by faculty members

in their departmental areas.

Student Government Association of-

ficers for 1986-87 will be sworn in by the

outgoing officers.

Melissa James and Perry Nelson, co-

editors of the 1986 Retrospect, will pre-

sent the yearbook dedication.

All students are expected to attend this

assembly.

Mississippi Delta Junior College had

six students to place in the Mississippi

Junior College Creative Writing Competi-

tion held April 11 on the Jeff Davis cam-

pus and Gulf Coast Junior College in

Biloxi.

John Makanson of Sidon, placed first in

cover design; Mickey Wheeler, Linn,

placed second in informal essay; David

Ogletree, Clinton, placed third in infor-

mal essay, and won honorable mention in

formal essay ; Keith Albrecht.

Clarksdale, third in drama; Harrison

Castlen, honorable mention in short

stories and honorable mention in poems,

and Michael Causey, received honorable

mention in poems.

The Creative Writing seminars were

held on Friday morning from 8 a.m. to

noon. MDJC had five instructors to attend

the seminars along with six students.

They were Mrs. Rebecca Shuttleworth,

Mrs. Yvonne Bennett, Mrs. Sandra
Moore, Mrs. Carroll Headley, and Miss

Laney Wooten. The students who attend-

ed the seminar were David Ogletree,

Keith Albrecht, Harrison Castlen, David
Oliver, and Micheal Causey.

Four Delta Herald reporters received

awards at the Mississippi Junior College

Press Association Convention held Fri-

day and Saturday, April 11-12, in Biloxi.

Harcld Williams. Greenville, won first

place in News Writing; Shannon Estes.

Rolling Fork, won honorable Mention in

columns with his "Focus" column.

Mickey Wheeler, Linn, placed third in

features with his article entitled "How I

learned I have MS," and Karen Cook,

Charleston, received Honorable Mention
for her editorials entitled "Pimientos,

Anyone?
'

'

The Delta Herald placed fourth in the

semi-monthly division. At the lime of the

judging. 10 issues of the Herald had been

published, Several other junior colleges

competing with the Herald in the semi-

monthly category had published only six

issues. The discussion of entering propei

divisions was raised in the ad
visers/editors meeting at the convention,

"The Delta Herald staff is to be com
mended for their efforts considering the

circumstances," said Miss Laney
Wooten, adviser to the Delta Herald

Wooten, along with four Delta Herald

staffers attended the convention. Co-

editors, Vernetta Whittaker and Shannon

Estes. along with Harold Williams,

feature editor, and photographer, Harry

Briscoe, represented the MDJC
newspaper.

There were four workshops held. The

first two workshops were entitled "Inside

the Television Newsroom," by Donna Al-

day, co-anchor. WLOX, Biloxi; and

"Yearbook Trends and SUff Efficiency",

by Hunter Publishing Company, Joe

Talley, speaker.

Second sessions of seminars were en-

titled "Job, Career Preparation" con-

ducted by Dr. Gene Wiggins, director,

School of Communication, USM, and

"Trends in Publication design" by Dr.

Dennis Jones, chairman of the Depart-

ment of Journalism, USM.
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Graduation...a Time for Sentiment
«> VERNETTA WHITTAKER
On May 9. 295 students will receive

diplomas and certificates signifying their

completion of some vocational, technical,

applied science, or liberal arts cur-

riculum . For the majority of these

students, graduation will not only mean

completing a year or two of school, but

leaving teachers and friends, and

famihar places that have become do dear

to them in two years. And quite naturally,

that Friday night will be a very sentimen-

tal one indeed. Tears of sadness as well as

tears of joy will be shed.

Sentimentalism is the romantic,

nostalgic feeling colored with emotion -

any positive emotion. Sentimentality is

one characteristic that most individuals

share. Most of us can say that we have

been emotionally touched by something;

whether it is picking up a yearbook,

browsing through it, and finding a

touching autograph from an old friend, or

reminiscing over a cup of coffee with a

former roommate.

At MDJC, the thrill of moving into the

dorm, anticipation at the football games,

the excitement of Homecoming, the an-

ticipation of the Who's Who Revue. Open

Dorm, basketball, and intramurals will

be stored as treasured memories in our

hearts and minds. Even the frustration of

a test, the complicated math problem, or

the theme for English that seemed so dif-

ficult will become priceless memories.

For some of the graduates. May 9, will

be the last time we will see old friends and

classmates. Two-hundred and ninety-five

students will go their separate ways to

hometowns, new jobs, universities, etc.

For many of us it will be the last time

ever visiting MDJC or even Moorhead.

Whatever the case may be, now is the

time to collect addresses phone numbers,

clothes that we borrowed from our room-

i? ^

17.

"STILL LIFE", a study of an apple and a knife, Is one of the works
currently hanging in Yeates Fine Arts Gallery as a part of the

sophonnore art exhibit. David Taylor, commercial art major from
Greenwood, used an airbrush technique to create this work. Works
by all MDJC arts students completing their second year of study
under Dr. Evelyn Kiker and Mrs. Jean Abrams, are included in this

mixed media show. Among the exhibitors are (from left) Taylor, Ed-

ward Blackstone, Greenwood; Greg Piazza, Moorhead; and John
Makamson. Sidon.

Ramblin' By SHANNON ESTES
VERNETTA WHITTAKER

The birds are out, the sun is shining,

and the grass is turning green once again.

As spring rapidly progresses and sum-
mer sneaks up, students prepare last-

minute assignments and get ready for

those final exams so they can proudly
wave graduation caps and report cards in

May.
The year seemed to be a never-ending

one. but by looking at the skies, and
listemng to the teachers attempt to end
chapters and complete lectures, one can
see thai the time has arrived The main
topics of conversation now are passing
exams and graduation
Most students expect the exams to be

tough and have found that it is better to
start studymg ahead of time for finals.

Many have begun to do so. The library

has had a steady attendance of dorm
students for the past weeks.

With the anticipation of summer, so

comes Softball, swimming, summer jobs,

and summer school. It is quite natural

that students are job hunting, tanning, ex-

ercising, and doing other things to

prepare for those days ahead.

This is the last issue of The Delta

Herald for this semester. This semester
has been a hectic on for the Herald staff.

Many times we've had trouble meeting
our deadline, but in the end it is worth all

the effort So, on behalf of the entire
Herald staff we would like to say that it

has been a pleasure to present this tabloid
to our readers.

mates, clippings, newspapers, and pic-

tures that will become golden memories

one day. Now is the time for the final

walks around campus, those wonderful

visits under the trees in front of the girls*

dorm, and gathering in front of the Union

with friends.

Now is the time to eat that last burgt r

from the Pool Hall, or the last snack pack

from Double Quick. And now is the time

to make more plans for the future.

All of the above are to one day become

sentimental memories for us. As we

round out another year at MDJC, let us

remeber to thank a teacher for academic

instruction and guidance, a coach for the

experience gained in playing sports, the

band director for two years of fun while

advancing musically, and our many
classmates for making MDJC so special.

After all. what is life without the sen-

timental memories?

Comparison of Proposed

Tuition at MDJC for 1986-87

with Mississippi Senior

Colleges

MDJC $550

Delta State University $2,800

Jackson State University $2,744

Miss. State University $3,384

Miss. Valley State University $3,000

University of Mississippi $3,434

University of Southern Miss $3,202

Miss, University for Women $.3950

(information based on a chart in the

Jackson, Miss., Clarion-Ledger on April

18, 1986).

To Increase

By HAROLD WILLIAMS
MDJC students will notice a slight in-

crease in the cost of receiving an educa-
tion beginning the next school year. Tui-

tion will be raised by 10 percent next year
in efforts to adjust to cutbacks in state
funding.

Dr. J.T. Hall, president of MDJC. said

that the Board of Trustees has approved a
tuition hike of $25 per semester, effective

with the 1986 fall semester. He said the in-

crease was necessary to help offset huge
reductions in funds totaling $642,000

(almost 22 percent of MDJC's state fun-

ding). According to Hall, the tuition raise

will produce approximately $70,000 in

revenue for the school. "We tried to make
the increase as reasonable as possible in

order to retain our philosophy of quality

education at low cost." he said, adding

that, "MDJC has the lowest cost for

education in the Delta and we want to con-

tinue that practice."

Present tuition costs at MDJC are $250

per semester for in-state students (with

an additional $45 for students not living in

supporting counties) , and $75 per
semester for out-of-state students.

Hall also said that, despite earlier

speculations, there would be no increase

in room and board charges.

Despite widespread nervousness over

proposed reductions in federal aid to

students. Hall anticipated no negative ef-

fect on enrollment. "Proposals like those

are made every year with little ever com-

ing of them." he said. "The real concern

is that reduced federal funds for educa-

tion to the state results in reduced state

funds to the colleges," he added.

Crawfish Festival to be
HeldMay 2 and 3

Opportunities to win prizes and enjoy a

fun-filled day await MDJC students who
attend the Mississippi Crawfish Festival

which will take place in Moorhead May 2,

3.

A $50 early-bird cash drawing will be
held at 9 a.m. Saturday morning. The
lucky winner will be drawn from a pool of

names collected during general registra-

tion early Saturday at the Depot. Winners
must have registered by 8:45 a.m. of the
morning of the festival, and they have to

be present to win.

A cash prize will also be awarded to the
festival-goer who is wearing the most
original crawfish festival hat on Saturday
at the day-long activities.

A crawfish peeling and eating contest is

scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday. Winner of

this event will receive a cash prize
Details for entering this competition are
available at the Moorhead City Hall.

The festival will open Friday night.

May 2. with a dinner theater at the
Moorhead Community House. Members
of the Moorhead Lions Club will stage a
"Womanless Wedding". Faculty
members Allen Snowden. Bob Clark.
Charles Clark, and others will take part in
the wedding. A chicken barbecue plate
prepared by Bud Dowell. Tony
Honeycutt. Mark Pilgrim and represen-
tatives from the Moorhead Methodist

Church will be served. Tickets for this

event will be sold in advance. They can be

purchased from the faculty members
listed.

Bandstand entertainment, which gets

underway at 8:30 a.m.. and lasts until 5

p.m., will feature Magician Wardell Herr-

ing at 12 noon and the "TJ's" at 1 p.m.

Arts and crafts booths will be set up at 7

a.m.

Crawdaddy Alley will be filled with food

vendors with catfish, chicken, and other

entrees in addition to the usual crawfish

specialities.

The Moorhead Garden Club will have a

dessert booth featuring fried apple pies.

Other speciality foods and sandwiches
will also be available.

The festival, which will take place in

downtown Moorhead near the Old Depot,

will feature two outdoor cafes. One of the

cafes will feature a sing-along piano bar.

Runners are encouraged to register

early for the lO-k run which will begin

Saturday morning at 9:30.

Musicians who would like to take part

in the bandstand entertainment are urged

to contact Miss Laney Wooten in the

Publications Office.

Additional information on all phases of

the festival activities can be obtained by

calling Moorhead City Hall, 246-5461.
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VERNETTA WHITTAKER
"fifteT 41 years of service in the field of

ucation - 16 of those years at MDJC -

Sam D. Stafford, vice president of

jC, will retire this year.

Stafford or "Mr. Sam" as he is often

lied, says that he has enjoyed every

of being a part of the MDJC ad-

i'nistration. "I feel that my years as

ce president here is repay in a small

,2y for my two years of education here,"

-ys Stafford.

The vice president is also an alumnus of

JC.

Stafford began, at an early age, to

tablish a pattern of leadership which

s continued throughout his adult life.

He was a student here in 1940. A native

of
Winona, Stafford attended Winona

igh School. Stafford is a sports fan, and

high school he was an active sport-

man. His activities included football,

baseball, golf, tennis and track. He also

trained horses and birddogs and gained

[lis
pilots license while in high school.

Besides sports activities, Stafford was

president of five different organizations.

In 1940, Stafford enrolled at MDJC
ihen Sunflower Junior College) on a foot-

ball scholarship. While at MDJC, he let-

lered two years as a runningback in foot-

all, ran the mile relay and threw the

scus in track, was sports editor for the

earbook, business manager for the coi-

ege newspaper, the Sun/lower Petal, and

resident of his sophomore class,

in June 1942, Stafford entered the Navy

ir Corps and flew four years as a Navy

ilot. He is a veteran of World War II.

fter WWII, Stafford completed his

education at the University of Mississippi

where he received a B.S. and Masters of

Education degree. He also did con-

iderable other graduate work at Ole

"iss,

In 1943 Stafford married Sue Mitchell,

Iso a former student at MDJC. The cou-

le has one daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Stacy

f Cleveland who is presently a teacher.

Stafford has two grandchildren.

Stafford has spent 20 to 25 years in

public school administration. His posi-

lons include school administrator in

Como, a coach and teacher for two years

there; superintendent of Sardis Schools;

assistant superintendent of Hinds County

Schools and North Panola Consolidated

School District.

Stafford's affiliations include Mississip-

pi I*"dijc.'*tor's Aoc/^/»:ntion M*<:cissippi

Association of School Administrators, Na-
tional Education Association, Rotary
Club (presently secretary of the
Moorhead Rotary Club), Baptist Church
deacon, and various other organizations.

In 1970. Dr. J.T. Hall, Stafford's long-
time friend and associate, asked him to
join him at MDJC as his vice president.

"I was delighted to come back," says
Stafford. "I was glad to give my services
to the school that helped me get a start in

college. Dr. Hall and 1 have an outstan-
ding working relationship."

Stafford says that it is a thrill to be a
part of the developing of MDJC and work-
ing with Hall (who came three years
earlier). "At the beginning, the school
was at a low. Student population was
down and buildings needed repair," says
Stafford.

Under the Hall/Stafford administra-
tion, the vice president has aided in the

planning and supervising in the construc-
tion of the library, administration/fine

arts building, the addition to the Vo-Tech
building, the men's dormitory, the new
cafeteria, the Coliseum, the baseball

field, the practice football field, the tennis

courts, and the Trojan Lake.

Stafford says that the main change he
has noticed in secondary and higher
education is the development of the

Vocational-Technical program as a

strong point in the junior college. "When I

came along there was a small Vo-Tech
program," says Stafford. "I have seen
good opportunities open up in Vo-Tech.
Students can gain employment in the

vocational area now more than before."

Stafford also points out that even
though there have been advancements in

science and math, the core curriculum

still consists of the basic English, math,
history, and science.

Stafford says that he appreciates the

work of the junior college. "The ex-

perience and background that I've gained

in my two years here as a student did and
will stand up against any other college,"

says Stafford.

Stafford's plans after retirement are to

complete the construction of his home in

Moorhead, to travel, and as he puts it, "do
all of the things that I once did not have
time to do".

"I do plan to stay close by the college

and remain interested in the junior col-

lege and higher education system," says

Stafford.

I ^

WORLD CATFISH QUEEN -- Melissa James, a sophomore at

Mississippi Delta Junior College, is the 1986 World Catfis.h Queen.
Melissa, the daughter of Charles and Sandra James of Isola, was
crowned at the recent World Catfish Festival In Belzoni. The festival

is an annual event to recognize catfish as a profitable and Important

agriculture industry. More than 35,000 people attended the day-long

festivities. {Extension Service Photo)

No pass-no play raises comments
If the attitudes of MDJC students and

staff members are indicative of popular
opinion, the proposed "no pass/no play"
Kiiidelines for extracurricular activities
should have no problem l)eing im-
Plf'mented this fall,

^he recommendation by a State Board
Education advisory committee pro-

poses a mandatory minimum grade point
average of 2.5 for students who par-

l^'Pate in extracurricular activities,

"^^se students will be required to earn
- credits a year toward graduation,
'osl of the controversy over the issue
^'^f^Ts on incurred ineligibility to play

'"'s of athletes who "fail" to maintain
'

' average. In spite of this fact, most
^JC coaches, athletes and other
^f^ents seem to unanimously support

proposal according to a sidewalk poll

recently completed here.

Jeanette Conguista, Greenville: I agree

with the measure because if they are to be

productive individuals after school, they

need knowledge to secure a job.

Mrs. Doris Boyer. Indtanola: I support

the proposal because it sets a bad exam-

ple for athletes to receive something

(passing grade) for nothing.

Martha Jernigan, Indianola: I agree

wth the measure since even pro athletes

need education to depend on in case they

di e injured.

Richard Smith. Greenville: I think they

should enforce the rule because school

should stress academics.

Stella Beckham. Clarksdale; I think the

proposal is fair because education is the

most important thing a person can have

to improve himself

Victor Mosson. Greenville: I think it

should be since academics will insure a

successful life and you may not become a

success in sports; realistically, you must

have a good education.

Rhonda Pharis. Tutwiler: I agree with

the bill because "C's" are not that hard to

make.
Mary Wilson, Clarksdale: I agree with

it t>ecause the purpose of school is to

learn, not to play ball.

A.C. Crawford, Gunnison: I think it

should be because you can't make it today

without an education.

Coach Keith Bender: I'm for it with the

stipulation that athletes not be held ac-

countable for advanced courses such as

calculus and sciences since that would

deter students from taking such courses.

Coach Charles Sabbatini: I support a

mandatory "C" average because if they

do slide through high school they'll flunk

out over here; so. it's either weed 'em out

there or weed 'em out here.

Coach Paul Downs: I agree with the

measure because athletes who can't

maintain a "C" average don't need tr be

playmg instead of studying, and those

that do are going to be your better

players.

Coach Buddy Walden: I agree with it

because it gives students more incentive

to do well academically. We put a lot of

emphasis on academics and pla> ers

should pass whether it be on a mid-term. -

semeslerly, or yearly basis.

Jackie Russell. Clarksdale: I agree

with it because if non-athletes can make

C's. athletes should too
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Graduation Ceremony Scheduled for May 9
Commencement Exercises for 1986

graduates of Mississippi Delta Junior Col-

lege will be held Friday night, May 9. The
program will be held in the MDJC Col-

iseum.

Two hundred and ninety-five can-

didates are expected to participate in the

processional march. Music for the parade

this year wU be Verdi's "Triumphal

March". Accompanist will be pianist

Merle Tolbert of the MDJC Fine Arts

faculty.

The invocation will be delivered by

Rev. Sampson Tate of the Moorhead Bap-

tist Church.

Dr. J.T. Hall. MDJC president, will ex-

tend the welcome to parents and other

assembled guests.

His welcome will be followed by special

music to be presented by music majors
John Hoiloway, Burell Leach and Jay
Madison. Their vocal selection is "Time
To Believe in Our Dreams."
Presentation of candidates for gradua-

tion will be made by Harmon Boggs, dean
of instruction, and Travis Thornton, dean
of student affairs.

Dr. Hall will confer the degrees, and
Rev. Tate will pronounce the benediction.

Candidates for graduation are as
follows

:

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS DEGREE:

James Earl Banks, Jerry Bass, Anne

King Bell, Melinda Anderson Bender,

Janet Chris Brasher, James SUcy

Broadwater. Vicki Ley Crawford. Cense

Dotson, Carol Suzanne Ellis. Pamela

Elizabeth Fletcher. Sonya Elaine Ford,

Fabiola Saadallah Francis. Jerri Green,

Jackie Denise Hemmingway. John

SUfford Hoiloway. Keith Kendall Hood.

Devin Alexander Hunsucker. Robert

Walker Ivy, Adrea Lanise Johnson.

Rufus Daniel Logan, Diane McCollough;

Tommy Earl McKinzie, Martha Ree

McKnight. James David Madison.

James E. Makamson Jr., Sandra Denise

Milton. Scott Mitchell, James Albert

Moore HI, David Samuel Ogletree.

Bettina Renee Ong. Thomas Gregory

Piazza, Elizabeth Renee Pritchard. Dale

Morris Randle, Samer Youssef Rustom,

Clayton Geist Seymour Jr.. Hilary M.

Sikes. Richard Louis Smith. Marguerite

Louise Sunderland. Johnny Leon

Watford Jr.. Vernetta Whittaker. Johnny

Allen Wigington;

ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE:

Architectural Design and Construction

Technology: Beuiah Elizabeth Brown.

Joseph Thomas Harkins, William

Lindley Markham. Brett Stuart

Moorman, William Jackson Tadlock.

William Charles Wilkinson;

Golfers Vie for State Title

MDJC's golf team is participating in a

two-day state and regional championship

match today and tomorrow at Hinds

Junior College in Raymond.
Four Mississippi junior college teams

and one Louisiana team will be com-

peting for the Mississippi - Louisiana

regional junior college tennis title and the

right to advance to the national finals at a

site yet to be announced.

The MDJC team, newly reorganized

this year under the tutelage of Counselor

Joe Ray. currently holds second place in

the Mississippi Junior College inter-

collegiate competition.

MDJC has come in second in its last two
matches.

In the tournament hosted by MDJC at

Cleveland, April 15, MDJC's team score

was 34-0. They came in behind Hinds
which led with 331. East Central ranked

third with a score of 350.

News Briefs
Junior college transfers are setting the

pace for all allied health students current-

ly enrolled at the University of Mississip-

pi School of Medicine in Jackson, accor-

ding to a report delivered by Dr. Norman
Nelson, dean of the school.

Nelson told junior college presidents

assembled for a luncheon hosted by Ole

Miss in Jackson recently that students
with the highest averages in the inhala-

tion therapy, medical technology and nur-
sing classes at the University were all

junior college transfers.

Steve Nelson of East Central was

medialist for that match with a score of

72.

The individual scores for Delta were

Darron Goss, 80; Lee Whatley, 83; David

Langley, 87; Bill Markham, 88; Charles

Wilkinson, 90; Walker Sory, 93.

Four Mississippi teams participated in

the match hosted by Hinds at Raymond,
April 21. Hinds won with a score of 317.

They were followed by Delta with 331,

Gulf Coast. 335. and East Central. 336.

Steve Nelson of East Central was again

medalist with a 70.

In an ACT Alumni Survey conducted
last December by MDJC researcher Mar-
tha WoodaU, the results indicate that

former students feel that their educa-
tional experience at this college con-
tributed to their personal growth in many
respects

WoodaU said that the survey included

questions designed to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of this institution in achieving its

purpose. Examples of three of these ques-

tions follow:

Q. Regardless of the financial benefits,

has your college education improved the

quality of your life?

R. Definitely yes. 50.5 percent; Pro-
bably yes, 31.3 percent; Uncertain, 6.1

percent
; Probably no. 2.6 percent

; Blank.

1.7 percent.

Q. How well did this 2-year college

prepare you for your continuing educa-
tion?

R. Exceptionally well. 20 percent; More
than adequately. 16.1 percent; Adequate-
ly. 25.2 percent ; Less than adequately, 1 .7

percent; Very poorly. 0.9 percent; Blank.

36.5 percent.

Q. How well did this college prepare
you for your present occupation?

R. Very well, 19.1 percent; Adequately,
30.5 percent

; Poorly, 0 percent ; Not at all,

18.3 percent; Blank, 28.1 percent.
This survey was based on a universe of

3100 students. Twenty percent of this

group was randomly sampled. Twenty
percent of the sample responded.

Woodall said the questionnaires were
mailed with a self-addressed stamped
envelope included. The initial mailing
was followed up by a postcard reminder.

Data processing iecnnoiogy: Eddie

Lee Butler. Pamela Holeman Collms.

Monica Renee' Estes. Marvin Ervm

Holeman, Renee Hawkins Hood,

Kenneth Harlan Jenkins. Deletrece Ann

Lott, Kathy Denise Manning, Tracy

Geraldine Patterson, Florence Land

Provenze. Sandra Denise Seals, Angela

Cordell Thaggard. Tammie Lavell

Tnplett. Gregory Lee Young;

Electronics Technology: Roosevelt

Diggs Jr.. Edward Leon Irvin. Charles

Lee Brown Jackson. James Pritchard

Johnson Jr.. Charles Adrian Kimes.

Michael Alan Prestridge. Thomas

William Ward;

Farm Management Technology:

Johnny Mack Anderson. Thomas Vernon

Dobbs. Jessie James Horton, Timothy

Holt Horton

;

General Business Technology: Stella

Mae Beckham. Joy Fran Elliott. Phyllis

Denise Grayson. Wallace Gray Hope,

James Wayne Oakes, Stephanie Rene

Randall. Madeline Shantia Richardson.

Patty Page Roncali, Pearlstine Watson.

Caroline Nails Williams;

Medical Laboratory Technology:

Tammie Lynn Allen. Kathryn Ann

Greer, Laura Knight Patton, Lisa Ann

Porter, Judy Machelle Reynolds, Cecil

Elmer Webb Jr.;

Nursing: Myra Jones Beck. Mary Ann

Borganelli, Memrie Wells Bruce, Donna

Runnels Bryant, Melva Jean Bryant,

Deborah B. Cade, Barbara Ann Canoy,

Judy Anne M. Carpenter, Frances

Kirksey Carter. Patricia Conner Carter.

Bettye Ellis Dilley. Patricia Noe

DuBard. Schyzell Williams Harrell,

Zona Alberta Higginbothani, Timothy

Sean Jones, Sharon Denise Kent,

Lafern Kayle McDaniel, Freddie Jean

Mickel, Rhonda Lynn Milford, Betty

Lynn Moorman, Jacquelyn Elizabeth

Parker, Princella Pearson, Mary Lewis

Peterson, Rebecca Ann Rayburn, Janice

Rae Rutland, Joyce Anne Sheffield,

Ernestine Wilkinson Smith, Bunnie Jean

Thompson, Sandra Yarbrough Williams,

Joyce Ann Wilson, Margaret Ann Payne

Wilson;

Radiologic Technology: Jeffrey

Eugene Gacesa, Karen Marie Kennedy,

Lora Ann Lindsey, Robert Cline

McMillian, Fredrick Portwood Neal.

Lisa Joy Sykes. Carolyn Ann Thornhill,

Gwendolyn Ann Ware. Paula Jean

Ware, Melanie Ann Wiggers, Terri Ellen

Williams;

Two-Vear Secretarial Science:

Jeannette Conguista. Shelia Dianne

Keeton. Shirley Denise Rice, Rene
Parish Seymour;
One-Year Secretarial Science:

Barbara Jean Allen. Gilda Ann
Anderson, Jacqueline Gordon, Elvira

Gray. Mamie Deloise Rankin, Peggy
Ann Young;
Two-Year Clerical Office Training:

Iris Ann Bailey. Jackie L. Ballard,

Alberta Roshell Brown, Jennifer Gail

Collins. Leah Dianah Duthu, Lenora
Aretha Hamer, Gloria Jean Hudson,

Gemetia Jernigan, Cheryl Smith Lee,

Tracy Oakes Lester, Carla Kay Lyon,

Teretha Norton, Deloris Denice Taylor,

Ufaye Watkins. Holly Elizabeth White;

One-Year Clerical Office Training:

Penny Sue Bennett, Veronica Renetta

Black. Cheryl Cassalene Coleman,

Audrea Larue Drake, Makeeta Lynette

Faulkner. Martha Ann Ferguson.

Kathryn Diane Bigson. Christine Harris.

Arlesia Jackson. Cledia McCooI. Shirley

Jean Martin, Donna Rochelle Miller,

Dorothy jean Monroe, Deborah Kay
Mulvihill, Mary Elizabeth Porier, Lisa

Ann Stephens. Detria Sharaye Tubbs.

Loyce Ann Washington, Ivy Jean

Young;
Automotive Machinist: Robert Keith

Bevill. Marshall Bryan Coleman, Robert

Hooker, James Eric Jackson. Bobby

McKay. Aaron Smith;

Automotive Mechanics: Patrick Henry

Andrews. Kenneth Jerome Black.

Steven Wayne Kitchen. Ronny Keith

Mclntyre, Andrew Joseph Menhel.

David Lee Monroe. Roderick Terance

Stewart. William Paul Touchberry,

Allen Lenard Turner. David Louis

Walker;

Basic Skills in Business: Stephanie

Arlean Anderson, Cassandra Ann

Barnett, Shiriey Denise Brown. Thelma

Bush, Geraldine Edison, Dean Francha

Epps. Angela Jeanette Foreman, Erma

Jena Hackett, Cindy L. Hudson, Loretta

McCool, Cassandra McPherson, Revella

Moffett, Waulean C Nelson, Angie

Ratliff, Emma Jean Robinson, O.L.

Smith, Bobbie Ruth Vassar. Valeria

Victoria Walls. Marian Gail Wilkins;

Cotton Gin & Industrial Maintenance:

Ricky Atkins, Stanley Eari Davis,

Calvin Roy Griggs, James Madlock Jr .

Jules David Piear;

Diesel Mechanics: Jackson Charles

Hudson, John Fitzgerald Jenkins,

Harvey D. Jones, Charles Earl

Matthews. Curtis Nixon, Jerry Lewis

Richards, Ricky Adrian Stewart;

Farm Mechanics: Robert Earl Hals,

Carl Rena Hannah, Kenneth Earl

Haulcy. James Lee Leavy, Sammie

Simmons Jr., Jacqueline Enda Warren.

Frederick Jerome Williams;

Industrial Electricity: Herbert Earl

Brooks, Lisa Lavette Brown. Cornelious

Fisher. Jerome Jamerson. Jimmy V.

Jones. Bradley L. McDaniel, Mark

Duane Matthews. Troy Fitzgerald

Nichols, Aaron Lewis Richarson Jessie

Penfield Spivey, Donell Thomas, Lester

D. Walker Jr.;

Machine Shop: Micheal Hearn Abney,

Otis Lyvel Amos, William T. Cooks,

Melvin L. Giles, Jamie Lee Gilson John

Carey McDonald, Richard Harold Reid,

David Eric Rushing;

Offset Printing: Debra Brown.

Roxanne Campbell. Pamela Sue

Cheung. Anita Diane Dozier. Pauline

Bradley Holt, Barry Lynn Howard,

James Stephenson Hunter. Dora Ann

Jones. Lawson Oneal Nuttall, Jerry Lee

Parker. Millie Robertson, Daphne

Carolyn Robinson. Jimmy Lee Smith;

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning:

Kenneth Boyd, Robert Kennedy

Christian. Jimmy Lewis Griffin, Terry

Demetris Lloyd. Allen Denson Moss Jr

.

Ezell Pates, Charles Sizemore. William

McCord Smith, Darryl Kirk Wilson;

Sheet Metal: James N. Barnes. Eddie

Dewayne Bouler. Quenton Edwards,

Renwick Rendell Evans, Ronald Earl

Fortney, Jimmy Lee Gadison. Kenneth

Roosevelt Green, Thomas Green, Joe

Nathan R. Henry Jr., Earnie Terrell

Huckleberry, Jessie Jackson, Michael

Lawson. Ferral Reagon Manuel. Horace

James Mosley. Victor Cordell Mosson.

Kevin B. Sanders, Levon Turner. Steven

Devon Vassar;

Welding: Robert Junior Goss U. Terry

Hudson. Eddie Terry Jackson. Willia"^

Allen Kittrell, Melvin Mobey. Marcus

Paul Pilgrim, and Eddie Lee Womack
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